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IPO - YEAHS - OF - A1AA.IJFACTURIATG - EXPERIENCED

Balaljan & Katz' new
s 3 .000,000 "Oriental"

Theatre, Chicago, 111.

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp.

Architects—containing

over 2800 chairs built

to specifications of the

architects and Frank

Cambria by Heywood-

Wakefield.

This distinctive chair, No. O. C.

134, has a recessed back finished
in red Chinese lacquer. The seat

i- upholstered in red Fabrikoid
and the back in mohair striped
in a special color combination.
Standards are a specially casl

oriental design with hooded aisle

lights.

Another Overwhelming Tribute

To H-W Theatre Chair Quality

From the standpoint of adaptability to the

finest or the most modest theatre, the Opera

( hairs of Heywood-Wakefield manufacture are

Foremost in the minds of the best architects.

Tin's is again proven by the adoption of H-W
opera chair designs for the more than 2800

seats in the magnificent amusement house

shown in the above picture.

[f you, too, would have the best in patron com-

fort, in house capacity, in service, let Heywood-
Wakefield theatre seating experts help in work-

ing out your seating problems.

This service is free and without obligation.

*r ^S ** REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. */

Italtimorc, Maryland 11.1 West Conwa> Street

Boston 45, Mass. Winter Hill
Display Floor, 174 Portland Street

lluffalo. New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 2653 Arthington Street
Display Floor. 439 Railway Exchange Bldft.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1.110 West Eighth Street

III STWOOD-WAKEFIELD \\ VREHOUSES

Los'Anfteles. California ,S»I last Seventh Street

New York, New York 516 West ,14th Street

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 214 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 14S North Tenth Street

Sao FrandSCO, California 7.17 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O'Fallon Streets



Whatother
company
could
possibly
release 4
RECORD
SMASHERS
like these
within Q
Successive
weeks/
And they're
typical of

KID BOOTS
•K13 500 record opening week
$
at the RIALTO, New

York'.

leased

TMl

Smashed everv

Re-
leased

Ut

. oC<J in history

ffi A paramount pictures

.



Herds anotherAcefrom
.

"Paramountspackofhits/

THE ACE OF/CADS 1

did $37,000 at the
METROPOLITAN,
Los Angeles—the
2nd highest busi-
ness in history of
the theatre!

And at the RIVOLI,
New York, it stood
'em up to the tune
of $30,000 on the
week!

A BOX-OFFICE ACE
FOR ANY THEATRE!

Membei ol Motion Picture Pi iducei and Distributors of America. Inc. -Will II. Hays, President



He's the livest ghost you ev-

ersaw—and how lovable

a morbid scene injg it- it's a

py picture for a

ience! Just wait

!Not

ap

lively_Jjrand
until you see

Janet Gaynor, Alec Francis ^ and

Mickey

your

WILLIAM

McBan-they'll | ;,fsteal

hearts away!

FOX cpresmts

THE RETURN OF

PETER GRIMM
-A Dramatic Answer to&fes Greatest Question

Based on DAVID BELASCO'S Stage triumph
with

JANET GAYNOR-ALEC B.FRANCIS -FLORENCE GILBERT-RICHARD WALLING

LIONEL BELMORE -JOHN St.POLIS" JOHN ROCHE

Scc„ar,vh Bradley King -VICTOR SCHERTZINGER Troduction

Yi>*



Produced and Released

€

1 s^
FIG LEAVES
THE FAMILY
UPSTAIRS
THE LILY

WOMANPOWER
THE COUNTRY
BEYOND
"MARRIAGE LICENSE?"

THE BLUE EAGLE THE MIDNIGHT KISS

3 BAD MEN
Completed and Awaiting Release

....9

P

GOING CROOKED
MOTHER MACHREE

WHISPERING WIRES
WINGS OF THE STORM

and the

William Fox Motion T^ A \7TT^ TIThT A Qf^O'Q
Picture Version of

STAGE
TRIUMPH

THE RETURN OF

PETER GRIMM
al.so

WARNER FABIAN'S

SUMMER BACHELORS



Now in Production

THE CITY
Clyde Fitch, America's leading playwright, wrote the story and FOX had your box-office in mind
when he bought it! A ticket-selling cast including: Robert Frazer, May Allison, Walter McGrail,

Nancy Nash and Richard Walling. R. WILLIAM NEILL PRODUCTION.

THE AUCTIONEER
The David Belasco stage success will soon appear on the screen with George Sidney, Marion
Nixon, Gareth Hughes, Ward Crane and an excellent supporting cast. Make vour bid NOW for

box-office success! ALFRED E. GREEN PRODUCTION.

THE MONKEY TALKS
A new thrill—the successful dramatic novelty that scored in New York, London and Paris, will

be presented on the screen by William Fox. Jacques Lerner, the world's foremost animal im-

personator, and Olive Borden will play the leads with Raymond Hitchcock and others in the cast.

RAOUL WALSH PRODUCTION.

BERTHA The Sewing Machine Girl
Madge Bellamy, of "Sandy" and "Summer Bachelors" fame, plays the title role in the FOX
modernized version of the outstanding stage hit by Theodor Kremer. Allan Simpson, Sally

Phipps, J. Farrell MacDonald and Arthur Housman are in the cast. Scenario bv Gertrude Orr.

IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION.

ONE
INCREASING
PURPOSE

A. S. M. Hutchinson's latest and greatest novel since "If Winter
Comes." Harry Beaumont, who directed "Sandy," took an American
cast headed by Edmund Lowe and Lila Lee to England to film the ex-
teriors; the author co-operated. Supporting cast includes: Jane Novak.
Holmes Herbert, May Allison, Lawford Davidson and Emily Fitzroy.
Here's a FOX giant that you can enter on the profit side of your ledger!
Scenario by Bradley King.

HARRY BEAUMONT PRODUCTION

7th
HEAVEN

Based on Austin Strong's mighty drama with which John
Golden swept the nation. A FOX giant that will shatter box-
office records everywhere. Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell

head the cast, which includes J. Farrell MacDonald, Ted Mc-
Namara, Ben Bard and others. Exterior scenes now being
filmed in France.

FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors if America. Inc.—Will H. Hays President



private llf,iio» «*, i tw»*

Private Iziftfiiiphf
ttamny ^

PATSY RUTH MILLER, VERA CORDON, NAT CARR
l>treated by Cloytib SacoK

A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION



Everybody
knows it now—

Over the top

at the

box office!

We cant refrain from saying,

We told you so!"
"Private Izzy Murphy" over the top
And cleans up bigger profits

Than exhibitors ever saw before!
An irresistibly human, laughing hit

Starring George Jessel,

In pictures at last.

You win! It's one of the big profit hits

In Warner Bros. 26 Winners.

Three bigger-profit

Warner Winners released

—

Every one a box office sensation!

Play "Across the Pacific"

Starring Monte Blue
And "My Official Wife"
Starring Irene Rich
And Conway Tearle

"Millionaires"
"While London Sleeps"

And "The Third Degree"
Are on the way!
More profits $ $ $ !

It'sAn ExhibitorYear With



One by One.'
The Smashes Come
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WITH
HARRISON FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN,
MACK SWAIN AND
HOBART BOSWORTH

Adapted by
F. McCREW WILLIS

From the dramatization by
OWEN DAVIS

Based upon the story The WRECK
by E. J. RATH

Produced on the stage by
LEWIS and CORDON

Directedby SCOTT SIDNEY



Picked bv Photoolavoy rnotopiay
ofthe sixbest

pictures of the month
as one

6o<^i now

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATK
F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FL1NN. Vice-President and General Manager

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation' 130 West 46th Street New York. N. Y.

Member of Motion Picture Ptoducers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President



MARIE PREVOST
again proves to be
a comedienne of

HARRISONS^REPORTS

attractions
on the De Mi lie

Metropolitan
program coming
to Keith -Albee-
Orpheum and
other big first
run theatres

REVOST
"wjves

Foreign Distributors

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street

New York. TV. Y.



wi^ VlCTOR\£\RCONI
cAdapted by Anthony Coldewey

3rom the stage play "The Critical year"
by Rudolf Lothar andHans Bachwitz

"Editorial Supervisor F.M'GrewWillis

Directed byVICTORHEERMAN
Produced by Metropolitan Pictures Corporation

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. Presidtnl RAYMOND PAWLEY. V«-Pre*denl and Trcisurei JOHN C FUNN. Vict-Proldcm and Gctct»I Mintgtt

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President



Trumbull
controlite

c-*- -*( TRADE

A COMBINED SWITCHBOARD AND DIMMER BANK

MARK
"J
— --v?

CIRCLE T

The simplest combined switchboard

and dimmer bank

TRUMBULL builds and recom-

mends "Controlite
"

"Controlite" built for

Uptown Theatre, Indian-

apolis. Front view, showing dimmer
handles adjacent to switch handles.

Uptown Theatre

board. Rear view, show-

ing accessibility of dimmer plates.

BECAUSE
1. It is the most COMPACT light

controller in existence.

2. It is easiest to operate, because

each switch is DIRECTLY
ABOVE its dimmer handle, and

both are within easy reach.

3. It is easiest to install, because

switchboard, dimmers and mag'

az,ine panels are shipped a

COMPLETE UNIT already

wired up.

" Controlite" installed costs no more
than the old 'fashioned stage switch-

board with dimmers out of reach at

the top.

Trumbull switches and Ward Leonard "Viirohm"
continuous duty dimmers insure complete reliability.

Specify Trumbull "Controlitc'

Uptown Theatre. Endview,
showing magazine panel

wired as a unit at one end.

THE TRUMBULL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Plainville, Conn.
TMf-1

NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINNATI PHILADELPHIA BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
114 Liberty St. 2001 W. Pershing Road 3U Temple Bar Bldg. JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 595 Mission St.



THE STAR OF STELLA DALLAS
IN GREATEST OF MOTHER STORIES

;**

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
ANNOUNCES THE ENGAGEMENT OF

RETTr

RFNNFTT
TO PORTRAY THE TITLE ROLE IN

KATHLEEN NORMS'
WORLD-READ STORY OF MOTHER LOVE

mi

fc.

GREATER

FBO

A STUPENDOUS COMBINATION OF

STAR . .., AUTHOR . . . TITLE VALUES

OF COURSE, IT'S FROM GREATER FBO GREATER



: /

CALIFOR
63 hour
FLYERS

i

SAVE A DAY
One of America's finest trains. Bath,
barber, maid, manicure, valet, and a

picked personnel. 63 hours.

Lv. Chicago (C.&.N.W.) 8:00 p. m.
Lv. Omaha (Un. Pacific) 8:30 a. m.
Ar. Salt Lake City & 10:25 a. m.
Ar. Los Angeles . |,

d
y

9:00 a. m.

TenDollars ExtraFare to LosAngeles.

Jan frcincisco

Overland
Cimited
SAVE A DAY

Finest and fastest train to the Golden
Gate. Bath, barber, maid, manicure,
valet, and picked personnel. 63 hours.

Lv. Chicago (C.&N.W.) 8:10 p. m.
Lv. Omaha (Un. Pacific) 8:40 a. m.
Ar. Ogden . . j* 10:30 a. m.
Ar. San Francisco d

3^ 9:10 a. m.

TenDollarsExtraFaretoSanFrancisco.

oAnd

Gold Coast Limited

Other Fast Trains
from Chicago

(C. &. N. W. Term.

Continental Limited

Califo Mail

c
Pc cific Limited

Union Station"!
C. M. &. St. P.J

To
LOS ANGELES. SAN FRANCISCO
All-Pullman. Bath, barber, maid, manicure, valet.

Lv. Chicago 8:30 p. m.
Lv. Omaha 9:50 a. m.
Ar. Los Angeles d

3d 2:30 p. m.
Ar. San Francisco j™ 2:30 p. m.

No Extra Fare— 68 hours.

The same fine service Eastbound
For reservations address nearest

Union Pacific Representative, or General Pass'r Agent at
Omaha, Neb.; Salt Lake City, Utah; Portland, Ore.;

Los Angeles, California

Other Fast Trains
from St. Louis

CUnion Station!
Via Wabash J

Pacific Coast
Limited

St. Louis-Colorado
Limited

UNION PACIFIC



T III BAD 2 PEOPLE
CANT OCCUPY 1 SEAT
AT THE SAME TIME

—something should be done about it!

IN front of the Capitol Theatre, N.Y.

A pretty girl looked at the long line

WAITING to get in to see Norma Shearer's

NEWEST hit, "The Waning Sex."

SAID she:

"TOO bad 2 people can't occupy 1 seat

the same time." ******
CROWDS always storm theatres playing M-G-M attractions.

THEY draw!

DON' " be satisfied with a modest business



WHEN you can taste the sweet profits of

PACKED houses . .

.

CUSTOMERS waiting on line to see

THE big, popular M-G-M stars who appear in

THE gay, up-to-the-minute hits produced by the live showmen ofM-G-M . .

.

THE widely heralded Road-Show Successes

FRESH from legitimate theatre engagements . . .

YOUR public reads about the great things

M-G-M is doing . . .

THEY want to see the talked-about entertainments.

METRO -Goldwyn-Mayer naturally enjoys a wonderful reputation.

TWO years of brilliant successes have built up some rep

!

CASH in on it . .

.

M-G-M has walked away with the cheers, the praises, the hurrahs.

LET that noise work for you.

M-G-M today is doing the exciting, new things in production

THAT papers write about and folks talk about.

SHOWMANSHIP brings em in.

THAT'S M-G-M all over!

THE FOUR HORSEMEN

BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT

MARE NOSTRUM

THE WANING SEX

THE TEMPTRESS

TIN HATS

LA BOHEME

BATTLING BUTLER
and many others

OH BOY!



,*>*
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Showmen Who

&+

Goocf 57*or/ Features
r<°* &*' \

i&toiff 77ta*

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President '

Member, Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors or America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

(Skltiocvturruz/ U-tct^j/u^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"



Fredman's 14 Points
on"Michael Strogoff"

(No. 506 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corp.)

I have never been brave enough to say the remarkable things about any picture

which Mr. Ernest W. Fredman says of "Michael Strogoff." And yet Mr. Fredman, of

Film Renter & Motion Picture News of London, is an unusually conservative critic.

Just read some of the points he makes with reference to this Mighty Picture!

No. 1—"Mighty is the only description to apply to this tremendous Jules Verne film."

No. 2—"Seldom in the history of kinematography has this production been equalled."

No. 3—"The producers have lavished a fortune on its making, for it has some of

the most elaborate sets seen on the screen."

No. 4**" The picture literally throbs with thrills that follow in swift succession."

No. 5"""Tremendous battle scenes in which thousands of the Latvian army take part,

the burning of towns, fearless riding are features of this wonder production."

No. 6—"The camera and technical work is astounding."

No. 7"""The most thrilling scene of all is the fight between two men, which for

sheer strength and suspense is one of the greatest fight scenes ever
portrayed in a motion picture.

"

No. 8—"Some of the finest acting ever seen on the screen is to be witnessed in

this picture."

No. 9™""Ivan Moskin's acting throughout is magnificent, and in the fight scene he
is literally immense."

No. 10—"Every artist in the cast lends wonderful characterization to his part."

No. 11—"A mighty production conceived on immense lines."

No. 12—"A stupendous picture literally packed with entertainment value."

No. 13—"All through the film there are any number of big moments."

No. 14—"The whole production is so enthralling that it is certain to be a tremendous
success. It is one of the greatest box office attractions of all time."

Whew! There's a mouthful for you! And every word of it is true. If you miss

"Michael Strogoff" you miss the season's biggest bet!
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la^-ia REG DENNY FILM
immm IS plenty funny'
%* 9de-4'^a'^«J S5J^^S •iS'Sa/gS show, and thousands of aW
"nJ:'"',8T """"I."!! uSvi„r-

|,'«1««J •»! -*"U i me"< st°re bargain hunters, dash-

**"*£*» a £.?<« o„*??JB 'n^KE It From Me''_,r, „.« „„.
"deal S,tuation entirely palatable

'"""oS? "*

5&SF «guraans
•*TW.KE It From Me"—lfa just oneA gTand and glorious fancy-free
and funny farce!
Reggie Denny la Just one of those

ine, villains, poncemei
show, and thousands of depart' Imem store bargain hunters, dash-
jngly mixed into a delightfuj
larcical situation entirely palatable
to any from eight to eighty
-W.Ulam A. ^elTer"̂ rSponsmtel
for the excellent direction and it Is

* befitting that he anH R»„^«

By Leonard Boyd
^AKE IT FROM ME,"

cyclone of Jaughs, with
Reginald Denny as the chiefW4h^«MiM«L. 'I I— III >.

srator. ushers In the sec-
°

-i r i .

v — : i .

larigh Instigator^ ushers in the see-

ded pifilTire afuie Uptown Theater
u%der the new first-run regime. In

ona picture atthe Uptown Theater
u%der the new first-run regime. In
many respects £he first showing of

" Universal* farce resembled a
Tha house was

outsit; many
and. thlny lapels

this

gala premiere
packed and lines

evening gowns
In evidcjxse.

is l&e inAr.y orJTBiwr'a

—REGINALD -

Penny
A WltUAM A §
^\ "IOBUCIION

A Univei-sal Special
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On to Independence under Hal Roach's
"Star Spangled Banner' to the tune of

'Old Bojc Office,, Here We Come!"
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Exhibitors
Please Take

N OTIC E

The Sec ond

picture of the 1926-27 season was announced
under the title of "THE DESERT LEGION.''

Prior to going into production it has been
considered advisable to change this title.

We are taking this method of notifying all

exhibitors who have booked this feature, or

contemplate booking it, that the title has been
changed from "THE DESERT LEGION

"

to "DON MIKE."

Greater F. B. O.
IS 60 Broadway
New York City
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At the kick-off of the greatest
In historyFirst
livers the foot-

ball classicoPHtheages

\y

*i'

povrn the

field-**'****

offl« *oal

»

ba hdowoa«*cftouchdown
touchdown

"'""••Vrore of
uo
flRSl

Socce$*e*

%

MaiyAitofe

Adaptedfiom
Owen <Davis' stage success

DIRECTED BY
F.HARMON WEIGHT
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
B. P. FINE MAN

A lirat national^ Picture

3irot
national

. Picture*



Sue
Presented hi

is rw»-7iTFn iTmiw-ati
^n original story by Adelaide
Heilbron . .

.

. Continuity bu
JdelaideHeilbron and Jack W<T
Directed ty Richard Wall

JAanaqement . . E.M.Asher

Plays a tune thaisounds exactly

like thejmgle ofmoney-bays
behind ifour box-office window.

A "3iiat national

£ Picture
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You Can't "Quota" the Public
THE luncheon last week to EmilJannings

seemed to the writer, a symbol, a visuali-

zation almost, of the international film.

That—the international film—was the key-

note of the luncheon speeches ; and some true

things were said—by Will H. Hays, Jesse L.

Lasky, Eric Pommer and others.

Two of Mr. Hays' remarks stood out in the

writer's mind: (1) The public is the only mas-
ter of the film. (2) Hollywood is today an
international colony of creative folks.

It seems to me, as we have stated before, that

there is just one answer to the eternally dis-

cussed problem of satisfactory and therefore

reciprocal film relations between this country
and Europe— and that is summed up in the one
word Enterprise. Enterprise is giving the

world public what that public wants.

The public is the master of the film.

No one country, no producing force in any
country, is the appointed master of the film.

And certainly the public cannot be mastered
by legislative acts. The public cannot be legis-

lated, by quotas between countries, to go and
see pictures.

We had an editorial recently along these

lines, called "Actual Reciprocity," in which
we paid tribute to J. D. Williams, because his

enterprise was bringing British-made pictures

to the American public through the regular

avenues of trade and not through any laws
which would attempt to force them into any
exhibitor's house.
From London we receive a reply to this

editorial. Sir Oswald Stoll is quoted as saying

:

"The point I protested against, and the one
which is ignored, is control of distribution of

British pictures in Great Britain by the Amer-
icans. As to world distribution the purchase
of British pictures by Americans is no guar-
antee of it."

If the distribution of British pictures in

Great Britain is controlled by Americans we
were not aware of that fact. Nor can we con-
ceive of any control of pictures anywhere ex-

cept through business enterprise. Sir Oswald
rightly says that the purchase of British pic-

tures by Americans is no guarantee of their

world distribution. That is perfectly true.

There is only one guarantee of the world dis-

tribution of any picture wherever made, and
that is pictures so made that the world public

will pay to see them.
Great Britain, we understand, will attempt

to impose a quota on American films—in other

words legislate the trade in films between this

country and Great Britain.

That means in effect that legislation will

attempt to force the public of each country to

goto see pictures, which, of course, the public
will not do at all.

Great Britain's position today, as I see it,

is briefly this:

The Federation of British Industries, real-

izing that trade in general follows the film,

demands that British films be made and dis-

tributed throughout the world.

This is to the end that British goods in

general may also be well distributed.

Now the makers of these other goods must
realize that the goods can only be sold suc-

cessfully on a competitive basis of quality and
price. No quota system is asked for these
goods. Yet a quota is demanded on films.

Films, of course, are merchandise. Why
should, or rather how can, these goods be sin-

gled out to bear a quota system?
You cannot "quota" the public into a theatre

any more than you can "quota" people into a

store. You cannot "quota" the public to buy
anything. Consequently, if the public doesn't
buy the pictures someone along the line, pro-
ducer, distributor or exhibitor, or all three,

will lose money. That's certain.

Enterprise, in giving the public what the
public will buy, is the one determining factor

with films, or shoes, or food, or automobiles
or any other goods.
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Speaking Editorially

THE real solution of the British production
problem is, of course, that the British pro-

ducer, like any other manufacturer, should study the

larger markets essential to his existence, and make
films worthy of them," the British writer continues.

"Good films will open any door to the British pro-

ducer. While he remains too lazy or too unskilful

to use that key, the British exhibitor has every right

to refuse to endow him by showing indifferent films,

at artificial prices, to a public which wants the best

only—and even now rewards any British producer
who provides it."

A SLASHING attack on the "quota" which the

Federation of British Industries is urging, the

"quota" being aimed of course at America, is con-

tained in a recent issue of The Kinematograph
Weekly, London. The attack is of great signficance

because it comes from a British trade journal and
shoots to pieces the false premises upon which the

F.B.I, campaign is waged.

"Everyone in the film trade—and one includes

those British producers who are in favor of the F.B.I,

policy for the very good reason that it will absolve

them from the stress of commercial competition

—

recognizes the fundamental fallacy of the Quota pol-

icy," says Kine.

"The F.B.I, gives the whole game away when, in-

dicating a certain number of recent British films, it

quotes a whole series of glowing reports from Kine.

and other papers to prove that these pictures are

worthy of general exhibition—and then uses the ad-

mitted fact as an argument for the compulsory exhi-

bition of unmade British films of unknown merits."

L^LSF^WHERE in this issue appears the first of

a series of articles by John Grierson which will,

we are sure, provoke wide discussion. Mr. Grierson
is a critic of the motion picture who speaks bluntly

—but who has something more than brickbats to

offer. Many persons will disagree with him on vital

points—perhaps rightly—on important points. That
is natural, and healthy. The significant thing is that

here is a man who has something to say about the

destiny of the screen, and says it, fearlessly and
honestly.

While he does not go so far as to suggest concrete

plans for obtaining those qualities which he considers

necessary to a great and popular film, he clears the

air of much intellectual rubbish and outworn con-

vention. From such sane analysis as this, constructive

benefit must follow.

If you believe in the motion picture as a great

entertainment factor and a vital force in the lives

of men and women evervwhere, we commend to you
Mr. Grierson's thoughtful and thought-compelling
articles. More will follow.

COl
ti

OULD one frame a more absurd and self-stul-

tifying statement than that, because a number
of excellent British films (made under conditions

of free competition) will secure general and profita-

ble exhibition, it is necessary to guarantee their ex-

hibition?" Kine. asks and continues:

"The bogey of protection subsisting on the 'Em-
pire market' is deliberately erected in order to ob-

scure the complete failure of ... . British pro-

ducers in general to make films good enough for the

world Hitirket on. which alone British productions can

be commercially established. The claim for a Quota
is a claim for subsidy, from the exhibitors' pockets,

for recognized inefficients.

"The pretense that good British films do not get

adequate exhibition in England—and every penny
in rentals to which they are entitled on merit— is

shaken by the F.B.I.'s own quotation of the enthusi-

astic reception recently given to good British films.

It would be shattered to pieces if the rentals paid for

those pictures could be published."
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AN EDITOR
ON BROADWAY

The Week in Review B>) William K. Johnston

Adolph Zukor

BROADWAY will see, on the evening

of November 19th, the greatest

theatre opening to date in all its

remarkable history. Such decorative splen-

dor, on such a monumental scale, will be

revealed that people will be breathless over

its magnificence.

* * * *

I
REFER to the new Paramount The-

atre. The opening date may be changed,

but November 19th is the one an army of

1,650 working men are strenuously aiming

at. I walked through the edifice the other

day from sub-basement to above the dome
and never before have I had such an over-

whelming impression of just what picture

entertainment in the twentieth century may
mean.

* * * *

JOHN FLINN, who has just toured the

whole country, tells me—and this was
his outstanding impression—that he was
somewhat aghast at the elaborate machinery

today that presents the film to the public

eye. He referred, of course, to the theatres

of the country. Well, here on Broadway
we are to have the epitome of all this mar-
velous enterprise and grandeur.

* * * *

TODAY the scaffolding is up every-

where, and the floors are temporarily

covered ; but as I dodged my way about

there were enough glimpses and long shots

to give any observer a conception of the

radiant splendor that later will be fully

revealed. I leave more adjectives for that

occasion. Here are just a few impressions

of the moment.
The theatre from lobby floor to dome

takes up nine stories of the Paramount
building. There are two stories below the

theatre proper and three above so that all

in all it takes up fourteen s'tories. The
operating force will consist of 300 persons.

The marble in the lobby cost a half-

million dollars. The Italian quarries from
which it comes furnish normally to this

country but twenty-five per cent of the

amount this theatre required; so that quar-

ries had to be opened up for this order.

A great promenade encircles the dome

;

there's a Peacock Alley ; college, Elizabeth-

an, Marie Antoinette rooms, and daintv

Coral and Powder box rooms for the

women. No expense has been spared in

any detail. It is mighty and opulent, and

richly tasteful.

I
SUPPOSE that when the Roxy The-
atre opens we shall enthuse again in

these terms, and perhaps increase our verbal

efforts at description ; but it does seem to

me that this Paramount Theatre in cost

and beautv must represent the peak of the-

atre building for some years to come. Cer-

tainly it will never fail to remain a splendid

symbol of motion picture progress, and an

enduring monument to the genius of

Adolph Zukor.
$k 3fc 3fc %

ON the opening night and in the bril-

liant throng I know there will be

one very proud and happy person—and that

is Harold B. Franklin. He knows the inti-

mate details of this elaborate structure, has

in fact dreamed them and watched them
take form from the days when Broadway
saw only a great excavation between Forty-

third and Forty-fourth streets. It's a mighty

structure and I envy the man who knows
that he put his heart and soul into it.

* * * *

THE Paramount is to be a weekly

change house with the Publix presenta-

tions placed on the elaborate scale that Sam
Katz has envisioned for them. " It is only

a few years ago that this same young man
was wont to come quietly from Chicago to

New York and study the Broadway presen-

tations of that time from a rear seat. Prob-

ably he was planning then the presentation

scale of 1926. At any rate, he will know
that exhibitors soon will journey far and
wide to sit in his own rear seats and take

lessons from him.

# * * *

EVERY so often I have lunch with Bob
Flaherty at the Coffee House Club.

And it's a real treat. From no one else do

I get such inspiring talks about the great

pictures to be made—and which will be

made. He still clings to his ideals of th"

primitive drama he achieved in "Nanook"
and "Moana," but he now plans to mak"
pictures of epic scope and appeal. I will

say this—that two of his stories I have

hea."d and some more of his ideas are about

the best I have known of since the screen

became dramatic. And this is no exag-

geration.

CARL LAEMMLE, JR., is evidently

a chip off the old block.

He conceived the idea of a series of col-

lege life two reelers, and wrote the stories

himself. Universal put them into produc-

tion in feature style not merely in honor of

the chief's son but because the staff to a

man believed that here they had a likely

successor to the famous Leather Pusher

series.

Evidently, everybody guessed right. I

saw the first three the other day and they

are excellent. Exhibitors feel the same way
about them for they are booking ahead of

the Leather Pushers.

George Lewis, the clean cut, attractive

juvenile in "His People" and Dorothy

Gulliver, a most sightly young lady are the

leads, supported by Hayden Stevenson and

others.

Of the three I saw I liked the second

more and still more the third, and I believe

that this pace will be kept up. That's gen-

erally the way when you hit upon a good

idea for a series. Ten subjects have been

planned, but I believe that like the Leather

Pushers they will run to forty and still on,

and gather accumulated popularity.

* * * *

ED HATRICK, back from the West
Coast, tells me that Metro has some

big ones coming along. He enthuses espe-

cially over "Tell It to the Marines." Then
there are "Tin Hats," "The Fire Brigade,"

and "The Flesh and the Devil."

We will have an article on them and

other big ones from Edwin Schallert.

BUSINESS is brisk at the Capitol this

week on "The Magician"; may
reach $60,000; would be held second week
except that M-G-M is anxious to open

"Bardelys, the Magnificent." "Bardelys"

is expected to break records, and is hoped

to go into a third week. "The Prince of

Tempters" at the Mark Strand, aided by

personal appearances, is having a better than

average second week. "The Better 'Ole"

at the Colony is cramming them in, while

"Don Juan" shows signs of dropping just a

little. "The Scarlet Letter" is tapering

off. "London" at the Rivoli, is doing well

but breaking no records. "Kid Boots" has

been a disappointment at the Rialto, de-

spite high expectations, and will come off

in another week. "Sorrows of Satan" at

the Cohan is a disappointment to Famous
—somewhat offset by the phenomenal busi-

ness "Beau Geste" continues to do at the

Criterion.
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Major Edward Bowes, managing director

of the Capitol Theatre and M-G-M execu-

tive, welcomes Princess lleana of Rumania
to a reception tendered her there

huane Thompson, comedy favorite, who is

gaining attention in more serious roles.

She will be seen in "April Fool," a special

Chadwick production, soon

PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE

T MEDALS
WO asterisks were pinned on the proud breasts

of picture producers this week by the National Board

of Review. The subjects selected as worthy of

special distinction were "So's Your Old Man," Par-

amount's new W. C. Fields comedy feature, and

Burbridge's "The Gorilla Hunt," which Film Book-

ing Offices is distributing.

o,
A ROYAL RECEPTION

F the many functions tendered the visiting royal

Rumanian party in New York, none was of more
interest to the film colony than the reception for the

Princess lleana at the Capitol Theatre last Saturday

morning. Coming on the seventh anniversary of the

theatre, it was an especially gala occasion.

In connection with the reception, a platinum and
diamond wrist watch was presented to Queen Marie
by the theatre personnel, which Her Majesty gracious-

ly accepted.

L FILMING A QUEEN
EONARD MITCHILL, newspaper man,

photographer, publicity man and short subject pro-

ducer, who has been making an interesting series of

short novelties in association with George Morris, has

just completed an assignment which required the tact

of a diplomat and the prowess of an athlete. For
some years the press representative of the United States

Lines, Mitchill was engaged to handle the publicity

on the trip of the Queen of Rumania from Paris to

New York in story and picture. He sailed for Paris
on October 2 aboard the Leviathan, with Ray Vik-
torin, the steamer's photographer, as assistant. By

/;„, D'Arcy, who completed uorl, in Uedda Hoppei and Cranfurd Kent in a scene from

I alencia" (M'G-M) , just befon coming "Mono Lisa," <nn of tin Romance. produ tions m Techni-

Jannings and his mocking-bird have noth-

ing on Johnny Hints, First yat'l comedian,
uho took Lorelta, the parrot, with him to

the IT est Coast this week

Eugene fl . Castle, head of the Castle
Films, a film pioneer who is scoring strong-

ly with his unusual novelty short subject

releases

color, bused on the famous painting l>\ da \ inci and co-
East, with II Fox, manager of WH1\ Movie directed &j Eugene II. Roth and Irthur Maud-, for

< lull, through whom If broadcast re ently Educational release

llihard Barthclmess, First National star.

•.napped aboard the SS. France, on which

Ii sailed for a file weeks' vacation on the

Continent last week
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M. H. Hoffman, personally in charge of the making of Tiffany Productions on the West Coast, has assembled an especially fine cast for "College
Days," of which these three stills will give some idea. In the first are W. A. Carroll, Lawford Davidson and Charles Delaney; in the second, Mar-

c I'nc Day and Delaney; and in the third, Duane Thompson. Jimmie Harrison, Delaney and Edna Murphy

agreement no other photographers made the trip, Mitchill being held

responsible to deliver movie negative and stills on his return to New
York to all the newsreels and photo syndicates. In Paris he was
joined by Mrs. Hortense MacDonald, Paris publicity representative

of the U. S. Lines.

Queen Marie let it be known that while she would not avoid the

camera, she would absolutely not pose, so everything had to be

"shot on the wing." Mitchill and Viktorin then spent four hectic

days following the royal party about Paris. Aboard the Leviathan
the job was just as strenuous, for pictures had to be obtained without

offending Her Majesty. Mitchill and Viktorin alternated with the

motion camera, the other shooting the stills. A considerable amount
of valuable human interest negative was obtained, Captain Hartlev
proving of great assistance. This was rushed ashore from Quarantine
when the Leviathan docked, Fox and Kinograms incorporating soirn

of it into their current issues.

From the still negatives made aboard ship 25 were selected.

Twenty-five enlargements were made from each of these by means
of a special enlarger which used short exposures to offset the vibration

of the ship. These were delivered to representatives of the New
York newspapers and syndicates long before the Leviathan docked.

Mitchill, who lost 1 2 pounds on the trip, is resting up by assem-
bling and editing a two-reel special on the event for non-theatric 1

use, after which he will resume work on "l he Roof Tops of New
York," one of his own series.

AL-M-G-M PALL PLANS
LL indications point to a brilliant success for the Loew-Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Movie ball at the Hotel Astor on Saturday evening.

Among the players who have promised to attend are Alice Terry,

Pauline Starke, Alice Joyce, Lois Wilson, Richard Dix. Eleanor

Boardman, Lois Moran, Lya de Putti, Mary Alden, Hope Hampton,

George Walsh, Pauhne Garon, William Powell and ma'v o'h;n.

Harry Lauder and his entire troupe, numbers from the "Vanities,"

"Castles in the Air" and other m lsical shows will be presented.

Vincent Lopez and his orchestra w.ll pi y. The "Breakfast Show"
at 6 a. m. will include the entire productions from the Silver Shpner,

the Playground, the Texas Guinan, the Cotton Club and the Club

Anatole. R. M. Burnside will act as stage manager.

T.
STARS MEET PRESIDENT

HE group of players now making exteriors in Washington,

D. G, under the direction of Lothar Mendes for "The Song of the

Dragon," a Robert Kane production being made for First National

release, met President Coslidge at the White House on Sunday.

These included Dorothy Mackaill, Lawrence Gray, William Collier,

Jr., Gail Kane, Eddie Gribbon and Jack Ackroyd. The President

expressed his pleasure at meeting these stars and the hope that they

would enjoy their stay in the capital city.

W HENRY KING
E had the pleasure of a chat the other afternoon with Henry

King, the director, who is here for a brief rest between pictures. It

is always a delight to talk to him, for King is one director who, off

the set, is a regular human being and not a director. His last picture,

filmed in the Nevada desert, entailed endless hardships and responsi-

bility, but you cannot get him to talk of that. When he discusses a
situation or a gag in a past success he tells you where he eot it.

giving the credit to someone else. He combines a sure knowledge of
legitimate hokum and "gags" with a keen sense of human values,
which makes them no longer "hoke" as he employs them.
He will talk by the hour of the wonderful work done by his

cameraman, his continuity writer—but rarely ever of the work of
Henry King. Probably his sense of humor is too keen to adopt the
pose which afflicts some who achieve success in his field, but what
ever the reason, it is a pleasure to pay tribute to a man who is not
too busy being a real director to be a real human being.

A FAREWELL LUNCHEON
S a gesture of farewell, Ray Rockett, First National producer,

gave a luncheon to all the members of his organization, as well ?s

a number of other invited guests, at the Eastern First National studio

last Wednesday. The studio is being closed and the unit moved to

Burbank.

BJANNINGS AT A. M. P. A.
EFORi7 departing for the Paramount convention and the West

Coast Fm 1 Jannings w?s the guest of honor last week of the A. M.
P. A. at its regular weekly luncheon.

GJ^MES-BLACKTON NUPTIALS SET
ARDNER JAMES and Marion Constance Blackton are to

be married in Hollywood on Christmas Dav, it was announced this

week. Miss Blackton was assisting her father, J. Stewart Blackton,

as casting director and scenarist when James first applied for work on

the screen, wh ch he was given. Now he is under a five year con-

tract to Inspiraton.

Leonard Mitchill, of the U. S. Lines, on the S.S. Leviathan, photograph-
ing the Princess lleana of Rumania. U ith her are Prince Holienlo i,

Sidney Heller, the New York youngster who was introduced to the
Queen, and ]. Georgesco, of the Rumanian Royal orchestra
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BUSTER'S FIRING SQUAD

OMETHING unusual in camera work, even on a comedy

spectacle like Buster Keaton's "The General," is to be expected,

since twelve motion picture cameras, operating from as many angles,

shot the film in Cottage Grove, Oregon. Chief cinematographer Dev-

ereaux Jennings had a score of assistants on the difficult camera

assignment, with the frequently moving railroad train sequences and

the dramatic long shot of the trestle sequence, with the old Civil War
engine toppling over into the river.

Forty thousand dollars of Joseph M. Schenck's money went into

one scene, according to reports, costing more than any single comedy

The Fox A. C. Bowling team, ivhich leads the Motion Picture Bowling
tournament in New York with three victories. The members, left to

right, are: Jack Salle, Fred Uhlenbusch, John Bodnar, Arthur Busch,
John Mattson, Abe Goodman, R. B. Simonson, Al Star, John Ryan, Moe

Krane, bowling chairman, and ff esley ff yckoff

A OFF TO BURBANK
LMOST two years to the day from the time that First National

opened its Eastern studios, they will now close upon the completion

of "Not Herbert," and the Ray Rockett unit will move to Burbank,

Cal. This will leave only Robert T. Kane producing for First

National in the East. Among those heading for the West will be

Mr. Rockett, Howard Higgin, the director, Virginia Lee Corbin,

Pauline Starke, Lloyd Whitlock and Sam Hardy.

Twenty productions have been made at the old Biograph plant

during its tenancy by First National. By coincidence, Ben Lyon,

who appeared in the first picture, also appeared in the last, leading

him to remark that he never started anything that he didn't finish.

J
A NEW NATIVE SON

OHNNY HINES, who has been a feature of Manhattan's

Broadway for years, as vaudeville actor, comedian and star, has

pulled up stakes and set sail for Hollywood, where he will make
two pictures.

Our own Matt Taylor, one of the home town boys who has made

good, will follow the trail blazed by Johnny later in the week, and

will work on future Hines stories in sunny California. He also ex-

pects to turn his typewriter toward dramatic productions.

One of the locomotives used in "The General," Buster Keaton's first

I nited Artists picture, plunging through a burning trestle, while 12

cameras record the costly scene. The taking of this difficult sequence is

described in detail elsetvhere

sequence on record. Two thousand Union and Confederate

"soldiers" were used in the scene, showing one of three locomotives

crashing over the side of a burning bridge. It was not done in

miniature, though it might have been done that way for $1,000.
But Mr. Schenck insists on the actual thing, so the boys got out the

cameras.

On the sides of hills, in the water looking up, on a tree looking

down, cameras in front of them, over them, at the side of them,

the actors worked. One cameraman was down in a boat on the

river, shooting up at an angle. Another was perched on a tower

erected over the trestle. The man in the boat was nearly killed

when the engine toppled over near him, splashing debris over his

slight craft.

Jennings, who started life as a civil engineer and switched over

to films fifteen years ago, had Bert Haines as second cameraman;
Elmer Ellsworth, assistant cameraman; Byron A. Houck, still

photographer; and Dale Clawson and William Piltz directing the

cameramen who made running, angular and always perilous shots.

Ellsworth and his camera were thrown from a barge in the rapids

of an Oregon river during the shooting of the battle scene. Ells-

worth's arm was fractured and he was kept off the firing line for

several weeks, while work went on.

In this record achievement for camera work on a comedy, 200,000
feet of film for Buster's first United Artists picture were made.
Shots were taken from risky perches on Civil War locomotives travel-

ing at top speed; from tops of swaying cannon in battle scenes; from
slippery rocks in the middle of flood-swept rivers; from burning
bridges; in fact, from any angle that would add to the thrills and
laughs in the costliest comedy ever produced.

From the quarter-million footage already shot. Buster and his

editors and cutters are selecting the necessary amount for a feature

length picture—which means that 193,000 feet of fine camera work
will go into the Keaton archives and 7,000 feet will be viewed by
laughing Keatonish folk when Buster's first United Artists film comes
to the screen.

B COASTWARD BOUND
EULAH LIVINGSTON left New York this week for Holly-

., l , .1 i it r c ,i cm hnnl Janmngs (right) and Mrs. Jamungs are welcomed to America by
wood where she will confer on stones for the coming year. She

/esse , ,„ sAv „„ ,„/,„„ of Paramount and the American film industry.
will also gather data for a series of magazine articles. i„ which Jannings will, it is hoped, bring added lustre

.
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Conrad Veidt, German film star, arrives in Hollywood to play Louis XI
in "The Beloved Rogue" (United Artists); left to right: Hans Kraley,
Paul Bern, Ernst Lubitsch, John Barrymore, John W . Considine, Jr.,

Fred Niblo and Sid Grauman, who met him at the station. Veidt, him-
self, is fourth from the left, between Lubitsch and Barrymore

WFROM THE CAMERA MAN'S ANGLE
ITH so much importance being attached to the camera end

of moving pictures (it would seem in some respects that this is beng
over-stressed), it is interesting to get the viewpoint of a master of

the craft. Surely that is the status of Karl Freund, the man who
has done such remarkable things for Ufa in photographing their

most successful and widely acclaimed pictures such as "Variety,"

"The Last Laugh," "Metropolis," etc. Comparatively recently he

has been engaged as production-director for the European Fox com-

pany.

In a recent interview he voiced the following ideas, all of which

are of interest to anyone in the moving picture game, no matter in

what capacity.

"I want to demonstrate that the role of the camera has hitherto

been erroneously subordinated—especially here in Germany—to the

other elements that go to make up a picture ; and that it is the mission

of the camera to create a mode of expression that shall be specifically

the language of the film. I want, as far as possible, to get away from

the traditions of the speaking stage and continually to ferret out new
pictorial effects and dramatic possibiht'es for the m">vie

"I am going to introduce a new method of production that will

economize tremendous sums and thereby prove th?t no fibvlo'is caDital

is needed in order to produce really orein~l and effective pictures.

"We are beginning with two symphonic pictures by Walter Rutt-

mann. The first is called 'Berlin' and is to show the rhythm of

this big city. The second is to be dedicated to sport, and no one

who believes in the independent future of the movie can possibly

doubt the honest endeavor of this picture to discover new territory.

"With the Ruttmann symphonies I am attempting to break com-

pletely with the traditional dramatic style of picture and am trying

with my camera to produce a document typical of our epoch, that

shall be at once a work of art and a faithful mirror of life and
emotions. I mean besides to apply my prolonged experience as

camera man to bringing new life into the traditional film style."

Louis B. Mayer and party, including May McAvoy, arriving in New
Orleans in connection with the showing of "The Fire Brigade" {Metro-
Goldtvyn-Mayer) at the annual convention of the International Fire

Chief's Association

Fox officials at the opening of the new Fox Films exchange in Los

Angeles; seated, left to right: Sol M. W urtzel, James R. Grainger, J. J.

Sullivan; standing: Ben Jacksen, Howard J. Sheehan, George E. Marshall.

Mr. Sullivan is manager of the L. A. branch

A MRS. PAUL LENI RETURNS
N arrival in New York this week was Mrs. Paul Leni, wife

of the former Ufa director and art director, now at Universal City.

Mrs. Leni went right on to the Coast to rejoin her husband before

he begins camera work on "The Cat and the Canary." The Lenis

have acquired a Beverly Hills home, and many of the rare art objects

from their Berlin house are being shipped here. Mrs. Leni was ac-

companied by Miss Olga Kuntze, stage and screen actress, who is on

her way to Los Angeles to be married to Paul Stein, the director.

A A KNIGHT OF THE NEWS CAMERA
NDRE GLATTLI, one of Pathe News' European corre-

spondents, has returned to his post in Paris after spending a month

with Editor Emanuel Cohen and the Pathe News staff studying

the latest developments. Glattli has been the hero of a hundred

noted exploits on the film frontiers of Europe, and has had many
close calls in the Spartist uprising in Germany, the Moroccan cam-

paign and the Bulgarian revolution.

A SPECIAL ROMANCE SHOWING
N interesting affair has been arranged by Educational for

Friday of this week at the American Museum of Natural History,

when the first three Technicolor pictures, based upon famous paint-

ings and made by Romance Productions, will be shown to all of

the art supervisors of the New York public schools, as well as the

members of the New York chapter of the Visual Instruction Associa-

tion of America.

T CREDIT TO COLUMBIA
WO Columbia pictures, 'The Lone Wolf Returns" and "Who

Cares?" have been chosen by the National Board of Review for its

annual selected list of worth-while films based upon popular novels.

This list is widely circulated in connection with Motion Picture Book
Week, November 7 to 13.
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British Films Are Discussed at Dinner
Loew, Lieber, Burkan and Guest of Honor Speak at Testimonial

Affair to Ernest W. Fredman, Editor of Film Renter

W I DER recogllit ion ill 1 hi' aim- ami

purposes of British film producers

was advocated as a possible means
of averting unfavorable quota legislation in

Crcat Britain by Ernest W. Fredman, edi

tor of The Film Renter and Moving Picture

News tit' London, at a testimonial dinner

given in his honor by the A. M.I'. A. at the

Hotel Biltmore <>n Tuesday evening. More
than a hundred leading members of the in

dustry, representing all it- branches, were

in attendance.
The affair assumed the character of an

impromptu ami good-natured debate, with

Robert Lieber, president of First National,

ami Marcus Loew, head of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, presenting the American distribu-

tors' side, and Nathan Burkan and Mr.

Fredman urging some action to avert ho

tile legislation in Britain.

Walter F. Eberhardt, president of the

Advertisers, said that the dinner had grown
beyond the proportions of an A.M.l'.A. af-

fair, and that he was therefore turning t'l"

gavel over to a man well qualified to pre-

side, Dr. A. II. Giannini.
In introducing the first speaker, Nathan

Burkan, Dr. Giannini related his own ini-

pressions of the general European situation

as a hanker, and stated his belief thai mat-
ters might he more serious than they were
regarded in Mime quarters.

Mr. Burkan told of the British film situ-

ation as he had found it on various visits

Serious loss might result, he believed, if

something were not done to aid British p o-

duction in a fair manner. At the same-time.
he warmly defended American producers
against the charge that they were con-
sciously using the screen as a means of

propaganda. They are much too busy striv-

ing to nut entertainment values in to think

of advertising American g I- or aim-, he

-aid.

Marcus Loew. who followed him. brought

frequent laughter and applause by his o

Matured ''kidding" of Mr. Fredman. IF
-aid that he believed there was a danger of

taking the situation too seriously. He w
confident, he -aid. that everything would
come out all right because he kne'n tha

American distributors intended to do the

right thin-'.

"I don't want to repeat the speech 1

made in London." he said, "hut I do waul

to -ay again that we will welcome good
pictures, no matter where they are mad' 1

.

Hut remember that our theatres are closed

even to our own pictures when they are

poor, and I don't believe that we should

play other picture-, either, miles- they are

good."
Robert Lieber, the next speaker, likewise

-poke in a good-humored but earnest vein.

He pointed out that perhaps the reason that

America had excelled in picture making up
to now was that the American masses
needed entertainment worse than any other

public, and that this necessity had brought
about the present condition. Only enter
tainnient value for the masses, he pointed
out, would give any nation a leading place

on the screen- of the world, and tomorrow
some other nation might surpass America
in this respect. If British producers sue

cessfully turned out entertainment for the

masses, he said, they would find no diffi-

cult v in obtaining a place for their wares.

Mr. Fredman, the last speaker, was in-

troduced as a champion of fair play and
a friend of the American industry. II"

thanked the assembled guests warmly for

the honor they had done him, and warned
them that lu- was going to speak frankly

Seattle Expands in Four Months From
7,000 to Nearly 14,000 First Run Seats

AN increase of almost one hundred per cent in the number of first

run seats in less than six months—that is the remarkable record
established in Seattle, Washington, this year. And what is con-

sidered even more remarkable is that the increase has meant even better
business for first and second run houses alike. If anyone has suffered,
it has been the third rate houses, "musical comedy" shows, and cheaper
vaudeville bills.

Six months ago Seattle's first run houses included the Blue Mouse,
Coliseum, Columbia, Liberty and Strand, with a total seating capacity
of approximately 7,000. The Blue Mouse is John Hamrick's independent
house, the Coliseum, Liberty and Strand are part of the Pacific North-
west Theatres chain, and the Columbia is a Universal project.

Since July first, the first run situation has seen the addition of a
first run and second run policy in Hamrick's Egyptian Theatre in the
University district, with a seating capacity of 1,400; the opening of the
magnificent new Fifth Avenue Theatre by the Pacific Northwest chain
with a seating capacity of 3,000; the opening of Joe Danz's new Embassy
Theatre in the downtown district with 1,000 seats, and the adoption
last week of a first run policy at Frank Edward's independent Winter
Garden Theatre with a seating capacity in excess of 1,000. Instead of
7,000 first runs seats, therefore, Seattle has added almost 6,500 more in
four months—a total of close to 14,000 in a city of 400,000 population.
Combine with this two vaudeville houses now running first run pictures,
and the situation is complete.

of a situation that demanded plain

speaking.
Action by the British Government to

bi'im: about a l-2 J
/2 P01 ' (

'
( '"' '|"" ,;i vv:l ^ '" 1_

mineiit, he warned, hut a suitable gesture

of reciprocity might avert this if it came
in time. He appealed to those present who
were in a position to take -ucli action to

consider the situation seriously.

He told of -ome of llie things which had

c eateil resentment against American pic-

ture- in Britain, and regretted the carica-

turing of British life and manner- -ecu in

-ome tilms.

American distributors, he felt, compared
I'>riti-h productions with their own ''Big

Parades" and "Covered Wagons" when
they were considering them for distribution,

although they themselves were able to make
but a few such picture-. British producer-,

he said, could not possiblv make such films

at the p'-csent time, if for no other than

financial reasons, and their pictures were

simply intended to be modest, entertaining

program films, in which effort he believed

t hey were succeeding.

In closing, he appealed strongly for a

gesture from the American industry which

would convince the British trade of its de-

sire to help England find its place in the

-mi, thereby avoiding the possible lo-- of a

valuable and important market, which
would be accompanied by much rancor and
ill-feeling.

The list of those present at the dinner

included :

Pert Adler. John W. Alienate, Louis

Auerbach, II. A. Bandy, .1. C. Barnstyn, Gus
Barth, David Bernstein, Mr. Bertrand, W.
('. Boothby. Major F. W. Bowes. Joseph
Brandt, E. Oswald Brooks. Colvin Brown.
Nathan Burkan, Mr. Burwanger, Milton

Cohen, .lack Colm, Roy Crandall, Merritt

Crawford, Herbert Cruikshank. S. A. D'Al-
lierich. Lynde Denig, Ned Depinet, F. B.

Derr. H. <>. Duke. Walter F. Fberhardt. S.

Charles Finfeld. Al Feinman, Felix Feist.

John C. Flinn, Ernest \V. Fredman. Isidore

Prey, Leopold Friedman, Walter Flitter, Dr.

A. II. Giannini, Edward Godal, Harry D.

Goldberg, Al Greenland, Toby Cruen. Paul

Gulick, Harry Ham, Pete Harrison. George
Harvey, Fred L. Herron, Charles F. Hvnes,
Lou Jacobson, E. Bruce Johnson, W. A.

Johnston, Maurice Kami, Henry King
Arthur \Y. Kelly, Edward L. Klein, Jacques
Kopt'stein, Dwight C. Leeper, Barron Lewi-.

Robert Lieber, Marcus Loew, Ferdinand
l.uporini, Hugh McCollum, Fred .J. McCon-
ncll. Maurice McKen/ie, Edward McXamee.
Donald M. Mersereau, Charles Mint/. Nal
Mint/., A. J. fttoeller, L. C. Moen, Vivian

Moses, Charles Moskowitz, F. C. Mnnroe,
George O'Neil, Raymond Pawley, Elmer
Pearson, David Picker, Joseph Plunkett.

Joseph Pollak. Frank Pope, Harry Reichen
bach, Arthur Rousseau, Sam Sax. Fred
Schader, Nicholas M. Schenek, F. A. Schil-

ler, Joseph Schuit/er, .Joseph M. Seider. Al

Selig, Victor M. Shapiro, John Spargo,
Samuel Spring, Herman Bobbins. .1. Hubert
Rubin, A. YV. Smith, dr.. Ralph Stitt. John
Weber, Joseph Weil, Richard Weil, Robert
Welsh, Arthur Whvte. Herbert D. Wilcox,
lame- D. William-, Pete Woodhull, (

'. L.

Year-lev.
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21,766,366WeeklyAttendance

in Key Cities
Motion Picture News Survey Shows 3,183 Theatres in Oties of

100,000 and Over; Total for Entire Country in Preparation

By J. S. DICKERSON
{Copyright, 1926, by Motion Picture News, Inc. I

ALL cities of 100,000 and over in the United States supply 21,766,366

patrons each week to motion picture theatres. The total number of

houses in these sixty-six cities is 3,183. These are the outstanding

facts in a comprehensive, first-hand survey of actual attendance figures com-

piled by Motion Picture News after inquiry and research extending over

a period of several months.

Compilation of picture theatre patronage in cities of 100,000 and over

is the first step in arriving at the total attendance per week at all theatres of

all classes and descriptions throughout the country. Completion of the at-

tendance survey is now being made by The News, and it will reveal the total

extent of picture patronage at the box-office for the whole country.

In the 100,000-city survey are included all the big theatres, and the

smaller ones, in the chief centres of population. The weekly attendance

total for this group, therefore, is an important indication of what the total

for the whole country will be.

The survey was made, as stated, first-hand. All guesses, and precon-

ceived ideas, were ignored, the sole purpose being to arrive at the facts as

a service which the industry needed.

Summarized, the cities

over are as follows:

Birmingham, Ala
Los Angeles, Cal

Oakland, Cal
San Francisco, Cal

Denver, Colo
Bridgeport, Conn
Hartford, Conn
New Haven, Conn
Wilmington, Del
Jacksonville, Fla
Atlanta, Ga
Chicago, 111

Indianapolis, Ind
Des Moines, Iowa
Louisville, Ky
Boston, Mass
Fall River, Mass
Lowell, Mass
New Bedford, Mass
Springfield, Mass
Worcester, Mass
Detroit, Mich,
Grand Rapids, Mich
Minneapolis, Minn
St. Paul, Minn
Kansas City, Mo. and Kas
St. Louis, Mo
Omaha, Neb
Camden, N. J
Jersey City, N". J,

Newark, N. J
Patei-son, N. J

of 100,000 and

Average Weekly No.

Attendance Theatres

. 132,370

. 831,870

. 200,300

. 507,700

. 251,000
144.120

. 107,480

, 124,160

. 122,049

. 128,160

166,808

1,742,259
316,600

147,000

212,100

987,170
90,190

83,310

102,120
119,600

108,912

761,585

118,910

271,810
166,27.")

: 5115,800

772,850

206,500
10.1.1 (III

L80.600

385,960

132,230

21

102
33
49
42
17
11

16
13

12
15

:;:;i

60
21

33

110
10
10

12

13

11

151
19

48

29
60

111

34

L3

20

34
11

Trenton, N. J L35,560 19

Albany, N. Y 106,000 14
Buffalo, N. Y 417,500 61

Rochester, N. Y 250,450 26
Syracuse, N. Y 171,300 26
Yonkers, N. Y 63,900 8

New York City 4,346,480 551

Akron, Ohio 184,900 32
Cincinnati, Ohio 304,201) 46
Cleveland, Ohio 722,200 118
Columbus, Ohio 213,200 39

Dayton, Ohio 134,050 19
Toledo, Ohio 200.000 31

Youngstown, Ohio 117,250. If!

Portland, Ore 246,000 39
Philadelphia, Pa 1,021,396 163
Pittsburgh, Pa 507,77c 88
Reading-. Pa 109,900 1

5

Scranton, Pa 131,340 22
Providence, R. 1 190,500 15
Memphis, Tenn 139,340 1 8

Nashville, Tenn 111,800 14
Dallas, Texas 156,900 26
Fort Worth, Texas 88,6(11! 12
Houston, Texas 132,780 22
San Antonio, Texas 1 41 ,700 1

7

Salt Lake City, Utah 109,900 12
Norfolk, Va 109. nun 13
Richmond, Va 115,700 18
Washington, D. C 282,900 54
Seattle, Wash 254,600 54
Spokane, Wash 84.80(1 1 1

Tacoma, Wash 91, f 100 20
Milwaukee, Wis. . 396,506 69

Grand Total 21,766,366 3,183

Following is the attendance and theatre
analysis of the cities in detail:

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Total Average Weekly Attendant

,

132,370

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre
-6. Average weekly attendance—80,370.
Class C Theatres—8. Average weeklv

attendance—39,200.
Class D Theatres— 7. Average weekly

attendance—12,6Q0.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

831,870

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre?
—12. Average weekly attendance—366.770.

Class B Theatres—18. Average weeklv
attendance—199,800.

Class C Theatres—47. Average weekly
attendance—230,300.

Class D Theatres—25. Average weeklv
attendance—35,000.

OAKLAND, CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

200,300

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—5. Average weekly attendance—93,400.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weeklv
attendance—15,400.

Class C Theatres—15. Average weeklv
attendance—73,500.

Class D Theatres—10. Average weeklv
attendance—18,000.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

507,700

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—8. Average weekly attendance—263 400

Class B Theatres—14. Average weeklv
a ftendance—155.400.

Class C Theatres—13. Average weekly
attendance—63.700.

Class D Theatres—14. Average weekly
attendance—25.200.

DENVER. COLO.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

251.000
First Run and Zone First R„n Theatres

—6. Average weekly attendance- 101 710
Class B Theatres-^. Average weeklv

attendance—45.200.
Class C Theatres—15. Average weekly

attendance—73,500.
Class D Theatres—17. Average weekly

attendance—30.600.

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
Total Average Weekly Attendanc,

144.120
First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

—5. Average weeklv attendance—110.120
Class C Theatres—4. Average weekly

attendance—19.600.
Class D Theatres—8. Average weekly

attendance—14,400.
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News 9 Survey Covers the At
HARTFORD, CONK.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
107,480

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

Average weeklv attendance—87,380.

da I heatres 3. Average weekly

iittendance-=-14,700.

Class l» Theatres 3. Average Weekly

attendance—5,400.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Total Average Weekly Attendance-

124,160

Firsl Hun and Zone First Run Theatre

1. Average weekly attendance—87,060.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly

ndanci 24,500.

Class D Theatres- -7. Average weekly

attendance 12,600.

WILMINGTON, DEL.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
122,049

Firsl Run and Zone First Run Theatre.-

1. Average weekly attendance—53,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—23,600.

Class C Theatre
attendance—19,600.

Class D Theatres—3.

attendance 5,400.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
128,160

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

s. Average weekly attendance—114,760.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance 9,800.

Class I) Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance- 3,600.

ATLANTA, GA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
166,808

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

6. Average weekly attendance—125.HIS.

Class B Theatres —1. Average weekly

attendance—11.800.

I Theatre

ittendance—24,500.

Class 1) Theatre !

attendance—5.400.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

DES MOINES, [A.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
147,000

First Hun and Zone First Run Theatres

Average weekly attendance- 90,600.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—11,100.
• lass C Theatres 3. Average weekly

attendance—4,900.

1'J. Average weekly

attendance—1,800

INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.

Total Average Weekly Attendanct

316,600

Firsl Hun and Zone Firsl Run Theatre
5. Average weekly attendance 112,200.

i 'lass B T 1 weekly
ndance—55,500.

Class C Tl "> Average weekly
93.100.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Cla.-s 1) Theatres—31. Average weeklj

Mi e ndance—55,800.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
1,742,259

First Run and Zone Firsl Hun Theatres

—18. Average weekly attendance—137,559.

Class B Theatres—36. Average weeklv

hi .ndance—424,800.

Class C Theatres—123. Average weekly

at tendance—602,700.
Class D Theatres—154, Average weeklv

attendance—277,200.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Total Average Weekly Attendanct

212,100

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

7. Average weekly attendance—105,000.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—23,600.

Class C Theatres—13. Average weeklv

a 1 1 endance—63,700.

Class D Theatres—11. Average weekly

attendance—19,800.

BOSTON, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendanct—

987,170

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

—19. Average weekly attendance—422,470.

Class B Theatres—28. Average weekly

attendance—330,450.

Class C Theatres—39.
attendance—191,100.

Class D Theatres—24.
an endance—43,200.

Note—Theatres considered include those

located in not. only Boston proper but also

those situated in Roxbury, Maiden. Dor-

chester, Chelsea and Cambridge.

FALL RIVER. MASS.

Total Average Weeklv Attendanct —
90,190

Fir>t Hun and Zone Firsl Run Theatres

1. Average weekly attendance 57,990.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—19,600.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly

at I endance—9,000.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weeklv

attendance—3,600.

LOWELL, MASS.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
83,310

Firsl Hun and Zone Firsl Hun Theatres

I Average weekly attendance -60,110.

Class C Theatres—4. Average weeklv

in .ndance—19,600.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weeklj

attendance—3,600.

NEW BEDFORD, MASS
Total Averagt Wet kly Attendance

L02,120

Firsl Run and Zone~Firs1 Hun Theatre

I. Av erage weekly attendance i i ,320

Class B Theatres—1. Average weeklj

attendance—11,800.

Cla C Theatres- I Werage. weeklv

attendance 17,600.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance—5,400.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

119,600

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres—4. Average weekly attendance—73, in in.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv

.it endance—23,600.

Class C Theatres—4.
alt endance—17,600.

Class D Theatres—3.

a t tendance—5,400.

Average weekly

Average weeklv

WORCESTER, MASS
Total Average Weekly Attendanct —

108,912

First Hun and Zone First Run Theatres
—5. Average weekly attendance 81,912.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weeklv

attendance—11,800.

Class C Theatres—2.
attendance—9,800.

Class D Theatres—3.

attendance—5,400.

Average weeklj

Average weekly

DETROIT, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendanct—

761,585

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—9. Average weekly attendance—210,985.

Class B Theatres—14. Average weeklv
attendance—165,200.

Class C Theatres—50. Average weeklv
attendance—245,000.

Class D Theatres—78. Average weeklv

attendance—140,400.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH
Total Average Weekly Attendanct —

118,910

First Hun and Zone First Run Theatres
5. Average weekly attendance—66.Tin

Class B Theatres—1. Average weeklv
attendance—11,800.

Class C Theatn 6.

attendance—29,400.

Class D Theatres—7.

attendance—26,000.

KANSAS CITY, MO. AND KANS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

305,800

Firsl Hun and Zone First Run Theatres
5. Average weekly attendance '11.280.

Class B Theatres—6. Average weeklv
attendance—70,800.

• lass C Theatres—17.

attendance—83,300.

Class D Theatres—32.
attendance—57,600.

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weeklv

Average weeklv

MINNEAPOLIS, MINX.
Total Average Weekly Attendanct—

271,810

Firsl Hun and Zone First Hun Theatre-
9. Average weekly attendance 146,810

Class B Theatn- -3. Average weekh
at i. ndance—35.400.

Class C Theatre-.— S. Average weeklv
attendance -39,200.

< lass D Theatres 28. Average weekly
attendance—50,400.
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tendance in Sixty-Six Cities
ST. PAUL, MINN.

Total Average Weekly Attendanct—
166,275

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre -

—5. Average weekly attendance—61,875.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance—29,400.
Class C Theatres—12. Average weekly

attendance—58,800.

Class D Theatres—9. Average weekly

attendance—16,200.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

772,850

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

—16. Average weekly attendance—300,950.

Class B Theatres—18. Average weekly

attendance—212,400.
Class C Theatres—39. Average weekly-

attendance—191,100.
Class 1) Theatres—38. Average weekly

attendance—68,400.

OMAHA, XEB.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

206,500

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—5. Average weekly attendance—90,600-

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance—35,400.
Class C Theatres—11. Average weeklv

attendance—53,900.

Class D Theatres—15. Average weeklv
attendance—27,600.

CAMDEN, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
105,100

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre-
—5. Average weekly attendance—72,100.

Class C Theatres—6. Average weekh
attendance—29,400.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekh
attendance—3,600.

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
180,600

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—6. Average weekly attendance 123,000.

Class B Theatres—2. Average' weekh
attendance—23,600.

Class C Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—19,600.

Class D Theatres—8. Average weekly
a ttendance—14,400.

NEWARK, N..J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
385,960

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—10. Average weekly attendance—259,360.

Class B Theatres—4. Average weekh
attendance?—47,200.

Class C Theatres—14. Average weeklv
attendance—68,600.

Class D Theatres—6. Average weeklv
attendance—10,800.

PATERSON, N..T.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
132,230

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

—5. Average weekly attendance—112,800.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance;—14,000.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance;—5,400.

TRENTON, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
135,560

Average weekly

Average weekh

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

—6. Average weekly attendance—85,560.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—9,800.

('hiss C Theatres— 6. Average weekly

attendance—29,400.

Class D Theatres— (i. Average weekly
attendance—10,800.

ALBANY, N.Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
106,000

First Hun and Zone First Run Theatre-
—5. Average weekly attendance—73,600.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—11,800.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—9,800.

Class D Theatres—6,

attendance—10,800.

BUFFALO, N.Y.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

417,500

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—6. Average weekly attendance3—187,500.

("lass B Theatres—10. Average weeklv
a l tendance—118,000.

Class C Theatres—10. Average weekly
attendance—49,000.

Class D Theatres—35. Average weeklv
attendance—63,000.

GREATER NEW YORK
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

4,346,480

Manhattan and Bronx

—

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
1,986,940

First Run Theatres—13. Average weeklv
attendance—312,060.

Zone First Run Theatres—17. Average
weekly attendance—991.380.

(Mass B Theatres—27. Average weeklv
attendance—200,600.

Class C Theatres—81. Average weeklv
a: tendance—356,900.

Cla>s 1) Theatres—70. Average weeklv
attendance— 126,000.

Note: Legitimate theatres temporarily
playing pictures are not included in the

a hove.

Brooklyn

—

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
1,964,840

First Run ami Zone First Run Theatre-—10. Average weeklv attendance;—1,032,-

240.

Class 1! Theatres—-29. Average weeklv

attendance—345,100.

Class C Theatres—85. Average weekly
attendance—416,500.

Class I' Theatres— 95. Average weekly
attendance—171,000.

Other Greater Neiv York Subdivisions—
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

394,700
Zone First Run Theatres—6. Average

u eekly attendance—84,600.

Class B Theatres—13. Average weekly
attendance'—154,700.

(lass C Theatres—24. Average weekly
attendance—117,600.

Class I) Theatres—21. Average weeklv
attendance—37,800.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
250,450

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—5. Average weekly attendance 141,850.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Class B Theatre- 4. Average weekly
attendance—47,200.

Class C Theatres—10. Average weeklv

attendance—49,000.

Class D Theatres—7. Average weeklv
attendance—12,600.

SYRACUSE, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
171,300

First Run and Zone First Run Theatie-
—5. Average weekly attendance—94,000.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekh
attendance—22,200.

Class C Theatres—9. Average weeklv
attendance—37,100.

Class D Theatres—10. Average weeklv
attendance—18,000.

YONKERS, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
(i3,900

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre-
—3. Average weekly attendance;—42,400.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weeklv
attendance—8,100.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—9,800.
Class D Theatres—2.

attendance—3,600.

AKRON, OHIO
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

184,900

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre-—5. Average weekly attendance—71.201).

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv
attendance—33,600.

Class C Theatres—11. Average weeklv
attendance;—53,900.

Class D Theatres—14. Average weekly
a 1 1 endance—25,200.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

304,200
First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

—9. Average weekly- attendance—154,950.
Class B Theatres—3. Average weeklv

at tendance—35,400.

Class C Theatres—17. Average weekly
a 1 1 endance—83,300.

'Class D Theatres—17. Average weeklv
attendance—30,600.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

722,200
First Run and Zone First Hun Theatre-—10. Average weeklv attendance—265.

000.

Class B Theatres—11. Average weeklv
attendance—129,800.

Class C Theatres—49. Average weekh
attendance—240,100.

Class D Theatres—4S. Average weekh
attendance—86,400.

COLUMBUS, ( )HIO
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

213,200

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres—5. Average weekly attendance

—

lit7.(Hin.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekh
attendance—23,600.

Class C Theatres—14. Average weekly
at tendance—50,600.

Class D Theatres—18. Average weekh
attendance—32,400.

DAYTON, OHIO
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

134,050
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Results Show 3,183 Theatres
First Run and Zone Firs! Run Theatres

5. Average weekly attendance—93

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weeklj

Average weekly

Class C Theatn
attendance- -24,500.

Class I) Theatres 9.

attendance L6,200.

TOLEDO, OHIO
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

200,000

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

7. Average weekly attendance—118,200.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

endance—23,600.
Class C Theatres—6.

attendance- -29,400.

tss D Theatres—16.
a II en danee—28,800.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Total Average Weeklv Attendance—

117,250

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres

.1. Average weekly attendance—75,050.

Class C Tl l. Average weekly

attendance—19,600.
Class 1> Theatres -7. Average weekly

attendance—12,600.

PORTLAND, OREGON
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

246,000

First Run and Zone Firsl Run Theatre

9. Average weekly attendance—129,800:

Class B Theatres 3. Average weeklj

..it endance- -27,300.

Class C Theatre- 13. Average weekly
a i tendance—63,700.

Class D Theatres 14. Average weekly

pndanc<—25,200.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

L,021

Firsl Run and Zone First Run Theatre
17. Average weeklv attendance—382,

B Theatres 23.

attendance—2"i 1,400.

i lass C Theatres

attendance 230,300.

I [a 1 1
i heal i es—7(i.

a I tendance—136,800.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

507,776

First Knn and Zone First Run Theatres

L3. Average weeklv attendance—189,
776.

Class B Theal re 9. weekly
attendance 1.06,200.

i lass C Theatres 30. Average weekly
dance 117.000.

Class l» Theatres 36. Average weekly
attendance 64,800.

READING, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

L09,900

First Run The;:' \ erage weekly
attendance—89,300.

Class ('
r

l
i

' \ erage weeklv
ance 9,800.

Class I) Theatres (i. \ erage weekly
attendant 10,800.

SCRANTON, PA
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

131,340

Firsl Run and Zone First Run Thea
6. Average weekly attendance —87,040.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Class C Theatres—5. Average weeklj
ndance—24,500.

('lass D Theatres—11. Average weekly
attendance—19,800.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
190,500

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—10. Average weekly attendance—175,-

300.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
al tendance—9,800.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—5,400.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

139,340
First Run Theatres—5. Average weekly

attendance—100,440.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
ai tendance—24,500.

Class D Theatres—8. Average weekly
ai tendance—14,400.

NASHVILLE, TENN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

111,800
First Run Theatres—7. Average weekly

hi endance—89,900.
Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly

a l tendance—14,700.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—7,200.

DALLAS, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

156,900
First Run Theatres—7. Average weekly

attendance—103,100.

Class C Theatres—6. Average weekly
attendance—29,400.

Class D Theatres—13. Average week I \

mi endance—23,400.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

88,600

Firsl Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—5. Average weekly attendance—60,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—9,800.

Class D Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—9,000.

HOUSTON, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

132,780
First Run and Zone First Knn Theatres
8. Average weekly attendance—101,380.

Class ' : Theatres—2. Average weekly
ail endance—9,800.

Class D Theatres— 12. Average weekly
attendance—21,600.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

141,700
First Run and Zone Firsl Knn Theatres

Average weekly attendance—110,000.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weeklj
attendance—24,500.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly
nt. ndance—7,200.

SALT FAKE CITY, UTAH
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

109,900
Firsl Knn and Zone Firsl Run Theatres—4. Average weekly attendance—78,000.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance 24,500.

it- week I v

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Class D Theatres
al tendance 0,400.

NORFOLK, VA.
Total Average Weeklv Attendance—

109,000
First Run and Zone First Run Theatre?
6. Average weekly attendance—80,200.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weeklj
1 1 1 endance—11,800.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—9,800.

Class D Theatres^.
attendance—7,200.

RICHMOND, \A.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

115,700

First Run and Zone First Knn Theatres
5. Average weekly attendant—66,800.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—11,800.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—24,500.

Class D Theatres—7. Average weekly
attendance—12,600.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
282,900

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre-
—7. Average weekly attendance—159,400.

Class B Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—44,400.

Class C Theatres—18. Average weekly

a 1 1 endance—44,100.

Class D Theatres—25.
attendance—35,000.

Average weekly

SEATTLE, WASH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

25 1,000

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
—9. Average weekly attendance—132,600.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—11,800.

Class C Theatres—10. Average weeklv
attendance—49,000.

Class D Theatres—34. Average weekly
attendance—61,200.

SPOKANE, WASH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

8 1.800

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
.—4. Average weekly attendance—18,200.

Class C Theatres—6. Average weeklj
attendance—29,400.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—7,200.

TACOMA, WASH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

91,900

First Run and Zone First Run Theatres
-4. Average weekly attendance 34,800.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weeklj
a 1 1 endance—13,700.

Class D Theatres—13. Average weeklv
attendance—23,400.

MILWAUKEE, WISC.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

396,506

First Run and Zone First Run Theatre-
—11. Average weekly attendance— 1 16,

706.

Class B Theatres-^,
attendance—47,200.

Class C Theatres—34.
attendance—166,600.

Class D Theatres—20.
attendance—36,000.

Average weekly

Average weeklj

Average weekly
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{Editor's Note.—This is the

first of a series of six articles

by John Grierson, English pub-

licist, who has been engaged for

several months in a study of the

American motion picture indus-

try, under the authorization of
the British Government. The
opinions expressed by Mr.
Grierson are naturally his own.
They are not to be taken as

necessarily reflecting the views

of Motion Picture. News. All

that he writes is interesting.

Much of it will nr, doubt pro-

voke controversy. But he is a

constructive critic, with an un-

usually keen mind and a vivid way of pre-

senting his views. The publication of these

articles ought, we believe, to start discus-

sion throughout the industry—discussion

that will be helpful in working out the pro-

duction problems that are pressing for so-

lution.)

Th

Holl

Product
of

ywood
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By
John

the destiny of the cinema ought

to be satisfied with it; but it

does mean that the cinema is

pushing its roots deeper. There
is a welter of critical nonsense

poured into the industry's ears,

there is a buzz of fools and fal-

sities, of cheap people and
cheaper ambitions in and about

it, enough to drive it distracted
;

but, like Tops)-, it goes on

growing. Whatever its weak-
nesses, it has a constitution.

The development has been

along the line. The talents are

riper, the plans larger, the

themes more ambitious, the

Kindling more powerful.

= !i:mi!i| »;:,.„ mils

vjrierson
I
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the outset. Here is an industry

which caters to the dramatic needs of ninety million people a

week in the United States alone ; to the plain people

of all the world in the upwards of fifty thousand theatres; to

people of different race, rank, religion and culture! It risks a

production outlay of $125,000,000 a year and a taxable property
of $2,000,000,000 in the process. Very obviously there are two
factors determining its life from the start. It faces as nothing

before ever did, a popular and indeed a universal audience. It

cannot experiment too rashby, nor can it lose sight of the plain

every-day people to whom it belongs.

YET the industry (for all the pack it bears on its back) is

only twenty-five years old, and the consideration of the

cinema medium as a vehicle for serious matters five or ten years

old at most. Out of its youthful bowels (somehow, anyhow) it

has to produce more than 800 features a year and more than

2,000 short subjects. If the industry is more like a gigantic

cabbage than anything else—mostly leaves—who can wonder?
Its growth has been forced as no growth has ever forced. Be-

fore it had time or occasion to know what it was about, the or-

ders were pouring in and had to be met. The cabbage has

scarcely had time to set. To use another metaphor, this great

sprawling youngster has been out trying to do a giant's job

with its bones still soft. Ninety per cent, of the criticism it

has met with is due to this fact alone.

BUT now is the beginning. The cinema industry has to set

down and realize how great is its destiny in the modern
world, and plan how the quality of its product will be upsides

with the quantity. That is what all the present fuss about

movies means. It is a logical development.

The Record of the Year

OF course everybody knows that there are bad movies, and

the limitations to human talent will always provide for

bad movies. But. remembering the cabbages and sprawling

youngsters, the record is fair enough for the year.

Item in drama: "The Big Parade," "Ben Hur," "The Black

Pirate," "The Merry Widow," "The Tower of Lies," "The Dark
Angel," "The Vanishing American," "Beau Geste."

Item in comedy: "The Gold Rush," "Tramp. Tramp. Tramp."

"The Strong Man," "Hands Up," "Brown of Harvard."

Item in light farce: "Kiss Me Again," "So This Is Paris,"

"The Cave Man," "The Grand Duchess and the Waiter."

These pictures were all good in some respect or another. They

had that extra quality in them of inspiration or of power, which

separates a special picture from an ordinary one. But the

important thing is this: the list is longer and stronger than ever

before. I am not satisfied with it; nobody with any feeling for

Developing Talent

HERE is Chaplin with his "(.(•Id

Rush," a step ahead of the old

Chaplin. The picture has moments of

weakness and a bad ending, and it is not

without stray elements of slapstick, but

Chaplin's pyrotechnics on the borderline

between tragedy and comedy are profound-
er than be fore. Langdon goes on developing his talent amaz-
ingly. ' The Christian Innocent" has graduated into a full-

size role and "The Strong Man" is better than the "Tramp.
Tramp, Tramp" of a moment ago. Raymond Griffith, with his

"Hands Up," starts a vein of impudent irony that will land him.
if he keeps to the sticking- point, in a world with George Ber-
nard Shaw. Lloyd retains his excellent sense of craftsmanship.

Among the actors, new faces and new names. Among the di-
rectors, old talents developing still, and new ones shooting the
cinema sky to pieces. Lubitsch, subtler than before in "So This
Is Paris"

; the small town comedy Cruze better than ever in

"Marry Me"; Yon Stroheim less lugubrious, if not so strong,
in "The Merry Widow"; King Vidor with his "Big Parade";
St. Clair with his "Grand Duchess"; Donald Ogden Stewart
getting a fresh touch of nose-thumbing comedy into "Brown of
Harvard." People from the other side, arriving with reputa-
tions already made: Murnau of "The Last Laugh," Dupont of
"Variety." Stiller, and others. There is no end to the happen-
ings if one is in a mood to be generous.

What has been stirring in the industry chiefly is ambition. Only
a moment ago one was satisfied with a program picture; now
nothing will do but that vague thing called a "special," a pic-

ture which will grip the imagination and take hold. The drive

for specials has been fevered and fitful but has accomplished
some things for a beginning. It has brought about one or two
great pictures (too few) and it has made so many nearlv-great.

that almost anything can happen if the drive goes on and gathers

momentum.

Why So Many Near-Great Pictures?

IT is at this point precisely that the problem of criticism arises.

One must sympathize with the industry and even be generous
with it, as with a youngster whose responsibilities are too great
for his young shoulders, and whose brain lias not yet had time

to put awajr undeveloped attitudes. But it lias arrived at a point

where the most important thing is that it should get clear about

itself. It is trying hard. All this continuing and accumulating
fuss, the noise of the critics, the hectic plotting and planning of

the producers, the feverish hunt for inspiration and guidance
from authors and artists and even (it seems) social psychologists

—is the sign and symbol that it is realizing its destiny and

trying to understand it.

The main problem of the whole industry is the problem 1

stated a moment ago. With all its efforts the product of Holly-

wood consists of two or three great pictures, a bunch of nearly-

great pictures and a mass of average or worse than average pic-

tures. The problem is to have more of the nearly-great pictures
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and the artillery. That was noble stuff. There was something
of the wilderness of space and of the infinity of time written on
it, that took one's breath away. The whisper of the winds of

history was on it.

Hamlet and the Village Maiden

BUT something failed at that moment. The last episode was
the twentieth century story of how grafters took advantage

of the Indian and stole his lands and how the twentieth century
Red Man (Dix was amazing) loved the little schoolmistress.

But how cheap and how trivial they made that story! The punch
of the picture faded, the dignitjr of the theme vanished, the story

lost the atmosphere of the valley and the sense of fate and be-

came like any other story of gentle, gentle heroines and nasty,

nasty villains. Dix did a grand job; he caught the spirit of

the thing and lived and died like a god; but he hadn't a chance.

How could he have a chance ? What sort of drama can you
get into a love story when the heroine is just another of these

Hollywood smilers, just another of these Hollywood schoolmis-

tresses who are good and kind to the school children in the goodest

and kindest way, but haven't any other significance in the world ?

And how can you get dignity into a love theme when you have

this Hollywood smiler treating a magnificent fellow like an im-

becile, sitting him down on the floor to tell him how once upon
a time, long, long ago in the village of Bethlehem, etc, etc. . . . ?

Especially in these days of Indian universities. How can you
keep the audience from being disappointed when the director

hasn't the courage to let the love story run its course? You say

it is impossible and tragic that a magnificent red man should

love a little Nordic, but let that be the story. Say it is true that

east is east and west is west, but let that be the story. What
happened, however, was that the director flunked. Dix was not

permitted to make love to the lady at all except by innuendo, by

bringing along flowers and calling the lady "little white rose,'

etc., etc. And in case of trouble, a nice American army officer

was held in the background as a standby, so that when the great

American vanished, a very .average Hollywood schoolmistress

should have a fade-out under the moon. Who cares a damn if

the real story is about the Vanishing American? It is like

finishing "Hamlet" with the kiss of a servant girl.

Jilll«lllllllllll[|lll!l!l!ll|i||||||«ll!IIIIIIIIU

actually great. The problem is lo define their weaknesses and

to have them stated brutally.

After a year's wanderings in tin infield and the outfield of

the movie world I find this "nearly great" business more an-

noying than anything else. Why are there so many pictures

good one moment and bad the next? Why are so many huge

cinema effects spoiled by hokum emotions? Why are so many

great themes spoiled by moments of vulgarity and cheapness -

Why are «o many pictures plainly unequal ?

Good Things and Not-So-Good

THE questions are fair questions when you think of it. They

were three obviously great pictures over the year: "The

Ciold Rush," "The Big Parade," and "The Merry Widow."

These were inspired, and they held their grip to the end and

they left that glow in the spectator which only great drama

gives. Other tilings too were in their way perfect. Harold

Lloyd is a fine craftsman and his stuff is always equal. Lubitsch's

work or Cruze's work is always equal. St. Clair's work in

'The Grand Duchess' was equal. The loveliness of Flaherty's

work in "Moana" and of Von Sternberg's work in "The Ex-

quisite Sinner" continued from the beginning to the end. But

consider the others. Think of how 'The Black Pirate" was

spoiled by its pretty-pretty drawing-room atmosphere and by

those underwater pirates who were more like fairies. Think of

that vulgar and impossible dinner scene in "The Dark Angel,"

of the hokum plot that desecrated the wonderful setting of

"Men of Steel, " of the aeroplane slapstick which spoiled the

gentle satire of "A Regular Fellow." Or, ask yourself why

"The Tower of Lies" was not another "Variety," or why "The

Scarlet Letter" was not another "Variety." They had the

stories, but they lacked the continuing nerve, the continuing

abandon, the continuing smash of vitality that put the big things

over.

1 am going to illustrate my point more fully with an example.

I believe that by all the laws of cinema, "The Vanishing Amer-

ican" might have been with "The Big Parade" and "The Gold

Rush," one of the great pictures of the year, one of those pic-

tures that make the world of cinema a roaring place to live in.

We know it was not.

Sad Case of "The Vanishing American"

THE Vanishing American" had only an average foundation

to build on: In its primitive Zane Grey version, it was a

simple Western. Paramount, however, worked on the story,

magnified it, and for a moment it looked as though it would prove

a far greater picture than "The Covered Wagon." For a mo-

ment only, however; in the end it drooped and fell, and what

greatness there was in the picture fell with the rest of it. "The

Vanishing American," like the Indian it recorded, started mag

nificently and finished miserably.

Yet "The Vanishing American" had a great story; there is

no greater story than the passing of the Indian. And it had a

love theme; the impossible and tragic love of an age-old Indian

for a twentieth century white girl is a great love theme. Then

think of the setting: the picture had the desert, the canyons

and the plains to conjure with. It had the night rain-gods and

the night luck-gods to conjure with.

It began finely. The Valley of Vanishing Men took hold of

the spectator and gripped him from the beginning. The primi-

tive races came out from the rocks, they built their cave houses,

fought and were beaten. The Indians rejoiced in their

victory; the Spaniards came and the horses and the muskets;

idvancing American of the new era came, and the soldiers,

Whose the Responsibility?

THESE are not the only daggers that slew "The Vanishing

American." But thejr will serve for illustration of the kind

of blow that kills. The weakness of "The Vanishing American"

is the weakness of Hollywood. Too often it does not hold to

its theme, or it does not realize the logic of character. And far

too often it lets dignity slip through its fingers into the gutter.

There are, I believe, many reasons for this. Sometimes tin-

fault is not Hollywood's. I don't believe the weakness of "The

Vanishing American" was Hollywood's fault. Paramount bought

a second-rate story and failed in a brave effort to turn it into

a first-rate story. The element of hokum was there to dog the

picture from the start.

But often, it is decided!} Hollywood's fault. There are too

many cooks and they spoil the broth. They don't pull together.

A picture has to be a composite effort, granted, but the spirit

of co-operation is not developed to the point of producing con-

sistently good tilings. Then again, people are too haphazard

in the making of pictures, too scrappy. Above all, they are not

serious enough about their job. They are energetic enough, but

in the real sense of the term they are not serious enough.

These matters (and the remedy) 1 shall develop in my second

article.
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Rowson's Visit to Aid Film Relations
Conferences Between Ideal Head, Here from London, and Presi-

dent Kennedy of F.B.O., Likely to Bear Important Fruit

INTERESTING and eavorable develop-

ments in the film relations between
America and Great Britain arc expected

as a result of the visit to Hollywood of S.

Rowson of London, president <>L' the Kine-

matograph Renters' Society of England and

.joint managing director of [deal Films,

Ltd., British distributing organization.

Mr. Rowson arrived last week and began

at once a series of conferences, his first

talks being with Joseph P. Kennedy, the

young president of Film Hooking Offices

of America, whose product is to he distrib-

uted throughout the United Kingdom by
Ideal. Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Rowson met

in London a few weeks ago, when the

P. B. 0. chief, with his vice-president, Col-

\in \V. Brown, completed the arrangements
whereby their pictures will be handled in

England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales by
the Rowson organization.

It was largely as a result of that meet-

ing that the distinguished Britisher came
over here. He told Mr. Kennedy he wanted
to witness the actual making of American
films, and to point out, with all friendliness

and sympathy, what might be done and
what might be avoided, in order to prevent
interference by the British Government
with the steady flow of American pictures

t» British possessions.

In an interview with the Associated

Press, he said: "As over 90 per cent of the

lilms shown in England are American-made,
something has to he done to prevent the

English Government interfering." He
pointed out that his nation's leader- did

not approve the tendency toward "Ameri-
canization" of their people by tin 1 Kims
coming from this country. "The Govern-
ment has not been unmindful of the effect

of your pictures upon our people, and i"

show you how much it really considers this

a national problem, one of the subjects on

the program of the Imperial Conference,

How under way, is the motion picture in-

dustry, ami especially this phase of it. Un-
less the American producers and the English

exhibitors come to a better understanding
about the production of picture-. Govern-
ment interference is bound to conic."

One objection to the American pictures

shown in England, Mr. Rowson pointed out.

i- that they contain scenes showing customs
and ideas that are strictly American, and
are not understood by the British. These
might be replaced by scenes more truh
international in character, without in any
way lessening the entertainment value of

the stories. If necessary, extra or special

scenes might be taken for the prints to be
displayed in England.

Mr. Kennedy, on his part, -aid lie was
determined that P. B. O. pictures, now to

receive tremendously wide British circula-

tion, should be of a sort that would please
the powers of Great Britain, as well as the

public. They should be, in a way, aniba-

sadors of good will from the American
people to the English.

The V. B. 0. president felt, when he made
an alliance with Ideal for distribution in

the United Kingdom, that more was in

volved than a mere business transaction,

large as that transaction might be. lie

felt that the alliance would he instrumental
in improving the American-British film rela-

tions :iiiil therefore would he of value not

only to P. B. (). but to the whole industry
Hi- banking experience taught Mr. Ken-

nedy to look to the whole world as a mar-
ket lor whatever commodities he might be

offering for sale, and he has been hard at

work developing the foreign possibilities of

I-'. B. (>. product. One of the important
steps he has taken in this direction was to

place Colvin W. Brown, vice-president in

charge of distribution, in complete charge
of foreign matters for the company, after
Mr. Brown, a few months ago, had made
;i survey of the situation abroad.

Executives of other large producing com-
panies here have been in conference with
Mr. Rowson, and it is evident that his visit

will result in a clearer understanding of the
lilm situation between the two nation-.

Famous Lists 39 for Spring Release
Approximately 15 of Long Run Calibre Lasky Tells Department

of Distribution in Convention at French Lick, Ind.

A TOTAL of thirty-nine production-
are scheduled for release during the

Spring and Summer, stated Jesse L.

Lasky at the convention at French Lick,

Ind., of the sale- representatives of Fa-
tiiou- Players-Lasky. Mr. Lasky declared
that of this sum 15 or more would be of
long-run caliber. This group of picture-

doe- not include the company'- roadshow
productions, he said.

"Among our long-run special- for the

new season," said Mr. Lasky, "will he 'It,'

a Clarence Badger production starring

Clara Bow. This will he an adaptation of

Elinor Glyn's story. Then we will have
'Casey at the Bat,' a Hector Turnbull pro-

duction, starring our inimitable team, Wal-
lace Beery and Raymond Hatton, with

Monty Brice directing; 'Hotel Imperial,'

Erich Pommer's first American production
with Pola Negri starring, and with Mauritz
Stiller directing. 'Glorifying the Ameri-
can Girl,' one of our Florenz Ziegfeld pro-

ductions, which Harry D'Arrasi will direct ;

'Special Delivery,' a comedy special with

Eddie Cantor, and 'Love's Greatest Mis
take,' an Edward Sutherland production of

the "Liberty Magazine" story by Frederic
Arnold Kuminer.

"In the long-run class we also will have

'God Gave Me Twenty Cents,' which Her-

bert Brenon has just completed. Tim cast in

this Dixie Will-on story includes Lois Mo-
ran, Lya de Putti, Jack Mulhall and Wil-
liam. Collier, dr. Another will be 'New
York,' which Luther Heed is now directing

at the Long Island studio. Ricardo Cortez,
Lois Wilson, Kstelle Taylor, William Po-
well and Norman Trevor are the players
in this story of the American metropolis
In this group of specials also will be 'Rough
House Rosie,' with Clara Bow starring and
Victor Fleming directing; 'Champagne.' a

Malcolm St. Clair production starring Lva
de Putti; 'Tip Toes.' another British Na-
tional picture starring Dorothy Gish, with
Will Rogers and Nelson Keyes in support;
'New Morals.' a second St.- Clair produc-
tion with Lva de Putti and all-star casl

•Cabaret,' with Gilda Gray; 'The Perfect
Fool,' with Ed Wynn, noted stage com"
dian, and 'The Sorrow- of Satan,' I). \V.

Griffith's production of the Marie Corelli

story.

"Other outstanding pictures will he

new Harold Lloyd feature, two Betty Bron-

son starring picture-. 'Silver Shield,' an

Owen Davis story starring Thomas Mei

ghan; 'Back to Nature' and 'Knoekou*
Riley,' -tarring Richard Dix; 'Quicksands.'

also with Dix; 'See You Later.' a new
Douglas MacLean attraction; 'Bom Luckj

'

and 'The Winning Spirit,' with Raymond
Griffith; 'London,' starring Dorothj Gish;

two Zane Grey stories, 'The Mysterious
Rider' and 'Badlands'; two additional

Western specials, 'Arizona Bound' and
•The Last Outlaw'; 'Afraid to Love' and
'The World at Her Feet,' -tarring Florence
Vidor; 'Fashions for Women' and 'Ten
Modern Commandments,' with Esther Ral-

ston; ''fhe Cross-Eyed Captain.' a St. Clair
production; 'The Mask and the Face.' an
Adolphe Menjou feature; 'A Kiss in the

Taxi' and 'Advice to Lovers,' starring Bebe
Daniels, and another picture in which our
junior stars will appear.
"In addition to the picture- lor general

release we will have a number of roadshows,
-uch as 'Wings.' 'The Rough Wider-,' ''fhe

Wedding March,' 'Barnuin,' 'Metropolis'
and, of course. 'Old Ironside-.' which I

have mentioned previously."

Bronson and Beranger With
Dix in "Paradise for Two"
Prominent in the supporting casl in the

next Richard Dix picture for Paramount,
"Paradise for Two," will be Betty Bron
-on, as leading woman, and Andre ,1c

Beranger. who recently completed a tea

tured role in "The Popular Sin" under
Malcolm St. Claire's direction. "Paradise
for Two" is an original and was written
by Howard Emmet Rogers. Production is

set for early November.
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Censorship Battle Breaks Out Again
in Province of Quebec

THE censorship battle has broken out afresh in the Province of

Quebec as a result of the decision of the Quebec Board of Moving
Picture Censors, Montreal, to ban "Nell Gwyn" on the ground of

nudity. This is the third important British production which has been

banned by the Quebec Board, the others being "Chu Chin Chow," for

nudity, and "Reveille," the latter because there was an illegitimate child

in the story.

With the rejection of "Nell Gwyn," reference has been made in

moving picture circles to the policy announced by Quebec officials a few
months ago when American producers threatened to withdraw from the

Province of Quebec because of censorship conditions. At that time,

Premier Taschereau of Quebec declared that the time had come to get

some good British films for the Province.

"We will certainly be pleased to get our films from the British

firms." Premier Taschereau said, "and in addition I think that the French
producers will also be easily interested in supplying us with good
artistically prepared films."

In spite of these pronouncements, the Quebec Censor Board has
now condemned an outstanding British production, "Nell Gwyn,"
whereas it has been approved in the Province of Ontario and elsewhere
in Canada and shown without restriction.

During the past fiscal year, the Quebec Board of Moving Picture

Censors rejected nine per cent, of the pictures offered and modified 22

per cent., making the number of films acceptd as submitted 69 per cent.

The actual number of film subjects rejected was 204, out of a total of

2,224 subjects, 492 subjects being reconstructed. One of the subjects
which was first rejected and held up for a considerable period was
"Romola," a revised version of which was later approved.

New Theatres in New England
Six Houses Under Construction Scheduled
For Opening Within Next Two Months

WITH IX the next six or eight weeks
several Now England theatres which
have been nearing completion will

open to the public.

The new University Theatre, which was

scheduled for opening early in October but

which event was delayed owing to difficulty

in receiving some of the important deco

rative features, opened Saturday (Oct. 30).

It is one of the Stanley Summer house-,

a first run theatre and has special musical

programs in connection with the pict

and vaudeville.

\ nother large suburban theatre which
is scheduled for opening Nov. 15, but which
may not be ready until a week or two

Canada in Maiden. Mass.,

which will be operated by Ramsdell Bn
ers, who now operate the Orpheum in

Maiden and the Larcom and Beverly
theatres in Beverly, Mass. This i- to be

Maiden's fifth and largest theatre, with
Is.

Equipmenl has been ordered for the new

Publix Theatre in Concord, X.U.. which is

a pari of the construction program of the

Shrine in New Hampshire. It will have a

capacity of 2,500, and will be
ready for opening to the public Dec. 1st.

Another thi heduled to open Dec.
i tun disl net

.

Lbe Spitz
e, R.I.

r

l In- « ill seal ahout
2,000 and will b< econd large plav
house to be completed and opened in

Quincy within

Tpgu'p new Palace Theatre had its open

ing at St. Johnsbury, Vt.. Oct. 22. ft is

the largest house in that city.

The new Poli Theatre in Worcester,
which will be one of the most beautiful
theatres in New England outside Boston, is

scheduled for its opening about Nov. 15,

while the Capitol at Worcester, the Daniels
& Hodgdon playhouse, will probably open
ahou! t Hii weeks later.

Universal Purchases Edna
Ferber's "Show Boat"

U NIVERSAL PICTURES COR-
PORATION announces this

week the acquisition of "Show
Boat," Edna Ferber's novel, after

negotiation covering a period of sev-
eral weeks and with the authoress and
publishers asking as high as $105,000.

Although the exact price paid by
Universal has not been made public.

it is stated that all former Universal
story or play purchase prices were
dwarfed by the deal. The purchase
price was in excess of the screen
rights of the other Feber books, it is

said.

Carl Laemmle declares that he will

concentrate the resources of Universal
City in the screen transposition of the
-lory. Harry Pollard may be entrusted
with the direction and Mary Phdbin,
Norman Kerry and Jean Hersholt are
being considered for the principal

roles.

E. A. Schiller, newly elected vice-president of Loew's.
Inc., controlling the Loew circuit theatres throughout

the world and Metro-Goldwvn-Maver

Col. Edward A. Schiller New
Vice-Pres. of Loew's, Inc.

The office of vice-president of Loew 's

Incorporated, recently held by the late

Joseph L. Rhineck, has been given Colonel

Edward A. Schiller, a general represent-

ative of the corporation and an active par-

ticipant for a number of years in the

operation and growth of Loew's Incor

porated and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Colonel Schiller's rise to his present

position is similar to that of Marcus Loew
with whom he first came in contact as

manager of Loew's Atlanta theatre. Though
I he theatre was not at first a paying prop-

osition it was soon brought to a money
making state under Mr. Schiller's guidance.

A- a result theatre properties were acquir-

ed in Birmingham and Memphis and the

nucleus of the Loew Southern circuit was

formed. Mr. Schiller supervised this ter-

ritory for a time, later becoming Colonel

on Governor Ilardwick's staff. About five

years ago, when he came to the New York
home office, other localities were placed

under his supervision. He has since that

time made practically all of the negotia-

tions for new theatre properties both here

and abroad. He was appointed a director

of Metro-Goldwvn-Maver several years ago.

New York Village Votes in

Favor of Sunday Shows
Another New York State village has just

l>ern added to the li-f of places where

Sunday motion picture -how- will prevail.

The voters in Boonville, N.Y., decided in

favor of Sunday shows lasl week by a ma-
jority of 50 in what was one of the largest

(lections held in the village in recent years.

The Village Board was inclined to grant

requests for Sunday shows, but a protest

meeting, held in one of the churches, result

ed in the Yillage Board deciding to leave

the whole matter to the vote of the people,

which turned out favorably to the theatres.
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Eschmann Heads Pathe Feature Sales
New Department Created to Handle Distribution of Associated

Exhibitors Product in Addition to Company's Pictures

EA. ESCHMANN has been chosen to

head the newly created feature sales

• department of Pathe, it was an-

nounced this week by Elmer Pearson, vice-

president and general manager of the com-
pany. The new department is necessitated

by the large number of feature productions

now to be distributed through Pathe, ow-
ing to the negotiations recently concluded
whereby the company arranged for the phy-

sical handling of the Associated Exhibitor
product.

In this connection Lewis J. Selznick,

president of Associated Exhibitors, an-

nounced that contracts completed by his

company call for distribution by Pathe
Exchanges, Inc., which, he said, will make
lor greater sales concentration and effi-

ciency. Mr. Selznick also stated that As-
sociated 's branch managers and sales force

will be taken over intact by the Pathe or-

ganization, and that its open door policy
will be maintained.
The only exception in feature selling will

be that feature versions of Pathe serials

will be handled by the regular Pathe sales-

men. Under the new plan Pathe branch
managers will be enabled to concentrate
their sales efforts on the selling of the com-
pany's short-length product, as each branch
office will have a feature sales manager,
appointed by Mr. Eschmann, who will be
responsible for the sale of feature product
in his particular territory. It is considered
likely that additional feature salesmen will

be added to the force.

The line-up of feature product on the
Pathe list includes Harry Langdon in "Sat-
urday Afternoon," "His First Flame," the
release date of which will be announced
shortly; Harry Carey in four Western fea-
tures—"Satan Town," "The Frontier
Trail," "The Seventh Bandit," and
"Driftin' Through;" Charlie Chaplin- in

E. A. Eschmann. new Pathe feature sales manager

"A Dog's Life," .Monty Banks in "Atta
Boy" and other features; Harold Llovd in

"The Freshman," "Hot Water," "Girl
Shy" and "Why Worry?"; Hal Roach's
wild-horse star in "The Devil Horse,"
"Black Cyclone," "King of Wild Horses"
and "Call of the Wild;" Leo Maloney in

true-to-life Westerns, "The High Hand,"
"The Outlaw Express" and "The Long
Loop of the Pecos '

'
; Larry Semon in

'
' Stop,

Look and Listen;" Charles Ray in "Dyna-
mite Smith" and "Percy"; Glenn Tryon
in "The Battling Orioles" and "White
Sheep;" "Kivalina of the Icelands,"

"Treasures of the Vatican," "Alaskan
Adventures" and "The World Struggle for

Oil."

Pathe will now distribute the following
Associated Exhibitors' feature attractions

through the new department: Sandow, the
dog, in "Code of the Northwest"; Buffalo
Bill, Jr., in "Rawhide" and "The Bonanza
Buckaroo"; Wally Wales in "Twisted
Triggers" and "The Flying Mail"; Bill

Cody in "The King of the Saddle" and
•'The Galloping Cowboy," "The Pinch
Hitter," "Ship of Souls," "Counsel for
Defense," "Two Can Play," "Lady from
Hell," "Lovers' Island," "The Sky-
rocket," "North Star," "Shadows of the
Law," "Hearts and Fists," "White Mice,"
"The Broadway Boob," "The Miracle of
Life," "Flames," 'The Unfair Sex, die
Highbinders," "The Nutcracker," "The
Earth Woman," "The Big Show," "The
Hidden Way" and "The Carnival Girl"
and others.

Available also are the following features
which Pathe took over in June: "Going
Up," "The Yankee Consul," "Never Say
Die," "Price of a Party," "East of Broad-
way," "Barriers Burned Away," "Now or

Never," "Bad Company," "The Adven-
turous Sex," "The Sky Raider," "Intro-
duce Me," "Fifty-Fifty, " "Never Weak-
en," "Manhattan Madness," "His Bud-
dy's Wife," "Under the Rouge," "Keep
Smiling," "Headlines," "Camille of the

Barbary Coast," "I Do" and "Among
Those Present."

Producers-Exhibs. Offered Vitaphone
Warner^Synchronizing Device Available to All Under Uniform

Contract; Large Studio to be Built Near New York City

AT a meeting this week of the execu-
tives and board of directors of the
Vitaphone Corporation plans were

formulated for world-wide distribution of
the synchronizing device which is controlled
by Warner Bros. The instrument will now
be available to all producers of high-quality
pictures and theatre owners throughout the
world can make arrangements for the in-

stallation of the Vitaphone. Plans were
laid before the board for the drawing up
of a uniform contract covering the syn-
chronization of pictures and the installa-
tion of the instruments.

The Vitaphone Corporation has leased
quarters in the General Motors Building,
corner 57th Street and Broadway, New-
York City, where executive offices for the
Vitaphone are being equipped. A tract of
land adjacent to New York is being sought

to erect studios for producing Vitaphone
prologues and for the synchronization of
pictures.

This tract of land will be of sufficient

size to take care of expansion for a great
many years, it is said. Many other build-

ings will be erected in this unit to provide
for testing rooms, schools to train engineers
and operators. Theatres will be erected
with the proper acoustics to enable large

orchestras to properly synchronize pictures,

and it is the purpose of the Vitaphone Cor-
poration to have compact, yet spacious,
buildings and grounds for its use.

Centralized distribution will be developed
for distributors, out of three points : New
York, to take care of the Eastern division;
Chicago, to take care of the Middle West
division, and Los Angeles, for the Far
West division.

The facilities for synchronization or for

installation in theatres will not be exclu-

sive with any specific party or parties.

Warner Bros., the owners of a majority

of the stock in the Vitaphone Corporation,

has already entered into a contract for the

synchronization of its outstanding produc-

tions.

Prologues to all Warner pictures will be

prepared with such artists as Martinelli,

Henry Hadley and his Philharmonic Or-

chestra, Anna Case, the Metropolitan
Chorus, Mischa Elman. Roy Smeck, Harold
Bauer, Efrem Zimbalist, Marion Talley. Al
Jolson, Elsie Janis, George Jessel, Willie
and Eugene Howard, Madam Schumann
Heink, Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Reinald Werrenrath, Metropolitan Opera
artists, Victor artists, etc.
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No Alarm Over Strike Threat
Coast Producers Do
Workers Are Satisfied

THE threai of the unions to call a gen-

eral strike of stage hands, electri

cians, carpenters, scenic artists and

motion picture operators on December 1

unless producers adopt the closed-shop poli-

al their studio-, is causing no apparent

temenl or perturbation on the part of

the Los Angeles producers. Some of the

producers refused to make any statemenl

ndine; the ultimatum of the Interna-

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees and Motion Picture Machine Opera-

tor-, hut the attitude of these seems to

indicate that their views coincide with those

of the several who have expressed little

fear that a studio tie-up was imminent.

It is pointed out by many producers that

craftsmen themselves are opposed to union-

ization of the studios, and that if a strike

order is issued by the unions there will

result only a slight loss of hands, easily

replaced at the studios. They recall that

efforts in the past to force the closed-shop

policy at picture studios met with little

success.

The situation will be dealt with by pro-

duction managers in Los Angeles, and it is

-aid no effort will be made to bring about

Not Expect Tie-Up; Say
And Majority Will Stick

a discussion looking toward an agreement
between heads of the film companies and
the leaders of the union in New York. Pro-
ducer- seem confident that they will succeed

in bringing about a settlement with the

studio workers and that production can lie

continued without interruption.

This view of the situation is also taken

by -Jesse L. Lasky, of Famous Players-Lasky
< orporation and president of the California

Motion Picture Producers' Association, and
Fred W. Beetson, secretary of the associa-

tion, believing that the whole affair will be

adjusted amicably.

At the Fox studio it was said that all

employees are "exceedingly happy" under
present arrangements and that there is no
agitation for a closed-shop. No trouble be-

tween workers and the company heads is

anticipated at the Universal Studio Club,

the center of the employees.' activities. The
continued smoothness between workers and
employers at the Hal Roach studios seems
an assured thing to the Roach officials.

Roach is quoted as declaring that the people

at the studio "will never walk out," that

they are "like one big family."

York Continues Sunday Shows
Hippodrome Open Pending Result

of Ligitation; Several Towns Wrangle

PENDING the outcome of the litigation

which ultimately will determine whether

the city of York, Pa., can legally en-

force the ordinance recently passed by city

council making it a punishable offense to

operate motion picture theatres and other

amusement enterprises on Sunday, the Hip-
podrome Theatre is continuing to give Sun-
day performances.
The latest legal move in the controversy

is the filing by City Solicitor Fred P. Ger-

ber of a formal answer to the bill in equity

in which it is sought to restrain the city

from enforcing the ordinance. Mr. Oerber's

answer denies, a- alleged in the equity suit,

that the ordinance is discriminatory or

unconstitutional, and denies also that its

enforcemenl would he an abuse of the pow-
of the city government. He maintain-,

moreover, the ordinance is not class legis-

lation and holds that it is not invalid. A
date will soon be set for court argument on

the suit in equity.

Lake Norden, S.D., faces a new battle

on Sunday shows. Last April an ordina •

was passed banning such showings. Re-

cently the council repealed the ordinance.

Proponents of the closed Sunday are lead-

ing a fight to have the ordinance referred

to an election soon.

The Sunday show was put to the vote of

the people of Cumberland, la., and lost by a

big majority last week. The town has

been without the Sunday movies for some
time and it was at the agitation of a Dum-
ber of the business men that the question
was put to the people's vote.

Supreme Court Upholds
Mass. Daylight Saving
THE daylight-saving laws enacted

by various States do not conflict

with the Constitution or Federal
statutes, it is indicated by the collapse
in the United States Supreme Court of

a case challenging the validity of- the
Massachusetts law, to which exhibitors
in daylight-saving territory had looked
for relief.

After hearing arguments that the
State law was in conflict with the Con-
stitution and with acts of Congress, it

was announced by Chief Justice Taft
that the court agreed with the decision
of the United States District Court at

Boston, which found the law to be
constitutional. The Chief Justice
added that no Federal question was
raised for review by the United States
courts, and took the case over for de-
cision without hearing the arguments
for the defense, indicating that it will

be ordered dismissed, thereby uphold-
ing the right of the States to legalize
daylight-saving time.
The action of the court is of para-

mount importance to the States which
have such laws, on which there has
been a determined fight in the rural
districts although the cities as a rule,

with the exception of the amusement
industries, have been glad to accept
them.

Pa. Grants Incorporation
Charters to Three Firms
Newly incorporated motion picture com-

panies granted charters by the Secretary

of State at Harrisburg, Pa., included

the following: Park Opera House, Erie,

$90,000; W. T. Farrar, H. H. Clemens
and E. W. Gray, New York; Union City

Theatre Company, $30,000; the Ohio
Amusement Company of Pittsburgh, $50,-

000; W. G. Moore, treasurer, Sewickley,

Charles J. Him, Greensburg, and Anthony
P. Jim, Pittsburgh.

Jersey M.P.T.O. in Last Stand
Investments of Independent Exhibitors jeopard-

ized, Seider Declares, in Call for Convention

Italian Veterans Adopt Film

Educational Propaganda
According to reports from Italy, the Ital-

ian World War Veterans have adopted a

new form of educational propaganda. This

legion has installed a motion picture ma-
chine on a vehicle and will project through-

out Italy agricultural and patriotic pic-

tures, principally for the edification of ex-

soldiers.

This itinerant motion picture show has

jusl commenced in Southern Italy.

JOSEPH M. SEIDER, Presidenl of the

M. P. T. o. of New Jersey, this week
issued the call for the seventh annual

convention of the organization, to be held

at the Ambassador Hotel. Atlantic City,

November 18-19. "This convention of in-

dependent theatre owner- of OUT Slate is

equivalent to a last -land," the announce
nient declared.

"This convention will be unlike other
in that we are giving no thought at

present time to the entertainment of

theatre owner- attending, The reason Poi

our serious mood is the obvious and pre

carious position we theatre owners find our-

selves in. That our investments are jeopar-

dized is now manifest to all of us.

"The findings of our investigation into

the unfair methods of our large circuit com
petitors will be discussed. The extent of
their programs of encroachment will he

placed before you" (Mr. Seider is address-

ing members of the Jersey M. P. T. 0.)

—

"all with the hope of bringing about a

plan of procedure that will permit us to

remain in business.

"If this is accomplished quickly we shall

ro in for entertainment."

Meighan's Next Picture an

Original by Owen Davis
An original story of domestic difficulties

by Owen Davis, tentatively titled "The
Silver Shield," serves as Thomas Meighan's
next picture for Paramount. The star is

now working in "The Canadian,'' an adap-
tation by J. Clarkson Miller of Somerset
Maugham's stage play, "The Land of
Promise." The Davis story will he put
into production about November 20th.
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Send Letter to Hays on Arbitration
Western Exhibitor Group Says Outside Influences Threaten Principles

Want Assurance of Unbiased Decisions—Reply Not Yet Published

FOLLOWING in the wake of the letter

to Will H. Hays, requesting that dis-

tributor arbitration board members be
instructed that equity and justice should

be their chief consideration in rendering de-

cisions in cases under dispute, and signed
by representatives of nine States at the

Michigan M.P.T.O. convention at Battle

Creek last week arbitration became the

main topic in pre-convention discussions

this week as the exhibitor organizations of

Ohio and Texas prepare to gather for an-

nual meetings at Cleveland and Texas re-

spectively.

The letter to Hays, drawn up at a "pro-
test meeting," which prefaced the sessions

of the Michigan association at Battle
Creek last week, upholds the principle of

arbitration as demonstrated by good which
has been accomplished in the past and its

promise for future benefits to the industry,

but deprecates methods which the letter

declares "nullify the spirit of arbitration."
It declares that arbitration in many film

centers has not been working in a satisfac-

tory manner, "due to the fact that the
distributor members of various boards do
not seem to understand their duties and the
purposes of their position,

'

' a condition
which it ascribes to "various communica-
tions emanating from your office addressed
to the Film Board of Trade members" in-

structing members as to how they should
act. It requested the head of the M.P.P.D.A.
to send a letter to every Film Board of
Trade to the effect "that every decision
should be based upon justice, equity and
facts, using the contract and its provisions
as a basis."
While no statement regarding Mr. Havs'

Guaranty Trust Executive
Treasurer Swanson Co.

has resigned
Swanson Pro-
vice-president,

THOMAS ALLEN MOORE, a
trust officer of the Guaranty
Trust Company,

that office to join the
ducing corporation as
treasurer and financial executive. An-
other banker, Pierre Bedard, formerly
associated with the Banker's Trust
Company as head of the new foreign
department, will also be connected
with the Swanson company as assistant

treasurer.
"Sunya," Miss Swanson's first pro-

duction after becoming one of the
owner members of the United Artists
corporation, is now in the filming
stage under the direction of Albert
Parker at the Cosmopolitan studio in

New York City. This photoplay is set

for January release. Miss Swanson
plans to produce two pictures annual-
lv and will begin work on her second
production as soon as the first is issued
for public consumption.

reply was made up to this time, his attitude

is understood to be that the principle of

arbitration has come to stay, and that he
agrees that the arbitration boards must
function without outside influence either

from exhibitors or film officials. Charles C.

Pettijohn, general counsel of the Film
Boards of Trade, will, it is understood,
carry this message to the Ohio and Texas
conventions.

The Texas organization, formerly affili-

ated with a majority of the States repre-

sented at the Michigan meeting, will hold

a convention in Dallas on November 16-17,

and it indicated from reports emanating
from the State, that this body will side

with the former Allied bloc in whatever
stand is taken on the arbitration question.

Headquarters of the Ohio exhibitor or-

ganization in Cleveland is the source of the

information that arbitration will be the

main issue when its members gather at their

annua] meeting to be held November 9-10

in Cleveland. A statement issued this week
by the organization includes the following
declaration:

"Possibility of disagreements between
motion picture theatre owners and distribu-

tors being thrown back into the civil courts

of Ohio, after several years of arbitration

looms as the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of Ohio prepare for their annual con-

vention here on Tuesday and Wednesday,
November 9 and 10."

A precedent of importance was estab-

lished last week in Cleveland when Judge
Ruhl of the Common Pleas court sustained
an award of the Board of Arbitration of
the Film Board of Trade. So far as is

known, this was the first time that an award
has been sustained by an Ohio court. The
award had been made in favor of the Stand-
ard Film Service Company of Cleveland.
The defendant was A. V. Abel of the Strain?

Theatre, New Philadelphia. The award in-

volved the payment of $340 for pictures
booked, shipped and rejected, and the com-
pletion of a contract is in accordance with
the play dates given by the exhibitor.

Develop New Device for Talking Movies
Fox Reported Interested With R. C. A. and General Electric Companies

in Adapting Light Ray Sound Reproducer to Pictures

FOX FILM is said to be interested with
the General Electric Company and
Radio Corporation of America in a

new system for producing talking motion
pictures, now being perfected and employ-
ing the Pallophotophone, a device which
registers sound on a film by means of a

light ray. The Fox offices in New York
declined to affirm or deny the report men-
tioning the company in connection with the
new invention.

The Pallophotophone is the invention of

Charles A. Howie, an engineer of the Gen-
eral Electric Company and was first put to

practical application during the World
War, when the inventor used it as a record-
er of radio messages at the United States

Naval radio receiving station at Otter
Cliffs, Me. The device records sound vi-

brations on a continuous strip of film,

which forms the record for reproducing the
sound when it is passed before an electri-

cal apparatus equipped with vacuum tubes,
similar to those used in radio receiving:

Millions Served by Army
M. P. Service

A TOTAL attendance of approxi-
mately 4,500,000 was served by
the Army motion picture service

during the fiscal year ended June 30,

last, it is shown by a preliminary re-

port just issued by the Adjutant Gen-
eral of the Army.
The service operates 94 theatres in

the United States and 11 in the Pana-
ma Canal Zone, the theatres in Hawaii
and the Philippines not coming within
its scope. A total of 17,618 programs
of features, comedies, novelties and
news reels were shown during the
year, only 162 of which failed to re-

ceive favorable comments from the
audience.

sets. A motion picture working in syn-
chronism with the sound recorder thus rec-

ords both aetion and sound simultaneously.
Reports that this new invention for mak-

ing movies is being prepared for commer-
cial application have gained wide currency
in New York.
The device is said to be capable of re-

cording and reproducing the most delicate
shadings of sound, and according to reports
from the General Electric laboratories in
Schenectady is capable of reproducing with
the greatest fidelity an entire ehorus.

The recording apparatus consists of a
very small mirror, reflecting a very fine

light ray on to a sensitized film. The mir-
ror is attached to a vibrating diaphragm,
which oscillates the reflected beam when
vibrated by sound waves. The fact that
the invention is capable of recording the
most delicate sound vibrations was proved
when, during experiments with it in con-
junction with radio reception at the Otter
Cliffs station, the inventor recorded on a
paper strip messages radiated by a station
in Lyons, France.
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Schenck, Grauman, Morris Plan Pre-

sentation Circuit; Loew Extends Chain

WITH the United Artists chain of twenty presentation houses as

a nucleus plans for a national presentation booking circuit are

being developed by Joseph M. Schenck and Sid Grauman, in

association with William Morris. Schenck and Grauman now are on the

Coast, as is William Morris, Jr., son of the Morris booking office head,

who is reported conferring with the heads of the proposed United
Artists theatre chain.

The project, now in the early formulative stages, will bring into the

presentation field a coast-to-coast circuit. Bookings will be furnished by
the William Morris office, which has a nation-wide business and is

handling some of the biggest artists of the vaudeville and presentation

stages.

At present Publix leads in the presentation field with 13 weeks, soon
to be increased to 16. This chain, reaching as far West as the Mississippi

Valley, will eventually be extended to the Coast.

Twelve of the 20 houses planned or under construction for Loew
will become de luxe presentation theatres, bringing the total of the

circuit to 18. The chain will attain this size by the Winter of 1927-28.

Houses to be added are at Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Canton, O. ; New
Haven, Springfield, Worcester, Providence, Columbus, Syracuse and two
in New York.

Columbia in Mergers, Rumor
Acquisition of Canadian Exchange

Seen as Forerunner of New Move

TIIK announcement this ' week that

Columbia is about to consummate an
important merger- of its producing

and distributing interests is received as the

logical outcome of negotiations that have

been in progress for some time. This con-

solidation would considerably widen the

activities of Columbia and would tend to

make il one of the outstanding producing

and 'li -t ributing companies.

• With the Columbia-owned and controlled

Pittsburgh and Detroit exchanges as the

nucleus, the acquisition of a coast to coast

system of distribution centers is well under

way, Columbia officials declare. The latesl

move in Ibis direction lias been the taking

m er by < lolumbia of the Independent Films,

Inc., of Canada, former distributors of

Columbia and other independent product in

the Dominion. The Columbia Corporation

of Canada now handles this distribution.

Julius Bernheim, former general manager
of Universal City and recently head of the
Universal Theatre Enterprises, has been
installed as business manager of the studio.

Harry Caulfield, another veteran of the
industry, has been appointed as a unit man-
ager. He is already at work supervising
several of the Columhia pictures in the
making.

Claude Macgowan, of the Columbia home
i id the terms of the Canadian

deal and lie is now on an extended tour of

distribution centers in the United States

with the pos ibility of effecting the same
plan of union with exchanges as obtained

.in matter. Joe Brandt, presi

denl of Columbia, would not admit, how

ever, that this is M/acgowan's sole purpo e

is trip.

.lack ( \ihii. trea urer of t he company, on

his'i-eturn from the Wesl Coasl made
eral announcements that lend to make defi-

nite Columbia'- expansion plan Eor pro

duel ton. Mr, < lohn declared I bal a number
of well-known executives and players have

been ighed bj his companj to help in the

completion of the 24 pictures scheduled for

this year and the commencement of nexl

year's program.

Dr. Ludwig Berger Will
Produce for Fox

DR. LUDWIG BERGER, the
German director who made
"The Waltz Dream" and more

recently, "Cinderella," for Ufa, has
been signed by
Fox Films to

produce in this

country. He is

expected to ar-

rive at Holly-
wood in March
to begin his first

American film.

Dr. Berger is

the second Ger-
man to be added
to the Fox direc-

torial roster, the

first being F. W. Murnau, director of

"The Last Laugh," who is now working
on "Sunrise." Dr. Berger studied in

Heidelberg and Munich and began his

stage career at the Hamburg Opera
House. He was engaged by Max
Reinhardt for the German Theatre in

Berlin where he staged Shakespearian
plays.

Dr. Ludwig Berger

German Film Trade Fighting
New Tax Imposition

The German film trade seems to be in

the throes of waging war against the im-
position of taxes, states Trade Commis-
sioner G. R. Canty, in a report to the De-
partment of Commerce.

The central Government has issued cer-

tain regulations by which municipalities
shall collect entertainment tax, these regu-
lations to be put in force in all places at
the latesl by October 1st. Therefore it is

the business of the theatre owners in the
various towns and cities to see that as far

as possible a favorable interpretation and
application of these regulations is arrived
at. In towns where there is a considerable
lack of money on account of the increasing

dole paid to the unemployed, they are en-

deavoring to extract as much revenue as

possible by means of these taxes.

It is of interest to note that the regula-

tions governing the entertainment tax al-

low for a reduction in the tax for the

showing of educational and instructional

films.

Basil Bros. Plan Store and
Theatre Bldg. in Buffalo
Basil Bros, in association with Bernard

Vohwinkel have completed arrangements
for the erection of a large store, office and
theatre building to cost about $300,000 and
to be located on Genesee and Nevada
Streets in Buffalo, New York. The build-

ing will be fireproof in every way and will

be equipped with all modern improvements.
The theatre will seat 2,200 and will be
opened to the public not later than August
15th, 1027. The property occupies almost

the entire block with frontage of 170 feet

on Genesee Street and a depth of almost

200 feet. William Spann is the architect.

Basil Bros., who are in association with Mr.
Vohwinkel, are owners and operators of the

Strand Theatre in Buffalo and are also

operating the Central Park Theatre in the

same eity. Nicholas H. Basil will manage
the new theatre.

Firms Incorporate in New
York During Past Week
Among the motion picture companies in-

corporating in New York State during the

past week, were: Movietone Corporation of

America, Inc., capitalization not specified,

Percy Beiliger, Ridgewood, N.J.; George
Blake, Brooklyn; W. B. F. Rogers, Jamai-
ca. L.I.; Resnicke and Fleige, Inc., $10,000.

Harry Resnick; Max Fleigle, Herman Hoff-

man, Brooklyn; L. II. Pictures, Inc., capi-

talization not specified, Melvin Bobbins,
Charles A. Springstead, Austine E. Kil-

kenny. New York City.

Liebeskind Forms Havana
Theatre Company, Inc.

Nat Liebeskind, formerly manager of the

Universal Cuba office, has formed the

Eavana Theatre Company, Inc., to operate

theatres III Havana. The first theatre will

be opened on or about November 1st ami

will be known as the Cine Esmeralda. It

will be one of the most up-to-date hou-es

in Havana.
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"The King of Kings" Half Complete
Production on Cecil B. De Mille's Personally Directed Picture

for P.D.C. Release Progressing; Eleven Others in Work

THE half-way mark in production has
been reached on "The King of

Kings," Cecil B. De Mille 's personally

directed picture, which will be released

through Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion. Filming was started on August 24
and Mr. De Mille expects camera work to

be completed the latter part of December.
Some of the largest sets ever erected for

a motion picture are being constructed for

this vehicle. During the past week Mr.
De Mille finished work on an unusually
large set representing- the Temple of Herod.
Some idea of the magnitude of this set may
be had from the statements that it contains
295 massive pillars, and that at times

3,000 extra people were working in it. In
building this temple set, 250 carpenters
working in three shifts were busy day and
night for one month. The materials used
included four hundred thousand feet of

lumber, sixty thousand lath, forty-five

thousand square feet of tar paper, thirty

tons of plaster, seventy-five thousand square
feet of cement for the floor, five hundred
gallons of paint, ten thousand pounds of

spikes, one hundred eighty cans of smaller
nails, as well as great quantities of many
other builders ' supplies.

Sets of Great Size

Mr. De Mille declares that this set will be
dwarfed by that representing the Judgment
Hall of Pontius Pilate, which is now in

course of construction under the super-
vision of Art Director Paul Iribe, who, as-

sisted by Pridgeon Smith, is taking care of
all sets used in the production.
At present Mr. De Mille is engaged in

filming scenes showing the raising of Laz-
arus from the dead, and, following this

will come the sequences of the Last Sup-

per and the Garden of Gethsemane. Much
of the picture will be in color and these
special cameras are working on the exteri-

or scenes in conjunction with the black and
white photographers headed by Peverell
Marley. Frank Urson and William Cowan
are handling the many extras used in the
picture.

Everything is Large Scale

From its inception everything connected
with this picture has been handled on a
large scale, says the De Mille office. More
than 50,000 feet of film was used in testing

the suitability of candidates for principal

characters, it is stated. Mrs. Elizabeth
McGaffey, who was in charge of the re-

search work, says that more than twenty-
five hundred books of reference were culled,

for every possible item of information.
The collation of all this material, the whip-
ping into proper shape before it could be
turned over to Jeanie Maepherson, who
wrote the story, was a task of many weeks.
The same care was applied in selecting

players for minor roles. There are eight-

een persons in the cast who are tentatively
called "principals," but in addition to

these in smaller roles and bits are such
players as : Mabel Van Buren, Monte Col-
lins, Robert Ober, Otto Lederer, Ruth Ren-
ick, Jack Richardson, Charles Crockett,
Spottiswoode Aitken, Fred Huntley, Fon-
taine La Rue, Charles West, Baldy Bel-
mont, Lillian Bret Harte, Henry Herbert,
Evelyn Francisco, Hector Sarno and scores
more.
The cast of leading players includes such

actors and actresses as H. B. Warner, Jac-
queline Logan, Dorothy Cummings, Ernest
Torrence, Joseph and Rudolph Schildkraut,
Kenneth Thomson, Victor Varconi, Joseph

Striker, Robert Edeson, James Neill, Sidney
D'Albrook, Robert Ellsworth, David Imbo-
den, Charles Belcher. Charles Requa, John
Prince, Clayton Packard, .Mickey Moore,
Theodore Kosloff, Edward Brady, Casson
Ferguson, Sam de Grasse, Mabel Coleman,
Julia Faye and Josephine Norman.

In addition to the De Mille spectacle

I here are at the present time eleven produc-
tions in preparation at the De Mille and
Metropolitan studios, seven of which are
actually being filmed with the remaining
four in an advanced stage of camera work
or cutting. Director Alan Hale and his

company, filming "Rubber Tires," are at

present on location in northern California,

from whence they will proceed on a trip of
several thousand miles as this picture will

be made up principally of exteriors.

Other Pictures in Work

James W. Home is now filming the final

scenes for "The Cruise of the Jasper B"
at the De Mille plant. Nils Olaf Chris-
ander, director of "Fighting Love," Jetta
GoudaPs second De Mille starring vehicle,

is rapidly progressing on the filming of
this feature. Rupert Julian is now cut-

ting "The Yankee Clipper," a De Mille
special on the 1926-27 program. Director
Paul Sloane has practically finished edit-

ing the latest Vera Reynolds ' picture titled

"Corporal Kate."

At the Metropolitan studio Paul Powell
has virtually finished camera work on
"Jewels of Desire," a Priscilla Dean star-

ring production, and Director George B.
Seitz and his company have departed for
Tuba City, Arizona, where most of' the
action in "Jim the Conqueror" will be
filmed.

Various shots conveying an idea of the progress Cecil B. De Mille is making with his special production, "The King of Kings." The shot in the lower center gives onean adequate estimation of the magnitude of the sets. The other scenes depict De Mille at work, activity on an interior set, a typical Biblical scene, etc.
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First National Profits $675,667 for Six

Months of 1926; Wrote Off Studio

FIRST NATIONAL'S net profit for the second quarter ended July
totals $313,663, giving the company a net profit of $675,667 for the

six months ended on that date. A substantial improvement in net

earnings for the second half of the year is predicted, because the ex-

penditure necessary for construction of the company's Burbank studio

is subtracted from earnings of the first six months of the year.

"The large capacity of the studio," says a statement issued by
Hayden, Stone & Co., "will enable the company to affect substantial

savings."

Net profits for the first six months were equal to $27.86 per share on
the 8 per cent cumulative participating first preferred stock of the com-
pany.

Reports Conditions in Florida
Pathe Branch Manager Makes Survey;

Says Situation Improving Rapidly

the interior except for water damage, and
will reopen shortly. The Airdrome is laid

flat, but will be rebuilt. The Seventh Ave-
nue Airdrome was damaged considerably,

but is now being rebuilt and is expected
to reopen soon.

'

' The Palm Airdrome, at Hialeah, was
only slightly damaged, but the Hodges
Theatre in the same town was badly
wrecked. At Coral Gables, the Dream Air-
drome suffered only minor injuries, as did
t he Coral Gables Theatre. At Buena Vista,
the entire section was badly torn up, noth-
ing remaining of the Biltmore Theatre but
.i mass of ruins."

WW. ANDERSON, Atlanta branch
manager for Pathe Exchanges,

• Inc., last week completed an ex-

ive motor tour of the storm-stricken

area of Florida on which he made a general

survey of motion picture theatre conditions.

Mr. Anderson's itinerary of the devas

tated territory carried him through the

towns of Miami, .Miami Beach, West Palm
I h, Pompano, Dania, Fort Lauderdale,
Hollywood, Biscayne Park, Buena Vista,

I tie River, Allapattah, Hialeah, Coral

Gables, Moorehaven, Sebring, and others.

The Pathe manager's report of his trip

mted in part: "Outside of trees and
foliage being damaged, West Palm Beach
was practically uninjured. It seems as

though the town of Pompano was the be-

ginning of the storm area. That little town
caught it quite badly. As we went along
we noticed more damage at Dania, where
the only theatre was a mass of ruins.

'•The city of Fort Lauderdale was also

hard hit, although the two theatres located

there were not severely damaged. One has
•ned and the other will probably re-

sume business in about two week-. Holly
1 is in terrible shape, hardly a building

large or small escaped the fury of the
storm. The theatres lie in ruins, and it

will be months before they are recon
structed. At Biscayne Park a theatre that

all but completed i- now in ruins. At
Little River both theatres escaped. Luckily
one is an airdrome and suffered only water
damage. The other, the Rosetta, a Publix

0. K. However, the wires wen-
all down and the theatre could not fund
until these were repaired.
"Miami Beach is in a very dilapidated

condition. Hundreds of homes have been
laid flat and others badly damaged, Both

are completely demolished. The
nd Theatre, while damaged consider

ably, is under repair and will probably
"ii in about two weeks. Bui of course

there will be little or no business for many
weeks to come. The Community, or Publix
House, was Hooded by water, but they set

to work immediately and the theatre was
expected to open in a few days. At Alia
pattali f ' tre is all right on

Marion Davies Signs
M-G-M Contract

~

ALONG term contract with
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer was
signed last week with the result

that M-G-M will produce a series of
pictures to be
known as "Mari-
on Dav'°s Pro-
ductions" and to

be produced at

the rate of ap-

proximately
three per year.

The first picture

under the new
contract will be
'Tillie the Toil-
et." which goes
into production

within two weeks time at Culver City,
California. The contract also calls for
a guaranteed salary and a percentage
of the receipts. It was signed by Miss
Davies last week at the Ambassador
Hotel in New York City, with E. B.
Hatrick representing the International
Film Service and Nicholas M. Schenck,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Miss Davies' last picture under the

old arrangement is "The Red Mill."
based uoon the muscal comedy by
Victor Herbert and Henry Blossom.
It will be released shortly.

Marion Davies

Bandits Rob Loew's Theatre
in Montreal of $7,207.70
One of the worst theatre robberies ever

to take place in Canada was executed at

Loew's Theatre, Montreal, at midnight on
October 18 when a debonnair and unmasked
bandit, aided by two masked confederates,
held up James C. Adams, manager of the
theatre, Mrs. Adams, his wife, and Joseph
Buck, the night watchman, in spectacular
fashion and secured $7,207.70 which be-
longed to the company, took $70 from Mrs.
Adams and also obtained a few trinkets
belonging to Miss Freyvogel, the treasurer,
who was not present.

The robbers forced all three to lie down
on the floor of the manager's office, with
the exception that Manager Adams was
forced, at the point of guns, to open the
safe, after which he was made to lie down
again and keep silent. No clue was left

as to their identity, apart from a descrip-
tion of the appearance of the three rob-
bers, and no arrests have been made despite
a quick search. The theatre receipts were
fully protected by insurance.

Marseilles' Capitol Erected
After Eight Months' Work
The Capitol Theatre, considered one of

the most luxurious and extensively planned
motion picture houses in France, has been
erected in Marseilles after eight months of

construction states Trade Commissioner
George Canty, of the Department of Com-
merce, in a recent report from Paris.

This theatre will seat 3,000 people and
will include besides booking offices for

films. Pictures to be shown are mostly
American but among local productions are:

"Paris in Five Hours" and "Jim la Hou-
lette," with X. Rimsky, and "Carmen,"
with Raquel Meller.

The Capitol has been built on the site

of the old Grand Casino, right in the heart

of the city, and will be operated under the

direction of Messrs. Henri Rachet and
Roper Richebe.

W. C. T. U. of N. Y. Favor
Retention of Censor

The W. C. T. U. of New York State is

to oppose the proposed abolishment of the

New York State Motion Picture Commis-
sion, and will file a protest with Governor
Alfred E. Smith. The W. C. T. 1". held

its state convention last week at Niagara
falls, and such decision followed a speech
made by Mr-. Eli T. llosmer of Buffalo, a

former member ol the Motion Picture Cmn-
mission, who declared in emphatic" term-
that censorship of pictures was impera-
tive. Mrs. Ella T. Boole, president of both
the national and the state W. C. T. P..

expressed herself as being in accord with
Mrs. Hosmer and the proposal that a pro-

test be tiled with Governor Smith against

abolishing the Commission was unanimous
ly adopted by the convention.

Racine, Wis., House Yields

$1,500 to Thieves
The safe of Saxe's State theatre, Racine,

Wis., was looted Sunday night and re-

lieved of $1,500. The robbers have not
\et been apprehended. J. W. Houck is

manager of the State.
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Single-Carbon Arc Introduced
Combination of Light Source With New
Non-rewinding Magazine Brought Here

DEMONSTRATIONS were given to the

press and technical experts this week
at the Fulton Theatre in New York

City of a new arc lamp and a non-rewind-
ing film magazine of French invention which
may have an important effect on the future

of projection equipment. The two, it is

claimed, make projection practically auto-

matic and will effect considerable economies
in electric current and wear and tear on
film.

The devices have been brought here by
William Lignemare, prominent theatrical

man identified with "Abie's Irish Rose,"
who had them brought to his attention in

France this summer by Antal Fodor, an in-

dustrial engineer specializing in European
developments. It is planned to go ahead
with the manufacture of both devices on a

considerable scale, the arc lamp being suit-

able for lighting, spotlights, hospital use,

photographic purposes and laboratory work,
as well as for projection. They will work
in conjunction with any standard projector

bead.

The arc lamp is unique in that it con-

tains but one slender carbon, which lies

horizontallv and feeds toward the conden-

ser. The negative pole is a water-cooled
metallic ring, and the arc is struck between
this ring and the carbon. As a result, none
of the light is obstructed from reaching the

condensers. A longitudinal magnetic field

and automatic feeding of the carbons by a

thermostatic regulator insure absolute

steadiness. The light is extremely brilliant,

perfectly steady and somewhat cooler than
the usual arc. A current economy with
equal brilliance of 50 per cent is claimed
by the inventor.

The container, or magazine, another
French invention, lies horizontally beneath
the projector head. The entire film pro-

gram is cemented together to form a con-

tinuous band or loop, which is coiled within
the magazine and supported on threaded
rollers. The film feeds in at the outer edge
and out from the center, rewinding con-

tinuously. There is no stress or strain on
the film, and it is claimed that wear will be
reduced to a minimum. The present model
contains about 2,000 feet of film, but it is

claimed tbat it can easilv be built in size-

up to 8,000 or 10,000 feet^ so that the entire

program may be run continuously and auto-
matically.

OntarioTaxDecreasePromised
Plank in Ferguson Conservative Plat-

form; Issue Depends on Election Results

IN
the opening speech of the Ontai-io

Provincial election campaign at Kempt-
ville, Ontario, Premier Howard Fergu-

son of the Ontario Government, made for-

mal announcement of a reduction in the

amusement tax for patrons of theatres in

Ontario to go into effect next year. The
Ontario elections take place December 1

and, if the Ferguson Conservative Govern-
ment is returned to power, the amusement
tax revision will take place within the

legalized time immediately following the

vote. The tax on all tickets of 25 cents or

less is to be abolished, the tax scale for

higher-priced tickets remaining the same
for the present.

Premier Ferguson said

:

'

' The enjoyment of luxuries that are be-

yond the great masses of the people such
as high priced amusements, are a proper
subject for assessment toward the public

welfare.

"Sixty-two per cent, of those attending
the various amusements that pay taxes to

the Province patronize entertainments
where the charge is not more than 25
cents. The amusement tax therefore on
tickets of 25 cents or less will be abol-

ished."

This announcement was made on October
22. A few days previously, the informa-
tion was forthcoming that Col. W. H. Price.

K. C, Provincial Treasurer, Toronto, who
has jurisdiction over the operation of

theatres within the Province of Ontario,

had been appointed Ontario Attorney-Gen-
eral, being succeeded in the Portfolio of

Treasurer by Hon. J. D. Monteith. The
latter has not yet made any pronouncement
regarding the appointment to the vacancy

on the Ontario Board of Moving Picture

Censors caused by the death of Chairman
A. S. Hamilton last spring.

When the deputation of 100 Ontario ex-

hibitors waited upon Premier Howard
Ferguson at Toronto on September 2, last,

to ask for relief from the amusement tax.

assurance was given by the Ontario Prime
Minister that the request would be granted.

The announcement on October 20 was the

real answer to that request.

No Tax Reduction If In-

come Partly From 1923
PARTNERS in theatres and other

motion picture enterprises, pay-
ing taxes in 1925 upon 1924 in-

come from partnerships having a fiscal

year part of which was in the calendar
year 1923, may not participate in the
25 per cent reduction provided by the
revenue act of 1924 to be applied to
1923 income, according to a decision
of the United States Board of Tax
Appeals in Washington, D. C. The
decision affects a large number of
cases in which appeals had been filed

from a determination by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue to that
effect.

The board held that the 25 per cent
reduction provided by the 1924 act "is

applicable literally to the tax payable
in 1924 shown on returns for 1923, and
does not reduce the 1924 tax payable
in 1925 of an individual partner whose
1924 taxable income is made up in

part of a share of partnership income
for a fiscal year beginning in 1923.

Austrian Producer Profits

by Import License Sale
A USTRIAN motion picture pro-

A\ ducers are deriving a consider-
* "^ able sum from the sale of im-

port licenses under the recent govern-

ment decree providing that 20 standard

films may be imported for each ap-

proved film produced in the country,

according to a report to the Depart-

ment of Commerce from the commer-
cial attache at Vienna.
During the first nine months of

1926, Austrian producers turned out

nine films, permitting the importation

of 180 foreign films. As the import
permits are issued to the domestic
producers, the latter dispose of them
to the film importers at varying prices

in accordance with the demand, a cur-

rent trade report indicating that the

price ranges from 150 to 200 for a

permit. At the lower price, therefore,

the domestic producer will receive

$3,000 for the 20 import permits ob-

tained on the basis of the one film

produced.
In spite of this subsidy, however,

the report states, doubts are already

expressed in some quarters over the

abilitv of the domestic producers to

finance and turn cut sufficient films to

supply the market in conjunction with
foreign films imported on the basis of

20 to one. The government regulation

provides a way out of this emergency
by stating that the import permits

shall be granted on the basis of at

lesct 20 to cne up to September 1,

1927.

Riesenfeld to Prepare "Hotel
Imperial" Musical Score

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld is a recent arrival

on the West Coast and he will reside at

the Paramount studio there for some time

to come for the purpose of arranging the

musical score for Pola Negri's latest Par-

amount vehicle, "Hotel Imperial.''

Tannersville, N.Y., Exhibitor

Robbed of Evening's Receipts
Julius Byck, a deaf mute who runs a

theatre at Tannersville, N.Y., had what was

almost a record-breaking attendance at his

show last Saturday night, but it availed

nothing, for during the night burglars broke

in and made off with over $100, represent-

ing the receipts of the evening.

Stan^y-Fabian Obtains
Lyric in Fort Lee, N.J.

The Stanley-Fabian circuit has purchased

the Lyric Theatre in Fort Lee, New Jer-

sey, thus obtaining control in that section.

This brings the total of Fabian houses to

59. The Stanley company, with which

Fabian is allied, counts 215 houses in its

circuit.

Ernie Wood, Musical Come-
dy Star, in "Atta Boy"

Ernie Wood, a member of the original

"Nil, Xo, Nannette" company, has the

heavy role in "Atta Boy." Pathe's feature

comedy -tarring Monty Banks. The release

date of the picture is announced as Octo-

ber 24th.
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Orient a Difficult Market
M. S. Steele, U. A. Foreign Manager,

Returns From Trip to Japan and China

LA< K of understanding of American
cusl - and ideas on the pari of the

Oriental mind is the chief barrier to

the expansion of American film business in

Japan and China, according to M. S. Steele,

foreign manager of United Artists, who
returned this week from an eight months'
trip to the Par East.

The Japanese and Chinese entirely fail

to comprehend many of our pictures, he
ad, ami for thai reason usually prefer

cheaply made domestic films based on the

Japanese No-plays and like familiar ma-
terial, which they understand and appre-
ciate.

[n Japan. Mr. Steele reports, local com-
panies produce upward of 250 films a year,
which practical!} dominate Japanese
screens. Oul of perhaps 1,000 theatre-,
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M^H. HOFFMAN, vice-president of Tif-
*fany Productions, Inc., has left Los

Angeles for New York. He is expected to
arrive at the home office the latter part of
next week. On his way East, Mr. Hoffman
will stop at Chicago where he will hold a
sales conference with Mid-Western Tiffany
managers.

EDGAR B. HATRICK, vice-president and
ral manager of International Newsreel

and Cosmopolitan Productions, returned to

New York last Wednesday from Los Angeles,
where he has been for the past month on im-
portant business, lie was accompanied East
by C. J. llubbell, Pacific Coast manager of In-
ternational Newsreel.

O TANLEY HAND, home office representaO tive of Warner Urns., has departed on a
tour of the twenty-four exchanges of the corn-

He will discuss selling problems with
the exchange managers and salesmen and will
put into effect many helpful angles originated
by Sam. E. Morris, general manager of dis-
tribution for the company.

"POLLOWING the close of the First Na-* tional semi-annual convention of fran-
chise holders at French Springs, Ind., Ned
E. Depinet started out on a two weeks' tour
of his Southern division, and Ned Marin,
Western salesmanager, began a month's visit
to all of the exchanges in his district. A. W.
Smith, Jr., Eastern division sales manager,
likewise left New York to visit the First Na-
tional exchanges in the East.

WtLLIAM M. VOGEL, general manager
of Producers' Ii d corpora

gn distributors for Producers' Distribut-
ing, sailed for Europe Saturday aboard the

ithan to make his usual visit to the P.D.C.
branches. Accompanying Mr. Vogel is J. J.
Rein, secretarj of Producers' International.
They will be abroad for about t\\

J ES WEIR, Pacific Coast district manager
J-* for Producers' Distributing Corporation,
has returned to his Los Angel

renccs with IV. J. Motgan, general sales
manager, at the home office.

D OBERT SMELTZER, manager of Firstxv National's Washington branch, was a vis-
itor at the company's hOTie office this week.
He reported excellent business for his com-
pany at the Capitol.

M. S. Steele, foreign manager of United Artists

only 25 play exclusively American or Euro-
pean pictures, and 100 or 125 others play
some outside product. The remaining houses
show only Japanese films.

In China, general political strife and civil

war have virtually paralyzed commerce.
About tilt theatres are in operation, and
about half of these show American pictures.

It will be a great many years, at the
best, before the Orient can represent any
considerable market, in Mr. Steele's judg-
ment, although he believes that a gradual
improvement will come about. This winter
is likely to mark a critical point in this

development, he believes. He reports him-
self as well satisfied with conditions as they
concern United Artists. The most popular
American stars he found to be Fairbanks,
Chaplin, Pickford and Lloyd.

Masons of Screen to Erect
Hollywood Home

The Two Thirty Three club, comprising
Masons active in screen and stage affair-.

plains a thirteen story clubhouse in the
heart of the theatrical and motion picture
eel ion of Eollj wood t<> cost in excess of

$1,500,000 and to house more than L,700
persons.

Athletic and aiptat tc features will be in-

corporated in the new clubhouse, as will
also a theatre and a lodge room with a
seating capacity of 2,000. Eight floors are
to be set aside for Masons and their fami-
lies and a roof garden cabaret with prome
na.le permitting a bird's-eye view of ITollv-
«

1 will 1 i f the' features of the
clubhouse.

Edward Da\ is, formerly president of the
Green Room Club in New York and the
National Vaudeville Artists of America, is

president of "233."

O'Reilly Chairman Exhib.
Comm. of Arbitration

SOL RAIVES, Vice-President of
the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce has been designated

by President Charles L. O'Reilly as
Chairman of the Exhibitors Commit-
tee of the Motion Pictures Committee
of the American Arbitration Associa-
tion.

Mr. Raives has been connected with
the Chamber for the past five years.
As Chairman of the Arbitration Board
he is credited with perfecting the
arbitral facilities of the Chamber
which handles on an average of 100
cases a week. Last year more than
$750,000 was involved in misunder-
standings cropping up in the industry
which were settled in a way satisfac-

tory to the disputants. There can be
no doubt that commercial arbitration is

the safest, sanest, most equitable meth-
od of adjusting misunderstandings con-
stantly arising in trade and I shall

feel satisfied if I can do anything
toward promoting its universal adop-
tion.

St. Clair's Next Assignment

"The Cross-Eyed Captain'
yy

"The Cross-Eyed Captain." Dixie Will-

son's serious dramatic work of the early

days of the Revolution in Russia, will he

.Malcolm St. Clair's next directorial effort

for Paramount. It will probably be started

at the Long Island studio in November
No member of the cast ha- been chosen.

F. B. O. Signs Belle Bennett
for "Mother" Role

FILM BOOKING OFFICES,
preparing a Gold Bond special in

"Mother," the novel by Kathleen
Norris, has just signed Belle Bennett

for the role in

that picture.

Joseph P

.

Kennedy, presi-

dent of Film
Booking Offices,

upon reaching
the West Coast
the other day
and discussing
forthcoming
productions with
Edwin C. King,

i^elle Benin v ice . president
in charge of the Hollywood studio, ex-
pressed the opinion that "there is one
outstanding "Mother," to my mind,
and that is the woman who was
'Stella Dallas.'—Belle Bennett."

Miss Bennett having read the story
and talked with Mr. Kennedy and Mr.
King, declared she believed the role's

possibilities to be greater than any-
thing else she had previously at-

tempted. Mrs. Norris, the author of
"Mother," also expressed herself as
pleased with the choice of Miss
Bennett.
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Fox Feature Releases Listed
Dates Scheduled Near Christmas;

Makes Ready for New Season's Films

FOX FILMS this week announced the

release dates of a number of feature

pictures as far in advance as Christ-

mas. In so far as photography is concerned
a number of those listed were completed two
months in advance of the release date, thus

making room for the start of production
of the 50 productions to be made for the

1926-27 season.

"Thirty Below Zero," the second Buck
Jones vehicle on this season's list, will go
to exhibitors on October 31. Eva Novak
and Paul Panzer are in the supporting cast

of this picture which was directed by Rob-
ert Kerr.

"The Return of Peter Grimm," in which
Alec B. Francis plays the name role in the

picturization of the Belasco play, will be
released on November 7. This production
has already been previewed in the Fox pro-

jection rooms.

Clyde Fitch's last play, "The City,"
which was picturized under the direction of

R. William Neill, will be released on No-
vember 14. On November 21 "Going
Crooked," a George Melford production
from the adaptation of the John Golden
stage play, will be released. Bessie Love
and Oscar Shaw play the leading roles.

"Wings of the Storm," the third Fox
film to be filmed amidst the scenic grandeur
of North American National Parks, is also

scheduled for release in the near future.

J. G. Blystone directed a cast in which
Thunder, the dog star, has the stellar role.

"The Canyon of Light," the latest Tom
Mix picture, also partly filmed in the Na-
tional Parks, will be released on December
5. It is Ben Stoloff's initial directorial

effort.

The screen play of "Mother Machree"
is scheduled for release on December 12.

John Ford directed with Belle Bennett in

the name role. Many scenes were shot in

Ireland. It is an adaptation of the song
and story, both written by Rida Johnson
Young.
"Death Valley," a Buck Jones stellar

production, now being filmed on the Mo-
jave desert, will probably be released on
December 19. Virginia Brown Faire plays

opposite the star and Scott Dunlap is the

director.

Maloney Secures Magazine
Story for Next Western
Leo Maloney, Pathe Western star, has

acquired one of W. D. Hoffman's stories

which recently appeared in Popular Maga-
zine. The story will be known on the screen
as "The Long Loop of the Peeos," and
is being adapted by Ford I. Beebe, who pro-

vided the scripts for "The High Hand"
and "The Outlaw Express," both Maloney
starring vehicles. The star directs his own
pictures and is now assembling his cast.

Firemen Okay "Fire Brigade
Louis B. Mayer Addresses Chiefs in

Convention ; Parade Feature of Fete

55

A UNIQUE reception was accorded the

showing of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
"The Fire Brigade" when the film

was shown last week in New Orleans at

the annual convention of fire chiefs which
was held in that city. One of the features

of the celebration was a parade which
greeted Louis B. Mayer and the cast in the

production at the railroad station, but the
highlight of the demonstration was the ad-
dress made by the M-G-M vice-president

immediately preceding the showing of the
picture at the State Theatre in New
Orleans.

Mr. Mayer opened his address by giving
some statistics as to the amount of people
estimated as attending motion picture per-

formances every week throughout the coun-
try and the number of people in the em-
ploy of the motion picture studios. He
then dwelt on the various sequences in
'

' The Fire Brigade '

' pointing out that

from the start of production the main idea
was to keep away from having the picture

appear as propaganda for the fire depart-
ment. This was done, Mr. Mayer stated, by
infusing a strong note of drama and inject-

ing human and humorous touches.

So well satisfied were the company's ex-

ecutives with the finished product, he said,

they have decided to make of the picture

a road-show attraction. Regarding the pub-
licity campaign for the picture Mr. Mayer
said, "As a national advertising stroke

for the picture we worked out the trans-

continental run of the 'fire-car' carrying

the prints of 'The Fire Brigade' from
Los Angeles to this convention. The re-

ceptions arranged for this car by fire chiefs

in cities touched en route, have made this

one of the most talked about advertising:

exploits in the history of film exploitation.

Many thousands of dollars' worth of free

publicity was attained for the picture

through this stunt. The reception that was
accorded the fire car here yesterday was
practically duplicated in every city through
which the car passed on its trip across

the continent."

Sax Signs Betty Compson
for Two Productions

Sam Sax last week consummated arrange-
ments whereby Betty Compson will be fea-

tured in two special productions to be re-

leased through Lumas Films Corporation, as

Greater Gotham Productions. An unusual
amount of preparation and expense will be
lavished on the two pictures, it is said,

and the entire West Coast studio space

will be given over to their production upon
the completion of the present Gotham pro-
gram. The first picture will probably reach
exhibitors throughout the country during
the present season. The story material is

now under consideration.

This rollicking

comedy analyzes

flappers and

sheik s— not to

shock you but to

make you laugh !

J.G.BACHMANN
presents

MQS.BELLOC LOWNDES

Directed by ALBERT KELLEY

With

EDITH ROBERTS

HARLAND TUCKER

RICHARD TUCKER

MARTHA MATTOX

CRACE CARLYLB

Preferred
Pictures

Sole Foreign Distributors:INm-OKM FILM CORP.
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Many F.B.O. Pictures in Work
Kennedy Finds Coast Studio Forces
Busy With Last Half of Program

ARRIVING at the Hollywood Studios
of Film Booking Offices last week
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of the

company, discovered that he was in the
inidsl of a beehive of industry as the studio
forces are hard at work either filming or
preparing for camera work on the lasl

half of the 60 productions scheduled for
release this season.
Two Gold Bond specials are now in pro-

duction with a third scheduled to start al-

most any day. "Her Father Said No,"
under the direction of Jack McKeown, is

in its third week of filming, with a cast
headed by Mary Brian and including Al
Cooke and Kit Guard. The story is by
H. C. Witwer.

J. Leo Meehan has started direction of
"The Magic Garden,", the last story writ-
ten by the late Gene Stratton Porter. The
story is to be published serially in McCall's
magazine and the book publication will be
veleased when the completed picture is put
on the market.
Fred Thomson, back from New York,

has started work on bis latesl starring
vehicle, "Don Mike," which will replace
"The Desert Legion" in the Thomson
schedule. Lloyd Ingraham is directing this
tale of early California. The third of the
Ranger series, tentatively titled. "Thunder
Mountain," is now in production with J.

P. McGowan directing the dog star. Ewart
A damson wrote both original story and the
continuity.

Bob DeLacy is handling the megaphone
on Tom Tyler's latest starring effort in
which he is supported by Frankie Darro.
"Lightning Lariats" is the title of the
piece.

Several other units are scheduled for an
early start, including "Hello Bill," the
big Elks Special which will be directed by
Ralph Ince; "Salvation Jane," second of
the Viola Dana starring series; and "Jack
0' Diamonds" with George O'Hara in the
stellar role. Alberta Vaughn, too, will get
under way shortly with "Uneasy Pay-
ments." which unit David Kirkland will
direct.

7 M-G-M Films in November
Includes Re-Issue of "The Four
Horsemen"; "Tin Hats" on Schedule

SEVEN pictures are scheduled for
release during the month of November
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The pro-

ductions listed include "The Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse," which will he

re-issued, "Bardelys the Magnificent,"
•Tin Hats," "The Desert's Toll," "Up-

e," "Exil Smiling" and "The Flam-
ing Forest.'

The release schedule, with dates, fol-
lows: November 7, "The Four Horse
men," Rex Ingram's photoplay in which
Rudolph Valentino and Alice Terry are
featured; "Upstage", starring Norma
Shearer, directed by Monta Bell from a

nario adaptation of Walter DeLeon's
vaudeville story by Lorna Moon, with Oscar
Shaw, Gwen Lee, Ward Crane and Tenen
Holt/ in the cast.

November II," Exil Smiling", Beatrice
Lillie's first appearance under her M-G M
contract, directed by Sam Taylor from

Marc Connelly's original screen story,
with Jack Pickford in the male lead. "The
"Desert's Toll," directed by Cliff Smith,
featuring Francis McDonald.
November 21, "Bardelys the Magnifi-

cent," with John Gilbert starred in a tilm

version by Dorothy Farnum of Rafael
Sabatini's novel of seventeenth-century
France, directed by King Vidor with a cast

including Eleanor Boardman, Hoy D'Arcy,
Karl Dane, George K. Arthur, Arthur
Lubin and other notable players. "The
flaming Forest," a Cosmopolitan produc-
tion directed by Reginald Barker from
Waldemar Young's adaptation of the Cur-
wood novel, with Antonio Moreno and
Renee Adoree featured.

November 28, "Tin Hats", the comedy
written and directed by Ed. Sedgwick, con-
tinuity by Albert Lewin, and a casl featur
ing Conrad Nagel, Claire Winds,,,'. George
Cooper, licit Roach and Tom O'Brien.

First National K. O. Prospects
Twenty Highest
Listed; Contest

f~MRST NATIONAL (hi. week an-
4 nounced the 20 alesmen who have

ired the highesl rating in the drive
for eligibility in the K. 0. Club, ponsored
by the sales cabinel of the company. Of
the twenty salesmen now on the li-t. ten

will be selected to membership in the Club
twelve week- hence, providing their ratings

i'i relatively the -ame.
The tii-,

i ten K. 0. < 'lull contenders on
uncut li-t are W. R, Mitchell, Toroi

II. Paynter, Toronto.; II. L, Cass, Kansas
City; J, If. Briggs, Montreal; T. II. Davey,

Hating Salesmen
12 Weeks to Go

I algary; A. A. Bruce, Seattle; <;. M. Hoyt,
rohtf; F. II. Ted. Toronto; M. L. Pincus,

Buffalo, and R. Elliott, Toronto.

The predominance of the Canadian con
tingeni among the winners is explained by
Secretary-Treasurer Spring as due to Can
ada's successful Firsf National Week, of
recent occurrence. During thai week the
Canadian exchanges rolled up a 203 per
cent total of net billings againsl quota, an
unequaled record in the Firs! National
t Canadian sales history.

Motion Picture X

Columbia Announces Two
November Releases

TWO Columbia box office attrac-

tions are announced for Novem-
ber release. "Obey the Law,"

starring Bert Lytell, goes to exhibitors

on November 5th and "The Truthful
Sex," featuring Huntley Gordon and
Mae Busch, on November 20th.

"Obey the Law" marks Bert Lytell's

second appearance in crook roles upon
the Columbia program, his first having
been in "The Lone Wolf Returns." In
the present picture he is supported by
Eugenie Gilbert, Edna Murphy, Larry
Kent, William Welsh, Hedda Hopper
and Sarah Padden. Alfred Raboch
directed. The supporting cast of "The
Truthful Sex" is made up of Ian
Keith, John Roche, Rosemary Theby,
Joan Meredith, Lee White, Richard
Travers and Billy Kent Schaeffer.
Richard Thomas directed this produc-
tion.

Universal Buys New Kyne
Story for Hoot Gibson

Hoot Gibson, the star of "The Buckaroo
Kid," an adaptation of a Peter B. Kyne
story, "Oh, Promise Me," is to appear in

another story by that author just pur-

chased by Universal. It is called "The
Tidy Toreador," but a new title is being
sought. The story will go immediately to

the script department for adaptation and
will probably be put into production about
the first of the year for release late in the

spring as one of the seven Gibson Jewels
for L926-27.

Change Title of Maynard's
Next for First National

The title of Ken Maynard's third Wes-
tern for First National, tentatively titled

"The Flame of the Border," has been defi-

nitely changed to "The Overland Stage."
Charles R. Rogers finished camera work on
the film about a week ago and it is sched-

uled as one of the first releases of the new
year. Maynard's current production, "The
Unknown Cavalier," has been pre-yiewed in

the Easf and is set for first-run showings
in all territories early in November.

M-G-M Signs Buchowetzki
for Series of Features

Dimitri Buchowetzki, director, arrived

at an agreement with Louis B. Mayer ami
by the terms of the long term contract

which bears his signature will direct a

series of features for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. The director has just finished

"Valencia," a feature production starring
Mae Murray with I. ley, I Bughes in the

leading male role.

H. J. Sheehan Supervising
Fox West Coast District

Howard .1. sheehan, manager of the I',,\

film San Francisco exchange for several

years, will now supervise tin' Toast district

for Fox. The territory includes Los An-
geles, San PransisCO, Seattle, Portland and
Salt Lake City. The San Fransisco branch
i n,.u miller the managership of Vwd W.
Yi'ie;t .
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Fox and Hirlagraph Leading
in Bowling Tournament

The bowling results of the Motion Pic-

ture Athletic Association tournament at

Dwyers, New York, now in its third week,
indicate a further rise in team standing
for Hirlagraph and Famous Players, the

former team being tied with Fox Films
while the latter has advanced to second
position. Fox Films and Hirlagraph each
have a perfect record of six victories.

The team scores are : Famous Players
859, 756, 846; Universal 771, 850, 806;
Hirlagraph 852, 896, 879; First National
717, 781, 798; Metro-Goldwvn 772, 829,

867; Producers 822, 758, 782; Pathe 735,

825, 839; Warner Bros. 654, 676, 592.

The tournament continues until April
6th, 1927, the ten firms playing three
games every Wednesday, making a total

of eighty-one games for each team.

"Tillie the Toiler" Cast Se-

lected by M-G-M
The cast for "Tillie the Toiler," the first

of a series of Marion Davies Productions
to be filmed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has
been completed. As it now stands Miss
Davies will play the name role with the
supporting players including Matt Moore,
George K. Arthur, Gertrude Short, Ralph
Forbes, Bert Roach and Estelle Clark.
The story was adapted by Edward T.

Lowe, Jr. and Agnes Christine Johnston.
Production will start upon the arrival of
Miss Davies from New York.

41
Sin Cargo," Tiffany Picture

Now Being Filmed
Photography is nearly completed on the

Tiffany production, "Sin Cargo" by Leete
Brown under the direction of Louis J.
Gasnier. In the cast are Robert Frazer,
Shirley Mason, Earl Metcalf, Gertrude
Astor, William D. Walling, Lawford David-
son, Pat Harmon, James Mack and Billy
Cinders.

M-G-M May Distribute
*'Napoleon, '

' FrenchFilm

AT a banquet, held in Paris in
honor of Arthur Loew, head of
the foreign department of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, plans were
discussed for the cooperation of
M-G-M for the general release through-
out the United States and practically
the entire world of "Napoleon," a
picture now being produced by the
Societe Generale de Films, one of the
foremost producing companies in
France.
The banquet was significant in that

it offered manifestation of greater
Franco-American unity and the in-

tense interest felt by leaders in the
French cinema industry and national
leaders in general, in the possibilities
opened up by the American market.
"Napoleon," which Abel Gance is

directing, has a notable cast and am-
bitious backgrounds. Albert Dieudonne
plays the title while the child Napo-
leon is enacted by Wladimir Roudenko,
a young Russian actor. Other roles
are portrayed by Cina Manes, Louis
Sance and Conrad Veidt.

F.B.O. Obtains "Gorilla

Hunt" for Distribution

FB.O. is to distribute the five-

reel screen narrative of "The
• Gorilla Hunt," Ben Burbridge's

film record of his adventures in North-
eastern Africa where among other
things he killed and captured gorillas

and other big game and secured inter-

esting photographs of pygmies. A
print of the film has been deposited
with the Smithsonian Institute at

Washington.
The picture's exploitation is already

under way. "Forest and Screen," a

magazine with more than 100,000 cir-

culation, features in the November
issue the first installment of Bur-
bridge's story of the gorilla hunt, with
a supplementary collection of photo-
graphs taken from the film. The fan
magazine, "Motion Picture Art," also

carries in its current number an article

by Burbrige's entitled, "Hunting
Gorillas for the Screen." Burbridge
will soon issue his adventures in book
form under the title "The Gorilla

Hunt." Arrangements are now in

progress for a pre-release showing of

the photoplay at a Broadway theatre.

Casting Finished for Leatrice

Joy Comedy Drama
The cast for "Nobody's Widow," Leat-

rice Joy's next starring vehicle for De
Mille, has been completed. The picture will

be pi-oduced at the Metropolitan studio by
Donald Crisp and will have Charles Ray
as leading man and Phyllis Haver, Fritzi

Ridgeway, Charles West, David Butler and
Dot Farley in supporting roles. Arthur
Miller will act in the capacity of camera-
man. The story of "Nobody's Widow" is

an adaptation by Douglas Doty of an Avery
Hopwood farce of several years ago.

Cruze Puts "Waiter From the

Ritz" in Production

Filming on "The Waiter from the

Ritz," the Paramount feature length com-
edy starring Raymond Griffith, has been

put into production by James Cruze. For
the initial scenes of the comedy one of the

biggest studio sets at the new Famous
Players-Lasky studio was used. Among
those supporting the star are Alice Day,
George Fawcett and Trixie Friganza. The
scenario was adapted from W. Somerset
Maugham's stage play, "Jack Straw," by
Julien Josephson and Alice Leal Pollack.

Reginald DennyWrites Story
for Himself

An original automobile story which will

probably serve as his next starring vehicle

has been turned out by Reginald Denny,
Universal star. The new story is of the

same type as "California Straight Ahead,"
one of the star's former productions.

Director Mel Brown and Ray Cannon,
scenarist, are preparing the continuity on
the Denny opus and according to present
plans the picture will be placed in produc-
tion earlv in November.

Two F.B.O. Directors Get
Important Assignments

Alf Goulding and Ralph Ince, F. B. 0.

directors, have been given important mega-
phone assignments, the former to direct

George O'Hara in "Jack o' Diamonds"
and the latter to guide Viola Dana through

her next vehicle,
'

' Salvation Jane. '
' Gerald

Duffy is completing the script of the

O'Hara feature from Fred Jackson's story,

and it is expected that photography will

be started in about ten days. Doris Ander-
son has completed the continuity on "Sal-
vation Jane," the original story having

been written by Jean Dupont and Elizabeth

Pierce. Production on this will start as

soon as the cast has been chosen. Director

Ince was originally scheduled to handle

"Hello, Bill," but the production has been
temporarily postponed.

Paramount Signs Blanche Le
Claire, New Young Piayer

To its aggregation of young players

whose screen careers are being fostered by
Paramount, the company has signed

Blanche Le Claire under a long-term con-

tract. Her first work under the new Par-

amount contract was as one of the dancers

in the costume ball scenes of Frank Tut-

tle's latest effort, "Love 'Em and Leave
'Em," which features Evelyn Brent, Law-
rence Grav and Louise Brooks.

Pau' Stein to Handle "Don't
Tell the Wife" for Warners

Following the release of "My Official

Wife," his initial directorial effort for

Warner Bros., Paul Stein has been intrusted

with the producti6n of "Don't Tell the

Wife," the movie title for "Cyprienne,"
the play by Victorian Sardou, the French
dramatist. The cast is now being chosen

and the production will be put into work
in the early part of November.

Alec B. Francis Will Be
"The Music Master"

CULMINATING a long search for

over a period of two years and
because of his interpretation in

"The Return of Peter Grimm," Alec

B. Francis, veteran actor, is the selec-

tion of Fox Films executives for the

role made famous by David Warfield,

"The Music Master," David Belasco's

stage play remembered by the theatre-

goers of the past generation. The
leading feminine role in the film will be

portrayed by Lois Moran. Director
Allan Dwan plans to start production
at the New York studio of Fox Films
soon after November 1st.

The scenario was prepared by
Phillip Klein, son of • Charles Klein,

author of the play. The screen version
will follow the original very closely

and the action takes place around the

period of 1900 with the New York
of that time furnishing the background.
Elaborate settings have been in prep-
aration at the Fox studio for several

months. Fox Films announces that

"The Music Master" will be one of

their five specials of the year.
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"Rough Riders" Production
Unit Back in Hollywood
Players and technical men numbering

about one hundred and fifty have just ar-

rived back in Los Angeles a tier a two
months sojourn in San Antonio, Texas,
where they were engaged for the past two
months filming eenes Bor •'The Rough
Riders," the forthcoming Paramount road-
show. While there the company filmed

the mobilization and training of the Roose
veil regiment and the battles of Las Guas-
imas, Kettle Bill and San Juan Hill. The
production unit will immediately prepare
for another location trip, this time a short
distance up the C.oast, for the Diaquire
scenes depicting the landing of Roosevelt
and his regiment mi Cuban soil. Trans-
ports will be used tor the disembarking.

Photography Completed on
"The Lady in Ermine"

Shooting on "The Lady in Ermine,"
Corinne Griffith's newest starring picture
for First National, has been completed at

the Metropolitan studio in Hollywood and
the film i- slated tor release in January.
As soon a- the camera work was completed
the star and Director James Flood began
preparations on "Purple and Fine Linen,"
Miss Griffith's next feature which will be
put into production within the next three
weeks. The script of this May Edington
story has also been finished and E. M.
Asher, producer of the Corinne Griffith fea-
ture-, i- now selecting the supporting cast.

Production Work Completed
on "Dodging Trouble"

"Dodging Trouble." a new Educational-
Christie comedy featuring Neal Burns, was
recently completed and is due lor release
soon. Edna .Marion and Eddie Baker have
supporting roles. Harold Beaudine di-
rected.

Tiffany Productions Filming
"Redheads Preferred"

Camera work ha- already started on the
Tiffany farce comedy, "bedheads Pre-
ferred" by Douglas Bronson. The cast
thus far signed includes Marjorie Daw,
Theodore von Eltz, Raymond Hitchcock,
Cissie Fitzgerald and Leon Holmes.

Johnson to Make Police
Picture for "U"

EMORY JOHNSON'S next pro-
duction for Universal will be
"Help! Fire! Police!" a story

glorifying the police department which
will be made as a Super-Jewel. Emilie
Johnson, the director's mother, is al-

ready at work on the story and Nat
Rothstein, who was associated with
Johnson during the launching of for-
mer Johnson pictures, will help in in-

jecting exploitation and advertising
values in the picture.
The picture is to be made on a scale

of great magnitude and will probably
not reach the screen before the 1927-

28 season.

Laemmle Gets Unique
Sales Force Testimonial

A LAEMMLE Surprise Celebra-
tion, a concentrated date and
sales drive at once unique and

sincere, is the form of tribute the Uni-
versal sales force offers Carl Laemmle
in appreciation of his recovery and
safe return to America.
This idea, which portends to produce

results never before attained in any
contest held by Universal, was con-
ceived and organized and is now being
executed entirely by salesmen, sales
executives and other workers in vari-

ous Universal exchanges throughout
this country and Canada. It was H.
M. Herbel, Pittsburgh manager, who
originated the idea and, needless to
say. other exchange managers immedi-
ately offered their co-operation, choos-
ing Pittsburgh as headquarters for the
drive. A prize fund of $1,500 contrib-
uted by exchange managers and sales-

men is offered the exchanges, sales-
men and other workers showing the
best average. There is stiff competi-
tion between Philadelphia and Wash-
ington for cash prizes, also between
Buffalo and Albany. Charles Loewen-
berg. a special exploiteer, conducts a
"pep" bulletin and broadsides to all

offices.

Mr. Laemmle was deeply touched by
this mark of esteem. It came as a
--~ n i°«-e curnrice to h'm and is the
first time the Universal sales force ever
initiated a sales drive and carried it

through without the knowledge of the
home office.

Work Progresses on Warner

Product on West Coast
A number of pi'oductions are getting

under way or have been in work for some
time at the Warner Bros. West Coast

studio. Casting for the Arthur Somers
Roche tale, "Fingerprints," was recently

completed and put into work two weeks ago

under the direction of Lloyd Bacon. Louise

Fazenda and John T. Murray play the leads

and are supported by a large cast. "Wolf's
Clothing," the second of the two Roche
-lories on the original Warner schedule, is

aboul to be launched with Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler and Monte Blue enacting the principal

role. The lirst scenes were shot on October

21st, at which time John Miljan was the

only player named for the supporting east.

"The Third Degree," starring 1 Dolores

Costello, also nears completion at the studio

under the direction of Michael Curtiz, the

foreign director recently acquired by War-
ners. ''The Missing Link," a road-show
attraction which has Syd Chaplin in the

premier position on the cast, is still in the

jungle stage. Acka, a chimpanzee, natives

and a number of wild animals are featured

prominently with the comedian. The cast

includes Ruth lliatt, Tom McGuire, Theo-

dore Lorch, Craufurd Kent, Sam Baker,

Kewpie Morgan and Otto Fries. ''Matinee

Ladies," an original story by Albert S.

How -on and Sidney R. Buchman is being

groomed for production. Harry Dittmar
has the scenario in preparation. Paul L.

Stem will direct as soon as he completes

ili<- direction of "Don't Tell the Wife."

Famous Adds Samuel H.
Adams to Writing Staff

Contributing as his firs! story a comedy
drama for Bebe Daniels with a newspaper
background, Samuel Hopkins Adams has
arrived in Hollywood under contract with
Paramount to write original screen stories.

Mr. Adams is the author of many literary

works and has contributed widely to maga-
zines during his career as a writer. He
was graduated from Hamilton College at the

age of twenty and then entered newspaper
work in New York, serving on the staff of

the New York Sun from 1891 to 1900. He
later became manager of the MeClure Syn-
dicate.

Warner Bros. Complete Cast
for "The Third Degree"
With Michael Vavitch the latest player

added to the cast, Warner Bros, have prac-
tically finished the selection of plavers for
"The Third Degree," the Dolores Costello
starring vehicle being directed by Michael
Curtiz, the European director recently ac-

quired by Warner Bros. The supporting
cast to Miss Costello is made up of Louise
Dresser, Jason Robards, Rockliffe Fellows,
Kate Price, Harry Todd, Mary Louise Mil-
ler, Michael Vavitch and David Torrence.

"Afraid to Love" Title of

New Florence Vidor Film
The title of "Afraid to Love" has been

chosen for Florence Vidor 's next starring
vehicle for Paramount, which is to be
started at the company's Long Island studio
on November 8th. The story is an adapta-
tion by Townsend Martin of "Face to

Face," Vincent Lawrence's play. J. Clark-
son Miller is taking care of the script.

William Powell is the only featured player
thus far chosen for the cast. Frank Tuttle
will direct.

M.-G.-M. Contract Signed by
Marc McDermott

Marc McDermott, leading and character
man. will hereafter appear exclusively in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions b y
\irtiie of the contract he signed with that

company. The actor has a principal role

in "The Mysterious Island, now in pro-

duction under the direction of Benjamin
Christianson.

Chadwick Pictures Start

"Sunshine"
THIS week saw production start

under Jack Nelson's direction on
"Sunshine of Paradise Alley," the

fourth of the Chadwick First Division

pictures of the current season. Bar-
bara Bedford heads the cast which
consists of Lucille Lee Stewart, sister

of Anita. Nigel Barrie, Max Davidson,
Kenneth McDonald and Tui Lorraine.

The last mentioned player is a na-

tive of New Zealand and is the first of

her country to seek fame in the films.

She is a recent arrival in Hollywood
having severed relations with a circus

with which she was associated as tight

rope walker.
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The size of the thing made them look. Head
cut-out draped with black cloth made this

ballyhoo for "The Black Bird" (MG-M) at

the Palm Theatre, Littleton, Colo.

Action, color and light distinguish the lobby display shown above and used at the Paris Theatre,

Dm ham, N.C. The banner was covered with wall paper and a flasher attachment tvas used on the

circuit of lights forming- a panel featuring the star's name. The display for "Ella Cinders" (First

National) was designed by Don Nichols, manager of the Paris.

I fj (J
r

Frontal display of the New York Hippodrome featuring "Gigolo" (Prod.
Distributing Corp.) Note Vitalux display cabinet, showing daylight

movies in center of lobby

A whale for a ballyhoo and free distribution of Life Saver mints to

attract and please the crowds—exploitation for "Mare Nostrum" (M-G)

,

at the Orpheum Theatre, Scottsbluff, Nebr.

Attractive centerpiece displayed in the lobby
A model steel mill, built by Henry Steller of Youngstown, O., and exlubited on motor truck as ^ fhe Strandf Birmingham, to exploit "The
an attractor for the showing of "Men of Steel" (First National) , at the Park Theatre in that city Midnight Sun" (Universal)
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British Showmen Develop Clever Stunts

in idea from Germany. Ballyhoo for the showing of "The Volga Boatman" at the UFA Palast,

Berlin, featured a motorized eut-out of the boatmen, mounted on a small tractor serving as mo-
tive power for a ship's bow, realistically built from compo-board

Exhibitors Use Variety of Stunts to

bit "Devil's Island
5

Expl
Till'; local exploitation of "Devil's I-

land,'* in conjunction with first run
showing . is particularly interesting

as it would appear that no stunt or device

was used by more than one theatre. And,
so, reviewing the exploitation of the Colony
Theatre, New York, the Broadway-Strand,
Detroit, Fox's Ridgewood, Brooklyn, the

Capitol, Dallas, the Liberty, Kansas City,

the Randolph, Chicago, and the Rialto,

Houston, provides rather a complete code
nl the showmanship possibilities of this

production.

N'ot new, perhaps, hut certainly novel

enough to attract wide attention was the

traffic summons, which Charles Reed Jones,

the Chadwick exploiterer, devised for the

New York showing. This summons, in

typographic layout a duplicate of the buga-
boo of New York motorists, was distributed

to more than 50,000 drivers throughoul the

city. It was necessary for the distributors

to avoid the cop-, who mighl have been too

duous in enforcing the local ordinance
againsl distributing handbills, and they
u ere uece ful in doing this.

\ -licet ballyhoo of three prisoners with
balls and chain- from the French penal
colony ai Devil's I bin, i, of course upset

the police sufficiently to attract the atten-
tion of the public forcefully enough to

mean business in another center.

Another 1 1 eel inn!, moi e effective than
i lii first one. resulted from a radio tie up
with the Colonial Radio Corporation, man
ufacturers whose branch distributors and
retail -hop- are < perat ing in all parts

of the country. Colonial prepared a streel

on, bearing suitable advertising of the

bowing of the picture, featuring the tie

up line: "See a life saved by radio." The
feature of the wagon was a Colonial radio

which picked up programs from all

local broadcasters. At the completion of

each musical number, the operator on the

wagon cut in with his own announcement
of the showing, speaking through a dicto-

graph. The effect produced was that of

the announcement also coming from the

broadcast station. Colonial, of course, of-

fers suitable window displays with this

tie up.

A four-column cartoon cut from the press

book has proven a favorite in other cities

as well as New York. Another press book
feature that seems to have Avon much favor
is a new and unique style of advertising
cut, that substitute- va^ue, sketchy outlines

for the heavy blacks that have been the

vogue for so lon<j.

Exhibitors Applying
Up-to-Minute Ideas

In Film Exploitation

ADVERTISING motion picture shows
by unique exploitation stunts has

become quite the rage in England,
states George Canty, Trade Commissioner
of the Department of Commerce in Pari-.

When a recent American film dealing

with circus life was shown at an English

theatre last week, the house manager, in

addition to a good display of posters, tit-

ted up the face of his building with ropes,

swinging trapeze and rings. Inside by the

vestibule, which was lavishly sprinkled with

sawdust, were a number of colored paper
boops and other circus paraphernalia. Cov-

ering the pavement across the entire front

of the theatre, the title of the film was
printed in glue and sawdust, while paraffin

Hares at night gave a very realistic circus

appearance.
In connection with the showing of an

American film in which railroading is fea-

tured a large cut-out of a train with re-

volving wheels and railway signal posts

were placed over the veranda of the theatre,

together with an elaborate lobby display.

At a recent Rose Queen Pageant in one

of the English cities, a "movie" house

manager introduced an interesting feature.

Two char-a-bancs, gaily decorated with bal-

loons and streamers, containing children in

fancy dress, paraded the town. At the

back of each motor were large cards bear-

ing the words, "Somebody's Darling,"
"Everyone of Them," this being the title

of the picture being then shown at the

house in question.

That the "Go to the Pictures" campaign,
now in full swing from one end of England
to the other, has been unusually fruitful,

there seems to be little doubt. As part of

this campaign, the Ideal Company acquired
a monster sign adjoining a railroad station,

and in full view of all passing trains. It

is 200 feet long, and 12% feet high, and its

advice to "Co to the Picture-—See Ideal

Comedies—Laugh and Grow Fat," cannot

possibly be overlooked.

II hi n the l.uciis Theatre. Savannah, (in., presented "The Vision'' (Educational* prominent
s[>ace in all advertising was giiin to this outstanding short subject. Above is a window dis-

play tying up nith the Savannah's program offering "The Vision"
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Illustrating some of the leading items in the thorough-going campaign staged in Los Angeles for the showing at Loew's State Theatre of First

National's "Men of Steel." Above are three of the window displays—a total of nine such tieups were effected and at the extreme right a banner high

up on the frame-ivork of a building under construction

Capitalizing the Craze for Football
Exhibitors Well Supplied with Pictures Dealing with Popular Sport;

Tiffany Company Producer of Latest Contribution to Cycle

BY this time motion picture exhibitors

are agreeably aware that the photo-

play producers have not left them
empty handed in the hour of football's

dominion over the interest of the American
public. Indeed, exhibitors this season are

dipping into the release schedules and lift-

ing forth treasures of the brightest and
most alluring sort to hold up to the gaze
of multitudes fascinated by the college

sport.

More or less in the order of their appear-
ance we have had "The Plastic Age,"
"Brown of Harvard," "One Minute to

Play," "Forever After," "The Kick-off,"
"The Quarterback," and now another
romance with a background of college life

and the gridiron as the scene of its dramatic
climax, "College Days," the Tiffany pro-
duction which trade paper reviewers have
welcomed with praises for its timeliness
and appeal.

Looking back over the past to times when
definite fashions in types of screen plays
flourished, it is clearly evident that in the
present instance of making pictures to fit

the popular mold of football fancy, the pro-
ducers are operating on a sounder theory
than they have in certain cases in the yes-
terdays of the industry. There is no dis-

position to make just football pictures, but
rather to make good pictures about football
at American colleges. They have, in a
word, hitched their wagons not to one star,

but two—the popular fancy for football,
and the expert exponents of the game, so
that "Red" Grange is the star of one pic-
ture, Fielding H. Yost coaches the teams
playing in the gridiron sequences of an-
other, and crack players of the University
of Southern California, as well as several
"all" men, play the game before the
cameras of this latest contribution to the
"football cycle."
The new Tiffany production boasts of no

less than 25 gridiron stars, seen in action
in the football game which brings this
romance of youth and love to colorful

climax on the field of this popular Ameri-
can sport. These men include William Brad-
bury, an All-State lineman; Jessie Hibbs,
tackle on the 1926 U. of S. C. team; Mor-
ley Drury, regarded by coaches and foot-

ball experts as one of the foremost backs
playing the game; Manuel Laraneta, Leland
Stanford half-back; Otto Anderson, who
starred as a player for the University of

California, Don Moses of U. of S. C, and
others.

This, combined with other evidence spec-

tacularly brought to notice by these foot-

ball pictures, throws light on an important
development in the craft of photoplay pro-

duction. These football stars know noth-
ing about the camera, but they do know
football. They have not come to the screen,

but rather the screen has gone to them,
thanks to an advanced technic whereby the
director can penetrate further into the
realm of reality for the material he pre-

sents in terms of cinematics. And so, step
by step, the picture producers and the di-

rectors march farther and farther away
from the carping ones who are wont to

stand on the sidelines and plaintively howl,
"That's not real, it's 'reel' life."

But a motion picture is a complex propo-
sition, with a number of elements equal in

importance to the success of the finished

work. The arrangement to have the
cameras take scenes of football playing by
crack gridders does not guarantee success

in the enterprise of making a romance about

football. The play has not ceased to he

the thing—not by a long shot. In the ease

of "College Days" the Tiffany company
reached out in more directions than one to

obtain skilled and experienced talent. The
scenario is b>- A. P. Younger, who wrote
the script for "Brown of Harvard.

"

Younger 's engagement for this work repre-

sents one of the many strokes which M. H.
Hoffman, head of the Tiffany company,
executed during his stay on the Coast to

take active charge of the production activi-

ties of the organization—an organization.

by the way, which is forcing itself upon
the notice of the trade these days. The
record is responsible for this growing promi-
nence of the company. The releases for the

current season include '

' That Model from
Paris," "Lost at Sea," "Fools of Fash-
ion," all of which have attracted more than
passing notice, one must admit ; and now
"College Days" brings down the plaudits

of the trade reviewers.

These pictures, incidentally, have brought
to the fore a feminine screen player now
attracting wide interest—Marceline Day.
one of the present "logical contenders"
for a place among the upper flight of popu-
lar screen personalities.

The news of the week includes the in-

formation that Hoffman has left the Coast
for Chicago, where he will devote himself
to sales activities of the Tiffany company.
This simply means that the head of the
organization is satisfied that the produc-
tion units have been whipped into shape
to function smoothly and that the next
move is to speed up the sales forces to an
equal level of efficiency, in order that

Tiffany may reach the goal which Hoffman
declared for it when he packed off to the

Coast, vowing firmly but without ostenta-

tion that Tiffany would have to be reck-

oned with this year. Those things which
-peak for themselves—accomplishments
are bringing hack to mind that statement
made hv M. H. Hoffman last summer.

Children's Room Popular
Feature at Palace

A special facility now much in use at

the remodeled Palace Theatre. Windsor, On-
tario, recently re-opened by Famous Players
Canadian Corp., is a children's room in the

rear of the mezzanine floor. There are

toys and cots for the children of mother's
who wish to be undisturbed during the show
and a qualified nurse is in charge. J. Lynch.
former manager of the Dominion at Yan-
comer, B.C., is now manager of the
Win "s< ] 'alace.
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Premiere Tied-up With L.A. Conference
"Winning of Barbara
Worth" Run at Forum
Launched by Official

Alllfill type of exploitation tie-up was
demonstrated in Los Angeles last week

when the premier of "The Winning of Bar-

bara Worth" .ii the Forum theatre in that

city was linked with the Winning of the

West Conference, sponsored by the Los
Lngeles Chamber of Commerce and partici-

pated in by Governor-. Senators and rep-

resentatives of ten Western States.

(•wing to the important nature of the

conference and the official standing of

those interested in it, it required skillful

showmanship to bring about the tie-up, as

a result of which the following announce-
ment and invitation was issued by the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce."
"Through the courtesy of Mr. Samuel

Goldwyn and other prominent producers,

the picture, 'The Winning of Barbara
Worth,' which has been dedicated to the

Winning of the West Conference will have
its premiere on the evening of October 14th

at the Forum Theatre, and our distinguished
visitors will be the honored guests at this

performance. This picture is a dramatic
epic of western development and every
member of the Chamber should see and
urge out of state friends to see it. It will

carry the message of the development of

the Southwest to the world."
Another new idea in exploitation was

successfully carried oul when the Western
Pacific Railroad issued a mailing card, three

times the size of a post rani and illustrated

with portraits of Vilma Banky and Rona^l
Colman, and art suggestions of the nature
of the production. This card was given
broad distribution on all Western Pacific

trains, and at the various stations.

"Driverless Car" Winds Up
Exploitation Tour

Murray Lafayette and his "driverless
car" completed the cross-country exploita-
tion tour in behalf of Johnny Mines pic-

ture-, tor Pirsl National on the Pacific coasi

recently.

Window display in department store at Torrington, Conn., featuring cut-out from United Artists'
24-sheet on "The Son of the Sheik," which show d at the Alhambra Theatre there. Tie-up was

arranged by manager John Scanlon of the Alhambra

Society Girls Models in Style Revue
For ,4

Fig Leaves' in Terre Haute
TEE highlight of the thorough exploi-

tation campaign waged by Manager
Shannon Katzenback of the Grand

Theatre in Terre Haute, Ind. on "Fig
Leaves" was the splendid co-operation se-

cured from local merchants and the city's

fairest daughters in putting over a huge
fashion revue upon the stage of the theatre.

Arrangements were secured with the mosl
exclusive shops in the city, whereby each

shop loaned their latest creations in gowns,
hats, shoes, furs and a complete set of fur-

niture for stage settings. With this tie-up

pretty well in hand another master stroke

was put over by enlisting the aid of many
society debutantes to act as models for the
revue.

Another ingenious tie-up was effected

with a popular local restaurant. It consisted

in having an easel upon which was placed
a beaverboard three by four feel and set in

the window of the store. A young lady
tools cutout letters twelve inches high made
uf green cardboard and pinned.each letter

upon the board until the title "Fig
Leaves" was spelled out. Below this was
tacked a neat card mentioning the cast and
the theatre.

JUkPUl^f^W» » «JJ« »J».^M.««.»_»«^M*J*Jtl»«J^,^M.^.^^.^^,^Jj,^I^Wr^J^,^.^«l^^)

Write "Marriage Clauses"
in This Contest

A coldest which was good for several col-

umns of space in the Milwaukee (Wis.)

News recently was launched by the Alham-
bra Theatre in Milwaukee in connection

with the hitter's showing of "The Marriage
Clause." The newspaper offered prizes to-

taling $100 for tin' best essays setting forth

additional clauses to be inserted in mar-
riage contract-. 'the prizes were divided

evenly, with $50 offered for the essays of

married men. and $50 for married women.

Manager V.J. Cldlen of tin- Fabian Theatre. Paterson, \.J.. features his presentatiim of Charley

Chase in his Pathe comedy, "Crazy Like a Fox," uul> electrical display out front, us shown in the

photo above

Chicago "L" Road Displays

"Flaming Frontier" Cards
Stumped for space on the billboards at

the time "The Flaming Frontier" was
playing the Randolph Theatre. Chicago,

Bruce Godshaw, Universal exploiteer, sold

an idea to the elevated lines whereby he

succeeded in getting 325 cards placed, one
on each station, directly at the head of the

stairs. The cards read: "Rapid Transit

Line- East and reliable— to State and Lake
Station, Randolph Theatre."



With A Cast Including

MARCELINE DAY
CHARLES DELANEY
KATHLEEN KEY
JAMES HARRISON
DUANE THOMPSON
EDNA MURPHY
BROOKS BENEDICT
GIBSON GOWLAND
CRAUFORD KENT

25 University Football

ne oP rhe 90 Gems Prom TIFFANY
EXCHANGES ETVEJ2YWHERE
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Twenty Gems From Tiffany for 1^26-102,7

Always Dependable

"THAT MODEL FROM PARIS," suggested by the Gouverneur Mor-
ris story "The Right To Live."

A comedy drama of an unusual theme, with a laugh a minute and
heart-throbbing moments that grip.

With, Bert Lytell, Marceline Day, Eileen Percy, Ward Crane, Craufurd

Kent, Miss Dupont, Arthur Hoyt, Otto Ledcrcr, Nellie Bly Baker.

Directed by Louis ]. Gasnier.

"LOST AT SEA, suggested by the Louis Joseph Vance story

"Mainspring."

A tense, dramatic story with an unusual triangle theme.

With, Huntly Gordon, Lowell Sherman, Jane Novak, Natalie Kingston,

Joan Standing, Billy Kent Schaefer and William R. Walling.

Directed by Louis ]. Gasnier.

"FOOLS OF FASHION," suggested by the George Randolph Chester

story "The Other Woman."
A story of a modern phase of life framed in a gorgeous and ex-

quisite setting.

With, Mae Busch, Marceline Day, Theodore Von Eltz, Robert Ober,

Hedda Hopper, Rose Dionc and Albert Roccardi.

Directed by James C. McKay.
The director of the phenomenal Tiffany success "Souls For Sables."

"COLLEGE DAYS," By A. P. Younger, who adapted "Brown of

Harvard" for the screen.

A STORY OF COLLEGE LIFE EXEMPLIFYING THE
SPIRIT OF YOUTH, WITH THE DEVIL-MAY-CARE
ATTITUDE OF UNDERGRADUATE ACTIVITIES WHICH
MAKES THIS ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING PICTURE
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE YEAR.

With, Marceline Day, Charles Delaney, James Harrison, Duane
Thompson, Brooks Benedict, Kathleen Key, Edna Murphy,
Robert Homans, Craufurd Kent, Charles Wellesley, Gibson Gow-
land, Lawford Davidson, Pat Harmon, William A. Carroll and
25 University football stars.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.
Under the personal supervision of A. P. Younger.

laughs

"THE FIRST NIGHT," by Fredenca Sagor.

A side-splitting, rip-roaring farce comedy with a thousand
and two thousand chuckles.

With, Bert Lytell, Dorothy Devore, Harry Myers, Frederick KoVert,
Walter Hiers, Lila Leslie, James Mack, Hazel Keener, Joan Stand-
ing and Nellie Bly Baker.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.

"ONE HOUR OF LOVE," based on the story of the same name by
Leetc Renick Brown.

A powerful love drama in a setting of beauty and grandeur.
With, Jacqueline Logan, Robert Frazer, Duane Thompson, Mildred

Harris, Montagu Love, Hazel Keener, Taylor Holmes, Billy

Bletcher, Henry Sedley and William Austin.

Directed by Robert Florey.

"LIGHTNING," by Zane Grey.
A gripping drama by the famous author, of the wild outdoors

"SIN CARGO," by Leete Renick Brown.
A romantic, stirring drama of the high seas.

With, Robert Frazer, Matt Russell, Shirley Mason, Eve Gibson.
Directed by Louis J. Gasnier.

"ENCHANTED ISLAND." suggested by the story

"The Double Barreled Author" by Gouverneur Morris.

A human interest romantic drama,

"REDHEADS PREFERRED." by Douglas Bronson.
An hilarious, farce comedy with extraordinary exploitation

angles and box office drawing power.

WILD GEESE," from the popular novel of the same name by
Martha Ostenso.

ONE OF THE MOST INTENSELY HUMAN NOVELS EVER
WRITTEN, WITH A BOOK SALE OF OVER A HALF MIL-
LION. THE MOST ENTHRALLING HUMAN DOCUMENT
OF AN UNUSUAL PHASE OF LIFE.
The adaptation by A. P. YOUNGER, who is responsible for
such masterpieces as "Brown of Harvard," "Souls For Sables,"
and "College Days."

"FLAMING TIMBER."
A gripping romantic story of the great North Woods.

"THE BROKEN GATE," suggested from the novel of the same name
by Emerson Hough, author of "The Covered Wagon."

An intriguing story of life in a small community.

"SNOWBOUND."
A picture depicting the primeval instincts versus modern social

standards.

"JOSSELYN'SWIFE," from the novel of the same name by
Kathleen Norris.

A drama of modern social complexities.
Starring PAULINE FREDERICK and a supporting cast including,

Holmes Herbert, Freeman Wood, William A. Carroll, Armand
Kaliz, Carmelita Geraghty, Josephine Hill, Pat Harmon and Ivy
Livingston.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.

"SONG OF STEEL."
A virile, dramatic episode involving the romance of Big Business.

"SQUADS RIGHT," By A. P. Younger, the author of the adap-
tation of "Brown of Harvard," "Wild Geese, "College Days" and

"Souls For Sables."
The screamingly funny adventures of a "Rookie" who tried to

make the world "Safe For Democracy," intermingled with
heart throbs and poignant drama.

"THE LIFE OF A WOMAN," by Guy De Maupassant.
The story of a woman's heart by the master craftsman of fiction.

"TALE OF A VANISHING PEOPLE," by Rex Beach.
A highly dramatic episode in the life of a colorful race.

fi«ife
THE HUSBAND HUNTERS."

A fast moving comedy drama involving the careers of several
women and their legitimate prey, "man."

TIFFANY
Production&inc
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THE CHECK-UP
Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports

Productions listed are

new pictures on which

reports were not avail-

able previously.

KEY—The first column following the name of the feature represents the num-
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair" ; the third the number who considered
it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,

obtained by the following method : A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of

"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of

these reports on one picture are then added together and divided by the number
of reports, eiving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be

taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up.

For ratings on current

and older releases see

MOTION PICTURE
NEWS—first issue of

each month.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
Campus Flirt, The —
Cat's Pajamas .

—

Diplomacy 2
Hold That Lion 1

Lady of the Harem —
Nell Gwyn 1

Tin Gods —
Variety —
You Never Know Women.... —
FILM BOOKING OFFICE
Laddie —
One Minute to Play —
FIRST NATIONAL
Duchess of Buffalo, The —
Into Her Kingdom 1

It Must Be Love —
Mismates —
Subway Sadie —

FOX
Family Upstairs, The —
Flying Horseman, The —
No Man's Gold —

5 1 75 6,702 Ft

7 3 79 5,863 Ft

2 4 __ 50 6,950 Ft

1 7 — 61 5,811 Ft

2 6 .—

.

63 5,717 Ft
1 8 — 62 6,741 Ft
2 4 3 73 8,568 Ft
4 7 8 76 7,804 Ft
3 7

—

61 6,064 Ft

2 5 61 6,931 Ft
3 4 87 7,713 Ft

1 7 66 6,940 Ft
8 — 64 5,855 Ft

2 4 1 66 6.848 Ft
2 5 — 61 6,905 Ft

4 1 76 6,727 Ft

2 4 60 5,971 Ft
5 1 75 4,071 Ft
9 1 73 5,745 Ft

Three Bad Men .' —
Womanpower —
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Boy Friend, The 2

La Boheme —
Waltz Dream, The 1

Waning Sex, The —
PATHE
Devil Horse, The 1

UNITED ARTISTS
Black Pirate, The —
Son of the Sheik, The —
Sparrows —

UNIVERSAL
Flaming Frontier, The 1

Old Soak, The -

Poker Faces 1

Take It From Me —
Wild Horse Stampede, The . .

—

WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific —
Broken Hearts of Hollywood —

5

4 1

70
76

8,710 Ft

6,240 Ft

7

7

9

7

1

1

57

74

68
70

5,584 Ft
8,781 Ft
7,322 Ft

6,025 Ft

4 60 5,853 Ft.

1

2

9
12

3

6
12

79

85

58

8.200 Ft
6,685 Ft
7,763 Ft

1 8
5

4

4
4

4

1

1

1

7i

70
67

76
76

8,829 Ft
7,445 Ft
7,808 Ft
6,649 Ft

4,776 Ft

5

6
1 75

70
6,954 Ft
7.77(1 Ft

FILL IN THIS BLANK AND MAIL TO—

Motion Picture News, Inc., Date,

729 7th Ave., New York City

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box office angle, with the following pictures, same to be used in compilation

of your "The Check Up." It is expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE DISTRIBUTED BY WEATHER
CONDITION

REPORT

Big, Good, Fair, Poor

Class of patronage. Theatre.,

Population of Town.. City State _.
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World in his only Motion Picture

Production
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Mirth provoking and wistful moments with "Big Boy" in the Educational-Juvenile comedy, "Open Spaces"

Schedule for Week of November 7th

Includes Comedy Starring Ben Turpin

TEE bighlighl of the Pathe schedule

of releases for the week of November
7 is the Hal Roach comedy, "Raggedy

Rose," in which Mabel Xormand, who has

been absent from pictures for some time,

will appear. Other al tract ions listed are

"A Harem Knight," a Maci Sennett two-

red comedy starring Ben Turpin; the ninth

chapter of the Patheserial, "The Fighting

Marine"; "Through Thick and Thin," one

of Aesop's Film Fables; "Topics of the

Day," \... 15; "Pathe Review," NTo. 15,

and i --ues Nos. 92 and 93 of V Pathe News."

Car] Miller, Max Davidson, Jimmy Fin

layson, Anita Garvin, and Laurie La Vernie
appear in support of Miss Normand in the

Roach comedy, which was directed by Rich-

ard Wallace in collaboration with Stan

Laurel under the supervision of F. Richard
Jones. The -toiv is of i he

'

' < linderella
"

type, with Mi - Normand playing the role of
" Raggedy Ro e

Ben Turpin is "The Barem Knight" and

bis supporting casi comprises Madeline
Hurlock, Danny O'Shea, Marvin Lobach,
and Louise Carver under the direction of

(lil Pratt. Ben appears in the role of an

Eastern dancing girl.

"The Signal Shut," the ninth chapter

of the Gene Tunney serial, "The Fighting

Marine," shows the star gradually getting

the besl of the villains. Directed by Spen
cer Dennett from a story by Frank Leon
Smith.

Pathe Review No. 45 contains "Milli-

nery Matters"

—

what's what in chic

chapeaux; "The Workshop of Nature"—

a

new series of studies in color by Arthur C.

Pillsbury—"Leaves from Lite," in Pathe-

color; "Around the World in Twenty-eigW
Days"—with Edward S. Evans and Linton

Wells photographed by Mr. Wills and
animated by Pert Green-, .

"Through Thick and Thin" is the cur-

rent cartoon release of the Aesop Film
Fables. Topics of the Day, No. 45, offers

the latest wit. and humor culled from the

press of the world, and Pathe News, issue--

Nos. 92 and 93, cover last -minute world news
happenings.

Cullen Landis Has Leading

Role in New Patheserial

In the latest Patheserial, jusl placed in

production under the working title of "On
Guard," the Leading role is assumed by
Cullen Landis, who is supported by Muriel

Kingston as leading lady and the follow-

ing: Louise I )u Pre, Walter P. Lewi-, Tom
Blake, Edward Burns and Hal Forde. The
chapter play Is being produced by Schuyler
Grey Productions, Inc., and Arch Heath is

in charge of direction. Paul Fairfax Fuller

prepared the scenario of "On Guard,"
which was written by Major Roberl Glass

burn.

Universal Plans Additional
"Collegians" Series

The pre-release presentations of "The
Collegians," the two-reel comedies of col-

lege life written by Carl Laemmle, Jr., have
satisfied Universal officials so well that a

second series of ten is planned. The first of

the present series, "Benson at Calford,"

reaches the screen on November 8th and

the remaining nine will be released suc-

cessively every two weeks thereafter. In

addition to writing the new series, Carl

Laemmle, Jr., will help to supervise the pro-

duction of the remaining comedies for the

present series. He left for Universal City

last week from New York for that pur-

pose.

Pathe Loans Alice Day for

Feature Work
Alice Day, Mack Sennett star of the two-

reel series which bears her name, has

been loaned by the comedy producer to

feature producing companies for prominent
roles in coming attractions. Miss Day ap-

peared for the first time in a feature in the

Preferred offering, "Tlis New York Wife,"
and is now working opposite Raymond
Griffith in the latter's forthcoming' feature

comedy for Paramount. It is also under-

stood that she will be seen in one or more
Universal features.

Mabel Normand on Pathe List ai
u
St. John Featured in

Flaming Romance"
"Flaming Romance," an Educational-

Mermaid company featuring Al St. John, is

included on the Educational November pro-

gram. Supporting the comedian is a large

cast which includes Aileen Lopez. Clem
Beauehamp, Jack Lloyd, Otto Freis and
Phillip Sleeman. The picture was directed

by Stephen Roberts. St. John does his

usual round of acrobatic and athletic stunts

in this production.

Al Martin Engaged to Title

Stern Bros.' "Newlyweds"
The Stern Brothers, producers of conic

dies for Universal release, have engaged Al
Martin, comedy writer, to do the titles for

the "Newlyweds and Their Baby" series.

The writer has already begun work on the

next two-reeler, now in production, entitled

"Snookums Disappears." Sunny McKeen,
Sid Saylor and Ethlyn Clair are the mem-
bers of the Newlywed family. Gus Meins

is directing.

"Open Spaces" New "Big
Boy" Short Feature

"Big Boy," Educational 's two-year-old

Stella attraction and leading man of the

Juvenile comedy series, contributes his sec

otid comedy to the new program in "Open
Spaces," recently completed for November
showings. This i> the second of the "little

giant's" Marring vehicles, the lirst one

beins "My Kid."
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KINOGRAMS, NO. 5233: Arlington, Va.—
Queen Marie honors the nation's dead,

meets President, and reviews cadets at Annap-
olis; Havana, Cuba—Capital city is stricken

by hurricane, and hundreds perish ; London

—

Crowds block streets as son of King of Cos-
ters is christened; New York—Mrs. Schoem-
mel, mother of two, breaks record in gruelling

swim from Albany ; Denver, Colo.—Cardinal

Hayes officiates at dedication of St. Thomas'
Seminary; Philadelphia—Governor Walker
heads company of state notables at Georgia
Day; Newport, R.I.—Members of government
training station celebrate Navy Day with unique

exercises.

KINOGRAMS, NO. 5234: Cambridge, Mass.
—Harvard surprises football world by de-

feating Dartmouth ; London—Bewigged judges

parade at annual opening of the law courts;

Philadelphia—Twenty-one nations join in cele-

brating Pan-American Day at the Sesqui ;

Macon, France—Harvesters gather annual crop

of grapes which falls far behind last year's

crop ; San Pedro, Cal.—Men of battleship West
Virginia, claim the two strongest men in the

Navy and issue challenge; West Point, N.Yj—
Queen Marie starting on country-wide tour,

stops to review magnificent marching of cadets

for her benefit.

PATHE NEWS, NO. 87: Quantico, Va.—
1,200 U.S. Marines guard government's

mails: Marino, Italy—High carnival celebrates

vintage season in famous wine region ; Lake-

hurst. N.J.—Los Angeles accomplishes round-

trip flight to Detroit; Chicago, 111.—Eugene
Debs, veteran Socialist leader, dies ; Stamboul,

Turkey—Unveiling of monument marks epoch

in new Turkey ; New York City—Mother sets

new mark for Albany-New York swim ; Wash-
ington, D.C.—Queen Marie pays state call at

White House and visits historic shrines ; Los
Angeles, Cal.—Replaces lost airplane wheel
aloft to prevent crash ; Housatonic, Mass.—De-
troit merchant treats friends to real old-fash-

ioned clambake a la Yankee; Wilmington, N.C.
—Uncle Sam swings mighty axe on contraband
liquor cargo.

PATHE NEWS NO. 88: Boston, Mass.—
Bring rare specimens from Africa; Phila-

delphia, Pa.—Big PN-10 hydroplane groomed
for 2,100-mile non-stop flight; Yorkshire, Eng-
land—Prince of Wales wins great acclaim on

whirlwind tour ; Cambridge, Mass.—Harvard
beats Dartmouth after twice losing lead during

play; Havana, Cuba—Cuba swept by 130-mile

hurricane; Mexico City, Mexico—Colorful

spectacle opens Central American athletic car-

nival ; West Point, N.Y.,—Queen Marie reviews

Army cadets at start of western tour; Phila-

delphia, Pa. — Observe ail-American Day at

Sesquicentennial Exposition ; Oklahoma City,

Okla.—Kiddies banish hospital aches with cir-

cus thrills; New York City—New York Uni-

versity vanquishes Rutgers in gridiron battle;

Jackson, Miss.—Celebrate Illinois Day at Mis-

sissippi State Fair; Jacksonville, Fla —Ken-

tucky gridders defeat University of Florida.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS, NO. 86: Quan-
1 tico, Va.—Marines ordered out to war on

mail bandits; Lakehurst, N.J.—Giant Los An-
geles flies safely over "jinx" route; St. Louis,

Mo.—Record crops bring back Mississippi days

of old; Chicago, Ill.>—No Hallowe'en pranks

promise school kids; Long Island, N.Y.—Ducks
aplenty as new hunting season opens; Chicago,

111.—Traffic maze relieved by great two-level

street; Hangchow Bay, China—Tidal waves hit

China Coast, but all's well. Washington—An-
napolis—Baltimore—Queen Marie of Rumania
wins heart of America.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 87:

1 Harding, Mont.—Harvesting scenes show
prosperity at flood tide; Cambridge, Mass-

Action flashes from big football games ; Prince-

ton, N.J.—Samples of speedy play in Prince-

ton's triumph over plucky Lehigh ; New Haven,
Conn.—Brown smashing through to victory over
Yale in greatest gridiron upset in years; Chi-

cago, 111.—Ghosts of yesterday rebuke flapper

styles; Boston, Mass.—First dirigible lands

safely at hub airport; Prawle Point, England
— Big steamer trapped in rock chasm ; New
York City—Rig Babe Ruth learns how to

paint and powder ; Boston, Mass.—New ar-

rivals from Africa; Pittsburgh, Pa.—Champion
Tunney is welcomed to Pittsburgh by Mayor
Kline; West Point, N.Y.—Queen Marie sees

stirring West Point parade in rain ; New York
City—Her Majesty goes out of her way to

help along Knickerbocker Hospital's campaign;

Yosemite National Park—Leaps 5,000 feet in

canyon, defying Yosemite cliffs.

FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, NO. 7: New York
City—Queen Marie visits the U.S.; Assisi,

Italy—Cardinal Merry del Val visits Assisi to

celebrate the Feast of St. Francis ; American
Legion elects H. P. Savage of Chicago the Na-
tional Commander ; Houston, Tex.—Curious

contrivance, the tree-stump extractor. Colorado

Springs—Indians take to the trail again in a

marathon to the summit of Cheyenne Moun-
tain; New York City— Plucky Tulane warriors

battle gamely in fierce struggle against N.Y.U.

eleven ; New Haven—Dartmouth suffers its

first defeat in three years, succumbing before

Yale eleven; Philadelphia—U. of P. grid squad

trounces Chicago U. Maroons; Philadelphia-

—

Virginia Day is observed at Sesquicentennial

;

Dyersberg, Tenn.—Confederate veterans of the

Civil War assemble for reunion; Philadelphia
—25,000 veterans march in parade before Gen-
eral Pershing at the convention of

_
the

American Legion ; Harrison, N.Y.—Best riders

in East compete in Horse Show held for Cathe-

dral of St. John the Divine; Perugia, Italy

—

Tumultuous ovation is 'given Mussolini as he

opens new Italian University; St. Louis, Mo.

—

Three vain chimpanzees at zoo buy mirror to

flatter their vanity and get shock of their lives

;

Atlanta, Ga.—Greatest blasting job in history of

quarrying is started to supply granite for new
Capitol of Cuba.

FOX NEWS. VOL. 8, NO. 8: Quantico, Va.
—Marines entrain for duty to guard mails

in war against bandits; Washington. D.C.

—

Queen Marie starts her tour of U.S. ; New
York City—Mrs. Lottie Schoemmell swims the

1 ludson from Albany in 58 hours, a new record;

Marino, Italy—Peasants join in colorful cele-

bration as season's harvest of wine grapes is

consecrated : Texas—Educational leaders of na-

tion attend ceremonies marking 50th birthday

of A. & M. College : Philadelphia—Georgia
Day observed at Sesquicentennial ; Keokuk, la.

—Scene of natural beauty as 30 spillways are

opened for Mississippi flood ; Los Angeles, Cal.

—Trial of Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson at-

tracts nation's attention ; Mobile, Ala.—Carpen-
ters set record of 7 hours in building house:
At Sea—War games show how Navy guards
America's merchant marine.

Ralph A. Morrow Goes to

P. D. C. Dallas Branch
Ralph A. Morrow, a member of the sales

department of Producers Distributing

Corporation, who has been in New York
on special work during the past several

months, has returned to Dallas as manager
of that division. In addition, he will be

in charge of the branches at Oklahoma City

and New Orleans. Frank Stuart, who has

been district manager at Dallas, is trans-

ferred to Indianapolis.

From Broadway
to the East Side!

From the Atlantic

to the Pacific!

In the best Theaters

EVERYWHERE!

"SHORT SHOTS"
and

"CASTLE NOVELTIES"

are PROVING that the

production of REAL
SINGLE REEL NOVEL-
TIES IS A SPECIALIST'S
JOB AND WE KNOW
OUR STUFF ! !

—are you depriving your

patrons of the

"SnapofrOl/flShow?"

Get on the band-wagon
TO-DAY—Build your

show to please

ALL YOUR PATRONS!

SET YOUR DATES
NOW!

CASTLE FILMS

NEW YORK EXCHANGE
729 7th Ave., Tel. Bryant 3862-3863

Chicago, Security Pictures Co.

Detroit, Pittsburgh, Castle Films

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Lande Film Exchange

Philadelphia, Liberty Film Corp.

Boston, New Haven, Golden Distributing Co.

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Cooperative Run
Exchange.

Seattle, Portland, Butte, Greater Features Inc.

Minneapolis, Screen Classics Corp.

St. Louis, Mo., Progress Pictures Corp.

3320 Lindell Blvd.

Washington D. C. Castle Films 916 G. St., N.W.
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"The Honeymoon Hospital"
(Perils of Being a Hypochondriac

Groom)
(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

IT was partly the fault of Ernie Shields him-

self for permitting his aunts, Ruth Hand-
forth and Nora Cecil, to coddle him and dose,

him with pills, and partly the fault of the two
virgins. If he took his imaginary ailments so

seriously he had no business marrying Barbara
Luddy. From the marriage altar Shields was
kidnapped by his too-solicitous relatives and put

to bed with a veritable army of specialists called

in to treat the bridegroom. These included every

type of practitioner from homeopaths to chiro-

practors. The introduction of the latter is more
or less obvious, for their treatment of the sup-

posed sick man resulted in several Graeco-
Roman wrestling matches. I do not remember
seeing a slap-stick comedy in which the casu-

alties were as great as in "The Honeymoon
Hospital." At some time or other every mem-
ber of the cast was hors de combat. The bride

naturally was frantic at thus being separated
from her husband at this early stage in their

married life and added to the confusion by
whitening the face of her negro maid to facili-

tate an escape from the mad-house of boy-
friend husband and herself. The discovery of
the black pigment on the face of the girl wear-
ing bridal clothes when she had been doused
with water to revive her from a faint may be
imagined by the spectator who has not yet seen
the farce.

I recommend most heartily "The Honeymoon
Hospital" for laughing purposes. The cast in-

cludes Ernie Shields. Barbara Luddy, Frederick
O'Farrell, Edward Wills, Stella Adam, Frank
Coleman, Ruth Hand forth and Nora Cecil.

Zion Myers and Gene Forde directed under
George E. Marshall's supervision. Henry
Johnson and Hewitt Benjamin wrote story and
scenario.

Released October 17, 1926.

"The Diver"
i Bray Nature Special—One Reel)

THOUGH this reel is titled "The Diver,"
the subject matter incorporated leads me

to think it should have been called "The Fish,"
which wouldn't have proved so misleading. I

can see where the entertainment and educational
of a reel of this type could have been

siderably raised if there had been more
• dealing with the mechanics of diving.

\s the_ reel stands, it may prove helpful to
- wives in deciding the piece de resistcuu e

foi Hi.- Friday dinner. Don Carlos Ellis titles

are the best thing about the reel. Undersea
photography has been perfected in a much
greater degree than that shown in this effort.

HAM' Hit FLAVIN.

"A Harem Knight"
i Pathe Mack Snmett-Turpin—

Two Reel- I

(Reviewed by l'<ml Thompson)

Hi of the cro
I
eyes, nunc other than Ben

I in pin, <
I i the oi >l of it : that might

be expected. He ends finding himself married
to the overweiehl consort of the Sultan after
having established an

i i Don Juan.
Pathi lint before th

:

s happens he has

d mi'
>
n imam e oi had it forced uoon

him. It all happened because Madeline Hur-
1 from a harem by 1 >ann) < I'Shea,

a naval lieutenant a thai

> ng from the guards, tin

refuge in the rooms of the famous or notorious

philanderer, Ben Turpin, who prides himself
on his feminine conquest Vh, a r the

record book. Alright until the heroic Danny
O'Shea appears and in true Celtic fashion

disillusions him and also bests the Sultan and
his hordes. The latter do a ground and lofty

diving act into a conveniently placed swimming
pool. Ben, as said before, is left married to the

fat lady of the harem. She has been sufficiently

wily to put a love potion in his drink with this

disastrous denouement.
Turpin in the costume of the favorite of the

harem. Use your own imagination.

It is quite amusing throughout.

The cast in addition to he of the roving eyes
includes Madeline Hurlock, Danny O'Shea,
Marvin Lobach and Louise Carver under the

direction of Gil Pratt.

"Look Out Below"
( Bray Fistical Culture Comedy—Two

Reels)
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)

HPHE fist fight staged in this number
* of the series is as good as anything
this reviewer has seen in either feature or
short length subjects. If some of the al-

leged comedy were eliminated and the pic-
ture edited to conform to the straight ac-
tion type of film I believe it would prove
much more entertaining, as the hokum con-
tributed by the comic relief artist is

neither spontaneous or new. Situations
such as tripping over a loose floorboard
and the skunk episode have been done to
death.
An athletic young westerner is em-

ployed in a lumber mill the owner of which
is engaged in open warfare with the pro-
prietor of the adjoining property. The
young athlete falls in love with his em-
ployer's daughter which doesn't help mat-
ters as the foreman of the rival outfit,

a "hard-boiled bad egg," has also been
smitten with her charms.

Matters come to a crisis when the "bad
egg" tries to dynamite the girl's father's

property, in which he is defeated through
the efforts of the young athlete. A fight

results between the two; property owners
agree that the result of the fight will also
decide their long-standing argument. Need-
less to say, the athlete emerges victorious
with "the spoils to the victor and a funreal
to the vanquished."

THE CAST
Lewis Sargent, Wanda Wiley, Henry Roquemore.

Directed by Albert Herman. Adapted and titled by
Joseph Basil.

Summary—Good entertainment with the com-
edy scenes eliminated.

"Pete's Party"
(Bray "Hot Dog" Cartoon—One Reel)

WALTER LANTZ, cartoonist of this se-

ries, throws a pen-and-ink party to cel-

ebrate the birthday of Pete the Pup, his

comical creation, in this issue. For Pete's

ts, I.ant/ chooses a number of animal pic

nre in a child's story-book and. having cul

them out of the pages, infuses them with

"life" and places them in Pete's dog house

Pete arrives home and the partj proceeds on

its merrj way with the help oi a punch treated

with T. N. T. During the progress of a

"spiii the bottle" game, Alonzo, the cat gains
entrance to the house and. having slaked his

thirst from the punch howl, tries, owing
the effects of the punch, to dominate the party,

: 'lr flu- " >' \ bn iV en up
when LantZ herds the crowd into the noli,, pa

svith tlie exception of Pete and his doggy
girl friend.

Both old and young should find much cause
for laughter in this reel, especially the chil-

HAROT.D FLAVIN.

Don't Kid Me, Monk"
(Bray-Sunkist Comedy—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)
HP HE opening sequences in this come-
* dy should prove laugh-getters. It is

out-and-out slapstick, but is put on
in a way that will amuse. Buddy awakes,
and owing to a little horseplay on the
part of "Mr. X," the monkey, his toe is

caught in a mousetrap from which he ex-
tricates the toe after much agony to him-
self and amusement to the audience. Then
occurs the best thing in the picture. Buddy
orders the monkey to prepare breakfast.
Mr. X injects popcorn into the pancake
batter which Buddy commences to cook.
Owing to the jumping propensities of the
secreted ingredient, Buddy has considerable
trouble trying to belay them but finally suc-
ceeds ; one of the most amusing things I've
ever witnessed in a comedy takes place in

this comedy, the scene showing the death
rattle of a pancake.
The dream situation is utilized in the

second reel. Buddy sets out on a treasure
hunt and almost succeeds but for the in-

terference of a pirate and his feminine
crew, made up of the Sunkist Beauties,
who, after subjecting him to considerable
abuse, finally forcing him to walk the
plank—he wakes up.

It is a fairly amusing effort with most
of the fun in the first reel.

THE CAST
Buddy Messinger, Edna Marion, "Mr. X" and the

Sunkist Beauties. Directed by Al Nathan.

S ii miliary—Taken as a whole it is a Fairly

entertaining two-reeler.

"Thru Thick and Thin"
(Pathe—Aesop's Fables—One Reel)

SHOWING what friendship which is worthy
of the name will do and in the showing pro-

viding an unusual number of laughs; that is

the latest Aesop's Fable, Al Jr. (This is the

first that I knew Farmer Al was married) is

a great pal with Nigger. He is always suc-
coring his little playmate and drying his tears.

But the cat gets in bad by falling into a milk
pail and is banished by hard-hearted Al. But
when Al, Jr., is kidnapped, Who goes to his

rescue? Of course our little feline friend.

( >ver hill and dale, down a river filled with
floating cakes of ice until the rescue is effected

and the gypsy kidnapper gets his just deserts.

Then the triumphant return with the child and
naturally all is forgiven. With the fade-out
Farmer Al has two children, his blood son and
the foster child, the cat.

The moral "Good friends like good glue
stick" is doubtless correct, but they must be
"good" otherwise the state of your finances

is rather apt to he the determining factor.

—

PAUL THOMPSON.

"The Great Lakes"
I Fox Variety -°00 Feet I

Ft >l\ one who lias actually traveled the (ircat

Lakes and also for those who have not been
s . fortunate in seeing the great inland water
ways that lie between this country and Canada
(that leaves no one out i 1 recommend this

fox Variety. From the Western point of Lake
Superior the traveler accompanies the camera-
man on his journey, thus seeing the lakes them-
selves, the shipp ng, the principal cities and the
industries for which thc> are famous, to end by
disembarking at Buffalo. 1 know of no more
effective waj to familiarize yourself with a
most picturesque put of this country. It is

more educational and more lasting in its effects

than a score of textbooks with statistics and
other dry data about populations of the cities.

cubic caoacitv of the lakis. etc.. etc.—PAD
1 iH IMPSON.
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The Magician
Fantastic Picture by Ingram Has Its Moments

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THIS is even a different picture for Rex Ingram, a director
always in search of new ideas. It is weird, fantastic, ade-
quately suspensive and shivery—and no matter how it is

accepted (there isn't so much of the box-office ring about it, after

all), no one is going to dismiss it as something that doesn't belong.

Ingram is one director who doesn 't acomplish things by half

measures.
If you remember "Mare Nostrum" you will recall how he sym-

bolized the central character with the aid of an octopus. Here
in the new opus the symbol of the title role is a coiling cobra.

The magician, as mad or madder than a mad hatter, is determined
a la Svengali to get a beautiful girl in his clutches in order to

solve his problem of human life. If he can squeeze her heart's

blood into his formula he will solve his age-old riddle. It is in

circumventing Mr. Magician that the film shows its suspense. The
climax boasts a hectic fight, the death of the villain in a fiery

furnace—and other colorful tidbits of fantastic melodrama. The
film is splendidly atmospheric, contains some unique settings and
is very well acted by a cast of international flavor—a cast featuring

Alice Terry as the American entry.

The Cast: Alice 'ferry, Paul Wegener, Ivan Petrovich, Fir-

min Gemier, Gladys Hamcr. Director, Rex Ingram.
THEME: Melodrama of fan- lighting and settings.

tastic design showing mad ambi-
tion of magician to create

human life from an ancient al-

chemist's formula.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: The suspense from
the start. The mad impulse of

magician. The scene in labora-

tory where heroine is secreted.

The climax. The locations in and
around Monte Carlo. The fine

acting by foreign cast. The
Produced by Rex Ingram.

Lenqth, seven reels

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up Ingram as always fash-

ioning something out of ordi-

nary. Tease the title. Play up
Alice Terry and foreign actors.

Bill as off the beaten path of

productions, etc.

DRAWING POWER: Sus-
pense should interest average
fan while plot should interest

high class clientele. Ingram has
following. For better houses.

Distributed by Metro-Goldwyn.
Released October, 1926.

"A Man of Quality" has his share of adventure as these stills will indi-

cate. Excellent Pictures production

Spangles
Nellie Revell's Circus Story Screened

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
EVERYBODY—or most everybody, anyway—loves the circus.

With that premise you are predisposed to like this pictiir-

ization of Nellie Revell's story, for it is about and of the

sawdust rings. Leah Baird has been quite successful, I feel, in

transferring the story to the screen and witli the aid of Director
Frank O'Connor in plunging you into the midst of Bowman's
Four Ringed Circus and this segment from the lives of the owner,
his star performer, other headliners and the intruder trying to

escape the law. It is not any epic-making picture but there is no
question of its appeal to the vast majority of theatregoers. Atmos-
phere it has galore. The simple story dues hold your ihteresl

even if you can from the first few feet forecast the end.

If you do not remember or know the story it follows: Hobart
Bosworth, owner of the circus bearing his movie name, loves the

star bareback rider, Marian Nixon. She is loved also by Jay
Fmmett, a hippodrome driver. His aunt, Gladys Brockwell, a lion

tamer is Bosworth 's discarded mistress" Enter the scone and plot.

Pat O'Malley fleeing justice, being unjustly accused of murder.
Marian hides him when the posse p>es through the circus train.

They fall in love. Bosworth is murdered by an elephant he has

offended but O'Malley, being suspected, is nearly lynched by the

circus employes until the elephant routs the mob and O'Malley 's

innocence is proved.
It is atmospheric circus melodrama that will have a wide appeal.

The Cast: Marian Nixon and Pat O'Malley (starred), Ho-
bart Boszvorth. Gladxs Brockwell, Jay Emmett, James Conly.

Grace Gordon, Paul Howard. Tiny Ward, Charles Becker,

Nelle B. Lane, Clarence Wert::. Harry Schultc and Herbert
Shelly. Director, Frank O'Connor. Story by Nellie Revell.

Scenario by Leah Baird.

THEME : Circus life with love

motif.

PRODUCTION HIGH
LIGHTS: Vivid sawdust arena
and back curtain scenes.

Backgrounds of the Limchouse district of "London " the British Na-
tional picture distributed by Paramount

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up Nellie Revell's own na-
tional reputation. The fact story
is realistic, convincing circus

stuff.

DRAWING POWER: Good.
Produced and distributed by Universal (Jewel) Pictures Corp.

Length, 5,633 feet. 'Released November 7. 1926.
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A Man of Quality
George \\ <ilsh Mixes it[> li ith Smugglers

Reviewed 1>\ Paul Thompson)

NO longer saving the honor and prestige of his college on the

football field, yel doing equally variant work Eor the Secret

Service tliis time, George Walsh, that all-around athlete,

again comes into his own. lie thwarts the villain who smuggles silk,

and, because >>t iliis, has his headquarters in ;i Chinese opium
house. He wins promotion nt the hands of Uncle Sam and the

hand of the more than passing fair heroine, in this instance Ruth
Dwyer. .Mote power to him tor his next cinematic struggle and
a bel down that he triumphs again. An II. H. Van Loan story,

produced ami directed by Wesley Ruggles ami distributed by

Bxcellenl Pictures; these tacts tell part of the story.

Thrilling, yes. to the nth degree ami bound to hohl its audiences.

It illustrates how a simple story properly told will always he

effective. Walsh trying to catch silk smugglers is a motor cop
mi Long [sland, where they land their material. In this manner
he meets Ruth Dwyer and fall- for her and falls hard. The villain,

Brian Dunlevy, also wants Ruth, lie doesn't gel her and Walsh
doe . hut only after she is kidnapped and held in the opium joint

and Walsh and Dunlevy indulge in one of those life-and-death

struggles. In the meantime, through Walsh and Laura Di Cardi's
work (she is also a Secrei Service agent) the smugglers have been
rounded up and arrested.*

Lurid, improbable, dime-novelish
;
yes T will grant yon all these

things, hut, more important, good entertainment, well acted,

directed and photographed.

The Cast: George Walsh (starred) , Ruth Dwyer, Brian Dun-
levy, Lucian Prival and Laura Di Cardi. Director and pro-

ducer, Wesley Ruggles, from H. H. Van Loan's story.

THEME: ' Secret Service EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
fighting silk smugglers. As a melodrama pure and simpb

M otiun Picture N e w

s

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Motor cop bits.

Chinatown dive setting. Walsh's
acting.

Produced and distributed by Excellent

Zicrler, Pros.

Length, 5,640 feet. Released October 15, 1926

and Walsh's popularity.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be good.

Pictures, Samuel A hi irrl and lurid theme is woven in "The Magician," a MetroGoldi
release produced by Rex Ingram

London
It's All Dorothy Gish—And Some Atmosphere"

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

TEE second of Dorothy Gi-h's British made pictures is just
so-so as film entertainment. A- in "Nell Gwyn," the star

dominates the entire action and gives it a definite appeal,
though the piece hasn't the character possibilities as the story of
the Drury Lane vixen. Certainly no great fuss can he made over
the plot—adapted from a Limehouse yarn by Thomas Burke whose
'•(hink and the Child" was made famous hv Griffith in "Broken
Blossoms."
The tale has as its theme the harrier of social extremes—with a

good little girl retaining her purity against a wily Chinaman and
a no account idler while a young artist brings sunshine into her
life for the inevitable happy ending. While the action stays in

Limehouse the scenes are truly atmosphere and suggest much
suspense. But when the scene shifts over Mayfair way it fails

in carry on its appeal, dramatically or pictorially. It resolves

itself into a sort of Cook's tour of London. Tt uever rings true.

As mentioned above, Dorothy Cish is the whole picture, though
come credit must he given the director for his lighting effects.

Directed hv Herberl Wilcox.

THEME: Melodrama of Lon-
don's Limehouse with girl of

slums rising above her lowly sta-

tion after various hectic experi-

ences.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The Limehouse scenes

and atmosphere. The views of

London showing the Houses of

Parliament, the Thames, Soho,

etc. The spirited acting by star

who also flashes some genuine
pathos.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
The title is appealing. Play it

up. Describe as story by Thomas
Burke, author of "Broken Blos-

soms,
'

' which depicts life in

Limehouse. Play up star, who
is making a big hit in British

made pictures.

DRAWING POWER: For
average houses. Author and
star's popularity might draw
them.

Production stills on "Strangles," a I niiersal picture of circus life

Produced by British National Pictures, Ltd. Distributed by

Famous Players.

Length, seven reels. Released October, 1926.
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"Napoleon, Jr."

(Fox-Animal Comedy—Two Reels)

(Reviewed bv Paul Thompson)
UNLESS they are hopelessly precocious chil-

dren are almost invariably appealing in

moving pictures. I mean when they create the

feeling of being real children and not puppets

on a series of strings manipulated by a director.

Of course the director or a parent is on the set

just out of the camera's range but, even know-
ing that, if they act naturally they have an
unquestioned appeal. To me at least. So with
this Fox animal comedy the "affair" between
Jerry the Giant and his leading woman. Flora
Mae Moore, is genuinely entertaining. Then,
too, there are any number of amusing situations

devised. Their elopement in his auto with Pal,

the dog, providing the motive power. Putting
a puppy biscuit through a meat chopper which
is on the hood of the car and is supposed to be
the crank starter, this descending to a pan
placed just before Pal's nose. Then pouring
water down to slake the dog's thirst when smoke
is coming out and the youthful chauffeur stops
at a service station to graft wrater and air.

These are but characteristic bits that precede
equally good fooling on the transatlantic liner

when a whole menagerie is let loose to terrify

the passengers and ultimately be rounded up by
the diminutive animal-trainer. Incidentally there
is also the thread of a story running through
the comedy in which the separated parents of
the little girl are reunited. More power to
William Fox, for having Edward Moran and
Edward Marshall write such a story and sce-
nario. And to Messrs. Mark Sandrich, Leslie
Selander and George E. Marshall for their

direction and supervision.

Dora Dean, Gordon Elliott and Frank Cole-
man are the other three humans who are im-
portant apart from Jerry and Flora mentioned
above. It will be released November 14, a
good date for exhibitors to mark down.

-Two
"Dodging Trouble"

(Educational-Christie Comedy-
Reels)

(Reviewed bv Paid Thompson)
HEAVEN deliver us from subpoena servers

under any and every circumstance, but
especially from the type in this Christie comedy.
While a dumb-bell, he is so persistent in try-

ing to serve "The Papers" that he is carried out
to sea on the transatlantic liner after having
upset the entire ship by chasing his victim. You
see, it all happened when the Browns were start-
ing on a delayed honeymoon abroad. Hardly
the time to accept a summons to appear in
court. So Brown thought as did his wife and
the family pup. Then too the insistance of the
dog on accompanying the somewdiat newly-weds
on their honeymoon complicated things fear-
fully. The pup did win out in the end and had
to be taken abroad. It was coming to him
whether he enjoyed London and Paris or not.
Did he not even climb up a ladder alongside
of the ship after an officer had cast him into the
waters of the lower bay?
While the dog was busy dodging the irate

ship's officer Brown was having his own
troubles trying to evade the officer of the law.
He did in some miraculous fashion and was not
caught until three miles out, when the papers
had no legal value.

Harold Beaudine directed, Gus Peterson and
Frank Sullivan did the crank turning, and Al
Martin titled.

"Better Luck"
(Universal-Gump Comedy—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
THIS isthe best of the recent releases in

this series. It has more plot and more ac-
tion and more amusing scenes than any two or
three put together. Whether the cartoonist,
incredibly popular Sidny Smith, is responsible
or Francis Corby, the director, I know not nor
care. The start is one of those charmingly do-
mestic scenes where Andy, ordered to wash and
dry a mountain of dishes which could be ac-
cumulated only in a movie home, brings in the
garden hose to do the work. Then the dishes

are hung to the clothes line or scattered on the

grass to dry. The neighbor's boy uses the dishes

much as a shooting gallery marksman would
clay rabbits. His aim is good. When Andy
spanks him he arouses the ire of the boy's

father. Here is the beginning of the conflict

which extends to a mountain-climbing contest.

Forced into the latter against his wishes, Andy
finds his principal rival for the -honors and the

money prize the same father of the boy. How,
through no fault of his own, he outwits him
and wins the peak first is the story told. It

partakes of those thrilling cliffside situations

where the characters are about to or do fall

great spaces to emerge from the experience
unscathed.
The trinity of players as usual is made up of

Joe Murphy, Fay Tincher and Jackie Morgan.
The rival mountain climber is entitled to pro-
gram mention, considering what he goes
through.

"Pound Foolish"
(Educational-Cameo Comedy—Two

Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THIS shows the fallacy of ever letting your

insurance policy lapse, for if you do then

things begin to happen. That was the experi-

ence of George Davis. His awakening from
the pleasant dolce far niente dreams of the

honeymoon comes when an army of C. O. D.

packages for his wife, Lucille Hutton, arrives

at the house. With the assistance of the maid
he gets rid of these pests but in leaving the

house falls over an insurance agent trying to

persuade him to renew his accident policy. He
doesn't. A few moments later an automobile

accident lands him on top of a telegraph pole.

Then comes the inevitable fire because his fire

insurance policy has lapsed. From bed into a

net which breaks leaps this modern Job. His
oil stock left in the burning house has suddenly

become valuable and back into the conflagration

dashes the poor insuranceless George. There
is a God in heaven, however, because he does
succeed in rescuing these papers.

William Bailey is the third programmed
player. Nate Watt directed.

Enough incidents and catastrophies are photo-
graphed to suffice for two comedies. Unques-
tionably will send male spectators scurrying

home after seeing the picture to look up their

insurance policies and see if they are paid up.

"The King of the Kitchen"
(Fox-Imperial Comedy—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

NO, this title does not refer to Brillat Savarin

or Escoffier or the man who discovered the

potentialities of pate de fois gras, but to Lige

Conley playing the unwilling role of the king

of the galley on a freighter bound from Balti-

more to Seattle. Whether the boat ever reached

its destination we do not know, nor does it

matter. We do know that it has a cargo of

fun that might offend the high-brows but will

satisfy and amuse us others.

Most of the trouble came about because Lige

was shanghaied by a lot of rough sailors. Then
Delia Patterson stowed aboard the same ship

to get back to her Pacific Coast home. Even
her disguise as a cabin boy didn't avail her, for

this was penetrated and her troubles and those

of Lige began—and continued.

Commendable for many things is the Fox
comedy, story and scenario of which is credited

to the same team—J. Walter Rubens-Sidney
Lanfield. Conley setting fire to the stevedore's

clothes with a sun glass that his attention being

distracted the comedy hero may get the much
sought for piece of pie ; his increasing his height

and shoulder width to fill the physical require-

ments of the boss longshoreman; the sailors

mistaking the sex of the girl in boy's clothes

and mincing their walk and gestures in imita-

tion of her ; these are some of the things for

which credit is due Director Alfred Austin.

Lawrence Fisher and Milton A. Dickinson are
the other two important players in the piece

which is released October 31.

Mabel Normand's Return
(Comedienne Coruscates in Roach

Comedy)
(Revieived by Paul Thompson)

ONE of the happiest of recent Pathe releases

for the week of November 7th, signals the
reappearance in pictures of Mabel Normand.
Too long through various circumstances has
she been absent. Hal Roach's "Raggedy Rose"
is the vehicle. It is rilled with slap-stick, but
there is a sentimental story involved that serves.

"Raggedy Rose" is employed by a rag-picker. It

is while collecting miscellaneous articles thrown
at two artificial cats placed on a fence top that

she meets the hero. Later in the ragshop she

dreams of the fairy prince. She adopts the

idea advanced by a former fellow-worker and
gets run over, or pretends to—with the same re-

sult—and is carried into the hero's house instead

of a hospital. Object food. She gets food,

but, more important, meets Prince Charming,
who is won away from the haughty society

girl by the Normand eyes and mannerisms. Ex-
eunt daughter and other feet projecting from
the top of a taxicab into which they have fallen

from hero's bedroom. Here the convalescent
"Raggedy Rose" has staged a pillow fight in

nee of herself.

Trite and banal but amusinqr. The star has
not lost the knack, art or what you see fit to

call it.

Carl Miller, Max Davidson, Jimmy Finlay-

son, Anita Garvin and Laura LaVarnie are in

the supporting company.
Produced under the direction of Richard Wal-

lace in collaboration with Stan Laurel. Credit

F. Richard Jones with an assist on the play.

No errors.

"Business Worries"
(Universal-Bluebird—One Reel)

THIS should have been titled "The Fall

Guy." Arthur Lake is extremely keen about

the boss's secretary, Elsie Tarron : so is her

boss, William Franey. With you and me voting

the same way that makes it unanimous. The
only trouble was that Franey in the picture

has a shrewish wife, Elfie Fay, who, like most
wives in or out of pictures, does not approve
of any philandering by the head of the house.

Her wifely insistence on friend husband taking

her out to luncheon makes it necessary to pass

the buck to Arthur. He is not averse. Unfor-
tunately, the roll of expense money slips through
a hole in his pocket and when he is confronted

with the check he is extremely unhappy, even
as you and I would be in similar circumstances.

Getting rid of his wife, the flirtatious husband
returns to the restauranLto display his Charles-

ton prowess. His wife returns also to catch

him at it. Result, black eyes the next day in

the office by boss, secretary and the boy friend.

I presume that it marks the philandering refor-

mation of the husband and the marriage of
Arthur and Elsie when the former's salary is

raised.

It certainly carries a moral for married men
and will unquestionably result in a decrease in

the luncheon receipts at all restaurants where
employers play host to their brown-eyed—or
blue—secretaries. That presumably is the real

intent of Director George Summervile, Star
Arthur Lake and Carl Laemmle, the producer.

"Maryland, My Maryland"
(Fox Variety—750 Feet)

MANY miles south of the Great Lakes is

the subject of the second Fox Variety,
the State of Maryland, rich in historical in-

terest. One of the original thirteen states, it

logically played, by virtue of its geographical
position, an important role in the Civil War.
just to mention one, Barbara Frietchie's home
in Fredericksburg, there being many legends of
this Stonewall Jackson story. Did he shift his

route because it was not properly paved or out of
chivalry? Who will ever really know? Mary-
land's mountains, fields, orchards, with Balti-

more, the great shipping port, and Annapolis,
the cradle of our naval training; all these are
on the camera man's list and the bits which he
has taken blend into a very effective whole.

—

PAUL THOMPSON.
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R\ McNEILL, George Em-
• mick and George Mann, the-

atre men of San Francisco, were
visitors in this city recently, and

stayed over long enough to be the

- of Ben Rosenberg, Fox's

1 representative, at a dinner

and theatre party in their honor.

The group attended the opening

performance of the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, bringing the greetings of

San Francisco's exhibitors to

iging Director Hal Home and

his capable staff.

Mel Winstock, one of the most
popular of the salesmen on Seat-

tle's Film Row, and an orator

of no mean ability, last week was
ti .red by the "Seattle lodge of

" P.O.E., by being asked to de-

liver the Elks' Memorial Day ad-

in this city next month.
Announcements come to Film

Row to the effect that Will

Starkey has taken over the owner-

ship of the Hippodrome Theatre

on behalf of the Will Starkey

Amusement Company. Roy Boom-
er, formerly associated with the

Universal exchange and the Cletn-

mer Theatre in Spokane has been

named as house manager. Reports

several weeks ago had Ray Grom-
bacher dickering for the Hip, but

present reports indicate that he is

now planning to take over the

American Theatre, at pn
i losed.

After spending several days in

this city in conference with his

hief, Manager J. A. Gage of the

local Educational exchange, Sales-

man B. Wallace Rucker has again

departed for Oregon and Montana,
where be experts to spend several

weeks with the exhibitors of those

territories.

Reports made public last week
indicate that John Rantz, former

manager of the Strand Theatre in

this city, has been transferred to

the management of the Rialto The-
atre in Bremerton by the Pacific

Northwest Theatres. Inc.. operat-

ing these houses. He will be suc-

ceeded at the Strand by Mr. Ed-
. former manager of the Nep-

tune Theatre in the Universin

District of this city. C. P. Skates.

relieved at Bremerton bv Mr.

Rantz, will shortly assume the man-
agement of the American Theatre

in Butte, another one of the Pacific

Northwest houses.
(

' E. Farrell of Ellensberg and

Bill Armour of Montesano were re

cent vistors on Film Row. Mr.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimuiii Hill WHIM 1 1 1 If(1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 I
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Douglas McLean, Famous Players-Lasky film star, poses with Manager George P.

Endert of the Seattle Paramount offices on a recent trip to the Pacific-Northwest.

Armour's new Montesano Theatre
in his city is rapidly nearing com-
pletion, and is expected to open
the latter part of October.

Floyd Maxwell, director of pub-
lic relations for the North Ameri-
can and Pacific Northwest Thea-
tres, Inc., spent a few days in

Portland, last week, conferring

with Manager James Clemmer of

the new Broadway Theatre in that

c'ty. Mr. Maxwell now makes his

headquarters in the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, where elaborate offices

have recently been opened.

Seattle film and theatre men
were pleased to learn during the

last two weeks of the new posi-

tions received by two former Seat-

tle men. Lester Sturm, at one

time a manager for Fox in Seattle,

has recently rejoined the Fox or-

ganization as manager in Detroit,

and Fred G. Sliter, until a few
months ago associated with First

National as local manager, has as-

-timed the management of the F>\
office in Milwaukee

Jack Rosenberg, brother of Al
Rosenberg of the De Luxe Fea-
ture Film Exchange, and now
associated with West Coast enter-

prises in Los Angeles, spent a few
days in this city last week. Just
to maintain the golfing reputation

of the Rosenberg family, Jack
copped off a leading prize in the

Southern California tournament a

few weeks ago, in behalf of Loew's
State Theatre in Los Angeles.

1 lave Ogden, former shipper at

the local Universal exchange, was
promoted last week by Manager
James Reilly to the position of as-

sistant booker. His position as

shipper has been filled by Chris

Dale, recently connected with Pro-
ducers' Distributing Corporation as

poster clerk.

Jack Partington, one of the lead-

ing lights in the Publix Theatre
group of San Francisco, spent a
few days here recently en route to

Vancouver, B.C., on a brief vaca-
tion trip. lie was accompanied
In Mrs. Partington, and during his

Kansas City

•-tax here renewed acquaintance-
ships with several of his former
friends from California points.

George L. Cloward last week
joined the sales staff of Manager
V II. lluot's local Film Booking
Offices Exchange. Mr. Cloward
was former manager for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer in Salt Lake City.

W. 1). Gross, former owner of
the Rainbow Theatre in Seattle, last

week opened his new Grand The-
atre, just at the city limits on the

Pacific Highway. The Grand is

a -mall house, but is said to be as

modern as any theatre of its size

in the Pacific Northwest.

W. K. Beekwith, until recently

associated with Warner Brothers
as manager of their exchange in

Portland, arrived here last week to

join H. A. Black on the sales

staff of the Theatre Display Ma-
chine Company. Mr. Beekwith
was formerly connected with Mr.
Black as assistant manager of the

old Yitagraph office here.

Joe Bradt, owner of the Roy-
croft and Gala Theatres in this

city, received a visit last week
from Steve Parker, former Port-

land theatre man and old time com-
panion of Mr. Bradt's. Mr. Parker
entertained Mr. Bradt and several

other guests with stories of his re-

cent stay in Europe and his return

voyage on the Majestic with Doug
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and
Connie Talmadge.

Robert W. Bender, manager of

the Columbia Theatre, returned re-

cently from Portland, where he

spent a few days with R. M. Wood,
new manager of the Columbia The-
atre in the Oregon city. Mr. Wood,
former managing director of the

Broadway Strand Theatre in De-
troit, succeeded E Marshall Tay-
lor, recently promoted by Univer-

sal for his fine services in Port-

land. Mr. Render, in connection

with Mr. Wood, plans some new
stage offerings for Northwest au-

diences during the coming months.

F. C. Weskil of Colfax, Wash-
ington, and Sand Point, Idaho, was
in this city last week looking over
some of the newer theatres in

preparation for the construction of

a new house of his own in Sand
Point Work was expected to be-

t'in on it about October 15. Mr.
Weskil reported, and he is desirous

of making it the most complete

structure of its size in his territory.

M'IVl er, and Herman S. Gould,
er of the Lincoln Theatre,

was held up and

!5, the night's re-

urday
\ resident, In ing in a

of which the holdup

ed, rushed to the front porch

and was shot, probably fatally. The
theatn three

Plans for a new 1,400-seal the-

atre for Lawrence, Kans.,

constructed bv the Midland Tb
& Realty Company of Kansas

City, have been completed, accord

ing to M. I',. Shanberg, g< ni i al

manager of the company. The
new house, which will be built to

largi tage attractions in

> onjunction w ith first-run pictures,

will be located at Ninth and Mas
Strei

'

Miss M. M. Mi t '.'ll-ii rh, ecn
of the Kansas ( it) 1 ilm

i . .t I i ad . w h i d, has

been succeeded 1>> Miss A 1

Menagh. who assumed her new

duties this week.

\nv oi •
i ie out-of-town exhibi-

tors in the Kan market lasl

week were: ( i. 1.. Rugg, Troy,
Kans.; Mr. and Mis \ S. Ra-
boun, Lyric, Almena, Kans.; Roberl
Shelton, Warrensburg, Mo,; C, V
Spainhour, Twilight Theatre.

Greensburg, Kans.; Jack Shortly,

Strand, Independence, Mo.; John
N. oi,.. Mound City, Mo

:
t I, P.

I i.o m \
. Martin Theatre, < h •

Mo. : H. 1 tartman, Cozy, Burr
i i. ,k. Kans. : Marty Williams.

Marza, Pittsburg, Kans. : 1 1 Ga
br el, i iai den City, Kans. ; Walter
\\ tllace, Orpheum, Leavenworth.
Kans.

\ 11. ( ole. new Paramount

branch manager at Kansas City.

who succeeded Ben Blotcky, who
was promoted to district manager,

assumed his new duties this week.

At the Metro ( ,oldw\n branch

the Force has designated November
.I- "Gregory Month" in honor of

I C Gregory, branch manager.

R. S Ballentyne. district Bathe

manager, was in Kansas City long

enough to assert that business never

was better.

Leo Brooks, southern division

sales manager for Pathe, also was
i business visitor.
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AN. elaborate souvenir program
is to be issued in connection

with the third annual dance of the

Associated Film Clubs of Albany,

.

which will be held on the night of

November 19, at the Knickerbock-
er Inn, located between Albany and
Schenectady. Exhibitors from
northern and central New York, as

well as New York City, are ex-

pected to attend.

Harry Seed, local manager for

Warner Bros., spent a portion of

the week, calling on exhibitors in

Binghamton and New Paltz, and
not forgetting Father O'Reilly in

Rosendale, who runs a theatre

there.

Motion picture theatres have re-

cently opened in Madrid and Dex-
ter, two small villages in northern
Xew York.

C. R. Halligan, office manager
for Universal here, was out on the

road for a portion of last week, ac-

companying Ray Smith to Hoosick
Falls, where they met Lew Fischer,

who has several theatres along the

eastern border of the state. Mr.
Smith wears a Carl Laemmle but-

ton for having been a star sales-

man for two weeks, and if he wins
a button for two more weeks, he
will be given a solid gold affair.

The Griswold in Troy is observ-
ing its anniversary this week with
a number of special attractions.

Richard Tweedy is the new or-

ganist at the Troy Theatre, sue-

muiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMKiiiiimuiiiiimiiiiiJifii

ceeding Harold Harper, who is

scheduled to go to Proctor's Fourth
Street house, as soon as the new
organ is installed.

Harry Hellman, owner of the

Royal Theatre in Albany, has
greatly beautified the interior of

his house, by using marble which
he brought several months ago
when one of the local banks was
being dismantled. Using this

marble, Mr. Hellman has con-

structed a handsome marble rail

in the rear of the house, and im-

mediately back of the aisles.

Charles Smakwitz, formerly
connected with the Strand in Syra-
cuse, has been named as assistant

to Uly S. Hill, managing director

of the Strand group of houses in

Albany and Troy.

William Smalley purchased the

site for a new theatre in Stamford,

last week, and will start on the

foundation within the next two
weeks. It will be a 900-seat house
and becomes the first of ten new
theatres which Mr. Smalley will

erect during the coming months.

Walter Roberts, manager of the

Troy Theatre, has substituted

bowling in place of attending prize

fights, each Tuesday night, which
is his night off from the theatre.

C. H. Buckley is talking of in-

stalling a screening room on the

top floor of his building adoining
the Leland Theatre in Albany, and

Denver

CT. PERRIN, Publix man-
• ager for the Rialto Theatre

of Pueblo, Colo., was painfully in-

jured last Monday while returning
to Pueblo from Denver, when his

car turned over on the Colorado
Springs road.

Frank Culp has added the Alcott
Theatre to his string of Denver
suburban houses. Mr. Culp pur-
chased the theatre from Mrs. Ollie

Hefferman last week. Mrs. Hef-
ferman has operated the theatre for
the past three years.

Mel Wilson, local Fox branch
manager, spent part of the week
in Colorado Springs and vicinity

visiting exhibitors. Charles Gil-

mour. Warner Bros, manager, went
to Ft. Collins and intervening
points on a sales trip lasting sev-

eral days, this week. A. G. Ed-
wards, local manager for Pro-
ducers, went to the Black Hills of
S.D., returning Saturday.

The Kincaid Collins Amusement
Enterprises, formerlv of Kenosha.
Wisconsin, has made its appear-
ance in the Denver district. As a

starter this concern last week nur-
chased the Rialto Theatre in Flo-
rence, Colo., from A.F. Allen,

taking immediate possession.

J. T. Sheffield, owner of the Co-
lumbia exchanges of Denver and
Salt Lake City, went to Salt Lake
City last week for a two weeks'
visit with his branch office there.

C. A. Mulock. former manager
of the Iris Theatre. Thermopolis,
Wyo., has accepted a position as as-

sistant manager of the Huffman
theatres in Denver.

Steve Colleton, auditor for M.-
G.-M.,- is in the city visiting the

local branch office of his com-
pany.

B. W. Ritchie of Billings, Mon-
tana, has been appointed by N. D.
Curtis as the active manager of
the Iris Theatre of Thermopolis,
Wyo. Mr. Curtis last week bought
the Whiting Theatre property.

W. A. Roderick, Santa Fe, N.M.,
exhibitor, came to Colorado during
the recent deer season and bagged
a 350-pound buck. He did his

hunting over near Meeker, Colo.

Ned Marin, General Sales Man-
ager, L. O. Lukan, District Man-
ager, First National representa-
tives, also Emil Jansen, representing

Joseoh Schenck, arrived in Denver,
Sunday, tor a sales conference
with local exchange representa-

tives of First National. Harry
Xolan. well-known Denver exhi-
bitor and First National franchise

holder, also arrived with the party.

A new house for Cortez. Colo.,

onoosition for the Amusu Theatre
there. Dick Wilson, a citizen of

this western slope town, will build a

450-seat stone theatre, strictly fire-

proof and modern in every respect.

H. W. Braly, Paramount man-
ager in Denver, accompanied by
Mac McGinley, Paramount man-
ager from Salt Lake City, left

Denver for French Lick Springs,

last Monday, to attend the conven-
tion of Paramount managers.

watching pictures there instead of
visiting the various exchanges.

J. H. Maclntyre, former man-
ager of the Paramount exchange
here, is now on the sales force

the Metro-Goldwyn exchange in

Detroit.

John Garry is planning to reseat

the Clinton Square Theatre in Al-
bany, and likewise redecorate the
interior of the house. The theatre

has a seating capacity of about
900.

Alex Sayles has owned an auto-
mobile since the fore part of Sep-
tember, but admits that he hasn't

accomplished the knack of driving

uo to the present time. In other
words, Mrs. Sayles presides at the

wheel and it looks as though she
would continue.

Tom Martell, of the United
States Army Motion Picture Ser-
vice, dropped into Albany last week,
and booked a number of pictures

for the soldier boys of Plattsburg
and Sacketts Harbor.

Middle ville is to have motion pic-

tures this fall and winter, a Mr.
Olds, who formerly operated the

Star at Newport, having opened
the theatre in the former village.

G. W. Atwood, with theatres at

Burke and Brainardsville, has
closed the former house in order
that it may be overhauled and an-

other exit added.

Jake Golden, manager of the

Griswold, in Troy, is a former

newspaperman, and simply cannot
help keeping touch with the edi-

torial rooms. For years, Mr. Gold-
en has handled the election night

bulletins for one of the Albany pa-

pers, and this year will find him
doing the same.

Edward McAvoy has been added
to the sales force of the local

F.B.O. exchange, and has already
been dubbed "the Speed King."
He spent last week working over
the southern tier.

H. C. Bissell, local manager for

Universal, was in New York City
last week, conferring with Arthur
'hyte, who does the buying for the

Peerless Booking Agency.

In order that employees at the

First National exchange may bet-

ter know the product they are

selling, John Bulwinkle, the new
manager, will screen pictures each
Monday morning at 11 o'clock for

the salesmen, and each Wednesday
afternoon for office employees.

Herman Vineberg, who resigned

as manager of the Albany Theatre
in this city, to accept the manage-
ment of a Schine house in Glovers-
ville. has resigned. His future

plans are undecided.

Moe Streamer, of New York
City, manager for United Artists,

was in town during the week,
meeting Julius Berinstein, and
then continuing on to Gloversville,

where he met the Schine brothers.

Armistice Day -Thanksgiving

Christmas—New Year

The Smart Showman Knows These

4 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.

Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Greetings gorgeously designed and

brilliantly animated for New Year, Lincoln's Birthday,

Washington's Birthday, Easter. Mother's Day, Decoration

Day, July Fourth, Armistice Day. Thanksgiving, Christ-

mas, also choice of two animated presentation leaders for

your Feature or Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE

CHICAGO
845 So. Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK
126-130 West 46th St.

LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Ave.
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Nev? Englan

MtLTON HILL, special ex-

ploitation director for the

New England exchanges for Me
tro-Goldwyn-Mayer, who recently

underwent an operation for appen-

dicitis in Boston, has sufficiently

ered to be removed to the

beautiful estate of 1 'resident Hiram
Aliiams of that organization at

Poland Spring, Ale., where he will

remain during convalescence. He
be back at the Bo ton

offio inside a fortnight.

Jack Schielman, assistant to the

sales manager of the Fox organiza-

tion, was a visitor to Boston during

the wed. spending two days at the

I

"Chick" Varney, who recently

joined the Fox sales force at I <<

ton, coming from Producers Dis-

tributing Corp., has been advanced
to city salesman of the Fox ex-

chaii;

John Daley, who was formerly

with the Fox forces at New Haven
ha been transferred to the Fox
territory covered from the Bos-
ton exchange and has been assigned

tn Maine, where he is working in

cooperation with H. I. Alexander.

Al Locatelli, who operates a

chain of suburb >n theatres,

has appi ared in a new ( adillai

dan to the envv of all exhibitors.

Joseph McConville, president

of Independent Films, Inc., Bos-

ton, with Mrs. McConville. is

spending the week on a real vaca-
tion motor trip through Maine and
eastern ( anada.

Sam Moscow, sales manager for

Independent Films, Inc., who un-
derwent an operation at the Bay
State hospital recently, is hack on
the job directing the sales force of
that company.
A complete new projection unit

has been installed at the Strand
Theatre, Providence, of which Ed-
ward Reed is manager. The
equpment was supplied by the new
National Theatre Supply Co., Bos-
ton branch.

E. S. Calvi has sold his interests

in the Strand and Erflpress The-
atres at Windsor, Vt., to Louis
Bianchi, who was at one time a

former owner of those two thea-

Max Stahl, (left) special sales representative for Educational Film Exchanges..
Inc., visits the Salt Lake City branch of which C. H. Messenger, (right) is

manager. Three of the exchange staff in centre

tres. Mr. Bianchi will operate the

II illsCS.

Negotiations are pending and the

deal is expected to be completed
within a few days transferring the

Opera House at Woodland, Me.,

to new owners. I*". 1). Johnson is

the present owner.
Friends of William DeWolf,

manager of the Allhambra The-
atre at Quincy, Mass., and one of

the veteran theatrical men of New
England, were pained to learn that

lie had suffered a shock on Wednes-
day, lie is one of the oldest

moving picture men in the busi-

ness, starting as a pioneer in the

film exhibiting line. He had pre-

viousl) been in vaudeville and in

stock, lie has long been associated

with Fred Murphy in theatrical

enterprises and later became man-
ager of the Alhanibra at Quincy,
the largest of the Murphy houses
in that city. Friends hope for

a speedy recovery and return to

duty.

Miss Julia Coffey, formerly of

Independent Films, Inc., and one

of the most popular young women
in Film Row, was married Sun-
day at the Church of the Blessed

Sacrament, Jamaica Plain, district

of Boston, to Jules Van Schelt.

A reception followed the ceremony
at the Normack Bungalow, Roslin-

dale, with a collation and dancing.

The wedding trip was by automo-
bile to New York and Washington.
Thev are to reside in Jamaica
Plain.

William H. Gardner, salesman
in the New Hampshire territory

for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has re-

signed.

Raymond Robbins, who has been
managing the Pastime Theatre at

Northeasl Harbor, Me., during the

summer season, has returned to

Dexter, Me. During the winter
George 11. Fennelly will act as

manager. Instead of the daily pro-
grams, pictures will be shown on
Monday, Wednesday and Satur-
day nights until early summer.
The University Theatre, Har-

vard Square, Cambridge, is sched-
uled to open Saturday, Oct. 23.

This is one of Stanley Sumner's

theatres and was originally sched-

uled to open Oct. 1. It becomes one

of the more important first run
houses in suburban Boston.

Charl< s I'.ii |i .
,,

:

- the-

atres in Enfield and Canaan, X.I 1 -

.

was in Boston arranging his fall

I kings during the week.

Manager Edward Garrity of the

Columbia Theatre. Boston, was re-

linked to the hospital during the

week suffering from an attack of

pneumonia. During his absence

from the Columbia, Sam Messing,

formerly of the Regent. Norfolk
Downs, is looking after affairs at

that theatre.

At a surprise dinner tendered

James Curran, assistant manager
of the Pathe Exchange, Boston,

on the eve of his marriage, asso-

ciates of the Pathe Exchange pre-

sented him and his bride with a

chest of silver. Tin dinner was

t( ndered at Hotel Westminster,

Boston, with Phil O'Brien, Maine
State salesman, as master of cere-

monies. During the evening live

acts of vaudeville were presented.

Charles "Chick" Varney, for-

merly of Associated Exhibitors,

has joined the sales force of the

Fox Exchange, Boston.

The Palace Theatre at St. Johns-
bury, Vt.. will formally open next

Wednesday evening. Mr. Teague,
the owner, will assume the active

management of the house.

Lee Gorman will shortly open a

theatre in Deering, Me. He oper-

ates a circuit in Maine and plans

to present films exclusively.

Mrs. Marion M. Corbett. booker
at Warner Brothers Exchange in

Boston, spent the week end at

Bethlehem, N.H.
L. C. Hacking, division manager

for Producers Distributing Corp-
oration in New England, \lbany

and Buffalo, spent several days at

the home office in New York last

week.

J. J. McConville and Abe Mon-
tague of Independent Films, Inc.,

Boston, spent several days in Maine
mi a business trip, making their

headquarters at Brunswick.

Salt Lake City
LC. WINGHAM, local man-

* ager for Metro-Goldwyn-
is spi nding some time in

the Idaho territory this week.
Salesman C. C. McDermond is

working in the Southern Utah sec-

tinn : 1 . II. Mm .raw is making
I "Buck" Wade is still

in his Montana territory. Russell

Egner, who lias been working in the

capacit\ o pi esentative for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has just

.in appointed National Special

Sales Representative for this cor-

poration and has left for Califor-

nia as his !e •iiment, accord-
ing to report.

L. A. D i iet Manager
for d F.xhibitors, will

leave the local exchange this week
for a ten day's trip.

Clyd< H Messinger is back to

his managerial desk at the F.duca-

tiona] office from the Idaho branch.
Il\ Olsen, exibitor of this city,

made 18 holes in 60 sin it- at the

golf links here recently, it is an-
nounced by film friends,

Matthew Vparton, who has
been ranch manager here for Uni-
versal fur some time, has jusl b in

transferred to the Seattle office,

and his place is to he filled at the

local exchange by W. J. Ileineman.
former branch manager of the

Butte office for Universal.

J. A. Epperson, mangaer of the

Pathe exchange of this city, is

m iking a short trip into the South-
ern Utah section.

Louis Marcus. District Manager
of the Inn i maintain territory and
L. J. McGinley, local branch
manager, arc attending the fall

convention of Famous Playcrs-
Lasky at French Lick Springs, In-
diana

Doctor Bricker, who formerly
operated the Gem Theatre at Green
River, Utah, was a Film Row vis-

itor this week.

Vick Millward of the Harris
Theatre, Bancroft, Idaho, spent

several days in this city recently.

J. T. Sheffield, owner of the Co-
lumbia Exchanges, is visiting the

local office. Branch manager James
K. Keitz. of the exchange here, re-

turned a few days ago from a
sin ut trip into Southern Utah.

L. F. Brown and C. Ward of the

Isis Theatre at Preston, Idaho, are
among exhibitor visitors here this

week.

Al O'Keefe. manager of the lo-

cal office for Producers Distribut-

ing Corporation, has left for Boise.

Thomas Berta. of the Rialto

Theatre, at Rock Springs, Wyo., is

lining up new business at the 1

cal Exchange Mart this week.
The Peery Brothers are visiting

this city in the interest of their

theatres in Ogden.
Harry Lustig, Western Divis-

ion Manager, who has lx'en very
seriously ill with pneumonia in Los
Angeles, is now able to be up again
according to word received by
Manager Farquhar here.

Mell Stringham. operating the

Colonial Theatre at Ogden. Utah,
is conferring with local branch
managers in this city.

Bishop Thatcher of the Capitol

Theatre a1 Logan, Utah, is attend-

ing to his fall booking this week
along Film Row.
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EVERY once in a while, in this

so-called "hard-boiled film busi-

ness," there comes along a little act

of human kidness that goes a long

way to prove that those in our trade

are not such "hard shells" as some
are led to believe.

Not so long ago, there was a
widespread movement among the

trade in behalf of a local film man
who was forced to seek recupera-
tion among Saranac's balsam.
Needless to say, everyone responded
generously.

Last week, without the slightest

evidence of self-ballyhoo, there

came to light another generous act

of the local film men and their as-

sociates. This time, the one in

need was not even directly connected
with the industry. But anyway,
help was needed ; so, the boys went
quietly about raising the necessary
funds and by this time, a certain

family, sorely in want of assistance,

is breathing a lot easier.

It is reported that Walter Reade,
head of the Walter Reade Theatre
Circuit of Xew Jersey, has aban-
doned his plan to rebuild the Reade
Theatre at Asbury, which was de-

stroyed by fire several weeks ago.
According to report, Mr. Reade
has placed the property on the mar-
ket.

Conflicting reports of a deal be-

tween the Fabian-Stanley organiza-
tion in New Jersey and the Co-
calis-owned theatres in Elizabeth,

have been flying around for the

past two or three weeks. To the
best of our knowledge, the deal has
not been consumated ; at least not
up to the present writing. It was
reported that Fab : an-Stanley had
acquired a fifty per cent, interest

in the Cocalis holdings.

With the announcement that As-
sociated Exhibitors had completed
their merger with the Pathe or-
ganization, comes a further report

that the several salesmen with the
local organization have received

word that the sales work will go
forward as a separate unit under
the supervision of E. A. Eschmann,
Pathe feature sales manager.

In addition to Phil Meyer, who
will continue as manager of the

New York City territory for As-
sociated product, the present force
consists of Manuel Meyer and
Herman Axelrod, the latter being
a recent recruit.

Eddie Carroll will continue to
handle the New • Jersey territory

where he has been closely asso-
ciated with all exhibitors for the

past ten years. William Shields,

who comes to Associated from the
First National organization, will

assist Carroll in the Jersey terri-

tory.

After a, long siege of illness,

George Kaufman, well known for

the past fifteen years in New York
and Brooklyn territory as a com-
petent theatre manager, is again
on his feet and will no doubt soon
be connected with one of New
York City's motion picture the-

atres. George is one of those who
has grown up in the industry and
there isn't much along the lines

of managing neighborhood houses
that he doesn't know about. Kauf-
man can be located at his home ad-
dress, 131 Avenue A, New York-

City.

The Small-Strausberg Circuit,

operating a chain of theatres
throughout Brooklyn and Long
Island, announces the personnel of
newly created divisions and sub-

divisions. Lew Preston has been
appointed General Manager with
the Brooklyn division under his

jurisdiction, while Harry Furst
will serve in a like capacity for the

Long Island divisions. The Messrs.
Sigmund Solomon, Jack Neumark,
\\. Berman, D. Friedson and A.
G. Crowl have been appointed
District Managers. Sidney Lar-
schan will look after publicity and
exploitation.

According to information re-

ceived, plans and specifications have
been filed for an 1,800-seat mo-
tion picture theatre to be erected

in Roselle Park, N.J. The en-
terprise is fostered by local bu-
siness men and on its completion, it

is said that the house will be taken
over by one of the larger New
Jersey circuits.

Harry Lyons, well known in the
motion picture industry among ex-
change circles and at one time con-
nected with Pathe as a branch man-
ager, is back in town after one
and one-half years in Florida,

where he survived the effects of

the real estate boom and hurricane.

Mr. Lyons expects to locate with
one of the New York City ex-
changes in the near future.

The moral of the following is to

somehow or other acquire a theatre

circuit ; for among all the shiny
new Packard Straight Eights to be

seen along the New York film curb,

Dave Rosenzweig's is the shiniest.
u

r. Rosenzweig is a partner in the

Rosenzweig and Katz Theatre
Circuit, prominent Brooklyn exhib-

itors.

Fred Hubner and Gene Pulch
will open their handsome new
Dyker Theatre, 86th Street and

5th avenue, Brooklyn, one week
from this Thursday according to

report. Eva Tanguay is booked
for the opening which will be at-

tended by many notables of the lo-

cal trade. First class feature pic-

tures and vaudeville with two
changes per week will make up
the program. The Dyker seats

approximately 2,500.

After the necessary time away
from business in order to recover
from a recent operation, Walter
Hoffman, managing director of
Roth Brothers' Enterprises of Mor-
ristown, Maplewood and Summit,
X.I., is again back on the job.

Charles Steiner is another ex-
hibitor who is making a record in

the theatre building and operating
field in Xew York.

The new list includes the Mecca,
2,050 seats, at 14th Street and Ave-
nue A ; the Bijou, 1,000 seats, at

12th Street and Avenue B; the

Ruby, 1,000 seats on Rivington
Street ; the Palestine, 1,600 seats, at

at Clinton and Houston streets and
the Apollo, a 2,000-seat house, at

Clinton and Delancey streets. This
house also has a roof garden with
a capacity of 1,200.

Incidentally, all of the aforemen-
tioned theatres are now open to

the public and the operation is fos-

tered by the Delancey and Clinton
Realty Corp.

In addition to his East Side hold-

ings, Mr. Steiner is also interested

in a circuit of fourteen theatres

in the Harlem section of the city.

He will announce shortly the lo-

cation of properties he has ac-

quired on the West Side scheduled

for early theatre construction.

Southwest
O ARRY BURKE, who, for the
-L* past year has been manager of
the Palace Theatre, Dallas, a Pub-
lix operated enterprise, will leave
immediately for Ft. Worth to as-
sume new duties for that organiza-
tion as city manager. He will not
only have active charge of Publix's
three theatres there, but will su-
pervise the building of the mam-
moth 18-story hotel-theatre now
under construction there.

Before coming to Dallas, Burke
was managing the Hippodrome
Theatre in Ft. Worth, but was
transferred to Dallas when John
Fredel was made district manager
for this region, following Earle
Crabb's removal to Boston, where
he assumed active management for
Publix enterprises there.

R. J. Ingram, long-time man-
ager for Progress Pictures, Inc.,

of the Dallas district, before the
consolidation of the Home State
Film Company and Progress, has
been appointed manager of the En-
terprises Film Distributing Cor-
poration, with Southwestern head-
quarters in Dallas.
Jack Underwood, who has been

associated with the company as
manager for five years, has re-

signed to accept a position with a
national distributing firm, it is

said.

Curtis Logan, who has been as-

sistant shipper at the Paramount
exchange, Oklahoma City, has been
made assistant booker to fill the
position of M. M. Hite, who is now
managing the Griffith theatres in

Cromwell.
D. A. White of Henryetta has

purchased the two theatres in Suh
phur, Okla. The Log Cabin was
formerly owned by J. D. Ramsey,
and the Rainbow by J. F. Leib-
man. Mr. White has been out

of the theatre business since sell-

ing his house at Checotah last year.

A. R. Kayser, who has been
managing the Jackson Theatre at

Pawhuska, has resigned to start

out with a road show. Kayser is

now preparing his lobby and truck
and will get started next week.

Griffith Brothers opened a sec-

ond theatre in Borger, Texas, on
Oct. 17th. The Rex, as the new
theatre is called, is built on the

sitq of the theatre that burned
last June the day after its com-
pletion.

W. Wozencraft and J. O. Tem-
pleton are planning a new theatre

for Seminole, Okla., to be called

the Wozy. This will make the

second theatre for them, and the

fourth theatre in Seminole. They
now have the Liberty there. The
Wozy will be opened about Jan-
uary 1st.

W. H. Jensen purchased the Vic-
tory Theatre at Purcell, Okla.,

from the estate of his brother, J.

G. Jensen, who died last June. W.
H. Jensen was manager of his

brother's .three theatres at Purcell,

Pauls Valley and Clemscot, during
his brother's life.

Roy Heffner, manager of the

Paramount exchange, Oklahoma
City, was in San Antonio recently

watching them shoot outdoor scenes
of two of the big pictures now
be'ng made by his company. Mr.
Heffner left Saturday to attend
the annual Fall Convention to be
held at French Lick, Ind., next
week. He was accompanied by
Tom H. Bailey, Paramount ex-
cange manager at San Francisco,

who has been in Oklahoma City
this week visiting friends. Mr.
Bailey, previous to his appointment
on the Coast, was Paramount man-
ager here.

W. H. Wood, who recently sold

his Wood Theatre at El Reno,
Okla., has gone to Sapulpa to take

charge of the Iris Theatre there.

Mr. Wood will act as manager
and exploitation man for Mr. Isley.

It is reported that Roy Creason
of Eufaula, Okla.. has sold his

Palace Theatre to George Kilgour
of Muskogee.

It is reported that the Pastime
Theatre at Mooreland, Okla., has
been purchased by Robert Valen-
tine. B. O. Sharp was the former
owner of the Pastime.

The Gem Theatre at Grainola,

formerly owned by H. C. Petti,

-

grew, has been sold to H. C.

Arnold.

J. W. Cotter has sold the Dream-
land Theatre at Tulsa to Charles
Deal, according to reports this

week.

It is reported that the C. of C.

Theatre at Kiowa, Okla., operated

by J. R. Sprague, has been closed.

The Clayton Theatre at Clay-
ton, Okla., was reported to have
been sold to, T. N. Halberg last

week. Allen Oldon was the former
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Soutli East
THE New Lyric Theatre, of

Sumter, S.C., opened its doors
to the public Saturday, October
23d. This house has been remod-
elled and will seat about 400. The
admission price is 10c and 20c. It

is owned by the Carolina Theatres,
Inc., whose home office is in Ashe-
ville, N.C. E. D. Turner is pres-

ident of the company. Mr. Chas-
taine will manage the new theatre

in Sumter.
Reynolds Wilkes, Paramount

manager, has left for French Lick,

where he will attend the conven-
tion.

Tom Little, manager of the At-
lanta branch of Producers and Dis-

tributors Corporations is spending

several days in Charlotte visiting

his mother.
George Lenehan, district manager

of Producers and Distributors is

holding a sales conference in the

Charlotte office.

Ed. Turner, president of the

Carolina Theatres, Inc., states his

new house in Elizabeth City, N.C,
is almost complete and will open
its doors to the public on or about
the first of February, 1927.

Rufiis Davis, manager of the

Charlotte branch of the Liberty
Film Distributing Corporation, has
resigned his position with that

company and has made connections
with the National Theatre Sup-
ply Comoany. Mr. Davis will

travel out of Charlotte.

It is reported that the Pied-
mont Theatres, Inc., of Greensboro,
N.C, who also control theatres

in Fayetteville, Durham and
Raleigh, have taken over the new
theatre which was being erected by
W. E. Garrett, and is situated at

331 S. Elm Street, Greensbro, N.C.
This theatre wil lbe completed and
opened up as a B house. This
places this company in control of
all white theatres in Greensboro.

The Universal Club, which is

composed of the members of the

Universal Film Exchange, Inc.,

Charlotte, were guests of E. D.
Dardine, manager, and wife, at a
Hallowe'en Masquerade dance, at

their beautiful country estate, Dar-
villa. The club members voted
this one of the most enjoyable
evenings they had spent. Dancing
and other forms of entertainment
were enjoyed throughout the
evening, and a beautiful buffet

luncheon was served.

The exchanges in Charlotte have
been notified that the Southern
Amusement Company, of which J.

E. Reynolds was president, has been
taken over by Mrs. L. D. Eaves,
of Union, S.C These theatres

were formerly owned by D. M.
Eaves, of the Piedmont Theatres,
Inc. Mrs. L. D. Eaves, the wife
of D. M. Eaves, assumed control

of these theatres on Monday, Oc-
tober 18th. The chain consists of
theatres in Chester, Gaffney, Rock
Hill, Union, Laurens and New-
berry, S.C. We understand Mr.
Revnolds will remain as booker
and buyer for these theatres.

R. R. Craver, has returned from
French Lick, where he attended a
conference of First National di-

rectorate.

Rurtus Rishop, former salesman
for Progress Pictures, has trans-

ferred his activities to the Metro-
GOldwyn force, where he will in

the future have his headquarters.

James Estridge, owner of the

Gastonian Theatre, Gastonia, N.C.,
is erecting a beautiful marque and
electric sign on the front of his

theatre.

The little daughter of W. E.

Stewart of the Pastime Theatre,
Concord, N.C, was injured the
past week, being run down by an
automobile which was recklessly

driven.

Charles Picquet, president of the

M.P.T.O. of North Carolina, and
Nat L. Royster, Secretary, were
Charlotte visitors the past week.
They state they have increased the

membership of the organization 40
to 50% in the past 60 days, and
they are looking for a very strong
organization at the next meetinsr

which will be in Charlotte the lat-

ter part of November or the early

part of December.
Mrs. Arthur Dickerson, and

daughter, left for New York, to

join Mr. Dickerson, who is man-
ager of Associated Exhibitors in

Charlotte, until the merging of
that company with Pathe.

Jimmie Meacham, booker, with
Producers & Distributors, is spend-
ing a vacation in Atlanta. During
his absence, L. F. Ribnitsky, dis-

trict representative, is looking after

the office.

Messrs. A. F. Sams, Jr., and
Sr., of Winston- Salem, and R. D.
Craver, of Charlotte, have departed
for Rlulick to attend their first

annual meeting.

L. L. Drake, of the Ansonia The-
atre, Wadesboro, N. C, was a
visitor along Film Row the past

week.

E." D. Turner, president of the

Carolina Theatres, Asheville, X.

C, spent Saturday and Sunday in

Charlotte.

Reynolds Wilbanks, formerly
with Famous Players in Atlanta,

has been transferred to Charlotte

as manager of the office at this

point.

Ren Stiles, former manager of

the Charlotte office, has been trans-

ferred to Florida.

S. L. McRee, who owns the

Rroadway, at Greenville, S.C,
and had same leased to Jack Mar-
cus during the summer, has taken

back the theatre and will retain

Mr. Marcus as manager.
V. E. Rrown announces he has

purchased the Community Theatre,

at Richlands, N.C, from Mr. R.

D. Thompson.
Managers of the Carolina Thea-

tres, Inc., who recently attended a

conference in the Charlotte Ho-
tel, with E. D. Turner, president

of this company, are as follows:
R. W. Whalen, of the Columbia
Theatre, Columbia, S.C. : D. K.
Chastaine, of the theatre in Sum-
ter, S.C. ; Frank Powers, of the

Lincolnton, N.C, theatre: Jack
Turner, of the West Asheville The-
atre : R. L. Erkheimer and Lon
Stellings, of Concord, N.C ; F.

R. Medd, of Hickory. N.C
Mr. Turner also advised that his

new theatre in Statesville will open
Christmas day.

Dr. E. O. Underwood, of the

Jewel Theatre, Roseboro. N.C.
who had the misfortune the past

week of having his theatre de-

stroyed by fire, is now ready for

business again, having purchased
two more new Powers machines
and other new equipment.

St. LOU1S
LOUIS DF YONG has been

appointed director of motion
picture publicity for the South-
western Rell Telephone Company.
De Yong joined the advertising
staff of the Bell Company in 1.924.

Prior to that he operated a motion
picture theatre in Waterloo, 111.

Former Mayor Henry W. Kiel
has been elected president of the
St. Louis Municipal Theatre Asso-
ciation, which conducts the munici-
pal opera season in the Forest
Park open-air theatre each summer.
Kiel was head of the association
from l'»18 to 1924.

Patients at Robert Koch Hospi-
tal, the St. Louis tuberculosis san-

itorium at Koch, Mo., and of
United States Veterans Hospital

No. 92 at Jefferson Barracks, were
shown a feature picture on October
22, through the courtesy of the

Ambassador Theatre and the St.

Louis Times. On October 23, the

inmates of the city sanitarium and
the city infirmary were shown the

picture.

The Columbia Theatre, Inc., Ra-
ton Rouge, La., has leased property
at Mufrocq and Main streets, Ra-
ton Rouge, and plans the erection

of a motion picture house to cost

upwards of $60,000.

T. Y. Henry, district manager
for United Artists, was a visitor

to St. Louis the past week.

A number of St. Louis film men
plan to motor to Champaign. 111.,

October 30 to witness the football

game between Illinois and Penn-
sylvania Universities. Among
those who will witness the big fray

are Jack Osserman, manager for

Associated Exhibitors ; Tom Mc-
kean, manager for F.R.O. ; Wil-
liam Barron, manager for United
\rtists, and Tommy Tobin, popu-

lar film salesman.

J. Megibbons, owner-manager of
the Capitol Theatre, Newport,
Ark., was a visitor of the week.

Paul Haynes, who formerly was
a salesman for First National and
other leading companies in this

territory, but who is now a patient

in a hospital at Denver, Colo., was
reminded a few days ago that the

boys back in St. Louis don't forget

a chap when he's on the flat of his

hack. Paul was sent a nice remem-
brance from the boys and yirls

alone Picture Row and others of

his St. Louis friends.

Baltiimore
THROUGH the courtesy of

1

' inbei ger, Jr., man-
the Maryland Tin

here, the second annual thea i ben

efit for St. Vincent's Male Orphan
A s\ him, will he he Id at that

i
in November 8, 9, 10, i

i
es of the St. Vincent De

Paul Society.

Guy L. Wonders, manager of the
Mm .i*m

. here, was the

guesl of A. Julian Brylawski, at
! -unimer home

recently. < >ther guests in the party

included Marry M. Crandell and
John I Payette, of the Stanlej
t rami. II ( ompanj . Washington,
D.i

Advertising and exploitation in

this territory for Un :

versal is be
ing handled now bj R. C. W I,

who formerly worked in the New
Fngland territory for thai com

The Belmar Theatre, Baltim
Md . mahagi d by Frank A. Si

cr, was damaged slightly bj fire re

centl) when a short circuit occurred

in the basement.
William Walsh, manager of the

Majestic Theatre, Paterson, VI.

,

for many years, died recently at a

hospital in Baltimore.

\u amendment to the theatre

zoning ordinance to permit a plaj

house being buill ISO feel from a

chui Mi is now be! in the Board
ol Vldermen of Richmond, Va.,
In lie Im.ilh passed. It has gone

through tin Common Council under
! e presentation jf Thomas B. Mc-
Mowell. sub-chairman of the ordi-

nance committee. I Mir stipulation

of the amendment is that the build-

ing of the theatre within the dis-

t.mee designated must !><• approved
bj the church people.

\u innovation in the Capitol

Theatre, which will be opined
shortly in Richmond, Va., will be

a ronn with .class partitions where
children can he taken.
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THE first Ohio State Film Golf

tournament was held at the

Ridgewood Country Club of

Cleveland on Friday, October 15th.

Seventy-five members of the indus-

try from all parts of Ohio were

present. Douglas Pratt, Pathe

salesman, had the low net score and

is the temporary possessor of a

beautiful silver loving cup. The
winner in three successive tourna-

ments will keep the cup as his own.
The low gross was won by Christy

Deibel, Liberty Theatre, Youngs-
town. William James, president

of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, who
was present at the meet, suggested

that three tournaments a year be

staged, one in Cleveland, one in

Cincinnati and the final one in Co-

lumbus. This was immediately ap-

proved. The committee on arrange-

ments for future tournaments con-

sists of Gradwell Sears, First Na-
tional exchange manager, chair-

man; W. N. Skirboll, Columbia

and Gold Seal productions ; Percy

Essick of the Scoville, Essick and

Reiff circuit of Cleveland theatres,

and Charles L. Casanave, general

manager of Associated Theatres of

Ohio. While all those present were
unanimously agreed that the affair

was a great success, they also felt

that it had an invaluable effect in

bringing exhibitors and distribu-

tors together on a social footing.

Many exchange managers know
the exhibitors only in a business

way. If their business relations

have been strained, their personal

relations are also strained. These

golf tournaments bring the branch-

es together in a common interest

outside of business, and establish

a friendly relationship which is

otherwise impossible. This opin-

ion was freely expressed in all

parts of the Film building after

the tournament. Jack Flanigan,

local cameraman for Pathe, took

about 300 feet of film of the tour-

nament, which was released in the

Pathe news strip the last half of

the week.

A side game of rubber horse

shoes was staged at the Golf Tour-
nament. L. F. Weinsz, First Na-
tional office manager, and John
Kalafat of the Ohio Amusement
Company, played Herb Ochs, First

National city salesman, and Harry
Nolan. Weinsz and Kalafat
walked off with the honors of the

field.

Milton Korach has been ap-

pointed general manager of the

Majestic and Opera House in Mans-

field. These houses belong to the

Silverman brothers, who own and

operate a string of picture houses

in Ohio and Pennsylvania under the

name of the Ohio Theatres Com-
pany. These houses in Mansfield

were formerly owned and operated

by Bill Partella. After selling

them to Silverman Bros., he con-

tinued to manage them for a while.

He has now retired from business.

Dr. I. Brody, general manager
of the U-B Circuit in Cleveland,

went to New York last week to

consult with the Universal theatre

heads. The U-B Circuit is the

new name of the Brody Circuit

since Universal brought a half in-

terest.

Oh yes ! And Gradwell Sears

took two prizes home with him
from the Golf Touranment. One
was a cocktail shaker (for which
he has no use at all) presented

to him for making the low gross

score. He also won the long dis-

tance driving orize, which event

was commemorated by a bronze

desk clock.

Jesse Fishman, general manager
of the Standard Film Service

Company, spent most of last week
in Pittsburgh, Where a branch ex-

change is maintained.

Did you hear about Harry Skir-

boll, manager of Ohio Educational

exchange, and Mex Shenker, of

the Family Theatre, Cleveland?

Tied for booby prize in the tour-

nament. They haven't yet settled

who is the film industry's worst

golfer.

Columbia, Ohio Educational and

Standard Film exchanges were the

Santa Clauses of the golf tourna-

ment. They donated all the prizes

—about twenty-five of 'em.

J. S. Josey of Progress Picture-

has returned after a two-week-'

stay in New York. Some of that

two weeks was spent driving to

and fro.

W. J. Banks, business manager

of the Cleveland Motion Picture

Exhibitors Association, has suffi-

ciently recovered from a three-

weeks' illness to be on duty at least

a part of each day. Banks has

been suffering from some internal

disorders which necessitated hospi-

tal treatment.

Presentation of the golf prizes

was made following dinner at Mil-

ler's Broadview Inn. Speeches by

the winners were made and a vote

of thanks to Bill Skirboll and Grad-

well Sears who put the tournament

over.

Florida

THE biggest event in Tampa the
past week was the brilliant

opening of the beautiful new mil-
lion dollar Tampa Theatre, Friday
evening. The entire house was
reserved for the opening perform-
ances and every seat was sold in-

side of two hours after the opening
of the sale. Several of Tampa's
leading citizens, including Mayor
Wall, addressed the audience and
Mayor Alsop of Jacksonville also
appeared. The feature attraction

was the latest Adolphe Menjou pic-

ture, with other pictures, organ

novelties, singers and the exception-
ally fine orchestra as added attrac-

tions.

Most of the credit for this won-
derful opening is due to John B.

Carroll, General Manager of the

Consolidated Amusements, who
own the house, and James M.
Weist, manager of the theatre.

These two men have worked for
months getting the house completed
and ready for the opening and
they put it over, with every thing
complete and ready on schedule.

The Centro Espanol, leading

Latin Club of Tampa, have had
several offers to lease their two
theatres, one in West Tampa and
the other in Ybor City. These
offers were considered at a direc-

tors' meeting this week and turned
down. The directors agreed that

Anthony Juran, who has managed
the houses for them for several

years and made them a success,

should be continued. Mr. Juran
was given a new contract and made
supreme dictator of the policy of

the houses.

F. H. Young, representing the

S-B-T-Properties, who control a

string of nine theatres in this

State, left Tampa this week for

Jacksonville to superintend the

opening of their new house, the

Gem, in that city.

Two St. Petersburg managers
were visitors in Tampa this week.
H. G. Griffin of the Phile and
B. H. Trumbull, of the Liberty

and Palace. Both managers re-

ported business as satisfactory this

summer and they say prospects

look fine for an immense winter
business.

Central Penn
THE Royal Theatre, Third and

Hevr streets, Harrisburg, one
of the chain of three theatres

owned in that city by Isaac Mar-
cus, is undergoing improvements,
including the re-painting of the ex-
terior.

The Comerford Amusement
Company of Scranton, is having
plans drawn for a new theatre to

be built at Northhampton and Liv-
ingston streets, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
The architects are L. Lampert &
Son., of Rochester, N. Y. The
same company is making improve-
ments, that will cost $50,000, to

the Strand Theatre, Sunbury,
which it owns.

Mrs. C. Floyd Hopkins, wife of

the general representative of the

dozen theatres maintained in Har-
risburg and Reading by the Wil-

mer & Vincent Theatre Company,
of New York, has returned to her
home in Harrisburg after a motor
trip to Ohio. She was accompa-
nied by Mrs. Charles H. Morison,
of Harrisburg.

Plans call for the completion on
January 1 of the new $200,000
octure theatre that is being erected
in Chambersburg by the Chambers-
burg Amusement Company, in

which the leading spirit is J. Luke

Gring, at present manager of the

Hippodrome, Pottstown. It is un-
derstood that Mr. Gring will soon
sever his managerial connection
with the Pottstown enterprise to

devote his whole time to the Cham-
bersburg undertaking. He is vice-

president of the Chambersburg
company and will personally man-
age the new theatre there.

The management of the Colomal
and Capitol theatres, Lebanon, has

been taken over from the Penn
Steitz Amusement Company, of

that city, by H. J. Lichtenthaler,

who formerly operated the Family
Theatre, Lebanon, and the Mt.
Gretna, a summer resort near Leb-
anon. The two houses were for-

merly operated for the Penn
Steitz interests by Carr & Schad.

Inc., of Reading, which recently

relinquished control of a chain of

theatres in Reading and Lebanon.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Bryant 5437-5736-2180

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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HC. G< IULD, Warner sales-

• man in the North Dakota
territory, is laid up in a hospital

at Bismarck on his first trip out

of M inneapol for the- company,
as the result of a recent mishap.

Morris Abrams of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer exploitation forces

has gone tu Milwaukee for a stay

hi" a week nr morP
L E. I >awson i if the ( rem The-

atre, Shakopee, Minn., was a vis-

itor in Minneapolis during the

II. 1.. Conway, former First Na-
tional salesman in this territory,

-in' tu ( imaha for Warner
Brothers.

V E. Cummings, manager of the

statistical department of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, is winding up
some work in the Minneapolis

J. B. Clinton of the Clinto-Mey-
ers theatres in Duluth and vicinity,

paid a vi^it tu the iilm exchanges
of Minneapolis last week.
Sandon Brothers, who operate

theatres in Blue Earth, Lakefield,

and Jackson, and P'orter Ashley,

manager of the Lakefield house,
i in Minneapolis, Friday.

1). 1.. Sullivan. Warners' travel-

ing auditor, has been checking up
in the Minneapolis exchange.

Vie Fischer, Warner district

manager, has returned from St.

Louis, where he participated in

opening the Vitaphone first pro-
duel on in the Capitol Theatre.

I ox's new Des Moines exchange
was opened Wednesday (Oct. 27)
under management of B. B. Rein-
gold.

The building hou ins Saxe's Ma-
jestic at Oshkosh, Wis., lias been
purchased by the company.

Northwest Theatres, Inc., have
ned the Winona Theatre at

Winona, Minn., after using it for

stock tins summer. A new organ
has been installed.

Frankle and Redding have re-

opened the Graham at Washington,
la., after remodeling.

Excavation has been completed
for the new theatre at Burt. la.,

being built by N. I. Mornes.
II. E. Coffee, general sales man-

ager, Goodwill Pictures, was in

Minneapolis last week.
Burt Parsons of Springfield,

Minn., opened his New Grand The-
atre last Monday night with a cel-

ebration.

Herman Schwan is tearing down
theatres at Eau Claire. Not con-
tent with having dismantled the

Eau Claire Opera House some
time ago, he has now razed the
Cinque Theatre. Rut he opened
-tine time ago a big new house
to take their places.

Martin Knutson has bought the

Grenora, N.D., Orpheum from
Johnson and Marshall.

Wilbur Kempen has discontinued
the Rex at Berlin, Wis.

L. J. Blumberg, Warner ex-
change manager, made a flying trip

to Duluth during the week.
H. B. Smoots of the Lowell The-

atre, Little Falls, was in town
Thursday.

M. J. Frisch, F.B.O. manager
in Minneapolis, and Max We :

sfeldt,

division manager, are back from
trins through their territories.

Mrs. Irene ( '.thill of the Janes-
ville, Minn., Theatre, booked in

Minneapolis last week for her new
house at St. Clair, Minn.

Sid Louis, Minneapolis theatre
simply man. came back from the
rhicago convention of the Motion^
Picture Theatre Equipment Deal-

-

ers as vice-president of the organ-
ization.

Fischer-Paramount theatres an-
nounce that a house will be built

at Monroe, Wis.
M. J. Weisfeldt, division man-

ager of F.B.O., visited the Mil-
waukee exchange this week.

H. J. Fitzgerald, general man-
ager of Saxe Amusement Enter-
prises, attended the First National
franchise holders' convention at

French Lick.

Fred Martin, manager of Peo-
ples Theatre at Laurium, Mich-
stopped in at Milwaukee film offices

for a few hours on his way to

Chicago to witness the Vitaphone
exhibition.

O. V. Kelly of the Badger The-
atre, Reedsburg, spent Monday and
Tuesday in Milwaukee arranging
his bookings.

Carl Ebert has joined the Fox
sales force and is traveling north

central Wisconsin territory. Mr.
Ebert was formerly associated with
First National.

Otto Bell of the Bell Theatre.
Sparta, was among out of town
exhibitors in the city this week.

Chester Goetz of the Rex at

Beloit and the Beverly at Janes-
ville, was a recent Milwaukee vis-

isii ir.

"Dad" Walcott came up from
Racine where he manages the Ma-
jestic, for a short visit.

Plans for the new Fox exchange
have been completed and construc-
tion will begin immediately. The
new location of the exchange is

the northwest corner of 9th and
i lybourn Streets. Plans indicate

roomy, bright and conveniently ar-

ranged offices. It is expected the

build'ng will be completed about
the first of the year.

Augu-t Bergholz, who manages

the Mermac at West Bend, was a

recent Milwaukee visitor.

Fred Willett. it is rumored, is

planning to open a theatre in north-

ern Wisconsin, either at Hurley or

at Three Lakes. Mr. Willctte is

well known to exhibitors, for he

was associated with First National

a- a -ale-man for hw years, prior

to which he was with Celebrated
for live years.

< hit of town exhibitors who vis-

ited local exchanges this week, in-

cluded Neil Duffy of the Elite at

Appleton, Frank Cook of the New
Strand at Platteville. Ed. Michael-
son of Madison and A. C. Accola
of the Bonham Theatre at Prairie

du Sac.

Harvey Hanson of the Palace
Theatre at Antigo, was in Milwau-
kee, en route to Chicago to meet
the "Missus," wdio is enjoying a

a shopping expedition in the Windy
City.

Dan Kelliher, of the Princess at

Elkhorn and the Majestic at Lake
Geneva, is out after more. Danny
is one of the most progressive ex-

hibitors in the state and his success

with his two houses prompts his

ambition to add a few more. He
has several important deals pend-
ing.

R. C. Eckstein of the Harden
Theatre, Cassville, is selling au-

tomi ilnle- a- a side-line.

Frank Trottman of the Gem,
Milwaukee, is back after a two
Weeks' fishing trip. He landed

three "muskies."

E. W. Emmons, of the Eagle
Theatre, Eagle River, was a visit-

or to Film Row during the week.

Mr. Emmons reports snow- and
ducks are flying plentifully in his

part of the country. He left in

three inches of snow.

Moin
£2G

THE Strand 'Theatre at Tort

Dodge changed hands recently
when S. S. Harsh of Mapletown,
la., bought the house from II. II.

1'rine. Mr. Harsh sold his house at

Mapleton recently. He took pos
on of the Strand in October.

< ). II. Garland, salesman for

I'atlie, has been a bit under the
weather. He has one of those

things that tried the patience oi

Job— a boil on tin i nd of his

nose.

Jack Mitchell, salesman for the
Denver office of F.B.O. for six

years, is now travelling i ml of the
I )es Mo nes office. He will, tempo
rarily, take the whole state as his

territory, following up some spei ial

'The Open House at the Tox Film
Exchange was postponed until a

later. October 27 and 28
are the date- on the invita

out to lit ovei the

tate I i • i hange staff, headi d

Ben Ri ngi ild, branch managi i

.

will be hosts at a buffet luncheon
u t w eh e and i me on Wednes-

day.

I udi Bosten, owner of the Vm
tizu 'Theatre at Muscatine, suffered

a loss la-t week when his brother,

who was associated with him in

his theatre interests, succumbed to

sudden heart failure.

J. C, Flynn, district manager, and

E. M. Saunders, general sales man-
ager, have been visiting the Des
Moines office of Metro-Goldwyn-
M o \ or.

William Flynn, who comes from
i- City, is now travelling for

the Des Moines office of Metro-
Goldwyn Mayer, lie is replacing

Carl Ree-e who went to Universal.

A number of new theatres are

i ip ning up in Iowa, under the di-

rection of Jack field. He is open-
ing up a theatre at Oakland, one at

Bentley, another at McClelland, a

new house at Woca, i ine at Cnder-
\

1 and another at Trawior, la.

i in i h tober 6, the Shea 'Theatre

at Blenco, fa., had its opening
l'.\ ei - and l illinger have bought

the Opera Hou-e at I'riimdiar from

J. A. Klink.

J. W. Zike has bought the Lewis
i in Mire at I .ew is. I le purchased the

theatre from Mr. Huidenburg.
( i. T. McKee sold the I e< laire

i e at I e( fore recently. The
bought DJ I lelll

J
V

I
! i iege.

'The Opera House at Elgin, la.,

was sold In C. 0. Christ to W. M.
Miller.

Fred Wenzel sold his interests

in his theatre at Uvord, la. The
theatre, which is called the Opera
House, was bought by M. Rippley.

The Opera House at Radcliffe

changed hands when it was bought

bj I >. S. Iverson from N. L. Lamb.
C. C. Becker has bought the

Strand Theatre at Pomeroy.
II. 1". Jacobs has purchased the

Opera House at Milo. The house
was previously owned by George
Manners.

E. P. Smith, head of the MI*.
I

ii V of Iowa, has sent out no-

tices for a convention of the ex-

hibitors of the -tate on October
26 and October 27. The meeting
will be one of the largest in some
time, is the expi elation of Mr.
Smth. as some important business
i- to be transacted. Mr. Smith
is owner of the Strand 'Theatre at

New |, ,n.

N. C. Rice, manager of the Des
Moines branch of F.B.O., ha- ben
travelling in the southern part of

the -late

\t this time of the year big

orders in theatre supplies have
practically all been taken care of,

while the demand for small stuff.

theatre supplies in the line of tick-

it- and carbons, shows an increase.

say the executives of the

of the National Theatre Supply
i ompany. During the last month
the company at the Des Moines

offi< e -aw one of its biggesl months
but it was all in little orders.

Visitors in Movie Row were Mr.
Ilolbin of the Olympic Theatre at

Lenox.. Jake Cohen ,'i the Strand

at ottumwa. E. Ridgewaj of the

Lyric at Coon Rapids, C. C. Lo-
e.in of Dexter and W. F. Curtis

of Redfield.

Fox Films' new Des Moines ex-

change at 1022 High Street offi-

cialh i
poind for business last

week. All details for the opening

were completed b\ I bene Office

Representative, Max Milder. Dis-

trict Manager, Ira Cohen and
Branch Manager Benin Reiivold.

Salesman Dickson. Gottleib and

McClintic were on the job bright

and early Monday and following a

final conference with Rr. Reingold
went into their respective terri-

tories. \nother salesman will be

selected, Raj O'Brien, formerly

assisant manager at Omaha, is

hooker in Des Moines
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Theatre Management
Equipment ConstpuctionOpepation
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New Equipment Boomed Army Receipts
Directors' Recognition of Value of Technical Side of House Operation

Quickly Reflected at Box Offices of Service Cinemas

By R. B. Murray
Director U.S. Army Motion Picture Service

(Editor's Note—This is the second and con-
cluding installment of an article written for
MOTION PICTURE NEWS and describing
the U.S. Army Motion Picture Service, which
operates 105 theatres at posts and reservations
in the United States and Panama Canal Zone.
The first installment appeared in last week's
issue of this publication).

AT the commencement of the U.S.
Army Motion Picture Service in
January, 1921, the big weakness in

the scheme and the one most likely to cause
it to fail, was the fact that the job of
getting the pictures on the screens had,
of necessity, to be entrusted to untrained
enlisted men. It would not be a difficult

matter, of course, to train 105 soldiers as
projectionists, but there was no assurance
that they would still be on the job a month
after they were trained or that before
they were relieved they would have the
opportunity to pass their knowledge on to
their successors. The only possible solu-
tion, therefore, was to use projection ap-
paratus that would be as nearly foolproof
as possible. After months of patient ex-
periments the theatre equipment engineer,
Mr. Roger M. Hill, was successful in de-
veloping mazda equipment with which
really excellent results can be secured
by men of but little experience. With
this special equipment it is possible to pro-
ject a brilliant sixteen or eighteen-foot pic-
ture at distances up to 170 feet.

Staff of Projection Engineers
Operating on the theory that it is better

to lock the barn before the horse is stolen,

the Service has a staff of projection engi-
neers. These men are charged with the
installation, maintenance, and repair of all

machines in their respective territories and
are constantly on the road, going from
theatre to theatre, engaged in this work.
As a result of this insurance and of the
special equipment in use, approximately
300 enlisted men, many of them with no pre-
vious experience, projected approximately
141.000,000 feet of film through 210 pro-
jectors last year and damaged but 222
feet. A contributing cause to this record
is the fact that each projector is equipped
with a constant speed drive which makes
over-speeding of the machine impossible.
The theatres of the Service provide seat-

ing capacity for 40,000 people. Today it

has 22,000 opera chairs as against 5,000
four years ago, and it intends to add to
that number as rapidly as funds become
available, until all uncomfortable seats
have been replaced.

Of the 105 theatres operated by the U.

S. Army Motion Picture Service, 35 operate

at a profit as against but 20 four years

ago. To the posts which maintain profit-

making theatres, 20 per cent, of their profit

is returned to be devoted to other activities.

Many post schools for the children of offi-

cers and enlisted men are supported in

whole or in part by these dividend checks.

The balance of the profit received from
the larger and more advantageously situ-

ated playhouses is used for the support of

the 70 theatres which are operated at a
loss. Any balance remaining is used to

make improvements in the theatres and to

provide increased facilities where it ap-

pears that by so doing a losing post can be
brought into the profit class.

Ads of First Run Houses An Aid
The theatres are not run in competition

with any civilian theatres. Civilian pa-
tronage is not solicited, no advertising be-

ing posted off the reservations. On the

other hand, the Service has made "movie
fans" of many people who were not for-

merly in the habit of patronizing the mo-
vies. As the vast majority of the army
theatres are only open two or three nights

a week, these people patronize the nearest
civilian theatres on some of the other
nights. The Service has often found, to

its chagrin, that there is a very consid-

erable number of people who cannot be
enticed into foregoing the opportunity of

seeing a picture first-run by telling them
to wait a couple of weeks and see it at their

own army theatre. On the other hand, the
advertising done by the first-run houses
reacts to the benefit of the Service in a

considerable measure.

Broaden Scope of Appeal
A house organ, called the "Theatre

News" and edited by Mr. Fred Bund, Jr.,

the Kansas City Manager, is published
each month. By this method the Service
is enabled to keep in constant close touch
with the men who are really putting the
service over in the field: the enlisted the-

atre personnel. By means of this magazine,
the Service has put over many desirable
plans, stirred up competition for geatev
receipts and larger sales of coupon books,
promoted a feeling of pride in a well-pro-
jected picture, persuaded operators to les-

sen the chance of an interruption in the
show by inspecting the film before pro-
jecting it, and increased and improved the
local advertising media. The interest dis-

played in this magazine by the men in the
field is intense.

At the outset of the service, the universal
cry from every post was for Western pic-

tures and still more Western pictures. Act-
ing in the belief that it would be fatal to
play to a particular section of the audi-
ences, the Service did not furnish this

type of picture as often as it was requested.
The attendance at pictures of a type other
than the Western style was pitifully small;
and the thought of the moment, therefore,
dictated the showing of whatever type of
picture drew the best attendance. A
thought to the future, however, indicated
the dangerous condition that would ensue
from a constant showing of one type of pic-

ture. Inevitably, it would result in satiat-

ing the audiences' taste for this class of
film without having developed a taste for
any other class. It took nerve to sacrifice

immediate profits, but the results as the
months passed proved the wisdom of this

move. As time went on and the attendance
on other types of film increased, requests
came in for fewer of the Western type
in order to make room for the other kinds.
Today, while the best attendances are still

secured with the Westerns, they are but a
fraction better than the attendances se-

cured with various other types. The sol-

diers have been educated to the point where
their preferences are practically catholic.

Unique Features of Service

It is believed that the U. S. Army Mo-
tion Picture Service is unique in that:

1. It is the only motion picture theatre
exhibiting in its theatres the product of
all the distributors, both National and
State Right.

2. It is the only motion picture theatre
circuit using incandescent projection equip-
ment in each and every one of its theatres
from the fifty-foot throw and eight-foot
picture to the one hundred seventy-foot
throw and eighteen-foot picture.

3. It is one of the few theatre circuits

that has accorded real recognition to the
technical side of the business. It is ad-
ministered by the theatre equipment engi-

neer, Mr. Roger M. Hill, whose position is

analogous to that of one of the vice presi-

dents of a chain theatre corporation, de-
voting his entire attention to projection.

This recognition, which has been accorded
since the very inception of the Service, is

in no small measure responsible for its

financial suocess. The fitting out of each
theatre with a carefullv designed projec-
tion plant has been reflected in every in-

stance in the box office. Maintenance of
first-class screen results is regarded as es-

sential to profitable operation.
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N .Y. Capitol Celebrates 7th Anniversary
Brilliant Music and

Ballets on Program
With "The Magician"

THE Capitol Theatre in New York this

week is celebrating its seventh anni-

versary with a specially prepared program
arranged by Major Edward Bowes, man-
aging director. The Capitol's leading at-

traction is "The Magician," the new Rex
Ingram production based on Somerset
Maugham's story of the same title. In-

cluded in the supplementary films is "A
Lion Roundup," another of the series of

Ufa short subjects being presented by the

Capitol.

The musical program is typical of the

high ideals and standards which this pop-

ular Broadway institution has maintained

during the seven years of its existence.

An elaborate ballet and several distin-

guished soloists are features of the pro-

gram for the week.

Three well-known artists comprise the

group of soloists. Carlo Ferretti, baritone,

will sing the aria "Vision Fugitive" from
Massenet's opera, "Herodiade." Pietro

Capodiferro, first trumpeter of the Capitol

Orchestra will play the "Inflammatus"
from Rossini's "Stabat Mater." Clarabel

Nordholm, soparno, will sing Friml's de-

lightful composition, "L'amour, Toujours
1 'amour."

The ballet, arranged by Chester Hale,

ballet master, is called "The Enchanted
Forest." Joyce Coles and John Triesault

dance the principal roles. The characters

of the forest, gnomes, bacchantes, and
ehauve souris, .ire portrayed by the Capitol

Ballei Corps and the specially trained

group of Chester Hale Girls. The over-

ture for the week is " Tannhauser, " played
by the Capitol Grand Orchestra.

Missouri's Stage Program
Headed tav Volcra Singers
The stage program offered last week at

fhc Mi 'mil Theatre, St. Louis, was headed
by the Volga Singers, an aggregation of

eighl male singers and had a dance act

featuring the Missouri Dancers in a pre-

sentation of the "Black Bottom." Adolphe
Meiijou in "The Ace of Cads" was the

photoplay nit raction.

"The Black Pirate," with the Publix
stage show, "Phantom Melodies," were the

features offered on screen and stage at the

Ambassador.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for «

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Lackawanna 7876

I."') Broadway, New York City

LEAGUE'S PRESENTATION
Prologues and presentations are an important feature of the programs offered at the Rialto

Theatre. Denver. These stage numbers are produced by Walter League, manager of the house.

Photo above shows setting used recently for an act called "Styles and Steps," in which vocal and
instrumental music and dances were featured.

Second Week for Program
At Mark-Strand

'

' The Prince of Tempters '

' and the entire

surrounding program arranged by Manag-
ing Director Joseph Plunkett for the pre-

miere of this feature, is being repeated this

week at the Mark Strand, New York. The
week will be celebrated as a "star week"
at the Strand, stars of the photoplay ap-
pearing on different nights through the

week.
The surrounding program is headed by

a new Strand Frolic starring Edward Al-

bano, tenor; Mile. Klemova and M. Daks,
dancers; Pauline Miller, soprano and the
Mark Strand Male ensemble. A prologue
introducing Ketelby's "In a Monastery
Garden" precedes presentations of the fea-
ture picture at de luxe performances.

Oscard Producer of Rivoli

Stage Presentation
A singing and dancing novelty acl called

"Barnyard Follies" and produced by Paul
Oscard, is the Publix unit show offered

this week at the Rivoli, New York, as the

stage feature of a bill headed by " Lou-
dim, " a Dorothy Gish starring vehicle pro-

duced in England. The Rivoli Orchestra,
Cinder Irvin Talbot's direction is commero
orating the LOlsl birthday anniversary "i

Johann Sir.-iuss with an overture of the

"waltz king's" famous melodies. A spe-

cial shori film showing Emil Jannings, who
arrived in New York lasl week, in scenes

from his leading screen plays, is being

e ented on the Rivoli's program tor the
u eek.

Murray Anderson, as the leading stage of-

fering. Jacques Beaucaire and the Capitol

Orchestra presented "A Day With the

Gvpsies," in which music from Herbert's,

"The Fortune Teller," was played. With
the latter presentation a short screen story

of gypsy life and a dancer and singer were
included.

Banjo Team Stages Feature
At Des Moines Rialto

Prank and Chic Evans, "the collegiate

banjoists" were the sta'_re feature <>f the

hill offered lasl week at the Rialto Theatre,

Des Moines, which presented "The Quar-
terback" as the screen attraction.

The Capitol's hill was headed by the

Reginald Denny screen comedy, "Take It

From Me," and had the publix 1'nit show,

"Milady's Shawl," produced by John

Happiness Boys Head Bill at

Branford, Newark
The Happiness Boys, Ernest Hare and

Billy Jones of radio fame, were the leading

attraction offered last week at the Bran-

ford Theatre, Newark. The stage portion

of the program included a dance act fea-

turing Mallinoff and Gray, assisted by the

Andrini Bros. "Prisoners of the Storm"
was the photoplay feature, with a De Forest

Phonofilm as an added feature of the screen

hill.

The Mosque presented a new "Mosque
Frolic" featuring the eight Leonora Step-

pers, Galdys St. John, soprano, and Fa-

biano," mandolin artist, as the stage enter-

tainment offered with "The Strong Man,"
the photoplay attraction.

Collegiate Revue Offered at

Minneapolis State
A lively revue with an atmosphere as col-

legiate as its title. "Pah. Rah, Rah," was

the stage feature which headed the bill

surrounding the presentation of "One Min-

ute to Play" at the State Theatre. Min-

neapolis, last week. The stage show pre-

sented Burns and Foran :i< the leading spe-

cialists, and included Falie Lelacheur. Ray
Covert, Lester Backer and George Barton,

Jr.

Trudy Ederle popular Star at

State in Boston
Gertrude Ederle of channel swimming

fame, with Aileen Riggin, champion Olym-
pic diver and Helen Wainwright, another

Olympic swimming star, were big drawing

cards at Loew'a State Theatre. Boston, the

pasl week, staging special swimming and

diving stunts in a huge glass tank witli

special illumination.
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Hotel Dance Orchestra Now
Feature at Seattle House
Jackie Souders and his Venetian Gardens

Orchestra, an exclusive Columbia recording

orchestra, now playing at the Olympic
Hotel in Seattle, is featured each week on
the program of the Fifth Avenue Theatre
in that city in a revue of popular dance
numbers. Arrangements to this effect have
been made by Hal Home, managing director

of the Fifth Avenue, and Frank W. Hull,

managing director of the Olympic Hotel
for the United Hotels Company.

In addition to his offering of several

dance selections, Souders and his orchestra

also furnish the musical accompaniment
for the stage presentation that is a weekly
feature at the Fifth Avenue.

Boiler Takes Smalley Post
Resigned by Bothner

Edward Boiler, formerly associated with

the Keith interests, has succeeded Al Both-

ner on the Smalley Circuit. The latter re-

cently resigned from Smalley to join the

Schine company. Boiler will devote the

major portion of his time to booking ama-
teur acts for presentation at eleven of the

sixteen houses operated by Smalley in up-

per New York.
The demand for amateur acts in that

section is so great that an employment
agency in Troy recently announced the

opening of a department to furnish local

talent to theatres.

Returns Admissions Because
Show Lacks Short Subject
Charles Sesonske, an old-time exhibitor in

Central New York, would rather have the

good will of his community than a few dol-

lars. This was aptly illustrated recently

when Mr. Sesonske reopened his recently

acquired theatre in Lowville, NY.
Through a delayed shipment, Mr. Se-

sonske did not receive his short subject for

the opening night. The remainder of the

show, however, had arrived, but Sesonske
decided that in view of the fact that his

advertised short subject was not included,

he would return the ticket of admission to

everyone present. This he did.

Fort Plain Theatre Stages
Old Time Husking Bee

With fried cakes and cider free to every-

one, the William Smalley Theatre at Fort
Plain, N.Y., last week staged an old-fash-

ioned husking bee which proved a popular
community attraction. But one picture was
shown during the evening. Then followed
the husking bee, after which there was an
old-fashioned dance, with Bill Ludwig, call-

ing off. The stasre had been transformed
into a barn for the time being and on this

the dance was held. The whole evening's
entertainment was given for thirty cents,

the usual price of admission to the theatre.

Song Team Added Stars at Shea's
The program offered last week at Shea's

Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo, was headed by
the Richard Dix vehicle, "The Quarter-
back," and had the Publix show "The
Giant Piano" as the stage feature, with
Yates and Lawley, songsters, as an added
attraction.

The

MANAGER'S OFFICE

GEORGE HUPEPENBECKER has been ap-

pointed general manager of the theatre de-

partment of Standard Film Service Co., of

Cleveland. Standard now operates ten houses
in various parts of Ohio. They are the Strand
and Priscilla, Toledo; Majestic, Sidney;
Southern and Hippodrome, Bucyrus ; Windsor,
Canton; Webber, Dover; Rivoli, Defiance;
Ruble, Logan, and Rivoli, Zanesville.

ARTHUR SWANKE, for the past four
years advertising and exploitation director

for L. B. Clarke at El Dorado, Ark., is now
house manager of the Century, Jackson, Miss.
Swanke also manages the Istrione and is adver-
tising and exploitation director for the
Majestic. All are Saenger Amusement Co.
houses.

STAN BROWN has been appointed manaper
of the Tower, Milwaukee, to succeed Henry

Stickelmeier, who has returned to Peoria where
he expects to manage his own theatre. Mr.
Brown also supervises the management of the
Strand, Miller and Mojeska.

SAM GERTZ has been appointed manager of
the Vic Theatre, Chicago, which is chang-

ing its policy from vaudeville and pictures,

charging an admission of thirty-five and forty

cents, to a straight picture show at ten cents

admission.

GEORGE CHRISTOFFERS, former Seat-

tle showman, was last week announced as

the new manager of the Highway and Holly-
wood theatres in Portland. These are two of
the newest suburban houses in the Oregon city,

presenting elaborate film and stage programs.

Entries Heavy in Boston Met.
Baby Contest

Hundreds of entries are pouring in

the Metropolitan Theatre, Boston, tie-up

with the "Boston Evening American" in a

perfect baby contest, in which all babies

born in Boston since the Metropolitan Thea-
tre opened, Oct. 17, 1925, are eligible. Of
the hundreds of entries, one hundred will

be chosen by judges for a thorough physical

examination and from this group, pictures

of the winners will be shown at the Metro-
politan Theatre. Cash prizes ranging from
$150 down will be awarded the winners.

Gus Edwards Revue Playing
Loew Presentation Houses
Gus Edwards and his latest proteges, in-

cluding Nitza Vernille, Leota and Lola

Lane, Dorothea James, Reynold Sisters,

Virginia Martin and Ray Bolger have been
• ivrn a route on the Loew Circuit, start-

ing: at Loew's State, Buffalo, November 1st.

The revue is known as "Ritz Carlton

Nights," and will mark Edwards' farewell

tour on the stage prior to the establishment
of his school for the stage.

Albany Mark Strand Starts

Stage Presentations
Presentation acts were given at the Mark

Strand in Albany this week for the first

time. In connection with the feature pic-

ture, there was a number given by Harry
Breuer, of the New York Strand, a Xylo-
phone artist, and also a number given by
Stuart Ross, concert oiamst..

Allen Abroad to Book Acts
For Fox Circuit

Edgar Allen, associated with Jack Loeb
as chief vaudeville booker of the William
Fox Circuit of theatres, sailed on the Le-
viathan, last Saturday for an extensive

tour of Europe in search of novelties and
stage attractions for the presentation in

conjunction with the photoplay programs
at Fox houses.

It is the intention of William Fox and
his vaudeville organization to establish a
department under the personal supervision
of Jack Loeb and Edgar Allen for the

discovery and encouragement of profes-

sionals as well as those who are ambitious
enough to seek fame and fortune behind the
footlights.

"Ben-Hur" Closes Cleveland
Run October 30th

"Ben-Hur" will close its eight weeks'
Cleveland run at the Ohio Theatre on Octo-
ber 30. A. D. Head, manager of publicity

for the show, states that the picture will

have played to approximately 160,000 in

that time.

The Cleveland engagement covers the

greater portion of Northern Ohio. It's only
other Northern Ohio presentation at this

time will take place in Toledo, where it

opens for a one-week engagement, starting

October 31st.

Hallowe'en Carnivals Event
At Crandall Theatres

Hallowe'en Carnivals, at which prizes will

be awarded juveniles appearing in the pret-

tiest and funniest costumes, are to be fea-

tured as a Saturday matinee event at the

Stanley-Crandall houses in Washington, D.
O. on October 30. The carnivals will be
held at the Tivoli, Colony, Home, Apollo,

York, Avenue Grand and Ambassador the-

atres.

Bigger Presentations New
Policy at Roger Sherman
The Roger Sherman Theatre m New

Haven, Conn., last week inaugurated a

series of presentations of larger scope than

tlmse previously offered with feature pic-

tures. The bill for last week was headed

by "Paris," a revue featuring Mile. An-
il ree with Stephen Constatine and his or-

chestra in support. Sigurd Nilssen, for

some time a star soloist at the Capitol in

New York, also appeared on the stape bill.

The screen feature was "Bachelor Brides."

Dance and Comedy Teams
in Omaha Presentations
"The Dancing Dorans," offering a danc-

ing act, were the stars of last week's stasre

presentation at the Strand Theatre, Omaha,
which offered "The Amateur Gentleman"
as the screen attraction. The Rialto had
Taylor and Hawks, specialists in comedy
and song, as a stage attraction at the head
of a bill featuring the Richard Dix screen

vehicle, "The Quarterback."

Karmino's Ballet Plays Olympic
Karmino's Ballet with Norbert Kouba

and seven assisting artists, was the stas:e

feature of last week 's program at the

Olvmnic Theatre. Pittsbursrh.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATION
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 Broadway

Tel. 5580 Pen.
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Princess Theatre, Lebanon,
Attractive New House

The Princess Theatre, Lebanon, 111.,

erected by the Crescent Amusement Com-
pany at the reported cost of $50,000, held

its opening night during the first week of

October.

It is claimed by the management that the

Princess is one of the most attractive and
completely equipped in any town in the

state the size of Lebanon. The theatre is

provided with upholstered seats and special

interior lighting effects and cooling system.

John Hatcher, for the past two years

manager of the Howard Theatre, Lebanon,

will be in active charge of the new Princess.

Interior view of the new Tampa Theatre, Tampa. Fla., recently opened to the public and considered one of the

finest examples of the "atmospheric" type house. John Eberson, of Chicago, drew the plans

"Cost a Million? Worth
More," Says Patron

Tampa's New Atmospheric Theatre Acclaimed
as One of Southland 9

s Finest

Tl I K opening of the new Tampa The-

atre, at Tampa, Florida, gives to that

city the distinction of having the

mosl magnificent theatre in the State, if not

in the entire South. The house cost a mil-

lion dollars, and what is more, it looks it,

in tact this writer heard a remark at the

grand opening.
•T1m\ -,i\ it cost a million," said one

pal ion.

'•Well, they got it Cheap. It's worth

double t hat." was the reply of his friend.

The house was built and is owned by
olidated Amusements, Inc., who also

operate five other theatres in Tampa.
Stockholders of the corporation are local

people and the Publix Company. The house

iperated under the directions of the

Publix with John B. Carroll, General Man-
of the Tampa theatres ami Supervisor

of the Publix theatre- in St. Petersburg,

and James M. Wiest, managing director of

the Tampa.

True "Atmospheric' Effect

Words are inadequate to really describe

this beautiful house. Prom the lobby, which

is a brilliant ma oi light . one enter- a

grand lobby built to represent a patio,

through the foyer with its wonderful dee

orations and furnishings into the main au-

ditorium. "Atmospheric" is the proper

name for this portion of the house, for the

illusion is that of being outdoors. The walls

are built to rep: ild world palace-,

with balconied, towers, gardens ami pillars.

I'.ii rol are Pesl in ' here and there ami an

immense peacock is perched upon a wall.

The dome gives the illusion of being under

the starry heavens with fleecy clouds and

twinkling stars. John Eberson, noted Chi-

cago architect, who has of late specialized

mi the "atmospheric" effects in theatres,

designed the Tampa.

Every comfort i- furnished the patrons

nl i In- house. The 2,500 seats are big and

r ny ami heavily cushioned. The aisles

are broad and the carpets soft. There are

handsome rest rooms, smoking rooms and
lounges. The heating and cooling arrange-

ments are so elaborate and perfect that the

entire house LS kept at an even temperature

no matter whether the house i- empty or

tilled. It seems that nothing has been over-

looked. The Carrier Engineering Corp ra

tion of Newark, X.J., are the cooling system

people who are responsible for the modern
ami efficient atmospheric conditioning plant

installed.

One could till a book if they attempted

to fully describe the busts and statues, the

lighting effects ami decorations, the won-

derful organ and the delightful orchestra,

I lie pictures and the perfect projection, the

artists and the added attractions. They
are all -nperh ami Tampa is delighted with

this wonder house.
The Tampa opened Friday evenine, Oc-

tober the loth. Manager Wiest had even
detail worked out in advance and the great

task was put over according to schedule

and without the slightest hitch. <>ne of

the features of the opening was an elabo

rate Souvenir Program conceived by Mr.

Wiest and i.ne of the finest things of the

kind ever prepared.

Jefferson Amus. Plans New
Texas Enterprise

Plans for a new $600,000 theatre for

Beaumont, Texas, on which construction

will be started here early in November,

have been announced by the Jefferson

Amusement Company, operators of four

theatres in Beaumont and others in Port

Arthur and Orange. The structure will be

of Spanish design, with an elaborate en-

trance following the Spanish note and com-

fortable lounges- on both ground and bal-

cony floors will be featured. An expensive

pipe organ will be installed. The theatre

will be devoted exclusively to motion pic-

tures and vaudeville.

Final Plans Complete On
Carolina Theatre

Final plans are said to have been com-
pleted for the erection of a new theatre

building for Durham, N.C., and it is further

stated that a lease has already been signed

with one of the largest theatre operating

corporations in the South, having interests

in North Carolina, Georgia and Alabama.
The site selected is known as the Ellis

property and is situated on both Main and
Chapel Hill streets. The proposed theatre

will seat from 1,200 to 1,500 and will offer

strictly first-class picture attractions as its

program.

Theatre and Lodge Under
Way at Topeka

Bids will he taken early in November on

a new theatre and lodge building to be

erected at Ninth and Vermont streets. Law-
rence, Kas. The local Odd Fellows Lodge is

owner of the project. The building will be

two and four stories high with basement
and cover a site 100 by 117 feet. It will

cost about $125,000. Ralph E. Scamell, 509

National Reserve Building Topeka. Kas.,

i- the architect.

McGrory to Build House at

Weymouth, Mass.
Arthur L. McGrory, 15 Central Avenue,

Weymouth. Mass., is having plans drawn
by Architect John F. Kelly, of Boston, for

n motion picture theatre on Commercial
Sheet. Weymouth, construction on which

i- expected to -tart about December 15th.

Plan Neu Hartford Playhouse

State Amusement Company is having

plans drawn for a new theatre and business

building at 64-90 Village Street. Hartford.

< I 'till.
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Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, *Tan" is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Projection
QpticsJ£lectrieity,Prddical Ideas^ advice

Inquiries and
Comments

I'Kn.IKCTIOXIST from Utica,

X.Y.. sends us an unsigned let-

ter in which he asks for a

simple definition of power
factor, and for information
concerning a new type of arc

control which is entirely automatic in opera-

tion. That is, the arc control feeds up until

the carbons are struck, whereupon it re-

verses and feeds back until the desired arc

1 1 is established.

In his general haste to get the letter off,

our friend not only neglected to sign it

hut also forgot to include a diagram to

which he refers in his questions.

He writes as follows :

"Dear Sir:
'

' T have been having a little argument
with my pardner in this theatre which I

think you can settle for us. While talking

over the proper way to determine the cur-

rent consumed by ;i piece of electrical ma-
chinery—the motor driving the projector in

this case—he claimed that on A.C. it is not

correct to just divide the horse power rating

of the motor by the product of the voltage

and the efficiency in order to find the cur-

rent necessary to drive the motor.

"According to him, another thing called

power factor, must be considered and the

effect of this is to still further increase

the current required to operate the motor.

In order to prove this is so, he drew a

diagram of the change in current and volt-

age for every period in a complete cycle

whicli he (daims shows that power i- actu-

ally delivered to the motor without beine;

used. T am sending the diagram with this

letter. It is not very well made but I

think you will be able to understand what
it me.

"Is In- righi . and i E so, w h\ .' For my
part, I eannol see how the thing he claims

(•.in he so hut I am willing to take your
word in this matter.

"There is one more question I would like

to ask ymi. My pardner also tells me
thai there i - ;i new ;ire control out which
automatically -ink' 1 - the arc and then hacks
up until the are hums nt the proper voltage

"Can you give me any information con-

cerning thi '"

The Reversible Control
\ for the last question asked. Friend

Dtica, we can answer that immediately by
saying "Yes, there is such a control, al-

though we do not know yet if it i- avail-

able." We have seen one such are control

in operation and have heard reports con-
cerning the existence of still another for
which the same claims are advanced. For
the present, that is all we can say concern
ing this matter, but we believe it will nol

be long before more detailed information on

this device will be available.

Power in A. C. Circuit

We believe your friend to be right in his

statements on the effect of power factor in

determining the current required to operate

an A.C. motor. A simple explanation of

why this is so cannot be given in a few
words, since it is first necessary to describe

the relation between the fundamental elec-

trical quantities.

Electrical power is the result of the com-
bined effect of current and voltage "at any
particular instant." Where neither the

current nor voltage are changing, the power
which depends upon these two quantities, is

also constant.

In an alternating current circuit contain-

ing nothing but "resistance," the voltage

—hence current—is periodically changing,

so that the power must also be periodically

changing. Now, in a pure resistance cir-

cuit, the voltage and current are in phase

—

that is, a change in the first produces a

like change in the second—and the power,

being a result of these two quantities, must
also he in phase. The word phase is not

commonly used when speaking of power,
hut it can be used here to point out the

relation.

When multiplying the current by the

voltage to obtain the power, we find that

during one half of the cycle both the cur-

rent and voltage are "positive," while

during the next half of the cycle, they are

hoth "negative." This simply means that

no change in the sign (plus or minus) of

the resulting power wave will occur. That
is, the power, while always changing in

amount will always be positive.

In the case of a circuit containing only
reactance, the current "lags" the voltage

by !•() degrees so that when the voltage is at

il< maximum value the current is zero and
vice versa. The power, at these two in-

stants, being a product of the two quanti-
ties, i- also zero. At 45 decrees, the voltage
is plus, while the current is minus, so that

their product will be minus. If the power
wave is thus traced for a complete cycle
we will find that it is first minus, then plus,

then minus again, etc. Now what does
•'minus'' power mean? It simply means
that during that part of the cycle power
i- being pumped back into the line, while

the next instant when it is pin-, the same
amount is being drawn out of the line

again. The net result i< that no power i-

being supplied, yet voltage is applied and
current is flowing.

In other words, we have all the necessary
machinery and do all the work of driving
'In generator, yet receive no power in re-

turn. Hence, in a purely inductive circuit,

the power i< zero.

Suppose resistance and reactance are
placed in series in the same circuit. The
current will again lag the voltaire hy a cer-

tain angle and if the amount of reactance,

compared with the resistance is small, the

angle of lag will also be small.

Now, we have just seen that the power
in a resistance circuit is positive and hence
"all useful," whereas the power in a cir-

cuit containing nothing but reactance is

alternately plus and minus, so that the

average is zero. In a circuit containing
large resistance and little reactance, there-

fore, we would expect only a small power
loss due to the bad effects of reactance. The
more reactance in the circuit, as compared
with resistance, the greater will be the

amount of "non-useful power."

Power Factor

The amount of this non-useful power can
be determined by what is known as the

"power factor" of the circuit. It is the

"actual power" divided by the "apparent
power," or, to express it as an equation:

Power factor

actual power

apparent power
Thus, if 100 volts were driving 20 am-

peres through a circuit the apparent power
would be 100x20=2000 Watts. If we took
a Watt meter and "measured" the power,
however, we might measure only 1600
Watts. The power factor would then be:

1600
= 0.8 or 80%

2000
The power factor can never be greater

than one (1.0). The simple power equa-
tion, taking into account power factor, is as

follow*:

P = E x I x P. P.

Thus, a 110-volt, 1 kilowatt motor (single

phase) having a power factor of 0.7 would
require L.O = !.4:i loy to dri™ i1 (This as— sumes 100% efficiency.) The

0.7 line current for this motor
would accordingly be

1430
Watts = 12.9 ampere

110
If the efficiency of this particular motor

was Sl! r ; the power necessary to drive it

would be

1.4H

k\v = 1.0 kw.
0.S

The line current would then be
1800

- Watts in. I amperes
no

In order to correct the ill effects of low
power factor, industrial companies and
power companies use synchronous con-
densers which draw a leading current and
so counteract, to a certain extent, the lag-

ging current due to reactance loads con-
nected to the lines. A synchronous con-

denser is simply a synchronous motor which
may either float idly on the line or may

i ( 'ontinued on next page i
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View of the spacious projection room of the Capitol Theatre, Portchester, N. Y., opened a short time ago by
Jack Ungerfeld and associates. Joe Hornstein, of the National Theatre Supply Company made the installation

which consists of two Simplex, Peerless arc equipped projectors, one Brenkert spot and one Henry Mestrum
spot

National Theatre Supply Co. Effect

Final Details of Merger
dustry's development, the time has come
when only a nationally operating organiza-

tion, well-financed and thoroughly equipped,

can meet the exactions of the field in an
economic and service way.

'

' The advantages given to us in this

nation-wide organization permit us to effect

a large number of major economies in the

operation of our supply houses and in the

purchase of products. The exhibitor, in his

dealings with this organization, naturally

will find the benefits of these economies re-

flected in his transactions with us.

FINAL details of the consolidation of

a group of leading supply houses into

the National Theatre Supply Company
have been effected, and the new, national

organization is now in actual operation
throughout the country. Thirty-one branch
offices are now serving the requirements of

the trade in the various key centers.

"The National Theatre Supply Company
which is now functioning throughout the
country is the result of a long-apparent
necessity to establish in the equipment field

an organization of sufficient strength and
scope so as to be able to effect needed econ-
omies and improve service to the theatre
owner," said H. A. R. Dutton, President of
the company.
"The new company and its plan of or-

ganization are distinctly in line with the
trend of modern business. Although the
individual supply companies have in the
past rendered a valuable service to the
field and have been a factor in the in-

" Under our existing plan and scope of

organization we are enabled \o render the

type and kind of service that the theatre

field requires.

"Exhibitors will find this company and
its various branch houses keenly alive to

their requirements and thoroughly prepared
to meet them in the most economic and sat-

isfactory way possible."

Inquiries and Comments
{Continued from preceding page)

be connected to a load (in industrial plants)

in order to make it do double duty.
Many power companies try to limit the

use of low power factor loads by attaching

a penalty to the service requiring such
motors and, indeed, some even say that the

projection room shall not use equipment
having a power factor below 80%.
Low power factor simply means that all

the necessary equipment must be used and
all the work be done to obtain a certain

amount of power much in excess of the

actual power delivered by the equipment.
In other words, it represents a grossly in-

efficient condition for which the power
company must largely pay.

QHCiAN
NOVELTY SLIDES

2*T- S.BUSH
?Rqom 12 .52 W Chippewa 5f_ Buffalo M.Y

E. S. RINALDY
CHESTER, N. J.

Improved type apparatus for

Cartoon and Title Production and
Portable Time Lapse Fotografy

FILM DRYING UNITS
SPECIAL CINEMA WORK

MURPHY &BR0DE
510 W.45' ST. NY.

"
CHECKERING 6IOO

r inishiny 1 ouches

for the

THEATRE BEAUTIFUL

Artificial Flowers, Plants, Vines, Trees,

etc., illustrated in our Fall Catalogue

No. 7, mailed free on request.

No. 749

Stand of iron filled w ilh

flowers and ferns
ftOx'Ht Inches

Complete, $6.00

Frank Netschert, Inc.
61 Barclay Street New York, N. Y.

Scenery- Stage Settings
Draperies

OT only improve the appear-
ance of your theatre but

increase box office receipts.

Send for booklet 56

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
2Z6 WEST 47™ STREET - NEW YORK C

OS
JITY
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You invest in a new sign to attract

greater attention. Why not change the

appearance of your sign at intervals

with
ffigp Color Hoods
Six rich, fadeless
colors provide wide va-

riety of changes. Fit

standard lamp sizes. Su-
perior to dipping and

cheaper.

Write for full information.

2628 W. Congress St., Chicago

Makers also of Reynolds Motors.

Reco Flashers. Show Window
Flashers. Traffic Controls. Re-
flectors for Poster Boards, etc

VITALUX
LABORATORIES

Cutting Rooms"Storage Vaults

Projection Room

PROMPT QUALITY WORK
Regular and 16 m/m

Negative Developing— First Prints

Release Printing

Commercial and News Prints

130 West 46th St. New York City
TELEPHONE BRYANT 6322

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE

18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats. 30*; under 500, 70*; under 800. 85*:
over 800, 15*.
The most economical method of rcnchlni; the.iircs Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE $1 Oil I'KR M Ul' l.tstalf

10 to 601 saved in postage, etc.. through ellmlnn-
II, ,n of dead :ni(l duplicate theatres usually listed. I.law of
Producers, Distributors and Supply nealers.

MULTICRAPHINCI—MIMEOGRAPHING

—

1<> I,DING—ENCLOSING—MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.

709 Sixth Ave. Bt 41st St. New York City
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

'?%

AL
Ticket Registers

Ofcourse You Know
GoiDSEAL Quaint tickets

Te AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORP
723 SrvtwrM Aunui i»^v~ Vohx city

Must Build Theatre or City

Won't Sell Lot

ASTIPULATION in a city warrant
dealing with the erection of a mo-

tion picture theatre was recently the

cause of much discussion among certain

citizens of Mansfield, R. I.

The property in question was a so-

called fire station lot on North Main
Street. After many amendments had been
proposed and rejected ; it was voted to

sell the property to P. A. McDonnell, of
Boston. The sale will be made subject to

a clause stating that a theatre be erected
on the lot within a year, at a cost not
less than 150,000. A bond of $5,000 will
be required of the purchaser.

George Kilgen Organ Co.
to Make Stock Issue

George Kilgen & Sons, Inc., St. Louis
manufacturers of pipe organs, will shortly

sell through the hanking house of Lewis W.
Thompson & Company, Inc., $200,000 •'

per cent preferred and 2,000 shares of no
par value common stock. It will be sold

in units of one share of preferred and o1

shore of common for $101. A balance of

$300,000 preferred stock and 20,500 shares
common will give present stockholders for
their stock in the company.
The Kilgen family has been building pip°

organs since 1640, when Sebastian Kilgen
built his first organ at Durlach, Germany.
The company's plant is at 4016 North
Onion Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.

Work Started On Temple at

Kearney, Neb.
Work has started on the new Masonic

Temple and Motion Picture Theatre at 24th
and Central Avenue, Kearney, Nebr. The
World Realty Company, of Omaha, has the

lease on the theatre. The building will be
four-story, 75 by 130 feet and cost upwards
of $150,000. Walter Knutzen & Sons are
the general contractors. The Kearney
Lodge of A.F.&A.M. are building the struc-

ture.

Jacksonville House Opens
After Remodeling

After a reconstruction and enlargement
program involving the expenditure of sev-

eral thousands of dollars, Luttrell's Ma-
le-tie Theatre, Jacksonville, a popular mo-
tion picture theatre of that city, has re-

opened to the public. The house has
practically been rebuilt from end to end
and a new heating and ventilating system
installed. An Arctic Nu-Air cooling system
is included among the new equipment.

Increase Indiana House Seat-

ing Capacity
An addition that will raise the seating

capacity of the Irving Theatre, Indianap-
oli . [nd., from aboul l

s <i to BOO is under
construction'. The theatre will be complete
in every way. A new stage, fourteen feet

in length, is being constructed in the addi-

tion. Manager Walker stated that he hoped
to have the new addition ready for use some
time in November, or the first of December.

Big Indianapolis Theatre
Project Under Way

A $300,000 business building and com-
munity center containing a motion picture
and vaudeville theatre, a dance hall, office

rooms for doctors and dentists and ten
storerooms, will be built in Fountain Square
at Shelby and Prospect streets, Indianap-
olis, Ind., according to a recent statement
by Ben Sagalowsky, President of the Peer-
less Realty Company, a holding company
and subsidiary of the Columbia Securities

Company, which he also heads.
Razing of the block will be begun the first

of the year and the new business block will

be completed in the fall. The name ten-

tatively selected for it is the Fountain
Square Theatre Building.

The theatre, to be operated by a leasor
whose name has not been made public but
who is negotiating a lessee, will occupy the
center of the building. In the front of the
three-story building will be the offices for
the doctors and others, while on the third
floor will be a dance hall. The construction
will be fireproof of brick and stone.

The entrance to the theatre, which will

have a seating capacity of approximately
2,000, will be in Shelby Street. Plans for
the interior decorations have not been com-
pleted. The theatre will have a balcony.
Two other motion picture houses are sit-

uated in Fountain Square. It is understood
erection of another, on Virginia Avenue,
also is contemplated.

App!y for Theatre Permit at

Rochester, N.Y.
Application has been made for a permit

to erect a motion picture theatre at Driving
Park Avenue and Brozel Street, Rochester,
N.Y., at an estimated cost of $100,000.

J. G. Shultz is the applicant, acting for
the Exhibition Theatre Corporation. The
building will be 50 by 102 feet and con-
structed of brick and tile, trimmed with
cast stone.

May Lease City Auditorium
at Burlington, Vt.

The city of Burlington, Vt., is to erect

a municipal auditorium at a cost of about
$175,000, which it will equip with projection
booth and motion picture equipment. While
t Ik 1 auditorium will be largely used for
municipal functions and large social gather-
ings, it is understood that it will be leased
when not otherwise in use for motion
picture entertainment.

Announces New 1,800 Seat
Vancouver Theatre

John P. Kiggins. theatre owner of Van-
couver, Wash., has announced that he will

soon start construction on a new ISOO-seat
theatre which will take tin 1 place of the
present Liberty Theatre. The Liberty, ac-

cording to report, will be rebuilt and con-
verted into store buildings.

Permit Issued for Keith
Memorial, Boston

The Building Commissioner of Boston has
this week issued a permit to the Keith-
Albee interests for the new B. V. Keith
Memorial Theatre, 530 Washington Street.

The genera] contract for the construction,

exclusive of all fittings and furnishings,

will exceed $1,000,000.
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The group above includes ads of first run houses

which do not "find" but "make" a place in the

displays for their short offerings. Educational''s releases,

including Kinograms, news reels, comedies and novelty

reels are given good displays in these ads of the Ken-

tucky Theatre, Lexington; Olympia, New Haven;

Strand, Omaha: Majestic, Halifax: California, San

Francisco, and Franklin, Saginaw, Mich.

CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted

VIOLINIST & PIANIST
(man and wife)—Thorough-
ly experienced in pictures

and vaudeville. Desire per-

manent location. Extensive

library. Expert cueing. Union
Excellent references. Ad-
dress Musical Director, 4008

Wellington Ave., Apt, 2,

Chicago, 111.

ORGANIST — Positively

first-class picture player, fea-

ture soloist. Conservatory

graduate. Accomplished mu-
sician. Box office attraction.

Union. Splendid library. Or-

gan and salary must be good.

Wire or write Organist, 117

S. 11th St., Cambridge, Ohio.

AT LIBERTY — Theatre

manager with fifteen years

experience. Can stage all

kinds of novelty acts. Neigh-

borhood houses my specialty.

Prefer New York City ter-

ritory. Box 30, Motion Pic-

ture News, New York City.

Equipment For Sale

FOR SALE—One 88-note

Wurlitzer electric piano ; one

Mills violano electric piano

violin attachment. In good
condition. Will sell cheap.

Harry P. Snyder, High
Bridge, Box 111, New Jersey

FOR SALE — Lacking
warehouse space compels

sacrifice guaranteed factory

rebuilt AVurlitzers, Seeburgs,

Reproducos and Fotoplayer

organs. No reasonable offer

refused. Write immediately

for full particulars. A. R.,

Motion Picture News, 845 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 300 opera

chairs, two Powers machines,

screen, wall fans, ticket ma-
chines, ticket chopper, etc.

Will sell cheap. Address

Box 830, Motion Picture

News, New York City.

FOR SALE : Bell & Howell
Eyemo Camera, 3.5 lens col-

or filter, case, six 100-foot

reels, daylight negative, cost

over $400.00. Price $275.00.

Came, Box 15, Motion Pic-

ture News, New York City.

POWERS 6B complete
motor-driven with arc lamp,
adjustable rehostat and
lenses, $250. Mail only.

Brinkman, 607 West 137th
Street, New York.

SPOT-LIGHTS — Mazda
1,000-watt hoods with con-
denser lenses, $12 each. Mail
only. Brinkman, 607 West
137th Street, New York.

FOR SALE — Approxi-
mately two hundred opera
chairs. Good condition. Glen
W. Dickinson Enterprises,

Lawrence, Kans.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—New and sec-

ond-hand subjects for Indian
territories. Write Box 25,

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
New York City.

WE offer highest cash
prices for second-hand ma-
chines, opera chairs, compen-
sarcs, motor generators, port-

able projectors, etc. Write
us first. Monarch Theatre
Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, op-

era chairs, generators,

screens, etc. Supplies and
complte equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.

Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

WE DEAL EXCLUSIVE-
LY in used opera chairs, re-

built machines, motor genera-

tors and theatre equipment.

Get our prices first. Big sav-

ings guaranteed. Illinois

Theatre Equipment Com-
pany, 12-14 E. Ninth Street,

Chicago.
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as Well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

llL?

Oct. 16
Sept. 25
July 31

Oct. 1

April 24

Sept. 11

April 17
Sept. 11

Sept. 18
Oct. 2

SEPTEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Baited Trap, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4358 feet
Bells, The Lionel Barrymore .... Chadwick 6600 feet
Beyond the Trail Bill Patton Chesterfield 5 reels
Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks United Artists 6388 feet . . Mar. 20
Blarney R. Adoree-R. Graves M-G-M
Block Signal, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 5795 feet
Blue Eagle, The G. O'Brien- J. Gaynor Fox : .6200 feet
Clinging Vine, The Leatrice Joy P. D. C 6400 feet
Dancing Days Chadwick-Stanley-L.

Rich Famous Attractions 5900 feet
Devil's Horse, The Rex (Horse) Pathe 5853 feet
Diplomacy .

.'. Sweet-Hamilton Paramount 6 reels Sept. 25
Duchess of Buffalo, The ... Constance Talmadge First National 6940 feet Sept. 4
False Alarm, The R. Lewis-M. Carr. . Columbia 5235 feet
Fighting Ranger, The Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet
Flames E. O'Brien-V. Valli Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet
Flaming Frontier, The Special Cast Universal 8829 feet
Flying Horseman, The Buck Jones Fox 4971 feet
Flying Mail, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet
For Alimony Only Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp 6070 feet
Forlorn River Jack Holt Paramount
Golden Web, The H. Gordon-L. Rich Lumas 6075 feet Sept. 11
Grey Devil, The JackPerrin Rayart 42 74 feet
Heart of a Coward, The . . Billy Sullivan Rayart 5031 feet
High Hand. The ". Leo Maloney Pathe 5679 feet . Sept. 11
Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean . . .Paramount 6 reels Sept. 18
JackO'Hearts Landis-G. Hullette. . American Cinema. . . 5881 feet
Kick Off, the George Walsh Excellent Pictures.
Kosher Kitty Kelly Viola Dana F. B. O
Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers.F. B. O
Ladies First Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Lost at Sea Gordon-J. Novak-

Sherman Tiffany 6500 feet. Aug. 21
Marriage Clause, The Bushman-Door Universal 7680 feet . July 3
Marriage License Alma Rubens Fox 7168 feet . Sept. 11
Michael Strogoff Ivan Mosekine Universal 10 reels
Nell Gwyn Dorothy Gish Paramount 6741 feet Feb. 6
One Minute to Play "Red" Grange F. B. O 7713 feet. Aug. 28
Paradise M. Sills-B. Branson . . First National 7090 feet
Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La

Plante Universal 7808 feet
Ridin' Rascal, The Art Acord Universal 4510 feet
Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 6100 feet
Son of the Sheik, The Rudolph Valentino . United Artists 6685 feet
Sparrows Mary Pickford United Artists 7763 feet
Speeding Thru Creighton Hale Elbee Pict 5500 feet
Speeding Venus, The Priscilla Dean P.D.C 5560 feet
Strong Man, The Harry Langdon First National 6882 feet
Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall First National 6727 feet
Temporary Sheriff, The Dick Hatton Rayart 4550 feet . .

Texas Streak, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6367 feet Sept. 18
Three Bad Men O'Brien-Borden Fox 8710 feet Aug. 28
Through Thick and Thin Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet
Tin Gods Thomas Meighan ... Paramount 7 reels Oct. 2

Variety Jannings-de Putti Paramount 7804 feet . . July 3
Waltz Dream, The Special Cast M-G-M 7322 feet Aug. 14
Waning Sex, The Norma Shearer M-G-M 6 reels Oct. 9
Wild Horse Stampede, The Jack Hoxie Universal 4776 feet
Winning of Barbara Worth Colman Banky United Artists
Wolf Hunters, The Special Cast Rayart 5976 feet
Womanpower K. Perry-R. Graves Fox 6240 feet Oct. 2
You Never Know Women Florence Vidor Paramount 6064 feet July 31

OCTOBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Re\ <

Ace of Cads Menjou-Joyce Paramount 6 reels Oct. 30
Across the Pacific Monte Blue Warner Bros 6954 feet Oct. 16
Alaskan Adventures Special Cast Pathe 6 reels
Atta Boy Monty Banks Pathe 5775 feet . Oct. 9
Battling Kid Al Hoxie Barsky Productions .4500 feet
Boy Friend, The J. Harron-M. Day . M-G-M 5584 feet
Call of the Wilderness Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Campus Flirt , The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6 reels Oct . 9
Children of Fate R. Bennett-B. Hill-

man Abeol Film Prod 6605 feet Oct. 9
College Days Marceline Day Tiffany 7000 feet
Confessions of a Bride M. Harris-V. Varconi.Assoc. Exhib
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden Fox 5363 feet Oct. 23
Dame Chance Special Cast American Cinema 6769 feet .

Devil's Dice B. Bedford-R. Ellis Sterling Pict
Devil's Island Pauline Frederick . . Chadwick 6300 feet Aug. 14
Dixie Flyer, The Landis-E. Novak Rayart 5274 feet
Don Juan's Three Nights . Stone-Mason First National 6374 feet
Eagle of the Sea, The Cortez-Vidor Paramount
Final Extra, The Lumas
First Night, The B. Lytell-D. Devore Tiffany
Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch Tiffany 6484 feet . Oct. 9
Forever After M . Astor-L. Hughes First National
Gay Deceiver, The L. Cody-M.Day M-G-M
Gigolo RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp 7295 feet . Oct. 16
Great Gatsby, The Warner Baxter Paramount
Great K. & A. Robbery,
The Tom Mix Fox 4800 feet . Oct. 16

Her Honor, The Governor Pauline Frederick F.B.O 6709 feet Aug. 7
High Flyer, The Reed Howes Rayart
Kid Boots Eddie Cantor Paramount 5650 feet Oct. 23
King of the Pack Peter the Great Lumas
King of the Saddle Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
La Boheme . . L. Gish-Gilbert M-G-M 8781 feet Mar. 13

6000 feet Sept. 11

.6103 feet Oct. 2

.6931 feet Aug. 28

Sept. 25

July 3

Aug. 7

Oct. 2
Sept. 11

July 24
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Lily, The Belle Bennett Fox 6268 feet Oct. 9
Lure of the West Eileen Sedgwick Chesterfield 5 reels
Magician, The A. Terry-P. Wegener M-G-M 8 reels
Man From the West Art Acord Universal 4474 feet . .

Man of Quality, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures. . 5800 feet
Midnight Kiss, The J. Gaynor-R. Walling Fox 5025 feet
Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stone First National
Mismates Kenyon-Baxter First National 6905 feet Aug. 14
My Official Wife I. Rich-Tearle Warner Bros 7846 feet Oct. 23
Nervous Wreck, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6 reels Oct. 23
OldSoak.The JeanHersholt Universal 7445 feet . Sept. 4
Perch of the Devil P. O'Malley-Busch . Universal
Prince of Tempters, The . Lyon-Moran First National 7 reels Oct. 30
Private Izzy Murphy George Jessel Warner Bros 7889 feet
Quarterback, The Richard Dix Paramount 6 reels Oct. 30
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt . . Assoc. Exhib
Red Hot Leather Jack Hoxie Universal 4555 feet .

Return of Peter Grimm . . Alex B. Francis Fox
Risky Business Vera Reynolds P. D. C
Roaring Bill Atwood Dick Patton Rayart 4405 feet .

Runaway Express, The . . Special Cast Universal 5865 feet Aug. 28
Shameful Behavior? E.Roberts-H.Tucker. Famous Attractions
Sheriff's Girl, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4908 feet
So's Your Old Man W. C. Fields Paramount
Speed Crazed Billy Sullivan Rayart
Sweet Rosie O'Grady C. Landis-S. Mason . Columbia ... . . .6108 feet Oct. 16
Take It From Me Reginald Denny Universal 6649 feet Oct. 30
Temptress, The Garbo-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels Oct. 23
Truth About Men Lake-Murphy-Hacka-

thorne True Story Pictures . 6500 feet
West of Rainbow's End . . . Jack Perrin Rayart 4734 feet
When the Wife's Away G. K. Arthur Columbia Pictures
Whispering Wires A. Stewart -E. Burns Fox 5906 feet Oct. 30
Winning Gallop. The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet . Oct. 30
Woman's Heart, A E. Bennett-Whitman-

Earle Sterling
Yellow Back, The Fred Humes Universal 4766 feet Oct. 9
You'd Be Surprised Raymond Griffith ... Paramount 6 reels Oct. 16
Young April Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet. Sept. 11

NOVEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Ace of Action, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Adorable Deceiver, The ... Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle M-G-M
April Fool Alexander-Carr Chadwick 7300 feet
Bardleys the Magnificent . John Gilbert M-G-M . 9 reels Oct. 23
Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana F.B.O
Breed of the Sea R.Ince-M.Livingston.F. B. O 5408 feet Oct. 30
Buckaroo Kid, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Cat's Pajamas, The Bronson-Cortez Paramount
City, The J.Gaynor-W.McGrail Fox
Dude Cowboy, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw Fox
Going the Limit George O'Hara F.B.O
Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie Universal 4375 feet Oct. 21
His New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day Famous Attractions. .

Johnny Get Your Hair Cut Jackie Coogan M-G-M
Ladies at Play Hughes-Kenyon First National
Lady of the Harem, The . E. Torrence-Nissen Paramount 5717 feet
Lightning Tiffany 6500 feet
Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels
Man in the Shadow, The . M. Stedman-D. Tor-

rence American Cinema .... 5632 feet
Masked Woman, The Anna Q. Nillson First National
Midnight Sun. The O'Malley-La Plante Universal 8767 feet May 15
Obey the Law Bert Lytell Columbia Pictures
On the Wings of the Storm R. Howes-V. Faire Fox
Outlaw Express, The Leo Maloney Pat he 6 reels
Prairie King, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Prowlers of the Night Fred Humes Universal
Redheads Preferred Tiffany
Rough Rider, The Frank Hopper Paramount
Son of a Gun Al Hoxie Barsky Productions 4500 feet

Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon Universal 5633 feet
Stepping Along Johnnv Hines First National
Story of Mother Machree Belle Bennett Fox
Syncopating Sue Corinne Griffith First National
There You Are Nagel-Roberts M-G-M
Thirty Below Zero Buck Jones Fox •

Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler F. B. O
Truthful Sex, The M. Busch-H. Gordon.Columbia Pictures
Unknown Cavalier, The .... Ken Maynard First National
Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson Paramount
We're in the Navy Now . . . W. Bcery-Hatton . . . Paramount

DECEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Better Way, The Columbia Pictures
Blue Streak O'Neil Al Hoxie Barsky Productions .4500 feet

Canadian, The Thomas Meighan ... Paramount
Duke of Ladies, The Special Cast First National
Faust Emil Jannings M-G-M
Flying High Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Gallant Lady, The Florence Vidor Paramount
Glorifying the American

Girl Esther Ralston Paramount
Heaven on Earth C. Nagel-R. Adoree M-G-M
Her Big Night Laura La Plante Universal 7603 feet Aug. 28
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Feature

Just Another Blonde
Let It Rain
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em .

Money to Bum
One Hour of Love
Prisoners of the Storm
Red Mill, The
Silent Lover, The
Sin Cargo '.

Stolen Pleasures
Stranded in Paris
Striving For Fortune
Twinkletoes
Upstage
White Black Sheep, The
Whole Town's Talking.The

Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Mackail-Mulhall First National
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
E. Brent-L. Gray-L.

Brooks Paramount
Devore-MacGregor . .Lumas
J. Logan-R. Frazer. Tiffany
House Peters Universal 6102 feet . Sept. 11

Marion Davies M-G-M
Milton Sills First National
S. Mason-R. Frazer Tiffany
Helene Chadwick . . . . Columbia Pictures
Bebe Daniels Paramount
George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Colleen Moore First National
Norman Shearer M-G-M
Richard Barthelmess First National
Ed. Horton Universal 6662 feet Aug. 14

Title Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Blonde's Revenge, A Ben Turpin Pathe 2 reels

Blue Back Lewis Sargent Bray Prod 2 reels

Breaking Records George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley Educational 2 reels

Bromo and Juliet Charley Chase Pathe 2 reels

Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris- J. Luden F. B. O 2 reels
Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" Pathe 2 reels
Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel

Business Worries Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel . . %
Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels

. Universal 2 reels

.

Universal 2 reels

.

. Universal 2 reels

. Universal 2 reels

.

Universal 2 reels

.

Universal 2 reels

.

. Universal 2 reels

.

Universal 2 reels

.

JANUARY
Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Be Yourself Raymond Griffirh . . . Paramount
Blonde Saint, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Enchanted Island Tiffmy
Flaming Forest, The A. Moreno-R. Adoree M-G-M
Flaming Timber Tiffany
Head Waiter, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ice Flood, The K. Harlan-V. Dana Universal 5747 feet Oct. 9
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith First National
Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G. Hale- J. Holt Paramount
Not Herbert P. Starke-Lyon First National
One Chance in a Million ... Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Ordeal, The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions .4500 feet

Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M
Son of Montmartre, The . Norma Talmadge First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore- J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-

Roach M-G-M
Wild Man of Borneo, The W. C. Fields Paramount

FEBRUARY
Feature Star Distributed by

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plante Universal
Camille Norma Talmadge . First National
Flame of the Border, The Ken Maynard First National
French Dressing A. Pringle-B. Lyon . First National.
Grey Hat, The L. Cody-Crawford M-G-M
Here Y'are, Brother Stone-Dove-Hughes. First National .

His Rise to Fame George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Little Journey, The Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Long Pants Harry Langdon First National
Quarantined Rivals Lumas
Ridin' Like Fury Hoot Gibson Universal
Silky Anne Constance Talmadge First National ....

Squads Right Tiffany
Steeplechase, The Tiffany
Understanding Heart, The R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Star Distributed by

. Universal
Lumas
M-G-M...
.Lumas

Length ReviewedFeature

Brides Will Be Brides
Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks
Frisco Sal .... Special Cast
Heroes of the Night
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts Universal . 6969 feet Oct 16
Orchids and Ermine Colleen Moore First National
Song of Steel Tiffany
Tillie, the Toiler Marion Davies M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Tiger, The Tiffany
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal

APRIL
Feature Star Distributed by Length

Broadway Drifter, A .... . George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Poor Nut, The First National

Reviewed

Comedy Releases
jiiliiunmiiiiim,

Title

Ain't We Got Fun ...
Alice the Fire Fighter

.

All For A Nurse
All Wet

Sept. 4

Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

. Wise-McKay Artclass 2 reels

F. B. O
Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Snub-Pollard Artclass 2 reels

And George Did . . . Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels . . .

Anothet Kick Coming Red Seal
Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman Sava Films 2 reels

Around the Bases George Lewis Universal 2 reels

.

Babes in the Jungle "O Henry" Fox 2 reels

Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

Back to Mother "Helen and Warren" Fox 2 reels.

Bad Breaks George Davis Educational 1 reel .

Ball and Chain Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel .

Banana King, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

.

Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbett Universal 2 reels

.

Bamum Was Right "Life Cartoon" Educational 1 reel .

Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel

Benson at Calford George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Better Luck "The Gumps" Universal 2 reels

Be Your Age Charley Chase Pathe 2 reels

Big Business Fox
Bill Grim's Progress (SerieslM. Morros-J. Luden .F. B. O 2 reels

Blisters Under the Skin F. B. O 2 reels

Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog
Buster's Dark Mystery . . . .Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Girl Friend Trimble and Dog
Buster's Narrow Escape . . Trimble and Dog
Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Prize Winner Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimble and Dog
Buster's Watch Tige ...... .Trimble and Dog .

By George Sam Saylor Universal 2 reels
Caliph, Cupid and the

Clock "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Camel's Hump F. B. O 1 reel

Carrie of the Chorus (Series) Tarbell-Finch Red Seal 2 reels
Cat's Meow, The Cranfield & Clarke .2 reels ... Sept. 18
Caught in the Act Laymon-Dorety Tennek Film 2 reels

Charleston Queen, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel
Cinder Path, The George Lewjs Universal 2 reels
Collegians, The iSeries) . . . Gulliver-Lewis Universal 2 reels

Complete Life, The "O. Henry" Fox 2reels
Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

Cut Price Glory "Life Cartoon" Educational 1 reel Oct. 30
Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass 2 reels
Diamond of Kali "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Dinky Doodle in Egypt . . "Cartoon" F. B. O 1 reel May. 22
Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educational 2 reels Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Pathe 2 reels

Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine
. . .Fox 2 reels Oct. 16

Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart 2 reels
Dodging Trouble Bums-Marion Educational 2 reels
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Prod 1 reel

Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel Aug. 21
Don't Kidd Me, Monk . . "Mr. X" (Monkey) Bray Prod 2 reels

Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels
Easy Payments "Helen and Warren" .Fox 2 reels
Egged On Charles Bowers F. B. O . .2 reels

Excuse Maker, The (Series
of 13) Charlie King Universal 2 reels

Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films 2 reels

Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy Artclass 2 reels
Felix the Cat Bursts a
Bubble "Cartoon" Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Cartoon" Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Land O'
Fancy "Cartoon" Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Reverse
English "Cartoon" Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat Scrambled
Yeggs "Cartoon" Educational 1 reel Oct. 23

Felix Shatters the Sheik "Cartoon" Educational 1 reel Oct. 30
Felix the Cat Trumps the
Ace "Cartoon" Educational 1 reel

Fighting Fool, The -
. . . Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18

Fighting Fools Wise-McKay Artclass 2 reels

Fighting Kangaroo, The . Conley-June Fox 2 reels

Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Fighting to Win George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Fire Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels

Fistical Culture (Series) ... Louis Sargent F. B. O 2 reels

Flaming Romance AI St. John Educational 1 reel

Flashing Oars George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass 2 reels

For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Universal 1 reel Oct . 1

6

For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Fourth Alarm, The "Our Gang" Pathe 2 reels Sept. 11

George in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George's Is in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George the Winner Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe 2 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels

Girl "O.Henry" Fox 2 reels

Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox 2 reels

Grabbing Grabbers Mickev Bennett Cranfield 8c Clarke .2 reels Sept. 18
Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel Oct. 30
Gypsing Gypsies Milburn Marante^ . . . Cranfield & Clarke ... 2 reels

Gypying the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass 2 reels

Harem Knight, A Ben Turpin Pathe 2 reels

Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe 2 reels

Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-
tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pictures

Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-
son Ralph Maglin Vinci Pictures

His Off Day Dunham-Gallagher . . Educational 1 reel

His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels

Hitting the Rails "AesoD Fables" Pathe 1 reel

Hoboken to Hollywood. . . Billy Bevan Pathe 2 reels. ... . Sept. 11

Hold Still Cornwall-Duffy Educational 2 reels

Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel

Honeymoon Hospital Fox 2 reels

Hoot Mon Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels

Horns and Orange Blossoms Charles Puffy Universal
Humdinger, The Johnny Arthur Educational 2 reels

Hur Ben Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

In Vaudeville "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel

Jane's Engagement Party Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels .... Oct. 30
Jane's Flirtation Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Honeymoon Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Inheritance Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Predicament Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels Aug. 14

Jane's Troubles Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels Oct. 9
Jellyfish, The Frank Pangbom Educational 2 reels

Jerry the Giant "Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10
Keeping His Word Charles King Universal 2 reels

Killed By Kindness Fox 2 reels

King Bozo "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

King of the Kitchen Lige Conlev Fox 2 reels

Miss Me, Kate Dunham-Gallagher Educational 1 reel Oct. 3
Kitty From Killamey Alice Day Pathe 2 reels

Knight Before Christmas,
The M. Morris-J. Luden F. B. O 2 reels

Ko-Ko Hot After It "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel

Ko-Ko in the Fadeway "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18
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Lafayette Where Are We? . Shields-Arthur Fox 2 reels July 31
Lady of Lyons, N. Y., The M. Morris- J. Luden .F. B. O 2 reels Aug. 28
Last Lap, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Last Word, The "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Let George Do It (Series
of 13) SidSaylor Universal 2 reels

Light Wines and Bearded
Ladies Fox

Lcokout Buster! Trimble and Dog ... Universal 2 reels

Lot's of Grief "The Gumps" Universal 2 reels Oct. 16
Love's Hurdle Charles King Universal 2 reels May 1

5

Love's Last Laugh McKee-Hiatt Pathe 2 reels Oct. 2

Love Your Neighbor Wise-McKay Artclass 2 reels

Lyin' Tamer, The Shields-Luddy Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Madame Dynamite Clayton-Howell-Pat-

terson Fox 2 reels

Making Good George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Married Widow, The Eddie Gordon Sava Film 2 reels

Marry Month of May "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Masked Mammas Billy Bevan Pathe 2 reels Oct. 30
Masters of Arts "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

McDougal Alley (Series) Bray Prod 2 reels

Meet the Boy Friend Chas. Doherty Loumay Prod
Merry Kiddo, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2 reels

Midnight Follies George Davis Educational
Mighty Smithy, The "Life Cartoon" Educational 1 reel

Minute to Go, A Eddie Fetherstone . . Cranfield & Clarke . . . 2 reels Sept. 25
Missing Links "Life Cartoon" Educational 1 reel Sept. 25
Mixed Brides Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Money Screams Fox 2 reels

Monkeys Prefer Blonds Bray Prod 2 reels

Morning, Judge Tarbell-Finch-Shaw. Red Seal 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Mother-in-Law "Helen and Warren" Fox • 2 reels

Motorboat, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

Movieland Lupino Lane Educational 2 reels

Movie Struck Dorie Eaton Cranfield & Clarke ... 2 reels

My Kid "Big Boy" Educational 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Napoleon, Jr Jerry Madden Fox
Never Again "The Gumps" Universal 2 reels Oct. 2

Newlyweds and Their Baby,
The (Series) Snookums-Clair-

Dooley Universal 2 reels

Newlyweds' Neighbors . . Snookums-Clair-
Dooly Universal 2 reels

Newlyweds Quarantined . . Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Universal 2 reels June 19

Nickle Hopper, The Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

Nobody Loves Me Chas. Puffy Universal 1 reel Sept. 18
Non-Skid Banana, The Charley Bowers F.B.O
Non-Stop Bride Hoyt-Cameron Fox 2 reels Sept. 25
North of 6 74 Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Nothing to Live For Al Joy Ricardo Films
Not to Be Trusted "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Oh! For a Nurse Sid Smith . Sava Films 2 reels

Oh! Monkey Be Good "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Oh! Winnie Behave Ethlyn Gibson Artclass 2 reels

Olga's Boatman Neely Edwards Universal 1 reel Sept. 25
One Hour Married Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

On the Farm Bray Prod 2 reels

On the Front Page Lillian Rich Pathe 2 reels

On the Jump Al Alt Rayart 2 reels

On Thin Ice "Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1 reel Mar. 6
Open Spaces "Big Boy" Educational 2 reels

Orphan, The Al Joy Ricardo Films
Over There Al Joy Ricardo Films 2 reels

Perils of Petersboro, The. Alice Day Pathe 2 reels Sept. 25
Pests "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel Sept. 11

Pete's Haunted House "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Phoney Express, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel Oct. 16
Pink Elephants Al St. John Educational 2 reels

Please Excuse Me Charles King Universal 2 reels Oct. 23
Plumb Goofy Dunham-Gallagher Educational 2 reels Oct. 30
Pound Foolish George Davis Educational 1 reel

Prince and the Pyra, The Charles Puffy Universal
Prodigal Bridegroom, The Ben Turpin Pathe 2 reels Sept. 25
Psyche and the Pskyscraper "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Punches and Perfume Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Radio Bug, The Dunham -Gallagher Educational 2 reels Sept. 25
Radio Controlled "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel

Radio Mad Laymon-Dorety Tennek Film 2 reels

Raggedy Rose Mabel Normand . Pathe 2 reels

Raging Tide, The "Life Cartoon" Educational 1 reel

Rain and Shines Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels

Read 'Em and Leap Alberta Vaughn F.B.O 2 reels
Relay, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Road House, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel Oct. 23
Sailing Along Al Alt Rayart 2 reels
Sawdust Baby Earl McCarthy

.
.• . . Artclass 2 reels

School Days "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel

School Days "McDougal Alley"
Kids Bray Prod 2 reels

Second Hand Excuse, A . . . Charles King Universal 2 reels

Shady Rest "The Gumps" Universal 2 reels

She Beast, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Shell Socked Jimmie Adams Educational 2 reels Oct. 30
She's My Cousin Charles King Universal 2 reels May 1

5

Should Husbands Marry? . . A. Day-E. Quillan . . . Pathe 2 reels Oct. 23
Should Husbands Pay? Jimmy Finlayson . . Pathe 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Sign Them Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass 2 reels

Skating Instructors "Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1 reel

Smith's Landlord Hiatt-McKee Pathe 2 reels

Smith's Surprise Hiatt-McKee Pathe 2 reels

Smith's Vacation Hiatt-McKee Pathe 2 reels Aug. 28
Smith's Visitor Hiatt-McKee Pathe 2 reels Oct. 16
Smith'sUncle Hiatt-McKee Pathe 2 reels

Snookum's Buggy Ride . "Newlyweds" Universal 2 reels June 19
Snookum's Outing "Newlyweds" Universal 2 reels

Snookum's Playmate "Newlyweds" Universal 2 reels

Snookum's First Tooth "Newlyweds". Universal 2 reels June 26
Society Architect, A Fox
Some More Excuses Charles King Universal 2 reels

Spooky Money Al Joy Ricardo Films
Stage Shy Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Steeplechaser, The Lige Conley Fox 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Si rict ly Kosher Wise-McKay Artclass 2 reels

Teacher, Teacher Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels .... Oct. 23
Tell 'Em Nothing Charley Chase Pathe 2 reels Oct. 16
Telling Whoppers "Our Gang" Pathe 2 reels

Tennis Story, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

Thanks for the Boat Ride Universal
That's My Baby . Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

Through Thick and Thin . "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel

Tiddly Winks Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel Sept. 4
Too Much Sleep Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel Oct. 23
Two Dollars, Please . Neely Edwards Universal 1 reel Sept. 1

1

Unsquirtable Pickle, The . . . Charley Bowers F.B.O
Uppercats Jack Duffy Educational 2 reels Sept. 11

Title Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Vulgar Boatman, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
Vulgar Yachtsman, The . "Fat Men" F. B. O 2 reels . .

Wanderers of Wetland Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
Wanted a Bride Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel Oct. 9
War Feathers "Our Gang" Pathe 2 reels
Watered Stock "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25
Westerner, The ReataHoyt Fox 2 reels
What Happened to Jane

(Series of 13) Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
What'll You Have? Charles King Universal 2 reels May 22
What's Your Hurry? Charles King Universal 2 reels
When Do We Eat? (Bronte Classic i Red Seal 1 reel
Which Is Which? Charles King Universal 2 reels Sept. 25
Why Argue? "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel Oct. 2
Why George? Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels
Why Pay Rent? Wise-McKay Artclass 2 reels
Wife Shy Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels Sept. 25
Wild Bill CharlesPuffy Universal . 1 reel . Oct. 30
Wild Roomer, A F. B. O
Winnie's Birthday Ethlyn Gibson Artclass 2 reels

.

Winnie's Vacation Ethlyn Gibson Artclass 2 reels
Wisecrackers (Series) Guard-Cooke F. B. O 2 reels
Wise Guyes Prefer Brunettes

Helene C ha iwick Pathe 2 reels Oct. 16
WiseQuacker, The Eddie Cord >n Sava Films 2 reels
Wives and Women Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel
Working Winnie Ethlyn Gibson Artclass 2 reels
Yokel, The Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels

Short Subjects

Title Distributed by Length Reviewed
Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to

Palestine
I

Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25
Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel

AlpineS. O. S Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
America Today ( Variety) Fox 1 reel
Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Annie Laurie (Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel
Aphrodite (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety )Fox 1 reel

At 3.25 (Variety) Red Seal 3 reels
Austrian Alps (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2 reels
Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama) , Hi-Mack Prod 2 reels

Beautiful Britain Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel

Beauty and the Beach Cranfield & Clarke
Beechnuts Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
Big and Little Pathe 1 reel Sept. 11
Birds in the Treetops Cranfield & Clarke
Blood Will Tell American Cinema
Blue Boy, The Educational 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 1 Educational Oct. 2

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educational Sept. 11
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 Educational Oct. 30
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 4 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 5 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 6 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 7 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 8 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 9 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educational
Bull's Eye (Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel

By the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal • 1 reel

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel

Castle Novelties 'Series of 13) Castle Films 1 reel

Cathedral of St. Paul's Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel Sept. 18
Chronicles of America (Series of 18) Pathe 3 reels

Churchyards of America, Issue A Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18
Cliff Dwellers of America (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Colorado (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune) . Educational 1 reel

Constantinople (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Curiosities—The Movie Side Show (Series) Educational 1 reel

Dangerous Game, A (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Dark Horse, A (Donoghue Racing Drama).Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Dog's Way, A Chesterfield 2 reels

Durable Souls (Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 30
Family Album, The (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel

Fangs of Vengeance Chesterfield 2 reels

Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1 reel Sept. 4
Fighting Marine, The (Serial) Pathe lOepisodes. . . Sept. 11

Fighting With Buffalo Bill I Serial) Universal 10 episodes Oct. 1

6

Figures of Fancv ( Hodge Podge) Educational 1 reel

Film Facts (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Film Reporter, The (Series of 13) Red Seal 1 reel

Film Reporter, The, Issue A Red Seal 1 reel

Fire Fighters, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Florida Pastel Cranfield & Clarke
Frontier Post, A (Variety^ Fox 1 reel

Fugutive Futurist (Novelty) Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel

Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Gems of the Screen (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Giggles (Novelty Scries) Tennek Film 1 reel

Glimpses of Switzerland Cranfield & Clarke
God's Country Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels

Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Golden Stallion. The (Serial) Nat Levine 10 episodes
Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Guess Who (Scries) Artclass 1 reel

Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass 1 reel

Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass 1 reel

Guess Who, No. 3 Artclass 1 reel

Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass 1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal 1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal 1 reel

Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Heavenly Bodies
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Her First Night in a Beauty Parlor Arthur J. Lamb 2 reels

Hero Land (Color Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
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Heroes of the Sea Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
His Pal (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield 2 reels
Hitting the Bull's-Eye Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25
Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film 1 reel
Honeymoon Cruises Tennek Film 1 reel
Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel
House Without a Key, The (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes .

Housing Problem, The Bray Prod 1 reel Oct. 23
How IHatetoGetUpi Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel
If a Picture Tells a Story Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Inland Voyage, An (Variety) Fox 1 reel
International Detective Stories ( Series I Tennek Film 2 reels
It Can Happen to You (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel
Jewels of Venus
Jim Hood's Ghost ( Mustangl Universal 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Joseph the Ruler (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe 1 reel

Journey of the Israelites, The (Pilgrimage
to Palestine) Pathe 1 reel

Jungle Heroine, A Chesterfield 2 reels
Jungle Mystery Sava Films 2 reels
Jungle Round-Up, A M-G-M Oct. 9
Jungle Secrets Sava Films '.

Jungle Tragedy, A Chesterfield 2 reels
Keeping 'Em Guessing (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, No. 2 Red Seal 1 reel
Key-Hole Cruise, A ( Hodge Podge

)

Educational 1 reel
Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film 1 reel
Last Man, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Law of the North (Mustang) Universal 2 reels Sept. 18
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Strikes ( Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Wins ( Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightning Hutch (Serial) Arrow Film
Literary Digest (Series) Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Lion's Mate, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty) Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Lone Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels Oct. 30
Lost Arrow, The (Scenic and Narrative! . Castle Films 1 reel Oct. 16
Love Prairie, The (Mustang"! Universal 2 reels
Making of a King (Prince of Wales) Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
Man's Size Pet, A (Tuttle Western) Universal 2 reels Oct. 9
Margie (Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel
Maryland, My Maryland (Variety) Fox 1 reel . .

Marvels of Motion, IssueM Red Seal 1 reel
Marvels of Motion (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A (Hodge

Podge) Educational 1 reel Oct. 16
Modern Venus, The Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel ;

Mona Lisa, The Educational 2 reels
More Ways Than One (Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 16
Mother O' Mine Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Mount Sinai (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 23
Movie Struck Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
My Lady's Stockings (Variety! Fox 1 reel
Night Prowler, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass 1 reel ......
Nurmberg the Toy City (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 30
Old Black Joe (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal 1 reel July 10
On Guard (Serial) .' Pathe 10 episodes
On With the Dance Castle Films 1 reel
Out of the Inkwell (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Overnight From Paris (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Pack up Your Troubles (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe .... 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe . 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe .

.

. 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe

. . 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe . . .1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe 1 reel '.'.', Oct. 23
Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe . .

.

. . 1 reel ............
Pathe Review, No. 46 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 47 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 48 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 49 . . Pathe" 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 50 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 51 Pathe 1 reel
Payroll Holdup, The (Scandal of America) .Artclass 1 reel
Pilgrimages to Palestine (Series) Universal 1 reel

.

Pinnacle Rider, The (Mustang) Universal . . 2 reeis Oct. 16
Pioneer Blood (Mustang) Universal 2 reels Oct. 16
Piperock Goes Wild (Tuttle Western) Universal 2 reels
Popular Song Parodies (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Pup's Tale, A (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 23
Radio Personalities (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass . 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass . 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. C . Artclass 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. D Artclass . . 1 reel
Rambling in Old Japan Cranfield & Clarke
Reelviews (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal 1 reel
Restless Race, The (Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 16
Return of the Riddle Rider, The (Serial) . . . Universal 10 episodes
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ridge, The (Donoghue Racing Drama) . Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1 reel Oct. 9
Rose of Monterey Castle Film 1 reel
Rushing Waters Cranfield & Clarke
Saddle Tramp, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels . . .

Scandal of America (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Scotty of the Scouts (Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports (Series) '. Artclass 1 reel
Screen Star Sports, Vol. A Artclass . . . 1 reel
Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass . 1 reel
Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass . . 1 reel
Screen Star Sports, Vol. D Artclass .

.

.1 reel . .

Screen Snapshots (Series) Columbia 1 reel
Searchlight (Series) Red Seal 1 reel . .

Searchlights, IssueM Red Seal 1 reel
Seas of the World Red Seal
Shadowland Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel Sept. 18
Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2 reels
Sheik of Araby, The (Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel
Shoot 'Em Up. Kid (Mustang) Universal 2 reels Aug. 28
Short Shots (Series of 26) Castle Films 1 reel
Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films 1 reel Oct. 16
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films 1 reel Oct. 30
Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films 1 reel
Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films 1 reel

.

Title Distributed by Length Reviewe'
Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films 1 reel

Show Cowpuncher, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels Oct. 23
Silent Flyer, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Sin Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
Sketch Book (Series) Pathe 1 reel
Skenographs (Series) Cranfield & Clarke
Sky Skidder, The (Serial) BischofT 10 episodes
Snowed In (Serial) Pathe . 10 episodes. . . June 26
Songs of Yesterday Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
So This Is America (Travelogue) Castle Films 1 reel Oct. 16
So This Is Berlin (Travelogue) Castle Films 1 reel

So This Is Europe (Travelogue) Castle Films 1 reel Oct. 16
Spanish Holiday, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Sportsman's Dream Cranfield & Clarke
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel
St. Pauls Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Table Manners Bray Prod 2 reels
Teaching Table Manners Via Films Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 25
Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films 2 reels
Then and Nows (Curiosity) Educational 1 reel
Trails of the Gods Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel

Trail of the North Wind Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
Transportation (Novelty Magazine) Bray Prod 1 reel
Travels in Toyland (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Tripping the Rhine (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel
Tulip Land Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Under Colorado Skies ( Variety) Fox 1 reel
Unexpected Visitor (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel
Valiant Skipper, The Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
Vanishing Millions (Serial) Sierra Pictures 15 episodes
Velocity (Novelty) Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Whatnots (Curiosity) Educational 1 reel Oct. 9
When Bonita Rode (Mustang) Universal 2 reels Sept. 25
When Oscar Went Wild ( Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Whirlwind Driver, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels Sept. 18
Whirlwinds (Series) F. B. O
Wire Tigers, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Where the Silver River Gleams Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Who Is Safe? (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel
Wonder Book Series Short Film 1 reel
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexico

Coming- Attractions

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Ace High Hoot Gibson Universal
Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
After All Norma Shearer M-G-M
Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon Jean Hershott Universal
Alsnzo, the Armless Lon Chaney M-G-M
Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
American Tragedy, An Paramount
An Angel Passes Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox
Anna Karenina Lillian Gish M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lillian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat, The Famous Attractions
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F. B. O
Arizona Whirlwind, The . . . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C. Griffith-T. Moore First National
Atlantis First National
Auctioneer, The George Sidney Fox
Avenger, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Back Slapper, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick
Bandit Buster, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Barbed Wire P. Negri-C. Brook . . Paramount
Bargain Bride, The Mary Philbin Universal
Barriers of Fire Monte Blue Warner Bros
BeauGeste Special Cast Paramount 10 reels Sept. 11

Beauty Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky United Artists
Bed and Board Doris Kenyon First National
Behind the Lines Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Cast M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue. The John Barrymore United Artists
Ben Burbridge's African

Gorilla Hunt Special Cast 8 reels . June 26
Ben-Hur Special Cast M-G-M 12000 feet Jan. 16
Bertha, the Sewing Machine

Girl Madge Bellamy Fox
Better 'Ole, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros 9 reels Oct. 23
Beware of Widows La Plante-T. Moore . . Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George O'Hara FB.O
Big Gun, The George Lewis Universal
Big Parade, The John Gilbert M-G-M 12550 feet. Nov. 28
Bill of Sale, The Arthur J. Lamb
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
Birds of Prey Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples Monte Blue Warner Bros
Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Black Ivory Warner Bros
Black Tears Gorman Pictures
Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Pathe
Border Thunderbolt, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Border Whirlwind, The. . . Bob Custer F.B.O
Branded Bob Custer F. B. O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The First National
California T. McCoy-A. Pringle.M-G-M .....
Callahans and the Murphys,
The M-G-M

Call in the Night, A Truart 5000 feet
Camille Pola Negri Paramount
Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast Sterling Pict
Canyon of Light Tom Mix Fox
Captain Salvation M-G-M
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Captain's Courage, A R. Holt-D. Dwan. . Rayart
Casey at the Bat W. Beery-R. Hatton Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The . . . Jean Hersholt Universal
Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Chains Bennett-Colman United Artists
Charity Ball, The M-G-M
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge ...... Universal
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald'Denny Universal .

Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson Universal
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Children of Divorce Paramount
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast M-G-M

Circus, The Charles Chaplin United Artists
City of Shadows, The F.B.O
Climbers, The Irene Rich Warner Bros
Closed Gates Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Clown, The Columbia Pictures
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris, The Asher-Small
College Widows Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton .... Assoc. Exhib
Coney Island Special Cast M-G-M
Confession Pola Negri Paramount
Confessions of a Bachelor Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Flapper Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Divorcee Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Widow Assoc. Exhib
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Cossacks, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Country Doctor, The Faye-R. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Cow Punching for Cupid . . . Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cradle Snatchers, The Fox
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer F. B. O
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana Universal
Crazy Fool, The M-G-M
Crisis, The Special Cast M-G-M
Crooks Tours George O'Hara F. B. O
Cruel Truth, The Sterling Pictures
Cruise of Jasper B, The Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . First National
Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Dangerous Friends T. R. Barnes-M. Gay.Sterling Pictures
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak Lee-Bradford
Dangers of Working Girls Lumas
Daring Venus, The First National
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Darling of the Gods, The Special Cast United Artists
Day of Souls, The Gilbert-Adoree M-G-M
Dead Command, The Special Cast M-G-M
Dearie L. Fazenda Warner Bros
Desert Legion, The Fred Thomson F.B.O
Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. . M-G-M
Desert Valley Buck Jones Fox
Desert Whirlwind, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Detour Prod. Dist. Corp
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor Fox
Devil's Partner, The Truart 5000 feet
Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray M-G-M
Dixie Universal
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino F.B.O

Don Juan John Barrymore Warner Bros 10 reels Aug. 2

1

Don Mike Fred Thomson F. B. O
Don't Tell the Wife Irene Rich Warner Bros
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer F.B.O

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Down the Stretch Agnew-Nixon Universal
Driven From Home Chadwick
Drivin' Mad American Cinema
Duke of Black Butte, The . Fred Humes Universal
Eager Lips Chadwick
Eden's Fruit Famous Attractions
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount
Exclusive Rights Famous Attractions
Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie M-G-M
Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists
False Hopes Gorman Pictures
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Fast and Furious Reginald Denny Universal
Fast Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet
Fighting Don, The Richard Talmadge. . Universal
Fighting Foundling, The . . . Jack Hoxie Universal
Fighting Love, A Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp
Fighting Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
Fighting Ranger, The Bob Custer F. B. O..
Fingerprints L. Fazenda-J. MurrayWarner Bros
Finncgan's Ball Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F.B.O
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Flashing Fangs Ranger (Dog) F. B.O
Flash in the Night, A American Cinema
Flash Kid, Th< . . Dick Talmadge Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The J. Gilbert -G. Garbo . . M-G-M
Flying Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Follow the Signs Universal
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod
For Ladies Only Columbia Pictures
For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal 7560 feet . Oct. 30

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
FreshAir Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice . Victor McLagen Fox
Fullback, The Fox
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn ...F.B.O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . . Special Cast M-G-M
Galloping Thunder Tom Tyler F.B.O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists
Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The Fazenda-Louis Warner Bros

Feature Star Distributed by
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists
Get Off the E; r h Raymond Griffith . . Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F.B.O
Getting Gertie's Garter . Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp . .

Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge. . F. B.O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures .

Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Girl Who Smiles, The Columbia Pictures .

Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Special Cast Paramount
God's Great Wilderness American Cinema

.

Going! Going! Gone! George O'Hara F. B. O
Gold C. Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Great Galeoto, The Novarro-Terry M-G-M
Greatest Show on Earth .... Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Barton Bob Custer F. B. O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan Prod. Dist. Corp . . .

Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Head of the House of Coombe,
The First National ....

Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Heart of a Cowboy, The. . . Bob Custer F.B.O
Heart of Maryland, The .... Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp.
Held by the Law M. De La Motte Universal
Hello Bill F.B.O.

Length Reviewed

Hell's Kitchen First National
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard F. B. O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
His Dog Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F.B.O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild -

Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Husband Hunters Tiffany
I Can Do It Special Cast M-G-M
I '11 Tell the World Olmstead-Arthur . . M-G-M .

.

Impostor, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
In His Arms Special Cast M-G-M
In the FirstXJegree Sterling Pict
Irish Eyes GeorgeO'Hara F. B. O
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

Isle of Life, The Stone-Kenyon First National
la Zat So? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow Paramount
It Could Have Happened . . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F. B. O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jessel Warner Bros
Jerry Settles Down Tom Tyler F. B. O
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Jocelyn's Wife Pauline Frederick. . . .Tiffany
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith

Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F. B. O
King of Kings, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Ladies Must Love Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M-G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The . . Florence Nightingale Prod
Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Last of Mrs. Cheyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet

.

Les Miserables (in 2 parts) Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal
Life of an Actress Chadwick
Life of a Woman Tiffany 6500 feet.

Lightning Chaser, The GeorgeO'Hara F.B.O
Lightnin' Lariat Tom Tyler F. B. O
Lightning Express, The Columbia Pictures
Limchouse Lou Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Lit t le Adventuress, The ... Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
London Dorothy Gish Paramount
Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal .

Lord Hokum E. E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Love in a Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Love o' Women Blanche Sweet Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox -

Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National
Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Picta
Mad Girl of Moscow, The . Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Magic Garden, The F. B. O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man Bait Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Manon Lescaut John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Paramount
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Married Alive Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Masquerade Bandit, The . . . Tom Tyler F. B. O
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
McFadden's Flats Murray-Conklin . First National
Memories Ramon Novarro. . M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch . True Story Pictures . 5900 feet

.
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Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Millionaires G. Sidney-L. Fazenda Warner Bros
Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Missing Link, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M
Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . . R. Ince-D. Revier. . . Columbia
Monkey Talks, The Bellamy-Lowe-J.

Trevor Fox
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National .

Mother F.B.O
Mountain Eagle Nita Naldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet

Mountains of Manhattan Lumas
Music Master, The Fox
Mysterious Island Special Cast M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest, The Pauline Frederick Excellent Pictures. . . . 7000 feet

New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-
lor Paramount

Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Night Bride, The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart 5000 feet

Noah's Ark Special Cast Warner Bros
Nobody's Widow L. Joy-C. Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
No Control P. Haver-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Nocturne Special Cast M-G-M
North ofNome Special Cast Arrow 5491 feet

No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R. Hughes-G.Gray.. Lee-Bradford 5141 feet

Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels Aug. 21

Oh! What a Night Sterling Pictures
Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides Special Cast Paramount
One Hour of Love Jacqueline Logan Tiffany
One Increasing Purpose ... Lowe-Rubens Fox
Open Book Special Cast M-G-M
Ou, La! La! Alberta Vaughn . . . . F. B. O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt . Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins First National
Out of the West Tom Tyler F. B. O
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod. Dist. Corp
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill First National
Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists
Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M:
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount
Power of the Weak, The Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet
Price of Honor, The Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tem Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Prisoners First National
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Quality Street M-G-M
Racing Blood R.Agnew-A.Cornwall Lumas Film
Raging Seas Tiffany
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall . . Assoc. Exhib
Red Hot Hoofs Tom Tyler F.B.O
Red Signals Sterling Pictures '

Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Regular Scout, A Fred Thomson F.B.O
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp

Remember Special Cast Columbia Pictures
Resurrection United Artists
Return of a Soldier Special Cast M-G-M
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Rider of the Plains Tim McCoy M-G-M
Riders of the Wind First National •

Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet
Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F.B.O
Rip Roaring Rider, The . Buddy Roosevelt ... Assoc. Exhib
Rise and Fall of Jesse James J. S. Woody
River, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F.B.O
Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason F.B.O
Royal Romance G. O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Rubber Tires B. Love-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Runaway Enchantress, The.Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust Special Cast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Scarlet Letter, The Lillian Gish M-G-M 9000 feet. Aug. 21
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Sensation Seekers, The. . . B. Dove-H. Gordon Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven Special Cast Fox
Seward's Folly Special Cast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
She's My Baby Ginsberg-Kann
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions
Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures
Silent Avenger, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald ... M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Silk Goudal-Schildkruat Prod. Dist. Corp
Silk Hat Cowboy, The Tom Mix Fox
Simple Sis Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas
Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge . Universal
Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Snowbound Tiffany
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora.Ken Maynard First National
Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount Oct. 23
Span of Life, The Lon Chaney M-G-M
Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Speedy Eddy Devore-Horton Assor. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F. B. O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stark Love Special Cast Paramount
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National
Strange Bedfellows M-G-M
Stronger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions
Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Summer Bachelors M. Moore-Bellamy . . Fox
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Chadwick
Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port . W. C. Fields Paramount
Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffany 6500 feet

Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F. B. O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Haines M-G-M
Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Their Second Honeymoon . Special Cast M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F. B. O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass True Story Pictures .6100 feet

Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men. The Emil Jannings E. M. Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger f Dog") F. B. O
Timid Terror, The George O'Hara F. B. O
Tip Toes D. Gish-W. Rogers

, . , Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Tongues of Scandal Sterling Pict
Top of the World, The Tiffany
Tornado Jones Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F.B.O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K. Dane-P. Starke . M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet

True Blood Fred Humes Universal
Turkish Delight Prod. Dist. Corp
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert M-G-M
Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F.B.O
Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt . . Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Unknown Treasures Agnew-Hulette Sterling Pict
Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox
Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Valencia Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald . . M-G-M
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Vanity Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp
Vengeance of Durand, The Irene Rich Warner Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch . True Story Pictures . .5700 feet

Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter at the Ritz, The . . Raymond Griffith ... Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier Columbia Pictures
Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures
War Birds M-G-M
War of the Worlds Paramount
War Paint Tim McCoy M-G-M
Way of an Eagle, The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The von Stroheim Paramount
Wedlock Lowe-Perry-Living-

ston Fox
West of Broadway PriscillaDean Prod. Dist. Corp
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller . . Warner Bros

What Happened to Father . Sydney-Gordon Warner Bros
What Price Glory? Special Cast Fox
What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

While London Sleeps Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
White Chief, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels Special Cast Warner Bros
White Gold Jetta Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp'.
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M
White Slave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount
Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Wife. The Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Wild Geese Tiffany
Wind, The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Wings C. Bow-C. Farrell Paramount 12 reels

Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures
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With Their Eyes Open Adolphe Menjou
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue
Wolves of the Air
Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson. .

Woman Who Did Not Care
Women and Wives
Women Love Diamonds
World's Illusion, The

Distributed by
. Paramount
. Warner Bros
, Sterling Pictures

.

Length Reviewed

United Artists
Gotham
M-G-M
M-G-M
.M-G-M

Feature Star Distributed by Length
World Struggle for Oil, The Special Cast Pathe 5 reels
Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions
Wreck, The Columbia Pictures
Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F. B. O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The. . . Jean Hersholt Universal
Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Yoke, The Special Cast Warner Bros
Your Brother and Mine American Cinema
You Too Special Cast M-G-M

Reviewed
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"The Belle of Broadway"—Co-
lumbia, Marks Bros., Granada,

Chicago
Evening American: "To the

Granada, newest of Chicago's su-

perfine theatres, goes the distinc-

tion of showing the best movie of

the current week. 'The Belle of

Broadway' is the picture referred

to, one of the most appealing sto-

ries ever screened, in my opinion,

and with some of the cleverest

photoplay touches introduced in

many a day. It has a right-up-to-

the-minute theme, too, for it is a

story of rejuvenation. Betty

Compson hasn't had as popular a

role as that of the young girl who
masquerades as the rejuvenated
actress in a long time, and her ad-
mirers should be glad to see her
'come back' in such a big way."

Daily Tribune: "You will find

'The Belle of Broadway' quite a
charming offering with a 'different

flavor'—the film has undeniable

'atmosphere.'

"

"The Better 'Ole" — Warner
Bros., Colony, New York City

Evening World: .... "Without
a Vitaphone accompaniment 'The
Better 'Ole' would be good for a

long run. It is a comedy classic.

It had laughs galore, touches of

pathos to emphasize the laughter

and ends in more than passable
drama. . . . 'The Better 'Ole' is

riotously funny."

Post: .... "The new program
is a more popular our than given

across the street at Warners' The-
atre. . . . 'The Better 'Ole' is quite

consistently funny—much funnier
than any of the Syd Chaplin com-
edies of the past. ... Ml in all, an
evening at the Colony can hardly
fail to entertain even hardened
Broadwayites and the final subtitle

it laughing.'
"

Morning Telegraph (II. David
Strauss) : . . . . "Vitaphone is the

marvel of the age. Those who had
never heard it before sat amazed at

rfect synchronization, its cleat

of diction in spoken lines and
its perfect harmony and rhythm in

music. . . . Tin 'I )le' is one
of the most delightful comedy of-

- we have seen in many
fis. . . . Its action is fast, its

SUSpi i

i
Fi et, its humor de-

lightful. . . . There is a suspense
that is thrilling, and action that is

fast and furious. . . . My hat
i ofl

to Warner Brothers for 'The Bel

ter 'Ole' and Vitaphone—but this

time first.

"The Winning of Barbara Worth"
—United Artists, Forum,

Los Angeles
Evening Herald: "For once the

expense of a film has not been
widely advertised; but if ever a
film merited publicity of the ex-
pense attnedant upon its production,
it is the scenes of 'Barbara Worth.'

nly there has been no ex-

pense spared. It will appeal in East-

ern circles because of the sheer

artistry. There are moments during

the breaking of the dam and en-

suing flood when one loses oneself

completely in the film. Henry King
has accomplished something that

will embellish his already fine repu-

tation as an artistic director.'

Evening Express: "There have
been desert stories innumerable on
the screen, but none ever caught as

Henry King has done the arid im-
mensity, the welter of the heat, the

slashing power of the sand storm,
the doom of the waterless wastes
and withal the awesome beauty of

nature's frown as it is manifested
in the Cactus Belt. It is a big and
honest endeavor to chronicle in pic-

tures an epic adventure of Ameri-
can glory."

Daily- News: "When the flood

gates burst and the dread spectre

of water crept across the wide val-

ley the audience almost stood in

the seats."

Times: A photoplay of epochal
sweet) replete with the drama, hu-
mor, pathos and beauty of Western
America. Henry King has etched
a picture of accomplishment, a vic-

tory of terrific odds, an achieve-
ment in the face of almost insur-

mountable obstacles. The desert
scenes are filled with a realism and
at the same time a beauty that is

unique in the history of the cinema.
'Barbara Worth', as produced by
Samuel Goldwyn, is a film that
stands alone. It discloses a period
of history never before attempted

' such a scale."

Examiner: "The picture proved
a triumph for its producer, Samuel
Goldwyn, and merited the storm of
plaudits which followed its presen-
tation. The spectators' emotions are
fired continually with the magni-
tude of physical details, but a ten-
der human note is brought in deftly
to maintain the romance and sen-
timental value. The spectator is

caught up and carried on in the
sweep of events which march with
mounting climaxes and swift re-
ality to a final fadeout."

"Gigolo"—Producers Distribut-
ing Corporation, Hippo-
drome, New York City

American—" 'Gigolo' is the best
picture that has come from the De
Mille studios in a long time. Rod
La Rocque gives a fine perform-
ance."

World—"Rod La Rocque steps
out in 'Gigolo' with a very fine

sample of character work.
Times—"The acting of Rod La

Rocque, Louise Dresser and Cyril
I wick is praiseworthy."

Herald Tribune — "Rod I a

Rocque is fine in the titel role.

an ardi nl and .1 w hole souled
actor and we marveled at his fer-

vor."

Mirror—"Rod La Rocque is fore-

most among our sterling screen

actors. He gives a splendid per-

formance."

"Bardelys the Magnificent"

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Car-

thay Circle, Los Angeles
Express: "King Vidor and John

Gilbert, who scaled the heights to-

gether in 'The Big Parade,' have

performed the feat again in this

picturization of Rafael Sabatini's

novel. Because of the sweep of

the production, its sparkling gaiety

and superb revivification of ancient

France, Director Vidor again

shows he is a master director."

Daily- Times: "It is King Vidor's

second production since 'The Big

Parade' and Jack Gilbert's most
elaborate starring feature during

his career. And if you are desir-

ous of an entertainment that varies

from the merry to the occasionally

tense, with a charming and alluring

love story to absorb your interest

besides, you are certain to find it

delightful and heart-satisfying. A
finish that might be likened to the

chariot race from 'Ben-Hur' roused

a ringing applause from the au-

dience.

"Jack Gilbert's role is one that

everybody will find more than fa-

vorable to him, and he' plays it

easily and cleverly. His love-mak-

ing, exceptionally well done in this

case, will win unusual appreciation.

His acting is otherwise very splen-

did. Eleanor Boardman is virtual-

ly a new personality—a surprise in

her suitability to the role of the

heroine, as romantic as any heroine

well could be. Roy D'Arcy is 100

per cent, villain and gives a very

finished portrayal—much better

than anything since 'The Merry
Widow' and practically as good as

that."

Herald: "If 'Bardelys the Mag-
nificent' is an achievement for Mr.

Gilbert it is no less an artistic

achievement for its director, King
Vidor. And Rafael Sabatini, from
whose novel Dorothy Farnum so

adroitly adapted it, earns his paean

of praise, too. A wonderful com-
bination—Gilbert, Sabatini and Vi-

dor—truly! It was to be expect-

ed thai Mr. Vidor would get a

good picture (he always does) but

following such marvelous and suc-

cessful productions as 'The Big

Parade' and 'Lt Bbheme,' it would
have been excusable had he missed

on this one. Few directors hit the

high spot three times in a row."

Examiner: "Film fans will find

a Gilbert even more likable than

ever. Students of the professional

angles will discover in this hand-

om< in a > ersatility which they

had not expected and a dash and

bravura which has been equalled

on the screen only by one or two
other players.

"Sabatini's novel has been

brought to the screen with lavish

settings and a brilliant cast."

"Bardelys the Magnificent"

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Madi-
son Theatre, Detroit

Times: "When John H. Kunsky
publicly penned an endorsement of

'Bardelys the Magnificent' he urged
all Detroiters to see this produc-
tion. That he was thoroughly cor-

rect was proved Sunday in the first

unreeling of the piece.
" 'Bardelys' is a costume play, but

unlike most stories of this type,

abounds in action and humor. John
Gilbert is a gay and dashing Lotha-
rio .. . and presents as sterling a

performance as the screen has seen

in a long time."

Free Press: "Beauty, romance,
pathos, comedy and fighting mix in

just the right proportions in 'Bar-

delys the Magnificent' at the Madi-
son Theatre this week and produce

a picture that is, as near as it pos-

sibly can be, a complete unit of en-

tertainment."

Nezvs: "The rare beauty and act-

ing of Miss Boardman."

"Her Big Night" — Universal,
Hippodrome, New York City
American: " 'Her Big Night'

has all the gayety of a naughty
farce and all the complications of

an intricate French drama. It bub-
bles, it sparkles and it amuses.

Will H. Hays should mention it

in his list of comedies that enter-

tain without being suggestive.

There are boudoir scenes but no

beds. There are bathroom scenes

but no more than a broken bottle

of smelling salts. * * * How Laura
can troop in comedy ! She never

misses a trick."

Evening World: (Miss La
Plante) "rival of Constance Tal-

madge."
"3 Bad Men"—Fox Films,

Liberty, Oklahoma City

Daily Oklahoman: "'3 Bad Men'
at the Liberty, is a picture that

astounds by its magnitude. . . .

Similar to 'The Covered Wagon'
. . . played two crowded houses

Sunday."
Oklahoma City Times: " '3 Bad

Men' a genuine masterpiece ... is

thrilling the largest audiences that

theatre has entertained for a long

while. The enormous cast, magni-
ficent scenes and exciting action

give this picture extraordinary ap-

peal."

"The Butter and Egg Man"

—

Educational, Mason Theatre,
Los Angeles

"Johnny Arthur as the timorous

'angel' from Chillicothc. induced to

back a dubious theatrical produc-

tion is a scream from the moment
in enters the stage until the final

curtain. His delineation of the

character of the theatrical pro-

ducer reaches its height in the be-

ginning of the final act where be

believes himself an assured success

as a theatrical magnate and plans

on securing a chain of theatres."

PRINTED BY
BLANCHARD PRESS

VI \V YORK



An Open-door Policy
- now as before -

Human nature is pretty much the same the world
over. We are all striving to reach certain goals

and we always try to help along Ithose who do
business with us.

We have always followed an open-door policy of

doing business, serving others as well as our own
customers—and the reason for our success is a

simple story of unselfish service, backed by ideals

and a good product.

It is with the idea of helping you that we would
like to discuss your theatre problems, particularly

those that pertain to projection.

To the discussion we will bring a practical under-

standing of exhibitors, problems and more specifi-

cally a highly technical knowledge of projection

—

its part in theatre success, its possibilities, and its

limitations, as well.

And then we will show you, if you wish, how
our years of experience in helping other exhibitors

has fitted our organisation to work with you in

applying better projection to your theatre.

Such a discussion is earnestly invited. There will

be no obligation, except ours, which will be to

show you that we know how to put projection

on a business-like basis—the basis that pays.

SIMPLEX DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK CITY

A Better Projector—but costing no more
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BoxOffice
Value..

a ItobertMortonQnitOrgan
is the most powerful single

factor any exhibitor can em-
ploy to provide a complete
picture presentation program.
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jPosAnge/es Scvijrancisco

tyttSo. Vermont /68 Golden Gale
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GOOD-BYE RECORDS!
here comes

THE MILLION DOLLAR COMEDY FROM

Edward Sedgu ick's

Product ion with

Conrad Nagel,
CQaire W mdsor,

George Cooper.

Bert Roach. Tom
O'Brien
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LT" CS'MON
Noted ComposerA Kare Musical Treat
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HIP NOW
SOMETMINC NEW

IN MUSIC

WAITER C SIMON
Noted Composer

Wuju^zerJ
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y

Attraction

•3 EADING exhibitors from

i coast to coast have found

^Vjthe Wurlitzer Organ such

a tremendous attraction that they

are using every conceivable ad-

vertising medium to bring its

power before the public. Now
they're using the street cars in

York, Pa. You, too, can get the

crowds. Install a Wurlitzer.

There's a particular style and size

for every theatre. Write today

for new illustrated catalog.

MM

CINCINNATI
121 E. 4th St.

V/URLI
NEW Y< >RK CI IK \( ,< )

12(1 W 42nd Si 329 S. Wabash

Store in all Principal Cities fro,

SAN FK WVlSl '( )

134 Golden Gate Ave.

St to Const

i.( is .\X(;hi.k>
814 S. Broad\\.i\
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Why is PARAMOUNT so far

ahead of the field this Fall ?
Trait .*•*.-.

CONSISTENTLY FINE PROD
UCT is the answer:

"ALOMA," "PADLOCKED," "FINE MANNERS," "SHOW-OFF,"
"MANTRAP," "TIN GODS," "VARIETY," "YOU NEVER KNOW
WOMEN," "HOLD THAT LION," "FORLORN RIVER," "YOU'D
BE SURPRISED"

"CAMPUS FLIRT," "KID BOOTS," "ACE
OF CADS," "QUARTERBACK"

W&

WX. FIELDS in"SO'S YOUR OLD MAN"
HIT $47,000 at the METROPOLITAN, BOS-
TON, last week

!

f)UM.k2i±£«-M4M

%***<

AND THE BEST OF PARA-
MOUNT'S 15th BIRTHDAY
GROUP STILL TO COME

!

nber of Moti.m I'n in . Pi iducers and Distributors ol A.merii [ne Will II. Bays, President



Trumbull
CONTROLITE

C*- —
{ TRADE

A COMBINED SWITCHBOARD AND DIMMER BANK
AARK ) -^>

CIRCLET

AtYale UniversitySchool oftheDrama

a "Controlite" is now installed

"X TEEDLESS to say, there is no place

^ where choice of light control is

more discriminating. Since we received

this order several changes in lighting

loads have been made. The flexible unit

design of"Controlite" made this possible

without delaying construction.

The Yale faculty member under whose

charge this board will be placed writes

us this P. S. to a letter:

Sirtoerely yours,

"Contro/ite" YaleTyfe,

as installed at Yale University.

SRlfoC*AR Instructor in Lighting,

P.S. : I am more glad every day in our association with
you, that you were selected to do the switchboard for us.

763S-2

NEW YORK
114 Liberty St.

Can we be of similar assistance to you?

Trumbull switches and Ward Leonard

"Vitrohm" continuous duty dimmers
insure complete reliability.

Specify Trumbull rf
Controlite"

THE TRUMBULL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Plainville, Conn.

CHICAGO CINCINNATI PHILADELPHIA BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
2001 W.Pershing Road 314 Temple Bar Bldg. JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 595 Mission St.
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ners :
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S BIGGES
'

"ACROSS THE PACIFIC
opened new Capitol Theatre last night. Thi?
is marvelous picture, real box office bet.

Audience simply wild over picture. Glad we
have Warner Winners under contract.
Thanks to Warner Bros."

CAPITOL THEATRE, Lincoln, Neb.

"PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY
is best box office production we have had in

three years. We broke all records with this

picture! Second week opened to bigger busi-

ness than first week."

OkPhEUM THEATRE, Chicago, III.

"MY OFFICIAL WIFE
one of finest productions released in months.
Irene Rich surpasses everything she has ever
done. Going over exceptionally well at box
office. Big results when shown over our
circuit!"

WEST COAST THEATRES, Los Angeles, Calif.

OE &EC1S 26

PRIVATE
IZZY MURPHY
booked to fill the

N. Y. HIPPODROME
The biggest and most widely known
theatre in America— a Keith-Albee
house ! Opening Nov. 8th

!

and the

STATE THEATRE
DETROIT, MICH.

The huge and magnificent Kunsky
house ! Opening Nov. 8th

!

It takes big theatres to handle the croivds
that go uith Warner Winners

!

It'sAn ExhibitorYear With



Distributed by

GREATER
Directed by

Eddie Dillon

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC

M,,„l , Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, tnc—Will H. Hays, Presidenl



A Girl! A Boy! A Horse! A Whirl! A
Box Office Thoroughbred Breezes Home
a Winner! In Her First Greater Feature

for Greater F* B* CM

Comedy Melodrama Turned Out with

Distinction and Showmanship! And
Proving Conclusively Again that Greater

F. B. O. KNOWS how to build Box
Office Attractions for Exhibitor Profit!

Joseph P, Kennedy
presents

tn,

""««<.

BRED IN OLD
KENTUCKY

Viola Dana ranks with the topmost stars

in box ^office power and her first for

Greater F* B* O. lifts her to still greater

heights*

Five Other Sure Shots Coming!
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At Your Service
-^ f •> --

D(URING the past year we
have spent a great deal

of money in a complete an-

alysis of the motion picture

field. Some of this data, or

rather the conclusions from

it, has been published in our

columns. There is no secret

about it. It has been com-

piled for the use of the in-

dustry and is ready for you in

convenient form. No sales

manager or other executive

can afford to be without it.

We suggest that you get in

touch with our Mr. Dickerson

and find out all about it.
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"DERRY"
of SUMMER
BACHELORS
is a companion
figure to "PAT of

FLAMING YOUTH
but more

REBELLIOUS!

MAGAZINE STORY
NEWSPAPER SERIAL

NOVEL
STAR- DIRECTOK
BOX OFFICE TITLE



BOX OFFICE
OFFERED

J{an for
Six months
in this'big

circulation"

magazine

lished ,

[ugust

i now
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While Wives
are away
Kusbanas
will play
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MATT MOORE -ALLAN FORREST
HALE HAMILTON -OLIVE TELL

CHARLES WINNINGER
WALTER CATLETT

<&
01&**?*-"?v

Un
ALLAN

41

1IKE STERLING on
JSILVER the name of

Allan Dwan on a production

is an assurance of 100 PER
CENT VALUE!

for instance—
Douglas Fairbanks in
"ROBIN HOOD"—Gloria

Swanson in "MAN-
HANDLED" and
"ZAZA"—Thomas Meig-

han in "TIN GODS"—
"BIG BROTHER"—
"PADLOCKED" and
others.

OWAN production



Ill NT BE A
PICCOLO PLAYER

5

Q/*
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BE A WHOLE BRASS BAND
apa mhke sotrfe xySist I

SOFT music, hell

STEP on it professor . . .

THERE'S billions in ballyhoo

THE successful promoter in any line

TELLS the world . . .

THE successful showman gets attention that gets gelt

MAKE a noise

WRITE an ad

HANG out a banner

SHOW 'em the way to the box-office!

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures are



100 per cent exploitable

THAT'S their charm . .

.

NAMES that look great in electrics

THEY draw like butterflies to a flame

MARION Davies in "The Red Mill"

JOHN Gilbert in "Bardelys"; Norma Shearer in"Upstage"
SWEET and pretty up there on the marquee . . .

MAE Murray in "Altars of Desire," Buster Keaton in "Battling Butler"

BOY, they stop the passing dollar

AND lure it to your till.

LILLIAN Gish, Ramon Novarro, Lon Chaney
M-G-M sure-fire has the names
THEY make Mr. Edison's bulbs lqojc li}ce diamonds in the sky

THE producers of M-G-M attractions

MAKE marvelous entertainments as you well know, but more than that

BY putting exploitation pep into the attraction . . . angles, ideas . . .

THEY make your promotion of those entertainments a delight

WE'VE got a sensational Forestry tie-up set

THAT'S going to make'The Flaming Forest," Cosmopolitan's mammoth
production

ONE of the widest-promoted pictures ever released . . .

"BARDELYS" is being serialized to millions of readers

AND it's just one of M-G-M's
SERIALIZED hits

YOU couldn't buy the space that M-G-M is getting

FOR "The Taxi Dancer" "Altars of Desire" "The Flaming Forest"

AND others running daily in coast-to-coast papers

AND remember that"Tillie the Toiler" starring Marion Davies

IS based on one of the most widely syndicated of ail comic strips

WE'RE talking it up . .

.

TELLING America in countless ways
i a gold-paved path right to your door

SHOWMANSHIP in the studio and afterwards
THAT'S what makes The Parade of Hits
HIT!



Carrier Conditioned Theatres
fulfill the Publics Demand

for Comfort
DEOPLE have learned to feel for

them .selves and to recognize imme-
diately the delightfully comfortable

atmosphere in a Carrier Conditioned

Theatre. Proper air conditioning in

the theatre now rests on a par with

the beauty of the theatre and the

quality of the entertainment as an

attraction to the public. This ex-

plains the remarkable rate at which

the line theatres of the country are

adopting Carrier conditioning equip-

ment.

The Carrier system, designed especial-

ly for each theatre, is guaranteed to

maintain uniform conditions of Tem-

perature, Humidity and Air Purity

every day in the year.— It is the de-

velopement of more than twenty

years of specialized air conditioning

experience.—A recent developement

provides the same complete system

for the fine, small theatres.

Write for the book "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning".—Describe your theatres.

Ash for a visit from one of our Engineers.

farrier Fnqineerinq Corporation
Offices and Laboratories

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES
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WITH
HARRISON FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN,
MACK SWAIN AND
HOBART BOSWORTH

Adapted by
F McCREW WILLIS

From the dramatization by
OWEN DAVIS

Based upon the story The WRECK'
Ay E J. RATH •

Produced on the stage by
LEWIS and CORDON

Dirked* SCOTT SIDNEY



Through the courtesy of the great
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and affiliated houses,
THE NERVOUS WRECK' will be screened simul-
taneously in thousands of the finest theatres
throughout the country. .

r For the first time m the history of
the industry a nationwide preview will be
held. .Exhibitors everywhere will be
shownTHE NERVOUS WRECK'under conditions
that will enable them to jud©e accurately

s^M^the absolute box office merits of this great^ Christie Feature Comedy.
SEEING IS BEUEVIKC/and successful big
showmen will count November 13th. a red
letter day when they, book this Christie
Comedy Colossus. ITS A BOX OFFICE,

KNOCKOUT/

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
f. C. MUNROt. Pio.d.nt RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice Pteudcni and Tmsura JOHN C FtlNN. Vi«-Prcild<-iu and C««til Mjnijtr

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation Member o( Motion PVcturt Producers and Dismbuton of America, Inc

Will H Hays. PtcwUw



A VIEW OF THE ENORMOUS CROWDS THAT JAMMED THE STREETS OF SEATTLE. TO
SEE "YOUNG APRIL" THE INITIAL ATTRACTION AT THE OPENING OF THE NEW

TIFTH AVENUE" THEATRE. ONE OF THE FINEST SHOWHOUSES IN THE NORTHWEST

RELEASED BY

RODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
f. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice -Pmidjeni ind TreuuKI JOHN C FUNN. Vicc-Prnldcni and Central MnugH

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation New York, N. Y.

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President ~
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OPENING
ATTRACTION

cHpnl"
with JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

BESSIE LOVE
RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT
a DONALD CR\SPproduction
Adapted by J EAN \ E MACPHERSON

and DOUGLAS DOTY
from Me Move/ *>y EGERTON CASTLE Supervised

6yWILLIAM S\STROhA-D/rected by DONALD CRISP

Produced by DEMILLE PICTURES CORPORATION

One of the big attract-
ions on the DeMille —
Metropolitan program
nowplayingKeith-Albee-

Orpheum and other big
first run theatres
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Hal Roach presents

in

>-fe

ifAGUE
Roach made a ten-strike when he

signed Mabel Normand for short

comedies.

Her record, as a feature star, has

been great.

She pulls the crowds. She makes

money for exhibitors. She spells

D-O-U-G-H!

,



A Short Feature Comedy

Here is her first picture in a long time.

The public is wildly eager to see hen

When you show "Raggedy Rose" it's

just plain good sense and good business

to play hername clear across the boards.

The crowds will do the rest.

Pafhecomedy
t*ad§ [Qa] *****



Joseph P. Kennedy

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC

Thanks For The
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, Prwl 'on



Driving in the dollars! Just as he did in "FightingjBlood"!
"Pacemakers"! "Go-Getters"! And Barrymore's "Sea Beast"!

Just as he will do in greater volume with each new attraction!

In His Second Comedy Feature

"The Timid Terror"
jAW

Directed by

Del Andrews

Buggy Ride, Georgiei It's A Pippin;
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Get your copy in early for

the Fall Edition of

Theatre Building

and Equipment

Buyers Guide

Advertising Forms Close

November 18th
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THE
INDUSTRY
CLAMORS

..Wce^'

RSErHORE PICTURES!'™ SHOW-
country
rer the CRT GOES UP. And

First National,

ONLY FIRST NATIONAL, |R PROD'
steady UNBEATABLE FLOiflr of

HIT »«« HIT WEEK »«" WEEK.- »"-"«

WEEK*-AFTER -"WEEK PROFITS
to Showmen.-Keepin* AIIT AE TMB '^IMPhV—
thousands of Box-Offices VII I VI InC KEIIb

#%M CICfKM h*1 'W ^neans to ^U 4%%JMF

GAME*— And
that's what FIRST NATIONAL

SURE-FIRE PERFORMsncy. Consecutive

ANCEZ NEVER "•tiSr ANYTHING
n Show
lusiness.

- The RECORD proves it,

3irat
notional
Pictures

FIRST
NATIONAL
DELIVERS/
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Enterprise
REFERRING further to last week's

editorial on the British American film

situation it seems to me that the gen-

tlemen of the Federated British Industries

know far more about the need for films than

about the films themselves. Probably, this

applies also to those active on the part of the

government.

In which respect Great Britain is not at all

unlike the United States.

I have talked with many American business

men, some of considerable standing, and all

of them were cocksure at first that the film

business could be guided this way or that to

meet the objectives they saw fit to prescribe

for it.

After some investigation they were frankly

amazed at the economic fastnesses of the film

marketing industry. They would have found
themselves still more helpless had they gotten

into the creative end of the business, and
found themselves in the competitive throes of

providing entertainment for the masses. They
never got that far.

It is pretty certain that the greatest bankers,

industrialists and parliamentarians of the world
would not make very good pictures; they

would find it easier to write best seller novels.

I don't want to add more words to a wordy
discussion but it does seem to me that British

producers lack enterprise and that is the fun-

damental trouble with British productions.

The theatres of the world want some big

pictures from England and there is no reason

in the world why they should not be forth-

coming.

Mere studio pictures are not wanted. There
are altogether too many of the mediocre type

being made today in the United States, more
than the theatres want or can absorb.

Why attempt to stuff more of these char-

acterless or misfit pictures down the public

throat?
* * *

England has had, in many great dramatic
ways, the romantic history of all the nations of

the world.

If millions of people thrilled to our own
''Covered Wagon," why can we not have some
British Covered Wagon pictures?

There was never a trek into the great un-

known west more dramatic than that of the

Voyageurs of Canada. Imagine a picture of

this exploration conquest against the great

coast to coast profile of Canada.

And there are the unpictured and thrilling

epics of the colonization of Australia and
South Africa.

The dramatic theme of broadest and surest

appeal is the story of the pioneer, the making
of a home in the wilderness, man's struggle

with Nature.

Then there's the story of India!

Our own weaknesses in production, it

would seem, are England's opportunities.

We turn out too many pictures on schedule,

England is not forced to meet this exigency
of distribution, can take time and thought to

make the specials (meaning simply better

feature pictures) which every American pro-

ducer is struggling to make. No independent
producer in the United States can afford to

make an ordinary program feature, and even

the biggest company can't make money with

them. It is the special picture that helps out

the balance sheet of the American industry.
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Speaking Editorially

THE November issue of The Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social

Science is devoted entirely to the motion pic-

ture industry in its various phases. This is a

reference work of very great value, and it will be

available to exhibitors and others in the public libra-

ries of important cities.
* *

THK American Academy of Political and Social

Science is the largest of the learned societies. The
publication of this volume is an event of real impor-

tance, and is another demonstration of the industry's

outstanding significance in America.

A glance at the table of contents will show the com-

prehensive scope of the articles, which were assem-

bled by Clyde L. King, editor of The Annals, in co-

operation with a committee composed of Col. Jason

S. joy, of the Hays organization; George Kleine,

pioneer producer, George A. Blair, of the Eastman

Company; Frank Tichenor, Eastern Film Corp.

and the Editor of MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
# * *

THK general title of the volume is "The Motion
Picture in Its Social and Economic Aspect'

1

.

Under the heading, "The Motion Picture Industry,"

are articles by Terry Ramsaye on "The Motion Pic-

ture"; by William A. Johnston on "Structure of the

Motion Picture Industry"; by Sidney R. Kent, mana-

ger of the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., "The Mo-
tion Picture of Tomorrow"; P. M. Abbott, vice-

president, Society of Motion Picture Engineers, on

"Equipment Used for Motion Pictures"; Dr. A. H.
Giannini, President of the Bowery and East River

National Bank, New York, on "Financing the Pro-

duction and Distribution of Motion Pictures";

( icorge A. Blair, of Eastman, on "The Development
of the Motion Picture Raw Film Industry."

Under the general title of "The Motion Picture,"

there are articles by Carlisle Ellis on "Art and the

Motion Picture"; Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld on "Music
and Motion Pictures"; Alvin Wyckoff on "Motion
Picture Lighting"; S. Philip ( roodhart, professor of

Clinical Neurology at Columbia, on "The Motion
Picture in Science"; Arthur Edwin Krows, scen^fist,

m "Literature wnd the Motion Picture"; Emanuel
Cohen, editor of Pathe News, on "The Business of

International News 1>\ Motion Pictures."

(J"HE ANNALS magazine also contains: "What
^ Are Motion Pictures Doing for Industry?", by

Julius Klein, Director, U. S. Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce; "Motion Pictures as Trade
Getters," by Frank A. Tichenor

; "What Motion Pic-

tures Have Done for 'Safety First,' " by A. J. Van
Brunt; "Reducing Film Fires," by Thomas Mc-
Ivaine, Jr., of the National Board of Fire Under-
writers; "Our Foreign Trade in Motion Pictures,"

by C. J. North, chief of the Motion Picture Section

of the Department of Commerce.
The educational and social value of motion pic-

tures is set forth by Dr. Ernest L. Crandall, New
York City Board of Education, who writes on "Pos-
sibilities of the Cinema in Education"; "The Goal of

the Motion Picture in Education," is covered by
Nathaniel W. Stephenson, Yale University Press;

"Motion Pictures in the Classroom," by Nelson L.

Greene, Editor of The Educational Screen; "What
the Movies Mean to the Farmer," by Samuel R. Mc-
Kelvie, publisher, The Nebraska Farmer; "Health
Pictures and Their Value," by Thomas C. Edwards,
Acting Executive Officer, National Health Council;
"What Motion Pictures Can Do for Medical Edu-
cation," by Dr. Joseph Franklin Montague, of Belle-

vue Hospital Medical College; and "Public Library
Motion Pictures," by Charlotte Perkins Gilman,
Norwichtown, Conn.
A section of the volume is devoted to "Censor-

ship of Freedom," and these are the subjects covered
;

"Social Standards and the Motion Picture," by Don-
ald Young, Assistant Professor of Sociology, at the

University of Pennsylvania; "The Relation of the

Motion Picture to Changing Moral Standards," by
Harmon B. Stephens, of the University of Tennessee

;

"How the Motion Picture Governs Itself," by
Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Hays
organization; "Official Censorship Legislation," by
Ford H. MacGregor, of the University of Wis-
consin; and "The Work of the National Board of

Review," by Wilton A. Barrett, Executive Secretary.
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AN EDITOR
7* ON BROADWAY

The Week in Review By William A. Johnston

E. V. Richards, Jr.

ANNOUNCEMENT of the Pub-

li\-Saenger alliance in the South

serves to emphasize again the im-

portant position of E. V. Richards in the

industry. "Rich" does very little talking;

he is too husy doing things that count.

When the industry does hear about him,

the news is worth listening to.

THE Publix-Saenger deal cements the

alliance of the two strongest theatre

groups in the South. The two circuits will

function individually; the new company is

for future acquisitions. Together, they al-

ready control some 300 houses.

I
HEARD from Henry King the other

day the story of the making of Samuel

Goldwyn's "The Winning of Barbara

Worth," and the story itself would make
a thrilling picture, let alone an excellent

magazine article.

He set out to find a desert, not an ordi-

nary movie desert where the sheiks cavort

and the camels silhouette themselves, but

one that would truly visualize Harold Bell

Wright's appeal for the reclamation of the

great arid wastes of the West.
The explorers found a landlocked plain of

sand, burning hot by day and freezing a)

night, hot springs of clear water, weird

cloud effects, wild horses and a great strug-

gle for an adequate supply of water for the

large company of film folks.

The picture took a lot of time and monej

.

But a story such as "Barbara Worth"
should be done well or not at all. I am
glad that Samuel Goldwyn and Henry King
did it. Otherwise it might have been just

another Harold Bell Wright picture.

Henry King bears an enviable reputation

—and deserves it. The least people say of

him is that he never made a poor picture

and some place him at the head of Ameri-
can directors. As for Samuel Goldwyn, we
owe much, in this business, to his irrespress-

ihle enthusiasm and daring.

WE have a detailed report on the late

International Film Congress in Paris.

But I doubt verv much if it is worth the

space it would require on the pages of an

American trade paper.

I am interested, very much, so, in the

summing up of the Congress by Boisyvon,

of L'lntransigeant , the leading evening pa-

per of Paris. M. Boisyvon is the accepted

film authority in France.

1 note that just below the editorial on

the Film Congress the editor runs a large

cut of the interior of the Capitol Theatre
of Chicago (taken from the recent Theatre
Equipment number of Motion Picture
News) and queries: When shall we have

one of these new American theatres in

Paris? There would seem to be a con-

trast offered here between the vaporings of

the Congress and practical film enterprise.

Boisyvon is gently satirical over the Con-
gress. "You must never," he says, "ask

practical solutions of a Congress. The peo-

ple present had no \power to make laws.

If they had spoken of the beautiful summer
and the park of Versailles the results would
have been identical."

A committee was designated to examine
the creation of an international motion pic-

ture organization. But, Boisyvon adds

:

"Each country—excepting America, which

was not represented—possesses two or three

members of the committee, and because of

the bother of traveling these gentlemen

will only meet again next year at the Con-
gress in Berlin."

BOISYVON finds the greatest good ac-

complished to have been the exchange

of ideas between those of the delegates, who
are in the film business in their respective

countries. So, apparently, the Congress

was like our exhibitor conventions, where

the resolutions go into thin air, but where

the exhibitors get much value from their

talks with each other outside the convention

hall.

It is just as well that we had no orator-

ical delegates at the Congress; and it is best

by all means, that we go on doing things

in the film world rather than talking about

them. Just the same, it would have done

no harm if there had been representatives

of the American industry there to talk to

other film men about the film business. With
all our enterprise we won't get very far

if we adopt provincialism and fail to know
just how and why motion pictures are dealt

in elsewhere. The wise manufacturer is

one who constantly knows his market.

WHAT PRICE GLORY?" was

shown very quietly at Great Neck.

Wednesday evening after the regular bill

at Irving Lesser's Playhouse. Some picture

folk who happened to be there—rival pro-

ducers, too—are enthusiastic about it. Their

expressions more than bear out all the favor-

able reports that have been trickling into

our office on this important production. It

all sounds like big box-office.

A SMALL regiment of showmen
swooped down on Times Square this

week to see Warner Brothers about the

Vitaphone. There are many interesting de-

velopments about this new show device of

which we know but are not privileged to

speak. They concern producer and exhib-

itor, and will have a shaping effect upon
the entire industry.

T T is interesting to consider the figures on
-*- the first six months of operation of the

Rialto Theatre, New York City, as a long-

run house. During the 26 weeks, four pic-

tures, "For Heaven's Sake," "Aloma of

the South Seas," "Variety," and "Tin
Gods," did a total of $771,629—an aver-

age weekly gross for the half-year of $29,-

678.

Not so many years ago, when "bigger and
better pictures" meant only a catch-phrase,

such a possibility would not have been very

seriously considered.

BUSINESS is fairly brisk along Broad-

way this week, with the Election Day
holiday helping matters along. The Capi-

tol is packing them in with "Bardelys, the

Magnificent." Standing room at every

evening performance. Second week is

assured. Probably won't break house rec-

ord because of length, but $70,000 on the

week would not be surprising.

The Mark Strand Theatre is having

very satisfactory business on "Syncopat-

ing Sue." Next week this house goes to the

policy of opening on Saturday with the new
bill, which will give "Forever After" only

six days.

The Rivoli is doing well with "So's

Your Old Man," which is pleasing strong-

ly, and the last week of "Kid Boots" at the

Rialto will probably be up somewhat. "The
Sorrows of Satan" is doing far from satis-

factory business at the Cohan, while "Beau

Geste" continues heavy.
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Olive Borden, beautiful Fox Films player,

who has intc of her most sympathetic

roles as Dora, the slack wire dancer, in

"The Monkey Talks"

Hod La Rocque, lent by De Mille to Edwin
(an tie and Inspiration to play the Prince

in "Resurrection," which Carewe is direct-

ing for I nited Artists release

PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE

J
HOLLYWOOD'S BIRTHDAY

UST fifteen years ago on October 27th Al Christie

opened the Nestor studio in Hollywood, launching a

development that was one day to make the California

hamlet famous from Timbuctoo to Tahiti. And so,

the other day, a bronze tablet was placed on the corner

of the Christie studios commemorating Hollywood's

fifteenth birthday as a cinema center. Prominent city

officials and representatives of civic organizations were

on hand, as were the Christie stars, Mrs. Mary
Christie, mother of Charles and Al, Dorothy Daven-
port (Mrs. Wallace Reid) and Mrs. Tom Mix, first

leading ladies for Nestor, and others identified with

the early days of Hollywood production.

The Christie Comedy car, "The Doodle Bug,"
reached San Francisco on October 23, ahead of

schedule, and arrived in Hollywood in time to par-

ticipate in the birthday festivities.

A HERE FROM ANTIPODES
LBERT DEANE, manager of the advertising

and publicity department of Famous Lasky Film Ser-

vice at Sydney, Australia, is one man who is looking

forward with keen anticipation to the opening of the

new Paramount Theatre, set for November 1 9. Six

months ago Paramount promised him a trip to New
York for the gala event, and now, following the

French Lick convention, he is here to await the

premiere. The day after he will start the long journey

back to Australia. Despite his impatience to see the

Paramount, he has refused to view it in its partially

completed state, preferring to wait until everything

is perfect.

From a talk with Deane we gather that conditions

Pete Smith, veteran publicity man, icho
has been placed in charge of the heavy
campaign to be put behind "The Fire

Brigade" ( Metro-Goldioyn-Mayer)

trthur Mamie. associate director of
Romance Productions with Eugene It.

Roth, including "The f ision." "The Blue
Boy" and "Mono Lisa" (Educational)

Honny \oss, a petite German screen

player, \<mn^ and strikingly pretty, who
ha*, come here unheralded '<> try her for-

tune in American films

I team <>/ players that is expected to be a sensation on

the screen Belle Bennett and I'hilipe De Lacy as they

will appear in "Mother Machree." which John Lord is

producing for Vox Films

Gardner James. Inspiration contract player,

and Marion Constance Blackton. scenarist.

who are to be married in llollytcood on
this Christmas l)a\
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Placing of a bronze tablet on the Christie studios, Hollywood, marks the 15f/i anniversary of production in Hollywood, the Christie Brothers, Charles

and Al, having started with Nestor on October 27, 1911; left, Al Christie, Mayor George E. Cryer, of Los Angeles; David Horsley, who was an owner
of Nestor, and Frank Galloway, of the Round Table Club; right. Mayor Cryer, Carl Bush, Chamber of Commerce secretary; If illiam Thompson.
Frank Christie, Frank Galloway, William Horsley, Marjorir H illiams, of the Hollywood Studio Club; seated. David Horsley, Fred JT . Beetson. of

the Hays office, Tom Powers, Knights of Columbus, and Tom Ricketts, a director with the original Nestor

in Australia are extremely bright generally, and that the picture busi-

ness is in for its best year. Road-showing has paved the way for

increased returns from a territory remarkable for its responsiveness to

theatrical attractions. Some of the figures piled up by extended runs

of films in the leading Australian cities are almost incredible.

R ACTORS IN PULPIT
EVERSING the procedure of Fred Thomson, who was a

minister and became an actor, Ernest Gillan and Eddie Gribbon,

both of whom are appearing in Robert T. Kane's "The Song of

the Dragon," for First National, were guests at special services of

Dr. Christian F. Reisner's Broadway Temple last Sunday night.

Both spoke to the 2,000 persons drawn by the services, Gribbon

humorously and Gillan in a more serious vein. Al Feinman, of the

Reichenbach offices, arranged for the appearance.

D DAILY DOTTED LINE
URING Morgan Month, when P.D.C. was holding a sales

drive, The Dotted Line appeared as a daily house organ. That's

a new one. We don't recall ever having heard of a daily paper

published for a sales force. And it was a corking good paper, too!

Snappy make-up and contents; clever ideas; and worlds of sales pep.

Charles J. Giegerich, editor of The Dotted Line, gets the credit for

this interesting innovation.

AGULICK VISITS COAST
LTHOUGH he has been with Universal for thirteen years

and has been publicity director for six years, Paul Guhck has just

left for his first visit to Universal City. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Gulick, and will be away for more than a month.

First scene stills to be received on "The King of Kings," Cecil B. De Mille's personally directed special for Producers Distributing Corp.; top

row, left to right: Joseph Schildkraut as Judas Iscariot; Dorothy Cumming as Mary, the Mother, and Muriel McCormack as the Blind Girl; Noble

Johnson as a Nubian slave driver of the chariot of Mary Magdalene; Ernest Torrence as the Apostle Peter; loner row: a busy street in Judea;

a group of disciples listening to the Master (Thomas D'Albrook, David lmboden, James Neil and Joseph Striker) ; the disciples and people in an

humble cottage listening to the teachings of Jesus
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I an Lit r anil Charles Van Lier, who have closed a contract with
Columbia Pictures Corporation for the distribution in Hollywood of the

entire Columbia output

T WOMAN "IMMORTALS" GRATEFUL
ELEGRAPHIC thanks have been received by the A.M. P.A.

from the twelve women selected by the advertisers as those who had
done the most for the industry. These include Mary Pickford, Norma
Talmadge, June Mathis, Gloria Swanson, Anita Loos, Frances
Marion, Colleen Moore, Constance Talmadge, Beulah Livingstone,

Jeannie Macpherson, Lillian Gish and Corinne Griffith. Frances
Marion's telegram of appreciation was unique in that she suggested
that her place should have been given to Lois Weber, the first woman
director. Each of the twelve "immortals" will be the guest of honor
of the A.M.P.A. at a luncheon.

A THREE STARS
STERISKS were awarded by the National Board of Review

this week to "The Return of Peter Grimm," Fox Films; "The
Sorrows of Satan," Paramount, and Pathe Review No. 49.

/ a, I, Robert and eight oj his little radio entertainers appeared before
the Pathe club at the Hotel Roosevelt, V< n ) ork City, the other evening.
I nele Robert, who conducts the children's hour at II II \. is at the left,

ami I on Diamond, president id the Pathe club, is on the right

H DIRECTOR-AUTHORS NEEDED
ARRY RAPF, production executive for Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, predicts that the ideal director of the future will be one who
can write his own stories and transfer them to the screen. More
and more, he points out, the screen is leaning toward the original

story and it is from such that most of the big successes come. Novels
and plays are rarely satisfactory without too much doctoring, and the

original is the hope of the future. Naturally, Mr. Rapf points out.

the ideal situation is the creation, adaptation and direction of this

original idea by one man—the director-author.

TH VITAGRAPH, LTD., RENAMED
A HE Vitagraph name, once so potent in film circles, was brought

one step nearer its disappearance from active use this week when
Vitagraph, Ltd., of England, which was acquired by Warner Bros,

some time ago, was changed to Warner Bros. Pictures, Ltd. This

came concurrently with the departure for America of Herman Starr,

chief executive of Warner's home office in New York, and Gus
Schlesinger, general manager of foreign distribution for the company.

Lothar Mendes, director, Dorothy Mackaill and Producer Robert T.

Kane talking over the script in a quiet moment between scans oj "The
Song of the Dragon," which Kane is producing for First National release

K UTAH'S GIFTS TO SCREEN
ENT MEADE, formerly of Salt Lake City, recently signed

to make a series for Popular Pictures, Inc., contends that Utah leads

the Union in the per capita number of persons of talent given to the

motion picture. He proposes a Utah Club for Hollywood, and
mentions the following as prospective members: James Cruze, Alice

Day, Betty Compson, George Melford, Malcolm Stuart Boylan,

Waldemar Young, Luke Cosgrave, Ora Carew, Jack Gilbert, Frank

Borzage, Mack Swain, Robert Fairbanks, F. Harmon Weight, Chet

Withey, Margaret Livingston, Fay Wray, DeWitt Jennings, Elliott

J. Clawscn, Burl Armstrong, Leo Meehan, Mary McAllister, Charles

"Buddy" Post and June Mathis.

(.lot ia Swanson on a set for "Sunyn," her first picture for I nilcd Artists,

talking with tiro former bankers, now executives of her company. I hey
are Thomas [lien Moore {right) formerly trust officer of the (Guaranty

Trust Co.. and Pierre Bedard, formerly head of new foreign business
department. Hankers Irusi Co.
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P GERMAN DIRECTOR WEDS
AUL L. STEIN, German director under contract to Warner

Bros., and Miss Ollie Kuntze, German opera singer, were wed in

Hollywood on Tuesday, almost immediately after her arrival from

Europe with Mrs. Paul Leni. They met in the studio in Germany,

and when Stein left for America he promised to send for her as soon

as he had established himself here. After the completion of "My
Official Wife" for Warners he cabled her to start at once.

Richard Burthelmess, the star, Patsy Ruth Miller, leading lady, and Sidney
Olcott, director, between scenes of "The W hite Black Slieep," an In-

spiration Picture for First National, ivondering how this vehicle is going
to transport them all to the lunchroom

LA DOUBLE BIRTH-DAY
LOYD HUGHES, featured player for First National, was

presented by his wife, formerly Gloria Hope, with a son on October

21, which was his own birthday as well. Mother and son ale

doing nicely.

P WELCOME TO OUR CITY
AULA GOULD, fiction writer and member of the home office

publicity staff of Warner Bros., returned on Sunday, October 31,

from a month's vacation spent in Hollywood, a city in which several

companies are said to be considering the production of motion pictures.

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin W arner, parents of the Warner brothers, were
presented by the studio force with a handsome clock on their recent visit,

in commemoration of their 50ift wedding anniversary

M,
JAZZBOS ELECT

.EMBERS of the Jazzbo Club, a social organization of

the personnel of P.D.C., held their first annual dinner and theatre

party on Thursday evening, October 28. New officers were elected,

as follows: J. K. Burger, president; George W. Harvey, vice-

president; A. A. Schubart, treasurer; Mrs. Josephine French, secre-

tary ; Maude Sankey, corresponding secretary. The first issue of

Jazzbo Jottings was distributed. This bulletin is to be edited by
Rose Natkins, assisted by Morris Meyer. At the close of the dinner,

John C. Fhnn gave a short talk, after which the members repaired

to the Winter Garden to see "The Great Temptations."

Walter Lantz, artist and animated cartoonist of the Bray Studios, who
writes 'em, draws 'em and acts in 'em, snapped on the beach with his

chief assistants, Frank Paiker and Jerry Geronimi, during the filming of

scenes for "Dog Gonnil"

A ALICE TERRY HERE
l \FTER completing her role in a new M.-G.-M. feature, as

yet untitled, Alice Terry arrived in New York this week for a three

weeks' vacation before sailing for France to join her husband, Rex
Ingram. Her next picture will be "The Garden of Allah," which
Ingram will direct. Much of it will be filmed in northern Africa.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., who is producing "The Collegians" series for Uni-

versal, holds his first preview for the members of his own university

fraternity. We needn't tell you that they liked them

v.
SEASTROM RETURNS

ICTOR SEASTROM, M.-G.-M.'s Swedish director, ar-

rived from a vacation in Sweden with his family on the motorship

Gripsholm, of the Swedish-American Line.
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Editor's Note. This is the

.second of <i serifs of sir articles

by John Grierson, noted English

writer, on production problems of

the motion picture industry. The
s expressed by Mr. Grierson

are. naturally, his own. They do

not necessarily represent the opin-

ions of the Editor of Motion
Picture News.
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growing need in the

ie industry is an atmos-

phere of genuine criticism. The
industry is at a parting of the

ways. I( is seeing itself in a new

light, as having a destiny which

demands larger plans and greater ambitions

than it dreamed of ten years ago. If is trying

to get a new sense of itself and to realize

its true proportions. And it needs all the

help it can get from the critics (within and

without ) if it is to accomplish its task.

The industry has kept pace in some re-

spiels with the growing interests of people

all over the world in matters cinematic. It

has realized that the modern masses have

come to depend more and more on the cinema theatre as their one

continuing and habitual place of entertainment and release. The
industry has catered to the greater demand as well as it knew how.

The producers have realized roughly that people wanted some-
thing more than mere invitation and entertainment in their cinema
theatres. The notion of "bigger and better pictures"—the dis-

tinction between mere program pictures and "specials" indicates

a feeling for the larger needs of the public. The producers,

however, have never gone very intelligently into the question

of what makes a "bigger and better picture" or what makes a

"special." They have been haphazard often, and stupid often.

They have misestimated petty pictures and thought them great

(Laemmle's opinion of "His People" is a case in point). They
have thrown away great pictures by vulgarizing and pettifving

tin ni with hokum. They have imitated big successes like "The
Covered Wagon," without realizing at all what made pictures

like "The Covered Wagon" big. And they have naturally failed.

Theatres Often Too Good for Pictures

THE industry has been far more sensitive in the matter of

theatres. The highbrows may complain about the vulgarity

of some of the de-luxe theatres (they are as over-decorated some-

times as an old lady with a past), but the de-luxe theatre was
tin first big idea that came to the cinema world. It showed that

the industry was getting a sense of its own importance; it gave

promise that sooner or later the industry would get a sense

of its own dignity. There is much in knowing how big you are.

and more still in believing how great you can become.

Walking over the great red carpeted spaces of some of these

ilr luxe theatres, one; can forget for a moment the "business

angle." The people of this modern maelstrom needed a great

scarlet carpel to walk on. In these days of dolls' houses and

miniature vestibules, they needed a great entrance hall where

they could feel good. It made the weekly visit to the cinema

theatre something of an "event." In this higglety-pigglety

modern world, half organized and wholly distracted, people

in i ilcil "c\ ruts."

^i it I think the big theatres have dislocated the cinema world

lor the moment, and I have a mind to say that the pictures are

iml good enough lor the theatres. Too often 1 have been ushered

into one of these great palaces like a princclet, and mounted the

greal staircase like a modern Jacob, only to find the picture so

trivial that I had to untislier myself and descend five minutes

.after. The hospitality was excellent, the meal terrible. The
mountain was laboring hugely ami giving birth to mice.

The Smart Young Men

I
HAVE I'll tin Same disproportion in another field of the in-

dustry I made a zig-zag voyag< t" Hollywood, and my zig

/,\>r wav took me iii theatres and distribution centers all over the

jjxc Industry

At a Parting

ox the Ways
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John

Grierson
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country. There, if you like, was

the unadulterated "business side"

of the industry. It was in touch

with the people, and was in the

business of serving the people.

Now when I think of the really

big side of the industry I think of

neither the directors nor the pro-

ducers. Their job is more exact-

ing certainly, and they ought to

receive more latitude from a critic.

Hut my point is this: the movie

managers and the salesman were

a deal more efficient in their job

than the production people were

in theirs. The salesmanship was
better as salesmanship, the show-

manship was better as showmanship, than

the direction of pictures was as direction. In

fact, these smart young men out and about

the country were more energetic and original,

they were more pre-occupied with their work
and had a more complete command of it than

the people in Hollywood. The Hollvwood

people were playing all sorts of futile side

games and (I suspect) getting vain on the

job and too blown up with easy reputations

to put their backs into big and ambitious things.

Hoiv Set the Studios Alive?

THIS criticism is commonplace. The producers themselves

are coining to be painfully aware of this great disproportion

within the industry. They realize (to put the matter in an

extreme form) that the movie industry is a Fifth Avenue store

selling Fourteenth Street bargains, and they are getting concerned

about it. They feel, as I have noted already, that the logical urge

of the industry at the moment is toward greater films. The
emphasis of interest has come off theatres and is going on to

production. The producers are all for intensifying and deepening

the world of production. They are all for setting the studios

right. I may be wrong, but there is something almost feverish

about Famous Players' hankering after new blood and new

energy in the creative field.

But how? The only thing that will set the studios alive is

an atmosphere of genuine criticism, an atmosphere of discussion:

talking about pictures and analyzing them, plotting, planning,

thinking, dreaming twenty-four hours of a day. if need be, in

terms of cinema. It is all very well to have turned out a good

picture and to have made a pretty reputation and earned a lot of

monev. but that is scarcely an excuse for getting comfortable on

the job and lying around on the cushions of flattery and self-

conceit. I fear me, there is too much of that in the production

end of the cinema world, and it saps its strength more than

anything else.

A Hundred Million Must Participate

I
KNOW an atmosphere of genuine criticism, one that will really

help the industry, is a tall order. Where begin: What are

the essentials, the fundamentals?

The very first thing to realize is that all productions, certainly

the big ones, must be popular productions. The movie world is

being jostled and crowded just now by the highbrows, and while

highbrow criticism is often helpful when properly diluted and

reapplied, it is at the moment doing far more harm than good.

For two reasons, (a) It is prompting wrong themes, themes that

can only have a specialized appeal, (b) It is spreading a con-

tempt for the dramatic sentiments of the masses.

Now. the problem of the producers is really a simple one. It

is to realize how widespread is their world of spectators. It is

In realize how simple and fundamental are the dramatic needs of

the world crowd which goes ti> the cinema. It is to take universal

themes, or themes as universal as may be, and give them a simple,

strong, dignified treatment. Let the treatment be ever so bril-

liant, let the kick and the Hash of the treatment be as powerful

as energy and inspiration can make them, but in the end the world

crowd la hundred million of them) must participate in the story.
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belong to the story, and the story must belong to them. That was
always the way with the great popular stories, the great simple
stories that commanded men, and they are the best stories.

The Harmful Highbrows

IN fact, one must begin, not by despising this world crowd
which makes up the audience in the cinema but by the be-

lieving in it. One must believe that a simple story can be made
great, that a simple story does not necessarily mean a collection

of hokum. One must believe that this world crowd's demand
on the cinema is profound, for all its seeming crudeness and
simplicity. That way lies the true future of the cinema. It

must forget the special pleas of the little, specialized culture

groups. It belongs to the people as no other social institution

in the world before. It is the only genuinely democratic in-

stitution that has ever appeared on a world wide scale. It is

the Internationale of sentiment and emotion.

But listen to the critics. Hicks, they call this world public,

lowbrows, cripple wits, sex-seekers. The London Times vies

with the American Mercury, Harpers with Vanity Fair, to

encourage the movie producers to despise their people. Unfor-
tunately, Hollywood listens. A score of times in Hollywood,
I found it affecting men's judgments and spoiling their efforts.

I would ask some director about some particularly bad piece

of work, ask why it was there when it was quite obvious the

director could do better. "Oh," the director would say, "you've

got to for the crowd, you must put in the hokum." In fact, the

attitude of contempt has paralyzed some of the directors. It

gives them an excuse for bad work, it allows them to go easy

and save themselves trouble, it enables them to substitute auto-

matic anyhow-work for genuine powerful work.

For Better or For Worse

I
WOULD say this : so long as the theme is simple and under-

standable and near to the heart, there is nothing too good
and too dignified for the public. If "The Big Parade" has a

lesson for the producers, it is just that. It is a simple thing,

treated with honor and dignity.

An atmosphere of genuine criticism must begin with the

actual conditions of the movie industry. You must say: here

we are with this world public for better or for worse: what
can we do with it? Just because the cinema industry is what
it is, an institution for the millions, it simply cannot play the

hole and corner games of the drawing rooms and the cultural

talking shops. It belongs to the strange and primitive animal

with lusts in its body and dreams in its eyes which we call

the mob.

T
Discussion of Technique Necessary

HIS opens up the second aspect of genuine criticism. Hav-
ing got the necessity of making things simple and funda-

mental into our heads, the job is to get a kick and a flash into

the treatment. That is where discussion of the ways and

means of cinema dynamic comes in. That is where discussion

of technique comes in, discussion of tempo, composition, screen,

metaphor and a host of other things. There is too little of it.

The newspaper critics might help, but they are too busy gos

siping. Of the more ambitious critics I can think of only two

or three who have contributed something practically helpful.

Taken as a whole, the critics have left the industry in the lurch.

They have cursed aplenty, but they have seldom contributed

an analytic understanding of the medium that might help di-

rectors in their work. So bad and unhelpful has been the

criticism of movies, that nearly all the credit for the develop-

ment of the cinema as a medium must go to the industry itself.

That development, heaven knows, has been haphazard and

accidental enough. With an atmosphere of clear thinking it

would have, been much greater.

The Cushions of Complacency

THE worst of it is that Hollywood does not step in and do

its own thinking. It progresses, it adds something here

and something there, and the movies get better, but there cer-

tainly isn't a wind of critical thinking that would blow their

stars away. Hollywood takes life easily. I had imagined that

I would find there a set of adventurers, men young and eager

in a young and eager popular art, working by day and plan-

ning and plotting by night, seizing like young eagles on every

new method, analyzing, developing, asking themselves ques-

tions at all times, why this was good, why this was bad, and

how the good might be better. But not on your life ! The
limousines flashed on the boulevards, and the sun was hot and

flannels were white, and everything was for the best in the

best of all bourgeois worlds. Reputations were easy and money

was easier, and men grew soft on their unexpected wealth and

hung around in the purple livery of perfect content. They were

good fellows and largely inclined to say pretty things to each

other. I missed something. I missed the fever that goes with

creative work. I missed the appetite for criticism that goes with

ambition. I suspected that instead of craving discussion and ask-

ing always for more, they discouraged it, were frightened for it.

I suspected, in the end, that they were often not so much con-

cerned with making the cinema great as with serving their own

private interests. I talk generally and there are great exceptions

like Chaplin, Fairbanks, Von Stroheim, Von Sternberg, King

Vidor, Langdon, Raymond Griffith, John Gilbert and others. But

I found far too few with ambitious ideas. And worse still, I

found that these men were inclined to keep their ideas to them-

selves. There was no steady atmosphere of- critical discussion

that was worth more than a nickel or two to the future of the

industry.

This it is that must be righted.

Publix-Saenger Form Operating
Expansion Activities Will Embrace Twelve Southern

States—Important Development in Theatre Field

Co.

ANNOUNCEMENT was made this week
of the formation of Publix-Saenger
Theatres, Inc., to acquire and operate

either directly or through subsidiaries, pic-

ture theatres in twelve Southern States.

The deal, it is stated, will not affect the

management of either the Publix or

Saenger circuits.

It is planned to build or buy theatres in

North and South Carolina, Georgia, Ala-

bama, Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Missis-

sippi, Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma and

New Mexico.
One of the theatres to be acquired by

the new company is the New Saenger,

which will be opened in New Orleans

shortly after the first of the year. Publix

presentations will be given at this house.

The deal was consummated by E. V.

Richards, Jr., and Julian Saenger, for the

Saenger Amusement Co., and Sam Katz,

president of Publix.

According to the records of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS, Saenger controls 152

theatres in six Southern States directly or

through subsidiaries. These are divided as

follows: Arkansas, 4; Florida, 2; Louisiana,

48 ; Mississippi, 21 ; Texas, 75, and Okla-

homa, 2.

The Publix chain in the South covers

nine States as follows: Alabama, 8; Arkan-
sas, 7; Florida, 51 ; Georgia, 18; Oklahoma,

8; North Carolina, 7; South Carolina, 9;

Tennessee, 17; Texas, 23. Total, 148.

The Saenger interests are expanding in

several States, notably Texas.

Columbia Interests to Build

Theatre in Washington
Lou Berman and Harry Weinar, distribu-

tors of Columbia product in Philadelphia

made public plans this week for an enlarge-

ment of their activities by constructing a

new theatre in Washington, D.C. The new
house will play Columbia pictures exclu-

sively.
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Paramount Theatre, New York City,

Scheduled to Open on November 19

ACCORDING to present plans of Famous the new Paramount The-

atre, New York City, will open on November 19. The entire audi-

ence for the premiere will comprise invited guests. A box has been

reserved for Governor Smith, who is expected to attend, and among other

guests will be Mayor James J. Walker, of New York, and Thomas A.

Edison.
The theatre will be dedicated by the Broadway Association, who are

placing a tablet in the lobby of the office structure paying a tribute to

Adolph Zukor. The Association will be present at the opening.

The policy of the house, which will seat 4,000, is that of stage presen-

tation and pictures. Popular prices will prevail and the shows will be
continuous, including four de luxe performances on weekdays and five

on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.

What is believed by Famous officials to be the largest pipe organ
ever constructed has arrived in New York. Though it has taken three

years to build, the actual installation will be complete when the theatre

reopens.

Iowa M. P. T. O. Holds Meet
Board of Directors Elected with Power
of Selecting Officers of Association

Till-: motion picture theatre owners of

Iowa had the largest and most en-

thusiastic convention they have ever

held on October 26 and October '-'7, when a

hundred representative film men of the

State met at the Hotel Savery for an im-

portant conference. The association, which

has been maintaining an active office at

Des Moines for the past six months and

which has worked out the soundest financial

program yet attempted through the collec-

tion of low priced dues, is in better work-

ing condition than it lias ever been before

and the convention found the exhibitors

more ready than ever to back the associa

tion in its activities and to stand back of

ii financially for anything thai might be

necessary to maintain the headquarters

and its activities. E. P. Smith, who has

been acting as business manager for the

association for the past six months, is

.ii <•]% responsible tor the efficiency of the

oilier. Miss Baumgartner, who has acted as

the secretary tor the office headquarter-,

ha- al-o been very able. At the election

id' officers held at the convention .Mr. Smith
was re-elected as business manager and
secretary of the association. Mr. Smith
has been putting out a bulletin which has
also been very helpful in the promotion of

eo-operation among the film men. He is

empowered to -elect a SUCCeSSOl' to Mi-s

Baumgarten, who ha- accepted a position

on the stenographic staff of Pox film-.

The officer- for the Iowa Motion Picture

Theatre Owner- Association wen- selected

by a new* method at this convention. A
board of directors was elected resulting in

the selection "f Tom Brown id' Iowa City,

John Waller of Osceola, W. II. Eddy of

Indianola, Thomas Arthur of Mason City,

and B. I. Van l>.\ ke of I >es Moines, 'flu

board waa empowered to selecl the officers

df the association ami al-o its own chair-

man and to act upon matters relating to the

association which should come up for ac

tion. The board elected Mr. Smith to act

for the association and selected no other
officers.

The members of the resolution committee
were empowered to present resolutions for
the association following the discussion of
the various subjects of interest to the the-

atre men. Arbitration, contracts, music
tax, pictures and plans for the continuation
of other activities of the association were
discussed. The resolution committee did
not present their report during the conven-
tion and were given permission to present
them at a later date. The members of the
resolution committee are Thomas Brown of
Iowa City, Arthur Watson of Knoxville and
M. R. Blair of Cedar Falls.

The members of the association attended
the opening of the new- Fox Film exchange
offices at 1022 High Street and also the

screenings put on at all the exchanges for
their special benefit.

This convention of the film men was the
first to be held this fall as the September
meeting was called off on account of the
bad road- at that time. Neighboring asso-
ciations will have to step to keep up with
the enthusiasm id' the present Iowa
association.

Plan Film Depicting History
of Australia

A 9,000-fool picture dealing with the

history of Australia i< being prepared by
the Markets and Migration Department
Eor propaganda purposes abroad, according
to a report to the I )epart meiit of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner F. G. Babbitt,
Sydney. The picture will embody incidents

Er Australian history, beginning with
the landing of Captain Cook, and ending
with the opening of the Commonwealth
Parliament at Canberra by the Duke of

York next year. It is expected that the
film will be ready for release in about a

year.

Rosenzsweig & Katz Active
in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Brooklyn, X.Y., is one of the liveliest

-pots in the country when it comes to

theatre building- activities, several of the

more prominent theatre circuit- having
been hard at expansion programs during
the pa-t season.

Rosenzsweig & Katz, in addition to hav-

ing two houses under consctruction, the

New Concord, a 2,000-seat theatre with a

1,000-seat roof garden, located on Fulton
street, and the Liberty Avenue-135th Street

Theatre, a 2,200-seat house, are reported as

having secured two new sites on which they

contemplate building playhouses capable of

accommodating any Broadway show or

vaudeville act.

Plans in view call for seating capacities

of approximately 3,000 in each theatre, the

investment probably running in the neigh-

borhood of a million apiece. Location of

the sites will be disclosed within a short

time, according to Messrs. Rosenzsweig &
Katz.

"Palladium," Danish Film,

Emigrates to Paris
One of the Danish film companies, Daiisk

Film Industri, popularly known as "Pal-
ladium," has recently removed its entire

organization to Paris, France, according to

Commercial Attache H. Sorensen, Copen-
hagen, in a report to the Department of

Commerce. The reason for this removal
i- -tated to be the fact that several new
films will be taken in the Southern parts
of Europe.

Dansk Film Industri is one of Denmark's
few film companies. It is a stock company
with a capital of 300,000 crowns. The
latest production of the company was the

"Don Quixote" film. The company will

continue to maintain a sales office in Copen-
hagen.

Plans Under Way for

Washington T.O. Meet
PLANS for the 1926 convention of

the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Washington, to be

held in Seattle on November 9 and 10,

are already under way in the North-
west city, and present indications are
that several hundred exhibitors from
Washington, Idaho, Oregon and Mon-
tana will be in attendance for the two
days of festivity. J. M. Hone, execu-
tive secretary of the M.P.T.O.W.
has already announced the appoint-
ment of Robert W. Bender, manager
cf the Columbia Theatre in Seattle, as
general chairman.
Mr. Bender's committee, announced

this week, will include Carl Reiter.
Orpheum Theatre; LeRoy V. John-
son, Liberty Theatre; Flcyd Maxwell,
Pacific Northwest Theatres; Frank
Edwards, Winter Garden Theatre:
John Hamrick, Blue Mouse circuit; H.
W. Bruen, Pacific circuit; J. A. Bradt,
Roycroft Theatre; Lloyd Dearth,
Pantages Theatre; William M. Mc-
Curdy, President Theatre, and John
Danz, Capitol Theatre, all of Seattle.

A midnight preview and performance,
and a city-wide Movie Ball are among
the entertainment features promised
for this year's convention.

.
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Realignment in F. P. L. Sales Forces
George Weeks to Head Short Subject Distribution

—

Schaefer Promoted to Home Office

PLANS now contemplated for the re-

lease of short subject- on the Par-

amount program and continuous ex-

pansion in the sales activities of Famous
Players have brought aboul an increase

in the home office executive personnel and

in Paramount 's territorial division of the

country for -ales purpose-.

George W. Weeks will have charge of

the distribution of short subject-, if the

plans materialize for the creation of that

department.

S. R. Kent, general manager, announced
that, in the future. Paramount 's forty-two

exchanges in the United State- will be

grouped in three main divisions instead

of two.

John D. Clark will continue as -ale-

manager of the Western Division as here-

tofore. Phil Reisman, until recently ex-

F.P.-L. Now Acquiring
Short Subjects

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY is

proceeding with acquisition of

product for its ' new short sub-
jects department.
A deal has been closed with M. J.

Winkler Prod., for a series of short
subjects, release to begin next Septem-
ber. There will be five subjects in

each of the series. Existing series,

such as the Alice Day Comedies and
Krazy Cat Cartoons, are not included
in the deal.

It is reported Famous is negotiating
with James A. Fitzpatrick for his
Famous Music Masters series. This
would not include the Famous Melody
series, now being released through
Pathe.

George W. Weeks, who is to head the short subject
department of Famous Players-Lasky

ecutive sales head of the Eastern Division,

will act in a similar capacity as sales chief

of the newly created Central Division. In
executive charge as divisional sales man-
ager of the Eastern Division will be George
J. Schaefer, who has been promoted from
his former position as district manager of

Paramount 's New England district.

Mr. Schaefer is an experienced sales

executive whose record of achievement
during his years in the field for Paramount
have proven his high merit. Several years

ago, Mr. Schaefer left a responsible por-
tion in the manufacturing field to enter

Paramount 's firsl -school for salesmen. He
quickly demonstrated his unusual ability

and was made a special representative of

the Paramount sales department. Later
he was promoted to branch manager at

Boston and subsequently to district man-
ager for Xew England. He further dis-

tinguished himself recently as captain for

the Eastern forces in the Paramount na-

tion-wide sales drive.-

The addition of Mr. Schaefer to the home
office's sales executive forces will enable

George W. Weeks to devote more of his

time to the distribution and sales prob-
lems of the producers 'outside of the com-
pany's own production department which
are releasing through Paramount. These
producers include the Harold Lloyd Cor-
poration, the UFA company of Germany
and British National Pictures, Ltd., of
Great Britain. If plans now contemplated
for the release of short subjects on the

Paramount program materialize, Mr.
Weeks will also have charge of the dis-

tribution activities of these unit-.

Hammons Declines Com-
ment on Alleged Deal

REPORTS were current in New
York this week of alleged nego-
tiations between Famous Play-

ers-Lasky and Educational for a

merger or some sort of alliance.

When these reports were brought to

the attention of E. W. Hammons,
President of Educational, he declined

either to confirm or deny them. "I

have nothing to say," Mr. Hammons
declared.

Canadian Production Plans Forming
Famous Players and Cranfield & Clarke Among Those to Establish

Studios in Dominion; British Quota Still Pending
WHILE the Imperial Conference in

London considers a British Empire
film quota, two important moves

became known this week which may make
Canada an important production centre,

regardless of any quota legislation which
may be passed. One was the entering of a

$15,000,000 corporation in British Colum-
bia by Famous Players, to- erect a studio,

and the other was the acquisition of a

studio by Cranfield and Clarke in Canada.
The latter firm has made no definite an-

nouncement, but is known to have been
working for some time on plans to produce
in Canada, England and India, primarily
for the British Empire market.
Xo definite information was available this

week on the plans of other companies in

this direction, but it is logical to assume
that if the British quota should become a
realitv there would be a decided move to-

ward Canadian production. Cranfield and
Clarke will use American-trained players

and directors who are British citizens, of

whom there are a large number, and in this

way, by producing with Canadian capital,

will have strictly British-made films, it the

specifications for these arc as anticipated.

A $15,000,000 corporation has been en-

tered at the Parliament Buildings. Victoria,

B.C., under the laws of the Province of

British Columbia by Famous Player- Cana-
dian Corporation. Toronto and Vancouver,
B.C., for the purpose of establishing a mov-
ing picture studio of extensive proportions
in British Columbia.
With the incorporation of the company

in British Columbia, announcement was
made that Famous Players-La sky Corpora-
tion had undertaken, through the incorpo-

rated organization, to establish producing
facilities for the making of pictures in

Canada to qualify under the much-dis-

cussed quota plans of Great Britain and
various Dominions of the Empire, as well

as in foreign countries where a contingent

plan has been or may be adopted.

It was stated at Victoria, the Provincial

capital of British Columbia, that Famous
Players is now branching out into an Inter-

national producing organization and that.

besides the producing in Canada, arrange-

ments were being outlined for production

in England.
Some time ago the information was di-

vulged at" Ottawa, the Canadian capital,

through Government channels, that a large

U.S. film company was contemplating the

erection of a large studio either at Ottawa,

in eastern Canada, or on the Pacific Coast

to make pictures that would be acceptable

under British and foreign quota require;

ments.
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Mergers an Inevitable and Necessary

Move Toward Progress, Says Kennedy
MERGERS and consolidations of film companies are a logical and

necessary development for economy and progress, in the opinion

of Joseph P. Kennedy, president of Film Booking Offices, who
returned from Hollywood on Wednesday. His recent statements on the

Coast concerning mergers were interpreted as forecasting a merger be-

tween F.B.O. and Universal, which he immediately denied.

He stated his belief, however, that further mergers would come, and
that F.B.O. , as well as other companies, would find it necessary to merge
with other companies and would find it necessary to acquire theatres,

either through acquisition or through consolidation with distributors al-

ready owning theatres.

These moves, he believes, will react to the benefit of the entire in-

dustry, replacing costly duplication of effort with economy and efficiency,

and opening the way for greater progress in' every direction than ever
before.

Several important deals for F.B.O. distribution abroad are pending,
he stated, and will be announced shortly.

Sam Wood, Mr. Kennedy announced, has been made associate pro-
ducer for F.B.O., and will assume this post after directing a picture for
M-G-M. This is the first instance in this country in which a director has
been placed in such a position.

TwoMoreMassachusettsHouses
One for Friend Interests in Worcester;

Famous to Lease New Springfield House
the shopping district opposite the new
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co.
building.

Plans and specifications have been filed

with the building department at Worces-
ter, Mass., for a new theatre which will

seat 3,600 people and which it is planned
to erect at Main and Central streets. This
theatre, built by the Arthur Friend inter-

ests, will still further increase the city's

playhouses, the Poli and Daniels & Hodg-
don theatres now nearing completion.

If the permit is granted, the theatre will
lie the largest in the city. The building
will })e five stories high and will have three
stores on Main Street in addition to the
theatre entrance and lobby.

In And Out of Town

ACCORDING to present plans Famous
Players will have a new house in

Springfield and the Arthur Friend
interests one in Worcester in the near fu-

ture. Agreements have been signed where-
by the Standard Oil Co. will build a mo-
tion picture theatre seating 3,500 at the

corner of Main and State streets, Spring-
field, Mass., costing upwards of $1,200,000,

which Famous Players have agreed to lease

for a period of 25 years at an annual rental

of +100,000.

All papers are signed for the new house
with the exception of one of the four par-
cels of real estate which are desired for the

site. It is expected that, this agreement will

be signed within a few days.
The site selected is in the very heart of

Milwaukee Has 11 New Houses
Plans Announced for Two More Up-

town Theatres; Cost About Million

w ITII plans announced this week for
I lie erect ion of two new theal res in

the uptown section of Milwaukee
theatre construction for that city has ii"\\

reached ;i total of eleven houses.

One of the two announced this week will

be erected on National Avenue, between
Twenty lir-t and Twenty second Avenues.

by the National Layton improvement com-
pany al an approximate cost ol $750,000

and the other, figured al $310,000, will be

located on Teutonia Avenue just south of

Twentieth Street. The latter hoii-e i
- pro

jected by the Badgei Building Service, Inc.

These playhouses with nine other similar

projects either contemplated or under con

struct ion. will add approximately 22,500

seats to the capacity of neighborhood the-

atres. The new buildings involve a total

cost of aboul $6,225,000.
The National Avenue Playhouse, seating

2,500, a two story building, will be 150 £ee1

quare, and will contain six stores and
apartments. The building will be designed
like an Italian stadium.

The northside building will face on Teu-
tonia Avenue, and will extend hack to

Twentieth Street. The auditorium, seating
aboul 1,400, is ninety feel wide, and the

ground floor plan provides for ;i building
135 feel from north to south, Besides the

theatre, the building will contain four
stores, each 50x101) feet.

K\c;i\ ;it mu is to be -tailed this fall.

NED E. DEPINET and A. W. Smith, Jr.,

hirst National sales managers, who left

for extensive tours of their territories imme-
diately following the recent franchise-holders'

convention at French Lick Springs, Ind., have
returned to the home office in New York with
report- of brNk business in their divisions.

O.-i/L/.Vi/' from Arte York on the Majestic
O on October 29th, Joe Brandt, president of
Columbia Pictures, is making a tour of eight

zvecks of Europe for the purpose of getting

first-hand information regarding the film con-
ditions in Great Britain and on the Continent.

He expects to be (/one for eight weeks.

J
J. MADAN, one of the managing di-

• rectors of the Madan Theatres, Ltd,
distributors and exhibitors in India, with
principal offices in Calcutta, is completing a

two weeks' stay at New York following a

trip of inspection to Hollywood. He sails

for Europe in the near future and may visit

one or two Continental studios before re-

turning to India.

JOSEPH McCOXVlLLE, a resident of Bos-
ton and franchise holder for Columbia

product in New England, is now in New York
for a conference with Columbia executives.

His visit is primarily for the purpose of ar-

ranging for the showing of the Columbia pro-

duction, "Sweet Rosie O'Grady
-

' in New Eng-
land territory.

A RECENT arrival at the home office of
Ji l~ran field and Clarke in New York is

George Balsdon of Montreal, Quebec, zvho is

conferring with Col. W . F. Clarke on the com-
pany's various exchanges.

F. P. Canadian Corp. Shows
$69,974 Profit Increase

FAMOUS PLAYERS -Canadian
Corporation, Limited, Toronto,
showed profits from operation

for the fiscal year ending August 28

last of $800,581, before depreciation,

interest and proportion of deferred)

charges were accounted for, according
to the seventh annual report of the

company just presented by J. P. Bick-
ell, vice-president, Toronto. This com-
pares with $703,607 for the previous
12 months. The allowance for de-

preciation for the year was $265,408.

which compared with the previous cor-

responding reduction of $180,000.

After deducting bond and mortgage
interest and deferred charges, the net
profits were $399,639. There re-

mained a surplus of $281,005 to be
brought forward for the new year, as
compared with $215,401 on August 29,

1925.

The consolidated balance sheet
capital assets in theatre properties of

$5,038,503. "Franchises, contracts,
leaseholds, etc., are carried at $8,606,-

039 and investments in affiliated com-
panies $748,255 The capital stock is

$12,700,900 and current liabilities are
shown at $267,270. Accounts receiv-
able are $206 555; cash on hand, $381,-
177; prepaid taxes, insurance, etc.,

$118,321. Advances to affiliated com-
panies secured by mortgages amounted
to $162,050.
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M-G-M Forming Short Subjects Dept.
Definite Announcement About Jan. 1, Says Nicholas M. Schenck;

Foreign Market Big Factor

DEFINITE announcements concerning
the short-subjects department which
Metro-Goldwyn will launch next

September will be forthcoming from that

organization about the first of the new
year, Nicholas M. Schenck this week told a

representative of MOTION PICTURE
NEWS. Plans to inaugurate a complete
schedule of shorts in September, 1927, are
now being developed and while the work is

progressing rapidly with many specific de-

tails already settled, Mr. Schenck said that

no detailed statement would be made until

January, when the completed arrangements
will be published to the trade.

M.-G.-M.'s entry into the short-subject

field stresses again the important influence

which the international aspect of motion
picture production and distribution exer-

cises on the industry in this country. For
it is a condition facing the film distributor

in foreign markets which, more than any
other one thing, precipitated this move.
Due to the fact that exhibitors in foreign
countries are accustomed to signing "com-
plete shows," the distributors in those
markets are forced to offer a service cover-
ing features, short comedies, novelties and
news reels. This condition has made it

necessary for American producers and dis-

tributors operating their own agencies

A CORRECTION
OWING to a typographical error,

New Orleans was omitted from
the compilation of weekly at-

tendance figures in the key cities,

printed in MOTION PICTURE
NEWS last week. The addition of
New Orleans brings the total key city

weekly patronage at picture theatres
up to 22,055,466, and the number of
theatres in these cities to 3,238.

Detailed figures for New Orleans
follow: total average weekly attend-
ance, 289,100. First Run and Zone
First Run Theatres—5. Average week-
ly attendance—67,100. Class B The-
atres—5. Average weekly attendance
—59,000. Class C Theatres—20. Av-
erage weekly attendance—118,000.

Class D Theatres—25. Average week-
ly attendance—45,000.

abroad to buy the foreign rights to short

subjects produced by other companies.

This foreign rights buying and selling of

outside product has proved a costly busi-

ness operation, representing a necessary

adjunct to rather than a part of the busi-

ness organization of the distributor. This

condition existing in the markets abroad
forced the issue, which resulted in the step

which M.-G. will take in short-subjects

production, according to Mr. Schenck.

The short-subjects activities of M.-G. will

be maintained as a separate department of

that company. A special sales force will

be formed to handle this product at the

exchanges of the company, just as the pro-

duction work will be maintained as added
activity, distinct from the studio organiza-

tion making features. Also, the short sub-

jects will be separately sold, Mr. Schenck'

said.

According to reports current for some
time, Hal Roach will produce short come-
dies and some feature-length pictures for

Metro-Goldwyn distribution. The Roach
contract with Pathe will expire in Septem-
ber, 1927. No announcement of a contract
under which Roach will produce short sub-

jects for Metro-Goldwyn has been made by
either party concerned.

A complete short-subject service, cover-
ing comedies, scenics, novelties, etc., is be-

ing planned and it is expected that the an-
nouncement to be made in January will

include outlines of a release schedule, start-

ing in September, containing a wide range
of subjects.

$33,050,729Income of 1288 Companies
Figures Based on Tax Returns for 1924, from Producing and The-

atre Companies; Advertising Expense Decision Rendered

ACCORDING to a report made public

this week by the Bureau of Interna]
Revenue income tax returns were

filed by 1,656 corporations operating picture

theatres and 295 producing corporations last

year, covering operations of 1924.

Of this total, 481 theatre corporations
and 182 producing corporations failed to

show a profit, it is indicated. The 1,175
theatre corporations which paid tax, had
an aggregate net income of $16,051,798,
from which they were permitted to deduct
$1,192,565 as loss in prior years, the income
and profits taxes collected from the re-

maining balance totaling $1,616,529. The
113 profitable producing corporations had
a total net income of $16,998,931, from
which only $180,144 was deducted as prior
vear loss, the total tax collected being
$2,086,834.

The 481 theatre corporations paying no
tax had an excess of $2,187,502 in deduct-
able allowances over gross income, while
the 182 producers had an excess of

$4,525,459.

Total taxes paid by corporations in the
industry were $3,703,363. In addition, re-

turns were filed by 482 other theatre cor-
porations and by 3,252 corporations in the
amusement field whose main business was
not precisely defined. Total income and

profits taxes paid by the incorporated

amusement industries totaled $8,038,076.

Corporations in the motion picture in-

dustry expending large sums of money in

advertising and promotion campaigns over

a period of years must be able to segregate

the amounts allocable to capital for the

building up of future business and to cur-

rent expense for the maintenance of cur-

rent business, if any part of such expen-
ditures is to be deducted in income tax

returns as invested capital, under a deci-

sion just rendered by the United States

Board of Tax Appeal*, at Washington,
D. C.

The decision of the board upheld the

refusal of the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue to permit such a deduction in a

case where the taxpayer was unable to

submit evidence to show that any part of

the money expended for advertising should
be considered as capital invested. The
board's findings were based solely on lack
of evidence, the decision approving the

contention that invested capital may in-

clude a proper part of amounts expended
for promotion.

"There can be little doubt in the minds
of reasonable men fairly acquainted with
modern business that promotion expen-
ditures like those before us have a sig-

nificance similar to the investment in more

tangible assets," the board declared.
"They fertilize the field for new produc-
tion. The free distribution of samples at

the State fair is justified only if it lures

a new customer. It was risking new capital

in the business in the hope of future profits

—making an investment. Whether this in-

vestment is to be called good will or trade
name or trademark, or something else, is

unimportant.

"Generally and theoretically it is safe

to say that some part of the cost of a
campaign or system of promotion may be
of permanent significance and may be
regarded as a capital investment rather
than a deductible expense."

No'west M.P.T.O. in Arms
Against Damaged Prints

Motion picture theatre owners of the
Northwest will co-operate as an organiza-
tion with the Minneapolis Film Board of
Trade in engaging a traveling operator-
inspector to combat the damaged print men-
ace in this vicinity. The operator-inspector
will act as an instructor for men who are
not handling their projectors properly and
will also make repairs where authorized by
exhibitors.
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Larg<

Net Earnings on Loew's, Inc., Stock About
$6.25 a Share; Increase Over Past

ACCORDING to the "Wall Street News" net earnings of Loew's,

Inc., for the year ended August 31, are expected to equal $6.25 a

share on the 1,060,780 capital stock outstanding. Contrasted with

this report is $4.41 a share in the 1925 fiscal year and $2.76 a share in the

preceding year. In the 40 weeks ended June 10, 1926, Loew's reported

net income of $5,244,193, after charges and taxes, is equal to $4.91 a share,

the publication states.

Declaring of an extra dividend of $1 a share, in addition to the usual

quarterly dividend of 50 cents a share, both payable Dec. 30 to holders of

record Dec. 13, is in line with general expectations, although action was
taken a few weeks earlier than anticipated. The publication states, con-

tinuing:

"From every standpoint the past fiscal period was the most success-

ful ever experienced by Loew's, Inc. In addition to enjoying record

earnings the corporation has continued to carry on extensive expansion

projects which should reflect in higher future returns.

"Financial position of Loew's, Inc., as of June 10, 1926, was strong.

It had net working capital of $26,025,316 with the ratio of current liabil-

ities to current assets about iy% to one. Cash on that date amounted to

$9,780,723.

"Loew's, Inc., paid an initial dividend of 50c. a share on Feb. 2, 1920,

which rate was continued quarterly to and including May 1, 1921. None
were paid thereafter until Dec. 31, 1923, when 50c quarterly was again
distributed and dividends on that basis have been paid regularly since.

With the declaration of the usual quarterly dividend of 50c. on Tuesday,
the stock continues on the regular annual $2 basis, with $1 extra this

year."

Pictures Will Aid Physicians
Hays Points Out Uses in Address to

Montreal Convention of Surgeons

AN outstanding feal ure of i he meel ing

of the American College of Surgeons
in Montreal on Friday of tliis week

was tlic appointnienl of-a special committee
in develop the broadesl possible usi o

motion picture films in ; medicine and sur-

gery ami thus In add "another great in-

sl rumen) to the doctor's kit,' ' an exp i

sion used by Will II. Hays, in his address

before the body. .Mr. Mays was invited t"

be honorary chairman of tin' committee.

The plans, which arc the result of joint

discussion between the officers of the

American College of Surgeons ami Mr.

Hays, contemplate study and classification

of the films now available, analysis of

sibilities lor future picturixation, develop
Mient of the best preparations ami more
effective u e of picl ures for both pri

al and lay service, and a stud;

demand for films as a rjrehminarj move
id manufacture of those needed.

In his address Mi 1

. Hays pledged the as-

mce of the organised motion picture

industry to the development of the whole
purpose. He outlined the advantages of

motion picture in helping the doctor
teach the value of health and the impor

ier living and said he hoped lo

see tiie picture film in every clinic

room w here t he doctors of today and
tomorrow arc being, trained.

He also prophesied its u e by the diag-

ician studying il Eor movements ami

e of ;i ca se w Inch only t he camera can

bring out. Moreover, said Mr. Hays, it

will preserve for future generations the

technique and operative skill of the eminent

surgeons of the day. Motion pictures will

also bring the wort of these masters to

students in every part of the world.

Minnesota Town Votes on
Sunday Shows Issue

Thief River Falls, M inn., \ oted this \\ e< 1

"N Sunday show-. Returns are not ye1 in

bul the city council submitted with the

regular State and county tickets a ballol

calling for expression of public opinion on
the "Blue Sunday" question. The action

was taken after a petition had been pre-

ented asking that Sunday motion picture
-how- be prohibited by ordinance.

The quesl ion, however, call- for a decision

on other business ; i- well as pictures and
results will lie felt all down the hue if it

mnd t liai t he measure ha- succeeded.

Proposal oi the city council of Rockwell
City, [a., to prohibit everything but serv-

ing of meals and filling of drug prescrip-

tions caused withdrawal of several names
from a petition there tor the closed Sunday.

Four of live oil station men who had
signed a petition circulated by ministers id'

the city withdrew when they found it

would affect their business as well a- the

picture business.

je Theatrical Building

Program in Africa
The African Theatre-, Ltd.. have em-

barked on a comprehensive building pro-

gram which will give till the important

cities in South Africa modern theatres and
cinema- of the Latest design, according to

Trade Commissioner Perry J. Stevenson,

Johannesburg, South Africa. The first,

Prince's Theatre in Durban, was opened
in July ami is a moving picture house with
accommodation- for 1,750 that compares
favorably with the best type- of houses in

the United state-. An all-purpose theatre at

Pietermaritzburg of equal size i- the second

important development in the sceme, while

two new theatres are planned for Johan-
nesburg. In Cape Town a cinema house i-

contemplated, as is also a combined vaude-

ville and picture theatre ami a second pic-

ture house a- well. Bloemfontein, Port
Elizabeth, and Kimberley are also included

in the building plan, while a number of

theatres and picture houses are to be re-

modeled and renovated.

M.P.T.O.K.-M Directors Ac-
cept Cook's Resignation
The resignation of C. E. Cook, business

manager of the M.P.T.O. Kansas-Missouri,
formally was accepted by the board of

directors of that organization this week.
Mr. Cook had been with the M.P.T.O.K-M
since September 1, 1921, and virtually grew
with the organization from a small associa-

tion to one of the strongest exhibitor

bodies of the Middle West. Temporarily,
until a successor can be found, President

R. R. Biechele is serving in place of Mr.
Cook at the organization's headquarters at

128 West Eighteenth Street. Kansas City.

Mr. Cook is considering several offers of

positions, all of which will not take him
away from the "movie row" he lias grown
to love.

Plans in the Making for

Texas M. P. T. O. Meet

THE convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Texas
to be held at the Baker Hotel in

Dallas on November 16th and 17th, is

being arranged by W. S. Waid and
Colonel H. A. Cole, respective manager
znd president of the organization.

Eli Whitney Collins, president of

the national M. P. T. O., is scheduled

to deliver an address to the Texas
body on "Organization," which ad-

dress it is expected will be of benefit

in easing the organization back into

a more harmonious affiliation with the

M. P. T. O. A. No effort is being
spared by Mr. Wade and his associates

to make the convention a thing to be
remembered by all who attend. The
entertainment this year will excel that

of former years by a great margin,
two special acts having been booked
through a Chicago agency. One of the

outstanding features of the meet will

be a golf tournament. Every exhib-

itor, exchange manager and salesman
must have a mustache as the primary
requisition for entering the tourna-
ment. Equipment houses, organ man-
ufacturers and other accessory dealers

have already purchased display space
at the convention headquarters.
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Hays Letter Affirms "Hands Off" Policy
Arbitration Resumed in Minneapolis; Indications Point to Satisfaction

With Stand Outlined in Reply to Committee Appointed at Battle Creek

THE "open for business as usual"
signs will be reposted over entrances

to the halls of arbitration in the nine

States represented at the Battle Creek
"protest meeting," as the air cleared fol-

lowing the receipt of the Will H. Hays let-

ter to William A. Steffes, as chairman of

a special committee, in which the head of

the M.P.P.D.A. affirms the "hands off"
policy with respect to arbitration boards.

The Hays letter, dated October 25, was writ-

ten in reply to a letter signed by representa-

tives of the nine States of the exhibitor

organization which met two weeks ;igo in

convention at Battle Creek, wherein Mr.
Hays was requested to instruct distributor

members of arbitration boards to render
their decisions on cases under dispute ac-

cording to the facts of the case itself and
permit no other considerations to influence

their judgments.

"I am thoroughly sympathetic, of course,

to the suggestion that everyone should keep
'hands off' of our various boards of arbi-

tration," Mr. Hays declares in his letter..

"Xo one should ever suggest to any '.mem-

ber of an arbitration board, whether he be
an exhibitor or a distributor member, how
any case should be decided or what the
arbitration board or any individual member
should do in any case."

With regard to objection to certain let-

ters which it was claimed emanated from
the Hays office. Mr. Hays says that refer-

ence evidently is 'made to letters from the
In niie office of the Film Boards of Trade,
as no letters covering -uch subject matters
are sent by his office, and expresses the

wish that if copies of the objectionable
letters are easily accessible that they be
forwarded to him, as such action "might
be fair to the home office of the Film
Boards of Trade." However, no insistence
is made on this point, the letter continuing:

"It is so thoroughly right, as you say,

that "distributor members of arbitration
board- should be free from all criticism'

in order that thev may make the decisions

which 'their consciences and good judg-

ment may dictate' that I do not ask you
for any details but am requesting Mr. Petti-

john, general counsel of the Film Boards
of Trade, to address a communication of

the nature you suggest to each of the thirty-

two Film Boards of Trade immediately.
The only suggestion which the Film Boards
or the Arbitration Boards should have from
the home office of the Film Boards of Trade
is that they follow the rules of arbitration,

that they base their decisions on equity and
justice, that they arbitrate, of course, only
those questions which are arbitrable and
that thev keep strictly and always within

the law.'"

The resumption of arbitration in Minne-
apolis is taken as an indication that the

Hays stand a- expressed in hi- letter meets
with the entire satisfaction of the commit-
tee named at Battle Creek convention, and
that the exhibitors regard this affirmation

of the "hands off" policy as a safeguard
to the future of arbitration.

New Synchronizing Devices Announced
Remaphone Introduced in Washington Theatre; British Acoustics

Making New Talking Film; Pallophotone Sponsors Silent

TWO new devices for synchronizing
music with pictures were announced
this week, the Remaphone, invented

by Robert E. Machat, which was introduced

recently at the Wardman Park theatre in

Washington, N.C., under the auspices of

the Motion Picture Guild, and that being

made in London at the Gaumont studios

by British Acoustic Films. Ltd., in which
A. C. and R. C. Bronhead and the Gau-
mont Company, Ltd. are interested.

The Remaphone, which name is coined

from the inventor's intials plus the phrase

'a phone', consists of a Victor "Canden/a"
Electrola, which works on five tubes, with

two turning tables connected by a shaft to

the two projection machines in the booth,

the loudspeakers for amplification being

located backstage. Through these means,
according to Machat, perfect synchroniza-
tion of picture and music is obtained. The
ordinary stock records, manufactured by
the various symphony orchestras are used.

In order to get a certain piece of music
from a record, a mat, devised by Machat,
is used covering the unnecessary parts of

the record.

Mr. Machat does not claim the device is

a "talking picture," nor for presentations,

but "it merely furnishes incidental music

for the picture." He states that it will

soon be available to all exhibitors.

Production on the British Acoustics

"Talking film" has been going on for some
time at the Gaumont studio at Shepherd's
Bush, outside of London, says the state-

ment from that company which also an-

nounces the invention is
'

' fool-proof.
'

'

The sound-recording devices, it is said,

not only give greater scope in pictorial

production, hut also in the photographing
of tonal vibrations, thus securing greater
volume for individual sounds simultane-
ously recorded.

Certain tonal vibrations which have of-

fered difficulties in other sound-recording
processes has. it is said, been successfully

reproduced in British Acoustic Film-.

It is further claimed that the system is the

only one which is, even at ii- present stage,

immediately applicable to ordinary film

production, and that it can be used for

exterior and interior scenes with equal

ease.

The apparatus required in the projection-

box is, it is said, simple and economic. In
fact, the handling of the films is described

as being so easy that any operator should
be able to project them. When actually
running they require no more attention

than an ordinary film. All the instructions

necessary to give the operator can be print-

ed on a visiting card.

U. S. Films Lead in Anti-

podes, Report Shows
The dominance of American films in

Australia is indicated by the censor-

ship report for 1925, details of which
have just been received at the Department
of Commerce in Washington, D.C., from
the vice consul at Melbourne, in which it

is shown that of a total of 1,763 films total-

ing 24,021,708 feet for all copies, imported

during the year. 1,555, totaling 22,841,912

feet, were produced in the United States.

The United Kingdom was a poor second
with 14G film-, totaling 664,004 feet.

Less than half of the imported films were
dramatic, such imports totaling 721 films,

of which 674 films, with a total footage for

all copies of 18.458,808, were from the

United State-; 25 film-, totaling 303,289

feet, from the United Kingdom, and 22
films, totaling 464.811 feet, from other

countries.

There is no great ground for criticism of

the character of American films. Of the

total imports from all sources. 1.324 films,

including 322 dramatic pictures, were
passed unconditionally by the censors.

Eliminations were required in 371 films, of

which 331 were dramatic, before they were
passed, and the number of rejections was
but 68, all of' which were dramatic.

Increased powers of control over motion
pictures and film advertising have been
given the Australian censorship office by
mi \ regulations issued by the customs de-

partment, it is reported to the Department
of Commerce by the American trade com-
missioner at Sydney.
A significant addition to the existing

regulations, it is stated, is one prohibiting

the export of any film the exhibition of

which is undesirable in the public interest,

or Which is likely to prove detrimental

to the Commonwealth. This regulation, it

is believed, may affect the export of "For
the Term of his Natural Life," now be-

ing produced in Australia.

The new regulations mIso give the censor

much more complete control over adver-

tising matter for use in Australia in con-

nection with the exhibition of motion pic-

ture-.
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Will Appoint New York Censor
State Regents Formulating Plans

for Conduct of Dep't. After Jan. 1

PRODUCING companies, as well as ex-

hibitors, will be keenly interested in

plans now being formulated by the

New York State Department of Education,

relative to the censoring of film on and
after January 1. At a meeting of the

State Board of Regents at Albany this

week, considerable time was spent in dis-

cussing the censorship of pictures and the

policies of the department when it takes

over the work now being done by the New
York State Censorship Commission, which
is abolished as a body on December 31,

under the program of consolidation and
reorganization of state departments.

It is . proposed to name a man within
the next two or three weeks, who will have

charge of the censorship and whose view-

points will dovetail with those of the Board
of Regents. There is no possibility, it is

-aid, of any one of the three present cen-

sorship commissioners being named to the

post. While the person appointed will not

assume office until January first, the idea

of an early appointment by the Board of

Regents is to enable the person to make
a comprehensive study of censorship and
report to the Board. His suggestions will

unquestionably find favor with the Board
of Kegents.
Two or three things have already been

definitely settled in connection with the

manner of censoring pictures under the

direction of the Department of Education.

For instance, there will be no attempt to

do any censoring outside of New York
City, the plan being to maintain the present
offices in the metropolis. It is certain,

however, that there will be some lopping
off of employees at the offices of the Com-
mission. The private secretaries to the

commissioners are certain to go, and other

exempt positions, which are regarded as

needless, will also be done away with.

No drastic changes are being advocated
at the present time relative to the method
to be employed in reviewing pictures. The
State Department of Education will in-

sist, however, that pictures be reviewed
as expeditiously as possible, in order that

producing companies may not be held up
in distribution.

Of course there is always the possibility

of bills being introduced in the Legislature

calling for the absolute doing away with
motion picture censorship in this state.

It is said that even this early there are

indications that such bills will be placed
before the Legislature during the coming
winter, and undoubtedly there will be as

stiff a fight on the question of censorship

at the next session as there has been in

times past.

Ohio Interests Fight Music Tax
M. P. T. O. of State to Discuss Situation

at Columbus Meet; to Resort to Legislation

A UNIFIED light by several Ohio in-

terests against the music tax which

is imposed on various institutions by
the American Society of Authors, Com-
posers and Publishers probably will grow
out of the convention of the Ohio Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, to be held

in Columbus Tuesday and Wednesday, No-
\ ember !» and 10.

liu-iness Manager I'. .1. Wood, of the Ohio
Motion Picture men, and K'obert O'Brien,

id' the Ohio Hotel Association, will arrange

for a conference here which will follow

the movie men's convention, and which will

include theatre owners, broadcasters, hotel

managers and directors of dance halls.

All these organizations, Mr. Wood says,

feel that they are being unjustly dealt

with under the present law, which imposes
a large tax on every piece of music played.

So the motion picture men will lead the

way to a combined fighl from Ohio, which
will be carried on in Washington. Through
legislation the combined interests will try

to ha\ r I he law amended.
William M. .lames, president of the

James Amusement Enterprises, and head
of the motion picture men's state body,

has added the William .lame-, eilp to the

four which are to be given winners in the

golf tournament which precede.^ the con-
vention on Monday, November 8. Other
cnp> will be given by the Columbus Dis-

patch, the Ohio State Journal and the

Columbus Citizen. Columbus exhibitors
will add other prizes.

Speakers at the convention will be J. J.

Thomas, Mayor of Columbus, James Mad-
dox, president of the Columbus Chamber
of Commerce and a former exhibitor; C.

C. Pettijohn, general counsel for the Will
Hays organization; Eli Whitney Collins,

president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, and Martin J. Quigley,
editor of Exhibitors' Herald.

Convention headquarters will be at the
Neil House and the high light will be a
banquet and program of entertainment
there on the evening of Tuesday, Novem-
ber 9.

Warners Deny Negotiating
For Grauman's Egyptian
Current reports for the last week convey

the information that Warner Pros, were
negotiating for the purchase of Sid (irau-

man's Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood,
where "Don Juan" is playing to capacity
audiences. Albert Warner this week em-
phatically asserted that there was nothing
to the story, stating that the installation

of the Vitaphone in the (irauman house, the
tirst instrument to be installed on the Pa-
cific Coast, would only bring Warners and
.Mr. (irauman in closer contact. There has
been no talk of purchasing by Warner or

selling by (irauman, .Mr. Warner declared.

Theatre Company Formed
in Columbus, Ohio

MESSRS. ABE AND JULIUS
SCHWARTZ, who were for-

merly associated with Dr. B. I.

Brody in the Broadway Circuit Com-
pany, are starting to form a new cir-

cuit of their own. To this end they
have incorporated the Intercity Amuse-
ment Company in Columbus. This
company will buy and operate a string

of motion picture theatres in Northern
Ohio exclusive of Celeveland. It is

the intention to keep out of Cleveland
entirely. Their first acquisition is the
Utopia Theatre, of Painesville, pur-
chased last week from Jacob Stein.

The Utopia is a first-run house of

1,000 seats. It is being entirely reno-
vated, redecorated and re-equipped
with electric signs and the latest op-
erating facilities. The split-week
policy of the house now in operation
will be continued. Jack Shulman, sec-
retary-treasurer of the Intercity
Amusement Company, has been ap-
pointed manager of the Utopia.
Messrs. Schwartz severed their con-
nection with the Broadway Circuit
Company when Universal bought a
half interest in it.

Three Companies Incorpo-

rate During Past Week
Motion picture companies incorporated

in New York State during the past week
showed the following capitalization and
directors, according to charters granted by
the Secretary of State: Amateur .Motion

Picture Equipment Corporation, $300,000.

L. L. Cook, C. R. Schreiner, C. W. Gould.
New York City; Miracle Enterprise Cor-
poration, $20,000, Louis Berman, William
L. Price, Morris Wolf, New York City.

A. L. A. Film Trading Corporation, cap-

italization not specified, A. Leonard, M
Gerst, E. Bregstein, New York City.

Insurance Policies of Late
Film Star $143,799.32

The International Life Insurance Com-
pany of St. Louis, Mo., a few weeks ago sent

a check for $143,795.32 to the Associated
Holding Corporation in full settlement of
life insurance policies on the life of Bar-
bara LaMarr, the late lamented film

luminary.
The policies had been taken out by the

Authors' Stage and Screen Plays, Inc.. the

organization for which Miss LaMarr
worked, and later assigned to the Associated

Holding Corporation.

Reformers Seek Removal of

Mayor of Paulding, Ohio
The latest development in the war over

Sunday shows in Paulding, 0., is the en-

deavor of the town's "blue" (dement to re-

move the mayor from office, following the

refusal of the grand jury to indict the pro-

prietor of the Delta on a charge of violating
the "blue" law. The petition for the re-

moval of the mayor bears thirty-eight sig-

natures atid is the result of the alleged aid

that the mayor rendered the theatre in its

move againsi Sunday closing.
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F. N. Has Five Nov. Releases
List Includes "Twinkletoes," "Silent Lover,"
"Stepping Along" and "Midnight Lovers"

TWINKLETOES ", a John McCor-
mack production starring Colleen

Moore, heads the list of five First

National releases for November. The other

productions are "The Silent Lover,"
"Stepping Along," "The Unknown Cav-
alier" and "Midnight Lovers."

"Twinkletoes" is Colleen Moore's film

version of the Thomas Burke story of Lon-
don 's Limehouse. The story is serio-comic,

and has a surprise in that the star appears
in blonde curls, necessitated by the demands
of the part. In the support in

'

' Twinkle-
toes "are Kenneth Harlan, Tully Marshall,
Gladys Brockwell, Lucian Littlefield, War-
ner Oland, John Philip Kolb, Julanne
Johnston and William McDonald. Charles
Brabin directed. It is scheduled for re-

lease November 28th.

"The Silent Lover," a Carey Wilson pro-

duction in which Milton Sills has the stellar

role, is set for release on November 21st.

This is the screen adaptation of the Lajos
Biro play '

' The Legionary. '

' George
Archainbaud directed. Besides Sills the
east of "The Silent Lover" comprises Nata-
lie Kingston, William Humphrey, Arthur
Edmund Carewe, William V. Mong, Viola

1851

Dana, Claude King, Charlie Murray, Ar-
thur Stone, Alma Bennett and Montague
Love.
"Midnight Lovers" features Lewis Stone

and Anna Q. Nilsson and is scheduled for

release on November 7th. John Francis

Dillon directed. The scenario was prepared

by Carey Wilson from the play, "Collu-
sion," by J. E. Harold Terry.

Johnny Hines' current comedy is "Step-
ping Along," which he made in New York.
It is to be released the week of November
14th. Mary Brian plays opposite the come-
dian. Others in the cast are William Gax-
ton, Ruth Dwyer, Edmund Breese, Dan Ma-
son and Lee Beggs. Charles Hines directed

"Stepping Along," which was produced by
C. C. Burr.
Ken Maynard's "The Unknown Cava-

lier" is also to be released the week of

November 14th. This is the cowboy star's

second Western for First National. Charles

R. Rogers, who produces the Maynard Wes-
terns, has gathered a cast for "The Un-
known Cavalier" which includes Kathleen
Collins, David Torrence, T. Roy Barnes,
James Mason, Otis Harlan, Josef Swiekard
and Tarzan, the horse.

2 Warner Films in November
"While London Sleeps" and "Mil-

lionaires" Listed for Release

THE fourth and fifth of the Twenty-
Six Warner Winners scheduled for

release this season are listed to go
to exhibitors during this month. Previous
Winners now on the market include

"Across the Pacific," "My Official Wife"
and "Private Izzy Murphy."
"Millionaires" is a feature comedy sug-

gested by the E. Phillips Oppenheim book,

"The Inevitable Millionaires," Louise

F. B. O. Selects Players
for Two Specials

THE casts of two special F. B. O.
productions, "Don Mike" and
"Tarzan and the Golden Lion,"

have been announced at the home
office of F. B. O. "Don Mike" stars

Fred Thompson and he is assisted by
Ruth Clifford, William Courtright, Al-
bert Prisco, Noah Young, Tom Bates,
Morma Marie, Clark Comstock, Joyce
Goad and Margaret Morris.
"Tarzan and the Golden Lion" calls

for large and striking sets and these
are now standing on the F. B. O. lot

awaiting the shooting of the story and
the recovery of James Pierce, the star
of the picture and a discovery of F.
B. O., who is now laid up as a result
of injuries suffered in an automobile
accident. The supporting cast is as
follows: Fred Peters, Edna Murphy,
Harold Goodwin, Dorothy Dunbar,
D'Arcy Corrigan, Boris Karloff, Rob-
ert Bolder and Jad-el-Bar, "The
Golden Lion."

Fazenda and George Sydney are featured

and the supporting cast includes Vera Gor-
don, Nat Carr, Helene Costello, Jane Win-
ton, Arthur Lubin, Otto Hoffman and Wil-
liam Strauss. Herman Raymaker directed

and it will be released November 13.

Rin-Tin-Tin is starred in "While London
Sleeps," which will be on the market No-
vember 27. Walter Morosco, who wrote the

story, also directed this vehicle which has
the Limehouse district of London for its

locale. Helene Costello has the leading
feminine role and the remainder of the

cast is made up of Walter Merrill, De Witt
Jennings, Otto Mattiesen, Carl Stockdale,
John Patrick, George Kotsonaros and Les
Bates.

Will Handle Wm. Fairbanks

Throughout Canada
This week saw final contracts signed be-

tween L. Rosenfeld of Independent Films,

Ltd., of Canada and Sam Sax of Lumas
Film Corporation for the handling of the

series of eight William Fairbanks starring

vehicles in all parts of the Dominion by
Independent Films, Ltd., of Canada. This
agreement gives Mr. Rosenfeld a. one hun-
dred percent distribution of Lumas re-

leases as he has handled all of the Sax re-

leases since their inauguration. Mr. Rosen-
feld returns to Canada taking with him
prints and advertising matter on three

Fairbanks subjects, "The Mile a Minute
Man," "Through Thick and Thin" and
"The Winning Wallop."

The Film Daily
said in its

review of

A Man
of Quality

Good Bet

Will send

them out

satisfied . .

Qeorge Walsh

is staging

a real

comeback . .

PICTURES
CORPORATION

SAMUEL Z1ERLEI^/W?*/NEW • Y O Ps^ K.

Foreign Rights by

Simmonds Pictures Corp.

Cable: Simfilmco, N. Y.
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Bowers and Bosworth in

Corinne Griffith Vehicle
The principal supporting rules in "Pur-

ple and Fine Linen," Corinne Griffith's nexi

starring feature Eor Firsl National, will be

portrayed by .John Bowers and Hobarl
Bosworth. The story, which was written

by May Edington, has already been put

into work under the direction of Ja

I ood, who also directed the star in the

recently completed ''The Lady in Ermine."
The picture will be made at the -Metro-

politan studios in Hollywood and with

the same technical crew that handled (he

last two Corinne Griffith pictures. Scotl

R. Beal i- to be the production manager
ami William Goetz firsl assistant in Direc-

tor Flood. Earry Jackson will be in

charge of photography; Horace -lack-on

i< in charge of the designing and erection

ets; Terry Spencer, second assistant,

and William J. McClellan in charge of the

electrical effects.

Schenck Buys "The Purple
Mask" for Roland West

"The Purple Mask." a play in which the

leading character is a renowned highway-
man known as "The I'nrple Mask,"
who terrified Parisians during the early
part of the nineteenth century, has been
acquired by Joseph M. Schenck as a special

production for Roland West. The play
proved successful in Paris and in this

country where il was staged at the Booth
Theatre in New York with Leo Dietrich-

stein in the title role.

C. D. Fox Eastern Editorial

Agent for Mary and Doug.
Harry I). Buckley, general personal rep-

resentative and business manager for Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, made
public late lasl week the appointment of
Charles Donald Fox to till the position of
Eastern editorial representative for the two
United Artists stars.

Fox has contributed much to motion pic-

ture literature and is the author of some
dozen volumes dealing with the screen and
screen folk.

Starting Greatest Program,
Says F. P.-L. Executive
ASSERTING that the coming

year will see more pictures pro-
duced in Hollywood than ever

before and that "Paramount is today
making the greatest array of pictures
in its history." B. P. Schulberg, Para-
mount West Coast studio head has ex-
pressed himself optimistically on the
production schedule of his company
and the industry in general.

Mr. Schulberg stated that Para-
mount would start work on ten new
pictures within the next month and
has seven under way at the present
time. "The industry," said Mr. Schul-
berg, "was never in a more prosper-
ous condition. I think I can safely
say that this is largely because of
the improved quality of the product.
It has become an axiom that the pub-
lic will always look at good pictures.
When films are good, the industry is

prosperous. When they are not,
prosperity is not merited."

Chadwick's "April Fool"
for November Release

ON November 15th, "April Fool,"
the third of the Chadwick First
Division pictures of the current

season, will be released generally
throughout the country. The picture has
already had pre-release showings in key
cities. Alexander Carr has the prin-
cipal role in this feature and was also

the star of the original stage produc-
tion which he wrote in conjunction
with Edgar Allan Woolf. The sup-
porting cast includes Duane Thomp-
son, Raymond Keane, Edward Phillips,

Mary Alden, Snitz Edwards, Nat
Carr, Baby Peggy and Leon Holmes.
Nat Ross directed from the adaptation
by Zion Meyers.
Two members of the cast of "April

Fool" are also cast is other new
Chadwick pictures—Edward Phillips

aDpearing with Lionel Barrymore in

"The Bells" and Leon Holmes has a

part in "Sunshine of Paradise Alley."

Allan Dwan Begins Work on
"The Music Master"

The screen version of "The Music Mas-
ter," David Belasco's stage success, was be-

gun this week under Allan Dwan's direction

at the Tenth Avenue studio of Fox Films
in New York City, where Dwan completed
"Summer Bachelors" some weeks ago. The
principal role in "The Music Master" has

been assigned to Alec Francis, who is also

starred in "The Return of Peter Grimm."
another Fox Films special. Lois Moran has
the leading feminine part. Others in the east

thus far selected are Leo Feodoroff, Armand
Cortes and Marcia Harris. Negotiations
now under way for the juvenile lead are

likely to be closed within a week. The two
cameramen who are taking the production
are George F. Webber and Joseph Rutten-
berg. Clarence Elmer is assisting director.

Next Rod La Rocque Picture

Will Be "His Dog"
"His Dog," Albert Payson Terhune's

story of a man's love for his dog and the

reciprocated affection of the dog tor his

master, will go shortly into work at the

De Mille studio with Rod La Rocque in

the starling ride. It is said by De Mille

officials that the Terhune tale offers La
Rocque a greater opportunity for charac-
terization than did "(ligolo," Edna Fer-

ber's story id' Parisian cafe life. The star

recently completed "The Cruise of the Jas-

per 15" and i- starting
' -

IIi< Dog" after

a vacation of a few days.

M-G-M Assembles Cast for

"The Taxi Dancer"
Gertrude A.stor, Rockliffe Fellows and

Douglas Gilmore were assigned last week
to important parts • in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's "The Taxi Dancer," which fea-

tures .loan Crawford. The screen story is

an adaptation by A. 1'. Younger of the

Roberl Terry shannon novel of the same
name. The other members of the support-
ing casi of "The Taxi Dancer" are Owen
Moore. Claire MacDowell. Marc RfcDermoti
and William I Mainond.

G. U. Stevenson Director of

Columbia Publicity
Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn, president and

treasurer of Columbia Pictures Corporation
respectively, have decided that George U.
Stevenson, with whom they were associated
hack in their early days with Universal, i-

the man to take charge of the Columbia
publicity.

Mr. Stevenson, equipped with a news-
paper training on dailies in New York and
Chicago, entered the film business in 1913
when he assumed the editorship of Univer-
sal Weekly. During the war he was sent
to London by Carl Laemmle a- publicity
and advertising manager of the Universal
European subsidiary, the Transatlantic Film
Company, Ltd.. and while there developed
the company'- business twenty-fold in sis
months, in association with John I). Tip-
pett. then managing director of Transat-
lantic. He was also manager of the edi-
torial department of Universal but in 1917
he resigned from that position to take up
patriotic work for the Y.M.C.A. and the
Red Cross. He has recently identified him-
self with the Atlas Educational Film Com-
pany in Chicago and in general publicity
and advertising work.

Dolores Del Rio in Cast of
Tolstoi's "Resurrection"
Dolores Del Rio, Mexican actress who

was discovered a year ago in Mexico City
by Edwin Carews, the director, will play
a featured role in the latter 's screen ver-
sion of "Resurrection," a story by Leo
Tolstoi, the Russian master.

Production Is Finished on
"Hoot Mon," Edu. Comedy
"Hoot Mon," Bobby Vernon's latest

starring comedy for Educational, has been
completed. Harry Beaudine directed the
production and the assisting players are
Frances Lee, Jack Duffv and Bill Irving.

Fanchon and Marco Extend
Scope of Operations

SIGNING an agreement with Pa-
cific Northwest Theatres and
thereby extending the scope of

their operations, Fanchon and Marco
will stage their presentations in that
theatre circuit. The move, it is said,

is the forerunner of an expansion pro-
gram by the presentation circuit

which claims to be the foremost pro-
ducer of prologues and motion picture
presentations in the world and which
contemplates operations on a na-
tional scale.

The partners announced following
the new agreement that the first of
their new moves would involve an
outlay of nearly $1,000,000. The Rosa
Rehn company, in which Fanchon
and Marco have been interested for
some time, has been taken over and
two entire floors and rehearsal rooms
in the Knickerbocker Building in Los
Angeles, have been leased for produc-
tion. Loew's State in Los Angeles will

be the key house of the circuit which
embraces close to 300 houses, it is

claimed.
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Barron Lewis New Warner
Director Adv. and Pub.
FOLLOWING the resignation of

Watt L. Parker, who has been
connected with Warner Bros, for

four years, the last two being spent as
head of the advertising and publicity de-
partments, an announcement was made
this week of the appointment of Bar-
ron Lewis to succeed Mr. Parker.
Mr. Lewis became associated with

Warner Bros, last summer when that
company took over Vitagraph, with
which company he had been connected
for five years. He did considerable
editing of pictures aside from his usual
work, which was the task of directing
advertising and publicity. Mr. Lewis
has had much experience in newspaper
work, having worked in that line in

Kansas City and Philadelphia and
was at one time city editor of the old
Philadelphia Press. In 1919 he came
to New York and was connected with
Metropolitan dailies before joining
Vitagraph. His initial motion picture
work was with "Pop" Lubin in the old
North Philadelphia studio.

For the past several weeks Mr.
Lewis has been general assistant to

the former director of publicity and
advertising for Warner Bros, and for

'

a considerable time has been in charge
of the company's newspaper serializa-

tion.

W. C. Fields' New Starring

Vehicle, "The Potters"
W. C. Fields, Paramount comedian,

whose "So's Your Old Man," was re-

cently released to exhibitors, will appear
in "The Potters," the J. P. McEvoy stage

comedy of middle class American life based
on the series of short sketches published

weekly in newspapers throughout the coun-
try. The play has enjoyed long runs in

New York, Chicago and other theatrical

centers. It is being adapted to the screen

by Sam Mintz and Tom Crizer. Fred New-
meyer, director of many of the Harold
Lloyd features and "The Quarterback,"
Richard Dix's latest effort, will direct

Fields.

Buchowetzki to Make "Anna
Karenina" for M.-G.-M.
"Anna Karenina," the Russian classic

written by Leo Tolstoi, will be directed for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by Dimitri Bucho-
wetzki, Russian director, and will be his

first assignment under his newly-signed con-

tract, recently awarded him following the
complettion of "Valencia," in which he
directed Mae Murray. The Tolstoi story
will feature Lillian Gish. It is a realistic

story of a sensitive woman's violation of

moral ethics and her consequent suffering.

Harry Brand New Manager
of Keaton Productions

Harry Brand, publicity director for

Joseph M. Schenck for seven years, has
been appointed manager of Buster Keaton
Productions with headquarters at the Kea-
ton studio in Hollywood. No successor has
been named as yet to succeed Mr. Brand
and Russell Phelps is filling the post until

Mr. Schenck fills the vacancy.

Universal Plans Busy Season
Half of Picture Schedule Completed or

in Preparation; Five "Supers" Coming

VOICING his intention to make this

season the most ambitious ever at-

tempted by Universal Carl Laemmle
returned to Universal City and is again
holding the reins of his company after his

sickness in Europe which kept him abed
for many weeks. The Universal schedule
of releases calls for over twenty features.
Five of these will be of the "super-Jewel"
brand. They are "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
now being filmed; "Show Boat," from the
novel by Edna Ferber, in preparation;
"Love Me and the World is Mine," E. A.
Dupont's first American production;
"Michael Strogoff," the Cineroman's pro-
duction of the Jules Verne novel; "Les
Miserables," a Film de France version of
the classic by Victor Hugo. Of these five,

three have been filmed, one is now in pro-
duction and one is in preparation.
Within the next month seven features,

now in various stages of preparation at

Universal City, are expected to be put into
work. Included among them are "The
Cat and the Canary," directed by Paul
Leni with an all-star cast headed bv Jean
Hersholt. "The Claw," a King Baggot
production starring Norman Kerry and
Claire Vindsor; "The Four Flusher" and

"Fast and Furious," both Reginald Denny
starring productions; "Alias the Deacon,"
an Edward Sloman production starring
Jean Hersholt; "Nine Points of the Law,"
starring Hoot Gibson; "Let's go Home,"
a special farce production based on the
experience of the Army of Occupation in
Germany.

Among feature productions that will be
i~>aed to exhibitors during the next few
weeks are "The Love Thrill," starring
Laura La Plante; "The Sensation Seek-
ers," a Lois Weber production featuring
Huntley Gordon and Billie Dove; "Down
the Stretch," a King Baggot production;
"The Cheerful Fraud," starring Reginald
Denny; "The Wrong Mr. Wright," star-
ring Jean Hersholt; "Held by the Law,"
an Edward Sloman production; "The
Buckaroo Kid" and "The Silent Rider,"
with Hoot Gibson the leading player.

"The Collegian" series of ten two-
reelers is also slated for early release.
Others are two series of two-reel Westerns
featuring Edmund Cobb and Fred Gilman,
and the Neely Edwards and Charles Puffy
comedies, which were supervised by Scott
Darling:.

Special Romance Films Shown
Art Instructors Attend Projection of

Color Picture at New York Museum

MORE than seven hundred people,
comprising art instructors and
heads of art departments in New

York public schools, attended a special

showing of three Romance color productions
at the American Museum of Natural His-
tory, New York City, on Friday of last

week which was held under the joint aus-

pices of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

which distributes these pictures and the
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation.
The showing of each film was greeted

with considerable applause. Ernest L.

Crandall, chairman for the evening, stated
that the pictures were of interest both from
the standpoint of beautiful color photog-
raphy and from their art value, each sub-
ject giving the story back of some famous
world painting.

The audience was addressed by Robert E.
Sherwood, editor of Life, on the subject of
"Your Responsibility for Good Pictures,"
and Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president of
Technicolor and former professor of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, ex-
plained how color pictures are made.

"Last Affair" Final Title of
M.-G.-M.'s "After All"

The final title of the forthcoming Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer picture, formerly an-
nounced as "After All," will be "His Last
Affair." The story is an original by F.
Hugh Herbert and Florence Ryerson of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer scenario department
and was directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

100% Box Office Attraction

'OOLSof
ASHION*

Qhe of tfce 20 Gems/rom
Fxchnn£es fverywhers TIFFANY"
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Eucharistic Film Roadshowed
Premiere at Jolson Theatre, New York,

November 8 ; Cardinal Mundeleiii Sponsor

III W *^Mhl 3

His Eminence John Cardinal Bonzano, Papal Legate,
and his Eminence George Cardinal Mundelein, who
figure prominently in the dramatic motion picture spec-

tacle of the Eucharistic Congress of Chicago. The
film comes to the Jolson Theatre in New York on the

evening of November 8th, for a limited engagement of

two weeks

SPONSORED by George Cardinal Mun-
delein, the official picture of the

twenty-eighth international Eucharis-

tic Congress held in Chicago last summer,
will open at the Jolson theatre, New York
City on Monday, November 8th. A strong

representation of the Catholic clergy and
hierarchy will turn out clad in regalia of

their offices. Following the New York show-
ing Cardinal Mundelien intends roadshow-
ing the picture throughout the country, and
then releasing it generally throughout the

world.

S. L. "Roxy" Efcothafel has arranged and
is staging the prologue along with super-

vising the scoring of the picture. As the

entire profits from this picture will be
turned over to charity Mr. Rothafel is giv-

ing his time and energy to the cause with-

out charge. Paul Mooney, well-known
motion picture executive, is general man-
ager for Cardinal Mundelein.

This is the first time in the history of

the Eucharistic Congress that the events

were fully recorded in an official motion
picture. To make this film Cardinal Mun-
delein obtained from Fox Films the services

of 20 cameramen, and under the direction

of a technical expert, also secured from the

producing company, 36,000 feet of film

which were "shot."
From this mass of pictorial material the

eight reels, shown at the Jolson Theatre,

were cut, edited and titled under the direc-

tion of Msgr. C. J. Quille, general secretary
of the Congress, and a special board con-

sisting of priests and laymen, appointed
by Cardinal Mundelein.
Camera work began in Rome, where His

Kminence, John Cardinal Bonzano, Papal
Legate to the Congress with his suite, set

out on their pilgrimage to Chicago. In the

meantime, preparations for picture making
in Chicago were under way. Ray L. Hall,

production manager for Fox Varieties, had
been assigned by the Fox organization to

supervise the pictures and commissioned
by the Eucharistic Congress as Director of

The Committee on Motion Pictures.

All the important meetings in Chicago,
whether they were held indoors, outdoors
or at night, were completely photographed.

Foreign Film sforLee-Bradford
Will Handle American Distribution of

Three Each from Gaumont-Gainsborough

ARTHUR LEE of 1 -Bradford has

just returned from Europe, bringing
with him prints of three (iaumont

and three Gainsborough Pictures, Ltd.,

which will he distributed here by the Lec-

Bradford Corporation, according to Mr.
I.ee.

They will be released at the rate of one

a month beginning September. 10'27, said

.Mr. Lee, adding that 15 exchanges have
been lined up to handle the product. Among
the pictures brought here is "Mademoiselle
from Armentieres " and ''The Lodger."
Mr. Lee also has a feature dealing with the

airplane flight of Sir Allan Cobham from
England to Australia.

Cobham is due to arrive in Xew York
in about two weeks to make a personal ;i|>

pearance lour alone- with the picture.

Duncan Sisters Signed by
Schenck for Specials

IN a telegram from Hollywood re-

ceived last week at the United
Artists home office, Joseph M.

Schenck announced the signing of the
Duncan Sisters for a series of special

pictures to be produced under the super-
vision of John W. Considine, Jr. The
Duncan Sisters' first co-starring vehicle
will be their stage success, "Topsy and
Eva." Work will be started at the
Pickford-Fairbanks studio as soon as
the story is prepared and the company
organized. The pair will continue their

stage work until production on
"Topsy and Eva" is begun.

Additions to ''Sunshine of

Paradise AYey" Cast
Jack Nelson this week made several ad-

ditions to the cast of the Chadwick pro-

duction, ••Sunshine of Paradise Allev."
now in work at the Chadwick West
Coast studio. The new players are Lydia
Yeamans Titus and Park Jones, both stage
-tars. Evelyn Sherman, who recently com
pliied an engagement with Cecil B. De
Mille, Gayne Whitman, and Leon Eolmes.
The other members of the casl are Barbara
Bedford, Lucille Lee Stewart. Nigel Bar-
rie, Kenneth McDonald, Max Davidson and
Tui Lorraine. The screen adaptation of
•Sunshine of Paradise Allev" was done
h\ Josephine Quirk, fr the stage play

by Denman Thompson.

Jackie Coogan Member of

M-G-M Star Group
THE METRO - GOLDWYN -

Mayer collection of screen stars
has been enriched by the addition

of Jackie Coogan whose pictures under
the terms of a contract signed last

Friday will be produced along the
lines of the most important screen
undertakings at the Culver City
plant with the entire facilities of the
studio at the young star's disposal.
The star's father, who has assisted in
his sen's previous photoplays, has also
affiliated himself under the new con-
tract and will aid in the productions
of the forthcoming Coogan vehicles.

Several stories are now being con-
sidered for the juvenile star. His latest
picture, "Johnny Get Your Haircut,"
will be released shortly by Metro-
Goldwyn- Mayer.

Norma and Constance Tal-

madge to Start New Films
The Talmadge Sisters, Norma and Con-

stance, arrived in Hollywood last week,
and are ready to begin work on their two
new pictures for First National. The Norma
Talmadge film will be a modern version of

"Camille," by Madame de Grossac, and
Constance Talmadge will do "Carlotta,"
an original story by Hans Kraly, author
of "Her Sister From Paris." Marshall
Neilan will direct "Carlotta."

In attempting her new role Norma Tal-

madge is fulfilling a long ambition to in-

terpret the actual life story of Marie Dup-
lessis, whom Dumas, the younger, portrayed
in his play, "The Lady of the Camelias."
A canvass of leading men of both stage
and screen to play the leading man in

"Camille" resulted in the selection of Gil-

bert Roland, a young Spaniard, who was
signed by Joseph M. Schenck to a live-year

contract.

New De Mille Contract for

William K. Howard
William K. Howard, young director who

joined the De Mille forces a year ago and
director of the Hod La Roeque starring

vehicle, "Gigolo," has been granted a new
contract according to an announcement
from William Sistrom, general manager
of the De Mille studio. Bis tirst picture

under the new contract will be "His Dog,"
a story by Albert Payson Terhune, in which
Hod La Roeque will he starred. The direc-

tor is credited with the distinction of being
the only former film salesman and theatre

man to attain recognition in the producing
end of the film industry. He has turned
out ••The Thundering Herd." "Red Dice"
and ••The Bachelor Bride."

Charles Ray Leading Man in

"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Charles Pay, now appearing opposite

Leatrice -toy in her " Nobody's Widow,"
will act in a similar capacity with Marie
l'revost in the hitter's next starring pro

duction, "Getting Gertie's Garter." The
screen version of the s(;iLre farce will be
directed l>\ E. Mason Hopper. The adapta-
tion was dune by V. McC.rew Willis, who
will also supervise production.

,
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Two Sterling Releases
for November

TWO farce comedies, "Dangerous
Friends'* and "Oh, What a

Night!" are the productions that

Sterling Pictures Distributing Corpo-
ration will release during November.
The first, which was released this week,
is a banner production and was written

by Charles A. Logue and directed by
Finis Fox. In the cast are T. Roy
Barnes, Arthur Hoyt, Marjorie Gale,

Gertrude Short, Burr Mcintosh and
Mathilde Brundage. Sterling's own
production of "Oh, What a Night!" is

an adaptation by Colin Clements of

Florence Ryerson's story. Lloyd
Ingraham directed a cast which in-

cluded Raymond McKee, Edna
Murphy, Ned Sparks, Charles K.
French, Jackie Coombs, Hilliard Karr
and "Fatty" Alexander. According to

the present schedule arranged by
Henry Ginsberg the picture will be re-

leased to the public around the middle
of the month.

Cruze Will Direct Wallace
Beery in "Louis the 14th"
The Ziegfeld production of '

' Louis the

Fourteenth," which had a successful run at

the Cosmopolitan Theatre in New York
City with Leon Errol in the title role, is

scheduled for conversion into screen form
with Wallace Beery as the star and working
under James Cruze 's direction.

The director will start work on the prep-

aration of the story at once and expects

to begin production in about eight weeks.
The picture will be one of the Para-
mount special comedy productions for the

coming year and will present Wallace Beery
as a star of his own right. The actor be-

gan work this week as the immortal Casey
who struck out in "Casey at the Bat," in

which he has Raymond Hatton as his team
mate. When the baseball comedy is out of

the way he will begin work on "Louis the

Fourteenth" and will follow this up with
"The Greatest Show on Earth," which
Monta Bella will direct as one of the most
important road shows on the Paramount
schedule.

Appoints Tiffany Pittsburgh
Exchange Manager

M. H. Hoffman, vice-president of Tif-

fany Productions, Inc., has announced the
appointment of Jack Withers to take
charge of the Tiffany Exchange in Pitts-

burgh, formerly managed by C. A. Lynch.
Mr. Withers has just resigned as manager
of the Pittsburgh branch of Associated Ex-
hibitors. He will have as his assistant,

Saul Frank, who resigned as a member of
the Associated staff.

Title of "September Love"
Given Burnett Novel

When "The Head of the House of
Coombe," the novel by Frances Hodgson
Burnett, reaches the filmgoing public it will

bear the screen title of "September Love,"
which title was decided upon last week by
First National executives as most appro-
priate. It will be Ray Rockett's next pro-
duction for First National following "Not
Herbert."

HollywoodVitaphonePremiere
Grauman Most Enthusiastic; Many Stars

Praise Warner Device; Audience Applauds

NOTHING but words of praise were
heard from everyone who attended
the Hollywood premiere of Warner

Bros. Vitaphone and the Warner Bros,

road-show attraction, '
' Don Juan, '

' which
was held on Wednesday evening at the

Hollywood Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood, a
Sid Grauman house.

The well-known Coast showman, in a wire
to Warner Bros.' New York offices, said

"Another Vitaphone triumph—producers,
stars, directors proclaimed Vitaphone great-

est achievement—every number given by
the various (Vitaphone) artists a sensa-

tional applause hit."

Another wire to the home office of War-
ner Bros, was from Jack L. Warner, who
was present at the New York premiere of

Vitaphone and "Don Juan." Compared
to Hollywood, other openings were like a
kindergarten, according to Mr. Warner.

Included among those present at the
opening were John Bai'rymore, Charles
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pick-

ford, Mae Murray, Harold Lloyd, Ernst
Lubitsch, Judge Landis, Walter Henry
Rothwell, conductor of the Los Angeles
Symphony Orchestra, and a hundred other
prominent celebrities.

On Tuesday night of this week Giovanni
Martinelli of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany, saw and heard himself on Vitaphone
for the first time at the Warner Theatre in
New York City. Owing to engagements to
be filled abroad Mr. Martinelli, who did
"Vesti la Giubbe" from "I Pagliacci,"
early last summer, was forced to leave for
Europe immediately after his recording,
thus missing the world's premiere of Vita-
phone.

It was announced that the opera star
would be in the audience at the Warner
Theatre on Tuesday evening and, after his
appearance on the program, the house lights
of the theatre went on and a sustained
ovation was given Mr. Martinelli. Asked
if his Vitaphone appearance pleased him he
exclaimed "I am a surprise to myself."

uStrogoff" Feb. 8 Release
Universal So Honors Birthday of
Author; Film Previewed in London

UNIVERSAL has decided to officially

release the Universal Film de France
special production, "Michael Strog-

off," on February 8, 1927 as a gesture in

honor of Jules Verne, author of the story,

who was born on the date.

The picture was produced by the French
Societe des Cineromans in France and Lat-

via with French, Russian and Latvian
actors. It tells the story of the Czar's

courier on a perilous mission to Irkutsk,

through a country overrun by Tartar in-

vaders.

While it has been previewed in several

of the principal cities of Europe and in

Indianapolis in this country its general

release is being withheld until the author's

birthday. Thus far the film has been shown
in London at Albert Hall followed by trade

showings in the distribution centers of

Great Britain, Paris and Berlin.

One of the most elaborate presentations

ever given a picture featured the showing
of "Michael Strogoff" at Albert Hall,
says Universal. An audience of 6,000 peo-
ple including ambassadors from 15 coun-
tries and a large number of titled English-
men was present.

Komisarjevsky, one of the best known
figures in. Continental theatrical circles,
and former director of stage management
of the Moscow Art Theatre, directed the
prologue.

A scene from the film was enacted in the

prologue with prominent British stage play-

ers taking the principal roles and scores

of dancing girls and others making up the

colorful Tartar atmosphere. In all 150
persons participated in the prologue. A
special symphony orchestra of 75 com-
prised of members of the Royal Philhar-

monic and London Symphony orchestras

supplied the music under the direction of

M. Heurteur of the Paris Opera House.
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World Premiere of Natural

Vision Pictures
On Sunday, November 7th, a1 the Cameo

Theatre in New York City, under the aus-

pices of the Film Arts Guild, Robert Great-

house will present "Natural Vision" pic-

ture- Eor the firsl tune on any screen. These

pictures, made by the Widescope process,

differ -really from those made with the cus-

tomary camera and are examples of the

latest development in motion pictures. The

aar3 motion picture shows life through

bui one eye, Mr. Greathouse claims, while

the new process succeeds in bringing the

vision of both eyes to the screen. The hu-

man eve is handicapped in viewing a moving

picture in that its Held of vision, which is

about sixty-five degrees, is forced to accept

the angle of but thirty degrees, the angle

of the motion picture camera lens. In pro-

jecting the picture on the screen even the

thirty-degree angle is reduced and this is

but the vision of a single eye. Thus the

eve, instead of being allowed to have a nat-

ural play of muscles, is held fixed and rigid

within half its ordinary field in watching

the usual motion pictures. This tires the

eve muscles and results in eye strain,

'in the '•Natural Vision" pictures, how-

ever, the eye is presented with a sufficiently

large field to meet its normal range of vi-

sion. With these pictures it is possible to

show at close range any large body of mov-

ing objects without reducing their size or

diminishing the details. Its adoption would

mean a certain change in motion picture

technique. Its interest to the fan lies

rather in the fact that it enables the cam-

eraman to present realistic pictures of un-

usual depth and beauty, and of a size which

makes them absolutely life-like.

Four Fox Feature Films
in Production

FOUR Fox Films feature produc-
tions have just been put into pro-

duction at the company's West
Coast studio or at locations on the Pa-

cific Coast. The pictures are "The
Monkey Talks," "The Last Trail,"

"Stage Madness" and "Love of Wo-
man." The last two films are being
made for the future and are not listed

among releases for this year.

Raoul Walsh is directing "The
Monkey Talks" at the Fox Hills stu-

dio. Jacques Lerner is portraying the

title role and incidentally making his

screen debut. Olive Borden and Don
Alvarado are the two leads. Raymond
Hitchcock, Ted McNamara and Mal-
colm are also in the cast. "The Last
Trail," a Zane Grey story featuring
Tom Mix, has Carmelita Geraghty and
little Jerry Madden among the fea-

tured players. Lew Seiler is directing.

"Stage Madness" is now in work un-
der Victor Schertzinger's direction.
Virginia Valli and Tullio Carmenati
are the principal players. Lou Telle-
gan and Richard Walling are the only
other players so far cast. "Love of
Woman," is based on a magazine story
by Adela Rogers St. John. John Grif-
fith Wray will direct Blanche Sweet
who has the starring role. In the sup-
porting cast are Warner Baxter, Alfred
Allen, Ida Darling, Mary McAllister,
Edward Davis and Edgar Norton. A
soecially built oil boom town near
Fullerton, California, in the Brea oil

fields, is the location.

H. M. Herbel "U" Western
Sales Director

HM. HERBEL, manager of the

Universal Pittsburgh exchange
• for the past year, has been

chosen by Universal as Western Sales

Manager to succeed L. J. Schlaifer,

who was recently appointed by Carl
Laemmle to an important position in

the Universal Chain Theatrical Enter-
prises. Mr. Herbel will move his head-
quarters to the Universal home office

within a few days. His wife is Gladys
Walton, former Universal star.

Before going to Pittsburgh Mr. Her-
bel was sales manager for the Stern
Film corporation for a year. Prior to

that he was at various times division
manager and exchange manager for

Universal.

Hi-Mark Productions Close
for New York Territory

Nat Nathanson, president of Hi-Mark
Productions, has announced the closing of

the New York territory for his current pro-

ductions with three exchanges. The six

Steve Donoghue or turf classics will be
handled by Harold Rodner and the eight

six-reel Platinum features and the Gold
Nugget series by Biltmore Pictures. Mr.
Sunshine of Goodwill Pictures will take

care of the fourteen two-reel Fun Medal
comedies featuring George Bunny. Other
territory will he announced later.

Two Fox Films Comedies
Put in Production

Two Fox Films comedies, "The Last
Word" and "The Auto Thieves," are now
in production at the Fox Films studio on
the West Coast. In the cast of the first,

which is a Helen and Warren comedy, are

Kathryn Perry, Allan Forrest, who played
an important part in '

' Summer Bachelors, '

'

Howard Truesdale and Jeinie Conklin. The
cast of "The Auto Thieves," a Van Bibber
comedy featuring Earle Foxe. contains Vir-
ginia Bradford, Ben Bard, Ralph Sipperly
and Fred Walton. Orville Dull is directing:.

Charlie Murray—Larry Kent
in "McFadden's Flats"

The role of a typical Irish contractor is

Charlie Murray's assignment in "McFad-
den's Flats," the Asher, Small and Rogers
production for First National, Chester
Conklin also has a featured role—that of
a canny Scott. Larry Kent, recently signed
by Kit-t National, is cast as the son of
Conklin and Edna Murphy as the daughter
of RfcFadden, the contractor. Aggie Her-
ring ha- the pari of McFadden's wife.

Huntley Gordon Male Lead
in "Don't Tell the Wife"
Warner Bros, have engaged Huntley

Gordon to play the leading supporting role

to Irene Rich in her newest starring vehicle,

"Don't Tel! the Wife." The only other
member of the new casi thus far announced
is Lilyan Tashman, who has been given a

nred role. The tentative date for the
starting of production has been set for
November 8th.

Eddie Cline Will Direct Tom
Mix in New Picture

Eddie Cline, who has directed many sub-
jects for the Mack Sennett studio, has an-
nexed his signature to a Fox Films contract

and will direct Tom Mix in his next Wes-
tern which will be an original story by
Adela Ropers St. John, novelist. The adap-
tation will be done by John Stone, who
worked on "3 Bad Men" and "The
Great K. & A. Train Robbery. '

' Cline will

begin work as soon as Lewis Seiler has fin-

ished with him in "The Last Trail," the

Western star's current vehicle.

Enid Hibbard Will Adapt
"Polish Blood"

The adaptation of "Polish Blood," a suc-

cessful European operatta which Universal
will screen, has been placed in the hands
of Enid Hibbard, whose selection was made
by Edward Montagne, scenario editor, this

week. At the same time it was announced
that Harvey Thew would prepare the con-

tinuity for "Fast and Furious," an original

story by Peter Milne, which will serve as

the next Reginald Denny starring vehicle.

Carmelita Geraghty in New
Mack Sennett Comedy

Carmelita Geraghty, daughter of Tom
Geraghty, scenario editor, plays a promi-
nent part in "Smith's Uncle," one of the

Smith Family series of comedies which is

set for release on November 14th. Miss
Geraghty enacts the role of vamp and is as-

sisted in the fun-making by the members
of the Smith Family, Raymond McKee,
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson.

Alfred Gilks Becomes Head
Griffith Cameraman

Alfred Gilks was this week assigned the
position of chief photographer on Raymond
Griffith's newest starring comedy, "The
Waiter from the Ritz," which James Cruze
will direct. Mr. Gilks photographed the
battle of Tripoli Bay for "Old Ironsides,"
the Paramount special.

New Columbia Branches in

Omaha and Des Moines

TWO new Columbia-owned and
directed exchanges at 1511 Chi-
cago Street, Omaha, Nebraska,

and 1005 High Street, Des Moines,
Iowa, are the latest developments in

the Columbia Pictures Corporation
plans for national distribution. Claude
H. MacGowan returned to the Colum-
bia home office last week having car-
ried out the details of the deal. The
present premises in the two cities will

be retained but additional space is be-
ing sought for in anticipation of in-

creased business.
The Omaha and Des Moines ex-

changes together with the recently
taken over Canadian field and the of-
fices in Detroit and Pittsburgh, bring
closer to realization the plans of the
company for coast-to-coast distribu-
tion.

.
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tudio Briefs

David Selman's creditable work for

Columbia Pictures has resulted in the com-
pany's awarding him a four picture con-

tract. His latest directorial effort for the

company is
'

' Remember
'

', based on the

Irving Berlin song.

Jimmy Alden, the juvenile who played

opposite Clara Bow in "Down to the Sea

in Ships," is the choice of Cecil De Mille

for an important role in "The Yankee
Clipper," which will be one of the attrac-

tions of the De Mille programme.

Junior Coghlan has been added to the

east of "Rubber Tires," which Alan Hale
is directing for Cecil De Mille. Bessie

Love and Harrison Ford are featured.

The cast of "Jim the Conqueror," which
George Seitz will direct for Metropolitan,

has been completed by the addition of "Wal-

ter Long and Marcelle Corday.

Erwin Connelly was recently added to the

cast of "Rubber Tires." which Alan Hale
is producing for the De Mille studio.

James 0. Spearing, formerly dramatic

editor of the New York '
' Times, '

' and more
recently author of a number of motion
picture stories, has been appointed as-

sistant to Julian Johnson at the Paramount
Long Island studio in the editing and titl-

ing of pictures.

John Nelson has four technical assistants

at the Chadwick studios, where he is now
producing "Sunshine of Paradise Alley"
under the personal supervision of Jesse J.

Goldburg. Earl Sibley is in charge of the

technical staff. Max Davidson is super-

vising the production of all Jewish atmo-
sphere scenes.

Kenneth McDonald is dividing his time
between playing the role of Jerry 'Connor
and directing the Irish sequences. Angelo
Spellone is providing similar assistance

to Director Nelson in the Italian scenes.

Francis Powers has been added to the

cast of "The Day of Souls," Tod Brown-
ing's new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer feature.

starring John Gilbert, with Renee Adoree.

Guy Oliver has been assigned an im-
portant role in the Paramount production
of "The Man of the Forest," Zane Grey's
romance of the West. Jack Holt has the

title role and Georgia Hale is the feminine
lead. John Waters is the director.

Ben Hendricks, Jr., has joined the east

of Pola Negri's new starring picture for

Paramount, "Barbed Wire," production
on which has just started. Erich Pommer
and Rowland V. Lee are producing this

picture for Paramount. It is an adapta-
tion of Hall Game's "The Woman of
Knockaloe. " Lee is also directing.

Frank Currier has fully recovered from
his recent illness, and has been signed on
a new long-term contract by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

"Wolves of the Air" will be the next
production of Sterling Productions, Inc.

The continuity is complete and Francis

Ford has been signed to direct. Photo-
graphy is scheduled to start on Monday,
November 1, in Hollywood.

Clement Andre-Ani, the costume expert,

who for the past year and a half has been
engaged in creating fashions for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer pictures, has been signed on
a new long-term contract with M-G-M,
according to an announcement from that

studio last week.

Edwin Justus Mayer, author and play-

wright, has been made title editor of all

Paramount West Coast productions under a

contract announced today by B. P. Schul-

berg.

Helen Dunbar, Ida Darling and Tom Rick;

etts. The story was adapted to the screen

by Herman Menkiewicz and John McDer-
mott and was prepared as a screen play by
Louise Long and Ethel Doherty. Produc-

tion on the star's next picture will begin

in November. This will mark Miss Daniels'

tir-t picture under her new five-year con-

tract with Paramount.

Claire MacDowell is the latesl player to

join the cast of "The Taxi Dancer,
- '

which
Harry Millarde is directing for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. Miss MacDowell has just fin-

ished one of the principal role- in "A Little

Journey," produced by Robert Z. Leonard.

An "Olive Borden Bob," was the means

of creating a sensation at the Marie Beauty
Shop, which advertised that every woman
getting this latest hair bob would receive

a free ticket for any matinee of "Fig
Leaves."

Upon the completion of "While London
Sleeps," Rin-Tin-Tin's next starring pro-

duction for Warner Bros., preparations

were started on the dog star's next picture,

"Hills of Kentucky," from the story titled

"The Untamed Heart," by Dorothy Yost.

Herman Raymaker, who has directed a

number of Rin-Tin-Tin pictures, will again

{•reside at the megaphone. The scenario for
'

' Hills of Kentucky '

' is now being prepared
by Edward Clark. The supporting players

are now under consideration.

Gilbert Roland, a young Spaniard, 23

years of age and practically unknown, has
been chosen as leading man for Norma Tal-

madge in "Camille, " her next picture for

First National. Mr. Roland was selected

for the part immediately after Xorma Tal-

madge and Joseph M. Schenck had seen his

screen test while considering stage and
screen actors for the role. As a result the

young actor now has a five-year contract

with Mr. Schenck. He was recently seen

in the Sam Rork production of "The Blonde
Saint."

Under the direction of Arthur Rosson,
Bebe Daniels last week completed her latest

starring vehicle. "Stranded in Paris." In

the supporting cast are Ford Sterling. James
Hall, Iris Stuart, Mabel Julienne Scott,

Having completed the sequences aboard
an ocean liner, Syd Chaplin and his sup-
porting company in "The Missing Link,
have for the past ten days been at work
on the African jungle scenes which form
a large part of the picture. The Warner
forces are particularly pleased with the

work of Ruth Hiatt, who appears opposite
Chaplin. This is her first work in a feature
length production, Miss Hiatt having eon-

fined her work in the past to two-reel

comedies.

Comedy highlights in "Raggedy Rose." a Pathecomedy in which Mabel Normand returns to the screen
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"THE CHECK-UP"
"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from ex-

hibitors in every part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the

picture has done for other theatre managers.

The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported

the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the number who considered it "Fair" ; the third, the number who
considered it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."

The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the average rating on that feature, obtained by the following

method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of "Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The per-

centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number of re-

ports, giving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this

way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion

are averaged up and eliminated.

No picture is included in the list which has not received at least ten reports.
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Camille of t he Barbary Coast

. 1

Skyrocket, The —
CHADWICK PICTURES
Some Pun'kins 2

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Aloma of the South Seas. . .

—
American Venus, The ..
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1

Ancient Highway, The.
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1

Behind the Front 1

Best People 2

Blind Goddess, The -

Born to the West -

Campus Flirt, The -

Cat 's Pajamas —
Cobra 18

Crown of Lies, The —
Dancing Mothers —
I >esert Gold —
I )iplomacy 3

Enchanted Hill, The —
Fascinating Youth —
Fine Manners —
Flower of Night 2

For I leaven's Sake 1

(ood and Naughty —
Grand 1 >uc hcss and the Waiter —
Hands Up 2

Hold That Lion 1

Irish Luck 1

It's the Old Army ( >ame 2

King on Main Street, The 2

Kiss for < inderella.A 12

Let's Get Married —
Lord Jim 5

Lucky Lady, The —
Mannequin 1

Miss Brewster's Millions 1

Moana 3

Nell < iwyn 1

New Brooms 2

New Klondike 2

Padlocked —
Palm Beach Girl, The -

I

'
i inmaker, The 3

Regular Fellow, A 4

Runaway, The —

-

It Again —
! I ( »rses 1

Show Off, I he 1

1 Celebrity, A —
Song and I 'am i Man, I he 2

Splendid ( rime, The. 2
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i ruck 5
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I hat's \l', Baby. 1
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i ntamed Lady, The. 2
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—
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8
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6
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5
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6
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7
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9
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14
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6
25
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5

18
16

11

9
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7
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30
8
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12
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9

27
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13

28
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14

14

14

14

18
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11

5
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8

2

3

2

27

1

10

2

9

3

5

1

3

5

22

8

52
60

69
66
62

83
55
71

66
79
79
38
53
67

68
48
75

68
61

50
69
68
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64
62
67

60
62
49
73

53
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64
55
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63
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70
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69
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55
5 1
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73
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10,063 I i.

7,804 Ft.

Title of Picture K"v si
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Volcano 1

Wanderer, The 5

Wet Paint 5

Womanhandlcd —
Woman of the World 1

You Never Know Women ......

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
All Around Frying Pan 1

Arizona Streak —
Beyond the Rockies
Bigger Than Barnum's
Blue Streak, The
Born to Battle 1

Cowboy Musketeer, The 1

Dead Line, The
Flaming Waters 3

Hands Across the Border
Isle of Retribution 1

King of the Turf 3
Last Fdition, The 1

Midnight Flyer, The
Non-Stop Flight, The. . . 2

One Minute to Play
Queen O' Diamonds
Three Wise Crooks 1

Tough Guy, The
Two-Gun Man, The -

When Love Grows Cold 3
Wyoming Wildcat, The 1

FIRST NATIONAL
Bluebeard's Seven Wives —
Brown Derby, The -

(lot lies Make the Pirate 1

Dancer of Paris 1

Ella Cinders -

Far ( Vy, The 1

Girl From Montmartre, The
Her Second Chance 1

I [igh Steppers -

Infatuation 3
Irene —
Joanna 1

lust .Suppose 2

kiki -

Mademoiselle Modiste -

Memory Lane -

Men ol Steel

Miss Nobody —
New Commandment, The —
Old Loves and New -

Pace Thai Thrills, The 2

Pals Firsl —
Puppets -

Rainbow Riley -

Ransom's Folly 5

Reckless 1 adj , The —
s,i\ age, The —
Si ,ii lei Sainl , Hie 1

Senor 1 )aredevil —
Splendid Road, The 1

v M
u C
V £
J3 i-

C O
i&
ZK Z«

P °
3 V
zx

3

14

5

7

7

3

10

18

15

25
11

60
60
54
70
64
61

5,467 Ft.

8,173 Ft.

5,109 Ft.

6,765 Ft.

6,353 Ft.

6,064 Ft.

5 26 5 69 5,519 Ft.

3 / 1 65 4,640 Ft.

1 13 1 70 4,851 Ft.

5 / 1 61 5,391 Ft.

2 6 3 73 4,950 Ft.— 16 — 67 5,100 Ft.

1 12 — 65 4,500 Ft.

1 9 — 67 5,000 Ft.

10 14 4 59 6,591 Ft.

2 21 2 70 5,367 Ft.

2 12 3 67 6,388 Ft.

6 13 2 59 6,210 Ft.

9 23 4 65 6,400 Ft.

9 22 9 70 6,200 Ft.

4 10 1 59 5,650 Ft.— 4 6 88 7,713 Ft.

4 /

—

59 5,129 Ft.

3 6 — 56 6,074 Ft.

5 21 11 74 5,454 Ft.— 12 3 76 5,139 Ft.

11 /
— 47 6,500 Ft.

2 14 1 66 5,156 Ft.

8 20 2 64 7,774 Ft.
? 9 3 72 6,700 Ft.

/ 18 — 60 8,000 Ft.

4 17 2 65 (.,220 Ft.

3 11 6 75 6,540 Ft.

5 20 — 62 6,868 Ft.

8 13 — 59 6,700 Ft.

4 6 1 58 6,420 Ft.

4 8 — 60 6,136 Ft.
.•> 13 — 56 5,794 Ft.

2 25 19 81 8,400 Ft.
.> 16 .-> 68 7,900 Ft.

(> 14 2 61 6,270 Ft.

.} 13 / 75 8,299 Ft.

1 24 1 70 6,230 Ft.

1 17 3 69 6,825 Ft.

8 2 76 9,15.. Ft.

2 9 1 68 6,859 Ft.

8 25 2 65 6,980 Ft.
,i 8 — 58 7,423 Ft.

10 12 — 56 6,911 Ft

3 8 — 62 6,834 Ft.

2 Hi — 65 7,486 Ft.

6 21 1 65 6,450 Ft.

4 ;
— 51 7,322 Ft.

7 in 1 60 7,336 Ft.

3 in 1 66 6,275 Ft.

10 /
— 51 6,880 Ft.

8 3 78 0.402 It.

. 21 1 62 7,046 Ft.
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Sporting Lover, The. ... 1

Subway Sadie -

Sweet Daddies 1

Too Much Money 1

Tramp, Tramp, Tramp 1

Unguarded Hour, The -

We Moderns 1

Why Women Love 1

Wilderness Woman, The —
FOX
Ancient Mariner, The 5

Best Bad Man, The
Black Paradise —
Cowboy and the Countess. . . .

-

Desert's Price -

Dixie Merchant, The -

Durand of the Bad Lands 1

East Lynne 1

Fighting Buckaroo, The —
First Year, The 1

Flying Horseman, The -

Fool, The 1

Gilded Butterfly, The -

Golden Strain, The 1

Hard Boiled
Iron Horse, The -

Johnstown Flood, The -

Lazybones 3

Man Four Square, A 2

My Own Pal -

No Man's Gold -

Palace of Pleasure 1

Road to Glory, The -

Rustling for Cupid 1

Sandy 1

Shamrock Handicap, The. . . .

-

Silver Treasure, The 1

Thank U 3

Three Bad Men -

Thunder Mountain 1

Tony Runs Wild 1

Wages for Wives 3

When the Door Opened 5

Winding Stair, The 4

Womanpower —
Yankee Senor, The 3

Yellow Fingers 1

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Auction Block 2

Barrier, The 1

Battling Butler -

Beverly of Graustark —
Black Bird, The -

Boy Friend, The 2

Bright Lights 2

Brown of Harvard 2

Circle, The 2

Dance Madness -

Devil's Circus, The -

Don't -

Exchange of Wives —
Exquisite Sinner, The 1

Go West —
His Secretary —
Ibanez' Torrent 2

La Boheme —
Lights of Old Broadway -

Lovey Mary —
Mare Nostrum —
Masked Bride, The -

Merry Widow, The 2

Mike -

Monte Carlo 1

Old Clothes 1

Only Thing, The 3

Paris 2

Road to Mandalay, The —
Sally, Irene and Mary —
Soul Mates ' 4

Time, the Comedian 1

Waltz Dream, The 1

Waning Sex, The -

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Braveheart 1

Eve's Leaves 1
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4 6 — 55 6,446 Ft— 9 1 73 6,727 Ft— 11 4 74 6,562 Ft

8 7 1 55 7,600 Ft
1 11 3 71 5,831 Ft

15 12 ? 3/ 6,613 Ft
8 20 6 67 6,609 Ft
7 14 1 60 6,696 Ft
5 9 2 64 7,533 Ft

6 4 41 5,548 Ft

6 15 4 68 4,983 Ft— 13 — 70 4,862 Ft

3 12 2 68 5,000 Ft

3 5 4 73 5,709 Ft

4 8 — 60 5,126 Ft— 15 1 69 5,844 Ft

4 18 2 66 8,653 Ft
5 5 — 55 5,096 Ft

4 10 — 59 5,038 Ft— 9 1 73 4,971 Ft

3 21 / 72 9,844 Ft

4 8 — 60 6,202 Ft
/ 13 1 59 5,989 Ft
1 11 1 70 5,680 Ft

6 30 33 82 10,424 Ft

5 11 4 69 6,357 Ft

2 16 3 65 7,236 Ft— 10 — 62 4,744 Ft
7 20 1 69 6,058 Ft

10 1 73 5,745 Ft
6 8 — 55 5,467 Ft
1 13 1 70 6,038 Ft— 11 — 66 4,835 Ft
9 18 3 63 7,850 Ft— 10 1 73 5,866 Ft

1 8 — 62 5,386 Ft— 16 3 64 6,839 Ft— 9 1 73 8,710 Ft

4 11 — 59 7,537 Ft

2 8 3 69 5,477 Ft
3 7 2 58 6,352 Ft
7 14 — 52 6,515 Ft
6 7 — 48 6,107 Ft— 9 1 73 6,240 Ft
2 15 — 60 4,902 Ft
3 8 — 58 5,594 Ft

12 18 1 57 6,239 Ft
3 25 3 68 6,480 Ft
3 10 2 68 6,970 Ft
2 35 3 71 6,977 Ft
3 24 7 73 6,688 Ft
1 7 — 57 5,584 Ft

13 4 — 44 6,260-Ft

2 22 13 76 7,941 Ft
7 5 — 48 5,511 Ft

9 18 2 63 6,393 Ft
5 21 4 69 6,750 Ft
3 13 1 66 6,000 Ft
10 20 2 63 6,300 Ft

9 8 — 52 5,844 Ft
9 17 8 69 6,256 Ft

4 21 11 76 6,433 Ft

6 15 1 60 6,769 Ft— 9 1 73 8,781 Ft.

12 20 5 64 6,437 Ft.

2 13 1 68 6,167 Ft.

1 8 1 70 11,000 Ft.

8 16 2 63 5,699 Ft.

5 22 29 81 10,027 Ft

8 30 9 71 6,755 Ft
8 12 — 56 6,512 Ft
3 22 8 73 5,915 Ft
6 16 — 57 5,284 Ft
2 10 — 59 5,580 Ft
2 17 3 74 6,551 Ft
7 24 6 69 5,564 Ft

11 11 1 51 6,000 Ft
9 8 — 52 4,575 Ft— 9 1 68 7,322 Ft— 9 1 73 6,025 Ft

3 5 6 74 7,225 Ft
3 5 1 59 6,750 Ft

Title of Picture

ZK. ZK ZX

Hell's Highroad 3

Madame Behave 2

Made for Love 2

Man From Red Gulch —
Million Dollar Handicap,The. 1

Paris at Midnight —
People Ys. Nancy Preston . . . .

-

Prairie Pirate, The
Prince of Pilsen, The 2

Red Dice 1

Road to Yesterday, The 3

Rocking Moon 1

Silence 2

Simon the Jester —
Steel Preferred 4
Three Faces East 3

Unknown Soldier, The —
Up in Mabel's Room —
Volga Boatman, The —
Wedding Song, The 2

Whispering Smith —
Without Mercy 2

TIFFANY PROD.
Souls for Sables 1

UNITED ARTISTS
Bat, The —
Black Pirate, The —
Eagle, The 1

Partners Again 2

Son of the Sheik , The -

Stella Dallas
Tumbleweeds 2

UNIVERSAL
Arizona Sweepstakes, The. ... 1

Beautiful Cheat, The 7

Blue Blazes —
Calgary Stampede, The —
Call of Courage, The 1

Chip of the Flying U -

Cohens and Kellys, The -

Combat, The -

Daring Days -

Demon, The -

Desperate Game, The. ....... -

Flaming Frontier, The 1

Goose Woman, The —
His People 1

Home Maker, The 6

Little Giant, The 3

Man in the Saddle, The 1

Phantom Bullet, The -

Phantom of the Opera 3

Rolling Home —
Six Shooting Romance —
Skinner's Dress Suit 2

Sporting Life 1

Stella Maris
Still Alarm, The -

Two Fisted Jones 3

1 Jnder Western Skies —
Watch Your Wife —
Western Pluck 1

What Happened to Jones 1

Where Was I? -

WARNER BROS.
Bride of the Storm -

Cave Man 1

Clash of the Wolves, The —
Fighting Edge, The 2

Hell Bent Fer Heaven 1

Hero of the Big Snows —
His Jazz Bride 3

Hogan's Alley 1

Lady Windermere's Fan 1

Man Upstairs, The —
Night Crv, The —
Oh! What a Nurse 1

Pleasure Buyers, The 3

Rose of the World , The —
Satan in Sables 2

Sea Beast, The —
Seven Sinners 2

5

5

10

5

7

2

7

4

2

8
2

1

6

5

4

1

2

8

1

o

13

11

2

5

14

9
10
12

8
13
13
14

9
11

13

18
10
9

17

10
16

11

2

1

1

2

2

7

6
10
9
19

1

60
67
41

55
66
66
58
63
63
69
56
64
65
64
65
67

85
83
83
55
68
58

61

6,143 Ft.

5,415 Ft.

6,703 Ft.

5,437 Ft.

6,095 Ft.

6,995 Ft.

6,143 Ft.

4,617 Ft.

6,600 Ft.

7,257 Ft.

9,980 Ft.

6,013 Ft.

7,518 Ft.

6,168 Ft.

6,717 Ft.

7,419 Ft.

7,979 Ft.

6,345 Ft.

10,050 Ft.

7,373 Ft.

6,155 Ft.

6,597 Ft.

7,547 Ft.

1 12 7 79 8,219 Ft
1 11 6 73 8,200 Ft
6 19 7 69 6,756 Ft
4 9 2 61 5,562 Ft

14 12 84 6,685 Ft
2 7 5 76 10,157 Ft
4 18 7 70 7,254 Ft

6 17 2 63 5,418 Ft
1 12 — 51 6,583 Ft
1 14 — 68 4,659 Ft
7 19 6 74 5,924 Ft
2 6 1 62 4,661 Ft
1 15 4 75 6,596 Ft
3 17 18 82 7,774 Ft
4 10 — 61 6,714 Ft
1 9 — 67 4,622 Ft
1 9 — 67 4,539 Ft
2 7 5 76 4,400 Ft
1 8 4 73 8,829 Ft
6 16 9 73 7,500 Ft
4 16 13 78 8,983 Ft
/ 4 — 40 7,755 Ft
6 8 — 51 6,929 Ft
4 5 — 53 5,492 Ft
4 8 1 63 6,148 Ft
7 34 29 77 8,464 Ft
1 9 3 75 6,993 Ft
2 15 — 66 4,869 Ft
7 16 4 63 7,025 Ft
8 15 3 63 6,763 Ft
1 11 1 70 5,786 Ft.

4 15 4 70 7,406 Ft
3 5 1 53 4,555 1 t

3 15 3 70 6,452 Ft
6 5 — 54 6,980 Ft
3 5 3 66 4,207 Ft
6 18 6 68 6,726 Ft
6 29 2 67 6,630 Ft

2 11 1 68 6,800 Ft
2 11 1 65 6,843 Ft
3 10 3 70 6,230 Ft
2 18 2 66 6,369 Ft
1 10 1 66 6,578 Ft
2 8 — 64 4,745 Ft
3 6 2 57 6,420 Ft
4 11 1 62 6,062 Ft
3 11 4 69 7,612 Ft
4 7 1 63 6,251 Ft.

1 18 3 73 6,300 Ft.

2 12 2 67 6,987 Ft.

7 9 1 54 7,131 Ft.

3 6 1 64 7,421 Ft.

4 12 — 58 6,995 Ft.

1 10 9 82 9,950 Ft.

8 4 — 46 6,880 Ft
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"Don Juan" and Vitaphone,
Warner Bros., Colonial,

Boston
Daily Advertiser: "Seen sepa-

ther the Vitaphone or

"Don Juan' at the Colonial would

be ample entertainment ;' together

they make a motion picture show

that would be hard to equal. First

and foremost, the Vitaphone is a

complete success ; it synchn
and speech as no other like

device has ever done."

Traveler: " 'Don Juan' and the

Vitaphone shared a joint debut at

the Colonial Theatre last evening.

The Barrymore picture is much as

expected; the Vitaphone, however,

is a grand surprise, so notable an

improvement over previous d<

of its kind as to open up 'vast new
possibilities both for movies and

the presentation of movies."

Transcript: "There is no ques-

tion but that the Vitaphone is the

most significant development in the

presentation of motion pictures

since the day when some obscure

pianist took it into his head to

mask the clatter of the projection

machine with hastily improved
musical accompaniment."

Globe: "As Will Hays said in his

opening speech last night, 'The

Vitaphone marks the beginning of

a new era.'

"

Post: "If any of last night's

audience went to the Boston pre-

miere of the Vitaphone in the Mis-

sourian mood of wanting to be

shown, we are sure they must now
admit that here is a marvelous in-

vention which synchronizes per-

fectly motion pictures and repro-

duced sound." ,

Telegraph: "The concert and

operatic worlds have at last been

merged with that of the screen, and
the resulting sphere is as, large as

the universe itself. . This- practical

instrument gives assurance that

presentations of grand opera and
musical recitals can now i be given

in their entirety on the screen, with

Vitaphone furnishing the •music in

perfect synchronization with the

acting and reproducing the golden

voices of the singers."

"Michael Strogoff"—Universal,
Albert Hall, London,

England
Daily Chronicle: "It's spectacu-

lar grandeur well reproduced."

Daily Telegraph: "Transf<

to the screen in a truly remarkable
manner."

Westminister Gazette:' "A film

of exceptional merit."

Daily News: "Treated with the

magnificence it deserves."

Daily Graphic: "Rises to heights

of great grandeur."

Daily' Express: "Another Great
Film from France— M. Tourjansky
clearly believes that the first duty
of a picture is to move, and there

ill moment in this mighty
achievement. Scenes of .wild arid

unforgettable beauty unsurpassed
in cinema history."

Sunday News: "Superb acting,

site phot skillfully

contrived thrills." -

Sunday Pictorial: "The best of

its kind vet seen on the screen."

Reynolds: "It certainly makes a

magnificent film."

News of the World.
ng even to the vast imagina-

tion of Jules Verne."

Sunday Observer: "Record of

unceasing adventure."

Illustrated Sunday Herald: "An
ishing film. Altogether vivid

expressions of the famous Jules

Verne story."

ire News: "Wonderful
ation of the author's vivid

story. Marvelous in concepetion

and realism."

Referee: "A film which all

should see, and all will enjoy."

Sunday Herald: " 'Michael Stro-

goff" has depth, speed, and reality.

The spectator is absorbed in the

picture."

Standard: "Magnificent passages

and a sense of speed and space."

Star: "Spectacular realism on
the grand scale."

"The Midnight Kiss"—New
Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Sun: "John Golden's clean little

show 'Pigs' has been made by the

Fox organization and, with Janet

Gaynor and a sincere young actor,

named Richard Walling, in the

leading roles, the appealing little

yarn of kid love and its nice re-

sult comes to the screen as a light

and agreeable divertissement."

"3 Bad Men"—Fox, Colonial,
Indianapolis

Times: " '3 Bad Men' is a better

and even bigger picture than 'The
red Wagon.' I never thought

that there could be a better epic

film than 'The Covered Wagon,'
but after seeing '3 Bad Men' I am
forced to admit that there is more
real entertainment and more great

theatre potentialities in this one.

And the world will remember John
Ford as a director by his human
work in putting over one of the

largest and most important casts

assembled for many months to

make one picture. When I saw
'3 Bad Men' at the Colonial, I be-

came so excited, laughed so much
and then got so excited all over
again, that I began to talk right

out in meeting. If this picture

not come nearer pleasing one
hundred people out of every hun-
dred then I am a mighty poor
judge. I can't even estimate how
many horses, wagons and other
vehicles were used. It looked like

thousands to me. When 1 name
' st ten pictures of this si

'3 Bad Men' will be in thai list and
the actors playing the title roles

will be credited for giving three

of the most human characteriza-
tions that the screen has ever re-

flected, M\ praise three

5 not take away any of
the praise which Miss Borden and

1 I'Brien desi r\ e. Be pre-

pared for about as I
- ta< h

n have ever seen \

and natural a love story as one
would want to see. The thousands
in the land rush make one of the

most exciting sequences I have ever
is held through

every foot of the film . . . mov-
ing, thrilling, dramatic action . . .

the ability of Ford to take ad-
vantage of the comedy element
even before a dramatic background.
Here is one picture that deserves

capacity at every perform
Mere is one picture that cannot be

overpraised. One of the best pic-

tures ever made."

News: "Since its first presenta-

tion several years ago, 'The
red Wagon' has been the basis

upon which pictures dealing with
the early West are judged. After
seeing '3 Bad Men' at the Colonial,

it is easy to believe that a new-

criterion has been established. '3

Bad Men' is a sweeping, virile,

dramatic and highly artistic pro-
duction. It contains much of the

grandeur of 'The Covered Wagon'
but, combining that grandeur with
greater action, it is a better picture

for entertainment than the earlier

presentation. The picture contains

a wealth of humor, comparable
only to the humor of 'The Big
Parade.' In addition, the camera
has caught a magnificent scenic

background of mountains and cloud
banked skies. The director, John
Ford, has so complete an under-
standing of the use of lights and
shadows that almost any one of

the big scenes of the picture would
be able to stand alone as a thing

of beauty. '3 Bad Men' is cer-

tainly worthy of serious attention.

It is an accomplishment for the

Fox Company, for the cast and
particularly for the director. By
tlm production John Ford has made
his name one to conjure with."

"The Magician"—Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, Capitol,

New York
Sun: "Crowded with such well-

known performers as Alice Terry,
Paul Wegener (the magnificent
'Golem' in the German film of that

name), Firmin Gemier, of France,
and Ivan Petrovitch, and photo-
graphed with rare feeling in Paris,

Vice, Monte Carlo, and other
points European, Rex Ingram's
la'test film, "The Magician" is an-

other resounding Capitol success,

... It is indubitably the movie
entertainment, par excellence of the

week."

Times: "Although Mr. Ingram's
brilliant work is the predominant
feature of this subject, it is never-
theless apparent that he and Mr.
Maugham make an excellent team
for furnishing screen entertainment.

. . . There are sequence- thai are

so diverting that they make :i shorl

story in themselves. Mr. Ingram
does not content himself with any
makeshift properties so long as the
ieal thing is obtainable."

World: "A drama of no regrets.

. . . Mr. Ingram has mounted
this fantastic narrative in an effec-

tive frame, his photography being
nicely treated for purposes of sug-
gesting the devil at work. He has
arranged it in a chronologically
dramatic mould with tempo, pro-

n e suspense, and a lively and
irresistible play of plain, everyday
menace. You enjoy it as you
would enjoy a god mystery novel."

Telegram: "We doff our autumn
bonnet in a sudden surge of ad-
miration and respect to Maestro
Rex Ingram for giving cinema ex-

ion once again to a fine, en-

during picture. "The Magician" is

a rich, ripe adult piece of screen

entertainment, the most imagina-
tive and arresting of restless Rex's

butions to the Ingram ar-

chives.

Journal : "The Magician" was di-

rected by Rex Ingram, and it's just

about the best picture he's made.
There is a splendid cast, the set-

tings are marvellous and the story

is absorbing . . . Wegener is

superb. Ingram has given the film

weird touches that resemble Ger-
man picture making. It holds

one's attention from the time it

starts until one has sat through it

a second time."

Mirror: "A weird cinema, grue-

some and shivery in spots. Differ-

ent, too. A far cry from the ac-

customed confectionary slop-slop

yarns that bore so "weekly" on
Broadway screens. . . . The story

builds excellent suspense by con-
trasting the satanic powers of
Oliver Haddo, the magician, with
youthful love and combativeness.
It is different, splendidly directed,

well -acted, and intriguingly photo-
graphed in locales alluring to those

who have and have not been
abroad."

News: "A corking good piece of
celluloid melodrama. ... It boasts

a Satanic conception of a 'pagan
rout' that will make Mr. Griffith

look to his laurels. It shows
kelcidoscopic scenes of amusement
garden attractions and crowds
reminiscent of, and as well done,

as those in 'Variety.'
"

American: "The flair for weird
effects, tempered by the unmis-
takable flashes of genius that first

characterized work of Rex Ingram
and made him one of the foremost
directors of the world, is present in

'The Magician.' the piece de re-

sistance at the Capitol Theatre this

week. From the standpoint of di-

rection and production, 'The Ma-
gician' is in a class with 'Variety,'

'The Waltz Dream.' and the other
German dramas that so recently

brought forth all the expensive ad-
jectives in our vocabulary."

Graphic: "The Magician" has
amazing and beautiful photographic

effects taken from different angles.

You will not want to miss seeing

it."

Post: "Good old hair-on-end

melodrama equipped by the globe-
trotting Mr. Ingram with many
fascinating and authentic back-
grounds and a cast of international

importance."

Evening World: "Top-grade en-
nment. 'The Magician' is a

dramatic thriller full of action

and atmosphere and adapted from
Somerset Maugham's story."

Brooklyn Eagle: "Punctuated
frequently with reminiscences of
'The Goicm' and 'The Monster,'

Rex Ingram's latest cinema. 'The
Magician' is a pictureplay magnif-
icently conceived, effectively re-

lated."
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Atmosphere outside and inside the theatre was a feature of exploitation

for "3 Bad Men" (Fox), at the Kansas Theatre, Wichita. Photo above
shoics lobby display and usherettes, in the Western regalia they wore

during the run of the picture

Attractive display with simple effects. Photo above shows the frontal
arrangement which Manager J. D. Jones designed to exploit his showing
of "Bigger Than Barnums" (F. B. O.I at the R & R Theatre in San

Angelo, Texas

Short subjects are given a 50-50 break with
features at the Majestic, Muskegon, Mich., as
shown by the board above displaying Educa-

tionaVs comedy, "Here Comes Charlie"

Street ballyhoo and theatre banner which ex-

ploited the showing of "One Minute to Play"
<F. B. O.) , at the Lyric Theatre, Bridgeport.

Conn.

Big banners for big effects, was the plan fol-

lowt d by Manager M. B. Thomas of the Capitol,
Nashville, in arranging his frontal display for

"The Greater Glory" ( First National)

Ace Berry's "laugh-o-meter" stopped 'em and made 'em look at his lobby

display for "The Strong Man" ( First National), when that picture showed
at the Circle, Indianapolis. The hand of the clock dial whirled from
"Chuckles" to "screams" and "yells." It teas operated by a small electric

motor

Spanish'American H ar relics displayed in a show case in the lobby of tite

Modjeska, Augusta, Ga., proved a prime attractor for the presentation of

"Across the Pacific:" (Warner Bros.) The collection was borrowed from
viterans of the tear and included arms and equipment of Spanish and

American soldier*
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Campaign Ideas For Short Subjects

OLYMPICToday and Every ,

Thursday. Friday
Saturday

DONT LET ANY ONE KID YOU THAT
GENE TUNNEY ISNT A FIGHTER!

NO ONE EVER GOT INTO THIS UNIFORM
WHO WASN'T A FEARLESS SCRAPPER

GENE TUNNEY
FIGHTING MARINE. LEGIONNAEIR. CLEAN-
LIVING. HARD-HITTING BOXER. A. E F.

BOXING CHAMPION. IN A TEN
CHAPTER PATHE SERIAL

C/ne sensational f
Serial Surprise/

10 Vibrant Chapters

GENE TUNNEY

SPECIAL

^toiieij

1&L.,i*m,nm*m0

£ rhe Fit

-ulis

,t.O»
o( Socki

J

f!i %
Ln—, ".r £«£ -..,_t

GenelUnne

-urrmte Qfc Figkting Marine

Reproduction of a full page ad. in which the

Olympic Theatre, Altoona. Pa., accorded the

Pathe serial, "The Fighting Marine," feature.

position

h: WATCH FOR :f

CARL LAEMMLE JRS

mli

COMEDIES

EVERY ONE A

UNIVERSAL HIT

Ibove is shown the pioneer electric m.l'/i on
Broadu m exploiting short subjects an impor-

Universal is conducting a 24-sheet campaign to exploit the showing of the Stern Bros, comedies,
"The Newlyweds," and "Buster Broun," at the U.B.O. theatres throughout New York City

We Said "We Lead, Others Follow, And We Mean It

GREAT W TOMORROW
SCOOPS/ -JtUl£££.!L»

Chapter One

GENE
TUNNEY

HEAVY WEIGHT CHAMPION OF THE WORLD u,

"THE FIGHTING MARINE"

10
GIGANTIC EPISODES

10

STRAND

: AGAIN THE STRAND DOES \

:IT WITHOU
! ADVANCING

[PRICES
IFOLKS

i dji.

»AON.AUG30tm.

HEY! i

#* * * +*-#* * * *

UES. SEPT 7th.

*«»*a »* a *a * a

TUES.AU0.3ltT.

t10H,M
1 TVi .«

JSONETHING NEW!

J COMEDY J

CIRCUS! f

URISl

JtW trial

SAT. SEPT 4th.

* ITS ONLY NATURAL-
J

« EXCLUSIVELY THIS SEASON! *

* BuI'macK SENNETT COMEDIES »
•k M—ALICE LAY COMEDIES *
* IB—"OVRfiANG" COMEDIES
E 30-CUARUiY CHASE OiMKDIES I
* 10—HAL ROACH STAR COjtEDIKS *
J, JO-MABEL HDBMAKD COMEDIES *
* S—CLYDE COO I* COMEDIES *
* \ir~-THE SMITHS- COMEDIES
* *—BKN TlHtr-iN COMEDIES

S-HARRY LANGDON COMEDIES *
nmi \hf camp- J:u«c u>a> j.-u i. _r •<. tAr in. ThatLri a_ ui ^

vid winter. *itJ> tlktti tr*n U AL V/w ouier «.

^ tii**U*-t&tln>d^ io-l VlH 'I I ,s .TF THE 1

J DiFTEKE.S'CE TOO! 4
* —Toan lot hearty lanflu—

i;Ei*RUC I Ml'RPHY J

J . IRIS THEATRE »

WED.SEPT.IST.

* * twiw ft A A p?A

I -Say. FeBen! I
"* «. - *
« KKyES »
J *T Fmtx . _; *

* *»-•« -o» «««' *

* lta""- »
I«XO.ti«V*XY »

TBI- JIVV *
ftt tT..TTn nta*

MM

THURS.SEPT.0w
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* Ye»-SirTf*!

ijr.s-.

I*
bxclcstvixy »

J
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FRI.SEPT3«o.

'Sweet Daddy',

l»****»*«-«*¥' £****¥*-**********#• **»***»«***»4

/7i< management of the Strand. H alia if alia,

il ash., finds an angle for the institutional type

of advertising in boosting the showing there of

the Pathe serial, "The Fighting Marine." as the

reproduction above of a newspaper display

illustrates

Manager George E. Murphy of the Isis Theatre.

Muskegon, finds it profitable to sell his comedy
attractions with a sustained newspaper cam-
paign. The featuring of the line "exclusively

ibis season" is good showmanship, and it helped
this exhibitor put over his showing of Pathe
comedies with the Muskegon theatregoers

uroauuin exploiting snori sunjeiis an impor-
tant feature of the campaign which I nilersil II indole display in a < bieago store features th' Pathe serial "Snoiced In." through <

is staging for "The Collegians" series of two- men! with the Bugg Theatre in that city. Toys and novelties given as prizes U
mnlt>r< i \wi\ /»v // eliiltl on the solution ol the m\<iter, oi the nlnx iccre sboletl ill till' i

an arrange-
.. for the best

1 wn h\ a child on the solution of the myster, of the play uere shown in the display
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Cane Hunt Exploits "So This Is Paris"
Atlanta Merchants
Tie-Up With Search
Campaign For Film

MANAGER ERNEST MORRISON
worked a cane stunt that had the

whole city agog when "So This Is

Paris" played at the Howard Theatre,

Atlanta, Ga.

Starting one week in advance and con-

tinuing for five consecutive days, the At-

lanta Georgian broke with stories re-

garding the loss of a love-making cane by
a Parisian visitor.

Five ads appeared daily in the Want Ads
Column on the same days the stories ap-

peared. These ads advised the people to go
to certain stores, where one of the clerks

would give them a card telling them of a

clue. On the fifth day the ad appearing
in the Classified Ad Column advised every-

body to go to the Howard Theatre, where
the final clew would be given.

The cashier at the Howard gave out

cards reading, "You wish to help Jacques
Pierre find his precious cane ! Yes ? Ha

!

You will find it in the midst of a woodland
green in an outlying section of Atlanta.

Jacques will have more information for you
in tomorrow's Georgian."
A local man found the cane- on the banks

of Grant Park Lake with a tag attached
thereto saying to return it to the newspaper
office and he would receive his reward. In
addition to receiving a reward from the

Atlanta Georgian, he received a six months

'

pass to the Howard Theatre.

Amos Stages Boxing Bout
for "Battling Butler"

Staging a real boxing exhibition on a

moving truck got Manager Charles H. Amos
more than the usual publicity when "Bat-
tling Butler" played at the Carolina Thea-
tre, Greenville, S.C.

On the opening date of the picture two
local boys appeared within the roped arena.
The truck was bannered with signs adver-
tising the picture, star, theatre, and play
dates.

Sing It J^oud-

YOU ARE BEING BROAD-
CASTED OVER K F J F

"My Bonnie"
My Bonnie lies over the ocean,

My Bonnie lies over the sea;
My Bonnie lies over the ocean,

Oh, bring back my Bonnie to me.
Bring back, Bring back,

Bring back my Bonnie to me, to me;
Bring back, Bring back.

Oh! Bring back my Bonnie to me.

"My Old Kentucky Home"
The sun shines bright in my old Kentucky home,

Tis summer the darkies are gay;
The corn top's ripe and the meadow's in the

bloom.
While Ibe birds make music all the day

Weep no more, my lady, O, weep no more today!
We wiH sing one song for the old Kentucky

; '.home.

For the oW Kentucky home, far away.

Display advertising is used to sell

the Midnite Previews at the Cri-

terion. Oklahoma City, to newspa-
per readers. Above is the song
< ard furnished' patrons at the show,
the community singing being
broadcast by radio—an added en-

tertainment feature

Youngstown Fertile Field forComplete
Campaign on "Men of Steel"

\r OUNGSTOWN is a steel town, so when
1 Allan S. Glenn, supervisor of exploita-

tion for First National Pictures, sent Harry
L. Royster out to the Ohio city to J. H.
Shagrin, of the Park Theatre, on "Men of

Steel," he capitalized the home town in-

dustry.

He started the campaign by putting out
twelve stands, twenty-five three-sheets, sev-

entv-five one-sheets, a hundred window

Jack Casey, stunt pilot, in the plane he flew over New York City to exploit the Colony Theatre

presentation of F.B.O.'s "One Minute to Play." He bombarded the totvn with miniature foot-

balls, which tvere attached to parachutes

cards, 500 rotos and 3,000 heralds. In addi-
tion to the regular heralds, access was ob-
tained to the steel mills and 50,000 special
heralds were distributed to the workers.
The library was sold on the book mark

idea and utilized 10,000 of them, inserting
them in outgoing books. And the Army
cooperated by lending ten of their "A"
hoards, exhorting the populace to see "Men
of Steel," and implying, incidentally, that
soldiers, too, were men of steel, due to
army training.

A ballyhoo was obtained in the form of
a working miniature steel plant, complete
to the tiny workers. This was six feet long
and three feet wide. Stationed in front of
the theatre, it attracted such throngs that
the police were compelled to disperse them
from time to time to keep traffic moving in
the street.

Steel executives and the mayor responded
to an invitation to a special showing, and
they broadcast their enjoyment of the pic-
ture through the town. The mayor was so
impressed that lie wrote a letter which was
used as ad copy, with his permission.

Local Talent Show Popular
With Butte Theatregoers
Merle Davis, lessee of the Ansonia

Amusement circuit of theatres, is one thea-

tre man who holds the key to the hearts of
Butte public through his generous support
of all local productions. This time it is

the staging of local talent giving the youth
of Butte and vicinity a chance to try out

in the "Revels of 1926."
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Public Wedding for "Marriage Clause

\1 o ! i o n P i ctur e -V c w s

Cleveland Merchants
Tie-up with Theatre

for Effective Stunt

MANAGER PRICE of the Broadway
Theatre in Cleveland almosl precipi-

tated a riot on Cleveland V Easl Side last

week when lie staged a public marriage, a

Press Boot suggestion, in connection with

showing of Universale •The Marriage

Claiwe." Be had to have a riot call senl

in to police headquarters to help handle the

crowds.

\u public wedding locally has ever been

so painstakingly staged. Price went the

limit in work and pot almosl unbelievable

results. By hard work he procured dona-

tions from more than thirty merchants in

order t ake the marriage a success. These

donations ranged from a living-room suite

i,, ;i babj carriage. The young couple who
made the fatal leap did so with assurance

that their entire home would be furnished

tree of charge. Price even got a month

V

rent free for them and a bank deposit of

$25. In addition to all of these things he

had a tine window display in each store

where a prize was to be given.

Unusual publicity also followed Price's

work. In addition to front-page stories in

the neighborhood daily, he secured stories

in the News and Plain Dealer, an almost

impossible break for a neighborhood

theatre.

Manager Price used several thousand spe-

cial handbills, a special trailer on the screen

telling about the stunt, and newspaper
displays.

Mill Pay Envelopes Herald
"Men of Steel"

With the co-operation of the heads of the

steel mills in Chattanooga, Manager E. R.

Roper- id' the Tivoli Theatre there, em-
ployed direct means of getting before the

workers his message concerning the show

ing of "Men of Steel." Ropers supplied

L2,000 pay envelopes imprinted with the

following line-, "'flic energy of America

—

MEN OF STEEL—Don'1 miss this power
ful drama at the steel mills, filmed at Bir

mingham, Ala."

Exploitation for "3 Bad Men" I Fox), in Buffalo developed one of the biggest campaigns executed

in that city for a motion picture. Photos above show one of the ivindow displays, in a sporting

goods store, and one of the placards which dotted the city to advertise the special showing for

neivsboys at Loew's State Theatre. Manager Al. Beckerich conducted the campaign

Capitalizes Juvenile Interest With

"Black Pirate Drawing Contest
rpXPLOITATIOX
*—

' the enthusiasm

devices which arouse

of the youngsters sel-

dom tail to pay a neat dividend at the

box office of the picture theatre. The ex-

perience of the Palace Theatre in Hamilton,
i )., serves as another potent reminder of the

value of exploitation directed toward the

younger element of a town. The Palace

used nothing radical in the way of stunts

to get the kids on its side in a drive to

interest Hamilton in the showing there id'

"The Black Pirate." The stunt was a col-

oring contest witll ships as the subject if

the artistic endeavors of the boys and girls.

Joe Mayer, who handled the Palace exploi-

tation, chose the coloring contest as his

'•best bet" from the list of suggestions in

i he preSS book for the picture.

The material available for the contest was

in the form of cuts of the olden type of

-hips featured in the production, and in-

cluded galleons and single-masted ships

which were presented in clean-cut out-

line drawing. The Palace printed these

cuts in a specially prepared four-page
throwaway on a pood grade of paper.

These folders were distributed at the

theatre for two weeks in advance of the

opening of ''The Black Pirate" and were
eagerly seized by grown-ups and children

alike, the adults in many cases keeping them
a- -ouvenirs and in all other cases taking
them to children who might wish to become
contestants. The response was big from
the beginning. Hundreds of colored draw-
ings were received, althouph the prizes con-

-i-ted of nothing greater than theatre

tickets.

The winning drawings were sent to Doug
Fairbanks at Hollywood, who further re-

warded each of the authors with an auto-

graphed letter of congratulation.

Exploitation for "Christine of tin- Big Tops" (Sterling Pictures), at Saxe'sRetlaw Theatre, Fond
du Lac, " isconsin. Left is « lobby </;s/>/<n featuring i<>\ animals with a background of miniature

circus tents and banners. Right, the street ballyhoo

Kissing Instruction Book
Popular as Herald

That there is money in the "sheiks and
shebas' kiss technique" angle in exploiting

"The Son of I he Sheik, "which idea was
suggested in the copyrighted press book is-

sued by United Artists on this production,

i- -ecu in the increasing number of exhibi-

tors who have taken advantage of this idea.

The latest use of the stunt was made in

Hornell, X. V.. where the 'Majestic Theatre

look six columns by six inches and filled the

-pace with photographs depicting the

science of kissini: and headed: "The Ap-
proach." "Fascination," "The Dramatic

Pause," and "The Burning Climax."
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NewspaperDiscussionAids"FigLeaves"
"Should a Wife Work?"
Essays Exploit Show

at State in Buffalo
' I *IIE outstanding feature in the exploita-
*• tion campaign put over by Manager Al
Beekerich of Loew's State Theatre, Buffalo,

N.Y., was a newspaper essay contest on
"Should a Wife Work?"
The contest started -in the Buffalo Time-

six days prior to the opening with a front

page story and continuing with two-column-
head stories for six consecutive days up to

the showing of the picture. Thirty awards
in all were given. More than three hundred
and fifty essays were sent in.

A special teaser campaign, ranging from
one-column three-inch-deep "ads" to three-

column ten-inch "ads," was run ten days
preceding the opening. The Sunday Buffalo

Courier and Buffalo Times in addition to

the regular notices ran special feature
stories about George O'Brien and Olive Bor-
den, stars in the picture.

Cornice Lights Illuminate

Advertising Banner
Here's a sign idea, which as far as we

know, originated in Milwaukee. It is pos-

sible that some other theatre owner with
similiar lighting equipment may find the

idea useful; hence we are passing it along.

Along the cornice of the Whitehouse The-
atre, Milwaukee (as in the case of many
other houses) is a long row of white electric

lights. Over these lights are arranged let-

ters printed with printers' ink on oiled

paper through which the lights shine. The
effect is that of a huge electric sign. Thus,

at a very small cost, the theatre is embel-
lished with over a hundred feet of sign to

shout its message afar. The Whitehouse is

managed bv 0. L. Meister.

The title of "The W ise Guy" (First National) used as a sales line in window display featuring
the showing of the picture at the Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore.

Commission of "Sales
55

Enlists Corps

of Kid Salesmen for Imperial

AT the Kid's matinee on the Saturday
before the opening of "The Cat's

Pajamas," Manager Chas. S. Morri-

son of the Imperial Theatre, Jacksonville,

Fla., announced to the 1091 kids present

a novel proposition that had all the young-
sters on edge.

Morrison offered a gratis admission to

each kid, who, on the following Wednesday

and Thursday would personally conduct ten
or more kids to the matinees at which "The
Cat's Pajamas" would be shown.

Ten heralds were given to each kid who
applied for entry in this "personal solici-

tation stunt," and about 75 kids expressed
a desire to try it.

A cheek-up of the matinees on Wednes-
day and Thursday showed over 600 kids,

and it was learned later that the kids
brought along many adults too. In fact, a

few of the more clever kids asked that
they be allowed credit for three kids for
•each adult as the admissions were higher
for adults than for kids Since the theatre
values the connections with the youth of
the city most highly, the theatre acceded
to their terms.

The stunt worked so well that Manager
Morrison is going to try it again some
time.

The Laura La Plante bob was introduced in Lincoln. Nebr., by the Gold department store through

a tie-up with the Lincoln Theatre in that city exploiting "The Midnight Sun" {Universal) . The
store featured the innovation with a large window display, shown in the photo above

"Danger Signal" Attracts
Notice to Display

S. S. Oakley, manager of the Liberty The-
atre, Lake Worth, Fla., obtained a novel
window display in a drug store to advertise
his showing of "The Danger Signal." A
window containing various medicines that

come under the Danger Signal featured

cards announcing the showing. A large

danger signal, placed in the center of the

display and equipped with an electric bell

which sounded every few seconds, was the

means of attracting attention to the win-

dow.
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Comedy highlights from "Smith's Visitor," a Pathe two-reel comedy release

Five Stern November Releases
One of Each Comedy Series Represented

in Company's Schedule for the Month

STERN Film Corporation releases for

the month of November indicate a

varied mil put of comedies. The re-

lease program includes five two-reelers*,

one of which is representative of each of

the comedy series produced by Stern
I'.n.t hers.

The releases include a new Buster Brown
comedy, one of the "Newlyweds and Their
Baby" comedies, an "Excuse Maker"
eomedy, a new "Lei George Do It" emu
edy and the latest "What Happened to

• lane" comedy. All of these are in the

regular Stern Bros, line-up except the Bus-

ter Brown comedy, which is being released

by I ni\ ersa] as a Junior Jewel.

The Buster Brown two-reclor, "Buster's
Narrow Escape," was made by <in- Meins.

Tige is played by Pete, the dog; Buster by
A it hur Trimble, and Mary Jane by Doreen
Turner.

The new "Newlyweds" comedy is

'

' Si kuiiis' Buggy Bide" and it is the

third release of tlii- series. Sunnj Mc
Keen, a baby "find" discovered and in-

troduced to the screen by Julius Stern,

Ethlyne Clair and Jed Dooley comprise the

Newlywcd family. (Jus Meins is directing

the Snookums series. "Snookums' Buggy-
ride" was released November 3rd.

The next Stern Brothers release is

"Please Excuse Me," one of the "Excuse
Maker" comedies, starring Charles King,
which reaches the screen November 10th.

Constance Darling plays the leading sup-

porting role in this two-recler. The comedy
was directed by Sam Xewlield.

On November 17th, the Stern Brothers

will release ".lane's Engagemenl Party,"
ol* the "What Happened to .lane" series.

This picture features Wanda Wiley, with
Tony Haves in support. It also was direct-

ed by Sam Xewlield.

The last Stem Brothers release in No
vember will be "George's in Love," a new

two-reeler of the "Lei George Do It"
series, adapted from the George McManus
cartoon strip, with Sid Savior as the star.

Thelma Daniels plays opposite him in this

one.

Educa. Publishes Tabloid
"Mona Lisa" Press Sheet

AN eight-page press sheet, in

tablcid newspaper form, for
"Mona Lisa," has been pub-

lished by Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., as was done for "The Blue Boy,"
the second of the two-reel dramatic
short features of the Romance series.

Among the features of the press sheet
are pages devoted to accessories and
publicity advance stories and reviews,
a full page of feature newspaper ads
available in mat or electro form, a pen
and ink reproduction of the Leonardo
da Vinci painting which supplies the
theme and title of the production, a
page of scenic sketches visualizing the
principal stage attractions and a com-
plete page of exploitation ideas. In
addition there are star cuts and scenes
from the photoplay to enliven the
publicity pages. To all exhibitors
showing "Mona Lisa" Educational
supplies a thematic cue sheet free of

charge.

Charley Chase Starts Work
On Christmas Comedy

A new Pathe comedy, built around Santa
Clans and Christmas, has been started at

the Hal Roach studio by Charlie Chase, who
is the featured player. The story is the

work of the star and James Parrott, who is

directing the production. The supporting
cast includes Eugenia Gilbert, Noah Young,
Kay Deslys and Mickie Bennett, under the

direction of James Parrott. Chase has

just finished "Many Scrappy Returns" in

which his fellow players are Eugenia Gil-

bert, Eugene Pallette, Anita Garvin, Amber
Bormand and Valentina Zamini.

Alf Goulding Becomes "Idea
Specialist" for Roach

Alf Goulding, one time director of Harold
Lloyd and Snub Pollard, has come hack

again to the Pathe fold after branching
out in other fields of endeavor. Hal Roach
has signed him as an "Idea Specialist"

at the Roach studio. He will collaborate,

contribute story ideas, directorial gags and

in other ways assist in the making of the

Roach comedies. Colliding has been with

Sennett, Met ro-( ioldwyn-Mayer and other

producing companies. Among his feature

productions was "Excuse Me," which he

made for Met ro-( Sold wvn-Maver.

Trick Bulldog Has Support-
ing Role in N. Burns Comedy

In "Dodging Trouble," the Educational
Christie two-reel comedy featuring Xeal

Burn-, an important supporting role is

played by Buddy, a clever bulldog with a

repertoire id' t ricks. The comedy was
directed by Harold Beaudine and deals

with the troubles of the comedian in avoid-

ing a summons server.
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Pathe Lists Nov. 14 Product
Roach and Sennett Two-Reel Comedies

Ready; Last Chapter of Tunney Serial

A HAL ROACH and Mack Sennett

two-reel comedy heads the list of re-

leases for the Aveek of November 14

by Pathe. Also included is the last chapter

of the Gene Tunney serial, "Hooks and
Holidays," a Grantland Rice Sportlight,

"In Vaudeville," an Aesop's Fable and

the Review and News issues.

"Be Your Age" is the title of the Hal
Roach production which was directed by

Leo McCarey under the supervision of F.

Richard Jones. Gladys Hulette, Lillian

Leighton, Oliver Hardy and Frank Brown-
lee are in the east.

The Mack Sennett offering is the current

release of the "Jimmy Smith" series which
bears the title "Smith's Uncle." As usual,

Raymond McKee, Ruth Hiatt and Mary
Ann Jackson have the leading roles and
in this issue also appear Andy Clyde, Car-

melita Geraghty, Bud Jamison and Andre
Tellaire. Gil Pratt directed.

The tenth and final chapter of "The
Fighting Marine," in which Gene Tunney
is starred, clears up all complications which
have arisen in previous chapters and there

is a double wedding for a finale.

"Hooks and Holidays" shows an ana-

lytical resume of sporting activities that

reaches into many fields. Pathe Review
No. 46 contains: "The Rope Ranch;" large

scale culture of sisal in Mexico; American
Colleges : a Pathecolor series on the fore-

most institutions of higher learning, '

' Syr-

acuse ;
'

' the Lost Empire of Africa : a

camera chronicle of the American exca-

vations at ancient Carthage led by the

Count de Prorok.

Topics of the Day—No. 46—offers the

latest wit and humor culled from the press

of the world ; and Pathe News issues Nos.
94 and 95 cover latest news events from
the four corners of the earth.

=i<= =5e= =5£= =}<=

Resume of Current News Weeklies
^^ =35= =5fe -J^ :9fc

KINOGRAMS 5235: Niagara Falls—Queen
of Roumania visits Buffalo and famous

cataract on her trip West ; Philadelphia

—

Freight steamer in crash sinks with 10,000 tons

of coal ; New York—Jackson Barnett, mil-

lionaire Indian, visits New York with his white

bride ; St. Felicien, Quebec—Kinograms cam-
eraman goes with baseball stars to hunt moose,

but they only catch fish ; Milton, Mass.—Farmer
trains fox to make pals with hunting dogs ; San
Francisco—World's longest power cable car-

rying 15,000 horse power is laid; London

—

Prince of Wales leads impressive march of

Guards at unveiling of memorial.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5236: Detroit—Houdini,
master magician, dies and takes his secrets

to the grave; Oyster Bay, N.Y.—1,500 Boy
Scouts make annual pilgrimage to grave of

Theodore Roosevelt ; Clark's Landing, N J.

—

Dry Agents blow up biggest still ever found in

State costing bootleggers $300,000; Norfolk,
Va..—Mrs. Anthony Walke, 77, flies to Wash-,
ington and says she is going to take up avi-

ation; Ashford, England—Duke of York drives

England's biggest engine with the Duchess as

fireman ; New Haven—Yale gets worst beating

of years when Army football team scores 33—0.

battle planes for dirigible in flight ; Oak Hill,

Va.—Coolidges visit Monroe home in Virginia

;

London, England—Dominion Premiers hold

Imperial Conference; New York City—Hailed
as "Good Samaritan of the roaring forties"

;

Bologna,. Italy—Mussolini escapes death at

hands of assassin for sixth time
; Des Moines,

la.—Babe Ruth tries his hand at football

;

Wettin, Germany—Ancient castle of kings of

Saxony restored to former splendor ; Detroit,

Mich.—Houdini, famous magician, dies after

operation ; New Haven, Conn.—Army defeats

Yale for first time in fifteen years ; Washington,
D.C.—Daring Navy parachute jumper records

plunge in movies ; St. Louis, Mo.>—Dedicate
huge new $4,000,000 Masonic Temple ; Hamp-
ton Roads, Va.—Uncle Sam's sailors take part

in Navy Day maneuvers. New Orleans, La.

—

Celebrate Navy Day ; York Pa.—Gay cele-

bration ushers in Hallowe'en ; Morgantown, W.
Va.—Missouri overwhelms West Virginia.

PATHE NEWS, NO. 89: Havana, Cuba-
Relief and reconstruction rushed in hurri-

cane-swept Cuban capital ; Brunswick, Germany
—Hindenburg pays state visit to Brunswick

;

Port Washington, N.Y.—Test Navy's fastest

seaplane for Schneider Cup Race ; Brooklyn,
N.Y.—Lay keel of first "Arms Treaty cruiser";

Moscow—Russia makes model all-metal dirig-

ible; Leninakan, Armenia—Earthquake kills 600
in Armenia ; London, England—Noted British

regiments unveil great war memorial : Niagara
Falls, N.Y.—Crowded program entertains Queen
Marie on first part of American trip

; Johannes-
burg, South Africa—-Transvaal metropolis cele-

brates fortieth anniversary ; Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Last tribute paid to Harry Greb ! Philadelphia,
Pa.—Danish freighter Fredenborg sunk in river
collision ; Morgantown, W.Va.—Monongahela
County celebrates 150th anniversary.

DATHE NEWS NO. 90: Marrakesh, Mo-
* rocco—Prepare for royal nuptials amid
scenes of splendor : Pelham, England—Launch

INTERNATIONAL NEWS, NO. 88: Ehr-
1 wald, Austria—New aerial railway snans

Tyrol mountain heights ; Rockport, Mass.—Dis-

astrous train wreck sets restaurant afire ; Bos-
ton, Mass.—Wild plunge into the Charles River
marks end of flight for Army Plane; Berlin,

Germany—Germany welcomes Mrs. "Jimmie"
Walker on way to christen new liner ; New York
City—Gobs study dance that killed the Charles-
ton : Philadelphia, Pa.—Big steamship sinks

after river collision ; New York City—Keel laid

for Uncle Sam's first "Treaty Cruiser"; Nor-
folk, England—Turkey parades begin as holi-

days approach : Pilot Rock, Ore.—The turkey
round-up has begun and thousands of proud
beauties are on their way to doom : Havana,
Cuba—Reconstruction under way in storm-
swept Havana; Niagara Falls, N.Y.—Grandeur
of Niagara awes Queen Marie.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 89: Som-
1 erville, N.J.—Trial curtain rises in the Hall-
Mills case, greatest of mysteries; Bournemouth,
England—12.000 pigeons race ; Hamburg, Ger-
many—New York Mayor's wife christens Ger-
man ship. New York City—Mrs. Walker gets
enthusiastic welcome from her hubby ; Blue-
field, W. Va.—Celebration opens New Lakes to

Florida road ; New York City—American girls

set world's dancing title : Ningpo, China—Chi-
nese "leg-rowers" compete for speed title ; New

Haven, Conn.—Army slaughters Yale in start-

ling football upset; Pelham, England—Air-
plane launched from dirigible in flight ; New
York City—Governor "Al" Smith re-elected

once again ; Mt. Hamilton, Cal.—Scientists

study Mars only 47 million miles away.

FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, NO. 9: New York
City—Columbia University students extend

welcome to Roumanian royal party ; New York
City—George Eastman, film magnajte, returns

from African big game hunt; New Orleans

—

Government builds great willow tree mattresses

to sink on Mississippi's banks as flood barrier:

Norfolk. Va.—World's largest anchors are

molded here for new American warships ; Cam-
bridge, Mass.—Crimson rooters go wild as Har-
vard downs hated Hanover rivals in great grid-

iron classic ; Phoenix, Ariz.—Throngs partici-

pate in opening of $17,000,000 rail cut off which
puts Phoenix on main line; Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Gene Tunney is welcomed on arrival by Mayor
Kline and then attends Pitt-Tech battle; Stutt-

gart, Ark.—Thousands attend gala carnival in

capital of the U. S. rice belt and crown beauty
as "Queen of Rice" ; Calcutta—Devout Hindus
join in rite of drawing ancient wagon that car-

ries one of their gods; Austria—Newest Alpine
railroad makes maiden journey in safety; Cuba
—Hurricane sweeps Cuba, 600 killed, $50.0110.-

000 lost.

FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, NO. 10: Long Island

—Lieutenant Frank Conant of the Navy sets

world seaplane speed record ; Germany

—

Throngs hail President Von Hindenburg on tour
of Germany as he pays visit to Braunschweig

:

New York State—Alfred E. Smith, pillar of
Democratic strength, up for fourth term at

Albany ; St. Louis, Mo.—Great Masonic parade
marks dedication of new $4,000,000 temple for

order in Middle West; New York City—Jack-
son Barnett, richest Indian in the U. S., visits

metropolis with bride ; Miami, Fla.—These
young musicians from Dixie win title of "snap-
piest and jazziest" harmonica band in land

:

Stockholm—Crown Prince Leopold of Belgians
arrives in Sweden to claim his bride, Princess
Astrid ; Brooklyn, N.Y.—Gaile Beverly, Broad-
way star, shows gobs on U. S. S. Pueblo how to

do Back Bottom ; Paris—French capital claims
world's most efficient fire fighters and this is

how they're kept fit ; Lakehurst, N.J.
—"Com-

mencement Day" at Navy parachute school
finds graduates stepping into space at 3,000 feet.

Curiosities Subject Features
Late War and Armistice
Shots of American troops in France and

actual battle scenes of the late war as well
as Armistice Day pictures are contained
in "Then and Nows, " a Curiosities subject
which comes to exhibitors on November
7th from Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
Among the high points in the reel which
make it appropriate for Armistice Day
showing are the '

' world 's greatest
chance"—showing President Wilson draw-
ing the first army draft number, together
with pictures of the American youth whosi
name was first drawn; the drawing of the
other number, and then the result of this

continued drawing of numbers—the con-
tinuous line of soldiers going to France.
Remarkable views of the Western front
in France are given before the showing of
the celebration of Armistice Day in Pari-.
London and New York.

New Pathe Western S?ated
for Release on Nov. 14th
"The Outlaw Express," the second of

the Leo Maloney Western productions for
Pathe, is slated for release beginning No-
vember 14th. The list of players consists
of Joan Renee, Melbourne MacDowell, Al-
bert Hart, Nelson McDowell, Fred Burns,
Bud Osborne, Frank Ellis, Evelyn Thatcher
and Leon Artigue.
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"Snookums' Outing

1 1 niversal-Stern Bros.—Two Reels)

/,'.
i r ii > it /m I'uiil Thompson)

ANYONE who has ever done any camping

know implicated life is at hist, but

when you add a child to the total you have

idea of the troubles that Geo tie McManus'
cartoon family undergo when they seek and

find the wide and somewhat open spaces. Why
they should leave home looking for certain

trouble only the director. Gus Meins, and Stern

Brothers can tell you. Even the start of the

automobile trip promises trouble, for most of

the equipment falls off before the car has gone

more than a few feet. A futile attempt to milk

a bull has the logical results. Jed Dooley a's

Mr. Xewlywed decides to go fishing. The heir-

apparent succeeds in catching his father's bath-

ing suit on the end of his fish hook. To the

embarrassment of father two bathing beauties

jump in to rescue the supposedly drowning man.

Being modest and fully aware of his nakedness,

he swims away to take refuge in some bull-

rushes, but not to be found by any modern
Pharaoh's daughter.

Then in rapid succession come the replacing

by Snookums of the missing suit with one stolen

from a neighboring camper. The latter wreaks

vengeance on Mr. Xewlywed and drives the

entire family away at the point of a gun. In

departing Snookums finds refuge on a trailing

tent fastened to the automobile. The barrel in

which the baby is lodged becomes detached and

rolls down the hill. Frantic pursuit of barrel

and baby and the discovery of the latter peace-

fully sleeping on the remains of the barrel.

Burlesquing none too gently the great Ameri-
can custom of camping out, a somewhat over-

rated institution at best.

"What Price Pleasure?"

(Universal-Bluebird—One Reel)

NEELFA" EDWARDS and his picture wife

go for an automobile camping trip. Need-

less to state, they get off wrong trying to fol-

low the directions of a crbss-eyed man. After

they have practically wrecked the entire camp
of other automobile tourists they locate the

shack assigned to them. Then by one of those

curious moving-picture coincidences they dis-

cover the next house is occupied by one of

Neeley's former lady-loves and her husband.

Into this situation introduce a package of love

letters Written to Neeley by the other woman
before he was married and you have the in

dients for the trouble which follows. Vs

though this were not enough Neeley is already

in bad with friend husband because he has pulled

some characteristic comedian stuff guaranteed

to make the doer unpopular. Then, too, his

own wife suspecting him of flirting with the

other woman doesn't help any. Fortunately the

letters are dated some years before (moral

:

always date your love letters), and the two
families become quite chummy. But do not let

Director Richard Smith tell you that that is

the end because it isn't. A wife and a former
rival living near each other even on a camping
trip in perfect amitv. It cannot be done.

—

PAUL THOMPSON.

"The Mighty Smithy"

Educational-Life Comedy—One Reel)

JOHN' E. McCRORY, the cartoonist, and
Robert Sherwood, the editor of Life, re-

ively, and Henry Wadsworth Ixmgfellow,

the somewhat well-known poet, agree "The
smith, a mighty man was he." But the crea-

of tin animated cartoon diverge from the

famed New England poet in that their hero

forge f-r adventures further a

And tlu-n, too, there is a love interest in the

movie picture and a villain that were lack

if I remember correctly, in the tale of "The Vil-

lage Blacksmith." by Longfellow. Whether the

f the villainous High Hat Harold

and the susceptible Myrtle improve the tale is

to question. Myrtle's cooking was any-

thing but an augury for her married life with

Mike because even his forge could not render

the beefsteak which she cooked malleable f< r

the anvil-softening process of the sinewy black-

smith's mighty blows. But, disregarding I

minor things, virtue again triumphs and vil-

lainy once more goes down to defeat. The
amorous lovers are once more left in each

other's arms at the fade-out. It is really one
of the best of the Life animal cartoon iss;v-

—PAUL THOMPSON.

"Open Spaces"

(Educational-Big Boy—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

ANYTHING this youngster does is worth

while and this particular issue dealing

with his adventures out in the open is no ex-

ception. He has an almost uncanny faculty for

getting into and out of trouble. Naturally the

woods and field offer an excellent opportunity

for the director, Charles Lamont, and Supervisor

Jack White to exercise their ingenuity to the

utmost, which they do. Big Boy catches fish

in a puddle in the road. With a piece of lim-

burger as bait, he causes the fish to jump onto

the dock so he can fill his basket.' Romance
comes into his life with the arrival in a smart
car of the vamping Bonnie Barrett. An escaped

wild animal from a traveling circus compli-

cates things for a time. Even a black-hand
scare is introduced when the two youngsters
sit down on the running' board of the automo-
bile and arise to find on the seats of their re-

spective panties the imprint of the chauffeur's

grease-soaked glove. Thus you will understand
that even at the tender age which Big Boy and

nie represent love is a somewhat compli-
cated affair.

It is amusing and worth the attention of eld-

ers as well as youngsters, for the appeal of
these "Big Boy" comedies is an all-age appeal.
in- explanation of their deserved popularity

and success.

The cast includes these juvenile actors: "Big
Boy," .lack McHugh, Harry Spear, Bonnie Bar-
rett. Bobbie Gordon and Pal (that delightful
dog).

"On With the Dance"

(Castle Films

—

One Reel)

Till", art of Terpsichore always makes an in-

teresting subject for entertainment. The
various dances incorporated here offer grace
and beauty, rhythm and vitality, all blending

her in a harmonious whole. The dil

cut • lancing range from the highland
fling to a languorous dance of the South S

The countries represented are Spain, Russia,

Hawaii, Japan, our own America and otl

The Russian ga-zot-skv offers vivid contrast to

the charming, almost indolent, swing of the

geisha girls of Japan. All the high-strung,
fast-moving life of our own country i> I

d in the latest dance craze, the Black Bot-

tom, to which one can apply in all sincerity the

adjectives of half -barbaric, energetic and pul-

sating. The photography is excellent. With
the aid of music this - bound to please.

—

K WMOXD GANLY.

"The Big Surprise"

i I niversal-Gump Comedy—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

MORE troubles for Sidne) Smith's cartoon
creation. Andy Gump. Fay Tincher as

M in and Jackie Morgan aiding and abetting

Director Francis Corby to make life miserable

—on the screen— for Joe Murphy. The trouble

started because Joe or Andy— if you prefer—is

a late riser and so eats his breakfast from a

tray placed on the handlebars of his bicycle

while wheeling to work. If he had not been
gulping down coffee he would not have run
down the pedestrian who causes all his subse-
quent troubles. But he did run down the man
and the latter, seeking to buy a new suit, en-
counters Andy in the department store, where
he is a clerk. He attempts to fit the irate one
to a suit but his identity being established Andy
takes to flight throughout the department store.

Finally he takes refuge in a show window where
a bedroom set with dummies is being shown
( Reginald Denny's "Take It from Me" please
write). Followed there by Min with their fight

watched by a crowd outside the window in the
street you can imagine for yourself just what
the poor simp has to go through. The requisite

number of vases are broken over his head and
a -urhciently energetic rough house staged to
satisfy the store window spectators and the
majority of movie fans in front of the screen.

"Figures of Fancy"
( Educational-Lyman Howe-Hodge-

Podge—One Reel)

HERE is a combination of drawings and
photographs most of them rather ingeni-

ously combined. As an illustration; drawings
are shown depicting how various animals think
they look rather than how they really appear to
others in real life. The underlying idea is not
half bad for utilizing scenic pictures already
in stock. For example, the giraffe is credited
with thinking himself like the Yosemite Falls
(business of dissolving the drawn giraffe into

a photograph of the falls). Likewise, the hippo,
being well informed geographically, thinks he
resembles the Grand Canyon (some traveler
in Africa doubtless told him about America),
hence justification for a moving picture of the
Grand Canyon. Snappv way to introduce vour
travelogue shots.—PAUL THOMPSON.

"

UFA Goes Lion-Hunting

AMONG the many arrangements for pic-
tures, directors, stars, etc., between Amer-

ican film companies and the leading German
organization, UFA of Berlin, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer contracted for a series of short subjects.
Three of these have already been shown at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, and throughout
the country. They included two remarkable
undersea films, then a crocodile hunt in the
Vrgentine. For their fourth subject lion hunt-
ing in the country of the Massai in Central
Africa was selected. Fortunately for the ex-
pedition, equipped with not only guns, but mov-
ing picture cameras, the village which they vis-
ited was in the throes of a series of depreda-

by the king of beasts and his courtiers.

1 fence, the visit was more than welcome. They
not only took their excellent pictures but rid

the neighborhood of the marauders.
While this one of the series cannot com-

pare with the first three for thrills, as at no
time do you feel that the cameramen are in

er, yet it is an interesting picture. At
the Capitol, on the night when I saw it, it

drew considerable applause from the audience.
—PAUL THOMPSON.
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Red Hot Hoofs

A group of episodes incorporated in the Paramount feature length

comedy, "So's Your Old Man''

Syncopating Sue
It Has Its Possibilities

(Reviewed by Laurence Reitl
I

THERE'S a "Broadwayish" flavor about Corinne Griffith's

new feature which smacks of •"Subway Sadie" and "Class
fied," though it fails to approach these pictures in entertain-

ment value. The old "rush-to-the-rescue-to-save-little-sister"

idea is exploited again—which of course puts it up to the spectator

to give most of his attention to the performances, the incident

and atmosphere. In this direction he will not be disappointed.

Miss Griffith makes a slightly bored, sophisticated, patronizing

girl of the piano fiend who does her stuff in a Broadway honky-
tonk. And as usual she is very easy on the optic nerve. She has

good company in Tom Moore, who beams good nature in his role

of a trap drummer, and Rockcliffe Fellowes as the theatrical pro-

ducer. The latter type is overdrawn, but the emphasis is neces-

sary to pad out a thin yarn.

The piece is well gagged with hokum and humor and mosl
the subtitles manage to click. There is a picturey finish which i-

far from life, but it adds spice to the action. Fair enough.

The Cast: Corinne Griffith, Tom Moore, Rockcliffe Fcllo;.

Lee Moron, Joyce Compton, Sunshine Hart, Marjorie Ram-
bcatt. Director, Richard Wallace

THEME: Romantic drama of

working girl determined to have
stage career. After various dis-

illusionments she discovers that

true love is better than acting

for a living.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The humor in the

gags and subtitles. The scene
in producer's apartment. The
finale. The acting by star and
principal players. The atmos-

phere and excellent production.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Affords excellent tie-up with
music stores, etc. Might feature

a jazz band. Play up as typical

Broadway story. Feature beauty
of star and mention Tom Moore
as excellent choice for opposite

role.

DRAWING POWER: 0. K.
for any type of house. Star and
cast and title should draw them.

Tom Tyler Licks a One-time Pugilistic Star

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

JUST where the title of this F. B. 0. picture fits I am .

to discover unless it be that the cowboys dash madly to the
-tation to greet the villain-to-be. Also that the hero. Tom

Tyler, foreman of a ranch, is seemingly always doing hard riding
to rescue the heroine, Dorothy Dunbar; hence I imagine "The
Red Hot Hoofs" refers to the various horses employed. A bit

far fetched. Why not "Cowboy Versus Pug"? because after all

the high spots are two fights in which the champion of the Los
Angeles A. C. and points north and south on the Pacific i

puts to rout that whilom prominent heavyweight. Al Kaufman.
You see, it was like this: Kaufman comes to the small Wes
town to do his training for the heavyweight champion-hip battle.

He sets mixed up in affairs that do not concern him. Dorothy
Dunbar's stage brother, Stanley Taylor, has stolen money from
the local bank. Tom Tyler stays 'three rounds in a tight with
Kaufman and wins a thousand dollars with which the defalcation

be made good. Kaufman steals this from the boy and in
addition threatens to expose him unless Dorothy agrees to marry
the coming (it is hoped) heavyweight champion. Xothing doing.
Things do look black, however, until Frankie Darre. Tyler'- kid
brother, brings the hero and star to the lonely shack.
A mildly interesting and different theme with two striking

fights by two men who, in another field, are prominent for their
pugilistic prowess: a virile, likeable hero, a new and attractive
leading woman, a good kid actor with a trained pony.

The Cast: Tom Tyler (starred), Frankie Darro, Dorothy
Dunbar, Stanley Taylor, Harry O'Connor, Al Kaufman and
Barney Furey. Director, Robert De Lacey; story by George
Worthington Yates, Jr.; continuity b\ F. A. E. Pine.'
THEME : Pure cowboy versus " EXPLOITATION ANGLES :

dastardly pugilist defeating lat- Kid element, real ability of two
ter in and out of ring.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Pugilistic sequences;
rodeo riding at start of film.

fighters, good clean Western.
DRAWING POWER: Should

be rather good in houses cater-

ing to suitable clientele.

Produced and distributed b\ F. B. O.
Length, 4,681 feet. Released December 19, 1926.

Produced and distributed by First National.

Length, six reels. Released October, 1926. Production stills of "Midnight Lovers," a First National picture
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Action highlights in the F. B. O. production, "Red Hot Hoofs"

Midnight Lovers
Lewis Stone in an Amusing Comedy

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

SCORE one for First National and for John McCormick with
''Midnight Lovers," with Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson.
This is delightful fooling from start to finish. You never

are bored or, as is so often true, wishing the action would speed
up and the end be reached. There is not only good acting but
intelligent direction. Cased on the stage play, "Collusion," by
J. E. Harold Terry, the humor of the original has been retained
and in this new medium intensified. Stone in two intoxication
scenes is not only convincing but never maudlin or offensive. In
the leading feminine role Anna Q. Nil-son displays a, by some
unexpected, flare for comedy that supplements weli the acting of
her stage and war-time husband Stone.

Married during his furlough from the Royal Plying Corps at

the front Stone unconsciously jeopardizes his marital happiness
by taking his bride on an aerial honeymoon. Then the quarters
tilled with war mementoes doe- not -coir with his wife. Add to

tin- unhappy -tart an erroi u- report of his straying from the
straight and narrow married path on his return to France and you
partly know why she wants ;i divorce. Being very much of a

thoroughbred, Stone agrees, but upset- the pre-arranged "deser
tion" divorce grounds by getting spiffy and spending the night
at hi- own, hi- wife' .

o, rather their apartment. Need il !><

added that once the interior decorator i- kicked out thai there
l- a reconcili.it ion '

The Cast: Lewis Stone <ni<l . lima Q. Nilsson
\ starred I , John

Roche, Chester Conklin, Dale Fuller, Purnell Pratt and Harvey
Clark. Director, John Francis Dillon.

THEME: Domestic comedy- intoxicated scene after quarrel.
drama extolling the virtues of
enough brandy and soda.

PRODUCTION HIGH
LIGHTS: Aviation honevmoon.
Stone's realistic and ludicrous

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Laugh provoking qualities of a
deft amusing comedy.
DRAWING POWER: Should

be good. Will satisfy patrons.

So's Your Old Man
Mostly Gogs and \\ isecracks

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

AMERICA'S favorite wisecrack has been lifted out of the
people's collective mouth to adorn W. C. Fields' latest, an
adaptation of Julian Street's short story, "Mr. Bisbee's

Prince--," and it, in all probability, will draw the crowds. Once
it proceeds to unfold, the filmgoers will see Paramount 's new come-
dian doing much better than he did in "It's the Old Army Game."
lie -till relies upon some of his old Follies wheezes, but consider-

able of the gags are treated with a refreshing touch by La Cava.
It is broad comedy, seasoned with a dash of sentiment—W. ('.

himself attending to the gags and Charles Rogers (the Phi Beta
Kappa man of the Paramount College), Kittens Reichert and
Alice Joyce attending to the romantic sauce. The star is funny
with his golf scene and when he tries to demonstrate his inven-
tion—an unbreakable windshield. He goes in for a burlesque
at tiie—which to our way of thinking is not only antiquated in

this modern day but is also far from being funny. The film has
its comedv moments though Mr. Fields has yet to ring the Lloyd-
Chaplin-Keaton bell.

• The Cast: IV. C. Fields, Cliarlcs Rogers, Kittens Reichert,

Alice Joyce, Marcia Harris, Julia Ralph, Frank Montgomery,
Jerry Sinclair. Director, Gregory La Cava.

THEME. Comedy of inven- has teaser possibilities. Also play
tor who nearly comes to grief

with invention before he en-

counters a Lady Bountiful.

Latter brings him success.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS. The gags in the golf

scene. The episode of demon-
strating the invention before
the capitalists. The meeting of

Bisbee with the princess. The
youthful romance. The captions.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
The title—a w. k. wisecrack

—

up Fields as a new type of

comedian. Play up his Follies

reputation. Emphasize its com-
edy—its gags, etc. Mention as

adaptation of prize short story.

DRAWING POWER. Title

should draw. Also Fields should
pull 'em in if he is sufficiently

known in your community. 0.

K. for downtown and neighbor-

hood houses. Will amuse the

average picturegoer.

Produced and distributed by Famous Players.

Length, six reels. Released October, 1926.

Distributed by First National Pictures.
Length, 6,100 feet. Released November 7. 1926. Seines from the First National feature production, "Syncopating Sue"
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

A representative group of displays first-run exhibitors

used to exploit presentations of First National's "Into

Her Kingdom." As in the case of all Corinne Griffith

pictures, halftones are widely used by exhibitors featur-

ing the star. The following theatres are represented in

the group of displays illustrated above; Majestic, Tulsa;

Pantheon, Toledo; Loew's Vendome, Nashville; South-

ern, Columbus, O.; Coral Gables, Miami; Mainstreet,

Kansas City; Rialto, Fort Worth, and Leland, Albany

Wanted

ORGANIST—Box-office at-

traction. First-class man.

Conservatory graduate.
Highly accomplished musi-

cian. Union. Splendid libra-

ry. Organ and salary must be

good Wire or write Organ-

ist, 117 South 11th Street,

Cambridge, Ohio.

AT LIBERTY : young

woman theatre manager

with ten years experience.

Wants to manage theatre

with the option of leasing,

in Baltimore or Washington.

Address 1417 N. Gay Street,

Baltimore, Md.

ORGANIST—Concert and

feature. Held fine positions.

References from each. House

going non-union due to

change. Experienced. Worth
investigating. Address Box
35, Motion Picture News,

New York City.

AT LIBERTY — Theatre

manager with fifteen years

experience. Can stage all

kinds of novelty acts. Neigh-

borhood houses my specialty.

Prefer New York City ter-

ritory. Box 30, Motion Pic-

ture News, New York City.

Equipment For Sale

FOR SALE OR LEASE—
Movie theatre fully equipped.

Everything first-class, 409

seats. Town 18,000 popula-

tion. Fine opportunity. Rent

$200.00 month. Address Box
M, Motion Picture News, 845

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

POWERS 6B complete

motor-driven with arc lamp,

adjustable rehostat and

lenses, $250. Mail only.

Brinkman, 607 West 137th

Street, New York.

FOR SALE: 300 opera

chairs, two Powers machines,

screen, wall fans, ticket ma-

chines, ticket chopper, etc.

Will sell cheap. Address

Box 830, Motion Picture

News, New York City.

FOR SALE—One 88-note

Wurlitzer electric piano ; one

Mills violano electric piano

violin attachment. In good

condition. Will sell cheap.

Harry P. Snyder, High

Bridge, Box 111, New Jersey

FOR SALE : Bell & Howell

Eyemo Camera, 3.5 lens col-

or filter, case, six 100-foot

reels, daylight negative, cost

over $400.00. Price $275.00.

Came, Box 15, Motion Pic-

ture News, New York City.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and

Motiograph Projectors, op-

era chairs, generators,

screens, etc. Supplies and

complete equipments. Lowest

prices. Cash or easy terms.

Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED—New and sec-

ond-hand subjects for Indian

territories. Write Box 25,

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
New York City.

WE offer highest cash

prices for second-hand ma-
chines, opera chairs, compen-
sarcs, motor generators, port-

able projectors, etc. Write
us first. Monarch Theatre

Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn.

WE DEAL EXCLUSIVE-
LY in used opera chairs, re-

built machines, motor genera-

tors and theatre equipment.

Get our prices first. Big sav-

ings guaranteed. Illinois

Theatre Equipment Com-
pany, 12-14 E. Ninth Street,

Chicago.
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MEAD F. HANSON has taken

over the management of the

Orpheum Theatre at Manitowoc.

Al Wilson, who appears in a series

of air films for Assoc. Exhib. They
will be released by Pathe

Mr. Hanson is an executive of the

Boy Scouts, and is managing the

theatre for that organization.

George Herzog is the former man-
ager.

G. G. Bandy, manager of the

Majestic at Rhinelander, visited

local exchanges recently.

Al Robarge, of Merrill, where
he manages the Cosmo, was in the

city early this week to attend the

meeting of the Arbitration Board.

Miss Estelle Steinbach, of the

First National offices, has returned

to her work after an illness of

three weeks.

John Adler, of Marshfield and
Stevens Point, was a Film Row
visitor this week.

The local M.-G.-M. organization

is still diligently searching Mil-

waukee for a site for their new
offices.

Frank Steffen of the Rex Thea-
tre, Racine, was in the city for a

few hours on Thursday.

Mr. Burks, exploitation mana-
ger from Fox Chicago office, is

spending a few days in Milwau-
kee.

George Herzog, manager of the

Strand and Rialto theatres at Man-
itowoc, was a recent Milwaukee
visitor.

R. J. Sickels, cashier at M.-G.-
M. local office, entertained the M.-
G.-M. office force on October 29th

at a Hallowe'en party which was
also a housewarming, for the Sick-

els have just moved into their new
West Allis home.
Mr. Smith of the Orpheum The-

atre at Fond du Lac, spent some

time visiting along Film Row this

week.

C. W. Eckhardt, the Fox dis-

trict manager and also Chicago
branch manager, was in Milwaukee
office on Thursday.

A. C. Accola of the Bonham
Theatre, Prairie du Sac, was
among Milwaukee visitors this

week.

S. A. Shirley, M.-G.-M. district

manager, spent several days in the

Milwaukee office.

William H. Dudley, of the Non-
Theatrical Bureau of Visual In-

struction of the University of Wis-
consin, was in the city this week
to attend the meeting of the

Arbitration Board.

C. J. Goetz, of the United The-
atre Company of Janesville, Beloit

and Kenosha, was a recent Mil-
waukee visitor.

Glen Wood, shipping clerk at P.

D.C. office, is a proud daddy—it's a

girl, born three weeks ago, and
is called Betty. Playing with the

baby isn't keeping Glen from hunt-
ing the elusive duck.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Olson, of the

Pastime Theatre at Delavan, visit-

ed local exchanges this week.
Morris Abrams, exploitation di-

rector from the M.-G.-M. Minne-
apolis branch, spent the week in

Milwaukee. He expects to visit the

larger Wisconsin cities before he
returns to Minneapolis.

Among out-of-town exhibitors in

the city this week were W. L.
Ainsworth, of the Fond du Lac

Corinne Griffith, star of "Syncopating
Sue," a First National release

Theatre, Fond Du Lac ; J. Van-
der Vaart, of the Vander Vaart
Theatre, Sheboygan, and Louis
Lutz, of Fisher's Appleton Thea-
theatre at Appleton.

SAM MORRIS was in town last

Monday. He stopped off for

the day en route from Chicago
to New York and held a confer-
ence with local Warner Brothers
Exchange manager, Norman Mo-
ray.

W. C. Bachmeyer, Central Divi-

sion Manager for Fox, has just

brought his three weeks' stay in

and around Cleveland to a close.

John Muck, who has owned and
operated the Victor Theatre,
Akron, for the past fourteen years,

void the house last week to John
Hagan. Muck has not retired from
the picture business, however, as

I ill has the Royal.
George V. Zellers re opened the

F.Ik Theatre. Toledo, last Satur-
day. The house has been i

for many months.

J. A. ('.(idler and Martin Smith.

who control a chain of motion pic-

ture theatres in Toledo, have just

adfled the Hart Theatre to their

circuit. The house was purchased
from Adam Hart, a pioneer in

motion picture exhibition. This is

the seventh link in the Beidler-

Smith chain, the others being the

Eastwood, East Auditorium, Sa-
voy, Royal, National and Pastime.

Homer C. Borger, for ten years

with the local Universal Exchange,
is now traveling auditor for P'.D.

( '.. and in that capacity paid the

Cleveland office a visit last week.

William Shallitt, manager of the

Cleveland United Artists Exchange
since last December, is in the East

on an indefinite leave of absence

on account of poor health. William

Ro enthal, who has been in charge

of city sales, has been made acting

manager for the period of Shal-

litt's absence. Morris Safier,

United Artists central division

manager, has been spending most
of his time in Detroit, taking over

the duties of Detroit Branch Man-
ager Herbert Traver, who is ill.

Tom Colby has a new title since

Associated Exhibitors and Pathe
have concluded their combination
of interests. He is now branch
feature sales manager. He has

charge of all the features, both

Pathe and Associated Exhibitors.

Oscar Ruby continues, as he has
been for the past many years, as

Pathe branch manager.

Morris Safier, Central Division

Manager for United Artists, says

that the new United Artists Cleve-

land branch will move into its lo-

cation on December 1st. United

Artists is building its own one-

story office on East 21st Street,

just north of Payne Avenue. They
will almost be next door neigh-

bors to the local Paramount Ex-
change, which also has its own
exchange building. So Paramount.
Fox and United Artists will each
be independently located. The other

exchanges are all in the Film Ex-
change Building.

Burritt Jacocks, of New Haven,
who is connected with the Uni-

versal home office, and Miss Rose
Kiblan, also of New Haven, were
married in Cleveland last Thursday
by Father Shannon of St. John's

Cathedral. Lester Tietjen, local

Universal office manager, and Mrs.
Tietjen were accessories to the

crime as best man and matron of

honor.

Salt Lake City
A BE SPITZ'S new theatre in

**• Wollaston i scheduled to

..pen Nov. 1st. He will present

vaudeville and pictures in the new
playhouse. I fe also owns the Pal

ice at Pro\ idence, the Palai

\uburn and the Castle at Mount
Pleasant.
Harry Brown, for some

manager of Associated Exhibitors'
Boston Exchange, has gone to his

home in Cleveland. Ben Rogers,
for some time a salesman on the

staff of Associated Exhibitors, has
been appointed manager, succeeding
Mr, Brown.
Charles Henschel, assistant divi-

sion manager of Pathe, was a guest

at the Boston Exchange of that

company during the week for a

short time.

The Lincoln Theatre at Quincy
Point, Mass., formerly known as

the Casino, reopened Saturday
night. The theatre has been ex-
tensively remodelled, improved and
enlarged. It is owned by William

J. Bigley, who also operates a the-

atre at Hampton, N.H.

W. A. Nichols of the Majestic

Theatre, Antrim, N.H., and George
Stearns of the Strand, Milford,

X.H., were visitor to Boston's Film
Row during the week booking
mam films for the winter season.
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Des Moines

THE Fox Film Corporation at

the new Des Moines office had

a very wonderful party for the

formal opening of their headquar-

ters in Iowa. The exhibitors re-

ceived invitations to attend the

official opening of the exchange
offices on Wednesday, October 27.

buffet lunch from noon to two
o'clock. And it was a real feed,

beautifully served at tables set

through the back offices of the

exchange. There were also some
baskets of flowers, presented with

congratulations from the film trade

people. One hundred and twenty-

five visited the film exchange of-

fices on Wednesday and there were
also a number who stopped in on
Thursday. Practically every prom-
inent film man of the State was
there, including, among others, Tom
Brown of Iowa City, John Ander-
son of Boone, Tom Arthur of

Mason City, L. D. Hendricks of

Mt. Vernon, Bill Treloar of Og-
den, Ed Smith of Newton, and
B. I. Van Dyke of Des Moines,
\Y. A. Dutton of Manchester, Carl

Bundling of the Strand at Mystic,

Otto Bankman of the Strand at

Marengo, Jake Cohen of Ottuni-

wa, Bill Eddy of Indianola. Arthur
Watson of Knoxville, M. R. Blair

of Cedar Falls. Mrs. Reingold
assisted B. B. Reingold, office man-
ager, at the head of the reception

committee.
Columbia Pictures are opening

offices this month in Des Moines in

the Film Exchange Building. The

A large number of exhibitors attended the opening ot the new Fox Films Ex-
change at Des Moines, Iowa. Every prominent film man was there

exchange has previously been

served through the offices of Pre-

mier, but now they are to have

their own headquarters. S. S.

Swarz, who was previously office

manager for Premier, will have

:harge of the new Columbia Film of-

fices. The new exchange has already

petitioned for membership on the

Des Moines Film Board of Trade.

Jake Mitchell, who has been in

the film business for ten or twelve

years, at one time with Universal

in Omaha and most recently in

Denver, where he has been for the

1
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COUTH FLORIDA got the first

^ touch of winter the past week.

The nights were cool with the

thermometer dropping as low as

50 degrees. This spelled profit for

the theatres as it pulled people

away from the open-air resorts.

Friends of E. J. Walton, who
has been ill for several weeks, will

be glad to know that he is recov-

ering rapidly and will soon be out

again. Mr. Walton operated the

three leading theatres of Ybor
City for several years, but de-

serted the show business about a

year ago to enter the real estate

game.

N. V. Darley, manager of the

Rivoli in Ybor City, turned his

house over to the American Le-

gion for two days the past week.

Official American pictures of the

World War were shown and they

pulled immense business.

Chas. A. Sappal and Tracy Bar-

ham, of the S-B-T Properties,

Inc., the new corporation recently

formed by the merger of the

properties of Charles A. Sappal,

Tracy Barham and B. H. Trum-
bull, went to Jacksonville this

week to attend the opening of their

new house there, the Gem. "We
had wonderful business the open-

ing days," said Mr. Sappal. "If

it just continues like that, we will

be sittin' pretty."

The new Cazin Theatre, in West

Tampa, opened last Friday eve-

ning. The house is a beauty and

reflects great credit upon its owner

and designer, Leon Cazin. Leon

took the old Royal Theatre and

the drug store next door, tore out

the interior and made it all over at

a cost of over $10,000. The peo-

ple of West Tampa seem to ap-

preciate this comfortable house

and are packing it nightly.

The new Tampa Theatre, which

opened recently, has been doing a

turn-away business each night at

75c, the highest price ever charged

for a straight picture show in

Tampa. In order to relieve the

night crowds and to build up the

matinee business, Manager James
M. Wiest announced a reduction in

price, from the opening until 6

P.M., to 50c for adults and 25c

for children.

The musicians playing in the

several theatres of Orlando have

gone out on strike for an advance

in salary. The contract with the

theatres expired and the managers
and musicians could not come to

satisfactory arrangements, so the

men walked out.

past six years, is now traveling the

southern territory for F.B.( ).

While in Denver Mr. Mitchell was
engaged during a large part of the
time in the theatre supply business.

Ned Marin, Western Sales Man-
ager, and E. C. Jensen, personal
representative for Norma and Con-
stance Talmadge, spent a couple of
days at the Des Moines office of
First National. They presided at

a special sales meeting for which
all salesmen came in off the road.

M. J. Weisfeldt, district mana-
ger for F.B.O., has been in Des

Moines. lie accompanied N. C.

Rice, exchange manager, to Bur-
lington and the film towns along

the river.

Leo Wiedertz, who was formerly
with First National and most re-

cently has been on the booking
staff of Pathe, »ias returned to

irst National offices and will

take charge of the shipping de-

partment. W. J. Hackman, who
has been on the road as salesman

for First National for the past

year, has resigned his position here

to take a booking job at Kansas
City with Pathe, where he will

work under Mr. Ballentyne, who
was for several years manager of

the Des Moines Pathe offices and
known as one of the most popular

of the film men among the theatre

men of the state.

E. A. Hundling, who has the

Rialto Theatre at Newton, of

which he is manager for A. H.
Blank, and who will have charge

of the new theatre at Newton being

constructed in the Maytag Hotel

Building for which Mr. Blank has

signed for the management, is also

a football enthusiast. He has two
sons on the Newton High School

team which has three sets of broth-

ers in its line-up. The new New-
ton Theatre is just getting well

under way and will not be ready
for opening until after the first of

the year. It will be one of the

most attractive houses in the State

and occupies most of the first three

floors of the hotel building.

N.S.S.
Armistice Day— Thanksgiving

Christmas—New Year

The Smart Showman Knows These

y| IMPORTANT
** HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Greetings gorgeously designed and
brilliantly animated for New Year, Lincoln's Birthday.

Washington's Birthday, Easter, Mother's Day, Decoration
Day, July Fourth, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving, Christ-

mas, also choice of two animated presentation leaders for

your Feature or Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

c
845 So

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE

HICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGEI
. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 S*. Venn*it Ave,
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Wl S I EE LE, former mana-
• ger of the Queen Anne

Theatre in this city, last week an-

nounced that he had taken o\

ownership of the Proctor Street

and the Paramount
Theatre in Tacoma. llis plans for

operation of the houses have
not yet been definitely decided, it

was reported.

Art Aronson, genial head of the

Northwest Poster Con f this

city, reports that he has appointed

Sid Schubach as manager of the

ii territory for his company.
Mr. Schubach was former 1

for the First National exchai

I ind, where lie has been suc-

ceeded by Morris Markewitz, until

recently connected with the book-
ing department of First National

in San Francisco.

Fred Mercy, managing din

of the new Capitol Theatre in

Walla Walla, arrived in town last

week for a brief visit with the

film magnates. He reports excel-

lent business at his house,

which lie spent mure than $12,000

a short time ago. \t that time the

Capitol was- entirely remodeled and
ed, now representing one

of the Northwest's finest theatres

of its si/e.

Dave Frazer, manager of the

Producers' Distributing Corpora-
tion exchange, has been spending
the last week out of the city on
a brief business trip to the key
cities of the territory.

H. E. Coffey of Los Angeles,
well-known in the film industry in

the California territory, was a re-

cent visitor on Film Row. He
spent a few days here in the inter-

ests of Goodwill Pictures, which
are being placed here on a State
Rights basis.

Officials and members of the newly organized Puget Sound Theatres. Inc. From
left to right: Benjamin Fey. president; Geo. Srigley; Bob Mayes; Roy Czerney,

secretary; John McGill, treasurer, and E. J. Fey

E. K. Taylor, general manager
for the W. A. Simons Enterprises

of Montana, also spent a few days
here last week, coming over from
his Missoula offices in the interest

i Simons houses.

Manager J. A. Gage of the Edu-
cational Exchange is receiving con-
gratulations this week upon the ar-

r'val of a new member of the Gage
household. It is Miss Jacqueline

Ann Gage—another "J.A." by tin-

way. Both Miss and Mrs. Gage
are progressing nicely, and the en-
thusiasm about the new member is

shared equally by "J. A." and

"J. A.Jr."—the latter just two years

old.

Another new arrival on the Row
is the son of A. J. Sullivan, as-

sistant manager of the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer exchange, whose ar-

rival was an event of the past week.
Both mother and son are getting

along fine, reports Mr. Sullivan.

Eddie Rivers, former Seattle

showman and now connected with

several Eastern Washington
houses, has announced another ad-

d'tion to his chain—the Keylor
Grand Theatre at Walla Walla. Up
to the present time this has been
a road show and legitimate house,

but Mr. Rivers plans to use it for

the bigger pictures during the

weeks that there are no road shi >w

bookings. He has not yet an-

nounced details of the management,
but it is thought that he will act

as managing director for the time
being.

Frank Bligh, showman of Salem,
Oregon, who opened his new thea-

tre in that city last month to re-

markable capacity business, was a

visiter on Film Row recently. Mr.
Bligh's house is reported to be one
of the most attractive of the small
city theatres in the entire state of
Oregon.

Manager Leroy V. Johnson of
the Liberty Theatre last week at-

tracted much additional business to
liis house when he presented the

Seattle Lions Club Quartet as an
added feature. The quartet is

known throughout the city through
its radio and luncheon appearances,
and has a remarkable following
among music lovers.

Following the extensive theatre

building enterprises in the Pacific

Northwest during the last six

months. B. F. Shearer of the

Shearer Theatre Equipment Com-
pany of Seattle and Portland has
blossomed out in a handsome new
("adillac sedan, in which he rushes
from one theatre to another super-

v sing the construction and dec-

rating work.

Jimmy Bills, popular shipper at

the Educational exchange, last

week had the misfortune of having
his automobile rammed by another
machine, and suffered minor in-

juries as a result. A prompt set-

tlement for $500. however, quickly

eased Mr. Bills' injuries.

Rolla Duncan, former postmas-
ter at Billings, Montana, last week
announced that he had res-gned

from that position and has taken a

ten-year lease on the Judith Thea-
tre at Lewiston, Montana. Prior

to the opening of the Judith, Mr.
Duncan plans to spend approxi-
mately $30,000 in remodeling, dec-

orating and furnishing. He will

maintain a strict first run policy

there.

Philadelpliia

BEN AMSTERDAM, of the

Masterpiece Exchange, and
Jack McFadden of F.B.O., have

Pete Morrison, Universal star

been appointed a committee to make
plans for a social organization to

be run in conjunction with the

Philadelphia Film Board of Trade.
( harles Goodman, of Educational
Pictures, Charles Zagrins of Fox,
and Gene Marcus of Twentieth
Century, ware appointed a commit-
tee by Bill Ifeenan, president of the

board, to draw up a new set of by-

laws to the constitution, it being

felt that the constitution drawn
up several years ago does not meet
the requirements at the present

time.

Employees of the Philadelphia

exchange of First National Pic-

tures, Inc.. were recentlj presented
with an extra week's salary, as the

result of the exchange's making
111 l per cent, of its quota during

-
. les drive. This ap-

plied ti i

- mermbei ol th
from manager to poster clerk. The
regular m i

I
the First Na-

tional Club will hi held during the

winter, at which a member ol

force will give a talk on some
pertinent subject.

John Bethel, who has for some
time been manager of the Trio I X

change in Washington, has resigned
and returned to Philadelphia

cepting a position with the De Luxe
Exchange, covering the Harris-
burg territory. Mr. Bethel was
succeeded by Ben Tolmas, who had
formerly been associated with Col-
umbia Pictures. Mr. Tolmas, how-
ever, made but a short stay in

Washington and returned to Phila-

delphia to become a member of the

Universal sales force.

The Roxborough Theatre, in

Roxborough, a suburb of Philadel-

phia, operated by the East Coast
Theatres Company, of which Oscar
Neufeld and Sam Stiefel are the

heads, was recently robbed. Thieves
forced an entrance to the theatre

and took approximately $200 from
i fe in the box office, which

represented part of the day's re-

ceipts. Police were unable
cure any clues.

The Diana Theatre. South Beth-
l- In m, which ha be< ed bj

numerous people during the past

nth been
taken over -by Mrs. Ernest Pear!,

renamed the Strand and enlarged
and impro\ ed. It now has a si

capacity of 5 |M ».

Karl Suelke. a member of the

force of the I 'h ladelphia ol

ce ol Pai am' 'imt. has returned

from Wilkes-Barre, where he tem-
porarily filled the position of
branch manager during the illness

of Fred Myers, who has finally

been able to resume his duties.

Bob Wood, for some time con-

nected with the L7niversal office

in New Haven, Conn., as exploit-

eer, has been transferred to Phil-

adelphia and will handle exploita-

tion for the Quaker City and the

Washington, D.C., Universal Ex-
changes. Nat Levy, who has been
selling practically all of L'niver-

sal's product, has been assigned

to concentrate on three produc-
tions.

The Broad Theatre, Penn's
i .i "\c. N.J., which has been operat-

ed for some time by E. H. Dough-
ton, has recently been acquired by
the Stanley Company of America
and will be under the immediate

supervision of Jacob Fox, who re-

cently sold the controlling interest

in his theatres to the Stanley

Company, but is still acting in the

capacity of general manager. The
Stanley Company acquired the

I under a long-term lease

with an option to buy and will

make extensive improvements and
alterations.
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New England

CHARETTE, INC., operating

several theatres in New Bed-

ford, Mass., participated an the

observances of Navy Day by

throwing open the doors of all of

its theatres to all of the sailors of

Uncle Sam's fleet in port there.

The New Bedford Theatre, for-

merly playing stock, has changed

its policy to pictures, featuring

road shows.
Walter Part, for some time man-

ager of the Capitol Theatre, Provi-

dence, R.I., passed away on Oct.

22nd.

Construction is well advanced on

the new theatre being built by
Morris Rudnick on Warren Street,

Roxbury district of Boston.

One of the most interesting sub-

urban Boston deals of the. week
is the sale of the Hoffman Circuit,

including the theatres in Somer-
vi.lle, Mass., to P. Magert, of Chel-

sea, Mass., and Central Falls, R.I.

The purchase includes the Broad-
way, Somerville and Regent thea-

tres.

James A. Curran, assistant man-
ager of Pathe's Boston Exchange,
has returned from his wedding
trip. His bride, before marriage,

was Miss Louise M. Lynch, also

of the Pathe office.

The Strand Theatre, Springfield,

closed some weeks ago for exten-

sive redecorating and remodeling,

has been completely renovated and
will reopen within the next fort-

night. It is operated by the Win-
chester Theatres and Phil Lavine
is manager.

Residents of Peaks Island, in

Portland Harbor, Me., have filed a

petition with the State, seeking tax
exemption for the theatres on the

island. It is understood that if this

exemption is granted, one or more
of the theatres will be operated

during the winter months.

. J. A. McConville, President of

Independent Films, Inc., returned

from his vacation Monday. With
Mrs. McConville he made an ex-

tensive tour through Maine and
the Provinces and later spent sev-

eral days in New York.
Miss Agnes Donahue, assistant

booker at Producers Distributing

Corp., Boston, has been made as-

sistant booker at United Artists,

starting Monday.
Glover Ware, of the Strand The-

atre, Peabody, Mass., paid a visit

to Film Row during the week, the

first in many months.
District Manager George J.

Schaefer, Branch Manager Wil-
liam Erb and Sales Manager J.

Frank Shea, attended the Para-
mount Convention at French Lick,

Ind., from the Boston office.

Nathan Gordon has returned

from the First National Conven-
tion at French Lick, Ind.

Samuel Z. Poli, of New Haven,
was in Worcester during the week
inspecting the work on his new
theatre, the Palace, which is soon
to be opened. Mr. Poli said no
date had yet been set for the open-
ing, but that he is pleased with the

progress being made on the new
playhouse.

fl. L. Smith has leased the Cap-
awock Theatre at Vineyard Haven,
Mass., to Michael J. Keegan, of
Oak Bluffs, Mass.
The Bookers Association, com-

posed of all of the bookers of
the New England exchanges and
circuits, will hold their first party
of the current season at Rainbow
Gardens, Walpole, Mass., the eve-
ning of Nov. 10. The affair will

be informal.

Stanley Hand, special representa-

tive of Warner Brothers and for-

merly connected with the Pathe
Exchange in Boston, was a visitor

to Warner Brothers' Exchange in

liiistcni during the week, on busi-

ness.

William K. Rudolph, in charge
of exploitation for Fox, came over
from New York for a business

visil to the Boston exchange during
the week.

William P. Gray, of Lewiston,
Me., head of the Gray Circuit, was
a visitor to Boston, arranging book-
ings for the mid-winter season.

Foundations are now going in

for the new B. F. Keith Memorial
Theatre on the site of the old Bos-
ton Theatre and other buildings
between Washington and Mason
streets, in the heart of Boston's
shopping and theatre district. P.
L. Soule & Son Co. are the foun-

dation contractors. Thomas W.
Lamb, of New York City, drew
the plans. The construction per-

mit issued at Boston is for $1,000,-

000. Weinberger & Weishoff, of

New York City, are the engineers.

Salt Lake City

THE FOX FILM CORPORA-
TION has just taken over the

Rialto Theatre at Rock Springs,

Wyo., according to announcement.
Ben Winzeler of the Liberty

Theatre at Freemont, Utah, is con-

ferring with exchange managers in

this city.

J. J. Gillette, owner of the

Strand Theatre at Toodle, Utah, is

spending a few days at the local

Exchange Mart.
W. J. Heineman is now in charge

of the local Universal exchange in

the place of Mathew Aparton who
left for Seattle. Heineman was
formerly Branch Manager for

Universal in Butte, Montana. He
is leaving on his initial trip into

Idaho from this office within a

few days.

H. B. Ashton, owner of the

Columbia Theatre at Provo, Utah,
is visiting the local Exchange Mart
this week.

Pathe has recently taken over
Associated Exhibitors and will

handle all of these pictures in con-
nection with their former product,

according to Manager J. A. Epper-
son here. L. A. Davis, former
District Manager for Associated
Exhibitors, has now been appointed
to the position of Branch Feature
Sales Manager, and leaves for the

territory this week. Booker Eddie
Smyth is confined to his bed
through illness.

A new salesman has been added
to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sales

staff in the person of A. A. Bruce
who is succeeding C. John Predari.
Bruce was manager of the Kinema

Theatre of this city some years

ago.

Branch Manager L. C. Wingham
just returned to the local Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer exchange from a

trip into the Idaho country.

Louis Marcus, District Manager
for Famous Players-Lasky, and
Branch Manager L. J. McGinley,
will return in about two weeks
from French Lick Springs, Ind.,

where they are in attendance at

the District Managers and Branch
Managers convention.

G. C. Lindsay, operating the

Star Theatre at Eureka, Utah, is

visiting the local exchange man-
agers here.

Walter S. Rand, sales manager
for United Artists in this city, is

making a short trip into Southern
Utah with sales representative Mil-

ton Cohn. Frederick Young is in

the office after covering the South-
ern Utah territory, and reports the

arrival of a lovely new baby girl

at his home.
The Peery Brothers of the

Egyptian and Ogden theatres at

Ogden, Utah, are visitors along
film row this week, as are S. B.

Steck of the Lyceum Theatre, and
Mell Stringham of the Colonial at

Ogden.

J. T. Sheffield, owner of the

Columbia Exchanges, left here for

the home office in Denver after a

visit of about two weeks.
James R. Keitz, manager of the

local office for Columbia Ex-
changes, has left for Idaho to be
gone for a period of about five

weeks.
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Notwithstanding the fact

that this company has made
a number of notable im-
provements in its products
during the past two years,

prices have remained un-
changed.

Constant improvement of

our products based upon I

the requirements of the user
is our policy, but

No Increase in Price
is Even Contemplated

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
CORPORATION

90 GOLD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Theatre Management

Musical Presentations for

Short Subjects
Jazz Orchestra Accompanies Comedies at Palace,

Montreal—Rotsky Discusses Box Office Values

THE average high class short comedy
means more at the box office than
the average stage specialty available

to the picture theatre, and therefore merits

a more conspicuous place in the theatre

billing, according to George Rotsky, man-
aging director of the Palace Theatre in

Montreal and widely regarded as one of

the most progressive exhibitors in the in-

dustry.

Rotsky 's unusual methods in advertis-

ing and presenting short comedies and
novelties at the Palace have been the sub-

ject of much eomemnt for some time, and
this phase of the work he is doing natur-

ally developed as the most fulsomely dis-

cussed topic at an interview with a rep-

resentative of MOTION PICTURE NEWS
during the exhibitor's recent visit to New
York.

As a lover of music and a close student
of its application to the motion picture,

Rotsky has developed these two forms to

a high degree of artistic unity at his Palace
Theatre. The high quality of the musical
fare served patrons of the Palace is one of
the outstanding attractions of that flourish-

ing house—and it is a house where the
ideals of service and the best available pic-

tures are the policy and constant rule.

In his musical presentations he has given
the short subjects as much consideration
as the long features. In addition to the
concert orchestra which renders the over-
ture and the musical score accompanying
feature pictures and stage numbers, the
Palace offers its patrons a short program
of popular music played by the jaz or-
chestra which plays at the Ritz Carlton
Hotel in Montreal. This dance orchestra, a
musical organization which has won great
popularity and praise, plays the accompani-
ments for the short comedies.

Gives Shorts Box Office Value

These presentations are introduced by a

screen announcement which is inserted fol-

lowing the leader and gives the title of the
number or numbers and features the or-

chestra, the unit being offered as "A
Palace Theatre Presentation." The dance
orchestra plays a short number before the
start of the comedy from a position at the
side of the stage and under a spot light.

Similar presentations of special short
novelties are offered from time to time. In
the case of scenics a member of the or-

chestra plays a solo accompaniment from
the stage or is picked out by a spot light.

From his long experience at the Palace,

Rotsky has learned that these short sub-

jects, aided by novel presentation features,

have a definite box office value in addition

to serving as highly satisfactory entertain-

ment units to round out programs at

.cinema theatres. They have—he believes

—

distinctly more box office value than the

average specialty act or stage presentation,

and for that reason the shorts are billed

above the stage specialties in all his ad-

vertising for the Palace—save in excep-

tional cases where a stage performer of

wide reputation, a Gilda Gray lor example,

is booked as an attraction.

Proves Drawing Power of Music

The continued high quality of the musical

features at the Palace has cultivated a keen
appreciation of music on the part of

patrons at this Montreal theatre. The in-

terest in the scores played for pictures at

the Palace expressed itself so forcibly

some time ago that there were constant

inquiries as to the name of the main theme
featured in these scores. As a result of

these inquiries, Rotsky now uses a screen

leader in which the theme is given, along

with the name of the composer.

Giving the public what it wants in the

way of pictures and supporting number-.
and service, are the elements which account
for the success of the flourishing theatre,

Rotsky said.

The effort to keep in touch with the pub-
lic taste in entertainment is vigorously
pursued at the Palace. Rut-ky holds fre-

quent meetings of his entire staff, or at

least the departmental heads. At these

conferences various phases of the theatre

and the entire program is discussed from
all angles, with each person requested to

give his comment on each unit of the bill.

"I have picked up some of the most valu-

able hints in this manner," Rotsky says.
'

' Moreover, the meetings promote a better

understanding on the part of all of the

departments of the house, and they stimu-
late the interest of all in their work as in-

dividuals and members of an organiza-
tion.

The service features he maintains include
a check room for the convenience of women
shoppers visiting the theatre after a tour of
the stores.

Equipment

Price Buying Again
By P. M. ABBOTT

PRICE has often been the subject
of this column, though not very
recently. For some reason or other

we had gained the impression that ex-

hibitors had quit the practice of buying
equipment on price alone and that this

change in policy was due to greater
appreciation of real values.

We were too optimistic, it seems.
During a trip which we have just

made, we visited several large cities

and talked with many theatres archi-

tects and equipment manufacturers.
We were surprised to know that in

practically all our conversations with
the heads of these organizations, a

complaint was registered against ex-

hibitors for favoring products having a

low initiation cost. We learned, how-
ever, that the worst offenders in price

buying are exhibitors building their

first or second house. The big cir-

cuit owners are buying with broader
vision.

However, considering all phases of

buying on price only, we must again be
optimistic—this time for the future. As
more theatres are built, many exhib-
itors are learning a valuable, if costly,

lesson regarding equipment values.

For exhibitors have only to experience
once the inconvenience and cost result-

ing from a failure of inferior equipment
to be cured for all time of buying on
price alone. The replaced equipment,
which may cost anywhere from hun-
dreds to thousands of dollars, is a

severe lesson, but it is one that is re-

membered.
We heartily endorse intelligent buy-

ing. High prices do not necessarily

guarantee product. Our criticism is

that product known to be of the best
grade when offered to exhibitors at fair

prices should receive first considera-
tion and equipment offered at perhaps
20yr or 30 r

r off, which exhibitors hope
will serve their purpose, should not be
given preference.

Theatres are built today to last. And
only equipment of the best grade will

withstand the usage of years. This will

then, for even those exhibitors who are

wont to consider price only, allow them
to figure the cost of equipment over an
extended period of years.
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Aladdin Inaugurated

With Elaborate Bill

on Stage and Screen

PRESENTATION features have taken

such a firm hold on the theatregoing

public of Denver, thai the larger houses

in thai eii\ are constantly improving their

stage numbers and adding new features to

hue the ticket buyers to their box offices.

With the opening last week of the new and
very handsome Aladdin Theatre, the coin-

petition among the so-called "presentation

houses" readied a new high peak.

The Aladdin showed the Warner Bros.

production "Across the Pacific" as the

screen feature of the opening bill, which
included an elaborate program of support-

ing features. The stage portion of the

program offered a special presentation by
Georgia Lane in which the "Dance of Alad-
din's Jewels" and the "Black Bottom"
were featured, and included a musical pre-

sentation by Dahl's Ai-abian Nights or-

chestra.

The America Theatre inaugurated a new
policy with the introduction of Jimmie
Kempner as permanent production chief

and entertainer, who appears in conjunc-
tion with Bud Rice's "Kentucky Night
Hawk-," now a permanent feature at this

house. "The Mystery Club" was the

screen attraction.

Lasl week's hill at the Colorado was
headed by the screen production "Synco-
pating Sue" and included stage numbers
featuring the Harry and Billy Clark Revue
of dance and syncopation; Whitney's Com-
edy Dolls, and Scheuerman's Colorado or-

chestra in a special presentation.

Omaha Presentation Houses
Offer Musical Specialties
Musical specialty acts recruited from

vaudeville were the presentation features
at the A. H. Blank theatres in Omaha last

week. The Strand, which had "The Ace
of Cads" as the screen attraction, pre-
sented Berring and Zeh, "the half-backs
of harmony;" while Dainty June Hovick
and her Newsboy Songsters were the stage
offering at the Rialto, where "The Prince
of Tempters" was the leading photoplay
of the week.

Ambassabor Books Van & Schenck
The Ambassador Theatre, St. Louis, will

presenl Van ami Schenck as one of the
future stage attractions offered in con-
junction with feature photoplays.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Lackawanna 7876

1579 Hroadway, New York City

STAGED FOR "VARIETY"
Photo above shows the setting used with a prologue to •'Variety" at the Riviera Theatre. Knox-

ville, Tenn. The number was designed and staged by Manager F. W. Brunelle

Colorful Ballet Presented at

New York Capitol
A colorful ballet with a personnel of

thirty dancers, forms the nucleus of the

musical program with which Major Edward
Bowes surrounds the screen spectacle,

"Bardelys the Magnificent," at the Cap-

itol Theatre, New York, this week. It is

called "Pierrot-Pierrette" and Chester

Hale, ballet director, is responsible for the

choreography. Joyce Coles and Roland
Guerard are the principal dancers, with

the ensemble work executed by the regular

Capitol Ballet Corps and the Chester Hale
Girls.

Rita Owin in Frolic Staged
At Strand This Week

Rita Owin, eccentric dancer, returns to

the Mark Strand in New York this week
as one of the principals in a new Frolic

staged by Joseph Plunkett as a feature of

the bill surroundimr "Syncopating Sue,"
the new Corinne Griffith screen vehicle.

In addition to the dancer, the Plunkett
presentation includes Kitty McLaughlin,
soprano, and Mile. Klemova and M. Daks,
seen in the "Pompadour" ballet. The
Strand's svmphony orchestra plays the

"William Tell" overture.

andGilda Gray on Stage
Screen at Canitol

Gilda Grav as the star of "Aloina id' the

South Seas" and a statre act in which she
apnesred with a company of twenty-five

assisting1 artists, proved a sell-out attrac-

tion last week at the Capitol Theatre in

Des Moines.
The Des Moines Theatre presented "Ya-

rietv" ;is the screen feature for the week
and had Taylor and Hawks, comedy and
song artists, as the stage attraction.

Local Singer Stage Star on
Madrid Program

Gladys Morrison, a Kansas City singer
who received honorable mention in the

Marion Tallev scholarship fund contest,

:'P'"ared at the Madrid Theatre there last

week as die star of the stage propram
off.-.., I with "Take H From Me," the Re
nald Dennv feature. The Tsis, also a Uni-
versal house, had Victor, piano accordion-
ist, as t hi' presental ion feat are.

A fashion show staged in conjunction
with a local department store was one of

the exploited features at the Newman, the

Publix house. Special '

' lingerie shows
'

'

were presented for women only at morning
performances three days of the week, while

a daily presentation of new models was
displayed on the mezzanine at 3.30 p. m.,

throughout the week. The stage show was
"Milady's Shawl," with Edna Kirby, Par-

amount screen actress, appearing in person

at two performances daily as an added at-

traction. "The Quarterback" was the

Newman screen feature for the week.

3 Specialty Numbers Staged
With Film at Eastman

The Eastman Theatre, Rochester, last

week offered three stage specialties in con-

junction with the screen presentation of

"Kid Boots." The stage numbers were
"A Javanese Mask Dance," in which
seven dancers participated; "A Modern
Romeo," which featured the singing of

"(limbing Up the Ladder of Love"; and
"Under Mexican Skies," with Mexican
dances and folk songs presented in a rather

elaborate setting.

Missouri Presents Birthday
Week Program

The Missouri Theatre in St. Louis cel-

ebrated its sixth anniversary with a special

program of screen and stage events. The
photoplay feature was "The Quarterback."
(In the stage Robert and Marjorie Alton,

recently appointed to take charge of the

Missouri's presentation numbers, offered a

revue in which a cast of 36 performers ap-

peared. The stars of the stage number
wcro Sam Ash, Joan Ruth, Berta Gilbert,

Dave Vine and the Missouri Dancing Girls.

Presentation Popular at Al-

bany Strand
Presentation acts given at the Mark

Strand in Albany last week in connection

with the regular picture program scored

well with audiences. This policy may be

followed from time to time. The acts last

week included Harry Breuer, xylophone

soloist, and Stuart Ross, concert pianist.

Edwards Star al CrandalTs Met.

Clifi Edwards ("Ukulele Ike") is the

stage attraction offered on the current bill

at Crandall's Metropolitan, D. C. "For-
ever After" is the screen feature on the

bill.
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Local Acts Popular at Loew
Houses in Cleveland

Robert Pank, who with Thomas Carroll

manages the Ohio Booking Offices, Cleve-

land, reports that he has put on 450 local

acts in the Loew houses within the past six

months. Just six months ago Tommy Car-

roll introduced Discovery Night at the State

Theatre to bolster up the Thursday business.

Local amateurs offered their services. With-
in a few weeks Discovery Night turned
Thursday from the poorest nig'ht in the

week to the best night of he week. So
good was the stunt that it has been intro-

duced as a regular feature of the programs
at the Park, Liberty and Doan theatres. In
each instance the policy has been highly

successful.

From collecting acts for the State Thea-
tre the activities of Pank and Carroll grew
to such porportions that the Ohio Booking
Offices were opened to take care of this

special branch of the work. Carroll is man-
ager of the State Theatre. Pank and
Carroll are now working up an act com-
prised of the best of the 450 acts to be put
on at the State Theatre some time.in No-
vember.

The

MANAGER'S OFFICE

Pictures Policy Announced
for Pantages in Dallas

Serving two weeks ' notice to Bert Smith,
manager of his "Smiling Eyes" company,
a tabloid musical comedy show, Si Char-
ninsky, manager of the Pantages Theatre
in Dallas, announced that his house will be
turned into a strict picture theatre and
that he would not attempt to play stock of
any description this year.

Failure of Pan time to get over here
last winter successfully against Keith-In-
terstate in Hoblitzelle's Majestic, and with
Loew's Melba playing vaudeville, invited
a stall at musical stock by Stinnet and
Charninsky, which has also resulted very
unfavorably since the Publix Theatre, The
Palace, established the presentation craze.

Seattle Winter Garden Re-
opens With New Policy

The newly-renovated Winter Garden
Theatre in Seattle was reopened last week
by Manager Frank Edwards under its new
twenty-five-cent admission policy. 'Flic

house will feature first-run F. B. 0. pic-

tures and second-run Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
films, with changes either once or twice
a week, depending on the subject. Andy
Ward's Orchestra, formerly at Hamrick's
Egyptian Theatre, furnishes the music at

the house, and small stage presentations
are featured as well. The Winter Garden
is still under the Edwards-Ilerpick banner.

Theatre's Auto Park Shows
Big Profit for Season

The financial returns accruing from the
utilization of a vacant lot adjoining a
theatre for parking space, have been well
illustrated the past summer in Glens Falls.

X.V., where the Fred Mausert, owner of the
State Theatre, made sufficient money from
parking cars to meet the cost of the film

shown. Mr. Mausert is now engaged in

erecting a business block in front of his

theatre, which stands a considerable way
back from the street.

HOWARD W. FOERSTE, for the past

year manager of Warner Bros. State The-
tre in Pittsburgh, recently joined the Loew or-

ganization as manager of Lowe's Colonial Thea-
tre in Reading, Pa. Foerste is credited with
the feat of bringing the State "out of the red"

in which it is said to have languished during
the years of its existence previous to its acquis-

ition bv Warners.

FRANK STEFFV, former manager of the

Coliseum Theatre in Seattle, left there last

week for San Francisco, where he is to become
associated with the Partington- Publix Theatre
enterprises.

SH. LEYAXGIA has been appointed man-
• ager of the Regent Theatre in the Nor-

folk Downs section, Quincy. Mass. Mr. Le-
vangia was, for 21 years, with the Automatic
Vaudeville Co.

CHARLES WILLIAMS has been appointed
manager of the Strand Theatre, Dorchester

district of Boston, succeeding A. Cross.

Scenes of Local Football

Game Popular Feature
An example of up-to-the-minute show-

manship was put over last week by Man-
aging Director Hal Home and Manager
Archie Ruggles of the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, Seattle, in connection with the

.University of Washington-Washington
State College football game in the local

stadium. Under the direction of Mitchell

Sutherland, publicity director, the Fifth

Avenue's special eameraman shot pictures

of the events preceding the game, as well

as the first half of the contest, and just

half an hour after the game was over

these films were being flashed on the Fifth
Avenue screen as a regular part of the

Fifth Avenue Theatre News.

Arlington, Relief Manager,
in North Michigan

After three weeks at Michigan City,

Ind., where he put over a campaign for

the "Tivoli Serenaders," Harvey Arling-

ton, relief manager and publicity expert

for the Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company,
jumped to Cadillac, Mich., to look after

the Lyric Theatre there and do some extra

publicity while Frank Anderson, the res-

ident manager, is on vacation recuperat-

ing from a recent serious illness.

"Football Week" Feature at

Stanley Theatre
The Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia, is

featuring a "football week" program this

week, with "The Quarterback" as the

screen attraction and Waring 's Pennsyl-
vanians as the stage offering. The manage-
ment of the Stanley entertained football

teams of various colleges as guests at the

showings last Monday.

Male Usher Staff at State

Alter seven years of service at the State

Theatre in Cleveland girl ushers have been
supplanted with boys in uniform. Some of

the girls had been ushering at the State
ever since the house opened. They have
been transferred to the Cameo.

Toronto Exhibitors Running
Co-operative Ads

Various independent exhibitors of Toron-
to, Ontario, are engaging in co-operative
newspaper advertising for current attrac-

tions in local newspapers under the aus-

pices of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
er- Association. The display cards are run
under a special heading which reads

:

"Community Theatres Today—Members
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Associa-
tion.

Exhibitors who are using the co-operative
feature include Sam Fine of the Christie;

S. Sternberg, Danforth; H. Alexander,
Park; Roy O'Connor, Prince of Wales; A.
Polakoff, Kingswood; J. C. Brady, Madi-
son; S. Major, of the Major Theatre and
others.

Midnite Shows May Become
Permanent Feature

If early indications, consisting of a com-
pilation of attendance figures including
this week, are to be accepted as a barom-
eter, midnight shows on Saturday night
in Kansas City are to be permanent at-

tractions. It now is a common sight to

see more than a block of patrons lined up
in front of the Newman and Liberty
theatres downtown, while the same ex-

perience is being met at the Isis Theatre,
one of the larger suburban houses of the
city. Attendance figures thus far justify

making the midnight shows more elaborate
than ever, the managers sav.

Stage Offerings Featured by
Harrisburg Houses

In developing its recently inaugurated
policy of presenting one musical act on
the stage in connection with the regular
picture programs, the Colonial Theatre at

Harrisburg, Pa., offered "The Kuban Cos-
sack Chorus," composed of fourteen Rus-
sian singers, during the week of October
25. A- a stage presentation at Loew's
Regent in addition to the picture program
Manager Russel A. Bovin the same week
offered Helen Newitt, soprano, and Bernard
Ferguson, baritone, in a group of songs.

Acts One Night a Week at

Glens Falls Theatres
Gerald Sullivan, who is now handling

all three houses in Glens Falls, for William
Benton, is planning to put on musical acts

along with pictures, one night a week.
Sullivan believes that amateur acts of the

usual sort, in a city the size of Glens Falls,

serve to attract an undesirable following,

and do not improve the business generally.

Prices at the Rialto, in Glens Falls, have
been increased.

NorfoTk Houses Inaugurate
Time Giving Service

A new time giving service has been in-

augurated by the theatres controlled by
Wilmer and Vincent in Norfolk, Va. Ar-
rangements have been made so that any-

one calling anv of the theatres between
9 A. M. and 11 P. M. daily will be told the

correct time. This has been done since

the Western Union and other organiza-

tions have ceased that service.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATION
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 Broadway

Tel. 5580 Pen.
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Architect's sketch of the new Koppin Theatre, the Woodward Theatre Company's latest Detroit theatre

project, under way at Six Mile road and Gratiot avenue. It will cost in the neighborhood of one-half million
and will be the "prize house" of the Henry S. Koppn c.rcuit

Two Years Old—Controls
Detroit's Seats

Premiere of Henry S. Koppin's "Uptown" Places
Woodward Circuit in Dominant Position

ACCORDING to a recent statement

From the Detroit offices of the Wood-
ward Theatre Company, that theatre

eircuil QOV controls twenty-nine houses in

the state of Michigan; having reached this

total in what is said to be the record time

of less than two years. The Woodward
Company also claims the distinction of hav-

ing under control more scats in the city of

Detroil than any other Local circuit of

theatres, ami employs twenty percent of

the motion picture operators in that local-

ity.

Henry S. Koppin is the "man behind

I In' gun."
Pour new theatre- are at present under

construction: two in Detroit, one in Dear

bora and one in Wayne. Mich. The

Dearborn house, which will be known as

the "Calvin," will he completed the latter

part of November, and, it is said, will be

the la-t word in theatre construction. The
new house on Gratiol Avenue ami Si\- Mile

Road will be the prize house of the Koppin
circuit, seating in the neighborhood of

3,000, and constructed at an estimated COSl

of over a halt' million. This theatre will

he known as the "Koppin" and will be

readj lor occupancy about Jan. 1, 1027.

"Uptown," the iMtest

The opening oi I he " Uptown," the Latesi

addil ion to the Eenry s. Koppin chain and

the house thai broughl the eircuil up to

the total of twenty nine, auspiciously toot

place on Saturday eA ening, < October 10.

Mi, playhouse, which is situated at Mark
and Chalmers avenues, is only twenty min-

utes aw a\ from thi' heart id' Detroit 's lin -i

m activities. The theatre, which ha- a

seating capacity of 2,000, rank- with the

besl outlying theatre- iii Detroil and is the

mo-t luxurious one on the Easl Side. The

spacious lover of the theatre is 11(1 feet

long, 20 feel wide, and i- a veritable work

of art, handsomely decorated in gold, ivory

and turquoise blue. To the ri| hi of the

room, w bile on the left of the foyer is the

gentlemen's smoking room and lounge.

The Uptown is Spanish in design and
foyer is a spacious ladies' rest and smoking'

the same idea has been carried out in the

interior. The plans were drawn by Kohner
and Payne and the decorations by the Max
Goldberg Decorating Company. A full

stage, completely equipped and sufficiently

large to handle the largest of attractions

or vaudeville acts, is provided. The stage

i- equipped with thirty-two sets of scenery

lines, all on a counterweight system. An

eight-piece orchestra, under the direction

of -James Fitzgerald, and the latesi Wur-
litzer organ, played by .Mi-- Irene Hout,
furnishes the mu-ic.

The vertical sign on the Uptown Theatre
i- 40 feet high with four-tool letters, and
together with the marquee sign, which has

a reading -pace of kSl feet, i- one of the

mo-t elaborate and attractive sign instal-

lation- erected in Detroit. The entire sign

equipment was furnished by the Lu-Mi-
Nus Sign Company of Chicago.
The policy of the house is vaudeville and

photoplay-, the vaudeville being supplied

through the Bert Levy offices. The build-

ing in conjunction with the theatre- has

eiuht stores and sixteen offices and is en-

tirely of stone and brick masonry.
Prices for week-day matinee-, with the

exception of Saturday, when there i- a

children's matinee at ten cent-, are ten

and twenty cents. Evening admission i-

at the rate id' thirty-live and fifteen cents.

There is also a Sunday matinee for chil-

dren at a ten-cent admission.

W. D. Shafer, managing director of the

Henry S. Koppin Circuit, will supervise

the Uptown, and Thomas Hungerford is

house manager.

Hertner Electric Reports Big
Fall Business

John IT. Hertner of the Hertner Electric

Company reports that he is receiving the

largesl number of Fall orders for the

Hertner Transverter in the history of the

company.
In the last two weeks orders have been

received from twenty-two State- and Can-
ada, showing that the construction of

motion picture houses exists practically

throughout the entire United States.

A number of more important theatres

ordering Transverters are.:

Madison Theatre, Rochester, X.Y.; Peo-
ples Theatre, Everett, Wash.-. New West-
side Theatre, Scranton, Pa.; Stale

Theatre, Reading, Pa.; Rosenthal's Rivoli

Theatre, Newark, X.J.; New Capitol Thea-
tre, Worcester, Ma--.; Strand Theatre,

Sprine'lield, Mass.; Princess Theatre, Shel-

by, N.C.; Strand Theatre. Montgomery,
Ala.; Eagle Theatre. Asheville, N.C.; New
Palace Theatre, Stamford, Conn.; Yoma
Farms, Napanoch. N.V.; B. F. Keith's

Georgia Theatre. Atlanta. <!a.; New Mission
Theatre, Amarillo, Texas; Rialto Theatre.

Norway, Mich.

Davis Reopens Virginia

Theatre, Hazard, Ky.
Theatregoers of Hazard, Ky., were fa-

vorably impressed with the improvements
made bv Manager L. <>. Davis in the Vir-

ginia Theatre, when they attended the re-

opening of that house during the middle
of October. The outside lobby has been
completely dune over and the interior, with

it- comfortable divans and floor lamps,

presents ;i mosl attractive appearance.
Hazard now lay- claim to possessing one

of the finest small city theatres in the coun-

try.

Henry S. Koppin. president of the Woodward The-
atre Company of Detroit, and "the man behind the
gun" in that company's theatre expansion program in

Detroit and its adjacent territory

Libbin Joins Marr and Colton
in Chicago

A. Libbin, "ho for the past twenty years

has been engaged in the organ industry

with -ome of the largest organ manufac-
turers, joins the Marr & ColtOB Sales Staff,

with headquarters in Chicago, 111.
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Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan" is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Projection
>ticsJlect'icity,IVdcticaI Ideas<5|advi^

Inquiries and
Comments

The Ray Family

HE average projectionist, no

doubt, little realizes that the

„ght rays he uses in his daily

projection of pictures consti-

tute but a very small part of

the long hand of wave-lengths

which go to make up the ray family.

It may be surprising to learn that such

apparently unrelated wave motions as ra-

dio waves, heat waves, light waves, X-

Etays, and radium emanations are, in reali-

ty, akin to each other, since they form

hut steps in the long ladder of wave-lengths

of which so-called visible light forms a

part.

The range of wave-lengths covered by

this ladder of ether vibrations extends

from thousands of feet, in the case of the

long radio waves, to millionths of an inch.

in the case of the -hurt waves emitted

by radio active substances (such as ra-

dium).

Incidentally, a confusion in nomenclature

i- revealed in the application of the same
term radio to both the extremely short, high

frequency vibrations emitted by such radio-

active elements as radium, uranium, etc.,

and the electro magnetic waves used for the

tran.-mi~.-ion of wireless messages and

which by comparison are extremely long

and lit' low frequency.

The individual hand- of wave-lengths

composing the ray family are primarily

distinguished from each other by their

frequencies "I* vibration, and an excellent

illustration of this point is available in the

case of the hand of so called visible lighl

w aves.

Light Rays Invisible

Now lighl rays, as such, are nut visible

.iiiJ it is only when they impinge upon
solid substance, however minute, which de-

flects them to the eye that the sensation

of vision is excited. For that matter, none
id the members in the entire ray family

are visible, since, indeed, they consist only

ut vibrations.

White light, as is commonly known, is

composed of all the colors of the spectrum

together with some vibrations which do no1

excite the ensation of vision; that is, the

infra vc<\ and ultra violet rays. The term

white light, then, is a general one applied

tu the composite of all the individual c

of the -prctrum and should never he taken

to mean a color, a- it has i ne pari icular

wave-length of frequency of vibration.

The separate colors, which go to make
up so-called white light, on the other hand

do have each a particular frequency of vi-

bration which differs from that of other

colors and it is this difference in fre-

quency which determines the color.

The speed of travel is the same for all

colors; for if this were not so we would be

unable to receive the sensation of white

light from distant sources. Now the speed

for any color is determined by the wave-

length (the distance from the so-called

crest of one wave to the crest of the next)

and the frequency of vibration, so that if

one factor is known the other can be easily

determined, since the speed is the same
for all colors.

Thus, if the frequency of vibration is

doubled, the resulting wave-length will be

reduced to one-half since the distance cov-

ered by the vibration is the same for any
given medium (186,600 miles per second

through air).

Red Light Waves Have Low
Vibration

In the case of red light, the distance be-

tween successive waves (wave-length) is

comparatively great and so the rate of vi-

bration is relatively low. In proceeding
up the scale of colors, through orange, yel-

low, green, blue, and violet, the wave-length

progressively grows smaller and the rate

ot vibration correspondingly more rapid.

In traveling up on the scale, through
ultra-violet, X-Rays and radium rays, a
similar change in wave-length and fre-

quency takes place; that is, the wave-
lengths decrease until absurdly small val-

ue- are encountered.

The particular point to be stressed is

that a continuous chain of vibrations, ex-

tending from wireless waves to the radium
rays, has been estblished with no breaks

or gaps in the chain, and that a progres-
sive change in wave-length and frequencj
of vibration accompanies this chain.

Thi- chain of vibrations has been the

subject of intensive study by scientists

the world over and it was only recently
that the la-t gap was closed by I>r. Nicols,

late of the Research Laboratories at Nela
Park. Cleveland, who was -tricken in the

midst of a lecture describing the results

of his work.

More recently. Dr. Coolidge, at the Re-
search Laboratory in Schenect adv.

achieved noteworthy results by using high-

powered Cathode rays, which lie in the re-

gion of extremely short wave lengths, above
the ultra-violet.

The Cathode-Ray Tube

He has constructed a device called a

"Cathode-Ray tube" which, briefly, con-
sists of two special electrodes enclosed by

a glass bulb from which practically all

gases have been withdrawn. In other

words, it is an evacuated tube. This tube,

when operated at high electrical pressures

(350,000 volts) emits a powerful blue glow
extending a distance of two feet beyond
the walls of the tube.

The blue glow is caused by an intense

field of electrons, or negative electricity,

that is ejected from the tube. The elec-

trons, traveling almost at the speed of

light, strike the atoms of the gases "in

the air and are reflected back until they

form a ball of blue light around the end
of the tube.

This powerful electronic field possesses

remarkable powers, some of which will be
briefly described. A block of lime placed
in the field glows with a bright orange
color, which die's out as soon as it is

taken out. A block of calcite, or Icaldns

spar, however, retains the glow it gets from
these rays for several hour-. Hot as it

looks, it can be handled without harm. It

is a cold, fluorescent, light.

Acetylene gas, injected into the dis-

charge, forms a yellowish-brown powder,
the composition of which remains a mystery
to chemists. Every chemical solvent known
has been tried on this powder, with no
avail.

Similarly, castor oil, under the influence

of the rays, changes into a solid, crystals

of cane sugar turn white and. on heating,
emit gas, and a water solution of the sugar
become- acid under the rays.

Plant and animal life are even more
mysteriously affected by the Cathode rays.

They break into the leaf of a rubber plant,

with no effort, leaving an effect a- though
the plant had been pricked by a thousand
needles.

Stranger still is their effect on the ear
of a rabbit that had been taken tor the

experiment. One second's exposure to the

discharge and a -cab was formed. Within
a few day-, scab and hair came off and
about three weeks later the same -pot

becai -overed with a -now-white growth
of hair that soon became longer than the

original hair.

Of further interest in the electronic field

are the new glow lamps consisting of

nothing more than a glass bulb filled with

Bras, -itch a- hydrogen. \'o filament id' any
kind is used and nothing other than the

gas is placed within the sealed hull).

These bulbs when placed in the field

created by a powerful high-frequency coil,

emit light, the color of which is dependent
upon the particular gas placed in the bulb.
In the case of hydrogen, the color of the

lighl is pinkish.

Lamps of this type have been constructed
which give "it' a lighl intensity measuring
8000 candle power—about equal to a :!">-

ampere direct current are.
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Lighting Effects Greatly Developed

During Past Ten Years

THE last ten-year period has been one
of wonderful development in audi-

torium and stage illumination. Scien-

tifically worked out effects have been de-

veloped that have been pleasing and satis-

fying to the audience.

To obtain these effects with one switch-

board operator who can reach all the con-

trols and be physically able to operate

the large number of dimmers interlocked

together has been a further development
worthy of note. In the past, many banks
of dimmers have been located above the
switchboard and it has frequently been
necessary for operators to stand on plat-

forms, boxes, etc., to reach the dimmer
handles. It is the dimmer bank and its

operating levers that "control the light-

ing." All that switches can do is to make
and break the electrical circuit.

Trumbull "Controlite" is one of the
latest developments to meet these demands.
The illustration shows that the operating
handles of the switches and dimmers are
adjacent to each other in a position most
convenient for the operator. Each switch
and dimmer becomes a unit. Any desired

effect can be made, for all the dimmers
are interlocked.

So much for the simplicity of operation.
Now the construction has special features
of simplicity and required up-to-dateness.

Controlite is built on the integral unit

system. All group circuit units (a group
circuit unit is a dimmer and its operating
handle, with its corresponding switch and
operating handle) are the same dimen-
sions, regardless of the plate rating. This
facilitates any desired change in circuits

at a later date. All fuses are in one place,

that is, a separate group of magazine panels
built into the switchboard, and completely
wiicd and tested out before shipment.
The dimmers are Ward Leonard's Con-

tinuous Duty Vitrohm type, and they with
their controlling mechanism are mounted
back of a highly finished group of steel

plates forming a "dead front" through
which only the operating handles project.

The handles, in any position, entirely fill

the slot through which they project.
The entire "Controlite" is one'unit com-

pletely wired so it is only necessary to stand
in place and connect the various circuit
wires to the magazine panel.

West Coast Ritz of Los Angeles, CaL,

Formally Opened to Public
EXECUTIVES and celebrities of the

motion picture industry and numbers
of those prominent in the social and

civic life of Los Angeles were present
when that city's newest theatre, the West
Coast Eitz, formally opened its doors to
the public on the evening of October 15.
The Ritz is located at Wilshire and La
Brea streets.

The new playhouse, with its group of
stores and offices, is one of the most mag-
nificent structures to be completed in recent
months. The cost was approximately
$1,000,000. The theatre has a seating ca-
pacity of 2,000 people and is equipped with
every known type of ultra-modern mechan-
ical installation and will be particularly

Locate Theatre? Find Coal
Mine, Says Reporter

COMMENTING on the many troubles
experienced by certain citizens of

Sullivan, 111., in the way of definitely
reaching a decision regarding a theatre
site for that city, a reporter from the next
door town of Lovington sympathizingly
or sarcastically states: "They're having as
much trouble in Sullivan finding a the-
atre site as Lovington is getting its coal
mine started."

However, in Sullivan after several sites

were decided upon only to be thrown in

the discard' in the end. the latest report
is that the site of the old Jefferson the-

atre, which was destroyed by fire a few
years ago. has been definitely chosen as a

location for Sullivan's new playhouse.

noted for its attention to the comfort and
convenience of patrons.

The interior decorations of the new
theatre have been executed to inspire
pleasant moments for the theatre goer.
Artists and sculptors have lavished their
talent in an array of interior apppoint-
ments. Gorgeous hangings, magnificent
color effects, gleaming and curling ceilings,

the smartest and sharpest developments
of American ingenuity are everywhere
noticeable.

The policy of the new theatre, as out-
lined by A. M. Bowles, general manager
of West Coast Theatres, Inc., will make it

;i magnet for screen fans who want the
besl pictures and want them often. The
Ritz will feature straight pictures, four
new ones a week, to run as follows: Sun-
day and Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, and one picture,
Saturday onlv.

Discuss Important Topics at

Projection Society
Last Thursday's meeting of the Ameri-

can Projection Society in the offices of the
Supreme Chapter at 158 West 45th Street,
New York City, was well attended, sev-
eral interesting topics being brought up
for discussion.

The chief speaker of the evening was G.
A. Mowbray, chief engineer of the Liberty
Electric Corporation, Stamford, Conn. Mr.
Mowbray gave an illustrated lecture on
••The Multiple Converter for Reflector Arc
Lamps, the Liberty Syncroverter " and "A
Revolutionary Movement.

"
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. S. R. indicates State Right release.
,

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

- i'TEMBER
ributed by Length Re-

_ Trap. The Ben Wilson . -358 feet

Lt-nelBarrymore. .. Chadwick 6600 feet

H Pit- r. Chesterne'.i 5 ret'.;

Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks . .United Artists 6388 feet Mar. 20
R. Adoree-R. Graves M-G-M

- ;ns»l. The Raich Lewis Lamas . 5795 feet

Eagle, The G. O'Br-ien-J. Gaynor Fox .. 6200 feet

The Leatricejoy P. D. C 6400 feet

Dancing Davs - Stanley-L.
R eh Famous Attractions . 5900 feet

Devil's Horse. The Rex Horse Pathe. 5853 feet

Diplomacy Sweet-Hamuton Paramount 6 reels Sept. 25

Duchess of Buffalo. The.. . Constance Talmadg- rial 6940 feet Sept. 4
False Alarm. The R- Lewis-M. Carr Columbia 5235 feet

g Ranger, The Al Hoxie Barsky Productions .4500 feet

Flame E. CBrien-V. Valli . Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet

Special Cast .

.

'."-versa: 8829 feet

Horseman, The Buckjones Fox ...49/1 feet

Mail. The A: Wis:- Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet

Leatrice Joy Prod- Dist. Corp 6070 feet

Forlc- - Jack Ho/ Paramount
Golden Web. The H. Gordon-L. Rich. Lamas 6075 feet Sept. 11

Grev Devil. The . JackPerrin Rayart 4274 feet.

Heart of a Coward, The Rayart.. 5031 feet.

High Hand. The Leo Makmey Pathe . 5679 feet

Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount 6 reels

JackCHearts Lsr.r..; G H.liette American Cinema. .. 5881 feet

KickOff.the GeorgeWalsh Excellent Pictures 6000 feet

Kosher Kitty Kelly V-.oU Dana .
. F.B.O 6103 feet

Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers.F. B. O 6931 feet

Ladies First Douglas Marl.pan . . . Paramount
Lost at Sea . Gordon-J. Novak-

Sherman Tiffany 6500 feet

.

Marriage Clause. The Bushman-Door Universal 7680 feet

. e License Alma Rubens Fox 7168 feet

Michael Strogoff . Ivan. Mos fine Universal 10 reels

n Dorothv G=- Paramount 674
One Minute tcP .3 -. "Red" Grange. F.B.O 7713 feet

Paradise M. Sills-B. Bronson . First National 7090 feet

Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La
Plante Universal 7808 feet

VascaLThe Art Acord Universal 4510 feet

Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 6100 feet

SonoftheShe [ Rudolph Valentino. . United Artists 6685 feet

Sparrow; Mary Pickford United Artists .

.

""63 feet

Speeding Thru Creighton Hale Elbee Pict 5500 feet

Speeding Venus. The Priscilla Dean P. D. C 5560 feet

Strong Man The Harry Langdon First National 6882 feet

Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall First National 6727 feet

Temporary Sheriff, The DickHatton Rayar- 4550 feet

Texas Streak. The Hoot Gibson Universal 6367 feet

Three Bad Men O'Brien-Borden Fox 8710 feet

Through Thick and Thin Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet
Tin Gods Thomas Meighan . Paramount 7 ree'.s Oct. 2

Jarmings-de Putti ... Paramount 7804 feet July 3
Z>ream,The . Special Cast M-G-M 7322 feet Aug. 14

Waning Sex. The NormaShearer M-G-M 6 ree'.s Oct. 9
Wild Horse Stampede. The Jack Hoxie Universal 4776 feet

Winning of Barbara Worth Cotman-Banky United Artists
The Special Cast Rayart . 5976 feet

Womanpower K. Perry-R. Graves Fox 6240 feet Oct. 2

You Never Know Women Florence Vidor Paramount 6064 feet July 31

OCTOBER

Oct. 16
Sept. 25
July 31

Oct. 1

April 24

Sept. 11

April 17
Sept. 11

Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Sept. 11
Sept. 18

Sept. 11

Oct, 2

Aug. 28

Aug. 21

-July 3
Sept. 11

Feb. 6
Aug. 28
Sept. 25

July 3

Aug. 7

Oct. 2

Sept. 11
July 24
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Sept. 18
Aug. 28

Fea- —ibuted by Length Reviewed
Belle Bennett Fox 6268 feet Oct. 9

London Dorothy Gish Paramount "reels Nov. 6
Lure of the West Eileen Sedgwick Chesterfield 5 reels
Magic-ian. The A Terry-P. Wegener M-G-M "ree'.s Nov. 6
Man From the West Art Acord Universal 44 "4 feet
Man c George Walsh Excellent Pictures . 5640 feet Nov. 6
Midnight Kiss. The J. Gaynor-R. Walling Fox 5025 feet
Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stone First National . .

Mismates. Kenyon-Baxter First National 6905 feet Aug. 14
My Official Wife I. Rich-Tearle Warner Bros 7846 feet Oct. 23
Nervous Wreck, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6 reels . Oct. 23
01dSoak.The JeanHersholt Universal 7445 feet .Sept. 4
Perch of the Devil P. O'Malley-Busch . Universal
Prince of Tempters, The. . Lyon-Moran nal "reels Oct. 30
Private Izzy Murphy George Jessel . Warner Bros 7889 feet
Quarterback, The Richard Dix Paramount Creels Oct. 30
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt . . Assoc. Exhib
Red Hot Leather Jack Hozie Universal 4555 feet

Business Vera Reynolds P.D.C
Roaring Bill Atwood Dick Patton Rayart 4405 feet
Runaway Express. The . Special Cast Universal ... .5865 feet . .Aug. 28
Shameful Behavior? E.Roberts-H.Tucker Famous Attractions
Sheriffs Girl. The Ben Wilson Rayart 4908 feet
So's Your Old Man W. C. Fields Paramount
Speed Crazed Billy Sullivan . Rayart
Sweet Rosie O'Grady C . Landis-S. Mason . Columbia 6108 feet . Oct. 16
Take It From Me Reginald Denny Universal 6649 feet Oct. 30
Temptress. The Garbo-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels Oct. 23
Thirty Below Zero Buck Jones-E.Novak.Fox
Truth About Men Lake-Murphy-Hacka-

thorne True Story Pictures . . 6500 feet
West ofRainbow's End JackPerrin Rayart 4734 feet

When the Wife's Away G. K. Arthur Columbia Pictures
Whispering Wires A. Stewart-E. Burns Fox 5906 feet Oct. 30
Winning Gallop, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet Oct. 30
Woman's Heart, A E. Bennett-Whirman -

Earle . . Sterling
Yellow Back, The ... FredHumes Universal 4766 feet Oct. 9
You'd Be Surprised Raymond Griffith . . . Paramount 6 reels Oct. 16
Young April Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet Sept. 1

1

NOVEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Ace of Action, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Adorable Deceiver, The ... Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle . M-G-M
April Fool Alexander-Carr Chadwick 7300 feet

Bardleys the Magnificent John Gilbert M-G-M 9reels Oct. 23
Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana F.B.O
BreedoftheSea R.Ince-M.Livingston.F. B. O 5408 feet Oct. 30
Buckaroo Kid, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Cat's Pajamas, The Bronson-Cortez Paramount
City, The . . . J.Gaynor-W.McGrail Fox
Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. M-G-M
Dude Cowboy. The Bob Custer F.B.O
Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie M-G-M
Flaming Forest. The A Moreno-R. Adoree M-G-M

Fea

AceofCads
Across the Pacific
Alaskan Adventures . Spe al Cast
Atta Boy Monty Banks Pathe

-

Boy Friend. The J. Harron-M. Dai-
Call of the Wilderness Sandow Do-.
Campus Flirt. The Bebe Daniels
Children of Fa-e R. Bermett-B. Hill

man
College Days Marceline Day
Confessions of a Bride .. . M. Harris-V. Varconi.Assoc. Exhib
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden Fox

ributed by Length Reviewed

Menjou-Joyce Paramour; - 6 reels Oct. 30
MonteBlue WaraerBros 6954 feet Oct. 16

Pathe 6 reels

5775 feet Oct- 9
Barsky Productions . 4500 feet

M-G-M 5584 feet

Assoc. Exhib
Paramount 6 reels . . Oct. 9

Abcol Film Prod 6605 feet Oct. 9
Tiffany 7000 feet

Fox
F.B.O
Universal -375 feet Oct. 21

Famous Attractions ...

M-G-M
First National .

Paramount 5717 feet

Tiffany 6500 feet

M-G-M 7 reels

American Cinema

.

First National .

Universal

5632 feet

8767 feet May IS

Dame C -. -. e
'

Island
The

Don Juan's Three Nights

5363 feet
6769 feet

Oct. 23
Special Cast . American Cinema
B. Bedford-R. Ellis Sterling Pict
Pauline Frederick Chadwick 6300 feet Aug. 14

Landis-E. Novak . Rayart 5274 feet

Stone-Mason . First National 6374 feet

.

Eagle of the Sea. The . Cortez-Vidor Paramount
Final Extra. The Lumas

B. Lytell-D. Devore Tiffany
Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch Tiffany .6484 feet Oct. 9
Forever After M. Astor-L. Hughes First National
Gay Deceiver, The L. Cody-M.Day
G.zo'.o Rod La Rocque
Great Gatsbv. The Warner Baxter

K.iA. Robbery,
The Tom Mix

-;or. The Governor Pauline Frederick
.er. The Reed Howes

Eddie Cantor
•he Pack Peter the Great
he Saddle Bill Cody

Prod. Dist. Corp 7295 feet

Paramount
Oct. 16

Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw .

.

Going the Limit George OTiara
Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie
H i New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut Jackie Coogan
Ladies at Play . .

.

Hughes-Kenyon
Lady of the Harem, The E. Torrence-Nissen
Lightning
Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno
Man in the Shadow, The . . M. Stedman-D. Tor

rence
Masked Woman. The Anna Q. Nillson
Midnight Sun, The O'Malley-La Plante
Obey the Law Bert Lytell Columbia Pictures
On the Wings of the Storm R. Howes-V. Faire Fox
Outlaw Express, The Leo Maloney Pathe 6 reels

Prairie King. The Hoot Gibson Universal
Prowlers of the Night Fred Humes Universal
Redheads Preferred M. Daw-T. von Eltz Tiffany
Return of Peter Grimm Alex B. Francis Fox
Rough Rider, The Frank Hopper Paramount
Son of a Gun Al Hoxie Barsky Productions 4500 feet

Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon Universal 5633 feet Nov.
Stepping Along Johnny Hmes First National
Syncopating Sue Corinne Griffith First National
There You Are Nagel-Roberts M-G-M
Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-

Roach M-G-M
Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler F. B O
Truthful Sex. The M. Busch-H. Gordon.Columbia Pictures

Unknown Cavalier. The Ken Maynard First National
Upstage Norma Shearer M-G-M ....

Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson Paramount
We're in the Navy Now W. Beery-Harton Paramount .

4800 feet Oct.
6709 feet Aug.

Fox
F.B.O
Rayart
Paramount 5650 feet

Lumas
Assoc. Exhib

DECKMI'.I I!

Feature

Oct. 23 Better Way. The
Blue Streak O'Neil Al Hoxie
Canadian. The Thomas Meighan

Distributed by Length Reviewed

Columbia Pictures
Barsky Productions .4500 feet

Paramount
• a Boberne LGish-Gilbert M-G '

A 8781 feet Mar. 13 Canyon of Light Tom M:x Fox
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Feature

Death Valley
Duke of Ladies, The
Faust
Flying High
Gallant Lady, The
Glorifying the American

Girl
Heaven on Earth
HBiger Night
Just Another Blonde
Let It Rain
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em

Money to Bum
Mother Machree
One Hour of Love
Prisoners of the Storm
Red Mill, The
Silent Lover, The
Sin Cargo
Stolen Pleasures
Stranded in Paris
Striving For Fortune
Twinkletoes
White Black Sheep, The .

Whole Town's Talking,The

Star Distributed by

Buck Jones Fox
Special Cast First National

.

Emil Jannings M-G-M
Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Florence Vidor Paramount ....

Length Reviewed Title Sta

Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables"

Rev.Date Length
12. .lreel

. 2 reels
. . 2 reels . . . . Nov

. 2 reels

Esther Ralston
C. Nagel-R. Adoree
Laura La Plante
Mackail-Mulhall ....

Douglas MacLean
E. Brent-L. Gray L

Brooks
Devore-MacGregor . .

Belle Bennett
J. Logan-R. Frazer. . .

House Peters
Marion Davies
Milton Sills

S. Mason-R. Frazer .

Helene Chadwick
Bebe Daniels
George Walsh
Colleen Moore
Richard Barthelmess
Ed. Horton.

Paramount
M-G-M
Universal 7603 feet . . Aug. 28
First National
Paramount

Paramount

.

Lumas
Fox
Tiffany
Universal 6102 feet . Sept. 11
M-G-M
First National
Tiffany
Columbia Pictures
Paramount
Excellent Pictures
First National
First National
Universal 6662 feet . Aug. 14

Distr. Rel.

Pathe Dec.
Benson at Calford George Lewis Univ Oct. 24
Better Luck "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 14
Be Your Age Charley Chase Pathe Nov. 14
Big Business Fox
Big Surprise, The "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 29 . 2 reels
Bill Grim's Progress (Series)M. Morris- J. Luden F.B.O 2 reels
Blisters Under the Skin F.B.O 2 reels
Blonde's Revenge, A Ben Turpin Pathe Dec. 19 2 reels
Blue Back Lewis Sargent Bray Prod 2 reels
Breaking Records George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley Educat Oct. 24 2 reels
Bromo and Juliet Charley Chase Pathe Sept. 19 2 reels
Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris-J. Luden F. B. O 2 reels
Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 28 2 reels
Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 12 1 reel
Business Worries Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 211 reel Nov. 6
Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels

. Universal 2 reels

. Universal 2 reels

.

Univ Sept. 6 2 reels

Univ Oct. 31 2 reels.

Universal 2 reels

.

. Universal 2 reels

.

Universal 2 reels.

Univ Oct. 3 2 reels

JANUARY
Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Be Yourself Raymond Griffirh . . Paramount
Blonde Saint, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Enchanted Island Tiffany
Flaming Timber Tiffany
Head Waiter, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ice Flood, The K. Harlan-V. Dana Universal 5747 feet . Oct.
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith First National
Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G. Hale-J. Holt Para -lount
Not Herbert P. Starke-Lyon First National
One Chance in a Million. . . . Wm. Fairbanks Lumas -

Ordeal, The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions .4500 feet
Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M
Son of Montmartre, The . . . Norma Talmadge . First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore-J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Wild Man of Borneo, The . W. C. Fields Paramount

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY
Feature Star Distributed by

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plante Universal
Camille Norma Talmadge . . . . First National
French Dressing A. Pringle-B. Lyon First National
Grey Hat, The L. Cody-Crawford M-G-M
Here Y'are, Brother Stone-Dove-Hughes. First National
His Rise to Fame George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Little Journey, The Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Long Pants Harry Langdon First National
Overland Stage, The Ken Maynard First National
Quarantined Rivals Lumas
Range Raiders, The Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures 4500 feet
Ridin' Like Fury Hoot Gibson Universal
Silky Anne Constance Talmadge First National
Squads Right Tiffany
Steeplechase, The Tiffany
Understanding Heart, The .R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M

MARCH
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Brides Will Be Brides Universal
Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Frisco Sal Special Cast M-G-M
Heroes of the Night Lumas
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts Universal 6969 feet. Oct. 16
Orchids and Ermine Colleen Moore First National
Outlaw's Paradise Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures .4500 feet

Song of Steel Tiffany
Tittle, the Toiler Davies-M. Moore M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Tiger, The Tiffany
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal

APRIL
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Broadway Drifter, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Poor Nut, The First National
Smoking Guns . Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures .4500 feet

mimiiun; i . . .
iiiiimmiiH

Comedy Releases
inimiiiiiiiiiriiiiii mmnniiiw n

Title Star Distr. Rel. Date Length Rev.

Ain't We Got Fun ? Wise-McKay Artclass . May 25 .2 reels

Alice the Fire Fighter F.B.O
All For A Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

All Wet Snub Pollard Artclass Mar. 30 2 reels

And George Did Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

Another Kick Coming Red Seal Sept. 4

Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman Sava Films 2 reels

Around the Bases George Lewis Univ Oct. 24 2 reels

Babes in the Jungle "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

Back to Mother "Helen and Warren" Fox . 2 reels

Bad Breaks George Davis Educat Nov. 21. .1 reel

Ball and Chain Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Banana King, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbett Univ Nov. 212 reels

Bamum Was Right "Life Cartoon" Educat Nov. 21 lreel

Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Dark Mystery . . . .Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Girl Friend Trimble and Dog
Buster's Narrow Escape .... Trimble and Dog
Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Prize Winner Trimble and Dog
Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimble and Dog
Buster's Watch Tige Trimble and Dog
By George Sam Saylor Universal 2 reels

.

Caliph, Cupid and the
Clock "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Camel's Hump F.B.O lreel
Carrie of the Chorus(Series) Tarbell-Finch Red Seal 2 reels

Cat's Meow, The C. & C 2 reels . Sept. 18
Caught in the Act Laymon-Dorety Tennek Film 2 reels
Charleston Queen, The . "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 19 1 reel
Cinder Path, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Collegians, The (Series) . . . Gulliver-Lewis Universal 2 reels
Complete Life, The "O.Henry" Fox J reels

Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels
Cut Price Glory "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 10 1 reel Oct. 30
Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass . Nov. 10.2 reels
Diamond of Kali "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Dinky Doodle in Egypt . . "Cartoon" F. B. O 1 reel May. 22
Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educat . . Sept. 19 2 reels Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Pathe Nov. 28 2 reels
Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine . . Fox 2 reels Oct. 16
Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart 2 reels

Dodging Trouble Bums-Marion Educat . . Nov. 14.2 reels Nov. 6
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Prod 1 reel

Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 5 1 reel Aug. 21
Don't Kid Me, Monk "Mr. X" (Monkey) Bray Prod 2 reels Nov. 6
Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass. Sept. 22 . 2 reels

Easy Payments "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Egged On Charles Bowers F. B. O . Sept. 6 2 reels

Excuse Maker, The (Series
of 13) Charlie King Universal 2 reels

Fadeaway, The "Cartoon" Red Seal. . . Sept. . . 1 reel

Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films 2 reels

Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy Artclass . Sept. 8 2 reels

Felix the Cat Bursts a
Bubble "Cartoon" Educat Oct. 31 lreel

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Cartoon" Educat Oct. 3 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Land O'
Fancy "Cartoon" Educat . . Oct. 17 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Reverse
English "Cartoon" Educat Nov. 14 .. 1 reel. .

.

Felix the Cat Scrambled
Yeggs "Cartoon" Educat . . Sept. 5

Felix Shatters the Sheik . . "Cartoon" Educat Sept. 19
Felix the Cat Trumps the
Ace "Cartoon" Educat Nov. 28 1 reel

Fighting Fool, The Bray Prod 2 reels

.

Fighting Fools . Wise-McKay Artclass Jan. 19 2 reels

Fighting Kangaroo, The . . . Conley-June Fox 2 reels

Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels
. .

Fighting to Win George Lewis Univ Nov. 212 reels

Fire Snub Pollard Artclass Jan. 26 2 reels

Fistical Culture (Series) . . Louis Sargent F.B.O 2 reels

Flaming Romance Al St. John Educat . Nov. 21 1 reel

Flashing Oars George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass Mar. 16 2 reels

For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 31 1 reel Oct. 1 16

For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept.' 11

Fourth Alarm, The "OurGang" Pathe Sept. 12 2 reels Sept.'ll

George in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George's in Love Sid Saylor Univ Nov. 21 2 reels

George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George the Winner Sid Saylor - Univ Sept. 5 2 reels

Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe Oct. 312 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels

Girl "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox. 2 reels

Grabbing Grabbers Mickey Bennett C & C , . .2 reels Sept. 18

Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 24 1 reel . ... Oct. 30
Gyping Gypsies Milbum Marante ...C.&C. 2 reels

Gyping the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass Nov. 3 2 reels

Harem Knight, A Ben Turpin Pathe Nov. 7 2 reels Nov. 6
Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe Nov. 21 2 reels

Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-
tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pictures

Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-
son Ralph Maglin Vinci Pictures

His Off Day Dunham-Gallagher Educat . Nov. 7 1 reel

His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels

Hitting the Rails "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 5 1 reel

Hoboken to Hollywood Billy Bevan Pathe Sept. 5

Hold Still Cornwall-Duffy Educat Oct. 10

Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 31

Honeymoon Hospital Fox Oct. 17.

Hoot Mon Bobby Vermon Educat ... Nov. 21 . .

Horns and Orange BlossomsCharles Puffy Universal
Humdinger The Johnny Arthur Educat Oct. 10.2 reels

Hur Ben Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

In Vaudeville "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 14 1 reel

Jane's Engagement Party Wanda Wiley Univ Nov. 14.2 reels Oct.

Jane's Flirtation Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Honeymoon Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Inheritance Wanda Wiley Univ Sept. 12.2 reels

Jane's Predicament Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels .

Jane's Troubles Wanda Wiley Univ . Oct. 17 2 reels Oct.

Jellyfish. The Frank Pangbom Educat Sept. 12 . .2 reels ...

Jerry the Giant "Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10

1 reel Oct. 23
. 1 reel Oct. 30

Sept. 18

2 reels Sept. 11

2 reels

1 reel

. 2 reels Nov. 6

.2 reels
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Title

Keeping His Word
Killed by Kindness
King Bozo
King of the Kitchen, The .

Kiss Me, Kate
Kitty From Killarney
Knight Before Christmas,
The

Ko-Ko Hot After It

Ko-Ko in the Fadeway . . . .

Lafayette Where Are We? .

Lady of Lyons, N. Y., The
Last Lap, The
Last Word, The
Let George Do It (Series

of 13)
Light Wines and Bearded

Ladies
Lookout Below
Lookout Buster!
Lots of Grief
Love's Hurdle
Love's Last Laugh
Love Your Neighbor
Lyin' Tamer, The
Madame Dynamite

Star

Charles King
Distr. Rel. Date Length Rev.

Universal 2 reels
Fox 2 reels

"Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

LigeConley Fox Oct. 31 .2 reels Nov. 6
Dunham-Gallagher Educat .... Sept. 26.1 reel Oct. 3
Alice Day Pathe Dec. 19.2 reels

M. Morris- J. Luden F. B. O 2 reels

"Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel
"Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18
Shields-Arthur Fox.' 2 reels July 31
M. Morris- J. Luden F. B. O 2 reels Aug. 28
George Lewis Universal 2 reels
"Helen and Warren". Fox 2 reels

Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

.

Fox.

Making Good
Married Widow, The
Marry Month of May
Masked Mammas
Masters of Arts
McDougal Alley (Series) .

Meet the Boy Friend
Merry Kiddo, The
Midnight Follies
Mighty Smithy, The
Minute to Go, A
Missing Links
Mixed Br ides
Money Screams
Monkeys Prefer Blonds
Morning, Judge
Mother-in-Law
Motorboat, The
Movieland
Movie Struck.
My Kid
Napoleon, Jr .

Never Again
Newlyweds and Their Baby
The (Series)

Newlyweds' Neighbors

Lewis Sargent Bray Prod 2

Trimble and Dog .... Universal 2
"The Gumps" Univ Oct. 31 .2

Charles King Univ Sept. 26 .

2

McKee-Hiatt Pathe Oct. 3 2

Wise-KcKay Artclass Nov. 17.2
Shields-Luddy Fox 2
Clayton-Howell-Pat-

terson Fox 2
George Lewis Universal 2

Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2
"O.Henry" Fox 2
Billy Bevan Pathe Oct. 31 2
"O.Henry" Fox 2

Bray Prod 2
Chas. Doherty Loumay Prod
Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2
George Davis Educational
"Life Cartoon" Educat Nov. 7 . . 1

Eddie Fetherstone C.&C 2
"Life Cartoon" Educat Sept. 12 1

Wanda Wiley Universal 2

Fox 2
Bray Prod 2

Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal Sept 2
"Helen and Warren'' Fox 2

reels

reels

.

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

.

reels

reels

.

reels

.

reels

reels

reels

.

. Nov.

Oct. 16
May 15
Oct. 2

Oct. 30

Oct. 30
Oct. 30

reels

Van Bibbers" Fox
Lupino Lane ......... Educat Nov. 28
Doris Eaton C.&C
"Big Boy" Educat Sept. 5

Jerry Madden Fox Nov. 14
"The Gumps" Univ Oct. 17 .

reel

reels

reel

reels

.

reels

reels

reels

reels

.

reels

.

reels

reels

reels

Sept. 25
Sept. 25

Sept. 11

2 reels

Sept. 11
Nov. 6
Oct. 2

Newlyweds Quarantined . .

Nickel Hopper, The . .

.

Nobody Loves Me . .

Non-Skid Banana, The
Non-Stop Bride
North of 6 '•

s

Nothing to Live For. . .

Not to Be Trusted
Oh! For a Nurse
Oh! Monkey Be Good

.

Oh! Winnie Behave
Olga's Boatman
One Hour Married
On the Farm
On the Front Page
On the Jump
On Thin Ice
Open Spaces
Orphan, The
Over There
Perils of Petersboro, The
Pests
Pete's Haunted House
Pete's Party
Phoney Express, The
Pink Elephants
Please Excuse Me
Plumb Goofy
Pound Foolish
Prince and the Pyra, The .

Prodigal Bridegroom, The
Psyche and the Pskyscraper
Punches and Perfume
Radio Bug, The
Radio Controlled
Radio Mad
Raggedy Rose
Raging Tide, The
Rain and Shines
Read 'Em and Leap.

.

Relay, Tin-
Road House, The ...

Sailing Along
Sawdust Baby
School Days
School Days

Aug. 29 .2 reels

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Universal

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ Oct. 3 2

Mabel Normand Pathe 2
Chas. Puffy Univ Oct. 3 1

Charley Bowers F.B.O
Hoyt-Cameron Fox 2
Sid Smith Sava Films 2
Al Joy Ricardo Films
"Helen and Warren" Fox 2
Sid Smith Sava Films 2
"Mr. X" (Monkey) . .Bray Prod 2
Ethlvn Gibson Artclass Mar. 9 . . 2
Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 10 .1

Mabel Normand Pathe 2

Bray Prod 2
Lillian Rich Pathe . Nov. 28 2
Al Alt Rayart 2
"Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1

"Big Boy" Educat Nov. 7.

2

Al Joy Ricardo Films
Al Joy Ricardo Films 2

Alice Day Pathe Sept. 26 2
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 5.1
Cartoon" Bray Prod 2

2 reels

reels

reels

reel

June 19

Sept. 18

reels

reels

Sept. 25

reels

reels

reels

reels

.

reel .

reels

reels

reels

reels

.

reel

reels

Sept. 18

Sept. 25

Mar. 6

reels

reels

reel .

reels

.

reel

reel

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

.

reels

.

reels

.

reels

reel

reels

.

reels

reel

.

reels

.

reels

reels

reel

reels

reels

reel .

Second Hand Excuse, A . . .

Shadv Rest
She Beast, The
Shell Socked
She's My Cousin
Should Husbands Marry?
Should Husbands Pay?
Sign Them Papers
Sk.ii nit; Instructors
Smith's Landlord
Smith's Surprise .

Smith's Vacation
Smith's Visitor
Smith's Uncle
Snookum's Buggy Ride . . .

Snookum's Outing
Snookum's Playmate . . . .

Snookum's Fust Tooth
Society Architect, A
Some More Excuses
Spooky Money

Shy
Steeplechaser, The
Strictly Kosher

"Cartoon" Bray Prod 1

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 17.1
Al St. John Educat Oct. 3.2
Charles King Univ ...Nov. 7.

2

Dunham-Gallagher Educat Oct. 10 2

George Davis Educat Oct. 24 2
Charles Puffy Universal
Ben Turpin Pathe Sept. 26 2

"O.Henry" Fox 2
Bray Prod 2

Dunham Gallagher Educat Sept. 12 2
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 21 1

Laymon-Dorety Tennek Film 2
Mabel Normand Pathe Nov. 7. 2
"Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 24 1

Al St. John Bischoff 2
Alberta Vaughn F.B.O 2

George Lewis Universal 2

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 10 1

Al Alt Rayart 2
Earl McCarthy Artclass Jan. 12 2
"Aesop Fables" . Pathe Dec. 19 1

"McDougal Alley"
Kids Bray Prod 2 reels

.

Charles King Universal 2 reels

.

"The Gumps" Universal 2 reels
'

Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

.

Jimmie Adams Educat Oct. 31 2 reels
Charles King Universal 2 reels
A. Day-E. Quillan Pathe Oct. 24 2 reels

Jimmy Finlayson Pathe Sept . 5 2 reels
Earl McCarthy Artclass May 18 2 reels
"Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1 reel .

.

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Sept. 19 2 reels

.

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12.. 2 reels.
II. .in McKee Pathe 2reels.
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Oct. 17 2 reels
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Nov. 14 .2 reels
"Newlyweds" Univ Oct. 31 2 reels
"Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 1 2 reels
"Newlyweds" . Universal 2 reels
"Newlyweds" Univ Sept. 19 2 reels

Fox
Charles King Universal 2 reels

.

Al Joy Ricardo Films
Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
Lige Conley Fox 2 reels
Wise KrK.iv Artclass Sept. 15 .. 2 reels

Sept. 25
Sept. 11

Oct. 23
Nov. 6
Oct. 16

!dct." 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6

Sept. 25

Oct. 23
Sept. 25

Nov. 6

Oct. 23

Oct. 30
May 15

Oct. 23
Sept. 11

Aug. 28
Oct. 16

June 19

June 26

Title

Teacher. Teacher
Tell 'Em Nothing
Telling Whoppers
Tennis Story, The
Thanks for the Boat Ride
That's My Baby
Through Thick and Thin
Tiddly Winks
Too Much Sleep
Two Dollars, Please
Unsquirtable Pickle, The. .

Uppercuts
Vulgar Boatman, The
Vulgar Yachtsman, The
Wanderers of Wetland ....
Wanted a Bride
War Feathers
Watered Stock
Westerner, The
What Happened to Jane

(Series of 13)
What'll You Have?
What Price Pleasure?
What's Your Hurry?
When Do We Eat?
Which Is Which?
Why Argue?
Why George?
Why Pay Rent?
Wife Shy
Wild Bill

Wild Roomer, A
Winnie's Birthday
Winnie's Vacation
Wisecrackers (Series)

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Wise Quacker ,The . .

Wives and Women
. .

Working Winnie ...

Yellow Pirate, The
Yokel, The

Distr.

Educat
Pathe .

Pathe . . .

Star

Lloyd Hamilton
Charley Chase .

"Our Gang"
"Van Bibbers" Fox .

Universal
Charles Puffy Universal
"Aesop Fables" Pathe
Arthur Lake Univ ....
Arthur Lake Univ ....
Neely Edwards ... Univ
Charley Bowers F. B. O
Jack Duffy Educat
Hank Mann Sava Films
"Fat Men" F.B.O
Hank Mann Sava Films
Arthur Lake Univ . .

"Our Gang" Pathe
"Aesop Fables" Pathe
Reata Hoyt Fox

Rel. Date
Oct. 17 2

Oct. 17 .2
Dec. 19.2

2

Length

reels . . .

reels . . .

reels . . . .

reels . . .

Rev.

Oct. 23
Oct. 16

1

Nov. 7 1

Sept. 26 1

Nov. 7.1
Sept. 19 1

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

Nov. 6
Sept. 4
Oct. 23
Sept. 11

Sept. 5 2

2

2

2
Oct. 17. 1

Nov. 21. .2

Sept. 26 .

1

2

Oct. 9

Sept. 25

reels . . Sept. 11
reels

reels

reels

reel .

reels

reel

reels

Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
Charles King Universal 2 reels .... May 22
Neely Edwards Univ Nov. 29 1 reel .

Charles King Universal 2 reels
(Bronte Classic) Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Charles King Univ Oct. 10
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 3
Sid Saylor Univ Oct. 24
Wise-McKay Artclass. Mar. 23
Bobby Vernon Educat . Sept. 26
Charles Puffy Univ ... Nov. 14

F.B.O

2 reels Sept. 25
1 reel Oct. 2
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Sept. 25
1 reel Oct. 30

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass
Ethlyn Gibson Artclass
Guard-Cooke F.B.O..

Jan. 5 2 reels.

May 112 reels

.

2 reels

.

Helene Chadwick . Pathe Oct. 3 2 reels Oct. 16
Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels
CharlesPuffy Univ Sept. 12 . .1 reel
Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . Sept. 1.2 reels
"Life Cartoon" Educat Sept. 26 . 1 reel
Snub Pollard Artclass . . Nov. 24 . 2 reels

iiiiini ' inn minium niiiiiiiiMiiiiia

Short Subjects

Sept. 11

Title Distr. Rel. Date
Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to

Palestine I Pathe 1

Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) Artclass . Oct. 6 1

Alpine S. O. S Cranfield & Clarke 2
America Today ( Variety) Fox 1

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1
Animated Hair Cartoon, Issue 15 Red Seal Sept. . . 1

Annie Laurie (Song Parodyl Artclass April 13 1

Aphrodite (Novelty) Service Film 1

Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety )Fox 1

At 3.25 RedSeal Sept. 2
Austrian Alps ( Variety) Fox 1

Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2
Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama ) Hi-Mark Prod 2

Beautiful Britain C.&C ..1
Beauty and the Beach C.&C..
Beechnuts C.&C. 2
Big and Little Pathe Sept. 5 1

Birds in the Treetops Cranfield & Clarke
Blood Will Tell American Cinema
Blue Boy, The Educat Sept. 5 2
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 1 . Educat Sept. 5 .

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educat Oct. 3
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 '.

. .Educat Oct. 17.

.

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 4 Educat Nov. 14 .

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 5 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 6 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 7 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 8 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 9 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educational
Bull's Eyes (Sportlight I Pathe Sept. 19 .1

By the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune ) Red Seal 1

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 28 .

1

Castle Novelties I Series of 13) Castle Films 1

Cathedral of St. Paul's Cranfield & Clarke 1

Chronicles of America (Series of 18) Pathe 3
Churchyards of America, Issue A RedSeal Sept 1

Cliff Dwellers of America i, Variety) Fox 1

Colorado (Variety) Fox 1

Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune) Educat Sept. 1

Constantinople (Variety) Fox ...... 1

Curiosities—The Movie Side Show iSeries) Educational 1

Dangerous Game, A ' Mustang
I

Universal 2

Dark Horse, A (Donoghue Racing Drama I.Hi-Mark Prod 2

Diver, The ( Nature Special) Bray Prod 1

Dog's Way, A (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield Oct. 1 2

Durable Souls (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 31 1

Family Album, The Sketch B:x>k i Pathe . Sept. 5 1

Fangs of Vengeance 'Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield . Sept. 12
Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1

Fi^ht um Marine, The (Serial! Pathe ... Sept. 12 10
Fighting Strain. The (Mustang) Universal Dec. 4.2
Fighting With Buffalo Bill (Serial) Universal Aug. 29.10
Figure; of Fancy (Hodge Podge) Educational Oct. 24 1

Film Facts (Series) Red Seal 1

Film Reporter. The (Series of 131 Red Seal 1

Film Reporter, The, Issue A RedSeal Sept 1

Fire Fighters, The (Serial) Universal 10
Florida Pastel Cranfield & Clarke
Frontier Post. A i Variety i Fox 1

Fugitive Futurist (Novelty) Cranfield & Clarke . . 1

Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Gems of the Screen ( Series) Red Seal 1

Giggles (Novelty Series) Tennek Film 1

Glimpses of Switzerland Cranfield & Clarke
God's Country Cranfield & Clarke 2

Length Rev.

reel Sept. 25
reel

reels

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reels

reel

reels

reels

reel

reels

reel Sept. 11

reels Sept. 11

Oct. 2

Sept. 11
Oct. 30

reel

reel

reel

reel Sept. 18
reels

reel Sept. 18
reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reels

reels

reel Nov. 6
reels

reel Oct. 30
reel

reels
reel Sept. 4
episodes . Sept. 11
reels

episodes Oct. 16
reel

reel

reel

reel

episodes

reel

reel.

reel

reel

reels



November 13, 19 2 6 1889

Distr. Rel. Date Length ReTitle

Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Golden Stallion, The (Serial) Nat Levine 10 episodes
Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Guess Who (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass Oct. 27.1 reel
Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass Dec. 29 1 reel
Guess Who, No. 3 Artclass Mar. 2 1 reel
Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass May 4 . . 1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal 1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal 1 reel
Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing
Drama) ....'. Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Heavenly Bodies
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Her First Night in a Beauty Parlor Arthur J. Lamb 2 reels

Hero Land (Color Novelty) . Service Film . . , 1 reel "...

Heroes of the Sea Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel

His Pal (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield 2 reels
Hitting the Bull's-Eye Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25
Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film 1 reel

Honeymoon Cruises Tennek Film 1 reel
Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 14.1 reel

House Without a Key, The (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes
Housing Problem, The Bray Prod 1 reel Oct. 23
How I Hate to Get Up (Song Parody) Artclass Feb. 9.1 reel
If a Picture Tells a Story C. & C Sept 1 reel
Inland Voyage, An (Variety) Fox 1 reel
International Detective Stories (Series) . Tennek Film 2 reels
It Can Happen to You ( Scandal of America) Artclass Oct. 20 1 reel
Jewels of Venus
Jim Hood's Ghost (Mustang) Universal Aug. 29 2 reels Sept. 11
Joseph the Ruler (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Sept. 26 . . 1 reel
Journey of the Israelites, The (Pilgrimage

to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 10. .1 reel
Jungle Heroine, A Chesterfield 2 reels

Jungle Mystery Sava Films 2 reels
Jungle Round-Up, A M-G-M Oct. 9
Jungle Secrets Sava Films
Jungle Tragedy, A Chesterfield 2 reels
Keeping 'Em Guessing (Series) .Ked Seal 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, No. 1 Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, No. 2 Red Seal 1 reel
Key-Hole Cruise, A (Hodge Podge) Educational . Nov. 28 1 reel
Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) Red Seal 1 reel ....
Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film 1 reel

.

Last Man, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Law of the North (Mustang) Universal Oct. 3 2 reels Sept. 18
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Strikes ( Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Wins (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightning Hutch (Serial) Arrow Film
Literary Digest (Series) Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Lion's Mate, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty) Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Lone Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 14 2 reels Oct. 30
Lost Arrow, The (Scenic and Narrative) Castle Films Oct. 15. 1 reel Oct. 16
Love Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Making of a King (Prince of Wales) Cranfield & Clarke 2 reels
Man's Size Pet, A (Turtle Western) Universal Oct. 17. .2 reels Oct. 9
Margie ( Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel
Maryland, My Maryland (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Marvels of Motion, Issue M Red Seal Sept. .1 reel
Marvels of Motion (Series) Red Seal 1 reel .'.'.'.'

Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A (Hodge
Podge) Educational Sept. 19 . . 1 reel ... . Oct. 16

Modern Venus, The Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Mona Lisa, The Educational Oct. 17.2 reels ....
More Ways Than One (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 17.1 reel Oct. 16
Mother O' Mine Cranfield & Clarke 1 reel
Mount Sinai (Pilgrimage to Palestine) . . Pathe Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Oct. 23
Movie Struck C. & C Oct 2 reels
My Lady's Stockings (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Night Prowler, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass 1 reel
Nuremberg the Toy City (Sketch Book). Pathe Oct. 31 . 1 reel . . Oct. 30
Old Black Joe (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal 1 reel July 10
On Guard (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes .

.

On With the Dance Castle Films . . . Nov. 5.1 reel
Out of the Inkwell (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Overnight From Paris (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Pack up Your Troubles (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal 1 reel .

.

Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe .1 reel

. 1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel

1 reel

lreel
1 reel

1 reel Oct. 23
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe Sept. 5
Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe Sept. 12
Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe Sept. 19
Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe Sept. 26
Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe Oct. 3
Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe Oct. 10 .

Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe Oct. 17.
Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe Oct. 24 .

Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe Oct. 31
Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe . Nov. 7
Pathe Review, No. 46 Pathe Nov. 14
PatheReview, No. 47 Pathe . Nov. 21
Pathe Review, No. 48 Pathe Nov. 28
Pathe Review, No. 49 Pathe. Dec. 5 .

Pathe Review, No. 50 Pathe . . Dec. 12 .

Pathe Review, No. 51 Pathe Dec. 19
Payroll Holdup, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass April 27 . . _

Pilgrimages to Palestine (Series) Universal 1 reel

.

Pinnacle Rider, The (Mustang) Universal .... Oct. 24 2 reels Oct. 16
Pioneer Blood (Mustang) Universal Oct. 31 .2 reels Oct. 16
Piperock Goes Wild (Tuttle Western) Universal Sept. 19.2 reels
Popular Song Parodies (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Pup]s Tale, A (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 23
Radio Personalities (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass Sept. 29 . . 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 11 reel .

Radio Personalities, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 2.1 reel . .

Radio Personalities, Vol. D Artclass April 6 1 reel
Rambling in Old Japan Cranfield & Clarke
Reelviews (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal Sept 1 reel . .

Restless Race, The (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 3.1 reel Oct. 16
Return of the Riddle Rider, The (Serial) . . . Universal 10 episodes
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ridge, The (Donoghue Racing Drama) . . . Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1 reel Oct. 9
Rose of Monterey Castle Films Nov. 15.1 reel
Rushing Waters Cranfield & Clarke
Saddle Tramp, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 26 2 reels

Title Distr. Rel. Date
Scandal of America (Series) Artclass 1

Scotty of the Scouts (Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports (Series) Artclass 1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. A Artclass Oct. 13. .1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 15 . . 1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 16 . . 1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. D Artclass April 20.1
Screen Snapshots (Series) Columbia 1

Searchlight (Series) Red Seal 1

Searchlight, Issue M Red Seal Sept 1

Seas of the World Red Seal
Shadowland Cranfield & Clarke 1

Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2
Sheik of Araby, The (Song Parody) Artclass Dec. 8 . . 1

Shoot 'Em Up, Kid (Mustang) Universal Sept. 5.2
Short Shots (Series of 26) Castle Films 1

Length

reel

Rev.

reel.

reel

reel.

reel.

reel

.

reel.

reel

reel

Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films . Oct. 1.1
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films. . Oct. 15. .1

Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films . . Oct. 29 1

Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films Nov. 12.1
Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films . Nov. 26.1
Show Cowpuncher, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 7.2
Silent Flyer, The (Serial) Universal 10
Sin Cranfield & Clarke 2
Sketch Book (Series) Pathe 1
Skenographs (Series) Cranfield & Clarke
Sky Skidder, The (Serial) Bischoff 10
Snowed In (Serial) . Pathe 10
Songs of Yesterday Cranfield & Clarke 1

So This Is America (Travelogue) Castle Films . Oct. 22.1
So This Is Berlin (Travelogue) Castle Films Oct. 19 . . 1

So This Is Europe (Travelogue) Castle Films. Oct. 8 1

Spanish Holiday, A (Variety) Fox 1

Sportsman's Dream Cranfield & Clarke
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man (Scandal of America) Artclass 1

St. Pauls Cranfield & Clarke 1

Table Manners Bray Prod 2

Teaching Table Manners Via Films Red Seal 1

Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films 2
Then and Now (Curiosity) Educational . . . Nov. 7 . . 1

Trails of the Gods C.&C Sept 1

Trail of the North Wind Cranfield & Clarke 2

Transportation (Novelty Magazine) Bray Prod 1

Travels in Toyland (Variety) Fox 1

Tripping the Rhine ( Sketch Book) Pathe Nov. 28 . 1

Tulip Land Cranfield & Clarke 1

Under Colorado Skies (Variety) Fox 1

Unexpected Visitor (Scandal of America) Artclass Feb. 23 . . 1

Valiant Skipper, The Cranfield & Clarke 2

Vanishing Millions (Serial) Sierra Pictures 15
Velocity (Novelty) Bray Prod 2

Whatnots (Curiosity) Educational Oct. 3 . . 1

When BonitaRode (Mustang) Universal Oct. 10 . 2

When Oscar Went Wild (Mustang) Universal 2

Where the Silver River Gleams Cranfield & Clarke 1

Whirlwind Driver, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 12.2
Whirlwinds (Series) F. B. O
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Universal 10
Who Is Safe? (Scandal of America) Artclass Dec. 22.1
Wire Tigers, The Chesterfield 2

Wonder Book Series Short Film 1

Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexico

reel

reels. . . .

reel

reels

reel . ...

reel
reel

reel

reel

reel

reels ....

episodes

.

reels ....
reel

Sept. 18

Aug. 28

Oct. 16
Oct. 30

Oct. 23

episodes,
episodes

.

reel

reel

reel

reel ..'....

reel

June 26

Oct. 16

Oct. 16

reel

reel

reels ...

reel

reels ....

reel

reel

reels ....
reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reels

episodes

.

reels

reel

reels

reels

reel

reels . . .

Sept. 25

Oct. 23
Oct. 9
Sept. 25

Sept. 18

episodes

.

reel

reels

reel

Coming- Attractions

-Feature Star Distributed by
Ace High Hoot Gibson ........ Universal

Length Reviewed

Advice to Lovers Bebe Daniels Paramount
Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
Afraid to Love Florence Vidor Columbia
After All Norma Shearer M-G-M
Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon Jean Hershott Universal
Alonzo, the Armless Lon Chaney M-G-M
Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
American Tragedy, An Paramount
An Angel Passes Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox •

Anna Karenina Lillian Gish M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lillian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat, The Famous Attractions
Arizona Bound Paramount
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F. B. O
Arizona Whirlwind, The . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C. Grifnth-T. Moore . First National
Atlantis First National
Auctioneer, The George Sidney Fox
Avenger, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Back Slapper, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Back to Nature Richard Dix Paramount
Bad Lands Paramount
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick
Bandit Buster, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Barbed Wise P. Negri-C. Brook . .Paramount
Bargain Bfroe, The Mary Philbin Universal
Barriers of Fire Monte Blue Warner Bros
BeauGeste Special Cast Paramount 10 reels Sept. 11

Beauty Special Cast . M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky United Artists
Bed and Board Doris Kenyon First National
Behind the Lines Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Cast M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue, The John Barrymore United Artists
Ben-Hur Special Cast M-G-M 12000 feet. Jan. 16
Bertha, the Sewing Machine

Girl Madge Bellamy Fox
Better 'Ole, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros 9 reels Oct. 2

Beware of Widows La Plante-T. Moore. Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George O'Hara F B. O
Big Gun, The George Lewis Universal
Big Parade, The John Gilbert M-G-M 12550 feet. Nov. 28
Bill of Sale, The Arthur J. Lamb
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
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urc Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Birds of Prey Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples Monte Blue Warner Bros
Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Black Ivory Warner Bros
Black Tears Gorman Pictures
Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Pathe
Border Thunderbolt, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Border Whirlwind, The Bob Custer F. BO
Born Lucky Raymond Griffith Paramount
Branded . . . Bob Custer F. B. O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The First National
California T. McCoy-A. Pringle M-G-M
Callahans and the Murphys,
The M-G-M

Call in the Night, A Truart 5000 feet

Camille Pola Negri Paramount
Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast Sterling Pict
Captain Salvation M-G-M
Captain's Courage, A R. Holt-D. Dwan . Rayart
Casey at the Bat W. Beery-R. Hatton Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The . . . Jean Hersholt Universal
Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Chains Bennett-Colman United Artists

Champagne Lya de Putti Paramount
Charity Ball, The M-G-M
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge Universal
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald Denny Universal
Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson Universal
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Children of Divorce Paramount
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast M-G-M

Circus, The Charles Chaplin United Artists

City of Shadows, The F.B.O
Climbers, The Irene Rich Warner Bros
Closed Gates Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Clown, The Columbia Pictures
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris, The Asher-Small
College Widows Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Coney Island Special Cast M-G-M
Confession Pola Negri Paramount
Confessions of a Bachelor Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Flapper v Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Divorcee Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Widow Assoc. Exhib
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Cossacks, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Country Doctor, The Faye-R. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Cow Punching for Cupid . . Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cradle Snatchers, The Fox
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer F. B. O
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana Universal
Crazy Fool, The M-G-M
Crisis, The Special Cast M-G-M
Crooks Tours George O'Hara F.B.O
Cross-Eyed Captain, The Paramount
Cruel Truth, The Sterling Pictures
Cruise of Jasper B, The Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . First National
Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Dangerous Friends T. R. Barnes-M. Gay Sterling Pictures
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak Lee-Bradford
Dangers of Working Girls Lumas
Daring Venus, The First National
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Darling of the Gods, The Special Cast United Artists
Day of Souls, The Gilbert-Adoree M-G-M
Dead Command, The Special Cast M-G-M
Dearie L. Fazenda Warner Bros
Desert Valley Buck Jones Fox
Desert Whirlwind, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Detour Prod. Dist. Corp
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor Fox
Devil's Partner, The Truart 5000 feet
Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray M-G-M
Dixie Universal
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino F. B. O

Don Juan John Barrymore Warner Bros 10 reels Aug. 2

1

Don Mike Fred Thomson F. B. O
Don't Tell the Wife Irene Rich Warner Bros
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer F.B.O

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Down the Strct ch Agnew-Nixon Universal
Driven From Home Chadwick
Drivin' Mad American Cinema
Duke of Black Butte, The . . Fred Humes Universal
Eager Lips Chadwick
Eden's Fruit Famous Attractions
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount
Exclusive Rights Famous Attractions
Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists
False Hopes Gorman Pictures ^
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib '

Fashions for Women ....... Esther Ralston Paramount
ind Furious Reginald Denny Universal .

.

".

Fast Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet
Fighting Don, The Richard Talmadge . Universal. .

rig Foundling, The . . Jack Hoxie Universal
Fighting Love, A Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp
Fight uit; Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
Fighting Ranger, The Bob Custer F. B. O...
.Fingerprints L. Fazenda- J. MurrayWamcr Bros
Finnegan'sBall Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt Assoc. Exhib
Fla lung Fangs Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flash in the Night A American Cinema
Flash K'd, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The . J. Gilbert -G. Garbo M-G-M
Flving Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib

tin 'iinns Universal

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod
For Ladies Only Columbia Pictures ...
For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal 7560 feet Oct. 30

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
Fresh Air Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice Victor McLagen Fox
Fullback, The Fox
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn . F. B. O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . . Special Cast M-G-M
Galloping Thunder Tom Tyler F. B. O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists
Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The Fazenda-Louis Warner Bros
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists
Get Off the Earth Raymond Griffith. . . Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F.B.O
Getting Gertie's Garter . Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge F.B.O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures
Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Girl Who Smiles, The Columbia Pictures
Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Moran-de Putti-M'ul-
hall-Collier, Jr Paramount

God's Great Wilderness American Cinema
Going! Going! Gone! George O'Hara F.B.O
Gold C. Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla Hunt, The Special Cast F.B.O 8 reels June 26
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Great Galeoto, The Novarro-Terry M-G-M
Greatest Show on Earth ... Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Barton Bob Custer F.B.O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan Prod. Dist. Corp
Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Head of the House of Coombe,
The First National

Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Heart of a Cowboy, The .... Bob Custer F.B.O
Heart of Maryland, The .... Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Held by the Law M. De La Motte Universal
Hello Bill F.B.O
Hell's Kitchen First National
Help! Fire! Police! Universal
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard F.B.O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
His Dog Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
His First Flame Harry Langdon Pathe
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F.B.O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Hotel Imperial Pola Negri Paramount
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Husband Hunters Tiffany
I Can Do It Special Cast M-G-M
I'll Tell the World Olmstead-Arthur . M-G-M
Impostor, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
In His Arms Special Cast M-G-M
In the First Degree Sterling Pict
Irish Eyes George O'Hara F. B. O
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

Isle of Life, The Stone-Kenyon First National
IaZat So? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow Paramount
It Could Have Happened . . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F. B. O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jessel Warner Bros
Jerry Set ties Down Tom Tyler v F. B. O
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair . Prod. Dist. Corp
Jocelyn's Wife Pauline Frederick . Tiffany
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith

Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F.B.O
King of Kings, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Kiss in the Taxi, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Knockout Riley Richard Dix Paramount
Ladies Must Love Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The Florence Nightingale Prod
Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Last of Mrs. Chcyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Last Outlaw, The Paramount
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet

Les Miserables (in 2 parts) Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal
Life of an Actress Chadwick
Life of a Woman Tiffany 6500 feet

Lightning Chaser, The George O'Hara F.B.O
Lightnin' Lariats Tom Tyler F. B. O

!
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Feature • Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Lightning Express, The Columbia Pictures
Limehouse Lou Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Little Adventuress, The ... Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Long Loop of the Pecos,
The Leo Maloney Pathe

Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal
Lord Hokum E. E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Love in a Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Love o' Women Blanche Sweet Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox

4
Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National _ .•

Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Picta
Mad Girl of Moscow, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Magic Garden, The F. B. O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man Bait Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Manon Lescaut John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Paramount
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Married Alive Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Mask and the Face, The . . Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Masquerade Bandit, The.. .Tom Tyler F. B. O
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
McFadden's Flats Murray-Conklin First National
Memories Ramon Novarro .... M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch .True Story Pictures . . 5900 feet

Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Millionaires G. Sidney-L. Fazenda Warner Bros »

Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Missing Link, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M •

Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . . .R. Ince-D. Revier. . . .Columbia
Monkey Talks, The Bellamy-Lowe-J.

Trevor Fox
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National
Mother Belle Bennett F. B. O
Mountain Eagle Nita Naldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet
Mountains of Manhattan ". Lumas
Music Master, The Fox
Mysterious Island Special Cast M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest, The Pauline Frederick . Excellent Pictures. . . . 7000 feet
New Morals Lya de Putti Paramount
New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-

lor Paramount
Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Night Bride, The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart 5000 feet
Noah's Ark Special Cast Warner Bros
Nobody's Widow L. Joy-C. Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
No Control P. Haver-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Nocturne Special Cast M-G-M
North of Nome Special Cast Arrow 5491 feet
No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R.Hughes-G.Gray.. Lee-Bradford 5141 feet
Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels Aug. 2

1

Oh! What a Night Sterling Pictures
Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides Special Cast Paramount
One Hour of Love Jacqueline Logan . . Tiffany
One Increasing Purpose .... Lowe-Rubens Fox
Open Book Special Cast M-G-M
Ou, La! La! Alberta Vaughn . . . F. B.O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt ... Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins First National
Out ofthe West Tom Tyler F.B.O
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Con)
Paradise for Two Dix-Bronson-Ber-

anger Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod . Dist. Corp
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill First National
Perfect Fool, The Ed. Wynn Paramount
Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists
Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount
Power of the Weak, The Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet
Price of Honor, The Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tem Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Prisoners First National
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Quality Street M-G-M
Quicksands Richard Dix Paramount
Racing Blood R.Agnew-A.Cornwall Lumas Film
Raging Seas Tiffany
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall .... Assoc. Exhib
Red Hot Hoofs Tom Tyler F.B.O
Red Signals Sterling Pictures
Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Regular Scout, A Fred Thomson F. B. O
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp

Remember Special Cast Columbia Pictures
Resurrection United Artists
Return of a Soldier Special Cast M-G-M

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt . . Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Rider of the Plains Tim McCoy M-G-M
Riders of the Wind First National
Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet . .

Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F. B. O
Rip Roaring Rider, The Buddy Roosevelt ... Assoc. Exhib
Rise and Fall of Jesse James J. S. Woody
River, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F.B.O
Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason F.B.O
Rough House Rosie Clara Bow Paramount
Royal Romance G. O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Rubber Tires B. Love-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Runaway Enchantress, The.Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust Special Cast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Salvation Jane Viola Dana F.B.O
Scarlet Letter, The Lillian Gish M-G-M 9000 feet . Aug. 21
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn ... .F.B.O
See You Later Douglas MacLean Paramount
Sensation Seekers, The . B. Dove-H. Gordon Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast . .

.

'. Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven Special Cast Fox
Seward's Folly Special Cast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions
Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
She's My Baby Ginsberg-Kann
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions
Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The . B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures ...
Silent Avenger, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald . . . M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Silk Goudal-Schildkruat Prod. Dist. Corp
Silk Hat Cowboy, The Tom Mix Fox
Silver Shield, The Thomas Meighan . Paramount
Simple Sis Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas
Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge . . . Universal
Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Snowbound Tiffany
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora.Ken Maynard . . First National
Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount Oct. 23
Span of Life, The Lon Chaney M-G-M
Special Delivery Eddie Cantor Paramount
Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Speedy Eddy Devore-Horton Assor. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F. B. O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stark Love Special Cast Paramount
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National
Strange Bedfellows M-G-M
Stronger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions
Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Summer Bachelors M. Moore-Bellamy . . Fox
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Barbara Bedford Chadwick
Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port . W. C. Fields Paramount
Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffany 6500 feet

Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F.B.O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Haines M-G-M
Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Ten Modern Command-
ments Esther Ralston Paramount

Their Second Honeymoon . Special Cast M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F.B.O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass True Story Pictures .6100 feet

Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men, The Emil Jannings E. M. Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger (Dog) F.B.O
Tidy Toreador, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Timid Terror, The GeorgeO'Hara F. B. O
Tip Toes D. Gish-W. Rogers . . Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Tongues of Scandal Sterling Pict
Top of the World, The Tiffany
Tornado Jones Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F. B. O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K. Dane-P. Starke M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet

True Blood Fred Humes Universal
Turkish Delight Prod. Dist. Corp
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert " M-G-M
Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F. B. O
Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Uneasy Payments Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Unknown Treasures Agnew-Hulette Sterling Pict
Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox
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Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Valencia Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald M-G-M
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Vanity . . Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp
Vengeance of Durand, The Irene Rich Warner Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch True Story Pictures 5700 feet
Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter at the Ritz, The R. Griffith A. Day Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier . Columbia Pictures
Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures
War Birds M-G-M
War of the Worlds Paramount
War Paint Tim McCoy M-G-M
Way of an Eagle. The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The von Stroheim Paramount
Wedlock Lowe-Perry-Living-

ston Fox
West of Broadway Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller . . . Warner Bros

What Happened to Father Sydney-Gordon Warner Bros
What Price Glory? Special Cast Fox
What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

While London Sleeps Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
White Chief, The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Feature Star Distributed by t Length Reviewed
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels Special Cast Warner Bros
White Gold Jetta Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M *

White Slave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount
Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Wife, The Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Wild Geese Tiffany
Wind, The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Wings C. Bow-C. Farrell . . . .Paramount 12 reels
Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Winning Spirit, The Raymond Ganly Paramount
With Their Eyes Open, Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue Warner Bros

» Wolves of the Air Sterling Pictures
Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson United Artists

Woman Who Did Not Care Gotham
Women and Wives M-G-M
Women Love Diamonds M-G-M
World at Her Feet, The Florence Vidor Paramount
World's Illusion, The M-G-M
World Struggle for Oil, The Special Cast Pathe 5 reels

.

Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions
Wreck, The Columbia Pictures
Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F. B.O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The . . Jean Hersholt Universal
Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Yoke, The Special Cast Warner Bros
Your Brother and Mine American Cinema
You Too Special Cast M-G-M

NewspaperOpinionsonNewPict

"Blue Eagle" — Fox, Keith's
105th Street Theatre and the

Hippodrome, Cleveland

Plain Dealer: "Here is a tale of

the sea that is frequently exciting

and never dull. For colorful, stir-

ring action, 'The Blut Eagle' stands
above the average. The scenes on
board the U.S. warship California
are particularly interesting and re-

alistic. . . . George O'Brien is ex-
cellent. Entertaining picture."

"Marriage License?" — Fox,
Palace. Cleveland

Plain Dealer: "Every now and
then a director repeats, or nearly

repeats some unusually good work.
Frank I'.orzage, who directed 'Hu-
moresque,' also made this picture.

And a great deal of the same qual-

ity which distinguished 'Humor-
esque' is found in 'Marriage Li-

cense ?'
, . . It is an intensely

emotional story. Alma Rubens does
her best work. Recommended."

"The Family Uostairs"—Fox,
Academy of Music, New York
Christian Science Monitor: "An

amusing and well-considered pic-

turization of the ructions and rhap-
sodies of a heavily-handicapped
family. . . . Mr. Blystone has tak-

en the original material of the play
and shaped it into picture form
with remarkable success. . . . Vir-
ginia plays her part with fine feel-

ing. . . . The titles . . . are

amusingly injected into the picture

and are hound to keep any audience
in a ripple of laughter. ... It

has a large element of appeal for

the average mo1 and should
make the rounds of the theatres

with much succi

"3 Bad Men"— Fox, Palace,
Calgary, Alberta

Herald "Stupendi m i Films in '3

I ;.i'l Mm' I I il'IiK Recommended
as Exceptional Entertainment— It

iqual man of th< inten e moments
of the n cognized screen i

'

.•mil will, ii" doubt, take its place

with them. The feature is sup-
to be a companion picture

to I he Iron I lorse,' but in tin

humble opinion, it is a far betti i

attraction, not only from the stand-
point of production, but in the mat-
ter of plot, locale and direction

. . . the cast is very good."

November bulletin of National
Catholic Welfare Council. "The
Fox company presents another
worthwhile picture in '3 Bad Men.'
... In the filming of which, one
of the biggest and finest scenes ever
taken is shown. . . . The land
rush is well filmed and is bound to

leave a lasting impression. '3 Bad
Men,' however, has more than
scenery to offer. Tom Santschi, J.
Farrell MacDonald and Frank
Campeau in the title roles are a
treat in themselves. '3 Bad Men,'
with its many fine scenes, story
and comedy touches, has something
that will appeal to young and old

alike."

"The Magician" — Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, Loew's State,

Los Angeles

News: "Rex Ingram once again
demonstrates that his is a consist-

ently good director of motion pic-

tures. There are so many directors

who are 'in-and-outers,' that is,

who make one poor picture to one
good one,—that 'The Magician,'
which opened at the State, can safe-

ly be compared with the finest work
Ingram has done, and he has made
some excellent pictures. 'The Ma-
gician' holds the interest of the
audience from start to finish. It

is evenly, smoothly told. The story

. . . is intriguing. Ingram does
some masterly work in bringing
out this theme."

Herald: "A film packed with
thrills—'The Magician,' a Rex En-

gram production adapted from W.
Somerset Maugham's success.

Alice Terry, as the heroine, does
some of the best work of her screen

career. The plot concerns a man
who secures, through crooked
mean-, a formula which is sup-
posed to ha\ e the efrecl of creating

life, and after months of work, he

reaches (lie climax of his formula,
which calls for the life of a beau
tiful woman. Thrills galore . . .

The directing is excellent. . . .

Vow and then, last evening, one

could hear a gasp and then a sigh

of relief."

Express: "Rex Ingram's latest

triumph, 'The Magician,' provides

an excursion into a land of fan-

tasy, adventure and hectic romance.
Paul Wegener, who was also seen
in 'The Golem,' is the magician,
Oliver Haddo, and he conveys with
fearsome mien the sinister terror

of this character. Ivan Petrovitch
as the doctor- lover is the matinee-
idol type."

Record: "An amazing photo-
play. There are splendid effects in

this unusual piece of filmcraft, and
the sinister note which prevails in

every sequence is impressive in the

extreme. 'The Magician' marks the

second American appearance of

Paul Wegener, whose work in

'The Golem,' established him as one
of the most interesting of Euro-
pean actors. Alice Terry, perhaps
the loveliest woman in motion pic-

tures, is pictorially pleasing, even
exquisite, as the erirl."

Examiner: "Fascinatingly grew-
some."

"The Lily"—Fox, Fox Olympic,
Pittsburgh

Sun: An intensely dramatic
story with a glittering cast. This
gripping stage success of David
Belasco's is even more powerful
on the screen. There is a strong

love interest which brings about

some of the most dramatic situa-

tions ever recorded by a camera."

"The Black Pirate"—United
Artists, Marivaux Theatre,

Paris
Journal: "Douglas Fairbanks

puts all of his brilliant and spar-

kling personality in the character-

ization of the bold but altogether

appealing pirate in his new produc-
tion. 'The Black Pirate.' He
brings to the stirring story a con-

viction of reality which makes one
live again in the days when pi-

rates roamed the .seas."

Echo </.' Paris: "After his great
productions of 'Robin Hood,' 'The
Tin: f of Bagdad,' 'Don Q, Son of

Zorro,' Douglas Fairbanks now
shows us 'The Black Pirate,' a
picture worthy of even surpassing

the success of his previous films.

Douglas Fairbanks for seven or
eight years has maintained his

unique place as the idol of an
immense public—a romantic per-

sonality of the screen loved by all

the world. Once again, Douglas
Fairbanks uses all his arts to make
'The Black Pirate' one of the finest

achievements that has thus far been
reached in motion pictures."

Petit Journal: "Among the
many wonderful and startlingly

beautiful scenes of 'The Black Pi-

rate' perhaps the most impressive
is the attack on a pirate ship by
a company of soldiers swimming
under the surface of the sea to

cover their approach."
Paris Midi: "The romantic na-

ture of the story of 'The Black
Pirate' furnishes Douglas Fair-

banks with material which he has
visualized with a master-hand in

scenes of magnificent beauty. It

may truly be said that 'The Black
Pirate' marks a new epoch in the

art of motion pictures."

Matin: "Douglas Fairbanks has
entertained us with so many char-

acters of romance that we have
come to feel that he is the incar-

nation of heroes of other days. In

'The Black Pirate' he shows us

another type no less interesting

than the others and surrounded
with a splendid production the

magnificence of which has never

been surpassed."

"My Official Wife"—Warner
Bros., Uptown Theatre,

Los Angeles
Record: "'My Official Wife.'

co-starring Irene Rich and Conway
Tearle. is now enjoying tremen-
dous popularity during its world
premiere showing at the Uptown
Theatre. These two great emo-
tional lovers have been brought
together in a story divinely suited

to them."
Illustrated News: "It was its

first showing anywhere and judging
from the reception it received, the

Warner Brothers who made it will

have plenty of cigarets and gaso-

line to burn this winter. And
neither Miss R'ch nor Tearle will

lose the affection of any of the

hordes who worship at their

shrine."
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STUDIO. RADIO STATION WHT
Wrigley Building, Chicago

ftnw which Organ Ret rials on a Kilgen are broadcasted each evening

This Kilgen Organ
has brought more than

100,000 Letters of Praise
SO deep an impression has this now nation-fa-

mous Kilgen Pipe Organ made on the American
radio audience that more than 100,000 men and

women have written letters praising it.

Nine out of every ten letters of program approval
received by Station WHT comment on the tone

beauty of the Kilgen recitals each evening. Here
then is a vast army of motion-picture goers who know
and appreciate the organ that has become recog-

nized as "The Voice of the Silent Drama."

Theatre owners who realize the value of associating

public approval with quality of performance will

find the solution of their music problem in The Kil-

gen. Announcement that a Kilgen will be installed

in your theatre will be favorahly'^eceived by your
townsmen who know the Kilgen.

|

When its golden
chords are loosed, then will come the same type of

approval that has made the program of WHT so

popular.

Let us tell you how a Kilgen Wonder Organ can be

built to fit your theatre and your pocketbook, too.

(iro. SCUimt Sc ^nn, 3nr.
Sutlbrrs

ir (Organs

ST, LOUIS

p\ jj^agJiifirrr/fli^*#*
THE VOICE OF THE SILENT DRAMA
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'Ptfc^ Tot<r House!

Plaster the town with posters

when you put on: ^Michael
Strogoff" and you'll pack your

house. They're "knockouts".

Everyone who sees the posters

is a possible seat buyer.

Universal knows that Morgan
Posters get the crowds.

Look for "Morgan Imprint'

It means big crowds.

Q^jjfiwj^-fl/t/l LP)

Qeneral Office. Cleveland, Ohio

Plants Cleveland New York City Elmhurst. long Island
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Reg. U. S. Patent Office

FOR YOUR
INFORMATION!

— this is important I

EXHIBITORS who have dated in

"TIN HATS" the sensational comedy

SHOULD be sure to keep

ADDITIONAL time open for

EXTENDED RUNS!
*TIN HATS" was previewed in Hollywood this week
AND is the talk of the movie colony

EXHIBITORS took our advice to keep time open

FOR u
Bardelys"

NOW in its 2nd week, Capitol, N. Y.

AND playing its 6th week, Carthay Circle, L. A.

YOU get the BIG ONES for BIG RUNS from

METRO -GOLDWYN - MAYER
as secor.d class

I. XXXIV No. 21

Los Angeles

under act of March S, 1879

Published Weekly—$3.oo a Year

New York

t Office at New York, N.Y.,

PRIC CENii

Chicago
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Trumbull
controlite

-y

A COMBINED SWITCHBOARD AND DIMMER BANK
-\ TRADE I

"circlet"

Thanks to "Controlite"

MARK )~— -^>

EVERY theatre may secure the

finest lighting effects. "Con^
trolite" provides at low cost the

same convenient arrangement for-

merly obtainable only with expen-

sive remote control boards— but

without their complication and

high maintenance.

It is the ideal equipment for all but

the very largest auditoriums. No-
tice these features of"Controlite":

"Controlih" in Arcade Theatre, St. Charles, III.

1. Its arrangement is simple and

straightforward.

2. It is of integral unit construction.

Changes in circuits can be easily

made when necessary.

3. It is a safety dead-front board, of

finished and pleasing appearance.

Trumbull mi itch i and 1 1 ard Leonard "I 'itrohm"

continuous d ,", dimmers insurecomplete reliability.

Specify 1 rumbull
'

' Controlite

"Controlite"

in Garde theatre, N W I ondon, Conn. The Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co.
Plainvillc, Conn.

7d.ir.-3

NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINNATI PHILADELPHIA BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
114 Liberty St. 2001 W. Pershing Road 3 14 Temple Bar Bldg. JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 595 Mission St.



PARAMOUNT'5 FALLPRODUC I

HICHARD DIX
with ESTHER RALSTON Directed by FRED NEWMEYER,^ Story by W.O.M?Geehan and William Slavens MsNutt *** Adaptation by Ray Harris *

The uarterback //



CONTINUES TRIUMPHANT

allace Beery and
^J3i fl I'
AN EDWARD SUTHERLAND PRODUCTION
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TRADE .X. .J MARK

/'

Famous Players-LaskyCord
AOOLPH ZUKOO PRESIDENT

^0

JttCWtt>/i

Raymond Hatton
* ?«d

riginal story byMonty Bricc - Screen play bvJohnMcIVrmntt p*- %?f*fe

i
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Now you know what real

profits are — Warner

Winners are the year's

biggest money - makers.

New records, bigger

profits everywhere with

"ACROSS THE PA-

CIFIC", "MY OFFI-

CIAL WIFE" and

"PRIVATE IZZY
MURPHY", with these

two great ones ready to

keep up the good work!



Look around at the big

money Warner Winners

are getting— look ahead

at the great money-

getters on the way. For

example, "THE THIRD
DEGREE", starring

Dolores Costello, the

greatest screen find of a

decade. You cannot

afford to miss this or any

other Warner Winner.



^4 riot,

a scream,

a shriek and
a wow.

»

That's What Exhibitors Herald

Says About

LLOYD HAMILTON
44

«•

11in ** ****** * * «*%<» ^
Any comedy that merits this description must be sure-firef

\

at the box-office if you advertise it.
.

(Review from Exhibitors Herald):

It's the first of the new

HAM I LTONCOMEDIES ^1

(T -Shiioccvticmcbt ictuAAA-)

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

f\
Member, Motion Picture Producers and

» Distributors of America, Inc.,

I Will H. Hays, President.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

President '—

For foreign rights address Far East Film
Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue,' New

York, N. Y.

^tflMa

"JOLLY TARS" *»

Q
k/AME DAY, same theatre (Orpheum,
Chicago). Audience reaction—uproarious.

Lloyd Hamilton has made a flock of

funny comedies. This one is faster and,

perhaps in part because of that reason,

funnier than any of his others. This is a

riot, a scream, a shriek and a wow.

Ham gets wished into the navy and
what happens after that is nobody's busi-

ness. One of the big differences between
this and other comedies is that in this

one things do seem to happen, instead of

seemin* to be made to happen. I imagine
Director Norman Taurog had a lot to do

with that, since episode slips into episode

without visible line of demarcation, and
if that is the case he should nail down the

formula. It's priceless.

/



A constellation

of noted players

coming to Keith-

Albee-Opheum
and other big
first run theatres

with MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
JOHN BOWERS, RUDOLPH
SCHILDKRAUT cMAY ROBSON

ADAPTED BY ALBERT KENYON
oirecteoby GEORGE B. SEITZ
UNOER THE SUPERVISION OF WILL rt.RITCHEY

PRODUCED BY
METROPOLITAN PICTURES CORPORATION
PRESENTED BY JOHN C.FLINN

RELEASED BY

* *tt & 1+ tP ^ F f

i & %%
\* rF cP I 'W

i H ti "
g

11 11 ii A!M!h§
iiuji. 1B I

MAY ROBSON

B.F. KEITHS PALACE THEATRE, CLEVELAND
feoturincj De Ml LLE- METROPOLITAN PICTURES

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. P,«idcn, RAYMOND PAWLEY. V,ce-Pr«kl«,l and T.e«ur„ JOHN C FLINN. Vice-Preddcn. and Ccnenl Man.gn

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation New York, N. Y.

Member of Motion Picrute Producers and Distributor! of America, I.ic. WILL H. HAYS. President



ANOTHER GREAT
famtk DeMILLE studios

(.Adapted hyr
ZELDA SEARS

and
TAY GARN ETT

From the novel by
DON MARQUIS
DIRECTED BY
JAMES W.
HORNEr
Supervised by

William Sistrom

Produced by
DEMILLE PICTURES

CORPORATION

ROCQUE

^CRUISI"/

Member of Motion Picrurt Producer* and Distributor* of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President



LA ROCQUE HIT
/

Swashbuckling, Battling
Buccaneers of the Spanish Main-
the ace of Pirates reborn in the
soul of amodern young man
who laughingly defies Death as

he fights for thewoman he -=r
loves • • • A Romantic Comedy ^\

Veluxe* • • Swift-Moving -Hair-

Raising-Breath-Takinc-Crowd
Pulling.

Here isgloriousscreen fare
foryourpatrons. Jtjeyllnever
tire ofseeing ortalkingabout

it/
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The Cruise OfThe Jasper
B"is from the gifted pen
of Don Marquis, one of
Americas foremost humor-
ists,and ranks as one of
the season's best sellers.

xblsasbo by PRODUCERS DISTPJBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FUNN. Vice-President ind Genertl Manafei

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation. 130 West <6th Street. N. Y. William M. VOCEL Cetu-ul Manner.



Yo! Ho! And A
Chest Of Dough!

Dip In Me
Brave Buckoes!

Big as the Seven Seas in
Terrific Drama

!

Big as Niagara in Box-
Office Power with KYNE
to pull 'em in !

Greater F. B. O.'s Greater
Gold Bonds are the Trade
Sensation

!

And "Breed of the Sea"
caps the Climax ofAmaz-
ing Production Results
Achieved by F. B. O.
Showmanship

!

with

Margaret Livingston
Ralph Ince

and DOROTHY DUNBAR

A Ralph Ince Production
Continuity by

J. Grubb Alexander



Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



Stop!look!Listen!
Holdon 7i0hif

For
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Comedy

Action, Speed, Laughs

—

Crammed to the lid from
start to finish—One sure-

fire surprise twist after

another!— with Gertrude
Olmstead, Otis Harlan,

Emily Fitzroy, Charles
Gerrard, Gertrude Astor.

From the story by K. R.

C. Browne.
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Feb. 14 to 21 is

National Boy Scout

Week! Nu// sed!

Joseph P.Kennedy
presents

mm

Distributed by

GREATER

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC.

\
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ER SHOWMEN*
Mightiest of all Tie-up Propositions with
Greatest Organization of Boys the World Has
Ever Known!

2,000,000 Scouts and Commanders Primed to

Pitch into the Campaign ! Endorsed and Ac-
claimed by Vested Heads of the National Scouts

!

*ND THE HORSE WITH APERSONALITY SILVERKING

^REGULARSC
ST BUSY TODAY! See the local Scout
>mmander! Use the merchants tie-ups

eady arranged! Co-operate with Scout
tnds ! And the newspapers !

Directed by
David Kirkland

reatest Thomson Show To Date:





GOOFY OVER
HORSES-

HORSES-

HORSES!

GOOD-BYE to the days when picking pictures

WAS like betting on horses . . .

ONE winner maybe out of the whole bunch you bet on

IVIETRO^Goldwyn-Mayer maintains a splendid percentage of winners

WEEK after week

WE don't claim to have all the good pictures

BUT we do believe that we have struck the best average of all

THAT'S important

IT'S the basis of your security as a theatre owner

TO know that you've got the safest source of picture supply



METRO-GoldwyivMayer is exactly that . . .

INSURANCE on your property

FOR two years M-G-M has been the talk of the industry and

ALREADY in this new season M-G-M has shown exhibitors

THAT it again will maintain its position

AT the top of the industry

FOR instance

THE first four M-G-M attractions to play the Capitol, N.Y.

HAVE had to be held for two weeks

IN a 5400 seat house!

THEY are"La Boheme" "Mare Nostrum" "TheWaltz Dream" "Battling

Butler" with "The Four Horsemen" breaking all records.

AND that's just a starter

OUR advice to all exhibitors is to play safe

PLAY
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Pictures—that's horse sense!

TAKE the gamble out of the game!



for Exhibitors

this Free Book on

Theatre Lighting

In the Lounge Room
'There must be no glare. The light should be soft

and decorative. The proper use of colored light makes
beauties of furnishings ordinarily unappreciated, stand
out and become high spots in the decorative scheme.
For example "

The Auditorium
"No two theatres are identical. Decorations are

widely different. However, certain general principles

should be followed in lighting the auditorium. A few
schemes of illumination that can be recommended
a re

'

'

Lighting Systems
"Totally indirect lighting systems provide soft, well diffused, glare-
less illumination. Equipment concealing the inverted reflectors and
lamps should be made decorative. The following examples illus-

trate a few of the wide variety of styles which are possible-

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS /J

£T / WRITTEN by one of the foremost lighting

1/1/ engineers in the country, this new book
* ' on theatre lighting will suggest to you

many ways for using light to increase the attractive'

ness of your theatre. It is written in clear, concise

language and is profusely illustrated and covers

every angle of the subject in a most interesting and

understandable manner.

IT TELLS

How to apply light at the entrance of your theatre to

attract the passing crowd.

How to light the foyer—what size, color and types of

lamps to use and what systems of lighting have been found

effective.

Important points to keep in mind when planning lounge

room lighting.

How the auditorium should be lighted.

The most up'to-date practices in stage lighting.

Specific examples of correct and incorrect lighting in every

part of the theatre.

How to make the most of your present lighting facilities.

* < / MAIL
<S/ THIS
q> / COUPON

O
-, y Publicity Department,

\ >^ / Edison Lamp Works of

\J) / General Electric Co.

O / Harrison, N. J

Gentlemen:

Please send me your n«w bulletin

on Theatre Lighting.

Name

Theatre

Address

A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT
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Front the "Saturday E
r EARL DERR

Wl

Allene
Ray

sAnd a Stel

A BIG FEATU
IN A TRULY
Pathe is proud of this

serial.

Not only is it a great

mystery story, but it's

a production that
sparkles with brilli-

ancy.

IT'S THE BIQ BA

Directed by

SPENCER. BENNET
Screen Adaptation dz/ "

FRANK LEON SMITH



WITHOUT A
vetting Post"Story by

BIGGERS

Walter
Miller

lar Cast

RE STORY
FEATURE SERIAL!
Drama, suspense, action, mys-

tifying plot—it bites in from

the start.

As a picture it equals 99% of

all the features current.

NQ OF SERIALS.'



Capital Facts
Motion Picture News Booking

Guide Is Used By Exhibitors—
But Let Them Tell It:

I can decide what a picture is by using The Booking

Guide—I BUY BY IT.

E. F. Boyd,

Majestic Theatre,

Adel, Ga.

My anxiety has finally been satisfied. I HAVE WAITED
FOR MONTHS FOR THIS IMPORTANT LITTLE

BOOK.
W. J. Doyle,

Broadway Theatre,

South Boston. Mass.

Your Booking Guide has proved so valuable to us that

we don't mind what size you run it. HAVE NEVER
BOOKED A PICTURE WITHOUT FIRST CONSULT-

ING THE GUIDE, and with your method of reports and

criticisms on each picture, I am able to get very familiar

with every production. Keep the good work up.

George F. Kennedy,

Auditorium Theatre.

Susson, Minn.

The Best Advertising Buy of Its Kind
in the Field i

THE BOOKING GUIDE
"They Buy By It"



•i
TREMENDOUS!"

they all say as this great picture goes into its

Fifth Big Record Week at the FORUM, Los Angeles
" For massiveness of pro-

duction this film is incom-
parable." —Variety

"The spectator is caught
up and carried in a sweep
of events which march to

mounting climaxes and
swift reality."

—Los Angeles Examiner

2,800,000 copies of

this book sold—

"Natural drama so big
and powerful it overshad-
ows every living thing."—Ivan St. John, Photoplay

"The audience almost
stood in their seats."

—Los Angeles Daily News

"It is in every sense of the
word, an epic."—Los Angeles Herald

"Sets a new milestone,
discloses a period of
history never before
attempted on such a
scale." —Los Angeles Times

"The biggest applause I

ever heard greeted the
triumph of the picture."

—Rupert Hughes

and as Variety says "Wright's following

will flock to see it and bring double
their number with them"

SAMUEL
GOLDWYN
presents

^HENRf
KING
Production

I NOW
BOOK1NQ!

%$ling of
1$arbammWorth

nth.

RONALD COIMAN^VEMA EANKY
From thefamous novel by HAROLD BELL WRIGHT

SMapted by FRANCES MARIOH

Released by UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Each Picture Sold Individually—On Merit
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* best all -around picture/ ' /

First National is proud of you, Milton Sills.

You gave America's showmen the mightiest

drama of the year
—"Men of Steel"!

—A screen fight that's already written in the

history books, in "Paradise".

—"Puppets" . . . romance that moved a

million hearts.

And now you've packed all 3 in one -

in this tremendous "Silent Lover"!

Burning color, too—dashing horse-

manship— thrill and mystery of

the Famous Foreign Legion.

You've given them all you've

got in this one, Milton.—And
that's an awful lot.

First National is mighty

proud of you!
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TneUNRNOWN
CAVALIER

Figure the difference be-
tween Important Profits

ATj FT Fvl LT77TPI
That's the loss you9U
take if you pass up
First National's sec-
ond GreatWestern
Special. Ask any
Showman who
ilayed Senor
Daredevil !

Charles R. Rogers
Presents

Ken Maynard
At

The Unknown Cavalie
With

Kathleen Collins
Screen adaptation by Marion Jacfcso

From the Story "Ride Him, Cowboy**
by Kenneth Perkins

Directed by Albert Rogell
Produced under Management

Harry J. Brown

First National's Greater Western Special
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,

with the Greatest Box-Office Star in Pictures/
Once more First National leads. "Exhibitor's Herald's" nation-wide
exhibitor poll shows COLLEEN MOORE is greatest of all Box-Office draws!
Top of the list. No doubt about it now. This First National Star puIIs
more profits than any other. Into more theatres. Time after time.

And that's not all. Among *0 Best B. O. Names exhibitors give First

National most votes! Leads all others. Proving First National First in Stars!

Money talks. You've got to listen. Never forget what it has said about
Colleen Moore—and First National!

&«?&

and for every dollar she's bringing you ]

with "It Must Be Love" she'll bring you ;

two with "TwiNKLETOES"-coming soon!
|

"Exhibitors will check the list of best box office names
against their contracted Product, shift play dates, and

3iK6t
national
Picture*
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The Phones and the Film
THE "phones" are coming along. Al-

ready we have the Vitaphone, Phono-
film, Pallotophone, Remaphone and

there will be more. The foreign field is yet

to be heard from.

Just now the questions of patents and of

mechanical features are engrossing ones,

which was true of cameras and projection

machines in the first days of motion pictures.

The big factor, however, will be the attrac-

tions offered by these sound and sight devices

;

just as has been the case with motion pictures.

Indeed it was the smashing enterprise of

Warner Brothers and the fact that they put
attractions, big ones, into the Vitaphone that

brought the whole matter to the fore in the

show world. And, apparently there has been
no let up in the Warners' activity. In one
day last week they signed up sixteen new
artists.

I made the half-serious remark the other

day that we are destined to have as many pro-

ducers and as much competition in this new
field as we now have in motion pictures.

And a man, one of those at the helm of the

new enterprise, replied: "That is just what is

going to happen. There will be many bills

presented to the exhibitor and there will be
advertising to the trade and public on a scale

greater than we have seen in the entertainment
business."

All of which is more than interesting: it is

vital to the length and breadth of the theatre

business of the world.

* * #

Our first impression of this new entertain-

ment factor was that, (1) mere talking movies
were not needed, (2) that musical specialties

would prove successful, (3) that the orchestra-
tion of pictures, providing the best orchestral
music obtainable for all kinds of theatres,

would be a tremendous step forward.
By "mere talking movies" we mean the

introduction of speech by the actors into the

silent drama. Pictures have or should have
their own expression—more vivid than that of

the human voice or than sub-titles. There can
be, however—and there have been already

shown—talking specialties where the subjects

are renowned entertainers. And there can
and will be the speeches of great men.

There can remain no question about musi-

cal specialties. Warners are now running
two bills on Broadway, and these have been
already extended to Chicago, Boston, St. Louis
and Los Angeles with other big cities to follow

closely. In a few weeks, I understand, they ex-

pect to equip theatres at the rate of three a week.
These shows were remarkably successful.

They are big shows in every sense of the word.
No specialty bill was ever more vital and com-
pletely entertaining. This development has

gone beyond our first imagination.

But the orchestration of pictures still re-

mains the biggest objective both with respect

to the public and to the trade.

* * *

Says a veteran theatrical manager in the Grand
Rapids Herald: "When the combination gets well

organized, with your picture plays in country towns,

you are going to have overtures by symphony or-

chestras, specialties by Broadway, favorites and music
during the picture by orchestras the town could not

afford—fitted to the films by a master."

And he adds: "The character of the show business

is changing— greater and faster than ever. The
movies are supplanting the drama (stage). They
will do so more completely in the future."

* * *

This has been a great year in motion pictures.

There are developments ahead in motion picture

theatres beyond our dreams.
Whenever this business seems to get put it always

breaks forth in a new qaarter.

If any of us are suffering with trade doldrums, it

will be wise to wake up.

iur%z?<fc«~ /c<H,



1924 Motion Picture News

Motiojv TicrvKE
Nov. 20

1926
JVEWS

Founded in September 1913

Vol. XXXIV
No. 21

Publication Office: 729 7th Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Editorial and General Offices:

729 7th Ave.. New York City

Branch Offices:

84S S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.

Room 616 Security Bldg., Hollywood,
California

Direct to the Public

THE motion picture trade paper owes the duty

to its industry of direct contact with the public.

Not in circulation. The trade paper is

printed for the industry; it has no public mission in

this sense. But in another, important sense, it has.

\iid that is through the newspaper.

Establishing the trade paper as an authority with

the newspapers means the reflection of greater pres-

tige to the industry; it may serve, on proper occasion,

but only if the justification is there, as an added im-

petus to selling the picture to the public.

And the trade paper is in position to supply news
and opinion, always on a legitimate basis, as well as

any other agency in the industry—and perhaps better.

* * *

[T is with this thought in mind that MOTION PlC-
* TURE News has recently gained considerable

prominence in the daily press. We enumerate these

instances, not for any foolish self-glorification—the

job and the opportunity are much too big for that—
but because we have demonstrated the real 'need for

this service.

Editorials in MOTION Picture News are widely
copied and commented upon. Two recent examples

:

The Detroit News used in full our analysis of the

vaudeville-picture situation; and the editorial en-

titled "The Peculiar Picture." These are cited be-

cause they are instances of material which could have
been obtained nowhere else. Yet the subject matter
of both is of genuine interest to the public, or they

would not have found a place in this influential

newspaper.
The personality stories on Red Grange, Fred

Thomson and Fielding H. Yost were radical de-

partures in the handling of picture news. They
"clicked" unmistakably. Why? Because, for one
thing, they were written as the newspaper reporter
would write them, with an eye single to the storv

itself.

rhese articles appeared, in whole or in part or as

tin basis of comment, in such newspapers as The
New York Evening World, The New York Tele-
gram, The New York 'Evening Post, The Chicago
American, The Kansas City Star, The Chicago Eve-
ning Post, and others.

This was gratifying. It showed that the idea
meanl something. But the plan received its greatest

encouragement when the Yost article was reprinted,
at considerable length, in T/ir Literary Digest, which
occupies a unique position in the publication field,

and has a circulation of nearly a million and a half.

ALL of this material found its way to the public

because it had publication merit—and for no
other reason. It dealt with unusual topics—out of

the beaten path. Letters from photoplay and other

editors who are constantly seeking new angles about

this great industry bear witness to the need and the

opportunity.

UNDER the title, ''Film Fallacies Examined,"
Kinematograph Weekly, leading British trade

journal, has been printing a keen analysis of the Brit-

ish situation. The series is written by H. J. Boam,
Past Chairman of the Kinematograph Renters

Society. He says, in part, referring to the British

exhibitor:

"If the choice of two pictures of even merit is

offered to an exhibitor, one British and one Ameri-
can, German, French, Italian, Russian, Czecho-
Slovakian, or any other nationality, it surely stands

to reason that the exhibitor will take the British film

;

he will only choose the other if it is of superior merit

to the British article.
aOn the basis of fair trading, it can be safely

assumed that the British product will have pref-

erence where it deserves it. Unless it deserves it,

why, in the name of the Lord, should it have any
preference?

"When one starts to talk about British film pro-

duction, it is well to start at the beginning; in my
opinion you must start with the psychology of the

British people. What are the outstanding character-

istics of the English race?

"They are, I think, arrogance, conservatism, a

certain lethargy in hearing comparisons made and a

distinctly insular view of most of the great questions

of the day, as well as of most of the things that have
happened in the past."

On the subject of any attempted forced showing
of British pictures, Mr. Boam remarks: "The great

British public will certainly not stand for British

junk, no matter how much it may be advertised or

lauded by those who are paid to do it. The man in

the street pays his bob or two for admission to his

kinema, and forms his own opinion as to whether he

gets value for his money or not.

"Any country that has to tax unduly a foreign

competitor admits its fear of that competitor, and
incidentally its inability to compete with it on level

lines. Such an admission from England would be

the admission of the beginning of its downfall, and
I don't believe that the film industry or any other

industry is desirous of admitting that such a position

exists."
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The Week in Review B$ William A.. Joknston

Will H. Hays

THE pictorial pages of the New York
dailies on Thursday carried pictures

of Will H. Hays and Secretary of

Labor Davis in the midst of groups of emi-

grants who had just arrived at Quarantine

on the Leviathan. And the previous day a

luncheon, well-attended by the representa-

tives of educational societies, was held to

signalize the first showing of motion pictures

to emigrants coming here on the trans-

atlantic liners. This service will from now
on be a regular institution. Pictures like

the first shown—The Life of Abraham
Lincoln—will tell our embryo citizens of

the life, ideals, and opportunities of their

new land.

Will Hays, in his address, laid out in

definite and convincing fashion his large

and ambitious program of public service

through the motion picture. Instructional

pictures in the schools, special pictures in

the churches, motion photography in surgical

and medical clinics, educational and inspira-

tional pictures for the emigrants.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS has

been rehabilitated under the wing of

Pathe Exchange and E. A. Eschmann is at

the helm of sales and distribution. All of

which augurs for soundness and efficiency.

We have a lot of confidence in Mr. Esch-

mann's ability—and future. He knows his

business and has the courage of his con-

victions.

CONGRATULATIONS to Russell

Holman and the Paramount Adver-
tising department on the handsome, cloth

bound date book just issued, announcing the

product from February to August, 1927.

Beautifully illustrated in full color (for

which credit must go to Vincent Trotta
and his art department), the book not only

announces forthcoming product but lists all

current releases, contains a resume of former
groups of Paramount pictures, as well as

an index by players and type of all the

releases of the past four years, and a handy
date book section for the convenience of

exhibitors. Advertising of this sort involves

real service, and is an excellent example
of the constructive work being done by

Holman's department.

WE hear that there is absolutely no

doubt about the opening of Para-

mount Theatre on November 19. Work
is now as far along as it is on many theatres

when they open, so far as the interior goes,

and as this is being written the seats have

all been installed in the balcony. Work
never ceases in the building, and a con-

struction record is being set which is likely

to stand for a long time.

JOHN GRIERSON, in one of his frank

and illuminating articles in Motion
Picture News, pays a striking compliment

to the spirit and efficiency of the sales

branches of the industry. He believes that

Hollywood would do well to get a good

measure of it. We have always felt that

way on the same subject.

This spirit of the men in the field always

is a reflection of the sales head in New
York; and we have some big men in these

jobs today. They are of consequence and so

are sought after. We need some of this same
talent in the big producing jobs.

ONE of our recent mergers, that of

theatre equipment dealers, under
the banner of the National Supply Com-
pany, seems to be quietly and effectively in

action. Hailed, at first, as a trust, or at

least a combination aiming at advanced
prices, the Company's officials reply that

its object is to combine ideas and resources,

to function at less expense, and to give to

each dealer unit of the national organiza-

tion a service to exhibitors he could not

previously afford ; in other words a national

service in this important field.

This merger, it strikes me, was called for

by good economic reasons. Conditions have

been chaotic in the equipment field for many
years. That is common knowledge. Some-
thing should have been done long ago. This
consolidation will probably lead to others

in the same field. All of which will be good
business all around.

Projection and all matters of theatre

equipment are of utmost importance to the

picture and the public. Increased enter-

prise and stability in this branch will be of

immense value to every other branch of the

industry.

WE had the privilege, the other after-

noon, of seeing the first of the stills

on "Sunrise," the picture which F. W.
Murnau, German directorial ace, is mak-

ing for Fox Films. While we realize that

stills can be most deceptive, so far as screen

values are concerned, they are an indi-

cation, at least—and on the strength of

them we predict that Fox is going to have

something very interesting in "Sunrise."

Murnau has been given four months and

unlimited resources to film this adaptation

of "A Trip to Tilsit." It is apparent from

the stills that much of the strong central

theme of the story has been retained in

the somewhat more elaborate screen treat-

ment. George O'Brien has been tran>-

formed by Murnau into an almost primi-

tive figure, who will be a revelation to

those who may have questioned his selection

for the role. Janet Gaynor appears lovely

and rather quaint, while Margaret Liv-

ingston is seductiveness personified.

FROM inside studio sources we hear

that Brenon has hit a real triumph in

"God Gave Me 20 Cents," which is sched-

uled to open the Paramount Theatre.

When this story was announced for pro-

duction we felt that it could be either a

masterpiece of honest sentiment—or a de-

bacle of maudlin sentimentality. From the

reports we get, there is little question about

its being the former, and we understand

that Brenon has captured qualities which

rarely grace the silversheet.

CRITICISM of motion pictures comes

in for a few sensible remarks by Tam-
ar Lane in the current issue of The Film
Mercury. He says, in part:

"Neither should a reviewer of a picture

obviously made for the crowd base his

critique upon the same standards by which
he would appraise an announced attempt at

first-class photodrama. It may be irritating

to some sensitive souls to see pictures of a

cheap order made to pander to the senti-

ments of the multitudes, but even if the

general public is low-brow, of poor taste

and ignorant of what is worth while in the

drama, it nevertheless has the same right

to have its whims, emotions and tastes grati-

fied to a certain extent at least, as any oth-

er element of society.

"While I personally do not relish the

viewing of the film hokum being turned

out for the bucolic theatregoers, I can find

no critical objection to it as such so long

as it is good hokum. What I do object
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to is a lot of drivel and flimflam which is

masquerading in the guise of highbrow
screen fiction."

* #

THE Rivoli picture, "Everybody's Act-
in-." received the only asterisk to be

given bj the National Hoard of Review
this week. It was endorsed for the family
audience, including young people.

* * *

IN reply to a recent editorial of ours, in

which we spoke of the public appetite

for adventure pictures and in particular,

sea adventures, P. D. C. calls our attention

to a forthcoming special, "The Yankee
Clipper."

The story harks back to those thrilling

days when the fleet clippers of New Eng-
land led the race for commercial supremacy
on the high seas. Two of the boats were
found, purchased by Cecil de Mille and
have been used in "The Yankee Clipper."

Talk in the trade is to the effect that here
i- a remarkable picture, and that it will be
well up among the real specials of the year.

* * *

SIDNEY R. KENT general manager
of Famous Players, is in the Harbor

hospital in New York this week following
an operation for appendicitis. His condi-
tion on Thursday was reported as extremely
satisfactory. It is understood that this has
been troubling him for several weeks, but
that he insisted upon postponing the opera-
tion until the convention was out of the
wa\ and the sales drive launched. Best
wishes are extended by the News for a
speedy recovery.

* * *

IN its second week at the Capitol Theatre,
"Bardelys, the Magnificent," is doing

ver\ satisfactory but not record-breaking
business. The picture will probablv turn
in about $1 15,000 for the two weeks. The
first week started off to business which bid
fair to smash all records, but for some rea-
son failed to hold that pace. It seems to
satisfy, however, and is well liked.

Next week's attraction, "Upstage," should
also he good for a two-week stand. Starring
Norma Shearer, who has a strong following
at the Capitol, it is reported to be better
than "Hi- Secretary," which stayed two
weeks and hung up a very nice figure.

* * *

FICI RES regarding this week', busi-
ness at the Mark Strand would he mis-

leading, as the house changes to a Saturdaj
opening with its next bill, giving "Forever
Vfter" only six days. Comments on this
picture have not been especially enthusiastic.

* * --:-

Till Rivoli's picture, "Everybody's
Acting," is doing a comfortable, aver-

I 'I"' picture seems well liked
Proba »1) - siiiiii 0] $24,000 on the week
ma] he expected.

* * *

ANOI Ml R record-breaking run has

ted at the Rial to with
"We're in the Nav) Now." Each day of
the first week, so tar, has been higher than
the corresponding da\ of the record week
with "For Heaven's Sake," which was
slightl] over >4S',000. A gros. i more

than $50,000 on the first seven days at the

Rialto is not unlikely. "Kid Boots" did
just about one-fourth this much in its last

week. Just why, nobody knows, because

high hopes were held for it. The announced
total for the run was $88,960. Cantor's
withdrawal because of poor health weak-
ened the gross considerably.

BOTH of the Vitaphone pictures, "Don
Juan" and "The Better 'Ole," con-

tinue to he the nine-day wonders of Broad-
way. The two continue to bring in a com-
bined total of about $60,000 weekly, or

about $20 per seat per week. Capacity is

the rule at both the Colony and Warners,
and without disparaging either picture in

any way it can be said that without Vita-

phone this would be virtually impossible.

Both pictures are excellent, but neither

house has ever enjoyed such business before

the installation of Vitaphone equipment.

* * *

UNDER the heading "Gross Exagger-

ations," Alfred B. Kuttner con-

tributes a sensible editorial to the current

issue of the National Board of Review
Magazine. He refers to criticism from cer-

tain sophisticated quarters of the exagger-

ations of tempo, incident and size in motion

pictures, and defends their rational use as

follows

:

"Most of these conventions are de-

termined by the nature and the functions

of the camera itself. In the first place, the

camera sees much more than the human eye.

It sees every detail impartially and without

effort. The eye always lags behind and we
never see the whole picture at the first

view. Even after you have seen a picture

three or four times, new details will appear

which you have not seen before. That is

why details must frequently be emphasized
in the telling of a story.

"Herein lies the justification of the legi-

timate closeup. It dramatizes a particular

detail. The human eye, it is true, has no

magnifying attachment which allows us

suddenly to see a single object in enormous
proportion to the exclusion of everything

else. Yet, psychologically this process takes

place. When we are looking into a bandit's

gun our vital vision is entirely absorbed by
that gun even though our retina registers

other details. The close-up of such a gun
is a case of emphasis without exaggeration.

"Secondly, the camera is both quicker

than the eye and can change its speed at

will. When this is combined with the

illusion of continuous action which is pos-

sible in a picture, we have a new dramatic

use of speed, utterly denied to the theatre.

Actually the galloping horses would drop

of exhaustion, the automobile would burn
off its tires, the endlessly discharged pistol

would burst from overheating. But these

realistic details do not matter. We are in-

terested in the man who is running for his

life. A real man can only run so fast. He
would like to he able to run as fast as

lightning. Uniquely the camera allows him
to do this. The imagination has triumphed
ovei space. And is not all art concerned
with overcoming the obstacles of real life

and allowing our spirits to move serenelv in

an ideal world ?

"To be able to distinguish between mere
exaggeration and legitimate emphasis
should be part of the equipment of every
intelligent picture audience. Fortunately
the tendency to exaggeration has somewhat
abated. Directors are beginning to appre-
ciate the value of artistic economy. Screen
stories too are showing a more sober spirit.

The stronger this reaction becomes the more
opportunity there will be for the develop-
ment of motion pictures as an independent
art. There is every reason to believe that
we have as yet only a faint notion of the
eloquence with which the screen may some
day appeal to our hearts and our souls. For
trite as it may sound, this art is still in its

infancy."
* * *

ON next Thursday evening "The Big
Parade" reaches its 730th perform-

ance on Broadway and ends its first year.

It has done capacity and standing room
since opening and remains as popular as the
first week. A gross of around $20,000 can
be depended upon, varying only with the

amount of standing room sold. Ten com-
panies are touring the country and the

London run is entering its 30th week.
"Ben-Hur" at the little Embassy con-

tinues at around $9,000 weekly, and "The
Scarlet Letter" around the $12,000 mark
at the Central. This picture, which has

done better than anvone predicted, is to be

followed soon by "The Fire Brigade," it is

understood.
* * *

AND "Beau Geste," of course, contin-

ues to stand them up at the Cri-

terion. Business here is around $15,000

—

or about 50 per cent higher than "The
Sorrows of Satan" at the Cohan.

* * *

CHATTING with Joseph P. Kennedy
the other afternoon up at Film Book-

ing Offices, he expressed enthusiasm, as he

has on several other occasions, for the

unique camera work being done by Charley

Bowers, who is making the "Whirlwind"
comedies for F.B.O. These comedies, made
by a secret process known only to Bowers
and his cameraman, represent the only ad-

vance, Kennedy believes, made in camera

technique in many years.

To illustrate his point he took us into

the projection room to see the latest Bowers
comedy, "Now You Tell One." In this

we saw a herd of elephants walking into

the National Capitol, innumerable cats

growing out of a hybrid bush grafted from
catnip, pussywillow and cat-tails.

This was the first of Bowers' work
which we had seen in several years, and the

improvement which he has made is remark-

able. His method makes it possible to virtu-

allv do anything on the screen. Bowers once

told us that he could duplicate "The Birth

of a Nation" in a small room at a fraction

of the original cost, and we believe him.

The next step will be the application of

the trick method to feature production,

where its possibilities will be unlimited. In

the near future, probably, Bowers will go

to the West Coast studios of F.B.O. , where
he will make experiments on a larger scale

with that in view.
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James K. Oramger, t ox Films general
sales manager, gets a realistic idea from
Victor McLaglen of his role as Capt. Flagg

in "What Price Glory"

Kathryn McGuire, leading lady to Lupino
Lane in his comedies for Educational, and
one of the best reasons tve know of why

movies are popular

PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE

M LOEW ON COAST
.ARCUS LOEW arrived in Los Angeles last

Tuesday for a rest of several months. He was ac-

companied by his wife and by a number of distin-

guished British visitors, including Robert Hyde,
Secretary of the Industrial Welfare League of Great

Britain, Ernest W. Fredman, Editor of the Film

Renter, and R. H. Gillespie, Managing Director of

the Moss Empire Theatres, the largest picture theatri-

cal circuit in London.

Met at the train by a group of business associates,

headed by Louis B. Mayer, Mr. Loew indicated that

his trip was mainly for the purpose of taking a vaca-

tion, and expressed his belief that business conditions

in the film industry were never more encouraging, with

the motion picture constantly gaining in popularity in

every corner of the world.

"I am here principally for a rest," said Mr. Loew.

"For the first time in many years I expect to spend

enough time in Los Angeles to really enjoy its marvel-

ous sunshine and climate. With that idea in mind I

will probably remain two or three months, and my
main object is to rest. Business conditions in the

motion picture industry right now are excellent. Pro-

ductions like 'The Big Parade' and 'Ben-Hur' have

been responsible for the increased popularity of motion

pictures throughout the world, which has been particu-

larly evident during the last year."

N "KOSHER KITTY" OPENS
O less than thirty-two stars and featured players

appeared in person at the western premiere of "Kosher
Kitty Kelly" at the Figueora Theatre in Los Angeles.

They mounted the stage for introductions by Al Boas-

berg and received thunderous applause.

Natalie Barrache, Russian beauty, dancer
and actress, signed to a contract by First
National, who arrived in New York this

week with the Rowland party

Arthur Clavering, who is serving Warner
Bros, as managing director in England in

efficient style. His headquarters are located
in London

Fred Thomson, F. B. O. Western star,
whose latest picture, "A Regular Scout,"
has received the endorsement of the head

of the Boy Scouts of America

Joseph P. Kennedy, president of Film Booking Offices, Vera Steadman. Christie comedienne, re-

snapped with Tom Tyler, one of his Western stars, and turns from the Philadelphia fights with a

Director Bob De Lacy, during his recent visit to the nciv fad, the Gene Tunney purse, which
West Coast F. B. O. studios threatens to become the rage
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F. II . Murium {you can till lie's the director by ths megaphones) gels

a little service from the principals of "Sunrise" which he is directing

for Fox Films. The latll<r is Margaret Livingston; the lady with the

"sax appeal" is Janet Gaynor, and the gentleman at the accordion il

George O'Brien

Among the F.B.O. celebrities present were Viola Dana, Mary
Brian, Nat Carr, Al Cooke, Kit Guard, Frankie Darro, Aggie Her-

ring, James Home, Ralph Ince, Raymond Keane, Rex Lease, Jack

Luden, Charlotte Merriam, Margaret Morris, Carroll Nye, George

O'Hara, Danny O'Shea, Kalla Pasha, James Pierce, Stanley Tay-

lor, Thais Valdemar, Adamae Vaughn, Alberta Vaughn, Grant

Withers, Valentina Zimina and others. Caryl Fleming, director;

Johnny Morris and Sammy Cohen were also introduced and many of

those who were presented showed their versatility by doing stunts in

the singing, dancing and comedy line.

A WHERE DO WRITERS COME FROM?
MONG the more than sixty men and women in the scenario

department at the M.-G.-M. studios are writers who have come to

the screen from almost every walk of life. For example: Albert

Lewin and Kate Corbaly were professors; Alice D. G. Miller was
a private secretary; Charles Maigne is a retired army officer; Buck-

leigh Oxford was in the Marine Corps; Tod Browning, director, was
a vaudeville magician; Marion Ainslee, a script clerk; Johnnie Grey,

ad copy writer; Jack Collins, cartoonist; Joe Farnham, ad copy

writer; James Gruen, art student; Harry Sharrock, vaudeville per-

former; Madeline Ruthven, conductor of an advice to the lovelorn

column; Josephine Lovett, stage actress; Edward T. Lowe, printer's

devil; A. P. Younger, clerk in a shipping house; Daniel Tomlinson,

Lotball coach; Harvey Gates, editor of a film trade journal; Tim
Whelan, actor, play doctor and sketch writer; Robert Dillon, Philip

Klein and Marc Connelly, theatrical press agents; Theodor Lodi,

reneral in the Russian imperial army; Douglas Furber, actor, libret-

tist and playwright; F. Hugh Herbert, novelist and playwright;

Maron Frances Lee, editor of health magazines; Lorna Moon and

Dorothy Farnum, magazine contributors; Ray Doyle, Waldemar
Young and Elliott Clawson, newspaper writers. Of the entire staff

only Agnes Christine Johnston plunged directly into scenario writing

as her first step toward a career.

L
MISTAKEN IDENTITY

IONEL HARPER, assistant manager of the Tivoli Theatre,

Toronto, a downtown house, got into a funny mix-up a few days

ago when Manager Tommy Daley told him to take his new Pontiac

coach to get an electrotype that was wanted in a hurry. Harper

walked out of the theatre and hopped into a new Pontiac coach and re-

turned a short time later to find that he had unintentionally used a

doctor's car that had been parked close to the theatre instead of the

manager's automobile which was standing further down the street.

The physician had reported the car stolen, but explanations were

soon forthcoming and the matter was straightened out.

Some of the characters in "II hat Price Glory," brought to life on the screen by Fox Films and opening for its world premiere shortly. Upper
TOW, left to right: Edmund Lowe as Sergeant Quirt; Dolores Del Rio as (harmaine; II illiam V. Mong as Cognac Pete: Victor McLaglen as,

Captain Flagg. Lower row: Ted W< Samara as Private Kiper; Dolores Del Rid and Edmund Lowe in one of their big scenes; McLaglen, Miss Del
Rio and Lone in another dramatic bit; Sammy Cohen as Private l.ipinsky
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Bits of the romantic atmosphere and colorful characters created by Director Rupert Julian in "The Yankee Clipper," a Cecil B. De Mille produc-

tion for Producers Distributing Corporation; upper left, Elinor Fair and Junior Coghlan; right, Julia Fare and W. Tousama as Victoria and Her
Prince Consort; lower left, one of the clipper ships; right, the crew, which looks villainous enough to suit the most critical

W INTERNATIONAL FILMS COMING
ITHIN twenty-five years there will be no "American,'' "Eng-

lish" or "German" motion pictures, but a completely "International

Cinema" is the interesting statement of Rudolph Schildkraut, eminent

Hungarian stage star, now appearing in De Mille pictures.

"There is a great deal of unnecessary worry over whether pictures

are getting 'too American' or 'too German' or 'too anything,' " states

Mr. Schildkraut. "This art can never be national. It will reach

and is reaching its destiny along lines of international interchange.

And this must be so, because motion pictures reflect human emotions

—

and humanity is the same, regardless of language or geographical

boundaries."

Rudolph Schildkraut, for forty years a favorite in Europe, is now

in Culver City for an engagement in "The King of Kings," Cecil

B. De Mille's new Biblical feature. He has made over twenty

films in Germany and Vienna in addition to those he is now making

in America.

KAN EMBRYO IMPRESARIO
ANSAS CITY has progressive bellboys when it comes to re-

cognizing screen stars. Wallace Beery spent several days in Kansas

City visiting friends last week. About 9 o'clock Saturday ni<?ht a

swarthy faced guest at a downtown hotel rushed up to a bellboy.

"Boy, I've simply got to see Wallace Beery before mv train leaves.

What theatre is he making personal appearances at? I have only an

hour before train time."

"It would be worth half the price to see him without going to the

theatre, wouldn't it?" queried the alert bellboy.

"It sure would," was the eager and puzzled response.

"Well, there he is, sitting right there in the lobby."

The "admittance" price was 50 cents.DA TRICK PATENT
ODGE DUNNING, youthful son of Carroll H. Dunning,

the latter a pioneer in color phtography, has just been granted a

patent that may have far-reaching results. It covers composite pho-

tography, and by means of a simple principle which he has developed

it is possible to photograph actors against a miniature background or

a stock shot. Others have done this, but Dunning accomplishes it

without black or white backgrounds, without a "traveling mat" and

with no problem of register. The cameraman, using an ordinary

camera without special attachments, can locate his actors on the back-

ground directly through the camera finder. Another important feature

is that the finished picture is on one negative, eliminating the need of

multiple printing or duping in the laboratory. A studio will be opened

in Hollywood to do this work, and producers will probably be licensed

to use the process. Young Dunning is still in his teens.

Though it is not generally known, Snookums, the storm centre of Stern
Bros. "The Newlyweds and Their Baby" comedies for Universal, was a

sailor for several years before taking up a picture career, and still re-

turns to his old love occasionally
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HA WANDERING DIRECTOR
ENRY KING, director of "The Winning of Barbara Worth,"

is seeking another authentic location. King has already been to Egypt,

Italy and the Black Rock Desert of Nevada, filming stories against

authentic natural backgrounds. Now he is bound for Mexico. He
left New York last week to visit with Samuel Goldwyn in Holly-

wood, chat with Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky about their next

co-featured picture, which King will direct, and then to hasten south

to roam Mexico in search of a locale for the next picture he will

do for Goldwyn.
King spent a fortnight in New York, visiting friends and seeing

New York stage plays for possible screen material. It was in the

Empire Theatre, several years ago, that he saw a youth named

Ronald Colman and signed him for a bit in "The White Sister,"

made in Italy.

Newspapermen and trade editors commented widely on the fact

that King left Los Angeles the night before "Barbara Worth" was

acclaimed at the Forum Theatre. When the bouquets were being

awarded for the merits of "The Winning of Barbara Worth" it was

discovered that the modest director had already departed for New
York.

"H hat's the fun in being a publicity man if you can't get yourself photo-
graphed in one of these group photos holding your favorite trade paper?"
asks William Slater, publicist for Nat Levine's new serial, "The Golden
Stallion." In the front roiv, left to right, are "Lefty" Flynn, Harry U ebb,
Molly Malone, Nat Levine, Slater and Boswell. The villain in the centre

is Joe Bonomo
,

OTHE PSYCHOLOGICAL MOMENT
NE of Fred Zimmerman's salesmen up in Buffalo is a psychol-

ogist. He called on an exhibitor one night and talked himself hoarse

without any pecuniary result and with small hope for any future

results, but he bided his time.

A few evenings Tater " The Prince of Pilsen" was playing this

theatre. The salesman went in, took a look at the crowded house,

heard the laughter and sought the manager. The manager grinned

and said:
"

I his is one on me. Of course, you had to pick tonight to come
back."

And the salesman left with a signed contract.

MLA PLANTE-SEITER NUPTIALS
ARKING the culmination of a two-year romance, the wedding

of Laura La Plante and William A. Seiter, will take place at the

Wilshire Boulevard Congregational Church at 4 p.m., Nov. 14th.

Honeymoon plans have been kept a secret, but the two will be

gone two weeks before the call of work brings them back to Universal

Studio where both are under long-term contracts, Miss La Plante as

a star and Seiter as a director.

Although the best man and the maid of honor have not been chosen,

the bridesmaids will be Carmelita Geraghty, Julanne Johnstone, Helen

Ferguson and Gertrude Olmstead.

An unusual array of talent, photographed at the Hollywood studios of
Inspiration Pictures, Inc.; standing: Frank Landi, Clem Herrington, Jim
Smith, Caryl S. Fleming, Col. G. L. McDonell, Gardner James. Jeanne
Spencer, J. Boyce Smith, Jr., Joe W ilson, Sidney Olcott, Lenore Kent,
Tom Miranda, D. W. Gobbett, J. P. O'Connor, Ruth Hoereth, Joe Steele,

Victorine Bangs and E. D. Venturini; front roiv: ft illiam Cody, Rube
Boyce, Jack Pierce, Neil Jack, Frank Bangs, Mickey McMien, Irva Ross,

Albert Benham, Grace Cameron

"I,
DE MILLE PREFERS COMEDIANS

.
F I could have my way every actor or actress entering motion

pictures would be forced by law to spend three years in comedy
before attempting a straight dramatic photoplay."

It's Cecil B. De Mille, the producer, who made this interesting

and somewhat startling statement recently.

"Bad 'timing,' failure to judge the proper length of a scene, a

gesture, an entrance or an exit," explains Mr. De Mille, now making

"The King of Kings," "has ruined the chances of hundreds. These

unfortunates could have been saved, in most part, had they gone

through the mill of comedy.

"Timing, you see, taken for granted in straight productions, is the

backbone of comedy. In straight productions its importance might

not appear until the lack of it in the inevitable emergency would mean

professional suicide.

"One of my players, little Vera Reynolds, hung on with me and

battled herself upwards to deserved stardom solely because, given an

initial part far greater than any thing she had ever known, years of

comedies and hours of 'spacing it for the laugh' instinctively told her

when the central dramatic moment had arrived. Gloria Swanson won
her place with me because one little scene in a small comedy showed

me that so-called 'slapstick' had developed in this girl a definite flair

for the psychological dramatic moment."

Jules Cowles, who chooses to be an actor in spite of the fact that he is

<dso a composer, a portrait painter and an author, in a tableaux illus-

trating the title of the latest Gotham production. "Money to Burn"
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Alwe uay, ivhose work in two-reel comedies has elevated her to feature

productions, is congratulated by Director Albert Kelley, in ivhose Pre-

ferred picture, "His New York Wife," she makes her full length debut

W SQUARING WALTER
ALTER MILLER, Pathe serial star, is now the proud

father of an 8-pound son. Mrs. Miller, formerly Eileen Scofield,

is doing nicely. On the second day, according to Miller, the fol-

lowing dialogue took place:

Richard—What kind of an actor are you, papa?

Walter—A screen actor, my boy, a screen actor.

Richard—Well, all I can say for you, papa, is that you need

a press agent.

Walter—Why, how's that, Richard?

Richard—Well, here I've been on the set for 24 hours and you

haven't even put my name in the paper.

We hope that this will square things for Walter, and put him

in right again with the young son.

SLONG DISTANCE CHIVALRY
IR ROBERT PEEL, British peer and husband of Beatrice

Lillie, the comedienne, arrived in Hollywood the other day after a

6,000-mile trip to escort his wife to New York, where she will fill

a stage engagement. He will return to London from New York,

but was much interested in California studios and tuna-fishing, and

promises to come back to Hollywood when Lady Peel makes her

next picture.

PATHE CLUB MASQUERADES
EMBERS of the Pathe Club held a gala masquerade

Hallowe'en party at 1600 Broadway last Friday evening, which was
largely attended. Costumes were elaborate and varied, and the judges

finally picked the following winners: First prize, Harriet Spiegel;

second prize, Gussie Jackel; third prize, Andre Bustanoby. Among
those who entertained were Irwin Simon, L. E. Franconi, Jack Gil-

lespie, Florence Fletcher, Frank Burke, Helen Pongo, Edith Presser,

Joe Rivkin and the Pathe Club orchestra.

DBOY, GREEN APPLES, TROUBLE
URING the filming of "Rubber Tires" by Alan Hale for

C. B. De Mille, the company was on location near a large apple

orchard. Unknown to the director. Junior Coghlan slipped into the

orchard and consumed four large apples—all green. His next dis-

covery was that while an apple a day may keep the chiropractor away,
the fruit must be ripe. Result—one day's delay on "Rubber Tires."

Marie Prevost, Metropolitan Pictures star, with her husband, Kenneth
Harlan, and the three Cairn terriers with which she won a number of

prizes at the American Kennel Club show in Philadelphia recently

Jackie Coogan's famous golden Dutch bob gives way to a regular, he-

man haircut under the personal supervision of Mother Coogan. This

photo shows the juvenile star as he appears in "Johnny Get Your Hair

Cut" (Metro-Golduyn-Maytr I

S
AARON TO ZUKOR

OMETHING of the amazing scope and diversity of motion

pictures is indicated by the contents of the 28 index pages to "A
Million and One Nights—the History of the Motion Picture," by

Terry Tamsaye, recently issued by Simon and Schuster, New York.

The index begins with Aaron, of Old Testament fame, and ends

with Zukor, Adolph. One hundred an deighty references to Edison

are listed. Alphabetical arrangement makes strange bedfellows in

several instances. Consider, for example:

Antoinette, Marie ; Antwerp, Aphrodite, Arbuckle, Roscoe

(Fatty); Aristotle. Or, again: Pickford, Mary; Pictographs,

Pilate, Pontius; Pinto Ben, Pithecanthropus, Pitkin, Walter B.

;

Pittsburgh, Pa.

T HOLLAND OR HOLLYWOOD?
HE always inspired compositor apparently didn't believe last

week that there are any motion pictures in Holland, as a result of

which he set the caption under photos of Franz and Charles Van
Lier to read that they were "distributors of Columbia Pictures in

Hollywood," which will no doubt be news to them. They are, as a

matter of fact, outstanding film men in the Netherlands, and are

admiringly known on the Continent as "The Flying Dutchmen," be-

cause of their dynamic and aggressive methods. The arrangement is

apparently a happy one, the Van Liers finding Columbia product

well suited to catch the fancy of the Dutch trade, and Columbia, in

turn, finding excellent representation in that country.
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Industry Urged to Support Los Angeles
Community Chest Drive

SUPPORT for the Los Angeles Community Chest drive is urged in

a letter addressed to all studios this week. The communication,
signed by M. C. Levee, Joseph M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and

Jesse L. Lasky, asks that all workers get behind the movement and do
their share. The letter reads:

"It is only insofar as the motion picture industry leads in the com-
munal growth and general progress of the city of Los Angeles that we
can expect the citizens of this municipality to respect us and to appreciate

the significance and the value of the presence of this industry in their

midst. We have a great opportunity at the present time to prove again
as we have repeatedly proved in the past that we are ready, able and
willing to do more than our share on Los Angeles' most important civic

problem.
"The Community Chest Drive is the only sane solution to the large

scale charity problem ever devised and we are particularly fortunate in

having a community chest organization that is the most economical in

America. Absolutely one hundred cents of every dollar you give goes to

charity. Your industry is adequately represented among the leaders in

this campaign who accept responsibility for your contributions. Re-
member that you are only called on once a year so that a large donation
is not generosity or charity but good economical business practice.

Everybody is doing his or her share and we know you are going to do
yours when you are called upon by the folks at your studio."

Ohio Exhibitors in Convention
Arbitration One of Chief Topies; Organization

in Flourishing Condition with 608 Members
(By a Special Correspondent)

The Ohio organization claims the largest

membership of any state organization in

the country. It has 608 paid-up members
out of a possible 850, according to an-

nouncement.

COLUMBUS, 0., November 10—Arbi-
: i .ii ion came to the front as one of

the chief topics of discussion at the

annual convention of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Ohio, which concluded

i sions here today.

Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of

the Hays organizations, in a speech stress-

ing the need for strong state exhibitor or-

ganizations, also reiterated the "hands off"

policy in the conducting of arbitration

proc lings. -lack Earwood, one id' the

Ohio exhibitor officials, suggested that every

member of the arbitration board, he sup-

plied with a copy of the rule- and by laws

of the board, lie contended that very

few members are at present cognizanl of

the rules and that many have never >een

them. A thorough knowledge of the rules,

said Harwood, would remove some id' the

that obstruct the wheel- of arbitra-

tion at presenl

.

11. M. Kicliey, general manager of the

M.P.T.O., suggested that all matters

taining to the handling of films be sub-

mitted to arbitration, not merely matters

of eredii and contracts.

Eli Whitney Collin-. President of the

M.P.T.O \. sounded a warning againsl pro-

ducer combines.
'

' It is t ime for a cam-

paign to
- face the Fact-' ". Mr. Collins

declared.

The convention was unanimously ac

claimed the mosl successful gathering id'

Ohio exhibitors on record. Five hundred

members were present, making it look more
like a national than a -talc CO mention.

1 "resident William M. James, of Colum-
bus who was re-elected with the entire

-late of offifficers, presided. The address of

welcome was made by Mayor John Thomas
of Columbus. Other speakers were John
Maddox, President of the Columbus Cham-
ber of Commerce, a former exhibitor; Mar-
tin J. Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Her-
ald; and Attorney Weigle, representing the

American Society of Compost's, Authors
and Publishers.

A banquei on Tuesday evening was fid-

lowed by a dance. The social side of the

convention proved very enjoyable.

In addition to Mr. .lames, the following

officers were re-elected; J. J. Harwood,
Cleveland, vice-presideni at large; -J. A.
\i kerman, Cincinnati, first vice-president

",

II. T. Palmer, Fairport Harbor, second vice-

president; llenr\ Breberson, Delaware, third

vice-president; Sam E. Lind, Zanesville,

treasurer; George Fendberg, Newark, sec-

retary.

Board of Directors; M. II. llorowif/,

Cleveland; Arthur llimmelein, Sandusky;
\V. \\ Miller, Youngstown; Frank Kelly.

Massillon; Dan Schwalm, Hamilton; and
John Dainm. Wadsworth.

\ tribute was paid to (he memory of

Sam Bullock, one of the organizers of the

association and field representative from its

inception until his death lasl summer.

Belgian Film Sales Offer

French New Facilities

The French film trade is reported to he
much pleased with arrangement- recently
established by the Sahena Film Company
of Brussels, for the inspection of foreign
films offered for sale to the Belgian trade
without the formality of first having to
go through the customs, states a report to
the Department of Commerce from Trade
Commissioner George R. Canty.

This Belgian company, which also oper-
ates the Paris-Brussels air-line, provides
storage at its aerodrome at the same rate-
in force in the French warehouse.

The warehouse provides for the deposit
and preview of films by the Belgian trade.
A handling room is also connected with
it for cutting or any other work which
may be required while the films are under-
going inspection. This enables the manu-
facturers or sellers to send to Belgium
sample copies only, thus avoiding the send-
ing of new copies which could be damaged
by projections while on trial. In addition,
buyers have the means of examining copie-
before purchase.

The preview room is located within twen-
ty minutes bus ride of Brussels, and under
present conditions, films may be transport-
ed from Paris to Brussels by airplane in

two hours' time and at no more expen-e
than if they were shipped by express.

Decline in Incorporations in

New York State

Apparently motion picture companies in-

corporating in New York State these days
are following the trend of other lines of
business, for there has been a marked fall-

ing off in the number of companies of ail

sorts incorporating during the past three

months, as compared to a like period a year
ago. There was but one motion picture
company incorporated in New York State
last week, setting a low figure for this

year at least and possibly for other years.
There was a time, two or three years ago,

when it was not uncommon to see from
ten to twenty motion picture companies
incorporated in a single week in New York
State. The only company tiling papers la-t

week and receiving a charter from the
Secretary of State was a concern taking
the name of Chanis Productions, located
in Xew York City, and having a capitali-

zation of $10,01111, 'and with Lillian Passman.
Helen Schacker and Evelyn I). Ma si off, of
New York City, as director-.

Veteran Exhibitor's Son Dies

in Albany
Albany's Film Row and motion picture

theatre circles generally, were saddened
la-t week in the death of Oi'tnoiid Roberts,
-on of Mi', ami Mr-. George Roberts, well

known residents of the capital city. Both
Ormond and his father have been long
identified with the management of motion
picture theatres in Albany. The elder Mr.
Roberts recently fitted out a new theatre,

known a- the Eagle, and Ormond was t,,

have managed the same. He was stricken

the day before the house opened, and died

at a hospital in Albany, last week. He is

survived by his parents, as well as a wife

and child.
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(Editor's Note.—This is the

third of a series of articles by

John Grierson, noted English writ-

er, on picture production prob-

lems. The articles were written

originally for the Famous Players-

Lash if Corporation, which gave

Mr. Grierson a free hand in devel-

oping his criticisms of its own
product. Motion Picture News is

also printing the articles, because

ice believe them to be of a con-

structive nature, though the opin-

ions expressed by Mr. Grierson

are not necessarily in accord with

our own views.)
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WHY is "The Big Parade"
picture than "Ben-Hur"?

"Beau Geste," which started out as a simple

mystery story more satisfying than "The
"Vanishing American," which started out as

an epic? Why was "Variety" the most sur-

prising Broadway hit of the year? Why is

"Greed" for all its sincerity of treatment

and greatness of direction a failure with

average audiences, and should we get pessi-

mistic about its failure? The function of helpful criticism

is to answer such questions, and give producers a proper under-

standing of what makes for greatness in a picture and what
makes for success. Greatness and success are equally important.

Despite the evidence of "Greed," they are not mutually exclusive.

There are two understandings necessary in the world of

cinema. The first is the understanding of what makes a big

theme, a gripping theme, an entertainment-plus theme. The
second is the understanding of how to put over the gripping

theme, how to make the story take possession of the many millions

who see it. The reception of the pictures I cited will serve to

illustrate how necessary both are. "Beau Geste" was a picture

with a fair theme (it was almost a great theme), but it was given

powerful treatment. "The Vanishing American" had a magnifi-

cent theme, but it was given poor treatment or at best mixed
and unequal treatment. "Variety" had an average theme, but

the treatment of it was brilliant. "Greed" with all the greatness

of its direction had a theme that was bound to be unpopular; it

presupposed a sophisticated analysis of life. "Ben Hur" had
no clear theme at all, and its pretentious treatment was every-

thing by starts and nothing long. Only "The Big Parade" came
near to having both requisites: a clear, simple, universal and
dignified theme, and a powerful treatment.

I shall explain first what I mean by a simple, universal and
dignified theme, and in subsequent articles consider treatment

under such headings as tempo, .visual composition, screen meta-

phor, etc.

The Role of the Cinema

NO one can understand this matter of theme (as no one can

understand what movies are all about) who has not a sense

of the world public which the cinema serves, and who does not

comprehend the role that the cinema is coming to play in the

modern world. The world public involves so many people, so

many average people, that themes have to be universal themes,

stories of fundamental and (in the high sense) common emotions.

The movie theatre is coming so much to be the one place where

the average people of the modern world have their imaginations

fired, that these simple and common stories should be as strong

and inspiring as art and artifice can make them. The modern
public, now that so many of the old dream places are passing

out of its life, is coming to depend on the cinema for its deepest

imaginative experience.

The modern multitude craves a release from the everyday as

all other multitudes did before it. It craves participation in a

world where dreams come true, where life is more free, more
powerful, more pungent, more obviously dramatic. That is the

common and continuing craving of the average mind (or the

average mood) at all times. It craves mythical figures (ideal

figures, significant meaningful figures) whose fortunes and suc-

submerged.

cesses it can identify with its own.

It craves the knowledge (or the il-

lusion) that people like oneself can

also be wonderful and that a life

somewhat like one's own can also

be great. In the meanwhile the

old folk worlds, the worlds of

established heroes and familiar

romances are so dead and so dis-

tant that the multitude has lost

touch with them and the imagina-

tions of average people are with-

out a sticking point. The modern
world rooted up more than the

fields and cut down more than

trees. The old dream paths and
the old dream places have been

The Precipice of the Primitive

THE cinema theatre, as I suggested, is

fulfilling this great need of the modern
populace for a place to dream in. It is not

so much a mere place of entertainment as

an institution integral to modern society. It

is already much more important than the

theatre, and almost as important as the thea-

tre once was to the people of Athens, for the world of cinema has

a special relation to its public. It is an ideal world for capturing

the imaginations of common people. It is visual, it is silent, it is

non-intellectual, it can capture the vivid simplicities of romance
and adventure as no medium ever did before. It can idealize,

it can mystify, it can make heroes really heroic, it can haunt the

great spaces and walk on the precipice of the primitive.

These things men will always love, because men in their every-

day mood are incurably simple and unsophisticated. They don't

want an intelleetualism like Shaw's and they don't want a hag-

gard realism like Von Stroheim's in "Greed." They don't want

a play of ideas, they don't want a devastating and lugubrious

account of every day miseries ; at least they don't want them as

a regular diet. They want stories of those simple interests which

are nearest to their hearts, and which make them feel good and

brave; they want stories of beauty, ambition and achievement.

Ultimate Virtues

THEY want to believe too that the simple emotions they

understand are somehow profound emotions ; they would

have them set in great and glorious places. The setting cannot

be too grand for a simple story of love, or for a simple story of

courage. The greater the setting, the greater it seems is the

love and the greater is the courage. If the mystical atmosphere

of the unknown or the uncertain communicates itself to the simple

theme, all the better. If the width of the plains and the height

of the mountains and the breadth and the depth of the sea become

the dimensions of the simple emotions, all the better. The winds

of the unknown and the dimensions of the great places are

peculiarly dear to the common heart. There men display more

plainly those ultimate virtues which the affairs of civilization

tend to conceal. The common heart is peculiarly concerned with

ultimate virtues. Courage above all things, simple strength,

power to achieve, honor, ultimate manliness : these are the stuff

of its admiration. Perhaps ninety per cent of the power of

the cinema over its people lies in the fact that it is the medium

most suited to recording such things. It is the only medium

which can adequately and simply record the dimensions of the

great places.

Finally, it is of the essence of this commonday mind that it

dreams positively; it has small concern with tragedy, and does

not enjoy thinking of demoralization and destruction. It dreams

steadfastly of better things and never stops sadly or cynically

to analyze the misery of the actual. "Greed" hadn't a chance as

a popular film. Vividness was in it. but not the brightness, not

the breath of honor nor the simple splendor of life which the

populace wants continually to be reminded of. "Variety" with
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its sordid theme had a brightness and a gaiety in its movement,

a kick and a flash of originality in its lovemaking, which carried

it over; at least on Broadway. The camera, in the last instance,

must make the world it shoots, a dazzling place.

The Three Essentials

THE successes and failures of the cinema world may seem

more explicable now in the light of what I have said. The

points to emphasize if one is talking of "specials" are these:

1. The theme must be simple, it must be near to men's more

primitive and common interests.

2. The theme must be positive rather than negative: it must

refer to achievement, not to failure.

.'}. It must take people away from the pettiness of everyday

life. It must be a significant theme with something of the

atmosphere of distinction and fate, it must smell of ultimate

things. The setting must be heroic.

'The Big Parade" had all the qualities necessary or nearly

all. From some points of view the ending was trivial, but the

essentials were fine. In the tremendous atmosphere of war a

boy loved a girl, nothing more, nothing less: the theme simple,

tin- setting heroic and huge: - the whole thing done magnificently

so that the love and the heroism and the hugeness recorded it-

self indelibly.

The Confusion of "Ben-Hur"

"D EN-HUR," on the other hand, had no clear theme- at all.

LJ Again a boy loved a girl, but spasmodically. He saw her,

lit forgot her. There was no great reason that they should

come together, there was nothing in particular to hold them to-

gether. 'I'll, hero and the heroine were two dolls who went

through the usual Hollywod ftipflap of mutual interest. There

was nothing grand, nothing of fate or of destiny, nothing inevi-

table and dramatic aboul their love. For the life of me I cannot

remember if Novarro ever kissed the lady. If he did, there

certainly wasn't one fundamental gesture attached to the episode.

This, however, was not the main theme of "Ben Hur." There

was a second: a story of rivalry between two men interlaced with

Hi, genera] hatred of Roman for .lew and Jew for Roman. This

in turn was bound up with the story of Christ. The boy hoped

that Christ was the great King come to deliver the Jews from

bondage, only to find that Christ's kingdom "was not of this

world.' The theme so stated was a greal theme, the setting

tremendous: oppression, rivalry, hatred, revenge, the hope of

emancipation and that defeal of Christ which was also triumph.

But did it come over? Not simply, nor greatly. The boy was

no Monte Cristo in the hugeness of his hatred and the magnifi-

cence of his revenge. The hatred was nut piled up until it

me a colossal and tremendous thing. The will for einanci-

ii was not nurtured till the whole hope of the race shone

through it. The atmosphere of the Christ story was not woven

in as something inevitable and necessary to the story.

Second-Hand Gestures

SIMPLICITY . clearness ( or lucidity ) and hugeness wire lack-

ing in "Hen Hur"; the story was mixed, the setting failed

of its purpose. There w.as souk colored spectacle (too eon

Sciously arty and unnatural to he really impressive) and there

were two greal episodes: the slave ship and the chariot race.

These latter belonged to the big world, hut the stor\ did not take

hold, it did not possess 1 1 < audience, it was something they

looked at, not something in which they participated. How
could they participate when they did not see what the issue was ?

There must always be an issue, a simple noble issue with which
people can identify themselves. And how could they get excited

when the story was not told with any feeling for freshness and
originality. The slave ship and the chariot race were good, but

the rest was a sequence of second-hand gestures and second-hand

episodes. The spectator had seen their like a million times. The
boy approaches the lady in the time-old way, snaps bis fingers

in the villain's face in the time-old way, struggles with his captors

and vows theatrical vengeance in the time-old way. Tne villain

tosses his head and snarls and smirks and sticks out his chest in

the time-old way. The heroine simpers and plays around with

white pigeons in the time-old way. Not a variation.

"Beau Geste"

I
COULD go on giving instances. Consider for contrast the

simplicity and strength of the central theme of "Beau Geste."

Here was a film of quality, not quantity, and though quantity

may earn money for a time ("Ben Hur" and "Mare Nostrum"
are quantity films) it is quality that wins finally. It is quality

that gets under people's skins and makes them remember. The
theme that caught in "Beau Geste" was the loyalty of the three

brothers under the tyranny and brutality of their officers. Both
elements were transcribed simply and vividly without affectation

of any kind. The sweltering sun and the mad stand in the desert

made them all the more elemental. If ever purely cinema values

had a play it was here. The elemental atmosphere of the desert

heat and the desert spaces, life on the edge of the unknown, the

fundamental emotions of hatred and affection, courage and sacri-

fice, were present. There was, however, an ultimate weakness
in "Beau Geste" which not even the great scenes could overcome.

Colman did not single out so that people might attach themselves

to him and travel with him. (The third brother almost did.)

The mystery of the blue water and Mary Brian were stray

elements that did not belong to fate. They were not worthy of

the great scenes and primitive feelings in which the real part

of the picture was centered. The picture had its elements of

shoddy. My curse is not on the director but on the author. As
in too many cases the director was bigger than the author. To
let loose the whole immensity of human greatness (as Beau Geste

for a moment did) in the name of a sapphire (and Mary Brian)

was a disproportion too obvious to be quite satisfying. The
picture failed to scale the biggest heights because of it and it

had the wherewithal to scale almost anything. A picture is like

a chain: it is no stronger than its weakest link. And you cannot

make big stuff with missing sapphires and hidden hands or with

meaningless women: they are too flimsy to he associated with

eh -mentals. The Rene Adorees ire worth the noise. They stand

up to it and contribute something. They actually seem for a

moment the stars for which men might fight, and these are the

only stars worth talking about.

Elemental non-sophisticated themes, simple, lucid and pungent

themes developed with strength and dignity, elemental noii-

sophisticated themes of courage, love, sacrifice and achievement

caught in the roar and swing of great settings: of war. of ad-

venture, of the plains, of the city: these are the stuff of the

big pictures.

Note On Varying Audiences

THERE are certain differences between audiences. The (ier-

iii.'in mind is not the same as the American mind and the

Russian mind is identical only witli itself. The sense of drama

(whether it involves story, acting or treatment), is different in

each case. The European mind probably has a more developed

sense of tragedy than the American. The American mind has

certainly a better sense of pure comedy and a better sense of epic.
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Optimism Rules in Production Field
Greater Stability and Efficiency Promise Much for Fall-Winter

Activities; Studio Facilities Greatly Enhanced

BY EDW1IS SCHALLERT

EFFICIENCY and increased stability.

This expresses the keynote of present
motion picture progress on the west-

ern coast. It is a year of big accomplish-
ments, the full results of which have not
as yet been realized, though they will soon
be amply evident on the screen.

In the foreground, of course, in Holly-

wood, is the improvement in studio facili-

ties. This expansion is so far-reaching
that as yet its full effect can only with
difficulty be conjectured. It spells primari-

ly modernity, a new speeding up of the

wheels of industry, the ending of the gold-

rush boom days; concentration of power
and growth in that power, because of the
bigger equipment provided for production
—now regarded as the salient and outstand-
ing force in all future advancement, be-

cause it is the blood of competition and
industry.

The ending of a spell of adjustment to

the new conditions is foreseen by the ma-
jority of producers. Certain changes, na-

turally, are still prophesied—some of them,
possibly, more or less fundamental.

Perhaps the most important is that in-

dicated by Walter Wanger, general man-
ager of productions for Famous Players-
Lasky, upon his return from the Paramount
convention, which may, doubtless, be re-

garded as the sense of that meeting. He
predicted a gradual and eventually com-
plete change in the studio, production, and
it may be assumed also the releasing sys-

tem, affecting the future of the individual

—

the star, the director and, to an extent

also, the producer. He made a particular

point of the objectionableness of the "czar-
doms of Hollywood '

' and the overwhelming
importance given to the opinion of a lew
localized centers, and stressed the greal

influence that is now being exerted by the

general market both in Europe and this

country.

Getting Off the Seasonal Basis

*

' The fault with the motion picture busi-

ness is that it has been conducted heretofore

on a seasonal rather than a institutional

basis," he said. "In the future the organ-
ization as an organization will assume a

higher importance, based on the quality of

product and its general appeal to the pub-
lic, rather than on the matter of hurrying
to meet a certain release date, attempting
to sell a certain star or director rather

than the picture, or attempting to sell the

picture on the basis of an approval gained
in a few restricted centers.

"The picture merits this bigger consider-

ation because it is the fruit of the combined
efforts of the organization and is greater

than the individual, even as the vast rami-
fications of the motion picture business as

a business are now greater than any single

personality. "We have dealt long enough
in trade-marks; and particularly those of

names and cut-and-dried exploitation; it is

time to deal in pictures, and everything that

pertains thereto, in a bigger and more in-

telligent way.
"The individual himself will benefit. He

Propose Three Steps to

Eliminate "Bicycling"
MINNEAPOLIS Film Board of

Trade has mobilized for its

part in the nation-wide war
against "bicycling" film.

Three steps have been proposed to

wipe out the practice. Members have
been told that they must not make
agreements with exhibitors after the
latter are caught bicycling but must
present their cases to the film board
and—under certain circumstances—to
the Joint Board of Arbitration.
At the request of the film boards,

home offices have notified local ex-
changes that one contract covering
more than one town is taboo and
separate contracts must be made for
each.

Closer check has been ordered on
pictures which exhibitors play.

will gain by the power of the organization.

He will know that when he comes into the

studio he is assured of a finer and fuller

co-operation of that organization. The
writer will know that every facility will be
afforded him in the preparation of material

for the screen; the director will know that

he has the support of the company— tli.it

they are standing behind him in what he

proposes to accomplish. The artists, too,

will gain because of this greater co-ordina-
tion among those who are behind the screen.

and because they themselves will be a part

of the entire procedure. The organization's
duty will be to provide the most desirable
opportunities for the development of its

people, and at the same time develop new
people to take their places as changes may
occur in the organization."

Unifying of Activities

The ideas that Wanger outlined are the

natural result of that advancement which
has already taken place, the unifying of

activities in the studios through story and
production conferences, the care in the

preparation of material for the screen, with
all the major principals in a production,
like star, director, writer and producer tak-

ing part, and the additional efforts expend-
ed in shaping up a picture for release after
the actual camera work has been completed.
This system has prevailed not only at Par-
amount, but notably also at Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. However, Mr. Wanger is un-
doubtedly the first to enunciate it as a prin-

ciple, and to show its far-reaching possibili-

ties.

In line with the progress that he sug-
gests, it is understood that Paramount is

contemplating increasing its fall and winter
activities, with a view to having its releases
for the fall of 1927 well shaped up well
in advance. Thus they may derive the ut-

most benefits from exploitation and other
important preliminaries. Wanger hinted
that the future will see a much broader

and quicker distribution of so-called road-

show features, which have been long in

getting out of the key centers to date.

This will meet with the approval of thea-

tre owners throughout the country.

Paramount is strongly fortified with pic-

tures of road-show calibre, the list com-
prising '

' Beau Geste,
'

' which has already
shown in a few of the larger cities; "Old
Ironsides," which is practically ready for
release; "Metropolis," from Germany;
Erich Von Stroheim's, "The Wedding
March"; "Wings," the airplane war epic,

and the "Rough Riders," a semi-biographi-
cal impression of Theodore Roosevelt, with
many spectacular embellishments.

Of these, "Old Ironsides" is, undoubt-
edly, the most pretentious, since it cost
approximately $2,000,000, and was the out-
come of a long and tedious production
schedule, due to many set-backs resulting
from a battle with wind and wave on lo-

cation. No effort has been spared to make
this one of the greatest films in the in-

dustry's history, and from all reports it

will fully live up to anticipations.

Big Pictures in Sight

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has launched into
an energetic period of production with half
a dozen or more companies busy at the
present time. "The Mysterious Island,"
one of their biggest undertakings, is still

under way, and will be for some several
months. The undersea episodes can only
be photographed by the overcoming of great
obstacles and handicaps. The picture is

sometimes lightly referred to as the new
"Ben-Hur, " but everything looks very
favorable for a success of unusual char-
acter, because the photographic results are
exceptionally beautiful.

"The Fire Brigade" has had its pre-
release showing in Xew Orleans, and a
little additional work is to be done in
building up the plot and spectacular se-

quences. I saw the picture at a preview,
and it is remarkably thrilling, in the tire

scenes especially, where the hazards of the
firemen, and the rescues from the burning
building are shown. Charlie Ray, in a
role of both comedy and sympathy, will be
liked immensely. May McAvoy plays the
heroine, and there is good work by Tom
O'Brien and others. This picture is a

triumph of mass effects, done with realism.

"Valencia," Ernst Lubitsch 's "Old Hei-
delberg," "Tell it to the Marines," which
is nearly ready for showing now; "The
Great Galeoto," and the very picturesque
"Annie Laurie," compose a list of bril-
liance. To this must be added also "The
Flesh and the Devil," which is said to lie

Clarence Brown's finest picture. Jack Gil-
bert and that dazzling Greta Garbo will be
the center of attention in their love scenes.
Lon Chaney is making a version of the
oriental "Mr. Wu," the stage play. "The
Day of Souls," with Gilbert, is very inter-

esting.

Warner Brothers have big plans for the
Vitaphone on the Coast, and will employ
it for incidental effects in many productions.
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It will be of especial value in such a film

The Jazz ginger," which George Jessel

is to make on his return to the Coast next

spring. The whole drama of this story

hinges on the hearing of the voice of the

principal player in a chant. The picture

is an adaptation of a very successful stage

play. The Warner Brother-' Yitaphone

stage will be uninue, since it must be abso-

lutely soundproof.
•• Manon Lescaut" may be counted as an-

other Barrj mure success. It has all the col-

orful costume decorativeness. of "Don
Juan," but is enlivened l>y a tremendous

melodramatic finish. The picture went over

very hip at a preview which I saw some

time ago in Pasadena, despite that the

production had not been cut down to foot-

age. Dolores Cpstello will score a new

triumph in this film.

"Noah's Ark," the Biblical feature,

which will probably he made with a modern

sequence as well, will be in production very

shortly. It is one of the big ones on the

Warner program, which also includes prom-

inently "The Missing Link," with an Afri-

can adventure theme, starring Syd Chaplin

and "Black Ivory," historical, dealing with

the annexation of Louisiana.

"The King of Kings'
All else in the Producers Distributing

schedule seems to pale when compared with

De Mille's "The King of Kings." It is a

production of magnitude, that is unrivaled

in the present. The film will probably be

finished shortly after the first of the year,

Newsreel Cutting Results

in Cash Adjustment

APRECEDENT was established

for the guidance of Iowan ex-

hibitors when the case of cutting

out part of a newsreel came up before

the Arbitration Board of the Des
Moines Film Board of Trade. The
case was of the Circle Theatre at Ot-
tumwa and a Cedar Rapids house.
The Film Board of Trade awarded a

cash adjustment to the man receiving

the depleted film because the film had
been cut out by the previous exhibitor.

and will be first shown appropriately during

the Eastern season. I have been on th

set a number of times and watched the

scenes in the making, and feel that it may
be said that they will differ from any pre-

vious De Mille picture in every respect.

The mob scenes are remarkable, because

they are enacted by actors who have, in

days gone by, been stars themselves in

some instances. The leading roles are east

in admirable fashion, and great performan-
ces are being given by all the more dra-

matic principals, with H. B. Warner pre-

senting a serene impression of The Christ.

With Doug and Mary approaching the

start of their pictures, Norma Talmadge
beginning work almost immediately, and
John Barrvmore well along toward the

completion of "The Beloved Brute," the

United Artists situation is distinctly fa-

vorable. They will have a big winter sea-

son of production. The Barrvmore film is

going to be very romantic and very novel

as to settings. It promises a rare appeal,

particularly to the discriminating theatre-

goer, although its popular interest will

doubtless also he noteworthy. Charlie

Chaplin will have "The Circus" completed,

probably toward the close of the year,

with the film release tentatively projected

in January or February.

Harold Lloyd's new comedy will soon
be showing, and altogether, with the Lang-
don, Syd Chaplin, Buster Keaton and
others, there is every sign of a great year
for comedy. First National, especially, ap-

pears well provided in this regard. Colleen
Moore's "Twinkletoes" has a dramatic
theme, and will probably bring a big re-

sponse from those who enjoy the best evi-

dence of her acting ability.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" is progressing
steadily now. The delays seem to be all

over, and the latest understanding is that

the film that was originally taken will be

used in great part. The company has been

working on a location in Tennessee, and the

results are reported eminently satisfactory.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" is Universal 's big-

gest enterprise, and there is no question

about its gaining the widest recognition be-

cause of the interest that still exists in

Harriet Beeeher Stowe's famous classic."

Films ShowImmigrants American Ideals
Free Service Inaugurated on All United States Lines Ships Through

Hays Organization; M. P. P. D. A. Head Explains Idea

THE Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors organization this week
inaugurated a new film service in the

free exhibition of tilms in the steerage cabin

of the United States Lines ship "Levia-
than." It is the aim of the Hays organi-

zation to teach A mei'icani/a t ion to incom-
ing passengers in the steerage of trans-

atlantic vessels through the medium of the

motion picture.

\ me reel picl ure titled " Immigration,

"

and selected parts of "Abraham Lincoln,"
were the films projected on board the

"Leviathan" while a distinguished group
of visitors looked on. It is the intention

of the Hays group to show pictures in the

-hips of other lit oon as arrange-

ts can be completed.

Immediately following thi I
ruration

of the service on board the "Leviathan" a

luncheon was given at the Waldorf Astoria

Hotel, Xew York City, in honor of Secre-

of I.alior Davis and I >r. John II. Fin-

ley, chairman of the Council on Adult Edu-
cation of the Foreign-born, at which rep

ntatives of more than a hundred civic

nizations interested in the education of

immigrants were present.

Will IP Hays addressed the gathering,

telling of the new uses which have been
found for motion pictures. Mr. Hays said

in part :

"The primary purpose of the motion

picture is, of course, to furnish entertain-

ment for the people. That is a most im-

portant function, for just as you serve the

leisure hours of the masses so do you rivet

the girders of society. . . .

"But the motion picture is not limited to

entertainment. Two other great major ser-

vices are possible for it. It can and does
instruct—a truly noble purpose.

"It can and does bring the people of the

earth to know one another better—to under-
stand. And when men understand they do
not hate, and when they do not hate they

do not make war.

"In no other group that 1 can think of

can the motion picture combine these three

qualities for more definite service than in

a group of immigrants.

"The sorrow of parting is -till upon
many of them. They need amusement. The
motion picture can give them that enter-

tainment. They need to have their faith

renewed. They are coming to a strange
land, to live among strange people. Their
language in most eases i different. Their
customs are different. Their clothes are

different. What is America like, they ask
themselves .'

"Here is the motion picture to show

ii to teach them. And then there is the

greater need for understanding. We are all

too prone to be suspicious of those whom

we do not know. The motion picture will

teach that lesson of understanding.

"Between 400,000 and 500,000 immi-
grants will come to America this year.

After next July 150,000 will come annual-
ly. They will be selected men. women and
children. Our responsibility for the good
citizenship of those 150,000 immigrants is

measured by our opportunities.

"That these people are eager for training

in American customs and ways is self-

evident. There are 50.000 students in the

evening schools of New York City today,

and 90 per cent of them are foreign horn.

"Last year 115,000 immigrants in Xew
York City became citizens.

''You know the value of seeing in educa-

tion. The thing seen, of course, makes upon
us the quickest, the deepest, the most Last-

ing impression. No matter how vivid may
be the verbal narrative of it. reports can-

not stir us or affect us like the actual

visualization of that same happening.

"And besides, we are dealing in this in-

stance with men and women who do not

speak our language. They cannot under-
stand our tongue. They cannot read our
hooks. They have to he shown. The mo-

tion picture is the one universal language.

There will not he an immigrant aboard One

of your ships who cannot understand what

he sees "ii the screen."
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PettiJohn Letter Sent to Film Boards
Encloses Copy of Hays' Reply to Steffes Affirming "Hands Off" Policy

;

H. 31. Richey Issues Statement on Arbitration

T:
IHE letter written by C. C. Pettijolm,

General Counsel of the Film Boards
of Trade, to the thirty-two boards in

film centers throughout the country, re-

iterates assurances made by Will H. Hays
in his reply to the letter of protest signed

by representatives of the nine exhibitor

units which met at Battle Creek, that ev-

eryone should keep "hands off" of the

various boards of arbitration. Mr. Pet-

tiJohn's letter enclosed a copy of the

Hays reply, written to William A. Steffes,

chairman of the special committee on ar-

bitration named at the Battle Creek con-

vention. It was addressed to the presi-

dents of all Film Boards and was written

under date of November 1. Following is

the text of Mr. Pettijohn's letter:

"Please read the attached copy of Mr.
Hays' letter to Mr. Steffes at the next
meeting of your board and instruct your
secretary to read it, or furnish copies of

same to any absentees.
'

' This letter of course not only states

the position of Mr. Hays and the Home
Office of Film Boards of Trade, but is the

natural, sensible, logical opinion of every-

one in the industry who has our splendid

Arbitration system at heart. There is not,

and cannot be, any difference of opinion on
this whole subject matter.

"It is your duty as President of your
Board to see that this whole matter is in-

telligently discussed and understood by
every member of your Board."
The Hays letter referred to was pub-

lished in part in last week's issue of this

publication. In it Mr. Hays affirms the

"hands off" principle and approves the

stand of the Battle Creek arbitration com-
mittee, that members of boards must be
left free from outside influence and sug-

gestion in arriving at decisions on cases,

and that "equity and justice" alone should

be the consideration in deciding disputes

between exhibitors and distributors.

The PettiJohn letter was written follow-

ing a request by Mr. Hays that a commu-
nication of the nature suggested in the

Steffes letter be sent to all local Boards
by the Home Office Film Boards of Trade.

In addressing it to the presidents of each
of the thirty-two Film Boards, Pettijolm is

acting on the request made in the "protest
letter" that a communication from the

home office should be sent to members of

Arbitration boards, reminding them that

"justice and equity" must be their chief

and sole consideration.

A statement issued this week by H. M.
Richey, president of the Michigan Theatre
Owners, declared that the "answer sent by
Mr. Hays (to the letter from the Battle

Creek convention representative) is unsat-
isfactory to Michigan and I think to sev-

eral states who attended the conference."

In view of Mr. Richey 's mention of the
necessity for a declaration from Mr. Pet-

. tijohn or the Home Office of the Film
Boards of Trade in the form of a letter

instructing Board members that they ••are

to be disinterested parties to every contro-
versy" and the absence of reference to

the communication sent by Pettijohn on

New South Wales Suspends
Tax Imposition

WORD emanating from Sydney
in Australia has it that the
Province of New South Wales

has postponed for a period of three
months all action on the shilling and
pound tax. The opinion persists
throughout the industry that although
the tax suspension is only temporary
it may readily become permanent.
The shilling and pound tax was to

be effective this week. It derives its

name from the fact that the Australian
Government was to collect a tax of
one shilling for every pound sterling

of motion picture revenue taken out
of New South Wales. The primary
motive of the measure was to check
the flow of money earned in Aus-
tralian motion picture houses to the
treasuries of the New York home
office distributors.
The distributor association which

operates through Australia is gener-
ally said to be responsible for the
present postponement.

November 1st, it is probable that the Rich-
ey statement was made previous to publi-

eation of that letter and without knowledge
of it,

Discussing the Hays reply, Richey takes
issue with a reference in the letter to "arbi-
tration rules," asking "What are these

rules'?" and, quoting one of them provid-
ing that "the board of arbitration shall

have no power to adopt or apply any rules

which shall be at variance with any of the

provisions of the Standard Exhibition
Contract" or any other contract between
the parties, declares that this "nullifies the

provisions which state that the Board may
adopt its own rules of procedure and prac-

tice."

"Again in the answering letter Mr. Hays
says that the Board can arbitrate only on
•those questions that are arbitrable!' " the

statement continues, and Mr. Richey asks:

"In the first place who is to decide what
questions are arbitrable? The Home Office

of the Film Boards of Trade or the local

arbitration board ? '

'

Quoting a reference from the Hays let-

ter to the effect that arbitration boards in

dealing with arbitrable questions "must
keep strictly within the law," Mr. Richey
says that Michigan Theatre Owners are not
lawyers and are not willing to match wits
with men of another profession in men-
tioning a recent instance when Charles
Beecher Warren appeared at a Board meet-
ing to defend Metro-Goldwyn. "They are
willing," he declares, "to attempt to set-

tle differences within the business in the
language of the business.

"Michigan Theatre Owners, in taking
the above stand, are not doing it with an
idea of embarrassing any one and not with-
out full appreciation of the sincerity of
the letter from Mr. Hays. Were that same
sincerity of purpose reflected right down

the line from him to the points of con-
tract his letter might be satisfactory.

'

' There is a question in the minds of
Michigan Theatre Owners whether the sys-

tem of having three interested parties and
three somewhat interested parties to con-
troversies will ever constitute a thoroughly
impartial arbitration board. For the fact
cannot be denied that when Exchange Man-
agers are called on to decide cases involving
points which sooner or later will apply to

tbemselves, there is a question whether
they are not human and won't attempt to
decide against the Theatre Owner. For
they are a part of a small, compact group
with all of the arbitrable problems, com-
mon problems to them, while the Exhib-
itor members, while still interested par-
ties to, are a part of a large unwieldy
mass, with far less in common with the Ex-
hibitor who is a part of the controversy.
"In the main Exhibitors who are picked

for Arbitration Boards are men who, be-
cause of their good reputations seldom have
arbitrable differences with Exchanges and
therefore they have very little in common
with the Exhibitor who has the claim.

"The theory of arbitration, no one can
question. The present methods of arbitra-

tion, the rules under which the Board is

operating, and the result attained is not
satisfactory and until these necessary
changes come, Michigan Theatre Owners
do not feel they are doing justice to them-
selves or to the whole system of arbitration

if they continue."

American Arbitration Assoc.
Issues Handbook Guide

Through the co-operation of Charles L.

O'Reilly, of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce, and Charles C. Pettijohn, of
the Film Board of Trade of New York, the

American Arbitration Association an-
nounced on Monday, November 8th, that an
appropriation had been authorized for the

issuing of a handbook as a guide for the use

of commercial arbitrators. The contribu-

tion had been made through the interest of

Sol Raives, Vice-President of the Chamber
and Chairman of its Arbitration Commit-
tee. The Chamber and the thirty-two Film
Boards of Trade throughout the country
have all had wide experience in the arbitrat-

ing of disputes and the handbook prepared
by the association and placed at the dis-

posal of arbitrators in all trades, will prove
useful in the conduct of a case. It will be
non-technical and non-legal, so that any
layman can readily apply its form of pro-
cedure.

F. P.-L. Board of Directors

Declare Quarterly Dividend
At a meeting held recently the Board of

Directors of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration declared the regular quarterly
dividend of $2.00 per share on the common
stock, payable January 3, 3927, to stock-

holders of record at the close of business

on December 15. 1926. The books will not

close.
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Eschmann Appoints Branch Feature Sales

Managers Throughout Country

EA. ESCHMANN, Manager of the feature sales department of

Pathe, this week announced the line-up of branch feature sales
* managers throughout the country with one exception.

The men selected are: Dallas, F. B. Rogers; Denver, E. Gerbase; Los
Angeles, L. C. Thompson; San Francisco, F. E. Lane; Seattle, George
Ekre; Butte, Joe Solomon; Portland, Wm. Drummond; Salt Lake City,

Able Davis; St. Louis, Roy Dickson; Des Moines, H. Frankle ; Kansas
City, A. H. Levy; Memphis, M. Mitchell; Milwaukee, F. M. De Lorenzo;
Minneapolis, Eph Rosen; New Orleans, Ed. Kennedy; Oklahoma City,

Jack Brainard; Omaha, B. G. Sturgess; Atlanta, W. G. Minder; Char-

lotte, J. Hicks; Cincinnati, H. Danto; Cleveland, T. G. Colby; Detroit,

J. W. MacFarland; Indianapolis, Edw. J. Maclvor; Albany, A. J. Pincus

;

Boston, Ben Rogers; Buffalo, J. M. Sitterly; New Haven, I. Hanover;
Chicago, Paul Bush; New York, Phil E. Meyer; New Jersey, E. T.

Carroll; Pittsburgh, Jack Withers; Washington, Ed. Heiber.

Eucharistic Film Has Premiere
Many Notables of Church and Laity

Attend; Labor Secretary and Hays Speak

THE official motion picture of the

twenty-eighth Catholic Eucharistic
< ongress had its premiere al the

Jolson Theatre, New York City, on lasl

Monday evening, before a representative

audience composed of the Catholic clergy

and laymen. Monseigneur ('. J. Quille, gen-

eral secretary of the Congress, who acted

as master of ceremonies, addressed the

audience before the screening telling of

the decision to make a film history of the

Congress and the cooperation extended by
the Fox Film Corporation which handled

filming of the picture and turned over
to the Congress the completed film entirely

without charge.

Msgr. Quille then introduced Secretary
of Labor Davis, who bore a message from

iolidge, and following Mr. I >a

vis, Will II. Hay- addressed the assem-
bla-_

The keynote of Mr. Davis' address was
his remark to the effec1 thai he believed
religion was the deepesl thing in the soul

of man. •'Show me," he said, "a man
with religion in his soul and I'll show you

al citizen of the United State-."'

Mr. Hays said religion is the one
i

tial industry in the world. "To beloi

no Church is dangerous," he continued.
"Religion needs to be invigorated and re

impressed by external ordinances, by sta-
ted calls to worship, and by the salutary
influence of example."
He next pointed out that the valu

the motion picture ha- jusl begun to he
izerl. With the aid of the motion pic

ture the Eucharistic Congress will go to
the farthest corm earth with its

of faith, and the voice id' religion
"ill he carried to those who could not
tend.

Mr. Hays next traced the origin of the
Catholic Church in Chicago and spoke of
what the < longress would do for all creed
He ended by saying: "The Eucharistic
| ingi e was an mi. i event. The
mo Hon picture i- the international agency
of entertainment, instruction ami under

riding. It is well that o universal an

event should have so universal a medium
for expression."

A striking' prologue arranged by S. L.

"Roxy" K'othafel preceded the photoplay.
•Miii A. Singenberger, who directed the
children's choir at the Congress and who
is musical director of the St. Mary-on-the-
Lake Seminary, Mundelheim, HI., coopera-
ted with Ernb Rapee on the musical score,

which was strikingly effective and which
had the audience humming throughout the
showing.

following the Xew York presentation the

film will he road showed in the principal
cities and then generally released. It will

iiiii-n in Boston at the Boston Opera House,
November 'Jlst. A special committee,
headed by Msgr. Quille, has been sot up in

New York.

Mikado in St. Louis Joins St.

Louis Amusement Co.
The Mikado Theatre, 5955 Easton Ave-

nue, Sl. I.,. ui-, Mo., i> the latesi house to

!>.• added to the St. Louis A in u-emeiit Com-
pany's circuit of neighborhood houses which
now numbers twenty-nine theatres without
counting the Ambassador, Missouri, Grand
Centra] and West find Lyric, the property
of Skouras Bros., who, in association with
Harry Kopler, are controllers of the St.

Louis Amusement Company. The Mikado
-rats slightly more than L,600 and is re-

garded as one of the leading outlying hoii-e-

of St. Louis. Maurice Stahl and R. Haven
thai continue to hold stock in the Mikado
and the former remain- as manager of the
theatre.

It i understood that as a result id' the
dial « herebj the Mikado comes into the
St. Louis bnusemenl I lompany circuit that

organization has abandoned, for the time
being at [east, plan- for a $1,0(1(1. I the

atre, store and apartment building to be
erected on the Mikado Airdrome site at

Hamilton and Kn-lon Avenue.

Chicago Favors Continuance
of Daylight Saving

The recent vote on daylight saving shows
that more Chieagoans than ever favor it-

continuance. In 1922 the daylight saving
measure carried Chicago by a margin of

61,160; la-t Tuesday the margin in favor of
its continuance was close to 200,000 votes.

While the daylight saving works a hard-
ship on many theatres, motion picture thea-

tre owners have become convinced that they
must worrv along with the law as it stands.

Hancock. Kinograms Editor,

a Convalescent
H. E. Hancock, news editor of Kino-

grams, the news reel released by Education-

al, is confined to the Parkwest Hospital,
170 West 76th St.. Xew York, after being

operated on for appendicitis. The operation
was performed bv Dr. Robert Emmetl
Walsh, of New York.

New Atlantic Film Produc-
tion Incorporated at Boston
Xew Atlantic Film Production, Inc., has

been incorporated at Boston with capital of

$100,000. Incorporators and officers are:

President, Daniel Hall, Boston; treasurer.

Prank Whitney, 516 Plea-ant Street, Mai-
den ; clerk, Paul Zuver, Melrose, Mass.

Hays Fire Prevention
Shown at Boston

Film

THE premier showing of "Reel
Exchange," the Hays organiza-
tion motion picture which is to

be used in fire protection and fire

prevention work, was shown at Loew's
State Theatre in Boston on November
5th. It elicited enthusiastic response
from the large audience composed of
several hundred managers and em-
ployers of the city. The picture is a
visualization by J. S. McLeod of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distributing
Corporation of the results accom-
plished by the Fire Prevention Com-
mittee of the Hays Organization,
whese activities have greatly reduced
the quota of fire hazards and generally
increased the efficiency of exchange
operation. The picture is also the re-

sult of the cooperation of the national
distributing companies and the Fast-
man Kodak Company, each of whom
shared in its making under Mr. Mc-
leod's supervision.
At the showing of the "Reel

Exchange" the audience was ad-
dressed by Franklin H. Wentworth,
head of the National Fire Protection
Association; General Chas. H. Cole,
former Fire Marshal of Massa-
chusetts; Chief D. S. Sennott of the
Boston Fire Department; E. C. Hult-
man, Fire Commissioner of Boston:
Major Sydney H. Cliffe, Commission-
er of Public Safety: Timothy M.
Murphy. Assistant Fire Marshal:
Chief George Johnson, executive of-
ficer of the International Association
of Fire Chiefs; Hickman Price of the
Hays' Organization; J. S. McLeod of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distributing
Corp.: Henry Scully of the United
Artists and President of the Boston
Film Board, and R. C. Cropper of
Pathe, Chairman cf the Boston Film
Board Safety Committee.
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Vitaphone Plans Rapidly Expanding
Rumors of Week Hint at Important Affiliations; Deal With

Brunswick Closed; Fox-Phonofilm Matter Pending

SHROUDED in secrecy and marked by
conflicting reports and contradictory

denials, stories gained circulation this

week indicating that highly important de-

velopments are to be expected in connection

with Vitaphone—developments so far-reach-

ing that they are likely to affect the en-

tire amusement industry.

The chief report was that negotiations

were under way between Vitaphone and
Famous, First National, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, United Artists and P. D. C. by which
all specials of these companies would be

fitted with Vitaphone synchronized music-

scores. Each of the five companies would,
according to the most authentic version of

the story, buy a 10 per cent, interest in the

Vitaphone corporation.

This report was flatly denied by execu-

tives of all five film companies. In other

quarters', however, the story was merely
branded "premature," and there were
strong indications that the plan was at

least receiving serious consideration.

Credence was lent to it early in the week
by the announcement that "Old Ironsides,"

opening for an extended run at the Rivoli,

Xew York, in December, would have Vita-

phone accompaniment. This plan was re-

ported dropped on Tuesday evening, how-
ever, no reason being given.

Such a move on the part of five com-
panies would, it is pointed out, place Vita-

phone in an extremely strong position.

With the assurance of being able to obtain

Vitaphone records on all the specials of

these five companies, any exhibitor might
feel justified in installing the necessary

Vitaphone apparatus.

The Vitaphone Corporation entered into

an arrangement with the Brunswick, Balke,

Collender Company this week whereby it

has made another big advance in securing

the exclusive services of noted singers, in-

strumentalists and artists in the musical

world. By virtue of this arrangement the

Vitaphone Corporation secures license to

enter into exclusive contracts with all the

artists controlled by the Brunswick, Balke,

Collender Company.
Among the Brunswick artists already

registered under this arrangement are the

Xew York Philharmonic Orchestra, Al Jol-

snii. and the Vincent Lopez Orchestra. The
right to negotiate with other Brunswick
artists is now being exercised by the Vita-

phone Corporation.

At the time the Vitaphone Corporation

was formed to handle the destinies of the

instrument, a contract was entered into

with the Victor Talking Machine Company
for the exclusive privilege of the services of

all the artists under contract to that com-
pany. An arrangement was also entered

into with the Metropolitan Opera Company
for the exclusive privilege of negotiating

for the services of all of its artists. The
Vitaphone Corporation in making the new
announcement adds to it the fact that the

arrangement made with the Brunswick,
Balke, Collender Company does not in any
way alter the contracts and arrangements
made with the Victor Company and the

Metropolitan Opera Company.

The deal between Fox and Phonofilm is

still hanging tire, it was learned this week.
The original option, held by Fox, ex2)ired

mi November 7, and was renewed for one
week.

Negotiations between Fox and the Gen-
eral Electric-Radio Corp. group for the

Pallotophone have apparently been discon-

tinued, according to the best information
obtainable.

While no official statements could be ob-

tained, it appears likely that the Fos

Phonofilm deal will finally be consumated.

It was reported this week that Fox, for

example, had agreed that the name of Lee
DeForest, inventor of Phonofilm, would be
used on pictures with Phonofilm accom-
paniment, and other concessions were also

made. This would indicate that Fox con-

templated taking up the renewed option,

which would mean that the Phonofilm Corp.
would come under control of Fox, and fur-

ther work to perfect the device would be
carried on jointly by the two concerns.

British Film Imports Show Decline
Re-exports Increasing; Department of Commerce Figures Point

Out Effect of Varying Import Levies by England

FOR the first nine months of the current
year import- of motion picture films

into Great Britain totaled 39,875,000
linear feet, as compared with 170,5X7.388

linear feet in the corresponding period of

1025 and 79,191,000 linear feet "in the first

nine months of 1924, according to advices
from the Consul-General at London, made
public by the Department of Commerce.

Re-exports of film during the first three-

quarters of 1926, however, totaled 22,051,
000 linear feet, as contrasted with 12,071,-

000 linear feet in the comparative period
of the year before and 12,506,000 linear

feet in the 1924 period. Hence the net

aggregate imports totaled only 17,824,515
linear feet in the first nine months of 1926;
158,516,476 feet in the 1925 period and
61,685,370 feet in the nine months of 1924.

As compared with the first nine months
of either of the two preceding years, Brit-

ish imports of blank films, which predomi-
nate among receipts of film from abroad,
have suffered this year far more severely
than those of either positive or negative
films, the report states. Imports of blank
films amounted to only 24,209,546 linear

feet in the period under discussion, while
in the similar period of 1925 they totaled

122. .'!16,3M) linear feet, and in the same
months of 1924, 53,994,350. Re-exports of

this tvpe of film during the first nine

months of 1926 amounted to 16,820,887

linear feet; in the 1925 period they wen'
only 3,612,216 linear feet and in the 1924
p 'rind, 6,342,449 linear feet.

British receipts of positive films declined

during the period in question to 11,033,297
linear feet, with re-exports totaling 2,591,-

812 linear feet. In the similar period of

1925 they amounted to 40,329,532 linear

feet and re-exports were 3,997,955 linear

feet. In 1924 these receipts totaled 20,-

257,269 linear feet with re-exports amount-
in"- to 2.! 192.0 14.

Imports into Great Britain of negative

film- totaled , 4,632,981 linear feet and re-

exports, 2,637,610 in the period under dis-

cussion; 7,941,486 linear feet and re-exports

of 4,460.741 in the 1925 period and 4.939,-

848 linear feet and 3,171,634 linear feet of

re-exports in the 1924 period, according to

the report.

In considering the course of British im-

ports of these films during the first nine

months of this year it is necessary to con-

sider that toward the end of April, 1924,

the then British Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer announced that the Government
./hi ii noi renew the customs duty on im-
ported films as on and from August 1 of

thai year, and that the natural result was
a very considerable decrease in such imports

during the ensuing three months, and a

large increase immediately thereafter.

Also, it should be recalled that, at the end

nt April, 1925, the present Chancellor of

the exchequer gave notice that the duties

would be reimposed on the first of the

following July, an announcement which had

the effect of greatly enlarging imports

prior to that date.

It is reported in England that the surplus

of film imports in the first half of 1925 has

now been absorbed gradually, the total

imports from July to September of this year

amounting to 17,700,000 linear feet as i

pared with 16,000,000 linear feet in the

same period of 1925. As a matter of faci

there has been a steady growth of imports
in each of the three months, July, August

and September, the July total amounting
to 4,349,000 linear feet, the August imports

6,513,000 linear feet and those in September

totaling 6,839,000 linear feet.
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Sale of Pantages Franchise to Greater

Southern Enterprises

UNDER an agreement arrived at between Pantages and Greater

Southern Enterprises, the latter company has purchased at a

price of $100,000 a twenty-year franchise for Pantages vaudeville

in all cities and towns of the South, with Memphis and Atlanta possibly

excluded.
A combination house in Birmingham, Alabama, and others in fiveother

Southern cities, are said to be the theatre circuit's preliminary plans.

Negotiations are now under way for the acquisition of the Birmingham
house. The closing of the Birmingham deal follows closely upon a con-

tract with Universal for Pantages vaudeville at the Candler, now under
construction in Atlanta. In addition to the Southern expansion, Pan-
tages has been fortifying his position in the Middle West, preparatory

to his expected entry into the Eastern field. He also is building and ac-

quiring houses on the Pacific Coast and in Texas.

Rowland Returns FromEurope
First National Official Signs Natalie Barrache,
Russian, and German Director { and Star

R [CHARD A. ROWLAND, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of First

National, returned from Europe this

week nil the "Olympic," bringing with him
a triumvirate of foreign talent—Natalie

Barrache, famous Russian st;ir; Maria Cor-

da, German stage and screen luminary; and
Uexander Korda, one of the foremost

I
I A directors.

Alter a brief stay in New York Natalie

Barrache will go to California to start work
on a picture based on the romantic inci-

dents of her life, and since the Russian
revolution. The Kordas will also go to the

Wes\ Coast.

Mr. Rowland met tin

Paris, where she had
contracl for leading roles,

her extraordinary beauty
talent, the executive offered

to come to America, which
In Berlin he found Korda
sigrned him.

Russian actress in

one to consider a

Impressed by
and obvious

ier a contracl

was accepted.

and likewise

Richard A. Rowland

Mile. Barrache 's family was of the aris-

tocracy and it was in an atmosphere of

wealth and breeding that she was reared.

After the revolution, she took up dancing
as a means of livelihood. Her triumphs were
even greater when she embarked upon an
acting career before the motion picture

camera and on the stage of Moscow, Petro-

grad and Paris.

Alexander Korda is the winner of the

International Film Exposition prize of

1920. This was awarded the UFA director

for two brilliant pictures, "The Sunken
World" and "Rulers of the Sea." His
first picture of international reputation was
Mark Twain's "Prince and Pauper," which
he made in Vienna. This film has been
shown in America.

Korda 's most recent films are "A Mod-
ern Dubarry" and "Dance Fever," both

of which productions star his wife. It has
not yet been announced what pictures he
will direct for First National at Burbank.

Maria Corda, since the war, has held a

preeminent place on the German stage and
screen.

Praulein Corda is a celebrated beauty
and the popular idol of the German people.

When last summer there was a rumor that

she was preparing to leave for Hollywood,
the newspaper- were full of impassioned

pleas for her to remain. She consented for

a time, but finally accepted Mr. Rowland's
oiler lii make pictures for First National.

Among her best known starring picture-

are "The Last |)a.\s of l'ompeii," "Samp-
son and Delilah," "The Tragedy in the

Souse of Hapsburg," "The Slave Queen,"
\ Modern Dubarry " and " Dance Fever,"

now on its way here.

The acquisition of these three foreign

screen personalities i-. according to Mr.
Rowland, just another step in the direction

of internationalizing motion pictures and
giving i hem greater world appeal.

Colorado Springs Theatre
Co. Loses on Sunday Shows
The second legal battle of the Colorado

Springs theatre owners who were fined in

municipal court last summer because they

operated on Sunday, took place last Thurs-
day and Friday in the county court to a

jury. The jury returned a verdict of guilty

and the Burns Trading Company operating

the Burns Theatre was fined $50.00. The
Burns case was the only one of the three

appeal cases to be tried. It was agreed that

pending an appeal of this case to the

Supreme Court of the state the America
Theatre and the Rialto Theatre cases would
not be tried. Last summer these theatres

operated Sunday shows in the face of an
ordinance prohibiting Sunday amusements
"for pay." The theatres attempted to get

around the ordinance by admitting every-

one free to the show, but asking for a

voluntary contribution during the exhibi-

tion. They were each fined $200.00 and
costs in the municipal court, each appeal-

ing to the county court.

Decisive Sundays Victory

in Minnesota Town
Sunday shows Avon at Thief River Falls.

Minn., in the recent election and an ordi-

nance to prohibit Sunday pictures at Ham-
burg, la., was defeated there by the city

council.

At Thief River Falls the defeat was

overwhelming, the vote standing 696 against

and 1,024 for Sunday shows, which are now
the custom.

At Hamburg, the city council was dead-

locked, two members for and two against

the proposed ban, with one member refus-

ing to vote and thus killing the project.

Sen. Lipowicz, T. O. of N. Y.,

in Automobile Accident
In an automobile accident in Buffalo,

N.Y., last week. Senator Leonard R. Lip-

owicz. of that city, owner of a motion pic-

ture theatre, was so badly injured that he

was removed to a hospital. Senator Lip-

owicz's car collided during the early morn-

ing hours with an automobile bus operated

by the city. The muscles on one side of the

Senator's jaw were severed by broken

glass and there was a large loss of blood

before the injured man could be cared for

at the hospital.

itSweet Rosie O'Grady" at

California in 'Frisco

AT the California Theatre in San
Francisco, Columbia's produc-

tion of "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
was given its world premiere begin-

ning the week of October 18th. In

conjunction with Paul Whiteman's
orchestra the picture established a

record house for attendance and re-

ceipts. "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" prom-
ises to head the list of this season's

Columbia products. Exhibitors' in-

terest in the production is manifested

by the increased business in the

Columbia exchanges. The Cameo in

Pittsburgh is one of the key-city the-

atres that have booked it for an early

date.
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Anti-Foreign Campaign in Italy
Government Uses Big Poster Drive to Pave Way for Re-

strictions on Imports to Create Domestic Industry

RESTRICTIONS on the importation of

motion picture films as a step to-

ward the creation of a domestic in-

dustry are under consideration in Italy, it

is reported to the Department of Com-
merce at Washington by the American vice-

consul at Rome. A committee has been ap-

pointed by the ministry of national economy
to investigate the situation.

The "Mussolinization" of the industry,

it is declared, is being received favorably
by the public as an indication of the meas-
ures which are being adopted by the Italian

government to improve the economic situ-

ation. The way for the movement was paved
by a big publicity campaign in which
posters urging the necessity of increasing

the domestic output of motion pictures and
calling attention to the amount of money
paid annually to foreign producers were
used.

The volume of the Italian trade in mo-
tion picture films is indicated by statistics

which show that in 1925 the total of sensi-

tized films imported into Italy was 101,576

kilos, valued at 12,426,79-4 lire, as compared
with 80,253 kilos valued at 5,532,866 lire in

1924, and 68,707 kilos with a value of 5,542,-

495 lire in 1923. Receipts from abroad of

exposed films totaled 16,281 kilos valued at

8,213,925 lire in 1925 ; 13,313 kilos valued at

13,069,478 lire in 1924, and 15,873 kilos with
a value of 13,223,249 lire in 1923.

Exports of sensitized unexposed films

from Italy in 1925 amounted to 3,780 kilos

valued at 300,823 lire; 3,435 kilos worth
393,095 lire in 1924, and 4,504 kilos with a
value of 705,527 lire in 1923. Exports of
non-sensitized unexposed films totaled 104
kilos valued at 28,000 lire in 1925; 675 kilos

worth 113,406 lire in 1924, and 1,316 kilos

valued at 177,160 lire in 1923.

Exports of exposed films have shown a
steady increase in volume during the last

three years, although the value of these ex-

ports expressed in lire decreased sharply in

1925. In that year the exports of this type
of film amounted to 26,652 kilos, with a
value of 11,168,714 lire. In the year before
they totaled only 16,921 kilos, but were

valued at 32,541,030 lire. In 1923 the total

was 12,650 kilos and 6,744,700 lire.

Great Britain, according to the Italian

statistics, was the leading source of Italian

motion picture film imports in 1925, with
Germany second, the United States third,

and France fourth. In 1924 Germany led as

a supplier of the Italian demand, while
Great Britain, the United States and
France followed in the order mentioned.

It is generally estimated in Italy, how-
ever, that approximately 65 per cent of the

films exhibited there are of American pro-
duction, 15 per cent of Italian make, 10
per cent German, 6 per cent French and 3

per cent Austrian. The disproportion be-

tween the imports of films from the United
States and those from other countries
viewed in the light of the estimated per-

centage of American productions displayed,
probably is accounted for by the fact that
many of the pictures produced in this coun-
try are imported by and re-exported to

Italy from one of the other countries men-
tioned in the import statistics.

25 New Theatres in Publix Expansion
Before March, Nine with Seating Capacity of 20,550 Will

Open; Six Already Opened Since January 1

PUBLIX has twenty-five theatres as

part of its immediate expansion pro-

gram, which will be nation-wide in

scope. These are under construction,

planned or in prospect. The seating capacity

of the twenty-five will be about 54*250. The
average seating capacity is 2,500, the largest

being the 5,000-seat Brooklyn Theatre,

ranging down to two 750-seat houses in

Florida.

Before March, nine theatres seating a

total of 20,550 will start business. Three
are scheduled to begin this month, three

more in December, one in January and two
in February.
Ten additional houses will open in the

spring, their exact dates not having been
set. They will seat 17,450. Five of these

are located in Florida, which is the scene

of extensive operations by Publix.

In contemplation, are six other houses,

representing a seating capacity of 16,250.

Six theatres have been opened since Janu-
ary, with seating capacity of 11,398.

The following houses have opened since

the beginning of 1926

:

Date Theatre Location Seats
January Olvmpia
Sept. in Florida
Sept. 30 Stadium
Oct. 8 Jersey
Oct. 15 Tampa
Oct. 28 Flagler

Miami 2,800
St. Petersburg . .

.

2,500
Woonsocket, R. I.. 1.500
Morristown 1.500
Tampa 2.000
Miami 1,098

11,398

Openings of other theatres are planned
as follows

:

Date Theatre
Nov. 15 ..Keith's Georgia
Nov. 19 Paramount
Nov. 22 Colorado
Dec. 18 Texas
Dec. 26 Paramount

Location Seats
Atlanta 2.400
New York 3,850
Pueblo 1.500
San Antonio 2,300
Palm Beach 1,000

Ringlings Take Action to

Enjoin Circus Film

AN injunction against a group, in-

cluding Finkelste ;n & Ruben, of

Minneapolis and Film Booking
Offices, has been issued by a Minne-
apolis federal judge in connection
with "Bigger Than Barnum's," an F.

B.O. picture. A hearing was scheduled
for this Saturday.
The complaint is based on an alleged

fire scene and the use of wire acts
without nets. While no information
was forthcoming in the absence from
New York of Joseph P. Kennedy,
those close to the situation felt that
it was unlikely that two executives of

the type of Mr. Kennedy and John
Ringling would find it necessary to
resort to litigation to settle the matter
satisfactorily. It is possible, however,
that the case might be gone through
with to establish a definite legal pre-
cedent in matters of this sort, as they
might also affect "The Greatest Show
on Earth."

Dec. 30 ....Metropolitan
Jan. 11 Kirby
Feb. 10 Farnum
Feb. 15 Saenger

Houston 2,500
Houston 1.500
Omaha 3,000
New Orleans 2,500

20,550

Houses under construction and scheduled
for opening next spring are

:

Location Theatre Seats
Buffalo Kensington 1 ,600
Birmingham Alabama 2.250
Charlotte Carolina 1,600

Denver Metropolitan 2,600
Fort Worth Texas 2,500
Jacksonville Florida 2,600
Lakeland, Fla Lakeland 1,800
Lakeland Florida 750
Miami Cocoanut Grove 750
Miami Beach Valencia 1,000

17,450

f^o'west Unit Divorces Other
Activities From Distribution
The exhibitor unit of the Northwest

plans a move whereby the distributing unit

it sponsors will be divorced from all of the

association's other activities. The associa-

tion has obtained offices in the Loeb Ar-
eade in Minneapolis. Three salesmen un-

der the supervision of Edward McErlane
comprise the sales staff: Joe Hasbrouck,
J. S. Choan and H. H. Kopald. The asso-

ciation distributes Rayart and American
Cinema product and has stated that flic

venture has proved "highly successful."

W. A. Steffes, president of the North-
west Exhibitor unit, launched the distri-

bution plan to provide the necessary funds
to carry on the organization work.

Theatres contemplated, but plans for

which are not completely set or on which
construction dates have not been set:

Location Theatre
Brooklyn Brooklyn 5,000

Buffalo Metropolitan
Knoxvlle Tennessee
St. Joseph Missouri 2.000
Seattle
Woodland, Ore 2,75'

16.250
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Harry Davis Theatres Taken Over
by Stanley Company

OFFICIAL announcement was made in Pittsburgh, November 10,

that the Harry Davis Enterprises, with important theatre hold-,

ings in that city, would be taken over December 1 by the Stanley

Company.
The price is reported to be in excess of $3,000,000, and the theatres

which will pass to Stanley control include the Grand, Davis, Schenley,

Ritz, Olympic, Lyric and Nixon, all in Pittsburgh.

Harry Davis, in co-operation with James B. Clark, will continue the

management of the theatres under the direction of the Stanley Company.
This deal strengthens the position of Stanley as one of the dominating
theatre chains in the country.

It follows the recent acquisition of four other large chains : Rowland
& Clark, Pittsburgh; Crandall in Washington, D. C. ; Fabian in New
Jersey, and the Mark Strand interests. The Fabian unit has been ac-

quiring theatres rapidly since its affiliation with Stanley.

M-G-M Meet Discusses Films
District Managers Convention in

Chicago Addressed by Felix Feist

T1IK mid-year convention of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer district managers,
which was held this year at the Drake

Botel in Chicago on November 14-15, dis-

cussed the forthcoming productions of the

i ipany.

Felix Feist, General Manager of Sales

and Distributions, told of the ambitious

schedule ready for the winter and spring

months. Films soon to be released include

"Bardleys the Magnificent," "The Scarlet

Letter," Lillian Gish's new vehicle now
playing at the Central, New Fork; "Valen-
cia," starring Mae Murray; "Flesh and
the Devil," -tarring John Gilberl and fea-

turing Greta Garbo; "Tin Hats." the after-

the war remedy, and "Toll It To the M;t

rines," starring Lon Chaney with William
Haines featured, as well as other pictures.

District Managers present included E.

M. Saunders, Western Sales Manager; W.
F. Rodgers, Eastern Sales Manager; T. J.

Connors, Southern Sales Manager; P. F.

Burger, head of the Sales Promotional De-
partment; A. F. Cummings, head of the

Statistical Department; S. Eckman, Jr.,

New York District Manager; G. A. Hickey,
Washington, D.C., District Manager; C. E.

Kessnich, Atlanta, District Manager; S.

A. Shirley, Chicago District Manager, S.

I). Perkins, Denver District Manager; J. El

Flynn, St. Louis District Manager, and
David Bershon, Los Angeles District Man-
ager.

Exhibit, and Exchange Men
Give Dinner for Schaefer
Exhibitors and exchange men of New

England, on November 3rd, at the Copley
Plaza Hotel, Boston, tendered one of the
finest testimonial dinners ever given in
New England when George J. Schaefer was
honored in view of his elevation from the
position of Famous Players New England
district manager to that of Eastern division
manager with headquarters removed to New
York instead of Boston.

The dinner was excellently attended, the
hall being just about able to contain the
gathering. Mr. Schaefer was presented
with a gold watch and wrist strap by ex-
mayor James M. Curley, who acted on be-
half of William P. Grey, New England,
Olympia and Maine and the New Hamp-
shire theatres of the Grey and allied cir-

cuits. Nathan Gordon, on behalf of the
New England exhibitors and exchange men,
presented Mr. Schaefer with a chest of
silver containing 251 pieces engraved with
the initials of the recipient.

Louis M. Boas was chairman of the oc-

casion. Judge J. Albert Brackett of Rox-
bury was toastmaster. Guests and speakers
included S. R. Kent, vice-president and
general manager of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation; Philip A. Riseman, Middle-
West Division Manager of Famous Play-
ers; Joseph Levensen, representing Moe
Mark ; Major Cliff, representing Governor
Alvan T. Fuller, John H. Casey, represent-

ing Mayor Malcolm D. Nicholls of Boston,
Nathan Gordon and Thomas B. Spry.

Assisting Chairman Boas on the committee, was
Jacoh Louric, treasurer; Michael Alperin, secretary;
guest committee, Judge Brackett, Edward O'Leary,
Thomas B. Spry and Maurice N. Wolf; entertain-
ment committee, Moe Silver, chairman; Joseph Bren-
nan, Earl Crabb, Ralph Crabill and Victor Morris.
Committee on arrangements, Harry F. Campbell,
chairman; Harry Asher, W. II Bradley, Silas Bunce,
R. C. Cropper, Timothy Donahue. H. E. Elder, G.
M. A. Fecke,' L. J. Hacking, Joseph McConville, Abe
Montague, M. E. Morey, Herman Rifkin, Henry
Scully, John Scully, William Shapiro and M. X.
Wolf. Honorary chairmen consisted of A. S. Black,
L. M. Boas. Al Coture, Nap Demara. Abe Goodside,
Nathan Gordon, Win. P. Gray, I, J. Hoffman. Joseph
I'. Kennedy, J. M. Levenson, A. J. Locatelli, Jacob
Louri, Mm- Mark, S. Z. Poli. Max Schoolman. A.
Silverman. Dr. A. Stskiml. A. A. Spit/. M. F. Wil-
liams and Nathan Yamins.

Gain in First National Assets
Yearly Statement Ending Anril 3, 1926
Shows Increase of $2,668,396

A 1

l ORDING to the financial statemenl
tiled with the Commissioner of Cor
porations in Boston covering ;i per-

iod of ;i year ended April .'!, lfl'Jfi, the

sets of Firs! National Pictures show an in-

c of $2,668,396. Total ;i-sels are sin

- 15,270,052, compared with $12,60]
on April 3, 1925. The surplus increased

,615, from $4,182,61 1, in L925, to $5,-

L79,226.

The balance sheel follows

:

AS-:

:•

Furnil m
mdise

Cash

Frani hisea
Attractions

nent in other companies 1.

364.617

83,771

9.05.1,665

1.1 \ Ml 1. II 11 -

rred stock $3, 988,673 $4,5.
Cbmn stock 1,281,377 1.281, 377

mis payable 1,097,229 1,079,849
Notes payable 1,850,000 272.500
Miscellaneous accts ei I 521,480 508,550
Mortgages 78.000

rred liabilities 677,989
tes. . 960,000

Remit foi foreign cost in

abeyance 392,067
Surplus 5,179,226 4.182.611

I otal $15,270,052
1 by 60,000 no-par sha

i

$12,601,656

11.052 $12,601,656

Stanley-Mark Strand Offices

Now in New York City
The head offices of the Stanle3 Mark

Strand Corporation have been moved Prom
Buffalo I- New York City, with the resull

thai Walter Hays, whose home h;is been in

Buffalo, will be seen more frequently along

Brondwav.
George J. Schaefer, new Eastern Divis on manager

of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
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Ohio Court Upholds Arbitration Rule
Supreme Tribunal Coincides With Decision of Cleveland

Board; Penn. Exhibitors Threaten Outlaw Retaliation

WHAT is considered an auspicious

victory for arbitration comes this

week in the news that the decision

of the Cleveland Board of Arbitration in

the case of United Artists against the Ohio
Amusement Company has been upheld by
the Supreme Court. The Board decreed
that the theatre company must pay the dis-

tributing organization the sum of $1,100
in lieu of rentals for a picture which the
theatre company failed to play on the dates
specified.

This case of the Ohio Amusement Com-
pany versus the Film Board of Trade is

the final chapter of a disagreement that
started last spring. At that time the Ohio
Amusement Company and United Artists

failed to agree on the date of availability

of the picture, "The Bat", for houses in

the Ohio Amusement Company Circuit.

Failure on the part of United Artists to

deliver prints of this picture on the date
claimed as the first availability date by
Ohio Amusement Company was the first

step in the proceedure. Failure on the

part of the Ohio Amusement Company to

play the picture on the date claimed as the

first availability date by United Artists was
the second step in the controversy. Claim-
ing breach of that part of the contract

which provides for play or pay, the ease

was brought before the local' board of

arbitration. The board was tied. Three
members favored the exhibitors. Three fa-

vored the distributor. In accordance with

precedence, an arbitrator was named to

hear the case and render a verdict. In this

case the arbitrator was Attorney Leo Ul-

mer. It was claimed, and nobody denied

it, that Arbitrator Ulmer heard the case,

attended by the members of the Board
of Arbitration, but that he rendered his

decision alone and without conferring with
the members of the board. This solitary

decision was the basis of the claim of ir-

regularity on the part of the Ohio Amuse-
ment Company. Attorney Thomas Kirby,
of the law firm of Squire Saunders and
Dempsey, brought out evidence that neither

the by-laws of the Board of Arbitration,

nor custom of former proceedure on like

occasions, nor anything in the distributor's

contract, demanded an award resulting from
a conference of the arbitrator with the

board.

The award rendered by Ulmer demanded
the payment of $1,100 by Ohio Amusement
Company to United Artists and that United
Artists deliver to Ohio Amusement Com-
pany prints of the picture under discussion

on the first available date agreeable to the

Ohio Amusement Company. In accordance
with Rule 4 of the by-laws of the Board
of Arbitration, United Artists proceeded
to impose security demands until the pay-
ment of the award. Attorney Sam Hor-
witz. representing the Ohio Amusement
Company, claimed this imposition of se-

curity demand was in restraint of trade.

The terms, he stated, were so harsh as to

put an exhibitor out of business. This ar-

ticle in the by-laws was criticized by the

United States Department of Justice and
has lately undergone a modification.

Examination of witnesses showed that

there have been approximately four arbi-

tration cases in the local history of arbitra-

tion in which a tie occurred. J. J. Harwood,
President of the Cleveland Motion Picture

Exhibitors Association and Vice President

of the M. P. T.O. of Ohio, gave testimony

that in the single instance of a tie case in

which he sat on the board, the arbitrator

conferred with the members of the board

before rendering a decision. In the other
cases it was shown that the arbitrator
alone rendered the decision.

Judge Reid held that in his opinion it

was irregular for the arbitrator to render
a decision alone, but that a decision should
be reached by a board conference, that such
a decision be given to the secretary of the
board of arbitration in writing and signed
by the majority members of the board sus-
taining the award. Nevertheless, because
this particular award was not handled in

this way, the judge could find no evi-

dence of fraud or tentent of fraud, which,
he claimed was the only point on which the
Court of Equity could call the award void.

Maurice Safier, Central Division Mana-
ger for United Artists, was present at the

hearing when Judge Reid rendered his

decision.

If the Philadelphia Film Board of Trade
carries out its ruling that an exhibitor

operating in two shipping zones is liable

in both on decisions rendered against him
in this territory, the M.P.T.O. of Pennsyl-
vania, will insist upon a reciprocal ar-

rangement which will outlaw in arbitration

the Philadelphia branch of any distributor

who fails to comply with an arbitration de-

cision in any exchange center.

This was made clear at the recent con-
vention of the organization, and the asso-

ciation intends to carry out the mandate
of the convention which took the form of

a resolution on the reciprocal rule.

The convention also. condemned the Film
Board of Trade for calling upon non-mem-
bers of the exhibitor association to act on
the arbitration board, claiming an agree-
ment which binds the distributor organiza-
tion to sit only with members of the organ-
ization.

Kunsky-B. Sl K. Chain Starts Expansion
Plans Several Michigan Theatres ; Publix-Saenger Combination Now

Controls 12 Houses; 121 Now in Northwest Theatres Group

THE expansion program instituted by
the Kunsky-Balaban and Katz com-
bination is getting under way, with

theatres planned for several Michigan
towns outside of Detroit where the com-
pany recently opened the Michigan. A
theatre is to be built at Birmingham, as

one of the first steps, and the circuit now
announces that a site has been secured for

the proposed new house at Redford. It is

estimated that this theatre will cost ap-

proximately $400,000.

In Detroit, it is the plan of the chain to

extend its holdings through acquisition of

a proposed East Side house. This theatre,

which will be located at Gratiot and Har-
per Avenues, will have a three thousand
seating capacity.

The Publix-Saenger Amusement Com-
pany affiliation, which was started about

two years ago with the transfer of several
important houses in Texas from the direct

management of Famous and Publix to a
then-new operating company in which Fa-
mous and Saenger were both interested,

now controls 12 houses situated in Florida
and Texas. The houses in Texas affected

are the Old Mill, Dallas, Liberty and Isis,

Houston and Capital, all located in Dallas.

When the formation of Publix-Saenger
Theatres was announced, it was stated that

the companies would operate jointly future

acquisitions. The new holding company
was not to involve theatres in the individual

chains. However, in four Florida towns,
eight theatres now come under the wing of

the Publix-Saenger. The towns and the-

atres are : Gainesville, the Baird and Lyric

theatres; Ocala, Dixie and Temple; Palat-

ka, Grand and Howell, and Sanford, Milane
and Princess.

Bringing the total of houses in the com-
pany's chain to 121, Northwest Theatres
(Finkelstein & Ruben) has purchased the
Miner in St. Cloud, Minn. The purchase
ends competition in that city. For some
time. Northwest has controlled the balance
of the city's houses. The company, which
operates in Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and Wisconsin, is preparing to open
;i theatre at Minot, N.D.

Plans have been completed by Marcus
Loew for a 4,000-seat theatre in Provi-
dence, R.I., to be added to his de luxe chain
of theatres offering pictures and stage pres-

entations. The plans call for an expendi-
ture of more than $1,500,000, and construc-

tion will start by January 1st.
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De Mille Denies Opposition to Merger of

P. D. C. and Pathe; Wires Managers
(Special Disbatch to Motion Picture Xczvs)

LOS ANGELES, NOVEMBER 10.—The following telegram was
sent today by Cecil B. De Mille to every branch manager of the

Producers' Distributing Corporation

:

"In view of the many published rumors concerning negotiations now
under consideration by the Producers' Distributing Corporation, I wish
to assure you that you may have no misgivings concerning the future. I

am fully acquainted with the matter and you may be certain that, when
arrangements are completed, our organization will be greater and
stronger. There will be a big part in it for everyone who carries on now.
Kind personal regards.

(Signed) "Cecil B. De Mille."

This telegram disposes of the rumor that Mr. De Mille is opposed
to the contemplated merger between P.D.C. and Pathe. It also indicates

that the P.D.C. personnel will remain intact when the deal is completed.

L

In and Out of Town

Neil S. McCarthy, attorney for De Mille and representing him in

the merger negotiations, issued a statement in New York on Thursday
flatly denying that the producer was opposed to the amalgamation in

any respect.

M. P. T. O. A. Officials to Meet
Atlantic City Convention of Jersey Organization

Takes on National Aspect as Result of Call

as business reasoning may suggest brought
to light, the way will be open for such un-
derstandings as may be reached to safe-

guard the welfare of the independent thea-
tre owner. A report of the proceedings
with the conclusions reached and sugges-
tions agreed upon will be given out from
the meeting to the theatre owners and the

public."
Arbitration will also be taken up, and

national legislative programs will be laid

out. "Theatre owners are inclined to do
a little rodeo work themselves and take the

legislative bull by the horns," says the

announcement. "The proposal has been
made that bills be introduced in all states

where censorship is in existence, repealing

I he law."

THE annual convention of the

M.P.T.O.A. of New Jersey will assume
a national aspect, as the result of a

call sent out by Joseph M. Seider, chair-

man, to the members of the Administrative
Committee of the M.P.T.O.A.

All other national officers and members
i the national committee have been in-

vited to be present, as well as available

state and regional officers.

According to announcement from the
M.P.T.O.A., ;i report will be made by Mr.
Seider on what are described as "trustifi-

ed inn processes arid other drives to cen-
tralize control "I' the business."
The statement continues: "With all of

the available facts laid before the meet-
ing and such probable and possible results

"Strogoff" Premiere in Wash.
Presentation de Luxe for Universal Film
de France Special , in Nation's Capitol

sentation from the National Press Club,

including the White House newspaper men
representing dailies from all over the

u orld.

A corps of exploiting men worked on

the premiere, which marks the beginning

of tlie marketing of the Cineroman-Uni-
..] ,il production. Beginning the week.

Universal sales executives and sales-

men, under the instruction of Lou
B. Metzger, general sale- manager, are

offering '^Michael Strogoff" for early

booking. Carl Laemmle, president of the

Universal Picture- Corporation, bas de

cided nut to road-show this production. The
official release date of the picture now i-

set as February 8, the birthday of Jules

Verne.

" \ /TICHAEL STROGOFF," the ini

\/ 1 versa! film de Prance photo-
-A- ™ -*- play adapted from Jules Verne's

novel, had its gala American premiere on
Friday of this week in the Rialto Theatre,
Washington, 1). ('. The premiere was un-
der i lie patronage of Count de Sartiges,

charge d 'affairs of the French Republic
in the absence of Ambassador Henri Ber-

anger.
The Rialto Theatre h:is been redecorated

and re ci eated.

Tile "Michael Strogoff" premiere was
attended by about 2,000 persons, mosl of

t hem e pecially im ited gue I of I he t he

atre, the French diplomatic representatives
in Washington and I niversal. Among
them will be an unusually large repre

HM. HERBEL, newly appointed sales

director for Um'versal's Western division,

and Ralph B. Williams, sales director for the
Southern division, have left New York for a
trip of six weeks in their respective territories.

This is Herod's first trip around his new
division while Williams is visiting his terri-

tory for the first time in several months.

A BRAHAM LEHR, general manager for
j\ Sam Goldwyn, sailed for London on the

S. S. Homeric last Saturday, November 6th,

to direct the staging of the London, f'aris and
Berlin premieres of "The Winning of Barbara
Worth," Henry King's production based on
the Harold Bell Wright novel. Mr. Lehr 7vas
accompanied by his tci'/i'. They ivill probably
remain in Europe for several months.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, general man-
ager of Fox Films, returned this week

from a month's trip to the Coast. He
brought back with him contracts with first

run circuits on the West Coast and in the
Northern Midwest. Mr. Grainger will re-
main in New York for two we-ks and will
then leave on a sales trip which will take
him to all the principal key cities.

Bach Appointed to British

F. N. Sales Post

As he was largely instrumental in the
imposing sales record recently turned in by
the First National Canadian exchanges, W.
A. Bach Was appointed this week by Bruce
Johnston, manager of the First National
foreign department, to the position of sales

manager for the company in Great Britain
under the general supervision of J. Frank-
lin Brockliss, managing director. During
the past year the Canadian territory ran up
an average of 203 per cent over their quota
in sales, the greatest volume of business
done by First National in the Dominion.
Though Mr. Bach has been general sales

manager for First National Canadian for

about a \ear, he has been a sales executive

in the Canadian territory for the past eisrlit

years with other releasing; organizations.

He will sail on the George Washington from
New York on November 24th in company
with his wife and family and will make his

headquarters in London. No successor has
been named for his Canadian post.

Louis Rosenfeld, Columbia
Canadian Manager

Louis Rosenfeld, of Toronto, formerly
with Canadian Independent Films, Ltd..

i- now general manager of Columbia Pic-

tures of Canada, Ltd.. Toronto, which wa>

recently incorporated under Canadian laws

for the distribution of Columbia releases.

The headquarters of Columbia Pictures

is at 21 Wilton Square, Toronto, and Colum-
bia branches are established at Toronto,
Montreal. Winnipeg and St. John. Mr.
Rosenfeld has announced that Jules Levine
is the manager at Montreal, while nf. S.

Bernstein is manager at St. John, N.B. He
has not yet appointed a manager for the

Winnipeg office .•>'"' is in charge of he
Toronto office himself.
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Hal Hodes Again With "U"
as Special Sales Agent

HAL HODES, old-time Universal
man who during the past sev-

eral years has been connected
with the Short Films Syndicate, has
resigned from that organization and
re-entered the Universal organization

which he left in 1920. Hs is now a

special sales representative out of the

home office and will confine his ac-

tivities to "The Collegians" and "The
Newlyweds and Their Baby" series of

two-reelers. "The Collegians" are

classified as "Junior Jewels," the high-

est rating on the Universal Short
product sheet. "The Newlyweds"
series is expected to enter that class

next season. Mr. Hodes will spend
one week in the New York territory

and will then visit other important
film centers in the interests of the two
series.

Second Universal - Denny
Production Finished

'

' The Cheerful Fraud, '

' second Universal-

Denny production of the current season,

was completed this week at Universal City
under the direction of William A. Setter.

The new Denny vehicle is a farce-comedy
and was adapted by Harvey Thew from the

novel of that name by K. R. C. Browne.
Gertrude Olmstead, who was last seen with
Denny in "California Straight Ahead,"
has the leading feminine role in this latest

of the Denny series. Otis Harlan, Emily
Fitzroy, Charles Gerrard and Gertrude
Astor lend the star support.

'

' The Cheerful Fraud, '
' which is being

sold separately as are all of the other Den-
ny productions scheduled for this season,

will be issued to exhibitors on January 16th.

Prints will probably be in the exchanges
before the end of November.

1945

Three Westerns in Work at

Film Booking Offices Lot
This week on the F.B.O. lot, three West-

ern units started work almost simultane-
ously. The largest group is the Fred Thom-
son unit, making "Don Mike," a story of

old California. More than 200 men and
women, comprising Spaniards, Mexicans
and cowboys, are being maneuvered by Di-

rector Lloyd Ingrahm. The two additional

Western units are those of Tom Tyler and
Bob Custer. The first is making "Lightning-
Lariats" under the direction of Bob De-
La cy and with Frankie Darro and his dog
included in the cast. Bob Custer is work-
ing on "Cactus Trails" under the super-
vision of Jesse J. Goldberg.

"What Price Glory" Premiere
Opens November 22 at Harris Theatre,

New York ; First Showing in Los Angeles

THE first showing of "What Price

Glory," the most important of the

Fox Film Giants of the season, in

New York will be at the Harris Theatre,

on November 22, just three days after

the world's premiere has been staged

at the Carthay Theatre, Los Angeles. A
most elaborate presentation was arranged
for the production at the Los Angeles house
including a series of large panels in oil

executed by Luis Usabal, the Spanish art-

ist.

It is expected that the New York open-

ing will be attended by many notables both

in the industry and outside of it. The au-

dience at the Carthay on the opening night

will comprise many of the most prominent

people in Hollywood, newspaper representa-

tives from all cities as far East as Chicago

as well as city officials of Los Angeles.

Among those present at the Harris The-

atre on the opening night will be Raoul

Arthur ZiehnVs Production
Scores in Berlin

"Women's Crusade," a special produc-
tion by Arthur Ziehm, was simultaneously
released recently in two first-run theatres
in Berlin. The picture created a favorable
impression with the critics of the daily and
trade papers.
Producer Ziehm has now begun work on

another production under the title of
"Trial Behind Closed Doors." It will fea-
ture Maly Deschaft, Werner Krauss, Viv-
ian Gibson, Henry Stuart, Ida West, Hnns
Junkermann, Grete Schmidt, Wolhelm Die-
terle and Hermann Picha.

Walsh, who directed the production; Ed-
mund Lowe, Victor McLaglen and Dolores
Del Rio, featured members of the cast and
a number of the supporting plavers.

The opening marks the culmination of
two years' intensive effort on the part of
the Fox company. Immediately after the
play opened in New York, William Fox
purchased the screen rights, and research
work was started. For many months, en-
gineers were at work transforming Califor-
nia scenery into the locale in which the
story is laid, the Belleau Wood sector, and
an army of artisans worked to reproduce
the main parts of two French towns, Bar-
le-Duc and Bouresches.

The cast supporting the featured players

includes William V. Mong, Phyllis Haver,
Leslie Fenton, Elena Jurado, Ted McNa-
mara, Sammy Cohen, Barry Norton and
August Tollaire. Malcolm Stuart Boylan
did the titling.

Christie Week Started Nov. 14
Theatres Celebrate, Running Short and
Feature Comedies of Educat'l and P. D. C.

Those exhibitors who are playing the fifth

or sixth Christie-Educational series can
;i(ld the name of the rotund Walter Hiers
to the list for Anniversary Week.
Arrangements for Christie Week were

carried out by Pat Dowling, sales and pub-
licity chief, who toured the country sign-

ing up theatres from New York to San
Francisco along the Lincoln Highway.
Each exhibitor participating affixed his sig-

nature to a scroll carried by Dowling, and
this is now in the hands of the Christies
who believe it the longest single collection

of exhibitor autographs in the country.

Charles Christie and Al Christie

CHRISTIE Anniversary Week, now at

hand, marks the fifteen-year-develop-

ment and growth of split-reel en-

tertainment into a standard series of two-

reel comedies and latterly feature length

fun films. Theatres throughout the coun-

try are celebrating this event by running
not only the two-reel efforts distributed

through Educational but they are also play-

ing the features sold through Producers
Distributing Corporation.

Among the feature comedies being ex-

hibited this week are "The Nervous
Wreck," which is being shown in each
exchange city to a representative audience;

'"Up in Mabel's Room," a feature at many
of the theatres which have joined in the

celebration, and one exhibitor is running
"Charley's Aunt" for the fourth time.

Exhibitors playing the Educational series,

have their choice of either a Bobby Ver-
non, a Billy Dooley, a Jimmie Adams or a

Christie Comedy for Anniversary Week,
there being eight of the Vernons, six each
of the Dooleys and Adamses and ten of the

Christies, which feature such comedians as

Jack Duffy, Anne Cornwall, Neal Burns
and William Irving. Throughout the se-

ries romp many beautiful girls.

Roadshow "Beau Geste"
Beginning Dec. 26th

BEGINNING December 26th,
"Beau Geste," Herbert Brenon's
production for Paramount, will

be roadshowed. At that time eight
companies with symphony orchestras
will tour the country.
"Beau Geste" continues at the

Criterion in New York City where it

has been playing for the past twelve
weeks. This success is duplicated in
four other cities throughout the nation.
At the Philadelphia Aldine "Beau

Geste" is in its eighth week while in
San Francisco it has been doing ex-
cellent business at the St. Francis
Theatre, in spite of the three earth-
quakes which have reduced theatre
patronage. Two theatres, the St.

Francis in San Francisco and the
Regent in Toronto, have both changed
their policies with the advent of "Beau
Geste," the former now running on a
reserved seat and $2.00 top basis. The
Brenon picture is enjoying its second
week at the Tremont in Boston with
a long run in view and the Forum in

Los Angeles has booked the picture
to open some time this month, but the
date is yet unannounced.
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Warners Near Half-way Mark
Nine "Winners" Finished or Nearing
Completion ; Others in Preparation

Til E belief is held by Warner
Bros, thai inure than fifty per cent

the Warner "Winners" will be

completed by the first of the new year.

On November 1st nine of the twenty-
six "Winners" were either completed or
were half way in production and a number
of others were also ready for casting.

Only a few remaining scenes remain to

be shot on "The Third Degree" and
"Fingerprints," while "Across the Pa-

i

." "My Official Wife," "Private Ezzy

Murphy," "Millionaires" and "While
London sleep,-," are <>n the completed list.

"Don'1 Tell the Wife" and "Wolf's Cloth-

H ere only rerenl I v put into work.
"The Third Degree" is an adaptation by

Graham Maker of the Charles Klein play.

Dolores Costello has the starring role and
is working under the direction of Michael
Curtiz, who is incidentally making his first

production in America. "Fingerprints," a

comedy mystery story written especially for

Louise Fazenda by Arthur Somers Roche,
is now in its fifth week of production.

Llovd Bacon-is directing this Roche story.

Monte Blue is the featured player in

"Wolf's Clothing," which was also writ-
ten by Arthur Some]'-, Roche. It was put
into production on October 25th with Patsy
Ruth Miller playing the feminine lead. The
picture is rapidly nearing the completed
stage under Roy Del Ruth's direction.

"Don't Tell the Wife" was started recent-
ly by Paul L. Stein, European director under
contract with Warner Bros. Irene Rich,
Huntley Gordon and Lilyan Tashman are
the principals and the rest of the cast will

be assembled within a few days. The latest

films to come out of the Warner Bros, cut-
ting room are "While London Sleeps" and
"Millionaires." The former is a Rin-Tin-
Tin starring vehicle and the latter was sug-
gested by the E. Phillips Oppenheim book,
"The Inevitable Millionaires." It stars

George Sidney and Louise Fazenda.
Pictures now being groomed for produc-

tion include "The Heart of Maryland," to

star Dolores Costello; "Matinee Ladies,"
which Paul L. Stein will direct; "The Gay,
Old Bird," with Louise Fazenda, and "Hills
of Kentucky," starring Rin-Tin-Tin.

List 3 Assoc.-Pathe Westerns
Scheduled for Release This Month;

Cody, Roosevelt and Wales Starred

Paul Panzer, Joan Meredith, Fontaine La
Rue and William Franey head the sup-
porting cast. It is a Western with a new
angle.

"Ramblin' Galoot" is an adaptation of

the story by Barr Cross and was directed

by Fred Bain, from a continuity by Betty
Burbridge. The cast supporting Buddy
Roosevelt includes Violet La Plante, Fred-
erick Lee, Al Taylor, Charles Whitaker,
Nelson McDowell, Clyde McClary, Harry
Demour and Hank Bell. Counterfeiting,

bankers and bankers' daughters, and a golf

game are part of the plot of this Western.
William Bertram directed "Ace of Ac

tion" from a script by Betty Burbridge,
and the continuity by Tommy Gray. Sup-
porting Wally Wales are Alma Rayford,
Charles Colby, Frank Ellis, Hank' Bell,

Fanny Midgely, Will Eayes and Charles

Whitaker.

DURING the current month, three

Western features produced by As-
sociated Exhibitors will be released

through Pathe Exchanges through its fea-

sales departmenl nov organized un-
der E. A. Eschmann's leadership. The pro-

duction- are, "King of the Saddle," re-

leased November 7th; "Ramblin' Galoot,"
starring Buddy Roosevelt, released Novem-
ber 21, and "Ace of Action," starring Wal-
ly Wales, released November LIS.

I '.Ml Cody is starred in " Ring of the Sad-
dle," which was directed by William J.

| raft, from the story by Carl Krusada.

Tiffany Completes Half of

Production Schedule
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS.

INC., has already completed half

of the production schedule of

twenty pictures and is now in the
course of preparing and filming the re-

maining half of the 1926-27 program.
Tiffany pictures that have already

been released include "That Model
from Paris," "Lost at Sea," "Fools
of Fashion," "College Days" and
"Jocelyn's Wife.' There are now ready
"Sin Cargo," "The First Night," "One
Hour of Love,' "Redheads Preferred,"
"The Tiger" (tentative) and "En-
chanted Island."
With reference to the propitious re-

ports of exhibitors and reviewers con-
cerning the Tiffany product, M. H.
Hoffman, vice-president of the com-
pany, has said that all of the future
Tiffany productions will be of the
same calibre as those already released.

Leading F. N. Branches in

Lieber Sales Drive
With the end of the First National Lie-

ber Sales Drive in sight, the following

exchanges now stand at the head of. their

respective territorial divisions: New York
(East), Toronto (Canada), Louisville

(South), and Seattle (West). The four
uiges rating the highest percentage

will be awarded substantial cash prizes.

The winners will no1 be named officially

for several weeks because of the (borough
auditing of sales figures that will be made.
Ii'obert Lieber, president of First National,
in who e honor the drive was inaugurated,
has expressed himself as highly pleased
with the results of the drive. Tl is likely

that he will signal out the winning ex-

change by personal recognition.

Sam Taylor Directs Mary
Pickford's Next Film

SAM TAYLOR, for many years

associated with Harold Lloyd in

the direction of the Lloyd come-

dies, has been signed by Mary Pick-

ford to wield the megaphone on her

next production, which will be a come-
dy.

The story will be selected from

four under consideration by Miss Pick-

ford and Mr. Taylor and the comedy
experts who have been called in to

help with the making of the picture.

Miss Pickford plans to make four pic-

tures in succession.

Laura La Plante Heads "The
Cat and the Canary" Cast
Laura La Plante, Universal star, will

head the list of players for the .John Wil-
lard mystery drama. "The Cat and the

Canary," which goes into production within

a few days under the direction of Paul
Leni, the Ufa director engaged by Carl

Laemmle, whose fame in Europe rests

largely upon his ability to handle mystery
and screen dramas of an unusual type such
as "The Three Wax Men," one of his best

known pictures. Besides Miss La Plante

the cast includes Arthur Edmund Carewe,
Creighton Hale, Gertrude Astor, Tully Mar-
shall, Porresl Stanley, Martha Mattox,
Flora Finch and Dick Sutherland. Jean
Hersbolt was originally announced for an
important role, but he does not now appear
in the line-up. Robert F. Hill will co-

operate with Leni in the production.

Several Vaudeville Additions
to Cast of Chadwick Film
Several new players joined the casl of

"Sunshine of Paradise Alley," the Chad-
wick Picture now in work under the

direction of Jack Nelson, this week when
Jesse J. Goldberg, who is personally super-

vising the production, added Pierre and Lu-

cette, Apache dancers, to appear in the

elaborately staged ballroom sequence. The
pair recently arrived from Pari- and
are now headlined in Orpheum theatres. A
special ballet of twenty-four dancers has

been arranged for the same sequence

by Fanchon and Marco. Tui Lorraine, for-

mer circus and vaudeville star, will also

play an important part in the production.

Julia Faye to Head Cast of

'Turkish Delight"
The leading feminine character in "Turk-

ish Delight." Julia Faye's latest assign-

ment, will be thai player'- tir-i leading

part. For eight years she has been playing

secondary roles in various Cecil B. De Mille
picture-, but never a really principal part.

In the Cobb story, which will lie produced
at the De Mille studio, she will be directed
i)\ Paid Sloane, Some of Mi-- Faye's re-

cent characterizations have been Mariusha,
in "The Volga Boatman"; the VAV.C.A.
entertainer in "Corporal Kate"; Queen
Victoria in "The Yankee Clipper" and
Martha in "The King of Kings."
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Six in Work and Five to Get
Under Way at M-G-M Studio

Six productions are already in work at

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio and five

more are scheduled to get under way in the

near future. Some of these will be specials

and will be started only after elaborate

preparations.

One of the first that will be started in

"Tillie the Toiler," an original screen play
starring Marion Davies and based on the

comic strip of the same name. "The
Wind," Dorothy Scarborough's novel in

which Lillian Gish will have the leading
part, will go into production as soon as

Director Clarence Brown has finished his

preparations. William Haines' forthcom-
ing baseball feature, "Slide, Kelly, Slide,"
goes into production next week under the
direction of Edward Sedgwick and Robert
Z. Leonard will follow soon after with "His
Last Affair" with Norma Shearer starred
and Lew Cody playing the leading masculine
role.

Director Harry Millarde is well launched
into his production of "The Taxi Dancer"
featuring Joan Crawford in the title role

and with Owen Moore appearing opposite
her. "The Great Galeoto, " a Spanish
romantic tragedy with Ramon Novarro and
Alice Terrv has practically been completed
by John S. Stahl. John S. Robertson is

finishing "Annie Laurie," starring Lillian

Gish, and the finishing directorial touches
are now being applied to Mae Murray's
"Valencia" by Dimitri Buchowetzki. Tod
Browning is directing '

' The Day of Souls '

'

with John Gilbert and Renee Adoree head-
ing the cast; and J. E. Williamson has
resumed directing the underwater sequences
of "The Mysterious Island" following the

rebuilding of the location camp in the
Bahamas which was destroyed by the recent
hurricane. W. S. Van Dyke, who directed

"War Paint," Tim McCoy's first produc-
tion, has also been chosen to direct the
Western star's second vehicle.

Rosson Replaces Cruze as

Director of Griffith Film
Arthur Rosson received his biggest di-

rectorial assignment to date last week when
it became known that he had been selected

to direct "The Waiter from the Ritz,"
Raymond Griffith 's new Paramount feature-
length comedy. It was originally announced
that James Cruze would handle this pro-
duction, but an unforeseen change of plans
necessitated his presence in the direction of
one of the" company's spectacle pictures.
The Griffith film has just been put into
work. Supporting players include Alitv
Day, George Fawcett, Arlette Marchal,
Trixie Friganza and Charles Hill Mailes.

La Rocque and Del Rio in

U. A.'s "Resurrection"
Rod La Rocque has been loaned to Di-

rector Edwin Carewe to play one of the
leading roles in "Resurrection," an adapta-
tion of Leo Tolstoy's book which United
Artists will release. La Rocque will play
Prince Dimitri and opposite him will ap-
pear Dolores Del Rio, who appears as Ka-
tusha Maslova.
Filming is now under way and Count

liya Tolstoy, son of the author, is acting as
editorial adviser to Carewe and will also
impersonate his father in a prologue to the
picture.

Twenty-four Fox Films Ready
Half Through Production on Season's

Output; Eight Pictures Now in Work

WITH the completion of twenty-four
productions scheduled for release

on the 1926-27 program, Fox Films
is now past the half-way mark in the

filming of the output for this season. Eight
more pictures are now in the filming stage

and are coming along rapidly. Those pro-

ductions finished include four of the seven

Tom Mix Westerns and three of the Buck
Jones vehicles.

Included in the twenty-four pictures are

"Mother Machree, " a John Ford produc-
tion; "Wings of the Storm," a picture

starring Thunder, the dog star; "The Can-
yon of Light," starring Tom Mix, and
'

' Desert Valley, '

' in which Buck Jones has
the stellar role.

Pictures now in work at the Fox studio

in Hollywood include, "Sunrise," the first

American production of the German di-

rector, F. W. Murnau, with George 'Brien,

Janet Gaynor and Margaret Livingston in

the principal parts; "The Monkey Talks,"
a Raoul Walsh production, with Olive Bor-
den, Jacques Lerner, the simian imperson-
ator, Don Avarado, Raymond Hitchcock
and Ted McNamara; "One Increasing Pur-

l^ose," which is being directed by Harry
Beaumont, with Edmund Lowe, Lila Lee,

May Allison, Huntley Gordon, Josef Swic-
kard, Jane Novak and many others.

"The Auctioneer," Al Green's first pro-

duction for Fox, featuring George Sidney,
Marion Nixon and Gareth Hughes ;

'

' Ber-
tha, the Sewing Machine Girl," which is

being made by Irving Cummings, with
Madge Bellamy in the title role, and Allan
Simpson, Sally Phipps and Paul Nicholson
prominently cast; "The Last Trail," star-

ring Tom Mix, with Carmelita Geraghty in

the feminine lead. Lew Seiler is behind the
megaphone.

All is nearly ready to begin filming "7th
Heaven," which will be done on the broad-
est scope. Frank Borzage has been in

Paris for several weeks for exterior scenes
and first-hand data, as that city is the lo-

cale of the play. Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell will have the leads.

Buck Jones is also preparing to begin his

next picture, "The War Horse," which
will be an adaptation of his own original

story paying tribute to equine heroes of
the World War. His horse, Silver Buck,
will appear in the title role.

F.N. Approves Original Stories
Four of Thirteen Purchased in Past Six

Months; Three Plays, Four Novels in List

AS an evidence of the fact that origi-

nal stories are gaining in popularity,

Mrs. Florence Strauss, scenario edi-

tor of First National, reported at a recent

meeting of executives of the company, that

of tl»rteen purchased within the past six

months, four were originals, three were
plays, four were novels, one a magazine
short story and one a remake.

The stories concerned are :

'
' Orchids

and Ermine," original story by Carey Wil-
son, now in production with Colleen Moore

;

"The Butter and Egg Man," play by Geo.
S. Kaufman; "Sport of Kings," play by
Ian Hay Beith, an English racetrack story,

which Sam Rork will produce; "It Could
Have Happened," original story by Jerome
Wilson ;

'

' The Princess and the Perjurer,
'

'

novel by Alan Hillgarth, which will prob-
ably serve as a Richard Barthelmess star-

ring vehicle; "Walls of Glass," novel by
Larry Barrette ; "Not Herbert," play by
Howard Irving Young, a Ray Rockett pro-
duction in which Ben Lyon, Pauline Starke
and Virginia Lee Corbin are featured on
the screen; "The Runaway Enchantress,"
an original by Mary Heaton Vorse, in

which Milton Sills is starred.

"Said With Soap," Red Book short
story by Gerald Beaumont; "Glitter," a
novel by Katherine Brush, which will be a

future Richard Barthelmess vehicle; "The
"Coward," remake—Ince production

;

"Light of Scarthey, " novel by Egerton
Castle.

It was also announced this week that

'

' The Prince of Clowns, '
' an original by

Arthur Edmund Carew, has been purchased
as a vehicle for Milton Sills.

Marshall Neilan Signed to

Direct Constance Talmadge
Joseph M. Schenck has signed Marshall

Neilan to direct Constance Talmadge in

"Colette," a story by Hans Kraely, which
was written directly for the star. The pro-

duction will be made at the Neilan studio

in Edendale. The director and the author
are holding daily conferences on the story,

which Kraely has scenarized. The sets are

now under construction and a crew and cast

assembled, with the story getting under
way within the next two weeks. The star

returned only a few days ago from the
East and is now getting her wardrobe in

readiness. This is the first time that Neilan
has allied himself with Miss Talmadge or

with Mr. Schenck.

Cast Complete for U.A.'s
"The Beloved Roeruie"

The supporting cast for John Barrymore
in "The Beloved Rogue," a United Artists

release, based on the story by Francois Vil-

lon, has been completed and now includes
Conrad Veidt, Marceline Day, Henry Victor,

Mack Swain, Slim Summerville, Otto Mat-
tiesen, Lucy Beaumont, Lawson Butt, Ber-
tram Grassby, Jane Winton, Rose Dione,
Martha Franklin, Nigel de Brulier and Dick
Sutherland.

Alan Crosland is directing from a
scenario prepared by Paul Bern and Wil-
liam Cameron. Menzies is art director.
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Leads Selected for Sterling's

"Wolves of the Air"
Heading the east of the new Sterling

production, " Wolves of the Air," are John-
Walker, who plays the male lead, and

Mildred Harris, who is east as the feminine
••heavy." Maui!. ,,. Whit-
man and Lois Boyd have the secondary
roles. Gayne Whitman and Lois Boyd have
appeared in Sterling productions before,
both having principal parts in

'

' A Woman 's

Heart."

Ralph Forbes Joins "Tillie

the Toiler" Cast
Ralph Forbes, young English actio' who

came to America shortly alter the war to
make an appearance in the Broadway stage
production of "Havoc" and who was re-
cently signed a- a stock player by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, will make his screen

t for that company in •'Tillie the
Toiler," the Marion Davie.-, picture which
Hobarl Henley will direct for Cosmopoli-
tan. Forbes recently appeared opposite
Ruth ('hafterton in a dramatization of
Michael Arlen "s ••The (iroen Hat," and on
the screen as one id' the three brother- in
•• Beau Geste."

Carl Laemmle Signs Conrad
Veidt for Three Years

Conrad Veidt, one of the foremost of
Europe's screen luminaries, who recently
came u, this country at the invitation of
John Barrymore to play King Louis XI in
the hitter's "The Beloved Rogue," has been
signed dp for three years by Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal. The general belief
prevails that his first Universal production
will he "The Man Who Laughs," the Vic-
tor Hugo story which Universal has had in
mind for early production. Upon his ar-
rival in Hollywood, Mr. Veidt 's services
were the object of spirited bidding among
prominent producing companies. Some of
Mr. Veidt 's best known screen roles are
those in "The Three Wax Works," "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," "A Student in
Prague," "The Living Mask" and "Love
Makes Blind." He is a warm personal
friend of Paul Leni, who directed him in
"The Three Wax Works," and who is also
under contract with Universal.

For Sale

The Mosl Beautiful Car
In New York

My brand new Renault Limousine

—

largest model, 140 H. P. is for sale at
a very special price. Its beauty is
sensational.. It has for only a short
time been owned by one of the leading
executives of the automotive industry.
It has properly been called "the hand-
somest car in New York."
Fastest of all limousines, it rides like
a Pullman even at eighty miles an hour.

Hardly driven enough to be well lim-
bered up but I wish to dispose of it

before going to Japan in January. Origi-
nally $13,000, this car is available for
$9,000.. Or I might exchange for good
mortgages or bonds.

A rare opportunity for someone engaged
in the motion picture business who
seeks a car of exquisite refinement.

Communicate with Mr. Giles, Suite 1505
25 West 45th St.. New York. Tele-
phone Bryant 0908.

Paramount Elevates Gary
Cooper to Stardom

AFTER his first conspicuous per-

formance in "The Winning of

Barbara Worth," Gary Cooper,
a comparative newcomer to the screen,

was signed by Paramount as a fea-

tured player. According to present

plans Cooper will be starred in West-
ern films and two of that type have
already been selected for him. His first

picture will be "The Lost Outlaw" and
the second "Arizona Bound." The
new star, who is twenty-five years of

age, will be entirely at home in his

new roles, as he was born and brought
up on a Montana ranch which he left

eight years ago to complete his school-

ing. His latest screen work has been
in "It," Clara Bow's first Paramount
starring picture.

"Manon" Title of Warners'
Barrymore Road Show

It was announced last week from Warner
Bros, that the title of the forthcoming John
Barrymore picture heretofore known as

"Manon Lescaut" would be "Manon."
This production, of road show caliber, is

based on the celebrated French novel by
L'Abbe Prevost which furnished the source
for the stories of the Massenet and Puc-
cini operas. The preparatory labor on the

pictures covered a considerable period, with
the result that Warner Bros, believe tha'

it is one of the most artistic productions to

come out of their Hollywood studio. Be-
cause of her excellent work in previous
Warner Bros.' releases, Dolores Costello

was elevated to play opposite Barry-
more in the title role. One of the outstand-
ing features of "Manon" will be its Vita-
phone musical accompaniment.

Pola Negri to Do Thack-
eray's "Vanity Fair"

B. P. Schulberg last week announced that

Pola Negri's next starring picture for Par-
amount would he "Vanity Fair," Thack-
eray's classic of English society. In this

production Miss Negri will portray the rede

of Becky Sharp. The production Avill be

lavishly produced, according to Mr. Schul-

berg, and Erich Pbmmer will take charge
of the technical treatment of the film. The
director has not yet been chosen.

It is planned to start "Vanity Fair" as

soon as Miss Negri returns from Europe,
where she plans to take a vacation follow-

ing the completion of her current vehicle,

"Barbed Wire," the screen version of a

novel of the late war by Hall Oaine.

Another Byron Morgan Story
for George O'Hara

"California or Bust" is the name of the
new Byron Morgan story, written especially
for George O'Hara. Morgan is the author
of •One Minute to Play," which served to

introduce "Bed" flrnngo in motion pic-

tures. "Excuse My Dust," and numerous
other racing stories for the late Wallace
Reid. One of his most recent tales was
"California Straight Ahead," for Reginald
I )ennv.

Neil Hamilton and Helen
Chandler in" Music Master"
One of the leading redes in "The Music

Master" has been given Neilan Hamilton,
who was loaned by Famous Players to Fox
Films, and another to Helen Chandler
young Broadway actress. These were the
-election- of Allan Dwan who will film the

Belasco play at the fox Films New York
Studio. Hamilton, who will play opposite
Lois Moran in "The Music Master," ar-

rived from Los Angeles last week where
he played with Belle Bennett in another
Fox Films production, "Mother Machree."
Miss Chandler makes her screen debut in

the Dwan production. She is eighteen years
of age and has appeared in many produc-
tions on the Legitimate stage, among them
"The Wild Duck," "Richard the Third,"
with Lionel Barrymore; "Hamlet," "The
Firsl Flight," ami "The Wisdom Tooth."
Director Dwan also selected other players

for the cast of "The Music Master." They
are Leo Feodoroff, Armand Cortes, Marcia
Harris and Edward Cull.

Pola Negri to Film Life of

Famous Actress
Pola Negri will appear in an original

story based on the life of Rachel, one of

the greatest stage figures of all times.

Ernest Va.jda, Hungarian author and play-

wright, is now writing the story which, it

is declared, will give Miss Negri one of
the best roles of her career. Production
will be launched soon on a lavish scale with
sumptuous settings and stellar supporting
casts. Erich Pommer, European film pro-

ducer who is now a Paramount featured

producer, will supervise. The direction has

not vet been chosen.

Sam Wood F.B.O. Assoc.
Producer on West Coast

Sam Wood Edwin C. King

BECAUSE he advocates "expan-
sion in every direction," Joseph
P. Kennedy, President of F.B.

O., has signed Sam Wood, who direct-

ed the "Red" Grange special and other

box-office successes, to be the asso-

ciate producer with Edwin C. King at

the company's West Coast studio.

Mr. Kennedy realized the necessity

of choosing an assistant for Mr. King
because of the production strides that

his company is making and the conse-

quent activity at the West Coast,

where Mr. King has been working at

times from sixteen to eighteen hours
daily. Sam Wood will join F.B.O.
within a few weeks after he has com-
pleted a current contract with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.
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Briefs

Jack Eagan, a recruit from vaudeville,

who made his screen debut in "Love 'Em
and Leave 'Em," a Paramount picture di-

rected by Frank Tuttle, is acquiring more
screen experience in "New York," which
Luther Reed is directing at the Long Island
studio. In the cast of "New York" are

Ricardo Cortez, Estelle Taylor, Lois Wil-
son, William Powell and Norman Trevor.

After a protracted stay in France, How-
ard Simon has returned to this country and
is at present preparing a special set of pos-

ters for lithographs on "Sunshine of Para-
dise Alley," Chadwick's screen version of

the Denman Thompson stage play which
will be released in December. Mr. Simon
will also do the press book for this pro-

duction. His French paintings and wood-
cut portraits will be exhibited at a local

gallery shortly.

Fred Malatesta, screen heavy, has been

cast for a role in
'

' The Waiter From the

Ritz. " This Paramount picture stars Ray-
mond Griffith and is being directed by Ar-

thur Rosson.

Recently featured in
'

' Square Crooks,
'

'

a Broadway stage play, Dorothy Appleby is

making her first appearance on the screen

in "New York," which Luther Reed is di-

recting at the Paramount studio iti As-

toria.

A trio of stills from "Jane's Inheritance," one of

the "What Happened to Jane" series, produced by
Stern Bros, for Universal release

Direct from an exclusive London modiste

shop, Mile. Elise Jeanne Colineau will as-

sume full charge of the designing depart-

ment of the Metropolitan studio, and to

direct the costuming on future productions

for that company. Her first assignment is

"Main Bait," in which Marie Prevost is

starred under the direction of Donald Crisp.

Harvey Clermont, associated for three

years with the Universal casting depart-

ment, has been appointed casting director

of Columbia Pictures. He succeeds Lillian

Valentine, who has been obliged to resign

her position and return East because of the

grave illness of her mother.

Huntley Gordon and Josef Swickard
have both been cast for parts in "One
Increasing Purpose," the Fox Films pic-

turization of A. S. M. Hutchinson's best

seller.

Viola Lawrence, film editor, has applied

the finishing touches to "The Better Way,"
which Ralph Ince directed for Columbia.

been cast for an important role in "Afraid
to Love, '

' Florence Vidor 's newest starring

vehicle. Frank Tuttle will direct from
Townsend Martin's adaptation of a play

liv Vincent Lawrence.

MacDonald and
Cast of "Seventh

Bard
Heaven

in

In addition to Janet Gaynor and Charles

Farrel, who play the leading roles in

••Seventh Heaven," Sol M. Wurtzel, gen-
cm 1 superintendent of Fox Films, has an-

nounced the addition of J. Farrell Mac-
Donald and Ben Bard to the cast. Mr.
Wurtzel also announced that the settings

for the picture would be of the utmost
authenticity. With this end in view, Frank
Borzage and his assistants are now in

France where exteriors are being filmed by
Ernest Palmer, chief cameraman. Director

Borzage will spend six weeks in and near

Paris before he returns to Hollywood where
the sets are now being erected under the

direction of William Darling.

"Sweet Baby" Title of New
Cameo Comedy

The first Educational-Cameo Comedy to

feature Wallace Lupino has been completed
for December release. It is titled "Sweet
Baby."

Comical incidents in "Flaming Romance."
Educational release

It is an

Now playing in the nearly completed
"New York," the Paramount film which
Luther Reed is directing, Charles Ryes has

Laughable moments embodied in "Honeymoon Hos-
pital," Fox Imperial
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THE CHECK-UP
Weekly Edition of Exhibitors

9 Box Office Reports

Productions listed are

new pictures on which

reports were not avail-

able previously.

KEY—The first column following the name of the feature represents the num-
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,

obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together and divided by the number
of reports, eiving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be

taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up.

For ratings on current
and older releases see

MOTION PICTURE
NEWS—first issue of
each month.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
Campus Flirt, The —

Pajamas —
Forlorn River —
Hold That Lion 1

Kid Boots —
Lady of the I larem —
Quarterback —
Vi iit'd Be Surprised 2

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Her Honor, the Governor .... 1

Kosher Kitty Kelly 1

One Minute to Play —

FIRST NATIONAL
Duchess of Buffalo, The .... —
1 1 M ust Be Love —
M ismates —
Strong Man, The —
Subway Sadie —

FOX
Flying Horseman, The —
Marriage License —

3

2

1

3

1

8
8
2

9
3

7

5

5

4
3

1

2

80
78
52
61

70
61

79
54

6,702 Ft
5,863 Ft
5,992 Ft
5,811 Ft
5,650 Ft
5,717 Ft
7,114 Ft

5,994 Ft

2 1

3
4

1

1

6

54

66
88

6,709 Ft
6,103 Ft
7,713 Ft

1

4
2
1

9
5

6

3

10

1

1

1

67
61

63
70
73

6,940 Ft
6,848 Ft
6,905 Ft
6,882 Ft
6,727 Ft

1

10

4
1 73

64
4,971 Ft.

7,168 Ft.

Three Bad Men —
Womanpower —

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Boy Friend, The 2
Gay Deceiver, The —
La Boheme 1

Mare Nostrum —
Temptress, The —
Waning Sex, The —

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Clinging Vine, The —
Gigolo —
UNIVERSAL
Midnight Sun, The —
Old Soak, The —
Runaway Express, The —
Take It From Me 1

Texas Streak, The —

WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific —
Private Izzy Murphy —

10

9
2
1

75
73

8.710 Ft
6,240 Ft

1

2
1

1

7

3

11

10

5

12

1

1

1

57
58
66
70
70
72

5.584 Ft
6,624 Ft
8,781 Ft
11.000 Ft
8,221 Ft

6,025 Ft

2

3

3

2 1

54

60
6,400 Ft
7,295 Ft

2

1

2

4
7

3

6

5

1

1

2

1

63
70
70
67
75

8,767 Ft
7,445 Ft

5.865 Ft
6,649 Ft
6,259 Ft

1 8
3

1

2
70
82

6.954 Ft
7,889 Ft

FILL IN THIS BLANK AND MAIL TO—
Motion Picture News, Inc., Date,

729 7th Ave., New York City

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box office angle, with thefollowing pictures, same to be used in compilation

of your "The Check Up." It is expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE DISTRIBUTED BY WEATHER
CONDITION

REPORT

Big, Good, Fair, Poor

Class of patronage. Theatre.

Population of Town. City _ State.
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Lobby display for "Kiki" (First National) de-

signed by Morris Vaughan, advertising manager

of the Best Theatre, Hillsboro, Tex.

Photo above shoivs the float which Manager Harry Needles of the Strand in Hartford, Conn.^

entered in the Columbus Day parade in that city to advertise his showing of "3 Bad Men
(Fox). The ballyhoo was only one item in the thorough campaign staged by the Strand man-

agement

"3 Bad Men" had the benefit of some special exploitation in Danville,

III., where it played at the Terrace Theatre. The photo above shows
the trio of street workers and lobby displays which H. Earle Stevens, of

the Terrace, used to advance the engagement of the Fox production

Another sample of the exploitation H. Earle Stevens is using to exploit

presentations at the Terrace Theatre, Danville. The lobby display for

"Men of SteeF (First National) featured a banner over the entrance,

poster stand, and a "bull ladel" the latter borrmved from a local

foundry ___^

ir&sfc :$*

I

One of the leading features in a campaign for "Brown of Harvard" (M-G-M) in Bellaire, O.

The window tie-up with a local hardware store is reported to have increased the merchant's

business, and it helped the Capitol Theatre's shoiving of the college picture. The campaign

tvas executed by Manager H. J. Graybill, of the Capitol

Short comedies and serials arc featured in the

billing at the Linden Circle Theatre in Memphis,
as the photo above, showing banners and

marquee lights exploiting Pathe's "Hearts and

Fists" and the Tunney serial, indicate
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Star-a-Day Plan Sells All-Star Cast
New Name Featured
Each Day of "April
Fool" Run in N. Y.

SELLING a star a day during the run of

a picture featuring an all-tar easl

proved an effective experiment in exploita-

tion when Manager Maxwell, of Pox's A'

dubon Theatre in New York City, presented

"April Fool." As the Audubon, located a.

] tilth Street and Broadway, is in the vicin-

ity of several other houses, the house bill-

ing is very important as a box office factor.

With "April Fool" hooked tor a three-day

run. Maxwell decided to get all the advan-

tage possible from the names in the casl

and at the same time add a new complexion

t.i the marquee and house billing.

The stunt, of featuring a star a day of-

I the means of accomplishing t his end.

(Mi Monday, the initial day of the showing,

his house front blazed forth the announce-

ment: Alexander Carr and Mary Alden in

"April Fool." Youth and romance had

thnr day on Tuesday, when Raymond
Keane, Duane Thompson and Edward Phil-

lip- hail the spotlight. Wednesday came the

third change: Baby Peggy and Suit/ Ed-

wards in " April Fool."

"This stunt worked so well," writes

Maxwell, "that I am going to try it again

at the first opportunity."

500 Compete in Harmonica
Test at Fort Worth

A remarkable Educational-Juvenile Har-
monica Playing contest has been complet-

ed by the 'Liberty Theatre. Fori Worth,

, with nearly 500 contestants entered.

.1. I'. Murrin, of the Liberty Theatre, ar-

ranged a splendid tie up with the Fort
Worth Record and Star-Telegram in con-

nection witli the contest, whereby he ob-

tained three stories a week in these papers.

In addition, unusually complete window
displays and tie-ups with merchants marked
the contest.

An especially artistic lobby display featured the showing of "The Black Pirate" (United Ar-
lists* at the Stillman Theatre in Cleveland. The display was designed by Fred Clary, manager
' of the Stillman

Search for Oldest Couples Exploits

Marriage License
5

Paper
<•<.

p<> put over the engagement of "Mar-
* riage License" at the La Crosse The-

atre, La Crosse, Wis., Manager William
Freise tied up with the La Crosse Tribune
Leader-Press for a search for the oldesl

married couple in the city.

Five days before opening, announcements
of the search, with special awards to those
who qualified, were run in the newspapers

with a half-column story. They were also

mentioned in the theatre ads. The local

Fox exploitation agent secured the co-

operation of three merchants in the city,

who agreed to offer some of their merchan-

dise for awards. This was arranged by the

theatre agreeing to run daily during the

search, a slide mentioning the merchants
offering the award-. Each participant was
asked to fill out a blank supplied by the

newspaper and to send it to the theatre.

On the opening day, the winners were

selected and given the awards at the the-

atre. A music store printed live hundred
"Marriage License" heralds and had them
-cut through the mails to the latest new-

ly weds of the city. These heralds con-

tained billing of the La Crosse engagement

and also mentioned the latest radios. For
this, the theatre displayed the radio set

offered by these people in the lobby of the

theatre with a card telling of the search.

A band concert by high school musicians and the tossing of a football from the marquee, tare

features which drew crowds and attention to tin- Garden Theatre. Ilibbing. Minn., during the

presentation there of "Brotvn of Harvard" (M-G-M)

Moving Belt Puts Motion
in "Quarterback" Lobby
Manager Fred W. Brunelle used a "mov-

ing" stunt in the lobby to attract atten-

tion when "The Quarterback" played at

the Riviera Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

The shadow box was placed on top of the

box-office and extended the width of the

lobby. A picture showing a football tield

and a stadium full of people was used for

the background. About ten players were

placed on a belt that ran along the widtli

of the box. This gave the effect of a play-

er running towards the goal post on a grid-

iron.
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Houston Paper and
Ginger Ale Co. Join

Theatre Essay Stunt
TV/TAXAGER HARRY VAX DEMARK
*** used a double splurge on a tie-up to

exploit "The Temptress," when that film

showed at the Queen Theatx-e, Houston,
Tex.

The Houston Chronicle announced to its

readers an essay contest on "Who AYas
Tempted?" The essays were limited to

25 words and the winners received bottles

of ginger ale and theatre tickets. (1st

prize, 24 bottles ginger ale; 2nd prize, 12
bottles ginger ale; next three winners, a

pair of theatre tickets each.)

The Hollywood Dry Ginger Ale Com-
pany furnished the 36 bottles of ginger ale

gratis which were awarded as prizes. In
addition, the Ginger Ale Co. used a big

display ad. in the paper which tied up
with the picture playing at the Queen.
Gravure likenesses of the Metro-Goldwyn

stars were pasted on every bottle awarded
a< prizes.

Vidor News Contest Sells

"Boheme" in Galveston

To stimulate interest in "La Boheme,"
Manager E. E. Collins, in collaboration with
the Galveston Tribune, ran a news contest

on the director (King Vidor) of the pic-

ture when "La Boheme" played at the

Queen Theatre, Galveston, Tex.

As Galveston was the home town of Vid-
or, Manager Collins knew there were many
people personally acquainted with the di-

rector. With that idea in mind, he offered

prizes in the form of theatre tickets for

the ten best letters received giving a brief

recollection of Vidor.

Photos of Stars Featured on
Coat Hangers

Through a tie-up recently effected by
Joe Weil, director of exploitation for Uni-
versal, eight stars of pictures offered by
that company are to be featured on novel-
ty coat-hangers distributed by a Xew York
manufacturer. The hangers are construct-
ed of cardboard and are in the form of a
shoulder with a head cut-out, on which the
photo of the star appears. The stars whose
pictures will appear on the novelties are
Marion Xixon, Laura La Plante, Blanche
Mehaffey, Mary Philbin, Snookums, Bus-
ter Brown, Mary Jane and Ethlyne Clair.

Egan Publishing House Organ

Pete Egan, manager of the Capitol Thea-
tre, Regina, Sask., is the latest manager
in Canada to issue a house organ. The pub-
lication is called "The Capitol Theatre
Magazine and Programme." Advertise-
ments of local merchants make the maga-
zine self-supporting.

"Pirate" Completes Stillman Run
"The Black Pirate" closed a three

weeks' run at the Stillman Theatre, Cleve-
land, last Saturday, where it was supplant-
ed by "Bardelys, the Magnificent." which
opened Sunday. November 7th.

Lobby display for "It Must Be Love" (First National* at the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N.C.

Collins Offers Two-Weeks' Pass to First

Scorer in High School Grid Game
DECAUSE the Galveston High School
-*-* authorities had co-operated in advertis-

ing "The Quarterback," Manager E. E.

Collins offered a two weeks' pass to the

member of the local High School football

team who scored first in their game Sat-
urday, when "The Quarterback" opened
at the Queen Theatre, Galveston, Tex.
One week in advance of showing, a

screening was given to the teachers and
school officials. At the conclusion, Collins

asked them to recommend the picture to

their classes if thev liked it—and each one

promised to do so.

The Superintendent of Schools granted
permission for the placing of window cards

in every classroom. These cards announced
the title of the picture, theatre, and play
dates.

The local High School football team were
guests of the theatre on the last night of

showing.
Newspaper stories broke about the offer-

ing of a prize for the first local scorer and
the theatre party—which was good public-

ity for the picture.

Compton Youngsters on Treasure Hunt
Exploit "Our Gang" Comedy

I^OUR hundred kiddies of the city of
* Compton, Calif., took part in a treasure
hunt put on by the Symphony Theatre,
while that house was playing "Our Gang"
comedy, "Buried Treasure."
The youngsters gathered around the the-

atre-front awaiting the word that would
launch them upon the strange adventure.
A jungle setting was provided in vacant
lots. The kiddies had heard of the mani-
fold caches of real treasures to be found
and there were shrieks and yells of joy
from the more fortunate ones as they
dashed about and announced their finds.

Twenty prizes were contributed by the
Symphony Theatre and merchants of the
city, consisting of kodaks, school sets of
pens, pencils and erasers, trade checks
worth $2, boxes of candy and annual passes
used pennants with advertising copy on
them when he featured "The Plastic Age."
to the theatre.

A large crowd of grown-ups was attract-

ed by the wild scramble for prizes and
the Compton News-Tribune devoted a two-
column, boxed write-up of the stunt on the

front page.

Painted Rug Overcomes Rule
Against Sidewalk Painting
A city ordinance prohibiting the paint-

ing of sidewalks did not stop Milton H.
Kress, manager of the Strand Theatre in

Birmingham, when he wanted to put some
billing for "The Plastic Age" on the walk
in front of his theatre. A strip of con-
goleum, lettered with billing for the pic-

ture, was stretched over the sidewalk un-
der the marquee of the Strand, and thus
the law was obeyed and the advertising

idea carried out.

Instead of displaying college and school

pennants as marquee decorations, Kress
used pennants with advertising copy on
them when he featured "The Plastic Age."
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Questionnaire Ties Up with "3 Bad Men"
History Contest in

Washington Times Is

Aid to Drive by "Met"
DURING the engagmenl of "3 Bad Men"

al the Metropolitan Theatre, Washing-

ton, D.C., thai house benefited by a tie-up

with the Washington Times in running a

tionnaire in which ticket- were awarded

the winners.

The Tmie< ran ;i set of nine questions

mi various historical incidents in connec-

tion with the West at the time of the hap-

penings on which the picture is based. Kadi

child answering these questions correctly

received a ticket to see the picture.

Teaser ads, as suggested in the press

I k. were spread throughout the local

new-paper and run right up to the opening

with larger size advertisements. Another

effective tie-up was put over with the local

libraries. Production stills were tacked on

bulletin hoards and in the reading and
reference rooms. Many windows were se-

emed, and special postal cards were seni;

mil to a mailing list of two thousand people.

Card- were also sent to the secretaries of

the Stale Societies of North and South

Dakota.

Giant Football Carried by
Boys Sells "Quarterback"
Manager (i. R. Stewart used a large

football a- a ballyhoo for "The Quarter-
hack" when that lilm showed at the Ster-

ling Theatre, Greeley, Colo.

The football was 12 feet long- and 7 feet
in diameter and carried copy reading,
"Richard Dix in 'The Quarterback'

—

Thurs.-Pri. Sat.—Sterling." It was ear-
ned by tour hoy- through the streets, and
was also used on the streets during a col-

lege night rallv.

55

A novel lobby attractor featuring the shotting of "The Temptress" (M-G-.l/l at the Rialto The-
atre, Macon, Ga. The Spider's Web effect was obtained by the use of tinsel strings drawn
from the frame to a ring in the center and ser-'(d as a support for cut-outs of the star and scene

stills

Miami Theatre Organist Scores With

Song "Build It Again
O EALIZING the populace of Miami
*-^- needed a tonic of some kind to bolster

up their spirits in rebuilding the city, vis-

ited by a devastating hurricane last fall,

('. Stanleigh Malotte, organist of the Olym-
pia Theatre there, conceived a few verses to

be sung to the old tune of "Kiss Me
Again," from "Mile. Modiste."

The verses embodied the spirit which ex-

pressed itself throughout Florida when the

storm had subsided and time came to re-

habilitate areas wrecked and damaged.
Malotte 's offering was introduced shortly

after the Olympic was reopened, and struck

a most responsive chord. The audiences

cheered and applauded the number. It

proved to be good fun and had the proper

spirit. Malotte 's paraphrase of "Kiss Me
Again," ran along as follows:

'

' Sweet summer breeze

Smashed all our trees.

Blew all our shacks in the bay.

Took boat and barge.

Little and large.

Dumped them right down in our way.

Now that it 's gone.

New days will dawn.
We'll all turn out for repairs,

Say, are we sunk .'

Not while we've spunk!
Build it. BUILD IT AGAIN!"

The Miami City National Bank and
Trust Company thought so well of the

composition that they published it in one
of their newspaper advertisements.

The Rialto Theatre in Fort II <>rth took on the appearance of a steel mill during tin

then of "Men of Steel" (First National) us shown by the photo above
sh ouing

"Hole-in-One" Cub Guests
at "Kid Boots" Show

All members of the " Ilole-in-one " (dub

of Atlanta, were invited to be the guests

of the management of the Howard The-

atre during the engagement there of "Kid
Hoots." The "Hole-in-one" matinee was
well publicized by the sporting editors,

who were pre-ent at a pre-view of the pic-

ture.
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3-CorneredTie-upExploits"Temptress"
Strand Manager Uses

Outline Cut In Card
Supplied Youngsters

TPHE Strand Theatre, in Altoona, Pa.,
A ran a coloring contest on its own—with-

out any assistance from newspapers, schools

or other agencies usually tied-in with stunts

of this kind—and did very well on it, thank
you. The stunt was employed by the Strand
management to exploit the presentation of

"The Blue Boy." As outline cuts are be-

ing furnished with these pictures by Edu-
cational, the house made good use of this

accessory.

The Strand manager used one side of an
11 by 41

/^ inch cardboard give-away for

reproduction of the large outline drawing
and details of the contest. On the reverse

side he printed a much smaller reproduc-

tion of "The Blue Boy," with suggested

color diagram chart. He also called atten-

tion to the copy of the original on display

in the theatre lobby. In addition, on the

reverse side, he advertised the coming fea-

ture length picture, as well as "The Blue
Boy," and a new Felix the Cat Animated
cartoon.

Five prizes were offered the winners to

be awarded from the theatre stage in the

afternoon, as the contest was limited to

children under 12 years of age. The en-

tire give-away card was printed in blue

ink on white cardboard.

Newman Reviews Feature at

His House for Paper
Motion picture critics and exhibitors

have always been considered, to a certain

extent, "friendly enemies." But the rule

was broken out in Los Angeles by Flor-

ence Lawrence, drama editor of the Ex-
aminer, the leading morning paper.

Frank L. Newman, managing director of

the Los Angeles Publix theatres, had used

The "Y" gymnasium class of Shreveport, La., put on free exhibitions in front of the Majestic

Theatre in that city as a publicity stunt for their organization and the showing of "The Strong

Man" {First National)

as an advertisement a signed statement
endorsing "The Campus Flirt." He did

the same with "The Ace of Cads." Both
pictures scored at the Metropolitan The-

atre. Florence Lawrence then called on
Mr. Newman and said

:

"Since you are such a good prophet,

why can't you be a critic? I would like to

have you criticize one of your shows and
do it impartially." Newman did. The
write-up appeared and was the talk of the

town. The picture he criticized was Para-
mount's Richard Dix in "The Quarter-
back."

*,.*
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Neat Device Winks Bebe's

Eye in Lobby Display
Manager Chas. H. Amos used a novel

mechanical electrical shadow box ten days
in advance of showing to advertise "The
Campus Flirt" when that film showed at

the Carolina Theatre, Greenville, S.C.

The box was constructed in the follow-

ing manner : A stock one-sheet showing
Bebe Daniels with one eye closed was past-

ed on glass. An open eye was cut from an-

other one-sheet of the same type and past-

ed on the back of the closed eye. The closed

eye and the one pasted on were treated with
oil to make it transparent. A small tube
was run from the back of the eye and con-

cealed in the shadow box. This tube had
an electric globe and flasher in it, and
gave the effect of Bebe Daniels winking.

Dancing Class Performs in

"Aloma" Lobby
An atmospheric lobby display for "Al-

oma of the South Seas," at the Liberty

Theatre in Lake Worth, Fla., proved an
effective background for performances by
members of a local dancing class, and into

the bargain attracted much attention to

the showing of the Gilda Gray vehicle at

the Liberty. This stunt was staged as a

result of a tie-up which Manager S. S. Oak-
ley made with the dancing instructor.

u

The "money truck" which paraded the streets of Denver to ballyhoo the engagement of "Take
It From Me" (Universal) at the America Theatre. The truck was supplied through a tie-up

with a local automobile agency

Fig Leaves" Stenciled on
Walks Exploit Grand

Three days before his opening presenta-

tion of "Fig Leaves," Manager Bruce
Snider of the Grand Theatre in Bessemer,
Ala., notified the town of the event by
stenciling green fig leaves on the sidewalks.

The idea was followed up by distribution

of envelopes, bearing the line "what the

modern Eve used to wear," and containing

an artificial fig leaf.
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Scenes from ' The House Without a Key," a new serial issued by Pathe.
Derr Biggers story and co-features AUene Kay and

It is an adaptation of an Earl
Walter Miller

New Serial on Pathe Schedule
November 21 Releases Include Our
Gang Comedy and Sennett Day Film

HEADING the list of Pathe releases

for the week of November "21 is

"The House Withoul A Key," a

new Pathe Chapterplay based on ;i Satur

day Evening Posl story by Ear] Derr

Biggers. .Also on this schedule are "War
Feathers," an "Our Gang" comedy made
by I l.i

I Roach; "Hesitating Horses," a

comedy with Alice Day, produced by Mack
Sennett; Pathe Review No. 47; "Radio
Controlled," one of ZEsop's Film Fables;
Topics of the Day No. 17 ;in<l issues Nos.

96 and 07 of Pathe News.

"The Spite Fence" is the title of the

firsl chapter of the new serial in which
Alleue Ray and Walter Miller are co

starred under direction of Walter Miller.

It is a mystery story and was adapted by
Frank Leon Smith. The supporting casl

includes William Norton Bailey, John Webb
Dillion, Betty Caldwell, Iv H. Calvert, Jack
Pratt, Frank Lackteen and Charles West.

'

' \\ .i i I V.it hers
'

' was directed by A n

thony Mack and a new member of the casl

i- Peggy Ahem. Eddie Quillan, Ruth Tay
lor, Dannj O'Shea, William McCall and
Joseph Young appear in

Day in the Mack Sennetl
('line directed this burli

racing.

I ':it he li'e\ lew No. 17 cunt ;iin- " The

(lame's the Thing"; an unchanging aspect

of sport for sport's sake; "The Cleft of

the ('ere"; a volcanic valley in the French
hill country in Pathecolor; "Yes, Sir—
That's My Baby!"; a novelty produced
with the new process-camera invented by
Al\m Y. Knechtel of the Pathe Review
Camera Staff.

Topics of the Day No. 47 offers the latest

wit and humor culled from the pre-- id' the

world; "Radio Controlled" i- the current

release id' the ^Esop Film Fables Series;

and Pathe News issues No-, till and 07 cover

latest news events.

aCool Off" New
Comedy

Christie

llpport of Alice

offering. Eddie
sque on horse

The second Educational-Chrisl ie Com-
edy, featuring Anne Cornwall, the petite

comedienne, has been titled "Cool Off."

George Davis Lead in "Much
Mystery"

The second Educational Mermaid Comedy
in which George Davis i^ featured ha- been
titled "Much Mystery." production work
on the subjecl having been completed re

cenily. Estelle Bradley appears in the lead-

ins Femi nine role.

"Our Gang" Finishes Fifty-

Seventh Pathe Comedy
BRINGING HOME THE BA-

CON" is "Our Gang's" latest

comedy for Hal Roach and
incidentally their fifty-seventh two-
reeler for Pathe. The picture is now in

work at the Roach studio, under the

direction of Robert McGowan. Other
units working on the Hal Roach lot

are those cf Priscilla Dean, Matt
Moore, Charley Chase and Mabel Nor-
mand.

The Hal Roach star comedy in

which Matt Moore appears was recent-

ly completed by Fred Jackson. It was
tentatively titled, "Oh, What a Night!"

and Martha Sleeper, Anna May Wong,
Scjin, Oliver Hardy and Laurie La
Vernie are some of the players. In

Priscilla Dean's first Hal Roach star

comedy, now in production under the

direction of Fred Guiol, are Herbert
Rawlinson, Oliver Hardy, Stan Laurel
and Albert Conti. Mabel Normand's
new comedy is as yet untitled, but

Creighton Hale has been signed to

play the male lead and Leo McCarey
will direct. A Mabel Normand comedy,
"Anything Once," is now in the proc-

ess of cutting. A new comedy star-

ring Charley Chase was recently put

into work. The assisting players are

Lorraine Eason, William Walling,
Kate Bruce Wilkie Mahoney, Pollay

Moran, Buddy Post and Buddy, dog
star. James Chase, a brother of the

comedian, will handle the direction.

Jackie Condon Signs to Stay
in "Our Gang'.»>

Jackie Condon, the oldest member of

"<)ur Gang" in point of service, though he

is hut eight years old, has been re-signed

by Hal Roach after the completion of his

initial five-year contract, fie will continue
to work under Robert McGowan's direction

in company with Farina, Joe Cobb, Johnny
Down-, Jay Smith and Scooty Lowry, be-

sides the two newcomers, Janie, Farina '-

sister, and Vermicelli.

Jack Duffy in New Bobby
Vernon Comedy "HootMon"
Jack Duffy and Hill Irving, two favorites

with the comedy fan-, appear in support id'

Bobby Vernon in his new Educational-
Bobby Vernon Comedy, "Hoot Mon!" a

farce that pokes fun at the wily Scots.

Five Castle Films Releases
During December

During the month of December, Castle

Films will release two issues of short shots.

a splil reel "Music Legend" ami two Cas-

tle novelties, one of them a thrill reel.
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Fox Lists November Shorts
Schedule Includes Five Comedies

and Four Varieties; Release Set

and four Fox Varieties poleon, Jr.," an Animal Comedy, featuringFIVE comediei

are listed for release during Novem-
ber by the Fox Film Company. The

comedies are two Imperials and one each

of the Animal, 0. Henry and Van Bibber

series. The Variety issues take in many
countries.

The Imperials are "Light Wines ami

Bearded Ladies," featuring Byrnece Bout-

ler and Gene Cameron, to be released on

November 14; "Madame Dynamite," fea-

turing Delia Peterson and Eddie Clayton,

set for November 28 release.

"Babes in the Jungle," with Hallam
Cooley and Joan Kenee in the leads, is the

0. Henry subject which will go to exhibi-

tors November 28. On November 14, "Na-

Jerry, the Giant and Pal, the wonder dog,

will be released.

The last picture is "The Tennis Wizard,"
a Van Bibber, which features Earle Foxe
and Florence Gilbert; it will be released

on November 21.

On November 14 "A Spanish Holiday"
will be released. It portrays the reckless-

ness ^md the superstitions of Spanish bull

lighters. "Travels in Toyland" is scheduled

for November 28.
'

' Overnight from Paris '

'

is booked for December 12. It depicts the

various resorts that may be reached within

a day's travel from the French capital. On
December 26 will be offered " Cliff Dwell-

ers of America," showing the ancient cliff

homes of the Pueblo Indians of Colorado.

=J!F

Resume of Current News Weeklies
=5fc =)S= ^*i =3fc

_-,<•_

KINOGRAMS NO. 5237: Los Angeles-
Stanford and U.S.C. clash in thrilling bat-

tle for Coast championship; Belmont Park, N.

Y.—Crack steeplechasers race for year's richest

stake in famous Gwathmey classic ; London,
England— Premiers of all the British Domin-
ions visit airport and see fighting planes per-

form: Tibet—Monster camel train, with over

5,000 animals, make perilous crossing of Tibet-

an Desert; Detroit—Ty Cobb, "greatest of them
all," retires from baseball after 21 years in the

big league ; New York City—Students at City

College put on free-for-all rush that rivals foot-

ball at its roughest: Santa Clara, Cal.—Land-
mark, over 100 years old, goes when flames
destroy famous Santa Clara Mission; Mt. Ham-
ilton, Cal.—Astronomers get close-up of Mar-.,

now only 42,000,000 miles away.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5238: Saint Cyr, France
—Prince of Wales visits great military

school of France and reviews the cadets ; Cam-

bridge, Mass.— Princeton beats Harvard in

thrilling game before crowd of 54,000; Peters-

burg, Va.—Fox-hunters revive ancient sport
with all the old-time features: Maryhill an 1

Seattle, Wash.—Queen Marie visits Samuel
I Ill's International Museum, and then is ac-

claimed by big crowds at Seattle; Marrakesh,
Morocco—Three sons of the Sultan are mar-
ried, with natives from near and far cele-

brating with elaborate ceremonies: OiT San
Pedro, Cal.—Big men-of-war of the Pacific

Fleet test out their new anti-aircraft batteries.

FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, NO. 11: Germany-

-

Builds world's largest aircraft to carrx 25
passengers, two pilots; New York City

—

''Freshies" at N. Y. University submit to icy

dip by "Sophs" ; Britain's premiers from all

over world attend Imperial Conference: Hawk-
eye, N.Y.—Hunters in Adirondacks find family
of raccoons and capture two of them alive

:

Saro, Sweden—King Gustav V wins tennis

match from Hindu Rajah of Kali : Laurence.
Kan.—Redskin leaders attend opening of
Haskell bowl, gift of Indian tribes; Cham-
paign, 111.—Throngs of football fans set- fast

Illinois eleven defeat Pennsylvania; Athens. Ga
—Thousands of fans crowd Sanford Field t >

see Bulldogs nip fast Florida Gators ; Washing-
ton—Millions of fir logs start spectacular trip

to mills ; New Haven, Conn.—83,000 in Yale
Bowl see Elis suffer worst defeat in 25 years

;

Egg Harbor, N.J.—Federal agents discover dis-

tillery in forest that cost $300,000.

DATHE NEWS NO. 91: Rome, Italy--!

1 cisti celebrates fourth anniversary of trium-

phant march on Rome ; New York City—Bat-

tle to fatal end in attempt to break from
Tombs; Croydon, England— British Dominion
Premiers inspect huge airdrome ; Seattle.

Wash.—Forget class-room calm in old-time

rush ; Lawrence, Kan.—Pow-wow of braves

opens new Haskell Indian stadium
;
Johannes-

burg, South Africa—Gridiron's call heard by
husky South Africans; Somerville, N.J.—Re-
markable mystery-murder case opens; North-
ampton, Mass.—Elections in 47 States result in

many political changes ; San Francisco, Cal.

—

Amphibian plane catapulted by explosives; In-

dependence, Kan.— Hallowe'en celebration

proves gay affair ; Ennis, Tex.—Cotton is queen
ni style at unique show; Baltimore, Md.—Johns
Hopkins University celebrates 50th anniver-
sary.

The antics of juveniles receive attention in "Napo-
leon, Jr.," a Fox Animal comedy

PATHE NEWS NO. 92: Los Angeles, Cal.— Pajamas are all the rage at this gay
party : New York City—Use movies as an
aid to Americanization; Cambridge, Mass.

—

Princeton conquers Harvard in first "big

three" grid battle; Spanish Peak. Cal.— Lofty

cableway is used for transport in Sierra Moun-
tains; Bremen. Germany— President von Ilin-

denburg acclaimed on visit to German seaport

;

With Queen Marie on Tour—Colorful West
welcomes Roumanian sovereign; Marrakesh.

Morocco—Crown Prince Idriss of Morocco
weds with Oriental pomp ; New York City

—

New York University defeats Carnegie by two
field goals; Xew York City—Mr. and Mrs. Al-

van T. Fuller sail for European holiday: Phila-

delphia, Pa.—Celebrate Irish 1 )a\ at Sesqui-

centennial ; Ishpeming, Mich.— Iron mine cave-

in costs 5.^ lives.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 90: Somer-
i- ville, N.J.—Greatest murder trial of century

under way; Los Angeles, Cal.—McPherson
mvstery trial goes to higher courts ;

Lawrence,

Kan.—"Indians present Haskell with $200,000

stadium ; Petersburg, Va.—Fox hunting da_\ s

begin for gay society folk ; Sunnyside Dam,
\\ ,ish.—Leaping salmon battle gamely to hur-

dle falls. Florence, Italy—Mme. Luisa Tetraz-

zini, opera star, takes young and handsome
Pietro Vernati for husband ; Detroit, Mich.

—

Ty Cobb quits game after 22 years on dia-

mond; Northampton, Mass.—The Pres'dent

goes home to cast ballot; Boston, Mass.—Gov-
ernor Fuller wins again: Chicago, 111.—Society

"Debs" turn chorus girls to aid charity; San
Antonio, Tex.'—With the cloud patrol; Bel-

mont Park, N.Y.

—

Thrilling races wind up
steeplechase season; Armistice Week Special

—

Lest we forget.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 91: Man-
1 dan, N.D.—Queen Marie becomes Sioux In-

dian "war woman": New York City—Famous
folks' pets in popularity contest; Los Angeles,
Cal.—Famous polar plane flies to Los Angeles:
Philadelphia. Pa.— Penn defeats State in bitter

football clash; Boston, Mass,— "Frosh" battle

"sophs" in annual campus way; Petersburg, Va.
—Bre'r fox leads Dixie hunters a merry chase:
Los Angeles, Cal.—College students hold novel
football rally; Rome, Italy—All Italy rejoices

is Mussolini again escapes: Pimlico, Md.

—

Thrilling $69,000 futurity ends Fast's racing

season; Stockholm, Sweden—Monster yacht

regatta in heart of city: Off Cape Cross, Africa
—Vast colony of seals found on African Coast;
Marrakesh, Morocco—Moroccan sheiks rejoice

as Sultan and three sons wed.
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"Midnight Follies"

Educational-Mermaid—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

HERE is slapstick par excellence and in the

fullest measure. I would be willing to

wager that any bill including this particular

issue of the Mermaid comedy series will be

voted .1 success, no matter what other things

make up the program. With an amorous

waiter and an old dodo craby about the feminine

star of the midnight show in the cabaret and

she not interested in either suitor, full oppor-

tunity is provided for fun, fun possibly not

of the most exalted type but productive of

laughs from the diaphragm rather than from the

back of the laugher's head. Among the many
incidents that stirred my so-called risibilities

was the aforementioned waiter with the usual

load of dishes passing constantly before a

trapeze artist who is swinging back and forth

across the dance floor. The manner in which

he each time escapes by the narrowest kind of

margin until finally he is caught by the aerial

artist and sent in full flight to land at a

supper party is hilarious. It is doing things

on a wholesale scale; instead of one dish at

a time there are the contents of a fairly well-

equipped crockery store landed on the heads

of the supper guests.

All in all it is one of the best of the recent

rough-house slapstick comedies of this genre re-

leased by Educational or any other company
doing this sort of thing.

It is a Jack White production directed _ by

James Jones and photographed by William
Nobles. The cast includes George Davis, Mar-
cella Day, Robert Graves and Jack Lloyd.

"In Vaudeville"
(Pathe—Aesop's Fables—One Reel)

PAUL TERRY transports his characters in-

to a vaudeville house frequented by most of

the inhabitants of the near-by jungle. Various
animal acts are staged meeting with the em-
phatic approval or disapproval of the audience.

They act like a lot of Romans in a coliseum
and express their dislikes by turning their

thumbs down. The asbestos curtain serves for
a gladiator's sword in ending the act. The cli-

max comes when the hippo, emulating a chorus
girl, swinging out over the audience, motive
power provided by a mule's kick, swings too
far and crashes through to bring down (phys-
ically—not appreciatively) the entire house.
That ends the performance. Romance plays
its part in the animated cartoon because the
inevitable stage-door Johnny who occupies a box
finds his floral offerings to the fair tight-rope
walker unacceptable. She tosses or kicks the
bouquet back into the box from which he has
been leering at her through his opera glasses.

What the moral is I have forgotten, but, as

with all in the scries, you do not need to know-
it to enjoy the Fable.—PAUL THOMPSON.

"I lu..k- and Holidays"
(Pathe-Sportlight—One Reel)

ALMOST anyone might guess that this re

lease has to do with angling, and it does.
Grantland Rice and the photographer go fishing

in many waters with the climax at II

catching the tarpon, the king of fish. I.

they arrive there they fish for many members
of the piscatorial family in various sections with
resultant good luck in landing their sought-for

good camera shots to illustrate the
subtitles. In one of the trout fishing

,

I have a vague idea that I detected the author
himself making the casts a the

catch. There is only one criticism I have to
offer and that is that this series makes the

man in the front of the house anxious to Ret

up, put on his coat and hie him to the near-

est store where fishing tackle is retailed and

start on the long, long trail. It is insidious

propaganda and should be suppressed. Other-

wise I commend the latest Sportlight issue

—

PAUL THOMPSON

"The Fighting Strain"

(Universal-Mustang—Two Reejs)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

IT is needless to state that the dastardly fore-

man, "Red Carson" (Jack Dawn), gets his,

but the how and why of it is the business of

Martha Budrow, author of the story, George

Morgan, responsible for the continuity, and the

director, Lew Collins. Curley Witzel, the star,

does his bit to bring about the sort of ending

that sends the patrons away contented. It proves

that in Westerns, if not in real life, virtue—if

backed by a good right alternating with a left

for defense purposes—shall prevail. The pic-

ture shows the fallacy of judging a man by his

clerical garb, for Curley turns up on the scene

looking like the most inoffensive and mild theo-

logical student ever graduated with the ministry

as an objective. But can he fight? Ask his

uncle, Eddie Harris, the latter's old pal but

present enemy, Bill Dyer, the latter's pulchri-

tudinous daughter, Alma Rayford—and, most
important, villain Jack Dawn and his pals.

Curley arrives in the midst of a feud between

his uncle and the latter's neighbor. He discards

the clerical garb and the horn-rimmed spectacles

and acts as a deputy sheriff with great success,

his identity being undiscovered. Then at the

finale when things look dark for Uncle Jake
and a forced marriage by Alma to the villain,

who puts in an appearance to change completely

the complexion of the situation but Curley in

person?
Good comedy-drama with a novel twist leav-

ing you shouting "Hurrah for our side."

The Cast : Eddie Harris, Bill Dyer, Jack-

Dawn, Alma Rayford, Curley Witzel. Direc-
tor, Lew Collins.

"Barely Reasonable"
(Universal-Mustang—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

YOU never can tell. The fact that the un-
named hero (and he plays the principal

role in this Western, yet is not mentioned in

the program by name) arrives driving a smart
roadster an dwearing so-called dude clothes

should not have influenced Ben Corbett and
Peewee Holmes to think he was a soft mark.
But that is what they did think. They paid for

their error because he not only outboxed Pee-
wee, who had bullied him when they were kids

together, but he made them look foolish when
they tried to make him a laughing stock. There
was a bad man roaming the district and they
decided that Corbett should impersonate the

same. He did. But unfortunately their plans

went wrong. Corbett was put out of business
and, while the bad man was captured ultimately

by the unsophisticated youth from the Eastern
college, who thus ran away with all the honors
in the story, the villain had previously made
them all look foolish by escaping his first arrest.

Among those also present in this W. C. Tuttle
comedy are Robert McKenzie, Dorothy Kitchen
and the unnamed hero mentioned before.
Vin Moore directed. October 21st release

date.

"Be Your Age"
(Pathe-Hal Roach—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

NOT much enthusiasm is aroused in this re-

viewer ovei this comedy The theme has
possibilities which have not been realized ; the

idea of a young man marrying a woman much
older than himself for the sake of her money.
Charles Chase is a good comedian given the
right material ; here he is lost with nothing to

do. Even his attempts to be coy in his flirta-

tions with the wealthy aged heiress fall flat

and are not funny. It all comes about be-
cause he borrows from his lawyer-employer
ten thousand dollars to help his family out of
a hole and the lawyer, who has proposed and
been refused, sees in the marriage of his clerk
a way to get hold of the widow's money. In
the end she wisely (not only for a moving pic-

ture but for real life) decides that such a mar-
riage is absurd and bound to be a failure. She
calls it off and marries the lawyer instead. Even
this union I would predict disaster for, but at

least it frees Charley, so he can marry the in-

genue and stand a chance of marital bliss.

Forced, unfunny situations with no character-
ization whatsoever.
The cast—Charles Chase, Gladys Hulette,

Lillian Leighton, Oliver Hardy and Frank
Brownlee. Leo McCarey directed under F.

Richard Jones' supervision.

"A Second Hand Excuse"
Universal-Stern Rros.—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

CHARLES KING featured and Francis

Corby directing, tell part of the story. The
other part really requires the use of the title

because it is a not particularly amusing or
entertaining or original farce. While the auto-

mobile used is not mentioned in the cast, it

should be because it really carries the burden
of the piece. I wonder what Hollywood would
have done had Henry Ford never been born?
Certainly one of their greatest props would
have been missed. The most amusing thing in

the piece is where King loses his mud-spattered
trousers because he has sent them to a cleaner

by a passing boy. He undresses in his car and
is perfectly justified in this expedient, being on
his way to call on his girl. The only trouble

was that the traffic cop made him move the

car away from the hydrant and cranking up
in his B.V.D. condition affords much entertain-

ment to passing Hollywood pedestrians and
should to movie-goers. From then on, after

he has kidnapped another man and appropri-

ated his trousers, it is a question of working
overtime to get laughs out of a poor defence-

less Ford carrying a family of five and a more
than weight- for-age added starter in the person

of a neighboring fat girl. That is about all.

The higher criticism cannot enter here.

"Buster's Prize Winner"
(Universal-Stern Bros.—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THE Buster Brown of our childhood and
his inevitable dog, Tige, and the little girl

next door. What memories of R. F. Outcault

they conjure up. This time Tige is entered

in a dog show and wins first honors as so

intelligent a canine should by all the rules of

the game, movie or other. He wins it under

false colors, however, because he enters the

cage of a dog whose owner has fixed the judge.

Then starts the pursuit race as the crook car-

ries off Tige. Buster and Mary Jane defy all

laws of mechanics and make as good speed on
their scooters as the thief does in a high-

powered car, but justice is with the righteous

again. Tige has been attacking the crook who
leaps from his car to escape destruction. Then
the reunion of the three pals. Arthur Trimble
and Doreen Turner are the two kids who per-

form under the directorial eye of Gus Meins.
As is true of most of the Buster Brown

series, this is good for youth and age and will

amuse, as they all invariably do.
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The Bells
Lionel Barrymore in a Famous Role

(Reviewed by Thomas C. Kennedy)

THE CHADWICK COMPANY has prepared a handsome
package for its presentation on the screen of the far-famed
theatrical work, "The Bells." Indeed no play—even a vener-

able one like
'

' The Bells ' '—could ask for more respectful treatment

when it came to be cast, photographed and produced for the silver

sheet. Lionel Barrymore offers freely of his histrionic best in the

role made famous by Sir Henry Irving; James Young imparts to

the scenes those pictorial qualities which mark his work as a

director; and the camera work by L. William O'Connel is a treat

to the eye—there is a depth and tone to this photography which
lifts it far above the average.

The result of all this is an illusion which holds the spectator

and commands an unflagging interest in a story built of materials

which, naturally enough, seem threadbare now. But the contradic-

tory Mathias, innkeeper and mill owner who aspires to be Burgo-
master of the Alsatian village in which he lives with his wife

and daughter, proves that there is still drama in the figure of a

man haunted by an accusing and avenging conscience—reminding
him of his cold and bloody murder for the gold with which he
would purchase happiness. "The Bells" is dramatic strong stuff,

but there is here a leaven of brightness and picturesque detail

which gives the picture every promise of popular success.

The Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Caroline Frances Cooke, Gus-
tav von Seyfertitz, Larimer Johnson, Lola Todd, Edward Phil-

lips, Otto Lcderer, Fred Warren. Director, James Young.
THEME: Dramatic portrayal its climax in the vision where

of a man who kills for gold to

pay his debts and then is

haunted, finally to death, by an
avenging conscience.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS : The finely spectacular
quality of the settings—which
breathe "atmosphere." The
acting. The highly dramatic in-

cidents which bring the play to

Mathias sees himself being tried

for the murder of the Polish
Jew.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

Stress as version of famous play
in which Irving starred on the
stage. Title adapted to poster
campaign using car, window
cards, etc.

DRAWING POWER: Good.
Produced and distributed by Chadzvick Pictures Corp.

Interesting moments in the Fox Films special, "The Return of Peter
Grimm," a screen version of the Belasco stage success of years ago

The Outlaw Express
Pathe's Worth-while Moloney "Western'

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

TO find a new plot or a novel twist to the story of a Western
melodrama must keep author, scenarist and director awake
nights, not to mention the mental turmoil of the producer.

I feel that Ford I. Beebe has succeeded in this piece in which Leo
Maloney stars and plays the role of director. He succeeds admir-
ably in both capacities. It results in one of the best of the in-
numerable Westerns put on the screen in this year of melodrama
of that particular brand or typo.

The sheriff (Melbourne MacDowell of Shakespearian and ro-
mantic drama memory) is suspected of being hand in glove with
the robbers of the Wells-Fargo express. It is Maloney 's business
as the crack operative of the company to disprove this and pin the
guilt on the local agent. He does. His final coup is overtaking
the stage coach which is held up by one of the express agents'
conspirators and bringing this back with the evidence, which saves
the sheriff from a lynching. Good melodrama.
A word for the photography by Harry Cooper and Orrin Jack-

son. The last two reels, taken in a rainstorm, are unusually effec-

tive.

Maloney 's, naturally the dominant, role is acted with that
absence of theatricalism and with a naturalness that account for
the favor in which he is held. An adequate supporting company
helps.

The Cast: Leo Maloney, Joan Rcnce, Melbourne MacDowell,
Albert Hart, Henry Otto, Paul Hurst, Evelyn Thatcher, Nel-
son MacDowell, Fred Burns, Bud Osborne, Frank Ellis. Writ-
ten and arranged by Ford Beebe. Director, Leo Maloney.

Quintet of comedy stills of the Paramount feature length comedy,
In the Navy Now"

THEME: Solving stage coach
robberies in the West.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS : Rainstorm section
with gathering of lynchers and
Maloney 's pursuit, capture and

return of stage coach.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Maloney and then Maloney.
Novel twist to story.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be excellent.

Produced and distributed by Pathe.
Length, 5,479 feet. Released November 14, 1926.
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The Return of Peter Grimm
Belasco's Reincarnation Play Done in Pictures

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
HERE is always a certain amounl of justifiable trepidation

felt when the announcement is made thai an outstanding

stage success is to be made into the silent drama. So with

this David Warfield success, purchased by Fox, it was felt thai

the transposition mighl miss the intenl and -pint of the original,

but these fears are nol realized. Alee B. Francis 1ms not the wist-

fulness and charm of the actor who created the original and miss-

ing, of course, is the voice of the man which had and has tear-com-

pelling qualil ies,

Offsetting the absence of these qualities of the stage play the

movie version has a great deal to niter the original necessarib

lacked. The credulity of the playgoer was always stretched to

the breaking point when Warfield became a spirit yet to all in-

tents and purpose- possessed of all the physical attributes of the

living man he had been. In the picture through the trick- oJ

photography, either double exposure or by a system of mirrored

reflections, the spirit Peter is an ectoplasm figure through which

the other living, breathing characters pa-- unconscious of his

presence. In this respect the picture is much more convincing

i nd effective.

It i- not the original play in many respects, hut it is a highly

creditable piece of work andreflects credit on Victor Schertzinger,

the director, and the Fox Company.

The Cast: .lice II. Francis, John Roche, Janet Gaynor, Rich-

ard Walling, John St. Polis, Lionel Belmore, Elizabeth Patter-

son, Bodil Rosing, Mickey McBan, Florence Gilbert, Sammy
a. 1 1 oak. Director. Victor Schertzinger. Adapted by

Bradley King from David Belasco's play.

THEME: Reincarnation to EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
thwart selfishness and greed Warfield and Belasco names.

and reward the virtuous.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The successful crea-

tion of spirit illusion.

Present great interest in spirit-

ualism.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be excellent.

Length, ').'"»! feet. Released November 7, 1926.
Dramatic moments in "The Bells,'" the Cluuhvick picture which is a

screen version of the Erkmann-Chatrian play

We're in the Navy Now
Hot and Heavy Sla[>stich Shells Fun Here

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

NOTHING has seemingly been forgotten toward making the

Wallace Beery-Raymond Ilatton sequel to •'Behind the

Front." a rip-snorting comedy. Spiced with gags, sea-

soned with tobasco sauce —and setting a pace that makes it truly

lively the new picture i- one of the funniest hits of the season.

Edward Sutherland, who directed the stars in the war comedy,

has struck off - e rich scenes- and you can leave it to Messrs.

Beery and Ilatton to come through with flying color-.

The stars come on as a pugilisl and his manager and by a mis-

understanding and what not they find themselves in the navy. The

gags here are richly productive of laughs, hut once the goofy

gobs get on the battleship their troubles develop and SO do the

howls of merriment. It all goes under the head of slapstick

done with a line sense of burlesques by two Grade A comedian-.

There's no custard pie -tuff. It l- more appropriate —dealing as

it doe- with incident aboard -hip. Chester Conklin ha- a -mall

bit ,-i- ,-i skipper and add- to the high jinks. In all it will have

any audience laughing, anywhere.

The Cast: Wallace Beery, Raymond Hattoa. Chester Conk-

lin, Tom Kennedy, Donald Keith, Lorraine Eason, Max Ashcr.

Director, Edward Sutherland.

THEME: Comedy of a couple

of tough "birds" who curious-

ly enlist in the navy, ignorant

of what it's all about.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The fight episode.

The constant play of gags. The
incident aboard ship. The early

scenes when the boys get into

the navy. The captions. The
sparkling performances by the

stars. The hammock incident.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Tie up with title and play up
stars as having a funny sequel

to "Behind the Front." If

there is a naval recruiting sta-

tion in your community tie up
with it. Treat it from a humor-
ous angle.

DRAWING POWER: Stars

and title will pack the house.

0. K. for any theatre.

Interesting incidents t« /><• found in "The Outlau I </" tss," a Pathe
II estern

Produced and distributed by Famous /'layers.

Length, six reels. Released November, 1926.
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April Fool
Alex Carr Does a Warfield Characterization

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

A"PRIL FOOL" is based on the stage play by Edgar Allan

Woolf and Alexander Carr, "An April Shower." It is the

type of play which made Warfield famous under the Be-

lasco direction: the kindly old East Side Jew who is always self-

sacrificing, makes money and loses it, but in the end finds happi-

ness. If the formula used in such outstanding stage successes as

"The Auctioneer" and "The Music Master" spells success, why
not in the movies also? Add the asset of the author-star of the

original playing the same role in the silent-drama version and you

make doubly certain that it will make an appeal. And "April
Fool" has all these merits. It proves to be good entertainment.

Carr is a discharged pants-presser. On a rainy day he buys and
re-sells an umbrella at a profit to a theatre-goer caught in a shower.

That is the beginning of his fortune in the umbrella business.

For the sake of a plot there is a grasping neighbor, Snitz Ed-
wards, who also graduates financially and socially from the East
Side, and his son and nephew. The former steals from his father

and the nephew gets the blame. This nearly disrupts the mar-
riage of nephew and Carr's daughter, Duane Thompson, until Carr
sacrifices everything so the wedding may go on. Also Carr's own
romance with Mary Alden, one-time owner of the local delicatessen

store, which reaches a culmination at the end of the play.

It is a trite story but well told photographically by the actors

and the director.

The Cast: Alexander Carr (starred). Duanc Thompson,
Mary Alden, Raymond Keane, Edward Phillips, Snitz Ed-
wards, Nat Carr, Baby Peggy, Pat Moore, and I. eon Holmes.
Director, Nat Ross.

THEME : Paternal love of an
East Side peddler.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Carr's characteriza-

tion. East Side scenes, espe-

cially in rainstorms.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Carr as the "David Warfield"
of pictures.

DRAWING POWER: Good.

Prodneed and distributed by Chadwick Pictures Corp.

Length, 7,300 feet. Released November 15, 1
( >26.

Comedy highlights in the Warner Bros, presentation. "Millionaires"

Forever After
Old Familiar Plot and Sentimental Hokum Here

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

NOTHING is exposed here which can by the widest stretch

of imagination be called out of the ordinary. It's the old,

old yarn of the poor chap who has a tough time marrying
the rich girl—and who is forced to perform all kinds of sacrifices

before he takes her to the altar. It's an innocuous little effort

—

charged with the proper dashes of heroics and sentiment to please

those easily satisfied.

The scheming mother of the girl gets in her deadly work and
the youngsters are constantly frustrated in their romantic desires.

It uncovers a deal of padding, but such a course is necessary to

bring it out to feature length. A football sequence and another
dealing with the late war have their innings, but they have no
real place in the plot—being' introduced to add punch to the

picture.

The performances are first rate—and the settings are good. To
audiences who digest the best in the market the film won't have
much appeal. But there is a public for it—the average picture-

goers. And so it should do tolerably well.

The Cast: Lloyd Hue/lies. Mary Astor, Hallam Cooley, Eu-
lalie Jensen. Alee Francis, Lila Leslie. Director, IP Harmon
W eight.

THEME: Romantic drama of

poor boy and rich girl who are

constantly interfered with in

their love affair by heroine's

mother. Ends happily.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The fine acting by
principals. The football game.
The sequence of the late war.
The scene in the hospital. The

settings. The romance.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

Bill as adaptation of p'ay by
most prolific author of the day.

Play up Lloyd Hughes and Mary
Astor. Exploit the football se-

quence and that of the late war.

Tease the title.

DRAWING POWER: Suit-

able for average houses.

Camera angles of the Tiffany production, "College Days'

Produced and distributed by First National.

Length, six reels- Released Nov, ruber, 1926.
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Millionaires
The Ghetto to Riverside Drive in One Jump

(Reviewed 1>\ Paul Thompson)

AGAIN is E. Phillips Oppenheim drawn upon for the material

for a moving picture. This time it is his "The Inevitable

Millionaires" which serves. Geopje Sidney, Louise Fazenda
and, of course, Vera Gordon, are the three featured players in

Edward ('lark and Graham Baker's picture. Regretfully I can

not class it as one of the •classics of the screen" following the

publicity man's optimistic heading. It is banal, trite and with

little to recommend it. It is the oft-told story of the East Side

Jewish tailor (or umbrella salesman or what you will), who sud-

denly and inexplicably achieves affluence and migrates to River-

side Drive, West End Avenue or the banks of the Hudson, there

to spend his miraculouslj acquired wealth. Gauche, naturally un-

able to adapt himself to his new surroundings his social short-

comings are emphasized and played up for their supposed comedy
values. By now there is little that is amusing—and surely the

prop has been much overworked—in the social outlander trying to

manipulate an artichoke, yet that is given the dignity of many,
many feel of film. Alter a complete fiasco in trying to adapt
themselves to their new environment a return hegira of the family

to the east side is undertaken where the transition is made effective

li\ having the dinner guests eal like so many animals rather than

in the approved Emily Post manner supposedly indigent to the

upper social st ratum.

George Sidney doe- the type he has done many time before

with little or no variation. The same criticism is justly made of

Vera Gordon's inevitable matron.

The Cast: George Sidney, Vera Gordon and Louise Fazenda
(all three featured), Nat Carr, Helene Costello, Arthur Lubin,

Jane IVinton, Otto Hoffman, William Strauss. Director, Her-
man Raymaker.
THEME: Unplausibly ac- EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

quired wealth's reaction of East Popularity of author original

Side Jews in West Side setting, story and of featured players.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: East Side ailor shop. DRAWING POWER: Fair.

Produced and distributed by Warner Brothers.

Length, 6,903 feet. Released November 13. 1926.

Incidents in "April Fool," a Chadwick production

College Days
Tiffany's Football Picture

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

YOUTH must be served—and in this Tiffany production it is.

Certainly the author, director and players have been very
successful in creating the atmosphere of a co-educational

university and in offering a story that, while not particularly

novel, inasmuch as already we have had several plays with a

college football game as the climax of the action, still holds your
interest. Charles Delaney portrays the type of smart-A lee who
offends through that very quality of over-smartness. Plausibility

we must discard or even probability if we accept the picture. Only
in novels and movies can such things happen. Fired from the

university once because of a fight which the self-styled hero has

with an instructor, he conies hack to make good. That psycho-

logically will appeal to almost everyone, for a come-back in any
sphere of life is much more amazing and commendable than the

original climb to the heights. Suspense it has in plenty. Delaney's

desire to save the heroine, charming Marceline Day, from the ig-

nominy of a raid at a roadhouse the night before the champion-

ship football game, results in his being penalized himself. Of
course, he does get into the frame in time to turn the tide and

achieve that fame so essential to his father's, the university's and

the girl's happiness. Doth Delaney and Miss Day as well as the

supporting company contribute convincing portrayals. Richard

Thorpe has done a good job in the directing.

The Cast: Marceline Day, Charles Delaney, James Harrison,

l> uanc Thompson. Kathleen Key. Pired or. Richard Thorpe.

Story ami continuity by A. I'. Younger.

THEME: College life with a

football climax; boy in disgrace

who makes good.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS : Football scenes of the

best and most convincing type.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Spirit of Youth. All-star col-

lege football players employed.
DRAWING POWER: Good.

(roup of scenes from Forever After," a Fir^l \ational release

Produced and distributed by Tiffany I'rdouctions.

I moth. 7.500 feet. Released November 1. 1926.
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onalNewsfrom Correspondent

NEW JERSEY exhibitors are

urgently requested by organi-

zation officials to attend the next
meeting of the state M. P. T. O.,

to be held at the Ambassador Hotel,

Atlantic City, Nov. 18-19. It is

said that matters of an extremely
important nature will be brought
up for discussion at this time.

It is reported that a merger went
into effect last week which will

bring all theatres belonging to

Chrisedge Theatres, Inc., of the

Bronx, and those of D'Stamatis
Brothers, Brooklyn, under single

control.

The Chrisedge Company was
heretofore under the leadership of

Matthew Chrystmos and Harry
Eldridge, both prominent in local

exhibitor circles. D'Stamatis
Brothers have long been identified

among the smaller circuit owners
of Brooklyn and this deal will give

the new corporation, in addition

to the Chrisedge theatres, approxi-
mately five Brooklyn houses;
namely, the Apollo, Fulton Audi-
torium, the Parkway, Mapleton and
Classic. The Chrisedge holdings

are mostly in the Bronx and West-
chester County.

It is understood that Matty
Chrystmos will remain as one of
the chief executives of the newly
formed circuit, while Harry El-

dridge, although retaining an in-

terest in one or more theatres, will

devote most of his time to the pres-

entation field, where he is consid-

ered one of the best.

Further indication of exhibitor

organization is to be found in the

recently formed combination of
four downtown Brooklyn houses
under the name of the Brooklyn
Heights Theatre Corporation, of
which Alfred Goldberg is presi-

dent, and David Hauser, treasurer.

At present the combine includes

the Gold, Washington, Boro Hall
and Heights theatres, all in the

Heights section.

The Wilson Theatre Corp., oper-
ating the Nostrand Theatre at 657
Xostrand Avenue, and the Regent,
1225 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, has
been taken over by J. Margolies and
partner.

Another change of ownership
concerns the Tip Top Theatre, also

over in Brooklyn on Wilson Ave-
nue. The new owners are Messrs.
Tweel and Xasser. The house, af-

ter being sold, was closed for a
short time in order to permit re-

pairs and reopened last Saturday.

In the downtown section of New
York's East Side, Rossassi, former-
ly of Richmond Hill, where he op-
erated the Park and Manor thea-

tres, has taken over the Houston
theatre. The house is at present

closed for repairs and is expected
to reopen this Saturday. Rossassi's

old Manor, at Richmond Hill, was
converted into a store building,

while the Park is at present under
lease to another party.

Reports would seem to indicate

that the big battle for the suprem-
acy of the lower East Side of
New York is reaching alarming
proportions and that sooner or
later one of the combatants will be
forced to toe the mark. In any
event, it's a battle that will be
costly to both sides when one takes
into consideration the fact that
houses with seating capacities of
600 or so resort to vaudeville as
an added attraction for patronage,
with no increase in admission.
Not that this has any bearing on

or effects the strategic position of
one of the belligerents, but it is

reported that the Golden Rule and
the M. & S. Delancey have both
closed for an indefinite period. Both
are on the lower East Side.

And again, with rare good judg-
ment, Loew Theatres are reported
as abo.ut to' add one more house
to their ever-increasing chain. This
t;me the Sheridan Square, the pride
of Greenwich Village, is said to
be the new member of the family.
Harry Rafferty is, or was, the
owner.

Eddie Carroll, who has more
than once shown his fidelity to As-
sociated Exhibitors by taking their
ups and downs and shifts with
apparent nonchalance, is again
wearing the purple of that order,
as far as being New Jersey sales
manager is concerned. His reap-
pointment came with the recent
Pathe-Associated merger.

Phil Meyer, New York City
manager for Associated and Pathe
features, is at present deploring the
time which must be necessarily ta-
ken from the business of selling
pictures when one is chosen for
jury duty.

A recent report has it that Jo-
seph Stern, whose theatre holdings

in New Jersey became merged with
the Fabian- Stanley organization

some time ago, has taken active

charge of the New Jersey booking
for that large theatre circuit.

The fire which gutted the entire

downstair section of the Clinton

apartments at 253 West 42nd Street

and sent Al Sautelle, Pathe-New
York non-theatrical sales manager,
scurrying to quarters less danger-
ous, may have had depleting effects

on Al's wardrobe. At any rate,

Mr. Sautelle was observed in the

sanctuary of an inner office, sam-
pling several brightly-hued sets of

pajamas, which were being offered

for sale by erstwhile Pathe sales-

man, Irving Rothenberg.

And speaking of enterprise, cred-

it will have to be given to Rothen-
berg for one who wastes no time
in the matter of raking in the

shekels. While waiting for an ap-
pointment which he expects to an-
nounce soon, this business-like

young man plys his trade in paja-

mas. That he's good is definitely

proven when he can sell these par-
ticular articles of wearing apparel
to one Milton Kronacher, who has
been overheard to assert that he
never had any use for such con-
trivances.

The new theatre under construc-
tion at Washington, N.J., has been
taken over by Dave Howell, of

Dover, N.J. The Washington
house will be ready about Jan. 1st.

Mr. Howell operates the Playhouse,
Dover.

Charlie Stombaugh, genial New
Jersey sales manager for Pathe,
disclaims any knowledge of a re-

cent report extolling his athletic

prowess on the cinder track and its

rather distant neighbor—the bowl-
ing alley. Charlie says there are
certain things that he most certain-

ly does excel in, such as putting
away one of Dinty Moore's juicy
beefsteaks—or what have you

—

but as far as athletics are con-
cerned, watching a good football
game is about as close as he ever
got to a hundred-yard dash.
One of Broadway's most popular

managers, Charles McDonald, has
recently resigned his position as
managing director of two or three
of the B. S. Mos« houses. While

Southwest
g *t

y7TTl~- —

THE Terry Brothers, of Wood-
ward, Okla., are building an-

other theatre, to be ready for open-
ing in three or four weeks. The
Terrys now have the Pastime and
the Nusho theatres at Woodward.
The new theatre being built at

Ponca City, Okla. is owned by
Lew Wentz, the oil man, who has
leased it to Paramount. Ely Shire,
of Lincoln, Neb., is to manage it

when completed, according to re-

ports.

W. A. Parbee is putting in a
fourth theatre at Guthrie, Okla.
The new theatre will open Sunday
and will show pictures and stock.

Roy Creason, who was reported
to be selliner the Palace Theatre at

Eufaula, Okla.. has announced that

he will keep the theatre and con-
tinue with his plans for a second
theatre at Eufaula. Mr. Creason
was on a deal to lease the Palace
two weeks aero in order to take
his wife West for her health, but

Mrs. Creason died on October 24th.

Dan Myers and H. O. Stark, of
Producers Distributing Corp.,
( Oklahoma City, received fat bonus
checks for their good work in a
recent drive.

Sam Benjamin of the local F.
B.O. received a two-thousand-dol-
lar bonus check this week and is

treating the office force to a party
at Coffee Dan's Saturday evening.
The Oklahoma Paramount office

his future connection is not quite

ready for announcement, it is said

that it will be a most lucrative and
advantageous shift for Mr. Mc-
1 luiiald.

Floyd Vogt, on his return from
Jersey territory, announces that

Walter Reade's new Red Bank
theatre will be ready for its open-

ing next Thursday. The house is

said to have a seating capacity of

from 1,500 to 1,800 and is up-to-

the-minute in every respect. Man-
ager Jacks will be in charge.

Another theatre to open on the

same day as Reade's is Juskowitz
and Smollen's new house at Read-
ing, Pa.

Pat Campbell, Eastern Division

Sales Manager for Pathe, has been
in a two-day conference with the

New York branch executives,

.Messrs. Raynor and Stombaugh.
Loew's Fulton Theatre, Nostrand

Avenue corner of Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, has been officially taken

over by Charles Fisher, who will

operate the house on a stock pol-

icy with Sunday concerts. In the

future, the house will be known
to the trade as the Fulton.

Another change of name affect-

ing Loew theatres is that of the

Livingston, Brooklyn. This thea-

tre has had its name changed to

Loew's Melba.

Ed. Speigel's Rugby Theatre,
Church and Utica avenues,
Brooklyn, opened its doors to

the public last week. This should
be a good location, as the com-
munity has grown considerably
during the past year. The house
seats about 1,100. Mr. Speigel

also operates the Utica and Cross
Bay theatres.

One of our prominent Long
Island exhibitors is soon expected
to announce his engagement, and
it is said that it will not be long
before a fair young lady will be
led to the altar.

The about-to-be groom is Joseph
Stanzler, one of the firm of the
Whitestone M. P. Corp., and oper-
ating a circuit of seven theatres
on Long Island. The fair damsel
whom Mr. Stanzler will lead down
the well-known aisle, where one
of life's contracts will have its

usual promising debut, is Miss
Marion Fox.

Incidentally, the Whitestone M.
P. Corp. recently opened the Star
at Amityville with a picture and
vaudeville program. The Star is

one of the seven in their chain.

force gave a Hallowe'en party
last week, celebrating the end of
the first half of a sales drive. The
four salesmen have the members
of the office divided into squads
and the two losing sides gave the

winners this party. They were
dressed in masquerades and a prize

for the best disguise was awarded
Sam Brunk. Refreshments of hot

dogs, pumpkin pie and cider were
served.
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Chicago
OSCAR DOOB of Balaban &

Katz's publicity department,

has been promoted to director of

publicity for the combined Balaban

& Katz, I'ublix and Kunsky houses

in Detroit, and left this week to

assume his new duties. Lou Kramer
will be assistant to Mr. Doob. Hill

Pine, formerly press representative

rilda Gray, has been added to

ian & Katz's Chicago public ty

department to fill the vacancy made
by the promotion of Mr. I )oob.

Xorman Fields, of Jones. I.inick

& Schaefer, is ill at Mercy Hos-
pital.

Two motion picture theatres

were n ibed eai ly Monday by ban

dits. At Simansky & Miller's Lido

Theatre, Maywood, robbers bound
and gagged G. E. Thomas, ,,

taut n and then took $800
from the sate. They, however,
overlooked a second safe in the

inner office, in which wa -In;:

Mr. Thomas struggled free of his

bonds after the bandits had d(

parted, and notified the police.

Charles Golin of the Banner The-
atre, North Robe} Street, was

I of $780. the night's receipts,

as he was entering his home on
return from the theatre. Two ban-
dits accosted him in the vestibule

of his apartment building and took

the money at the poinl of a re-

volver.

Steve Ncniel has taken over the

Ra nlmu Theatre at (.45 W. 120th
Street, from Mr. Van Nomikos,
and Mrs. Lenore Pierce will now
manage the Rainbow as well as the

I '.uriiside, at 93rd and Cottage,

which she has managed for some
time past.

Mrs. Meneou has taken over and
reopened the Harding Theatre on
East 55th Street. This house had
been dark for some time.

August Wiegand, father of Au-
gust Wiegand, Jr., manager of the

Lucile Theatre, and Mrs. Jack
Miller, wife of Business Manager
Miller of the Exhibitors Associa-

tion of Chicago, passed away at his

home on Saturday, after a pro-
longed illness.

W. I). Bur ford has been ill for

several days and is confined to his

bed at his home in Aurora, 111.

Jules J. Rubens, vice-president
of Great States Theatres, Inc.. went
to New York this week for a con-
ference with Sam Katz. lie ex-
pects to return in a few days.

Sales Director Herbel of Univer-
sal Eilm Company, was in Chicago
this week talking over sales plans
with District Manager Roy Alex-
ander and Exchange Manager Bill

Bruiriiberg. This is Mr. Herbel's
first visit to Chicago since assum-
ing his office as sales director.

Lyman (J. Cohen, who has been
a Chicago motion picture theatre
manager for several years, is now
connected with United Booking
Agency, headed by Bill Weinberg,
and will have charge of the pub-
licity department.
A. J. ( Happy ) Meineger, who

has been managing Fischer's Fon

du Lac Theatre, has been tran-

ferred to Fischer's La Salle The-
atre at La Salle, 111., in a similar

capacity.

General Manager Herman Rob-
bins, of National Screen Service,

who is en route to the Coast from
New York City, stopped off this

week for a conference with Mana-
ger H. C. Young.

Clarence Phillips and J. J. Clark.

Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion's salesmen, are working in

Minneapolis for two weeks, Divi-
sional Manager Cecil Maberry hav-
ing sent them to that city to assist

tlie sales staff.

Further details of the magnificent
theatre which will be erected for

colored patrons, at the corner of
47th Street and South Parkway,
show that the house will have an
orchestra pit capable of accommo-
dating one hundred musicians, and
in other respects will be one of the
finest and largest motion pitcure
theatres in Chicago and vicinity.

CAM MILLER, of I
iher's Par-

vJ amount theatres of Chicago,
spent Friday in Milwaukee
ing local exchan

husiasts of the film men's

bowling league ran in an extra

game on Saturday of last week.

Two teams composed of "crack"
: .is of the league competed

the interest ran high.

Neil Duffy, man.mo ol the Elite

>i Vnpleton, visited Film Row this

week.
Dan Kelliher of the Princess.

at F.lkorn, and the Majestic at

Lake Geneva, resumed his weekly
ii foil ;es after an

absence of several week-.

1 E. Maberry. P.D.C Dis

trict Manager was in the Mil wan
for a few hours "it

Thur
R. Leach of the I Ipera I [ouse at

Hartford, was a recent Film Row
visitor.

Paul Schultz has assumed the

management of the Orpheum The-
atre at Hancock, Mich. He sin-

's T. J. Furness.

A. P. Desormeaux who is man-
aging die New Strand at Madison,
called on his friends in local ex-
changes recently.

Prank P. Mc.Manman took over
the management of the Mission
Theatre at Kilbourn on November
1st. George M. Olson, former
manager, is spending the winter in

Florida.

Francis Kadow, manager of the

Mikado Theatre, ait Manitowoc,
was a recent Milwaukee visitor.

Morris Abrams, exploitation di-

rector for M.-G.-M. from the Min-
neapolis office, who was in Mil-
waukee last week, left for Duluth,

his last stop before returning to

Minneapolis.

Saxe Amusement Enterprises, it

is reported, have taken over the

lease on the new Plaza on the south
side which was built by Al Bartlet.

It is expected the Plaza will open
about December 1st, as one of the

largest and most beautiful outlying

theatres,

William Roob, manager of the

Grand Theatre at Port Washing-
ton, was in the city this week to

check up his bookings.

John Adler, of the Adler and
Trio Theatres at Marshfield and
the Lyric and Majestic at Stevens
Point, was among out-of-town ex-
hibitors in the city this week.

The M.-G.-M. salesforce is out
after a car-smashing pennant. The
second of the new Buick Sedans
added t<> the force this summer has
met its Waterloo. Herman Schwartz
was leaving Milwaukee on Monday
for Wisconsin Rapids in said Buick
when a truck elected to cross its

path, smashing the car beyond rec-

ognition. A few weeks ago while
traveling a rough stretch of road
under construction up in Michigan,
this same car piloted by Mr.
Schwartz very nearly lust its motor.

\Y. L. Ainsworth, of the Orpheum
and (iarrick Theatres at Fond du
lac, spent a few hours along Film
Row this week.

James R. Grainger, Fox District

Manager, came in for a day from

Chicago to go over sales and terri-

torial conditions with Fred G.
Sliter, local Fox manager.

Louis Shimon, manager of the
Uptown Theatre at Sheboygan, was
a recent visitor along Film Row.
Tom O'Connell, formerly Para-

mount representative working out
of Peoria, has been added to the
Fox sales force. Lloyd Bettis has
recently resigned from the Fox
staff.

C. C. Wallace, United Artists
District Manager from the Chi-
cago office, was in Milwaukee for
a day.

F. G. Sliter, manager of the Fox
Exchange, left Monday to cover
the entire territory. He expects to

be gone about a month.

P. I ). C. inaugurated the screen-
ing of releases for the office staff at

the Exhibitors Supply Co. on Fri-
day. The plan is to show two pic-

tures every Friday.

Leon Goetz. manager of the Goetz
Theatres in Kenosha, spent Friday
at the local exchanges.

1AI >\ ER'S mosl magnificent

*^f theatre. The Maddin, held its

official opening last Thursday
night. The theatre is. beyond
doubt, the most attractive pla

entertainment in the west. Its ex
terior design is taken from the
Taj Mahal temple of \gra, India.

Its interior, to the tin •

is in keeping with its name. I lid

den lights, illuminated fountains,

and a host of new or the

in bi en. Exhibitors
visiting Denver should. b\ all

mi an .. mak< it .i p' 'mi to inspect

th A place nid learn. They will be
well repaid.

Two th, atres in m stei n Col
rado have been i losed by order of

health authorities because of small

pox cases in the city, t has. Sim-
ons, owner of the Yampa Theatre,
Yampa, Polo., closed a week ago
for an indefinite period for this

reason. Last Friday, Victor Slif

ka, owner of the Princess Theatre,
Meeker. Colo., was ordered by the

cit} O mil' il to discontinue his

shows until the ban was lifted.

I \l. Saunders, general sales

manager for M G M, spent several

days in Denver last week visiting

l\ I < ..ii land, local branch man-
ager of the organization.

J. H. Ashhy, First National man-
ager. I. fi yesterday foi sevei al

days' visil with exhibitors in and
md I

i i" i
, Wyo.

I S Mir.-,, popular United

Artists manager from Omaha.
spent a few days in Denver last

week. He was accompanied by
his wife. Folks say this trip was
his honeymoon although Mr. Ab-
rose denies this is quite Correct.

Jim Lynch, operator of the the-

atres of Laramie. Wyo., the home
of the University of Wyoming,
was a visitor here Thursday. Mr.
I.Mich is assistant coach of the

Wyoming football team.

R. J. ( rarland, manager of Metro-
( ioldwyn- Mayer is in Casper, Wyo.,
visiting exhibitors.

Jimmy Carrier, general mana-
gei of Universal theatres, was a

Denver visitor this w eek, Mr. Car-
rier, and Buddy llooten. manage]

it the American Theatre, started

the theatre off with a new policy
last week. Mr. Carrier left Den-
ver for Chicago where he will meet
Carl Laemmle. president of Uni-
versal.

Eugene Gerbase has been ap-
pointed feature manager for Pathe
while S. B. Rahn is in charge of
all short subjects. Mr. Gerbase
up to a week ago was manager of

the Associated Exhibitor branch
office.

Chas. Klein is back in Denver
for a business visit with exchanges.
Mr. Klein represents the black
llilK Amusement Co. of Dead-
wood, S.D., which operates a chain
of theatres in that district.
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NEXT Monday will witness the

addition of three important

theatres to the Suburhan Boston
list, when the Granada in Maiden,
the new Morton Street Theatre
in Dorchester and the new Wol-
laston Theatre in Qnincy will be

opened for the first time to the

public. They will add between
7.110(1 and 7,500 additional seats to

Greater Boston playhouses.

The Granada at Maiden, erected

by Ramsdell Brothers, who own
the Orpheum in Maiden, and to be

operated jointly by the Ramsdell
Brothers and the Green Circuit,

who operate the Mystic and Fells-

way theatres in Maiden, will be

that city's largest house with a

seating capacity of about 2,800.

The Granada will run pictures,

consisting of a feature, a short

subject or comedy, a news reel, and
probably four acts of vaudeville.

It will have an orchestra in addi-

tion to an organ.
With the opening of the Gran-

ada, the Mystic, which now runs

pictures and vaudeville, w: ill dis-

continue vaudeville, will use first

run pictures and will have occa-

sional musical features and musical
comedies.

During the hanging of the 50-

foot Granada illuminated sign this

week, a section fell to the side-

walk, narrowly missing several

p» iple.

The new Morton Street Theatre
in Dorchester will be the largest

of the new trio and will seat about
3,300, of which number 2,400 are

taken care of on the floor. This
theatre was erected by the New
England Theatres Co., of which
Jake Laurie is the active head. It

will be a first run house.

George Haley, now manager of

the Jamaica Theatre at Jamaica
Plain, Mass., will manage the new
house and he will be succeeded at

Jamaica Plain by Manager Mc-
Xamara of the Rialto Theatre,
Roslindale, who will manage both
the Rialto and Jamaica theatres.

The new theatre at Wollaston
has been erected for Abe Spitz of
Providence, R.I., and marks his

entry into the suburban Boston
field. While it is a smaller house
than the other two which are to

open, it is said to be one of the

most attractive theatres among the

long list of new houses opened
about Boston.
Leo Young, nephew of Harry

Asher, formerly assistant manager
of the Franklin Park Theatre,
Boston, has resigned to take charge
of the booking for regional

theatres in Siuthbridge, Mass., and
Olneyville, R.I.

Phil Coolidge. popular Pathe
News camera man, is covering the

big events now in a new Xash
coupe.
The Broadway and Cross Street

Orpheum theatres, Somerville,

Mass., have been taken over by P.

J. Marget.
Harry Worden of the Boston

office of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
is now in Albany, where he has
charge of a two weeks' sale drive

with a team of ten men aiding

in the work.

Extensive remodeling and re-

decorating of the Washington
Street Olympia Theatre, Boston,
has been completed and the im-
provements are being extensively

advertised by the theatre's publicity

department.

Edw. Garrity, manager of the

Columbia Theatre, Boston, is back
on the job after a three weeks' lay-

off on account of serious illness.

He has fully recovered and was
warmly greeted by friends and re-

membered by many beautiful bou-
quets upon his return.

Charles F. Thurber, owner of

the Star Theatre at Fairlee, Vt.,

was a visitor to Boston's Film Row
during the week, arranging some
of his early winter bookings.

John Moore, former booker at

Famous Players, Boston, is tem-
porarily back in his old job again
until an appointment is made t<> the

position, when Moore will again go
on the road for Paramount in-

terests.

Members of the New England
I'., inkers Association, composed of
bookers of all the exchanges and
circuits in New England and their

assistants, will dine and dance at

Rainbow Gardens, Walpole, Mass.
next Wednesday evening.

Benjamin Bebchick. formerly
shipper for Warner Brothers, has
taken a similar position with Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation.
Boston.

The V. C. Theatre, seating about
350, has opened at Cranston, R.I.

Miss llelene Madden and Mis.
Adele Snow have been appointed
assistant bookers at Producers Dis-
tributing Corp., Boston.

William DeWolfe, manager of
the Quincy Theatre at Quincy.
Mass.. who suffered a shock three
weeks ago, is rapidly regaining
his health and may soon return to

his office.

It is rumored that P. Marget
has bought the Regent Theatre
Building in Jamaica Plain although
no verification of the minor has
been obtainable.

lanada
CS. FERGUSON, manager of

• the Dominion Theatre, Xan-
aimo, B.C., for the past three
years, has been appointed manager
of the Strand and Crystal theatres

in Brandon, Manitoba. Before his

departure from Xanaimo, Mr. Fer-
guson was the recipient of a hand-
some silver tea service and tray
from the theatre staff. He has
been succeeded in the Dominion
management by David Boland, who
has been with the British Colum-
bia Paramount Theatres, Lim-
ited, in Vancouver, B.C., for some
time past.

Clair Hague, Canadian general
manager of Universa.l, Toronto,
has returned from Winnipeg, Man-
itoba, where he accepted the resig-

nation of C. A. Schauffle as man-

ager of the Lyceum Theatre, this

being one of the three Universal
theatres in Winnipeg.
W. T. McKnight, former man-

ager of the Regent Theatre, a

downtown house of Toronto, has
been appointed manager of the
Bloor Theatre, Toronto, by Fa-
mous Players Canadian Corp., Lim-
ited. He has been succeeded at

the Regent by Wally Stewart, for-

mer Famous-Lasky exploiteer.

Xelson Shea, who was associated
with the Regent, has been appoint-
ed manager of the Uptown Thea-
tre, Toronto, the parent theatre of
the Famous Players chain in Cana-
da. Mr. Shea was formerly at the

Toronto Hippodrome.
With the death of James Cun-

niffe. notorious New York bandit,

at Detroit in a gunmen's battle,

it became known that United
States agents had been seeking
Cunniffe and his gang in Montreal
only a few days previously. In-

cidentally, there has been the sug-
gestion that the Cunniffe gang was
responsible for the hold-up of
Manager James Adams of Loew's
Theatre, Montreal, when over
$7,000 in cash was secured recent-
ly. On that occasion, the three
robbers made Manager Adams,. his

wife, and the night watchman, lie

down on the floor of the theatre
office while they ransacked the
safe.

The two new moving picture
theatres which are under course
of construction in Winnipeg, Man-
itoba, will be opened in December,

according to announcement by X".

Rothstein, who has been proprietor
of the Arlington Theatre for some
years. Both of the new houses
will cost $75,000.

E. O. Smithers, manager of the
Capitol and Grand theatres at
Kingston, Ontario, has announced
that the strike of the stage hands
at the Grand has been settled, new
agreements having been signed. He
is booking numerous pictures for
the Grand as well as the Capitol,

The new Star Theatre has been

opened at Tisdale, Sask., an open-

ing feature being a dance on the

stage for invited guests. The build-

ing has a frontage of 34 feet and
a depth of 100 feet.

l^S^S^ggtgj^^--
Butte

CJ. SEVERSOX now occupies
• the head of the local Universal

exchange, having been promoted
from head salesman to manager
on the removal of Manager W. J.

Heineman to the Salt Lake City-

Universal exchange. Congratula-
tions continue to pour in from his

many friends throughout the ter-

ritory. Manager Severson still

retains his theatre at Wolf Point,

where he has been a theatre owner
for some time.

J. J. Harrington, head salesman
for Associated First National Com-
pany, has returned to Butte, after

spending several weeks on an in-

tensive sales drive covering Mon-
tana.

Timothy Sullivan, father of W.
J. Sullivan, manager of the Rialto

Theatre, which is one of the chain

theatres of the North American
theatres corporation, died at his

home in Butte, Monday, October
18.

Dave McElhinney, local manager
for P.D.C. branch, has gone to

eastern Montana on a sales trip.

C R. Wade, local representative

for M-G-M, has started out for

Western Montana to call on ex-

hibitors with the new M-G-M
product.

In Missoula, the Elks are hold-

ing high revel this week of No-
vember 1st, at the Wilma Theatre.
This is for the benefit of the

Christmas fund.

Rolla Duncan, former theatre

owner at Billings, who received

the appointment of postmaster of
that city, has resigned and is now
located in Lewistown. He has tak-

en a ten-year lease on the Judith
Theatre in Lewistown and has

closed the theatre pending a re-

modeling that will cost about $20,-

000.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Bryant 5437-5736-2180

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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THERE was an important

thering of Metro-Goldwyn
,!- in Ubany, last week,

bringing to town Felix Feist, gen-

eral manager of sales distribution;

William F. Rogers, eastern sales

manager, and Sam Eckman, dis-

trict manager. A luncheon was
. [otel Ten Eyck, and

this was Mil,.wed by a sales meel

ing lasting for two or three hours.

Abe Stone, who runs the Arbor
J Iill Theatre in Albany, and who
declares that he voted for both

1 temocrats and Republicans on

election day, installed a big radio

on election night, and gave fully

as complete returns as did the big

downtown houses.

Albany's Film Row extended the

hand of welcome last week to

Charlie Walder, now connected

with the Metro-Goldwyn office in

Buffalo, and who was formerly

manager for Fox in this city.

Julius Byck, of Tannersville,

was in town last week, and, with

derable pride, showed his

booking dates, which also carried

dates.

Harry Lazarus, operating the

Auditorium in Kingston, is back
from a hunting trip, according to

l< Mrr^ to exchanges in Albany. Mr.
Lazarus is now erecting a new
theatre which will be opened in

the spring.

Marry Berinstein, of F.lmira,

was in town during the week, and
was the guest of his uncle, Julius

Berinstein. Mr. Berinstein ad-
mitted that he was keeping his eye
open for possible sites, and might
erect additional theatres in the

near future.

The Rose Theatre in Troy, N.Y.,
appears to be a favorite with mem-
bers of the burglar fraternity for

the theatre was entered one night

last week, and twenty boxes of
candy taken, but two days' receipts,

which had been placed in a steel

letter file, rather than the office

safe, were overlooked.

There is some rattling good
bowling going on these days in

Troy, N.Y., between teams in the

Theatrical Bowling League in that

city. The teams from the Lincoln

and the Griswold theatres are now
tied for first place, while the team
from the Troy Theatre is in second

pi '-ition.

I !n coming ball to be given by

the Ubany Film Board of Trade
at the Hotel Kenmore, on the

night of November 19, is to wit-

ness vaudeville talent obtained

from the Grand Theatre through

the courtesy of Joe Wallace, the

manager. The ball will get under

way at 8 o'clock, when dinner will

be served. Over 200 are expected.

Joe Saperstein, of Harmanus-
Bleecker Hall in Albany, made a

pretty good prediction on election

day. Mr. Saperstein was visiting

Film Row. and as he came out of
one exchange, he cast his eye
weather-wise to the sky, and re-

marked. "Looks like a Democratic
victory."

Mrs. Tony Veiller, wife of the

manager of the Mark Ritz, flew

home to her husband last week.
Mrs. Veiller had been visiting rel-

atives in Norfolk, Va., and took
an airplane between that city and
Philadelphia.

Ben Stern and Walter Roberts,

managers of the Lincoln and Troy
theatres, came in for many words
of congratulation last week on ac-

count of the manner in which the

two theatres had been decorated
for Hallowe'en.
After taking in the sights of the

big town, Guy Graves, of Farash
Theatres, Inc., of Schenectady, re-

turned home from New York last

week, and got busy with his job
in the Electric City.

It looks as though Harry Seed,
local manager for Warner Bros.,

would pocket a very substantial

check. Out of 36 offices, Mr.
Seed's stood first in the entire

United States last week in a contest

in which $500 has been hung up.

W. W. Farley, of Albany, owner
of several theatres, absolutely re-

fused last week to talk pictures, or
in fact any subject connected with
his houses. Mr. Farley, who is a

member of the Democratic State

Committee, was overjoyed in the'

reelection of Governor Alfred E.
Smith.
Fenton Lawlor is now rep-

resenting the local First National
exchange in northern New York,
succeeding M. M. Silver, who re-

signed last week.
Louis Buettner, of Cohoes, who

is the champion woodchuck hunt-

er in New York State, is now out

after bigger game, having left last

week on a two weeks' deer hunt-
ing trip in the Adirondacks.

Election day had no terrors for

H. C. Bissell, local manager of
Universal, and Leon Herman,
salesman. The two appeared at

the polls bright and early and then
hustled on to Catskill for an inter-

view with M. E. Silberstein, owner
of the Community Theatre.

Clarence Dopp, who has been
running the Electric Theatre in

Johnstown for some time past, is

broadening out his activities and
last week took over the Kun-Ja-
Muck Theatre in the neighboring
village of Broadalbin.
The Fox office has added a

couple of new salesmen in this

territory, the newcomers being
Hal Smith, formerly of Los An-
geles, and Lionel Edel, of Buffalo.

Jack Krause, formerly manager
for Associated Exhibitors here,

and who is now looking after the
interests of Chase Pictures in this

territory, has tendered his resigna-
tion as a member of the Albany
Film Board of Trade.

Mike and Joe Kallet, who al-

ready have theatres in Rome,
Oneida and Canastota, are nego-
tiating for the Pontiac at Saranac
Lake, one of the best known
theatres in the Adirondack region,

and which has been managed most
ably by Dave Seymour. The house
is owned by a number of wealthy-

men. Only last week a benefit was
given at the Pontiac and seats sold

for $50.

Bob Landry, formerly of Og-
densburg, and now a law student
in Albany, declared last week that

up to the present time he had
struck nothing in his studies at

the law school as complicated as
the uniform contract. Mr. Landry
plans to hang out his shingle in

Ogdensburg three years hence.

Mike Commerford opened a new
theatre last week in Scranton, and
according to those from here who
were present, the opening was most
successful. A feature of the new
house is a revolving light located
on the top of the theatre and which
can be seen for many miles.

A. J. Pincus was last week ap-
pointed feature salesman manager
for Pathe in Albany. He is well
known over the territory.

Albert Forest, organist at the
Mark Ritz in Albany, is at his

home recovering from an attack
of appendicitis.

A. E. Milligan, owner of the
Broadway Theatre in Schuylerville,
N.Y., can boast of producing what
are probably the largest apples
grown in central or northern New-
York. He presented one last week
to Howard Morgan, local manager
for Educational.

The Hudson Theatre in Albany,
owned and operated by Julius
Berinstein, had a close call

last week when fire was discovered
in a paint store located in the same
block with the theatre.

Detroit
BRANCH Manager Henry Zapp

and his Detroit staff will

move into new quarters within a

few weeks. One-half of the sec-

ond floor of the new Detroit Film
Exchange Building has been en-

gaged and the branch will have
quarters second to none.

This building was erected espe-
cially for the exchanges and has
every convenience for the film

business. A unique feature is the
building of 42 film vaults distrib-

uted over the six upper floors.

vault has walls of con
six inches thick, and each is vent-
ed separately and independently of

thers. Each vault will hold
1,700 reels and ea< i [uipped

with automatic sprinkl'

A. Chapman, district repre-

sentative for Producers Distrib-

uting Corporation, has just finished

a week lure with the local ex-
change.

Jack Tuck, formerlj with the

itre Supplj i ompany in Cleve-
land, is now .i— iated with the

National Theatre Supply Company
in Detroit, as assistant manager.

F. H. Schuckert, of the Temple
Theatre in Caro, Mich., has
been paying the local exchanges
a visit this week.

Morris Suffier, district manager
of Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and Indian-
apolis, was in town for a few
days last week, paying the local

United Artists office a short visit.

The new Film Exchange Build-
ing, which is located on the corner
of Montcalm and Cass avenues,
will be ready for occupancy by the
first of December.

Carl Kruegcr, manager of the
Columbia Theatre, which belongs
to J. H. Kunsky. was suddenlj
taken ill while at work last week
and was rushed to the hospital.

Mae Black, cashier at the Al-
hambra Theatre for the last ten
years, has been donated a beauti-
ful wrist watch by the Kunsky
1

1 1" I ati< n for being in service at

that theatre for that length of

time. It is all decorated with dia-

monds, with the following en-
graving on the back of it : "In
Token of Faithful Service, J. H.
Kunsky Corporation."

Jacob Schrieber, owner of the

Black Stone Theatre, has won an-

other first prize with his pet bear
cub, this time being at the Masons
masquerade ball.

Clarence Bunn, general man-
ager for the Vitaphone, controlled
by the Warner Bros., was in De-
troit last week in conference with
Branch Manager Jim Allen.

Construction will start imme-
diately on the New Delft Theatre
in Marquette, Mich. This new
house is to be even larger than
the Opera House.

Fred Wuerth, of Ann Arbor,
who some time ago sold his in-

terests in Ann Arbor and Ypsi-
lanti to the Butterfield Circuit, is

going to build a theatre in Detroit,
on Oakman Boulevard.

C. II. Crane, of Detroit, is draw-
ing plans for the construction of

a new theatre in Muskegon, Mich.,
for the W. S. Butterfield Circuit.

Pete Ramsey, who has been con-
nected with the Cleveland branch
of Paramount, is now with the De-
troit branch as salesman.
James Leasia is once more back

in the show business, through the

purchase of the Catherine Theatre
from George F. Koppin. Mr. Leas"a
formerly controlled the Jewell,
Stratford, and the Tuxedo theatres,

in Detroit.

Otto Bolle, branch manager for

Paramount, has returned from
French Lick, Ind., where he at-
tended the annual sales conven-
tion.

J. K. Kessell, proprietor of the

Oxford Theatre at Oxford, Mich.,
has died after a long illness.

He had been ill for over two years
with hardening of the arteries.

Charles Koner, recently manager
of the New Plaza Theatre in De-
troit, has been appointed booker
for the eight theatres which are
controlled by the Standard Film
Service Company in Toledo, Ohio.
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LOCAL Branch Manager H.
Bradley Fish of the Fox of-

fice is expecting Howard Sheehan,

who has recently been appointed to

the capacity of District Manager
for Fox, to visit the exchange here

this week for a few days. Sheehan
comes to this city from Seattle.

Manager Fish returned to his

home a few da"s ago to find that

he had been robbed of about $1,-

600 worth of articles, including

baggage, clothing and personal ef-

fects.

Branch Manager Clyde H. Mes-
singer has returned from a sojourn

into the Idaho territory with his

Educational product.

Vete Stewart, sales representa-

tive for Associated First National

is spending some time in the South-

ern Utah section.

Jack Connors, Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation salesman,

who has just come in from the

territory, is a little "under the

weather" 'according to report.

Branch Manager Al O'Keefe left

the Producers Distributing Cor-
poration exchange here last week
for San Francisco where he is at-

tending a meeting of the Western
Division Branch Managers.

Louis Marcus, Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation District Man-
ager, and Lawrence J. McGinley
branch manager, have returnedI

from the fall convention at French

Lick Springs, Indiana.

Frank H. Smith, who his been

booking manager of the local Fa-

mous Players-Lasky exchange for

a number of years, has been pro-

moted to the position of salesman

and will cover the Utah territory

out of this office.

Arnold W. Smith, who has been

acting as assistant manager at the

Paramount exchange here, has

been promoted to the Booking
Managership.

Charles Epperson of the Para-

mount exchange has been acting

as special representative for the

concern, covering the various ter-

ritories out of this city.

Film row here, which is being

constantly besieged by applicants

for admission into the "Movies,"

due to the fact that the ambitious

ones are unaware of the functions

of the exchanges, had a rather un-
usual experience this week in the

form of a new type of applicant.

A backwoodsman appeared with
a very much alive bob-cat, and
asked the various branch managers
for the opportunity of placing his

"pet" in the pictures.

Branch Manager J. A. Epper-
son of the Pathe force, left this

week for a short trip into the Idaho
country.

J. A. Whitehead, owner of recre-

Southeast

JW. PREVO of the Palace
. Theatre, Thomasville, N.C.,

and Mrs. Prevo were in Charlotte

the past week.

The entire Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
sales staff left Friday night for a

conference with Mr. Hickey, in

Washington, D.C., the following
taking the trip : Fred Pollock,

manager, and the following sales-

men : C. W. Cheek, Burtus Bishop,

E. A. Rook, and Barry, the booker.

The Loven Theatre, Linnville,

N.C., is closing, effective the past

week. P. L. Collins, business man-
ager of the U. S. Veterans Hos-
pital, Oteen, N.C., was a Charlotte
visitor the past week. We under-
stand he purchased new equipment
for the theatre at the hospital.

The contract for the construction
of the new $9,000 theatre for

negroes on East First Street, Char-
lotte, has been let to Cannon &
Edge, Charlotte contractors. It is

said this theatre has been leased

to Charles Anagnos. It will be up
to date from every standpoint.

Ben Caplon, manager of the Rex
and Queen theatres, Henderson-
ville, N.C., was calling on the

numerous exchanges the past week.

The Red Cross Theatre, Wind-
sor, N.C., owned by J. H. High-
smith, is reopening. It has been
closed several months.

Tom Little, manager of Pro-
ducers & Distributors Corporation

Atlanta office, left Charlotte the

past week for Asheville, N.C.,

where he will spend several weeks
in the sanatorium recuperating
from his recent illness.

Joseph Walters states he will not

open the theatre in Thomasville as

originally planned, as he was
unable to get a satisfactory lease.

The Vitaphone will be demon-
strated in Charlotte at Warner's
Broadway Theatre soon, according
to C. C. Ezell, Southern District

Manager, of Warner Brothers,

Inc. Mr. Ezell arrived in Char-
lotte yesterday afternoon and will

remain until the stage for the ex-
traordinary program is set up.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer em-
ployees held a delightful party at

the home of Mrs. Blanche Carr
Friday night. It was a mask af-
fair and from reports of those who
attended they had a wonderful eve-
ning. Dancing and games were
enjoyed and a buffet luncheon was
served during the evening.

C. W. Starr, Paramount sales-

man, out of Charlotte, has been
transferred to the Memphis branch
of the above company.

J. L. Caudell, owner of the
Wanoca Theatre, Wallace, N.C.,
and the Grand Theatre, St. Paul,
N.C., was a Charlotte visitor this

week.

J. R. Wilson, of Hendersonville,
N.C., will open a theatre at Ros-
man, N.C., on November 6th.

ation Hall, at Eureka, Utah, has

been visiting Film Row here this

week.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Sales

Manager, E. M. Saunders, of the

Western Division was in Salt Lake
visiting the local exchange lasv

week, and has left here for Los
Angeles.

J. E. Ryan of the Liberty The-
atre at Brigham City, Utah, is con-

ferring with the exchange managers
along film row this week. Ex-
hibitors Ryan and Ben Winzeler
are reported to have kept Exchange
Row well supplied with peaches

and apples this season.

George Mayne, owner of the lo-

cal Preferred Pictures exchange,
leaves for a trip of two or three

weeks' duration into Idaho within

a few days.

S. M. Deal, owner of the Star
Theatre at Springville, Utah, is in

this city, lining up new business
for his house.

H. R. (Dad) Rand, operating
the Isis Theatre here, has been very
seriously ill for about two weeks
but has now recovered and just re-

turned to the theatre.

John Rugar, well-known exhibi-

tor from Park City, Utah, was
among exhibitor visitors here with-
in the past few days. The new
Egyptian Theatre which he and
Frank Knotts of Vancouver, B.C.,

are building at Park City, will be

opened some time near the first

of the year, according to report.

James Williams, who has been

operating the Opera House at

Grantsville, Utah, has sold his in-

terest to J. J. Gillette, owner of

the Strand Theatre, at Tooele,

Utah.

B. G. Thatcher of the Capitol

Theatre at Logan, Utah, is attend-

ing to his booking here this week.

James R. Keitz, manager of the

Columbia exchange of this city, is

on an extended trip in the Idaho
country.

Earl Steele, operating the Ven-
ice Theatre at Xephi, Utah, is

spending a few days visiting the lo-

cal branch managers here, as is A.
L. Stallings of the Richfield cir-

cuit of Southern Utah.

J. W. Johnson, manager of the

Iris Theatre at Midvale, Utah, has

been ill lately with a bad case of

quinsy and is reported to be feel-

ing better now.

Verl McKay, owner of the Kin-
ema ait Mt. Pleasant, Utah, is also

attending to his booking this week
along the Row.

Louis N. Strike, manager of the

Kinema Theatre of this city, is

now making a trip in the North-
west in the interest of distribution.

N.S.S.
Thanksgiving

Christmas—New Year

The Smart Showman Knows TheseQ IMPORTANT
«-> HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

!

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Greetings gorgeously designed and
brilliantly animated for New Year, Lincoln's Birthday,
Washington's Birthday, Easter, Mother's Day, Decoration
Day, July Fourth, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving, Christ-
mas, also choice of two animated presentation leaders for

your Feature or Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

c
845 S«

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE

HICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGEJ
. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Venn*

IS
tit Are.
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LOEWS OHIO THEATRES,
IXC. has purchased the

its Theatre from J. Makoff
and Louis Israel. The I Lights is

a modern 1,000 seat suburban l

built about five years ago. This

is the tenth in the local Loew chain.

company is building an

theatre on the West Side. Israel,

who has been a prominent figure

in Cleveland motion picture circles

the past ten yi ins to

make his future home in California.

\ Cleveland special left here

Monday noon hound for the Colum-
bus convention. Almost all of the

exchange managers attended the

convention. And a large percentage

of local exhibitor members as well.

John F. Royal, for the past elev-

i Keith's lead

irig theatre in CI :veland, Mates that

he will continue in that capacity for

the time being, announcements to

the contrary notwithstanding.

Trade paper- have all carried a

story of Royal's appointment as

general manager of a chain of
Keith houses. Royal himself says
that there is no truth in the state

ment at this time.

George Settos, known from State
line to State line as manager-owner
of the Lyric, Lima, has added the
Orpheum Theatre to his posses-
sions. This is a 1,200-seat house.
formerl) owned by Bob Shaw.
so to- has already started to put
the house in order, completely re-

modeling it and re-equipping it.

After the first of the year he ex-
pects to introduce a combination
vaudeville and picture policy at the
( )rpheum.

Robert Cotton, central P.D.C. di-

vision manager, opened a two-
week- sales drive in Detroit on
Monday. Joe Ferte and George
Ridell of the Cleveland sales force
are temporarily loaned to the De-
troit office during the time of the
drive.

Anne Gaton of First National
has gone to New Y'>rk to become
secretary to H. A. Bandy, general
manager of the foreign sales de-
partment. Miss Gaton was Randy's
secretary when he was mid-west
division manager for First Na-
tional. The girls of the local First
National office gave her a parting
banquet at the Statler before she
left Cleveland, and presented her
with a wardrobe trunk.

Milton Korack has a real job on
his hands now, having been ap-
pointed general manager of the
chain of houses owned and op-
erated by Silverman Brothers.
These include the Majestic ond
Opera House, Mansfield ; Alham-
bra, Canton, and Strand, Akron.
Ned Depinet, First National

sales manager for this division, and
S. \Y. Hatch, head of the fran-
chise division, were guests of Grad-
well Sears, local First National
exchange manager, during the past
week.

Mrs. Georgia Moffett, secretarj
of the Cleveland Film Board of
Trade, will spend the next few
weeks in Indianapolis installing a
new secretary there.

The Film Building register was
dusted last week and brought out
for use the first time this fall. Out-
of-town exhibitors have been so
few that their comings and goings
have not been recorded. Those
noted during the past week, how-
ever, were: A. J. Ruck. Colonial,
Fostoria

; John Kumler, Pantheon,
Toledo; D. R. Bly. State, Con-
neaut ; O. F. Baker, Rex, Akron

:

Judge H. T. Palmer, Lyric, Fair-
port Harbor ; Gus Lambrigger.
Grand, Orville ; P. M. Howard.
Karolyn, New London; R. E.
Reisinger, manager of the Sixth
Street Opera House, Coshocton

:

George Fleischmann, World and
Atlas, Toledo; D. A. Capell.

Strand, Carey, and A. J. Paul,

Royal, Gal ion.

St. LOU1S
THE name of the Amusu thea-

tre in Halls. Tenn., has been

changed to Palace Theatre. Two
houses in Memphis, Tenn., have

hanged their names recently.

The Sommerdale is now the High-
land Heights, while the Ratio is the

new i ; ie Shamrock Thea-
tre.

T. 1). K-iefer has closed his Home
Theatre in Xew Berlin, 111., until

he can find a new building there.

His lease expired and lie was forced

ati

The Star Theatre. Alto Pass, 111.,

I until next spring. The
(.rand Theatre, Odin, 111., has also

closed.

Logan Wood, of the Logan The-
loppa. 111., has retired from

the shi >w business.

The Temple Theatre, Earling-

ton, Ky., and Star, Trenton, Tenn.,

ned rei ently.

I i In B. M.n i I- again a mem-
bei of the sale- staff of the St.

First National Exchange
under Manager I larrv Weiss.

St. Louis lilm stocks closed

November 6 as follows : Skouras
A, $50 bid and $55 asked. One
year ago, $64. St. Louis Amuse-
ment A, $46 bid and $47 asked.

Jimmy Shea, popular film sales-

man, now has an executive post

with the Pert Circuit of houses in

Southern Illinois.

Max Milder, special representa-

tive for Fox, passed through St.

Louis, stopping off at the local ex-
change.

Russell McLean, special repre-

sentative in this district for Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation,
was also in town for a few days.
Roy Dickson is now managing

the local Associated Exhibitors Ex-
change. Jack Osserman, the for-

mer Associated Exhibitors man-
ager, is now with the Advance

I i .i ih r Service Company, which
has it- local headquarters at 3318A
Olive Street.

The National Players, Inc., has
been authorized to employ $135,-

apital in the State of Mis

souri. Forest P. Tralles, 415 Pine
Street, is principal Missouri agent
for the organization.

Visitors of the week included
Gerald Wagner, Mound City,

Mounds and Cairo, 111.; S. E. Per-
tle, Jerseyville, 111.; Doc Tetley,

Farmington, Mo.; Jim Reillv,

Alton, 111.; R..E. Atkins, Elkville,

111.; Jack Pratt, Fulton, Mo..

Premier Pictures Corporation
has been issued an incorporation
certificate by the Secretary of
State and will employ $1,500 capi-

tal in Missouri. Nat E. Steinberg
is operating the company's ex-
change at 3314 Lindell Boulevard.

The Saenger Amusement Com-
pany is said to plan the erection of
a modern theatre on the site of the

Old Alice Theatre in Hope, Ark.
Plans for the new house are being
prepared by Witt, Seibert & Hal-
sey, 807, Texarkana, Ark. It will

cost upwards of $150,000.

Jack Weil, well-known inde-

pendent distributor departed for

New York City, October 30. He
will spend several days in Man-
hattan.

The Majestic Theatre, Jackson-
ville, 111., has just been remodeled
and decorated and now ranks with

the finest houses in that section of

Illinois.

Fienstein & Koplitz have award-
ed the contract for a theatre to be

erected at 1501 State Street, East
St. Louis. The house will be one-
story. 47 by 122 feet, and cost

about $25,000. Brick and cinder

blocks will be the principal build-

ing materials. The Keystone Con-
struction Company, 815 Trendley
Avenue, are the contractors.

Contracts will be awarded soon
for the theatre to be erected at

Sixth and Washington avenue-.

Springfield, 111., by the Kerasotas
Brothers. The building will be
three-story and basement, 47 by 80
feet and cost about $75,000. Carl

Myers, Myers Building, Spring
field, is the architect.

Baltiimore
KENNETH OSBORNE, 18

years of age, son of George
Osborne, proprietor of the Star

Theatre and Opera House, West
minster, Md., was killed near that

city while riding his motoi cli n
with a friend.

The name of Kendler- Zimmer-
man Company, Inc., Charlottes-

\'a.. has been changed to

son-Lafayette Theatres, Inc.

- of the i impanj are ' Ii

I Walker, president and F. W.
Twvman, The author

i k i- now $501

G i

1 .. Wondi ' manager of the

K'i\ ih I heatre, here, and his w ife

John J. I

'

Mi.
i
mle) -

Washington,
D.i

I fpt< n S I Irummel, house man-

ager of the I entury Theatre here,
iii .i number of years and then

transferred to the Parkway as

manager when it reopened undei
Loews, Inc., has resigned that

.11

»lga Shapiro and J. F. < '.race.

constituting the art department of

,
Inc., hei e, d< ling the poster

and advertising work For the Cen-
tury and Parkway theatres, have
resigned their positions.

I loi - i]m-i. iting the Rialto

Theatre, Washington, lit'., has
hern entirely changed with the fol-

lowinj Henry Sokolo\
has succeeded Mischa Guterson as

orchestra conductor; W. 1.. Doud
lab is managing director; Corbin
Shield is publicitj director: W. II.

Callahan, treasurer
; Moi i IU Pri

ton, house manager.

The motion picture theatre be-

ing erected on the site of the old

San Toy in Lonaconing, Md.. by
the Evans interest- will be opened
in the near future. The Arctic

Nu-Air system is being installed,

a- i- a Superlite screen.

Adolph Charles Frey, secretarj

of the Palace l'h aire Company,
Inc., Frostburg. Md.. died at Johns
town, Pa., recently at the home of

Friends. He was 45 years of age.

A large new electric sign has

been erected ovei the main entrance
of the (.rami Theatre, Highland
town, Baltimore, operated by Frank
H. Dttrkee. The cost was approxi-

mated $7,000
The Venus Theatre. Richmond.

Va., ha- been entirely redecorated

'nside and out. Yew furniture has

been installed

A- renovation- have been made
in the Auditorium Theatre, Lynch-
burg, Va., according to suggestions
made by the lire underwriters ,\\~

that city, the City Council there

has now granted permission to the

management to show moving pic-

tures.

While directing workmen install-

ing new -cat- in the Liberty The-
atre, Cumberland. Md.. recently,

Thomas II. Burke, proprietor, fell

and broke his left wrist. He is

recovering now. The Liberty is

having a new heating system in-

stalled also.

Y cidcntalh touching a live wire
in the control room of a motion

picture theatre of Oxford, Md..
I lei ii ge Evans, 15 years of age,

was killed recently. He was as

sisting Charles Collison, operator.
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MR. AND MRS. H. C. REA-
GAN, formerly of Boulder,

Colo., have bought the Cozy Thea-
tre at Toledo, Iowa. They took pos-
session of the house on November
3. The Cozy Theatre has been for

some time under the operation of
Greenlaugh and Burlock. Mrs.
Reagan will take charge of the

management of the Toledo house.

The transfer of the theatre was
transacted through W. J. Miller,

Iowa theatre broker.

Another theatre which recently

changed management is the Prin-

cess Theatre at Dexter. Mr. Ed-
ward Awe, of Kansas City,

leased the theatre and took it over
on November 6. The theatre is

owned by William McLean, hotel

man of Dunlap, Iowa. It is Mr.
McLean's intention to sell the thea-

tre, but Mr. Awe will run the house
until such an event takes place.

Lou Levi, formerly with Premier
Pictures, has been doing special

sales work for Metro-Goldwvn-

Mayer in the Des Moines territory.

Visitors in Movie Row were John
Waller, of Osceola; J. A. Michales,
of the Strand at Jefferson ; Bob
Booth, of Belle Plain; Bill Mart.
of the Strand at Grinnell ; C. Hales,

of the Lyric at Madrid, on his

weekly call.

Branch Manager Coplan, for

Famous Players, has been attend-
ing the convention in French Lick,

Ind.

J. C. Eding is planning to sell his

house at Amelia, Iowa.
A new theatre is being construct-

ed at Burt, Iowa, by N. I. Mornes.
Mr. Mornes reports that the build-

ing of the house is progressing
rapidly.

S. S. Swarz, in charge of the of-

fice of Columbia Pictures in Des
Moines, takes his football by fair

proxy. His oldest, Adel, and also

Corinne are attending the Iowa
State University homecoming.
Twelve orchestra racks were sold

by the National Theatre Supply

Company to Blank's Theatre at

Iowa City, the Englert.
Carl Perry, a newcomer to the

film game, is selling pictures in

Iowa territory for the Columbia
Pictures Corporation.
A. G. Stolte has been in Iowa

City looking after details in regard
to the opening of A. H. Blank's
new theatre there, the Englert. This
new house replaces the Blank
Theatre which completely burned
out about a year ago. The Englert
Theatre, which will open on No-
vember 15, will be under the man-
agement of Mr. Davis, who had the

house for Blank before. The thea-

tre is built on the ground of the
old Englert, which was completely
wrecked to make way for the finer

and newer house. The Englert will

play both pictures and road shows.
Park Agnew, booker for Metro-

Goldwyn- Mayer, has sold out his

interest in the theatre at Carlyle.

His former partner, Donald West,
shipper of the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer office is now the whole own-
er. Mr. West drives down to Car-
lyle every week-end to take over
the management of his house.

Joe Smith, of the Independent
Pictures Company of Omaha, had
rather an odd experience last week
when he was driving into Omaha.
When he was five miles west of

Oakland his car went dead on him.
Investigation showed that he had
lost his battery. However, lights

and power through a coincidence
lasted for half a mile after the bat-
tery dropped out when the rod at

the bottom of the frame broke
through. Mr. Smith was three
hours late in getting into Omaha
as a result of having to hunt up
another battery.

Bill Flynn, salesman for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, is sporting a new
Chrysler coach. The same exchange
through one of its salesmen, Bert
Wells, makes another addition to

the new cars in Film Row. Mr.
Wells has bought a Studebaker.

REPORTS received from Spo-
kane this week indicate that

Ray Grombacher, well-known
Eastern Washington exhibitor, has
leased the American Theatre in

that city and plans to use it for
road shows and special picture of-
ferings. Associated with Mr.
Grombacher in the house is Frank
A. Zoerlin, of Spokane Theatres,
Incorporated.

Speed records from Portland to
Seattle were shattered last week
by B. Wallace Rucker, salesman
for Manager J. A. Gage's local

Educational exchange, when he
drove his roadster from the
( )regon city to the city limits of
Seattle, a distance of more than
200 miles, in the record running
time of four hours and fifteen

minutes. "Just a part of our ser-

vice," explained Mr. Rucker, who
went on to state that he had car-

ried an Educational short subject

with him from a Portland first

run to Joe Bradt's Roycroft

Theatre in order to catch an early
Saturday matinee.
The Green Lake Theatre, for-

merly owned by Miss I. Carstens,

was sold last week to Mr. Richey,
a newcomer in the exhibitors' ranks
in this territory, according to an-
nouncements made public on Film
Row recently.

Watt L. Parker, director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Warner
Brothers with headquarters in New
York, was expected in Seattle this

week, according to Manager Carl
Stearn of the local exchange. Mr.
Parker, now on a tour of the na-
tion's exchanges, was expected to

be received here by many former
friends, inasmuch as he was at one
time associated with one of the
Seattle newspapers.
George H. Reisner of the Tokay

Theatre in Raymond, Wash.,
was a recent visitor on Film Row.
C. E. Farrell of Ellensburg was
also welcomed last week by the
various managers of film com-
panies represented here.

Advices received last week from
Miles City, Mont., indicate that

a new house will soon be erected
to replace the present Strand
Theatre. The structure will be
under the management of Knutson
and Hyde. Further reports from
Montana also indicate a new house
for Kalispell, to be built by Wil-
liam A. Simons, well-known Mon-
tana exhibitor.

L. A. Samuelson, manager of
the local Pathe exchange, has been
celebrating recently the winning of
second place in the Great Scott
Billings Drive, concluded by his

home office a few weeks ago.

Joe Bradt, owner of several sub-
urban houses in this territory, last

week announced the appointment
of Clinton Wineholt as house man-
ager of the Gala Theatre in this

city.

Bill Code, popular manager of
the Paramount Theatre on Queen
Anne Hill, last week greeted his
brother Charlie upon the latter's

return from Nome, Alaska. Char-
lie has spent the last several

months in the Northern territory,

taking care of Brother Bill's in-

terests in the Dream Theatre in

Nome.

A. Hartman last week took over
the Family Theatre in Ballard, the

house formerly owned by T. U.
Nelson. Mr. Hartman was at one
time manager of the Princess
Theatre in the downtown district

for the Woolley Theatre Company,
prior to its being demolished to

make way for Joe Danz's new-

Embassy Theatre.

Harold Home, managing direc-

tor of the Fifth Avenue Theatre,
returned this week after an ab-
sence of two weeks spent on a late

fall vacation. Mr. Home lias been
working night and day for the
last several months on the opening
of his new house, and the recent
fortnight of rest was his first

respite from work since his ar-

rival here early this spring.

MAW new and remodeled first

run houses in Kansas City
territory threw open their doors
for the winter this week. At Law-
rence, Kas., the remodeled Varsity
Theatre opened to a capacity busi-
ness after having had a $25,000
Reuter pipe organ, a new mez-
zanine balcony and a new terra
cotta front added. Glenn W. Dick-
inson operates the house.
At St. Joseph, Mo., the Electric

Theatre, with an opening address
by city officials, displayed its $225,-
000 worth of improvements to a
capacity audience, while the Hip-
podrome of Joplin, Mo., operated
by Ben Levy and which has under-
gone $100,000 worth of improve-
ments, enjoyed a similar experi-
ence. The seating capacity of the
Hippodrome has been enlarged 600,

making a total of 1,700 seats. A
new Wurlitzer pipe organ is among
the improvements. When the new
$75,000 Rialto Theatre of St.

Joseph, built and equipped almost
entirely by local contractors,
opened, it was necessary to hang
up the "S.R.O." sign.

Among the out-of-town exhibi-
tors in the Kansas City market
this week were: George Shilkett.
Joplin, Mo. ; Tohn Yous, Mound
City, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Barron, Kansas Theatre, Wichita,
Kas.; C. E. Liggett, Rosedale,
Kas.

: Roy Fuhrer, Yates Center,
Kas.; S. E. Wilhoit, Springfield,
Mo.; Walter Wallace, Orpheum.
Leavenworth, Kas.
William Press has been named

as manager of the Crane and
Royal Universal theatres of Car-

thage, Mo., succeeding Jack Gross,
who has been promoted to field

representative for Universal houses
in the Kansas City territory. The
territory covered by Capitol En-
terprises, recently acquired by
Universal, has been divided be-
tween M. W. Reinke and A. R.
Zimmer, who will be district man-
agers in their respective territories.

Al Shean and James B. Carson
of the Orpheum Theatre cast,

Kansas City, won the praise of
daily newspapers Monday by enter-
taining disabled veterans at the

U. S. Veterans' Hospital.
Col. "Bill" Yoder, former Pathe

district manager, has accepted a
oosition as sales manager in Kan-
sas City for the Ad-Vance Trailer
Service Corp.

Jack Harris, assistant book-

keeper at the M-G-M branch, has
been transferred to St. Louis,
while Mark Gilbert, short subject
booker for Universal, has resigned
and will be succeeded by I. Beiser.
W. E. Truog, Universal district

manager, made a hurried trip to
Chicago to meet Carl Laemmle, in-

cidentally telling him of the work
of remodeling and enlarging the
Universal branch in Kansas Cit\

A. H. Cole, Paramount branch
manager, and R. C. LiBeau, dis-
trict manager, covered up their
desks and departed for French
Lick. Ind.. to attend the Para-
mount convention.
The Artic-Nu-Air branch, man-

aged by J. E. Foland, has moved
to larger quarters on the second
floor of 111 West Eighteenth
Street.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted

ORGANIST—Concert and

feature. Held fine positions.

References from each. House

going non-union due to

change. Experienced. "Worth

investigating. Address Box

35, Motion Picture News,

New Fork City.

AT LIBERTY — Theatre

manager with fifteen years

experience. Can stage all

kinds of novelty acts. Neigh-

borhood houses my specialty.

Prefer New York City ter-

ritory. Box 30, Motion Pic-

ture News, New York City.

AT LIBERTY: young

woman theatre manager

with ten years experience.

Wants to manage theatre

with the option of leasing,

in Baltimore or Washington.

Address 1417 N. Gay Street,

Baltimore, Md.

Equipment For Sale

FOR SALE - Lacking

warehouse spare compels

rebuilt Wurlitzers, Seeburgs,

Eteproducos and Potoplayer

organs. No reasonable offer

refused. Write immediatelj

for full particulars. A. R.,

.Mdt ion 1'iet are News, s !•"> S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

FOR SALE: 300 opera

chairs, two Powers machines,

Q, wall Cans, ticket ma-

chines, ticket chopper, etc.

Will sell cheap. Address

Box 830, Motion Picture

News, New York City.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and

Motiograph Projectors, op-

era chairs, generators,

screens, etc. Supplies and
complete equipments. Lowest

prices. Cash or easy terms.

Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

WE DEAL EXCLUSIVE-
LY in used opera chairs, re-

built machines, motor genera-

tors and theatre equipment.

Get our prices first. Big sav-

ings guaranteed. Illinois

Theatre Equipment Com-

pany, 12-14 E. Ninth Street,

Chicago.

FOR SALE—One 88-note

Wurlitzer electric piano ; one

Mills violano electric piano

violin attachment. In good

condition. Will sell cheap.

Harry P. Snyder, High

Bridge, Box 111, New Jersey

FOR SALE : Bell & Howell

Eyemo Camera, 3.5 lens col-

or filter, case, six 100-foot

reels, daylight negative, cost

over $400.00. Price $275.00.

Came, Box 15, Motion Pic-

t ure News, New York City.

Equipment Wanted

EQUIPMENT WANT E I )

:

200 theatre chairs and two

machines. Price must be

right. Reference requested.

Write Lackey Theatre,

Lackey, Ky.

WE offer highest cash

prices for second-hand ma-

chines, opera chairs, compen-

sarcs, motor generators, port-

able projectors, etc. Write

us first. Monarch Theatre

Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn

Hon exhibitors capitalized the craze for football. The

layout above includes a collection of newspaper displays

which advertised showings of "One Minute to Play" (F.

Ii.O.) at the following theatres: Hartford. Conn.: Bijou.

Sew Haven. Conn.: Piccadilly. Birmingham; Rialto.

Chicago; Capitol. Detroit: Pontages, Ft. Worth, Texas:

Pant ages. San Diego. Calif.; Scollay Square, Boston:

Empress, Oklahoma City: Liberty. Kansas City.
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Harvard Welcomes the
New University Theatre

Advance of Pictures Overcomes Opposition and a
Playhouse Opens on Harvard Square

WITH the opening1 of the University

Theatre in Harvard Square, Cam-
bridge, Mass., this week, Harvard

University, oldest university in America,
for the first time in its 290 years, has a
theatre within its shadows. For years at-

tempts have been made to secure permis-

sion to erect a theatre in Harvard Square,

but opposition from business men and uni-

versity faculty inevitably defeated the

plans.

Realizing the wonderful advance made
in motion pictures and the importance of

the position occupied by motion picture

theatres, the conservatism which has kept

theatres away from Harvard University
has given way to a remarkable welcome to

the new University Theatre and to its own-
ers, Charles E. Hatfield, treasurer of Mid-
dlesex County and president of the Uni-
versity Theatre Co. ; Lindsey Hooper,
Boston financier, and Stanley Sumner,
managing director of the new playhouse
through whose efforts the company was
organized and the theatre erected. Mr.
Sumner's success as owner of the Com-
munity Theatre in Newton, Mass., and other
playhouses places him among the leading
active theatre owners in New England.
One of the features of the new Univers-

ity Theatre will be the showing of Harvard
football game films the evening of the same
day of the game. This has been made
possible through arrangements made with
the Pathe News.

Co-operates With University

The University Theatre aims to co-oper-

ate with Harvard officials, with the Har-
vard Dramatic organizations and other
Harvard clubs, giving a type of entertain-
ment which will appeal to Harvard students
as well as to the public and providing a

means in Cambridge, for the first time, for
Harvard students to present dramatics.
From its location the theatre Mill draw its

audiences not only from Cambridge and
Harvard University, but from a dozen
towns bordering Harvard Square, which
have direct traffic communication to this

important transfer center.

Although the theatre is now open, some
of the finishing touches remain to be com-
pleted. At the invitation opening of the
theatre many officials, Harvard faculty
members, and those prominent in the film
business were present. The opening was
scheduled for eight o'clock. Not until three

o'clock was work started removing the

stagings inside the theatre; not until six

o'clock were the first tests made with the
projection equipment. The seating of the

theatre was being completed as the first

of the audience arrived. Yet so smoothly
was the program carried out that the audi-
ence, had it not been otherwise informed,
would have thought the entire program had
been rehearsed until finished. The curtain,

reproducing the famous painting of Wash-
ington taking command of the Continental
Army on Cambridge Common, has not been
completed and will be shown later. It is

33 feet long and 17 feet 4 inches high.

Beauty of Design and Decoration

The theatre is of the Italian Renaissance
period of architecture, inspiration for it

coming from the Davangatti Palace in Flor-
ence, Italy. Walls of the lobby are of
imported traverline and even the ticket

booth is suggestive of the windows of some
dark-eyed senorita of old. The decorative
scheme is a rather free adaptation of blend-
ing of the modern with the Italian and
Pompeian. Carpetings were specially de-
signed to give harmonious setting to the
furnishings.

In the seating, an advance has been made
towards comfort of patrons. The seats,

specially designed, are slightly higher than
the customary seat and with a little more
backward tilt, and heavily upholstered,
adding materially to the comfort of the
patron, whether short or tall.

The house seats 1,915. It has a single
balcony of cantilever type. The ladies'
room is finished in Georgian style, giving
a restful effect. Lighting fixtures through-
out the house are a combination of wrought
iron and brass and there is an emergency
current supply from batteries, should the
commercial circuit be closed for any pur-
pose for a short time.

Special attention has been given the pro-
jection room, which is patterned after that
of the Metropolitan Theatre, Boston, except
that it is located above the rear of the bal-
cony.

The policy calls for complete changes of
program Sundays and Wednesdays, with
Pathe News, comedy and two feature pic-
tures, one stage presentation, and an or-
chestra and organ. Performances will be
continuous, with three complete perform-
ances daily. Seats are reserved only for
the evening performance.

Equipment

Seating Capacity

By P. M. ABBOTT-

IT is well known that legitimate the-

atres cannot be built with seating
capacities much greater than two thou-
sand. This for the reason that the en-
tire audience must be kept intimate
with the stage in order to hear and feel

the personalities of the actors.

It was the motion picture that broke
down this barrier to theatres of large
seating capacities. A picture is of

course different and lacks or has in a
different form the personality of the
spoken drama. If the details of a pic-

ture are clearly distinguishable, and of

sufficient size, the prime requisites are
met.

However, new elements are entering
into the modern picture show that are

again tending to raise the barrier to

enormous auditoriums, namely, presen-

tations and feature acts. This new
phase of picture shows is important,
but not as yet to the point of making it

necessary to keep an audience within
short range of the stage. Nevertheless,
it is desirable that patrons, even in the
rear of the auditorium and balcony feel

in contact with the stage.

Here has developed a new problem
for theatre designers to cope with

—

one that will tax their ingenuity.

In one way, modern motion picture
theatres can offset somewhat the dis-

advantage of big auditoriums through
effective stage and house lighting. By
making the lighting of both agree in

character at all times, the sensation is

created that the auditorium and stage
are one. That this method is very
effective has been demonstrated by
several prominent exhibitors. It is a
phase of showmanship that can well be
studied by every manager.

It will be interesting to watch the
new problems arising from the future
development of modern picture shows.
There are bound to be many.
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Unique Service Features at

New Paramount
An information booth, which, it is an-

nounced, will be as completely equipped as

those at the Grand Central and Pennsyl-
vania stations, will be one of the several

unique service features offered the public at

the new Paramount Theatre at Times
Square, New York. The booth will be I"

cated in the Hall of Nations, just inside the

first foyer.

The collection of one hundred and fifty

rare paintings which will adorn the walls

lie foyer, lounges, etc., of the theatre
are to be catalogued for the convenience >f

patrons, who will receive booklets contain

ing full descriptions. Among the other

novel features in which the Paramount
seemingly abounds, is a promenade walk
around the dome, ten stories above the or-

chestra level, to be luxuriously furnished
and capable ot accommodating several hun-
dred people, and a Grand Hall, which it i-

said, fifteen hundred people may occupy
without crowding, and fitted with furnish-

ings and decorations with which the spon
Mir> of the house aim to make it worthy
of the ambitious title, "the most beautiful
room in New York."

Loew Books Gene Tunney at

$7,000 a Week
Marcus Loew, through his chief vaude-

ville booking manager, .1. 11. Lubin, has
ill Gene Tunney for a tour of his cir-

cuit at a salary of $7,000 a week. Tunney
will open his engagement under the con-

tract with Loew at Loew's State Theatre,
New York, on November 25. Tunney 's act
will consisl of some dialogue with a stage
partner and several rounds of boxing.

In vaudeville circles only heavyweight
champions have shown big "drawing"
power. Pirpo while a contender for Demp-
sey's crown drew heavily for Loew in Bos-
Ion after his defeat of Willard. Bempsey
-battered house records in his tour of the
Loew Circuit. Jeffries and Sharkey drew
forth an army of old timer- and ring worms
and now Tunney bids for fame behind the

footlights.

More Seattle Houses Start
New Bills Fridays

Friday a- a day for the change of pro-
grams in Seattle picture houses seems to
be gaining in popularity. Since it was in-

augurated about two months ago by the
Fifth Avenue Theatre, it has been adopted
by both Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre and
Joe Man/*- new Embassy Theatre. It is

also in use in Portland in the new Broad
way. Majestic, Blue Mouse and Liberty
theatres.

Standard
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C AM CARVER, who some time ago resigned^ as manager of the Liberty Theatre in

Kansas City, has returned to take over the

management of that house under a new arrange-
ment with Universal.

IJ* RANK CALLAGHER, who was formerly
* with the Keith interests in New York Citj

and recently at the Capitol in New York City,

has joined the Goldstein Circuit forces and i--

now manager of the Playhouse, Chicopee, Mass.

L ELAND BAKER is the manager of the

Palace Theatre at Des Moines for A. 11.

Blank while Hubert Shrote is the manager of

the Gorden Theatre.

M^.
SHREMPS, who was manager of the

LeClare Theatre at East Moline before
it was taken over by the A. H. Blank Enter-
prises, will have charge of the house under
the new management. The theatre has been
closed for remodeling and redecoration.

WJ. SULLIVAN, who for the past sev-
• eral years has been the resident man-

ager of the Silver Bow Amusement Company'^
chain of theatres in Butte, has been retained to

manage the Rialto Theatre, which is one of the

chain recently purchased by the North Amer-
ican Theatres Corporation. The company now
control two theatres in Butte, the American,
under the management of C. P. Scates, for-

merly of Seattle, and the Rialto.

Radio Increasing Prestige of

Seattle Theatre Singer
Walton McKinney, entertainer from John

Hamrick's Blue Mouse and Egyptian thea-

tres, in Seattle, is rapidly achieving the

reputation of being that city's most widely-
heard singer. In addition to his appearance-.

at either the Blue Mouse or the Egyptian
theatre each week in a specially-arranged
presentation, McKinney has been featured
weekly over Radio Stations KFOA, KJR
and KFQW, and also appears regularly with
Jackie Souders and his Venetian Room
( (rchestra, playing nightly for dancing at

the Olympic Hotel.

Girl Mystic Scores With
Butte Theatregoers

Eugene Dennis, "Kansas City Wonder
Girl," displayed her mystic talents to large

audiences at the Rialto Theatre, Butte,
Mont., last week. Miss Dennis played a

week's engagement as a special feature at

the Rialto. Her psychic powers were put

to severe tests and capacity crowds found
her performance highly satisfactory, judg-

ing by the applause she received. Mis<
Dennis does not carry the air of a profes-
sional mystic, but with simplicity and ab-
sence of flourish answers the questions
asked her by people in the audience.

"Special Nights" Prove Box
Office Factor at Newman
Kenton Franklin, advertising manage]

lor the Newman Theatre, flrst-run Para
mount leased house of Kansas City, is cut-

ting a swath which has created envy on all

sides. In staging "special night" attrac-

tions for various industrial organizations
and clubs, Kenton has won hundreds of
1 -lers for his theatre, which has greatly

stimulated business.

Capitalizes Enthusiasm for

Prize Competitions
M. A. Malaney, in charge of publicity tor

Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., is riding in on
the popular craze for contests. Each week
he stages a new contest for one of the
theatres in the Loew chain. And each week
the public responds enthusiastically. The
psychology seems to be that the public will

go to no end of trouble and to no end of
expense on a chance of getting a couple of
free passe.-. Every Tuesday the State The
at re offers passes to those who correctly
name a mysterious singer who sings over
the radio at a specified time. People spend
more than the price of admission to send
their answers in by telegraph and special
messenger. Likewise in the contest for
gags on "So's Your Old Man." Hundreds
of them were submitted by the public, eager
for passes. The stunt was to give passes to
those submitting gags which could be used
in teaser ads. Competitive drawing con-
tents have proven very popular. Cash
awards are given in some instances, but for
the most part, the coveted prize is a free
ticket to the show.

Increase Usher Staff from
72 to 100 at Capitol

The beginning of its eighth year finds
the business of the Capitol Theatre in-

creased to such an extent that Major Ed-
ward Bowes has found it necessary to

increase the staff of ushers from the former
number of 72 to 100.

Major Bowes has also instituted several
important changes in the mechanical and
physical features of the stage. The or-

chestra pit has been enlarged, lowered and
brought forward, creating an intimacy be-

tween orchestra and audience, and the or-

chestra itself has been re-arranged in the
semi-circle of the regular symphony or-

chestra, a formation which has been found
to produce the best acoustic values. An
entirely new lighting equipment has been
installed, increasing the color values and
luminosity and making possible many new
stage and lighting effects hitherto unat-
tempted.

America Theatre in Denver
Issues House Organ

Buddy ETooten, manager of the America
Theatre in Denver, is putting out a house
paper called "The Rocky Mountain Ca-
nary," which is about the best of its kind
seen in these parts for some time. Novel
and clever means of distribution is putting
the America Theatre before thousands of

people of the city, where it is taking hold

not only because of the coming attractions

of the theatre but because id' really inter-

esting reading matter.

Usher Staff YieUs Talent
for Special Show

Ernest Hunt, organist at Loew's State

Theatre, Cleveland, discovered that out of

the theatre's twenty-eight ushers, ten of

them had stage talent. Some of them
danced. All of them sang. So he built a

Hallowe'en act around them, and presented

them on the stage following their regular

duties as ushers. Special Hallowe'en COS

tunics and lighting effects were used. Utili-

zing home talent made a big hit with the

public.
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Try OutAll-ComedyBills asNewPolicy
Two Massachusetts
Theatres Preparing
To Make Experiment

np() test the oft-repeated phrase that most
* people go to the theatres merely to be

amused, two Massachusetts theatres are

soon to change their policies to all-comedy
hills.

Identity of the two theatres, which num-
ber may be increased before the programs
become effective, is withheld until formal

announcement of the change in policy is

made and until final arrangements have
been made for the programs to be given.

The two theatres selected, however, are

each located in cities some distance removed
from Boston where there are several other

motion picture theatres in operation.

While the change in policy will be large-

ly in the nature of an experiment, if ii

proves successful it will be continued for

an indefinite period.

The programs call for a feature comedy,
one or two short comedies, and a comic
Vaudeville will be on the program at one

of the theatres while pictures only will

prevail at the other. In both cases an all-

comedy program will be given.

Volga Singers Featured on
Minneapolis State Bill

The State Theatre, Minneapolis, present-

ed the Eight Volga Singers as the leading
stage feature last week. Additional stage

entertainment was afforded by a number
titled "Haunting Melodies," in which Gen-
evieve Herbert and Kathryn Gardnier were
featured. The screen attraction was '

' The
Ace "of Cads."
Jack Russell, "the dance demon," w:i-

the star of the presentation at the New
Garrick, appearing with the Garrick Melody
Makers in a lively number preceding the

showing of '
' Take It From Me,

'

' the screen

feature.

Swedish Character Dancer
Guest Artist at Eastman
The principal feature of the stage pro-

gram supporting the showing of "Synco-
pating Sue," screen attraction last week
at the Eastman in Rochester, was the ap-

pearance of Ronny Johansson, noted Swed-
ish character dancer, who is playing a two
weeks' engagement as guest artist at that
theatre. Her numbers last week comprised
three dance sketches to music by Grieg
and a Strauss waltz.

Publix Unit and Saxophone
Quintette Shea Features
Shea 's Buffalo, Buffalo, last week offered

a strong stage program in conjunction with
"Kid Boots," the screen attraction. The
stage portion of the bill included the Pub-
lix show, "In a Persian Garden," produced
by John Murray Anderson, and the Joe
Thomas Sax-O-Tette, comprising five saxo-
phonists. The musical features, as usual,
were augmented by an overture by Herb
Straub and his orchestra and Harold Ram-
sav's organ solo.

PRESENTATION IN LONDON
The photo above shows the prologue for the presentation of Universal's '"Michael Strogoff"' at

a special show in the Royal Albert Hall, London. The setting was by John Bull, famous British

scenic artist, and the prologue was produced under the direction of Theodore Komisarjevsky, of

the Moscow Art Theatre. It is reported to have cost 3.000 pounds. Five principals and a

chorus of 150 appeared in the production

Benefit Show Launches New
Picture at Rialto

A special performance under the auspices

of the New York American Xmas Fund
launched the current engagement at the

Rialto Theatre, New York City, of "We're
in the Navy Now." The premier was held

at the Rialto at midnight Friday, November
5. Several stage and screen stars appeared
as extra attractions for the Fund show.

The Rialto program opens with the scenic

overture "Southern Rhapsody" by Hosmer,
including "Melodies of Southern States,"
one of the Famous Melody Series. The
Rialto Cinemevents follow, after which
Harold Yates and Cooper Lawley, who
have appeared at the Rivoli last week in a

Harmony Duo, offer several vocal duet-.

The feature film closes the program.

Oscard Production Staged
This Week at Rivoli

A Paul Oscard presentation for Publix
is the stage feature of the week at the

Rivoli Theatre, New York City, where
•'Everybody's Acting" holds the screen as

the main attraction. The Oscard revue is

titled "Moonlight." The usual secondary
stage offering this week is Hans Hanke,
pianist. Irvin Talbot and his orchestra of-

fer Goldmark's "Sakuntala" as an over-

ture. The Rivoli Movievents, "So This

Is America," a short feature, and the organ
solo by Murtagh complete the program.

Football "Keynotes" Bill at

Detroit Capitol
With "The Quarterback" as the leading

screen offering, the Capitol Theatre in De-
troit last week struck the popular note of

enthusiasm over football for the second time
this fall—the first instance some weeks ago
when "One Minute to Plav" was the fea-

ture. The fact that "Hurry Up" Yosi
coached the team seen in "The Quarter-
back" was effectively capitalized in adver-

tising the Capitol presentation, which the

coach and members of his Michigan team
were scheduled to set- as guests of the man-
agement. The stage feature was Isham
Jones and his orchestra, with Lubin, Low-
rie & Mandy, Gamble Brothers and the

Capitol Quartet augmenting the presenta-

tion.

The State Theatre celebrated its first an-

niversary week with an elaborate show.
The State Bunch with Gene Gory; Jack
Sidney, Melva Talma, the Tripoli Trio, Jack
Kates and Charles Mitchell wyere contribu-
tor- to the lively entertainment offered on
the stage portion of the bill. "Midnight
Lovers '

' was the screen feature.

"Gigolo" was the photoplay attraction

at the Michigan during the week.

Van and Schenck Stars of

Ambassador Program
Van and Schenck took headline honors

at the Ambassador Theatre, St. Louis, last

week. The "pennant winning battery of

songland" was made the leading attraction

in all billing for the show and the honors
were theirs at every performance at which
they appeared. The screen feature was
"Broken Hearts of Hollywood." The John
Murray Anderson production "Milady's
Shawl," was another stage feature.

Loew's State presented two stage at-

tractions on a popular bill surrounding
"The Gay Deceiver," the featured photo-
play. These were the Old-time Dance Or-
chestra, with "Uncle" John Wilder and
others who are billed as President Coo-
lidge's relatives and boyhood friends, and
the Don Albert presentation, "The Last
Rose of Summer."

Bernie and "War Paint" at Palace
Ben Bernie and his orchestra and "War

Faint." first of the new M-G-M Western
series starring Tim McCoy, were the lead-

ing attractions last week at Loew's Palace,

Washington, D.C.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATION
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 Broadway

Tel. 5580 Pen.
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How Much Should Theatres Cost?
Engineer Says Deciding Factor is Degree of Attraction;

Also Warns Against Over-design in Remote Locations

BY H. ROBINS BURROUGHS, CONSULTING ENGINEER

Tlll'l question is frequently asked:

"How much does it cost to build a

theatre, having a certain number of

seats?" There seems to be no definite an-

swer to this question. A number of en-

gineers, architects ami builders attempt to

place a price per seat in order to establish

the cost of any proposed job. Recent de-

velopments along lines of theatre construc-

tion show that the cost of theatre construc-

tion is gradually on the increase, due not

materially by reason of the cost increase in

materials and labor, but due to the amount
of stuff thai is now being put in a theatre.

For example, it is reported that the new
Ambassador Theatre in St. Louis, cost $3,-

650,000, and it. has a -eating capacity of

;. seats, or a eosl of $1,216 per seat.

This cost, plus the eosl of the property,

would probably bring the total investment

in the neighborhood of $5,500,000, as is re-

ported.

Is the Cost Justified?

The question then arises, can an invest-

ment of this magnitude be justified in a

theatre of that seating capacity? The an-

swer to this question may be yes or no,

according to the point of view of the in-

vestor. From the commercial point of

view the answer would probably be no, and

from an advertising point of view the an-

swer might be yes. In general, however,

the answer certainly would be no, and this

serves to illustrate the degree of expansion

to which motion picture theatre builders are

advancing. The writer is of the opinion

th.it a halt will soon be called, but prob-

ably not until an enormous amount of

money has been invested and wasted.

The theatre-building industry of today

1- reaching such inflated stages that a rup-

ture will surely occur in the course of time.

It only remains to be seen how long it will

take to reach the breaking point. An
analogy may be found in the late Florida

realty situation. A warning has been sound-

ed. Let the wise profit by the failure of

oi hers.

It is, of course, only human nature to

wish tor something attractive and beau-

tiful, but to be carried away with such an

idea is what usually does the damage to

the project from a financial point of view.

It m:i\ be argued that an elaborate display

on the interior produces business and the

expenditures, therefore, are reflected in the

i„,\ offi< i re< eipt 1 bis may be entirely

to a certain degree, but right there is

where the analysis fails. The percentages

involved are too small. The patrons of

motion pictures in general do not go to see

the interior decoration-, of a theatre more
than or r two time-. The show is the

attraction and it makes little difference,

comparative^ speakin 'her a good

-i,,, u ,- played in a $1,000,000 theatre or

in a $5, ,000 theatre. The receipts will

l„. approximately the 3ame. Tin- has been

demonstrated many time-.

The argumenl mighl be advanced thai.

ul ih an attractive interior in a theatre, the

, ,,
| f production of the show or pictures

City officials of New Orleans chose the New
Samger Theatre for Navy Day flag raising

(story on page 1979)

could be reduced. In other words, a sec-

ond-class show could be put over in a first-

class theatre and get away with it. That
might be done occasionally, but certainly

it would not work out in the long run. The
writer has very clearly in mind an analogy
of a small town of approximately 10,000

in which there was one second-class theatre

containing approximately 1,000 seats. A
new theatre was built in this town, con-

taining approximately 1,500 seats, at a cost

of over $300,000. The results show that

the people of this town went to see the

new theatre only a few times after which
they were attracted by the shows, and the

-mailer house, by putting on the better

show's, did the business. The same reason-

ing applies throughout the entire motion

picture industry to a greater or lesser de-

gree and the sooner this is realized by build-

ers, the better it will be for the owners of

t heatres in general.

Something New, Today's Keyword
There seems to be a continuous scramble

for something new in the way of design

and construction of theatres. Originality.

something different, no matter what it may
be, seems to be the key-word of today, and

the result is that, while there are a num-
ber of beautiful and attractive high-class

theatres being built, there are others which

are being ruined by the effort and desire to

do something different. It is obvious from

the foregoing that to determine in advance

tin- co-t of any project is practically an

impossibility unless the amount to be ex-

pended is limited.

Usually the cart is placed before the

horse. Instead of an owner asking his en-

gineer or architect how much a certain

building will cost, his architect or engineer

usually asks him how much money does he

want to spend, not how much can he af-

ford to spend. With a few rare exceptions,

theatre construction of today should be

placed on a commercial basis; that is, the

amount of expenditure involved should de-

pend on the returns on the investment.

Right there is where the difficulty arises, to

determine the amount of returns on invest-

ment, the thought being that, by spending

$50,000 additional on the interior, the box
office receipts will be proportionately in-

creased and in greater proportion than if

this expenditure were eliminated. Therein

lies a fallacy and only time will tell how
unsound this policy is. A sieve will not

hold water, nor will any scheme or policy

which is equally full of holes.

Competition Breeds Extravagance
Theatre design throughout the country is

being carried away with this extravagant

idea to such an extent that it is becoming
a matter of competition. One theatre OAvn-

er builds an expensive house and his com-
petitor is obliged to go him one better in

order to compete, so that the race is on to

outdo. The increase in cost is not only due

to the interior architectural design, but

also it is being reflected in electrical dis-

play and other means of attraction. Where-
as for an average theatre, the electrical

contract in the past amounted to $30,000

to $40,000, today $75,000 to $100,000 are

being spent for the same theatre. Orna-

mental plaster work is also being increased

one hundred per cent. This increase, of

course, is not due to increased cost of labor

and material, as stated before, but is due

to the extravagant display which is being

involved. There are, however, certain le-

gitimate additions in cost, such as refrigera-

tion, etc., which are well worth while. The
principal subject of discussion in this ar-

ticle is certainly the degree of extravagance

which is being constantly introduced in

t heatre design.

Another source of error in theatre con-

struction is the overdesign of locations;

that is, a certain location can only do so

much business due to its surrounding en-

vironment or particular strategic location.

Consequently, it would be a mistake to

spend, as an illustration, $1,000,000 on any

given theatre location when half that

amount would do approximately the same

amount of business. Frequently, expen-

sive theatres are built in inexpensive neigh-

borhoods and the error is not always ob-

vious either to the layman or to the expert

owner for the reason that it is impossible

to tell the exact difference in the actual in-

come and the potential income of a house

of a less expensive type. It is, however,

{Continued on page 1977)
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Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan" is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The handsome stage of the Capitol Theatre. Portchester, N. Y.. Westchester county's popular new

playhouse erected by Jack Ungerfeld and associates and opened to the public several weeks ago

Denver's Aladdin Opens
Reports Describe New Playhouse As One of

West's Most Elaborate Theatres

D ENVER'S in-west ;iiid most magnifi-

cent motion picture palace, the Alad-

din, described as the most elabo-

rate^ and gorgeously equipped in the en-

tire west, had n- official opening on Octo-

ber 28th, when the premiere was given of

Warner Bros.' "Across the Pacific," with

Monte Ulue in the starring role.

The opening of the Aladdin was the oc-

casion for one of the greatest civic and
i demonstrations in the history of Den-

ver. Despite a drizzling rain which lasted

all day, thousands of Denverites gathered

in the -tree)- adjacent to the new theatre

and enjoyed a monster street celebration

planned bj the merchant- of the district

to welcome the Aladdin Theatre in their

midst.

At fi::50 o'clock in the evening, little

Mi-- \lin:i Mae Graves, of Canon City,

ear-old niece of Harry E. Huffman,
owner of the Aladdin, pulled the electric

switch that turned a battery of footlights

upon the gorgeous new structure ,it hJjisI

Colfax Avenue and Race Street. The street

carnival started immediately and was en-

livened by an illuminated fire run of the

Denver Fire Department. Dancing in the

ets to the accompaniment of numer-
ous bands, continued until the opening of

the program,

The theatre was formally opened by
Mayor Benjamin V. Stapleton, and the in-

terior lighting effects from twenty-five hun-
dred concealed globes in a continuous

changing "i color, brought round- of ap-

plause from the capacity audience, as did

tin' performance of Monte Blue and the

supporting company in "Across the Pa

cine."

The theatre (oyer brought forth many
exclamations of amazement. There Alad-

din was -ecu m the Cave of .lewd-, gazing
down on a chesl tilled with lovelv gems.

The auditorium is designed to represent the

Garden of Allah, with soft, unseen lights

easting a mystic hue over everything from
the static, flanked on either side by a bub-

bling, illuminated fountain, to the walls,

surmounted by minaret towers and orna-

mental boxes of growing palms.

The Aladdin Theatre Corporation is con-

trolled by Harry E. Huffman, president

and treasurer; Mrs. Harry E. Huffman,

vice-president, and Erazer Arnold, secre-

tary. The board of directors consists of

Marry E. Huffman, Mrs. Harry E. Huff-

man, Frazer Arnold, Charles T. Sidlo, Her-

bert W. Bradford and Ireland and Parr.

A handsomely embossed souvenir pro-

gram was presented to the opening-night

audience and it was much appreciated.

Receive Bids On Orpheum,
Sioux City, la.

Bids are being taken on the construction

of the new Orpheum Theatre in Sioux City,

l;i. It will lie erected at Sixth and Tierce

streets by the Frances Building Company
of which Arthur Sanford, 833 Frances

Building, is president.

The plan-, which have been prepared by

Rapp & Rapp, Chicago architects, called for

;i re inforced concrete, steel, brick and ter-

ra cotta theatre that will be equivalent to

six stories in height, and a four-story office

building. The theatre will seat 2,670 per-

sons. The total cost will be upwards of

$1,500,000.

Marr & Colton Co. Enlarge
Warsaw Factory

The Marr & Colton Co., well-known organ

builder-, have again increased their man-
ufacturing facilities. While only a little

over a year ago the Marr & Colton Com
pany added a building to their plant to

keep par with their -ales, it has become

necessary again to enlarge very materially.

Two new buildings are being erected at

the present time to accommodate the tre-

mendous growth of this business. Sales the

first eight months of L926 equal business

of entire year 1925.

.Marr & Colton organs will be found

in prominent theatres and churches in near-

ly every State in the Union. Just recently

they have put on the market one of the

newest developments in organ construction.

This invention i- known as the Marr &
Colton Symphonic Registrator Organ. With
this organ it is claimed the organist can

get every tone (dement, every shading,

every emotion to tit the sentiment portrayed
in a motion picture.

The Marr & Colton Symphonic Regis-

trator never fails to give the organist just

the tone combination a master would give

it were he playing.
Some of the theatres in which the Marr

& Colton Symphonic Registrator Organ is

in-tailed are:

Cla-zel Theatre, Bowling Green, Ohio;
Commodore Theatre, Buffalo, N.Y.; Capitol

Theatre, New London, Conn.; Culver
Theatre, Rochester, X.Y. ; Embassy
Theatre, Hartford, Conn.; Rialto Theatre,

New Britain, Conn.; Olympic Theatre,

Providence, R.I.

$30,000 Overhaul for Hipp,
Murphysboro, 111.

.James Marlow, manager of the theatre

operating company which controls the Hip-
podrome in Murphysboro, 111., lias an-

nounced that next spring between $.'{0,000

and $41),000 will be spent for improvements
on that theatre. The seating capacity of

the house will be increased to 2200 by the

addition of a balcony and a new pipe organ
will replace the one now in use.

Take Bids on Marysville Theatre

Bids are being taken on the construction

of ;i one -lory brick building for a theatre

building to be erected on 1> Street, near

front, Marysville, Cal., for the National

Theatre Syndicate.

a*^- ^^
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View of the Controlite Simplicity" type control

board recently installed in the State Theatre. New
London. Conn.
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Engineer Discusses Cost of Modern
Motion Picture Theatre

( Continue! from page 1974)

obvious that there would be a difference

and, in making an estimate of the situation

for any given location, these factors should
play an important part in arriving at a

rational decision as to the amount of ex-

penditures any particular proposition will

support. This shows again the error that

is likely to be made by the owner being
carried away with the desire to develop the

beautiful or outdo his neighbor.
It will at once be conceded that the past

has shown that it is a difficult matter to ac-

curately analyze or foretell what the ac-

tual income will be from any theatre under-
taking. Sometimes the unexpected does
happen but at the same time these cases

are generally in the minority and should not
form a basis of legitimate study. In rare
instances, one may take a so-called gamble
on the building of a theatre in an uncertain
district and even go so far as to spend
what would seem to be an unjustifiable

amount of expenditure. Even in the face

of all of this, the project may prove to be
one of merit and for those who are willing

to take such chances, an undertaking of

this kind may be carried on but certainly
would not be considered within the realms
of sound business principles.

After All, It's the Box Office!

Theatre construction of today contains
many features which were not generally
recognized in the past and there are many
elements to be considered in analyzing the
probable success of a theatre which are
not considered in buildings of other types.
The success of a theatre, after all, depends
upon box office receipts which are indirect
results of the efforts of the manager. No
matter how competent the manager may
be, he cannot produce results if he does
not have proper tools to work with, and
the modern theatre of today is largelv a
combination of theatrical tools to be ma-
nipulated by the manager and his asso-
ciates.

The keynote to the success of any the-

atre is the word "Attraction," and this

begins on the outside with advertisements,
display frame, attractive exterior signs,

marquise, and within, the entrance lobby,
foyers, promenades, rest rooms and theatre
proper. All of these things add to the suc-

cess from the point of view of attraction,

saying nothing about the show which, of
course, is the main attraction.

This leads us to the keynote of this pa-
per which is the degree of attraction which
should be the deciding factor in arriving
at the type of theatre and the amount of
money to spend on any given operation and
only wide experience, observation and
training on the part of all concerned in the
development of the plans of a theatre can
be relied on to arrive at a sound decision.

In conclusion, the writer would sound a
warning against overdesign of theatres in

remote locations where the amount of re-

turns on the investment is definitely limi-

ted bv the character of its location.

Two Washington Theatres
Due fo** Overhaul

Manager Jack Rantz, representing the
Pacific-Northwest Theatre Company, who
operate the Rex and Rialto theatres in

Bremerton, Wash., recently announced that
approximately $25,000 will be spent on
these two houses in order to bring them up
to the standard set by his concern. Change-
in policy will also be in order.

The remodeling will include elaborate
changes in electric signs and exterior il-

luminations of both theatres and the old

projection equipment will be replaced by
new equipment. In addition, the Rialto
will install an expensive new Wurlitzer or-

gan.
When the Rex reopens, that house will

.hI here to a popular admission policy, while
the Rialto will be devoted to first-run pic-

ture offerings with the usual Thursday
night set aside for a variety program sup
plied by the Western Vaudeville Associa-
tion.

Vallen and Good
Showmanship
A smooth running performance
must have smooth machinery and
it has been the Vallen Ideal to de-
sign and build curtain control that

would be all that good showman-
ship required. The result is a
perfection that has put Vallen
Equipment in the finest theatres
everywhere.

VALLEN

CURTAIN CONTROL

EQUIPMENT
SHHf IT'S QUIET!

Softly drawn curtains add to the breathless suspense that

is the movie fan's reason for paying more and more money
into your box office.

Send for the Vallen Quiet Book for this secret

of added profits.

E. J.

225 Bluff Street

Vallen Electrical Company
Akron, Oh

Post Decoration
No. 799 Collapsible Adjust-
able Lattice Frame, 6 feet

diameter foundation. $4.00:
10 oak branches green and
red, to be laid over the lat-

tice. $2.50; complete, $6.50.

For Christmas, order silver

foxtails from 1-3 feet long,
apply them on the oak
branches and your posts are
decorated. After Christmas.
take off silver and apply
dogwood or apple sprays and
you have a spring decora-
tion.

Write for Our

XMAS CATALOGUE No. 7

MAILED FREE on Request.

FRANK NETSCHERT Inc.
61 BARCLAY STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Scenery- Stage Settings
Draperies

drapery setting that is

properly designed and
executed has advantages
of beauty and manipula-

tion readily perceived when hung
in your theatre.

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
226 WEST 47™ STREET - NEW YORK CITY
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Inquiries and
Comments
Reflector Arc Systems

[ME and again Ave have been
called upon to express our

opinion concerning the merits

of various types of reflecting

arc systems and have consis-

tently refused to meet the re-

i - on the score that it was hardly

our place to serve in the role of judge—at

least, as far as competitive equipment is

concerned. It is well within the power of

every theatre manager to determine for

himself the truth of the claims put forth

by manufacturers of such equipment by
simply forcing two or three competitors to

give a practical demonstration of their

equipment in the theatre at the same time.

No small number of demonstrations have,

in truth, already been made and the respec-

tive claims have either been upheld or

knocked into a cocked hat, thereby leaving

no doubt in the minds of the observers as

to whether or not one equipment was bet-

ter (as far as concerned results) than an-

other.

For Those Who Seek Advice

There is always a certain number of in-

dividuals, however, who are unable to form
judgments of their own and must needs
iel\ upon the word of some outside party.

Principally for the enlightenment of this

ip, we are giving a re-hash of the entire

reflector arc situation in the hope that it

may serve to clear up some of the dovibt.

Indeed, we believe there is no need for

our being called into such arguments in

view of the fact that a complete analysis

of the various reflector are systems was
given in the form of a paper by Lander
Stark before the Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers at Roscoe, N.Y., October,

L925.

The results of this investigation are now
available to all in the Transactions of the

Society, and anyone wishing detailed infor-

mation concerning the several systems is

advised to study this paper.
We will, however, touch lightly upon the

they are given in the paper, in or-

der to imparl some information to those

individuals having an immediate need for

them.
A reading of Mr. Stark's paper leaves

us with the impression that the elimination

pherical aberration is the determining
factor in the -election of a system Eoi

mirror arc projection and he pie cut-, his

data lead up to the choice of a

in which has been entirely corrected

pherical aberration Ml j terns are,

therefore, compared on the basis of

-plnrical alienation and I
It-, ex-

pressed in absolute values of screen illumi-

iven.

The Spherical Mirror

He starts off by showing the spherical

under-correction of a commonly used type
of spherical reflector having two parallel

spherical curves for zones up to 60 degrees

of the axis. By spherical under-correction,

we mean that the rays of light from the

edge of the reflector cross the optical axis

nearer to the reflector than do the rays of

light from the zones of the reflector nearer
the axis.

A mirror 8% in. in diameter was used to

allow for the representation of a zone 60

degrees from the axis. The working dis-

tance, or distance of the arc to the reflector

is 4 in., and the distance from the reflector

to the aperture is 24 in., there being an
axial magnification (of the crater) of 6 to 1.

At an angular aperture (of the mirror)

of 60 degrees from the axis, there is an
amount of spherical under-correction equal

to about 250 millimeters, or 10 in. That
is, the rays from the edge of the mirror
cross the axis at about 10 in. in front of

the aperture. This accounts for the ex-

tremely hazy and diffused spot on the cool-

ing plate when spherical reflectors of such

large angular aperture are used. The
spherical under-correction in this reflector

is so great that the marginal portions of

the mirror are in reality of no value what-

ever—even when used with the highest

speed projection lens—a 5 in. Series II,

working at a speed of f/2.0. If a screen

be placed a few inches ahead of the pro-

jection lens, and the image of the reflector,

as formed by the projection lens, is ob-

served, it will be seen that a portion of

the reflector equivalent to about 6% in.

diameter is illuminated and being used

when the source employed is very small

—

a five-ampere arc, for instance.

This means that a spherical reflector of

6% in. diameter, having a working distance

of 4 in., and an axial magnification of 6

in., will deliver to the screen nearly as

much light as will the same reflector 8 in.

in diameter when small light sources are

used.

As a matter of fact, this same reflector

is supplied to the motion picture trade in

a diameter of 6% in. In actual practice

the 8 in. diameter mirror will deliver some-

what more light to screen than the 6%
in. type for the reason that the marginal

zones of the reflector will also usefully

image portions of the crater off the axis

when sources as large as, say, a 25-ampere

arc are used, whereas we have been con-

sidering on the imaging of a point on the

axi-.

Parabolic Reflector and Condenser

In the case of a parabolic minor in eom-

bination with a condenser, each having a

diameter of 8 in., the working distance

(source-mirror distance) being about 3 a
/2

in., the focal length of the unit is such

that the axial magnification is 6 to 1. The

spherical under-correction in this case is

a little more than 3 in. for the 60 de-
gree zone. This error is due only to the
condenser, as the parabolic mirror is free
from spherical aberration for an object
in its focal point. It is possible, of course,

to correct this unit further by employing
a parabolic condenser in place of the plano-
convex type. The general performance of
the system would not, however, be improved
sufficiently to warrant the introduction of
an aspheric condenser.

With this unit, the spot on the cooling
plate is fairly sharp, not diffused as in the
ease of the spherical reflector. The screen

illumination is much more uniform and
much greater (in intensity) than with the
spherical reflector. If a screen be placed
a few inches in front of the projection lens,

it will be found that the whole of the re-

flector is brightly illuminated and func-
tioning usefully, so that in spite of the 3

in. of spherical under-correction, light

from the edge portions of the reflector still

passes through the film aperture into the

projection lens, utilizing an angular aper-

ture of 60 degrees from the axis.

Mangin Mirror and Condenser

A Mangin mirror is a special form of

spherical mirror in which the spherical

aberration has been reduced to a minimum
by the proper choice of two spherical

curves. It is really a combination of spher-

ical reflector and concave lens which neu-

tralizes the spherical aberration of the re-

flector. It was designed as a substitute for

the parabolic mirror.

The diameter of both the Mangin mirror
and condenser was 8 in., the working dis-

tance of the reflector being about 3% in.

The focal length of the unit was such that

the axial magnification was 6 to 1. "With

this combination there was a maximum
over-correction of something more than one

inch in the 60 degree zone, and a maxi-
mum of under-correction of nearly two
inches in the 40 degree zone.

This system, which is partially over-cor-

rected and partially under-corrected, is pe-

culiar to the use of this type of mirror

with a condenser.

Tn brief, it represents a better condition

for correction than the combination of the

parabolic mirror with the condenser.

The spot on the cooling plate was just a

little sharper and the screen illumination

jusl a little more uniform than it is with

the parabolic reflector and condenser. The
intensity of the screen illumination, al-

though higher than thai obtainable with an
ordinary spherical reflector, will be less

than that of the parabolic mirror with con-

denser due to the loss of light by absorp-

tion in the double passage through such a

thick reflector.

In order to prevent heavy breakage it is

necessary to make this mirror of best resist-

ing glass.

(To be con eluded)
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Equipping this bank sign
with Reco Color Hoods made
it "like new." Make your sign

Makers also of

Beco Flashers,
Motors. Traffic

Controls. ShowWindow
Flashers, etc.

a new one. at small cost.

Color

Hoods
fit standard size bulbs. Six

rich, non-fading colors. The
color is in the glass. Superior
to dipping and cheaper.

J^^^J ELECTRIC COMPANY ^^^>

2628 W. Congress St, Chicago

ORCiAN
NOVELTY SLIDES

cow pl-Ei e feature: acts
OVER 50 NUMBERS

Comedies, songfcsts and musical novelties
WRITE FOR INFORMATION

T*T. S.BUSH
Room 12 .52 w Chippewa St. Buffalo, N.Y.

MURPHY &BRODE
INC

510 W. 45* ST. N.Y.

CHECKERING 6IOO

Qp AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORP
723 Seventh Avenue xe-v*. York City

New Saenger Chosen for

Navy Day Fete

THE official flag-raising Navy Day in

New Orleans was held in front of the

New Saenger Theatre, that will be such

an important addition to the pleasure

and pride of New Orleans when it opens
its doors in January.

Major-General John A. Lejeune, com-
mandant of the "Devil Dogs," and a

Louisianian by birth, headed the dig-

nitaries that witnessed the ceremony.
Mayor O'Keefe, attended by city officials,

represented New Orleans, and Captain

J. K. Taussig, of the Cruiser Trenton, the

Navy. As Julian Saenger, president, and
E. V. Richards, Jr., vice-president and
general manager, of the Saenger The-
atres, Inc., were in New York on Navy
Day, the Saenger Theatres were repre-

sented by Wm, H. Gueringer, assistant

general manager, and Earl Steward, act-

ing supervising manager of Saenger's

New Orleans theatres, during the absence
of Maurice F. Barr, who accompanied
Messrs. Saenger and Richards to New
York.

Page Organ Completes Its

Financing Program
The Page Organ Company, of Lima, 0.,

has completed its refinancing and reorgani-

zation program, and with its new president,

E. A. Williams, Jr., at its head. The plant
is located in a modern, concrete factory
building and the personnel is composed of

men experienced in the manufacture of pipe
organs. Page pipe organs have been built

for several years and while the produc-
tion has been comparatively small, it has
gained a wide reputation.

In addition to the unit organ, the Page
Organ Company is manufacturing a pipe
organ player which is adapted, not only to

the Page pipe organ, but in other pipe or-

gans of the electric or electro-magnetic

type. The player is so arranged that the

solo or obligato part can be separated or

selected from an ordinary eighty-eight-note

piano roll. Another feature is the syncro-

nization of the stops or combinations so

that a picture can be played even by an
inexperienced operator, the synchroniza-

tion of the tablets placed in and around
the player having the names of the differ-

ent movements called for by the different

cue sheets.

New Supply Co. Started at

Toronto, Canada
Barney Harris and C. A. Dentelbeck, who

have been associated with the Famous
Players Canadian Corporation, Toronto,

Canada, have gone into the theatre supply
business, it is understood.

Their company will sell Simplex projec-

tors and other well-known equipment. They
will serve Toronto and the surrounding
territory.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE

18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats. 30*; under 500. 70*; under 800, 85*;
over 800. 15*.
The most economical method of reaching theatres la our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. S4.00 PER M UP. Lists If

desired. 30 to 50* saved In postage, etc.. through elimina-
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealers.

MULTIGRAPHING—MIMEOGRAPHING

—

FOLDING—ENCLOSING—MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.

709 Sixth Ave. at 41st St. New York City
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

^ system of

Completely

ControUed
Ventilation
¥ can be timed to every

degiee of temperature

WRITER.-SUMMER
SPRING and FALL

v^ Sfneeded
mail the coupon
g-e* the facta

S-l Date-

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation,

190 North State Street,

Chicago, Illinois

Give me the facts ahout Completely Controlled

Ventilation.

X.,

Address-

Citv -State-
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may

have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as Well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

'.

1

SEPTEMBER Feati Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Batted Trap, The Ben Wilson
Bells, The Lionel Barrymore
Beyond the Trail Bill Patton
Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks .

Blarney R. Adoree-R. Graves
Block Signal, The Ralph Lewis
Blue Eagle, The G. O'Brien- J. Gaynor
Clinging Vine, The Leatrice Joy
Dancing Days Chadwick-Stanley-L.

Rich
Devil's Horse, The Rex (Horse)
Diplomacy Sweet -Hamilton
Duchess of Buffalo, The .... Constance Talmadge
False Alarm, The R. Lewis-M. Carr. . . .

Fighting Ranger, The Al Hoxie
Flames E. O'Brien-V. Valli
Flaming Frontier, The Special Cast
Flying Horseman, The Buck Jones
Flying Mail, The Al Wilson
For Alimony Only Leatrice Joy
Forlorn River Jack Holt
Golden Web, The H. Gordon-L. Rich
Grey Devil, The Jack Perrin
Heart of a Coward, The ... Billy Sullivan
High Hand, The Leo Maloney
Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean . . .

JackO'Hearts Landis-G. Hullette.

.

Kick Off, the George Walsh
Kosher Kitty Kelly Viola Dana
Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers
Ladies First .Douglas MacLean . . .

Lost at Sea Gordon- J. Novak-
Sherman

Marriage Clause, The Bushman-Door
Marriage License Alma Rubens
Nell Gwyn Dorothy Gish
One Minute to Play "Red" Grange
Paradise M. Sills-B. Bronson .

Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La
Plante

Ridin' Rascal, The Art Acord
Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis
Son of the Sheik, The Rudolph Valentino
Sparrows Mary Pickford
Speeding Thru Creighton Hale
Speeding Venus, The Priscilla Dean
Strong Man, The Harry Langdon
Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall
Temporary Sheriff, The Dick Hatton
Texas Streak, The Hoot Gibson
Three Bad Men O'Brien-Borden
Through Thick and Thin Wm. Fairbanks
Tin Gods Thomas Meighan . . . .

Variety Jannings-dePutti
Waltz Dream, The Special Cast
Waning Sex, The Norma Shearer
Wild Horse Stampede, The Jack Hoxie .

Winning of Barbara Worth Colman-Banky
Wolf Hunters, The Special Cast
Womanpower K. Perry-R. Graves
You Never Know Women Florence Vidor

Rayart 4358 feet

Chadwick 6600 feet

Chesterfield 5 reels

United Artists 6388 feet

M-G-M
Lumas 5795 feet

Fox 6200 feet

P. D. C 6400 feet

Mar. 20

Oct. 16
Sept. 25
July 31

Famous Attractions 5900 feet Oct. 1

Pathe 5853 feet April 24
Paramount 6 reels Sept. 25
First National 6940 feet Sept. 4
Columbia 5235 feet

Barsky Productions .4500 feet

Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet Sept. 11

Universal 8829 feet April 17
Fox 4971 feet Sept. 11

Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet Sept. 18
Prod. Dist. Corp 6070 feet Oct. 2

Paramount
Lumas 6075 feet Sept. 11

Rayart 4274 feet

Rayart 5031 feet
Pathe 5679 feet Sept. 11

Paramount 6 reels Sept. 18
American Cinema ... 5881 feet

.

Excellent Pictures. . . 6000 feet

F.B.O
F.B.O
Paramount

6103 feet

.6931 feet

Sept. 11

Oct. 2

Aug. 28

Tiffany 6500 feet

Universal 7680 feet

Fox 7168 feet
Paramount 6741 feet

F.B.O 7713 feet

First National 7090 feet

Universal 7808 feet
Universal 4510 feet

Lumas 6100 feet
United Artists 6685 feet
United Artists 7763 feet

ElbeePict 5500 feet

P. D. C 5560 feet
First National 6882 feet
First National 6727 feet
Rayart 4550 feet

Universal 6367 feet

Fox 8710 feet
Lumas 5000 feet

Paramount 7 reels ....

Paramount 7804 feet

M-G-M 7322 feet
M-G-M 6reels...
Universal 4776 feet

United Artists
Rayart 5976 feet

Fox 6240 feet

Paramount 6064 feet

Aug. 21

July 3
Sept. 11

Feb. 6
Aug. 28
Sept. 25

July 3

Aug. 7

Oct. 2

Sept. 11

July 24
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Sept. 18
Aug. 28

Oct. 2

July 3
Aug. 14

Oct. 9

Oct. 2

July 31

OCTOBER
Sta Distributi d : Length Reviewed

Ace of Cads
, . Menjou-Joyce

Across the Pacific Monte Blue .

Alaskan Adventures Special Cast
Atta Boy Monty Banks
Battling Kid Al Hoxie
Boy Friend, The J. Harron-M. Day .

Call of the Wilderness Sandow (Dog)
Campus Flirt, The Bebe Daniels
Children of Fate R. Bennett-B. Hill-

man
College Days Marceline Day
Confessions of a Bride M. Harris-V. Varconi
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden . .

Dame Chance Special Cast
Devil's Dice B. Bcdford-R. Ellis
Devil's Island Pauline Frederick
Dixie Flyer, The . Landis-E. Novak
Don Juan's Three Nights . Stone-Mason
Eagle of the Sea, The Cortez-Vidor
Final Extra, The
First Night. The B. Lytell-D. Devore
Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch
Forever After M. Astor-L. Hughes
Gay Deceiver, The L. Cody-M I I

Gigolo Rod La Rocque ....
Great Gatsby, The Warner Baxt< i

Great K. & A. Robbery,
The Tom Mix

Her Honor, The Governor Pauline Frederick
High Flyer, The Reed Howes
Kid Boots Eddie Cantor
King of the Pack Peter the Great
King of the Saddle Bill Cody

Paramount 6 reels Oct.
Warner Bros 6954 feet Oct.
Pathe 6 reels
Pathe ...5775 feet . Oct.
Barsky Productions 4500 feet
M-G-M

. .5584 feet..
Assoc. Exhib

.

Paramount

Abgol Film Prod

. . 6 reels ....

6605 feet
7000 feet

Oct.

Oct.

9

9

Fox
American Cinema

.

5363 feet

. . 6769 feet
Oct. 23

Rayart
6300 feet

.

.5274 feet
6374 feet

Aug. 14

First National

Lumas
Tiffany

6484 feet Oct. 9
First National
M-G-M
Prod. Dist. Corp
Paramount

7295 feet

.

Oct. 16

Fox
F.B.O
KaValt

4800 feet

.6709 feet.
Oct.
Aug.

16
7

Paramount . 5650 feet Oct. 73

Assoc. Exhib

La Boheme L. Gish-Gilbert
Lily, The Belle Bennett
London Dorothy Gish
Lure of the West Eileen Sedgwick
Magician, The A. Terry-P. Wegener
Man From the West Art Acord
Man of Quality , A George Walsh
Midnight Kiss, The J. Gaynor-R. Walling
Mismates Kenyon-Bdxter
My Official Wife I. Rich-Tearle
Nervous Wreck, The Special Cast
Old Soak, The Jean Hersholt
Perch of the Devil P. O'Malley-Busch
Prince of Tempters, The . Lyon-Moran
Private Izzy Murphy George Jessel
Quarterback, The Richard Dix
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt . .

Red Hot Leather Jack Hoxie
Risky Business Vera Reynolds
Roaring Bill Atwood Dick Patton
Runaway Express, The . Special Cast
Shameful Behavior? E.Roberts H.Tucker
Sheriffs Girl, The Ben Wilson
So's Your Old Man W. C. Fields
Speed Crazed Billy Sullivan
Sweet Rosie O'Grady C. Landis-S. Mason . .

Syncopated Sue Corinne Griffith
Take It From Me Reginald Denny ....
Temptress, The Garbo-Moreno
Thirty Below Zero Buck Jones-E.Novak
Truth About Men Lake-Murphy-Hacka

thorne
West of Rainbow's End Jack Perrin
When the Wife's Away G. K. Arthur
Whispering Wires A. Stewart-E. Burns
Winning Gallop, The Wm. Fairbanks
Woman's Heart, A E. Bennett-Whitman

Earle
Yellow Back, The Fred Humes
You'd Be Surprised Raymond Griffith
Young April Special Cast

M-G-M 8781 feet Mar. 13
Fox 6268 feet Oct. 9
Paramount 7 reels Nov. 6
Chesterfield 5 reels
M-G-M 7 reels Nov. 6
Universal 4474 feet
Excellent Pictures 5640 feet Nov. 6
Fox 5025 feet
First National 6905 feet Aug. 14
Warner Bros 7846 feet . Oct. 23
Prod. Dist. Corp 6reels Oct. 23
Universal 7445 feet Sept. 4
Universal
First National 7 reels Oct. 30
Warner Bros 7889 feet
Paramount 6 reels Oct. 30
Assoc. Exhib
Universal 4555 feet
P. D.C
Rayart 4405 feet
Universal 5865 feet . Aug. 28
Famous Attractions
Rayart 4908 feet

Paramount 6 reels Nov. 13
Rayart
Columbia 6108 feet Oct. 16
First National 6 reels Nov. 13
Universal 6649 feet Oct. 30
M-G-M 7 reels Oct. 23
Fox

True Story Pictures .6500 feet
Rayart 4734 feet
Columbia Pictures
Fox 5906 feet Oct. 30
Lumas 5000 feet Oct. 30

Sterling
Universal 4766 feet Oct. 9
Paramount 6 reels Oct . 16
Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet Sept. 11

NOVEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Ace of Action, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Adorable Deceiver, The ... Alberta Vaughn ...F.B.O
Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle . M-G-M
April Fool Alexander Carr Chadwick 7300 feet
Bardleys the Magnificent John Gilbert M-G-M 9 reels Oct. 23
Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana F. B. O
Breed of the Sea R.Ince-M.Livingston. F. B. O 5408 feet Oct. 30
Buckaroo Kid, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Cat's Pajamas. The Bronson-Cortez Paramount
City, The J.Gaynor-W.McGrail Fox
Dangerous Friends T. R. Barnes-M. Gale Sterling Pictures
Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. . M-G-M
Dude Cowboy, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie M-G-M
Flaming Forest, The A. Moreno-R. Adoree M-G-M
Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw Fox
Going the Limit George O'Hara F.B.O
Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie Universal 4375 feet . Oct. 21
His New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day Famous Attractions
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut Jackie Coogan M-G-M
Ladies at Play Hughes-Kenyon First National
Lady of the Harem, The E. Torrence-Nissen Paramount 5717 feet
Lightning Tiffany 6500 feet
Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels

Man in the Shadow, The . . . M. Stedman-D. Tor-
rence American Cinema . 5632 feet

Masked Woman, The Anna Q. Nillson First National
Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stone First National 6100 feet Nov. 13
Midnight Sun, The O'Malley-La Plante Universal 8767 feet . May 15
Mdlionaires Gordon-Signet-Fa-

zenda
Obey the Law Bert Lytell
Oh! What a Night R.McKee-E.Murphy.Sterling Pictures
On the Wings of the Storm R. Howes-V. Faire Fox
Outlaw Express. The Leo Maloney Pathe 6 reels

Prairie King, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Prowlers of the Night Fred Humes Universal
Redheads Preferred M. Daw-T. von Eltz Tiffany
Return of Peter Grimm . . Alex B. Francis Fox
Rough Rider, The Frank Hopper Paramount
Silent Lover, The Milton Sills First National
Son of a Gun Al Hoxie Barsky Productions 4500 feet

Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon Universal 5633 feet Nov. 6
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National
There You Are Nagel-Roberts M-G-M
Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-

Roach M-G-M
Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler F.B.O
Truthful Sex, The M. Busch-H. Gordon.Columbia Pictures
Twmklctoes Colleen Moore First National
Unknown Cavalier, The ... Ken Maynard First National
Upstage Norma Shearer M-G-M
Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson Paramount
While London Sleeps Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
We're in the Navy Now W. Beery Hatton . Paramount

Warner Bros
Columbia Pictures

.

6903 feet
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DECEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Better Way, The Columbia Pictures
Blue Streak O'Neil Al Hoxie Barsky Productions 4500 feet
Canadian, The Thomas Meighan ... Paramount
Canyon of Light Tom Mix Fox
Death Valley Buck Jones Fox
Duke of Ladies, The Special Cast First National
Faust Emil Jannings M-G-M
Flying High Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Gallant Lady, The Florence Vidor Paramount
Glorifying the American

Girl Esther Ralston Paramount
Heaven on Earth C. Nagel-R. Adoree M-G-M
Her Big Night Laura La Plante Universal 7603 feet Aug. 28
Just Another Blonde Mackail-Mulhall First National
Let It Rain Douglas MacLean Paramount
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em E. Brent-L. Gray-L.

Brooks Paramount
Money to Bum Devore-MacGregor . . Lumas
Mother Machree Belle Bennett Fox
One Hour of Love J. Logan-R. Frazer . Tiffany
Prisoners of the Storm House Peters Universal 6102 feet Sept. 11
Red Hot Hoofs Tom Tyler F. B. O 4681 feet Nov. 13
Red Mill, The Marion Davies M-G-M
Sin Cargo S. Mason-R. Frazer Tiffany
Stolen Pleasures Helene Chadwick . Columbia Pictures
Stranded in Paris Bebe Daniels Paramount
Striving For Fortune George Walsh Excellent Pictures
White Black Sheep, The Richard Barthelmess First National
Whole Town's Talking.The.Ed. Horton Universal 6662 feet Aug. 14

JANUARY
Feature Star Distributed by

Be Yourself Raymond Griffirh . Paramount
Length Reviewed

Blonde Saint, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Enchanted Island Tiffany ...
Flaming Timber Tiffany
Head Waiter, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ice Flood, The K. Harlan-V. Dana Universal 5747 feet Oct. 9
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith .First National
Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G. Hale- J. Holt Para-iount
Not Herbert P. Starke-Lyon First National
One Chance in a Million Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Ordeal, The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . 4500 feet
Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M
Son of Montmartre, The . Norma Talmadge First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore-J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Wild Man of Borneo, The W.C. Fields Paramount

FEBRUARY
Feature Star Distributed by

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plante . Universal
Camille Norma Talmadge First National
French Dressing A. Pringle-B. Lyon First National .

Grey Hat, The L. Cody-Crawford M-G-M
Here Y'are, Brother Stone-Dove-Hughes. First National
His Rise to Fame George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Little Journey, The Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Long Pants Harry Langdon First National ....
Michael Strogoff Ivan Moskine Universal 10 reels ,

Overland Stage, The Ken Maynard First National .

Quarantined Rivals Lumas
Range Raiders, The Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures 4500 feet
Ridin' Like Fury Hoot Gibson Universal
Silky Anne Constance Talmadge First National
Squads Right Tiffany
Steeplechase, The Tiffany
Understanding Heart, The R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Brides Will Be Brides Universal
Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Frisco Sal Special Cast M-G-M
Heroes of the Night Lumas
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts Universal 6969 feet Oct. 16
Orchids and Ermine Colleen Moore First National
Outlaw's Paradise Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures 4500 feet .

Song of Steel Tiffany
Tittle, the Toiler Davies-M. Moore M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Tiger, The Tiffany
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal

APRIL
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Broadway Drifter, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Poor Nut, The First National . . .

Smoking Guns Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures 4500 feet

" i inuilililni

Comedy Releases

Rel. Date Length

. May 25 .2 reels.

ReviewedTitle Star Dist'r

Ain't We Got Fun ? Wise-McKay Artclass
Alice the Fire Fighter F. B. O.
All For A Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films . . 2 reels
All Wet Snub Pollard Artclass . .Mar. 30 .2 reels
And George Did Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels .

Another Kick Coming Red Seal Sept
Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman Sava Films 2 reels
Around the Bases George Lewis Univ Oct. 24 2 reels

Titk- Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

At the Beach "McDougall Alley"
Kids Bray Nov. 1 2 reels

Auto Thieves, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
Babes in the Jungle "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel
Back to Mother "Helen and Warren" Fox 2 reels
Bad Breaks George Davis Educat Nov. 211 reel
Ball and Chain Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Banana King, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbett . . Univ Nov. 21 2 reels
Bamum Was Right "Life Cartoon" Educat Nov. 211 reel
Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 12 1 reel
Benson at Calford George Lewis Univ Oct. 24.2 reels
Better Luck "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 14.2 reels Nov. 6
Be Your Age Charley Chase Pathe , . . . Nov. 14.2 reels
Big Business Fox
Big Surprise, The "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 29 2 reels Nov. 13
Bill Grim's Progress (Series)M. Morris-J. Luden . . F. B. O 2 reels
Blisters Under the Skin F. B. O 2 reels
Blonde's Revenge, A Ben Turpin Pathe Dec. 19 2 reels
Blue Black Lewis Sargent Bray Dec. 20 2 reels
Breaking Records George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley Educat Oct. 24 2 reels
Bromo and Juliet Charley Chase Pathe Sept. 19 2 reels
Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris-J. Luden F. B. O 2 reels
Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" Pathe ... Nov. 28 . 2 reels
Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 12.1 reel
Business Worries Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 211 reel Nov. 6
Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels
Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog ... Universal 2 reels
Buster's Dark Mystery . . Trimble and Dog . . . Universal 2 reels
Buster's Girl Friend Trimble and Dog . . Univ Sept. 6 2 reels
Buster's Narrow Escape . Trimble and Dog . Univ Oct. 312 reels
Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog ... Universal 2 reels
Buster's Prize Winner Trimble and Dog Univ Dec. 6 2 reels
Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimble and Dog . . Universal 2 reels
Buster's Watch Tige Trimble and Dog .Univ Oct. 3.2 reels
By George Sam Saylor Universal 2 reels
Caliph, Cupid and the

Clock "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Camel's Hump F. B. O 1 reel
Carrie of the Chorus(Series) Tarbell-Finch Red Seal 2 reels
Cat's Meow, The C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Charleston Queen, The . . "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 19 1 reel
Cinder Path, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Collegians, The (Series) . . . Gulliver-Lewis Universal 2 reels
Complete Life, The "O. Henry" Fox / reels
Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels
CutPriceGlory "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 10 1 reel Oct. 30
Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass . . . Nov. 10.2 reels
Diamond of Kali "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Dinky Doodle in Egypt . . "Cartoon" F. B. O 1 reel May. 22
Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educat . . Sept. 19 2 reels . Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Pathe ... Nov. 28 2 reels
Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine . . Fox 2 reels Oct. 16
Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart 2 reels
Dodging Trouble Bums-Marion Educat Nov. 14 2 reels Nov. 6
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 26 1 reel
Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 5 1 reel Aug. 21
Don't Kid Me, Monk "Mr X" (Monkey) Bray Dec. 10 2 reels
Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass Sept. 22 2 reels
Easy Payments "Helen and Warren" Fox 2 reels
Egged On Charles Bowers F. B. O . Sept. 6 2 reels
Excuse Maker, The (Series

of 13) Charlie King Universal 2 reels
Fadeaway, The "Cartoon" Red Seal. Sept. . . 1 reel
Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films 2 reels
Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy Artclass . . Sept. 8 2 reels
Felix the Cat Bursts a

Bubble "Cartoon" Educat .. Oct. 31 1 reel

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Cartoon" Educat Oct. 3 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Land O'
Fancy "Cartoon" Educat . Oct. 17 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Reverse
English "Cartoon" Educat. . . Nov. 14 1 reel

Felix the Cat Scrambled
Yeggs "Cartoon" Educat .. Sept. 5 1 reel Oct. 23

Felix Shatters the Sheik "Cartoon" Educat .. Sept. 19 1 reel Oct. 30
Felix the Cat Trumps the

Ace "Cartoon" Educat Nov. 28 1 reel

Fighting Fool, The Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Fighting Fools Wise-McKay Artclass. . .Jan. 19 2 reels
Fighting Kangaroo, The . . Conley-June Fox 2 reels
Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Fighting to Win George Lewis Univ Nov. 212 reels

Fire Snub Pollard Artclass Jan. 26 2 reels
Fistical Culture (Series). . . Louis Sargent F. B.O 2 reels
Flaming Romance Al St. John Educat Nov. 211 reel

Flashing Oars George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass Mar. 16 2 reels

For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Univ . Oct. 31 1 reel Oct. 16
For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Fourth Alarm, The "OurGmg" Pathe Sept. 12 2 reels Sept. 11
George in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George's in Love Sid Saylor Univ Nov. 212 reels
George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels
George the Winner Sid Saylor Univ ...... Sept. 5 2 reels

Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe Oct. 31 2 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels
Girl "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox 2 reels
Grabbing Grabbers Mickey Bennett C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 24 1 reel Oct. 30
Gyping Gypsies Milburn Marante C.&C. 2 reels
Gyping the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels
Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . Nov. 3 2 reels ...

Harem Knight, A Ben Turpin Pathe Nov. 7 2 reels Nov. 6
Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe Nov. 21 2 reels
Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-

tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-

son . Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
His Off Day Dunham-Gallagher Educat Nov. 7 1 reel

His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels
Hitting the Rails "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 5.1 reel

Hoboken to Hollywood . . Billy Bevan Pathe Sept. 5.2 reels . Sept. 1

1

Hold Still Cornwall-Duffy Educat . . Oct. 10 2 reels

Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 311 reel

Honeymoon Hospital Fox Oct. 17.2 reels Nov. 6
Hook or Crook Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 6 1 reel

Hoot Mon Bobby Vermon Educat . Nov. 21.2 reels

Horns and Orange BlossomsCharles Puffy Universal
Humdinger The Johnny Arthur Educat . . Oct. 10.2 reels



1982

Hur Ben
In Vaudeville

Engagement Party
Jane's Flirtation

Honeymoon
Jane's Inheritance
Jane's Predicament
Jane's Trouble
Jellyfish. The
Jerry the Giant
Keeping His Word
Killed by Kindness
King Bozo
King of the Kitchen, The.

.

Kiss Me, Kate
Kitty From Killamey
Knight Before Christmas,
The

Ko Ko Hot After It

Ko-Ko in the Fadeway . . . .

Lafayette Where Are We? .

Lady of Lyons, N. Y., The
Last Lap, The
Last Word, The
Let George Do It (Series

of 13
Light Wines and Bearded

Ladies
Lookout Below
Lookout Buster!
Lots of Grief
Love's Hurdle
Love's Last Laugh
Love Your Neighbor
Lyin' Tamer, The
Madame Dynamite

Dist'r Rcl. Date Length Reviewed

Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 14. .1 reel

WandaWiley Univ Nov. 7.2reels Oct. 30
Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

WandaWiley Univ Sept. 12 . 2 reels

Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels Aug. 14

WandaWiley Univ Oct. 17 .2 reels Oct. 9
Frank Pangbom Educat. . . .Sept. 12 . .2 reels

"Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10

Charles King Universal 2 reels

Fox 2 reels

"Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

Lige Conley Fox Oct. 31.2 reels Nov. 6

Dunham-Gallagher . Educat Sept. 26 . . 1 reel Oct. 3
Alice Day Pathe Dec. 19. .2 reels

M. Morris-J. Luden

.

"Cartoon"
"Cartoon"
Shields Arthur
M. Morris-J. Luden.
George Lewis
"Helen and Warren"

Sid Saylor

.

F.B.O 2 reels

.Red Seal 1 reel

Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18

Fox 2 reels July 31
F. B.O 2 reels Aug. 28

. Universal 2 reels

Fox 2reels

Universal 2 reels

Making Good .

Married Widow, The
Marry Month of May
Masked Mammas
Masters of Arts
McDougal Alley (Series) . .

Meet the Boy Friend
Merry Kiddo, The
Midnight Folies
Mighty Smithy, The
Minute to Go, A
Missing Links
Mixed Brides
Money Screams
Monkeys Prefer Blonds. . .

.

Morning, Judge
Mother-in-Law
Motorboat, The
Movieland
Movie Struck
My Kid
Napoleon, Jr
Never Again
Newlyweds and Their Baby
The (Series)

Newlyweds' Neighbors

Newlyweds Quarantined .

Nickel Hopper, The
Nize Monkey
Nobody Loves Me
Non-Skid Banana, The
Non-Stop Bride
North of6%
Nothing to Live For
Not to Be Trusted
Oh! For a Nurse
Oh! Monkey Be Good
Oh! Winnie Behave
Olga's Boatman
One Hour Married
On the Farm
On the Front Page
On the Jump
On Thin Ice
Open Spaces
Orphan, The
Over There
Perils of Petersboro, The
Pests
Pete's Haunted House
Pete's Party
Phoney Express, The
Pink Elephants
Please Excuse Me
Plumb Goofy
Pound Foolish
Prince and the Pyra, The . .

Prodigal Bridegroom, The .

Psyche and the Pskyscraper
Punches and Perfume
Radio Bug, The
Radio Controlled
Raggedy Rose
Raging Tide. The
Rain and Shines
Read 'Em and Leap
Relay, The
Ko;i,l House, The
Sailing Along
Sawdust Baby
School Days
School Days

Fox
LewisSargent Bray Nov. 20 .2

Trimble and Dog . . . Universal 2

"TheGumps" Univ Oct. 31 . .2

Charles King Univ Sept. 26 2

McKce Hiatt Pathe Oct. 3.2
Wise-KcKay Artclass . . . Nov. 17.2
Shields-Luddy Fox 2

Clayton-Howell-Pat-
terson Fox 2

George Lewis Univ Dec. 6 2

Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2

"O.Henry" Fox 2

Billy Bevan Pathe Oct. 31 . .2

"O. Henry" Fox 2
Bray Prod 2

Chas. Doherty Loumay
Alberta Vaughn F.B.Q 2
George Davis Educat
"LifeCartoon" Educat . ... Nov. 7. 1

Eddie Fetherstone. C.&C 2

"LifeCartoon" Educat Sept. 12 1

Wanda Wiley Universal 2

. Fox 2
Bray Prod 2

2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

reels

reels

reels

.

reels

reels

.

reels

.

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

.

Nov.

Oct. 16
May 15
Oct. 2

Oct. 30

Oct. 30
Oct. 30

reels

.

Sept.Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal
"Helen and Warren" Fox
"Van Bibbers". Fox
LupinoLane Educat. . . Nov. 28
Doris Eaton C. & C
"Big Boy" Educat Sept. 5 .

Jerry Madden Fox Nov. 14 . . .

"TheGumps" Univ Oct. 17 2 reels

reel

reels

.

reel .

ceels.

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels

.

reels

.

Nov. 13
Sept. 25
Sept. 25

Sept. 11

Title

Snookum's Buggy Ride . . .

Snookum's Outing
Snookum's Playmate
Snookum's First Tooth. . .

.

Society Architect, A
Some More Excuses
Spooky Money.
Stage Shy
Steeplechaser, The
Strictly Kosher
Tail of the Monk
Teacher, Teacher
Tell 'Em Nothing
Telling Whoppers
Tennis Story, The
Thanks for the Boat Ride .

That's My Baby
Through Thick and Thin .

Tiddly Winks
Too Much Sleep
Two Dollars, Please
Unsquirtable Pickle, The . .

Uppercuts
Vulgar Boatman, The
Vulgar Yachtsman, The .

.

Wanderers of Wetland ....
Wanted a Bride
War Feathers
Watered Stock
Westerner, The
What Happened to Jane

iSeries of 13)
What'll You Have?
What Price Pleasure?
What's Your Hurry?
When Do We Eat?
Which Is Which?
Why Argue?
Why George?
Why Pay Rent?
Wife Shy
Wild Bill

Wild Roomer, A
Winnie's Birthday
Winnie's Vacation
Wisecrackers (Series)

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Wise Quacker, The . .

Wives and Women . .

Working Winnie
Yellow Pirate, The. .

Yokel, The

Motion Picture N e w s

Star Dist'r Rel. Date length Reviewed
"Newlyweds" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels June 19
"Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 1.2 reels Nov. 13
"Newlyweds" Universal 2 reels

"Newlyweds" Univ Sept. 19 . .2 reels June 26
Fox

Charles King Universal 2 reels
Al Joy Ricardo
Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Lige Conley Fox 2 reels Sept. 11
Wise-KcKay Artclass. . Sept. 15 . .2 reels

"Cartoon" Bray Nov. 12 1 reel

Lloyd Hamilton ... Educat . . Oct. 17.2 reels Oct. 23
Charley Chase Pathe Oct. 17..2reels Oct. 16
"Our Gang" Pathe Dec. 19. .2 reels

"Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

Universal
Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 7.. 1 reel Nov. 6
Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 26.1 reel Sept. 4
Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 7 1 reel Oct. 23
Neely Edwards Univ Sept. 19 .1 reel Sept. 11
Charley Bowers F. B. O
Jack Duffy Educat Sept. 5 2 reels Sept. 11
Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

"Fat Men" F. B. O 2 reels

Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Arthur Lake Univ Oct. 17. 1 reel Oct. 9
"Our Gang" Pathe Nov. 21 . .2 reels

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 26 .1 reel Sept. 25
Reata Hoyt Fox 2 reels

Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Charles King Universal 2 reels May 22
Neely Edwards Univ Nov. 29 1 reel Nov. 13
Charles King Universal 2 reels

(Bronte Classic) Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Charles King Univ Oct. 10 .2 reels Sept. 25
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 3 .1 reel Oct. 2

Sid Saylor Univ Oct. 24 . . 2 reels

Wise-McKay Artclass . . . Mar. 23 . . 2 reels

Bobby Vernon Educat . . Sept. 26 2 reels Sept. 25
Charles Puffy Univ Nov. 14 .1 reel Oct. 30

F.B.O
Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . Jan. 5.2 reels

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . May 112 reels

Guard-Cooke F.B.O 2 reels

HeleneChadwick. Pathe Oct. 3 2 reels Oct. 16
Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Charles Puffy Univ Sept. 12 .1 reel

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . Sept. 12 reels

"LifeCartoon" Educat. . . Sept. 26 . . 1 reel

Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Nov. 24 2 reels

Sept. 11

.Nov. 6
Oct. 2 Short Subjects

Second Hand Excuse, A .

Shady Rest
She Beast, The
Shell Socked
She's My Cousin
Should Husbands Marry?
Should Husbands Pay?. . . .

Sign Them Papers
Skating Instructors
Smith's Landlord
Smith's Surprise
Smith's Vacation
Smith's Visitor
Smith's Uncle

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Universal 2 reels

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ Aug. 29 . 2 reels

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ Oct. 3 2 reels June 19

Mabel Normand ... Pathe 2 reels

"Mr. X" (Monkey) Bray Nov. 10 2 reels

Chas. Puffy Univ Oct. 3.1 reel Sept. 18
Charley Bowers F. B. O
Hoyt-Cameron Fox 2 reels Sept. 25
Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Al Joy Ricardo
"Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
"Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Ethlyn Gibson Artclass Mar. 9 2 reels
NeelyEdwards Univ Oct. 10 1 reel Sept. 25
Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

Bray Prod 2 reels
Lillian Rich Pathe Nov. 28 2 reels
Al Alt Rayart 2 reels
"Mutt&Jeff" ShortFilm 1 reel Mar. 6
"Big Boy" Educat .... Nov. 7 2 reels Nov. 13
Al Joy Ricardo
Al Joy Ricardo 2 reels
Alice Day Pathe Sept. 26 .2 reels Sept. 25
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 5 1 reel Sept. 11
"Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels . Oct. 23
"Cartoon" Bray Prod 1 reel Nov. 6
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 17.. 1 reel Oct. 16
Al St. John Educat . . . Oct. 3 2 reels
Charles King Univ Nov. 10
Dunham-Gallagher Educat. . . Oct. 10
(lenrgi liivi. Educat Oct. 24
Charles Puffy Universal
BenTurpin Pathe Sept. 26 .2 reels Sept. 25
"O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

. Bray Prod 2 reels .... Oct. 23
Dunham-Gallagher Educat. . . Sept. 12 2 reels Sept. 25
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 21 1 reel
Mabel Normand

. ... Pathe Nov. 7 2 reels Nov. 6
"LifeCartoon" Educat ... .Oct. 24 1 reel
Al St . John Bischoff 2 reels
Alberta Vaughn F.B.O 2 reels
George Lewis Universal 2 reels
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 10 1 reel Oct. 23
Al Alt Rayart 2 reels
Earl McCarthy Artclass. Jan. 12 2 reels
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 19 1 reel
"McDougal Alley"

Kuls Bray Dec. 1

Charles King . Univ Dec. 8
"The Gumps" Universal 2 reels . . .

Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels . .

Jimmie Adams Educat Oct. 31 .2 reels ... Oct. 30
Charles King Universal 2 reels May 15
A. Day-E. Quillan Pathe Oct. 24 .2 reels ... Oct. 23
Jimmy Finlayson . Pathe . Sept. 5 2 reels Sept. 11
Earl McCarthy Artclass. May 18 2 reels
"Mutt & Jeff" ShortFilmSyn 1 reel
Hiatt McKee Pathe Sept. 19 . 2 reels
Hi.it McKce Pathe Dec. 12 2 reels ..

Hiatl McKee Pathe 2 reels . Aug. 28
Hi.-nt M.-Kre Pathe .... Oct. 17 2 reels Oct. 16
Hiatt-McKec Pathe Nov. 14. 2 reels

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to
Palestine) Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25

Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) Artclass Oct. 6.1 reel

Alpine S. O. S C. & C 2 reels

America Today (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoon, Issue 15 Red Seal Sept. .1 reel

Annie Laurie (Song Parody) Artclass April 13.1 reel

Aphrodite (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety)Fox 1 reel '.

At 3.25 Red Seal Sept 2 reels

Austrian Alps (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2 reels

Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Beautiful Britain C.&C 1 reel

Beauty and the Beach C.&C
Beechnuts C.&C 2 reels

Big and Little Pathe Sept. 5 1 reel Sept. 11

Birds in the Treetops C.&C
Blood Will Tell Am. Cinema
Blue Boy, The Educat Sept. 5 .2 reels Sept. 11

Bruce Scenic Novelties. No. 1 Educat Sept 5 Oct. 2

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educat Oct. 3 Sept. 11

2 reels Oct. 23
2 reels Oct. 30
2 reels Nov. 6

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 Educat
Bruce Scenic Novelties. No. 4 Educat

Oct. 17
Nov. 14

Oct. 30

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.

2 reels

2 reels

5 Educational
6 Educational
7 Educational
8 Educational
9 Educational

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educational
Bull's Eyes (Sportlight) Pathe Sept. 19 . . 1 reel

By the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal 1 reel

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 28 1 reel

Cathedral of St. Paul's C.&C 1 reel .
Sept. 18

Chronicles of America (Series of 18) Pathe 3 reels

Churchyards of America, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel Sept. 18

Cliff Dwellers of America (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Colorado (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune) Educat Sept 1 reel

Constantinople (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Curiosities—The Movie Side Show (Series! Educational 1 reel

Dangerous Game, A (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Dark Horse, A (Donoghue Racing Drama I.Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Diver. The (Nature Special) . . Bray Prod Nov. 1

Dog's Way, A (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield Oct. 1

Durable Souls (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 31
Family Album. The (Sketch Book) P.uhe . Sept. 5

Fangsof Vengeance (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield Sept. 1

Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1 reel Sept. 4
Km lit nig Marine, The (Seriall Pathe Sept. 12 10 episodes Sept. 11

Fighting Strain, The (Mustang) . Universal Dec. '• 2 reels

1 reel Nov. 6
2 reels

1 reel Oct. 30
. 1 reel

2 reels

Fighting With Buffalo Bill (Serial)

Figures of Fancy (Hodge Podge)
Film Facts (Series)

Film Reporter, The (Series of 13)

Film Reporter, The, Issue A
Fire Fighters, The (Serial)

Universal Aug. 29 . 10 episodes Oct. 16
Educational . Oct. 24 .1 reel Nov. 13
Red Seal 1 reel

Red Seal 1 reel

Red Seal Sept. . . 1 reel

Universal 10 episodes



November 20 , 19 2 6 1983

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Florida Pastel C. & C
Frontier Post, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Fugitive Futurist (Novelty) C. & C 1 reel
Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Gems of the Screen (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Glimpses of Switzerland C.&C
God's Country C. 85 C 2 reels
Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Golden Stallion, The (Serial) NatLevine 10 episodes
Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Guess Who (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass Oct. 27 . .1 reel
Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass Dec. 29 1 reel
Guess Who, No. 3 Artclass Mar. 2.1 reel
Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass May 4.1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal 1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal 1 reel
Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Heavenly Bodies
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Hero Land (Color Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Heroes of the Sea C.&C 1 reel
His Pal (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield 2 reels
Hitting the Bull's-Eye Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25
Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film 1 reel
Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 14.1 reel
House Without a Key, The (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes
Housing Problem, The Bray Prod 1 reel Oct. 23
How I Hate to Get Up (Song Parody) Artclass Feb. 9 . . 1 reel
If a Picture Tells a Story C. & C Sept 1 reel
Inland Voyage, An (Variety) Fox 1 reel
It Can Happen to You (Scandal of America) Artclass Oct. 20 . . 1 reel
Jewels of Venus
Jim Hood's Ghost (Mustang) Universal Aug. 29 . 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Joseph the Ruler (Pilgrimage to Palestine) . Pathe Sept. 26.1 reel
Journey of the Israelites, The (Pilgrimage

to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 10 . . 1 reel
Jungle Heroine, A Chesterfield 2 reels
Jungle Mystery Sava Films 2 reels
Jungle Round-Up, A M-G-M Oct. 9
Jungle Secrets Sava Films
Jungle Tragedy, A Chesterfield 2 reels
Keeping 'Em Guessing (Series) Ked Seal 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, No. 1 Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, No. 2 Red Seal 1 reel
Key-Hole Cruise, A (Hodge Podge) Educational Nov. 28 1 reel
Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

.

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film 1 reel

.

Last Man, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Law of the North (Mustang) Universal Oct. 3. .2 reels Sept. 18
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Strikes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Wins (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels. .'.

Lightning Hutch (Serial) Arrow Film
Literary Digest (Series) C. & C 1 reel
Lion's Mate, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty) C.&C ... 1 reel
Lone Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 14.2 reels Oct. 30
Lost Arrow, The (Scenic and Narrative) . Castle Films . . .Oct. 15.1 reel Oct. 16
Love Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Making of a King (Prince of Wales) C. & C 2 reels
Man's Size Pet, A (Turtle Western) Universal Oct. 17. 2 reels.. ..Oct. 9
Margie (Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel
Martin of the Mounted (Fred Gilman) . Universal Dec. 11.2 reels
Maryland, My Maryland (Variety) Fox 1 reel ... . . Nov. 6
Marvels of Motion, Issue M Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Marvels of Motion (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A (Hodge

Podge) Educational... Sept. 19 1 reel Oct. 16
Modern Venus, The C.&C. .1 reel
Mona Lisa, The Educational Oct. 17.2 reels ........
More Ways Than One (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 17.. 1 reel . Oct. 16
Mother O' Mine C.&C 1 reel
Mount Sinai (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 24. 1 reel Oct. 23
Movie Struck C.&C Oct 2 reelsMy Lady's Stockings (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Night Prowler, The (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel
Nuremberg the Toy City (Sketch Book) . Pathe Oct. 31.. 1 reel Oct. 30
Old Black Joe (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal 1 reel . July 10
On Guard (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes
On With the Dance ." Castle Film . . . Nov. 5. .lreel Nov. 13
Out of the Inkwell (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Overnight From Paris (Variety) Fox ".

!

'. .1 reel. ........
Pack up Your Troubles (Song Car-Tune) . . Red Seal 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe Sept. 12 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe Sept. 19 . . 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe Sept. 26 . 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe Oct. 3 . . 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe Oct. 10 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe Oct. 17.1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe Oct. 24. lreel Oct. 23
Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe Oct. 31 . lreel
Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe Nov. 7.1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 46 Pathe Nov. 14 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 47 Pathe Nov. 21 . lreel ".'".'. '.

Pathe Review, No. 48 Pathe Nov. 28 . 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 49 Pathe Dec. 5. .1 reel..
Pathe Review, No. 50 Pathe Dec. 12 . .1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 51 Pathe Dec. 19 . 1 reel. .........
Payroll Holdup, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass April 27. .1 reel!!! ............
Pilgrimages to Palestine (Series) Pathe lreel
Pinnacle Rider, The (Mustang) Universal Oct. 24. .2 reels.. '. Oct. 16
Pioneer Blood (Mustang) Universal Oct. 31 . . 2 reels .... Oct. 16
Piperock Goes Wild (Turtle Western) Universal Sept. 19 . . 2 reels
Popular Song Parodies (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Pup^s Tale, A (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel. . . .

.

'.

. .Oct! 23
Radio Personalities (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass Sept. 29 . . 1 reel. .... '.

.
'. ... '.

.
.'.

Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 1.1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 2.1 reel ...
Radio Personalities, Vol. D Artclass April 6.1 reel

.

Rambling in Old Japan C. & C
Reelviews (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal Sept 1 reel...... ....'.'.'.

Restless Race, The (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 3 lreel Oct 16
Return of the Riddle Rider, The (Serial) . . . Universal 10 episodes
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ridge, The (Donoghue Racing Drama) . . . Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1 reel Oct. 9
Rose of Monterey Castle Films . Nov. 15.1 reel

Rushing Waters C.&C
Saddle Tramp, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 26 . .2 reels

Scandal of America (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Scotty of the Scouts (Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. A Artclass Oct. 13. .1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 15.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 16.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. D Artclass April 20 .1 reel

Screen Snapshots (Series) Columbia 1 reel

Searchlight (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Searchlight, Issue M Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Seas of the World Red Seal
Shadowland C.&C lreel
Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2 reels

Sheik of Araby, The (Song Parody) Artclass Dec. 8.1 reel

Shoot 'Em Up, Kid (Mustang) Universal Sept. 5. .2 reels Aug. 28
Short Shots (Series of 26) Castle Films 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films. ..Oct. 1.. lreel Oct. 16
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films. . .Oct. 15.. lreel Oct. 30
Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films. . Oct. 29. .1 reel

Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films. . Nov. 12. .lreel
Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films . . Nov. 26 . . 1 reel

Show Cowpuncher, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 7.2 reels Oct. 23
Silent Flyer, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Sin C.&C 2 reels

Sketch Book (Series) Pathe 1 reel

Skenographs (Series) C.&C
Sky Skidder, The (Serial) Bischoff 10 episodes
Snowed In (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes .... June 26
Songs of Yesterday C.&C lreel
So This Is America (Novelty) Castle Films . . .Oct. 22 .. 1 reel Oct. 16
So This Is Berlin (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 19.1 reel

So This Is Europe (Novelty) Castle Films. . Oct. 8. lreel Oct. 16
Spanish Holiday, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Sport's Dream C.&C
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel

St. Paul's C.&C 1 reel

Table Manners Bray Prod 2 reels

Teaching Table Manners Via Films Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 25
Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films 2 reels

Then and Nows (Curosity) Educational. . . Nov. 7 . .1 reel

Trails of the Gods C.&C Sept 1 reel

Trail of the North Wind C. & C 2 reels

Transportation (Novelty Magazine) Bray Prod Nov. 15 .1 reel
Travels in Toyland (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Tripping the Rhine (Sketch Book) Pathe Nov. 28 . . 1 reel
Tulip Land C.&C 1 reel

Under Colorado Skies (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Unexpected Visitor (Scandal of America) Artclass Feb. 23 . . 1 reel
Valiant Skipper, The C. & C 2 reels
Vanishing Millions (Serial) Sierra Pictures 15 episodes
Velocity (Novelty) Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Whatnots (Curiosity) Educational Oct. 3 . . 1 reel Oct. 9
When Bonita Rode (Mustang) Universal Oct. 10 . .2 reels Sept. 25
When Oscar Went Wild (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Where the Silver River Gleams C.&C lreel
Whirlwind Driver, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 12 . .2 reels Sept. 18
Whirlwinds (Series) F. B. O
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Who Is Safe? (Scandal of America) Artclass Dec. 22 . 1 reel
Wire Tigers, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Wonder Book Series Short Film 1 reel
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexico

Coming Attractions

it 111 minium

miimiim iimmimm

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Ace High Hoot Gibson Universal
Advice to Lovers Bebe Daniels Paramount
Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
Afraid to Love Florence Vidor Columbia
Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon Jean Hershott Universal
Alonzo, the Armless Lon Chaney M-G-M
Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
An Angel Passes Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox
Anna Karenina Lillian Gish M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lillian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat, The Famous Attractions
Arizona Bound Paramount
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F.B.O
Arizona Whirlwind, The. . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C. Griffith-T. Moore . First National
Atlantis First National
Auctioneer, The George Sidney Fox
Avenger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Back to Nature Richard Dix Paramount
Bad Lands Paramount
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick . .

Bandit Buster, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Barbed Wire P. Negri-C. Brook . .Paramount
Bargain Bride, The Mary Philbin Universal
Barriers of Fire Monte Blue Warner Bros
BeauGeste Special Cast Paramount 10 reels Sept. 11
Beauty Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky United Artists
Bed and Board Doris Kenyon First National
Behind the Lines Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Cast M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue, The John Barrymore United Artists
Ben-Hur Special Cast M-G-M 12000 feet. Jan. 16
Bertha, the Sewing Machine

Girl Madge Bellamy Fox
Better 'Ole, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros 9 reels Oct. 23
Beware of Widows La Plante-T. Moore . Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George O'Hara FB. O
Big Gun, The George Lewis Universal
Big Parade, The John Gilbert M-G-M 12550 feet . Nov. 28
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
Birds of Prey Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples Monte Blue Warner Bros
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Feature Star I listributed by

Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Wamer Bros ...

Black Ivory Wamer Bros

Black Tears Gorman Pictures

Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Pathe
Border Thunderbolt, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Border Whirlwind, The ... Bob Custer F. B. O
Born Lucky Raymond Griffith .

Paramount
Branded . .

,

Bob Custer F. B. O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The First National
California. .

.

T. McCoy-A. Pringle M-G-M
Callahans and the Murphys,

M-G-M.

Length Reviewed Feature Star Distributed by Length
For Ladies Only Columbia Pictures

Reviewed

The
Call in the Night, A Truart 5000 feet

Camille Pola Negri Paramount
Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast Sterling Pict

Captain Salvation M-G-M
Captain's Courage, A R. Holt-D. Dwan Rayart
Carlotta Constance Talmadge First National

Casey at the Bat W. Beery-R. Hatton Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The . . . Jean Hersholt Universal

Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro . . . M G-M
Chains Bennett-Colman United Artists

Champagne Lya de Putti Paramount
Charity Ball, The M-G-M
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge Universal
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald Denny Universal
Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson Universal
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Children of Divorce Paramount
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast M-G-M

Circus, The Charles Chaplin United Artists

City of Shadows, The F.B.O
Claw. The Kerry-Windsor Universal
Climbers, The Irene Rich Warner Bros
Closed Gates Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Clown, The Columbia Pictures
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris, The Asher Small
College Widows Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton .... Assoc. Exhib
Coney Island Special Cast M-G-M
Confession Pola Negri Paramount
Confessions of a Bachelor Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Flapper Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Divorcee Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Widow Assoc. Exhib
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Cossacks, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Country Doctor, The Faye-R. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Cow Punching for Cupid . . . Tom Tyler F.B.O
Cradle Snatchers, The Fox
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer F.B.O
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana Universal
Crazy Fool, The M-G-M
Crisis, The Special Cast M-G-M
Cross-Eyed Captain, The Paramount
Cruel Truth, The Sterling Pictures
Cruise of Jasper B, The Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . First National
Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler F. B.O
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak Lee-Bradford
Dangers of Working Girls Lumas
Daring Venus, The First National
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Darling of the Gods, The . . . Special Cast United Artists
Day of Souls. The Gilbert-Adoree M-G-M
Dead Command, The Special Cast M-G-M
Dearie L. Fazenda Warner Bros
Desert Valley Buck Jones Fox
Desert Whirlwind, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Detour Prod. Dist. Corp
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor Fox
Devil's Partner, The Truart 5000 feet
Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray M-G-M
Dixie Universal
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino F.B.O

Don Juan John Barrymore Warner Bros 10 reels Aug. 21
Don Mike Fred Thomson F. B. O
Don't Tell the Wife I.Rich-H.Gordon Warner Bros
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer F.B.O

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Down the Stretch Agnew-Nixon Universal
Driven From Home Chadwick
Drivin' Mad American Cinema
Duke of Black Butte, The Fred Humes Universal
Eager Lips Chadwick
Eden's Fruit Famous Attractions
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount
Exclusive Rights Famous Attractions
Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists
False Hopes Gorman Pictures
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Fashions for Women Esther Ralston Paramount
Fast and Furious Reginald Denny Universal
Past Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet
Fighting Don, The Richard Talmadge . Universal

mulling. The . . .Jack Hoxic Universal
Fighting Love. A Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp . .

Fighting Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
Fighting K.-inger, The Bob Custer F. B. O...
Fing< i L. Fazenda- J. MurrayWamer Bros

;m's Ball Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt . Assoc. Exhib

r . Ranger (Dog) F.B.O
Flash in the Night A American Cinema
Flash Kid, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The J. Gilbert-G. Garbo M-G-M
Flying Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib ....
Follow the Signs Universal
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod

For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
Fresh Air Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice Victor McLagen Fox
Fullback, The Fox
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . Special Cast M-G-M
Galloping Thunder Tom Tyler F. B. O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists
Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The Fazenda-Louis Warner Bros
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists
Get Off the Earth Raymond Griffith Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F.B.O
Getting Gertie's Garter. Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp . . .

Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge F.B.O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures
Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O .

Girl Who Smiles, The ' Columbia Pictures
Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F. B.O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Moran-de Putti-Mul-
hall-Collier, Jr Paramount

God's Great Wilderness American Cinema
Going! Going! Gone! George O'Hara F. B. O
Gold C. Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla Hunt, The Special Cast F. B. O 8 reels
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Great Galeoto, The Novarro-Terry M-G-M
Greatest Show on Earth Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Barton Bob Custer F.B.O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan Prod. Dist. Corp
Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Heart of a Cowboy, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Heart of Maryland, The. . . . Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp.
Held by the Law M. De La Motte Universal .

Hello Bill F.B.O

7560 feet Oct. 30

June 26

Hell's Kitchen First National
Help! Fire! Police! Universal
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard F.B.O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
His Dog Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
His First Flame Harry Langdon Pathe
His Last Affair Norma Shearer M-G-M
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F. B. O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Hotel Imperial Pola Negri Paramount
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Husband Hunters Tiffany

M-G-M
M-G-M
F.B.O
M-G-M
Sterling Pict
F.B.O
Warner Bros

I Can Do It Special Cast
I'll Tell the World Olmstead-Arthur
Impostor, The Evelyn Brent
In His Arms Special Cast
In the First Degree
Irish Eyes George O'Hara
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello .

Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

Isle of Life, The Stone-Kenyon First National
la Zat So? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow Paramount
It Could Have Happened . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F.B.O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jessel Warner Bros . .

F.B.O
Prod. Dist. Corp
Prod. Dist. Corp

. Tiffany

Jerry Settles Down Tom Tyler
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean
Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair
Jocelyn's Wife Pauline Frederick.
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith ....
Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F.B.O
King of Kings, The. Special Cast Prod. Dist . Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Kiss in the Taxi, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Knockout Riley Richard Dix Paramount
Ladies Must Love . Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M-G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The Florence Nightingale Prod..

.

Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Last of Mrs. Cheyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Last Outlaw, The Paramount
Last Trail, The. Tom Mix Fox
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet

Les Miserables (in 2 parts) Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal
Life of an Actress Chadwick
Life of a Woman Tiffany 6500 feet

Lightning Chaser, The George O'Hara F.B.O
Light mn' Lariats Tom Tyler F. B O
Lightning Express, The Columbia Pictures
LimehouseLou Evelyn Brent F. B. O
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Little Adventuress, The ... Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Lodger, The Lee Bradford
Long Loop of the Pecos,
The Leo Maloney Pathe

Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal
Lord Hokum E.E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Louis the Fourteenth W. Beery Paramount
Love in a Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Love o' Women . . . B. Sweet-W. Baxter Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox
Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National
Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Pic
Madamoiselle From Armen-

tieres Lee-Bradford
Mad Girl of Moscow, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Magic Garden, The F. B. O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man Bait Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Manon Lescaut John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Paramount
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Married Alive Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Mask and the Face, The . . . Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Masquerade Bandit, The . . Tom Tyler F. B. O
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
McFadden's Flats Murray-Conklin First National
Memories Ramon Novarro. . . .M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch True Story Pictures 5900 feet

Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Missing Link, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M
Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . R. Ince-D. Revier. . . Columbia
Monkey Talks, The J. Lerner-O. Borden-

D. Alvarado Fox
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National
Mother Belle Bennett F. B. O
Mountain Eagle Nita Naldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet

Mountains of Manhattan Lumas
Music Master, The Fox .'

Mysterious Island Special Cast M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest, The Pauline Frederick Excellent Pictures. . . 7000 feet
New Morals Lya de Putti Paramount
New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-

lor Paramount
Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Night Bride, The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart 5000 feet
Nine Points of the Law Hoot Gibson Universal
Noah's Ark Special Cast Warner Bros
Nobody's Widow L. Joy-C. Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
No Control P. Haver-H. Ford . Prod. Dist. Corp
Nocturne Special Cast M-G-M
North ofNome Special Cast Arrow 5491 feet
No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R.Hughes-G.Gray. Lee-Bradford 5141 feet
Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels . Aug. 21
Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides Special Cast Paramount
One Hour of Love Jacqueline Logan . Tiffany
One Increasing Purpose . . Lowe-Rubens Fox
Open Book Special Cast M-G-M
Ou, La! La! Alberta Vaughn ... F.B.O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt . . Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins ' First National
OutoftheWest Tom Tyler F.B.O
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp
Paradise for Two Dix-Bronson-Ber-

anger Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod. Dist. Corp
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill First National
Perfect Fool, The Ed. Wynn Paramount
Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists
Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M
Polish Blood Universal
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount .

.

Potters, The W. C. Fields Paramount
Power of the Weak, The Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet
Price of Honor, The Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tern Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Prisoners First National
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Purple Mask, The United Artists
Quality Street M-G-M
Quicksands Richard Dix Paramount
Racing Blood R.Agnew-A.Cornwall Lumas Film
Raging Seas Tiffany
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall . . Assoc. Exhib
Red Signals Sterling Pictures
Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Regular Scout, A Fred Thomson F.B.O
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Remember Special Cast Columbia Pictures
Resurrection La Rocque-Del Rio United Artists
Return of a Soldier Special Cast M-G-M
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt . Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Rider of the Plains Tim McCoy M-G-M
Riders of the Wind First National
Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet
Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F.B.O
Rip Roaring Rider, The Buddy Roosevelt Assoc. Exhib
Rise and Fall of Jesse James J. S. Woody
River, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F.B.O
Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason F.B.O
Rough House Rosie Clara Bow Paramount
Royal Romance G. O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Rubber Tires B. Love-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Runaway Enchantress, The.Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust Special Cast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Salvation Jane Viola Dana F.B.O
Scarlet Letter, The Lillian Gish M-G-M 9000 feet Aug. 21
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
See You Later Douglas MacLean Paramount
Sensation Seekers, The . ..B. Dove-H. Gordon . Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven Special Cast Fox
Seward's Folly Special Cast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions
Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
She's My Baby Ginsberg-Kann
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions
Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures .

Silent Avenger, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald . M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Silk Goudal-Schildkruat . Prod. Dist. Corp
Silk Hat Cowboy, The Tom Mix Fox
Silver Shield, The .... Thomas Meighan . . Paramount
Simple Sis . Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas
Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge . Universal
Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Snowbound Tiffany
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora.Ken Maynard First National
Song of the Dragon, The Dorothy Mackaill First National
Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount Oct. 23
Span of Life, The Lon Chaney M-G-M
Special Delivery Eddie Cantor Paramount
Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Speedy Eddy Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F. B. O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stage Madness V. Valli-Carmenati.
Stark Love Special Cast Paramount
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National
Strange Bedfellows M-G-M
Stronger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions
Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Summer Bachelors M. Moore-Bellamy Fox
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Barbara Bedford . . . . Chadwick
Sunya Gloria Swanson United Artists
Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port W. C. Fields Paramount
Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffany 6500 feet
Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F. B. O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Haines M-G-M
Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Ten Modern Command-
ments Esther Ralston Paramount

Their Second Honeymoon . Special Cast M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F.B.O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass True Story Pictures 6100 feet
Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men, The Emil Jannings E. M. Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Tidy Toreador, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Timid Terror, The George O'Hara F. B. O
Tip Toes D. Gish-W. Rogers . Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Tongues of Scandal Sterling Pict
Top of the World, The Tiffany
Topsy and Eva Duncan Sisters United Artists
Tornado Jones Wally Wales ... Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F.B.O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K. Dane-P. Starke . . M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet

True Blood Fred Humes Universal
Turkish Delight Prod. Dist. Corp
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert M-G-M
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Length ReviewedFeature Mar Distributed by

Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F. B. O
Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Uneasy Payments Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Unknown Treasures Agnew-Hulette Sterling Pict

Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox
Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists

Valencia ... Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald . M-G-M
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Vanity Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp
Vengeance of Durand, The . Irene Rich Warner Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch. . True Story Pictures . .5700 feet

Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter at the Ritz, The. . . R. Griffith-A. Day. . Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier . Columbia Pictures
Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures
War Birds M-G-M
War of the Worlds Paramount
War Paint Tim McCoy M-G-M
Way of an Eagle, The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The von Stroheim Paramount
Wedlock Lowe-Perry-Living-

ston Fox
West of Broadway Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller . . . Warner Bros

What Happened to Father . Sydney-Gordon Warner Bros
What Price Glory? Special Cast Fox
What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount

Feature Star Distributed by
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

White Chief, The Monte Blue Wamer Bros
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels Special Cast Warner Bros
White Gold Jetta Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M
White Slave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount
Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Wife, The Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Wild Geese Tiffany
Wind, The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Wings C. Bow-C. Farrell. . . Paramount 12 reels
Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures
With Their Eyes Open Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue Warner Bros
Wolves of the Air Sterling Pictures
Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson United Artists

Woman Who Did Not Care Gotham
Women and Wives M-G-M
Women Love Diamonds M-G-M
World at Her Feet, The .... Florence Vidor Paramount
World's Illusion, The M-G-M
World Struggle for Oil, The Special Cast Pathe 5 reels.

.

Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions
Wreck, The Columbia Pictures
Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F. B. O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The .... Jean Hersholt Universal
Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Yoke, The Special Cast Warner Bros
Your Brother and Mine American Cinema
You Too Special Cast M-G-M

Length Reviewed

aperOpinionsonNew Pict

"Bardelys the Magnificent"—
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer,
Capitol, New York City

Evening World: "At four o'clock

the sheltered space in front of the

Capitol was full and hundreds of

patrons lined up in the rain waiting

to buy tickets for 'Bardelys the

Magnificent.' I imagine that most
of those who waited in the rain

felt repaid for the trouble. It is

a swashbuckling Sabatini romance.
It is a colorful bit of romanticism,
well acted and directed throughout
in settings suitable to the time,

the place and the swashbuckling
theme."
Mirror: "The cold and the rain

in no wise daunted thousands who
milled around the Capitol box-
office, and betook wet feet, damp
clothes, but warm anticipation into

the spacious auditorium to view
Jack Gilbert in 'Bardelys the Mag-
nificent.' Mr. Gilbert dilineation

ranks with his best screen perform-
ance. King Vidor achieves an-
other directorial smash in his new
production. For 'Bardelys the

Magnificent' spells box-office wow
from start to finish."

Telegram: "'Bardelys the Mag
nificent' was originally designed to

decorate the interior of a legitimate

theatre with reserved seats, and
certainly it is more deserving of
this honor than many of thi

called 'specials.' The hero of 'The
Big Parade' and thousands of flap-

per hearts, Citizen John Gillx'rt,

sustains the title role, and brin
it a manifestation of gymnastical
genius that is worthy of all the

Doug" Fairbanks traditions."
' "The new film at the Capi-

tol is colorful and entertaining. It

is replete with beautiful settings.

Mr. Gilbert obliges with some of
the most breath-taking Fairbanks
ian antics we have seen in a long
time. Eleanor Boafdman, the fair

lady in the case, manages to ap-
pear very lovely with no effort at

all, and, unlike so many heroines
of historical romance, she is also
allowed to exhibit glimmerings of
i "inmon sense—even i

Roy D'Arcy wears seventeenth

century clothes as though he owned
them. Arthur Lubin and John T.

Murray cut up with a great deal

of dash. The redoubtable George
K. Arthur supplies excellent come-
dy as a foolish whippersnapper of

many words but few deeds."

Journal: "John Gilbert in 'Barde-

lys the Magnificent' make other

acrobatic film heroes look as

though they were rolling a hoop
in a Boy Scout parade. 'Bardelys

the Magnificent' is a spectacular

picture. Gilbert fences, rides,

scales walls, slides down a column
of spears, swings from perilous

heights on a rope, defeats an army
single handed, and fights and makes
love with equal fervor. Eleanor
Roardman is lovely, 'Bardelys the

Magnificent' is just that."

Graphic: "'Bardelys the Magnif-
icent' is a vivid, colorful romance
of love and hate, of beautiful ladies

and daring lords. John Gilbert's

sword play cuts John Barrymore's
efforts (as Don Juan) to shame.
Later, when he escapes the gallows,

he out Fairbankses the famous
'Doug' at wall scaling and other
athletic agilities. Eleanor Board-
man is surpassingly . . . beautiful
as the heroine of the piece and her
acting is up to her usual high
standard. You'll find romance,
love, thrills in 'Rardelys the Mag

ii'.' It is excellent film fare

and should prove in a box-office

winner."
Brooklyn Eagle: "With 'Barde-

lys the Magnificent' at the Capitol,
tin- swashbuckling type of costume

drama is revived with con-
siderable gusto. The public will

want more pictures like the screen-
ing of this Sabatini novel. John
Gilbert gives a satisfactory per-
Foi mam e thr lughont. I !< i- nice-

ly supported h\ Eleanor Roard-
man. Karl Dan., Roy D'Arcy, and
George K. Arthur. 'Bardelys the

Magnificent' is a charming tran-

scription of Sabatini."

Sun: "It will prove to be verj
popular in view of its box-office
qualities."

Imerican: "The Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer Company must have

had some intuition that 'Bardelys

the Magnificent' would be well re-

ceived by Mr. Gilbert's admirers.

It is the type of costume picture

that makes historical drama in-

teresting."

Times: "This offering was di-

rected by King Vidor. His work
for the most part on this new fea-

ture is brilliant, with the inclusion

of gentle periods of humor that

appealed to the Capitol audience."

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"—Colum-
bia, California Theatre,

San Francisco
Call-Post: "This delightful East

Side-West Side picture draws its

full share of laughs, tears and ap-

plause from the house."

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"—Colum-
bia, Majestic, Hartford,

Connecticut

Hartford (Conn.) Courant:
"The old favorite melody by Maude
Xugent has been turned into a

really heart-gripping film story by
Columbia Pictures Corporation.

The characterizing feature of the

picture is the Jewish-Irish angle

which lends a shade of the same
color that distinguishes "Abie's

Irish Rose." It is delighting Ma-
jestic audiences this week. Shirley

Mason has an appealing role as the

Second Avenue waif; A. Alyn
Warren is unforgetahle as Uncle
Ren Shapiro the pawnbroker, and
William Conklin is an ideal Patrol-

man Brady, whose heart is as large

as all outdoors."

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"—Colum-
bia, Reade's Hippodrome,

Cleveland

News: "Here's another comedy
with a near-drama plot, but you
can forget about that as you'll he

laughing most of the time. . . .

There is a lot of hokum in 'Sweet
Rosie CGrady' admittedly, and
Rill Shakespeare might disdain its

authorship. Manager Raynor
booked it in on the magnetism of

the name, and if it fails to come
near to the house record for the

four days, we miss our guess.

We'd rate it among the one-two-
three of the week's new pictures."

Plain Dealer: "Here is an un-
pretentious little thing that posses-

ses all the ingredients that go to

make popular appeal. A sure-fire

title and theme, and a heart-wring-

ing romance, all of which are gen-

erously coated with the old but

pleasant hokum and plenty of true-

and-tried comedy. It capitalized

the Irish and Jewish theme to

humorous extent ; but the fact that

its producers wisely refrained from
the usual hip-hip-hoo-raying and

waving of the racial flags makes
one feel more kindly to it, so much
that I, for one, found it quite

amusing. Shirley Mason is un-

usually appealing in her colleen

role; the character actors contri-

bute most of the comedy, which, as

I have already hinted, is pretty

amusing."

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"—Colum-
bia, Pantages, Kansas City

Post: "Since the vogue of the

Irish-Jewish pictures and plays ap-

parently is unabated, it is refresh-

ing to be entertained by one of

the ilk that upholds the traditions

without unduly burlesquing the

characters, and is minus mawk-
ish sentiment. In 'Sweet Rosie

O'Grady,' now being shown at

Pantages Theatre, we have a pic-

ture that is as tuneful in rhythmic

swing as the popular old song it-

self. Snappy subtitles and several

well-placed comedy scenes enhance

the story proper. In the title role

Shirley Mason is a beauty and a

joy forever. She handles the role

with a fine sense of the eternal fit-

ness of things. And they have

found one of the cutest babies yet

seen on the screen to 'understudy'

Shirley when she was left as a

foundling on a kindly old Jewish

pawnbroker's doorstep. Cullen

Landis has a good role as a son

of the idle rich. E. Alyn Warren
portrays the kindly old Jew with

good taste, and William Conklin

as 'one of the finest' adds some of

the Irish tone."
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Pays a bonus on operating costs

J

^

More than "Qood Projection"

"Good Projection" is essential. You must have it to realize a

good return on the pictures you exhibit. But good projection

is just one factor to be considered. You want maximum gross

profit from your business investment.

What about operating costs? Costs for replacement parts,

making repairs—how well will the projector withstand wear and

tear over a period of years? These are matters of first impor'

tance after good projection is obtained.

A Simplex Projector assures you of projection as closely ap'

proaching perfection as it is today possible to obtain. For it is

the product of some of the world's greatest engineers. More
than that, it assuresyou of durable equipment that can be operated

year in and year out at a great saving on maintenance costs

—

the result of excellence of design, careful construction, repeated

tests, and the use of carefully chosen materials throughout.

So, through its ability to operate at initial efficiency over an ex'

ceptionally long period of time, a Simplex actually pays you a

bonus on the earnings of your theatre.

V.

r

SIMPLEX DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK



the first time in
worlds history

theincor|>oraiionof

genuine string tones

in a Pipe Organ

VIOLIN 6^ °^> CELLO
all the effects of the string division of

an orchestra actually reproduced

VIOLA °sSo^ BASSVIOL

Robot Kfort-Ni

>

Robert MorianOrgan Gfc
New York,
1560 Broadway

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

Cliicag-o
84J SoWabash

SanFrancisco
168Golden Gate

write today
for complete
information

watch for
forthcomin"
announcemen
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Wean

Office

Realism
Whether your feature picture requires

the accompaniment of one of the most
sacred musical masterpieces or the
animation of modern syncopation,
there is no instrument as rejective or
responsive in effect as the Wurlitzer
Organ. This perfect musical accom-
paniment instills a greater realism into

your picture presentation than
obtainable in anv other organ.

WurlTIzer
PIANOS

are endowed
with the same
unapproachable
tone and ouality

inherent in the

Wurlitzer

Organ

V

© a^® £s Kf
CINCINNATI
121 E. 4th St.

NEW YORK
20W.42i

CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO
134 Golden Gate Ave.

And all Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

P

LOS ANGELES
816 S. Broadway



Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



VALLA
tAYMOND

Were in the
NavyNow

EDWARD SUTHERLAND
PRODUCTION

m CHESTER CONKLIN
TOM KENNEDY

»»

ORIGINAL STORY BY MONTY
BRICE • SCREEN PLAY BY
JOHN M^DERMOTT - - -

SMASHED ALL
RECORDS AT
RIALTO, N. Y.!

$49,000 first week
of long run!

DOUBLED
NORMAL GROSS
AT IMPERIAL,

FRISCO!

BROKE RECORD AT
MILLION DOLLAR
THEATRE, LOS
ANGELES, BY $1,000!

"Biggest laugh hit since 'Tillie's

Punctured Romance'. Better box
office bet than 'Behind the Front'."

— Variety.

"Even bigger hit than 'Behind the Front'.

Good for any theatre."

— Harrison's Reports.

"A riot of fun. Should be used as an
example for producers with comedies

in their system." —N. Y. American.

"One great big laugh fest. Opened at

Imperial to audiences which fairly

stormed the doors."
—San Francisco Daily News.

Greater than 'Behind the Front'."

—San Francisco Chronicle.

"A pronounced hit. Will be just as

popular as 'Behind the Front'."

— N. Y. Sun.

(paramount
(pictures
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"Far better directorial work
than in any of his previous

releases. Many deeply
pathetic situations, some
heartrending ones. The story

is a bit of life."

—says Harrison's Reports
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Belle Bennett
Presented by Carl Laemmle

An Emory Johnson Production
Directed by Emory Johnson

A UNIVERSAL SUPER PRODUCTION
Story by Emilie Johnson

'JZAl '-KAZ
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SKY'S THE LIMIT/

Greater F* B. O.'s Gigantic PUSH-OVER with the
GUARANTEED AUDIENCE!

Endorsed Itiy 2,000,000 Boy Scouts and
their Vested Leaders!

Supported by 50,000,000 Members of the Nation's
Greatest Organizations— with which tie-ups are
being made!

Mighty Merchants9 Campaign!

Merging in one Terrific drive the Combined Sales

and Publicity Efforts of 200,000 Deaiers-

Buescher Band Instrument Co.

Corona Typewriter Co.

Johnson & Johnson First Aid Kit
Herman Scout Shoes
Daisy Air Rifle

ALL OFFICIAL BOY SCOUT MERCHANDISE

Distributed by Greater F. B. O.



John C.FIinn presents

WILL START A COLD RUSH
FOR YOUR BOX-OFFICE
/^OLD mines, gold nuggets
^^ and gun play—dancing girls

arrayed in Parisian gowns-
crooks in fashionable garb—

a

modern gold rush in a new set>

ting* Here is a new kind of "wes-

tern"* All the high-powered
drama of the old west told in the

PeterB.Kyne inimitable manner
with a new and novel twist.

A SURE-FIRE PIECE OF
ENTERTAINMENT THAT
ABOUNDS IN THRILLS,
ROMANCE AND HUMOR.

G«\'\ng/

TO ALL KEITH-
ALBEE-ORPHEUM
AND OTHER FIRST
RUN THEATRES.



WITH

Marguerite De La Motte

John Bowers-Rudolph

schildkraut and
May Robson
D I R ECT E D BY

GEORGE B.SEITZ
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF
WILL M. RITCHEY

Produced (>>

METROPOLITAN PICTURES
CORPORATION

from the story by

J>ETERB.KYNE
adapted by ALBERT KENYON

R.ELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN. Vice-President and General Manager

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation, 130 West 46th Street, N. Y., WILLIAM M. VOGEL. General Manager
Member of Motion Piciure Producers and Distributors of America. Inc. WILL H. HAYS. President
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o//?£cr£o av DONALD CRISP
w,th KENNETH THOMSON and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,JR..
ADAPTED BY DOUGLAS Z. DOTY FROM THE STAGE PLAY BY NORMAN HOUSTON

p«oouc£dby METROPOLITAN PICTURES CORPORATION

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEV, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FL1NN. Vice-President and General Manager

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation, 130 West 46th Street. N. Y.. WILLIAM M. VOGEL. Genera/ Manager
Member of Motion Victure Producers anj Distributors of America. Inc. WILL H . HAYS. President
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L7ISH in

Victor

Seastroms

Production

THE SCARLET
LETTER

From Nathaniel Hau't horne's classic

novel u'ith Lars Hanson. Adapta-

tion and scenario by Frances Marion.

Directed* by Victor Seastrom.

IN the memory of all audiences it will occupy a permanent place.

IT is to be one of the outstanding successes of all time ....

THE thrilling, gripping, heart-stirring humanity of it

WINS immortality for "The Scarlet Letter.'

NO wonder at the unprecedented Central Theatre, New York, acclaim

AT two dollars admission!

M-G-M has given the screen its outstanding road-shows.

WE are proud to add to that unbeatable record "The Scarlet Letter"

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES
The Talk of the Industry ROAD-SHOW SIZE More Stars than there are in Heaven



IMPORTANT NOTICE!
A FALSE and harmful tradition has prevailed in this industry for a long time to the effect

"*•** that the big showmen and big theatres throughout the country ivill not book or play

independent made pictures.

I brand that as untrue! Good pictures, no matter who makes them, are always recognized

and booked by the biggest showmen in the industry. Columbia Pictures this season has

proved this and I want to take this occasion to thank these big showmen for their fairness

and favor in booking Columbia Pictures, such recognized exhibitor leaders as Marcus Loeiv,

Balaban and Katz, I. Libson, Cooney Bros., Walter Reid, William Fox, A. H. Blank, Saenger

Amusement Co., Wilmer & Vincent, Publix Theatres, Pantages, Universal Theatres, Stan-

ley Theatres, Orpheum Circuit, West Coast Theatres, Comerford Circuit, William Gray

Circuit and the host of others who have picked and played Columbia Pictures entirely on

their rating as box-office attractions.

From coast to coast, hundreds of first run theatres, the biggest and finest in the country, have

featured their programs and made money ivith Columbia Pictures this season—the Metro-

politan, Los Angeles; Lafayette, Buffalo; Granada, Chicago; Loeiv's State, St. Louis;

Strand, Providence; Lo£w's State, Boston; Rialto, Denver; McVickers, Chicago; the Cali-

fornia, San Francisco; the Broadway, New York City; Circle, Indianapolis; State, New
Orleans; Liberty, Seattle; Hollywood, Portland, and scores of others.

Columbia Pictures have become the talk of the industry. This is a Columbia year and I

want every exhibitor to get in on the ground floor with us. All over the country Columbia

Pictures are "clicking" at the box-office and in many cases breaking records. The latest re-

port from the box-office front is that "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" has played to capacity busi-

ness during the past week at the Metropolitan, Los Angeles; the Strand, Providence; Mark's

Bros. Granada, Chicago, and the Strand, Atlantic City.

I have never given an exhibitor a wrong steer in my 16 years in this business and Vm not

going to start now. Therefore, I say, if you haven t signed a contract for the 24 Columbia

Pictures you are making the mistake of your life. If you have signed I know that you are

pleased. All I ask then is that you pass the good word along to your exhibitor friends.

In signing up for Columbia Pictures this year you don't have to buy a lot of other pictures

you can't use or don't want.

P. S. : I want to hear personally from every

.exhibitor who is not getting service and co-

operation with Columbia Pictures this year.

President,

COLUMBIA PICTURES
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(O/ft/CONTHS of waiting bring their re-

^/ y !*-> ward! At last Dolores Costello's

new picture is comj^lete. Based on one of

the most powerful stage dramas ever written,

it becomes a veritable S3rinphony of human
emotions woven about the irresistible person-

ality of Dolores Costello. The big picture

you have looked forward to since "The Sea
Beast"

!

Here is the Dolores Costello the public loves,

the Dolores Costello that inspired the critics

to rapturous praise, the Dolores Costello who
is the greatest box office sensation ever in

pictures

!

Your duty to your box office is
—"The Third

Degree"

!

1
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The Staryou've waitedfor/
The 'Pictureyou've waitedfor!Ml vmm

WARNER BROS. present

mm
in the pictunzation
of the g>cat stagTe

drama ^Chas.KJein,
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I

WITH

GRAHAM
BAKER

LOUISE DKESSEft
ROCKLI FFE FELLOWES*JASON ftOBARDS

• • . CLIXCL OTHEftS . . .

A 7/.\M0i\ '.',;*•K PKODUCffbN'-.

Directed by

MICHAEL CUFVTIL

nonMi^l

^
\Dl $ / I^^ER after Winner from Warner Bros.

—
"in-

^*~/
dividual specialization" is the answer! Piling up

a record of profits that makes competition look like small

change—"ACROSS THE PACIFIC," "MY OFFICIAL
WIFE," "PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY," "MILLION-
AIRES," all established record breakers! Next "WHILE
LONDON SLEEPS" with Rin Tin Tin, the wonder dog
—AND THEN Dolores Costello in "THE THIRD DE-
GREE"! No end of profits in sight ! Play Warner Win-
ners for the greatest year you've ever had

!
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From the SaturdayEveningPost Sto

Allene Ray
WITH

and
Positively Setting a Special

Feature Standard
for Serials

—

You'll find the key to bigger audi-

ences and profits for your house

1. Great story which was highly
popular in the country's most
popular magazine.

2. Production on a magnificent scale.

3. Direction by the director of "The
Green Archer."



Without a

ry by EARL DERR BIGGERS

WalterMiller

4. Scenario by the leading serial scenari o expert

of the country.

5. Story laid in the languorous and romantic
beauty of Hawaii.

6. Walter Miller, Allene Ray and a great cast.

Directed by Spencer Bennet

Pafheserial

Scenario by Frank Leon Smith





1/ A Attraction!

ff/ Show Paper!

4/ Exploitation!

JG86PH P.KENNEDY

EDY

ndous Jungle Thriller!

•

THE

WINKLER
PICTURE

I

HUNT

W
\%
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Ben fiurbridg

GORILL
HUNT

A Winkler Picture

/s
HT

JOSEPH P.KENNEOY gEN BLTRBRIDGE'S
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AWINKLER
PICTURE
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MAKE CLEAN SWEEP
AROUND THE U. S. A.

dies
IN BEST THEATRES
EVERYWHERE—

HeProof

J

PLAYING THIS WEEK^
PHILADELPHIA

ST. LOUIS

CLEVELAND

Canton
Mansfield
Youngstown
Toledo

LOS ANGELES

OKLAHOMA CITY
Tulsa

Muskogee
Lawton
El Reno
Enid
Ardmore
MINNEAPOLIS

St. Paul and
33 F & R Circuit towns
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Baltimore
Richmond
Norfolk
Newport News
Petersburg
Hagerstown

Annapolis
Salisbury
Bristol
Frederick
Clifton Forge
Portsmouth
Lynchburg
Utica, N. Y.
Troy
BUFFALO
Rochester

Syracuse

SAN FRANCISCO

ATLANTA

CINCINNATI

Dayton

Columli'i

BOSTON

Sprini
Provid nee

Palace—"Uppercuts"
Globe—"Shell Socked"
Karlton—"A Briny Boob"
Grand Central—"Dodging Trouble"
West End Lyric—"Dodging Trouble"
Ambassador—"Hoot Mon !"

Keith's Palace—"Wife Shy"
Hippodrome—"A Briny Boob"
Alhambra—"Wife Shy" and "A Briny Boob"
Majestic—"A Briny Boob" and "Hoot Mon !"

Dome—"Uppercuts" and "Mister Wife"
Palace—"Dodging Trouble"
Princess—"Hold Still"

Metropolitan—"Uppercuts"
Loew's State—"Wife Shy"
Figueroa—"Broken China"
Uptown—"A Dippy Tar"
Criterion—"Papa's Pest"
Empress—"Hold Still"
Ritz
—"Dummy Love"

Rialto—"A Briny Boob"
Palace—"Hoot Mon !"

Palace—"Hoot Mon !"

Criterion—"Hold Still"
Criterion

—"Beauty a la Mud"
Princess—" 'Till We Eat Again"
Garrick—"A Dippy Tar"
Strand—"Dummy Love"

Astor—"A Dippy Tar"
Loew's Columbia—"Dummy Love"
Garden—"Hold Still"
Capitol—"Beauty a la Mud"
Norva—" 'Till We Eat Again"
Rialto—"Shore Shy"
Palace—"Hold Still"
Colonial—"Dodging Trouble"
Palace—"Dancing Daddies"
Republic—"A Briny Boob"
Arcade—"A Dippy Tar"
Cameo—"Uppercuts"
Opera House—"Mister Wife"
Masonic—"Chase Yourself"
Tivoli

—"Dancing Daddies"
Isis
—"Chase Yourself"

Avon- -"Beauty a la Mud"
Lincoln—"A Salty Sap"
Shea's Buffalo—"Uppercuts"
Victoria—"Hold Still" and

"Beauty a la Mud"
Eckel—"Mister Wife"
Empire—"Uppercuts"
Strand—"Gimme Strength"
Granada—"Uppercuts"
California—" 'Till We Eat Again"
Metropolitan—"Dodging Troubli "

Rialto—"Call a Cop"
Strand—"Beauty a la Mud"
Walnut—"Uppercuts"
Strand—"Shell Socked"
Loew's—"Wireless Lizzie"
Keith's Palace—"Uppercuts"
Washington Olympia—"Shell Socked"
Scollay Square— "Shell Socked"
Modern & Beacon—"A Briny Boob"
Fox—"Uppercuts"
Fay's "Hold Still"
Majestic "A Briny Boob"

PITTSBURGH Grand—"Dodging Trouble"
Liberty—"Shell Socked"
Alhambra—"Hold Still"

LOUISVILLE Rialto—"Hold Still"
Knoxville Strand—"Run Tin Can"
Chattanooga Tivoli

—"Beauty a la Mud"
Lexington Kentucky—"Hoot Mon !"

DENVER State
—"Chase Yourself"

Aladdin—"Uppercuts"
OMAHA Rialto

—"Wife Shy"
Strand—"Shore Shy"

NEW HAVEN Olympia—"Uppercuts"
MILWAUKEE Strand—"Dodging Trouble"
DALLAS Old Mill—"Uppercuts"
DETROIT Madison—"A Dippy Tar"
Battle Creek Bijou—"A Salty Sap"

Rex—"Papa's Pest"
Grand Rapids Isis

—"A Dippy Tar"
Jackson Rex—" 'Till We Eat Again"

Regent—"Sit Tight"
Kalamazoo Regent—"A Salty Sap"

Orpheum—"Run Tin Can"
Lansing Strand—"Dummy Love"
Flint Garden—"The Daffy Dill"

Palace—"Run Tin Can"
Grand Haven Robinhood—"Chase Yourself"
Bay City Regent—"Love Goofy"
Benton Harbor Liberty—"Page Me"
Monroe Family—"Hold Still"
Muskegon Majestic—"Hold Still"
Manistee Lyric—"Dummy Love"
Pontiac State

—"Fresh Faces"
Port Huron Desmond—"Gimme Strength"

Majestic—"Step Fast"
Saginaw Strand—"Easy Pickin's"
St. Joseph Caldwell—"Shore Shy"
Ypsilanti Martha Washington—"A Brin> i:oob
Wyandotte Rialto

—"Shell Socked"
Three Rivers Riviera—"The Daffy Dill"
Traverse City Lyric—"A Briny Boob"
Jersey City State

—"Dummy Love"
Brooklyn Strand—"Wife Shy"
NEW YORK CITY Rivoli—"Wife Shy"

Loew Circuit—"A Briny Bool
Newark Mosque—-"A Briny Boob"

Branford—"Hoot Mon !"

Elizabeth Regent—"Shell Socked"
Princeton Garden—"Papa's Pest"
New Brunswick Strand—"A Briny Boob"
DES MOINES Capitol

—"Hoot Mon."
INDIANAPOLIS Circle—"Uppercuts"

Palace—"Hold Still"
Fort Wayne Strand—"Dodging Trouble"
South Bend Orpheum—"Uppercuts"
Kokomo Indiana—"Hold Still"
Gary Grand—"Dodging Trouble"
Terre Haute Crescent—"A Misfit Sailor"
Hammond Pantheon—"Dodging Trouble"
Marion Royal Grand—" 'Till We Eat Again'
Newcastle Royal—"Shore Shy"
Anderson Starland—"Mister Wife"
Lafayette Luna—"Dummy Love"
Logausporl Colonial—"Mister Wife"
.leffersonvillc La Rose—"Mister Wife"
Crawfordsville Strand—"Hold Still"
CHARLOTTE Imperial—"Hold Still"

CHICAGO Stratford—"Dodging Trouble"
Pasadena Colorado—"Wife Shy"

We are proud of this wonderful line- up of the First Class
Theatres of America who are featuring Christie Comedies

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc

THE SPICE OF THE PROCRAM"



just What Everyone is Looking For
What a Title! AND What a Picture!

World
Premiere
Presentation

at

LOEWS
STATE

THEATRE
Newark N.J.

for an
entire week

followed by a list

of representative

first run book-

ings that extends

from Coast to

Coast
<rw<n>

Mr. EXHIBITOR
if you want

MONEY
TO

BURN
There's a

GOTHAM dis-

tributor in Every
KEY CITY

DOCOTUY

DEVOCE

"BUILT FOR
THE

BOX OFFICE"

Released Regionally By

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
1650 Broadway - SAM--SAX, Pres. ^

Foreign Distributors-Inter Ocean Film Corp., 218 West 42nd St., New York City

New York City
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The
Reference Book
of the Year-

Motion Picture News

Buyers Guide

Issued in December

•

Last Call

for Advertising

Copy



"Absorbing and interestingly told love story . . . Mary Astor, with

her soulful eyes, and Lloyd Hughes, with his buoyant, pleasing juvenile

personality . . . make an excellent combination. F. Harmon Weight has

given the picture a most interesting and colorful direction . . . Audience

bursts into applause as the hero carries the ball across the opposition

line for the winning touchdown."

—

N. Y. Telegraph

FIRST NATIONAL FIRST/
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Haymaker wherever it goes!
Every town it plays repeats
New York's riotous recep-
tion. Greater comedy wal-
lop than "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp!"

'«**«,

"Best starring vehicle Miss Griffith has had
since 'Classified'"... "Really very funny in its

own right"..."Good, clean fun". .."Although it

may not be life, 'Syncopating Sue' is fun" — said

N.Y. dailies. $36,000 at the Strand! Bookings
read like an exhibitors' "Who's Who!"

S [

2£-3T>4
4ftffl!i i&ssx

'Nother proof that Al Santell is Exhibitors'
Friend. Director of "Dancer of Paris" and
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" is bringing still

more wealth to nation's Box - Offices with
this one!

Just listen to hard-
boiled Vari e t y:
"Hard-riding west-
ern with a wealth of
action, excellent
pictorial quality and
many merits ....
Fast action — good
comedy values ....
No end of spectac-
ular horse man-
ship!" And the
verdict of hundreds
of Box - Offices is:
'

' Bigger money-
maker than 'Senor
Daredevil'!"

Overflow crowds at N.Y. Hippodrome,
world's largest vaude- picture house.
Great hand from the critics. Title and
double-star billing sure to draw
everywhere.

ou play all Competition
ri li

I

3ii*t
national

I
Picture*

Members of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc."—Will Hays Jhsidtnt
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Service
WE break a long established rule to

say something on this page about our
own branch of this business — the

trade paper.

And what we have to say is in behalf of the

exhibitor, producer and distributor; as has

been true of each editorial here for the past

fourteen years.

We refer specifically to trade paper ad-

vertising.

And we hazard the statement that it is the

least understood of all the important functions

of this industry—for which state of affairs we
cheerfully take the major blame.

There are a number of varying reasons why
the producer-distributor advertises in the

trade paper. It won't do much constructive

good to mention them.

The one reason which is lacking and which
is the preeminent reason why he should ad-

vertise and how he should advertise is

—

ser-

vice to the exhibitor.

That service on pictures is just exactly as

important as are the pictures themselves.

The product of any company should be and
is rated by the exhibitor on the quality of the

service given as well as on the quality of the

product itself.

Adequate announcement of a season's pro-

duct is service. Every exhibitor wants to

know and must know, as a matter of general

policy, just how and how much he can rely

upon each producer's program.
Adequate announcement thereafter of each release

—its character, its performance in earlier theatres

—

is a service. The exhibitor must either get it, com-
pactly and thoroughly, in an advertising announce-

ment, or else piecemeal or hearsay, wherever he can.

The booking of a picture doesn't stop the pro-

ducer's responsible service to the exhibitor. Pictures

"booked but not run" is a common phrase in this

business; the exhibitor's books are loaded with them.

Pictures booked will be run if the exhibitor gets

enough facts about them to induce him to run them.

And that is advertising service.

Some producers think their duty to themselves

and the exhibitor ends when the pictures are con-

tracted for. It doesn't; it begins there. It is the pro-

ducer's gain and the exhibitor's gain to see then that

the picture is played and successfully played to the

public.

This is service. And because it is so important I

would rather see that kind of advertising copy in

Motion Picture News—practical stuff on successful

newspaper advertising, lobby displays, etc.—than al-

most any other kind of advertising. So would every
exhibitor. Huge sums have been spent in field ex-

ploitation work. What better trade paper advertis-

ing could there be than to extend these exploitation

results to all exhibitors?

To capitulate: (1) announcement service; (2) per-

formance service; (3) exploitation service. Here is

adequate service on pictures. The exhibitor must
get it some way. We know these facts. The firm
that gives it, we repeat, will have and deserve exhibi-

tor support.

How is the exhibitor to get it?

It can be done by direct mail, by press books, by
house organs. This is expensive, let alone inefficient.

It is unnecessarily expensive, and the cost goes on the

picture. Trade paper advertising is less expensive.
It is also logical, sound business, proven so by years
of experience.

Motion Picture News gives all the service editori-

ally we can afford to give—and more. But that is in-

adequate for any company's product; it must be.

When I say we are largely to blame that the producer
is not alive today to the opportunities of trade paper
advertising, I mean that we have worked too much
to give service ourselves and too little to induce the

advertiser to give it, and so make it as adequate as

possible.

The Editor and Publisher, in a careful survey,
finds that the average expenditure in trade advertis-

ing (and all its incidental costs) in the industrial
world is about .V

, of the gross sales. In the picture
business it is a very small fraction of one per cent.

But that isn't the point. The question is : is adver-
tising service adequate? Is it going through the right
channel?
That question is important. I repeat that any

product should be, and eventually will be, judged
for its value to the exhibitor on the service given as

well as on the pictures themselves.

I believe pictures should be reviewed and ap-
praised by trade papers from this angle.
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"They Buy By It
5?

THE time has come, it seems, for some plain

speaking about the value of Motion Picture

A ews Booking Guide.
Plain -speaking, because the evidence is over-

whelmingly against a notion more or less current in

some quarters to the effect that trade papers do not

influence film sales.

Also, and just as importantly, exhibitor evidence

is at hand to show, beyond any shadow of doubt, that,

as between the Bookinq Guide and the press sheet,

the Booking Guide wins, hands down.
Now, to the first point: we pick a few quotations

at random

:

"I can decide what a picture is by using the

Guide. I buy by it"-—E. F. Boyd, Majestic Theatre,

A del. Ga.
"Have never booked a picture without first con-

sulting the Guide."-—George F. Kennedy. Audito-

rium. Theatre, (.usson, Minn.

"We would be lost without this helpful little book.

It is very helpful to us in securing the proper pic-

tures for all occasions.'—Liberty Theatre, Hartford,

Conn.

"Without the Booking Guide, we would be 'at

sea' in the choosing of pictures; therefore, we can

readily say that it is the best book we have seen in

its line."- Is/and Ledge Casino, Portland. Maine.

"I have been in the show business about seven

years, and if the Bookinq Guide and Motion Picture

News were taken from me, I feel I would have to

start all over again and learn the show business

from the start. I use it for buying." Amusu 'The-

atre. Statesboro, Ga.

We could go on multiplying these expressions, but

the point is clear. A great mass of theatres in this

country actually rely upon the Guide as their ulti-

mate authority in the booking of pictures.

Remember: the Bookinq Guide and Motion Pic-

ture \ eii i go hand in hand. The Guide is pretty

complete in the information it gives, but it is also an

index to fuller information to be obtained only by

reference to the files of The News.

That i- win the two do have a decided influence

upon bookings. "The Check-Up," for example, runs

weekly in The \ eik r; it appears, in fuller form, each

month. And in the Bookinq Guide it covers a six

months' period, [t is a box-office barometer. The
exhibitor knows it, and uses it. It influences decis-

ions on bookings; no question about it. But, having

decided what he is to book, where can the exhibitor

get quick and accurate information on how to ad-
vertise and exploit the picture?

From the press sheet? Possibly—if the press sheet
is handy. But did you ever sit beside an exhibitor's

desk when he opened the mail? The flood of stuff

that inundates him daily from all companies is some-
thing to marvel at. One wonders where all the words
come from—words, words, words. A good deal of

this stuff is press sheet material—some of it good,
most of it just plain blurbs.

We will say this: if the press sheet did what it

was supposed to do, and were really filed, there

would be no field for the Booking Guide.
No field for it? Listen to this:

"I write-up and edit shows for approximately
thirty theatres and find this Junior-size Guide the

handiest and best information bureau I have ever
used."

—

Movie Editor of The Want Press, Balti-

more.
"Every issue of Motion Picture News is of great

interest to me. Motion Picture News Bookinq Guide
is a great help for reference."

—

Silver Strand The-
atre, Coronado, Calif.

"I am a firm believer in system. Your Booking
Guide is a part of it."-—Opera House, Milford, Mass.

"This Guide is indispensable. Without it I would
be lost many a time."

—

Pa/ace Theatre, Penacook,
N.H.
"The Booking Guide is a big help in booking and

saves a great deal of time with its complete and
compact information."-—Lincoln Theatre, Roches-
ter. N.Y.
"Your Booking Guide is wonderful. As a quick

reference there is none better."

—

Stanley-Rowland
and Clark's Liberty Theatre. Sharon, Pa.

"I get the stars, name of picture, and everything
for the advertising from your lists."

—

Star Theatre,

Duluth, Minn.

The Booking Guide is compact. It covers a lot of

ground in a few pages. It's there when the exhibitor

wants it. It does not give him bally-hoo when he

wants information. It carries no press sheet bunk.
It's a service.

That is not said on our own authority. Fifteen

hundred exhibitor testimonials to the Spring Bookinq
Guide are the evidence; and scores are coming in

on the October issue.

We say, without hesitation, that the claim that

trade papers do not influence film bookings is just so

much nonsense. And the evidence is piling up to

show that press-sheets, in the main, are an expensive

luxury—very expensive. The trade paper is giving

indispensable service. Those who don't know it,

would do well to find it out—for their own good.
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AN EDITOR
ON BROADWAY

The Week in Review By William A. Johnston

Sam Katz

THE Flagship of the Publix Fleet"

—the New Paramount Theatre, is

opening today (November 19), as

this issue of The News appears. A full

account of the opening, which is a land-

mark in the industry's history, will be

printed next week.

We just want to take this occasion to

point out that the theatre becomes the great

laboratory and artistic workshop—the pre-

mier house—of the Publix chain.

THE Department of Conservation, of

the Hays organization, will carry its

highly constructive fire prevention-safety

educational campaign to the screen by

means of a two-reel picture especially pre-

pared for exhibition before employes of

branches in key cities throughout this coun-

try and Canada. The film, in the produc-

tion of which fire underwriters and experts

in fire prevention co-operated with Hick-

man Price, director of the Hays depart-

ment, shows the right and the wrong ways

of storing film and handling it in shipping

and inspection rooms. The plan under

which the picture will be presented, calls

for a general exhibition for all exchange

employes at some large theatre or audi-

torium in every exchange center. Recently

at Boston all of the film workers engaged

at exchanges in that city, attended a pres-

entation of the picture, the event taking on

added significance through the appearance

of municipal officials and prominent men.

THE Department of Conservation is

accomplishing some remarkable results

in the program under which it is now
operating. Among other things, it has

been found that the improved working

conditions which up-to-date fire prevention

methods bring about have increased the ef-

ficiency of exchange organizations, so that

with the reduction of risks—and rates

—

has come the immediate dividend-paying

operation of more work accomplished per

employe. It is interesting to note that since

the department inaugurated its campaign

about 233 of the total 700 exchanges in

this country have changed their location

from old quarters to buildings affording the

utmost in safety to life and property and

provided with the finest working conditions

for employes as well as for the efficiency

of the organization as a business unit.

THE movie comes to the aid of an i &\

cational institution with a national, if

not international, reputation ; could more
eloquent evidence be asked for of the un-

usual importance which the screen is more
and more coming to possess? The American
Museum of Natural History in New York
has asked First National Pictures for sec-

tions of "The Lost World," produced by

Watterson Rothacker, now with Famous
Players-Lasky. This becomes all the more
amazing when it is considered that the

film was made solely for entertainment pur-

poses and because of its potential box-office

values.

Professor Barnum Brown, associate cura-

tor of fossil mammals at the New York
museum, has asked for those portions of

the Earl Hudson production dealing with

mammoth dinosaurs, brontosauri, tricera-

tops, magalosauri, pterodactyls, trachodons,

diplodoci and other pre-historic monsters in

motion. These are for lectures by Profes-

sor Brown at the museum. This i- an un-

precedented action and is important because

the students attending the lectures will

thus be able to visualize more successfully

than ever before the animals as they are

described by the lecturer. Their method

of living as shown by the scientifically cor-

rect moving pictures of these beasts will be

brought home in a way hitherto impossible.

Unique in screen annals are these paleonto-

logical shots as nothing like them had ever

been made prior to the taking of "The Lost

World." One reason for the accuracy ot

the pictures is that the foremost interna-

tional scientific authorities on the subject

were consulted before the production was

made.
While the American Museum's request

for a print of "The Lost World" will mark
the first time when this has been used in

a regular course of lectures, the picture

has been shown many time since its release

two \ears ago before scientific bodies all

over the world at private showings.

Probably one of the reasons why "The
Lost World" has attained the dignity ot

recognition by men and societies that have
devoted their lives to the study of the pre-

historic is found in the fact that it is found-
ed on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's story.

That and the supervision of the production
by as thorough and uncompromising a

worker as Watterson Rothacker meant
painstaking accuracy and unassailable fidel-

itv to truth.

RA. ROWLAND gives forth some"
• sensible statements to the British

Trade Press with reference to international

film markets. He says, among other things,

that personalities sell pictures and that
British films, in consequence, must have
popular stars, that is, popular with Amer-
icans, in order to succeed in this market.
No one will quarrel with this statement.

Not only films, but books and magazines
are sold to the public on a basis of personali-

ties. It would seem today that magazine
editors are more concerned with authors'
names than authors' products.

HOWEVER, for the benefit of the

British producer, may we point out
that there are decidedly two sides to this

question. We make a good many successful

pictures these days without any great de-
pendence upon well-known players. That
is true, in fact, of our greatest pictures.

And we have a lot of star pictures right
along that don't register any too heavily
at the box-office.

The standards of film production move
right along. Two-reel pictures were the
trade's choice at one time ; then features

;

then super features. Trade standards get
kicked into a cocked hat so fast that we rub
our eyes.

It seems to me that Great Britain's

greatest opportunity is not the American
star, but the epic stories of her great colo-

nization conquests. Here is her romance,
her story; the world wants to know these

inspirational facts; Great Britain wants
them known. This kind of picture is not
dependent upon players' names. But they
must be super pictures.

BUSINESS generally is good on Broad-
wav this week, with the opening

of the Paramount Theatre the outstand-
ing event and the other managers gird-
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"What Price Glory" a Brilliant Triumph
for Producer, Author, Cast and Director

FOR months the motion picture industry has been wondering what
Fox would do with "What Price Glory." It was no secret that

every resource of the organization was being thrown back of it, and
that Winfield R. Sheehan was personally on the job to see that every
possible ounce of effort went into its making. As always when a really

big job is undertaken, there were calamity howlers aplenty to point out
that "The Big Parade" had stolen the thunder of the Stallings-Anderson
stage play, and that the latter couldn't be filmed anyway because of its

profanity and bitter theme.

Those same calamity howlers will be seeking alibis (or shelter) next
Tuesday night, when "What Price Glory" opens at the Sam H. Harris
Theatre in New York, unless we are very much mistaken—for "What
Price Glory" need not fear comparison with "The Big Parade," and
there is net so much as a "darn" in the subtitles. The bitter note has
been retained— the highbrows cannot accuse Fox of tacking a happy end-
ing onto the tale—but it has been touched with the alchemy of romance
so that it carries a note missing in the play. Women, we believe, will

like the pictured version much better than they did the stage play, but
it is a man's picture as well.

From the opening scenes, showing Flagg and Quirt at Shanghai,
to the last few feet, in which they march away to almost certain death,
leaving Charmaine behind, we cannot recall one scene, one foot of film

that is out of key. The picture runs its course smoothly and power-
fully, without a jarring note.

"What Price Glory" is not a war picture. It is the story of the loves

and hates of two men who happen to be professional soldiers, and in that

sense it is bigger than a war picture. It is life. War is merely the back-
ground, and while another setting would have been less picturesque the

story would have been equally valid and just as powerful.

Not that the battle scenes have been slighted. They are glorious.

No tinsel and brass buttons, no banners and flags and glory—but a

swirling mass of smoke and flame and mud and muck and rotting bodies,
beautiful in its savage simplicity, and far removed from the pleasant comic
opera warfare of most films.

The story is simple and its threads well woven together. Flagg and
Quirt are hard boiled fighting men, hating each other and loving the
same woman—in China, in the Philippines and in France. Sergeant
Quirt always wins out. Twice they go out to the front line trenches,
and twice they come back to Charmaine. The second time, Quirt is

wounded. The two deal the cards for her and Flagg wins, but finds that
Charmaine loves only Quirt. Wearily he turns away. A courier brings
his orders to move up to the front at once. He refuses and starts up
the stairs to sleep. A bugle sounds and his men start assembling out-',

side. He hesitates but a moment—and stalks outside to join his men,
a soldier .first of all. Quirt reappears. He tells Charmaine : "Out of all

this mud and muck I've found something to come back to—and I guess
it's love." The company starts marching away. Quirt, in pajamas and
overcoat, runs to the door. "Hey, Captain !" Flagg looks around. "Wait
for baby!" His wound forgotten, Quirt tramps off to war again with
his captain, while Charmaine in the doorway, her arms outstretched,
looks after them and says: "They came back once—they came back
twice—but they will not come back again." And so, with Quirt sup-
ported by Flagg, the men march away to almost certain death, and the
picture ends.

The beauty and poignancy of those closing scenes, I believe, has
been rarely equalled on the screen. The scenes, too, with the Mother's
Boy, give Flagg and Charmaine a sympathetic note which they lacked
on the stage. There is ample comedy relief, but it never holds up the
story, never is dragged in.

Much more might be said, but we will leave the details for our
regular reviewer next week. Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe and
Dolores Del Rio are as fine as could be wished, and their performances
are just about perfect. The other players are likewise splendid; Raoul
Walsh's direction is an achievement; and the photography fairly breath-
taking, yet pleasingly free from too much trick work of the sort over-
done by imitators of "Variety."

WILLIAM A. JOHNSTON.

ing up their loins to meet the new opposi-

tion. At the Capitol. "Upstage" is doing
nicely and expected to hit around $60,000
on the week. It will not be held over, be-

cause a new bill for Thanksgiving is almost

a necessity, with suitable presentation num-
bers. It is not unlikely that the gross re-

quired for holding over a picture at this

house will be raised. So many features

have been going into a second week at the

Capitol lately that the house has not been

able to give first runs to many of the

M-G-M pictures without too great a delay.

AS predicted here last week, "We're in

L
the Navy Now." broke the record at

the Rialto, doing close to $49,000, which

was slightly over the "For Heaven's Sake"

high mark. "Eagle of the Sea" at the

Rivoli is well liked, and is doing well,

though nothing like the sensational busi-

ness being done at the Rialto. Business is

up at the Mark Strand this week on "The
Silent Lover," with a strong supporting

bill helping the gross. This house will

have Vincent Lopez next week to help meet

the Paramount opposition. The two Vita-

phone shows, at the Colony and Warners,
continue strong. "Don Juan," which has

now gone 15 weeks, is still very much on

the right side of the ledger
% % -v

AT the Criterion "Beau Geste" is do-

ing capacity. "Ben-Hur" continues

around $9,000 weekly and will probably

be held at the Embassj indefinitely, since

there is nothing in prospect at the moment
with which to replace it.

Figures are published elsewhere in this

issue on the amav.ing 52-week record of

"The Big Parade," which needs no com-
ment here.

"The Scarlet Letter" is tapering off

gradually, and will shortly be replaced, but

it has fooled all the prophets and done the

best business, it is believed, of any Lillian

Gish- starring vehicle on Broadway.
"The Sorrows of Satan" continues to

slip at the Cohan, and it is an open ques-

tion as to just how much longer it will be

held at that theatre.

CONSIDERABLE pleasure is expressed

In the Continental trade press over

the deal by which Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
and Gaumont-Mctro-Goldw vn acquire the

world rights to "Napoleon," which Abel
(lance has produced in Europe. This is

probably the most ambitious picture ever

undertaken in Europe, and already repre-

sents several years of work on the part of

Gance.

Gance plans to produce a cycle covering

the entire lite of Napoleon. The present

feature covers the career of the Little Cor-

sican from his youth to- the Italian cam-

paign. Gance undertook the production of

the series alone, but later found it advan-

tageous to all} himself with the Societe

( fenerale de Films, the firm which made
"The Miracle of the Wolves."

Arthur Loew was the guest of honor at

a banquet recently at the Hotel RitZ in

Paris, where prominent figures in the

French film industry expressed their pleas-

ure at the new international alliance.
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The Duncan Sisters, signed by Joseph M.
Schenck for a series of United Artists

specials, the first of uhich is to he their

own "Topsy and Eva" in film form

Lois Moran, who has risen rapidly as a

screen ingenue, and has been given a highly

important role in the Fox Films version

of "The Music Master"

PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE

T STARS
HREE features were found worthy of special

commendation this week by the National Board of

Review, and from all reports the trio are all thor-

oughly deserving of the asterisk award. They are

"The Blonde Saint," Sam E. Rork's production for

First National with Doris Kenyon and Lewis Stone;

"Exit Smiling," Beatrice Lillie's first picture, and

"Hotel Imperial," the first Pola Negri picture to be

filmed under the guidance of Eric Pommer, German
producer, for Famous.

Issues Nos. 50 and 5 1 of Pathe Review were also

selected for approval by the Board, but that is so

frequent an occurrence that it should cause no special

excitement at 35 West 45th Street.

T CENSORIOUS PROBLEMS
O paraphrase Gilbert & Sullivan, "A censor's

life is not a happy one." Not by a darned sight! If you

don't believe it, ask the Kansas State Censor Board.

In the past, each film censored has borne a slogan,

"Kansas grows the best wheat in the world." Kansas

has other industries, and requests have been pouring

in from these requesting similar free advertising space.

What was the unhappy board to do? If they picked

another industry, there would still be others to raise

a clamor. Naturally, not everyone could be taken

care of.

After months of meditation, concentration and the

application of Pelmanism, New Thought and what
not, the board this week decided to substitute the sun-

flower as its emblem, that being the state flower and
representing a non-competitive line. Thus has the

Gordian knot been cut.

This censor emblem business intrigues us. The
Chicago board, for instance, might use an automatic
revolver and a machine gun rampant on a field of

Vera Reynolds, whose last P.D.C. picture
tvas "Corporal Kate," to be followed by
"Little Adventuress," takes her Thanks-

giving dinner out for exercise

Richard A. Rowland, returning from Europe with the
Qneti- talent signed by him for First National Pictures;

left to right: Mrs. Rowland, Alexander Kirda, former
UFA director; Nathalie Barrache, Russian beauty; Mr.
Rowland, and Maria Corda, popular European film

comedienne

Maria Corda, widely popular on the Con-
tinent as a screen comedienne, and a noted
beauty, nho has been signed to appear in

First National Films

ff e know of no child actor on the screen
today with more natural pantomimic
ability and appeal than Big Boy. star of

Educational-Juvenile comedies

Junior Coghlan, appearing in De Mille's

"The Yankee Clipper," for Producers'
Distributing Corp., takes no chances on

his Thanksgiving turkey
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greenbacks. The Pennsylvania board might well employ a stork, the

only means by which, in that state, motion pictures may indicate

what used to be delicately referred to as "an interesting condition."

Ohio could use a pair of scissors and a bottle of Listerine. The idea

has possibilities. We must think it over.FA GOOD SCOUT
RED THOMSON, Western ace of Film Booking Offices, has

been warmly commended by the national headquarters of the Boy
Scouts of America for "A Regular Scout," his latest feature. This

will no doubt be extremely gratifying to him, as Thomson is much
interested in boys' work and the scout movement. The letter sent to

J. I. Schnitzer following a screening before representatives of the

Boy Scouts said, in part:

"We wish to congratulate your entire organization for producing

'A Regular Scout,' which . . . seems to be just about the best

scout picture yet made. Especially were we pleased with Fred

Thomson, himself a former Boy Scout Commissioner, who, as the

hero, very admirably caught and portrayed the spirit of our organi-

zation."

FGOOD NIGHT, JUDGE!
ORMERLY a court reporter for the New York Herald, a

young man burst into the Court of General Sessions, Part 4, the

other day in New York, told the judge to get off the bench, dismissed

the jury, informed the witness on the stand that he was innocent and

might leave, after which he proceeded to give the prosecuting attorney

a lesson in legal examination.

He was not, as you might assume, taken to the psychopathic ward
for observation. He was, in fact, Luther Reed, now a Paramount

director; the picture was "New York" and the courtroom a repro-

duction of the original at the Long Island studios; the judge was

Warren Cook, the prosecuting attorney, Roy Applegate; and the

witness on the stand, Ricardo Cortez.

A ALBERTA'S NEW HOBBY
LBERTA VAUGHN'S latest hobby is golf, and when

Alberta gets a hobby, heaven help it! Every morning at six finds her

on the links with sister Adamae, after which she dashes off at 8:30
to the F. B.O. studios to work on "Uneasy Payments." Rumor hath

it that the Vaughn sisters will shortly be matched with Mr. and
Mrs. Nat Rothstein. Having watched Nat at a few of the golf

tournaments in the effee East (and heaven knows what he can do,

now that he is a Native Son
!
) we warn Alberta to wear a rabbit's

foot, a horseshoe and a four-leaf clover the day of the match.

BIN AND OUT OF OUR VILLAGE
EN LYON is in Indianapolis this week, appearing in person

at Robert Lieber's Circle Theatre in connection with "The Prince

of Tempters." Hal Howe, his personal representative, is with him.

Howard Higgin went to Los Angeles last week for the wedding
of his daughter. He will return here shortly, it is understood.

Bob Vignola is en route east to direct Gilda Gray in "Cabaret"
for Famous. This will be his first work in New York since the

Marion Davies pictures which he made before embarking on his

world tour.

S
"WINGS" TO BE UNBIASED

OMETHING in war pictures which will please all the late

combatants, which the exhibitor in Miami or Milan, in Paris, France,

or Paris, Ky., in London or Lincoln, can show without any fear of

a justly-founded "kick." This is the joint promise of Famous Play-

ers-Lasky and E. M. Somlyo, their "foreign expert," for "Wings."
Lasky officials expect "Wings" to be the outstanding picture of

the year in the bigness of its theme, the beauty of its dual romance,

and the number of its thrills, while Somlyo, who has not only had
war experience at the front, but has just completed five years' ex-

perience in the film business in Europe, is guarantor that the war
background of the big production will be true and correct in all its

essential details.

"It has been the custom in war pictures," says Somlyo, "to show
the instructors at the various training camps and flying fields as

Americans. Some were, but many were not. At our Texas flying

school in the picture, we show a number of British and French air-

men, disabled for active service, showing the young American idea

how to fly and shoot. When our two young heroes reach the front,

the veteran who takes them up for the first time is a Frenchman. In

other words, we are, in this picture, doing justice to all the participants

in the war, by showing the absolute, authentic truth.

"The great battle of St. Mihiel, which was the climax of the war,

appears as background to the climax of our picture. Instead of

showing only the American part in this great drive, important as that

part was, we will show the French troops which were present, in

their true place and proportion. Even the colored troops—American
and Senegalese—will be shown bearing their part in the toll and
the triumph.

"The picture will present the German soldier in a different light

than we have seen in war 'movies,'—not as the grim-jawed, insensate

Flun of the atrocity legend, but as a youth very much like our own.

We have had eight years of peace and it is high time for propaganda

and prejudice to give way to truth. It will do no harm to remind

the world that the German soldier either fought for an ideal, as our

men did—though the ideals were different—or because the Kaiser

told him he must."

LDR. KORDA ARRIVES
AST week brought to our shores another European director,

Alexander Korda, Hungarian by birth, whose varied background
takes in Budapest, Vienna, Rome and Berlin. This, coupled with

his broad training as a newspaperman and a director, should enable

him to bring something genuinely interesting to our screen.

He is genuinely anxious to succeed here, and is approaching the

task in the right way. He feels that, basically, human beings respond

to pretty much the same things the world over, and that while there

are differences in national tastes and habits, human emotions are

fundamentally the same.

Producing activity is at a high level in Germany, he reports, with

studios busy and a great number of films in work. This is mostly

among the smaller companies, however, and the pictures are almost

entirely of a program class.

Just now he is reading a great number of stories with a view to

laying plans for his first picture under the First National banner.

He would like to do a story with a Budapest background if he

can find a suitable one, since he feels that this would be colorful

and interesting. He has learned English in just seven weeks, and

if he familiarizes himself with our picture making as rapidly and
successfully as with our language, there will be little doubt as to

his future on the American screen.

R "STEPPING ALONG" TO BRONXVILLE
EVIEWERS for the trade press and members of the First

National home office staff journeyed up to Bronxville the other eve-

ning for a preview of "Stepping Along," the latest Johnny Hines fea-

ture length comedy for F.N. Dinner was served at the Gramatan
Inn, after which the party stepped along to the Bronxville Opera
House, where the picture was previewed among what Herb Crooker

would probably describe as "torrents of laughter." Seriously speak-

ing, the audience obviously liked it very much and the comedy went
over in great shape.

M,
FILM WEDDINGS

[AY ALLISON, screen star, and James R. Quirk, publisher

of PholoplaM Magazine, were wed at Santa Barbara on November
1 5th. Quirk has been on the Coast for several weeks recuperating

from an operation for appendicitis.

It was announced this week that Lothar Mendes, German direc-

tor, and Dorothy Mackaill, First National player, will be married

shortly. No date was set, although it was rumored that the wed-

ding would take place this week.

W WILLIAM SISTROM IN N. Y.

ILLIAM SISTROM, general manager of the De Mille and

Metropolitan Studios, is in New York to discuss the plans for the

coming year's product with the P.D.C. home office executives. Mrs.

Adams, head of the west coast story department, is also in New
York to attend these conferences.
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A well-chosen cast has been assembled to appear in Chaduick's "April Fool" several of the members of which are shown above. They are, left

to right: Raymond Keane and Duane Thompson, Mary Alden, Leon Holmes, Baby Peggy, and Snitz Edivards and Alexander Carr

E WHO'S WHERE IN P. D. C.

. MASON HOPPER is preparing to start "Getting Gertie's

Garter," with Marie Prevost starred at the Metropolitan Studios

—

Tom Santschi is a "bad man" again, this time in "Jim the Con-
queror"—Phyllis Haver is in the cast of "Nobody's Widow" in

which Leatrice Joy is being starred. In the same picture are Fritzi

Ridgeway, former headliner on the Orpheum Circuit, who is playing

a French adventuress, and David Butler—Harrison Ford is expected

back at the Metropolitan Studios within a few days, to start work in

"No Control." He has just completed "Rubber Tires"—Marcelle

Corday plays the prim chaperone in "Jim the Conqueror." Walter

Long is doing his usual villainous stuff in the same picture, and Tully
Marshall is cast as a cattle baron—Clarence Burton, one of the
screen's best character "heavies" has been added to the cast of "Rub-
ber Tires," which Alan Hale is directing. Bessie Love and Har-
rison Ford are featured in this picture—Bertram Millhauser is editing

and cutting "Fighting Love," the Jetta Goudal starring picture which
Nils Olaf Chrisander directed—C. Gardner Sullivan will supervise

Irvin S. Cobb's original story for the screen, "Turkish Delight."
Julia Faye will have the lead and Paul Sloane will direct this De
Mille feature—William K. Howard is going to direct "White Gold,"
with Jetta Goudal starred, for the De Mille Studio. Incidentally,

he wants 5,000 sheep to play atmosphere.

Pictorial highlights of the remarkable characters in "Faust," the UFA production which will be distributed in America by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
In the upper left is seen Emit Jannings in his striking portrayal of Mephistopheles and at the right, Gosta Ekman as Dr. Faust. Below are seen

Camilla Horn as Gretchen, Ekman and Jannings, and Ekman as the young Faust after his rejuvenation
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Athene Ray and Walter Miller, co-starring in the Fatheserial, "The House
Without a Key." enjoy Thanksgiving dinner with their director, Spencer
Bennet. We might build a gag around "key" and "tur-key," but we refrain

S
ANOTHER NEWSPAPER VETERAN

O numerous are the ex-newspapermen in this industry that it is

difficult to see just what would happen should they all be suddenly
removed from it. That fact was borne in upon us forcibly this week
in a chat with Barron Lewis, director of publicity and advertising
for Warner Bros.

Lewis has been connected with pictures for seven years, but prior to

that he was in newspaper work from boyhood on. At an early
age he published his own paper in Corpus Christi, Texas, but soon
found it desirable to let someone else be the publisher. His career
then took him to Kansas City, St. Louis, Philadelphia and New
York, variously as reporter, special writer, city editor and assistant
managing editor.

Seven years ago, Vitagraph claimed him, and for some time he
did the titling and editing of Vitagraph productions, including many
of the most notable of that company's films. When production was
taken west he entered the publicity and advertising department, where
he was responsible, incidentally, for the History of Vitagraph which
ran for 1 1 weeks in MOTION PICTURE News. Later he moved
his desk to Warner Bros., when that company bought Vitagraph,
and now he is director of the department of publicity and advertising.

Lewis believes that the same methods which make a city editor
on a newspaper successful apply with equal force to a film publicity
and advertising department, and that is just what he is trying to
carry out. From all indications, he is succeeding in no uncertain fash-
ion. It is his theory that a publicity director should bend his effort,

not toward "slipping something over" on an editor, but in finding
something interesting to give him. That idea, happily, is spreading.

H SIMON RETURNS TO U. S.

OWARD SIMON, who first introduced wood cuts into mo-
tion picture advertising as art director for Chadwick Pictures Cor-
poration, has returned to the United States after a protracted stay
in France. Simon, whose French paintings and wood-cut portraits
will be exhibited at a local gallery shortly, will resume his motion
pic ture work at once.

His first commission on his return was from Chadwick. He is

preparing a special set of posters for lithographs on "Sunshine of
Paradise Alley," the Denman Thompson play, which that company
will release in December. Simon will also do the press work for
this production.

Simon, who was formerly art director of the Nen> York Tribune,
has long been associated with the motion picture industry. Among
others, he has been with Goldwyn, Gotham and Warners.

T MARIN SEES IMPROVEMENT
HROUGHOUT the country, a large part of which he has

traversed in the past month or so, California is being more talked

about than ever before, according to Ned Marin, a sales manager
for First National, who left Los Angeles recently to continue his

swing around the circle.

"The significance of the fact that the State has become even a

greater magnet for the population of the rest of America than ever

in is history, is highly important to the film industry," said Marin.
"It means for example that the hundreds of beautiful new neigh-

borhood houses, which might be thought too big or too magnificent in

some instances, will be no more than adequate to accommodate the

increase in population which will in turn increase their clientele.

"Another important thing that has been brought convincingly to

my attention during this trip," he continues, "is that all studios are

making better pictures. There is a hundred per cent, improvement

in the product and this is doubtless brought about by the increasing

discrimination on the part of the public."

D-CALIGARI" RETURNS
OWN at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse, a little theatre on lower

Fifth Avenue, New York, recently converted to pictures, "The Cab-

inet of Dr. Caligari" has entered upon its third successful week.

This theatre will show only pictures not suitable for Broadway ex-

hibition, and programs are under the direction of Joseph R. Fliesler.

There have been rumors that "Cahgan" would be re-issued by

seme American company. Goldwyn's five-year rights to it have

expired and the negative was returned to Germany. The picture

was years ahead of its time, came during a period of strong anti-

German feeling, and has probably had more publicity ever since than

any film out of circulation.

W CHRISTINE AND CRIME
HEN Commissioner Wallis spoke on the subject of Crime, at

the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce last Friday evening, his speech

was followed by one from Christine Hamilton, director of advertising

and publicity for Bray Productions, who introduced the next speaker,

Walter Clare Martin, vice-president of the Bedford Advertising

Agency. Miss Hamilton's connection with advertising is known to

the trade but her connection with crime is apparently only just com-

ing out

!

Pete, thr Pup, athletic young hero of the Bra) Hot Dog cartoons, who
has just finished swimming the Atlantic Ocean for his latest starring!

vi hide. "Dog Gonnit," against tremendous odds. As this picture shows,
hi 1 was as fresh and debonair as ever at the finish. H alter Lantz, his

trainer, announces that his charge will meet all comers over any distance
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3,753,350 Weekly Attendance

in Second City Group
Communities of 50,000 to 100,000 Population Have 758 Theatres,

Motion Picture News Survey Shows
By J. S. Dickerson

(Copyright. 1926, by Motion Picture News, Inc.)

N cities of 50,000 to 100,000 population in the United States, the average
The number of theatresweekly attendance at picture theatres is 3,753,350.

in these cities totals 758.

This is a brief summary, of which full details are printed below, of the sec-

ond phase of Motion Picture News' first hand-survey of attendance figures.

The first, which covered cities of 100,00J and over, was printed in a recent is-

sue. That group showed total attendance figures of 22,055,466, in 3,238 thatres.

Recapitulating, then, average weekly attendance and theatre totals for these

two groups, we find

:

Average Weekly Number of

Attendance Theatres
Cities of 100,000 and over 22,055,466 3,238
Cities of 50.000 to 100,000 3,753,350 _ 758

Totals 25,808,816 3,996

The next group to be considered will be cities of 25,000 to 50,000 population.

Other groups will then be taken up, until the survey is complete, at which time

both the total average weekly attendance for the whole country, and the number
of theatres will be revealed.

Summarized, the cities of 50,000 to 100,000 are as follows

:

Average weekly No. of
attendance

34,200Mobile, Ala

Little Rock &
N. Little Rock. Ark 58,200

Berkeley. Cal 38.000

Long Beach, Cal 66,200

Sacramento, Cal •. 49,7011

San Diego, Cal 77,000

New Britain, Conn 32,000

Waterbury, Conn 54,700

Miami, Fla 129,310

Palm Beach &
West Palm Beach, Fla .. 43,600

Tampa, Fla 67,940

Augusta, Ga 33,400

Macon, Ga 30,500

Savannah, Ga 45,500

E. St. Louis, 111 -27.9011

Peoria, 111 56,400

Rockford, 111 39,290

Springfield, 111 45,700

Evansville,- Ind 69,190

Ft. Wayne, Ind , 74,600

Gary. Ind 43,500

South Bend, Ind 48,300

Terre Haute, Ind ."

.

41, (ion

Davenport, Iowa 39,500

Sioux City, Iowa 47.000

Topeka, Kan 31,100

41,100

40,100

42.000

45,100

20,1011

Wichita, Kan
Covington, Ky
Portland, Me
Brockton, Mass
Haverhill, Mass
Holyoke, Mass 36,900

Lawrence, Mass 58,100
Lynn, Mass 32,000
Flint, Mich 79,600
Lansing, Mich 43,400
Saginaw, Mich 38,600
Duluth, Minn 72,900

theatres

6

12

7

15

11

21

6

8

13

11

5

5

9

10

11

8

12

10

15

9

9

9

11

12

11

8

8

8

6

4

8

9

5

13

7

7

14

St. Joseph, Mo 63.400

Lincoln, Neb 43,700

Manchester, N. H 48,000

Atlantic City, N. J 46,800

Bayonne, N. J 39,200

East Orange, West Orange

& South Orange. X. J. . 67,800

Elizabeth, N. J 58,100

Hoboken, N. J 32.300

Passaic, N. J 40,500

Union City, N. J 65,900

Binghamton, N. Y.

Niagara Falls, N. Y. .

Schenectady, N. Y.

Troy, N. Y
Utica, N. Y
Canton, Ohio
Springfield, Ohio

Oklahoma City, Okla

.

K2IHI

63,400

07.700

5:*,,loo

82,900

59,800

42,100

73,700

Tulsa, Okla 46,300

Allentown, Pa
Altoona, Pa
Bethlehem, Pa
Chester, Pa
Erie, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa
Johnston, Pa
Lancaster, Pa
Wilkes Barre, Pa
Pawtucket, R. I

Charleston, S. C
Chattanooga, Tenn 33,500

Knoxville, Tenn 37,100

01.400

5II.IHHI

26,000

53,400

7:;,! ioo

58,300

13,900

26,600

.

40,500

22,400

45,400

El Paso, Texas .

Portsmouth, Ya. .

Roanoka, Ya. . . .

Tacoma, Wash. . .

Huntington, W. Va.
Racine, W'is

Grand Total

53,600

24.900

26.200

85,200

33.4011

35,900

.3.753.350

12

7

7

14

8

12

9

9

7

9

13

11

16

12

12

10

11

13

13

15

8

6

8

14

11

9

7

11

5

9

7

8

15

6

6

20

9

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

75 S

MOBILE, ALA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

34,200

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance—19,800.
Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—3,400.

Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly

at I endance—1,500.

LITTLE ROCK AND NORTH LITTLE
ROCK, ARK.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
58,200

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—20,400.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—6,800.

Class D Theatres—i.

attendance—6.000.

BERKELEY, CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

38,000

Class A Theatres—1. Average Aveeklv

attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly-

attendance—19,800.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—7,200.

Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—1,500.

LONG BEACH, CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

66,200

Class A Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—30,000.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—13,200.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—17,000.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—6,000.

SACRAMENTO. CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

49,700

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly-

attendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly

.ill endance—19,800.
Class C Theatre.-—1. Average weekly

attendance—3,400.

Class D Theatres—5. Average weekly-

attendance—7,500.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

77.000'

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—4. Average weeklv
attendance—26,400.

Class C Theatres—9. Average weekly
attendance—30,600.

Class D Theatres—7. Average weekly-

attendance—10,500.
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Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

NEW BRITAIN, CO NX.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

:;_>.( mm i

Class A Theatres—2.
attendance—19,000.

Class B Theatres—1.
attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—1.
attendant—3,400.

(lass D Theatres—2.

attendance—3,000.

WATERBURY, CONN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

54,700

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance 28,600.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance—16,800. .

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—7,600.

Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—1,700.

MIAMI, FLA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

120,3111

Class A Theatres—5.

attendance—94,810.
Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—6,600.

• lass C Theatres—6.

attendance- 26,400.

Class D Theatres—1.

at tendance—1,500.

PALM BEACH AND WEST PALM
BEACH, FLA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
43,600

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—24,000.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—6,000.

Class C Theatres

—

i. Average weekly
attendance—13,600.

TAMPA, FLA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

67,940
Class A Theatres—5.

attendance 48,340.

Class C Theatres—4.
attendance- —13,600.

Class D Theatres—2.

attendance—3,000.

AUGUSTA, GA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

:;:;,ioo

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance— 19,000.

Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—7,800.

MACON, GA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

30,5(1(1

(la \ Theatre -2.

attendance— 19,

Class B Theatres—1.
attendance—6,600.

Cla l fheatres—1.
at tendance 3,400.

Class I) Theatres—1.

attendance L,500.

SAVANNAH, G \.

Total Average Weekly Attendance
I r,.:,iiH

\ Theatre l

:, dance 1 I. .",00.

Class B Theatres—

2

•Ml.

Class (' Theatre
attendance -7,600.

Class l> Theatres—

4

attendance 6,800.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklj

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

\ rage weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

LAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance

27,900
Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—13,200.
(lass C Theatres—3.

attendance—10,200.
Class D Theatres—5.

attendance—4,500.

PEORIA, ILL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

56,400
Class A Theatres—3.

attendance—28,500.
Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—13,200.
Class C Theatres—3.

attendance—10,200.
Class D Theatres—3.

attendance—4,500.

ROCKFORD, ILL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance

39,200
Class A Theatres—1.

attendance—14,300.
Class B Theatres—1.

at tendance—8,400.

Class C Theatres—3.

attendance—11,400.

Class D Theatres—3.

attendance—5,100.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

45,700
Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—13,200.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—17,000.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weeklv
attendance—6,000.

EVANSVILLE, IND.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

61,900
Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—28,600.
(lass B Theatres—2.

attendance—16,800.
Class C Theatres—3.

attendance—11,400. -

Class D Theatres—3.

attendance—5.100.

FORT WAYNE, TXD.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

74,600

'

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—28,600.
Class B Theatre's—2.

attendance— 1(1,800.

Class (' Theatres—5.

attendance- -19,000.

Class D Theatres—6.

attendance—10,200.

GARY, IND.
Total Average Weekly Attendance

1.3,51 10

Class A Theatres 2.

attendance L9, ).

< [ass B Theatres—2.
attendance 1.3,200.

Class C Theatres 2.

attendance- 6,800.

Class D Theatres 3.

attendance 1,500

SOI Til BEND, [ND.
Total Weekly Attendana—

18,300

Cla \ Theatre- 3.

attenda, HO.

Class B Theatres—1.

attendance- 6,600.

C Theatre I

attendance- 10,200.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklj

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekl\

Average weekly

(lass D Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—3,000.

TERRA HAUTE, IND.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

41,600

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—13,200.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—3,400.

Class It Theatres—4. Average weekly
a 1 1 endance—6,000.

DAVENPORT, LA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
39,500

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv
attendance—10,000.

Class I! Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weeklv
attendance—3,400.

Class D Theatres—.7 Average weekly
a 1 1 endance—10,500.

SIOUX CITY, IA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

47,000
Class A Theatres—1. Average weeklv

attendance—9,500.
Class B Theatres—3. Average weeklv

attendance—19,800.
Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance-—10,200.

Class D Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—7,500.

TOPEKA, KAXs.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

31,100
Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance?—13,600.

Class B Theatres—3. Average' weekly
attendance—13,500.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly
at te'ndanee—2,800.

Class I) Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—1,200.

WICHITA, KAXS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

41,100
Class A Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance—28,500.
Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—6,600.

Class D Theatres—i. Average' weekly
attendance—6,000.

COYIXGTOX. KV.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

40.KKI

Class .\ Theatre's—2. Average weekly
attendance— 10, 000.

Cla-- I! Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance'- L3,200.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance— .'!, 100.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly
at tendance— 1,500.

PORTLAXT), ME.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

12,000

'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance- L9,

cla-- B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance- L3,200.

Cla-- c Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—6,800.

Class I' Theatre- 2. Average weekly
attendance 3,000.

BROCKTON, MASS.
Total Average II eekly Attendance—

15,100
Cla-- A Theatre- :'.. Average weekly

attendance 28,500.

Class l'> Theatre- 2. Average weekly
attendance L3.200.
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Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance-—3,400.

HAVERHILL, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

26,100

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—13,200.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—3,400.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

36,900

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—6,800.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—4,500.

LAWRENCE, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

58,100

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—23,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—16,800.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—7,600.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—5,100.

LYNN, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

32,000
Class A Theatres—1. Average weeklv

attendance—14,300.
Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—8,400.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—7,600.

Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—1,700.

FLINT, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

79,600
Class A Theatres—3.

attendance—42,900.

Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—16,800.

Class C Theatres—3.

attendance—11,400.

Class D Theatres—5.

attendance—8,500.

LANSING, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

43,400
Class A Theatres—3. Average weekly

attendance—28,500.
Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—6,600.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—6,800.
Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly

attendance—1,500.

SAGINAW, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

38,600
Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—13,200.
Class C Theatres—1.

attendance—3,400.

Class D Theatres—2.

attendance—3,000.

DULUTH, MINN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

72,900
Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv

attendance—28,600.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—16,800.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class D Theatres—5. Average Aveekly

attendance—8,500.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

63,400

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—33,600.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—15,200.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—5,100.

LINCOLN, NEB.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

43,700
Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—3.

attendance—19,800.

Class C Theatres—1.

attendance—3,400.

Class D Theatres—1.

attendance—1,500.

MANCHESTER, N.H.
Total Average Weekly Attendance

48,000

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—28,600.
Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—8,400.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—7,600.

Class D Theatres—2.

attendance—3,400.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
46,800

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—12,800.

Class B Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—20,000.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—12,000.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—2,000.

BAYONNE, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
39,200

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—14,300.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—8,400.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—11,400.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—5,100.

EAST ORANGE, SOUTH ORANGE,
WEST ORANGE, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
67,800

Class A Theatres—1.

attendance—14,300.
Class B Theatres—3.

attendance—25,200.
Class C Theatres—7.

attendance—26,600.

Class D Theatres—1.

attendance—1,700.

ELIZABETH, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
58,100

Class A Theatres—

2

attendance—28,600.
Class B Theatres—

2

attendance—16,800.
Class C Theatres—

2

attendance—7,600.

Class D Theatres—3.

attendance—5,100.

HOBOKEN, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance
32,300

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Class A Theatres—1.

attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—3.

attendance—10,200.
Class D Theatres—4.

attendance—6,000.

UNION CITY
(Including West Hoboken, Guttenburg,

Union Hill, Woodcliff and West New York)
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

65,900

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—28,600.

Class B Theatres—3.

attendance—25,200.

Class C Theatres—3.

attendance—10,400.
Class D Theatres—1.

attendance-—1,500.

PASSAIC AND CLIFTON, N.J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—

-

40,500

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—13,200.
Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—6,800.

Class D Theatres—1.
attendance^—1,500.

BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

48,200

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—4.
attendance—13,600.

Class D Theatres—6.

attendance—9,000.

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.
Total Average Weeklv Attendance—

63,400

Class A- Theatres—3.

attendance—28,500.
Class B Theatres—3.

attendance—19,800.
Class C Theatres—4.

attendance—13,600.

Class D Theatres—1.
attendance—1,500.

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
Total Average Weekly Attendance

67,700

Class A Theatres—3.
attendance—28,500.

Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—13,200.
Class C Theatres—5.

attendance—17,000.
Class D Theatres—6.

attendance—9,000.

TROY r N.Y.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

53,100

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—19.000.
Class B Theatres—3.

attendance—19.800.
Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—6,800.

Class D Theatres—5.

attendance—7,500.

UTICA, N.Y.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

82,900
Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—28,600.
Class B Theatres—4.

attendance—33,600.

Class C Theatres—5.

attendance—19,000.

N.J.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average A\vekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly
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Class D Theatres—I. Average weekly
attendance—1,700.

CANTON, 0.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
59,800

Cla>s A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—28,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—16,800.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—7,600.

Class 1) Theatres—4. Average weeklj

attendance—6,800.

SPRINGFIELD, 0.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
42,100

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—19,800.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—6,800.

Class D Theatres-—1. Average weekly
•it tendance—6,000.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

73,700

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—28,600.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—25,200.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—10,400.

Class I) Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—8,500.

TULSA, OKLA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

46,300

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—10,200.

Class D Theatres— 7. Average weekly
attendance—10,500.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

61,400

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—19,000.
Class P. Theatres—3.

attendance—19,800.
Class C Theatres—4.

attendance—13,600.
Class D Theatres -6.

attendance—9,000.

ALTOONA, PA.
Total Average JVeekly Attendance—

:>(),000

Class A Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance- 28,500.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance- 13,200.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—6,800.

Class I) Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendant—1,500.

BETHLEHEM, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

26,000
Class A Theatres -2. Average weekly

attendance—13,600.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—9,000.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—2,400.

CHESTER, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

53,400

Class A Theatres-—2. Average weekly
attendance—28,500.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—13,200.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—10,200.

Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly
at tendance—1,500.

ERIE, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

73.900

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—28,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—16,800.

Class C Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class D Theatres—5. Average weekly
attendance—8,500.

HARRISBURG, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

58,300

Class A Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—28,500.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—13,200.

Class C Theatres—4. Average weekly
attendance—13,600.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—3,000.

JOHNSTOWN. PA.
Total Average JVeekly Attendance—

43,900

'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—13,200.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—10,200.

Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—1,500.

LANCASTER, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

26,600'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv
attendance—13,600.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weeklv
attendance—9,000.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—2,800.

Class D Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—1,200.

WILKES-BARRE, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

46,500
Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv

attendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

at tendance—13,200.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weeklv

attendance—6,800.
Class D Theatres—5. Average weekly

attendance—7,500.

PAWTUCKET, R.T.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
22,400

'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendant—6,600.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance- 6,800.

CHARLESTON, S.C.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
45,400"

Class A Theatre- 2. Average weekly
attendance—19,000.

Class I'. Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance 13,200.

Class C Theatres— :!. Average weekly
attendant—10,200.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly
attendance -3,000.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

.",:!.500
Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly

attendance—19,000.

Class 1! Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres—1. Average weeklv
attendance- 3.400.

Class I) Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—4,500.

KNOXVILLE, TEXN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

:'.7,100

Class A Theatres—1.

attendance—14,300.

Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—8,400.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—7,600.

Class D Theatres—4.
attendance—6,800.

EL PASO, TEX.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

53,600
Class A Theatres—1.

attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—3.
attendance—19,800.

Class C Theatres—4.
attendance—13,600.

Class D Theatres—7.

a 1 1 endance—10,500.

PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

24,900

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—13,600.

Class B Theatres—1.

attendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2.

attendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres—1.

attendance—1,200.

ROANOKE, VA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

26,200'

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—13,600.

Class B Theatres—1.
attendance—6,800.

Class C Theatres—1.

attendance—3,400.
Class D Theatres—2.

attendance—2,400.

TACOMA, WASH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

85,200
Cla^ A Theatres—2.

attendance—28,600.
Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—16,800.
Class C Theatres—6.

attendant—22,800.

Class D Theatres—10. Average weeklv
attendant—17.000.-

HUNTINGTON, W.YA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

:;:;,400

Class A Theatres—2.

attendance—13,600.
Class B Theatres—2.

attendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—3.

attendance—8,400.

Class D Theatres—2.

attendant—2,400.

RACINE, WIS.
Total Average JVeekly Attendance—

35.900'

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly
attendance—9,500.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv

attendant—13,200.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly
attendance—10,200.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly-

attend a nee—3,000.

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly-

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weeklv

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly

Average weekly
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(Editor's Note.—This is the

fourth of a series of articles by
Mr. Grierson. Written originally

for the Famous Players-Lash i/

Corporation, the articles are also

being printed by Motion Picture
News because of their constructive

nature. The views expressed by
Mr. Grierson are, naturally, his

men. They are not necessarily in

accord with the opinions of the

Editor of The News.)

T
STiimiiiuKKiimiai :::.--

HERE is no use having a big

and grand theme unless the

director can bring out the bigness

and the grandeur of it. The story

must be told visually with accumulating

power and flash.

Visual story telling is so much an art that

it might well be the greatest of the arts. It

is certainly the most complicated. It involves

a manipulation of character and acting and
stage as in legitimate drama ; it involves a

manipulation of visual composition as in

painting (the composition is a moving compo-
sition witli varying dramatic effect and there-

fore much more complex) ; it involves a

manipulation of tempo as in music; it involves a manipulation of

visual suggestion and visual metaphor as in poetry. Beyond all

that, it involves a manipulation of such effects as are peculiar to

itself. This includes (under camera) the manipulation of dis-

solves, double exposures, trick shots, etc., etc.; (under continuity)

the manipulation and juxtaposition of long shots, close-ups.

medium shots, truck shots and so on, and of recurring visual

themes (as in music).

Putting Punch

In A
Picture

By
John

.

brierson
I

Copyright. 1926 MOTION PICTURE NEWS, INC.
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The Play's the Thing

THE various elements of cinema technique (tempo, composi-
tion, and the rest) must of course begin and end by subserv-

ing the dramatic purposes of the story. From one point of view
they are the instrumental effects out of which one might compose a

visional symphony as abstract as one pleases. We might have a

"pure visual flow," a "cineplastic poem," a "symphony of masses"
without any representational element whatsoever, as certain ad-

vanced critics have suggested. Or we might have an abstract film

built up of representational elements as in the case of the Ballet

Mechanique, which told no story but was simply a sequence of

similar, complementary and developing movements. But for ordi-

nary purposes this won't do. The art of the cinema for practical

purposes is grounded in the needs and desires of simple people

(i.e., all people at their simplest) and can never throw over the

plainly human element. The directors might experiment among
themselves with tempo films (the Ballet Mechanique was little

more) and films which played with a scale of pure forms (heavy

masses to delicate masses, dark to light, hard angular patterns to

graceful sweeping patterns, etc., etc.). This would be useful as

any other laboratory experiments are useful in helping the direc-

tor's sense of construction when the real dramatic problem pre-

sented itself. But in the end the play's the thing.

things of the year. "Beau Geste"
was a simple mystery story, but

the telling made it jump for a

while into epic. "The Vanishing
American" was a Zane Grey West-
ern, but the telling made it for a

couple of reels great history.

"The Last Laugh" was the simple
story of an old man who was de-

prived of a uniform, but the tell-

ing made it the tragic little bijou

of the highbrows.
On the whole, however, great

story and great handling are best
when they travel in companv. All
the pictures I mention are not
finally so satisfying as "The Big

Parade" and "The Gold Rush" (or, if I may
for a moment go Russian and realist, and
leave the world public out of the argument)
"Potemkin" and "Greed." The point of these
pictures was that the issues were as great as
the handling. On a less pretentious level

there is a unique satisfaction where the treat-
ment catches exactly the inner quality of the
story,, be the story ever so slight. This is

the level of perfect (but not necessarily
great) art. ".Moana," "The Thief of Bag-

dad," "The Exquisite Sinner." the Lubitseh comedies, the Cruze
small-town comedies, "The Grand Duchess and the Waiter,'
Langdon's "Saturday Afternoon" and some of the Aesop ear-
toons have more or less this perfect proportion.

Tempo

HERE follow some notes on the technique of story telling:
principally on the manipulation of tempo and visual com-

position. The manipulation of camera I must leave to those
technical experts who have also a dramatic sense (I only wish
the camera man of "Potemkin" and Karl Freund of "The Last
Laugh" and "Variety" would talk a little).

This about tempo: tempo is the means by which movement and
energy are disciplined and directed, to give the maximum dra-
matic effect.

*(a) Crescendo of Tempo. Gradually and steadily raising the
speed and power of movement. This is what gives power to the
scene in "The Big Parade," where the alarm is given and the
wagons go off to the front. Wagons begin to accumulate, pile
up on one another; men get more excited and hurried. The move-
ment becomes still more frantic and disordered, then finds a di-
rection. The boy and the girl have lost each other and are
starching crazily, and the directed movement, more and more
powerful, more and more inevitable, must carry them away from
each other. The suspense grows; they meet when tliere is

scarcely a moment to say good-bye. The movement, at last di-
rected, is so terrible that it cannot be stopped; it must separate
them inevitably. The girl tries to stop it and can't; she hangs
madly to the wagon and tries to stop it; she is dragged in the
dust of the road. It goes on; she falls beaten.

(b) Diminuendo of tempo. Same scene. The wagons go past,
So. I repeat, all the elements must be handled to the single end the men march by, the movement dissipates itself and disappears

of giving the storv a visual character and a visual wonder com
mensurate with its dramatic essence. And the telling of the story

is half the battle. It gives accumulating power as it emphasizes,

lights up, darkens, colors, atmospheres, and generally dramatizes

what there is to dramatize.

Treatment More Than Half the Battle

INDEED, the telling of the story is often more than half the

battle. "The Wanderer" had a great story (the parable of the

prodigal son) but the telling made it rather less than great.

"The Sea Beast" had a magnificent story (the greatest story in

American literature, "Moby Dick") but the telling made it noth-

ing at all. On the other hand. "Variety" had a very unoriginal

story, but the telling made it one of the great successes on
Broadway. "The Merry Widow" was a musical comedy trifle to

begin with, but the telling made it one of the more powerful

The shouting dies, the gesticulation becomes quieter. The rea
guard is quiet, the stragglers separate. Soon there are only one
or two figures hurrying on after the rest and finally, there is the
girl only, left in the deserted road by herself. She waves, waves,
she gives up waving; she hugs a shoe, kisses it, sinks to her knees,
she falls fainting on the ground. The show is over and the screen
is still. The action has been stepped down from absolute in-
tensity to absolute quiet, just as in the first case it was
stepped up.

Other instances of crescendo well done: The chariot race in
"Ben-Hur," the chase in "The Exquisite Sinner." the discovery
of the old man's fraud and the awakening of the slum quarter in

"The Last Laugh." the smashing of the table in "Variety."
Most American directors know nothing about varying tempo.
They start at top speed and keep going. This is the case in

Westerns and in such pyrotechnics as are served in "Don Juan."
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Other instances of crescendo and diminuendo together: The
chase in "The Exquisite Sinner,'' the two dances in "Moana,"
especially the second one that finishes with the boy asleep. "The
Exquisite Sinner" showed the first conscious and deliberate use

of crescendo and diminuendo from Hollywood. Without being a

classic in the matter of strong drama, it shows more general

knowledge and command of movie technic than 90 per cent, of

the pictures that have struck Broadway. But King Vidor is the

most powerful exponent of tempo in American movies and, pos-

sibly, the most conscious student of it.

(c) Drum-tap tempo. One beat, two beat, three beat, as in

primitive music, with never a variation. Tempo of the heart beat.

The movement goes on one beat, two beat, three beat, as though

the universe were a gigantic clock ticking. It is what gives the

punch. It is responsible for the power of the slave-ship scene in

"Ben-FIur," to the attack in "The Big Parade." It gives the

atmosphere of madness to the movement of Jannings in "Variety"

after he has knifed the villain. One beat, two beat, three beat,

the movement goes on in each case with no variation, despite the

disturbances of shot, shell, and frantic females. One beat, two
beat, three beat, remorselessly, relentlessly, altogether inhuman-
ly, till it becomes ghastly with emphasis. O'Neill used the tech-

nique in "The Emperor Jones." It is the emphasized time-beat

of the "Blues".

Potemkin, the Super Tempo Film

TEMPO was varied on the scale of the entire picture in the

Russian film, "Potemkin." Herewith the analysis:

"Potemkin" is the story of the 1905 mutiny in the Black
Sea Fleet. From the point of view of tempo the action is set in

continuing waves, and these I shall for the moment call Acts.

The mutiny is Act 1. Act 2 is the entry of the cruiser Potemkin
into the port of Odessa at night. Act 3 is the lying-state of the

dead leader, the working up of the populace, and the demonstra-
tion of revolution. Act f is the massacre of the people by the

Czarist troops. Act 5 is a second night-scene of the crew of the

Potemkin awaiting the dawn. Act is of the Potemkin getting

under way, clearing for action, and preparing, in all nervousness,

to fight it out with the rest of the fleet. In the final shot, after

the other ships have unexpectedly joined the mutiny, the cruiser

Potemkin comes crashing through the picture, head-on. lifting

her gigantic prow like the head of a god.

Act 1. There is a first crescendo of discontent, but this is

troubled and as yet, undirected. The note of doubt is struck in a

swinging pendulum movement (of hammocks, of tables, of skilly-

cans) which is repeated at intervals like a theme. When the

direction is taken and tin- action proper begins the tempo climbs

in intensity from the short staccato rushes of groups to the con-

tinuing and unrelaxed madness of the mood in which the officers

arc hunted down and killed.

Act '-'. Hut. in tin- Shakespearian manner, there is a knock-
ing it Hh- door scene tor tin- murder of Duncan, i.e. a scene for

catching one's breath. Alter the peak, there is a diminuendo of

movement which lias the effect of dramatic (or cinema) relief.

The intensity of the mutiny is reduced and reduced in purely

visual terms, by the movement of a cutter, by the movement of a

barge creeping into harbor, by the vaguer motion of ships by
the quayside, till the action is almost dead and the scene is a

night-scene of ships at anchor and of the oily water moving
sleepily against a float.

\< t :!. The second crescendo of movement ben-ins at dawn.
The (had leader is alone, under an improvised tent on the

wharf; an old woman conies to weep, others come, a dead stair-

way comes to life with crowding spectators, there is a procession

of people on the long breakwater, another on a bridge, a double

movement of people above and below. The action piles up till

there is agitation and a lynching scene and finally the concerted

demonstration of the populace and the bewildering burst of sail-

ing boats as they go out to greet the Potemkin.

Drum-Tap Tempo, Jungle Time

ACT 4. At this minor peak there is a sudden step-up of in-

tensified movement. The massacre is under way. It grows

quickly and steadily, then at the topmost level of horror it falls

into the drum-tap tempo, jungle time, that made the advance in

"The Big Parade" and the scene after the murder in "Variety"

so powerful. But the Russians have known a little more. They
have staged the advance of the Czarist troops as a descending

movement on a long flight of steps (cf. the funeral march in

"The Merry Widow") and the mechanical remorseless time-beat

is more terrible, the contrast of frantic women and mad appeal

more ghastly. The people are gradually, consistently, and com-
pletely blotted out in a continuity of insane and sometimes lovely

detail. A woman is shot in the abdomen, a boy is shot in the

head, a benevolent old lady with spectacles is smashed in the

eye, and the scene goes screaming with blood ; but weaving in

and out is the detail of a baby carriage and a chuckling infant

lost in the mob.

Act 5. The movement diminishes in the slow smash of burst-

ing shells. It passes into the quiet of night again, into the uneasy

stillness of the watch on deck and the watch below. There are

the dim movements of a lookout on the bridge, of men going the

rounds, of men sleeping fitfully. The ship is only alive with

weariness and a vague uneasiness. The movement finished in

the shot of a logline turning. The shot punctuates the quiet of

the sleepers. It is repeated.

Act G. The signal is given from the bridge in the quiet of the

morning as the enemy ships come over the horizon. The last

movement begins, and it is probably the most amazing demonstra-

tion of cinema art that has appeared anywhere. Perhaps only

those who have had ships in their bones can comprehend it

properly. The Potemkin opens her eyes like a man asleep and

comes gradually to life. The technique is similar to Murnau's in

the waking of the slum quarter in "The Last Laugh," but there

is a greater orchestration of visual effects. The still dials of the

engine room and the stokehold, the gauge glasses, the ship's tele-

graph, the engine-room telegraph, the signal and answer, the first

jolt of the engines, the taking in of the ladder, the fuss on the

foc's'le head, the water that goes faster along the clean line

of the side, the plunging of the engines, the still, swifter move-

ment of the auxiliary, the feather at the bow, the streaming of

smoke at the funnels, are all used as themes, repeated, stepped-up

to the racing intensity and smashing solidity of full speed. The
movement becomes hound up with the process of clearing for

action and goes intenser still: the shell locker, the shell-chain,

the scamper for stations, the burst of signal flags from the hal-

yards. The dreadful elevating and ranging of the guns in the

turrets is the leit motif of foreboding.

The Potemkin, as it happens, sails into a wild and enthusiastic

reception. It is the note on which the film closes; she comes

smashing down on the camera, a conqueror. But the important

thing is not the story; it is the fact that this variation in the

flow, from quiet to intensity and from intensity to quiet, is a

visual How : and this visual flow makes the picture the powerful

thing that it is. It is constructed in terms of cinema. It is

achieved by an appreciation of the relative dramatic values- of

different movements.
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Hiram Abrams., U. A. President, Dead
Entire Industry Mourns Passing of Film Pioneer; Loss Ex-

pressed in Tributes from Business' Leading Figures

HIRAM ABRAMS, one of the pioneers
of the motion picture industry, suc-

cumbed to heart disease on last Mon-
day evening at the age of 48. He had
been ailing for the past year, but, until

Saturday of last week, his condition was
not considered serious, so that the news of

his death came as a great shock to the in-

dustry.

Funeral services were held at half past
three o'clock on Tuesday afternoon at the

West End Funeral Chapel, 200 West 91st

Street, New York Cit:y;, Rabbi Stephen
Wise read the service. Many of the in-

dustry's leading executives, bankers, and
people prominent in other fields were pres-

ent at the services. While the list is not

complete, the following were in attendance

:

D. W. Griffith, Dennis F. O'Brien, Sam
Katz, Nathan Burkan, Richard A. Row-
land, Nicholas M. Schenck, L. J. Selznick,

Arthur Friend, M. L. Malevinsky, Albert

H. T. Panzahf, Oscar Price, Dr. Gianinni,

Moe Mark, Walter Hayes, Joseph Plunekett,

Charles Pettijohn, Gabriel Hess, Major Ed-
ward Bowes, Albert Grey, Samuel Spring,

Benny Leonard, Arthur Kelly/, Maurice
Cleary, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Buckley, Fred
L. Desberg, Al Boyd, Lee Ochs, Joseph M.
Levenson, Jack Rubin, Abraham Thomp-
son, Walter E. Greene, William L. Sherry,

Al Lichtman, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lazarus,

Mr. and Mrs. Moxley Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Cresson Smith, Jack Alicoate, Maurice
Kann, Fred McConnell, Merritt Crawford,
Fred Schader, Abraham Lehr, Albert A.
Cochran, Arthur W. Stebbins, Mort Shea,

Miss Mary Rusk, Moe Streimer, Walter
Seymour, Monteford Steele, Bert Neyfak,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cole, Miss Sophie
Rogers, H. M. Masters, Miss Haddock,
Mrs. Carver, Fred. J. Beecroft.

Buried in Portland, Me.

Later in the evening the body was put
aboard the "State of Maine Express" and
taken to Portland, Mr. Abrams' birthplace.

Accompanying the body were Mrs. Florence
Abrams, Mrs. Hamilton (Mrs. Abrams'
mother), Mr. and Mrs. Moxley Hill, Dennis
F. O'Brien, Harry D. Buckley, Paul N.
Lazarus, Cresson E. Smith, Charles E.
Moyer and Rabbi Wise.

The funeral services were held on Wed-
nesday morning at the home of Mr. Abrams'
sister, Mrs. Abraham Goodside, in South
Portland.

Hiram Abrams, President of United
Artists Corporation, was born in Portland,
Me., February 22, 1878. It was as a young
man of Portland that he first came into

contact with theatres years ago. These
contacts led to establishment of a film ex-

change in Boston, which he left to join

the Paramount Company in New York, of
which he became President in 1916.

In 1919, Mr. Abrams instituted a new
type of picture selling: each picture sold

individually and on its merits. With Mary
Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fair-
banks and D. W. Griffith as founders and
Hiram Abrams as President, United Ar-
tists Corporation, releasing films of inde-
pendent producers on this principle, Avas

Hiram Abrams

founded in 1919. Mr. Abrams was Presi-
dent at the time of his death.

His business life was devoted to selling,

for from the time he was nine years old

and sold newspapers in New England until,

at forty-eight, he headed the most im-
portant selling organization of films, with
exchanges under his drreCtion selling films

in every country of the world, Hiram
Abrams sold things. He sold pianos and
vietrolas, he went into the "slide" busi-

ness and from that he went into a Boston
film exchange, selling films. That led to his

connection with Paramount Pictures and
his subsequent Presidency of that organiza-
tion, and, in 1919, of United Artists Cor-
poration.

During twenty-odd years of employment
of help, Hiram Abrams stated in "System"
Magazine, "I have hired 3,000 and possibly
4,000 people, most of them office workers
or managerial assistants, and to date I

have never found it necessary to discharge
anyone." The outstanding characteristic

of the man, according to his managers, was
the confidence and loyalty he inspired in

employes. Most of the sales managers of
United Artists, as well as other employes,
had been with Hiram Abrams for years.

The First Vacation

Last August Mr. Abrams took his first

vacation in fifteen years, visiting at his

96-acre farm at Poland, Me., sixteen miles
from his birthplace.

The system of selling films individually
and on their merits, as instituted by Hiram
Abrams, was so popular with independent
film producers and stars that Joseph M.
Schenck, Norma Talmadge, Gloria Swan-
son, Constance Talmadge, Rudolph Valen-
tino, John Barrymore, Buster Keaton, Sam-
uel Goldwyn and Morris Gest were attract-

ed to the United Artists standard within
the past two years.

Mr. Abrams was married and he is sur-

vived by his widow and a daughter, Grace
Abrams.

The President of United Artists was one
of the youngest executives in the motion
picture industry, for he was only 38 when
he was President of Paramount Pictures

and just 41 when he became the first

President of United Artists Corporation.

Many important figures in the film world
paid high tribute to Mr. Abrams in mes-
sages of condolence received by Mr-..

Abrams. Some of these expressions fol-

low :

Gloria Swanson—"I am grieved to learn

of your unai loss and I extend to you my
sincere sympathy. "

Morris Gest—"My heart goes out to you
in your sudden bereavement and your great

sorrow. The whole world shares your LosSj

for your dear husband was an unique and
irreplaceable power in bringing beauty in

the lives of men and women."

Messages Pay Tribute

Arthur W. Kelly (Vice-President and
Treasurer, United Artists) — "Hiram
Abrams was one of the outstanding person-

alities in the film distribution organizations

of the world. His magnetic and dynamic
personality resulted in the welding of Uni-
ted Artists into the powerful concern it is

today. There was no man more sympathetic
and more kind to his employes and this

attitude was reflected in the loyalty of the

300 persons under his jurisdiction. Person-
al lv, I have lost a most valued and beloved

friend."

Al Lichtman (General Manager of Dis-

tribution for United Artists)—"The in-

dustry has lost its greatest and most power-
ful personality."

N. L. Nathanson, from Toronto, Can.

—

"The news of Mr. Abrams' death was a

meat shock to me. I will miss a friend

and I know the industry will mourn one
of its great leaders. My deepest sympathy
to you and your associates."

Samuel Goldwyn—"I had the friendship
of Hiram Abrams for sixteen years and the

news of his death has been a severe shock
to me as it has been to every one of us

who loved and respected him. Hiram was
a pioneer and the work to which he devoted
his life will live forever."

Vilma Banky—"WT
e in the motion pic-

ture world who have been privileged to

work for Hiram Abrams will always re-

member him with affection. Please accept

my sincere sympathy."
Henry King—"Hiram Abrams was in-

deed a pioneer and only we who have known
and worked for him can appreciate his

true nobility. The magnitude of his work
can only be appreciated by future genera-

tions who will enjoy its benefits."

Ronald Colman—"Please accept my sin-

cere sympathy in your great loss."

Alfred Reeve (General Manager for

Charlie Chaplin)-—-"Everyone here in Hol-
lywood is inexpressibly shocked and sad-

dened by the loss of our dear friend and
president. He was a man of rare judgment

(Continued on next page)
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Al Lichtman, New General Manager of
U.A., May Succeed Abrams as President
ANNOUNCEMENT was

made late last week of the
appointment of Al Licht-

man as General Manager of Dis-
tribution of United Artists. Re-
ports from Hollywood, this week,
indicated that he wuld also be
elected President of the company,
as the successor of the late Hiram
Abrams.
For the past six months, Mr.

Lichtman has been acting as spe-
cial field representative for U.A.
and it was on his return from a

seven weeks' trip to exchanges
that he was informed of his ap-
pointment.
Al Lichtman started in the mo-

tion picture business in Chicago
in 1910, selling posters and acces-
sories for a national concern. He
has been selling and distributing
pictures ever since. He was the
first sales manager Famous Play-
ers ever had—when the company
was organized.
He was the first general man-

ager of distribution for Artcraft

—

selling pictures of Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks on their
individual merits. When the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation came into
being after mergers of companies, Mr. Lichtman was general manager of dis-

tribution for the combined organization. He was later general manager of
distribution for Universal, among other high posts he subsequently filled in the
film business.

"I appreciate Mr. Schenck's great confidence in me and I'm going to wire
him right away and pledge my faithful services to each and every member of
United Artists."

Al Lichtman

Plan forSecond"LaughMonth"
Trade Representatives and Short
Features Advertising Assoc. Confer

PRELIMINARY plans for the second
"Laugh Month" were inaugurated
Wednesday at a luncheon held at the

Loraine Hold, New York, when about fifty

producers, distributors, advertising men
and. trade press representatives met with
the short Features Advertising Associa-
tion committee for the purpose of discuss-
ing the annual January event.

P. A. Parsons, advertising manager of
Pathe and a member of the Short Features

ee, acted as t oast mast er. introduc-
ing, as speakers, Simon Etowson, of London,
president of the Is . R. S ; Gordon White
of Educational; Charles Christie of the
Christie Film Corp.; Etoberi E. Sherw I

of "Life"; Fred McConnell, editor of the
"Daily Review"; Elmer Pearson, vice pres
ideni and general manager oi Pal be, and
Ear] Eammons, president of Educational,
all of whom spoke favorably concerning the
results of lasl year'- campaign and 1

pressed -real faith in the "Laugh Month"
idea for t he I'm ure.

Will II. Hays was the featured speaker.
He gave his approval both officially as
head of his organization and personally,
and offered full CO op.. ration in bol h COD
nections to the "Laugh Month" committee.
\ room in I he Hays office and the use of the
organization facilities were made available
to the committee.
In Secretary White'- report, announce

ment was made of the pledges of financial

aid offered the committee. Pathe has ap-
propriated $750; Educational, $500; Chris-
tie Film Corp., $250; Universal, $500;
Weiss Bros., $100; Life Photoplay Co., $50,
and Jacques Kopstein, $100.

F.B.O. and Rayart are expected to con-
tribute to the fund, it was announced by
Mr. White.

Australia Places Export and
Import Limits on Films

The exportation of cinematograph films

produced in Australia has been prohibited
by proclamation except with the written
consent of the minister of trade and cus-
toms or censor appointed for that purpose,
according to the Foreign Tariffs Division,
Department of Commerce. The importation
of films and advertising matter for use in
connection therewith is prohibited except
under the following conditions:

The importer musl obtain the written
consent oi the minister of trade and cus-
toms, or the censor; one specimen of each
piece of advertising musl be deposited with
the commonwealth film censorship; and a
security must be given to the controller
general of custom- for the carrying out of
the instruction- of the commonwealth film

censorship.

Hiram Abrams, U. A. Presi-

dent, Dead
(Continued from preceding page)

and his presence and counsel will be greatly
missed."

Charlie Chaplin—"The death of Hiram
Abrams is a very sad blow to our company
as well as a great loss to the entire lin-

dustry. He was a man whose integrity and
ability gained him many friends and ad-
mirers and placed him as one of the fore-
most executives in motion pictures. His
passing is deeply felt by me as I consid-
ered Hiram Abrams one of my dearest
friends."

Mrs. Margaret Talmadge—"I am grieved
to learn of your great loss and wish you
to know how deeply I sympathize with
you. '

'

Douglas Fairbanks—"Hiram Abrams was
a pioneer of a great industry. Our heri-
tage, his ideas and ideals, shall continue
always to be our guide."

John Barrymore—"Permit me to expre--
sincere condolence upon the death of Mr.
Abrams, whose splendid work for high
standards in motion pictures has earned the
gratitude of public and artist alike."

J. Boyce Smith (General Manager In-
spiration Pictures)—"Permit me to express
upon behalf of the producing staff of In-
spiration Pictures, Inc., in Hollywood, our
heartfelt sympathy in this sad hour. We
grieve with you in the loss of so estimable
a man and such a powerful and efficient

force in the motion picture industry. Please
accept our sincerest condolences."

Joseph M. Schenck—"Am inexpressedly
shocked and grieved at sad news. All of
us have lost not only a valued associate
but a friend whose place cannot be filled.

My sincerest sympathy goes out to you in

your great loss."

John W. Considine, Jr.—"A real leader
in the motion picture world is gone and
I want you to knoAV how keenly I feel
your and the industry's loss. Please ac-

cept my deepest sympathy. '

'

Roland West—"May I extend an under-
standing sympathy from one who counted
your husband a loyal and sincere friend."

Norma Talmadge—"I am profoundly
shocked to learn of your and the motion
picture world's great loss. My sympathy
to you. '

'

George Fitzmaurice—"I was grieved and
shocked to hear of the death of Hiram
Abrams. To us of the industry who have
worked for and with him his name Mill

always he remembered."
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Keaton

—

"May we
convey to you our deepest sympathy in

your and the motion picture world's great
loss."

Bennie Zeidman—"My deepest sympa-
thy in your sorrow."

Adolph Zukor—"The news of Mr.
Abrams' death was a great shock to me.
The industry will mourn the loss of this

man whose career was so closely inter-

woven with the history of the motion pic-

ture."

Jesse I.. Lasky—"In the death of Mr.
Abrams we have lost one of the builders

of our great industry. It was with real

sorrow that we heard of his passing. Those
who were associated with him have lost a

i-eal friend."
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Paramount in Readiness for Opening
Officials Claim All Building Records Have Been Shattered in

the Erection of New York's Most Palatial Theatre

A,N
T

acre of seats at the cross-

roads of the world," and all ready
to be opened to the public the

latter part of this week; and yet, to an
eye untrained in the matter of closely esti-

mating the progress of modern theatre con-

struction, last Saturday it seemed almost
an impossibility—a Gargantuan task for

even an army of two thousand artificers

—

to complete this new Paramount Theatre
in time for its scheduled opening on the

evening of November 19.

Less than a week ago there were yards
of scaffolding in evidence in all parts of the

theatre; painters were wielding their

brushes ; electricians were hooking up chan-
deliers; masons laying tile; interior decor-

ators fastening the handsome red and gold

tapestry to the side walls; projection en-

gineers and their helpers at work in the

large projection room ; seating experts mak-
ing installations; all contributing to the

thoroughly apparent highly efficient direc-

tion emanating from construction head-
quarters, and the culmination of plans pre-

pared long in advance by experts in this

field.

All building records have been shattered

in the erection of this theatre. Only twelve
months ago wreckers were still tearing

down the old Putnam Building, where now
stands New York's finest theatre.

That the Paramount Theatre stands out

as something in the way of a monument to

the world-wide popularity of the motion
picture can only be too evident to theatre-

goers.

However, certain facts speak for them-
selves, and here are a few of them : In

addition to covering a full city block be-

tween Forty-third and Forty-fourth streets,

the structure rises forty stories in height,

ten stories of which are devoted to the
theatre. The site is the one-time home-
stead of old Israel Putnam, of Revolution-
ary fame. The land cost $6,000,000, build-

ing operations another $12,000,000.

The seating capacity is estimated at

1,000, and in this respect one great feature
stands out; every seat is a good one. And
why ? Because the builders, with all their

past experience to draw from have faithful-

ly carried out plans in which they have
combined vastness with intimacy; surely a
difficult task. It is entirely safe to state
that those who sit in the very last row of
the balcony will every bit enjoy the per-
formance as much as spectators fortunate
enough to occupy a seat in one of the
opera style mezzanine boxes or orchestra.
Vision is perfect from every point.

More facts follow: The grand hall is

150 feet long and forty-five feet wide, the
ceiling fifty feet tall. Five hundred thou-
sand 'dollars ' worth of Breche marble lines

the walls. The inaugural program fol-

lows :

7.30 Doors open

8.45 Organ Medley
9.00 Star Spangled Banner

Marguerite Ringo, Soprano
1. Overture, 1812 Tschaikowsky

1 'laved by the Paramount Orchestra
Nathaniel Finston, General Music Di-
rector; Irwin Talbot, Musical Director

2. Helen Yorke, Coloratura Soprano
3. Paramount News
4. Maurice & Eleonora Ambrose with

Canaro's Argentine Ensemble
5. "The Harbor Beacon"
An Educational Bruce Scenic

6. Jesse Crawford offering "Organs I Have
Played

'

'

7. Pageant of Progress
John Murray Anderson production

8. Herbert Brenon's "God Gave Me Twen-
ty Cents"

The inaugural program will include the
showing of a portion of the first feature
length feature picture, "Queen Elizabeth."
In contrast to this, there will be an ad-
vance glimpse of "Wings," one of the
pictures of the future. These screen con-
trasts will be exhibited throughout the
opening week of the new theatre.

Week-day prices are to be as follows

:

10.45 A.M. to 1 P.M., all seats (except

loges) 50c; 1 P.M. to 6 P.M., 5c; on Sat-

urdavs, Sundays and Holidays, 10.45 to 1

P.M.!; 40c; after 1 P.M., 90c plus 9c tax,

99c. Loge seats will be $1.65 at all times.

"Big Parade" Awarded Photoplay Medal
Announced in December Issue of Fan Magazine; Players Giv-

iug Best Performances Also Listed; Public's Choice

THE December issue of "Photoplay
Magazine," now on the newsstands,
carries the announcement that the

gold medal offered by that publication for

the best picture of the year, has been
awarded the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-

duction "The Big Parade" as the choice

for 1925. The same issue also lists the

names of the players who, in the opinion

of "Photoplay" readers, contributed the

best acting performances for 1926.

"Photoplay's" medal winner is decided

by the readers of that publication who vote

on ballots appearing in the magazine; the

medal awarded the M-G-M production is the

sixth to be presented for meritorious effort

in production as the public sees it. When
inaugurating this practice "Photoplay"
asked that its readers consider each year's

product from every angle. It also asked
that the ideals behind each production be
given thought in addition to considering

story, direction, photography and technical

details.

The August issue of the publication

carried the first ballot and also in this is<ue

was a list of fifty pictures, printed, as

described by the publishers, to refresh the

memory of readers but at the same time,

indicating what, in the opinion of its edi-

tors, were the best pictures released in 1925.

The productions mentioned were:

Are Parents People?, Beggar on Horse-
back, Big Parade, Charley's Aunt, Chickie,
Coast of Folly, Dark Angel, Don Q, Dru-
silla with a Million, Freshman, Gold Rush,
Goose Woman, Graustark, Her Sister from
Paris, Introduce Me, Isn 't Life Wonderful ?,

King on Main Street, Kiss for Cinderella,
Kiss Me Again, Lady, Lady Windermere's
Fan, Last Laugh, Little Annie Roonie, Lord
Jim, Lost World, Mannequin, Merry Widow,
Midshipman, Mme. Sans-Gene, Never Say
Die, Never the Twain Shall Meet, Paths to
Paradise, Phantom of the Opera, Pony Ex-
press, Road to Yesterday, Sally, Sally of
the Sawdust, Siege, Shore Leave, Sky Roc-
ket, Stage Struck, Stella Dallas, That Royle
Girl, Trouble with Wives, Thundering Herd,
Unholy Three, Vanishing American, Wan-
derer, Womanhandled and Zander the
Great.

The players' honor role is based on the
best performances listed each month in

"Photoplay's" review department. The
opinions as set forth by the publication
follow

:

John Gilbert, three performances, in
'

' The Big Parade, " "La Boheme"a nd
"Bardelys the Magnificent."
Rudolph Valentino, two performances,

in "The Eagle" and "Son of the Sheik."
Clara Bow, two performances, in "Danc-

ing Mothers" and "Mantrap."

John Barrvmore, two performances, in

"The Sea Beast" and "Don Juan."
Adolphe Menjou, two performances, in

"The Grand Duchess and the Waiter" and
"A Social Celebrity."

Lois Moran, two performances, in "Stella
Dallas" and "Padlocked."

May Allison, two performances, in "The
Greater Glory" and "Men of Steel."

Gloria Swanson, two performances, in

"Stagestruck" and "Fine Manners."

Emil Jannings, outstanding performance
in "Variety."

Ramon Novarro, outstanding performance
in "Ben-Hur."

Belle Bennett, outstanding performance
in "Stella Dallas."

H. B. Warner, outstanding performance
in "Silence."

Forrest Huff Signed for

Comedy Role in "Sunya"
Forrest Huff, who will be remembered

for his part in "The Chocolate Soldier,"

will render a comedy characterization in

"Sunya," Gloria Swanson 's first produc-
tion for United Artists. Huff last appeared
in motion pictures in a film with Gaby
Deslvs.
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Protection Against Nat'l Theatre Chains
Urged at Ohio M. P. T. O. Convention

AT the convention of theatre owners of the state of Ohio held in

Columbus on November 9 and 10, various speakers, including
Business Manager P. J. Wood, urged a combination of individual

motion picture theatre owners and a pooling of theatre mens' interests

with the purpose in view of preventing the growth of large chain the-

atre groups in the state. This step may be effected during the coming
years as an outcome of the discussion at the meeting. Mr. Wood de-

clared that the prevailing opinion at the convention was a realization of

the need of constructive action along the line of fighting the theatre

chains, and that in all probability, such action would be taken during the

coming twelve months.
William M. James, of Columbus, was reelected president and will

start his third term at once. Besides Mr. James the other officers re-

elected were: J. J. Harwood, Cleveland, vice-president-at-large; J. A.
Ackerman, Cincinnati, first vice-president; H. T. Palmer, Fairport Har-
bor, second vice-president; Henry Bieberson, Jr., Delaware, third vice-

president; George M. Fenberg, Newark, secretary, and Sam E. Lind,
Zanesville, treasurer.

The trustees re-elected were: J. A. Schwalm, Hamilton; M. B.
Horwitz, Cleveland; John L. Damm, Wadsworth ; F. A. Kelly,

Massillon, C. W. Miller, Youngstown, and A. C. Himmelein, Sandusky.

Bruen Heads Wash. M. P. T. O.

T"

Elected President

in Seattle ; Odor
^HE Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Association of Washington held a one

*- day convention in Seattle this week at

which the Board of Officers for the new
year was chosen and routine business was
transacted. Fifty exhibitors attended the

session, Tac a sending a hundred percent

delegation; John Spickett made the trip

from .Juneau, Alaska.
II. W. Bruen was elected president to suc-

ceed L. A. Drinkwine and other officers

were chosen by the trustees. These included

Will Starkey, Spokane, first vice-president,

Roberi McKinnell, Tacoma, second vice-

dent, J. .M. Hone, executive secretary

and treasurer. The trustees are Walter
McNeish, Bay Grombacher, and Simon
Dan/.; they are to serve for a. three year

term. Twelve arbitration board members

at One Day Session

Bomb Bill Framed
were elected to serve in "roups of threes for

a three-month period; eighl alternates were
also elected.

The most important action was framing
a resolution urging amendment of the law
to make the manufacture or placing of an
odor bomb in a theatre a felony instead of

a misdemeanor. This was referred to the

board of trustees for action and a bill is to

be framed for the Legislature.

The president was instructed to investi-

gate and report to the trustees the Colorado
industrial law, dor possible action in spon-
soring such a law in that state. Zoning laws
and non-theatrical competition also were
discussed at the session.

A midnight matinee at the Fifth Ave., to

obtain funds For financing the organization,
was ;i feature.

Block Booking Meet Proposed
Counsel for Federal Commission in

Famous Case Sug

IF
THE Federal Trade Commission ac-

cepts the recommendation made by its

counsel in a brief filed in the Famous
e, thai a •< aeral meeting of the industry

he called lor ;i discussion of trade practices,

exhibitors throughout the country will have
a chance to air their grievances over block

booking.
Claims have been made that plans have

been formulated under which any order
of the commission regarding block 1 1.

-

ing Could he evaded, and that there is grave
danger of widespread violation of the anti-

i in t laws. A meeting, as suggested by
the commission's counsel, undoubtedly
would attract exhibitors with grudges and

result in the "spilling" of charges so nu-

gests Open Hearing
merous as to keep the commission busy for

some time in sifting them.
The brief filed with the commission prob-

ably will he answered by Famous in the

near future.

Sterling Holloway Awarded
Long Paramount Contract
Because of his firsl two days work in

"Casey al the Bat," Sterling Holloway,
New York stage comedian, has been signed
to a long term contract hy Paramount
through B. 1'. Schulberg. The picture is in

production at the We-t Coast Paramount
si udio.

Godal Negotiates for Amer-
ican Production of Story
Production of "The Peace of the World,"

the first subject to he written directly for
the screen by H. G. Wells is the object of
the visit of Edward Godal of London, who
is now in New York City where he is ne-

gotiating, it is understood, to produce the
Wells story on a great scale with one of
America's best known directors handling
the direction. The Wells subject will be
distributed, is said, by one of our large
distributing organizations. The famous
author himself will be coming to this coun-
try to confer with Mr. Godal and the
unknown director.

Mr. Godal is in possession of several

stories written by prominent authors for
screening purposes. He is arranging for the

production of these stories in conjunction
with his American release plans.

Annapolis Circle Purchased
by Philadelphian

The acquisition of the Circle Playhouse,
located in the State Circle of Annapolis, by
Harry 0. Schwalbe, who is extensively

interested in a chain of theatres in Phila-
delphia and elsewhere, was recently an-
nounced by Charles F. Lee, real estate

broker and one of the joint owner- of the
property, the others being D. J. Xewton
Gilbert, James Stehle and Charles A. How-
ard. The price of the sale is understood
to have been in the neighborhood of $100,-

000. Mr. Schwalbe took over the property
on November 8th, it is said, and is planning
extensive improvements that will cost be-

tween $35,000 and $40,000.

Al Reed, who has managed the Circle for
the past three years with much success, is

suffering from rheumatism and plans a
trip to Florida to recuperate.

Paul Bern Assistant to Irv-

ing Thalberg
Paul Bern, writer and director for the

screen, has been signed to a long term
Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract whereby he
will assist Irving Thalberg, associate -tudio

executive.

While serving as general assistant to

Thalberg, Bern will also be directly in

charge of the selection of new story ma-
terial, so will occupy an important position

in the production ami expansion program
of the coming year.

His recent screen work includes the adap-
tation ami continuity of "The Beloved
Rogue," in which John Barrymore is

starred, and "The Dove." a future Norma
Talmadge starring vehicle. His duties with

Metro-Goldwyn Mayer begin immediately.

Sunday Showing Wins Out
in Granite Falls, Minn.

Granite Falls, Minn., is to have Sunday
shows at last after a long tight, as at the

recent election an amendment permitting
Sunday shows was passed hy a narrow mar-
gin, although it had been defeated in three

previous elections. The theatres will be

thrown open on Sundays as soon as the

council repeals the law, which it should do
shortly. The latest Northwestern town to

he invaded by the blue law advocates is

Dows, Iowa, where the W.C.T.U. is coop-

erating with several churches to put over

an ordinance barring Sunday motion pic-

tures.
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British Exhibitors Against the Quota
Will Oppose Bill If Introduced in Parliament; Official View of

Majority of Theatre Owners Set Forth

By Arrangement with Kinematograph Weekly

LONDON, November 11.—Opposition of

the Cinematograph Exhibitors Asso-
ciation to quota legislation—already

reflected in a resolution of the Council of

that organization to oppose the Federation
of British Industries bill if introduced in

Parliament, is set forth in the leading ar-

ticle in this week's Kinematograph Week-
ly, by W. R. Fuller, General Secretary of

the C.E.A. It is an official statement of

the views of a majority of British exhibi-

tors.

Sir. Fuller says:

"The need for an increased production
of British films possessing the necessary
entertainment value to attract British au-

diences is realised by exhibitors perhaps
ncre than any other section of the com-
munity which has interested itself in this

subject. The following analysis of the coun-

tries of origin of the feature films Trade
shown in this country from August 1, 1925,

to July 31, 1926, leaves the British exhibi-

tor without any doubt as to the need for an
alternative supply to keep the market in

which he hires his films free and open

:

FEATURE FILMS TRADE SHOWN'
FROM AUGUST 1, 1925,

TO JULY 31, 1926.

American 661
British 28
French 27
German 25
Continental 9

Danish 3

Italian 3

Swedish 2

Australian 1

Indian 1

Franco-British 1

761

QUOTA PROPOSALS
'

' The solutions advanced by a number of

well-meaning people have not left exhibi-

tors at all happv either as to the methods
proposed or that such methods would secure

the results desired. It must always be re-

membered that the function of the exhibitor

is to purvey entertainment to people who
are under no obligation to patronise the

kinemas. If the entertainment does not
appeal to them, they stay away.

"It is an entirely different matter from
stimulating the home production of, shall

we say, gloves, where the consumer is

faced with the alternative, if the home
product does not appeal to him, of cold

hands in winter. Should the stimulated

home product not prove to be all that he
desires, he may consider that what he is able

to purchase is preferable to the discomfort
lie would otherwise have to undergo.

"Instead of the exhibition aspect being

regarded as a domestic matter for the kine-

matograph Trade capable of reform by
simple legislation, the greater problem of

production has since been dealt with as one

of exhibition. Accordingly, proposals have
been made for quotas to be imposed upon
exhibitors in order to create a demand

British Trade Paper
O.K.s NEWS* Editorial

THE recent editorial by William A.
Johnston, in Motion Picture News,
entitled "You Can't Quota the Pub-

lic," is reprinted in part in the Novem-
ber 11 th issue of Kinematograph Weekly,
leading British trade publication. Kine.
quotes Mr. Johnston as follows:

"Films, of course, are merchandise.
Why should, or rather, how can, these

goods be singled out to bear quota sys-

tem? You cannot 'quota' the public into

a theatre any more than you can 'quota'

people into a store. You cannot 'quota'

the public to buy anything. Enterprise,

in giving the public what the public will

buy, is the one determining factor with
films, or shoes, or food, or automobiles,
or any other goods."
Kinematograph ft eekly adds: "Which

is, and always will remain, the real basic

fact in the film controversy."

which manufacturers of films expressed
themselves willing to fill.

"Again, it is necessary to point out that

the manufacture of a film which relies for
its appeal upon that elusive entity known
as 'entertainment value,' is totally differ-

• i.t from the manufacture of many of our
industries that have recently been protected
in this country.

"With many commodities it is simply a

matter of obtaining something from the

bowels of the earth and applying further
treatment of a mechanical kind in order to

obtain the finished product. The quantities

to be produced can easily be regulated,

and the standard of quality guaranteed by
the simple process of employing larger num-
bers of men who can be obtained at short

notice on reouest to the local Labor Ex-
change.

"Mass production as known in industry
cannot be applied to the film industry.

"There will be available for exhibition

during the current year, August, 1926, to

July, 1927, inclusive, about 40 British fea-

ture films.

"To imagine that this number can be
increased to 115, as contemplated by the

F.B.I., by the imposition of a quota of

i2x/2 per cent, denotes an optimism which
a more intimate knowledge of the film in-

dustry would dispel.

"A 12% per cent, quota would give the

British pictures produced to fill that ar-

tificially created demand a monopoly value

that exhibitors would be compelled to pay.

As there would not be any guarantee as to

quality, exhibitors foresee themselves

forced to book at high prices pictures that

might be entirely unsuitable to their pa-

trons.

"Most of the stars, producers and tech-

nicians whose association with the produc-
tion of a picture ensures a fair prospect of

success, ai\ under contract with foreign

producers. British producers, when asked

where is the new talent for new British

pictures, frankly admit that it must be
discovered.

"Give us a quota of I2V2 per cent., says

the F.B.I. Create this artificial demand
and the British film manufacturer will

fill it with pictures of an unknown qual-

ity." 'At whose expense?' asks the British

exhibitor.

"Obviously, a solution on these lines

from a body of industrialists primarily
concerned with the advertisement of their

industrial wares, cannot commend itself to

a body of exhibitors whose function is to

retail entertainment to the public.
'

' The monopoly effect of a quota should
be kept in mind. Take the 12y2 per cent,

suggested by the F.B.I, as an example.
For every seven foreign feature films im-
ported by a renter he would have to ac-

quire one British feature film. Similarly,

an exhibitor would have to show one British
feature film for every seven foreign fea-

ture films.

"The F.B.I, states 90 British pictures
would be needed in the first year. At the

moment the supr,1,T existing and in sight

numbers about 40. The F.B.I, admits the
number necessary for a free market for ex-

hibitors with the quota of 121/) per cent, is

115.

"The position will be that until British
production almost trebles itself, the quota
pictures will have a monopoly value which
their manufacturers will be able to extract
from exhibitors. With no guarantee that an
additional 75 British pictures, if produced,
will possess the necessary entertainment
value suitable to the British public, is it

a matter of surprise that exhibitors look
with suspicion upon quota proposals for
exhibition?

"There is no reason to suppose that this

aspect has been overlooked elsewhere, nor
that when the time arrives exhibitors will

be unwilling to discuss what steps may be
taken to secure the exhibition of a British
product possessing the necessary entertain-

ment value to please the public.

"The references throughout are to fea-
ture films, i.e., films about 6,000 feet in

length, which are the principal feature of
any programme. Shorter films need not
be considered at the moment, as the finance
involved in their production is so very
much smaller in comparison."

Four New Incorporations in

New York State
Newly incorporated motion picture com-

panies incorporating in New York State
during the past week included the follow-

ing: Kallet Theatres, Inc., Oneida, $150,-

000; Myron J. Kallet, Charles M. Stone,

Oneida; Alexander L. Saul, Syracuse; Rose
and Curtis, Inc., $5,000, Jack Curtis, For-
est Hills ; Maurice H. Rose, Bertha Safier,

New York City; Combined Hotel Co., Inc.,

$10,000, Lillian Passman, Helen Schacker,
Evelyn Masloff, New York City; Keystone
Comedies Corporation, capitalization not

stated, Harry C. Hand, Samuel C. Wood,
Raymond J. Gorman, New York City.
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Arthur Loew Returns With "Napoleon"
Print; Discusses Foreign Film Situation

ARTHUR LOEW, executive of the foreign department of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, returned this week from a six weeks tour of the
foreign capitals on which he was accompanied by Morton Spring

of the M-G-M foreign department and Howard Dietz, M-G-M director

of advertising and publicity. Mr. Loew brought back with him a print

of "Napoleon," which was produced by Abel Gance, well-known French
director; the picture is in fourteen reels.

Mr. Loew had this to say regarding anti-American film sentiment:

"Just a puny teapot tempest resulting from the efforts of professional

politicians who find good soap box material in the cry of 'American in-

vasion' and the rantings of foreign producers over a non-existent peril."

Theatre Men Win State Office
Exhibitor Lieut.-Governor of Penn;

Buffalo House Owner in N. Y. Senate

THE election returns in Pennsylvania
were very satisfactory to theatre
u\\ tiers of that state, as Arthur James

nl Wilkes-Barre, was voted Lieutenant-
Governor, and Frank Harris of Pittsburgh,

was elected to the Senate to succeed his

brother, the late Senator John P. Harris.

Senator-elect Harris is associated with the

Harris Amusement Company and Harry
Davis Enterprises in Western Pennsyl-

vania.

Mr. James is resigning the position of

district attorney of Luzerne County, Pa.,

to take the second highest office in the

State. He is associated with M. E. Comer-
ford, president of the Comerford Amuse-
ment Company, in the ownership of the

Shawnee Theatre, at Plymouth, Pa., and
other theatres in that vicinity.

Mr. James was a delegate to the conven-

tion of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America in Chicago and will be re-

membered by theatre owners generally on

account of the active part he took in the

proceedings there.

In the State of New Jersej Walter H.

Olden, a theatre owner in Princeton, was
elected Assemblyman from Mercer County.
Two out of three representatives of the
motion picture industry in New York State,
seeking re-election to the Legislature,

went down to defeat. Richard J. Bol-

ton, of The Hague, owner of a motion-
picture theatre, seeking re-election to the
Assembly, was defeated by his Democratic
opponent, the victory being the first the
Democratic party has enjoyed in Warren
County, in eighteen years. Harry M.
Brooks, president of the motion picture
machine operators' union in Troy, failed to

be re-elected to the Assembly. Senator
Leonard Lipowicz, of Buffalo, a motion
picture theatre owner, was re-elected to

the upper house after a stiff fight.

Henry A. Staab was re-elected to the
Milwaukee Assembly from the Twelfth
District in the recent election, defeating
the Socialist candidate with a majority of
1,071. Mr. Staab, as secretary of the mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Wiscon-
sin, is well known to exhibitors of the
State.

New Angle in Arbitration Case
Threat of Ohio Amusement Company Coun-
sel to Attack Legality of Uniform Contract

THE latest move in the United Artists

- Ohio Amusemenl Company case is

the threal of Sam Horwitz, counsel

for the theatre company, to institute a

court fight to tesl the legality of the uni-

form contract. While technically United

Artists won the case, when the court re

fused an injunction to sel aside decision ot

$1,100 awarded by the arbitration board,

the exhibiting firm claim- a moral victory

in the ruling handed down by the court,

winch termed the uniform contract harsh.

In the decision, the Court of Equitj ot

Common Pleas Court, -cored the manner
in which the arbitration board arrived at

a decision, when the seventh arbitrator

made the award without conferring with

remaining members of the board, and in-

dicated that the award would be set aside

if effort was made to enforce penalties un-
der the cont ract

.

The Ohio Amusement firm has not paid
the award and is standing pat on its re-

fusal to comply with the decision. The
award is assuming second importance, for

it i- quite unlikely thai any real effort

will be made to collect, for the reason that

the court'- attitude makes enforcement, by
reason of penally, practically impossible,
What now i- the major issue is the uniform
contract, which Horwitz is attacking, de-

termined to carry the fight to the Supreme
< lourt of the state.

Horwitz will allege the contract is in

restraint of trade because, it enforced, it

would put an exhibitor out of business,
ami such enforcement would necessitate a

combination to restrain trade.

Exhibitor Is Liable Who
Cuts Out Part of Film

A decision handed down by the Arbitra-
tion Board of the Film Board of Trade of
Des Moines, was that an exhibitor is liable
who cut- out part id' a film thus sending it

on incomplete tor the u-e of the next
exhibitor. The charge was brought against
the Pathe Film Exchange, Inc., by .lack
Cohen of the Strand at Ottumwa, who had
widely advertised scenes id' the Miami hur-
ricane, and who suffered some financial loss
when the sc.enes in question were not in-
cluded in the news-reel when it reached
him. The Pathe company was absolved of
any damages and the Strand Amusement
Company of Cedar Rapids was ordered to
pay Mr. Cohen $125 damages because ot

cutting out and holding for extra show-
ings the Miami disaster scene.-.

N.Y. Towns' Common Coun-
cil Against Sunday Shows
As the result of action taken last week

by the common council of Meehanieville.
N.Y., when it voted against a proposi-
tion calling for the endorsement of Sun-
day shows by the council and the submission
of the proposition to the voters of Meehan-
ieville, Sunday motion pictures for that
town look doubtful. The proposition for
the endorsement by the council and the
submission of the question to the voters was
submitted by William E. Benton, of Sara-
toga Springs, owner of theatres in Me-
ehanieville and other New York towns.
George 0. Slingerland, the mayor of the
city, was among those voting against Sun-
day shows.

Ogdensburg, N.Y., in Favor
of Sunday Showiners

The city of Ogdensburg, N.Y., will have
Sunday motion picture shows as the result

of last week's election, when the proposi-
tion was carried by a majority of 213. In-
terest in the outcome of the Sunday movie
proposition was fully as great as in the
race for Governor of the State. Over
4,000 persons registered their views on the
Sunday movie and for a time it was feared
that the proposition had been defeated.
The result of the election caused considera-
ble elation among those who had fought
strenuously for Sunday shows.

Amsterdam and Korson Get
Three in Bridgeton, N.J.
Ben Amsterdam and Louis Korson, who

operate the Masterpiece Exchange, and also
control the Franklin Theatre Company.
which recently took over the Can- and
Schad theatres in Reading and vicinity,
have taken over the Criterion, Majestic
and Bijou in Bridgeton, N.J., from W. Lin-
ker-. The Criterion was bought outright
tor $400,000, while leases were secured on
t he ot her t wo houses.

Dakota Exhibitor Elected to

State Legislature
The lure of politic- was a potent one

for at lea-t one Northwe-t exhibitor during
the recent election-. Joseph Flaa, who
manages the Revillo auditorium at Revillo,
S.D.. was elected to the state Legislature
and will represent Grant County.
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"Michael Strogoff" Premiere in D. C.
Brilliant Aggregation of Diplomats and Government Officials

at Opening of French Film in Rialto, Washington

WITH the same brilliance that marked
its premieres in the capitals of Eu-
rope, "Michael Strogoff," the Uni-

versal Film de France, made by the French
Societe des Cineromans and acquired for

distribution in America by Carl Laemmle,
had its American opening- last Friday night

in the Rialto Theatre, Washington, D.C.
In a setting of foreign diplomats, national

officials, Army and Navy officers and others

of the scintillating society for which Wash-
ington is famous, the stirring film importa-
tion was presented with all the color and
excitement of a big Xew York or Los
Angeles premiere.

Flood and spot lights bathed the arriving

limousines, motion picture cameras clicked

in the lobby as the capital's dignitaries and
their guests swept into the auditorium,
flash-light powder punctuated the surging of

the crowd and society reporters craned
their necks to note the arrivals at what was
recognized as the social event of the week
in Washington.
Held under the patronage of the Count

de Sartiges, charge d 'Affaires of the French
Republic in the absence of Ambassador
Henri Beranger, the "Michael Strogoff"
premiere attracted the most unusual turn-

out of foreign plenipotentiaries and U. S.

personages that ever attended a motion
picture.

The Washington opening was a double
event. In addition to the premiere of the

Universal Film de France, it was the re-

opening of the Rialto Theatre, which has

been re-decorated and fitted out with a full-

sized stage which now permits the staging

of elaborate presentations. This marks a

new policy for the house, which heretofore

had to confine itself to speakers, singers

or prologues in One.
The presentation put on at the Rialto to

accompany the picture had as its highlight

the music score by Rox Rommell and his

orchestra. Rommell is a newcomer to Wash-
ington and the East and the critical audi-

ence listened with pleasurable anticipation

to his careful and well adapted musical
background for the film. There were ad-

ditional presentation features, including a

Russian baritone and a Bacchanalian dance
by the Pemberton dancers.

Following the official premiere, "Michael
Strogoff" continues in the Rialto for an
extended run.

Universal officials point with pride to the
exceptional list of prominent persons who
made up the audience at the American pre-
miere of "Michael Strogoff." Included in

the list are U. S. Cabinet members, other
High Government officials, Army and Navy,
heads, ambassadors, ministers and pleni-

potentiaries from almost every country on
the globe, as well as hundreds of others
from the ranks of Washington society

columns and more than 300 members of the

National Press Club, the high-powered

newspaper men who "cover" Washington,
from papers all over the world.

Here is a partial list of the notables
attending:

Mrs. Frank B. Kellogg, wife of Secre-
tary of State, and party; Frank White,
Treasurer of Tinted States, and party;
Brig. Gen. Lutz Wahl, Ass't to Adjutant
General, and party; General Wm. J. Snow,
Chief of Field Artillery, and party ; Maj.
Gen. Malin Craig, Chief of Cavalry, and
party; Gen. Campbell King, Ass't. Chief
of Staff, and party; Maj. Gen. M. M.
Patrick, Chief of Air Service, and party;
Major Richard Moore, Ass't. Chief Engi-
neer, and party; Maj. Gen. Henzie W.
Walker, Chief of Finance, and party; Maj.
Gen. C. McK. Salzman, Chief Signal Officer,

and party; Maj. Gen. John Lejuene, Com-
mandant of Marines, and party; General
James B. Frechet (Mrs.), Ass't. Chief of
Air Service, and party; Maj. Gen. Mclntyre,
Ch. of Bureau of Insular Affairs, and party

;

Rear Adm. Claude C. Bloch, Ch. of Bureau
of Ordnance, and party; Rear Adm. L. E.

Gregory, Ch. of Bureau of Civil Engrs.,
and party; Rear Adm. W. B. Shoemaker,
Ch. of Bureau of Navigation, and party;
Admiral E. W. Ederle, Ch. of Naval Opera-
tions, and party; Capt. E. L. Bennett,
Bureau of Engrs., and party; Capt. Ridley
McLean, Communication Division, and
party; Rear Adm. Theo. J. Senn, Ass't. Ch.
Naval Operations, and party; Capt. J. 0.

Principal players in "Michael Strogoff." the Universal Film de France production being distributed here by Universal and which opened last week in Washington for its

American premiere. In the centre is Ivan Moskine as Michael Strogoff. the courier of the Czar; in the upper left. Ivan Ogaroff, played by Chakatouny; upper right,
the Grand Khan, played by Defas; lower left. Nathalie Kovanko as Nadia; lower right. Jeanne Brindeau as Michael's mother.
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Richardson, A.ss't. Bureau of Ordnance,
and party; John B. May, Jr., Sec'y to Sec'y
Wilbur, and party; Counl de Sertiges, Ch.
(1 'Alfa ires, Prance, and party; Faik Ko-
nitza, Minister Albania, and partj ; Madame
Edgar Precknik, Austria, and party; Raoul
Tilmont, Ch. d'Affaires Belgium, and party;
Baron van der Elst, Secretary Belgium, and
party, Theo. I. Barra, Secretary Bolivia,

and party; H. Bisseroff, Secretary Bulgaria,
and party; C. Garfias, Military Att. Chili,

and party; S. Cohen, Secretary Chili, and
party; Miguel Couchaga, Minister Chili, and
party; C. K. Young, Secretary China, and
party; Pin": Doo Pih, Attache China, and
party; Yu Kwei Yung, Attache China, and
party; Alfredo Lozano, Attache Columbia,
and party; Enrique Olaya, Minister Colum-
bia, and party; Guillermo E. Gonzales, Sec-
retary Costa Rica, and party, R. Alfonso,

Mil. Att. Cuba, and party; Gonzal Guell,

Secretary Cuba, and party; C. de Quesada,
Secretary Cuba, and party; Jose A. Sera,

Attache Cuba, and party; Capt. E. A.
Prieto, Mil. Attache Cuba, and party; Jose
Baron, Secretary Cuba, and party; Dr. Fisa,
Secretary Czecho., and party; Zd. Fier-

linger, Minister Czecho., and party; Zaro-
slav Lipa, Counsellor Czecho., and party;
A. Marales, Minister Dom. Republic, and
party; Carlos Mantilla, Attache Ecuador,
and party; J. Barberis, Ch. d'Affaires Ecua-
dor, and party; Ismail Kamil Bey, Ch. dAf-
faires Egypt, and party; Dr. F. M. Mousa,
Secretary Egypt, and party; Ahmed El-

Eissy Effendi, Secretary Egypt, and party;
Bruno Kivikoski, Ch. d'Affaires Finland,
and party; Herr Schlimpert, Secretary

Germany, and party; E. V. Selzam, Secre-

tary Germany, and party; H. G. Chilton,

Ch. d'Affaires Gr. Britain, and party; C.

Diamantopoulos, Secretary Greece, and

party; Francisco S. Latour, Minister Gua-
temala, and party; II. Price, .Minister Haiti,

and party; Carlos Izaguirre, Secretary
Honduras, and party; John Pelenyi, Coun-
sellor Hungary, and party; T. Smiddy,
.Minister Irish Free State, and party,
Vincenzo di Girolamo, Chancellor Italy, and
party; 1). B. Yillanova, Chancellor Italy,

and party; Albert Lais, Naval Attache
Italy, and party; K. Makita, Naval Attache
Japan, and party; C. Yamanoto, Naval At-
tache Japan, and party; Charles L. Seya,
Minister Latvia, and party; H. Rabinavius,
Secretary Lithuania, and party; Antonio
Castro-Leal, Counsellor Mexico, and party;
H. Van Aschanwyck, Ch. d'Affaires Nether-
lands, and party; Francisco Renasco, Coun-
sellor Nicaragua, and party ; A. Lundh,
Counsellor Norwegian, and party ; R.
Alford, Minister Panama, and party; Juan
V. Ramirez, Ch. d'Affaires Paraguay, and
party; Abdullah Entezam, Secretary Per-
sia, and party; F. Noury, Ch. d'Affaires
Persia, and party; Santiago Bedova, Sec-
retary^ Peru, and party; Gladys Ciecha-

nowski, wife of .Minister Poland, and party;
Badu T. Djuvera, Ch. d'Affaires, Roumania,
and party; Roberto Melendez, Attache Sal-

vador, and party; Hector David Castro,

Ch. (1 'Affaires Salvador, and party ; Dr. Ante
T. Pavichich, Minister, Servians, Croates,

and Slovenes, and party; Phya Nid.es

Virajakich, Secretary Siam, and party;
Mariano Amaedo, Secretary Spain, and
party; Major V. Casajus, Mil. Attache
Spain, and party; Adolfo de Salah, Royal
Spanish Navy, Spain, and party; W. Bos-
trom, Minister Sweden, and party; Marc
Peter, Minister Swiss, and party, Carlos
F. Grisanti, Minister Venezuela, and party;

W. S. Shelby, Metropolitan Police, and
party, Major Paul Sullivan, Metropolitan

Police, and party; Baroness von Loewen-
seld (Miss Benter) ; Dr. \V. M. Mann, Di-
rector of Zoological Park, and party, Judge
C. S. Hatfield, V. S. Court of Customs Ap-
peals, and party; Gov. and Mrs. Richard
Yates, Illinois, and party.

The American premiere was also«attended
by a large group of Universal home office

executives and trade paper editors from
New York.

Included in the party which made the
trip to Washington were Arthur James,
editor of "Motion Pictures Today," and
Mrs. dames; J. S. Spargo, New York editor
of the "Exhibitors Herald"; L. C. Moen,
news editor of the "Motion Picture New- '

'

;

Charles Hastings, associate editor of the
"Moving Picture World"; and James Cron,
advertising manager of the "Daily Review.

''

From the Universal home office were Lou
B. Metzger, general sales manager, and Mrs.
Metzger; Joe Weil, director of exploitation,

J. A. Carrier, Manager of Theatres ; Earl
Kramer, sales director; Joe Freidman, gen-
eral manager of the Big "U" exchange;
Sydney Singerman, program manager; Sam
Sedran, purchasing agent; and Henry Clay
Bate, assistant publicity director. Among
the special Universal men on the ground
were W. L. Doudlah, manager of the Rialto;
Corbin Shield, publicity' manager of the
theatre ; and two members of Universal 's

exploitation field staff, Bob Wood of Phila-
delphia, and Charles Loewenberg of Cin-
cinnati.

The New York party left New York
at noon Friday7

, arriving in Washington in

time for dinner before the opening. Head-
quarters were established at the Washing-
ton Hotel. The return was made Saturday
morning.

German Conditions Improve Steadily
Berlin Correspondent of NEWS Sees Changing Attitude Toward

American Films Through High Quality Product
By Heinrich Fraenkel

Berlin Correspondent, M. P. News

SOME months ago, in order to give the

American trade a true statement of

the situation, I had to write a gloomy
article about strong antagonism against
American pictures in many Central Euro-
pean countries, especially, however, in

( lermany.
I had to write that the American pro-

ducers wt'vc up againsl an unusually diffi-

cult proposition in this country, mostly due
to some very unfortunate "anti" publicity
in important newspapers as well as to bad
editing of many American pictures, even
the very important ones.

This rather dangerou crisis for the
American film can be said to have reached

limax aboul half a year ago, when one
of the fines! and mosl artistic American
productions (one specially suitable for the
mentality of the German public) was his ed

down in a leading German theatre to such
an extent thai the screening bad to be in-

terrupted and the admission fees returned
to the aiidiencc; all this having been main-
ly due to an atmo pbere created by some
silly newspaper articles as well as by atro-

ciously bad editing of that particular pic-

ture. I am glad to say that in the mean-
time the po ition entirely changed and that

the general chances of American production

have considerably improved. It is a most

important fact that the atmosphere has
been cleared and more or less cleaned of

the very harmful anti-American publicity

which, at a certain time, seemed to become
the pet subject for some not at all unim-
portant journalists and newspapers.
Very much of this improvement is due

to the sheer merit and to the corresponding
success of some big American features

which have been released lately, the value

of which has done a lot to restore the con-

lidenee of the German public in the quality,

and of the German exhibitor in the box
office value, of American productions.

In this respect I would specially men-
tion "Ben-Hur, " which is now coming in-

to the third month of an indefinite run
which is an uninterrupted succession of

crowded houses and enthusiastic audiences.

Very much the same holds good for "La
r.olieme," which, for many weeks now has

been playing to capacity in the Gloria Pal-
.i t. one of the biggest and mosl fashion-

able of the Berlin theatres. "The King
Mai nst reel." "The Volga Boatman,"

"His Secretary," "Mike," "Robin
II I," "The Freshman" are other Ameri-
can pictures which have scored extraordi-

nary success, and just now "Old Clothes"
has come oul to add to this list.

It is, of course, not only the sheer merit

of those outstanding productions but also

the special care which has been given to

their editing and exploitation which has
done so much to restore and strengthen the
whole of American productions on this

market.

What About the Contingent?
There has been a lot of talk recently in

German trade circles regarding a prospect-
ive tightening of the Contingent quota.

Some German producers have been clamor-
ing for a 2:1 quota instead of the 1:1

system being in force at present. I do
not think, however, that those tendencies

will be successful in the long run and, as

a matter of fact, there has just been a meet-
ing of one of the Berlin groups of the

German distributers' association, voting
about the pros and cons of the 2:1 quota,

which has had a narrow defeat, having col-

lected 5 votes as against the (i of the pres-

ent 1 :1 system.
The main reason why the 2:1 system

should not and could not be accepted now
is that it is more or less impracticable at

present, (iennan production may be strong
enough to supply the 50 per cent of the

market 's demand provided for by the pres-

ent import situation. I do not think, how-
ever, that production could get such an up-

ward trend in the near future as to be
able to supply the market's demands if the

quota of (iennan to foreign films should

have to be 2:1. That's why all this talk

Seems to be much ado about nothing.
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Alfred Weiss New Head
of Red Seal and Inkwell
CONTROL of Red Seal Pictures

and Out of the Inkwell Corpo-
ration changed hands this week

and also served to bring back actively

into the motion picture industry Al-
fred Weiss, the new president of Red
Seal and Inkwell. $218,000.00 of the
liabilities was paid by Mr. Weiss, who
also furnished ample working capital

to carry out the release schedule in

addition to certain contemplated inno-
vations in the future. The new organ-
ization has elected Max Fleischer
vice-president of both corporations,
placing him in charge of production.

Mr. Weiss operated his own ex-
change under a patents company
license during the days of the General
Film Company and was one of the
originators of the Triangle Film
Corporation. At one time he was
vice-president of the original Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation and con-
tinued in that position for a number
of years until it became necessary for
him to dispose of his Goldwyn hold-
ings because of his outside interests.

Today he is president of Agfa Raw
Film Corporation and the American
Multi Color Corporation.

Philadelphia Film Board of

Trade Frames New By-laws
Revised bv-laws and the new constitu-

tion of the Film Board of Trade of Phila-

delphia were opposed at the board's last

regular meeting. Under the neAV -code no
officer of the board can succeed himself.

Under the old regulations Oscar Neufeld had
served for five successive years. Further
provision has been made for the elimina-

tion of a nominating committee. Nomina-
tions are now made from the floor at the

meeting preceding the annual election. All

committees now serve three months in-

stead of a year, with the exception of the

arbitration committee, which serves for two
months. Members can be removed from
office only through a two-thirds vote of the

entire membership.
Harry M. Schwalbe, who was the princi-

pal stockholder in the Electric Theatre
Suppb* Company, has been made an hon-
orary member of the Board of Trade, the

first Philadelphia picture man to be so

honored. Mr. Schwalbe was formerly sec-

retary of First National.

Jason Robards Wins Starring

Warner Bros. Contract
A long term contract whereby he will be

featured in forthcoming Warner produc-
tions is Jason Robards' reward for his

portrayal opposite Dolores Costello in '

' The
Third Degree," was a declaration made
during the week by Jack L. Warner, head
of the Warner Coast production forces.

The final scenes of "The Third Degree''

were shot during the week under the direc-

tion of Michael Curtiz, European director

under contract with Warner Bros.

BarbaraWorthwith Reginald
Denny in "Slow Down"
In accordance with Universal 's policy of

elevating rising young players to important
roles, Barbara Worth will portray the

feminine lead opposite Reginald Denny in

"Slow Down."

Pathe Financial Statement Shows Net In-

come of $476,097 for Six Months

GROSS sales of $9,408,828.21 yielding net income of $476,096.99 are

reported by Pathe and subsidiaries for the 28 weeks ended July 10.

This is equivalent, after deducting dividends paid on the preferred

stock, to $2.22 a share on the 198,649 shares of combined Class A and
Class B stock outstanding July 10.

The consolidated balance sheet, as announced here this week, for

that period shows current assets of $6,463,130.34, which includes cash on
hand and in banks, notes receivable, accounts receivable, advances to

outside producers and inventories of negative, positives, raw film and
supplies; against this are current liabilities of $672,915.07, including par-

ticipation and royalties owing to outside producers, accounts payable
and accrued expenses, provision for 1926 Federal taxes, accrued bond
interest and payable dividends.

The surplus as per balance sheet in the consolidated profit and loss

account for that period, is $3,645,644.85.

F. & R.'Saxe Considering Deal
Logical Move for Companies But Merger

is Not Concluded, Declares Cubberley

ALTHOUGH he denied that any deal

has heen closed relative to the merger
of Northwest Theatres (Finkelstein

and Ruben), Minneapolis, and the Saxe
Enterprises, Milwaukee, J. F. Cubberley,

contact executive for F. & R., admitted that

the deal was in the negotiatory stage but
it is not near culmination because of several

features which are keeping the principals

from reaching accord.

"Such a merger is quite possible and is

* logical development in the Minneapolis

Ernst Lubitsch to Direct
"Old Heidelberg"

ERNST LUBITSCH will direct
"Old Heidelberg," starring
Ramon Novarro, under the con-

tract recently taken over by the Metro-
Goldwyn - May-
er. This ro-

mantic tale of

German univers-

ity life is an
original story by
Meyer Foster.

Albert Hubert,
foreign costume
designer, arrived
on the coast last

Sunday and has
already begun
a preliminary

Ramon Novarro

study of the elaborate dress require-

ments for the new picture. Other pre-

camera work on the film also starts

at once. Actual shooting on the film

will be started before the end of the
year.

The name of John Robertson was
associated for a time with "Old
Heidelberg" by M-G-M. The decision
to give the story to Lubitsch came
when Robertson made definite plans
for another production following
"Annie Laurie."

and Milwaukee territory," said Mr. Cubber-
ley. who is iu Xew York on a brief visit.

A pooling of interests by the Saxe Enter-
prises and Finkelstein and Ruben would
prove one of the most important theatre
mergers consummated in the industry. F. &
R. operates in Minnesota, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota, virtually dominat-
ing its field, with competition in but few of
the cities in the four states; the chain com-
prises 121 houses.

The Saxe interests have about forty thea-
tres in Wisconsin exclusively. The building
and acquisition programs of Universal and
the Fisher circuit, Saxe opposition, is be-

lievd to be a factor in the launching of ne-

gotiations for the proposed merging of in-

terests.

Saxe has opposition in Milwaukee where
Universal operates the Alhambra and a cir-

cuit of suburban houses. At Kenosha, Uni-
versal is building in opposition. Saxe is

invading Madison, a Fisher stronghold, and
a Fisher house has been announced for Ber-
lin. The two firms are in opposition at
Fond Du Lac.

The overseated condition of the two terri-

tories in which the companies operate has
caused F. & R. to close houses in an effort

to alleviate the situation. The firm virtually
lias completed its building program for the
year, with a house at Minot next week.

In the event that the proposed pooling of
interests falls through, Cubberley may spon-
sor a buying and operating arrangement,
with the firms acting jointly although
retaining their holdings in their respective
companies.

For the last seven years, Cubberley has
been in charge of F. & R.'s expansion pro-

gram. Since the time when the firm con-

trolled but 20 houses, he has been in charge

of purchasing and building houses, in addi-

tion to directing operation of the firm's the-

atres located outside the Twin Cities. He
also directs the company's film distributing

activities in the Educational and F. & R.

exchanges at Minneapolis.
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Acquires Ten More Theatres
Great States Company Signs Eight

Peoria Houses; Two in Other Towns

IMPORTANT theatre transactions wore

announced this week by President Jules

J. Rubens of the Great States Theatres,

who reports that his company has secured a

financial interest and has taken over the

management of eight Peoria houses, an ad-

ditional theatre at Kankakee and one in

Quincy, Illinois. The Peoria theatres, in-

clude the Palace, Madison, Majestic, Or-

plicum, Hippodrome, Apollo, Duchess and

Lyceum, all of which were managed by
ill,. Theatres Operating Company of Peo-

ria.

Dr. George Michell, who had been the

head of this corporation, retains a substan-

tial interest in the reorganized operating
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WA. V. M \< :K, Mnl-W estern division

• sales manager of Pathe is on a tour of

the branch exchanges in Detroit, Chicago, Mil-

waukee, Minneapolis, Des Moines and Omaha.
He is holding sales conferences in each ex-

change he visits besides paying personal visits

to exhibitors. He is expected back in New
York on the 20th of this month.

/^.IRROLL S. TROWBRIDGE, general rep-w rescntative for the Christie Bros., has

taken the road in the interests of "The Nervous
Wreck," the latest Christie feature comedy,
lie will be gone for five weeks, going first to

I 'alias, 'lex., where he will attend the con-

vention of theatre inciters there. He will take

in Oklahoma City, Kansas City, St. Louis, Chi-

, Cleveland and other points.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN, president of

Golden Distributing Corporation, of

Boston and New Haven, which distributes

Chadwick pictures in New England, re-

turned to Boston after a week in New York
where he conferred with Chadwick execu-
tives.

CHARLES REED JONES, director of ad-
%

vertising and publicity for Chadwick Pic-*

hires Corporation, spent last week end in

Philadelphia consulting with Louis Herman,
president of Independent Film Corporation,

distributors of the Chadwick first Division

product in the Philadelphia territory. Herman
and Junes completed arrangements for extensive
exploitation in first-run cities like Baltimore,

Washington and Philadelphia on "April Fool"
and "Sun him oi Paradise Uley," both Chad-
wick releases.

TTERB FOCI:!., producer of The Film
lJ. Reporter, a newsreel distributed by Red
Seal, has gone to the Coast for the purpv
opening a new Western branch. He will prob-
ably be gone for a month or

A L LICHTMAN, newly appointed gen-
** eral manager of distribution for United
Artists, returned to New York this we°k
after a seven weeks' swing through the
West.

H\KRV DUTTOX, ol sident

of National Theatres Supply Co., is ex-
ed to arrive in \'cw York City this week.

where he will con iVr with h

company, but will retire to the office of first

vice-president. H. L. Stern, president of Bal-

aban & Katz, will become president of the

new company and Jules J. Rubens, second
vice-president and general manager. Henry
Stiekelmeyer has been appointed resident

general manager of the Peoria Theatres,

which repi'esent a valuation of over one
million dollars.

It is the intention of the Great States

Theatre to make extensive improvements
in some of the Peoria houses at an early

df. fe, and according to President Rubens, a

p.rge new theatre may be erected in Pe-
oria. In Kankakee, the Great States al-

ready control the La Petite, Majestic and
Rialto Theatres, so that with their new ac-

quisition, the Luna, they have four houses.

In Quincy, where they have just taken over
the Belasco, thev already control the Or-

pheum, Washington and Empire Theatres.

Studio Publicity Directors

Form Committee
Pete Smith, president of the Western

Motion Picture Advertisers, has announced
the appointment of a studio publicity di-

rectors' committee. Barrett ('. Kiesling,

general publicity director for Producers'
Distributing Corporation, is credited as the

author of the movement and has been named
chairman of the committee. Mr. Smith
declares that the purpose of the commit-
tee, which includes all directors of the stu-

dio publicity departments, is, first, to create

a standard for all studio contact either with
the press or the public; second, to protect

legitimate news correspondents and adver-
tising agents by investigating the claims of

strangers; third, to establish greater gene-

ral efficiency in each department by ex-

change of ideas for the improvement of rou-
tine and management; fourth, to act as

one unit in matters affecting the publicity

of the producers as a whole.

The members of the committee include,

besides Mr. Smith for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer and Mr. Kiesling for the De Mille

and Metropolitan studios, Arch Reeve,
West Coast director of publicity for Para-
mount; Hal Wallis, Warner Brothers; Tom
Reed, Universal; Roberl Yost, Fox; Arthur
Hagerman, Hal Roach; Harry Brand,
Joseph Schenck; Mark Larkin and George
Thomas, Pickford Fairbanks: Pat Dowling,
Christie; George Landy, Firsl National.

T POLLOi K, uii, . manage) o) th< Imeri-
JLt' icon Silversheel ('amp, my. of Si. Louis,
Mo., spent several days last week in

York in the interest of distribution.

Midstate Chain Theatres,

Inc. Incorporate in Illinois
Midstate Theatres, Inc., with general

offices located in Fairbury, Illinois, has fin-

ished a reorganization and recapitalization.

The old corporation has been dissolved and
all assets and liabilities are taken over by
the new corporation, Midstate Chain Thea-
tres, Inc. The general offices will remain
in Fairbury and a buying and booking office

is proposed for Chicago in the near future.

The new7 company will continue to operate
the theatres of the old corporation in the

same manner as in the past and the board
of directors are proposing improvements
on the houses now in operation. By the

summer of 1927 the corporation expects to

control theatres in Southern and Northern
Illinois. A number of Central Illinois thea-

tres are under option and the corporation
plans to build in some of the larger cities.

The officers are president, Elmer B. Ram-
sey, vice-president, William E. Kenyon,
secretary, Harry H. Foster, treasurer.

Edward E. Alger. On the board of directors

are: William E. Kenyon, Elmer B. Ramsey',

Heil J. Ramsev, Delvv T. Walton, Edward
E. Alger. The law firm of Taylor, Miller,

Dickinson and Smith, Chicago, has been
retained as legal counsel.

Two Missouri Theatre Men
Successful in Elections

The official returns of the elections held

in St. Louis, Mo., on Tuesday. November
2, showed that Joseph Mogler, Republican,

defeate.d his Democratic opponent 29,364

votes to 20,083, while in the Fourth District

for member of the House of Representa-
tives, L. C. Hehl paced the field of four
candidates on each ticket with a total vote

of 28,687. Hehl carried his Republican

running mates to victory with him.

Joseph Mogler owns the Mogler, Bremen
and Excello theatres in North St. Louis

and for many years has been president of

the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors

League, and has also served as vice-presi-

denl of the national organization. Hehl has
managed several of the more prominent of

the South St. Louis theatres and is secretary

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners.

Opera House, Connellsville,

Destroyed by Fire
< tn the morning of November 10th, the

Opera Souse building, three-story frame
structure in Connellsville, Pa., which had
recently been remodeled to provide room
for stores and apartments, was destroyed
!i\ flames after a battle of tour hours. Fire

companies from Connellsville, South Con-
nellsville, Scotdale and Uniontown were
called out. Roberl freed, who occupied an

apart incut in an upper tloor, was overcome
b\ smoke and died later at a hospital. The
estimated loss, including that of the pro-

prietors of several -tore-, was $100,000.

Pete Smith, publicity director for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, and Barret C. Keisling, publicity director for

Cecil B. De Mille studio

"Barbara Worth" Premiere
at N. Y. Strand, Nov. 27
"The Winning of Barbara Worth," the

FTenrj King directed vehicle for Vilma
1 Ci nk \ and Ronald Colman, which Samuel
Goldwyn produced for United Artists re-

lease, i- to have its Xew York premiere at

the Mark si rand on Sunday, November 27.

The product 1011 had its world premiere at

the Forum in Los Angeles and i> now iii it-

lift h week there.
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Ralph Ruffner

Ralph Ruffner, Vancou-
ver Exhibitor, Dies

DEATH stalked into the home of

a famous exhibitor at Van-
couver, B.C., with tragic swift-

ness on November 12, when at the
conclusion of a

joyful birthday

party for his

child, Ralph
Ruffner fell dead
without warn-
ing.

Such was the

end of a man
widely known
since 1921 as

the manager of

the Capitol The-
atre at Van-
couver, one of

the leading theatres of the Famous
Players chain in Canada. Mr. Ruff-
ner, who was 41 years of age, had
apparently been in excellent health
and had entered with enthusiasm
into the celebration for his two-year-
old boy, but after the farewell of the
last guest he suddenly toppled over.
Mr. Ruffner was born in Denver,

Zolo., and proceeded to Winnipeg, Man-
itoba, some years ago where he be-
came outstanding as a theatre man-
ager. He went to Vancouver in 1921
to become manager of the big theatre
there. He had shown marked ability

in arranging special presentations.

Tacoma Theatre Managers
Assoc. Elect Officers

The Theatre Owners' and Managers' As-
sociation of Tacoma, Washington, recently

elected new officers for the year, as follows

:

H. M. S. Kendrick, local manager of Pan-
tages Theatre, as president; H. R. Bury,
vice-president; J. Robert McKinnell, sec-

retary and W. S. McNeish, treasurer.

The Tacoma Theatre Owners' and Man-
agers ' Association is a hundred per cent

organization, as it represents every house
in that city. All of the theatres display

prominently a blue and gold plate and the

Four Players Get Five
Year F. B. O. Contracts

IT was some weeks ago that Edwin
King, vice-president of F. B. O.,
in charge of production, stated in

an interview that youth would have its

chance in F. B. O. productions. Be-
fore ten days had elapsed four young
players had been signed to five year
contracts by Mr. King.
The four are Helen Foster, Danny

O'Shea, Thelma Hill and Betty Cald-
well. The last three have been assigned
to "The Wisecrackers," the Witwer
series directed by Caryl Fleming.
Miss Foster was cast for a prominent
part in "When a Dog Loves," starring
Ranger, the canine star, and directed
by J. P. MacGowan, she is appearing
opposite George O'Hara in "California
or Bust." Betty Caldwell and Danny
O'Shea are both in "Her Father Said
No."

Russian Government to Produce Raw
Stock on Big Scale, Berlin Hears

By HEINRICH FIL4ENKEL
(Berlin Correspondent, M. P. News)

BERLIN, November 10.—According to a reliable Moscow source,

The Russian Government intends to start the production of raw
film stock on a big scale. It expects to start a factory in Schlussel-

berg, a small town near Leningrad.
At the beginning, the output would average 70,000,000 to 90,000,000

feet, which would be enough to cover the entire demands of the Russian

market. The Soviet Government will finance this organization to the

extent of 5,700,000 Goldrubels to start with (about $3,000,000).

Agfa is supposed to have had a strong share in the initial negotia-

tions preceding the new venture ; they could not come to terms, however,

and so negotiations were definitely stopped, and shortly afterwards the

Soviet Government launched its enterprise independently.

slogan of the organization is "Boosting
Tacoma Three Hundred and Sixty-five Days
a Year." The association hag its own
cameramen covering local events exclusive-

ly and is probably unique in this respect.

The five first-run houses defray the expense

and later supply subjects to the neighbor-

hood houses without charge.

Jensen-Von Herberg Again

in Exhibition Field

The firm of Jensen-Von Herberg, former
owners and directors of the circuit of forty

theatres in the Pacific Northwest states now
in the hands of Pacific Northwest Theatres,

Inc., is again in the exhibition field in the

same territory, though on a smaller seal.

A Seattle report last week indicated that

the Von Herberg interests have purchased
the Empress and the Majestic, two second-

run houses in Ballard, a suburb of Seattle,

from Mr. and Mrs. Don Geddes. The latter

is expected to remain in charge of the houses

until the first of the year, pending the com-
pletion of a third theatre in the Ballard

Eagles ' Lodge Building, also included in the

sale. The three houses will then go under
the Jensen-Von Herberg management in

what is reported to be the beginning of a

chain of suburban houses in Washington
and Oregon.

Will Invoke Copyright Laws
Against "Bicycler'

'

Federal copyright laws are to be invoked
by the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade
against an exhibitor who has been showing
pictures which he has not contracted for.

It is hoped that a precedent will be set in

Federal court which will act as a dampen-
ing influence on whatever exhibitors are
now engaged in the "bicycling" of films.

A number of companies have secured evi-

dence against the accused exhibitor, and if

justice is obtained, there will undoubtedly
be a curtailment of this dishonest practice
in this region. Several cases now before
the film board of trade will undoubtedly
find their way to the federal court in case
a conviction is obtained in the present in-

stance.

Missouri Governor Seeks to

Revive Tax Proposal
Sam A. Baker, former school teacher and

now governor of Missouri, has announced
his intention of again asking the Missouri
General Assembly to revive his proposal
for a permanent educational fund by plac-

ing a special direct tax on amusement ad-
missions, tobacco and all minerals mined
in the state. He has estimated that his

plan will net from $7,000,000 to $8,000,-

000,000 annually for education.

It is doubtful whether the bill will pass
the legislature when they convene in Jef-
ferson City in January. Should it get by
the general assembly it will be referred to

the people for a state-wide vote. It is fa-

vored by a few school and college teachers
and the like but the voters generally are
opposed to the plan as was revealed by a
canvass of the state.

British Gov't May Offer

Producer Pecuniary Aid
GOVERNMENT subsidy .of

British motion picture pro-
ducers is almost a certainty,"

declared Simon Rowson, head of Ideal
Films, Ltd., one of the foremost dis-
tributors of motion pictures in Europe
who has been in Los Angeles for a
few days. He spent several hours
with William R. Fraser, general man-
ager of Harold Lloyd Corporation,
discussing the foreign film situation,
and also visited Lloyd at the Lasky
Ranch. Rowson informed Lloyd that
"For Heaven's Sake" has been one of
the biggest sensations of the London
motion picture season, playing to
more than 100,000 persons in three
weeks at the Plaza Theatre.

"We feel," Mr. Rowson said, "the
government will eventually subsidize
the production of British' films. In
other words, if we have $100,000 with
which to produce a picture, I think we
soon shall be able to borrow an eaual
amount from the government at a
nominal interest. Until we have suf-
ficient financial support we naturally
cannot expect to compete generally
with American pictures in quality and
appeal."
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Raymond Griffith Will Make
Next Film in East

In compliance with the requesl of Wil-

liam Le Baron, associate producer at the

Long Island studio, 13. P. Schulberg, Para-
mount West Coast executive, is sending

I,', mond Griffith East to make his next pic-

ture, "The Winning Spirit," by Alfred
in-, French dramatist, who was recent-

ly placed under contract by Famous Play-

sky.

Frank Tuttle will direct the picture.

Griffith will leave Hollywood about Decem-
ber 1 and production on "The Winning
Spirit" is scheduled to begin about De-
cember 1").

Production on Griffith's previously an-

nounced picture, "The Waiter From the

Bit/,," has been postponed until after the

comedian returns from the East.

Columbia and Artclass in

Distribution Arrangement
Contracts were signed this week by Jack

Colin, treasurer of and acting for Columbia
Pictures, and Louis Weiss, representing

A.rtclass Pictures, whereby Columbia will

distribute in the Middle West four series

of Artclass feature Westerns. The ter-

ritories involved are Michigan, Iowa and
Nebraska and the Columbia exchanges in

Detroit, Des .Moines and Omaha will han-

dle eight Westerns featuring Buffalo Bill,

Jr., eight starring Buddy Roosevelt, eight

with Wally Wales in the principal role,

and four presenting Leo Maloney. The
first three named series were produced by
Lester Scott, Jr.

Buck Jones Begins Own
Story, "The War Horse"
Some months ago while touring the

battlefields of France with his wife, Buck
Jones, cowboy star of Pox Films, conceived

the idea of a picture paying tribute to the

equine heroes of the late war. The star

collaborated with Lambert Hillyer, also

the scenarist and director, on the story
which is called "The War Eorse." The
photoplay has just been started by Jones
and it is entirely probable that this picture

bears for him a greater appeal than any
of the 'jre.it many he has made. Appearing
with him are Silver Luck, his horse, Lola
Todd. Lloyd Whitlock, Stanley Traynor
and Vol.-. D'Avril.

Grant Withers Opposite Vi-

o
T

a Dana in "Homestruck"
( rranl Wither- ol i In I '.B.I I. stock com

pany, who ha te pasl couple of \ ear

casl in heavy roles, is to be rewarded
with his first "heroic" part. He "ill

work opposite Viola Dana in "Home
struck," her nevt feature for F.B.O., which
will be made from .-in original storj b

Peter Milne under the direction of Ralph
line.

Nat Levine Will Distribute

"The Fighting Failure"
"The Fighting Failure," an E. C. Boyle

production \\ Inch has in it- casl ' < lullen

Landis . Pi
I ery, Lucy Beau-

mont, Sidney franklin ami Ernest Billiard,

Avill lie 30W on the State Right markel
by Nat Levine.

Nat'l Preview Day Starts

Off Christie Week

A NATIONAL preview day for
their latest feature comedy,
"The Nervous Wreck," was in-

augurated last week by the Christie

Brothers to start off the present week
—Christie week, a celebration of the
completion of fifteen years of comedy
production in Hollywood.
The celebration has already been

heralded in a nation-wide manner due
to the cross-country tour of Pat
Dowling in "Doodle Bug," his Citroen
car. Last Saturday was the date set

for the national preview day. In ev-
ery city where a Producers Distribut-
ing Corporation exchange is located
the feature length comedy was shown
to an invited audience which was com-
posed of exhibitors, representatives
of the clergy, teachers and their pupils
of highest standing and Sunday School
teachers with pupils boasting the best
attendance records.
Thirty of these invited audiences saw

"The Nervous Wreck."

Warner Bros. Raise Howard
Bretherton to Directorship
Howard Bretherton, film editor for War-

ner Bros, for the pasl three year-, who has
during his thirteen years in the film indus-

try, been at various times assistant di-

rector, prop man, cutter and editor, will try

his hand as a director when he takes up the

megaphone for the first time on "Hills of
Kentucky," his first assignment on his re-

cently signed directorial contract with War-
ner Bros. Harry Hoyt has also entered up-

on a new long term contract with War-
ner Bros., which is said to cover a period

of years. His first job will be "Bitter Ap-
ples," featuring Monte Blue, who will be-

gin work on it as .soon as he finishes

•'Wolf's Clothing,'' now Hearing comple-
tion.

Dorothy Sebastian Has Role
in "The Demi-Bride"

Dorothy Sebastian, who has just com-
pleted a character role in the John Gilbert

tarring vehicle, "The Day of Souls," has
been assigned the role of Denise in Norma
Shearer's new starring vehicle, "The Demi-
Bride."

Other additions made la-t week to the

casl of "The Demi Bride," which is being

directed by Robert Z. Leonard, are Lionel

Belmore, character actor, and TeneE Holtz,

Broadway stage actor—brought West some
months ago to make his initial screen ap-
pearance in " Upstage.

Lew Cody and Carmel .Myers ha\e fea-

tured parts.

Carmelita Geraghty Appear-
ing in "Smith's Uncle"

i armelita I leraghty, now ad ing in I he

Mack Sennett " Smith Family" -cries

and who is remembered as one of the Wam-
pas Baby star- of L924, plays a semi-

Eeatured role in '•Smith's Uncle," the latest

of the -eric- which has several Christmas
equences and should therefore prove a

timely production Eor December's showings
in theatre-. According to late-t advice-

iioin the Coast, Mis- Geraghty will be -ecu

opposite Tom Mix in the latter'- next Wes
tern production.

Schedule of Elbee Pictures

Half Completed
With "The Lightning Rider," directed

by -lack Noble, in a finished state, Louis
Banm, president of Klbee Picture- corpora-
tion, state that eight of his company's
sixteen productions for the 1926-27 schedule
are now completed. Two units have been
active on the West Coast under the super-
vision of W. K. Lackey and Mr. Baum and
the entire program is promised for delivery

to franchise exchanges by next February.
"The Lightning Rider" has a casl in-

cluding Johnny Walker, Sylvia Breamer,
Burr Mcintosh, Mayme Kelso, Lou Archer
and Nelson McDowd. The other completed
pictures are "Race Wild," featuring Eileen

Percy and David Torrence and directed by
Oscar Apfel; "The Warning Signal" with
Gladys Hulette, Kenneth Mead, Lincoln

Steadman and Martha Mattox and directed

by Charles Hunt; "Speeding Thru" which
Mas directed by Bertram Bracken and listed

in "Youth
-

- Companion" Blue Ribbon List,

starring Creighton Hale and Juda Bang;
"Pursued," with Gaston Glass, Stuart

Holmes and Gertrude A-tor and directed

by Del Henderson; "The Pay Off," with

Otis Harlan, Robert McKim and Dorothy
Drew and also directed by Del Henderson;
"Frenzied Flame-," directed by Stuart

Paton and starring Cullen Landis, Mary
Carr and Virginia Browne Faire; "Forest
Havoc," another Stuart Paton directed

picture featuring Forre-t Stanley and
Peggy Montgomery.

Choose Support to W. C.

Fields in "The Potters"
Important supporting roles in "The Pot-

ter-." W. ('. fields' next starring 'picture

Eor Paramount, have been assigned Richard

"Skeets" Gallagher, former musical comedy
star of Dillingham production-, who made
his screen debut in "New York;" Jack
Kuan, a comedian well known on the

Orpheum circuit as a member of the Stan-

ley company, who played a minor part in
•• Lo\ e 'fan and Leave 'Em ;

" Mary Alden
ami Ivy Harris, the latter a graduate of

the Paramount School. Fred Newmeyer is

directing.

Gloria Swanson Adds Rob't.

Schable to "Sunya" Cast
Robert Schable, character actor, ha- been

engaged by Gloria Swanson to play an im-

portanl role in "Sunya," her tir-t United

Artist production, which is being filmed in

New York. Others in support of Miss

Swanson are Flobelle Fairbanks, Anders

Randolph, Ian Keith, Andres de Segurola,

Raymond Hackett, Hugh Miller and John
Miltern. Albert Parker is directing and

Hugo Ballin i- art director.

Chas. Lane Added to Cast of

"The Music Master"
Charles Lane, who appeared with Lois

Moran in "Padlocked," is the late-t player

to be added to the cast of "The Music

Master," the David Belasco play that Al-

lan Dwan is directing for fox Films, 'flic

supporting casl includes William Tilden, the

tennis player; Helen Chandler. Leo Feo-

doroff, Armand Cortex, Howard Cull ami

Marcia Harris.
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FirstNational MonthLaunched
Rowland's Return from Europe Signal

for Start of January Sales Campaign

IN
addition tor bringing to this country

three foreign players, Richard A. Row-
land 's return to this country signalized

the launching of First National Pic-

tures' annual anniversary drive, known as

First National Month. This celebration

starts on New Year's Day and lasts through
January.

All details have been arranged and prep-

arations made to make this the most suc-

cessful month in the history of the com-
pany. The. sales cabinet, headed by Sec-

retary-Treasurer Samuel Spring, are now
out in all territories. Ned E. Depinet,

sales manager for the South, is on tour of

the exchanges in his division, grooming and
strengthening the sales force for the drive.

Ned Marin, sales manager for the West
and Canada, is now completing a swing
over the Western territory which brought
him to the West Coast and contiguous
divisions. The First National exchanges
visited by Mr. Marin impressed him with
their activity, due, he explained, to the

incentive for salesmanship offered by the

K.O. Club, First National's sales honor or-

ganization.

A. W. Smith, Jr., reports the Eastern
division in his charge working at top speed
to make First National Month an outstand-

ing event in the organization's sales his-

tory. Mr. Smith and his division are spon-

sor for the Eastern Division Sales Tourna-
ment, an inter-organization sales contest, in

which the four territorial divisions will

compete for a loving-cup trophy offered by
the Eastern exchanges, the accounting to

be based on the billings above quota se-

cured by the contenders during First Na-
tional Month.

In addition to the Eastern Division Tro-
phy, the sales cabinet is offering substan-

tial cash awards to the exchanges turning

in billings for First National Month in ex-

cess of their quota.

Director of Publicity and Advertising
C. F. Chandler and his department have
already launched a campaign reaching both
exhibitors and the public. A special two-
color press-sheet containing many valuable
suggestions to showmen anent the success-

ful staging of First National Month, as

also newspaper stories for the local public-

izing of the film holiday, has been put into

the hands of showmen who will observe
First National Month. In addition, free ac-

cessories, including banners, heralds and
trailers are being generally distributed to

theatre manap-ers.

National advertising on a large scale in

magazines read by the public is lining up
the fans for the celebration, it is stated.

Exploitation experts at First National's
In line office and in the field are busy at

work arranging newspaper tie-ups, national

and local merchandizing cooperative stunts,

bally-hoos, contests and other campaign
features.

Six F. B. O. Units Now Active
Pressure of Production at Studio

Causes Premature Location Trips

WITH six companies busy on new
feature productions for Film Book-
ing Offices at the West Coast F. B'.

O. studio, it has become necessary for some
of the directors to rearrange their schedules
so as to provide for location trips until the

congestion lifts. Normally there is sufficient

space to accommodate these units but it so

happened that each is using a great number
of extras at this time with resultant scram-
bling for working room.

The major portion of studio space is

being used by the Fred Thomson company
ti lining "Don Mike," a picture of old Span-
ish California, which Lloyd Ingraham is

directing. As usual, Silver King, Thomson's
horse, plays a leading role.

The company filming "The Magic Gar-
den" has returned to the studio from a two
weeks' location trip. J. Leo Meehan is

directing with Margaret Morris and Ray-
mond Keane in the featured roles.

Next to the Thomson set is the David
Kirkland unit filming the early sequences
of "• Uneasy Payments." the latest Alberta
Vaughn -tarring vehicle, with Jack Luden
in the male lead. Close to two hundred
extras are being used for the present
scenes which arc concerned with a Charles-

ton exhibition. Charles Boyle is chief

cameraman.
On an entire main street of a small town

set Phil Rosen is hard at work directing

George O'Hara in "California—or Bust,"

an original story by Byron Morgan. Helen
Forster, John Steppling, John Fox, Jr., and
Irving Bacon make up O'Hara 's supoorting
cast.

Out on the Mojave Desert the Tom Tyler
unit is busy with sequences for "Lightning
Lariats." directed by Bob DeLacy with
Dorothy Dunbar, Frankie Darro, Ervin Re-
nard, Ruby Blaine and Fred Holmes in the
east.

Ralph Ince is preparing for camera work
on Viola Dana's new starring vehicle,
" Homestruck, " and J. P. McGowan is get-

tine ready to start "Tarzan and the Golden
Lion."

The first of the two-reel "The Wise-
crackers" series is now in production. This
comedv, titled "The Artists' Brawl," has

Betty Caldwell, Thelma Hill, Al Cooke and
Kit Guard and Dannv O'Shea in the east.

"Kiss in the Taxi" Bebe
Daniels' Next Picture

Bebe Daniels' next starring picture for
Paramount will be "A Kiss in the Taxi,"
by Clifford Grey, from the French stage
comedy of Parisian life, "The Five 'Clock
Man.' by Maurice Hennequin and Pierre
Veber. Doris Anderson wrote the screen
play, her first work since she was signed
by Paramount.

Clarence Badger will direct Miss Daniels.

King Baggott To Direct Next
Sam Rork Production

King Baggott, assisted by Bob Ross, will

start production about December 1 on the

next Sam E. Rork production, "The Riv-
er," an adaptation of Patrick Hasting's
play, which will serve as a co-starring ve-

hicle for Lewis Stone and Doris Kenyon.
The interiors will be made at the First Na-
tional studio in Burbank and the location

of exteriors on a jungle river is yet to be
selected. It is probable that these river

scenes will be shot near Mazatlan, Mexico.

Mr. Rork has also signed Tony Gaudio,
well-known cameraman, to a one year con-

tract.

Cranfield & Clarke, Ltd.,

Opens Canadian Branches
Cranfield & Clarke of Canada, Limited,

the new Canadian company for Cranfield &
Clarke, Inc., New York, has announced the

opening of four Canadian branches for the
distribution of its short features and other
subjects. The offices are located as fol-

lows : Toronto, Ontario, 21 Dundas Street
East; Montreal, Quebec, 12 Mayor Street;

St. John, N.B., 27 Prince William Street;

Winnipeg, Manitoba, 402 Film Building.

Edmund Breese Signed for

Dix Paramount Film
Edmund Breese, veteran stage and screen

actor, has been signed by Famous Players
for a supporting role in a new Richard
Dix starring vehicle "Paradise for Two,"
which Gregory La Cava will direct. Betty
Bronson has the feminine lead and Andre
Beranger appears in an impoi'tant role.
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Till of four productions during
December by Firsl National Pictures

F. N. Lists Four for December
Bartheliness' "White Black Sheep"
Heads Program ; Also Rork Picture

Gilberl Roland, Cesare Gravina, Malcolm
Denny, Alberl Conti, Vadim Uraneff, Lil-

lian Langdon and Leo White.
"Jusl Another Blonde" is the last pro-

duct inn made by A. L. Rocket t 's unit in the

East. It is an Alfred A. Santell production
featuring Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall,

Louise Brooks and William Collier, Jr.

The final December release is "Ladies at

Play," an Alfred E. Green production,

made under the supervision of B. P. Fine-

man. Doris Kenyon, Lloyd Hughes and
Louise Fazenda are featured in this screen

recital of the efforts of two decorous
mahlen-ladies to have a "fling" in the big
city. Others in the cast are Ethel Wales,
Hallam Cooley, John Patrick, Virginia Lee
Corbin, Philo McCollough and Tom Ricketts.

According to the schedule, these produc-
tions will be released as follows :

'
' The

Blonde Saint," December 5; "The White
Black Sheep," December 12; "Just Another
Blonde," December 19; and "Ladies at

Play," December 26.

was announced by Richard A. Row-
land, who has ju-t returned from a Euro-

pean tour. The list includes "White Black
Sheep," Richard Barthelmess' latest pic-

ture, "The Blonde Saint," a Sam Rork
production, A. L. Rockett's production,

"Just Another Blonde" and "Ladies at

Play." an Alfred E. Green picture.

Sidney Olcott directed the latest Barthel-

mess vehicle and the supporting cast in-

cludes Patsy Ruth Miller, who has the chief

feminine role, Erville Anderson, William H.
Tooker, Gino Corrado. Albert Prisco, Sam
Appel, Col. G. L. McDonell and Templar
Saxe. It is a story of a reckless English-

man who tries to end his life fighting in the

foreign service.

Lewis Stone and Doris Kenyon are fea-

tured with Mr. Rork 's* daughter, Ann, in

••The Blonde Saint," which Svend Gade
directed. The supporting cast includes

ManyM-G-MFilmsNowinWork
All Players Called to West Coast

Studio for Next Assignments

METRO- GOLDWYN - MAYER this

week sent out a call to all players

under contract to report at the

West Coast studio for early assignments;

this, in preparation for one of the heaviest

production schedules ever undertaken in

the history of the company, it is stated.

There is much activity at present on the

\1 G-M lot: King Vidor is completing an

original story having a background of civil

lite; production on this i-; scheduled to

starl soon ;—Clarence Brown is preparing
to direct Lillian Gish in "The Wind" ami
Dmitri Buchowetzki will shortly start on
"Anna Karenina" Edward Sedgwick is

now directing "Slide, Kelly, slide" with
William Haines in the leading role Christy
Cabanne will direct "Altai- of Desire," an
Edmund Goulding story, with an all-star

cast.

"The Demi-Bride," with Norma Shearer
starred, is now in production, with Robert
Z. Leonard directing. Byron Morgan is com-
pleting an original story which will be di-

rected by Sam Wood under the title "Bed,
White and Blue." Jackie Coogan, now a

M-G-M contract star, will start work short-

ly on his first picture under the new ar-

rangement.

Other pictures now in the filming stage
include "Annie Laurie," starring Lillian

Gish, directed by John Robertson; a Span-
ish romance story, with Alice Terry and
Ramon Novarro, as yet untitled; "The Day
of Souls," with .John Gilbert and Rcnee
Adoree. directed by Tod Browning, and
"The Taxi Dancer," which Harry Mil-
larde has just begun. Underwater se-

quences for "The Mysterious Island" are
now being filmed in the Bahamas under the

direction of J. E. Williamson.

Sax to Hasten Completion of

Gotham Program
[immediately after the arrival of Sam

Sax in Hollywood on November 15th, the

independent producer and distributor pub-
licized his intention of starting three pro-

duction unit- simultaneously and of per-
sonally supervising all of them until the
remainder of the l!)'2i>-'27 Gotham program
is finished. The three units, "Quarantined
Rivals," "The Final Extra" and "Flying
High," will work independently of each
other and may even be located in different

studios, so that their individuality might
be preserved. In succession will be made
"The Woman Who Did Not Care," "The
Mountains of Manhattan," "Sinews of

Steel," all (lotham pictures, and "One
Chance in a Million," "Catch as Catch
( an,'' "The Down Grade" and "When
Danger Calls," all William Fairbanks re-

leases. The entire schedule will be com-
pleted by January, it is said.

M. P. Dept. of International

Newsreel to Move Quarters
The motion picture department of In-

ternational Newsreel will, on November
27th, take over the entire first floor, mez-
zanine and basement at 251 West 19th
Street in New York City after having
spent a dozen years at 260' William Street.

The executive, editorial, accounting and
other motion picture departments at the

William Street address will be moved, but
the vaults and the laboratory now at Long
Island City will be housed under the one
roof at 19th Street. The still department
of International Newsreel will remain at

the William Street quarters and will be

linked with the movie department by half-

hourly messenger service.

ColumbiaSpeedingProduction
Harry Cohn Superintending Filming
of Four Productions at Hollywood

Colleen Moore's Brother Is

Supporting in New Picture
Cleve Moore, Colleen Moore's brother,

has a supporting role in the First National
-tar's current production, "Orchids and
Ermine," due to the fact that he sought
and obtained a role in his sister's picture

immediately after his return from Europe.
The male lead opposite Miss Moore is

played by .lack Mulhall. Additional play-

ers in the film arc Sam Hardy, Gwcn Lee,

.led Prouty and Stanhope Wheatcroft. Al-
lied Santell handled the picture.

WITH his t udio executive staff now
built up, I tarry < !ohn, general man-
ager of production for Columbia

Productions, is now superintending the
camera work on productions with a view
to completing them in time to live up to th<

dule of two releases a month.
" Remember," in « Inch Earle Metcalfe

and Dorothy Phillips are co-stars, has just

been finished under the direction of David
Sclm.iii Lola Todd and Lincoln Stedman
have prominent parts in the cast. The
shooting of "Stolen Pleasures" has been
completed, with Phil Ro en as director. The

tivi i nov being liaped by Edward
II. Roskam. It is a stellar vehicle lor

Dorothy Revier, supported by Belene Chad-
wick, Gayne Whitman. Harlan Tucker and
Ramon Ripley.

New productions that are in varying
stages of completion are "Wandering
Girls," "The Wreck." and two photoplays
as yel untitled. One of the latter i- a

comedy which is being picturized by Crank
Strayer. The comedy enlists the fun mak-
ing abilities of Harry Myers and Helene
Chadwick. "The Wreck" stars Shirley

Mason, and "Wandering Girls," directed

by Ralph [nee, Features Dorothy Revier,
who is supported bj Mildred Harris, Roberl
Agnew, Armand Kali/. William Welsh and

nie Be serer.

M-G-M Places George Hill

Under Long Term Contract
George Hill, director of "Tell It to the

Marines," the Lon Chaney starring film

which was produced in co-operation with
the Government, has been placed under a
Ion- term contract by Mctro-Goldwyn-
M a \ or. '

1 1 ill i> now at work on an original

sea story. "Zander the Great" and "The
Harrier" are two of his directorial efforts.

WalterWoods SiensContract
With Cecil B. De Mille

Walter Woods, who did the continuity id'

"Old Ironsides" tor Paramount, has signed

a conl ract with Cecil B. De Mille whereby he

will supervise production- in addition to

adapting stories and writing originals for

the screen.
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Carewe
tion"

Starts "Resurrec-
On West Coast

The production unit headed by Edwin
Carewe, director, who in association with
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., is jointly pro-

ducing Count Leo Tolstoi's "Resurrection"
for release by United Artists, is in location

at the present time for the second week
taking exterior shots on the West Coast.

Sets are now being- erected on the Inspira-

tion lot, the Tee-Art studio in Hollywood.
Wallace Fox is chief assistant to Carewe
and Robert Kurrle and Al Green are the

principal cameramen. Count Ilya Tolstoi

has the role of literary adviser and will

also appear in the prologue to the film

proper as his father, Count Leo Tolstoi.

General M. N. Pleschkoff, late of the Rus-
sian Czar's military forces, is the consul-

tant head on all things military. A group
of Russian Cossacks will provide the riding

episodes.

Marc McDermott, Vera Lewis and Lucy
Beaumont are the latest additions to the

cast of the forthcoming United Artists' re-

lease.

Fitzmaurice to Direct "The
Rose of Monterey' '

John McCormick, general manager of

West Coast production for First National,

has announced that George Fitzmaurice 's

first production for First National would
be "The Rose of Monterey," by Minna
Smith and Eugenie Woodward, a story of

the days when California became one of the

United States. Mr. McCormick indicates

that the story has been ready for some
time and will seemingly be put into work
as soon as Director Fitzmaurice completes
his present engagement and starts on his

two-vear contract with First National.

Screen Material Purchased
by First National

Stories acquired by First National for

production in the near future include "The
Princess and the Perjurer, " by H. J. Evans,
whose pseudonym is Alan Hillgarth; "The
Sport of Kings," by Ian Hay Beith, whose
pen name is Ian Hay; "The Light of

Scarthey," by Edgerton Castle and Agnes
Edgerton Castle; "Glitter," by Katherine
Brush and "The Coward," by the late

Thomas H. Ince.

C. E. Cook Now Associated
With K. C. Pathe Branch
C. E. "Doc" Cook, former business man-

ager of the M.P.T.O., Kansas-Missouri, has
accepted a position with the Pathe branch
in Kansas City. "Doc's'' new duties have
not yet been definitely outlined, but he
probably has a wider acquaintance among
exhibitors of Kansas and Missouri than
any man in the territory.

"Cabaret" to Be Gilda Gray's
Second for Paramount

A story of New York night life bearing
the title of "Cabaret" will be Gilda
Gray's second picture for Paramount. Pro-
duction is scheduled to begin on Decem-
ber 20th. Robert Vignola will be the di-

rector.

Dates Set for Six Fox Films
Three Novels and Three Plays Used
for December and January Pictures

SIX Fox Films productions will be re-

leased during December and January,

according to an announcement by
James R. Grainger, general sales manager;
three were adapted from well-known
novels and three are picture versions of

stage plays.

The first release will be a Tom Mix star-

ring vehicle, "The Canyon of Light," which
will be ready on December fifth; Ben Sto-

lon; directed and the supporting cast in-

cludes Dorothy Dwan, Barry Norton, Ralph
Sipperly and William Walling.

"Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl," the

A. H. Woods stage thriller of bygone years,

which has been completely modernized in

its picturization, will be released Decem-
ber 19. Madge Bellamy plays the title role

and the supporting cast comprises Allan
Simpson, Sally Phipps, Paul Nicholson, J.

Farrell MacDonald and Arthur Housman.
Irving Cummings directed.

"Summer Bachelors," which has re-

ceived considerable advance publicity

through serialization of the story in a num-
ber of newspapers throughout the country,

will be ready for exhibitors on December

26. Allan Dwan directed the adaptation

of Warner Fabian 's novel and Madge Bel-

lamy heads the cast with Allan Forrest

in the leading male role opposite Miss

Bellamy. The production will be launched

as a special.

"One Increasing Purpose," the picturi-

zation of A. S. M. Hutchinson's novel, will

be a January second release. Part of the

production was filmed in the original story

settings in England under the direction of

Harry Beaumont. Interiors are now being

completed in the Fox studio in Hollywood.

Edmund Lowe has the leading role with

Lila Lee in the principal feminine part.

"The Monkey Talks" is well advanced

in production under the direction of Raoul

Walsh. Jacques Lerner, who created the

title role in the stage play, makes his film

debut in the screen version. Olive Bor-

den and Don Alvarado have the leads and

Malcolm Waite is the "heavy." It is set

for release January 9.

The David Belasco play, "The Auction-

eer," has also been modernized in filming,

which was done under Alfred E. Green's

direction. George Sidney plays the title

role. It is a January 16 release.

Favors International Units
Rowland States Pictures Should be

Made with Players from All Countries

THAT the international stock company
plan may be developed as the logical

solution of the problem of the dis-

tribution of American films abroad and of

European films in America is the belief of

Richard A. Rowland, general manager of

First National Pictures, who recently re-

turned from Europe with three well-known
foreign picture people whom he has placed

under contract. They are Alexander Korda,
Ufa director, Marie Corda, German picture

star, and Natalie Barrache. noted Russian
actress.

With regard to his ideas on the subject

of international films, Mr. Rowland said

:

"American producers should from time

to time send a company or the nucleus of a

company abroad for the making of pic-

tures. In the first place, this will give us

a more varied atmosphere and a new back-

ground and settings. We should employ
European artists as well as American. For
example, if we send abroad a male star we
could find a feminine leading woman or

vice versa. Many of the other artists could

be selected from the players in the country

in which the picture is being produced.

In this way screen personalities would be
developed that would be recognized not

only in their own country but in America
and all over the world.

"The process could be reversed when a
European star or company visits this coun-
try, and so on until the most popular play-
ers of all nations are balanced off in pro-
ductions of genuine international interest.

"I see no reason why we should not find

a leading man in Germany, a leading woman
in France, or England, or Italy, or any-

where else, for that matter, and make a

picture that will be genuinely international

in scope, because it contains personalities

liked by the moving picture public of all

countries concerned. '

'
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Rin-Tin-Tin's Latest Comes
to Exhibitors on Nov. 27th
"While London Sleeps," Rin-Tin-Tin's

latesl starring picture for Warner Bros,
is to be released on November 27th. The
dog star will he seen in a now story, with
an entirely new production staff and sup-
in. rting cast. The two humans heading the
supporting cast of "While London Sleeps"
are llelene Costello and Walter Merrill.
The remaining players are Otto Mattiesen,
De Witt Jennings, Carl Stockdale, John
Patrick and George Kotsonaros. Walter
Morosco wrote and directed the story and
Frank Kesson made his first cinemato-
graphic effort in photographing it.

Meehan Collecting Players
for "The Magic Garden"

J. Leo Meehan, director F.B.O.'s
screen version of the Gene Stratton-Porter
stories, lias just signed Paulette Duval,
French stage and screen actress, for a
featured role in "The Magic Garden,"
the last novel to he written by the late
authoress and the director's mother-in-law,
Mrs. Porter. Margaret Morris has the chief
feminine part in the production and she
plays opposite Raymond Keane. Others in
the supporting cast are William V. Mong,
Charles Cleary, Earle McCarthy, Alfred
Alhn and Casere Gravini, Philippe DeLacy,
Joyce Coad and Walter Wilkinson.

aThe Yankee Clipper" for

Americanization Purposes
"The Yankee Clipper," which Rupert

Julian is producing for the De Mille studio,
has been chosen by Will Hays as exem-
plary of his idea of an ideal picturization to
lie shown in the Americanization of immi-
grants, which idea Mr. Hays recently
evolved for the education in things Ameri-
can for the steerage passengers on incom-
ing liners. That the picture hears directly
upon the development of this country anil

its people and is thus deemed suitable for
this service, is one reason for the selection
of "The Yankee Clipper" by Mr. Hays.

Columbia Signs Shirley Mas-
on for Lead in "The Wreck"
Shirley Mason, star of "Sweet Rosie
'Grady," a Columbia production, has

signed a contract with that company to

portray the principal role in "The Wreck,"
an original -tory by Dorothy Howe which
will be started soon at the Columbia West

t studio in Bollywood. Harry Cohn,
supervisor of production, has selected as
the supporting easi for Miss .Mason. Mal-
colm M.m I rregor, Francis McDonald, James
Bradbury, Jr., and Francis Raymond.

Sally O'Neil Heroine in

"Slide, Kelly, Slide"
Sally ( ('Neil, who has been plaj ing an

important role in "The Mysterious Is-

land," will play the heroine in "Slid,., Kel-
ly, Slide." the colorful baseball story soon
to go into producl ion.

Ed. Sedgwick i- directing from his own
inal story. Several es tars of I he di-

md, including Earrj Carey and Mike
Donlin, have parts in "Slide, Kelly, Slide."

Lloyd's Next Will Have
Simultaneous Premieres
HAROLD LLOYD'S forthcom-

ing comedy which is having
the final sequences filmed at

the Lasky ranch in California, will

have its premiere showings simultan-
eously in all of the principal film cen-
ters of the world, if the plans now
being made by Paramount come to
pass. The comedian is working night
and day on the production as it is

planned to release the picture early in
the new year.
To date Mr. Lloyd has not selected

a new leading lady to replace Jobyna
Ralston, whose contract expires with
this production.

In case of his going abroad on a
vacation following the completion of
the picture Mr. Lloyd has received
assurance of a royal welcome if he
visits London from Simon Rowson,
head of Ideal Films, Ltd., and one of
the foremost film men in Britain, who
has just visited Los Angeles. Lloyd
was extended a warm invitation from
exhibitors and distributors of England
to be their guests while in London.

Charles Ray Leading Man for

Marie Prevost
Upon his completing a role with Lea-trice

Joy in "Nobody's Widow," Charles Ray
will take the role of leading man opposite

Marie Prevost in "Getting Gertie's Gar-
ter." her newest Metropolitan picture. E.

Mason Hopper and F. McGrew Willis, di-

rector and scenarist respectively, have fin-

ished the adaptation of the Avery-Hopwood
farce and production will be started soon.

J. G. Bachmann Signs Eve
Unse?l and Frank O'Connor
When "The Aristocrat," the forthcom-

ing Preferred picture, Avhich deals with
modern Russia, is placed in production it

will have behind it as scenarist and direc-

tor Eve Unsell and Frank O'Connor, both
of whom have contributed to the produc-
tion of Preferred releases in the past and
who were signed this week by J. G. Bach-
mann to aid in the producing of the Larry
Evans story.

Miss Unsell was responsible for the scen-

arios of "The Plastic Age" and "The
Breath of Scandal," while Frank O'Connor
directed "Co Straight" and "The Lawful
Cheater" and "Free to Love," two Pref-

erred pictures starring Clara Bow.

Tom Forman, Player and
Director, Dead

At the present time funeral services are

in preparation in Los Angeles for Tom
Forman, well known to exhibitors and mov-
ing picture tans as a player and director,

who died at the home of his parents.
The deceased was to have begun work on

"The Wreck," a Columbia picture starring

Shirley Mason, lie was to have acted in

as well as directed the production. It hap-
pened, however, that a decision was arrived
at to remove him from the casl and assign

a new director.

Third Junior Star Reaches
Featured Role

Josephine Dunn is the third Paramount
junior star to be selected for a featured
leading role since graduation early this

year. William Le Baron, associate pro-
ducer, has selected her for the feminine lead
in "Love's Greatest Mistake." which Ed-
ward Sutherland will direct, from the "Lib-
erty Magazine" -tory of that name. The
other featured stars will be William Pow-
ell, Evelyn Brent, -lames Hall and Frank
Morgan.
The other two junior stars who have

played leads are Charles Rogers and Mona
Palma. The former has a featured role in

"Wings," and the latter recently completed
work as leading lady opposite Thomas
Meighan in "The Canadian."

St. Clair Chooses Cortez as

"The Cross-Eyed Captain"
Malcolm St. Clair, who a short time ago

made the prediction that within three years
Ricardo Cortez would be one of the screen's
most successful actors, has given additional
proof of his confidence in Cortez' ability by
choosing him for the name role in the forth-

coming Paramount production, "The Cross
Eyed Captain." The actor is now playing
a leading role in "New York" under
Luther Reed's direction. It is expected
that he will finish his present role by No-
vember 22nd when Malcolm St. Clair will

start "The Cross Eyed Captain" at the

Paramount Long Island studio.

Ed Wynne Leaves for Fla. to

Start Paramount Film
Ed Wynne left last week for New Port

Richey, Fla., where he will begin work on
a story for Paramount which he has had in

mind for some time and which will mark
his first appearance on the screen. Vic-

tor Heerman, director, will help in elabora-

ting the details of the story after he has
the principal outline in shape. It is ex-

pected that he will be ready to begin work
at the Long Island studio early in January.
Ed Wynne has a long series of stage efforts

to his credit, his best known being "The
Perfect Fool."

Chadwick Pictures to Start

"Driven From Home"
The Chadwick production of "Driven

from Home." the stage play by Hal Reid,

will be put into production shortly at the

company's studio in Los Angeles. James
Foung, director of "The Bells," an earlier

Chadwick release of the season, will di-

rect the production. The cast, now being
-elected by Director Young and I. E. Chad-
wick, president of the company, is to be

made public next week.

"Homestruck," an Original,

Next for Viola Dana
In searching for original screen stories

thai contain new twists or angles in the

narratives themselves, as -well as exploita-

tion possibilities, Film Booking Offices has
secured " Homestead," by Peter Milne, mo-
tion picture reviewer and magazine writer.

The scenario department is now preparing
the story for Viola Dana, who will be di-

rected by Ralph Ince in this production.
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ib&OES Servic-frBmseai^

Street scene in Berlin, showing the reception 0ne Qf t1le attractive windoiv displays which exploited "One Minute to Play" (F£.0.), at the
accorded the M-G-M "trackless tram at the Tivoli in Chattanooga, through tie-ups on "Red" Grange footballs and sporting goods

German capital

Flash front which exploited the shoiving of "Prisoners of the Storm"
(Universal) at the Cameo in Pittsburgh. Arranged by Manager Albert

Kaufman

The turn-out of San Francisco youngsters for a special children's matinee

staged by R. K. Covington to launch the Universal serial "Fighting W ith

Buffalo Bill" at the Palmer Theatre

To Harry M. Palmer, manager of the Indiana Theatre at Bloomington, hid., goes the credit for one of the finest theatre-college tie-ups on record.
Photos above show phases of the stunt which exploited his showing of "Gigolo" iP.D.C), on the campus and at a football game played by
the State university team. The arrangement was made through a co-operative drive with the university magazine—"The Vagabond," which needed
$120 to pay an indebtedness it lias carried for the past year. A "thermometer" on the campus recorded the progress of the "Vagabond" drive and

exploited the picture, while ballyhoo for the picture and the magazine was a feature at a football game
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The traveling movie palace now touring in the South ivith a group of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions as features of the shows. The tent

show plays one-week stands in small towns, offering a clmnge of bills daily. The circus carries its own ballyhoo and goes in for circus style of
exploitation. Tlie outfit is known as Mordock's traveling movie palace

Exhibs. Develop Local Football
Angle for "The Quarterback"

PLAYING up to interest in local foot-

ball activities, even if the town affords

nothing more than a fair high school

team, is proving a popular and profitable

enterprise for exhibitors. The intense inter-

est in the gridiron game provides a splendid

target for the exploitation thrusts of the

showman, and the current supply of good
pictures with football heroes and college

romances furnish the material enabling

exhibitors to take advantage" of the oppor-

tunity. Among the newer football screen

plays "The Quarterback" is currently

the object of some especially adroit exploi-

tation. The picture has received some able

backing at theatres over the country, and
strictly in accordance with the expected,

it is the stressing of the local football

angle which has accomplished the greatest

box-office results.

Three fairly recent campaigns which have
scored for "The Quarterback" have been

i on tie-ups which interested sporting

editors, schools and colleges. These drives

were executed by Robert Blair, of the Em-
pire Theatre, San Antonio; Barry Burke,

the Palace Theatre, Dallas; and Tom
Holliday, of the Imperial in Columbia, S. C.

San Antonio Celebrates

air interested the San Antonio schools

in his showing of "The Quarterback" by
dedicatir. -lit of the week to each of

the large schools of the city. IIi> invitation

ccepted and each school under-
to decorate the lobby of the Empire

with their own colors. From this angle
• • developed a double competition, tor

it was decided that there would be a com-
tion involving both decorations and

attendanci between the different sch<

who were represented on different nights

during the week.
The R. 0. T. C. unit of one of the schools

w;i> the prize-winning unit of the Stati

they were invited a " In return for

t lii- ].n ileg< ed a parade with
their band and football team through the

of the city.

All the school papers and picture front-

page publicity, and committees were ap-

pointed in the various schools to stir up the

competitive spirit in the student bodies.

When "The Quarterback" played a

week's engagement at the Palace Theatre,

Dallas, Manager Barry Burke centered his

campaign about the college and high schools.

The football teams of all the high schools

and S. M. U. college were invited to a special

screening before the opening and also dur-

ing the playing of the picture. Auto-
graphed footballs were given to the captains

of each high school Friday and Saturday
evenings during the showing.

Manager Tom Holliday obtained valuable

newspaper co-operation for his presentation

of "The Quarterback" by inviting the

sporting editors of the Columbia papers
and the coach and football squad of the Uni-

versity of South Carolina to a special

screening. Banners exploiting the Empire
showing were exhibited in the University

gymnasium and two of the dormitories

as a result of this advance invitation

screening, and the way was paved for the

distribution at a game between South Caro-

lina and Virginia of special heralds advanc-
ing the engagement of "The Quarterback.'
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£>unutums
SUPREME COURT of Entertainment, Broadway District, New
York. To you, whoever you are!

You !•• Hereby summoned to appear at the Colony Theatre, at Broad-
way and S3rd Street on any afternoon or evening from Saturday. July 3l»t
to Friday, August 6th, to tee Pauline Frederick in the Chadwick picture,
"DrviT. Island." "Devil's Island" depicting the strangest marriAga market
in all the world, U the first screen play of tha great French penal settle-
ment, the storm center of the Captain Dreyfua c*n-

And on the stage, you will trr ib<- LutfWM Ravue, the first ever on
Broadway, with a bevy of beautiful, living model*.

I ajtara to appear in amwer to this summons will make you liable to
JClsTral oviLemnalion as a chump for passing by such an opportunity.

COLONY THEATRE
ATTEST:

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" Film
Tied-up With Song

The screen production of "Sweet Rosie
'Grady" will receive publicity benefits of

a tie-up arranged by Columbia Pictures and
Jack Mills, Inc., New York music pub-
lishers, involving the famous song of the

same title.

As the photoplay is booked by the ex-

changes, Columbia provides the music-
publishers with a list of the houses and
dates. These are followed up by a cam-
paign on the part of Jack Mills, Inc., which
includes stocking their dealers in the com-
munities with sheet music, the introduction

of the song into local orchestra programs,
hook-ups with the local radio circuits, and
the usual "song-plugging" program which
brings the melody before clubs, lodges, and
neighborhood entertainments.

Invites Interest of Arts Club
to "The Vision"

The Empire Theatre, Syracuse, N.Y.,

used special invitations to attract additional

attention to the Short Feature of its pro-

gram, "The Vision," when it was shown
recently in that city. An invitation was
sent to 1,000 members of the Arts Club of

S\ racuse describing this picture as being
ont of the ordinary.

The invitation read as follows:

"The management is sure you will be

interested in 'The Vision,' a story based

on the Eamous painting 'Speak! Speak!' by
sir John Millais. photographed by brilliant

technicolor and musically illustrated by the

Empire Concert Orchestra at the Empire
Theatre.

X.B.—This is in addition to the regular

feature."

Herald of the summons type effectively used

for exploitation on "Devils Island" (Chadwiek
Pictures)

Huge Book Features Lobby
Display for "Graustark"
The Empress Theatre. Owensboro, Ky.,

(I. M. Pedley, manager, used a huge lobby
1 k Eor a three-day presentation of

"Graustark.'' This book, made of beaver

board and painted a vivid blue, with white

lettering, carrying date of showing and pic-

ture of Norma Talmadge cut from a poster,

was placed in the lobby for a Sunday show-
ing. During the rest of the run it stood in

front of the theatre on the sidewalk.
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Tags Sell Title "You'd Be Surprised"
G. R. Stewart Starts

Drive in Advance of
Showing at Greeley

IT'S not so much what copy the tags

contained as how the boys and girls

wore them when "You'd Be Surprised"
played at the Sterling Theatre, Greeley,

Colo.

Two days before showing, Manager G. R.

Stewart distributed 1,000 tags to the boys
and girls of the high school and college.

500 of these tags were worded, '

' Girls

!

You'd Be Surprised''—and these were worn
by the boys. Another 500 of the tags were
worded, "Boys! You'd Be Surprised"—and
these were worn by the girls.

Everybody fell for this stunt and almost
fought for the tags, even some of the

teachers wearing them.
Several of the local merchants headed

their newspaper ads with YOU'D BE SUR-
PRISED, and several Drug Stores adver-

tised YOU'D BE SURPRISED sundaes.

Late at night, the day before opening
the words "'You'd Be Surprised" were
written on the sidewalks with chalk all over
town.

Stage Vision Substituted for

Screen Trailer
Manager Chas. H. Amos used a novelty

stage stunt at every performance one week
in advance to advertise "The Eagle of the

Sea." when that film showed at the Caro-
lina Theatre, Greenville, S.C.

Just before the trailer on "The Eagle of

the Sea" was flashed on the screen, all

lights were pulled except dim blue foot-

lights ; a ship then appearing from behind
the screen was pulled across the stage by
wires. As the ship reached the center of

the stage, a flash powder was set off by an
electric timer, causing an explosion and then
the ship was lowered out of view, giving
the effect of the ship being sunk by the
explosion.

"Subway Sadie" crashed a fashionable fur store for a display when ilie First National picture

played the Capitol Theatre in Nashville, Term. The window pictured above teas obtained by a

tie-up arranged by M. B. Thomas, manager of the Capitol

Coast Exhibitors Find Novel Use
forChristieComedy StarCut-outs
NOYEL use of a series of Christie

Comedy player cut-outs has been
made by some of the exhibitors of

southern California. Photographs of stars

of Christie Comedies are arranged on card-

board cut-outs so that they stand up about
five inches in height. Each set contains ten

different Educational-Christie comedians
and girls.

One of the most popular stunts to be

'Tears and a Pretty Face
Will Not Save You "

THMRS-FRl-SAT
%

v-tDorisKep Winer Baxter Charlie Murray Pft ftCoHon!)

Thur.Fr<*
Sat <l<£ntuckg imMSS*

Picture

employed by the California exhibitors is

that of giving a cut-out of one player to

every boy and girl attending the theatre

where Educational-Christie Comedies are

being shown at special children's matinees
on Saturdays.

After the youngster has collected an en-

tire set of ten and has registered them with
the exhibitor for checking and stamping,
the child is given a pass for the next two
or three weeks' matinees.

"He-Man Contest" with
Beach Beauty as Judge

Manager J. G. Forhan of Griffin's Thea-
tre, St. Catharines, Ontario, employed a
new angle to the beauty contest idea, fol-

lowing up the recent selection of "Miss
Niagara Peach" as the prettiest young
lady of the Niagara District. Managi r

Forhan staged a "He-Man Contest" for

the selection of the most handsome youth
and the judge was none other than "Miss
Niagara Peach," Miss Mary Lawson in

real life. There were two cash prizes and
two suits of clothes for the male winners.

The stunt was quite a sensation.

The Kentucky Theatre, Lexington, employed a motor truck for an outdoor ballyhoo during the

run of First National's "Mismates." The large letter signs were an adaptation of the regular 24-

sheet ivith a cutout. They were eight feet high

Photoplays "Acted" Before
"Mike" in Radio Tie-up

Pantages Theatre in Minneapolis and the

Fox Film Corporation have joined their

efforts to promote a novel exploitation idea.

Arrangements have been made with a lo-

cal radio station to broadcast the Fox pho-
toplay each week, which means that the

film will be "acted" before the microphone
in a way to give Northwest listeners an idea

of the' Fox picture.
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Intermission Act Advances "Kid Boots"

Frontal displays exploiting pictures at the Strand Theatre in Seattle are effective but not flashy, as

the above photo illustrates. The display for "Senor Daredevil" {First National) pictured here

was arranged by Manager William Edward of the Strand

ValuablePublicityfor
uStrongMan

Result of Matinee for Newsies

Stage Set Advertises
Coming Attraction at

Theatre in Lincoln
Y/f ANAGER Chas. F. Shire capitalized on
*• -* his intermissions during the week pre-

vious to the showing of "Kid Boots'' by

doing some stage advertising when "Kid
Boots" played at the Lincoln Theatre, Lin-

coln, Neb.
The stage was set with a back drop and

set pieces and showing golf course. A
Studebaker automobile was also used on

stage to lend a little more atmosphere. A
cut-out sign hung from the border lights

read, "Eddie Cantor in Kid Boots at the

Lincoln next week." The back piece set

was cut out from a 24-sheet.

This stage advertisement was displayed

on intermissions three times a day and

proved a very effective way of putting the

message across.

On Thursday, prior to the opening, 2,000

valentines were distributed through the of-

fice buildings and to the students at the

local university. The valentines carried a

.in of Eddie Cantor, appropriate copy, title

of picture, theatre, and play date-.

Fifty-six valentines were enclosed in en-

velopes and mailed to fraternities and

sororities.

Three thousand one hundred postal cards

carrying appropriate copy about Eddie

Cantor and the picture, were mailed to

e\ ery farmer in the county owning auto-

mobiles.

NEWSPAPER publicity of the sort

that builds good will for ;i picture

theatre and al the same time has a

direct selling angle tor a current showing,

was the reward greeting the efforts of Ac
Berry, manager, and Floyd Brown, man-

ager of the [ndianapolis First National Ex-

change, in staging a special free matinee

,,! The Strong Man" for newsies at the

( m ele Theatre in Indianapolis recently.

The -how attracted an attendance of ap-

proximately 'J..'^"). When the doors of the

tin .lire opened at 9.30 a.m.. a regiment ol

newsies thronged the house, clamoring for

entrance. Special arangements were made
fur then- reception and everything ran off

without a hitch. It wa- estimated that the

Circle on that occasion entertained aboul

200 more patrons than at any other time

in its history.

News Story Boosts Show

The event was liberally publicized by the

Indianapolis News, which published a storj

recording the reactions of this special audi-

ence to the picture ami other entertainments
offered them at the Circle. The account

relating the hearty reception the newsies

accorded the picture wa- not without em-
phatic implications that the Circle'- attrac-

tion wa- an excellent entertainment, and
thus the story amounted to :i big boost £or

the -how.

The picture was shown through the cour-

Ployd Brown, ma the In

dianapolis Pirsl National Exchange. Wil-

liam A. Deperman, house manager of the

theatre; Joe Mahler, stage carpenter; Earl

Stater, projectionisl ; William I. I Ireen-

haum. Henry reader and Le Roj Crowder,

the theatre staff, were on hand to re

ceive and add to the comfoi ' of 1 he

The party opened with an organ song
slide, played by Miss Dessa Byrd, in which
the carrier- joined with enthusiasm. Miss

Byrd also played a musical accompaniment
for the picture.

Arcade Offers Musical Skit

The Arcade Theatre in Jacksonville, Fla.,

last week presented Linden and Shynman
in a musical skit, called "A Round Trip

from Classical to Jazz," as an added at-

traction on a program headed by the film

le.it are. "Syncopating Sue."

$3 in New Pennies Pays for

Vance's Ballyhoo
R. W. Vance of the StarTheatre at Monte-

video, Minn., scattered a few hundred new
pennies in the street- recently to draw

attention to "Miss Brewster's Millions''

which wa- showing at his house. The
youngsters -warmed the streets to gel the

pennies ami after that the adults and

youngsters swarmed into the Star to find out

what the picture was all about.

/ profitable tie-up between theatre and merctiant. Photo shows window display in San Antonio

store featuring alarm clocks and the showing 0< "The Family I pstairs" {Fox) at the Majestic

Theatre in that city
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Makes Star "Tipster" in Novel Teasers
Rittenburg Guesses

"Series" Result and
Follows-Up for Film

A TEASER stunt, starting out as ex-

ploitation tor "Take It From Me,"
developed into such a correct pro-

phesy, when "tips" supposedly made by
Reginald Denny, star of the picture, named
the final winner in the exact number of

games in the World Series, that it was a

simple matter to follow-up with another tip

on a football game to be played on the

screen in "One Minute to Play" and give

the final score with absolute certainty. The
World Series "tips," distributed in envel-

opes to down-town crowds in Kansas City

after the third game and stating that the

star picked St. Louis to win in a seven game
struggle, were the exploitation idea of A. S.

Rittenberg, manager of the Liberty Theatre,

Kansas City, to draw attention to his show-
ing of "Take It From Me."
When the series results were "in" and

Rittenburg \s guess proved correct, a wide-

spread discussion of the tips made it ex-

tremely good business for Rittenberg to

follow-up with another "Take It From Me"
tip in which Reginald Denny predicted that

the football game to be played in Kansas
City by the Parmalee team—captained by
"Red'"' Grange—and Claxton at the "Lib-
erty stadium" would result in a victory

for Parmalee by a score of 7-6.

Thus a double-barreled circumstance ma-
terializing in a correct guess on a baseball

series and consecutive bookings of "Take
It From Me" and "One Minute to Play"
played into the hands of a showman—and in

this case a showman up on his toes and
ready to capitalize the situation.

Manager E. G. Hamer of the Orpheum Theatre, Bay City, Mich., circussed his presentation of

"One Minute to Play" (F. B. 0. t, as the view "out front" shown above illustrates. The ushers

wore girdiron regalia and the flashy make-up of the house front ivas the keynote of the other

exploitation stunts put on for the production in Bay City

B'klyn Strand MakesOwnMovies
of High School Football Game
AN event which is a "Red Letter Day"

in Brooklyn, especially in scholastic

circles, was adroitly capitalized by
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman of

the Brooklvn Mark Strand Thtatre. Eras-

mus Hall High School and Manual Training

High School, both schools within drawing
distances of this theatre, play their an-

nual football game, generally in the pres-

ence of twenty-five to thirty thousand peo-

ple, at Ebbets Field, the biggest in the

Borough.
Arrangements were made with the princi-

pals of these schools whereby the Strand
undertook to make exclusive movies of the

entire affair and present it the following

week at the theatre.

The publicity campaign was planned well

in advance. Every student attending the

game knew long before the game was
played that pictures were to be taken of the

game, for in all assemblies of both schools

it was announced that cameramen of the

Brooklyn Strand would "shoot" the entire

"battle," for there is much school feeling

in this game. Art lettered cards were also

shown on the school bulletins.

At the field three big banners were dis-

played, anouncing that this game would be

reproduced on the sheet of the Brooklyn

Mark Strand during the week of Nov. 7.

E. M. Fish, Universal exploitation man, at left and Thomas H. Burke, owner of the Liberty

Theatre, Cumberland, Md., with the float which exploited the presentation of "The Midnight Sun"
at the Liberty

Heavy Newspaper Campaign
for "Savage" In Seattle

A total of 201 inches of display space

in the local newspapers was used in adver-

tising "The Savage" at the Strand Theatre,

Scuttle. A total of 49 inches was used in

advance in the three dailies with the largest

circulation. On the opening day, the ads

were divided among the papers in two 2

column by 11 and one 2 column by 2. On
the second day of the run, the papers car-

ried Strand copy of the following sizes:

3 column by 10 and 2 column by 11.
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THE CHECK-UP
Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports

Productions listed are

new pictures on which

reports were not avail-

able previously.

KEY—The first column following the name of the feature represents the num-
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it ''Good" ; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,

obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40% ; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together and divided by the number
of reports, giving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be

taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up.

For ratings on current

and older releases see

MOTION PICTURE
NEWS—first issue of

each month.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
Campus Flirt, The —
Cat's Pajamas —
Forlorn River —
Kid Boots —
Lady of the Harem —
Quarterback —
You'd Be Surprised 2

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Adorable Deceiver, The —
Her Honor, the Governor .... 1

Kosher Kitty Kelly 1

One Minute to Play —

FIRST NATIONAL
It Must Be Love —
Mismates —
Strong Man, The —
Syncopating Sue —

FOX
Marriage License —
Midnight Kiss, The —

3

1

3

1

9
8
4

3

9

5

5

7

3

1

5

83
78
57

70
63

85
54

6,702 Ft.

5,863 Ft.

5,992 Ft.

5,650 Ft.

5,717 Ft.

7,114 Ft.

5,994 Ft.

1

2

4

1

3

4

1

1

6

64
54
66
88

• 4,879 Ft
6,709 Ft
6,103 Ft.

7,713 Ft

4
2
1

2

5

6
3

3

1

1

61

63
70
58

6,848 Ft
6.905 Ft
6,882 Ft
6,770 Ft

1

2

4
3

— 64

58
7,168 Ft
5,025 Ft

Womanpower —
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Boy Friend. The 3

Gay Deceiver, The 1

La Boheme 1

Temptress, The —
Waning Sex, The —
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Clinging Vine, The —
Gigolo —
UNIVERSAL
Marriage Clause, The —
Midnight Sun, The —
Old Soak, The —
Runaway Express, The —
Take It From Me 1

Texas Streak, The —
Yellow Back, The 1

WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific —
My Official Wife —
Private Izzy Murphy —

9 1 73 6,240 Ft

1

2

1

9

3

11

5

12

1

1

1

56

52

66
75
11

5,584 Ft.

6,624 Ft.

8.781 Ft.

8.221 Ft.

6,025 Ft.

2
3

3

2 1

58

60
6,400 Ft

7,295 Ft

3

1

2

1

4

5

9
3

6
5

3

1

1

1

4

1

76

63
70
70
71

75
54.

7,680 Ft
8,767 Ft
7,445 Ft
5.865 Ft
6.649 Ft
6,259 Ft
4.766 Ft

1

1

8
3
3

1

1

2

70
70
82

6.954 Ft
7,840 F:

7,889 Ft

FILL IN THIS BLANK AND MAIL TO—

Motion Picture News, Inc., Date,

729 7th Ave., New York City

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box office angle, with thefollowing pictures, same to be used in compilation

of your "The Check Up." It is expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE DISTRIBUTED BY WEATHER
CONDITION

REPORT

Big, Good, Fair, Poor

-

Class of patronage. Theatre.

Population of Town.. City. State
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Castle Lists Releases for

December

A VARIETY of single reel novel-
ties possessing appeal for gen-
eral audiences is the Castle

Films short subject releases for the
month of December.
Three Castle novelties are scheduled

for this month. The first of these is

"We Must Be Thrilled," and it con-
tains numerous "hair-raisers" photo-
graphed by cameramen throughout the
United States and Europe; the second
novelty is "Rainbow," an Indian pic-

ture produced in New Mexico and
offering opportunity for a special

musical interpretation; "My Word,
London," comes to the screen on De-
cember 31st. It portrays unusual bits

of life in the famed city and is titled in

the same manner of "So This Is

Europe."
Short Shots No. 6 contains a varie-

ty of fast action subjects and is

scheduled for December 10, while No.
7 of the same series and the last for
the present year is to be issued on
December 24. "Bride of the Falls," a
Castle Music Legend that was photo-
graphed in the Yosemite Valley, com-
pletes the December release schedule
of Castle Films.

A few shots of the activities of "The Collegians." whose doings are to be found in the new series of
two-reelers released by Universal

"Toy" Gallagher in Educ-
Hamilton Comedy

As a result of her performances with
Phil Dunham in the Dunham and Gallagher
team combination in the one-reel Cameo
comedies of this season, "Toy" Gallagher
is assuming the leading feminine role op-

posite Lloyd Hamilton in the second Ham-
ilton-Educational comedy to be directed by
William Goodrich in the 1926-27 season. In
the support are Blanche Payson and Henry
Murdock.

Mabel Normand BeginsWork
on New Pathe Comedy

liable Normand, whose "Anything Once"
is now in the cutting room and will shortly

be released by Pathe, has started work on
her next Pathe comedy, as yet untitled, at

the Hal Roach studio. Leo McCarey will

film the production and he will have the

assistance of Al Austin. Creighton Hale
and Eugene Pallette have been cast in sup-
port of the commedienne.

Clem Beauchamp Directing

New Mermaid for Educ,
For the second time this season, George

Davis, Phil Dunham and Estelle Bradley
are appearing in the principal roles of a

Mermaid comedy as yet untitled. They are
working under Clem Beauchamp 's direction
and were together last in "Much Mystery,"
recently completed.

Pathe Lists Lillian Rich Film
November 28 Releases Include Sennett
All-Star Comedy and Hy Mayer Cartoon

A HAL ROACH two-reel comedy, "On
the Front Page," in which Lillian

Rich is starred, heads the list of

Pathe releases for the week of November
28. Other highlights of the program in-

clude a Mack Sennett All-Star comedy,
"The Divorce Dodger," and "Tripping the

Rhine," one of the Hy Mayer Cartoons;
the second chapter of "The House With-
out a Key;" Pathe Review Number 48;

"By the Wholesale," one of Grantland
Rice's Sportlights; Topics of the Day Num-
ber 48 and issues Numbers 98 and 99 of

Pathe News, as well as "Buck Fever," the

current release of the Aesop Film Fables
Series.

Lillian Rich is supported by Stan Laurel
and Tyler Brook in the Roach comedy which
was directed by James Pafrott. The story

deals with the exotic Countess Polasky and
her matrimonial ventures which succeed in

arousing considerable excitement in two
countries.

Billy Bevan, Thelma Hill. Thelma Parr,

Vernon Dent are the chief players in "The
Divorce Dodger" which Del Lord directed.

It is a play of marriages and divorces.

The villain still pursues the hero and
heroine in the second chapter of the Pathe-
serial, "The House Without a Key," in

which Walter Miller and Allene Ray are

co-featured. It is an adaptation of the

Earl Derr Biggers' "Saturday Evening
Post" story and was directed by Spencer
Bennett from the scenario by Frank Leon
Smith.

"Tripping the Rhine" is another of the

pen and ink mpressions from the experi-

ences of Hy Mayer. "By the Wholesale" is

ihe current release of the Grantland Rice
Spotlight Series showing mass gymnas-
tics—picturesque and impressive group
training for men and women.
Pathe Review No. 48 offers: "Laurka in

The Nautch": The nautch, dance of India,

interpreted to the tune of exotic instru-

ments; "The Coast of Devonshire"; Pathe-
color study of this colorful fishing village;

"The Inside Story of Steel": Steel is the

magic word in the American industrial

creed and this episode portrays it in the

making. "Buck Fever" is an Aesop Film
Fable animated cartoon comedy.

Topics of the Day Number 48 offers the

latest witticisms of the press. Pathe News
issues Numbers 98 and 99 offer last minute
news from the four corners of the earth.

"Goose Flesh" Hamilton's
Third for Educational

The third Educational-Hamilton comedy

for the 1926-27 season, has been titled

"Goose Flesh." Production has just been

completed on the comedy and it presents

Lloyd Hamilton in an entirely different

characterization and one that he has wanted

to do for a long time.
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FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, NO. 12: Somerville,

N.J.—Famed Hall-Mills case finally goes to

trial; Florence—Mme. Tetrazzini, famous opera

star, 56, weds Pietro Vernati, 29; New York
Steeplejacks defy death constructing loft-

radio shaft in metropolis; Long Island—
Throngs o'f society's turf followers lend color-

ful setting to opening of United Hunts Fall

Mi < t
; Northampton— President and Mrs. Cool-

idge go home to east their votes in crucial

achusetts election; Armistice Day—Pic-

torial retrospect of great war and its end.

FS, VOL. 8, NO. 13: Petersburg,

\ a.—With first autumn frost, Virginia fox
hunters ride to hounds in thrilling chase over

open country. New Laces in Senate—Frank B.

Willis goes to Washington as choice of Re-
publicans in Ohio; Morocco—The Sultan's three

married amid colorful display of army
prowess ; Seppala, hero of dash to Nome, brings

his Alaskan huskies to race in U. S. ; New
York City—To educate immigrants with movies

Will Hays and Secretary Davis put new
y in effect on liners ; Cambridge, Mass.—

Roper's Tigers humble Horween's Crimson in

hitter battle ; Paris—The Prince of Wales is

must of honor at Saint Cyr Military School at

West Point of France'
-

; Philadelphia—Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania "Quakers" trim Penn
State "Lions" 3-0 in fast grid battle before
throng of 65,000; Pimlico, Md.—One of great-

est throngs in history of racing sees Fair Star

win Pimlico Futurity, worth $59,660.

FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, NO. 14: Italy— Sixth
attempt on life of Mussolini fails; New York

City—Famous Russian pianist, Sergei Rach-
maninoff, here from Europe for a visit; Buf-
falo, N.Y.—Thousands of "Mums," the football

flower, on display in one of nation's biggest

shows ; Buenos , Aires—President Alvear sees

review of military strength of Argentine at

end of army maneuver; Oakland, Cal.—Flocks

of wild ducks trapped by U. S. experts and

"banded" on leg to trace their migrations; Au-
gusta, Ga.—Ty Cobb quits diamond—and here's

the reason why! Suna, Italy—George Bernard
Shaw, seldom filmed, journeys to Prince Trou-
betzkoy's studio to pose for bust; Edinburgh

—

I diversity students hold their class elections

with bags of soot, old fish and antique eggs for

ballots; Annapolis, Md.—Army birdmen scout-

ing along Atlantic seaboard in Blimp TO-5 get

unusual view of Naval Academy.

KINOGRAMS, NO. 5239: La Plata, Md.—
Tornado wrecks dwellings and schoolhouse,

killing twenty and injuring scores; Bremen, Ger-
many—President Von Hindenburg visits city

and reviews turnout of his wartime command-
ers ; Oakland, Cal.—Thousands of wild ducks
visiting city are caught and tagged for Govern-
ment records; In the North Sea—Britain's war
fleet in magnificent demonstration in honor of

visiting Dominion Premiers ; Brady, Tex.—The
turkey has his. day of glory; Chicago—Students

take turns in caring for "practice baby" to learn

proper child care ; Philadelphia and New York
—Stirring parades mark observance of Armistice
Day ; Ft. Snelling, Minn.—World's largest con-

crete arch bridge is opened with ceremonies.

KINOGRAMS, NO. 5240: Norfolk, Va.—
Major de Bernardi, Italian ace, captures

Schneider Trophy in seaplane race and breaks

record ; Kansas City—President Coolidge dedi-

cates great Liberty Memorial and makes im-
portant address ; New York City—Notre Dame
beats Army—Flanagan wins game with 63-yard

run ; Princeton, N.J.—Tigers trim Yale in fast

game ; Northern British Columbia—Exclusive

pictures of the new gold rush; Danville, 111.

—

Uncle Joe Cannon, veteran statesman and ex-

Speaker of the House, dies at age of 90; Wet-
tin, Germany—Mediaeval pageantry celebrates

restoration of ancient castle of the Kings of

Saxony ; St. Louis—Queen Marie arrives and
receives hearty welcome from city and Uni-
versity ; Denver, Colo.—War vets march in

colorful Armistice Day parade; Charlotte, N.C.

—Lockhart, Lewis, Hartz and Duray win races

on the famous speedway.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS, NO. 92: Stock-
1 holm, Sweden—Sweden rejoices at wedding

of "Sea King's daughter"; Oakland, Cal.—Gov-
ernment experts study wanderings of wild

ducks; Edinburgh, Scotland—Students go "over

top" in Scotch battle royal; Nanking, China

—

"John Chinaman" saves rice crops by novel

irrigation system all his own; Fort Snelling,

Minn.—Open huge new bridge across Minne-
ota river: La Plata, Md.—Raging tornado

sweeeps through southern Maryland : Blaine.

Wash.—Queen Marie dedicates peace portal on

border; Bologna, Italy—Mussolini scorns as-

sassin plots as Fascisti pledge loyalty in war-

like scene; Off Portland. England—Britain's
mighty fleet in spectacular display for dominion

1' aders.

A trio of stills from "War Feathers." an "Our Gang"
comedy released by Pathe

INTERNATIONAL NEWS, NO. 93: Stock-

1 holm, Sweden—Myriad lights gleam for

royal bridal couple; New York City—New
family of American cskimos arrives just in

time to enjoy winter; Charlotte, N.C.—New
r speed records on Charlotte course:

Kansas City, Mo.—President's world court talk-

stirs record crowd: Preston-St. Joseph. Mo.

—

e runs locomotive on Queen Marie's tour:

St. Louis—Queen Marie gets most tumultuous
reception of her tour; New York Citj Army
Notre Dame game provides stirring spectacle

as football season nears end; Berkeley, Cal.

—

1 ord Bishop in tennis match with Helen Wills;

Cambridge, Mass.—Invincible Brown team
(rushes Harvard eleven; New York Cit\—

!

: ns hurled from roof of 17-story building

[hi by Hinkey Haines; New York City

—

d Albino I li phanl "kidnapped" from

Burma; Hampton Roads, Va—Italy tikes sea-

plane speed title from U. S.

Hal Roach Units Busy on
New Pathecomedies

NEARLY every one of the Hal
Roach production units making
comedies for Pathe release are

now busy before the camera. Fred
Guiol has completed direction on ths
first Hal Roach comedy starring

Priscilla Dean and with Herbert
Rawlinson in the male lead. In sup-
porting roles are Albert Conti, Oliver
Hardy and Stan Laurel. Before Miss
Dean starts her second Hal Roach pic-

ture she will spend one week with fit-

tings for costumes designed by Will
Lambert and the preparation of other
details of production. By that time
Director Guiol will be in readiness to

start the second picture. Charley
Chase is about half way through his

current production in which he is

aided by Lorraine Eason. James Par-
rott is directing and the cast includes

William Walling, Polly Moran, Buddy
Post and others.

PATHE NEWS, NO. 93: Kansas City, Mo.—
Coolidge inaugurates nation's most elaborate

war memorial; With Queen Marie—Colorful
scenes and life in Rockies thrill Roumanian
sovereign; Los Angeles, Cal.—Jazz musicians

take the air and they're not radio performers;

Danville, Ilk—"Uncle Joe" Cannon dead; Brady,

Texas—It's census time in turkeyland ;
Tanta,

Egypt—Moslem throngs celebrate fete of great

Egyptian saint; La Plata, Md.— 15 children

killed when freak tornado wrecks school house;

With British Grand Fleet—England's mighty

sea craft enact battle drama; Omaha, Neb—
Every dog must have its day so they hold big

parade; Brady, Texas—King Turkey rules for

a day but, then, he's not going to be king much
longer : Over the Rockies—Famous Byrd polar

plane flies over Rockies; Fort Snelling, Minn —
Dedicate new Mendota Bridge.

PATHE NEWS, NO. "4: Riga. Latvia-
Crack Latvian cavalry in dashing exhibi-

tion; New York City—Notre Dame beats

powerful Armv eleven by 7 to <> score; Prince-

ton, N.J.—Tiger wins the "Big Three" title by

beating Yale; Ottawa, Canada—Canada appoints

Minister to Washington; Trinidad, B. W.I.

—

Hindus celebrate gorgeous religious festival;

Dover, F.ngland—Quarter of a billion matches

burn in spectacular ship disaster; Rome, Italy

—

In the ancient Treasury of St. Peter's: St.

Louis, Mo.—Mid- Western crowds give hearty

welcome to Queen Marie; Moscow, Russia-

English and German workers join in Soviet

celebration; Norfolk. Va.—Italy wins Schneider

Cup with record seaplane speed; Norwich. Conn.

Monster parade marks observance of Armis-

tice Max; Philadelphia, Pa.—Celebrate Armis-

tice Day; St. Paul, Minn.—Youthful owners

\ i, for live stock prizes; San Saba, Tex.

—

Celebrate pecan harvest season with gay car-

nival; Syracuse. N.Y.—Syracuse and Colgate

teams battle to 10 to 10 tie; Parkersburg, W.Va.
—West Virginia beats Centre by 21 to score;

Cincinnati, Ohio-Charles P. Taft. 2nd, elected

County Prosecutor; Dallas, Tex.- Women from

all parts of state gather for Texas Federation

of Women's Clubs convention.

Two Thelmas Lend Beauty

to "The Divorce Dodger"
•The Divorce Dodger," a new Mack

Sennetl two reeler Eoi Pathe release, has

Thelma Parr and Thelma Hill, two of the

Eoremosl of the Sennetl bevy of girl players,

in importanl roles. Others who appear in

••The Divorce Dodger" are Billy b'evan,

Barney Helium and Vernon Dent.
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"The House Without a Key"
(Pathe's New Earl Derr Biggers Serial

Starts)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

PATHE plans to keep us supplied with the

usual quota of thrills and suspense by offer-

ing what they hope will prove to be "one of

the most spectacular of recent serials." It starts

off that way. One of the villains has already

been done to death, but by whom we can only

suspect. The hero has been thrown into the

Pacific Ocean and rescued (of course he had
to be—this is only the first chapter) and all

sorts of complicated and cross-purpose plots

have been evolved. Where it will all end only

Frank Leon Smith, author of the movie ver-

sion, director Spencer Bennet and the actors

can tell—and they refuse to, so you will have
to wait as I will and find out for yourself.

The setting is Hawaii : that will give you an

idea of the scenic investiture possibilities. A
transpacific liner bringing the younger genera-

tion of principals to Honolulu has been used
most successfully to introduce these players

including hero Walter Miller and heroine
Allene Ray who looks her usual charming
blonde self. Judging by the first installments

shown in the projection room Pathe serial fol-

lowers are in for as good a time as they had
with "Snowed In," "The Fighting Marine" and
others acted, directed and written by the same
invincible co-operative organization assembled
by Pathe.

The Cast : Allene Ray, Walter Miller, Wil-
liam Xorton Bailey, John Webb Dillion, Betty
Caldwell, E. H. Calvert, Jack Pratt, Frank
Lackteen. Charles West, Natalie Warfield,
Harry Semels, George Kuwa, John Cossar,
Scott Seaton and Clifford Saum.

"Transportation'
1

(Bray-Novelty Magazine—One Reel)

CONTRASTS in the method of travel in

various parts of the world are the dominant
note in this novelty screen magazine offering

of the Bray Studios. Many corners of the

world have been invaded by the camera man
and his assistant to provide the views shown
on the screen. Starting from New York, India

and the Philippines are the outposts visited.

Everything from a New York elevated to the

water buffalo is pictured. While there is noth-

ing strikingly new or novel in the offering it

can well find a place in the majority of moving
picture house programs and be found acceptable

bv anv and all patrons of the cinema.—PAUL
THOMPSON.

T

"Bad Breaks"
( Educational-Cameo—Two Reels)

(Revietved by Paul Thompson)

AXICAB drivers, second-story men. maids-
of-all-work, inventors; these are the char-

acters who are directed by Nate Watt in a

pot-pourri, melange or mix-up of rough-house
comedy under the Cameo trade-mark with Edu-
cational doing the sponsoring for the same.
The director manipulates at his will George
Davis, William Bailey, Jack Lloyd and "Toy"
Gallagher, that quartet of farceurs whom you
have all met before. Davis is a taxi driver
who steals time from robbing the public to

steal tbte affections of the house-maid of a rich
inventor. The latter has a tube of liquid plati-

num which is supposed to be first aid for the

lovelorn. This is the object of the crook's

search. George, being caught in the house,

quite naturally falls under suspicion. Yet there

is justice in the world, for he is the agent

through his taxi who overtakes and captures

the thief.

Through
forgiveness

the run not

the house.

June, with
housekeeping

the more lo

probably be
lations with
ter on the

followers.

this heroism he naturally gains the

of the inventor and presumably has

only of the kitchen but the rest of
That is, unless he and the maid,

a dowry from Educational, set up

g by themselves. That would be

jical thing, but next week they will

undergoing other trials and tribu-

the sole object of arousing laugh-

part of the legion of Educational

"War Feathers"
(Pathe-Our Gang—Two Reels)

(Revietved by Paul Thompson)

HAL ROACH has put his juvenile stars

in a wild Western setting this time and
with success. But before they land in the one-
horse Western town to play the role of cow-
boys, "Bad men," Indians, etc., righting wrong
and worsting villainy, as is their wont, they

stage an even more amusing sequence on the

train on which they and their respective fami-
lies are presumably traveling west. Like most
kids, but even more true of this mob, they
own the car. They stage their own wild west
to the discomfort of all the adult passengers
and the porter of the car. This is an excellent

preparation for their stop-off and the real

drama. The pickaninny takes the place of a

papoose and is toted away on the back of a

squaw. The others are in a wagon belonging
to the "bad man" of the neighborhood. How
they keep the villains in a well until the sheriff

and his men capture them is part of the story.

If the reader, who by chance was not born
in a big city, will hark back to his own child-

hood and recall the fascination that playing
Indian represented, he will in some slight mea-
sure get an idea of the antics and the fun of
this comedy. "Our Gang" still maintains its

justifiable reputation as fun-makers with An-
thony Mack directing under the supervision of
McGowan.

"The Game's the Thing"
(Pathe-Sportlight—One Reel)

IN this series Grantland R:'ce takes up the
invasion of amateur sport by the pros. Pre-

sumably this is inspired by Charles C. Pyle's

football and tennis activities in capturing Su-
zanne Lenglen. "Red" Grange, etc. Rice at-

tempts with pictures and accompanying titles

to show that there are certain sports which
always have been and always will be immune
from the dollars and cents influence. In some
respects he is right and in others wrong. There
are mighty few with the exception of polo

—

confessedly a sport of and for millionaires

—

which cannot be invaded as the tennis courts
and football gridirons have been. The whole
point is that economically it would not pay
dividends. No one would pay any worth-while
money to see golf matches, cross-country runs,

etc. But when he says walking, running, etc.,

have not been commercialized, I ask what about
six-day races in both sports in the earlier Madi-
son Square Garden and other amphitheatres of
the country? I personally believe that pro foot-
ball and tennis will not have any lasting money-
making qualities. There is a deeper and more
profound love for the same finding expression
only in amateur contests which never will ob-
tain with the professionalized version. How-
ever, the pictures are interesting and Rice's
hvpothesis interesting if often faultv in its

premises.—PAUL THOMPSON.

"Martin of the Mounted"
(Universal-Mustang—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

NEEDLESS to state that Martin "gets his

man," otherwise he would not be in or of

the Mounted. Before he does so, however, he
goes through quite a bit to prove the villain

is a villain and to justify Marie Torpie's falling

into his (Fred Gilman's) arms at the end. It

has the merit of getting away for the moment
from the cowboy, wide-open spaces idea, in

having the northwest part of Canada for a

locale and the trappers and traders of that sec-

tion for the characters. A certain amount of

ingenuity is displayed in trie construction and
development of the plot. It looks as though
the heroine's father were in league with the

fur thieves, but he is not and he emerges with

a clean bill of health at the end. Also the

chief villain, not content with robbing the old

man of his furs, has also plotted the theft of

his fair daughter. He nearly succeeds, but the

resourceful Martin blocks both games. Gilman,
the star, proves he can ride just as well wear-
ing the uniform of a Mounted Policeman as

he can in the chaps of a cowboy. Also that

he can make love just as effectively when Marie
Torpie is playing opposite to him and the

scenarist evolves situations that throw them
literalyl into one another's arms. Good enter-

tainment this.

William Wvler directed.

"Hesitating Horses"
(Pathe-Sennett—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

PUT not your faith in race horses, partic-

ularly if the horse in question has been taken
in lieu of a seven-dollar debt as this one was.
With the big race on which father's last hun-
dred dollars was waged this horse, ridden by
demure and attractive Ailce Day, after the race

is well in hand, stops and with the aid of slow
motion camera comes lazily loping in while the

others in the race, this time w r

th the camera's
normal or accentuated speed, fairly fly past the

finishing post. So it was not entirely the horse's

fault. Before all this happened Alice was very
much in the discard because a city girl with
the most modish clothes comes along in a smart
cart and captures the affections and attentions

of the only twt> eligible young men in the neigh-

borhood, Eddie Quillan and Danny O'Shea. Ruth
Taylor is the vamp in question and she be-

longs to the classification and partly explains

the Anita Loos theory.

The cast includes : Alice Day, Eddie Quillan,

Danny O'Shea. William McCall. Ruth Taylor
and Joseph Young. The omn'present Eddie Cline

directs.

"Tripping the Rhine"
(Pathe-H> Mayer Sketch Book—One

Reel)

FOR this particular contribution of that

talented traveler-artist, 1 ly Mayer, he has
selected a part of the world that he is doubly
familiar with. The Rhine was near the scene

of his birthplace and also the cause of his many
and frequent revisits. Going up the river on
the typical Rhine steamer he brought back to

the reviewer memories of many years ago on
a similar trip. The photographer goes ashore
often to get scenes and types that the boat itself

does not afford. There is the usual clever

blending of drawings and camera-shots of peo-

ple and things, the artist himself often figuring

in the camera man's shots. I need add no
greater praise than that it is' uo to the Hy
Maver standard—PAUL THOMPSON.
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"Now You Tell One"
(F.B.O.-Whirlwind—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
CV)R camera tricks that are weird and
*• mysterious commend me to this man Bowers,
actor, scenarist and photographer. This, the

fourth of a series of twelve contracted for by
F.B.O., is like its predecessors in being un-
canny in the results achieved through the me-
dium of the camera. Ingeniously the story told

by Bowers, who is dragged in from the street

by a member of The Liars' Club to put to

shame the amateur Munchausen-ing of the

others, is done through a camera record of the

things he claims he has done.
In this particular chronicle it is a question

of playing a modern Pied Piper and ridding
a farm house of a plague of rats. Being lightly

inventive, his fertility of invention being aided
by the attraction of the charming young chate-
laine of the place, he grafts pussy-willows, cat-

nip and cat-tails on each other and produces a

veritable army of felines. They come in bat-

talions to rid the farm of the plague, but when
he seeks his reward he is met with the answer
that the girl is the wife, not the daughter, of
the farmer, despite the disparity in their ages.

She is called "Peaches," which has a curiously
reminiscent flavor.

Neal O'Hara, that bright, young Harvard
paragrapher, whose witticisms are broadcast
from Boston through the medium of a news-
paper syndicate, has done the titling. They
sound like him, and that is unstinted praise.

"Nize Monkey"
(Bray-Sunkist—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

AGAIN some few of the vast legion of bath-
ing beauties of the Pacific Coast to figure

as a background for this Sunkist comedy. As
though that were not enough, with the leading
lady also in one of those provocative one-piece
bathing suits that take the mind of the careless

spectator off the plot. In this particular comedy
the plot is so involved that it is a bit unfair.

Evelyn Francisco has two suitors, Buddy Mes-
senger being the favored one—favored, that is,

by her, but not by father who dislikes the boy's
practical joking. To add to the latter's woes
the tricks pulled by a trained monkey are
blamed on him too, even to the theft of valu-
able bonds. Elopement seems the only answer
to the problems of the lovers. Unfortunately
Evelyn's precedent of writing carbon copies of
her notes, this one telling Buddy to get a
minister, brings the rival onto the job and min-
isters of various denominations and colors and
creeds. Seemingly the whole bathing party at

Evelyn's home have gotten the marriage urge.
And, of course, in the end the monk's thieving
propensities are shown up and the hero ex-
onerated. He wins the girl.

Al Nathan supervised and George L. Sargent
directed.

729 7^Ave. NEW YORK
DISTRIBUTORS - EVERYWHERE

"A Close Call"
(Universal-Gumps—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

FOR the introduction of the chinlcss one we
have him seated in a flivcr winning a deco-

rated automobile parade contest. Hence to the

sea shore. Why the sea shore? That is ob-
vious; that there may be an invasion of the

field, usually regarded as Mack Sennett's own,
with bathing beauties in one-piece suits as a

background for the Gump family. Once robbed
ol his prize money by the avaricious Min Andy
seeks solace playing with the nymphs. Putting

him on the end of the line they snap-the-whip
with great success sending Andy sprawling into

beach luncheon parties, etc. Always in evi-

dence is Andy's Nemesis, the man from whom
he took the automobile prize money. In and
out of beach tents disturbing various people

in various degress of undress or up and down
and in a mad. seem nglj never ending pur-

suit race go the two rivals. The end conns
when the race leads to the (lump tent where
that repre entative of the so-called weaker sex,

Motion Picture News

Min, puts to rout the burly opponent of her
husband. With shapely flappers galore in one-
piece bathing suits this is an ideal comedy for

these cool fall afternoons and evenings. It

takes the spectator's mind back to last summer
with memories of similar nymphs seen, to quote
the language of the movies, "in person" at the

beach whether it be on the Atlantic or Pacific

seaboard.

As usual Joe Murphy and Fay Tincher are
featured under Francis Corby's direction. Re-
leased December 13, 1926.

"Hook or Crook"
(Universal-Rlue Bird Comedy—One

Reel)

THAT comedian named Puffy, surnamed
Charles, featured in this piece with Dorothy

Gulliver always seems to justify his name be-

cause of his girth and his invariable loss of

breath in doing the conventional slapstick work
required of him. In this as a clubman who has

lost an election bet, he is compelled to be dis-

guised as a girl. His make-up so resembles
that of a notorious woman-thief looked for by
the police that the spectator can almost write

his own comedy with these ingredients to work
on. Before he discovers he has lost the wager
he encounters the fair Dorothy, who justifies

any number of Gulliver's travels if the road
be in her direction. In this comedy it is as an
automobile acquaintance develops.

Getting a position in the household of the

fellow clubman, who won the bet, adds to the

difficulties of the fat comedian until it turns

out that the election returns were falsely an-
nounced and that, like Hughes a few years ago,

Puffy was not elected. That clears up the

atmosphere considerably and Puffy is free, hav-
ing discarded the feminine garments to pursue
Dorothy, the object of his breathless affections.

Mild, amusing slapstick comedy that, like

its Blue Bird title, may bring happiness to not

too captious or hypercritical movie fans.

—

PAUL THOMPSON.

"By the Wholesale"
(Pathe-Sportlight—One Reel)

GRANTLAND RICE in this issue of his

series of photographic talks with pictures

on sports has taken for his text or subject the

always increasing tendency of training en masse
for sports. Some of the most effective shots

•are of Dr. Sargent's school for physical culture

for girls in New England. Here are pictured a

vast army of young women in blouse and
knickers going through setting up exercises

guided by an instructor. For contrast men in

the army doing their required physical training

exercises are shown. Both pictures show that

the physical future of the United States is being

carefully attended to and that the next gen-

erations with these types as their forebears

should be strong and healthy. Like most of

Grantland Rice's contributions to the screen, the

lesson is a sane one and worthy of adoption by

that vast crowd of the indolent with no thought,

not only of the future, but of their own physical

fitness.—PAUL THOM PSON.

"Buck Fever"
(Patlie-.Esops Fables—One Reel)

" A HUNTING we will go"—this being the

/* tall of the year—is obviously the actu-

ating motive of the ^Esops Fable of the No-
vember 28th release. Farmer Al and his pup
and, for full measure a dachshund, start out to

establish a record bag. The kind of game matters
little. Al's marksmanship is impossible so the

pup takes the gun. From a cave inhabitated by
a lion and some of his nearest relatives Al is

ejected. The pup, however, with a courage bom
of a mysterious bottle (yet to old-timers not so

mysterious I goes back into the cave and in a few
moments lias bagged the whole lion family. And
still they claim there is no merit in a few drinks !

Why if Wellington had not had a few before

Waterloo ?

Good hunting for the spectator as well as Al

and lu's side kick in this Pathe release.—PAUL
THOMPSON.
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The Silent Lover
Sills Becomes a Sheik and Stages a Fight

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THE influence of "The Big Parade" has manifested itself

in one war picture after another. Once a big opus starts

the fashion, it behooves the producers to climb on the band
wagon. "Beau Geste" has opened the way for stories of the

Foreign Legion—and film audiences may expect to see a few of

them for the ensuing year. The first to come forward is "The
Silent Lover," which places Milton Sills on the desert in a sheik

role. The plot is very familiar. The hero must needs be repre-

sented as a disillusioned young man who leaves a gay life in Paris

to lose himself in the excitement of fighting bad men and rescuing

ladies in distress.

There is nothing much to it aside from the heroics indulged in

by Sills. Ever since he established a reputation for strenuous
fighting in "The Spoilers," his sponsors have seen to it that he

packs away a punch in every succeeding picture. Here he wrestles

with Montagu Love, who, as a real sheik, is up to some dirty

work at the crossroads. It is all easy to spot—is this action.

We catalogue it as old-fashioned, but moderately entertaining.

The close-ups are too dominant. Aside from a profusion of them
the photography is excellent. The acting is competent.

The Cast: Milton Sills, Montagu Love, Natalie Kingston,

Viola Dana, Arthur Edmund Carewe, Charles Murray, William

V. Mong, Arthur Stone, Alma Bennett, Claude King. Di-

rector, George Archainbaud.
THEME: Romantic melo-

drama of disillusioned French-
man who joins Foreign Legion
and frustrates efforts of sheik

to accomplish his villainy.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The backgrounds
and atmosphere. The fight be-

tween Sills and Love. The char-

acterization by Viola Dana as

slave girl. The rescue scene.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up Sills in new role—that

of a sheik. Use stills of pro-

duction as they are suggestive

of desert romance. Bill as ex-

citing melodrama of Foreign Le-
gion.

DRAWING POWER: Suit-

able for average audiences.

With Sills followers film should
draw.

Produced and distributed by First National.

Length, six reels. Released November, 1926.

The atmosphere of the buccaneer prevails in "The Eagle of the Sea"
Faramount's production of "Captain Sazarac" a novel by Charles Tenney

Jackson

Private Izzy Murphy
George Jessel Makes His Screen Debut

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

WITH the same basic idea of racial antipathy which has
been used so frequently since the birth, back in the Dark
Ages, of "Abie's Irish Rose," Warner Brothers have put

forth in "Private Izzy Murphy," a picture with that dominant
theme. It serves as the first picture vehicle for George Jessel,

star of "The Jazz Singer" all last year in New York, and on tour
this season. He proves to be an excellent screen actor and is

fortunate in the vehicle provided him. Philip Lonergan wrote the
piece and Lloyd Bacon directed, and as is true of the star and
supporting company both men did their work well. Granting that
they are all dealing with so-called "hokum" yet judgment has
been used in the presentation of this sure-fire material. The piece
is sufficiently diversified and not too much stress placed on any
one phase. For example, the plot carries the hero to war, but,
while there are several phases of the conflict presented, such as
the enlistment, departure of the troops, scenes at the front, in a
base hospital and the triumphal march up Fifth Avenue on the
return, yet these things are all essential to the telling of the story.
They are not overdone and consequently do not tire or bore you.
The story in brief tells of the love of a young Jew for an Irish

girl (Patsy Ruth Miller), who with her father (Gustav von Seyf-
fertitz) and others, think he is Irish because the second of his

two delicatessen stores is run under an Irish name. Jessel—the
Jew in question—enlists with the "Fighting Sixty-ninth," is

wounded, but returns to claim the girl. A simple story well told
by director and actors.

The Cast: George Jessel, Patsy Ruth Miller, Vera Gordon,
Nat Carr, William Strauss, "Spec" O'Donncll, Gustav von
Seyffertitz, Tom Murray. Director, Lloyd Bacon.
THEME: Racial clash be- EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

tween Irish and Jews. Love Jessel, excellent supporting
overcoming this barrier.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Jessel's surprisingly
good work. Simple story well
directed and acted.

company. Humor of piece and
heart throbs.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be excellent.

Scenes from "The Buckaroo Kid," a Universal Western

Produced and distributed by Warner Bros.
Length, 889 feet. Released 'October 20, 1926
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Eagle of The Sea
Slow-moving and Ponderous—Mostly Atmosphere

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

CARRYING a title which suggests stirring action on the high

mms- -<>!' deep-dyed piracy and frenzied conflict, it is disap-

pointing tn discover nothing resembling melodramatic fire-

works. It stalls off slowly and carries so much involved plot that

the action becomes absolutely buried beneath an array of beauti-

ful posings and a volume of wordy subtitles. It's a costume picture

of the days when Andrew Jackson was the pot of New Orleans

—

when there was much agitation in the city's French quarter over

ling Napoleon from his exile at St. Helena.
Here was a bright idea which never comes to the surface. The

pirate Lafitte is involved—and it is his job to start on the expedi-

tion of re-cue. But the action becomes talky—with a series of

tableaux thrown in for added measure. It ends with a very mild
battle on the high seas and a rescue of the heroine.

The picture lacks glamour and puncli—and the players never
Ihii mie real. Both Ricardo Cortez and Florence Vidor strive to

invest their work with dramatic feeling, but their efforts are in

vain. The film is rich in its costumes and its backgrounds.

The Cast: Florence Vidor, Ricardo Cortez, Sam de Grasse,

. Indre Beranger, Mitchell Lewis, Guy Oliver, George Irving,

James Marcus. Director, Frank Lloyd.

THEME : Romantic drama
of days of Andrew Jackson,

with plot revolving around ef-

forts of French patriots in New
Orleans to rescue the exiled

Napoleon.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: The settings. The
costumes. The romantic mo-
ments. The sea battle. The at-

mosphere.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

Play up title and feature the

principals. Bill as story of ad-

venture and romance in the

days of Andrew Jackson. Play
up New Orleans as furnishing
the locale. Play up Frank
Lloyd, who also directed "The
Sea Hawk."
DRAWING POWER: Title

should draw them. 0. K. for

average houses, but hardly mov-
ing enough for big houses un-
less supported with strong pro-

gram.

Produced and distributed by Famous Players.

Length, seven reels. Released November, 1926.

A group of dramatic moments from "The Silent Lover," a First National
film adapted from Ludwig Biro's play, "The l.egionaire"

The Buckaroo Kid
Universal Does a Peter Kyne Story Well

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

WHILE this might, I suppose, be classified as a "western"
it is more than that and for that very reason greater in

its appeal than otherwise might be possible. Here is a

rattling good yarn showing the value of persistence if you feel

you are right. If Hoot Gibson had lacked that dog-goned "stick-

to-it-iveness" he never would have gotten anywhere. That means
in the matter of learning table manners, acquiring a ranch of

his own and possibly most important, getting the hand of the

fair Ethel Shannon.
Instead of confining the action to a ranch San Francisco is

taken in shots of the streets and the Palace Hotel affording con-

trast to the two typically western settings. There is a great deal

of honest comedy and real characterization in this Kyne piece

made into a movie by Lynn Reynolds. In directing he saw to.it

that none (if adaptor Lynn Reynolds' ideas were overlooked or

done an injustice to. Also the piece is characterized by excellent

acting performances, such convincing performances that you

feel they are real living human beings and not merely figments

of a man's imagination. This is true not only of the star, but

also of Ethel Shannon in the feminine lead, good old Burr Mc-

intosh (whom 1 have known for years and once was associated

with). Harry Todd. James Gordon and Newton House in minor

roles. Put me down as an advocate of "The Buckaroo Kid."

The L\ist: Hoot Gibson (star), Ethel Shannon. Burr Mc-

intosh, Harry l'odd, James Gordon, ( har'es Colby, Joe Rick-

son, < lark Comstock, Nezvton House. Director and adaptor.

Lynn Reynolds.

THEME: Ranch boy making
good and winning success and
happiness.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: Opening scene kid

riding broncho. Smooth, con-

vincing performance of entire

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Comedy, author and star's re-

spective popularity.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be, and I hope will be, excellent

I In- Hebraic-Hibernian theme supplies the basis of tin- Warner Bros,
production, "Private Izzy Murphy"

Produced an, I distributed by Universal.

Length, 6,167 feet. Released November 14. 1926.
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The City
Clyde Fitch's Last Play Filmed

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

IN
the play done at the Lyric Theatre, New York, almost too

many years ago, if I rememb?r with any degree of comfort, I

remember vividly the strong melodramatic quality of the

piece which made it unlike the majority of Clyde Fitch plays.

So, too, in the picture version it is the drama rather than the dra-

matist's usual characterization that stands out. And it is good
drama, plausible—with some slight allowances—gripping and al-

ways tense. It is good entertainment. For the newer generation
of legitimate playgoers who probably will never have the opportu-
nity to see the piece revived and for the even greater number of
moving picture followers who are not interested in the origin of

plays offered for their approval, "The City" will more than serve.

The story, if you do not remember or know, deals with a small
town family that yields to the spell of the city and disintegrates

finally to find itself. A blackmailing dope fiend has caused the
death of the father, knowing that he is an ex-convict, and con-

tinues his role of Nemesis to the family by blackmailing the politi-

cally ambitious son and marrying the latter's sister. The suicide

of the villain clarifies the atmosphere spiritually as well as physi-
cally with the regeneration of the family foreshadowed at the end.

The Cast: Nancy Nash, Robert Frazer, George Irving, Lil-

lian Elliott, Walter Mc Grail, Richard Walling, May Allison,

Melbourne MacDowell, Bodil Rosing and Fred Walton. Hi-

rector, R. William AY/7/. Clyde Fitch melodrama scenario-

iced by Gertrude Orr.
THEME : Baleful influence of

a metropolis on small-town
family.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: McGrail's drug ad-
dict. Effective cabaret scene.

Dramatic intensity.

EXPLOITATION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Clyde Fitch's fame.
New York scenes always of in-

terest.

DRAWING POWER:
be good.

Should

Produced and distributed by Fox Film Company.
Length, 5,508 feet.. Released November 14, 1926.

The camera takes in a few of the crowds of pilgrims who attended the

Eucharistic Congress of Chicago. Fox Films made the picture

Stepping Along
Latest Mines' Effort Entertainment Plus

(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)

THIS latest Johnny Hines production runs true to the type,

of vehicle he has given us in his past pictures and, like its

predecessors, is packed with amusing gags, thus insuring an
hours' pleasant entertainment for your patrons, especially the

men. The story is an adaptation of Matt Taylor's "The Knicker-

bocker Kid," but, as is usual in the Hines' pictures, the plot is

incidental to the individual comedy bits contributed by the star.

The action of the entire picture is geared to a fast tempo with

the fun starting in the first scene and never a let-up until the

final fade-out. We have Johnny selling newspapers and studying

law and, after receiving his degree, his adventures or misadven-
tures at the political outing, his experience at the theatre, and
last, but best of all, the auto chase, with Edmund B'reese helping

along with the fun (he should have been brought in earlier in the

story). Mary Brian and Ruth Dwyer handle their respective roles

in a capable manner.
There are a number of good selling angles in this production,

which exhibitors should use, among them, the fact that a number
of scenes were filmed at Coney Island, the New York pleasure re-

port, and also of the presence in the picture of the "Black Bot-

tom" chorus from the current George White's "Scandals" show.

The Cast: Johnny Hines (starred), Mary Brian, William
Gaxton, Ruth Dwyer, Edmund Breese, Dan Mason, Lee Bcggs.
THEME: Poor boy's rise to The auto chase and the fight at

political fame and his subjection

of his rival, both in politics and
love.

- PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The scenes at the

newspaper stand, at Coney Is-

land and on the stage of the the-

atre. Johnny's dancing ability.

the finish.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Hines has created a following,

so play him up. Also advertise

the presence of the
'

' Scandals
'

'

chorus.

DRAWING POWER: Good
for family consumption. The
men and children will especially

enjoy it.

Human interest shots of Marshal Neilan's Paramount production,

"Everybody's Acting"

Produced by C. C. Burr and distributed by First National.

Length, six reels. Released December, 1926.
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Eucharistic Congress Film
Picture Record Should Interest All Creeds

(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)

THIS picture record of the twenty-eighth Catholic Eucharistic

Congress, held this year in Chicago, cannot fail to interest

all peoples—for Catholic audiences it will recreate some-
thing of the spiritual significance of the gathering; for non-
Catholics the moving spectacle of hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple at religious devotions will instill in them a deeper regard for

religion and its necessity in the every-day life of every one.

The motion picture once more proved itself the great reporter,

for the visualization of the various events will carry to people in

the far corners of the earth a much better idea of what transpired
than the best written story. Credit for the camera work is due
Kay Hall, managing director of Fox Varieties, who, with a staff

of twenty cameramen loaned by the Fox Film Company, worked
ceaselessly in the effort to crowd every picture angle possible into

the story of the Congress. Many are the inspiring scenes at both
Soldier's Field, showing the throngs hurrying to participate in the
spiritual bouquet of one million communions and later the pro-
cession of Church dignitaries and members of many Catholic or-

ganizations at St. Mary-on-the-Lake Seminary.
Happily the picture is not without occasions for harmless laugh-

ter; the close-ups of some of the children who formed the im-
mense choir of 62,000 voices caused sympathetic chuckles at the
premiere performance. My one regret is that the film was not
done in color, as the robes of the Churchmen, with the Cardinalate
red predominating, would have made a beautiful sight to behold.
THEME: Picture story of EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

the Twenty-eighth Catholic
Congress.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The scenes of wel-
come in New York; those at
Soldier's Field and the proces-
sion at St. Mary-on-the-Lake.

Catholics will know of the pic-

ture from the pulpits and the
immense publicity in the news-
papers will draw others.

DRAWING POWER: Should
interest all peoples.

Produced for the Eucharistic Congress by Fox Film Corp.
Released by the Eucluiristic Congress Film Bureau. General

release following road shows. Length, eight reels.
Highlights in "The City," a picturization of the Clyde Fitch play by

Fox Films

Everybody's Acting
Clever Acting and Direction Put It Over

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

YOU can never tell what Marshall Neilan is going to do. He
is always handy with the big surprise. Here he writes and
directs his own story—which, to dissect it, is not so far

away from the orthodox, but which, nevertheless is treated in

sueh a manner that it affords first rate entertainment. He ranges
far and wide—does Neilan.

This time he plays around with the adoption idea

—

the central
figure being a young girl who is taken in tow by four or five

daddies. And they're not the sugar kind either. The girl has a

love affair with a youth whose vocation is not of the footlights

—

and his mother objects. Therefore Neilan hits upon a happy
idea. He has the troupers (the five daddies) dress up in their

favorite roles to impress the other family. And the mother falls

like a ton of cement. It is a whimsical pattern—with the high

touch centered upon the make-believe scene. The camera work is

highly pleasing and the all-star easi comes through with flying

colors. Particularly good are Louise Dresser, Betty Bronson, Ray-
mond Bitchcock, and Ford Sterling.

The Cast: Betty Bronson. Ford Sterling, Raymond Hitch-

cock, Stuart Holmes. Henry />'. Walthall, Lawrence Cray, Ed-
ward Martindel, Louise Dresser, Philo McCullough, Jed

Prouty, Jocelyn Lee. Directed by Marshall Neilan,
THEME: Romantic comedy- family. The romance. The

drama of girl brought up by climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up the all-star cast. Men-
tion it as a whimsical story of

a girl who is reared by a group
of actors. Play up Neilan.

DRAWING POWER: Satis-

factory for all types of houses.

Has plenty of clever acting and
direction to appeal. Cast should
draw them.

quintette of good Samaritans

—

who establish that she is "some
pumpkins" by impressing her

sweetheart's family with their

pseudo affluence.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The clever acting.

The camera work. The titles.

The scence of adoption. The
episode of impressing girl's

mnor permeates these five scenes from the I irst National feature length
comedy, "Stepping Along"

Produced and distributed hy Famous Players.

Length, seven reels. Released Novcniher. 1^26.
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onalNewsfrom Corresponden

THE Empress Theatre at Deca-
tur, of which Elmer Jerome

is manager, and which has been
operating as a straight motion pic-

ture house, has gone into stock and
the screen, will probably be dark
for the balance of the winter.

Chicago Manager Young, of Na-
tional Screen Service, reports that

Oscar Kuschner, president of the

Film Board at Indianapolis, who
has been operating the State Film
Service Exchange in that city, has

been named Indiana and Kentucky
representative for Xational Screen
Service. Mr. Kuschner will con-

tinue to make his headquarters in

Indianapolis.

The Monroe Theatre at Streator,

111., which has been operated by
Karr Brothers, has been closed for

an indefinite period.

District Manager Clyde Eck-
hardt. of Fox Film Corporation,

who was confined to his home for

several days with a touch of the

grippe, has recovered sufficiently

to be at his office this week.

Sam Saxe, well-known picture

producer, who was en route to "the

coast, stopped off long enough in

Chicago this week, to visit with

friends on Film Row.
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Universale sales force is all

pepped up in anticipation of Alex-
ander Month, which starts on De-
cember 1st, in the Chicago terri-

tory. The boys are going to try

to go over the top in honor of their

popular district manager.

J. C. Jarnigen, owner of the

Chateau Theatre at Amboy, and the

Strand at Mendota, has taken over

the Colonial Theatre at La Salle,

Illinois, formerly operated by Mr.
Brennerman.

Manager Gallagher, of Lubliner

& Trinz Pantheon, is putting out

a new house organ in tabloid news-
paper form and it is proving popu-
lar with the patrons of this house.

Barney Brotman, owner of the

American Theatre at Rock Island,

and the Mirror at Moline, who re-

cently took over the Avoy at Mo-
line from A. Shallberg, was a Chi-

cago visitor this week. He was
straightening out bookings of his

new theatre and was accompanied
by Mr. Shallberg.

Felix Fiest presided over an im-
portant conference of Metro-Gold-
wyn divisional managers, which
was held at the Drake Hotel on
Monday and Tuesday of this week.
Beside Mr. Fiest, E. M. Saunders.
\V. F. Rodgers and Paul Berger,
of the New York Office, were in

attendance. The divisional man-
agers in the conference included
F. A. Shirley, of Chicago, Sam
Eckman, of New York, J. E. Flynn,
of St. Louis; George Hickey, of
Washington, D.C. : Charles E. Kes-
senich, of Atlantic, Ga. ; Davis
Bershorn, of Los Angeles, and F.
Perkins, of Denver.

General Sales Manager Lou
Metzger, of Universal Film Com-
pany, was visiting at the Chicago,
headquarters of his company this

week.

W. D. Burgess, traveling auditor

for Producers Distributing Corpo-
ration, is making his headquarters

at the local exchange for the next

ten davs.

Allen Widdemenn is putting a

fine new unit organ in his Cen-
tennial Theatre at Warsaw.

Jean Russell, popular owner of
the Rialto Theatre at Champaign,
Illinois, was one of the visitors on
Film Row this week.
The Olympic Theatre Company

has opened their remodeled house
in Cicero and named it the Olym-
pic. H. A. Jones, formerly man-
ager of Ascher's Portage Park
Theatre, is in charge at the Olym-
pic.

Divisional Manager Maberry, of
Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion, has returned from Indian-
apolis, where he held a sales meet-
ing, and this week is holding a

sales meeting in Milwaukee. Sales-

men Tommy Greenwood and Sig
Decker have gone to Milwaukee
where they will assist the local

sales force for ten days or two
weeks, and Salesmen Clarence Phil-

lips and J. J. Clark are back from
Minneapolis, where they have been
on a similar mission.

Divisional Manager Cleve Adams,
of F. B. O., is back in Chicago
after a trip to Pittsburgh, on which
he was accompanied by Mrs.
Adams.

Kansas City

THE management of the Isis

and Madrid theatres, suburban
houses of Kansas City, controlled

by Capitol Enterprises, under the

supervision of Universal, has been

changed. A. S. Rittenberg, former
manager of the Liberty Theatre,

first-run Universal-leased house of

Kansas City, having been appointed

manager of the theatres, succeed-

ing Jack Roth, former manager of

the Isis.

The Gayety Theatre, Kansas
City, which for years has been a

Columbia burlesque house, will

show pictures this winter, changing
programs daily. The theatre will

remain under Columbia control, the

pictures being booked through the

Independent Fim Corporation.

A football game between exhibi-

tors and exchange representatives

is the latest proposal about which
Kansas City's Movie Row- is gos-

siping. Several prospective con-

testants have secretly asserted that

there are several things other than

football supremacy they would like

to settle on a gridiron, proving, of

course, they were permitted to play

opposite the right man.
Fifty disabled veterans from the

United States Veterans' Hospital

in Kansas City this week were
guests of the Shubert Theatre at a

showing of "The Big Parade."

Transportation to and from the

theatre was arranged by Mrs.
Charles Harrow, chairman of the

Good Cheer Club of the First Bap-
tist Church.
H. L. Cass, First National sales-

man of the Kansas City branch,

was being congratulated this week
over the fact that he was named
as one of the twenty candidates

for the U. O. Club, an honorary
organization of First National rep-

resentatives who have made good
sales records.

The remodeling work of the Fox
Exchange rapidly is nearing com-
pletion, while the Universal Ex-
change also is to be remodeled.
Tom Byerle, assistant First Na-

tional branch manager, left for

Lexington, Mo., on a business trip

Saturday, while Harry Taylor.

Universal branch manager, hurried

out into the territory to gather in

some more contracts, as did Roy
Churchill, F. B. O. branch manager.
H. A. Simmins, Paramount rep-

resentative, has been confined to his

home because of illness.

R. C. LiBeau, district manager,
and H. C. Cole, branch manager
of Paramount, returned from the

Paramount Convention at French
Lick. Ind., with enthusiasm aplenty.

A. H. Fisher. Warner Bros, divi-

sion manager, was a Kansas City

visitor, as was George E. Kann,
vice-president of the Sterling Dis-
tributing Corp.

M. F. Sinift. Warners Bros, city

salesman, went out of his sphere
a bit to do specialty work in the

territory this week.

E. C. Rhoden, manager of Mid-
west Film Distributors, Inc., was
a territory worker, also. The ex-
hibitor business quarters provided
for at the Pathe Exchange is a

busy place.

Among the out-of-town exhibi-

tors in the Kansas City market this

week were : Ensley Barbour, Lan-
der's Orpheum, Springfield. Mo.

;

S. E. Wilhoit, Jefferson Theatre,
Springfield. Mo. ; Walter Wallace,
Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kans. ; C.

M. Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Law-
rence, Kans.; Ben Levy, Hippo-
drome. Joplin, Mo.

Detroit

WC. BACHMEYER, dis-
• trict manager for Fox,

paid a short visit to the Detroit

branch during the week.
P. C. Schram, who controls sev-

eral theatres in Kalamazoo, expects

to leave for Los Angeles, Cal.,

where he intends to spend the win-
ter months.
The new Senate Theatre, which

is controlled by Arthur Baehr, was

robbed last Sunday night of $1,500.

The safe crackers used nitro-

glycerine to open the safe.

Hunter Robbins, of the Robin-
hood Theatre, in Grand Haven,
Mich., has reached California,

where he will remain until next
spring.

Jim Allen, manager of the local

Warner exchange, has returned

from Chicago, where he had spent
a week on business.

Joe Ferte, the singing P. D. C.
salesman from the Cleveland
branch, came to Detroit last week
and sang way on top of the Book-
Cadillac Hotel, where his voice was
broadcasted through station WJR.

Pretty Lucille Nitzkorski, for-
merly connected with the East Side
Theatre as cashier, is now juggling

cash at the box office of the Black-
stone Theatre.

Harry Brown, formerly State
salesman for A. B. C, is now
covering the same territory for
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer.

Jack Mason has tendered his res-
ignation from Warner Bros, this
week. Jack has not made any fu-
ture plans at present.
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WITH three or four of the

exchanges conducting inten-

sive drives, a number of high-

pressure salesmen arrived in Albany
this week for the campaign. At
the Pro-Dis-Co Exchange, Charles

Johnston, of Buffalo; Karl Wright,
-ton, and George Rosenbaum,

of New Haven, arc on the job,

while C. A. Sawin, of Boston, dis-

trict representative of the company.
has also beenhere arranging details.

At the First National Exchange,
A. W. Smith, Eastern sales man-
ager, is directing a drive with two
of the best men from the New
York and Buffalo exchanges assist-

ing. Out-of-town salesmen at the

drive being conducted by Metro-
Goldwyn, include Jack Zurik, and
Jack Bowen, of New York

;

Charles Walder and IT. B. Bee-
croft, of Buffalo; Harry Worden,
of Boston, and a Mr. Rebanus, of
New Haven.

Harry Dixon, manager of F. B.

O. in Buffalo, was in Albany last

week, conferring with Harry Wein-
berg, who handles the local ex-

change.

Matters are running so smoothly
between exchanges and exhibitors

these days, that at last week's meet-
ing of the Arbitration Board, there

were only two cases presented for

adjustment.

Charles Henschel. of New York,
assistant Eastern district sales man-
ager for Pathe, was here for a

portion of last week, going the

rounds of theatres with Ted Hayes,
the local manager. Pathe's Albany
branch now ranks as one of the

leaders in the entire United States.

The Liberty Theatre in Port
Leyden, owned by John A. Castle,

has just been sold to Arthur Joslin,

of Boonville, and Mr. and Mrs.
Castle are now planning to locate

in Syracuse.

It is said that a large circuit is

negotiating at the present time with
Whitney, Young and Pierce, of
Ilion, for the purchase of their

theatre holdings in that place.

Alec Herman, local manager for

Pro-Dis-Co, is losing a lot of sleep

these days, as he hustles over the

territory in expectation of securing

a generous slice of the $5,000 of-

fered by the company in a contest

ending December 31. When Mr.
Herman was manager of First Na-
tional here, he landed many first

prizes.

Lee Parker, who runs the theatre

in Smyrna, returned last Thursday
night, from a trip to New York
City.

Simon Feld, a well-known sales-

man out of Albany for several

years, with First National, has now
gone with the local Pro-Dis-Co Ex-
change.

The Pathe Exchange has divided

the territory which it serves into

two blocks instead of three, and
R. J. Meigs has been given the

territory along the Eastern border,

as well as a portion of Vermont
and Massachusetts. while the

Northern and Central will be
looked after by Amos Leonard.

Miss Carolyn Goodman, formerly
secretary of the Albany Zone, and
more recently secretary to Charles
Stombaugh, Newark manager for

Pathe, has returned to Albany, and
according to a report, will be mar-
ried in the near future.

Boris Samson resigned last week
as salesman for the Metro-Gold-

wyn Hxchange here. His successor

has not been appointed.

Lew Fischer, of Fort Edward,
will open his new theatre in Chat-
ham, on December 15. Morris
Silverman, who is erecting a new
theatre in Schenectady, will open
his house on the same date. Both
are old timers in the business.

Harry Seed is back from a trip

along the Southern tier, and re-

ports business as being good in all

the larger cities and in many of

the smaller places.

Uly S. Hill, of the Strand group
of houses in Albany and Troy,
spent a portion of last week in

New York, where he met Walter
Hays and Moe Mark.

In days gone by, Tony Veiller,

manager of the Mark Ritz, was a

police reporter. So he felt per-

fectly at home last week, when he

escorted five boys to a local pre-

cinct after he had nabbed them at-

tempting to secure an entrance to

the theatre by wrenching off the

bars on the window leading into

the men's washroom.

Visitors along Film Row last

week included Louis Schine and
Pete Dana, of Gloversville, on their

way back from New York City,

and Tim Windbeal, of Amsterdam.
William Smalley stopped over in

Albany on his way to Danbury.
Conn., where he will make one of

his periodical visits to his mother's
home.

The staff at the local Universal
Exchange is anxiously waiting for

more than a word from Charles
Marshall, theatre owner of Ausable
Forks, who sometime ago promised
deer meat for everyone at the ex-
change.

Tom Thornton, owner of the

Orpheum in Saugerties, is reported

to be negotiating for the sale of
the house. Mike Kallet, of Oneida,

was at Saranac Lake, last week,
and is said to be dickering for the

Pontiac.

Barney and Murray Ginsberg
have taken over the Memorial The-
atre in Beacon, formerly operated

by Irving Lesser.

Joe Wallace, manager of Proc-
tor's Grand, and Alec Herman, of

the Pro-Dis-Co Exchange, staged

a very successful preview of a

picture at the Grand in Albany,
on Saturday morning, that was at-

tended by a capacity house. The
music was furnished by the regu-

lar theatre orchestra.

Eleanor Foster is a new inspector

at the Pathe Exchange, succeeding
Marion Kelsey, who has resigned.

The four-year-old son of Frank
Learnan, manager of the Strand in

Schenectady, fell from a fence last

week, and suffered a fracture of

one leg near the hip. Mr. Learnan
was hurriedly summoned home by
a telephone message.

W. Rudolph Wiley, of Wilming-
ton, Del., is the new organist at

the Strand in Schenectady. The
theatre also has a new doorman in

the person of Buck Ewing, a

catcher during the summer months
on a well-known colored team.
Frank Breymaier, manager of the

Van Curler in Schenectady, took a

day off last week when he had three

teeth extracted. At the same time,

James Roach, manager of the Far-
ash theatres, which include the Van
Curler, dislocated two bones in his

ankle, but smilingly canceled a

dental engagement .for the follow-
ing day.

THE Pathe Exchange bowling
team was defeated by the Ex-

hibitors' team in a recent match,

bv over 400 pins. The Exhibitors

refuse to say just what they did

with the $25 side bet.

Messrs. Smith and Ainsworth,
Fond du Lac exhibitors managed
to make their weekly visit to the

city despite the heavy snow.

Dan Kelliher was again among
the week's visitors at the Ex-
changes. Mr. Kelliher manages the

Princess at Elkhorn and the Ma-
jestic at Lake Geneva.

The new Saxe house at Oshkosh,
it is reported, is progressing rapid-

ly and will be formally opened
about the first of the year.

Leopold Goodman, general utility

man about the Exchanges along

Film Row, was taken very serious-

ly ill this week and was removed to

the hospital on Thursday.

O. V. Kelly, who manages the

r Theatre at Reedsburg
Wednesday in Milwaukee.

C. Cohn. manage of the Wau-

paca, at Waupaca, was a recent

Film Row visitor.

Steve Dorece's new theatre in

Racine, is very near completion.

It will have a capacity of about
800 or 900.

The film men's bowling teams
have selected names to designate

themselves. The Wildcats are

piloted by Mir. Van Norman; the

Tigers arc Charles Trampe's men;
the Lions are captained by Mr.
Weinbaum, and Steve Bauer's team
is known as the Bears. Thus far

the Wildcats lead by two games
and the Tigers are forcing them
hard. Steve Bauer and Charles

^ter have tied for indh
high score, setting the mark at 236.

Sam Miller, booking manager of
! isher organization of Chicago,

in the city for a few days this

week.

S. H. Abrams, F.B.O. branch
manager in his trip through the

territory this week with George
salesman, found traveling

anything but pleasant due to the
rm.

P. M. Cain, manager of the Falls

Theatre at Sheboygan Falls, was
a recent Film Row visitor.

A. C. Accola, manager of the

Bonham Theatre, Prairie du Sac,

was among out-of-town exhibitors

to visit the various Exchanges.

Dan Kulassewicz, manager of
the Rex at Bessmer, Mich., spent

a few days among the Exchanges
arranging his bookings.

The new Shorewood Theatre at

the corner of Lake Bluff and Oak-
land, being built by the Shorewood
Investment Company, is making
good progress, and it is expected
will be opened early in spring. It

will have a capacity of about 1200.

Jack Yeo spent a few hours visit-

ing Exchanges this week. Mr. Yeo
iges the Odeon and Da

at Beaver Dam.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Starke\
'mm Milwaukee visitors this

Mr. Starkey manages the Opera
1 louse at Berlin.

Elmer Sader. F. B. O. salesman
in the Northern territory, was

forced to abandon his car when the

snow reached a depth of 12 inches

in the recent surprise storm.

Among out-of-town exhibitors to

visit Exchanges this week were
William Roob, manager of the

Grand Theatre at Port Washington :

Glen Shield, of the Grand, at East

Troy; Neil Duffy, who runs the

Elite at Appleton ; L. Thurwachter,
of the Park Theatre at Waukesha;
C. J. Goetz, of the United Theatre
Company of Janesville, Bcloit and
Kenosha, anil R. K. Mosiman, ot

the Rex Theatre at Oshkosh.

Mr. Huff, of Huff and Adams,
of Port Washington, was in Mil-

waukee on Wednesday arranging
his bookings. Mr. Huff recently

conducted a contest to name his

new theatre and Ozaukee was the

name chosen. The new Ozaukee

will open on Thangsgiving Day
with a special program.

I'., rt Wheeler, manager of the

Lloyd's Thi itre, Menominee. Mich.,

was in the city on Wednesday visit

ing local Exchanges
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AKLiilE RUGGLES, house
iranager of the Fifth Avenue

Theatre, this week had as his guests
at a regular performance of his

show none other than the well-
exploited Queen Marie of Rou-
mania, accompanied by Princess
Lleana, the Prince and members of
ihe royal party now on tour
throughout the United States. Un-
der the personal guidance of Hal
Home, managing director of the

Fifth Avenue and Mr. Ruggles, the

royal party inspected the theatre

from top to bottom, remaining long

enough to enjoy the Harry Lang-
dun feature and Fanchon and Mar-
co's elaborate stage presentation,

"Dancing Shoes." Unofficially, it

was reported, the royal party con-
sidered the magnificent new theatre

the finest motion picture house that

they have ever seen.

Jim Reilly, for the last several

months manager of the Universal
Exchange in this city, early in No-
vember was appointed Western
manager in charge of sales of the

Universal Specials. His territory

was to include the districts west of
Denver, including the latter city.

The new manager of the local of-

fice was not yet selected, it was
reported.

In company with Manager Xeal
East of the Portland Exchange,
Manager George P. Endert, of the

local Famous Players office left last

week for the East Coast, where he
was scheduled to attend the sales

conference called bv Home Office

officials. His return was expected
early in November.
Among the out-of-town visitors

who were seen by the film mag-
nates on the Row last week were
"Leo' DeLeo, of Port Townsend,
Washington; John McGill, of Port
Orchard ; Francis Graham, of Shel-

ton : and O. O. Ruth, of Mount
Vernon.
Ben Fish, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

executive, last week returned from
a special sales trip and announced
a new line-up iir the sales staff of
his organization. The Western crew
is now under the direction of Jess
Beckman, formerly associated with
Air. Fish's office, and also includes

C. E. Tillman, J. F. Samuels and
Harry Landstrom.

Ray Grombacher, motion picture

leader in Spokane, spent a few
days in this city last week, making
arrangements for attractions to

play at the American Theatre in

the Eastern Washington city, re-

cently reopened under the manage-
ment of Mr. Grombacher and Ray
Zoerlin.

Harry C. Arthur, Jr.. President
and General Manager of Pacific

Northwest Theatres, Inc., returned
last week from a trip to San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles. He spent
several days in Portland on his

return visit, planning a few changes
in theatre personnel for his circuit

which were to be announced
shortly.

William Henshaw, District Man-
ager for Famous Players in

Cleveland
NORMAN MORAY and Nat

Barach, branch manager and
division manager for Warner Bros,

respectivelv, did not like the final

chapter of' the M.P.T.O. of Ohio
convention at all. Reaching Cleve-

land from Columbus he got into a

taxi to drive to his office. But
in a dispute as to right of way, his

taxi and another car ran into each
other and now Moray has a couple

of broken ligaments in his leg.

Barach's accident wasn't so pain-

ful, but it was equally disagreeable.

Mrs. Barach met him at the sta-

tion with their new car. They went
for lunch. Coming from lunch the

car was conspicuous only by its

absence. To date it is still absent.

Otherwise, say Moray and Barach,
the convention was a complete suc-

cess.

Dave Lockman, manager of the

Cincinnati Columbia exchange and
Gradwell L. Sears, manager of the

Cleveland First National exchange,
were the two stars of the golf

tournament that preceded the State
exhibitors' convention in Columbus
last week. Lockman won first prize

and Sears won second prize. About
thirty participated in the game,
which was staged at the Elk Coun-
try Club.

The Cleveland Motion Picture

Exhibitors Association will hold a

bus :

ness meeting next Tuesday at

the Statler Hotel. The business

before the association at this meet-
ins: will be the election of officers.

M. L. Kopperman has come out
of Pittsburgh to become office man-
ager of the Cleveland Universal
exchange. He succeeds Lester
Tietjen.

Jack Greenbaum steps into the
picture once more as an active ex-
hibitor. Greenbaum has purchased
the Royal Theatre. Mansfield, a

300-seat downtown house, from E.
S. Emery. Greenbaum was once
prominent in Cleveland exhibition
circles.

Remember Jack Osserman? He
used to be with Universal here in

Cleveland in days gone by. Then
Washington claimed him. Now St.

Louis is his home. Well, he was
in town the other day. Stopped
off to see his Cleveland friends on
his way to New York.
Harry Brown, one-t'me manager

of the Cleveland Universal ex-
change, and recently connected with
film interests in Boston, has re-

turned to the shores of Lake Erie.
He's with Tiffany in a sales ca-
pacity.

Charles Sonin of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer home office was
in Cleveland last week.
The Linwood Square Theatre,

Norwood. O., has changed hands.
John Stoll sold the house last week
to the Loval Order of Moose No.
1248.

E. H. Oehler has been trans-

ferred to the Cleveland P.D.C. sales

force from the Indianapolis sales

force.

Western Canada, and Mr. Mar-
shall, manager of the Vancouver
exchange, were also included in the

recent Famous Players delega-

tion which left for the sales con-

vention in the East, with Manager
Endert, of this city.

Mrs. Joe Bradt, wife of the

popular Seattle suburban showman,
underwent an emergency operation
forv appendicits last week, and is

now reported to be rapidly recu-

perating at Providence Hospital.

Ben F. Shearer, manager of the

Northwest territory for the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company,
and local representative for I ley-

wood-Wakefield Opera Chairs, left

last week for the East, where he
was to confer with National offi-

cials. Before leaving he appointed
R. C. Barthel, formerly of this

city, as manager of the National
store in Portland, succeeding C.

Frank Harris. Mr. Harris, in turn,

becomes Mr. Shearer's personal
representative on complete con-
tracts for the entire Northwest,
with Mr. Shearer continuing as
general director of the organiza-
tion.

William Armour, of Montesano,
spent a short time on Film Row
last week, singing the praises of
his new Montesano Theatre. The
house was opened last month and
is doing an excellent business at

every performance, Mr. Armour
reports.

R. E. Connell, formerly an ex-
hibitor in the Grays Harbor ter-

ritory of this state, is reported to

be opening a new suburban theatre

in Everett. Washington, in the near

future. First-run picture showings

are planned.

After a more or less unsettled

career, the Tacoma Theatre in Ta-

coma bids fair to become a settled

and substantial house. It is now
undergoing a complete interior

decorating, draping, recarpeting,

lighting and interior furnishing,

and will be opened within a few
weeks under the management of

Henry Rhodes, of Rhodes Depart-

ment store in Tacoma. Reports

have it that Mr. Rhodes is willing

to dispose of a half interest in the

house to any interested concerns,

but the recent report that the Ta-
coma was under Pacific Northwest
Theatres, Inc., management is de-

clared to be without foundation.

The Hillman City Theatre at

Hillman City, a suburb of Seattle,

last week was taken over by Blair

and DeVault, who now operate the

house.
Frank Bligh, of Salem, Ore.,

owner and manager of the new
Bligh Theatre, was a visitor in this

city last week. The Bligh is re-

ported to be Oregon's foremost
small town house, with all the at-

tributes and fine features of a

metropolitan show shop.

Frank Hewitt, former owner of

the Hillman City Theatre taken

over by Blair and DeVault, is now
planning a 500-seat house at Wild-
wood, in the same general vicinity.

It is expected to get under way
in two weeks.

Christmas—New Year

The Smart Showman Knows These

3 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Greetings gorgeously designed and
brilliantly animated for New Year. Lincoln's Birthday,
Washington's Birthday, Easter. Mother's Day. Decoration
Day, July Fourth, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving, Christ-
mas, also choice of two animated presentation leaders for
your Feature or Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE

CHICAGO
845 So. Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK
126-130 West 46th St.

LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Ave.
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Nextf England

REVERE C MMUNITY
THEATRE, INC., has been

organized at Boston with capital of

500 no par value shares. Incorpo-

rators are Julia W. Troy, Nora E.

Troy, both of Belmont, Mass., and

Allan Robinson, Boston.

The New England Bookers' As-
sociation, composed of all bookers

in the territory, held a dinner and

dance at Rainbow Gardens, Wal-
pole, Mass., Thursday evening, at

which Phil Markell was the chief

guest.

The New England Film Board
of Trade and all of the film sales-

men going out of the Boston ex-

changes, will meet Monday at a

conference and luncheon at the

Hotel Arlington, Boston, for a gen-

eral discussion, of the betterment

of the film business.

The Eureka Theatre at Stock-

holm, Me., which has been leased

by Wilbur Baxter, has been taken

over by the owners, known as the

I.O.O.F. Hall Corporation, and will

be operated by them.

The Playhouse Theatre, Friend-

ship, Me., which has been owned
and operated by W. H. Hahn. has

been purchased by H. L. Blossa,
\\li<> will operate.

The Sunshine Theatre, Leo-
minster, Mass., which has been con-
ducted for the past few years by

J. Lane, has been taken over by
F. P. Sharvy, who will continue the

same policy of pictures that has
been in force.

The Town Hall at Conway,
Mass., has been sold by Manager
Noonan, but the name of the new
owner has not been announced. It

is understood that 'the new owners
will take possession about Decem-
ber 1st.

Samuel Eckman, Jr., has been
elected honorary president of the

Boston Metro- Goldwyn - Mayer
Club.

C. L. DeVizia, of the sales force

of Educational, is making a trip

through Northern Maine on busi-

ness.

Boston police continue tagging
parked autos in the Film district.

A story is going the rounds about
a prominent woman exhibitor who
motors in to do her own booking.
She was tagged and reported to

the traffic headquarters with the

tag as instructed. There was a

long line ahead of her and after

she had finally reached the captain

in charge and told her story, she

was dismissed with the admonition
not to let it happen again. The
tagging occurred three times be-

fore the lady victoriously drove
away.

Yeggs who are believed to have
secreted themselves in the Central
Square Theatre, Waltham, Mass.,

after the final performance Thurs-
day night, rolled the heavy safe in

the office to the rear of the stage,

broke off the knob and combination
and escaped with the strong box
containing nearly $800 in cash, the

receipts for the day.

Patrons of a Lynn, Mass., the-

atre, standing in line to purchase
seats during the height of the eve-

ning rush, were shocked to hear a

man cry out, "I've lost my arms !"

1 Te waved an armless coatsleeve

wildly about. Manager Isaac Berg
hurried to his side and found,
suspended from the top of a door,

a wooden arm and artificial hand.

The owner, a man from Auburn,
Me., had been examining some
stucco work and when the door
suddenly opened, it caught the arti-

ficial arm and pulled it from its

fastening.

The Beacon and Modern The-
atres, Boston, first-run houses oper-
ated by the New England Theatres
Operating Co., have changed their

opening night so that new programs
now begin Saturdays instead of
Sundays.
A new Moeller organ has been

installed at the Beacon Theatre,
Boston, and the management is

erecting one of the largest illumi-

nated signs on the front of the

theatre to be found in Boston. The
sign is over 70 feet high.

United Import Film Corporation,
Stamford, Conn., has been incorpo-

rated with capital of $50,000. Con-
stantine Rymowicz, of New York
City, heads the company.
Humboldt Theatre, Inc., Boston,

has been incorporated with capital

of $99,000. Incorporators are:

President, David H. Brand ; Treas-
urer, Abraham T. Rudnick ; Clerk,

Jason D. Rudnick.

Salt Lake City

WT. WITHERS, F. B. O.
• sales representative is

working in the State of Montana,
while salesman Ruben Harris is on
his way back to the office from a

trip into Utah, Idaho and Wyo-
ming.

Branch Manager W. F. Gordon,
of the Associated First National

Exchange here, leaves within a few
days to work the key points in con-
nection with the January drive.

Salesmen Vete Stewart and Claude
llawkes are still working the

Southern Utah and Montana terri-

tories.

T. A. Epperson, local branch
manager for Pathe, returned re-

Ij from a trip into Idaho.

Charles Epperson, special repre-

sentative for Famous Players-
I.nskv i orporation, is at present

traveling the Idaho and Montana
salesmen who

regularly cover those territories.

Ethel Hunter has returned to

the local Paramount office after a

protracted illness.

Walter S. Rand, branch manager
here for United Artists, leaves

within a few days for Boise and
the key points of Idaho.

Milton Cohn, representative for

United Artists' Salt Lake office,

was in Elko Nev., a few days ago
and was invited while there as a

special guest of John J. Hunter to

attend an old-time '49 party which
was given by Hunter to celebrate

the closing of the Bradley Theatre,

one of the oldest houses in Nevada,
and the opening of the Hunter
Theatre, which occurred November
7th. Hunter, assisted by his man-
ager, Mrs. Armstrong, entertained

for a party of about three hundred
special guests.

This new Hunter Theatre, which
will seat eight hundred people, has

had a twelve thousand dollar Link

Pipe Organ installed, making this

the most modern house in the State

of Nevada. Harry Hick and Mr.
Link, one of the owners of the Link
Organ Company, who were attend-

ing to the installation of the pipe

organ, were also prominent figures

at the dance given.

Mrs. Curd, of Wells, Nev., had
the opening of her new house. The
Nevada Theatre, November 7th.

"Dad" Rand has returned to his

Isis Theatre here recently from a

sick bed.

Dave Farquhar is expected to

return to his managerial duties at

the local Warner Brothers' office

from a trip into Montana within a

few days.

J. A. Whitehead, of Recreation

Hall at Eureka, Utah, is among
exhibitor visitors in this city.

R. L Wicker, owner of the Delta

Theatre at Delta, Utah, is confer-

ring with local exchange managers
along Film Row this week.

John J. Gillette, of the Strand
Theatre and the Opera House at

Grantsville, Utah, is lining up new-

business for his houses along the

local Film Mart this week.
Al O'Keefe, branch manager of

the Producers Distributing Corpo-
ration Exchange of this city, has
returned from the convention of

the Branch Managers of the West-
ern Division.

Bob Wallner, Fox representative

in this territory, is now making a

swing through the Idaho branch.

Mike Neilson, owner of the

Grand Theatre at Boise, Idaho, is

opening up a new theatre in Logan,
called the Grand.

W. J. Hineman, manager here

for Universal, returned from the

Northern territory.

L F. Brown, operating the Isis

Theatre at Preston, Idaho, is spend-

ing a few days in this city in the

interest of his house.

Southwest

PI I II. [SLEY, owner of the

Film Exchange, of two or

three road shows and three theatres,

has ad -her job to his list

of occupations and will sill film for

Home Mate film Exchange here.

Mr. I ley 1m i Walter Fickel in

his own exchange and
Monday plans upoi

nt in the territory to pi

a while.

Sam Fringer, owner of the Nu-
show Theatre al Mangum, was on

the row last Saturday with his

daughtei Virginia, who attends Mt.
St. Mary's Academy here.

II. K. Buchanan and Carr Scott

Home State film Exchange left

this week end for Dallas to attend

the Texas M.P.T.O. convention

nexl week. Fred Pickrel, pre i

and Bob Hutchinson, treas-

urer, of the Oklahoma M.P.T.O.,
will attend this convention also.

It is reported that a new the-

atre may soon be built in Sapulpa

by the owners of the present Isis

Theatre there. W. II. Wood and
Phil Islcy. The new theatre, it is

said, will cost around $10,000.

Two new buildings in the film

neighborhood are to be ready for

occupancy by December 1st. One is

the home of the National Theatre
Supply Company, who .are building

next dooi to Paramount in the 500

block on West Grand. \nd the

is the new building on Lee
and Grand that will house Griffith

Brothers, Educational, Liberty-

Specialty and Anderson Theatre
Supply.

Hill Para, who recently returned

to the Row from Chicago, is now
representing trailer service and

shadow boxes for Enterprise Dis-

tributing i orp

The Bryant Shows of Marlow

that have been touring Arkansas

have returned home for the winter.
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ON Armistice night, Nov. 11th,

Walter Reade, said to be the
largest individual motion picture
theatre owner in the State of New-
Jersey, opened the doors of his new
Carlton Theatre, Red Bank, to a
large and enthusiastic audience.
The Carlton, with an estimated

seating capacity of 2,000, brings
Mr. Reade's total holdings up to
thirty theatres, which with the ex-
ception of one or two houses are
all in various Jersey cities.

Citizens of Red Bank cannot fail

to take pride in their new play-
house, for the Carlton is perhaps
one of the most beautiful of the
Reade circuit. The interior, fur-
nished in rich velours and velvets
of contrasting shades, lend a feel-

ing of warmth and intimacy.

Headliners of Keith-Albee vau-
deville and a feature picture formed
the program for the opening night.

The performance was accompanied
by a ten-piece orchestra and this

was augmented by the music from
a new Marr & Colton organ.

Various stage and screen stars
now on the East Coast contributed
to the success of the Carlton's pre-

miere. The usual dedicatory exer-
cises were indulged in, and among
those present in the audience were
many notables in the local film
trade. Keith-Albee vaudeville, fea-
ture pictures and short subjects will

form the house policy.

Two announcements of interest

to the film industry came from the
Times Square office of the A. H
Schwartz circuit the latter part of
last week. One broadcasted the fact

that the newest straight movie
house of that organization in

Brooklyn, the Marine Theatre,
Flatbush Avenue and Kings High-
way, would open Thursday evening.
November 18. The other set forth
that construction work has bee"
started on the latest playhouse at

Roosevelt and Albertus avenues,
Corona, L.I.

Coming almost simultaneously as

they do, the announcements give an
indication of the continued expan-
sion of this chain of theatres,

started in Flatbush with the small
Linden Theatre, and spreading
through Queens and Long Island

to twenty houses, many of which
will be showing vaudeville and pic-

tures within six months.
Except in capacity, having 2,500

seats, the new playhouse might be
termed a "twin" of Schwartz's
Mayfair Theatre, Avenue U,
Brooklyn, opened a month ago as

one of the most beautiful houses
in the metropolitan area. It is

equipped for stage presentations

and all facilities will be used for

the premiere performance as many
theatrical numbers are scheduled
aside from the feature film.

With the opening of the Marine
the Schwartz circuit will have elev-

en houses in operation, the May-
fair showing vaudeville and movies,
and nine in course of construction
including Freeport, Port Washing-
ton, Huntington, Flushing, and
Lincoln Road, Brooklyn.
After spending fifteen years in

the motion picture business and at

present operating a circuit of ap-
proximately six nouses in New Jer-
sey, Louis Rosenthal has announced
that he is ready to dispose of his

holdings and retire, according to a

report circulated among the local

exchanges this week.
Only recently has Mr. Rosenthal

sold two of his circuit ; namely, the

South Orange house to Unger,
and the Passaic Rivoli, to Harry
Hecht. The balance of the the-

atres are located in Orange, New-
ark and Westbrook. With Rosen-
thal's passing from local exhibition
circles, if it comes about, the cause
of they who operate the smaller
circuits, suffers further loss.

Irving- M. Lesser, operator of
several Long Island motion picture

theatres, has announced that due to

certain work necessarv for the

proper presentation of the type of
entertainment which is to be offered

at the Capitol Theatre, Bayside,
L.I., that house was forced to can-
cel its opening scheduled for Mon-
day evening, Nov. 15th. Mr. Les-

ser will advise the trade of a defi-

nate opening date in the near fu-

ture.

Sam Perry, youthful though
veteran exhibitor of Englewood, is

about due for some competition in

that New Jersey city, if the in-

formation be correct that the Plaza
Theatre, a new house seating about
1,800, is all set for its opening on
Nov. 22nd. However, observing
Sam this week while that gentle-
man was making the round of the
exchanges, all spruced up in his
usual faultless attire (this time a

natty necktie of old Nassau's col-
ors and a well-tailored suit of blue)
it did not appear that Samuel was
doing any considerable worrying
over future box-office prospects.
And why should a man be worry-
ing about theatres when he soon
expects to lead a winsome New
Jersey maid to the altar?

Thornton Kelly, for some time
prominent in local exhibitor poli-

tics, and his associates, will operate
the Englewood Plaza. Mr. Kelly
also operates the Grant-Lee.

Ralph Clark and his associate,
a Mr. Duncan, owners of the Mem-
phis Theatre, Mount Vernon, are
building a new house at 174th
Street and Jamaica Avenue, Rich-
mond Hill. It is well advanced in

construction and is expected to be
ready about January 1st.

Although Joe Hornstein, vice-
president of the National Theatre
Supply Company and in charge of
the Eastern division of that con-
cern, found it necessary to take a
trip to Boston, he will be back in

time to be one of those to attend
the New Jersey M. P. T. O. con-
vention at Atlantic City, Nov. 18-

19. It is said that Joe will make
his usual careful and thoughtful

preparations which are always
thoroughly approved of by visiting

exhibitors.

In addition to being responsible

for the projection which will at-

tend the opening performance of
the new Paramount Theatre, Times
Square, New York City, on Fri-

day evening, Nov. 19th, the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company has
recently supplied equipment for

the following: A. H. Schwartz's
Marine Theatre, Brooklyn ; Heights
Theatre, New York City; Boston
Road Theatre, Bronx ; Harry
Hecht's Rialto, Passaic; Tip Top
Theatre, Brooklyn, and the Band
Box, New York City.

Although this item of news is

somewhat belated, we failed to
mention last week that Irving Les-
ser sold his interest in the Memo-
rial Hall, Beacon, N.Y., to Morris
Ginsberg. Mr. Ginsberg also op-
erates the Majestic Theatre, Bea-
con.

It is reported that Julius Joelson
has taken a lease on a theatre prop-
erty located at 184th Street and
Webster Avenue, Bronx, New
York City. Ground is expected to
be broken within the next week or
so. Completion of this house will
bring the Joelson circuit up to ten.

With the advent of the added at-

traction stunts in neighborhood
houses during the past year, it is

interesting to note the progress
made by two of our well-known
film boys, Al Moley and Eddie
Seider. These boys started out
with one or two houses on their

list and now have a considerable
amount of business to look after in

the line of providing acts for mo-
tion picture theatres. Their friends
all wish them continued success.

:
Brandt Brothers' Sutter Avenue

is scheduled to open on Thanksgiv-
ing Day; likewise, the Cameo, Jer-
sey City.

Grobe & Knobel's new theatre at

Sunnyside, L.I.. is to be ready about
December 15th, according to re-
port.

St. LOU1S
St. Mcdonald of Okia-

• homa City, Okla., has assumed
his new duties as manager of the

Capitol Theatre in Little Rock,
Ark., operated by the Publix or-
ganization. He will also serve as
city supervisor for the Royal Gem,
Kempner and Rialto theatres in

Little Rock, which are also under
the same management. He suc-

ceeds James A. Haas, who resigned
recently. McDonald formerly man-
aged the Capitol Theatre in Okla-
homa City and has been with the

Publix organization since it started.

James Lawrence opened his new
theatre in Fairmount City, 111., on
Saturday evening, November 13.

Fairmount City is a suburb of East
St. Louis.

P. B. Mason, formerly with Uni-
versal, is now traveling southern
and eastern Missouri for Warner
Bros. He succeeds George Mc-
Bride, who resigned.

Rex Barrett has taken over the

Princess Theatre in Alton, 111. He
formerly operated houses in Colum-
bia, Mo., but sold his interests

there to William Karstetter.

Fred Bosking is now traveling
northern Missouri for United
Artists.

Visitors of the week were Jim
Reilly, Alton, 111.; Doc Tetley of
Farmington, Mo., and S. E. Brady
of Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Bill Barron, manager for United
Artists returned this week from a
very sucessful trip through South-
ern, 111.

ALBERT FINKLESTEIN, rep-
• resenting North American

Theatres for General Manager
Harry Arthur, Jr., is in Butte for
a period of two weeks from Seattle

headquarters. During his stay in

the Mining City he is getting in

closer touch with the theatre public
as seen in the North American the-

atres recent buy of the American
and Rialto playhouses. He is in

daily conference with manager C.

P. Scates, of the American, and
Manager W. J. Sullivan, of the

Rialto. Among other important at-

tractions for Butte fans, he seems
inclined to consider the idea of hav-
ing juvenile movies on Saturday
mornings for the kiddies. There
is every indication that this will be
arranged while he is in Butte this

time.

Clarence Severson, local manager
of the Universal office, who has
taken the place of W. J. Heineman
on W. J.'s promotion to the man-
agement of the Salt Lake City
branch, is in Butte this week. He
says he will continue to keep the
personnel of the office as it is now.
Manager Severson was formerly
head salesman for Universal under
Mr. Heineman, and he also is the

owner of the Liberty Theatre at

Wolf Point. Mrs. Severson and
a wee daughter live at Wolf Point
and Mrs. Severson has charge of

the playhouse.
R. D. Boomer and Joe Warren,

covering the Montana territory for

Universal out of the Butte office

report film business booming. They
are both peppy salesmen and al-

ways report good business.
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ST. CLOUD, a thriving town in

Minnesota, has turned to the

motion picture to record its growth
and progress. The St. Cloud
Daily Times celebrated its 65th

anniversary recently and had the

Ray-Bell Films, Inc., of St. Paul,

make a film record of the town's
industries. This picture, called

"The Chronicle of Time," gives a

striking impression of the town's

development, and will be shown
to an audience drawn from the

entire northwest at the Sherman
Theatre, St. Cloud.

G. E. Taylor has left Minne-
apolis to join the staff of a theatre

at Oklahoma City. He was ex-

ploiteer for the Minneapolis branch
of the Fox Film Corporation.

Ned Marin, who is Western
Division sales manager for First

National, came to Minneapolis last

week with E. C. Jensen, special

representative of Joe Schenck. He
spoke at a special meeting of First

National salesmen.
Roy San ford has been named

assistant manager of the Strand
Theatre of St. Paul. He was for-

merly connected with the Aster
Theatre in Minneapolis.
Eddie Borens has been appointed

organist at the State Theatre, Mi-
not, N.D. He was formerly with
the State Theatre at Mankato,
Minn.

The Wonder Pictures Screen
Company has incorporated in Min-
neapolis at $50,000 and will manu-
facture motion picture theatre

equipment supplies. The incorp-

orators include Norfan MacCloud,
Murdock MacCloud and William
II. Blackburn.

II. S. Manus, of the American
Cinema Association, visited in Min-
neapolis last week on a general field

service tour he is conducting.

R. C. Hubbard, of Hibbing,
Minn., will manage the Strand
Theatre at Milford, la., which was
recently purchased by Davies &
Livingston, owners of the Solon
and Fraser theatres at Spencer, la.,

and the Royal Theatre at Spirit

Lake.

A. W. Hyland has opened a new
house at Fertile, Minn.

Opening of the new State Thea-
tre at Minot, N.D., which was
scheduled to take place Novem-
ber 10, has been postponed to No-
vember 22. The change of date

was necessitated by a delay in dec-
orating, according to J. F. Cubber-
ly, manager of out-of-town thea-

tres for the Northwest Theatres,
Inc. M. L. Finkelstein, Edmund
Ruben, Mr. Cubberly and other

officials are plaiming to be present

for the opening.

Charles Perrison has assumed
management of the New Grand
Theatre at Grand Rapids, Minn. He
recently purchased it from Bentz
& Gumm.
A new theatre, to be called the

Iowa, will be built in Dubuque,
Iowa, by Jake Rosenthal, who
heads the company which owns the

Majestic Theatre of that city.

Fire destroyed The Grand Thea-
tre at Baudette, Minn., last week.
The house, owned by Al Peterson,
of International Falls, Minn., was
a total loss.

The Idle Theatre at Brookings,

S.D., has been purchased by Frank
McCarthy, who formerly owned
a theatre at Huron, S. D.

Stan Brown, who formerly man-
aged the Strand Theatre in Min-
neapolis, has taken on new re-

sponsibilities. He has been appoint-

ed manager of Sace's Tower Thea-
tre in Milwaukee to succeed H.
Stickelmaier, and in - addition to

that retains the managing director-

ship of the Strand, Merrill and
Modjeska theatres.

The Commercial Club at Shel-

don, N.D., will continue operating

the motion picture showings in that

city as a result of a decision re-

cently reached by members of the

Commercial and Harmony clubs at

a joint meeting.

A new $350,000 theatre is planned
for Waterloo, Iowa, by the A. H.
Blank Theatre Corporation. It will

be known as the Venetian and will

be located at Fourth and Water
streets. Waterloo interests have

subscribed to $60,000 worth of

stock.

Des Moines

NOVEMBER 17 is the opening
date of the new Englert The-

atre at Iowa City, one of the chain

of theatres operated by A. H.
Blank. The new and larger Eng-
lert replaces the old Englert, which
was completely burned out about a

year ago. The Englert, which
seats 1500, is one of the leading

theatres of the state and is equipped
to play both pictures and road
shows. A. G Stolte, theatre super-

visor for Mr. Blank, has been
spending some time in Iowa City

arranging for the opening of the

new theatre. .Albert Davis, who
was in charge of the old Englert
will manage the new Englert.

Pathe has been entertaining a

number of the officials. F C. Aiken,
district manager; Mr. A. Norris,

Timly Films Company representa-

tive, and Mr. Gustanaby, first name
Andre, auditor from the home of-

fice, who returns to Des Moines
for a visit.

Universal has a new man on their

staff. William McGivern, better

known as Bill, is serving as assist-

ant in the shipping and poster de-

partments. This is his first experi-

ence in the film game, but he fol-

lows in the family footsteps for he

has a brother in the film business

in Indianapolis and his sister, Mrs.
Mary Benjamin, is secretary and

treasurer of the Des Moines Film
Board of Trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Grossman, of the

Palace Theatre at Nevada, drove
in to do some booking at the Film
Exchanges this week.
Allen Glenn, director of publicity

for First National, has been at the

Des Moines doing some special

work. He has been here for the

past two weeks and left Des Moines
for Omaha.

G. P. Hundling, manager of the

Rialto Theatre at Newton, was in

Des Moines last week. He stated

that the new theatre in the Maytag
Hotel building, of which he will

have charge for A. H. Blank, will

not be ready for opening until after

the first of the year.

Among those who were in for

the special screening put on by Uni-
versal at the Strand Theatre last

week were Stephen Puffer, of

Webster City ; Chris Nelson, of

Pella; Clifford Niles, of Anamosa,
and a number of the notables from
about Des Moines.

L. Barlow, accessory sales man-

ager for First National, has been

going over the advertising situation

in Iowa territory and states that

business is very good here in con-

sideration of the general conditions.

South East j^jiaA^Aii

WkhK .--

RB. WILBY, prominent in the
• motion picture industry, and

president of the Piedmont The-
Inc.. whose headquarters are

in Atlanta, Ga., was a visitor in

Greensboro, N.C., during the past

week where he held a conference
with II. F. Kinccy. Mr. Wilby
has a large theatre interest in North

ilina.

Charles Picquet, President of the

M P. T. O. ol I

i rolina,

with Nat L. Royster, Secretary-

urer; W. P.. Stewart, of Con-
cord; Otto llartsoe, of Newton,
and W. T. Gray, of fiastonia, were
present last Tuesday as exhibitor

i the Arbitration Board.

Mr. Picquet stated that after Tues-

day, November 2nd, meeting of the

Arbitration Board, they will not

hear any more cases for non-mem-
bers of their organization.

T. PI. Brooks, of the Dreamland
Theatre, Badin, N.C., was in Char-
lotte during the past week and ad-

vised he was reducing the playing

time in his theatre to one day each

k, which would be Friday.

Morrison, formerly of Dal-
1 exas, is now traveling South
lina territory as salesman for

Liberty Distributing Corporation.

J. W. Prevo, manager of the

Palace Theatre, Thomasville, N.C.,

meed he will build an ad-

ditional house in Thomasville to

open some time in December.

J. M. Hicks, formerly with

Liberty Film P)istributing Corpo-
ration, is now with Pathe as sales-

manager of the feature department.
R. H. Masterman, formerly sales-

man fur Mctr. i ("iuldwyn-Mayer. is

now traveling Eastern Carolina for

Liberty Distributing Corporation.

F. L. Alig, auditor of the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company,
in it the last three days of the

in the Charlotte office.

The entire film fraternity is ex-
tending sympathy to J. M. High-
smith, of the Trio Theatre, Rober-
sonville, N.C., whose son Norwood,
was killed in an automobile acci-

"! iday.

E. C. Hazelton, of the Princess

Theatre, Georgetown, S.C., was a

Charlotte visitor the past week.

Mrs. M. W. Davie, wife of M.
W. Davie, manager of Warner
Brothers' office, was operated on at

the Presbyterian Hospital last

Saturday. We understand the

operation has been successful and

Mrs. Davie is getting along fine.

Miss Pauline Hardin, Secretary

of the Film Board of Trade, suf-

Eered a severe sprain of her ankle

in an automobile accident the past

week. This did not interfere with

Mi Hardin's activities as secre-

tary, as she is on the job, although

having to use crutches.
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Philadelphia

APPROXIMATELY $75,000
will be spent for renovations

and improvements to Hunt's Logan
Auditorium, which will be closed

December 11th until changes are

completed, on or about March
1st. A new organ will be in-

stalled, together with new chairs,

new floor, and the entire interior

will be renovated and re-decorated.

The lobby will be remodeled, and
an apartment and office building

erected over the front. When com-
pleted part of the building will be

used for the booking offices of the

company, now located on Vine
Street.

Edward S. Wagner, assistant

manager of the Philadelphia ex-

change for P.D.C., has been called

to New York headquarters to serve

as temporary assistant to H. O.
Duke. During Mr. Wagner's ab-

sence, Charlie Bains is serving as

assistant manager.
The entire membership of the

Scream Club, the newly organized

social club of the Film Board of

Trade, held its first affair Nov.
15th at the Hotel Benjamin Frank-
lin, when a formal dinner dance
interspersed with vaudeville, proved
one of the most enjoyable film

functions of the year. Membership
of the club is limited to exchange
managers and their assistants.

Irving D. Rossheim, treasurer of

the Stanley Company of America,
had a very narrow escape from

It looks as though Robert Hendel. of the Hendel Amusement Company. Pitts-

burgh, did not lose any time getting acquainted at the Los Angeles studio of
Educational on his recent visit there

serious injury when his automobile
was struck and entirely demolished
by another car at Atlantic City

recently. Air. Roosheim's injuries

were limited to a fractured collar-

bone. He has resumed his duties

at the Stanley offices.

Frank N. Seltzer, formerly resi-

dent manager for Fox Theatres in

Philadelphia, and who went to

Baltimore to manage Warner
Brothers' Metropolitan, has re-

turned to town, and has been suc-

ceeded by Bobby North, who was
affiliated for some years with the

Rover and Handel chain in Cam-
den, N.J. Mr. North was stationed

at the Lyric.

The theatre being erected by the

Stanley Company, at 21st and
Market streets, will be called the

Erlanger. It was originally in-

tended to call the house The For-
rest, inasmuch as it will replace

the old Forrest, Broad and Sansom
streets, which is to be torn down

to make way for a new office build-

ing.

Harry G. Miller, has recently

taken over the operation of the

Eclipse Theatre, Eddystone, Pa.,

which was operated for some time

bv Mrs. Neillis. The house has

been closed for several months.

Orpheum Theatre, Germantown
and Chelten avenues, which has

been closed for several months,

undergoing extensive repairs and
improvements, has re-opened with

a policy of pictures and four acts

of vaudeville.

William J. Kitchen, Wilkes-
Barre representative for P.D.C.,

has returned from Martinsburg,
West Virginia, where he was called

by the serious illness of his father.

Members of the office force of

the local Universal Exchange have
organized a social club, similar in

scope to those conducted by other

Vine Street exchanges. Carl Laem-
mle was elected honorary president,

S. Wittman, honorary vice presi-

dent, and V. G. Carrick, honorary
secretary. Active officers are C. S.

Welsh, president ; Joe Engel, vice

president ; John Gill, secretary, and
Miss F. Quigley, treasurer.

Green and Altman have secured
the services of John F. Crist, well-

known organist, to play at their

Jefferson Theatre for the coming
season. Mr. Crist's playing will

be featured as part of the Jeffer-

son program.

Inchlanapo

SPECIFICATIONS have been
drawn for a $200,000 neighbor-

hood theatre to be erected by the

Dearborn and Tenth Realty Com-
pany. The firm, which has been

incorporated under the Indiana

law, will finance erection of the

Rivioli motion picture house at

Dearborn and Tenth streets.

The structure, with a seating

capacity of 1,500, will be of Adam
period type architecture, which is

an innovation in Indianapolis. It

is expected to be completed next
March. The stage will accommo-
date vaudeville.

Mac R. Margolis, former assis-

tant manager of First National
Pictures exchange here ; Donald
E. Brewer, of the State Savings
and Trust Company; and C. Milton
Kelly, of the City Trust Company,
are incorporators.

Robert L. Hudson, a Richmond,

Ind., theatre man, leased the house.

A $2,000 pipe organ will be in-

stalled in the modern plant.

The part of good showmanship
in putting over a picture with
satisfactory box office results was
demonstrated here last week.
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Johnny Hines, star of "Stepping

Along." First National picture

AVON PARK is to have their

first season of Grand Opera
in January. An association was
formed there called the Avon Park
Music Festival Association, and
they secured the last three open
dates of the San Carlos Grand
Opera Company, who are making
their first tour of this State.

For no reason at all the City

Commissioners of Tarpon Springs
decided to put a ban on Sunday
motion pictures. An ordinance was
prepared and put up for the first

reading. They failed to catch

Manager Ben L. Strozier, of the

Royal Theatre, asleep at the switch,

and he got busy pronto with a

petition, which he presented to the

people of that city and secured
over a third of the registered

voters, including most of the prom-
inent citizens, which requested the

Commission to re-consider and at

least allow the citizens the right

to vote upon the proposition. Though
the Commission stood four to one
in favor of a closed Sunday, they
had to recognize the justice of
the plea and so have cancelled the
proposed ordinance and will call a
special election so that the entire

city may vote.

Last Saturday night yeggs forced
an entrance into the Capitol Theatre
at Plant City, cracked the safe in

the office of the manager, F. O.
Buchanan, and escaped with over
$500 in cash. Besides this "job"
the yeggs also pulled a couple of
others and cleaned out a filling sta-

tion at the little town of Dover
nearby. 1 he Capitol is operated by
the Universal Film Co.

Since the opening of the new-
Tampa Theatre at Tampa, the Vic-
tory has been playing quite a few
road shows, with one or two booked
for each week during the winter.
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William Haines. a Metro-Goldwyn

Mayer featured player
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted

AT LIBERTY— Theatre
manager, 10 years' experi-

ence. Just finished with
Stanley Co. of America.
Best of references. Married.

Go anywhere. Box 45, Mo-
tion Picture News, New York
City.

WANTED — Experienced
cameraman to produce short

reel; also willing to buy half

interest in the business. Box
40, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

WANTED—At once—ex-
ploitation and publicity ex-

pert to take charge of a the-

atre in a town of five thou-

sand ; Avell equipped for

stage attractions as well as

pictures ; seven fifty capacity.

Good opportunity for the

right man. Communicate
Box 50, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

WANTED—To lease or

buy motion picture theatre

in 'town from 3,000 to 5,000.

Illinois or Indiana. Address
Box 55, Motion Picture

News, Chicago, 111.

WANTED—To hear from
free lance cameraman

;
give

address, phone number and
list of equipment. Address
Box 60, Motion Picture

News, New York City.

ORGANIST—Concert and
feature. Held fine positions.

References from each. House
going non-union due to

change. Experienced. Worth
investigating. Address Box
35, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

Equipment For Sale

FOR SALE : Theatre lease

and equipment. Seats 270;
town 8,500, Northern Ohio.

Besl location, overhead very
reasonable, well established

business (thirteen years).

Address Box 65, Motion Pic-

ture News, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—One Simplex
type S. Used one year. Mo-
tor driven. Act quick. $325.

J. E. Fry, 109 N. Dearborn
St., Suite 701, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Robert Mor-
ton Organ. Cost $6,500. New,
one year ago. Perfect con-

dition. Address Box 70, Mo-
tion Picture News, New York
Citv.

FOR SALE: Beautiful

suburban theatre in Iowa.

All new high-class equip-

ment. 360 seats. Will give

long lease. L. M., Motion
Picture News. S45 8. Wa-
bash, Chicago.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, op-

era chairs, generators,

screens, etc. Supplies and
complete equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.

Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

FOR SALE — Lacking
warehouse space compels
rebuilt Wurlitzers. Seeburgs,
Reproducos and Fotoplayer
organs. No reasonable offer

refused. Write immediately
for full particulars. A. R,,

Motion Picture News, 845 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 300 opera
chairs, two Powers machines,
screen, wall fans, ticket ma-
chines, ticket chopper, etc.

Will sell cheap. Address
Box 830, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

Equipment Wanted

WE offer highest cash
prices for second-hand ma-
chines, opera chairs, compen-
sarcs, motor generators, port-

able projectors, etc. Write
us first. Monarch Theatre
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Applying Showmanship
to Theatre Decorations

Note of Comfort Most
Supervisor of Loew
An Interview "With

ANNE DORNIN
APPLYING showmanship to theatre

decoration and furnishing is the spe-

cialty which Miss Anne Dornin has

made her particular study and pursuit for

several years, and it is the eminent success

crowning her many achievements in practi-

cal application of the skill and talent she

has brought to the work which led to her

being "loaned" to the Loew Theatres, Inc.,

by the firm of Thomas W. Lamb, theatre

architect with whom she has been associated

for some time.

An architect who has to her credit many
theatre designs, Miss Dornin still practices

the profession which brought her into the

motion picture field by planning the in-

teriors of many of the cinema palaces en-

trusted to her for the blending of color

and form which will appeal to the eyes

of Mr. and Mrs. Public and elicit their ap-

proval—silent or audible—as something
wholly satisfactory to their sense of the

beautiful, artistic and pleasing.

"To my mind the most important thing

for a theatre to offer a patron is comfort,"

she said. It was a totally unexpected reply

which came when we asked her to tell us

what she considered the one most im-

portant item in achieving that desideratum,

for instead of declaring that this was
achieved by "art" as exemplified in the

blending of color and form, Miss Dornin
said, "ventilation."

Must Not Compete With Screen

"In the theatre, be it a picture or a

speaking stage playhouse, everything should

lead up to the screen or the stage," Miss
Dornin says. Decorations so individualistic

that they compete with the stage or the

screen are not desirable, for the play is the

thing which, in the first place, attracts the

public to a theatre.

One of the fundamentals of decorating
and furnishing a theatre is that there must
be mass appeal. There is no such thing

as capturing the personality of an individ-

ual, as may be done in the case of the
home, or a group of individuals under a
common association, as in the case of a
club. "The theatre must please all, making
its appeal to the man whose home may be
a hovel as well as the man living in a home
environment of luxury," she say-.

Desirable Element Says
Theatre Decorations

1
' The element making for this broad ap-

peal is an atmosphere of comfort, com-
bined with a quality which satisfies the
natural craving for beauty. Using furni-

ture which suggests ease and comfort seems
to me the most important thing in achiev-

ing the comfortable note in a theatre. We
avoid the use of formal, stiff-looking furni-

ture in lobbies and retiring rooms. More-
over, the atmosphere of the stage should
be avoided in decorating lobbies, lounges,
etc., though an occasional room such as a
ladies' room, decorated as the interior of
a tent, is sometimes introduced success-
fully."

Miss Dornin said that she is now ex-
perimenting with a rose color for walls
and drapes. Under full lights this color
is rather vivid, but when the house light-

ing is dimmed it has been found to take
on a soft, yet distinct, color which give- n

rich, pleasing effect.

Genesis of the Loew Parrot
From her we learned how the parrot,

which has become a sort of Loew Theatres
trade-mark, was discovered as an article of

decoration—for it seems polly's career

dates from the time that "one of him"
was brought into a theatre because ;i dash
of color was needed to break a great stretch

of space. It happened at the State Thea-
tre in Cleveland. This house has an enor-
mous foyer and the day of the opening
both Mr. Schenck and Mr. Loew made an
inspection of the theatre. Mr. Schenck
asked Miss Dornin if she could not do
something to relieve the eye on its long
journey from front to rear of that
foyer by putting in some object to serve
as a sort of resting station. A set flower
garden was tried, but it was too difficult

to obtain a natural effect with that, so
casting about this way and that for some-
thing bright-hued, Miss Dornin hit upon a
parrot. That the inspiration was a happy
one is now affirmed in many of the Loew
theatres, whose foyers include many color-

ful decorations, but none more interesting
and attractive than the pretty pollies you'll

find there.

Miss Dornin has charge of decorating for
the entire Loew chain of theatres. She has
supervised the remodelling and redecorating
of several houses taken over by that circuit,

in addition to the renovating which is con-
stantly being done at the cinema and vaude-
ville palaces the company has operated for
some time.

Equipment

A Fair Method

By P. M. ABBOTT-

THE formation of a theatre supply
system of national scope has

quickened the interest in the theatre

equipment field. At any rate, this phase
of the motion picture business is under
close surveillance by the industry at

large and in particular by large circuits.

Unfortunately, this greater interest

has not aided the stabilization of dis-

tribution of equipment and supplies and
certainly this distribution should be
stabilized for the good of all concerned,
from manufacturer to purchaser.

Our particular complaint on the
actions of the more important theatre
circuits is that they are tending to dis-

courage better business practices
through their method of buying.

The theatre equipment industry is

attempting to establish an equitable

basis of distribution and price, which
means that good service would be ren-

dered to all theatres, whether inde-

pendent or circuit houses. Also, that

prices would be on a legitimate ratio of

quantities purchased.

There is only one efficient way to

distribute equipment to all theatres,

whether independent or circuit houses.
That is, through supply dealers. This
method must necessarily be supported
unless only large buyers are to be
benefitted. In other words, circuits

attempting to force manufacturers to

sell them direct are upsetting the
stabilization of a very important
division of the motion picture in-

dustry.

We strongly endorse the stand taken
by manufacturers—that they be al-

lowed to sell general distributors and
not direct. Supply house distribution
is a good method and is justified by its

fairness to all buyers.
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Open Third Session of Publix School
New Class Limited

to Thirty Students
for Theatre Posts

Till-: third session of the Publix Theatre

Managers Training School started Mon-
day, November 1"). The school, which was

organized in June, 1925, has already gradu-

ated two classes, the successful graduates

being assigned to theatres operated by the

Publix Theatres Corporation.

The third class has been limited to thirty

men. There were four hundred applicants

for this class.

An even more intensive course of train-

in- than was followed by the first two
classes has been arranged by John F. Barry,

director of the school. Over two hundred
experts will give instruction.

Subjects listed in the course include:

The History of the Motion Picture; The
Development of the Motion Picture Theatre

Structure; The Inter-relation of Produc-

tion, Distribution and Exhibition ; The The-

atre Site; House Service; Types of Thea-

tres ; Community Analysis ; Projection

;

Theatre and Stage Lighting; Exploitation;

Advertising; Publicity; Presentations; Or-

gan and Orchestra Music; Program Build-

ing; Theatre Accounting; Theatre Insur-

ance and Fire Prevention; Equipment
Maintenance; Community Welfare Promo-
tion, etc.

The following are the members of the

class which convened November 15

:

Edwin Adler, Atlanta, Ga.; Fred Aldrich,

Los Angeles, Cal.; Arthur Baker, Indianap-

olis, Ind.; George Broemler, New York
City; Albert Chamberlain, London, Eng.

;

Robert Chatkin, Chicago, 111.; Harry Cop-
pinger, Hoboken, N.J. ; E. S. C. Coppock,

San Antonio, Tex. ; Lawrence Cowen, Far
Rockaway, N.Y. ; Louis Finske, Michigan
City, Ind.; Louis Goldberg, New York City;

Roy Helms, Baltimore, Md. ; Hal Howard,
Knoxville, Tenn.; Graham Jeffrey, Albany,
N.Y.; O'Ferral Knight, West Point, N.Y.;

Homer LeTempt, Harrisberg, 111.; Robert
McHale, Los Angeles, Cal.; John McKenna,
New Orleans, La.; Carol MacPike, Hack-
ettstown, N.J. ; Norman T. Prager, Yonkers,

N.Y.; Ernest W. Revere, New York City;

J. Schoseberg, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; Ralph
Smith. Canton, 0.; Carl Sonitz, Tiffin, Ohio;

J. J. Sullivan, Boston; George Watson, Dal-

las Tex.; Ross W. Wiegand, Chicago, 111.;

Robert Weitman, Brooklyn; J. C. Wright,
Xew York City.

Elmer Levine, recently of the Stratford

Theatre, Poughkeepsie, has been appointed

istanl to John V. Barry, director of the

ool.
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HI. NORTH has succeeded Bernard Dep-
• kin, Jr., as manager of Warner's Metro-

politan Theatre, Baltimore. North, who re-

cently had charge of seven theatres in Camden,
N.J., is well known in Baltimore, having op-

erated theatres there in the old days.

TED SHANLEY, who formerly assisted his

father in the operation of Shanley's restau-

rant in New York, is now manager of Loew's
Parkway Theatre in Baltimore.

VINCENT GERNE has been named as

manager of the Broadway Theatre, a neigh-

borhood house in Schenectady, operated by
Farash Theatres, Inc.

LLOYD J. FRITSHAW, one of the

youngest exhibitors in Canada, has been
appointed manager of the Capitol Theatre at

Welland, Ontario. E. Christensen, formerly of

Brandon, Manitoba, has been manager of the

Welland Capitol for some time past.

JV. WINNING, formerly manager of the
• Empress Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, has

been announced as manager of the Dominion
Theatre, Vancouver, B.C.

Early Patrons Entertained

By Phonograph Concert
To entertain early patrons at the Strand

Theatre, Hamilton, Ontario, manager H. E.

Wilton is providing an Orthophonie concert

for half an hour before the start of eve-

ning performances, having secured the use

of the phonograph from a local music
dealer. This does away with the dull

waiting before the show starts, and Man-
ager Wilton finds that the phonograph
concerts encourage early attendance and
larger numbers take in the first show,

which starts at 7.30. Another interesting

fact, he finds, is that quite a number take

front seats, whereas, otherwise, the front

rows are the last to be filled, if at all.

Troy Theatre Stages "Black
Bottom" Dance Contest
Jake Golden, of the Griswold, in Trov,

NY., staged the first "Black Bottom'"
dance contest in that part of the state, last

Monday night. It was directed by 0. J.

TIallenbeck, a dancing master. On two
nights las! week. Golden used a couple of

the graduates of the Griswold Amateur
lie\ lie, now playing in vaudeville, as an
added attraction to his picture program.

Buffalo Palace Operating
Under New Policy

The Palace Theatre, Buffalo, last week
started a new policy under which burlesque

and feature pictures are offered daily on
a continuous program, from 10 a.m. to 11
p.m. The theatre holds a franchise in the

new Metropolitan Burlesque Circuit. Pro-
grams are changed twice weekly, changing
Sundays and Thursdays. The burlesque com-
pany opening Sundays puts on a complete
new show Thursday. Pictures offered last

week were, the first half, "The Count of

Luxembourg, an Our Gang Comedy and
a chapter of "The Fighting Marine."
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Leo Mo-
loney in "High Hand," was the feature,

with "The Vulgar Yachtsman" as the

screen comedy.

Parkway In Baltimore Now
Second-Run House

Loew's Parkway Theatre, Baltimore, has
been turned into a second-run picture thea-

tre, under the direction of Hersehel Stuart,

General Manager of Loew's Incorporated
there. The policy at the house now is

to show a picture one or two weeks after

it has had its, initial showing at Loew's
Century. The top price at the Century is

60 cents, while at the Parkway it is 35
cents, and whether this will hurt the busi-

ness of the Century is yet to be seen. In
the past, the public has been very quick

to catch on when such condition existed

and in the past they have held up their

patronage, knowing they could see the same
picture the following week for a lower
price.

Life-Size Replica of Film
Scene Novel Feature

During the presentation of "Every
Mother's Son" at the Metropolitan Thea-
tre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, during the week
of November S, Manager Walter P. Davis
had a very interesting feature in the form
of a scene reproduced from the picture on
the mezzanine floor in life-size. Necessary
furniture was borrowed from a local business

firm and wax models were used as shown
on the screen in place of living models.
The inferior of a stately home was shown
in the reproduced set. Crowds of people

inspected the large display.

Gus Sun Vaudeville at Circle

Martin Print z is offering Gus Sun vaude-
ville at the Circle Theatre, Cleveland, in

conjunction with feature photoplays.

AN IDEAL COLLECTION FOR MOTION PICTURE ORGANISTS

STANDARD ORGAN PIECES
The following condensed contents will gire ft good idea of the scope of this work:

Paper bound $3.00
Cloth bound 5.00

at all music stores

20 Classic Pieces such as
Air for the G String Bach
Gavotte in D Gossec
Nocturne Op. 9, 2 Chopin
Minuet in A Mozart

31 Modern Pieces such as
Chants Russes Lalo
Largo Dvorak

era Granados
Poeme Fibich
Souvenir Drdla

20 Sacred Pieces such as

elus Massenet
Aii'lantino Franck

D. APPLETON & COMPANY Send for complete
Index of 111 Pieces

Kol Nidrei Hebrew
Vision Rheinbcrger
Cantilene Nuptiale Dubois

20 Opera Pieces such as
Hymn to tin- Sun R. Korsakow
Song of India R. Korsakow
Dance of Hours Ponchielli
Barcarolle Offenbach

20 Marches and Characteristics
Dervish Chorus Sebek
Russian Patrol Rubinstein
Boyards' March Halvorsen
Festival March Gounod

Nuptiale Ganne
35 W. 32nd St.,
New York City
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N. Y. Strand Opens New Bills Saturdays
Change Starts with

Current Program of

Films and "Frolic"

THE Mark Strand Theatre, New York
City, last week started its new policy

of opening new bills Saturdays instead of

Sundays, as has been the custom for some
time past. The program introduced Sat-

urday, November 13, features "The Silent

Lover," the First National production, as

the photoplay attraction.

For the accompanying bill Managing Di-

rector Joseph Plunkett offers another edi-

tion of his Mark Strand Frolics. The
presentation includes: "A Japanese Print,"

with an augmented Mark Strand ballet;

Mile. Klemova, premiere ballerina, in "The
Swan"; Anatole Bourman's "Steppers,"
and the Davis Saxophone Octette, the pop-

ular radio artists, with Clyde Doerr direct-

ing.

The overture, played by the Mark Strand

Symphony Orchestra, Carl Edouarde, Musi-

cal Director and Alois Reiser, conductor,

is Litolff's "Robespierre."

McGill U Orchestra Stars at

Montreal Capitol
Manager Harry Dahn conducted "Col-

lege Week" at the Capitol Theatre, Mon-
treal, when he presented "The Quarter-

back" during the week of November 7.

Special features included local college en-

tertainers, the McGill University Orchestra,

and an appropriate overture, "Jolly Fel-

lows," by the Capitol's Symphony Orches-

tra. Undergraduates of the six local col-

leges attended on
_
successive nights. The

theatre was decorated with college pen-

nants and colors.

Plunkett Production Staged
at Stanley, Philadelphia
Heading the stage program offered last

week at the Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia,

was a Frolic produced by Joseph Plunkett

and originally staged at the Mark Strand
in New York. The presentation included

four numbers, "A Good Cigar is a Smoke,"
featuring the Strand Male Ensemble; "A
Woman's Smile," with Estelle Carey, so-

prano, as the star; "F.O.B.'' and "Some
Pumpkins." The screen attraction for the

week was "Kid Boots."

StarsChaquette Orchestra
at K.C. Liberty

Emile Chaquette, one of the original Kan-
sas City Nighthawks, and his orchestra,

composed of nine musicians, each member
of which can play two instruments, is

proving a popular attraction at the Liberty
Theatre, Kansas City. Chaquette and his

organization were brought into the Liberty
to introduce novelties both musicial and
humorous.

Whiteman at Shea's This Week
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra is the

stage feature at Shea's Buffalo Theatre,
Buffalo, this week.

COLLEGIATE PRESENTATION
Photo above shows the stage setting for the prologue presented by Managing Director Edward
L. Hyman with "One Minute to Play" (F. B. 0.) at the Brooklyn Mark Strand, Brooklyn, N.Y.
The orchestra appearing in the act was Harry Spindler's Collegians. A soprano, and eccentric

dancer—in football togs—were the other special sts who were assisted by the Strand Ballet Corps

Girl Mystic Held Over at

Rialto in Butte
For the first time in the history of the

Rialto Theatre, in Butte, Mont., a special

attraction was held over for extra dates

when Eugene Dennis, billed as a psychic
marvel, played an extended engagement
of four days, following a week of ca-

pacity houses for her act during the orig-

inal week's booking. The mystic act was
presented in connection with "So This Is

Paris," the Lubitsch screen feature. A
special performance fotf ladies only drew
some 2,000 admissions and resulted in many
being turned away because the house was
unable to accommodate more. Miss Den-
nis concluded he:

last Wednesday.

pecial favor under its timely heading as an
"Armistice Week" bill.

The presentation, arranged by "Bobbie"
Tremaine, opened with Miss Tremaine and
her dancers in a classical number. Morton
and Mayo contributed a comedy dance
number, called "Back from the Front,"
which was followed by Sherry Louise Mar-
shall, the new Aztec prima donna, in a

solo. "The Trumpeter" was John Griffin's

song number. The closing featured a mili-

tary dance by the Tremaine dancers. Kirk
Frederick and his orchestra featured
"Aztec March" and other military selec-

tions.

Rae Leaves Baltimore for

Tour of Loew Circuit
Joe Rae and his California Nighthawks

have left the Embassy Theatre, in Balti-

more, to go on tour of Loew's Theatres.

The Embassy has replaced the Nighthawks
with an orchestra, under the direction of

Mischa Guterson, from the Rialto Theatre,
Washington, D.C. Stage attractions will be
given in conjunction with the music and
the pictures.

Radio Singer at Albany Ritz
George Dion, a radio singer, was present-

ed as an added attraction last week at the
Mark Ritz in Albany, one of the Strand
houses. Indications now point to similar
acts being given at other of the Strand
houses in conjunction with the regular
picture program.

Patriotic Program Offered
at San Antonio Aztec

The stage presentation offered with "Pri-
vate Izzy Murphy" at the Aztec Theatre,
San Antonio, last week, was flavored with
the military atmosphere of the screen fea-
ture, and the program registered with es-

Albany Theatres Aid Chest Fund
Motion pictures were used to advantage

last week in Albany, in connection with
the Community Chest Drive. The pictures
were used at all the theatres and managers
co-operated to the fullest extent in connec-
tion with the campaign.

Fidl Week for K-A Acts at Lyric
The Lyric Theatre, Richmond, Va., man-

aged by George A. Robins, is now playing
Keith-Albee vaudeville for entire week-
stands with feature pictures. The former
split-week arrangement has been done
away with.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATION
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 Broadway

Tel. 5580 Pen.
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View of Fred Miler's Cathay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. That the house was dedicated to the days of

'49 is indicated by the bronze figure in the foreground

Mass. Adds 10,000 Seats
Four First-Run Houses Costing $3,000,000

Formally Opened to Public Nov. 1

5

FOUR first-run houses in Massachusetts

tally opened their doors to the pub-

lic Monday, Nov. 15, and brought to

that state nearly ten thousand additional

seats, representing an investment of ap-

proximately $3,000,000.

The new theatres are S. Z. Poli's Palace

Theatre in Worcester, the largest of the

group; the Granada in Maiden, the Mor-
ion in Boston and the Wollaston in Quin-

cy.

Poli's Palace is located in Franklin

Square, Worcester, and has been under

construction for the past year. It occupies

pot on which S. Z. Poli, a quarter of

i century ago, established his Franklin

Square Theatre. Thomas Meehan is man-
The I heal re has 3,500 seats and the

: organ on the Poli Circuit.

The Granada Theatre, in City Hall

Square, .Maiden, adds another J.">00 seats.

It has been about eighteen months in build-

ing. George and Oliver Ramsdell, of the

Maiden Orpheum, and the interests of the

New England Theatre- operating Company
are linked in this house, which will present

first-run features and of vaudeville

six days a week. The latter company's
ic Theatre, in Maiden, has discontinued

vaudeville and will run pictures only, with

occasional musical shows, while the Or-

pheum will continue its pictures only policy.

The Ramsdell Brothers will be active man
lada.

I be Morton Theat re on Morton Street,

at Blue Hill Avenue, in the Dorche ter e<

tion of Bo ton, built and operated bj I he

\ev. England Theatre- Operating Company,
of which Jake Lourie i the head,

approximately 2,000. It represents an in-

vestment of between $800,000 and $1,000,-

000. It will run seven days a week, with

program changes on Sundays and Wednes-
days. George Haley is resident manager.

The Wollaston Theatre, in Quincy, was
erected and will be operated by Abe Spitz,

of Providence, R.I. It has upwards of 1,500

-eats and makes the third new theatre to

be opened within a year in Quincy. Pro-

grams will change twice weekly.

Polis Lives Up to lis Name
As the name. would imply, the Poli "Pal-

ace" is one of the most beautiful theatres

in Central Massachusetts. Fourteen pairs

of heavy bronze doors lead into the foyer,

while between the foyer and auditorium

heavy bronze doors and bronze-framed win-

dows protect patrons from draughts. Chan-
deliers, many in number, hanging from a

ceiling lour stories high, provide a maxi-

mum of illumination in the foyer, while

midway one glimpses the balustrade of

the mezzanine, with its towering columns
of polished marble. A marble staircase leads

to the mezzanine, where walls are hung
with choice objects of art, many of them
imported.

Although seating .'l.">0(l people, the audi-

torium gives no indication of greal size.

distances being softened by lighting effects,

silken walls and backgrounds of velvet

hangings in Same and gold, converging into

the proscenium, with its majestic column-.

The stage is of full size, with ample or-

chestra bay. Backstage are well lighted

and well ventilated modern dressing rooms.

Oil-burning boilers supply the heat.

The Morton Theatre is of the Bleacher

type, with all seats on one floor. The
architecture is of modern adaptation, with

a large foyer beneath the rear of the main
.floor, and running the full width of the

building. Entrance to the auditorium is

through dormitories leading to the centre

of the orchestra floor. The stage is full

size and completely equipped.

The projection booth is suspended from
the ceiling to a depth which brings it as

marly as possible to the level of the

screen without obstructing the view or pas-

sage of patrons about the house.

The auditorium is equipped with heavily

upholstered American Seating Company
seats and a Mueller organ has been in-

stalled, with console on an elevator. Color

tones of the house are rose, gold and olive

green. Ornamentation is of panel effect

and hand-painted on cloth applied to the

walls. The ceilings are beamed with liberal

use of gold and silver leaf, glazed over.

Floor coverings and draperies were in

charge of Samuel Pinanski, vice-president

of the operating company.
The house will have a 30-cent top with

35 cents on Sundays.

Granada, of Spanish Type
The Granada Theatre is of Spanish Mis-

sion architectural treatment. Construction

difficulties were encountered during its

early days but these were overcome by
building the boiler room beneath the level

of a stream of water and numerous springs

and then waterproofing it. The main floor

-eats 1,600 and the spacious balcony 900.

The stage is fully equipped and there are

beautifully finished dressing rooms in tiers

backstage.
Entrance to the mezzanine is beyond an

arcade in the foyer. Tapestries on the

upper part of the walls represent scenes

from Don Quixote and Spanish bull fights.

Stair rails, ticket booth fittings, lighting

fixtures and most of the hardware is of

wrought iron. Tile and marble floors are

in colors and conventional designs. Vaulted
surfaces, blazing with colors, give true

Spanish warmth and atmosphere to the

entire playhouse. Seating is heavily up-

holstered and furnished by the American
Seating Company and the organ is of Hook
& Easi ings make.

New Tivoli, Kansas City,

Has Many Features

VIRTUALLY every convenience can be

found in the new Tivoli Theatre, su-

burban house, which opened its doors

in Kansas City the other night. The
theatre, located at 2 1-0 Indiana Avenue,

coal $80,000, and will seat 1,065, it being

owned by the Columbia Amusement Com-
pany and managed by E. S. Sutter. It

i- the fortieth theatre in the Columbia
chain.

The theatre is of Spanish design. The
Beats and two booths were furnished by
the National Theatre Supply Company
and' include two Powers 6 H machines.
The stage is large enough to care for

anj type of prologue. The interior deco-

rating will ri\al that of much larger

downtown bouses. Smoking and 'Yr\

rooms and free parking -pace arc among
the many feature-. Joe Block and his

Radio Orchestra have been engaged.
The admission price will remain at 10

ami 15 cent-.
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Plans Submitted for Fox
St. Louis Theatre

PLANS for the new William Fox
Theatre and office building to be
erected at Grand and Washing-

ton boulevards, St. Louis, Mo., have
been submitted to Building Commis-
sioner Christopher by the architects,

C. Howard Crane, Elmer George
Kiehler and Ben A. Dore, of Detroit,
Mich.

The plans call for a seventeen-story

office building and a theatre with a

seating capacity of 5,000 persons.
Later a large hotel structure will join

the group on the site now occupied
by the Humboldt building, which is

on the corner of the intersection of the

two boulevards.

The proposed building that will be
started at once will be L-shaped. It

will be of steel and concrete with ex-

terior walls of brick trimmed with
terra cotta. The theatre will be 125

feet high. It will have a colonaded
lobby 54 feet wide and 100 feet deep
and a vestibule 25 by 54 feet. The
entrance will be on Grand Boulevard.
There will be exits on both Grand and
Washington boulevards.

The plans must be approved by
Commissioner Christopher before a
building permit can be obtained.

Workmen are already clearing the
site of existing structure and con-
struction contracts will be let within
the next few weeks.

Kleist Amus. Ent. Make Changes
on Pontiac Theatre Project

PLANS for a ten-story building, housing
a 1,400-seat theatre and 325 offices,

to cost approximately $750,000, were
recently announced by A. J. Kleist, Jr.,

President of the Kleist Amusement Enter-

prises, Inc.

The new structure will be built on the

site of the Eagle Theatre at 11-15 South
Saginaw Street, Pontiac, Mich., where con-

crete is already being poured for the

foundation.

The plans previously announced for the

proposed Eagle Theatre included only a

1,000-seat house and a three-story building.

Mr. Kleist 's faith in Pontiac and the fact

that construction engineers advised him
that the ground was firm enough for

a 40-story theatre and office building, led

him to change the entire plans and decide

in favor of the present project.

Work on the theatre proper will be
rushed to provide for an opening as soon
as possible and the entire building is ex-

pected to be ready for occupancy by the

Fall of 1928.

According to architect George Bachman,
of Flint, the structure will be of original

design, with a ground space of 60x141 feet.

Stores will flank the central lobby leading

to the theatre. It is planned to have
approximately 1,000 seats on the main floor

and 400 in the balcony. Interior decora-
tions will follow the Oriental style.

Included in the second floor of offices

will be the general offices of the Kleist
Amusement Enterprises, Inc.

The policy of the theatre, as outlined at

present, will be motion pictures exclusively

;

and for this reason, only a small stage

will be provided. All equipment, including

a mushroom ventilation system and oil-

burning heating plant, will be strictly up-
to-the-minute.

Luttrell's Majestic Now
Ranks With Finest

The reconstruction and enlargement of
Green Luttrell's Majestic Theatre in Jack-
sonville, 111., has been completed at a cost of
several thousand dollars and it now ranks
with the finest houses in that section of the
Prairie State.

The transformation was carried forward
without any serious interruption of the
theatre's operation and was closed for but
four days during the Summer months while
the major alterations were being made.
The major improvements include the rais-

ing of the ceiling and construction of a large
balcony, extension of north end of build-
ing and complete redecoration.
The house will now seat more than 500

persons. Three hundred new chairs have
been ordered and will be installed soon.
An Artie Nu-Air System of heating, cool-

ing and ventilating has also been installed.

It includes a direct heating system.

1

f

15, 000.00
worth of trailers .'

The beautiful animated
Thanksgiving, Christmas-
New Year trailers we are

now furnishing FREE to

our thousands of theatre

customers is bringing us
Good Will worth its weight
in gold

!

Just another sign of

AdvanceTrailerService
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Branch Offices
BOSTON CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES ST. LOUIS KANSAS CITY

Plugging Box

Between Scenes
-when seconds count!

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS to stage lamps and other
lighting equipment must be made with the utmost
speed—yet safely and securely—then it is that KLIEGL
Plugging Boxes and Kliegl Pin-plug Connectors
prove their worth. For thirty years Kliegl Brothers have
been foremost in the development and manufacture of

electrical fittings for the stage, and today their products
are everywhere recognized as standards of perfection.

Use them in your theatre. Illustrated Catalogue for-

warded on request.

L>-

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc.
ESTABLISHED 1896

THEATRICAL • DECORATIVE • SPECTACULAR

LIGHTING
321 West 50th Street

NEW YORK, N.Y.
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Drayton Brothers Announce
Plans for Kenosha Theatre

EXTENSIVE developments of the bu i

and recreational center of K.e

nosha, Wis., is expected to follow the

erection of a proposed $450,000 hotel and
theatre building at Grove and Elizabeth

streets, plans for which were recently an-

nounced by Edward and Fred L. Drayton,

loters of the project.

Work of razing the buildings now occu-

pying the site is expected to be started

before January 1st. The proposed struc-

ture will be of five-story construction.

pressed brick and terra cotta exterior.

According to the plans, the seating ca-

pacity of the playhouse is to be 1,500.

Among the features will be a large stage,

animal room, music room for rehearsals,

and special vestibule for road show equip-

ment.

The theatre will he primarily devoted
to a high class picture and vaudeville pro-

gram. Negotiations are being carried on
with several film producing corporations

and it is said that the Pantages Circuit

will provide the vaudeville attractions.

The financing of the project will, in all

HEP/TTNTK^

Is essential to good projection.

Eliminates the flicker and
fluctuation. Steady— quiet—
reliable—economical on current.

Manufactured in both Series and Multiple Types.

Used the world over.

"If you show Pictures you need the

Transverter"

probability, be carried out along lines simi-

lar to those employed by some of the

larger chain theatre corporations; that is,

the partner-patron plan with part of the

stock issue sold locally.

The Draytons have been handling stock

issues of this character for the Great States

Theatre Corporation in Waukegan. In addi-

tion, they promoted the Orpheum, which
at the present time is the largest theatre

in Kenosha. For the past seven years

the Draytons have also managed six Keno-
sha theatres besides the Orpheum, and are

therefore, well versed in amusement pro-

jects It is said that several offers for both

hotel and theatre leases have already been
received.

New Suburban House Com-
pleted in Birmingham

What is said to be the largest suburban
motion picture theatre in the city of Bir-

mingham, Ala., will be completed and ready

tor business about November 15, according

to a recent statement by Joe Steed.

The new house is located in North Bir-

mingham and will be known by that name.

It will cost in the neighborhood of >.">(>, 000,

and has a seating capacity of 1,500, with

a balcony for negroes. A twenty-five-foot

stage has been constructed with the idea of

adding novelty acts to the picture program.
The theatre will run on a ten-year lease

from a realty company. Mr. Steed also

manages the Franklin and Bell theatres

in Ensley, the Gary in Fairfield, and the

Grand in Wylam, and is reported negotiat-

ing: for several more.

Side Reports Increase in

Theatre Construction
Edw. Side, president of the Lobby Dis-

play Frame Corp. on his recent return from
an extended business trip reports that thea-

tre construction is still on the increase

throughout the country.

Side has also found that with the competi-

tion arising from the increase in number of

theatres, owoiers are paying more attention

to the condition of their equipment, dis-

placing the old with new. Recent sales made
in his swing through the upper part of

Xew York State include the Strand at

Syracuse and the Regent, Oneida; while

south of this section he arranged for in-

stallations of new frames for the lobbies of

the new Luna Theatre, Sharon, Pa., and
Jack Mark's new house in Clarksburg, West
Ya.

1900 W. 112th STREET CLEVELAND. OHIO

Options Obtained On Three
Sites at Monroe, Wis.

Monroe, Wis., is to have a new theatre

building representing an investment of

approximately $150,000, within a year, it

was recently announced, as the result of

local subscriptions to $35,000 of stock in

the Fisher-Paramounl Company theatre

circuit, of which V. YV. Fisher, Milwaukee,
is head. The operators plan a seating ca-

pacity of 1,200, and it is reported that

options have been obtained on three sites.

Plan 500 Seal Saginaw Theatre
According to a recent report, a new

motion picture theatre will be erected on
Potter Street. Saginaw, Mich. Michael

Schneider and Stanley Mar/, are named as

the operators, and construction is sched-

uled to begin during the latter part of Octo-

ber. The house will be of modern design

and will seat about 500.
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Three views of Fred Miler's handsome Carthay Circle Theatre. Los Angeles, Cal., a house said to be going "great guns" under the efficient management of Mr. Miller.

Note the decorations on curtain and sides commemorating the days when the "forty-niners" settled in California

Westinghouse Publication
Describes Switchboards
A twenty-page publication describing

theatre switchboards has just been issued
by the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company. This publication, Cir-

cular 1702-A, is complete with descriptions

of all kinds of standard designs, and con-

tains the first information printed on the

new, two-scene pre-set type of board, and
the latest designs of muti-pre-set boards.

This circular begins with a discussion of

the requirements of theatre lighting con-

trol and then describes the various types

of boards that suit the requirements. This

includes a description of the details of di-

rect control boards, pre-selective boards
and two-set, pre-set and multi-pre-set

boards. Half-tone illustrations and line-

cut diagrams aid in clarifying the discus-

sions.

This publication may be obtained at any
of the district offices of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company or

from the Publicity Department at East
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Big Theatre Project Under
Way in Oranges

Plans are under way for a proposed mo-
tion picture theatre in the Oranges, New
Jersey, which will involve an expenditure

of a million and a half, according to a re-

cent report. The operation has not been
concluded, as it requires an assembly of

several pieces of property to accommodate
the theatre building. Hugh Clopton, real-

tor, is conducting the negotiations for this

theatre project which, if it goes through,

may result in one of the largest motion pic-

ture theatres in the state of New Jersey.

Koppin to Raze and Rebuild
Flint Strand

Fred M. Shaefer, managing director of

the Henry S. Koppin circuit, operating un-

der the name of Woodward Theatre Com-
pany, was a recent visitor in the city of

Flint, Mich., where he announced that the

Strand Theatre of that city would be torn

down to make way for a modern picture

and vaudeville house. The Woodward Com-
pany completed the purchase of the Strand
and State theatre properties a short time

ago.

The new theatre will have a frontage

of 76 feet on Saginaw Street, and Mr.
Shaefer stated that it will be one of the

most beautiful theatre structures in Mich-

Premiere of Scranton HouseAdds
to Comerford Circuit

THE newest palatial motion picture

theatre to be added to the chain of

modern theatres operated by the Co-

merford Amusement Company throughout

Northeastern Pennsylvania, is the West
Side Theatre, Scranton, which was opened

to the public with formal dedicatory exer-

cises on Monday evening, November 1st. M.
E. Comerford, head of the company, and
M. B. Comerford, general manager, were
among those participating, along with city

and county officials and business and pro-

fessional men.
The theatre seats 2,000 and is magni-

ficent in all its appointments, which include

a pipe organ from the Kimball Studios

in Chicago. The theatre has a frontage of

120 feet on Main Avenue and a depth of

150 feet. It is constructed of steel and

concrete, with limestone and marble fac-

ings. The main floor of the theatre starts

at the rear of four stores on the Main
Avenue side of the building, and has a

26-foot lobby from the street. Above the

stores are ten apartments and some offices.

The foyer lies directly to the rear of the

inner lobby doors. The theatre balcony is

igan. Work of tearing down the Strand

will begin in January. It is planned to

have the new house ready for opening for

the fall season of next year.

Plans Almost Completed At
Redlands, Cal.

Plans which are almost complete for the

new theatre at Redlands, Cal., to be leased

to the West Coast, Jr. circuit, call for a t wo
story structure of reinforced concrete to

contain in addition to an 1,800-seat theatre,

six stores and quarters for a bank. The
building will cover an area 140 x 215 feet;

the theatre being of class A construction,

and the balance, class B. A basement will

also be built.

Kalamazoo State Under Way
The task of setting forms for the new

State theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., is going

forward rapidly and the pouring of the

concrete has started; about fifty men now
at work on the foundation. Everything
points toward a rapid completion of the

house.

built on the cantilever principle. The first

floor of the auditorium is arranged with
four seat sections and five roomy aisles.

She architects were Leon H. Lempert &
Son, of Rochester, N. Y.
The pipe organ is installed in two sec-

tions over the private boxes on either side

and the grilles for the organ swell front

are made of ornamental work that harmo-
nizes with the decorative scheme of the
boxes.

The new house will offer first-run pictures

and vaudeville. The cost of the building
was in the neighborhood of a quarter of a
million dollars.

Art. Luce, for years a prominent figure in

Northeastern Pennsylvania theatre life,

will be the managing director of the new
theatre and has surrounded himself with
an extremely capable staff.

The projection room, equipped with
everything in the line of up-to-date appa-
ratus, will be in charge of Edward W. Par-
sons.

Rialto, Jersey City, Holds

Successful Opening

THE Rialto Theatre, the latest motion
picture house to open under the di-

rection of the Kutinsky enterprises, of

Jersey City, NJ., held its first night with

appropriate ceremonies on the evening

of October 29. Mayor Hague was the

principal speaker, although many promi-

nent in state, political and exhibitor cir-

cles were in evidence.

The Rialto is one of a chain of nine

houses which, when the last two are fin-

ished, will be conducted by Morris Ku-
tinsky, R. Schoen, M. H. Kutinsky and
M. H. Klevan. This group at present

controls most of the Jersey City theatres.

The new playhouse is a fine example
of modern theatre architecture and seats

approximately 1,200. An expensive or-

gan and a first-class orchestra provide

the music.

Theatres under control of the above
company in addition to the Rialto, in-

clude the Tivoli, the Monticello, the

Strand, the Fulton, the Apollo, the Ma-
jestic and the Cameo and Capitol, the

latter two now under construction.
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Reflector Arc Systems

Part II

\ continuation of the review of

reflector arc system, we are

here giving the remainder of

Mr. Stark's analysis of this

subject as presented before the

Society of Motion Picture
Engineers during October, 1925.

The following common forms of mirrors

were tested ;iiid reported upon: Spherical;

parabolic (with and without condenser);
Mangin (with and without condenser); and
the elliptic. With the single exception of

the Mangin, all the mirror forms as in-

dicated above arc being used in reflector arc

ems. Systems employing the spherical

mirror alone and the parabolic and Mangin,
with condensers, were described in last

week's issue. The use of the parabolic,

Mangin and elliptic mirrors, without con-
densers, will dow be covered.

Parabolic Mirror Without Condenser

In this test a mirror having a diameter of

8 inches and a working distance of 1 inches

was used. The focal length was such that
the axial magnification of the arc crater

was 6 to 1. This type of reflector is

spherically over-corrected; that is, rays of
Hull! fro dge portion- of the mirror cross
the axis beyond the point where the imago
i- formed (when the reflector is used for

imaging purposes).

\ ii ed in the test, this spherical over-

correction amounted to I'll inches (compare
with figures given in preceding issue lor

other systems). It may appear at first

glance that this system is much inferior to

the ordinary spherical reflector having a

spherical under-correction of 10 inches. A

itter of fact, the 20 inches of over-cor-

rection in the parabolic reflector used for
finite imagery jusl about corresponds to 10

inches of under-correction of the spherical

reflector a- tar as optical quality of im-
iv is concerned.

This reflector, therefore, is hardly su

lienor i,, (he spherical mirror. If the image
of the reflect) tned by the project ion

lens is examined on a screen, it will be
found that only the portion of the reflector

equivalent to an angular aperture of 45 to

on degrei i om t be axis Eunct ions useful

ly; that is, puts lighl through the aperture

into the projection lens. The remainder of
the reflector is dark when OUrces (5
ampere a re i an- used. This is improved
somewhat for arcs of 20-2"> ampen

The pol "ii the cooling plate will be

sharper than when the spherical mirror is

used, although not as sharp as with the

combination of either parabolic reflector or

the Mangin, with condenser. The quantity
of light projected upon the screen will be
the same as with the spherical mirror, the

evenness, or uniformity of illumination be-

ing better. This latter is due to the fact

that the spherical over-correction of the re-

flector counteracts to some extent the fact

that the center of the arc crater is brighter

than the portions nearer the rim with the

result that more light is thrown to the

margins of the field than otherwise would
be the case.

Mangin Mirror Without Condenser

The reflector used measured 8 inches in

diameter, working distance 4 inches, axial

magnification of source, 6 to 1. There is a

spherical over-correction of less than 3

inches in the 60 degree zone (of the mirror)
and a spherical under-correction of some-
what more than 1 inch in the 40 degree
zone. This represents a fairly well cor-

rected system even when used for imaging
an object not in its focal point.

The image of the whole reflector as formed
on a screen placed a few inches in front of

the projection lens is brightly illuminated,

in i Heating that as far out as the 60 degree
/.one light passes through the film aperture
to the projection lens. The screen illumina-

tion is even although not as uniform as

when the same type of mirror is used with
a condenser. The uniformity of illumin-

ation is slightly better than the combination
of parabolic reflector and condenser and far

-uperior to the spherical reflector or para-
bolic reflector, without condenser.

The quantity of light projected to the

screen by this reflector will be slightly more
than that projected by the combination of

Mangin mirror and condenser, considerably

more than that projected by either the

spherical reflector or parabolic reflector,

without condenser, but less than that due
to the combination of parabolic reflector and
condenser. This is due to the absorption

which occurs when the light passes through

such a thick reflector twice. Hue to the size

and shape, (he reflector iiin-l be made of

heat resisting glass to prevent excessive

breakage.

Elliptic Mirror

« Ine other t> i"' oi mirror a modification
of the Mangin- -was also tested and found
to give excellent results but since there i-

little likelihood of this form of mirror be-

ne.: used for reflector arc projection, we will

pass on to the elliptic mirror, which gives

rather interesting results.

We now -eeni inclined to tolerate a

creen with a center considerably ami

noticeably brighter than the edges. The
greatly decreased cost of operation has

pushed into the background the idea of
quality of illumination. It is very true
that an ordinary spherical reflector will

produce a brighter central illumination on
t he screen than will, say, a modified Mangin.
But a modified Mangin mirror produces an
evenly illuminated screen, which a spherical
reflector, by the very nature of its optical

defects, cannot possibly do. In spite of this,

a spherical reflector is often chosen in

preference to another type, because, since

the center of the screen is bright, one has
the impression of more light on the screen.

For best results, any reflector arc system
employing, say, a 25 ampere arc should
have an axial magnification of 6 to 1.

The average usable crater diameter of a
20-25 ampere horizontal carbon arc is be-
tween 5 and 6 mm. A magnification of 6

to 1 will image this as a 30-36 mm. arc
image, which is just large enough to cover
the film aperture nicely.

The highest speed of projection lens, a
5 inch Series II will pass a cone of light

slightly over 10 degrees from the axis ; that

is, a cone of light whose angular diameter
is 20 degrees. This immediately makes it

useless to employ illuminating angles of

more than 10 degrees from the axis. If the

magnification is 6 to 1, then the total

angular aperture of the reflector must be
6 times 20 degrees, or 120 degrees. In
oilier words, the reflector must take in a

e of light 60 degrees from the axis. It

will do no good to take in more. Thus,
when the magnification is fixed or deter-

mined, and the maximum illuminating cone
is known, the maximum usable angular
aperture of the reflector is immediately
fixed. For low amperage arcs, such as 5 or

10 amperes, where the usable portion of the

crater is less than 5 mm. in diameter, and
where it becomes necessary to use a larger

magnification, say 7 to 1, in order to cover
the film aperture, then the angular aperture
of the reflector can usefully be increased to

7(i degrees from the axis, or 140 degrees.

Most reflector arcs, however, are used with

arcs of 20-25 amperes where a magnifica-

tion of 6 to 1 is sufficient.

A reflector of as large a diameter a- possi-

ble is desirable, in order that the shadow,

or projected, area of the positive carbon
and its supporting mechanism bo cut off as

low a percentage of the usable reflector area

as possible. The mechanical limitations of

lamp house mounting, etc.. permit of a

ma \inium distance between retlector and
aperture of only about 25 inches. If we
assume this distance from retlector to

aperture to be 24 inches and also assume a

magnification of ii to 1. then the working
distance of the arc is immediately deter-

mined as -1 inches, (24 inches divided by
ii.) Knowing the required working distance

io be 1 inches and the required total angular

aperture to be 120 degrees, the necessary

diameter of S inches of the retlector also

follow -.

i ( .minuted on following page I
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Announce Beverly Hills

Theatre Project
Development of a site for a motion pic-

ture theatre in Beverly Canyon, north of

Beverly Hills, Cal., will be started at once,

it was recently announced. The theatre will

be called the El Patio, while the structure

will be known as the El Entrada building.

The design of the playhouse will be done
in old Mexican-Spanish style, with every-

thing modern in the way of equipment.
The policy of the house will be first-class

first-run feature pictures and legitimate

offerings from time to time. Special music
will be furnished by a large orchestra.

Names of those who propose to operate
the new theatre were not disclosed.

Decatur's $2,000,000 Pro-
ject Well Under Way

Tentative architectural renderings of the

proposed $2,000,000 theatre building to be
erected in Decatur, 111., are about ready to

be presented to the Great States Theatres,

Inc., promoters of the Decatur project, ac-

cording to a recent communication. A re-

port credited to the firm of Rapp & Rapp,
Chicago architects, states that the chosen
site will probably be at East North and
North Franklin streets, and that after ap-
proval of the plans, details of the building
will be announced.

House at Miles City, Mont.
Almost Finished

The new motion picture and vaudeville
theatre under construction in the Miles
block, of Miles City, Mont., by H. W. Knut-
son, will probably be ready for occupancy
within a few weeks.

Provisions are bang made for a stage
large enough to accommodate good-sized
road-shows. The house will also feature
first-class picture offerings.

Wyoming Theatre to Open
During December

The McDonald Amusement Company
have under construction at Torrington,
Wyo., an 800-seat motion picture theatre

which is expected to be ready for opening
the latter part of December, 1926. Cost
of the new house will run around $50,000,

and it will be fully equipped for pictures

and road shows.

Include Theatre in Ohio
Lodge Building

A 500-seat motion picture theatre will be
included in a new I.O.O.F. lodge building to

be erected in Willoughby, O. The theatre
will be on the first floor and has already
been leased, it is said, to Anthony Rizzo
and G. Sabo, of Painesville.

Tennessee House Progressing

Excavation has almost been finished and
part of the brick work is under way on the

new theatre being constructed in Union
City, Tenn., opposite the offices of the
Union City Messenger. It is expected that

the new house will be ready for occupancy
before Christmas time.

May Build Theatre at Temple, Cal.

The Townsite Company and associated
interests are negotiating for the erection of
a motion picture theatre in Temple, Cal.
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(Continued from preceding page)

With these requirements in mind, an 8

inch diameter elliptic mirror, having a

working distance of 4 inches and a magnifi-

cation ratio of 6 to 1, was tested. There
is no spherical aberration whatever in this

reflector. The whole of the angular aper-

ture of the reflector functions usefully. The
spot on the cooling plate is sharper than

with any of the reflector systems previously

mentioned and the screen illumination is

greater and more uniform than with any
of the other systems. The shape of the re-

flector is such that the projection angle

can be as great as 30 degrees before the arc

flame touches the edge of the mirror.

Brooklyn Men Buy Site for

New Theatre
A syndicate of theatre builders headed

by Max Ginsberg and Kramer Bros, bought
from the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit

Company the block bounded by Reid Ave-
nue and Chauncey and Marion Streets,

Brooklyn, N. Y., for the site of a moving
picture and vaudeville theatre to seat 2,000

persons. The property was used at one

time for a trolley terminal and transfer

point.

Sale of Dayton Property
May Mean Theatre

Sale of the Enterprise Building at 1032
West Third Street, Dayton, 0., to William
H. Orth, will result in the complete re-

modeling of that piece of property and the

installation of a large motion picture the-

atre, according to a recent announcement.
An auditorium with a seating capacity of

about 1,000 is planned.

Plans and Permit Ready On
Springfield House

Pauline Sitomers has had plans drawn
and has secured a permit for the erection of

a motion picture theatre at 11 Boyer Street,

Springfield, Mass. The house will seat about
500. Construction will start about Decem-
ber 1st, and the theatre will be ready in the

early spring.

Syracuse Citizens Plan New
Playhouse

Erection of a motion picture theatre in

the 400 block of James Street, Syracuse,
is being contemplated by a group of citi-

zens in that city. According to the pro-

posed plans, the residences of two physi-

cians will provide the site for the new
building:.

Small House for Atlantic City

The lower Chelsea section of Atlantic

City will soon have its first motion picture

theatre, according to a recent announce-
ment made by Mrs. Edward E. Seeler, who
plans a 500-seat house for the corner of

Roosevelt Place and Atlantic Avenue.
The building will be of one-story con-

struction, brick and stucco, and Spanish
style architecture will be followed. The
auditorium will be elaborately decorated.
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Flashers
Made up to give
any desired action
effect. Have been
leaders for 20
years. Used on
85% of the flashing
electric signs. Ex-
ceptional features
of adjustability.

Color Hoods
Made for standard
sizes of bulbs in
clear, fadeless col-

ored glass. Choice
of six brilliant

colors. Superior to
and cheaper than
dipping.

Kg'snvoa^:^s
2628 W. Congress St., Chicago

Mfrs. also of Reynolds Motors. Reco Show Window Flash-
ers, Traffic Controls, Reflectors for Poster Boards, etc

MURPHY &BR0DE
510W-45ST.N.Y.
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REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE

18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats. 30*; under 500. 70S; under 800, 85*;
over 800, 15*.
The most economical method of reaching theatres Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. S4.00 PER M UP Lists If

desired. 30 to 50* saved In postage, etc.. through elimina-
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers. Distributors and Supply Dealers.

MULTIGRAPHING—MIMEOGRAPHING

—

FOLDING—ENCLOSING—MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.

709 Sixth Ave. at 41st St. New York City
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

W AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORP
723 Seventh Avenue VOWM. ClTV
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NOVELTY SLIDES

2MT S .BUSH
Room 12 .52 W Chippewa St. BurrALO. M Y.
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

SEPTEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Baited Trap, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4358 feet. .

Bells, The Lionel Barrymore. . . Chadwick 6600 feet

.

Beyond the Trail Bill Patton Chesterfield 5 reels ....

Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks . . . United Artists 6388 feet

.

Blarney R. Adoree-R. Graves . M-G-M
Block Signal, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 5795 feet

Blue Eagle, The G. O'Brien- J. Gaynor Fox 6200 feet.

Clinging Vine, The Leatrice Joy P. D. C 6400 feet

.

Dancing Days Chadwick-Stanley-L.
R ich Famous Attractions . 5900 feet

.

Devil's Horse, The Rex (Horse) Pathe 5853 feet.

Diplomacy Sweet-Hamilton Paramount 6950 feet.

Duchess of Buffalo, The .... Constance Talmadge First National 6940 feet

.

False Alarm, The R. Lewis-M. Carr. . . .Columbia 5235 feet.

Fighting Ranger, The Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet

.

Flames E. O'Brien-V. Valli .. Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet.

Flaming Frontier, The Special Cast Universal 8829 feet

.

Flying Horseman, The Buck Jones Fox 4971 feet.

Flying Mail, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet

.

For Alimony Only Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp 6070 feet

.

Forlorn River Jack Holt Paramount
Golden Web, The H. Gordon-L. Rich . Lumas 6075 feet

.

Grey Devil, The JackPerrin Rayart 4274 feet

.

Heart of a Coward, The. . . Billy Sullivan Rayart 5031 feet.

High Hand, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5679 feet.

Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean. . Paramount 6 reels.

Nov. 20

Mar.' 20

Oct. 16
Sept. 25
July 31

Oct. 1

April 24
Sept. 25
Sept. 4

Sept. 11
April 1

7

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Jack O'Hearts Landis-G. Hullette . . . American Cinema ... 5881 feet

.

Kick Off, the George Walsh Excellent Pictures 6000 feet

.

Kosher Kitty Kelly Viola Dana F. B. O 6103 feet.

Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers.F. B. O 6931 feet.

Ladies First Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Lost at Sea Gordon- J. Novak-

Sherman Tiffany 6500 feet

.

Marriage Clause, The Bushman-Dove Universal 7680 feet

Marriage License Alma Rubens Fox 7168 feet

.

NellGwyn Dorothy Gish Paramount 6741 feet

One Minute to Play "Red" Grange F. B. O 7713 feet.

Paradise M. Sills-B. Bronson . . First National 7090 feet

.

Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La
Plante Universal 7808 feet

.

Ridin' Rascal, The Art Acord Universal 4510 feet.

Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 6100 feet

.

Son of the Sheik, The Rudolph Valentino. . United Artists 6685 feet

.

Sparrows Mary Pickford United Artists 7763 feet

Speeding Thru Creighton Hale Elbee Pict 5500 feet

Speeding Venus, The Priscilla Dean P. D. C 5560 feet

Strong Man, The Harry Langdon First National 6882 feet

.

Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall First National 6727 feet

Temporary Sheriff, The . . . . Dick Hatton Rayart 4550 feet

.

Texas Streak, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6367 feet

.

Three Bad Men O'Brien-Borden Fox 8710 feet.

Through Thick and Thin . . . Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet

.

Tin Gods Thomas Meighan. . . Paramount 8568 feet

.

Variety Jannings-de Putti .... Paramount 7804 feet

.

Waltz Dream, The M. Christians-W.
Fritsch-H. Desni M-G-M 7322 feet

Waning Sex, The Norma Shearer M-G-M 6025 feet

.

Wild Horse Stampede, The Jack Hoxie Universal 4776 feet.

Winning of Barbara Worth Colman-Banky United Artists
Wolf Hunters, The Special Cast Rayart 5976 feet.

Womanpower K. Perry-R.Graves. Fox 6240 feet

You Never Know Women Florence Vidor Paramount 6064 feet

Sept. 11

Sept. 11
Sept. 18

Feature
Lure of the West
Magician, The
Man From the West
Man of Quality, A
Midnight Kiss, The
Mismates
My Official Wife
Nervous Wreck, The
Old Soak, The
Perch of the Devil
Prince of Tempters, The

.

Private Izzy Murphy
Quarterback, The
Red Hot Leather
Risky Business
Roaring Bill Atwood. . .

.

Runaway Express, The.
Shameful Behavior? ....
Sheriff's Girl, The
So's Your Old Man
Speed Crazed
Sweet Rosie O'Grady . .

.

Syncopating Sue
Take It From Me
Temptress, The
Thirty Below Zero
Truth About Men

Sept. 1

1

Oct. 2

Aug. 28

Aug. 21

July 3
Sept. 1

1

Feb. 6
Aug. 28
Sept. 25

July 3

Aug. 7

Oct. 2

Sept. 11

July 24
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Sept. 18
Aug. 28

Oct. 2

July 3

Aug. 14
Oct. 9

West of Rainbow's End
When the Wife's Away .

Whispering Wires
Winning Gallop, The . . .

Woman's Heart, A

Yellow Back, The . . .

You'd Be Surprised
Young April

Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Eileen Sedgwick Chesterfield 5 reels
A. Terry-P. Wegener . M-G-M 7 reels Nov. 6

. Art Acord Universal 4474 feet
George Walsh Excellent Pictures. . 5640 feet Nov. 6
J. Gaynor-R. Walling Fox 5025 feet

. Kenyon-Baxter First National 6905 feet . Aug. 14

.I.Rich-Tearle Warner Bros 7846 feet Oct. 23
Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6730 feet Oct. 23

. Jean Hersholt Universal 7445 feet . Sept. 4
P. O'Malley-Busch . Universal
Lyon-Moran First National 7 reels Oct. 30

. George Jessel Warner Bros 7889 feet
. Richard Dix Paramount 6 reels Oct. 30
Jack Hoxie Universal 4555 feet

. Vera Reynolds P. D. C
Dick Patton Rayart 4405 feet

. Special Cast Universal 5865 feet Aug. 28

.E.Roberts-H.Tucker . Famous Attractions
. Ben Wilson Rayart 4908 feet

W. C. Fields Paramount 6347 feet. Nov. 13
. Billy Sullivan Rayart
C. Landis-S. Mason. Columbia 6108 feet. Oct. 16
Corinne Griffith First National 6670 feet Nov. 13
Reginald Denny Universal 6649 feet Oct 30
Garbo-Moreno M-G-M 8221 feet Oct. 23
.Buck Jones-E.Novak.Fox
. Lake-Murphy-Hacka-

thorne True Story Pictures 6500 feet

.Jack Perrin Rayart 4734 feet

G. K. Arthur Columbia Pictures . 5834 feet
A. Stewart-E. Bums Fox 5906 feet Oct. 30
Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet Oct. 30
E. Bennett-Whitman-

Earle Sterling
Fred Humes Universal 4766 feet Oct. 9
Raymond Griffith Paramount 5994 feet Oct. 16
Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet. Sept. 11

NOVEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Oct. 2

July 31

OCTOBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Ace of Cads Menjou-Joyce Paramount - 6 reels Oct. 30
Across the Pacific Monte Blue Warner Bros 6954 feet. Oct. 16
Alaskan Adventures Special Cast Pathe 6 reels

AttaBoy Monty Banks Pathe 5775 feet. Oct. 9
Battling Kid Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

Boy Friend, The J. Harron-M. Day.. M-G-M 5584 feet

Call of the Wilderness Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Campus Flirt, The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6702 feet Oct. 9
Children of Fate R. Bcnnett-B. Hill-

man Abgol Film Prod 6605 feet Oct. 9
Confessions of a Bride M. Harris-V. Varconi Assoc. Exhib
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden Fox 5363 feet . . Oct. 23
Dame Chance Special Cast American Cinema .... 6 769 feet

Devil's Dice B. Bedford-R. Ellis. .Sterling Pict
Devil's Island Pauline Frederick .... Chadwick 6300 feet . Aug. 14
Dixie Flyer, Tb- . .Landis-E. Novak. . . Rayart 5274 feet

Don Juan's Three Nights . Stone-Mason First National 6374 feet

Eagle of the Sea. The Cortez-Vidor Paramount
Final Extra, The L.mas
First Night, The B. Lytell-D. Devore. Tiffany
Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch Tiffany 6484 feet . Oct. 9
Gay Deceiver, The L.Cody-M.Day M-G-M
Gigolo . . RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp 7295 feet . Oct. 16
Great Gatsby , The Warner Baxter Paramount
Great K. & A. Robbery,
The Tom Mix Fox 4800 feet. Oct. 16

Her Honor, The Governor . . Pauline Frederick F. B. O 6709 feet . . Aug. 7

Hi 1- Iyer, The Reed Howes Rayart
Kid Boots Eddie Cantor Paramount 5650 feet. Oct. 23
King of the Pack Peter the Great Lumas
LaBoheme L. Gish-Gilbert M-G-M 8781 feet.. Mar. 13
Lily. The Belle Bennett Fox 6268 feet. Oct. 9
London Dorothy Gish Paramount 7 reels Nov. 6

Ace of Action, The Wally Wales
Adorable Deceiver, The. . . .Alberta Vaughn
Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle . . .

April Fool Alexander Carr
Bardelys the Magnificent . . John Gilbert
Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana
Breed of the Sea R.Ince-M.Livingston
Buckaroo Kid, The Hoot Gibson
Cat's Pajamas, The Bronson-Cortez
City, The J.Gaynor-W.McGrail
College Days Marceline Day
Dangerous Friends T. R. Bames-M. Gale
Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. . .

Dude Cowboy, The Bob Custer
Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie

Flaming Forest, The A. Moreno-R. Adoree
Forever After M. Astor-L. Hughes .

Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw
Going the Limit George O'Hara
Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie
His New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day . .

Johnny Get Your Hair Cut . Jackie Coogan
King of the Saddle Bill Cody
Ladies at Play Hughes-Kenyon
Lady of the Harem, The . . .E. Torrence-Nissen . .

Lightning
Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno
Man in the Shadow, The . . . M. Stedman-D. Tor-

rence
Masked Woman, The Anna Q. Nillson ....

Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stone
Midnight Sun, The O'Malley-La Plante.
Millionaires Gordon-Sidney-Fa-

zenda
Obey the Law Bert Lytell
Oh! What a Night R.McKee-E.Murphy
Outlaw Express, The Leo Maloney
Prairie King, The Hoot Gibson
Prowlers of the Night Fred Humes
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt . .

Redheads Preferred M. Daw-T. von Eltz
Return of Peter Grimm .... Alec B. Francis
Rough Rider, The Frank Hopper
Silent Lover, The Milton Sills

Son of a Gun Al Hoxie
Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon .

Stepping Along Johnny Hines
There You Are Nagel-Roberts
Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-

Roach
Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler
Truthful Sex, The .M. Busch H.Gordon
Twinkletoes Colleen Moore
Unknown Cavalier, The .... Ken Maynard
Upstage Norma Shearer
Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson
We're in the Navy Now . W. Beery-Hatton. . .

While London Sleeps RinTin-Tin
Wings of the Storm R. Howes-V. Faire . . .

Assoc. Exhib
F.B.O
M-G-M
Chadwick 7300 feet Nov. 20
M-G-M 9 reels Oct. 23
F.B.O
F.B.O 5408 feet Oct. 30
Universal 6167 feet

Paramount
Fox
Tiffany 7500 feet Nov. 20
Sterling Pictures
M-G-M
F.B.O
M-G-M 6461 feet

M-G-M
First National 6330 feet Nov. 20
Fox
F.B.O
Universal 4375 feet. Oct. 21

Famous Attractions
M-G-M
Assoc. Exhib
First National
Paramount 5717 feet

Tiffany 6500 feet

M-G-M 7 reels

American Cinema .... 5632 feet

First National
First National 6100 feet Nov. 13

Universal 8767 feet. May 15

Warner Bros 6903 feet. Nov. 20
Columbia Pictures ... 5626 feet

Sterling Pictures
Pathe 5749 feet Nov. 20
Universal
Universal
Assoc. Exhib
Tiffany
Fox 6961 feet Nov. 20
Paramount
First National
Barsky Productions. .4500 feet

Universal 5633 feet. Nov. 6
First National
M-G-M

M-G-M
F.B.O
Columbia Pictures . .5831 feet

First National
First National
M-G-M
Paramount
Paramount 5519 feet .

Nov. 20
Warner Bros
Fox
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Feature

Better Way, The
Blue Streak O'Neil .

Canadian, The
Canyon of Light
Death Valley
Duke of Ladies, The
Faust
Flying High
Gallant Lady, The
Glorifying the American

Girl
Heaven on Earth
Her Big Night
Just Another Blonde
Lazy Lightning
Let It Rain
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em .

.

Money to Burn
Mother Machree
One Hour of Love
Prisoners of the Storm
Red Hot Hoofs
Red Mill, The
Sin Cargo
Stolen Pleasures
Stranded in Paris
Striving For Fortune
Sunshine of Paradise Alley

.

White Black Sheep, The . .

Whole Town's Talking,The

DECEMBER
Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

R. Ince-D. Revier Columbia Pictures. . .5540 feet

Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet

Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Tom Mix Fox
Buck Jones Fox
Special Cast First National
Emil Jannings M-G-M
Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Florence Vidor Paramount

Reviewed

Sept. 4

Esther Ralston
C. Nagel-R. Adoree
Laura La Plante
Mackail-Mulhall
Art Acord
Douglas MacLean . . .

E. Brent-L. Gray-L
Brooks

Devore-MacGregor . .

Belle Bennett
J. Logan-R. Frazer. .

.

House Peters
Tom Tyler
Marion Davies
S. Mason-R. Frazer .

.

Helene Chadwick
Bebe Daniels
George Walsh
Barbara Bedford
Richard Barthelmess
.Ed.Horton

Paramount
M-G-M
Universal 7603 feet . . Aug.
First National
Universal 4572 feet

Paramount

Paramount

.

Lumas
Fox
Tiffany
Universal 6102 feet Sept. 11

F. B. O 4681 feet. Nov. 13

M-G-M
Tiffany
Columbia Pictures
Paramount
Excellent Pictures
Chadwick
First National
Universal 6662 feet . Aug. 14

JANUARY

Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length

All Wet Snub Pollard Artclass . .Mar. 30 . .2 reels.

And George Did Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels.

Another Kick Coming Red Seal

Anything Once Mabel Normand . ... Pathe 2 reels
. . .

Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman Sava Films 2 reels

Around the Bases George Lewis Univ Oct. 24.2 reels

At the Beach "McDougall Alley"
Kids Bray Nov. 1.2 reels

Auto Thieves, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

Babes in the Jungle "O. Henry" Fox Nov. 28. .2 reels

Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

Back to Mother "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Bad Breaks George Davis Educat. . . Nov. 21.1 reel

Ball and Chain Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Balloon Tired "Life Cartoon" Educat. . Dec. 5 1 reel

Banana King, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbett Univ Nov. 21 2 reels Nov. 20

Bamum Was Right "Life Cartoon" Educat Nov. 21 .1 reel

Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 12 .1 reel

Benson at Calford George Lewis Univ Oct. 24 . 2 reels

Better Luck "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 14. .2 reels Nov. 6

Be Your Age Charley Chase Pathe Nov. 14 2 reels Nov. 20

Big Business Fox
Big Surprise, The "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 29 .. 2 reels Nov. 13

Bill Grim's Progress (Series)M. Morris-J. Luden . .F. B. O 2 reels

Blisters Under the Skin F. B. O 2 reels

Blonde's Revenge, A BenTurpin Pathe Dec. 19. .2 reels

Blue Black Lewis Sargent Bray Dec. 20 . .2 reels

Breaking Records George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Bringing Home the Bacon . "Our Gang" Pathe
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley Educat Oct. 24. .2 reels

Bromoand Juliet Charley Chase Pathe Sept. 19 .2 reels

Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris-J. Luden . F. B. O 2 reels

Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 28 . . 2 reels

Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 12 1 reel

Business Worries Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 21 . .1 reel Nov. 6

Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels

Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by
Be Yourself Raymond Grifnrh. . . .Paramount
Blonde Saint, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald Denny. . . . .Universal
Enchanted Island Tiff-any
Flaming Timber Tiffany
Head Waiter, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ice Flood, The K. Harlan-V. Dana. Universal 5747 feet. Oct. 9
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith First National
Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G. Hale- J. Holt Paramount
Not Herbert P. Starke-Lyon First National
One Chance in a Million. . . . Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Ordeal, The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions ..4500 feet

Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M .

Son of Montmartre, The . . . Norma Talmadge .... First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore-J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Wild Man of Borneo, The . W. C. Fields Paramount

. Universal 2 reels

. . Universal 2 reels

. . Univ Sept. 6.2 reels

. Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels

. . Universal 2 reels

. . Univ Dec. 6.2 reels Nov. 20

. . Universal 2 reels

. .Univ Oct. 3.2 reels

FEBRUARY
Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plante Universal
Camille Norma Talmadge .... First National
French Dressing A. Pringle-B. Lyon. . First National
Grey Hat, The L. Cody-Crawford . M-G-M :

Here Y'are, Brother Stone-Dove-Hughes. . First National
His Rise to Fame George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Little Journey, The Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Long Pants Harry Langdon First National
Michael Strogoff Ivan Moskine Universal 10 reels .

.

Overland Stage, The Ken Maynard First National
Quarantined Rivals Lumas
Range Raiders, The Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures .4500 feet

Ridin' Like Fury Hoot Gibson Universal
Silky Anne Constance Talmadge . First National
Squads Right Tiffany
Steeplechase, The Tiffany
Understanding Heart, The R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M

Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog
Buster's Dark Mystery . . . Trimble and Dog
Buster's Girl Friend Trimble and Dog
Buster's Narrow Escape . . . .Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Prize Winner Trimble and Dog
Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimble and Dog
Buster's Watch Tige Trimble and Dog .

By George Sam Saylor Universal 2 reels

.

Caliph, Cupid and the
Clock "O.Henry" Fox 2 reels

Camel's Hump F. B. O 1 reel

Carrie of the Chorus (Series) Tarbell-Finch Red Seal 2reels

Cat's Meow, The C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18

Charleston Queen, The. . . ."Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 19. .1 reel

Cinder Path, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Close Call, A "The Gumps" Univ Dec. 13 2 reels

Close Shaves Johnny Arthur Educat . . Dec. 5 2 reels

Collegians, The (Series) .... Gulliver-Lewis Universal 2 reels

Complete Life, The "O.Henry" Fox 2reels

Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

Cool Off Ann Cornwall Educat Dec. 19. 2 reels

Cut PriceGlory "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 10 . .1 reel Oct. 30
Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass. . Nov. 10 . .2 reels

Diamond of Kali "O.Henry" Fox 2 reels

Dinky Doodle in Egypt . . . ."Cartoon" F. B.O 1 reel May. 22

Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educat Sept. 19 .2 reels Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Pathe Nov. 28 . 2 reels

Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine . . . Fox 2 reels Oct. 16
Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart 2 reels

Dodging Trouble Bums-Marion Educat Nov. 14.2 reels Nov. 6
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 26. .1 reel

Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 5.1 reel Aug. 21

Don't Kid Me, Monk "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Dec. 10. .2 reels

Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Sept. 22 . .2 reels

Easy Payments "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Egged On Charles Bowers F. B. O Sept. 6.2 reels

Excuse Maker, The (Series
of 13) Charlie King Universal 2 reels

Fadeaway, The "Cartoon" Red Seal.. .Sept. . .1 reel

Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films 2 reels

MARCH
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Brides Will Be Brides Universal
Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Frisco Sal Special Cast M-G-M
Heroes of the Night Lumas
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts Universal 6969 feet. Oct. 16
Orchids and Ermine Colleen Moore First National
Outlaw's Paradise Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures. .4500 feet

Song of Steel Tiffany
Tillie, the Toiler Davies-M. Moore. . . M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Tiger, The Tiffany
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal

Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy

.

Felix the Cat Bursts a
Bubble "Cartoon"

Felix the Cat Collars the
Button "Cartoon"

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Cartoon" . .

Felix the Cat in Land O'

Artclass. . Sept. 8. 2 reels.

Educat Oct. 31. 1 reel.

Educot Dec. 12 1 reel

.Educat

Fancy
Felix the Cat in Reverse

English
Felix the Cat in Zoo Logic
Felix the Cat Scrambled

Yeggs
Felix Shatters the Sheik
Felix the Cat Trumps the

Ace
Fighting Fool, The

"Cartoon"

Oct. 3.. 1 reel.

.Oct. 17..1reel.

"Cartoon" Educat.

.

"Cartoon" Educat .

"Cartoon" Educat.
'Cartoon" Educat.

.Nov. 14.

.Dec. 26.

..Sept. 5.
Sept. 19\

1 reel

1 reel

lreel Oct. 23
.lreel Oct. 30

"Cartoon"
Sept. 18

APRIL
Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Broadway Drifter, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Poor Nut, The First National
Smoking Guns Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . .4500 feet

"MlllllilJlr mi mini minimi! urn mi; mm i in ihiiitmiiiiiiiiii

Comedy Releases

Title Star Dist'r

Ain't We Got Fun ? Wise-McKay Artclass .

Alice the Fire Fighter F.B.O....
All For A Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films

Rel. Date Length

May 25. .2 reels

Reviewed

. 2 reels

.

Educat Nov. 28 1 reel .

Bray Prod 2 reels

.

Fighting Fools ... . . Wise-McKay Artclass . . . Jan. 19.2 reels . .

.

Fighting Kangaroo, The . . Conley-June Fox 2 reels

Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Fighting to Win George Lewis Univ Nov. 21.2 reels

Fire Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Jan. 26.2 reels

Fistical Culture (Series) .... Louis Sargent F.B.O 2 reels

Flaming Romance Al St. John Educat Nov. 21 . .1 reel

Flashing Oars George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass. . Mar. 16 2 reels

For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 31 . . 1 reel Oct. 16
For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Fourth Alarm. The "OurGang" Pathe Sept. 12 .2 reels Sept. 11

George in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George's in Love Sid Saylor Univ Nov. 21 . . 2 reels

George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George the Winner Sid Saylor Univ Sept. 5.2 reels

Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe Oct. 31. .2 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels

Girl "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox 2 reels

Goose Flesh Lloyd Hamilton Educat. . . .Dec. 12 . 2 reels

Grabbing Grabbers Mickey Bennett C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18

Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe . . . Oct. 24 . .1 reel Oct. 30

Gyping Gypsies Milbum Marante . . .C. & C 2 reels

Gyping the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Nov. 3.2 reels

Harem Knight, A BenTurpin Pathe Nov. 7 .. 2 reels Nov. 6

Have Courage Billy Dooley Educat Dec. 12 2 reels

Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel
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.2 reels Sept. 11

. 2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 6
. 1 reel

. 2 reels

Title Star DL-t'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe Nov. 21 . .2 reels
Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-

tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-

son Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
His Off Day Dunham -Gallagher . Educat ... Nov. 7.1 reel
His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels . .

.

Hitting the Rails "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 5.1 reel

Hoboken to Hollywood . . Billy Bevan Pathe Sept. 5 .

HoldStill Cornwall-Duffy Educat Oct. 10.
Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 31

.

Honeymoon Hospital Fox Oct. 17. .

Hook or Crook Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 6 .

Hoot Mon Bobby Vernon Educat .... Nov. 2 1

.

Horns and Orange BlossomsCharles Puffy Universal
Humdinger The Johnny Arthur Educat .... Oct. 10 . . 2 reels
Hur Ben Hank Mann Sava Films ... 2 reels
In Vaudeville "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 14 . 1 reel Nov. 20
Jane's Engagement Party . Wanda Wiley Univ Nov. 7.2 reels Oct. 30
Jane's Flirtation Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Honeymoon Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
Jane's Inheritance Wanda Wiley Univ Sept. 12 2 reels

Jane's Predicament Wanda Wiley Univ Dec. 14 . .2 reels Aug. 14
Jane's Troubles Wanda Wiley Univ Oct. 17.2 reels Oct. 9
Jellyfish. The Frank Pangborn Educat Sept. 12. .2 reels

Jerry the Giant "Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10
Keeping His Word Charles King Universal 2 reels
Killed by Kindness Fox 2 reels
King Bozo "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
King of the Kitchen, The. . LigeConley Fox Oct. 31 . .2 reels Nov. 6
Kiss Me, Kate Dunham-Gallagher . . Educat .... Sept. 26 . . 1 reel Oct. 3
Kitty From Killarney Alice Day Pathe Dec. 19 . .2 reels
Knight Before Christmas,
The M. Morris- J. Luden.F.B.O 2 reels

Ko-Ko Hot After It "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel
Ko-Koin the Fadeway "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18
Lafayette Where Are We? . Shields-Arthur Fox 2 reels July 31
Lady of Lyons, N. Y., The M. Morris- J. Luden F.B.O 2 reels Aug. 28
Last Lap, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Last Word, The "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Let George Do It (Series

of 13) Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels
Light Wines and Bearded

Ladies Boutler-Cameron .... Fox Nov. 14.2 reels
Lookout Below Lewis Sargent Bray Nov. 20 . . 2 reels Nov. . 6
Lookout Buster! Trimble and Dog ... Universal 2 reels
Lots of Grief "The Gumps" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 16
Love's Hurdle Charles King Univ Sept. 26 . . 2 reels May 1

5

Love's Last Laugh McKee-Hiatt Pathe Oct. 3.2 reels Oct. 2
Love Your Neighbor Wise-KcKay Artclass . . . Nov. 17.2 reels
Lyin' Tamer, The Shields-Luddy Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Madame Dynamite Clayton-Howell-Pat-

terson Fox Nov. 28.2 reels
Making Good George Lewis Univ Dec. 6.2 reels
Married Widow, The Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels
Marry Month of May "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Masked Mammas Billy Bevan Pathe Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 30
Masters of Arts "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
McDougal Alley (Series) Bray Prod 2 reels

"

Meet the Boy Friend Chas. Doherty Loumay
Merry Kiddo, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2 reels
Midnight Follies George Davis Educat 2 reels Nov. 20
Mighty Smithy, The "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Nov. 7.1 reel Nov.. 13
Minute to Go, A Eddie Fetherstone . C.&C 2 reels Sept. 25
Missing Links "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Sept. 12.1 reel Sept. 25
Mister Chump Phil Dunham Educat . . . , Dec. 19.1 reel
Mixed Brides Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
Money Screams Fox 2 reels
Monkeys Prefer Blonds Bray Prod 2 reels
Moming, Judge Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal . . Sept 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Mother-in-Law "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Motorboat, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
Movieland Lupino Lane Educat .... Nov. 28 . 2 reels
Movie Struck Doris Eaton C. & C 2 reels
Much Mystery Davis-Bradley Educat .... Dec. 51 reel
My Kid "Big Boy" Educat Sept. 5.2 reels Sept. 1

1

Napoleon, Jr Jerry Madden Fox Nov. 14 Nov. 6
Never Again "TheGumps" Univ Oct. 17 .. 2 reels Oct. 2

Newlyweds and Their Baby,
The (Series) Snookums-CIair-

Dooley Universal 2 reels
Newlyweds' Neighbors Snookums-Clair-

Dooley Univ Aug. 29 . . 2 reels
Newlyweds Quarantined . Snookums-Clair-

Dooley Univ Oct. 3.2 reels June 19
Nickel Hopper, The Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels
Nize Monkey "Mr. X" 'Monkey) . Bray Nov. 10. . 2 reels
Nobody Loves Me Chas. Puffy Univ Oct. 3.1 reel Sept. 18
Non-Skid Banana, The . Charley Bowers F. B. O
Non-Stop Bride Hoyt-Cameron Fox 2 reels Sept, 25
North of 6 7

s Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Nothing to Live For Al Joy Ricardo
Not to Be Trusted "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Oh! For a Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Oh! Monkey Be Good "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Oh! Winnie Behave Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Mar. 9.2 reels
Olga's Boatman Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 10 . . 1 reel Sept. 25
One Hour Married Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels
On the Farm Bray Prod 2 reels
On the Front Page Lillian Rich Pathe Nov. 28 . 2 reels
On the Jump Al Alt Rayart 2 reels
On Thin Ice "Mutt & Jeff" Short Film 1 reel Mar. 6
Open Spaces . "Big Boy" Educat Nov. 7 . .2 reels. . . . Nov. 13
Orphan, The Al Joy Ricardo
Over There Al Joy Ricardo 2 reels
Perils of Petcrsboro, The Alice Day Pathe Sept. 26 . 2 reels Sept. 25
Pests "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel Sept. 11
Pete's Haunted House "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Pete's Party "Cartoon" Bray Prod 1 reel Nov. 6
Phoney Express. The "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 17.1 reel Oct. 16
Pink Elephants

. . Al St. John Educat ... Oct. 3.
Please Excuse Me Charles King Univ Nov. 10 .

Plumb Goofy Dunham-Gallagher . Educat. .. .Oct. 10.
Pound Foolish . ..George Davis Educat .. .Oct. 24.
Prince and the Pyra, The . Charles Puffy Universal
Prodigal Bridegroom, The . Ben Turpin Pathe Sept. 26 . . 2 reels Sept. 25
Psyche and the Pskyscraper "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Punches and Perfume Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Radio Bug, The Dunham-Gallagher Educat Sept. 12 . .2 reels Sept. 25
Radio Controlled "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 21.1 reel
Raggedy Rose Mabel Normand Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
RaRing Tide, The "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 24 . . 1 reel
Rain and Shines Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels
Read 'Em and Leap Alberta Vaughn F.B.O 2 reels
Relay, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Road House, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 10 . 1 reel Oct. 23
Sailing Along Al Alt Rayart 2 reels

Title

Sawdust Baby.
School Days . .

.

School Days . . .

Star Dist'r

. Earl McCarthy Artclass

.

Rel. Date

Jan. 12.
19.

Length

2 reels .

.

1 reel . .

.

Reviewed

Second Hand Excuse, A . . .

Shady Rest
She Beast, The
Shell Socked.
She's My Cousin
Should Husbands Marry? .

Should Husbands Pay?. . .

.

Sign Them Papers
Skating Instructors
Smith's Landlord
Smith's Surprise
Smith's Vacation
Smith's Visitor
Smith's Uncle
Snookum's Buggy Ride . . .

Snookum's Outing
Snookum's Playmate
Snookum's First Tooth ....

Society Architect, A
Some More Excuses
Spooky Money
Stage Shy
Steeplechaser, The
Strictly Kosher
Sweet Baby
Switching Sleepers
Tail of the Monk
Teacher, Teacher
Tell 'Em Nothing
Telling Whoppers
Tennis Wizard, The
Thanks for the Boat Ride .

That's My Baby
Through Thick and Thin . .

Tiddly Winks
Too Much Sleep .

Two Dollars, Please
Unsquirtable Pickle, The . .

Uppercuts
Vulgar Boatman, The
Vulgar Yachtsman, The. .

.

Wanderers of Wetland ....
Wanted a Bride
War Feathers
Watered Stock
Westerner, The
What Happened to Jane

(Series of 13)
What'll You Have?
What Price Pleasure?
What's Your Hurry? ......
When Do We Eat?
Which Is Which?
Why Argue?
Why George?
Why Pay Rent?
Why Women Pay
Wife Shy
Wild Bill

Wild Roomer, A
Winnie's Birthday
Winnie's Vacation
Wisecrackers (Series)

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Wise Quacker, The . .

Wives and Women . .

Working Winnie
Yellow Pirate, The . .

Yokel, The

2 reels

2 reels Nov. 20

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec.
"McDougal Alley"

Kids Bray Dec. 1

Charles King Univ Dec. 8
"The Gumps" Universal 2 reels
Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Jimmie Adams Educat . ... Oct. 31 . 2 reels Oct. 30
Charles King Universal 2 reels May 1

5

A. Day-E. Quillan . Pathe Oct. 24 .2 reels Oct. 23
Jimmy Finlayson ... Pathe Sept. 5.2 reels Sept. 1

1

Earl McCarthy Artclass . . May 18.2 reels
"Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1 reel

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Sept. 19 . .2 reels
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12. .2 reels
Hiatt-McKee Pathe 2 reels Aug. 28
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Oct. 17. 2 reels Oct. 16
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Nov. 14 . 2 reels
"Newlyweds" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels June 19
"Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 1 . . 2 reels Nov. 13
"Newlyweds" Universal 2 reels
"Newlyweds" Univ Sept. 19 . .2 reels June 26

Fox
Charles King Universal 2 reels
Al Joy Ricardo
Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
LigeConley Fox 2 reels Sept. 11
Wise-KcKay Artclass . . . Sept. 15 . . 2 reels

Wallace Lupino Educat .... Dec. 5
Arthur Lake Univ Dec. 13
"Cartoon" Bray Nov. 12
Lloyd Hamilton Educat Oct. 17
Charley Chase Pathe Oct. 17
"Our Gang" Pathe Dec. 19
"Van Bibbers" Fox Nov. 21

Universal
Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 7.. 1 reel Nov. 6
Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 26
Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 7
Neely Edwards Univ Sept. 19
Charley Bowers F. B. O
Jack Duffy Educat Sept. 5
Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
"Fat Men" F.B.O 2 reels .

.

. Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
ArthurLake Univ Oct. 17.. 1 reel Oct. 9
"Our Gang" Pathe Nov. 21 . .2 reels

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 26. .1 reel Sept. 25
Reata Hoyt Fox 2 reels

1 reel

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

.2 reels Oct. 23

.2 reels Oct. 16
2 reels

. 2 reels

. 1 reel Sept. 4

. 1 reel Oct. 23

. 1 reel S.»pt. 11

.2 reels Sept. 11

Wanda Wiley Universal 2
Charles King Universal 2
Neely Edwards Univ Nov. 29 . . 1

Charles King Universal 2
(Bronte Classic) Red Seal . . Sept 1

Charles King Univ Oct. 10. .2

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 3 . . 1

Sid Saylor Univ Oct. 24 . . 2
Wise-McKay Artclass . . Mar. 23 . . 2

"Life Cartoon" Educat Dec. 19.1
Bobby Vemon Educat ... Sept. 26 . . 2

Charles Puffy Univ Nov. 14. .1

F.B.O

reels

reels May 22
reel Nov. 1

3

reels

reel

reels Sept. 25
reel Oct. 2
reels

reels

reel

reels Sept. 25
reel Oct. 30

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Jan. 5.2
Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . May 11.2
Guard-Cooke F. B. O 2

reels

.

reels,

reels

Helene Chadwick Pathe Oct. 3 2 reels .. Oct. 16
. Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Charles Puffy Univ Sept. 12 . .1 reel

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Sept. 1.2 reels

"Life Cartoon" Educat . . Sept. 26 . .1 reel

Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Nov. 24 . 2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels Oct. 23
.2 reels Oct. 30
.2 reels Nov. 6

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to
Palestine) Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25

Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) Artclass Oct. 6 1 reel

Alpine S. O. S C.&C 2 reels

America Today (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoon, Issue 15 Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Annie Laurie (Song Parody) Artclass April 13.1 reel

Aphrodite (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety )Fox 1 reel

At 3.25 Red Seal Sept 2 reels

Austrian Alps (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2 reels

Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Beautiful Britain C.&C 1 reel

Beauty and the Beach C.&C
Beechnuts C.&C 2 reels

Big and Little Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel Sept. 1

1

Birds in the Treetops C. & C
Blood Will Tell Am. Cinema
Blue Boy, The Educat Sept. 5 . 2 reels Sept. 11

Bruce Scenic Novelties. No. 1 Educat Sept. 5 Oct. 2

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educat Oct. 3 Sept. 11

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 Educat Oct. 17 Oct. 30
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 4 Educat Nov. 14

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 5 Educational . Dec. 12

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 6 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 7 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 8 Educat ional

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 9 Edurut it >nal

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educational
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educat ional

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educational
Bull's Eyes (Sportlight) Pathe Sept. 19 . . 1 reel

By the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal 1 reel

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 28 . . 1 reel

Cathedral of St. Paul's C.&C 1 reel Sept. 18

Chronicles of America (Series of 18) Pathe 3 reels

Churchyards of America, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel Sept. 18
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Title Distributor Rel. Date
Cliff Dwellers of America (Variety) Fox Dec. 26 . . .

Colorado (Variety) Fox 1 reel .

.

Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune) . Educat Sept 1 reel .

.

Constantinople (Variety) Fox 1 reel.

.

Curiosities—The Movie Side Show (Series) Educational 1 reel .

.

Dangerous Game, A (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

.

Dark Horse, A (Donoghue Racing Drama).Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels.

Diver, The (Nature Special) Bray Prod Nov. 1

Dog's Way, A (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield Oct. 1

Durable Souls (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 31
Family Album, The (Sketch Book) Pathe Sept. 5
Fangs of Vengeance (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield. . . .Sept. 1

Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1 reel
Fighting Marine, The (Serial) Pathe Sept. 12 . 10 episodes

Length Reviewed

1 reel Nov. 6
. 2 reels

.lreel Oct. 30

. 1 reel

. 2 reels
Sept. 4
Sept. 11

Fighting Strain, The ( Mustang) Universal Dec. 4.2 reels Nov. 20
Fighting With Buffalo Bill (Serial) Universal Aug. 29. 10 episodes. . . .Oct. 16
Figures of Fancy (Hodge Podge) Educational. . . Oct. 24 .1 reel Nov. 13
Film Facts (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The (Series of 13) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Fire Fighters, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Florida Pastel C. & C
Frontier Post, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Fugitive Futurist (Novelty) C. & C 1 reel
Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Gems of the Screen (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Glimpses of Switzerland C. & C
God's Country C. &C 2 reels
Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Golden Stallion, The (Serial) Nat Levine 10 episodes
Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Guess Who (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass Oct. 27 . .1 reel
Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass Dec. 29. .1 reel
Guess Who, No. 3 Artclass Mar. 2.1 reel
Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass May 4.1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal 1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal 1 reel
Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Heavenly Bodies
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Hen Punchers of Pipe Rock (Mustang) .... Universal Dec. 18.2 reels
Hero Land (Color Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Heroes of the Sea .• C.&C 1 reel
His Pal (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield 2 reels
Hitting the Bull's-Eye Pathe lreel Sept. 25
Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film 1 reel
Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 14 . .1 reel Nov. 20
House Without a Key, The (Serial) Pathe Nov. 21 . . 10 episodes
Housing Problem, The Bray Prod 1 reel Oct. 23
How I Hate to Get Up (Song Parody) Artclass Feb. 9.1 reel
If a Picture Tells a Story C. & C Sept 1 reel
Inland Voyage, An (Variety) Fox 1 reel
It Can Happen to You (Scandal of America) Artclass Oct. 20 . . 1 reel
Jewels of Venus
Jim Hood's Ghost (Mustang) Universal Aug. 29. .2 reels Sept. 11
Joseph the Ruler (Pilgrimage to Palestine) . Pathe Sept. 26 . . 1 reel
Journey of the Israelites, The (Pilgrimage

to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 10.. lreel
Jungle Heroine, A Chesterfield 2 reels
Jungle Mystery Sava Films 2 reels
Jungle Round-Up, A M-G-M Oct. 9
Jungle Secrets Sava Films
Jungle Tragedy, A Chesterfield 2 reels
Keeping 'Em Guessing (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, No. 1 Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, No. 2 Red Seal 1 reel
Key-Hole Cruise, A (Hodge Podge) Educational Nov. 28 . . 1 reel
Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film 1 reel
Last Man, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Law of the North (Mustang) Universal Oct. 3. .2 reels Sept. 18
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Strikes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Wins (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightning Hutch (Serial) Arrow Film
Literary Digest (Series) C. & C .

.'
1 reel

Lion's Mate, The Chesterfield 2 reels
Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty) C.&C 1 reel
Lone Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 14. .2 reels Oct. 30
Lost Arrow, The (Scenic and Narrative) . . . Castle Films . . . Oct. 15.1 reel Oct. 16
Love Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Making of a King (Prince of Wales'! C. & C 2 reels
Man's Size Pet, A (Turtle Western) Universal Oct. 17 . . 2 reels Oct. 9
Margie (Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel
Martin of the Mounted (Fred Gilman) . . . Universal Dec. 11 . .2 reels
Maryland, My Maryland (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Marvels of Motion, Issue M Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Marvels of Motion (Series) Red Seal 1 reel .

Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A (Hodge
Podge) Educational Sept. 19. lreel Oct. 16

Modem Venus, The C. & C 1 reel
Mona Lisa, The Educational Oct. 17.2 reels ...'....."...
More Ways Than One (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 17. .lreel Oct. 16
Mother O' Mine C. & C 1 reel
Mount Sinai (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 24 . . 1 reel ........ Oct. 23
Movie Medley, A (Hodge Podge) Educational .... Dec. 26 . . 1 reel
Movie Struck C. & C Oct 2 reelsMy Lady's Stockings (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Nic-Nax (Curiosity) Educational .. . Dec. 12.1 reel
Night Prowler, The (Scandal of America) . . Artclass 1 reel
Nuremberg the Toy City (Sketch Book) . . Pathe Oct. 31 . . 1 reel Oct. 30
Old Black Joe (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal lreel July 10
On Guard (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes
On With the Dance Castle Film. . . Nov. 5. .lreel Nov. 13
Out of the Inkwell (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Overnight From Paris (Variety) Fox Dec. 12 . .1 reel
Pack up Your Troubles (Song Car-Tune) . Red Seal lreel

Title Distributor Rel. Date
Pathe Review, No. 47 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 48 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 49 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 50 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 51 Pathe

Nov. 21
Nov. 28.
Dec. 5.
Dec. 12.
Dec. 19.

Payroll Holdup, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass April 2 7

Pilgrimages to Palestine (Series) Pathe 1

Pinnacle Rider, The (Mustang) Universal Oct. 24 . . 2
Pioneer Blood (Mustang) Universal Oct. 31.2
Piperock Goes Wild (Turtle Western) Universal Sept. 19 . . 2

Popular Song Parodies (Series) Artclass 1

Pup's Tale, A (Sketch Book) Pathe 1

Radio Personalities (Series) Artclass 1

Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass Sept. 29 . . 1

Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 1 . . 1

Radio Personalities, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 2.1
Radio Personalities, Vol. D Artclass April 6.1
Rambling in Old Japan C.&C
Reelviews (Series) Red Seal 1

Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal Sept 1

Restless Race, The (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 3.1
Return of the Riddle Rider, The (Serial) . . . Universal 10
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2

Ridge, The (Donoghue Racing Drama) . . . Hi-Mark Prod 2

Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1

Rose of Monterey Castle Films. . Nov. 15 . .1

Rushing Waters C.&C
Saddle Tramp, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 26 . . 2
Scandal of America (Series) Artclass 1

Scotty of the Scouts (Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports (Series) Artclass 1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. A Artclass Oct. 13 . .1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 15 . . 1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 16 . . 1

Screen Star Sports, Vol. D Artclass April 20 . . 1

Screen Snapshots (Series) Columbia 1

Searchlight (Series) Red Seal 1

Searchlight, Issue M Red Seal Sept 1

Seas of the World Red Seal
Shadowland C.&C 1

Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2
Sheik of Araby , The (Song Parody) Artclass Dec. 8 . . 1

Shoot 'Em Up, Kid (Mustang) Universal Sept. 5 . . 2
Short Shots (Series of 26) Castle Films 1

Length

reel

reel ....

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reels ....
reels ....

reels . . . .

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

Reviewed

Oct. 16
Oct. 16

Oct. 23

reel

reel

reel

episodes

.

Oct. 16

reels

.

reels

.

reel.

.

reel.

.

Oct. 9

reels

.

reel .

.

reel,

reel,

reel,

reel,

reel,

reel,

reel,

reel.

Oct. 1

Oct. 15
Oct. 29
Nov. 12
Nov. 26

7

Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films .

Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films .

Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films

.

Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films

.

Show Cowpuncher, The (Mustang) Universal Nov
Silent Flyer, The (Serial) Universal
Sin C.&C 2
Sketch Book (Series) Pathe 1
Skenographs ( Series) C.&C
SkySkidder, The (Serial) Bischoff 10
Snowed In (Serial) Pathe 10
Songs of Yesterday C. & C 1

So This Is America (Novelty) Castle Films . . Oct. 22.1
So This Is Berlin ( Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 19 .. 1

So This Is Europe (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 8.1
Spanish Holiday, A (Variety) Fox Nov. 14 . . 1

Sport's Dream C.&C
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man (Scandal of America) Artclass 1

St. Paul's C.&C 1

Table Manners Bray Prod 2
Teaching Table Manners Via Films Red Seal 1

Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films 2
Then and Nows (Curosity) Educational . . Nov. 7 . . 1

Trails of the Gods C.&C Sept 1

Trail of the North Wind C.&C 2
Transportation (Novelty Magazine) Bray Prod Nov. 15. .1
Travels in Toyland (Variety) Fox Nov. 28 . . 1

Tripping the Rhine (Sketch Book) Pathe Nov. 28 . 1

Tulip Land C. & C 1

Under Colorado Skies (Variety) Fox 1

Unexpected Visitor (Scandal of America) . Artclass Feb. 23 . .1

Valiant Skipper, The C.&C 2
Vanishing Millions (Serial) Sierra Pictures 15
Velocity i Novelty) Bray Prod 2
Whatnots (Curiosity) Educational . . Oct. 3.1
When Bonita Rode (Mustang) Universal Oct. 10.2
When Oscar Went Wild (Mustang) Universal 2
Where the Silver River Gleams C.&C 1

Whirlwind Driver, The ( Mustang) Universal Sept. 1 2 . . 2
Whirlwinds (Series) F. B. O
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Universal 10
Who Is Safe? (Scandal of America) Artclass Dec. 22 1

Wire Tigers, The Chesterfield 2
Wonder Book Series Short Film 1

Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexico

reel

reels

reel

reels

reel . ...

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reels ....

episodes
reels ....
reel

Aug. 28

Oct. 16
Oct. 30

Oct. 23

episodes

.

episodes

.

reel

reel .....
reel

reel

reel

June 26

!6ct. 16

Oct! 16

reel

reel

reels

reel Sept. 25
reels

reel

reel

reels

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reel

reels

episodes
reels Oct. 23
reel Oct. 9
reels Sept. 25
reels

reel

reels Sept. 18

episodes
reel

reels. . . .

reel

Coming Attractions

Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe.
Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe.
Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe.
Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe

.

Pathe Review, No. 46 Pathe

.

1 reel

Sept. 5 . . 1 reel
Sept. 12.. lreel
Sept. 19.1 reel
Sept. 26 . . 1 reel
Oct. 3.1 reel

10.1 reel

17.. lreel
24
31

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov. 7
Nov. 14

lreel Oct. 23
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

Feature Star Distributed by
Ace High Hoot Gibson Universal
Advice to Lovers Bebe Daniels Paramount
Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
Afraid to Love Florence Vidor Columbia
Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon Jean Hershott Universal
Alonzo, the Armless Lon Chaney M-G-M
Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp . .

.

An Angel Passes Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox
AnnaKarenina Lillian Gish M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lillian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat, The Famous Attractions
Arizona Bound Gary Cooper Paramount
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F. B. O
Arizona Whirlwind, The . . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C. Griffith-T. Moore First National
Atlantis First National
Auctioneer, The G. Hughes-Nixon-

Sidney Fox
Avenger, The Bob Custer F. B.O

Length Reviewed



Motion P i c t u r c N e w s

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Back to Nature Richard Dix Paramount
Bad Lands Paramount
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick
Bandit Buster, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson. Assoc. Exhib
Barbed Wire P. Negri-C. Brook . Paramount
Bargain Bride, The Mary Philbin Universal
Barriers of Fire Monte Blue Warner Bros
BeauGeste Special Cast Paramount 10 reels Sept. 11
Beauty Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky United Artists
Bed and Board Doris Kenyon First National
Behind the Lines Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Cast M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue, The John Barrymore United Artists
Ben-Hur Special Cast M-G-M 12000 feet.. Jan. 16
Bertha, the Sewing Machine

Girl Madge Bellamy Fox
Better 'Ole, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros 8649 feet. . Oct. 23
Beware of Widows La Plante-T. Moore . . Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George O'Hara FB.O
Big Gun, The George Lewis Universal
Big Parade, The John Gilbert M-G-M 12550 feet. Nov. 28
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
Birds of Prey Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples Monte Blue Warner Bros
Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Black Ivory Wamer Bros
Black Tears Gorman Pictures
Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Pathe
Border Thunderbolt, The . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Border Whirlwind, The .... Bob Custer F. B. O
Born Lucky Raymond Griffith Paramount
Branded Bob Custer F.B.O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Wamer Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The First National
Cactus Trails Bob Custer F. B. O
California T. McCoy-A. Pringle M-G-M
California or Bust George O'Hara F. B. O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The M-G-M

Call in the Night, A
Camille Pola Negri
Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast
Captain Salvation
Captain's Courage, A R.Holt-D. Dwan. . . .

Carlotta Constance Talmadge
Casey at theBat W.Beery-S.Holloway
Cat and the Canary, The . Laura La Plante
Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro
Chains Bennett-Colman
Champagne LyadePutti
Charity Ball, The
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge
Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn
Children of Divorce
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast

Circus, The Charles Chaplin
City of Shadows, The
Claw, The Kerry-Windsor
Climbers, The Irene Rich
Closed Gates Special Cast
Clown, The
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris, The
CollegeWidows Dolores Costello
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton
Coney Island Special Cast
Confession Pola Negri
Confessions of a Bachelor
Confessions of a Flapper
Confessions of a Divorcee
Confessions of a Widow
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds
Cossacks, The John Gilbert
Country Doctor, The Faye-R.Schildkraut

.

Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr
Cow Punching for Cupid . . .Tom Tyler
Cradle Snatchers, The
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana
Crazy Fool, The
Crisis, The Special Cast
Cross-Eyed Captain, The
Cruel Truth, The
Cruise of Jasper B, The Rod La Rocque
Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . .

Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak
Dangers of Working Girls
Daring Venus, The
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey
Darling of the Gods, The . . . Special Cast
Day of Souls, The Gilbert-Adoree
Dead Command, The Special Cast
Dearie L. Fazenda
Desert Valley Buck Jones
Desert Whirlwind, The BobCustcr
Detour
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor .

Devil's Partner, The ...

Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray
Dixie
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino. . .

.

Don Juan John Barrymore . . .

Don Mike Fred Thomson ...

Don't Tell the Wife I.Rich-H.Gordon.
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks
Down the Stretch Agncw-Nixon
Driven From Home
Drivin' Mad
Duke of Black Butte, The . . Fred Humes
Eager Lips
Eden's Fruit

Truart 5000 feet

.

Paramount
Sterling Pict
M-G-M
Rayart
First National
Paramount
Universal
M-G-M
United Artists
Paramount
M-G-M
Universal
Universal
F.B.O
Paramount

M-G-M
United Artists.

F.B.O
Universal
Wamer Bros
Sterling Pictures . . .

Columbia Pictures

.

Asher-Small
Warner Bros
Assoc. Exhib
M-G-M
Paramount
Assoc. Exhib
Assoc. Exhib
Assoc. Exhib
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp. . .

M-G-M
Prod. Dist. Corp..
Assoc. Exhib
F.B.O
Fox.
F.B.O
Universal
M-G-M
M-G-M
Paramount
Sterling Pictures.
Prod. Dist. Corp.
First National . . .

F.B.O
Assoc. Exhib
Lee-Bradford
Lumas
First National
Prod. Dist. Corp
United Artists
M-G-M
M-G-M
Warner Bros
Fox
F.B.O
Prod. Dist. Corp
Fox
Truart 5000 feet

.

M-G-M
Universal

F.B.O
Warner Bros 10 reels Aug. 21
F.B.O

. Warner Bros

F.B.O
. Lumas
.Universal
Chadwick

. American Cinema . .

.

.Universal
Chadwick

. Famous Attractions

.

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount
Exclusive Rights Famous Attractions
Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists
False Hopes Gorman Pictures
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Fashions for Women Esther Ralston Paramount
Fast and Furious Reginald Denny Universal
Fast Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet
Fighting Don, The Richard Talmadge . . . Universal
Fighting Foundling, The . . . Jack Hoxie Universal
Fighting Love, A Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp
Fighting Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
Fighting Ranger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Fingerprints L. Fazenda- J. MurrayWarner Bros
Finnegan's Ball Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Flashing Fangs Ranger (Dog) F.B.O
Flash in the Night, A American Cinema
Flash Kid, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The ... J. Gilbert-G. Garbo .. M-G-M
Flying Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Follow the Signs Universal
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod
For Ladies Only Columbia Pictures
For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal 7560 feet. Oct. 30

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
Fresh Air Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice Victor McLagen Fox
Fullback, The Fox
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien. Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . . Special Cast M-G-M
Galloping Thunder Tom Tyler F. B. O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists
Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists
Get Off the Earth Raymond Griffith .... Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F. B. O
Getting Gertie's Garter. . .Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge . . . F. B. O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures
Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Girl Who Smiles, The Columbia Pictures
Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F. B.O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Moran-de Putti-Mul-
hall-Collier, Jr Paramount

God's Great Wilderness American Cinema
Going! Going! Gonel George O'Hara F.B.O
Gold C.Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla Hunt, The Special Cast F. B. O 8 reels June 26
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Great Galeoto, The Novarro-Terry M-G-M
Greatest Show on Earth .... Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Barton Bob Custer F.B.O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan . Prod. Dist. Corp
Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The *. Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Heart of a Cowboy, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Heart of Maryland, The . . . .Dolores Costello Wamer Bros
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Held by the Law M. De La Motte Universal
Hello Bill F.B.O
Hell's Kitchen First National
Help! Fire! Police! Universal
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard . F. B. O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Wamer Bros
His Dog Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
His First Flame Harry Langdon Pathe
His Last Affair Norma Shearer M-G-M
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F.B.O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Hotel Imperial Pola Negri Paramount
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Husband Hunters Tiffany
I Can Do It Special Cast M-G-M
Ill Tell the World Olmstead- Arthur M-G-M
Impostor, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
In His Arms Special Cast M-G-M
In the First Degree Sterling Pict
Irish Eyes George O'Hara F. B. O
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello Wamer Bros '

Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

Isle of Life, The Stone-Kenyon I irst National
la Zat So? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow. . .Paramount
It Could Have Happened . . . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F.B.O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jcssel Wamer Bros
Jcrrv Settles Down Tom Tyler F. B. O
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
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Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Jocelyn's Wife Pauline Frederick. . . .Tiffany
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith

Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F. B. O
King of Kings, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Kiss in the Taxi, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Knockout Riley Richard Dix Paramount
Ladies Must Love Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M-G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The Florence Nightingale Prod
Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Last of Mrs. Cheyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Last Outlaw, The Paramount
Last Trail, The Tom Mix Fox
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet

Les Miserables (in 2 parts) . Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal
Life of an Actress Chadwick
Life of a Woman Tiffany 6500 feet

Lightning Chaser, The George O'Hara F.B.O
Lightnin' Lariats Tom Tyler F.B.O
Lightning Express, The Columbia Pictures
Limehouse Lou Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Little Adventuress, The .... Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Lodger, The Lee Bradford
Long Loop of the Pecos,
The Leo Maloney Pathe

Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal
Lord Hokum E. E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Lost Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Louis the Fourteenth W. Beery Paramount
Love in a Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Love o' Women B. Sweet-W. Baxter . Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox
Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National
Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Pic
Madamoiselle From Armen-

tieres Lee-Bradford
Mad Girl of Moscow, The . Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Magic Garden, The F. B. O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man Bait Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Manon John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Paramount
Man Who Laughs, The Universal
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Married Alive Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Mask and the Face, The . . . Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Masquerade Bandit, The . . .Tom Tyler F. B. O
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
McFadden's Flats Murray-Conklin First National
Memories Ramon Novarro .... M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch . True Story Pictures . . 5900 feet
Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Missing Link, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M
Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . . . R. Ince-D. Revier .... Columbia
Monkey Talks, The J. Lerner-O. Borden-

D. Alvarado Fox
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National
Mother Belle Bennett F. B. O
Mountain Eagle Nita Naldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet
Mountains of Manhattan Lumas
Music Master, The Alec B. Francis Fox
Mysterious Island, The Special Cast M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest, The Pauline Frederick . . . Excellent Pictures.. . .7000 feet
New Morals Lya de Putti Paramount
New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-

lor Paramount
Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Night Bride, The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart 5000 feet
Nine Points of the Law Hoot Gibson Universal
Noah's Ark Special Cast Warner Bros
Nobody's Widow L. Joy-C. Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
No Control P. Haver-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Nocturne Special Cast M-G-M
North ofNome Special Cast Arrow 5491 feet
No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R. Hughes-G.Gray. . Lee-Bradford 5141 feet
Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels Aug. 2

1

Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides Special Cast Paramount
One Hour of Love Jacqueline Logan .... Tiffany
One Increasing Purpose .... Lowe-Rubens Fox
OpenBook SpecialCast M-G-M
Ou, La! La! Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt. . . Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins First National
Out ofthe West Tom Tyler F.B.O
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp
Paradise for Two Dix-Bronson-Ber-

anger Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod. Dist. Corp
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill . First National
Perfect Fool, The Ed. Wynn Paramount

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists

Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M
Polish Blood Universal
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount
Potters, The W. C. Fields Paramount
Power of the Weak, The Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet

Price of Honor, The Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tem Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Prisoners First National
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Purple Mask, The United Artists
Quality Street M-G-M
Quicksands Richard Dix Paramount
Racing Blood R.Agnew-A.Cornwall Lumas Film
Raging Seas Tiffany
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall .... Assoc. Exhib
Red Signals Sterling Pictures
Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Regular Scout, A Fred Thomson F.B.O
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The SpecialCast Prod. Dist. Corp

Remember Special Cast Columbia Pictures
Resurrection La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
Return of a Soldier SpecialCast M-G-M
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Rider of the Plains Tim McCoy M-G-M
Riders of the Wind First National .

.

Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet

Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F. B. O
Rip Roaring Rider, The .... Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Rise and Fall of Jesse James J. S. Woody
River, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F. B. O
Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason ..F.B.O
Rough House Rosie Clara Bow Paramount
Royal Romance G . O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Rubber Tires B. Love-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Runaway Enchantress, The.Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust SpecialCast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Salvation Jane Viola Dana F.B.O
Scarlet Letter, The Lillian Gish M-G-M 9000 feet Aug. 21
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
See You Later Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Sensation Seekers, The .. . . B. Dove-H. Gordon . . Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven J. Gaynor-C. Farrell . Fox
Seward's Folly SpecialCast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions
Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
She's My Baby Ginsberg-Kann
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions
Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures
Silent Avenger, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald . . M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Silk Goudal-Schildkruat . . Prod. Dist. Corp
Silk Hat Cowboy, The Tom Mix Fox
Silver Shield, The Thomas Meighan . . Paramount
Simple Sis Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas
Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge . . . Universal
Slide, Kelly, Slide William Haines M-G-M
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Snowbound Tiffany
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora.Ken Maynard First National
Song of the Dragon, The . . . Dorothy Mackaill . . . First National
Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount 11000 feet. Oct. 23
Span of Life, The Lon Chaney M-G-M
Special Delivery Eddie Cantor Paramount
Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Speedy Eddy Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F.B.O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stage Madness V. Valli-Carmenati
Stark Love Special Cast Paramount
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National
Strange Bedfellows M-G-M
Stronger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions
Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Summer Bachelors M. Moore-Bellamy . . Fox
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox
Sunya Gloria Swanson United Artists
Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port . W. C. Fields Paramount
Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffany 6500 feet

Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F.B.O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Haines M-G-M

-
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Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl . Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Ten Modern Command-
ments Esther Ralston Paramount

Their Second Honeymoon . . Special Cast M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F. B. O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass True Story Pictures .6100 feet
Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men, The Emil Jannings E. M. Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Tidy Toreador, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Timid Terror, The George O'Hara F. B. O
Tip Toes D. Gish-W. Rogers . . Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Tongues of Scandal Sterling Pict
Top of the World, The Tiffany
Topsy and Eva Duncan Sisters United Artists
Tornado Jones Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F. B. O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K.Dane-P.Starke.. M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet
True Blood Fred Humes Universal
Turkish Delight Julia Faye Prod. Dist. Corp
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert M-G-M
Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F. B. O
Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Uneasy Payments Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Unknown Treasures Agnew-Hulette Sterling Pict
Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox
Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Valencia Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald ... M-G-M
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Vanity Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp
Vanity Fair Pola Negri Paramount
Vengeance of Durand, The . Irene Rich Warner Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch . . True Story Pictures .5700 feet
Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter from theRitz, The. .R.Grifnth-A. Day. . Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier. Columbia Pictures
Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures

Feature Star Distributed by
War Birds M-G-M
War Horse, The Buck Jones Fox
War of the Worlds Paramount
War Paint Tim McCoy M-G-M
Way of an Eagle, The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The von Stroheim Paramount
Wedlock Lowe-Perry-Living-

ston Fox
West of Broadway Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller . . . Warner Bros

What Happened to Father . Sydney-Gordon ...... Warner Bros
What Price Glory? Special Cast Fox
What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

White Chief, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels Special Cast Warner Bros
White Gold Jetta Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M
White Slave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount
Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F. B.O
Wife, The Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Wild Geese Tiffany
Wind, The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Wings C. Bow-C. Farrell. . . .Paramount 12 reels
Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures
With Their Eyes Open Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue Warner Bros
Wolves of the Air J. Walker-M. Harris . Sterling Pictures
Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson United Artists

Woman Who Did Not Care Gotham
Women and Wives M-G-M
Women Love Diamonds M-G-M
World at Her Feet, The. . . .Florence Vidor Paramount
World's Illusion, The M-G-M
World Struggle for Oil, The Special Cast Pathe 5 reels

Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions.
Wreck, The Columbia Pictures
Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F. B. O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The .... Jean Hersholt Universal
Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Yoke. The Special Cast Warner Bros
Your Brother and Mine American Cinema
You Too Special Cast M-G-M

Length Reviewed

aperOpinionsonNewPict

"Don Juan" and Vitaphone

—

Warner Bros.. Grauman's
Egyptian, Los Angeles

Herald: "The flower of human
expression apparently opened its

final petal last night at Grauman's
Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood.
. . . Yesterday it had been declared

that 'Vitaphone was thrilling the

world' ; today it is a verification of

its own powers."

Record: "The Vitaphone experts

have certainly achieved for the first

time, exact synchronization of

sound and film, a feat which alone

guarantees the success of the Vita-

phone as a scientific novelty."

Times: "The peculiar part is that

as soon as one has heard the first

program there is a desire to hear

a second. ... So perfect did the

majority of the performances ap-

pear that one felt, indeed, as if the

player or the singer were actually

present. . . . They were ideally

blended . . . the Vitaphone may
truly be described as a mi rack',

and a remarkable achievement for

Warner Brothers and the i

who have sponsored its presenta-

tion to the public. Its future is

tremendous.

Hollywood News: "The first-

night audience, for this gathering,

can truthfully be called an audience,

experienced a thrill unknown to

premiere-ites heretofore. Notwith-
standing the fact that most of the

seatholders at Grauman's had pre-

viously seen the film production of

'Don Juan,' they found new inter-

est in t he picture, as shown with
the Vitaphone accompaniment. The
device not only supplants the pro-

logue, but supplies atmospheric mu-

sic throughout the showing of the

film."

Express: "We thought we knew
all about the Vitaphone in ad-

vance. It would synchronize sound
and sight. Characters on the screen

would sing or talk or play. For
advice of such things usually takes

the edge off of wonder. But the

Vitaphone surpassed expectation.

Times: "Without a dizzy imagi-

native flight, it would be virtually

impossible to suggest the experi-

ence of the audience which heard
the demonstration of this invention

last night at Grauman's Egyptian
Theatre. . . . The possibility of

sound supplementing action, as

reproduced by mechanical means,

is no longer a dream, it is a fact."

Examiner: "For years the syn-

chronization of voice and gesture

in the film has been sought. No
search for the philosopher's stone,

the elixir of life or the secret of

perpetual motion has aroused great-

er zeal. And now great scientists,

practical motion picture producers
and reproducers of musical num-
bers have co-ordinated their efforts

and won. Success is theirs."

"My Kid"—Educational, Mich-
igan Theatre, Detroit

"My Kid," an Educational-Juv
etiile Comedy featuring "Big Boy,"
and "Upper-cuts," an Educational-

tie Comedy featuring Jack
Duffy, were the first two-reel com-

iv the Michigan Theatre,
the big Balaban and Katz-Johu 11.

Kunsky house in Detroit, Mich.
"My Kid" scored a distinct hit

with the audiences and drew un-
stinted praise from the newspaper
reviewers. The Detroit

Press, under a two-column head-

ing, "Critic Lauds Effectiveness of

Simplicity in Film Creations," said

this of "Big Boy's" work in "My
Kid"

:

"Refreshing in relief to the

the new Michigan Theatre last

week offered a short, secondary

comedy picture that sounds a new
note which might with profit be

heeded by the 'Giants' of the movie
industry. . . .

"Unheralded by flaming press

notice, and buried amid a wealth

of other presentations, this minia-

ture crashed into instant favor so

rampant that it overshadowed, as

with a cloud, the more pretentious

feature offering, . . . by— — —

.

"The little classic was labeled

'My Kid,' splendid, telling title.

Its star was not a Menjou, nor
a Gilbert, nor a Barrymore, neither

a Gloria Swanson, a Norma Tal-
madge, nor a Mary Pick ford.

"The brilliant star was just a

handful of boy, called 'Big Boy,'

a tiny 'feller,' hardly three feet

tall. His top piece was a shabby
derby, two sizes too large, and his

only garments were an infant's

shirt and diapers.

"So beautiful and effective was
die unbroken rhythm of the pres-

entation that adult audiences re-

sponded with shouts of joy, while

the children present fairly

screamed their delight.

"No gorgeous, overladen set-

tings. No glittering gowns, run-

ning to costliness and lacking all

taste. No flapper love seen.

, no love scenes whatever.
"lust a simple, homely tale, ex-

quisitely human, of a lonely little

boy, seeking and finding the friend-

ship of a big-hearted tramp, and a

loyal dog, yet sweeping out with
appeal universal.

"This way lies the eminent movie
of the future, and 'Big Boy' is

recommended as a model to the de-

luxe directors, who need steadily

to be reminded that in the fun-

damental simples of life repose
charm and appeal eternal."

"The Vision"—Loew's Dayton
Theatre, Dayton. Ohio

"The Vision," first Romance
Production for Educational which
was shown recently at Loew's Day-
ton Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, was
splendidly received by the audience
and newspaper critics. The Day-
ton News wrote

:

' ,"A most unusual added attrac-

tion on the Loew program is one
of the most picturesque and color-

ful subjects we have ever seen.

It is 'The Vision'—made entirely

in color, with some of the most
remarkable and picturesque photo-
graphic 'shots' ever presented."

"The Blue Boy"—Educational,
Strand Theatre, Hartford, Conn.
"A very interesting feature on

the bill is "The Blue Boy," second

in the Romance series of famous
paintings presented by Eugene
Roth. It is a wonderful two-reel

Educational technicolor feature of
particular merit."

"The Blue Boy"—Educational,

Lucas Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
"The bill is featured by a pic-

turization of "The Blue Boy."

adapted to fit the celebrated paint-

in- by Sir Thomas Gainsborough,
"The Blue Boy" is a beautiful pic-

ture, photographed in colors and
carrying a heart interest of great

depth."

PRINTED BY
BLANCHARD PRESS

NEW YORK



Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan" is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



a V PUT UP all the advertising you

*fi
\& intend to use to draw crowds

for
uDon Juan's 3 Nights".

Forget that you're a Motion
Picture Exhibitor and "Go Take

A Walk".

Are there enough posters around

so that everybody will be sure

to know what you're showing?

If not, wire your First National

Exchange for more paper.

Qeneral Office: Cleveland, Ohio

Plants: CLEVELAND • NEW YORK CITY • ELMHURST, LONG ISLAND
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Reg. U. S. I 'at cut Office
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to set this

industry ablaze \$?
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Comingl

Lillian Gish

If*
LETTEK

4th Qreat Month
on Broadway at $2

Comingl

LON CHANEY

Opens soon on
Broadway at $2

Coming!

FIRE
BRIGADE

Broadway awaits
its great $2 opening

LUCKY M-G-M EXHIBITORS!

Vol. XXXIV No. 23

Los Angeles

natter April n, 1916, at the Post Office

under act of March 3, U79

Published Weekly—$2.00 a Year

New York

PRICE 20 CENTS

Chicago



ACHADWICKw
^resentaiion

with

Barbara Bedford, Kenneth McDonald, Nigel Barrie and Max Davidson
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THE GREATEST WORD
IN THE SHOW BUSINESS

***>
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PARAMOUNT—THE BIGGEST
WORD IN THE SHOW BUSINESS

TODAY MORE THAN EVER. Because never were

Paramount Pictures proving their supremacy at the box
office so decisively as RIGHT NOW.

"KID BOOTS", "THE CAMPUS FLIRT", "THEACE
OF CADS", "THE QUARTERBACK", "WE'RE IN
THE NAVY NOW"

w •

With "Popular Sin", "Canadian", "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em",

"Stranded in Paris", "Man of the Forest", "Let It Rain", "Paradise for

Two", "The Potters" and "Blonde or Brunette", all coming between

now and February 1 and keeping up the mighty stride

AND THAT'S ONLY THE BEGINNING

!

Check the theatre records of the 15TH BIRTHDAY GROUP, released

since August 1, 1926:

"Aloma", "Padlocked", "Fine Manners", "The Show Off", "Fascinat-

ing Youth", "Mantrap", "Tin Gods", "Nell Gwyn", "Variety"

"You Never Know Women", "Hold That Lion", "Forlorn River",

"You'd Be Surprised", "Eagle of the Sea", "So's Your Old Man", |

"Everybody's Acting"



PARAMOUNT TODAY ANNOUNCES

(paramount (pictures
for release February-Au^ustl^?

Seasons are a thing of the past. Here are pictures bigger

than were ever announced at any time of the year by
Paramount or any other company.

AnotherProofThatParamount Is The
Biggest Word In The Show Business!

^<5w»s THE BIG 7

HAROLD LLOYD
in his second great Paramount release, coming in January. The picture, as yet

untitled, has been finished. Pre-views are being held in California now. All in-

dications point to the greatest Lloyd box office attraction ever made.
Directed by Lewis Milestone and Ted Wilde.

Produced by

HAROLD LLOYD
CORPORATION

A Paramount

Release



THE BIG 7 paramount pictures release for feb:Aug.l927 :^

$1 ROAD
DUCTION OF

ORROWS*SATAN
\D0LPHE MENJOU

as "Satan"

QICARDO CORTEZ carol Dempster
LYA de PUTTl

The greatest picture house attraction of the

season! An intensely dramatic story of love,

temptation and regeneration. Play it at

advanced prices and for extended runs. Adap-

tation by John Russell and George Hull.

^K Screen play by Forrest Halsey.

Griffith's \

SHOW CALIBRE PRO-
MARIE CORELLIJ CLASSIC

QmmATTHEBAT
Jg ^^frJTt ill If

~ STARRING

^<9Wr*.VALLACE BEERv

KAYMOND HATTON
FORD STERLING ZASU PITTS

You know the phenomenal busi-

ness done by "Behind the Front" and

"We're in the Navy Now"! Here's the

logical successor to those great hits.

It will do more business than any

comedy ever made!

Story by Hector Turnbull. Directed

by Monty Brice. Adaptation by Regi-

nald Morris and Monty Brice. Screen

play by Jules Furthman. B. P. Schul-

berg, Associate Producer.



THE BIG 7paramount Qiduresknv&sxsz Feb.-Aug. 1927

CLARA %
(l
c
lf%

in the

&tinorQUfn-
CLARENCE BADGER

PRODUCTION WITH

ANTONIO MORENO

TN answer to unanimous exhibitor and
^ public requests, Clara Bow is a star

now! Her appearance in Elinor Glyn's

flashy Cosmopolitan Magazine story,

"It", is a box office "natural". Screen

play by Hope Loring and Louis D.

Lighton. B. P. Schulberg, Associate

Producer.

POLA

NEGRI

a MAURITZ STILLER
PRODUCTION WITH

James HalW George Siegman

Erich Pommer, responsible for

"Variety" and "Metropolis", super-

vised this dynamic special, Pola

Negri's finest since "Passion".
Ready now and going into the

Rialto, New York, soon for a long

run. Story by Lajos Biro. Screen

play by Jules Furthman. B. P.

Schulberg, Associate Producer.

I



:-MEmTH E BIG7 tfaramountCftctures for release Feb Aug 1927

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD'S

GLORIFYING THE
x -AMERICAN GIRL"

v

*
_^a

^*S$<^

J
sN^

THE picture the amusement
-*- world has been eagerly
awaiting! A magnificent prod-

uction with the greatest all-star

cast of 1927. Personally super-

vised by Florenz Ziegfeld. The
inside story of the Ziegfeld girls

and how they bloom in Broad-

way's garden of gayeties and
temptations. The most dazzling

gowns and settings ever seen. By
Monta Bell.

Directed by Harry D'Arrast.

SPECIAL DELIVERY
STARRING

EDDIE CANTOR
XT EVER has a star

* ^ leaped into instant

popularity as has Eddie

Cantor with his marvel-

ous comedy performance

in "Kid Boots".

Paramount now pre-

sents Cantor in his

second comedy special,

the hilarious adventures

of a goofy letter carrier,

packed with the inimit-

able Cantor ga^js and

energy. With a great all-

star supporting i



The LONG RUN
RIALTO 11

(paramount(pictures
for release February-August 19^7

PHE Rialto Theatre, New York, running Paramount
-* Pictures exclusively, has in the thirty-three weeks of its

long-run policy, grossed $1,000,000 flat, playing these Par-

amount Pictures: "For Heaven's Sake", "Aloma of the

South Seas", "Variety", "Tin Gods", "Kid Boots" and
"We're in the Navy Now". Because they are of this same
mighty box office calibre, we have named the pictures on
the next two pages THE RIALTO 11.

NEWYORK
with

RICARDO CORTEZ
LOIS WILSON

ESTELLE TAYLOR
WILLIAM POWELL
NORMAN TREVOR
DIRECTED BYLUTHER REED

t

A mighty melodrama

of New York's lights

and shadows. By Bar-

bara Chambers and

Becky Gardiner. Screen

play by Forrest Halsey.

Produced by the direct-

or of "Ace of Cads".

LARA BOW
in

RoughHouse
Rosieu

Clara Bow's second

starring picture. A
treat 'em rough comedy

from Nunnally John-

son's Saturday Evening

Post story. Directed

by Monty Brice.

GOD GAVE ME
10 CENTS
a HERBERT BRENON Production

with LOIS MORAN -LYAde PUTTI JACKMULHALL
WILLIAM COLLIER JR.

Honored by being chosen as the pic-

ture which opened the great new
Paramount Theatre. William Le Baron,

Associate Producer.

'

M£lll,',l;

RICHARD DIX S*
in

Knockout
Reilly

The fastest rising male star in

filmdom appears in a roaring suc-

cessor to "The Quarterback". He
smashes his way to love and glory

via the roped arena. All previous

prize fight dramas will look pale

beside it. William Le Baron, Asso-

ciate Producer.

NEW MORALS
MALCOLM ST. CLAIR

PRODUCTION
STORYBYALFRED SAVOIR

&&
Another triumph by the producer of "The Grand Duchess

and the Waiter", "The Show Off" and "The Popular Sin". A
swift comedy drama of this dizzy age. By the author of "Blue-

beard's 8th Wife". Title tentative.



HTHE RIALTO II 9hramount(fictures for release Feb.-Aug. 1927 *£3$>

THOMAS
MEICHAN
HilmShield
^™^ (tentatwr)

America's favorite will star

in a strong action drama

written especially for him by

the famous playwright, Owen
Davis. A big Meighan
special, even greater than

"Tin Gods".

LOVES
GREATEST
MISTAKE
Edward Sutherland

production

With Evelyn Brent, Neil

Hamilton, Josephine Dunn,
James Hall and Philip

Strange. A LibertyMagazine

serial story like "Manne-
quin",backed with$100,000

advertising campaign. By
Frederick Arnold Kummer.

GILDA CRAY
CAEiARET

i tentative)

The popular star ot

"Aloma" in her second big

Paramount Picture. A sen-

sational drama of Chicago

night life.

Directed by

ROBERT VIGNOLA

^

*#'*
i v

ED WYNN
"The PeKfecI

Fool
n

The stage's greatest

comedian has been won
to pictures! He is even

funnier on the screen

than behind the foot-

lights. Supported by a

great all-star cast of film

players in his first Par-

amount Picture. The
title is tentative.

THE CROSS EYED
CAPTAIN'

Malcoln St Clair.
PBODUC TION

with

RICARDO CORTEZ

fc
LOIS MORAN

and

Arlette Marchal

\ stirring drama by

the author of "God
Gave Me 20 Cents".

DOROTHY GISH
*Tip Toes

"

WITH

Will Rogers NeIsonKeyes

From the record break-

ing American musical

comedy by Guy Bolton

and Fred Thompson. An
Overseas Special pres

ented by British Nation-

al Pictures, Ltd.

Directed by

HERBERT WILCOX
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THE STAR Tl QaramountQictures forrelease Feb.-Aug. 1917 1§|

RICHARD

'Back to Nature
The favorite star of the hour in

another fast moving vehicle in which

laughs and romance mingle.

ADOLPHE
'? Menjou

in

luxuryHusbands"
Menjou proves in this de

luxe drama that it's the man
"

who pays and pays.

4

LYADE PUTTI
in

'Champagne
(tentative

)

The tempestuous star of

"Variety". Supervised by Erich

Pommer. Seething, intoxicating.

x

4

DOUGLAS MjcltAN
See You Later*

{tentative)

The breezy come-

dian in an elaborate

comedy that will

rank as a special.

BE BE DANIELS
1 IN

Vdwce to lovers
Bebe conducts a lovelorn

column in a jazzy newspaper,

with startling results.

MILDRED DAVIS
RichMan"PoorMan

The Star Adorable returns to

the screen in a popular Saturday

Evening Post romance-drama.

iftSI 'THE MYSTERIOUSGREYS

Paramount-Zane Greys outclass any

other Westerns in the field. John

Waters Production.



" |= THE STAR 71 (paramount(pictures for release FehrAug. i97j |

ARIZONA BOUND'
^'^j (paramxwnt Western
^b' (j with Gary Cooper

"QUICKSANDS"
With Noah Beery, Helene
Chadwick. Directed by

Jack Conroy.

it oaEVS

i.Vi*^

^

U!,'*-

Smashing Zane Grey Western

action-thriller such as only Par-

amount can give you.

Story by

ALFRED
SAVOIR

¥

'GRIFFITH I

IN

•The Winning
Spirit"

4-

^o* k

From "Face

to Face"
by Vincent

Lawrence.

THE LASTtoUTLAW-
QbramountWestem VI Gary Cooper

4*

FLORENCE VIDOR

Afraid "toLove"
a FRANK TUTTLE production

DOROTHY GISH

'LONDON
By Thomas Burke. Pre-

sented by British National

Pictures, Ltd. Directed by

Herbert Wilcox.



m THE STAR 7\ H
BEiayBRONSON

popular de-
mount

• tar Miss Bron-
»on in a second out-

standing box office

amai tie of

h will be an-

F ! o m a well
known story and
featuring an ail-

star cast.

PARAMOUNT
SCHOOL SPECIAL
The stars of the sensationally successful

"Fascinating Youth", including Charles

Rogers, in another big exploitation spe-

cial. A unique feature of a refreshingly

new type.

10 MODERN
COMMANDMENTS'
Drama of a modern girl by

Jack Lait and Max Marcin.

-<

<

Actually showing at $2 top or in the mak-

ing are these tremendous PARAMOUNT
ROAD SHOWS:

"WINGS"

"BARNUM"
"METROPOLIS"

"BEAU GESTE"
"OLD IRONSIDES"

"THE ROUGH RIDERS"

"THE WEDDING MARCH"

aSsf

In preparation are these PARAMOUNT
ATTRACTIONS EXTRAORDINARY:

"BARBED WIRE"
"BEAU SABREUR"

"WAR OF THE WORLDS"
"AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY"
"CHILDREN OF DIVORCE"

"GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES"

Mm

Justa hint of the mammoth PARAMOUNT
production program*

Just a few more added proofs that PARA-
MOUNT is the BIGGEST WORD IN
SHOW BUSINESS!



INEXHAUSTIBL

Member Motion Picture Producers &. Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President
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The New York Times says:

"It is a rare achievement for a

director to have three pictures

running simultaneously in

Broadway theatres* This feat

has been accomplished by

Herbert Brenon
whose screen version of

'BEAU GESTF

is drawing capacity audiences

at the Criterion* The new
Paramount Theatre opened
with Mr* Brenon's

;GOD GAVE ME 20 CENTS'

and at the Rivoli there is

'THE GREAT GATSBY'"

****

(^paramount

*\(£kictwe&
/*m

8Hter^- r
'«lfcaii
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Off With
The Lid!

JOSEPH *K£NN£0J

Light the red fire ! Blow the
bugles ! Shout the News ! Board
the band wagon ! Greatest Tie-
up in History of Show Busi-
ness Officially Under Way!

2,000,000 Scouts Sweeping the
Nation in Terrific Campaign
of Showmanship

!

700 Scout Executives Behind
This Mammoth Jubilee Attrac-

tion!

Gigantic Set-UP for any type
theatre

!

MAKE ROOM FOR IT TODAY!

FREP

AND THE HOMi

SILVER

GREATER

FILM
BOOKING
OFFICES
OF AMEMCA.inc



Reseats

A Colossal Cast Including

Mary Carr, T. Roy Barnes
and Robert McKim

Directed by David Kirkland

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc. ' Will H. Hays, President
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FAMOUS
MELODY
SERIES

OneReelEach

Special—For the Christmas Season

c "V Y
4- 4

"Songs of Central Europe"
was made to order for the
Christmas holidays.

Famous Christmas songs,

loved for generations, pic-

turized in the places that

gave them birth.

With the magnificent musi-
cal score, loaned to you with'

out charge, you have an
attraction that appeals to

the eye, the ear, the heart.

This picture is a sample of

the out-of-the-ordinary en-

tertainment presented by
this series.

Produced by

James A. Fitzpatrick

Pafhepicture
"^^'^^rTdTT^^ mark.



r~
HAL ROACH /**<

fll

lettickel'Hobber

Another ring-dinger from the
only Mabel.

A name that's a regular mint in a
shorter-than-feature-length comedy.
So many laughs, so much entertain-

ment, that it makes big features seem
no bargains.

Mabel plays a dancing "hostess" in

a dance-hall. She gets hers at a nickel

a dance. You get yours out of the

big deep chest laughs from happy
audiences, and the pull of her name
en your house front.

F. Richard Jones, Supervising Director

Pafhecomedy

V



Page
Page Pipe Organs matchlessly express the spirit of

music. A triumph of the art of building organs,

these superb instruments are distinguished for con-
scientious craftsmanship, tasteful excellence of design

and tonal perfection. Added to these are such out-

standing features as instantaneous response and
dependability of action, all of which so thoroughly
pervade the instruments that pride in Page owner-
ship is something to be expected.

The Page Organ Company
521 North Jackson Street Lima, Ohio

tni
i. bPAGEORCj^,

• -^i_S
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BROADWAY
HIT!
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%/*»14^SO THRILLING
AN ENTERTAINMENT

S

1.

2.

3.

4.

5

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER has made an attraction that is truly called

"The Big Parade of Peace Times." It will stand for all time as the epic

photoplay of the heroes of peace as "The Big Parade" stands for all time as

the epic of war heroism.

THRILLS never before caught by the camera are to be seen in this gigantic

production. Actual fire-fighting at close range — a sensational 60-foot leap

from a blazing building—rescue scenes of breath-taking courage—never such a

succession of thrills

'

"THE FIRE BRIGADE" was completed after eight months of intensive work
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, in co-operation with the International

Order of Fire Chiefs. Twenty engines were used and fourteen buildings

destroyed in one mammoth sequence alone. Fifty cameras were used to photo-

graph the most difficult scenes ever put on film.

MONTHS of advance publicity precede "The Fire Brigade" including a

prize contest for its title in which a half million firemen took part, plus a mar-

velous tie-up with National Fire Prevention Week and the New Orleans Con-
vention of Fire Chiefs. More than 12,000 Fire Chiefs and their personnel and
equipment are part of a tremendous promotion campaign behind the picture.

They co-operated in the Cross-country Ballyhoo, a big, unique promotion
stunt.

WILLIAM NIGH is the director. May McAvoy,
Charles Ray> Tom O'Brien of "Big Parade" fame
play the principal parts in what is destined to be
one of the greatest screen works of all time.

PRODUCED BY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYE
in co-operation with the

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF FIRE CHIEFS
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THE NEW PARAMOUNT

A monument to the Art of the

s.lent drama. A monument to

the: ciievement ofAdolph Zukor.

A masterpiece by the archi-

tects— C. W. and G. L. Rapp
and R. E. Hall— A Car-
rier Conditioned Theatre.

Manufactured Weather
makes

"Every day a good day"
in the New Paramount

More than 300 tons of perfect-

ly conditioned air each hour are

poured into the Theatre and lobbies

from three great Carrier systems for Air
Conditioning—producing humidified warmth

in Winter—cool, invigorating comfort in Summer.

Carrier Conditioned
Theatres

iITH the public at large we celebrate the

'opening of the great New Paramount

Theatre— a monument to the man,

Adolph Zukor, who brought to the screen the

first great artist, Sarah Bernhardt, and from that

event has guided colleague and competitor alike

along the road to the triumphant success which

is symbolized in this great theatre.

Hand in hand with the advancement in picture

production the motion picture theatre has

evolved from the stuffy nickelodeon of yesterday

to the airy palace of today. It has been the work

of Carrier Engineers, specialists in air condition-

ing, to contribute to this great development,

Manufactured Weather to make "Every 'day a

good day" in the theatre. With just pride we
point to the Rivoli and Rialto on Broadway, to

a rapidly growing list of theatres throughout the

country and finally, to the great Paramount
Theatre as Carrier Conditioned Theatres.

The same complete system, including Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration, is now available for the fine

small theatres. Write for the book, "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning." De-
scribe vour theatres. Ask for a visit from one of our Engineers.

Carrier Fnqineerina Corporation
Offices and Laboratories

Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES



IPO- YEARS - OF - MANUFACTURING * EXPERIENCE^

ISL

Although the Dania (Florida) Theatre was completely demolished by the hur-
ricane, the H-W chairs (OC409) were practically unharmed. Note the splen-

did condition of the veneer backs and standards on which the roof beams fell.

M
No. OC 409

Our theatre-seating experts are in

a position to render you real

valuable help in planning for ap-
pearance, comfort and house
capacity. This service is free
through any H-W warehouse.

An Unusual Demonstration

ofH-WTheatre Chair Quality

IT takes some such amazing demonstration as the

above to prove that Heywood-Wakefield Opera

Chair Quality goes far beyond mere appearance and

comfort.

Our chairs are designed and constructed to with-

stand the most trying conditions of service. More
than a century of seat-building experience has taught

us how, and from what materials, to build seats for

greatest comfort and durability.

V Ks IS REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. */

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES

Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 45. Mass. Winter Hill
Display Floor, 174 Portland Street

Buffalo. New York WelU and Carroll Streets

Chicago. Illinois 3653 Arthlniiton Street
Display Floor, 439 Railway Exchange Bldg.

Kansas City, Missouri, 1310 West Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh Street

New York, New York 516 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis. Missouri Sixth and O'Fallon Street*
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the greatest
comedy since H(Y^_ ,

ChatleysAunt VJ)y^
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History
repeats

itself
Ul.Christies

WITH

Adapted by
F.]JMcCREW WILLIS

From the dramatization by
OWEN DAVIS

Based upon the story'The WRECK
by E.J. RATH

Produced on the stage by
LEWIS and CORDON

HARRISON FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN,
MACK SWAIN AND
HOBART BOSWORTH
Directed by SCOTT SIDNEY

PRODUCERS



acclaimed
in nation-wide
preview

sensation since
«r

ff

DISTPJBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H . HAYS, President



Stampeding The Tr
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY

presents

New! Fresh! Off the Beaten Track!

Camera Miracles That Set a Pace
for all rivals to follow! Marking
an Epoch in Novelty*Comedy
Production

!

"Egged On"—A Sensation! And
now

—

You Tell One»»

Fifth of the series of
TWELVE with the
following astonish-

ing effects!

Elephants charging
up the Capitol Steps!

Live Cats growing
from Buds on a

Plant!

Live Mice Drawing
Pistols and pot-shot-

ting Marauding
Tom Cats

!

Produced and Directed by

Charley Boivers and H. L. Muller

An Absolute Sensation Everywhere! Spot
Membei .>i Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



ade!

Starring

The Genius Who Created Them

Charley Bowers

Them inYourProgramToday! FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC.



-oew's State, New York—Mark Strand, Brooklyn—
Chicago, McVicker's, Tivoli, Uptown, Roosevelt, Riviera, Oriental, Chicago— Stanley,

Victoria, Karlton, Philadelphia — Metropolitan, Modern & Beacon, Washington Street,

Scollay Square Olympia, Boston, Mass.—Missouri, Capitol, New Grand Central, West End
Lyric, Ambassador, St. Louis, Mo.— California, Imperial, Granada, Portola, Warfield, St.

Francis, San Francisco, Cal.—Loew^ State, Forum, Metropolitan, Grauman's, Los Angeles,

CaL—Alien, Park, Stillman, Cleveland, Ohio—Capitol, Walnut, Strand, Cincinnati, Ohio

— Circle, Lyric, Palace, Indianapolis, Ind.—State, Michigan, Capitol, Madison, Adams, Detroit,

Mich. —-Newman, Royal, Main Street, Kansas City— State, Rialto, Aladdin, Victory,

America, Denver, Coi.—Metropolitan,
Earle, Loew's Palace, Columbia, Washing'
ton, D. C.—Century, Rivoli, Parkway,
Garden, Baltimore, Md.—Melba, Palace,

Hippodrome, Capitol, Old Mill, Dallas,

Tex.— State, Strand, Garrick, Aster, Lyric,

Minneapolis, Minn.—Capitol, Tower, Aster,

Liberty, St. Paul, Minn.—Trianon, Globe,

Liberty, Strand, New Orleans, La.—Olym-
pia, Liberty', Alhambra, Regent, Grand
Opera House, State, Davis* Strand, Pitts*

burgh, Penna.—Orpheum, Isis, Majestic,

Qrand Rapids, Mich.—Wisconsin, Strand,

Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis.— Capitol, Em-
press, Oklahoma City, Okla.—Rialto,

Strand, Omaha, Neb.—Paramount-Empress,
Pantages, Salt Lake City, Utah—Howard,
Metropolitan, Atlanta, Qa.— Roger-Sher-
man, Olympia, New Haven, Conn.—
Liberty, Peopled, Majestic, Portland, Ore.

—Liberty, Coliseum, Seattle, Wash.—East-

Past the ten thousand

Constantly climbing

Now 13,000
Are

(£k£u<xz£icrnci£
This entirely unprecedented number of theatres

served by one company includes most of the best first-

run houses and practically every circuit in the country

man, Regent, Picadilly, Victoria, Roch-
ester, N. Y.—Shea's Buffalo, Shea's Hippodrome, Loew's State, Buffalo, N. Y.—Mosque,
Branford, Goodwin, Newark, N. J.—Regent, Bijou, Battle Creek, Mich.—-Regent, We-
nonah, Orpheum, Bay City, Mich.—Princess, Palace, Toledo, Ohio—York, Rialto, Tivoli,

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Loew's Palace, Strand, Majestic, Memphis, Term.—Mary Anderson,

Majestic, Rialto, National, Louisville, Ky.—Regent, Palace, Garden, Flint, Mich.—State, Or-

pheum, Tivoli, Jersey City, N
Lincoln, Neb.—Gladmer,
Mich.—Indiana, Liberty,Hip- .

erican, Oakland, Cal.— Co-
Wash.— Capitol, Majestic,
Reading, Penna.—Strand,
Allentown, Penna.—Strand,

Street, Easton, Penna.— Cap

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

: City, Iowa—Lincoln, Rialto,

Strand, Regent, Lansing,

podrome, Tefre Haute, Ind.

T. and D., Broadway, Am-
aial, Kay Street, Tacoma,
arrisburg, Penna.—Capitol,

tie, Penna.— Orpheum,
Altoona, Penna.—Third

Street, Easton, Penna.— Capitol, Wilkes Barre, Penna.— Colonial, Bethlehem, Penna.—
Colonial, Camden, N. J.—Berkeley, Berkeley, Cal—Hippodrome, Fresno, CaL—California,

San Jose, Cal.—Goddards, Sacramento, Cal.—National, Capitol, Richmond, Va.—Norva,



Norfolk, Va.—Proctor's, Troy, N. Y.—Leland, Strand, Albany, N. Y.—State, Schenectady,

N. Y.—Avon, Utica, N. Y.—Galax, Strand, Birmingham, Ala.— Fairfax, Hipp, Paramount,
Olympia, Miami, Via.—Odeon, Lucas, Savannah, Qa.— Rialto, Fall River, Mass.—Merri-
mac Square, Strand, Lowell, Mass,— Strand, Olympia, Lynn, Mass*— Strand, Empire,

Syracuse, N. Y.—Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.—Regent, Springfield, Ohio—Palace, Hamilton,

Ohio— Strand, Orpheum, Akron, Ohio— Schade, Sandusky, Ohio— Alhambra, Valentine,

Canton, Ohio—Dome, Liberty, Youngstown, Ohio— Hipp, Palace, Fort Worth, Tex.—
Sterling, Rialto, Colorado Springs, Colo.—Rialto, Pueblo, Colo.—Capitol, Des Moines, Iowa—
Strand, Cedar Rapids, Iowa—Ft. Armstrong, Majestic, Rock Island, III.—Jefferson, Palace,

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Majestic,Victory, Strand,

Evansville, Ind.— Miller, Wichita, Kan.—
Riviera, Queen, Strand, Knoxville, Tenn.
— Arcade, Ann Arbor, Mich.— Majestic,

ckson, Mich.— Regent* Kalamazoo,
ch.— Majestic, Family, Desmond, Port

iron, Mich.—Franklin, Saginaw, Mich.

Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.—Lyric, Coving'

i, Ky.—Princess, Henderson, Ky.—Majes-

, Sheboygan, Wis.—Madison, Madison,

is.— Majestic, Beloit, Wis.—Rivoli, La

mark five years ago!

every year—until

Theatres
Playing

There's extra profit at the box-office

for the theatres that book and exploit

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES.

>sse, Wis.— Delft,

•^e, Minot, N
.
—Garrick,

da, Diduth,

inn.—Park,
<-go, N. D.-

Mich.

—

.-.. X
.

.
'

...

—Lyric,

ibbings,

tate,

/
rke, Kenosha,

/is.—Jefferson,

<nnd du Ixlc. Vi

Wis.—Park, Wa-
Hartford, Conn.

Regent, NorwaWc, Conn.—R_
son, N. J.—Capitol, Montauk, Passaic, N. J.—Ritz, Elizabeth, N. J.—Eureka, Hackensack,
N. J.—Strand, Yonkers, N. Y.—Jersey, Morristown, N. J.—Palace, Fort Smith, Ark.—Rialto,

Sugg, Chickasha, Okla.—Rialto, Palace, McAlester, Okla.—Rialto, Ritz, Majestic, Tulsa,

Okla.— Saenger, Pensacola, Fla.—Majestic, Shreveport, La.—Majestic, Jackson, Miss.—
Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa.—Scranton, Scranton, Pa.—Majestic, Wilmington, Del—
Stanley, Atlantic City, N.J.-
jestic, East St. Louis, III.-

Grand, Du Quoin, 111.—Stai

Twin Falls, Idaho—Para
Pinney, Boise, Idaho—Grand
ton, Cal.—T. <&. D., Selm
Cal.—California, Richmond,
Mont.— Rialto, Bremerton,

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.
Wilt H. Hays, President

-*ia, Sedalidi Mo.—Ma-
odrome, Alton, III.—

innibal, Mo.—Idaho,
>unt, Ogden, Utah—

Acno, Nev.—T. &_ D., Stock*

Cal.—T. & D., Salinas,

CaL— Capital, Qreat Falls,

Wash.— Rialto, American,
Butte, Mont.— Strand, Cumberland, Md.— Apollo, Martinsburg, W. Va.— Olympia, Neu>
Bedford, Mass.—Hildinger, State, Stacy, Trenton,



FILM BOOKING OFFICES
AMERICA, INC

Play A Winning Hand!

Smash the Bank with this

Colossal Pageant of Jungle
Miracles

!

Stupendous Thrills! Bull

Roars of L aughter ! Human
Drama in the Steaming
Wilds of Africa!

""Most extraordinary and in-

teresting film I've ever seen 11

—says Roscoe M'Qowen, able

critic N. Y. Daily News.

A Winkler Picture

Gigantic Showmen's Push



Joseph P. Kennedy
presents

*EK BVRWf©CI?

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Samuel
Gold\vyrO

presents

THE
HENRY7

KING
PRODUCTION

*a

K^faapted bu
FRANCES MARION

Everybody



aiiwe money maker"
^f Form I2Z8A

Charge to the account of

CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

TELEGRAM

DAY LETTER

NIGHT MESSAGE

NIGHT LETTER

Patrons should mark an X oppo-
site the class of service desired:
OTHERWISE THE MESSAGE
WILL BE TRANSMITTED AS A

FULL-RATE TELEGRAM

WESTE UNION
AM

NEWCOMB CARLTON. pnesiOENT GEORGE W. E. ATKINS, first vice-presidsnt

CASH OR CHG

Send the following message, subject to the terras on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

SAMUEL GOLDWYM
HOLLYWOOD CALIF

WITH THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH WANT TO SAY THAT YOU HAVE CREATED

THE MIRACLE PICTURE OF THE INDUSTRY IN THIS TREMENDOUS PRODUCTION

WHICH MORE THAN LIVES UP TO THE AMAZING EDITORIAL PRAISE GIVEN IT

THIS PICTURE IS THE APEX OF ENTERTAINMENT A POSITIVE MONEY MAKER,

AND AN EVERLASTING TRIBUTE TO THE COURAGE AND GENIUS OF ITS

PRODUCER

MANAGER LOEWS STATE THEATRE BOSTON

so SQL
a//

u9
JOSEPH BRENNON S/jn»,

fan"***MANAGER LOEWS STATE THEATRE BOSTON &r2/I/7 '

7rom the novel by
HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT

The sure-fire big money-
maker of the year!

In LOS ANGELES—it clicked In BOSTON—it showed its box
for FIVE RECORD WEEKS at office appeal by building the
the Forum. receipts higher every day.

Now watch records fall in these cities:

NEW YORK—where it opens CHICAGO —where it opens
Nov. 27th. Nov. 27th.

ST. LOUIS— where it opens DETROI T— where it opens
Nov. 28th. Nov. 28th.

wants to see this great spectacle!

Released by UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

The drama titanic!

No greater moments
of love

!

No higher peaks of
thrilling conflict I



Indiana
There are 507 theatres in Indiana.

(27 are Class A, 55 Class B, 101

Class C, 324 Class D. 217 theatres

are in circuits.)

"Motion Picture News" reaches 433 of

the Theatres of Indiana through 325
subscriptions

Now
We point with pride to the coverage, but

equally to our exact knowledge of and analy-

sis of all the theatres of the State.

We have the same exhaustive figures on
every State.

And we have the exhaustive coverage on
every State.

We know our circulation—its value to

and its use by the advertiser—because
we know our theatres.

Motion Picture News



^dj&f *et ready" set '*
°

to your nearest

FOX exchange
and arrange your
play dates for the
greatest MONEY
picture of the
season - -

WILLIAM FOX presentation

lOhik WivesAreAway Husbands Will Play

tWARNER FABIAN fuming youth
' with

MADGE BELLAMY
ALLAN FORREST - MATT MOORE
HALE HAMILTON-CHARLES WINNINGER
WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL

Scenario by JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN Traduction

A4*
McClure's Magazine;

now running in 6

monthly installments! The
BOOK! Now in its FIFTH
large edition! NEWSPAPER
SERIAL! NOW running in

all HEARST newspapers

—

200 more important papers

will follow immediately.

For a quick clean-up, follow the lead of these wise show-
men who have already booked and set play dates for their

first-run houses in important centers:

Look over this list of live ones nuff sed!

I* Libson
Cincinnati and Dayton, Ohio;
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fred Dolle
Louisville, Ky.

Ed Sparks
Jacksonville, Fla.

Skouras Bros.
St. Louis, Mo.

Publix Theatres
Atlanta, Ga.

Finkelstein & Rubin
Minneapolis, St. Paul and
Duluth, Minn.

B. F. Keith Enterprises
Cleveland, O.; Boston, Mass.;
Albany and Troy, N. Y.

Fred Miller of Figueroa
Theatre
Los Angeles, Cal.

Stanley-Crandall Company
Washington, D. C.

North American Theatres
(Harry Arthur, Jr., Gen. Mgr.)

Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.

;

Portland, Ore.



NOW READY FOrTbOOKING !

1

of CHICAGO
Presented by His Eminence

GEORGE CARDINAL MUNDELEIN

As shown at JOLSON'S THEATRE, New York - ILLINOIS THEATRE, Chicago ~
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE and other important theatres

This great spectacle- an eight reel drama of reality—brings a reaction such as no
mere dramatic production inspires. From the standpoint of the theatre it is one
of the greatest films in a score of years. Packed Jolson's Theatre, New York City,

for two weeks with the most enthusiastic audience ever assembled and brought
forth continuous rounds of applause. Metropolitan critics unanimously

acclaimed it as a triumphant achievement.

To the Trade

Please note that Fox Film

Corporation does not par-

ticipate in the profits ac-

cruing from the exhibition

or the sale of this

picture.

J^ t^f^-i ^
Exhibitors

Interested in booking this film are

directed to inquire of the branch
exchanges of

Fox Film Corporation.

the physical distributors and
booking agents.

^y
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Dis

-n^c* 2?

tributors of America, Inc.- Will n. Flays, President
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JOHH»M cCORMICK p^entf

CdL

Thomas Bui'ke's

Classic of Limehou^e

^MlW^OESWhing-
flashing- The one bright-

Li tfhf or Limehou$e

* AV/^^trOEVDancinx toes ,

$inging' heart, Lifting the lo$t

$oul$ of Limehou$e neatfen

nv/M^troEvpeach and
gold-Lo\?ely a$ a Lyric- A

+ masterpiece for COLLEEN
MOORE in the coloi'5 of life,

comedy and dra-

^matic poignancy

f
by the man who
wrote"BROKEN
RLO^OM^ "

CHARLEJ BRABIN
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You Can Count on England

AS has been hoped right along—in the

best interests of international film rela-

tions—and as we have always permitted
ourselves to believe, the Imperial Conference
has made its decision regarding films along
strictly economic lines.

Earnestly advocating the production of

pictures for and by Great Britain and the

Dominions, it is recognized that the problem
cannot be solved by mere statutory action,

which would militate against the reception

by the public of pictures upon a basis of

competitive quality.

3(& 3p "Sp

The recommendation for a "quota" is only

one of several suggestions made by the Con-
ference— and it is only a recommendation

—

passed along to the Governments of the

various Commonwealths. This is a signifi-

cant victory for common sense and sound
economics, because it recognizes that each
Commonwealth must decide for itself. And
it shows, once more, England's genius for

democratic self-government. The British

Empire is composed of seven free and inde-

pendent nations—all on an equal footing —
and joined together through allegiance to the

King as the centralizing force.

The Conference's film decision is, there-

fore, part of this great reorganization plan;

and should be interpreted in that light.

The vital point of the whole matter is con-

tained in the following paragraph which is

part of the report adopted by the Conference:

"Existing duties on films and preferences

accorded in some cases have been of little

effect in promoting production within the

Empire. There should be a substantial output

of films which not only conform to Umpire
requirements but also are of real competitive

and exhibition value. It also is essential to

develop effective distributing arrangements
throughout the Empire, different parts of the

Empire cooperating wherever possible."

In other words, we come right back to the

point that the public will decide. Govern-
ments may legislate; but the public will go
to see pictures, and support their production,

only if the pictures have "exhibition value."

So we say, the victory for sound economics
in the international film industry is won.
There may be legislation; or there may not

be. We shall see. But the significant thing

is that there is to be no "quota," Empire-
wide and all-inclusive; and that means, in the

final analysis, that the whole thing becomes
a matter of the encouragement of private

enterprise to make pictures which the public

—any public anywhere—will, welcome.

The action of the Imperial Conference
clears the air. Its recognition of real com-
petition and exhibition value as the basis of

all that is sound in the film world matches
Britain's successful policies in all avenues of

trade.

The public is the final arbiter of the destiny

of the film. This has been our contention
from the beginning; it has also been steadily

maintained by Kin emato graph Weekly. And
the attitude of our British contemporary
is now fully justified by the action of the

Imperial Conference.
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Where Justice Is Due

OUR friend, Fred McConnell, Editor of £x-
hibitors Daily Review, has shown us some
very extensive correspondence from impor-

tant exhibitors throughout the country on an interest-

ing and unusual subject.

We do not, ordinarily, in The News deal in per-

sonalities; nor do we pay any attention to attacks

either upon ourselves or anybody else. But, in this

case, we depart from the rule because the matter in

hand comes under the head of simple justice to a

man who has done and is doing a difficult job ex-

tremely well; and because we do not like to see such

a constructive worker unfairly criticized.

The man to whom we refer is Charles C. Pettijohn,

general counsel of the Hays organization. It seems
that he has recently been attacked by P. S. Harrison,
another friend of ours, who used to be, by the way,
a valued member of The News staff.

* * *

NOW, without further preliminaries, we quote

from the letters for which we are indebted to

Mr. McConnell:

Frank J. Rembusch, President, Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Indiana: "In your letter of

November 5th you asked me to say whether Charles
Pettijohn's work in the industry has been destructive

or constructive, and whether I agree with Peter

Harrison's criticism of Mr. Pettijohn. In reply, I

must emphatically say that I have always found
Mr. Pettijohn, ever since he was a small Hoosier lad

and in the many years I have been associated with

him and since he went to work for the producers,
to give faithfully and loyally everything and in

all service to those who are privileged to command
his service."

P. J. Won,), Business Manager of the M. P. T. O.

of Ohio sends a copy of a resolution passed by the

Board of Trustees of that organization: "Be Tt Re-

solved that various members of the Board of Trustees

of this organization have found in their dealings

with Mr. Pettijohn that he always keeps his word
when he gives it, but that it is extremely difficult to

get Mr. Pettijohn to give his word."

Joseph W. Walsh, head of the Connecticut M. P.

T. ().: "I firmly believe that if it had not been

for the personal interference of Mr. Pettijohn, the

distributors would never have returned to Connecti-

cut and we would have been left high and dry to

fight the battle alone" (Mr. Walsh is referring to

the fight on the Film Tax in that State) . "Personally
I would not ask for a finer man to do business with
and I will take his word for anything, as he has
never failed to deliver as far as I am concerned.

"

AF. SAMS, JR., of the Piedmont Amusement
• Co., Winston-Salem, N. C: "Mr. Pettijohn's

activities have been very constructive and of great
benefit to the exhibitors in our territory. He has

been more than fair, and to my knowledge has never
violated the confidence placed in him. I would hate

to think what condition this industry would be in

now, if we had not had the aid and assistance of

Mr. Pettijohn and the Arbitration Boards."

Jack Miller, Business Manager, Exhibitors Asso-
ciation of Chicago: "I have always found Mr. Petti-

john's activities to be constructive in every way and
I also found that when Mr. Pettijohn gave his word,
he has carried out his promise as far as his ability

would permit. You ask whether he has violated

confidences. I want to say that I have been in several

confidential deals, in which Mr. Pettijohn was a

party and I have never found him violating any

confidences."

John A. Schwalm, Hamilton, Ohio: "My experi-

ence with Mr. Pettijohn is that he always keeps his

word because he will rarely give a definite decision

unless he knows he can go through with it:

that has been my experience regarding his reputation

throughout this district. I believe that he is work-
ing honestly for a solution of the different problems
for which the Arbitration Board was created, and I

think that if given proper assistance by the exhibitor,

will succeed in his efforts."

# * *

HM. CRANDALL, Washington, D. C: "So
• far as the exhibitors' end of the Arbitration

Board in this territory is concerned, we have had no

interference from Mr. Pettijohn, nor have we seen

any apparent instance where the exchangemen have

been in any way handicapped in giving fair decisions

in the thousands of cases that have come up in this

territory in the past several years."

H. M. Richey, General Manager of the Michigan
M. P. T. ().: "Pettijohn has never promised me
anything that he did not do his utmost to go through

with and I have always found him very frank in his

positions in various problems of the industry. He
has always shown me the utmost consideration al-

though many times we have disagreed in opinions."

There are other letters in the same vein from

equally prominent exhibitors.
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S\ AN EDITOR
» » " ON BROADWAY

The Week in Review B;9 William A. JoKnston

Winfield R. Sheehan

"TT7HAT PRICE GLORY," is a

Vy glorious achievement.

Last week we took off our cin-

ematic hat to that picture, with a deep bow
of acknowledgment to its assured niche
in the motion picture hall of fame.
Now we make a deeper bow.
I believe that this picture will do more

to make war impossible and so do more
for humanity than any preachment ever
made. Beneath its wide and enjoyable
human flavor there is told, once and for

all, the truth about the great conflict, its

magnitude, its awfulness, its pitifulness. It

will be seen by millions of men and women,
boys and girls; it will be seen for years to

come; and I cannot conceive how fanati-

cism will ever again prevail against the

hearts and minds of the mothers and sons of

the world.

Those who are responsible for this pic-

ture deserve not only the plaudits of this

industry but the gratitude of the people
of the world.

AND while we are on the subject,

great praise should go to Erno Ra-
pee for the splendid music score which he
arranged for the Harris premiere. A pic-

ture as mighty as "What Price Glory" de-

mands the utmost in musical interpretation

—and Rapee "came through" in a manner
to be proud of. Something like 168 num-
bers figure in the score, both original and
compiled, matching every nuance and shade
of the picture's sweep and by-play.

It was an important evening for Mr.
Rapee. His last Broadway appearance was
in connection with scoring "The Iron
Horse." Since that time he has been in

Berlin at the Ufa-Palast, where he created

a musical furore.

Our congratulations to Mr. Rapee.

AN interesting angle, it seems to us,

in connection with "What Price

Glory," is the fact that here Fox should
have a war picture just as valuable in any

European country as here. It glorifies no
uniform and sounds no praises of armies

or war. It is human drama rather than

pseudo-patriotic spectacle, and as such

should please all nations alike.

BROADWAY'S largest picture gross,

if we remember correctly, is being

established this week at the new Paramount
Theatre. As this is written (on Friday)

the house need only do $9,000 on the day

to reach a seven-day total of $80,000. The
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1 "Kine"-"Motion Pic-
|

ture News"

IN order to increase the useful-

ness of our news service from
abroad, Motion Picture News

has arranged with

KINEMATOGRAPH WEEKLY
which is the leading trade paper of

the British industry, by which
Motion Picture News secures the

preferential right to its exceptional

news service so far as American
|

| publication is concerned.

As part of this arrangement with
Bruce Allan, Editor of Kine., that

paper will have similar rights to

I material printed in The News. The j

effect of this agreement is to es-

tablish a common interest in the |

collection and circulation of news
of interest to both countries be- |

tween the two papers which, in
j

their respective markets, are recog- j

nized as possessing the highest
status and best organization.

Motion Picture News will re-

ceive exclusive British news
\
through the Kine. and its Amer-
ican representatives.

We are glad to announce this

progressive step in journalistic en-

terprise. It means an alliance with
the outstanding paper of British

filmdom, and is in line with the
forward movement of the industry
in its international aspects.

WILLIAM A. JOHNSTON.
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Capitol will do around $50,000 on "The
Flaming Forest," which is not a very strong

type of attraction for this house. "The
Blonde Saint" is reported extremely good at

the Mark Strand. "We're In the Navy
Now" should do at least $35,000 at the

Rialto, where much of the overflow from
the Paramount is going. The Rivoli is doing

just fair business with "The Great Gatsby,"

despite excellent notices. "Don Juan" and
"The Better 'Ole" as heavy as ever. "Scar-

let Letter" coming off soon to make way
for "Tell It to the Marines." "Sorrows of

Satan" to cede the Cohan to "Michael
Strogoff" shortly. "What Price Glory" off

to a smashing start. "Ben-Hur" and "Big
Parade" as usual. "Beau Geste" capacity.

POINTING out that few persons, even
within the industry, not directly con-

nected with the sales side of motion pic-

tures ever give a thought to the real com-
plexity and difficulty of distribution, Felix

F. Feist, general manager of sales and dis-

tribution for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
sketches the highlights of the situation in

an article this week. He says, in part

:

"The selling season unually starts about

May. By this time policies have been de-

termined and the product for the ensuing

year is known. A national sales conven-
tion is held at some important center. It

is attended by the home office executives,

district and branch executives and the spe-

cial sales representatives. These conven-
tions last several days, during which time
the producing organization's studio repre-

sentative acquaints the assemblage with the

high spots of the stories, the players, the

directors and any novelty attractions or
points are brought out. The home office

executives inform the field executives of the

policies and sales obligations laid out for

the year.

"National sales quotas are established for

the pictures. These in turn are subdivided

into regional or territorial rental obliga-

tions. These are in turn sub-divided into

individual rental figures (or prices) to be

assigned for each and every picture for each

and every prospective theatre—large and
small—in the entire United States and
Canada."

We shall give further extracts next week
from Mr. Feist's interesting and authorita-

tive presentation of the basic facts of film

distribution.
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Alcv B. Francis, one of the sterling char-

acter men of the screen, who is creating

the title role in "The Music Mastr-<*" which
Allan Divan is filming for Fox

Mary Brian, obtained by Film Honking Of-

fices for "Her Fathr Said No," an F.B.O.

feature coniedy based on a humorous story

by II. C, It itwer

Richard Barthelmess, First National star.

and his (>rcat Dane, "Fury" whom In' ex>

hibited at a pet thou »' the II aldorf-
tsloria, \ <n > nrk < il\

PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE

EBUY XMAS SEALS
VERY year, from Thanksgiving to Christmas,

the New York Tuberculosis and Health Association

conducts its sale of Christmas Seals, and it is now
making its annual appeal for funds to carry on the vital

work of the organization. The appeal is made on no

sentimental grounds, but rather on the proposition

that health is a good business proposition and that

the health of the individual depends upon the general

health of his community in a great measure.

By the sale of these penny seals the association

raises most of its funds to carry on work all year,

the range of activities including not only the preventive

and curative fight against tuberculosis but to carry

on a program of health education in New York City,

to teach those who have heart trouble to lead normal

lives, to obtain country care for undernourished or

cardiac children, to conduct clinics of various kinds,

nutrition classes for children, health lectures, health

movies and the distribution of pamphlets on health

and bodily care.

The motion picture industry never fails to do more

than its share in all worthy causes, and in this instance

probably nothing more is necessary than the reminder

—BUY CHRISTMAS SEALS NOW.

I

FILM WEEKLY
T gives us pleasure to welcome the advent of The

Film Weekly, Australia's new film trade journal

conducted by Martin C. Brennan and published at

Sydney. It is attractively gotten up, and contains a

wealth of news and information about the Australian

trade. Production news, regional items, projection.

1
v^^^^^^^^^^^^^mm

Just after the photographer snapped this the horse and
rider took a mean spill. The action is from a racing

scene in "Down the Stretch" {.Universal), directed by
King Baggot

David Loeiv, a vice-president of Loeu's.

Inc., photographed on the ship with his

wife upon his return from an extensive

European trip of tun months'
1

duration

Gertrude Orr, Fox scenarist, who has just

adapted IT ells' "Marriage" to the screen.

Others this season include "Bertha, the

Seuing Machine Girl." and "Mother Ma-

chree"

Jar tiil
_ ,?____' _t^______ j_f tm

ill Hi

Col. Schiller, in wly elected t ire-president

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, greets Carmel
•Myers and Pauline Starke upon their re-

turn to Culver City studios
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exploitation and publicity and the like are all thoroughly dealt with.

We wish for the new publication the full measure of success which

it well deserves.

SHER ENGLISH ANCESTRY PREVAILS
OMEWHAT impatient because it is not the "custom of the

country" where she does publicity for Bray productions, Miss Chris-

tine Hamilton insists that the tea-serving of the land of her forebears,

England, can and shall be honored here as well. Accordingly she

invited reviewers from the trade publications and others to partake of

tea and sandwiches after the regular projection room showing on Fri-

day, November 26. She poured and was assisted in receiving and

serving the guests by Charles Sewell. There was no intent to influence

the criticisms of her guests on the part of Miss Hamilton by thus play-

ing hostess. It was a spontaneous Anglican gesture because she herself

wished tea at that hour and felt others might have the same viewpoint.

So successful was the affair that it will probably be continued. In-

vitations to the showings are now being sought as eagerly as admission

on the first night to the Paramount Theatre or the gala opening of

"What Price Glory," etc.

G GLORIA PLANS LONG VACATION
LORIA SWANSON will take a long vacation from motion

picture work immediately after she finishes her second United Artists

photoplay during the early part of next year.

The star and producer plans to have "Sunya," on which she is

now working, ready for release in January, and the production of

the second film play will begin shortly afterward. Several stories

for this picture now are under consideration and a decision will soon

be reached, so that production arrangements may be started.

WJOHN HINES, INVENTOR
ORD comes from Hollywood, where Johnny Hines is getting

ready to start work on- his next First National picture, tentatively

titled, "All Aboard," that the comedian is attempting to perfect an

invention which should come as an agreeable surprise to film critics

and movie fans. According to reports, Johnny's invention mechani-

cally arranges a theatre screen so that every movie will commence
just as you enter the theatre, and will not be at its climax just as you

come in.

OTHE LONE STAR
NE asterisk found its way to the mimeographed rerort of the

National Board of Review this week, the sole mark of merit going to

Paramount's "God Gave Me Twenty Cents."

(I nrrvn Doane, general manager, and H. M. W alker, production manager,
of the Hal Roach studios, who were recently signed to new contracts

calling for their services for the next five years

DA HONEYMOON DEFERRED
OROTHY MACKAILL, First National featured player re-

cently wed in New York to Lothar Mendes, former Ufa director,

must forego her honeymoon because of the exigencies of screen work.
She is now playing the leading feminine role in Robert Kane's special,

"The Song of the Dragon," which Joe Boyle is directing at the

Cosmopolitan studio, New York.
It was on the Kane set that the Mackaill-Mendes romance began,

the German director originally being in charge of one of the two units

that were making the big special. According to friends of the pair, it

was a case of love at first sight, with a marriage at the City Hall
winding up a six-weeks' courtship.

M.
MRS. DE MILLE IN K. C.

RS. CECIL B. DE MILLE, wife of the producer, and
her 1 8-year old daughter. Miss Cecilia De Mille, were interested

spectators this week at the American Royal Livestock Show at

Kansas City. Mrs. De Mille, who owns a string of saddle horses,

did not have any entries, however, in the Kansas City show.

T M-G-M VETERAN POST
I ^AST week at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios saw the

christening of a brand new unit in the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
the M.-G.-M. Post. George Cooper is comnander, Robert Golden,
senior vice-commander, and Cecil Holland, junior vice-commander.

Alberta Vaughn, Film Booking Office's star, whose clothes have always been distinctive, even in broad comedy, is coming to be known as one of

the best dressed of the younger stars on the screen. Some of her striking wardrobe for "Uneasy Payments," her fourth full-length feature for

F.B.O., is shown above
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You've heard of story conferences? Here we have Reginald Denny, star
of UniversaFs "The Cheerful Fraud," and Kerry Clarke, one of the gag

men ivith the unit, giving their impression of such a session

A THE TWO ZUKORS
HUMOROUS occurrence incidental to the opening of the

Paramount Theatre happened when a doorman admitted a gentleman
upon the assurance that he was Mr. Zukor. Later, a second
gentleman made his appearance and upon stating that he was Mr.
Zukor. was refused admittance, the attendant informing him that
Mr. Zukor was already inside. Naturally, it took considerable
explanation before the dcorman was assured that there were two
"Mr. Zukors"—father and son.

W MILDRED AS LORELEI
ORD from the Coast informs us that Mildred Harris, blonde

screen player, will have the lead in the legitimate stage production
of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" at the Prince of Wales Theatre in

London next summer. The combination sounds like a happy one,
and pur British cousins should be more than satisfied with Miss
Loos' quips to regale the ear and Miss Harris' pulchritude to delight
the eye.

ETUI OF THE ANZACS
UROPE has given its full quota of actors, actresses, directors

and other artists to the screen. Even the Orient is well represented
in the ranks of Hollywood workers. But the Antipodes have been

sadly lacking in their emissaries to the home of motion picture pro-

duction.

It remained for Tui Lorraine, hailing from that distant, charmed
land of New Zealand, to start the influx of Anzac folk. Tui, who
is now at work in "Sunshine of Paradise Alley," at the Chadwick
studios, is not the first screen player from "down under," but she

is one of the few, and the only one from New Zealand.

Though a very young person, Tui has had much of theatrical

experience. As a circus tight-rope walker, she has visited practically

every country on the face of the earth. She visited Hollywood
recently on a vaudeville tour, and decided to remain to seek her

fortune in motion pictures.

T f PATHE CLUB ENTERTAINS
1. N point of attendance and entertainment the November meeting of

the Pathe Club, held at the Hotel McAlpin, New York City, was
one of the most successful ever held by this social organization.

Cullen Landis, Muriel Kingston, Louise DuPre, Walter Lewis

and other members of the "On Guard"—Pathe serial unit, as well

as Ukelele Dick, were the guests of honor, and all participated in the

fine entertainment program provided. Members of the trade press

were on hand to meet the serial stars.

T BETTER 'OLE" WESTERN PREMIERE
HE BETTER 'OLE" had its coast premiere at Grauman's

Egyptian theatre in Hollywood Wednesday night of last week and

stirred an audience made up almost entirely of notables.

In the brilliant audience, besides the leading stars and directors,

were such notables as Marcus Loew, William Randolph Hearst,

William Gibbs McAdoo, Harry Chandler, Mayor Cryer of Los

Angeles and Mayor James Rolph of San Francisco.

Bruce Barton, author of "The Man \<>h<><l\

editor and advertising man, with Cecil B. l><

advisor on "The King

OWS," and prominent
Mille. who called him in as

of Kings"

Simon Rowson, managing director of Ideal Films. Ltd.. London (centre)

and his son fright foreground ). visit the Educational comedy studios on
their trip to Hollywood and are entertained by studio executives and

comedy players

NCOPY DESK TO MEGAPHONE
EWSPAPER work is ideal training for motion picture makers,

in the opinion of Erich Pommer, producer for Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation, former head of Ufa, Germany's leading film organi-

zation, who has made some of the most revolutionary pictures in screen

history. Pommer maintains that the newspaper editor' would make the

ideal director.

"The able editor and the good reporter always want to know,

who, what, where, when and why, and they insist on accuracy

—

faithful presentation of the facts. They are always striving for orig-

inal methods of treatment; to 'play up' the story in the most attractive

and unique manner possible. And also they are always there when

the accident happens, when the big news breaks. They never expect

the accident to come to them.
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"This attitude sums up the present trend in pictures. You hear a

lot about technique, camera angles, originality. It is only that we are

looking for the news in our stories. Finding the news and telling

it as a good editor wants it told—vividly, accurately and tersely.

It is this treatment that we are attempting to give 'Barbed Wire,' in

which Pola Negri is starred."

A ALICE TERRY SAILS
LICE TERRY, who has been in New York for several weeks

following her last role opposite Ramon Novarro in a new Spanish

romance, at present untitled, sailed for France on the S. S. Majestic

last Friday evening, November 19. At the Nice studios she will join

her husband, Rex Ingram, and in the near future begin work in

Ingram's latest Metro-Goldwyn vehicle, "The Garden of Allah."

Budd Rogers, vice-president of Lumas Film Corporation, is initiated into

the mysteries of studio land by Frank O'Connor, director of "Heroes of
the Night," a Gotham production

A CHURCH CO-OPERATION
N indication of the high esteem in which motion pictures and

motion picture people are coming to be held by the clergy and by
lay members of the church was seen in a recent bazaar held at the

studio of the Christie Film Company by St. Thomas's Episcopal

Church, one of the oldest in Los Angeles. In order to raise sufficient

funds to pay off the last remaining mortgage on church property the

church decided to hold a bazaar and asked to use the lawn of the

Christie home, where Al and Charles Christie reside with their mother,

Mrs. Mary Christie, and sister, Miss Ann Christie. Realizing the

tremendous desire of the public to see the inside of a movie studio,

the church people asked if they might hold the affair inside the studio

of the Christies, and were granted this permission.

For two weeks in advance of the fete the entire production staff

of the studio, from general manager to janitor, had, in addition to

their regular picture duties, the task of staging the bazaar in a pro-

fessional manner, and advertising it.

Practically all of the stars in Hollywood donated dolls dressed

to represent themselves, and these were auctioned off by Jimmie

Adams, a Christie star, at a large aggregate figure. Among the s'a's

who gave dolls were Florence Vidor, Frances Lee, Charles Chaplin.

Louise Dresser, Bobby Vernon, Enid Bennett, Vilma Banky, Ronald
Colman, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Dorothy Devore,

Blanche Sweet, Emily Fitzroy, Colleen Moore, Vera Steadman,

Anne Cornwall, Wanda Hawley, Mabel Normand, Pauline Fred-

ericks, Marie Prevost, Anita Stewart, Thelma Daniels and Evelyn

Egan. Assisting Miss Ivy Shilling, who was chairman of the com-
mitttee which secured these dolls, were Anita Stewart, Priscilla Dean
and Hedda Hopper.

From early afternoon until late at night Bobby Vernon, Billv

Dooley, Jimmie Adams, Neal Burns, Jack Duffy, Anne Cornwall,

and a dozen of the Christie "beauty squad" sold, auctioned, raffled,

and spieled from the various booths. In the evening there was dancing

in a large castle setting, recently used in a Bobby Vernon picture.

A group of United Artists figures snapped during Arthur Kelly's recent

flying trip abroad; Curtis Melnitz, formerly in New York and now
publicity manager for U. A. in Berlin; A. C. Berman, general manager
in Berlin; Kelly, lice-president and treasurer. Aex- York; Hermann
Rosenfeld. general sales manager. Berlin, and tt . S. Harrison, treasurer,

Berlin

Reverend Arthur Wurtele was profuse in his thanks to the Christie

brothers after the affair was over. He reported that the amount

needed was exceeded by a thousand dollars, due entirely, he said,

to the advantage of holding the bazaar in the studio.

GBILL HART'S GIFT TO BILLINGS
IFT of a $20,000 statue of a "A Range Rider of the Yellow-

stone" by Bill Hart to Billings, to be erected on the rim rocks which

skirt the city on the north much like the Great Wall of China, has

been announced by Ray Hart, president of the commercial club of

Billings, Mont.

The statue was designed by C. C. Cnstadoro from poses by

Hart and his horse. The plaster statue has already been shipped

east, to be cast in bronze at Providence.

The subject is a horse with lowered head and dragging reins,

nibbling at bunch grass, while the man, absently rolling a smoke,

is looking out over the prairie, conveying a look of vastness that is

remarkable.

The gift is in part a testimonial of Bill Hart's pleasure at the

courtesies extended to him by Billings' citizens while there for the

Custer-semi-centenary observance at the Crow Agency battlefield last

June. In Hart's letter of presentation he said he "picked Billings

as the best place because of its suitability."

Jerome Casper is sworn in as chief of police at Fir>t SationaTs Burbank
studios by Chief of Police John L. Long, of Burbank, Calif., while
Billie Dove, First National screen beauty, prepares to pin his star on

him, and members of the squad look on
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Stanley Co. Takes Over Davis Chain of

24 Theatres; Swells Holdings to 233

IF present arrangements obtain, the Stanley Company will take over

the twenty-four houses controlled by the Harry Davis Enterprises on
December 1st, giving the first named company a total of 233 theatres.

The Davis chain extends from New York to the District of Columbia and
embraces Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland.

In acquiring the Davis theatres, announcement of which was made
recently, the Stanley Company is reported to have paid $3,000,000. The
deal gives the Stanley firm control of the newly-formed Stanley-Davis-

Rowland & Clark Co., which is to have its headquarters here. Harry Da-
vis is to be in charge of the company's management.

Closing the deal will result in abandonment of plans for a new Davis
theatre in Pittsburgh, although it is expected that the house announced
some time ago by Stanley would be built as proposed.

One of the principal houses involved in the transfer is Davis' Grand,
2,500-seat Fifth Avenue theatre. This is the circuit's presentation house.
The Davis, which has a seating capacity of 2,000 and features a combi-
nation policy; Schenley, 2,000 seats; Ritz, Olympic and Lyric, all of

which seat around 1,000, also are included.

Industry's Expenses Normal
Crowe Article Declares Operating
Cost is Below Other Industries

OPERATING expenses of the motion
picture industry are below that of

other commercial enterprises de-

clares Karl E. Crowe in an article in the

"Los Angeles Times." Based on the study
ill five picture companies, Mr. Crowe finds

that operating expenses consumed 83 per

(•(•tit. of the gross earnings, whereas a study

made by the National [ndustrial Conference
Board of corporate operations in 1923, trac-

ing the status of all corporations in the

United States, showed 86.8 per cent, of

the gross income reported for 1923 was con-

sumed by operal ing expenses.

••While the picture industry has plenty

iif room fin' improvement the fact that the

o] erating ratio is below the average is

something in think about," says .Mi'. Crowe.
'"A- the picture business becomes more

diversified it is likely that the operating

ratio will decrease in reflection of stabiliza-

tion of the business. Bui even at s:! per

emit., assuming that figure i> typical of the

industry, the picture companies have noth-

ing to hide. Industrial enterprises natural-

ly operate on a higher and more fluctuating
basis than public-utility or rail companies.
Many groups of industrials run between 80
and 90 per cent., while utilities and rails

range from 60 to 75 per cent.

"Unlike other industrials, the risk in in-

ventories is small. The danger of severe

losses in times of business depression

through deflation of inventory investment
is virtually without ground, as there is no
reason for carrying large inventories, which
permits the rapid turnover of capital.

"Picture companies are not yet large

dividend payers, but there is some hope
for stockholders who are riding for the

long pull. Of the five companies examined,
the amount available for dividends in 1925
w as 9 per cent . of gross earnings, while onh
I'.!* per cent, was actually paid out. Several

of these companies arc nut yet paying on

t he common -tuck."

Women's Clubs Review Films
First Monthly List of Pictures

Classified for General Federation

CURRENT picture- ;w-f classified in the

firsl monthly list compiled by the

General federation of Women's
< lub tur it- '_!. .olio members. The Eol

lowing are recommended a- suitable for the

family gn
' Ben 1 lur' ' excellent. ' • For I tea\ en

Sake" excellent. "Grass" — excellent
•• Moana" excellent. "The Devil Borse"

excellent. ' '
< >h, What a Nurse' ' good.

"Rocking Moon" good. "Skinner's Dress
Smt'' good. "A Social Celebrity "—good.
••The Me* Klondike" good. ''Ella Cin

dei " good.
I In' following, described as beh.u the

average, are not recommended for the fam-
ily. Value for adult audiences i- indicated:

"Beverly of Graustark"

—

passable, im
probable. "The Blind Goddess" passable.

•"The Dancer from Paris" pour story,

poorlj done. "The Devil's Circus" stu

pid. "Kiki" nnw holesome. '
' La Ko

heme" passable. "'Men of steel" grue-

some. "The Greater Glory"—worth seeing

by adult--, not family group. "Silken
Shackles "—nil. '•The' Volga Boatman"—
objectionable scenes. "Wild Oats Lane"
—waste nf tune.

The following were recommended in 1925

bv the Parent-Teacher Association, the Edu

cational Screen and the Better Films Com-
mittee of the National Board of Review.
Each film was endorsed by two, and most
of them by all. All are described as ex-

cellent;

"A Kiss for Cinderella." "Abraham Lin-

coln," "Air Mail," "Beau Brummel,"
"Beggar On Horseback," "Big Parade,''

"Black Cvclone," "Bov of Mine," Cal-arv
Stampede," "Charley"'s Aunt," "Class-
mates," "Don Q, Son of Zorro," "Dorothv
Vernon of Haddon Hall," "Forty Winks,"
"The Freshman," "Hunchback of Notre
Dame," "Iron Horse," "Janice Mere-
dith," "Last Laugh," "Lightnin'," "Lit-
tle Annie Rooney," "Lost World," "Ma-
dame Sans Gene," "Merton of the Mov-
ies, " '

' Monsieur Beaucaire, " " Peter Pan, '

'

"Ponv Express," "Sally of the Sawdust,"
"Shore Leave," "So Big," "Sundown,"
••The Gold Rush," "Thief of Bagdad."
"Unholy Three" and "Vanishing Ameri-
can."

M. P. Athletic Association

Stage "Get Together" Ball
The Motion Picture Athletic Association

will give a movie ball on the evening of

November 27th at the Mecca Temple in

New York City for a get together of movie
folk and their friends. An elaborate enter-

tainment is promised by William S. Mc-
lllcaine, Famous Players-Lasky ; Paul
Cohen, Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer; William P.

Mullen, First National; and Fred Bullock,

Fox Films. Athletic trophies won by vari-

ous film teams in different lines of sport will

be awarded at the ball. Motion Picture

companies represented are: Fox Films,

Famous Players-Lasky, United Artists, Uni-

versal, Pathe, Warner Bros.. Producers

Distribution Corporation, Hirlagraph and
Consolidated.

John Fairbanks Dead Af-

ter Lingering Illness

JOHN FAIRBANKS, oldest brother

of Douglas Fairbanks and vice-

president and general manager of

the Douglas Fairbanks Pictures Corp-
oration, died at

the age of fifty-

two at his home
in Hollywood on
early Saturday
morning, No-
vember 20th,

after an illness

of four years.

He is survived

by his widow,
Mrs. Margaret
Fairbanks, and

John Fairbanks twQ daughterS,
Mary Margaret and Flobelle Fair-

banks, the latter having just made her

screen debut in Gloria Swanson's
"Sunya."
John Fairbanks was born in New

Orleans, La., and was educated in

Denver, Colo., where Douglas Fair-

banks was born. He held only two
business positions during his lifetime,

the first as an office boy with the

Morey Mercantile Company in Denver,
Colo. He remained with that company
until he became its secretary and
treasurer. When Douglas entered the

motion picture industry John assumed
the position which he held at the time
of his death.
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2,625,750 Weekly Attendance

in Third City Group
Number of Theatres in Communities of 25,000 to 50,000

Is 695, Motion Picture News Survey Shows

By J. S. DICKERSON
(Copyright, 1926, by Motion Picture News, Inc.)

TAKING up the third group of cities—those of 25,000 to 50,000 population
-

—

Motion Picture News, in its first-hand attendance survey, finds the

weekly patronage at picture houses to be 2,625,750, and the number of

theatres 695.

The figures for the first two groups have already been printed. The recapitu-

lation stands as follows

:

Average Weekly Number of

Attendance Theatres

Cities of 100,000 and over 22,055,466 3,238

Cities of 50.000 to 100,000 3,753,350 758
Cities of 25,000 to 50,000 2,625,750 695

Totals 28,434,566 4,691

In the concluding phase of the analysis, which will be published in an early

issue, the attendance at all theatres in communities below 25,000 population
will be shown. At this time, also, the total average weekly attendance for the

whole country, and the total number of theatres will be revealed.

Summarized, cities of 25,000 to 50,000 are as follows:

Average weekly No. of
attendance theatres

Montgomery, Ala 15,300 4

Phoenix, Ariz 22,600 7

Ft. Smith, Ark 13,800 4

Alameda, Cal 15,400 4

Fresno, Cal 43,701 7

Pasadena, Cal 41,400 9
San Jose, Cal 27,900 6

Stockton, Cal. 25,800 7

Colorado Springs, Colo 23,200 5

Pueblo, Colo 33,300 7

Norwalk&S. Xorwalk, Conn... 24,800 6
Stamford, Conn 16,900 4

Meriden, Conn 12,600 3

New London, Conn 16,800 4
Pensacola, Fla 14,200 4
Columbus, Ga 20,200 6
Aurora, 111 23,300 6
Bloomington, 111 20,200 6
Cicero, 111 17,900 6
Danville, 111 23,700 7

Decatur, 111 21,000 6
Elgin, 111 13,800 3

Evanston. Ill 17,000 3

Joliet, 111 18,600 4
Moline & E. Moline, 111 24,000 7

Quincv, 111 25,000 8

Rock Island, 111 18,100 6
Anderson, Ind 13,800 4
E. Chicago, Ind 11,800 3

Hammond, Ind 8,500 3

Kokomo, Ind 17,200 6
Muncie, Ind 21,600 9

Richmond, Ind 17,200 6

Cedar Rapids, Iowa 33,500 9

Council Bluffs, Iowa 23,700

Dubuque, Iowa 26,200 7

Waterloo. Iowa 26.600 6

Lexington, Ky 23,800 5

Newport, Ky 16,800 4

Shreveport, La 29,400 7

Cumberland, Md 17,200 7

Hagerstown, Md 15,200 4

Bangor, Me 17,600 5

Lewiston, Me 29,000 4

Chicopee-Chicopee Falls, Mass., 19,800 5

Fitchburg, Mass 24,200 5

Pittsfield, Mass 30,600 6
Salem, Mass 23,100 5

Taunton, Mass 17,000 4

Battle Creek, Mich 18,100 5

Bay City, Mich 32.200 7

Jackson, Mich 35,500 7

Kalamazoo, Mich 22,600 6
Muskegon, Mich 18,100 5

Pontiac, Mich 23,200 5

Port Huron, Mich 19,600 5

Joplin, Mo 22,200 6

Springfield, Mo 24,300 5

Butte, Mont 27,700 7

Nashua, N. H 12,800 3
Irvington, N. J 18,100 5

Kearney, N. J 12,500 3

Montclair, N'. J 20,900 4
Perth Ambov, N.J 25,400 5

Plainfield, X. J 16,800 4
New Brunswick, N.J 22,200 6
Amsterdam, N. Y 17.800 4

Auburn, N. Y 20,900 4

Elmira, N. Y 23,700 5

Jamestown, X. Y 25,400 5

Kingston, X. Y 14,400 3

Mt. Vernon. X. Y 25,400 5

Xewburgh, N. Y 25,600 6
New Rochelle, N. Y 23,800 5

Poughkeepsie, X. Y 22,600 6
Rome, X. Y 11,400 3

Watertown, N. Y 24,000 7

Asheville, N. C 18,000 6

Charlotte, N. C 30,600 8
Wilmington, N. C 17,200 4
Winston-Salem, N. C 21,800 7

Hamilton, 20,400 5

Lima, 23.800 7

Lorain, 20.100 8

Mansfield, 18,800 6
Marion, 14,200 5

Newark, 15,400 4
Portsmouth, 21,600 10

Steubenville, 18,600. 5

Warren, 15,200 4

Zanesville, 21,800 6
Muskogee, Okla 16,200 5
Easton, Pa 26,600 7
Hazelton, Pa 17,200 6
McKeesport, Pa 29,400 7
Xew Castle, Pa 23,800 7
Xorristown, Pa 18,600 6
Williamsport, Pa 20,400 5

York, Pa 30,600 7
Cranston, R. 1 11,400 3
Xewport, R. 1 13,800 4
Woonsocket, R. I. 28,200 5

Columbia, S. C 18,150 5
Sioux Falls, S. D 19,800 7
Austin, Texas 24,000 9
Beaumont, Texas 21,000 6
Galveston, Texas 26.600 8
Waco, Texas 21,000 8
Wichita Falls, Texas 26.100 7
Ogden, Utah 18,800 6
Lynchburg, Va 16,400 5
Petersburg, Va 15,400 6
Bellingham, Wash 14,200 5

Everett, Wash 18,100 5

Charleston, W. Va 25,200 7
Clarksville, W. Va 17,800 5
Wheeling, W. Va 30,600 8
Green Bay, Wis 17,600 5
Kenosha, Wis 21,600 8
La Crosse, Wis 17,800 5
Oshkosh, Wis 18,200 5

Sheboygan, Wis 16.800 7
Madison, Wis 21,200 6
Superior, Wis 24.200 6

2,625,750 695

MONTGOMERY, ALA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

15,300

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-
tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—4,"00.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200 .

PHOEXIX. ARIZ.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

22.600

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-
tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-
tendance—8.000.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weeklv at-
tendance—7,200.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-
tendance— 1,000.

FORT SMITH. ARK.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

13.800

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-
tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-
tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-
tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

ALAMEDA. CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

15,400'
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4,691 Theatres in Towns of
Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—6,40
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
lance 8,000.

Class I) Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance— 1,000.

FRESNO, CAL.
• It 'eekly . Ittendance—

43,700

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly

tendance—19,000.
Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly

tendance— 19,800.

Class C Thealres— 1. Average weekly
tendance—3,400.

Class I) Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance— 1,500

PAS VDEN \, CAL.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

41,400

Class A Theatres—4. Average weekly
tendance—27.200.

Class B Theatres— 2. Average weekly

tendance—9,000.
I lass C Theatres— 1. Average weekl}

tendance—2.800.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly

tendance—2,400.

S \\ JOSE, CAL.
Total Average Week'y Attendance—

27.91 H I

I I.i A Theatres—3. Average weekly
tendance—19.400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly
tendance— 4,500.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly
tendance—2,800.

Class I) Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—1,200.

STOCKTON', CAL.
Total Average Weekly .Ittendance—

25,800"

( lass A Theatres— 1. Average weekly
tendance—8.800.

Class I', Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—9,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—2,400.

COD iK \]>o SPRINGS, COLO.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

23,200'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—12,800.

Class P> Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—8.000.

s C Theatres— 1. Average weekly
dance—2,400.

PI ! I'd O, I

erage Week'y .Ittendance—
33.300

:s \ Theatres— 3. Average weekly

tenda 10,400

Class B 1 Average weekly
tendan

Class C Theatres 3. Average w<

lance 8,400.

MERIDEN, CONN.
Total Average Weekly Ittendance—

12.61)1)

Class A Thi n i Average wi

tendam
iss B Theatres 1. Average weekly

Thi atres 1 , Average weekly

NEW LONDON, CONN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

800
Class \ 1, Average weekly

tendance 6,400.

2 \ rage weekly
tendam

Class ' Theatres—1. Vverage weekly
tendance 2.400.

NORWALK and S. NORWALK, CONX.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

24,800
Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—4. Average weekly at-

tendance— 16,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

STAMFORD, CONN.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

16,900

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,80(1.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

PEXSACOLA, FLA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

14,200'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,800.
Class 1) Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

COLUMBUS, GA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
20,200

I lass A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

Class . D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

AURORA, ILL.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
23,300"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1 3,600.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2.400.

BLOOMIXGTOX, ILL.

Total Average Weekly .Ittendance—
20,200'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6.400.

Class B Theatres—2. Vverage weeklv at-

tendance—8,000.
i lass C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.
i lass 1) Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 1,000.

( [CERO, ILL.

/ tal Iverage Weekly Attendance—
17,900

I lass B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

dance—6,60

Class i Theatres— 2. Average weekly at-

tendano 6,800

Class 1) Theatres— 3. Vverage weekl
tendance- I

DANVILLE, ILL.

endance—
2.1.700

'

i I. is-, A Theati es 1 . \

tendari

a S B Theatres 1. Vverage weekly at-

tendance I

Class C Theatres—4. \\ rage weeklv at-

11 200.

Class H Theatres— 1. Vverage weekly at-

tendant 1,200

\ 1 IK. ILL.

Total Average Weekly .Ittendance—
21,000

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

ELGIN, ILL.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
13.800"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—7,400.

Class B Theatre;—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

EVANSTON, ILL
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

17.000"

Class A Theatre:—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—13.0)6.

"Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—3.400.

JO LIFT, ILL.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
18,600.

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

.MOLIXE and EAST MOLIXE, ILL.

Total Average Weekly .Ittendance—
24.000"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres—4. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,600.

QUINCY, ILL.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
25,000'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.

(lass B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 5.600.

I lass I) Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,600.

R( »CK ISLAND, ILL.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
18.100'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance -6.800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tend, in. e —4,500.

Class C Theatres—1. Vverage weeklv at-

tendance 2.800.

Class D Theatres— 4. Vverage weeklv at-

tendance -4.800.

ANDERS! 'X. 1XD
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

13,800

\ Theatres- 1. Average weekly at-

il.iss B Theatres- -1. Vverage weekly at-

( lass C Theatres- 1. Vveragi weeklj at-

tendance-
i lass it Tinatres l. Vverage weeklj

tendan

i VS1 ' HICAGO, IX P.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
11,800

s B I iu atres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
i lass C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at

tendance—2,800.
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25,000 and Over Population
HAMMOND, IND.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
8,500

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

KOKOMO, IND.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

17,200

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,000.

MUNCIE, IXD.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

21,600'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.
Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—7,200.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

RICHMOND, IND.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

17,200

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

33,500

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—13.600.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,500.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,600.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

23,700"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—13,600.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

DUBUQUE, IOWA
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

26,200"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1 3,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,600.

WATERLOO, IOWA
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

26,600"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

LEXINGTON, KV.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

23,800

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tend anee—9„000.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

NEWPORT, KY.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
16,800"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

SHREVEPORT, LA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
29,400

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

BANGOR, ME.
Total Az'erage Weekly Attendance—

17,600'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 10,800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,800.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,000.

LEWISTON, MAINE
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

29,000'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—19,000.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,600.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,400.

CUMBERLAND, MD.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
17,200'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,000.

HAGERSTOWN, MD
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

15,200"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

CHICOPEE and CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
19,800"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

FITCHBURG, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

24.200

"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,400.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

30,600"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 17,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

SALEM, .MASS.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
23,100"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres—3. Average weeklv at-

tendance—13,500.
Cla^s C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

TAUNTON, MASS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

17,000"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,200.

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

18,100

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

BAY CITY, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

32,200"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,400.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

JACKSON, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

35,500"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—6,8(30.
Class B Theatres—3. Average weeklv at-

tendance—13,500.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres— 2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

22.600

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.
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MUSKEGON, MICH.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
18,100"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.

Clas> B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

t( ndance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

PONTIAC, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

23,200

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 12,800.

I lass P> Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

PORT HURON, MICH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

19,600

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,800.
( lass B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—7,800.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

JOPLIN, MO.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

22,200"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance— 12,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

:. ndance—2,800.
Class i) Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,000.

SPRINGFIELD, Ml I

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
24.300"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
i I

i B rheatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance- 13,500.
1 la ( Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.
iss 1) Theatres— 1. Average weeklj at

tendance— 1,200.

BUI I E, Mi INT.

!l eekly Ittendance—
27,700

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

is B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

nce—4,500.

Class C Theatres— 3. Average weekly at-

iss I » Theatres —1. \ i ' eekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

NASHUA, N. H

. I! 'eekly Attendance—
12,800

Cla \ rheatn 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

CI; - s— 1. Average « > ekl) at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1, Vverage weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

[RVINGTON, X. J.

.7 Average Weekly Attendance—
18,100

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.

iss B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

I

'
i C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

1 lass I) Theatres— 1. Average weekh
tendance— 1,200.

KEARNEY, X. J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
12,500

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

MOXTCLAIR & UPPER MONTCLAIR X. J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
20,900

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1 3,600.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

NEW BRUNSWICK, X. J.

Total Average Weekh Attendance—
22.200"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—12,800.
Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

PERTH AMBOY, N. J.

Total Average Weekly .Ittendance—
25,400

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

PLAINFIELD, X. J.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
16,800'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

AMSTERDAM. X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
17,800"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 12,800.

Class I? Theatres— 1. Werage weekly at-

tendance—4.000.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

AUBURN, X. V.

Total Iverage Weekly Attendance—
20.900'

i lass \ Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tend m. -13.600.

'Clas-, |: Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2.800.

I 1 MIK' \. X. V.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
23.700'

Class A Theatres—2. Vverage weekh at

Ancc— 13.600.

Class P, Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

I VMESTOWN, X. V.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
25,400

'

I lass \ Theatres—2. Vverage weekly at-

tendance—13,60

1

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

KIXGSTOX, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
14,400"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—8,000.

MT. VERXOX, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
25,400

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,800.

XFAVBURGH, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
25,600"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 12,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

NEW ROCHKLLK. X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
23.800'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,200.

POUGHKEEPSIE, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
22,600

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—6.800.

(lass B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9.000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 1,200.

ROME, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly .Ittendance—
11,400

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.
Class 1) Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1.000.

WATERTOWN, X. Y.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
24.000"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—12.81X1

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.
Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance - 7.200.

Class l> Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 1.000.

VSHEVILLE, N. C.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
18,000

ass A Theatres—1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 5.400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—7.600.

(lass C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—1.000.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1.000.
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endance in 124 Communities
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
30,600

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

WILMINGTON, N. C.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
17,200"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

WINSTON SALEM, N. C.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
21,800

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,000.

HAMILTON, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
20,400

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

LIMA, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
23,800"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

LORAIN, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
20,100"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres—5. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,000.

MANSFIELD, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
18,800"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

MARION, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
14.200"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance, 6.800.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2.000.
Tlass D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,000.

NEWARK, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
15,400

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

PORTSMOUTH, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
21,200

Qass A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.
Class D Theatres—6. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,000.

STEUBENVILLE, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
18,600

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 10,800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,800.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

WARREN, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
15,200

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

ZANESVILLE, O.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
21,800

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.
Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance— 12,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

MUSKOGEE, OKLA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

16,200"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

EASTON, PA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
26,600"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—12,800.
Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

HAZELTON, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

17,200

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6.400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4.800.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

McKEESPORT, PA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
29.400

"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,200.

NEW CASTLE, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

23,800"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance- 6.800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

18,600

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.
Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—7,200.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

20,400

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,200.

YORK, PA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
30,600

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance— 13.000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,800.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,200.

CRANSTON, R. I.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
11.400

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance-^1,000.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 1,000.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
13,800

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—4,000.
Class C Theatres—1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2.400.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 1 ,000.

WOONSOCKET, R. I.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
28,200"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—13,600.
Class B Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.
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3,238 in Cities Over 100,000
COLUMBIA, S. C.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
18,150

Class \ Theatres— 1. Average weekly
tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly
tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly
tendance—1,250.

SIOUX FALLS, S. D.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
19.800

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly
tendance— 6,400.

Clas^ B Theatres—2. Average weekly

tendance—8,CKH).
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly
tendance—3,000.

AUSTIN, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

24,000

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly

tendance— 12,800.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly-

tendance—7,200.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly

tendance—4,000.

BEAUMONT, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

21,000

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—9,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—2,800.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly

tendance—2,400.

GALVESTON, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

26,600

Class A Theatres—1. Average weekly

tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—9,000.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly

tendance—8,400.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—2,400.

WACO, TEXAS
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

21,700

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—6,800.
Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weekly

tendance—4.800.

WK'lill \ F \U.S. TEX VS

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
_' ..100"

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklj

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekl)

tendance—4,500

Class C Thi Average weekly

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly
tendance—2,400.

i .(.hi \, UTAH
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

18.800'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly

tendance—8,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

LYNCHBURG, VA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
16,400

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,000.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
21,200

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,800.
Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

PETERSBURG, VA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
15,800"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,000.

BELLINGHAM, WASH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

14,200"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,800.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tend ance—4,000.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1 ,000.

EVERETT, WASH.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

18.100

'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,500.

Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 1,200.

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Total Average Weekly Attendance—
25,200'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

m lance— 12,800.

( lass B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.

I lass C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendam e .' 100
i lass 1' Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2.000.

CLARKSBURG, W, V \

Total Iverage Weekly Attendance—
17.800"

iss A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

(lass B Theatres 2. Vverage weekly at-

tendance 8,000

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2.41X1.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 1,000.

WHEELING, W. VA.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

30.600'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 13,600.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—9,000.
Class C Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—5,600.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

GREEX BAY, WIS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

17,600"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 3. Average weekly at-

tendance—7,200.

KENOSHA. WIS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

21.600"

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance— 11,200.

Class D Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance—3,600.

LA CROSSE, WIS.
Total Average Weekly .Attendance—

17,800'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,400.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance—8,000.
Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—1,000.

MADISON, WIS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

21.200'

Class A Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance— 12,800.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,400.

Class D Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—2,000.

OSHKOSH. WIS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

18.200'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weekly at-

tendance—8,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance—2,400.
Class D Theatres— 1. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 1.000.

SHEBOYGAN, WIS.
7','/,;/ Average Weekly .Attendance—

16.800'

Class A Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—6.400.

Class B Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—4,000.

Class C Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance—2.400.

Class D Theatres—4. Average weeklv at-

tendance- 4,000.

SUPERIOR, WIS.
Total Average Weekly Attendance—

24.200

'

Clas> \ Theatres— 1. Average weekly at-

tendance 6,800.

Class B Theatres—2. Average weeklv at-

tendance— 9.000.

Class C Theatres—3. Average weekly at-

tendance -8,40()
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Putting

Atmosphere

In Pictures
.i»"ii" mi."." "..inn us

(Editor's Note.—This is the

fifth of a series of articles by Mr.
Grierson. Written originally for

the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration, the articles are also

printed by Motion Picture
News because they are of a con-

structive nature. Mr. Grierson's

views are, naturally, his own.

They do not necessarily represent

the opinions of the Editor of The
News).

TEMPO gives punch to an epi-

sode, it piles up the dramatic

effect of the action. In crescendo

it gives gathering intensity ; in

monotone or drum-tap it gives inevitability,

brutality, the spirit of the elemental, the feel-

ing of destiny ; in diminuendo it gives relaxa-

tion and relief. Stills, the lowest limit of

tempo, are for the beginning or the ending of

a wave of action (e.g., the ending of- the

tragic sequence in "The Last Laugh"). Spec-

tacle may be included with stills. Mask ef-

fects (acting stills) are for pungent empha-
sized fade-outs, or for moments of suspended

action where the director takes the emphasis

away from the action and plays up the human effects of it (e.g.,

Chaplin's mask as he enters the dance hall in "The Gold Rush,"

bis mask as he looks in the window of the dance hall at mid-

night). Tempo in fact is the secret of manipulating movement
toward the dramatic ends of the story.

On the other hand, visual composition (the making of strong

and noble compositions, or lovely compositions, or fantastic and
fairy-like compositions, or distorted and mad compositions, or

hard and angular compositions, or flowing and varied composi-

tions) is the secret of atmosphere. Tempo gives dynamic to the

action; composition gives solidity and spaciousness and atmos-

phere to the action. Both together give character to the action.

The Good Ones: The Danger of Prettiness

SO far as visual composition goes, the German directors (in

their limited field of tragic effects) are far ahead of the

American directors, but the best visual composer today, taken

all in all, is Eisenstein, the Russian director of "Potemkin." The
only directors in Hollywood who have a consistent visual sense

a id a feeling for composition are Von Sternberg, Von Stroheim,

Cruze, Tourneur and (in a polite way) Brabin. These men have

a sense of pictures. Von Sternberg and Brabin, however, show

only a sense of photographic beauty and do not show a marked
sense of dramatic beauty. Their pictures are beautiful but soft,

and they indicate no great capacity to vary their sense of visuals

from soft to hard, from gentle to brutal, from simple to complex,

with the demands of the action.

A sense of photographic beauty may often do more harm than

good. A picture that is merely beautiful is nothing (hence the

futility of continuous spectacle). The composition must be in-

tegral to the action and must add something definite to the story.

Von Sternberg is a case in the negative. His unreleased picture

for Chaplin ("The Woman of the Sea") is in some respects the

most beautiful film ever produced in Hollywood, but it is un-

dramatic. .Its beauty goes for naught; it does not pile up to any-

thing, it does not lead anywhere: it is just good to look at. So

is a picture gallery good to look at. but a picture gallery is not

cinema.

The Pink Pirate

A FAMILIAR case of visual composition false to the action

(and therefore useless) is "The Black Pirate." The light

and airy atmosphere which suited the spirit of "The Thief of

Btigdad," and helped it. is actually harmful to this later Fair-

banks film. "The Black Pirate" is a pretty enough picture, with

a more or less exquisite sense of design. The ships, the sails, the

masts, and the rigging are all neatly arranged, and would look

rather well, say. on drawing-room panels. But the picture is

By
John

Grierson
I Copyright, 1926 MOTION PICTURE NEWS, INC.
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moonlight.

about pirates, and black pirates

at that. It is about murder, and
rape and walking the plank, about

desjjeradoes with grim secrets in

their skulls, dark desires in their

bellies, and sinister knives in their

teeth. It is not about drawing-
rooms, but about the open sea

where women are angels and men
are shaggy brutes and the winds
of heaven blow art and artiness

all over the place. The pretty-

pretty drawing-room atmosphere
makes it a nice-nice picture, but

(to be brief) it takes the guts out

of it.

And, note you, the same stud-

ied prettiness extends from end to end of

"The Black Pirate." It isn't simply a case of
having pretty designs and a fairy-story at-

mosphere for the lovely-lady scenes. When
Fairbanks swings through the rigging in hair-

raising parabolas and demonstrates that he
is one hell of a fellow, that too is done a

trifle prettily. And when the boarding party
swim under-water to capture the schooner and
stick knives in the pirates' innards, they

might be a bunch of fairies swimming in the

The Case Against the Germans

SO the first point about visual composition is this: unless it is

complementary to the spirit of the action and at all times

subservient to it, it is a dangerous affair to play with and is very
liable to spoil things. When the picture is too consciously and
deliberately arty, it takes the breath of life out of the story. And
the breath of life is the cinema's specialty.

Much of the American objection to German films is based on
this fact. American films (for all their faults) have tended to

be natural; their very ignorance of aesthetic matters has helped
them. The Germans, on the other hand, have tended to studio-

mania; they have forgotten the camera's capacity for recording
the natural, and they have become theatrical in the bad sense of

that word. "The Last Laugh" was a trifle theatrical. In a re-

cent picture, "The Treasure," the dramatic atmosphere of the

sets was so deliberate and the visual composition so conscious, that

the action was overshadowed and lost. People wandered about
in desperate passage ways ; they did something or other against
powerful exteriors, or pungent stairways ; they lay around on
billowy bedsteads under tremendous ceilings

;
yet I can not re-

member very clearly (and indeed I did not follow as well as

I should have) what it was all about. One couldn't see the

wood for the trees.

To take instances. No one felt anything deliberate about the

sweeping movements of "The Covered Wagon." No one felt

that the advance to the front in "The Big Parade" (the swing-
ing line of wagons and aeroplanes) was anything but fine and
fitting. No one could object to the Sahara scenes in "Beau
Geste," and say they were forced into the picture. Yet all these

moving designs which lent themselves so well to the dramatic
feeling of the story were carefully composed. They were de-

liberate, and yet they were natural. They belonged to the story

and took it somewhere; they didn't hog the picture to the exclu-

sion of the main purposes of the story.

The Range of Visual Dramatics

BUT this problem of visual composition is not merely a mat-
ter of nice designs or even of grand designs. It is really

a very complicated matter, and I propose for a moment to be
quite complicated about it. Visual effects can be scaled and or-

ganized like any other dramatic raw material (sound, for ex-
ample) and sooner or later this will have to be understood by
directors even though the pictures they make are popular pictures.

In the world of jazz the great step forward did not come till

Paul Whiteman and others took jazz seriously enough to make
an analvtic study of it.
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There are several possible variations in visual effect, each with
its capacity to pile up or diminish the dramatic feeling of the
story. There is the variation in light, from light to dark; the
variation in solidity from delicate masses to strong masses; the
variation in proximity from long shots to close-ups; the varia-
tion in direction, to the spectator and away from the spectator;
the variation in pattern from light and graceful patterns to the
brutality of straight lined or angular pattern, or from flat and
shallow pattern to majestic and sweeping pattern; and finally,

the variation in the tempo of movement which I have discussed
in a previous article. These different scales must of course be
orchestrated together: they are separable only in theory.

Examples From "Variety"

VARIETY" illustrates the powerful use of all these varia-

tions and the flash of "Variety" is largely due to its use of

them. There are tremendous contrasts in the picture. The atmos-

phere of the roundabouts is light and airy as befits the happiness

of the two lovers; the movement is free, the dark solidity of close-

ups is not emphasized. The scene in caravan with its atmosphere

of physical freedom and physical happiness is shot through with

light: with the flashing of light on the towel, with the flashing

of light on the lady's naked body, etc. Similar effects are gained

in the first acrobatic display at the Winter Garden when, as yet,

there is no note of tragedy in the air: the dancing of dwarfs
becomes a shimmering of silk and a spinning of circles, the tra-

peze swings back and forward airily in gentle rhythm.

On the other hand, when the atmosphere is set in primitive

mould for the killing, the emphasis is laid on solids, close-ups,

and hard angular pattern; the movement is chained and stiff and

deliberate. When Jannings stood ready to murder, he was a

gigantic shape in the foreground that stood mesmerically still

and kept its face away. Against his dark certainty the victim

fluttered punily in the light. After, when the man was dead,

Jannings was a figure that moved forward slowly and regularly

in a straight corridor. The screaming contortions, the body be-

wilderment of the woman, could not halt or vary the continuing

movement. It kept its monotone in the monotonous straight-

line regularity of the corridor, it kept it down the blinding simi-

larity of the steps. There was a shot at the beginning which

demonstrated the same powerful relation between setting and

story. Jannings shambled with head bent and back bowed to

the warden's office. He passed down a corridor of brutal up-

rights that made hard black angles with the beams of the roof.

Tin uprights and the beams, with their stiff, unyielding spirit of

mechanism, spoke as loudly as the bent head and the bowed

back and the shambling feet. Against them, the movement

feemed slower and the spirit of the man more crushed.

The Power of the Close-up

I
KNOW of no picture where the power of the close-up has

been so well illustrated. In most eases proximity was used

to give physical thrill, and this is entirely as it should be. It

was used too for moments of extreme emotional tension in the

individual. At such points the general scene does not matter;

Tin effect on the individual, and therefore the mask of the in-

dividual, is everything. The big close-up of the picture, how-

iiit, was the one in which Jannings moved slowly down on the

hairy-chested longshoreman. The neck was arched hull-fash-

ion; the camera went with the neck: then the i'aee came forward

slowly and threateningly into the very eye of the camera. The

piling up of tension in the audience was so tremendous that

when the mouth snapped the words "the show is over," it had

all the effect of a shot from a gun. A similar use of close up is

found at the end of "Potemkin," where the cruiser crashes head-

on through the picture, and in those familiar seems where rail-

road trains rush down on the .audience. This utter annihilation

of space has so powerful an effect on the nerves that 1 have

heard women scream at it. Going over the camera (as in the

"Ben-Hur" chariot race) has the effect rather, of flight.

Primitive Effects ""</ Magnificent Effects

PRIMITIVE unintelligent masses .and slow and certain di-

rections are fairly terrible things to work with in cinema.

There is a stupid impressiveness about railway trains, motor

bn.es and Street ears. Something of the same character of

mechanical impressiveness comes into the movement of such
things as bull-necks and backs, or big guns and engines, or bat-
talions and crowds in action.

Both mass and movement, in fact, may be said to vary from
the level of primitive effects and crude purposes to the level of
free and spiritual achievement, and the dramatic appeal may be
gauged accordingly. Direction without variation is primitive.

Given many primitive bodies moving in regular tempo in an iden-
tical direction, it is cumulatively primitive. Set primitive bodies
in an unvarying direction to a primitive purpose: move, say,

motor-buses and railway trains and battalions similarly to war:
and it will seem as though the earth's foundations themselves
must go. The effect will be cumulatively impressive of blind

and threatening power.

Of magnificence? Vary. Let the motor-buses and the rail-

way trains and the battalions move in a swinging curve (as in

"The Big Parade") ; let the aeroplanes wheel overhead like birds

instead of driving ahead like machines ; let the tempo be varied

so that the tramp, tramp, tramp, of one movement is contrasted
with the freedom of another; let the entire movement vary for

all its set purpose, and there will be magnificence. Oppositions
held together in visual orchestration make for splendor. Moun-
tains and forests and sea have an air of foreboding and oppres-
siveness when there is darkness about them. But. great im-

pending masses that they are, when they are shot through with

light, and clear skies are over them, and their variation of shape
and contour and movement is apparent, the effect is of expansion
and freedom. Set gloomy cliffs alive with sea birds, and there

is a similar shift in dramatic feeling.

Masses and Movements Used in Contrast

WHERE primitive effects are held together with free ef-

fects: where dark is held together with light, solidity with

airiness, slow and regular tempo with free tempo: where certain

direction and purpose are held together with varied movement
and changing purposes, and this contrast is emphasized, the dra-

matic effect can be very great. In the massacre scene of "Po-
temkin," the regular movement of the advancing troops is op-

posed to the frenzied movements of the escaping women and
children, and the brutality of the first and the frenzy of the

second are thrown into relief. The same opposition is apparent

in the corridor scene of "Variety." where the steady movement
cf Jannings is accompanied by the feverish gestures of the girl.

Heavy still masses when set in contrast give added life to

what is already alive. In "Potemkin" the contrast between prim-

itive enslaved masses and things of freedom and life was used

throughout the picture. A gun or a stanchion or a rail or a davu
broke through heavily in the foreground and set in relief the

liveliness of the action beyond. The vicious black and white of

iron ships was thrown in with the softer effects of sailing ships

as a dramatic variant. Von Sternberg shows a similar sense of

visual contrast in the market scenes of "The Exquisite Sinner";

there are always the heavy masses of carts, booths and cattle-

pens in the foreground to light up the happenings beyond them.

The murder scene in "Variety." with Jannings' back looming up

in the foreground is a perfect instance of the value of contrast.

Visual Flow Not Everything

IN the last instance, one must imagine the moving shapes

whi(di make up a cinema story as in process of ebb and How.

They come up from the sheer nothingness of light and space and

take form and solidity: they arrange themselves in one pattern

<r another, and shift from pattern to pattern; they speed up.

they slow down; they surire into the impressive proximitv of

close-ups; they annihilate space; they sink back again with dimin-

ishing vitality into the distance. All these processes, if cinema

is bcin^ handled properly, ought to be utilized in the deliberate

and coherent manipulation of the spectators' emotions. They rep-

resent an unexploitcd gold mine of cinema effects.

But (I must repeat) the main thing about visual composition

is not fine design, nor is it that this ebb and flow I speak of. be in

itself beautiful. These things -ire necessary as a pleasant voice

in the telling of a story is necessary, but there are more important

things still. First and last, the composition (whatever it is) must

help the story ; the story is paramount.
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Paramount Opening Brilliant Event
Unparalleled First Night Audience Marvels at Splendor of

New Picture Palace at "Crossroads of the World"

JUST one year after the commencement
of operations, the Paramount Theatre
opened last Friday evening before the

most representative first night audience
ever assembled for such an event in New
York. The glittering splendor of the pala-

tial theatre, the prominence of the guests

and the lavishness of the program combined
to make it an affair memorable in theatrical

and film history.

Representing an investment of more than
sixteen and one-half millions of dollars, this

building, occupying an entire block between
43rd and 44th Streets on Broadway, is the

acme of modern theatre construction. Tow-
ering to a height of 40 stories above Broad-
way, the Paramount Building dominates the

Times Square district. French Renaissance
in architecture, modified by the zoning law
to pyramidal contour, the towering structure

has become overnight one of the show
places of Manhattan.

The crowds of onlookers who present

such a problem at all New York openings
were handled in unusually capable fashion

by the police, and there was little confusion
or difficulty at either the Broadway or the

43rd Street entrances. The house opened
at 7 P. M. for inspection, and the program
started at 9 o'clock, but all during the

evening and up to a late hour many of the

guests continued to promenade about the

house, which well repaid an extended exam-
ination.

Open With Anthem

The program opened with "The Star
Spangled Banner," sung by Marguerite
Ringo, followed by an address of welcome
by Lee J. Eastman, president of the Broad-
way Association. Will H. Hays then ex-

tended a welcome on behalf of the motion
picture industry. He referred in his talk

to Thomas A. Edison, who occupied a box,

and the prolonged applause forced the

inventor to rise twice. Hon. James J.

Walker delivered a brief talk, welcoming
the theatre to Broadway in his capacity as

mayor of Xew York.
An orchestral overture, "1812," opened

the regular program. Then came Helen

Mo. Governor Determined
to Introduce Tax Bill

IN the face of much opposition from
voters, and theatre, tobacco and
other industries, Governor Sam

Baker of Missouri made it known this

week that he is determined to intro-
duce his pet measure for a ten per
cent tax in amusement admissions, to-

bacco, etc. He will propose the bill, it

is believed, shortly after the legislature

convention in January. Theatres in

Kansas City, as a rule, are enjoving
a normal, healthy state of prosperity
since the abolishment of the war tax
on theatre admissions. The adoption
cf the Baker proposal would mean
ruination for many smaller theatres,
exhibitors claim.

R. R. Biechele, president of the
Kansas-Missouri M. P. T. O., has also
sounded a warning to the effect that
all exhibitors should be prompt in the
payment of their dues so that funds
sufficient to combat unfair legislation

may be obtained in ample time.

Vorke, soprano; the Paramount News, com-
piled from the news weeklies; Maurice and
Eleanor Ambrose in a dance number (premier
performance only) ; "The Harbor Beacon,"
a scenic ; Jesse L. Crawford in an organ
specialty, ••Organs f Have Played"; a John
Murray Anderson presentation, "A Pageant
of Progress"; and the feature, "God Gave
Me Twenty Cents."

Crowds Storm House .

Business on Saturday and Sunday con-

tinued to demand police reserves, and the

first week's gross will probably only be

limited by the difficulty of getting audiences

out of the theatre to make room for others,

ft is considered likely that the regular
weekly gross on the house Mill be around
$70,000, which is about on a par with top

business at the Capitol Theatre.

Architectural and projection features of

the house are described in detail elsewhere
in this issue.

A partial list of the celebrities present
at the opening follows

:

Samuel S. Hanauer, Col. E. T. Hartman,
Will Havs, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Horowitz,
Otto H. Kahn, R. T. Kane, Sam Katz, Chi-

cago, 111.; Dr. Harry Katz, Chicago, 111.;

Jesse L. Lasky, Arthur Loew, E. J. Lud-
vigh, Jules Mastbaum, Philadelphia; Morris
Katz, Chicago, 111.; R. Bender, Kelcey Allen,

H. P. Burton, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Berlin,

Hugh Anderson, H. Campagnoli, Eddie Can-
tor. Ralph Block.

J. Clarkson Miller, Bernarr MeFadden,
Mr. (ieo. Ade, Brook, Ind. ; Joseph Moore,
John McGuirk, Winthrop Ames, \Vm. Mor-
ris, Jr., George Gordon Battle, Monta Bell,

T. Benda, Miss Nell Brinkley, Miss Betty
Bronson, Heywood Broun, Geo. Jean Na-
than, Paul Oscard, Miss Mona Palma, Phil

Payne, Brock Pemberton, John Polachek.
Terry Ramsave, Luther Reed, Miss Nellie

Reve'll. B. F.'Rooder, Watterson R. Roth-
acker, Richard A. Rowland.

Many Notables Present

Miss Marion Ivy Harris, Wm. A. Leach,
Joe Le Blang, Miss Margaret Hawkesworth,
Austin C. Keough, Mark Heiman, Chas. Le
Maire, Miss Frances Rockefeller King,
< labriel Hc-s, Sinclair Lewis, Burns Mantle,
David L. Loew, J. J. Murdock, Thomas
Meighan, L. J. Ludwig, Fred'k. A. Musehen-
heim, Frank Meyer, Robert MacAlarney,
A. J. Balaban, Chicago, 111.; Paul Meyer,
Gilbert Miller.

John Balaban, Chicago, 111.; O. H. Cheney,
Major Edw. Bowes. LeRoy W. Baldwin,
Emanuel Cohen, Wm. A. Brady, A. E. Bar-
low. Rex Beach, Jack Connolly. Col. W. S.

Butterfield, Detroit, Mich.; Ricardo Cortez,
Ernest W. Fredman, London. Eng. ; Jule

Delmar, Geo. F. Centes, Fred Desberg,
Cleveland, Ohio; Harvey Deuell, Richard
Dix, James Creelman, Frank Crowninshield.
A. II. Giannini, John Eberson, Jacob Fabian,
Paterson, N. J.; Spencer B. Driggs.

Julian Saenger, New Orleans, La.; Tony
Sarg, Joseph Schenck, Mortimer Schiff,

Chas. M. Schwab, Arch Selwyn, E. E.

Schauer, Robert Sherwood, J. J. Shubert,
Geo. L. Slawson, Hon. Alfred E. Smith,

Executives of Famous Players-Lasky and Publix who played an important part in the great enterprise culminating in the opening of the new
Paramount Theatre on Broadway. New York City; left to right, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, S. R. Kent, Sam Katz, Harold B. Franklin
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Albany, X.V.; Laurence Stallings, Edw.
Steichen, Lawrence Stern, Chicago, 111.;

Frank Sullivan, Miss Gloria Swanson, John
II. Tennant, Geo. W. Trendle, Detroit,

Mich.; Gene Tunney, Miss Florence Vidor,
Il-ii. Robert Wagner, Rodman Wana-
maker, Felix Warburg, A. I.. Warner, Buf-
falo, X. Y.; Harry Warner, Sam Warner,
Arthur Waters, John V. W. Weaver, John
Wenger, .Maurice Wertheim, Miss Lois Wil-
son, Sir Win. Wiseman, Ed Wynn, Miss

Lois Moran, Miss Lya <le Putti, Miss Billie

Burke, Lee Shuhert. Rudolph Wurlitzer,

Boyden Sparkes, Edward L. Stanton. Her-
berl Stern, Chicago, 111.; Percy S. Straus,

Edw. Sutherland. Herbert Swope, Major
Thompson, Norman Trevor, Frank Tuttle,

II. ('. Von Elm, Hon. James J. Walker,
Walter Wanner, David Wartield, Albert
Warner, Jack Warner, Frank I). Water-
man, Victor Watson, Mi-- Rita Weiman,
Louis Werba, Louis Wiley, Thomas A. Wise,

Alexander Woolcott, Plorenz Ziegfeld, Miss

( Uga Nethersole, Ben Lyon.
Frank Bailey, David Belasco, Robert

Benehley, John McK. Bowman. Geo. Broad-
hurst, Miss Louise Brooks. Conde Nast,

X. L. Xathanson. Toronto. Out.; C. W.
Painter, Joseph Patterson, Elmer Pearson,

Charles F. Pettijohn, Geo. P. Putnam, Geo.

L. Rapp, J. L. Replogle, Dr. Hugo Riesen-

feld, Harold Ross, S. L. Rothafel, John
Rumsey, Malcolm St. Clair, R. W. Saun-
ders, Nicholas M. Schenck, Dr. Richard

aster, Gilbert Seldes, Edgar Selwyn,
Michael Shea. Jack Lait, Al Kaufman. Lon-
don, Eng. ; G. S. Kaufman.

Will Invoke Copyright
Laws Against "Bicycler"
FEDERAL copyright laws are

to be invoked by the Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade against an

exhibitor who has been showing pic-

tures which he has not contracted for.

It is hoped that a precedent will be
set in Federal court which will act as

a dampening influence on whatever
exhibitors are now engaged in the
"bicycling" of films. A number of

companies have secured evidence
against the accused exhibitor, and if

justice is obtained, there will un-
doubtedly be a curtailment of this dis-

honest practice in this region. Sev-
eral cases now before the film board
cf trade will undoubtedly find their

way to the Federal court in case a

conviction is obtained in the present
instance.

Admiral C. P. Plunkett, Adolph S. Oh-.
Bruce Barton, Edgar Baruc, Bernard Bar-
uch, Z. L. Chang, George Eastman, Wm.
H. English, Harold B. Franklin, Daniel
Frohman, Sid Grauman, William P. Gray,

Thomas A. Fdison, E. F. Albee, Nathan
Burkan, Miss Clara Beranger.

Thornton W. Allen, Frank Cambria,
A. H. Blank, Paul Block, John Murray
Anderson, Frank Case, Franklin Booth,
• lack Arthur, Toronto, Can.; R. H. Cochrane.

Peter J. Brady, F. V. Baldwin, M. E. Comer-

ford, Scranton, Pa.; Bruce Bromley, Frank
Buehler, Harry Content, E. C. A. Bullock,

Joseph P. Day, Joseph Cosgrave, Crosby
Gaige, Paul D. Cravath, E. G. Gersten,
Jesse Crawford, Morris Gest, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Brandt.

Charles Dana Gibson, Lee J. Eastman,
J. Clarence Davies, Benedict Gimbel, Phila-
delphia; [srael Davis, W. C. Fields, W. H.
Driscoll, John Golden. Xathan Gordon,
Boston, Mass.; John Flinn, Michel Fokine,
Owen Davis, Lawrence Gray. Armistead K.

Holcombe, C. T. Greneker, Ralph Kohn.
Morris Kohn, Arthur Klein, Jules Hurt in.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Hammons.
E. Ray Goetz, George Buchanan Fife. X

W. Finston, Hon. Charles J. Druhan, Edwin
W. Dunn. Samuel Goldwvn, C. A. Franklin,
D. W. Griffith, Karl Kitchen. W. K. Hol-
lander, Chicago, 111.; Forrest Halsey, Miss
Fannie Hurst, Arthur Hammerstein, Felix

Kjahn, John H. Kunsky, Detroit, Mich.;
Joseph A. Hanff, Sam Harding. Theo. \V.

La ml). S. Jay Kaufman.
Sam 11. Harris, Messmore Kendall. Wm.

LeBaron. Irving Lesser, Pierre V. Key.
Harry Hirshfield, Robert Leiber, Sam King-
ston, Ray Long, B. S. Moss, Townsend Mar-
tin, Harry Lubliner, Chicago, Til.; Miss
Mae Murray, James S. Metcalfe, Mark
Luescher, Jules Murry, Louis Meyer, John
McBride, Barney Balaban, Chicago. 111.;

Mr. and Mrs. Jules Brulatour, Vincent Mc-
Faul, Buffalo, X.Y. ; F. P. Adams. Paul
Moonev, Wm. Anthony McGuire, Dr. Felix
Adler.' Wm. Morris, Miss H. M. Malkiel,

Wm. Brandt.

No Empire-Wide Action on "Quota"
Imperial Conference Puts Question Up To Governments of Various

British Commonwealths for Action Along Several Lines

LONDON, November 22.—The Imperial

Conference has approved the following

resolution recommended by the EcO-

nomic sub-committee

;

"The Imperial Conference, recognizing

as of the greatest importance that a large

and increasing proportion of films exhibited

throughout the Empire should he of Em-
pire production, commends the remedies

proposed to the consideration of the Go\
, iiin .hi- id' the various part- of the Empire
with a view to such early and effective

on to deal with the serious situation

now existing as they may severally find

possible.'

'

The "remedies" proposed include: Cus-

toms duties on foreign made film-; legisla-

tion against blind and block booking; pref

erence for films produced within the Em-
pire; imposition of requirements as to rent

ing or exhibiting a minimum quota of Em-
pire films.

The possibility of the quota being placed

on distributors only is highly significant.

This step, if it is carried out. might remove
the opposition of the Cinema Ex-

hibitors Association, which is against an

exhibition quota, and has announced thi

will fight such a hill if it is introduced in

Parliament.

By BRUCE ALLAN
Editor Kinematograph Weekly

(Special Cable to Motion Picture News I

Canada Not Desirous of

Film Quota Plan
CANADA does not desire a film

quota scheme in common with all

the other Dominions of the Em-
pire. This was brought out at the
Imperial Conference on November 12

and was reflected in statements by
Canadian officials at Ottawa, Ontario.
What Canada does want is co-

operation with the other Dominions in

the matter of film distribution and also
an Empire ruling that pictures made on
Empire soil with a certain percentage
of British capital and cast shall be
accepted as British pictures under any
quota plan that may be adopted by
the United Kingdom or any Domin-
ion. This would do much toward
encouraging a film industry in Can-
ada, it is believed.

It i- significant that the resolution of the

Imperial I rice, which is composed of

the Prime Ministers of England and the

various other Commonwealths making up
the British Empire, does not recommend

Empire action, hut leaves the matter to the

several G It is believed t ha1

this action came about because of the op

position of Canada, which i- against heavy
import taxes or quotas on the ground that

thi- would lower film standards in Canada.
The Canadian Premier also demanded a

definition of what constitutes an Empire-
made film. The Canadian Government, for

example, would consider a picture made in

Canada by Americans as coming under this

definition.

In the committee's report, also, appeared
a paragraph apparently acknowledging that

Empire-made films will have to have enter-

tainment value in order to he successful.

This paragraph reads

:

"Existing duties on film- and preferences

accorded in some cases have been of little

effect in promoting film production within

the Empire. There should he a substantial

output of films which not only conform to

Empire requirements hut also are of real

Competitive ami exhibition value. It also i-

essentia] to develop effective distributive

arrangements throughout the Empire, dif-

ferent parts of the Empire co-operating
\\ hel'e\ el- p.— i 1 1| c.

Although the resolution of the Imperial

Conference doe- not say so, the action taken

i- directed chiefly against American films,

which Constitute ninety per cent of the

world '- picture entertainment.

Metro-Goldwyn Pict. Corp.
Declare Dividend

The Hoard of Directors has declared a

quarterly dividend of 1"^ per cent on the

Preferred stock of the com).any. payable

December loth. 1"'2fi. to stockholders of

record at the close of business on Novem-
ber 27th. 1926.
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M. P. Salesmen, Inc., Hold
Sixth Annual Dinner-Dance
The Motion Picture Salesmen, Incorpo-

rated, are holding their sixth annual din-

ner and dance this Saturday evening-. No-
vember 27th, at the Commodore Hotel. Many
novelties and surprises are promised and a

gala array of stars will be present. The
entertainment committee have given their

untiring efforts to make this the most suc-

cessfully brilliant affair and it is confident-

ly expected that it will come up to all ex-

pectations.

Old Law Squelches Sunday
Movies in Illinois Town

Assumption, 111., must do without Sunday
motion picture shows because Mayor T. P.

Myers has discovered a 50-year old ordi-

nance that prohibits Sunday amusements.
The town had been discussing Sunday
movies and the City Council looked with
favor on Sabbath amusements, but Mayor
Myers painted the town blue by digging
up the forgotten law.

Bandit Relieves Congress in

Chicago of $5,000
The latest theatre to suffer from the

activities of Chicago bandits, is the Con-
gress at Rockwell Street and Milwaukee
Avenue, which was held up by a single

armed bandit and robbed of approximately
five thousand dollars, on Sunday night.

Charles Carroll, the manager, and Thomas
Brenfield, treasurer, were in the office at the
time the hold-up occurred and were forced
at the point of a gun, to give up the money.

Floods Damage Gem Theatre
in Beardstown, Illinois

Floods winch have recently done so much
damage in Central Illinois are reported to

have wrecked the Gem Theatre at Beards-
town to the extent of $7,000, the chairs,

organ and the floor of the theatre having
been badly damaged by water.

Sunday Shows Defeated in

Lake Norden, S.D.
Lake Xorden, S.D., is to be deprived of

its Sunday movies by a margin of two
votes. At a special election recently, voters
of that town decided against Sundav shows
bv a vote of 91 to 89.

Vitaphone Selling Starts

On 100 Subjects
WITH about one hundred spe-

cialty subjects ready and
fifty machines promised for

installation by January i, salesmen
are now taking contracts on Vita-
phone service, it was learned this
week. The program will be sold in
the same general way as other pic-
tures, the price being regulated by
local conditions in each instance.
Rumors continued active during the

week concerning the possibility of
five leading distributors buying into
Vitaphone, with nothing to indicate
either completion or abandonment of
the deal.

Compromise Averts Threatened Studio

Strike; Committees Confer

A "GENERAL understanding" reached this week between representatives
of the Theatrical Stage Employees and M. P. Machine Operators and
Los Angeles motion picture producers forecast the amicable arrange-

ment of differences between them over the union demands for a closed-shop
policy in studios and averted the threatened strike to begin December i. The
announcement that an understanding had been reached was announced in New
York by William F. Canavan, president of the union which had issued an ulti-

matum setting December i as the date of a walkout of union workers from the
studio sunless the present open-shop policy was discontinued and other con-
ditions set forth in the union demands were met.

Committees representing the union and the producers are conferring in Holly-
wood and it is expected an agreement in the form of a compromise will be
reached before next Wednesday, the date set for the threatened walkout of
studio employees, theatre operators and stage workers.
The union sought an eight-hour day, with time and a half for overtime after

5 p.m.. and improved working conditions in addition to a closed shop. The
strike, which was threatening as a consequence of failure to meet these conditions,
would have a far-reaching effect. Union heads claimed that 3,500 studio work-
ers and theatre employees in Los Angeles would walk out, with possible nation-
wide sympathetic strikes involving stage technicians and projectionists.
The general understanding, it is believed, will be reflected immediately in

studio operations. In anticipation of a possible walkout several of the Holly-
wood plants deferred new productions and speeded work on pictures nearing
completion in contemplation of an at least temporary slowing up of work.

France Has3,000 Movie Houses
American Picture Popular with French

;

French Projectors Rule Country's Market

THERE are approximately 3,000 thea-

tres in France showing motion pic-

tures all the year round, according

to advices to the Department of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner G. R. Canty,

Paris. A vast majority of these are of the

smaller variety seating less than 500 per-

sons. Very few of them can accommodate
higher than S00 (there are a few large

houses in France, however, situated in

Paris and in one or two other large French
cities), while the remainder have a seating

capacity of from 500 to S00 people.

American motion pictures are the most
popular in France and are said to constitute

about 75 per cent of all pictures exhibited.

The comedy super-film and the action pic-

ture are the favorite pictures of the French
movie audiences.

Nearly all American pictures shown in

France are produced by the so-called larger

companies of the United States which
have their own agencies in France—for dis-

tribution in France, its nearby possessions,

and Belgium. Some of the products of the

American independents find their way to

the French theatres through French distrib-

uting agencies, although this quantity in

the aggregate is small. One or two of the

American representatives are reported to

be experimenting in the distribution of

pictures by the so-called block-system and
include in their programs French pictures
which they have acquired chiefly on a com-
mission basis. In this manner, it is said,

they manage not only to find a somewhat
better market for their own larger films hut
also they are enabled to make a slight

profit by distributing French pictures which
otherwise might not be rented.
The French market for motion picture

projectors is dominated by the French and
German products, with the French makes
very much more in demand than those of
German manufacture, says Trade Commis-
sioner Canty. The American projectors
now in use in France were sold some few

years ago, when, because they were surplus
war stocks, they could be sold at greatly
reduced rates satisfactory

Motion picture censorship in France is

in the hands of the Ministry of Education
and Arts (Ministere de l'lnstruction Pub-
lique at des Beaux-Arts) at Rue de Valois,
Paris. Any one desiring to exhibit a picture
in France must send to this commission a
resume of the film he wants to put in cir-

culation. It is then examined and if not
approved, the interested party is asked t<>

send a copy of the film in question to the
Commission, where it is screened for
further examination. A fixed fee of seven
centimes (7 centimes) per metre is charged
for each film approved by the censors. This
money is paid to the "Chambre Syndicate
de la Cinematrographie, " 13, bis Rue des
Mathnrine, Paris (the French Motion Pic-
ture Board of Trade), and is accounted for
to the censorship committee.
The French motion picture press is con-

tinually advocating higher admission prices
to theatres, but the vast majority of theatre
owners are said to be reluctant to take this

desired step for fear of losing patronage.

Two Companies Angling
for Thomson Contract

R1lEPORTS indicated this week
that Famous Players and
United Artists are both seek-

ing to obtain the services of Fred
Thomson, Western star, after the
:hree pictures remaining on his F.B.O.
contract are delivered. Neither
company has a Western star at pres-
ent on its schedule.

Relations between Thomson and
F.B.O. are entirely friendly, but the
offers made him are so attractive, it

is said, that F.B.O. could scarcely
afford to meet them.
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Approximately 30,000 Seats in Broadway
Picture Houses Including Paramount

THE opening of the Paramount Theatre brings the seating capacity

in Broadway houses showing pictures up to approximately 30,000

seats. With the closing of the Rivoli next week, preliminary to its

becoming a long-run house, there will be four weekly change theatres;

the Capitol, Hippodrome, Mark Strand and Paramount.
At present seven of the twelve theatres playing first runs have long-

run policies. Seating capacities of the Broadway houses are: Astor,

1,200; Capitol, 5,300; Central, 1,000; Colony, 1,800; Cohan, 1,204;

Criterion, 608; Hippodrome, 6,200; Mark Strand, 2,900; Paramount,
3,850; Rialto, 1,960; Rivoli, 1,980; Warners, 1,360.

With the opening of "What Price Glory" at the Harris Tuesday
night the total was increased by 1,025. The Roxy, scheduled to start

operations in February, will augment the total by 6,226. The Cameo,
which is now devoted to revivals, seats 540.

Theatre Record in Wisconsin
Survey Shows Great Building Activity

for 1926; $3,865,000 Was Spent

DrKI\'<; the current year it is esti-

mated that $3,865,000 was spent on
theatre development in the Wiscon-

sin territory which is considered a building

record, although the coming year is expect-

ed to witness even greater activity. Con-
siderable of the lfl'20 development has been

in the nature of remodeling. The three-

cornered battle between the Saxe Circuit,

Fischers Theatres and Universal is partly

responsible for the boom and for future

de\ elopment plans.

One of the highlights was the opening in

Fond du Lac of the Fond du Lac Theatre, a
Fischer house, and the Retlaw, operated by

Saxe, with the Garrick undergoing remodel-

ing that eust about $25,000. Xext in im-

portance i- Oshkosh, where both Saxe ami

Fischer are building. The Saxe house is

expected to open in February and the Fisch-

er next summer. In Madison, where Fischer
lias control, the Saxe Company will also

have a new house, which is now under
construction.

Saxe i- fortifying its position in Milwau-
kee with the building of a pre release sub-

urban house and three others in the city.

Sam Pylet is erecting one in Shorewood
and Ernest Langemack is remodeling his

Colonial, Milwaukee. Universal is soon to

open the Venetian, another Milwaukee
house, which will oppose two Saxe theatres.

The Delft Circuit has announced a new
house for Marquette, Michigan, and Uni-
versal is planning to enter that city, as

well as Escanaba, another Delft stronghold.
A new house has been opened in Menom-
inee, where Saxe has three and Al Picker
is building a new house in Ironwood.
Racine is to have a new theatre sponsored

by Universal in association with Friedman
Bros. Kenosha is another city where Uni-
versal is building in opposition to Saxe.

At Wausau, Frank Welter, who operates
the Opera House, is planning to build a new
theatre in better compete with Saxe's Wau-
sau, which was completely remodeled during
the year. Marshtield and Steven's Point
also are to get new theatres.

Fischer is building a new house at Port-

age, which is scheduled to be completed
around January 1st, and is planning to

build at Viroqua and Richland ('enter.

U. A. Sales Forces Conferring
Lichtman Calls Meeting at Home
Office ; Convene Next in Chicago

AL LICHTMAN, general manager of

distribution for United Artists, held

a sales conference at the home of-

fice of the company at which all Eastern
District managers were present. The con
ventioii was held on Sunday and Monday
of this week.

Mr. Lichtman. in hi- address to the

gathering, firsl traced the history of the

company and declared thai the selling pol-

icy now in operation would be continued
without change. Wide latitude will be

given sales managers and salesmen in the

selling of each production, he declared.

Speaking of the policy of Hat rental per

picture, Mr. Lichtman stated the Eairesi

plan of selling pictures is on the basis of

rantee plus percentage; he also said

the Budget system for every exchange
would be put in operation immediately, co-

incident with the sales quota System. Or-
der- tor accessories will be taken by the

-ale-man at the lime the contract i- closed,

-aid Mr. Lichtman.

Hi- recent trip to the Coast was next

described by the distribution manager. He
told of viewing "rashes" on the latesl pro-
duction- for United Arti<ts release and ex-
plained the expansion program which he
had discussed with Joseph M. Schencfc on
the Coast.

"There will be no changes in the person-
nel that was so loyal to Hiram Abrams,"
said Mr. Lichtman. "I hope I shall have
the same fine cooperation and loyalty that
you gave that great and human man,
and we shall all do our utmost to keep the
name and fame of United Artists on as
high a plane as it has been in the last

seven years."
Other executives of the company ad-

dressed the salesmen; Arthur W. Kelly
stressed the new methods in vogue for in-

spection of films and use of new organiza-
tion form- intended to make contacts of
showmen with United Artists easier and
more profitable.

There were talks by W. W. Hines, Victor
M. Shapiro, Paul X. Lazarus, General Sales
Manager, Southern and Western Division;

Cresson E. Smith, General Sales Manager,
Mid-Western Division, E. C. Jensen,
Joseph M. Schenck's representative, and
Abraham Lehr, General Manager, Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc.

Mr. Lichtman, Cresson E. Smith. Paul
X. Lazarus and Victor M. Shapiro will leave

for Chicago, Friday, November 26th, on the
20th Century Limited to attend the Sales
Convention of the Mid-Western Division of
United Artists, to be held at the Drake
Hot id, Sunday. Xovember 2Sth.

Sunday Shows Make Debut
in Elmira, N.Y.

Under the terms of an ordinance passed
by the council when the Sunday show ques-
tion was carried in a referendum vote, El-

mira, N.Y., will indulge on November
2Mb for the first time in Sunday movies
which will be legal after 2 P. M. Mayor
David X. Heller and nine members of the
council voted for the ordinance while three
aldermen refused to cast any vote.

September M. P. Exports
Reach High Total

EXPORTS of motion pictures in

September reached a higher
total than has been attained

since last April, it is shown by
figures just compiled by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
totaling $29,538,876 feet, valued at

$901,379. This was nearly a quarter-
million dollars above the total of

$663,302 recorded for August.
Large increases were recorded in all

classes of film exports, negatives
shipped in September totaling 584,270
feet, with a value of $122,373, as com-
pared with 469,384 feet, valued at

$96,855 in August; positives, 22,959,-

209 feet, valued at $634,375, as com-
pared with 16,446,576 feet, valued at

$465,456, and unexposed film, 4,627,114
feet, worth $112,743, as compared with
3,370,279 feet, worth $84,877. Ship-
ments to Alaska, Hawaii and Porto
Rico totaled 1,368,283 feet, valued at

$31,888, against 890,666 feet, valued at

$16,114.
Our largest market for positives

was Australia, taking 2,321,991 feet,

valued at $80,358; other million-foot
totals included 1,394,495 feet, valued at

$41,561, to Canada; 1,379,135 feet,

valued at $41,770, to Argentine; 1,-

336,662 feet, valued at $39,065, to
Brazil; 1,746,731 feet, valued at $29,940,
to France, and 1,048,702 feet, valued at

$23,102, to Spain.
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In and Out of Town

LOX YOUXG, director of Gotham advertis-

ing and publicity, spent most of last week
on -trains while en route to various Gotham
exchanges and distributors of Gotham products
in Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky in the interests

of "Money to Burn," the latest Gotham release.

O TANLEY HAND, special sales representa-
O five of Warner Bros, has been detailed by
General Manager of Distribution Sam E.
Morris, on a sales trip to the principal Warner
Bros, exchanges. He will stop at Cincinnati,

Detroit, Cleveland and Chicago, through the

Southern states and the West. He will probably

be gone for three weeks or a month.

SAM SAX, president of Lumas Film Cor-
poration, arrived at Los Angeles last

week, where he will remain until about Feb-
ruary at which time, it is estimated, the
present production program will have been
completed.

THOMAS PATRICK MULROONEY,
assistant manager of the foreign depart-

ment of United Artists, left Thursday. Novem-
ber 18th, for a fortnight's visit to Porto Rico
where he will discuss with United Artists sales

managers the expansion program embracing
sixteen releases for the current season. Mr.
Mulrooney will be gone from Xew York about
one month.

WJ. MORGAX, sales manager of Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation, is back

again at the home office after a flying trip to

Buffalo to look over Fred Zimmerman's office.

HEXRI ELMAX, Columbia franchise holder
of Chicago, is visiting Xew York and

conferring with Jack Cohn, treasurer of Colum-
bia Pictures, relative to the showing of "The
Better Way" at the Windy City.

A/f AX WEISS. President of Artclass Pic-
lyjt. turcs Corporation, returned to New York
November 20th on the Berengaria following a

toy of three months on the other side where
he closed several deals for foreign territory

oil his company's short subject program.

CLAUDE H. MACGOWAN. special rep-

resentative of Columbia Pictures, has
returned from an inspection tour of ex-
changes that included Toronto, Detroit ?.nd

Pittsburgh. While in Detroit he signed a

contract for additional space in the Film
Exchange Building, which building will be
ready for occupancy before the first of the

year.

New York State Grants In-

corporation Charters

Companies incorporating: in the moving
picture business or some one of its branches,

during the week in New York State, in-

cluded the following: Ditmars Theatre

Corporation, capitalization not specified,

Lawrence E. B'obker, Mabel R. O'Shaugh-
nessy and Arthur B. Cohen, Xew York
City; The Marham Cinema Corporation,

$50,000, John M. Wood, Ralph G. Failing.

Charles P. Fuller, Xew York City; N. P. B.

Film Producers, Inc., $10,000, Edward M.
Behrman, Gertrude Stander, Brooklyn

;

Shirley Pirlof, Brooklyn; Film Safe Cor-

poration, $20,000, Jacob J. Forman. Alvin

A. Berg, Brooklyn; Jerome J. Greilsheimer,

Bronx; Travelogue Film Corporation, $25,-

000, Edward S. Witkowski, Arthur Gottlieb,

Joseph A. Gorman, Xew York City.

Elmira-Saranac Lake, N. Y.,

Houses Change Hands
Two important theatrical transactions

took place during the past week, one of

which resulted in the William Berinstein

Estate acquiring the Kenney Theatre in El-

mira, a large house in that city. The house
cost in the neighborhood of a million dol-

lars and will give the Berinsteins control

in Elmira. The Berinsteins now have
theatres in Elmira, Corning, Dunkirk, Al-

bany and Troy. The houses in Albany and
Troy are handled by Julius Berinstein, who
resides in Albany.

The second deal involves the acquisition

by the Sehine Brothers, of the Pontiae
Theatre in Saranac Lake, one of the largest

houses in the entire Adirondack region. The
house has been managed by Dave Seymour
for several years, and was owned by a
group of wealthy business men, including
one of the collar manufacturers of Troy.
The Kallet brothers, of Rome and Oneida,
had also been negotiating for the theatre.

Harwood Re-elected Pres.

Cleveland Exhib. Assoc.
John J. Harwood was re-elected presi-

dent of the Cleveland Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors Association at an organization
meeting held in the Statler Hotel in Cleve-
land last Tuesday. In addition, Charles G.
Burton was elected vice-president ; William
J. Banks, secretary and Benjamin Z. Levine,
treasurer. The special office of honorary
vice-president was created for Max Marcus,
pioneer in local motion picture exhibition,
and unanimously acclaimed the best loved
man in the industry. The board of direc-
tors as elected last Tuesday consists of Al-
lien E. Ptak, two year term; John D. Kala-
fat, two year term; Frank Gross, one year
term, and Jules Schwartz, one year term.
Henry Lustig, John Kalafat and Henry
Greenberger are also on the board of di-

rectors, serving a three year term which
expires in 1928.

"Eucharistic Congress"

in Boston, Chicago

DUE to prior arrangements made
by the management of the
house the "Eucharistic Congress

Film," which sets forth the picture
history of the Twenty-eighth Catholic
Congress held in Chicago in June, has
been forced to curtail its run at the
Jolson Theatre, New York City, and
is now showing simultaneously in Bos-
ton and Chicago.

In Boston the picture opened at the
Boston Opera House and the presenta-
tion was made under the auspices of
Cardinal O'Connell, Archbishop of the
City. Practically every Catholic in

Boston tried to be present at the in-

itial performance which resulted in a
crowded house.
The Illinois Theatre is housing the

Chicago show, which is sponsored by
Cardinal Mundelein, Archbishop of

Chicago, for whom the Fox Film
Company produced the picture with-
out charge. Speeches by executive
members of the Congress preceded
the screening at the opening.

Jensen - Von H e r b e r g
Again in Exhibition Field

THE firm of Jensen-Von Herberg,
former owners and directors of

the circuit of forty theatres in

the Pacific Northwest States now in

the hands of Pacific Northwest The-
atres, Inc., is again in the exhibition
field in the same territory, though on
a smaller scale.

A Seattle report last week indi-

cates that the Von Herberg interests
have purchased the Empress and the
Majestic, two second-run houses in

Ballard, a suburb of Seattle, from Mr.
and Mrs. Don Geddes. The latter is

expected to remain in charge of the
houses until the first of the year,
pending the completion of a third the-
atre in the Ballard Eagles' Lodge
Building, also included in the sale.

The three houses will then go under
the Jensen-Von Herberg management
in what is reported to be the beginning
of a chain of suburban houses in
Washington and Oregon.

M. P. T. O. of Indiana in

Organization Work
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indi-

ana, since the engagement last June of
C. B. Trotter as manager of the body, has
displayed unusual interest in organization
work. Miss Helen Brown, until three weeks
ago secretary and manager of the Indian-
apolis Film Board of Trade, will in the
future officiate as secretary to Mr. Trotter.
Miss Brown organized the Indiana board
and served for four years on the Indiana
Arbitration Board as manager. She will be
able to use her extensive knowledge of ar-

bitration rules and practices in aiding In-
diana theatre owners in arbitration disputes.

Branches are being established in all of
the large Indiana cities and Indianapolis
has organized a group with Jean Marks, of
the Central Amusement Company, as presi-
dent, Roy Blair as treasurer, and Mr. Trot-
ter as secretarv to the state and local
brandies. Mr. Trotter was conspicuously
successful in settling the recent strike in
Indianapolis when 70 operators left their
work one night at 11 o'clock and all of the
theatres were supplied with new ones by
noon of next day. The directors of the
Indiana organization attended the recent
convention at Battle Creek. Over fifteen

arbitration cases were settled last week
without having to go to the Board.

M. P. T. O. A. Aids Govern-
ment in Holiday Mail Service

Officials of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and First Assistant
General John H. Bartlett have effected an
arrangement whereby the former will aid
in every way possible the ready handling
and delivery of the holiday mail, by elim-
inating the lack of public co-operation that
alone hampered the general delivery of the
mail during those arduous days of festivity.

All theatre owners will place slides on their
screens urging the public to "Help your
Post Office Xow and During the Holiday
Season. Mail early—Write addresses plain-
ly—Put on return addresses. Put on neces-
sary postage. Wrap all packages securely.

Answer door bell promptly on 'Special'
or 'Registry' deliveries. Help all you can."
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'If Inaugurates New Method
Get Reaction to

" Strogoff" in Cities of Varied
Size and Importance Before Launching Film

ANEW try-out method—that of simul-

taneously showing in first run houses
'-i ml communities of assorted popula-

tion and size in different parts of the coun-

try—was tried out by officials of Universal
Pictures corporation with regard to "Mi-
chael Strogoff," the French Societe des Cin-

eroman's production which Carl Laemmle is

distributing in America and elsewhere. The
result of the new plan by means of which a
composite view-point of the country at

large or a cross section of the American
public's attitude towards is definitely ob-

tained, indicates, Universal executives claim

that "Michael Strogoff" will go over

strongly in all theatres. The new try-out

method, which ignores the key cities and
exchange centres, proved so satisfactory to

Universal that it is said that the company
will judge all future releases by employing
this plan.

The production had its premiere at the

Rialto Theatre in Washington, D.C., and
proved eminently successful. In the Alad-
din Theatre in Denver, Colo., the picture

drew enormous crowds and many were
turned away. Despite a severe blizzard

exceptional business was had at the Rialto

Theatre, in Racine, Wis., while the
showing at the McDonald Theatre in Eu-
gene, Ore., broke all house records and
drew above average the succeeding days.
In St. Augustine, Fla., "Michael Strog-
off" Avas displayed at the Jefferson Theatre
and, according to Roy S. Campbell, man-
ager of the Jefferson, the run was a suc-

cess. The picture was presented at the
Columbia Theatre in Phoenix, Ariz., and
the reaction of the film there was also

favorable. More evidence as to the pic-

ture's value was brought to light when the
picture was presented at the Empress
Theatre in Kearney, Neb.
The French production also enjoyed an

eighth showing, though under slightly dif-

ferent conditions at Blank's Strand in Des
Moines where it was put on "cold" follow-
ing the regular night show. With the ex-

ception of five or six, who had to catch last

trains, the entire audience stayed through
this showing.
The approaching New York premiere of

"Michael Strogoff" at the George M. Cohan
Theatre, on December 5th, while a part of

the try-out method is in reality a result

of that plan.

Progress on "King of Kings
Name Roles for 530 Players Thus Far;

Many Other Productions Being Made

55

WHILE many productions are in

filming at the De Mille and Metro-
politan studios at the present time

the main interest centres on Cecil B. De
.Mille 's personally directed picture, "The
King of Kings," in which 530 name roles

appear thus far, with well over 4,000 extras.

Mr. De Mille has just completed aiming
the sequence in which the Garden of Geth-

semane figures, where Judas betrays the

Christ, the struggle between the Apostles

and the soldiers and the seizure of Jesus
were enacted. Unable to find a location

Mr. De Mille had the garden built on a sel

in the studio. The setting is reproduced
Erom old steel engrjivings made ill (iethse-

mane cent uries ago.

Players appearing in this sequence in-

clude many who have been starred or tea

tured in other P.D.C. releases, but who are

playing minor roles in this production. They
include Joseph Schildkraut as Judas, Ernesl
Torrence as the Apostle Peter, H. B. Warner,
Th lore Kn-lot't'. Joseph Striker and K<>

bert Edeson.

Meanwhile, production on other pictures
at these studios has not slackened. William
K. Eoward i about to start direction of
"White Gold" with Jetta Goudal starred
—C. Gardner Sullivan ami Ruperl Julian
bave practically completed cutting of/'The
Yankee clipper' ' Paul Sloane is complel
ing plans tor direction of "Turkish De
light," the Irvin Cobb story in which Julia

will have the feminine had.
The "Rubber Tire " unit i- on location

in the Sierras—James W. Home h cutting
Rod La Rocque's new picture. "The Cruise
of the Jasper B"—Donald Crisp is making
"Nobody's Widow," with Leatrice Joj

starred and Charles Ray in the leading male
role—The "Jim the Conqueror" company
has just returned from a location trip;

William Boyd and Elinor Fair head the cast

and George B. Seitz is directing—Scott Sid-

ney is preparing to start work on '
' No Con-

trol," in which Harrison Ford and Phyllis

Haver will be featured.

M. E. Hoffman Manager
West Coast

BP. SCHULBERG, Para-
mount's West Coast studio

• executive, yesterday se-
cured the signature of Milton E.
Hoffman to a new long term con-
tract as executive manager of the
West Coast studio of Famous Play-
ers-Lasky.

Mr. Hoffman is looked upon as one
of the most efficient men in his field

and first became associated with Para-
mount 11 years ago when he served
as general manager of the Hollywood
studio for four years.
In the reorganization of Paramount's

west coast executive personnel a year
ago, Mr. Hoffman returned to the com-
pany to assume his present post of
executive studio manager, his record
since that time winning him his new
long term contract.

In addition to his duties as studio
manager, Mr. Hoffman will serve as
superintendent of two or three of the
big Paramount road-shows during the
coming year. The first production will
be"The Greatest Show on Earth."

"Nervous Wreck" National
Release Date Dec. 26

DECEMBER 26th has been set as
the national release date for
"The Nervous Wreck," the

Christie comedy special which Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation is dis-
tributing and selling under a well-de-
fined and unique plan. 325 key cities

were selected when the sales plan for
the picture was made. Each branch
received a list of cities that it was ex-
pected to sell and all early sales were
confined exclusively to these key
points. Returns to the office to date
indicate that arrangements in nearly
80 per cent of these cities have been
consummated. A secondary list, al-

ready sent to the branches, consists
of 1,000 houses through the country.
It is expected that before the opening
date the 325 cities will have been
booked practically 100 per cent and
also that the success of the selling

plan in the second block of cities will

be quite as good as that in the first

block. The previews of "The Nervous
Wreck" in the thirty-one P. D. C. ex-
change cities, on November 13, were
of the utmost importance in lessening
sales resistance.

"Ramblin' Galoot," With
Roosevelt, Pathe Release
"The Ramblin' Galoot," a feature West-

ern starring Buddy Roosevelt and produced
by Lester F. Scott, is included in the

Associated Exhibitors Westerns on the

Pathe release schedule. Betty Burbridge
adapted the story for screen presentation
from the story by Barr Cross. The cowboy
star was directed by Fred Bain and sur-

rounded with a cast that included Violet

La Plante, sister of Laura, as leading
woman; Nelson McDowell, Frederick Lee,

Al Taylor, Charles Whitaker, Clyde Mc-
Clary, Harry Delmour and Hank Bell.

"Women Love Diamonds" Is

Put Into Production
Last week saw production begin on "Wo-

men Love Diamonds," the story of city life

by Edmund Goulding, who is directing the
til in, which formerly bore the title of "Dia-
mond Handcuffs." Pauline Starke has been
given the feminine lead and the cast sur-

rounding her includes Owen Moore, Cissy

Fitzgerald. Constance Howard and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.

Alma Rubens to Play Lead in

H. G. Wells' Story
The leading character in the screen ver-

sion by Fox Films of "Marriage," the novel

by H (I. Wells, has been decided upon as an
excellent ride for Alma Kubens. The pic-

ture will he directed by R. William Xeill

and will go into production as soon as the
adaptation has been completed. It will be
released under the title of "Wedlock."

"Heaven and Earth" Sills'

Next for First National
When Milton sills completes his present

First National picture, tentatively called
"The Runaway Enchantress," he will do a

Story by Carey Wilson entitled ••Heaven
and Earth."
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Two M-G-M Specials Go
to B'way Houses Shortly

METRO - GOLDWYN-MAYER
plan to put two special pro-
ductions, "Tell It to the

Marines" and "The Fire Brigade" on
Broadway houses in the near future.

As a matter of fact the only thing that
detains the showings is the choice of

theatres where the films will be shown.
"Tell It to the Marines" stars Lon
Chaney, who appears without special

make-up in a role of a hard-boiled
drill sergeant. William Haines and
Eleanor Boardman have secondary
starring roles, George Hill directed.

Major General John A. Lejeune, com-
mandant of the U. S. Marine Corps,
personally inspected the filming of the
final scenes of the production and Gen-
eral Smedley Butler, head of the San
Diego base, also supervised the scenes
taken there. The sequences include
the first motion pictures ever taken of

the Pacific Fleet at practice.

William Nigh directed "The Fire

Brigade" under the supervision of

Hunt Stromberg. Charles Ray and
May McAvoy head the cast. At the

recently held New Orleans convention
of three thousand fire chiefs and execu-
tives the picture was enthusiastically

received. Fire Marshal Jay Stevens
of California and Fire Chief Scott of

Los Angeles were among those who
assisted in the filming of "The Fire
Brigade."

44

Makes Additions to Cast of

'Exclusive Rights"<<i

Besides announcing the selection of

Shirlev Palmer and James Bradburv, Jr.,

for the cast of '
' Exclusive Rights, '

' J. G.

Bachmann, producer of the Preferred pic-

tures, has signed Grace Cunard for the role

originally given Betty Francisco. "Ex-
clusive Rights," which will be the next
release on the Preferred program for the
current season, is based on Jerome Wilson 's

story, "Invisible Government." Playing
important parts in the film are Gayne
Whitman, Lillian Rich, Sheldon Lewis,
Gaston Glass, Gloria Gordon, Raymond
MeKee and Charles Mailes.

Two Tiffany Managers Are
Transferred

W. G. Smith has been transferred from
the New Haven exchange of Tiffany to take
charge of the company's Pittsburgh office

where he is replacing Jack WitlieVs. The
managership of the New Haven exchange
of Tiffany has been given Isadore Cobe,
one of the salesmen attached to the Boston
exchange. Mr. Cobe is the brother of Bob
Cobe, the manager of the Tiffany Boston
exchange and sales supervisor of the New
England territory.

"Little Orphan Annie" to Be
Picturized by F. B. O.

"Little Orphan Annie," perhaps the most
famous of the poems of James Whitcomb
Riley, is to be one of the F. B. 0. Gold Bonds
for next season. The poem possesses "story
quality" for a narrative and F. B. 0. plans
the vehicle, a comedy drama, for an actress
of distinction and ability who will enact
the role of Annie, the household drudge.

What Price Glory" Premiere
Creates Interest at Showings on Coast
and in New York at Harris Theatre

ANOTHER of the important first nights
of the movie season of 1926-27 is

now history and "What Price
Glory's" premiere will be found to have
made a notable contribution to that history.

Premieres of the importance of this war
tale always draw rather amazing and
spectacular audiences, and "What Price

Glory" was no exception in its first New
York showing at the Harris Theatre, Tues-
day night, November 23. The picture had
been shown at the Carthay Circle Theatre,
Los Angeles.

Success was in the air almost after the

first few hundred feet of film had been un-
wound. Raoul Walsh, the director, and
AVinfield Sheehan, the supervising director,

had obviously done the impossible. They
had taken a picture based on the same
theme as "The Big Parade" — viz., the
American participation in the world war,
and had fashioned something that was dis-

similiar in almost every respect, yet with
an appeal to the mind and the eye that
was as great, and in some instances greater
than the Stallings original picture under
King Victor's direction.

Of its reception by that first night audi-
ence there is no question nor of its future.

Rappe's score, ever a most effective con-
comitant of the action on the screen, added
to the furore the picture itself created.
The spectators found themselves gripping

their seats and absolutely orientated into
the action and scenes of the movie. With
splendid judgment in eliminating hokum,
selection of episodes to be photographed,
good characterization by not only the princi-

pal players, Edmund Lowe, Dolores Del Rio
and Victor McLaglen, but by the minor
actors, "What Price Glory" logically be-
longs in the category—all too few—of
decidedly, unequivocally worth-while pic-

tures.

Among the theatre-goers who filled the
Harris Theatre on the opening night were
the following:

Mayor James J. Walker, Mr. and Mrs.
Rube Goldberg, Mr. and .Mrs. Joseph Plun-
kett, Martin Green. Arthur ("Bugs")
Baer and wife, Sam Harris, Laurence
Stallings, Gloria Swanson, Florenz Ziegfeld,
Lois Moran, Commissioner of Public Works
Joseph Johnson, Herbert Bayard Swope,
Mrs. R. A. Walsh, Emil Fuchs, Nysa Mc-
Mein, Leon Gordon, Alec Francis, Arthur
Brisbane, Win. A. Johnston, Allan Dwan.
A. II. Woods, Max Steuer, Dorothy Mack-
aill, Police Commissioner George V. Mc-
Laughlin, Philip Goodman, Hevwood Broun,
Hugo Riesenfeld, S. L. Rothafel, Adolph
Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, William Fox, Win-
field R. Sheehan, Karl Kitchen, George
Price, Sam Kingston, Philip Payne. Victor
Watson, George Rector, Damon Runvon,
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Lang, Alice Poole and
Major General Hugh A. Drum.

Scout Film on F.B.O. Schedule
"A Regular Scout" and "Rose of the
Tenements" Head List for December

HEADING the list of pictures sched-

uled for release during December
by Film Booking Offices are "A

Regular Scout," the Boy Scout story in

which Fred Thomson is starred and which
has the endorsement of the Boy Scouts of

America organization; also "Rose of the

Tenements," the sixth of the Gold Bo?id

series, featuring Shirley Mason and John-
nie Harron.

In addition to the regular picture cast

appearing in the scout picture are two hun-
dred genuine Boy Scouts riding, trailing,

and showing their stunts. Official word has

gone out to Scoutmasters all over the coun-

try to get behind the picture, -ays F.B.O.,

and, in addition to this tie-up, are others

made with manufacturers of equipment
used by the Scouts. This production will

be released December 26th, but before that

date there will be a special showing in New
York for the national leaders of the Scout-.

"Rose of the Tenements" is an adapta-
tion of the John Moroso story, •"The Stum-
bling Herd," which details life in the Eas1
Side section of New York City at the time
of the War's outbreak. Phil Rosen di-

rected and the production will be released
on December fifth.

Alberta Vaughn's second full-length
comedy, "Collegiate," will be released De-
cember Phh and that same date will see
the selling of "Red Hot Hoofs," with Tom
Tyler and his pals. "The Border Whirl-
wind," Pol) Custer's newest, is due De-
cember 12th, and a week previous to that

the second starring feature of "Ranger,"
the F.B.O. dog, will be shown. This is

titled "Flaming Fury."

DUPE NEGATIVES
Of the finest quality, on special
duping stock perfected by Eastman
Kodak Co., solely for this purpose.
Made by the firm which thorough-
ly understands its handling threagh
experience gained in three years
of continuous use in making mil-
lions of feet of the finest dupe
negatives ever produced. Why risk
printing from original negatives
when Dupe Negatives of equal or
better quality can be made so
cheaply? Dupe Negatives, equal-
izing wide differences of original
printing density, 15c. per foot for
first negative, 8c. for additional.

REDUCTION PRINTING
From 35 m/m to 28 m/m and 16
m/m by the pioneers of this in-

dustry.

The Pathescope Co. ofAmerica, Inc.
35 West 42nd Street, New York
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F. B. O. Plans Sea Epic of

Gloucester Fishermen

FILM BOOKING OFFICES plan

a super-special in "The Wind-
jammers of Gloucester," a narra-

tive of the hardships and heroism of

Gloucestermen and their ships by
John L. E. Pell, author of "Down to

the Sea in Ships." Joseph P. Kennedy,
president of F. B. O., conceived the

idea of immortalizing in film form the

sturdy New England fisherman and he
personally assigned Mr. Pell to write

the story. A part of the film has al-

ready been shot—an episode that deals

with the annual "Fishermen's Race"
between the fastest schooners which
was sailed about a month ago and
which was caught from every possible

angle by a squad of F. B. O. camera-
men.

Boyle Directing "Song of the

Dragon' ' for First National

Joe Boyle, production manager for Rob-
ert Kane, this week assumed direction of

"The Song of the Dragon," the tentative

title of the special which Kane is producing

for First National. The picture, now in

production at the Cosmopolitan studio in

New York, has Dorothy Mackaill and Law-
rence Gray in the leads and a supporting

east headed by Lowell Sherman, Buster

Collier, Ian Keith, Gail Kane, Vincent Ser-

rano, Ernest Gillen, Eddie Gribbon, Jack
Ackroyd and lone Holmes. Present plans

(all tor the completion of the story by the

middle of this month and its probable re-

lease in February or early March. It is

announced that the Navy Department is co-

operating with Kane on the picture. Boyle,

who has been in charge of a large portion

of the picture since shooting began last

month, relieved Lothar Mendes as director

lust week. Ernest Haller and Billie Schuir
are handling the camera work with Robert
N. Haas, treasurer of the Kane organization

acting as arl director.

Tiffany
a
Productions
The Tiger"

Starts

The cast is now being assembled for

"The Tilt,." the temporary title of a Tif-

production soon to go into work and
the permanent title of which will be an-
nounced shortly. Following "Josselyn's
Wife" the pictures on the Tiffany schedule
in order of their release will be "'Sin Car-
go," with Shirley Mason and Robert Frazer
in the t oremo I roles ;

" Redheads Pre
ferred," featuring Marjorie Daw, Raymond
Hitchcock and Theodore Von Eltz; "One
I loin of l."\ e.

'

' starring Jacqueline Logan
and Etoberl Frazer; "The Firs! Night," a
farce comedy with B'erl Lytell, Dorothy De-
pore, Walter Heirs and Harry Myers.

Titles of Two First National
Pictures Changed

Two forthcoming First National produc-
tions, "Here Y'Are Brother" and "Not
Herbert," are to be henceforth known as

"Three in Love" and "The Perfect Sap,"
according to an announcement made by
Richard A. Rowland, general manager of

First National. The box office point of view
played a strong part in the change and the

new titles are both originals. "The Perfect

Sap," Ray Rockett's last production in the

East, and the last picture to be made for

First National at their Bronx studio, was
directed by Howard Higgin. The featured

players are Ben Lyon and Pauline Starke.

It is said that the legitimate company now
roadshowing "Not Herbert" will probably
re-name the play "The Perfect Sap" to

conform with the picture title. If this is

done it will be the first instance of a
dramatic hit experiencing a change of title

because of a similar change of the screen

version. Millard Webb has been shooting
"Three in Love" for the past two weeks at

Burbank. In the cast are Lewis Stone,
Billie Dove, Lloyd Hughes, Arthur Stone
and Ai-thur Hovt.

New York Colony Manager
Joins F. B. O.

Harry Gittleson, manager director of the
Colony Theatre in New York, has been
engaged by F. B. 0. to devote his talents

to practical exploitation and advertising in

all press matter that goes to exhibitors.

Each picture on the F. B. 0. program is

re-enforced with special street 'ballyhoos,

lobby display matter and national tie-

ups with commercial organizations and
merchants. This matter or information
is outlined in a clear and concise fashion
so that all the exhibitor has to do is to

follow the simple instructions given, for all

ideas are previously considered and weighed
from a practical point of view and all

extraneous matter is eliminated.

Mr. Gittleson is now engaged on a co-

operative national advertising campaign
in connection with Fred Thomson's "A
Regular Scout."

Douglas Gilmore New Male
Lead for Famous Pictures

Paramount this week signed to a long
term contract a new leading man in the
person of Douglas Gilmore. It is probable
that his firs! assignment will be opposite
Bebe Daniels in "A Ki-s in the Taxi."
her forthcoming starring vehicle which
starts next week under Clarence Badger's
direction. In a few months Paramount has
launched promising young players on
careers as leading men. They are Charles
Rogers, developed al the Paramount scl 1,

Richard Axlen, brought up from the inside

ranks of the organization, and James Hall,

drafted from musical comedy circles.

Fox Sales Head Off on
Inspection Tour

JAMES R. GRAINGER, general
manager of Fox Films, is off on
what he call "an inspection tour"

of the South to acquire first hand in-

formation of the service of the Fox
exchanges.
The first stop on Mr. Grainger's

pilgrimage will be with Herndon Ed-
mond, manager of the exchange in

Washington, D.C. From there he
will go to Atlanta, Ga ., to confer with
Branch Manager George A. Allison,

Jr., and thence on to New Orleans
where B. L. Dudenhefer directs the
distribution of Fox product. Mr.
Grainger will also take in Dallas,
Texas, Oklahoma City, Memphis and
Charlotte. Upon his return at the

home office he will arrange the de-
tails for the next convention.

Work Begun on McCoy's
M-G-M Historical Western
Production was started last Tuesday at

the West Coast studio of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer on the second Tim McCoy starring

Western. The new film is based on an orig-

inal by Peter B. Kyne and has for its locale

the period of the French and Indian Wars
twenty years before the Revolution. The
story, as yet untitled, will be directed by
W. S. Van Dyke, who also adapted it to the

screen. Joan Crawford will appear opposite

McCoy and Roy D'Arcy will carry on as the

villain. Others in the stellar cast are Tom
O'Brien, Louise Lorraine, Frank Currier,

Edward Connelly, Lionel Belmore, William
Walling, Jack Pratt, Ben Lewis and Chiefs

Big Tree and Tom Whitehorse. Several

score of Arapahoe Indians from the Wind
River Reservation have arrived in Los An-
geles under Chief Whitehorse to take part

in the Western. The casting office and Di-

rector Van Dyke are puzzled over selecting

a player to portray the role of Major
George Washington.

Johnny Hines Preparing for

"All Aboard" on Coast
Johnny Hines is to start camera work in

about a week's time On "All Aboard," his

nexl comedy for First National. The
comedian is busily engaged in thinking up
funny situations for the new comedy and is

being aided in this work by a stall of gag
men made up of Peter Milne, Del llender-

>on, Horace Woodiuan-ee, George Amv and
Charles Bines. The latter will direct the

production which will be the twelfth comedy
he has directed for hi< brother, Johnny.
Malt Taylor, author of the current Hines'

vehicle, "Stepping Along," is also respon-

sible for •All Aboard." The nature of the

story is being kepi secrel as it is claimed

to be a decided novelty.
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Warner Bros. Studios Active
Two "Winners," One Roadshow Film
Complete; Two in Work, Four Ready

ADVICES received from Warner Bros.

West Coast studios indicate intense

activity on the part of the produc-
tion forces, with two Winners and one
roadshow attraction completed this week,
two Winners now being filmed and four

others ready for the cameras.

The finished Winners are "The Third
Degree," Graham Baker's adaptation of

the Charles Klein play in which Dolores

Costello is starred under direction by
Michael Curtiz, European director; the

other Winner completed is
'

' Finger Prints,

an Arthur Somers Roche story in which
Louise Fazenda heads the cast with John
T. Murray appearing opposite. Lloyd

Bacon directed from the scenario prepared
by Graham Baker and Edward Clark.

'"The Missing Link," a Syd Chaplin star-

ring vehicle, is the latest roadshow attrac-

tion to come from the Warner studios. It

is an original story fashioned especially

for Chaplin by Darryl Francis Zanuek and
Charles F. Reisner, who also directed. Ruth
Hiatt is leading lady for this picture.

The two productions in work at the

present time are "Wolf's Clothing" and
"Don't Tell the Wife." Monte Blue and
his director, Roy Del Ruth, have been shoot-

ing night scenes for "Wolf's Clothing"
during the past week. This Winner is

described as of the melodramatic thriller

type of production. Arthur Somers Roche
wrote the story and it was put into screen
form by Darryl Francis Zanuek. Patsy
Ruth Miller, John Miljan and Douglass
Gerrardnare are in the cast.

"Don't Tell the WT
ife," another Winner,

has been in production a week under Paul
L. Stein's direction. Irene Rich is starred

and Huntly Gordon has the leading male
role. E. T. Lowe, Jr. wrote the screen play
from Sardou's "Cyprienne" and Rex Tay-
lor prepared the scenario.

Four more Winners are scheduled for

immediate production. They are "Hills of

Kentucky," a Rin-Tin-Tin starring vehicle

which will be directed by Howard Brether-
ton; "White Flannels," which will be
directed by Lloyd Bacon from a Graham
Baker scenario; the cast for this has not

been chosen as yet; "The Gay Old Bird"
will have Louise Fazenda and John T.

Murray in the leading roles and Herman
Raymaker will direct; the last, "Bitter
Apples," is an adaptation of a novel by
Harold McGrath, in which Monte Blue will

be starred. Harry Hovt will direct.

First Nat'l Has Six in Work
Includes Colleen Moore, Sills, Langdon,
Maynard and Anna Q. Nilsson Units

FOR the first time in the history of

First National the company has six

production units working on the lot

at Burbank simultaneously. These units in-

clude Colleen Moore, Milton Sills. Harry
Langdon, Ken Maynard, Anna Q. Nilsson

and the unit comprising Lewis Stone, Billie

Dove and Lloyd Hughes. General Manager
Richard A. Rowland predicts that produc-
tion peak will be reached in January.

Miss Moore's unit, which is working on
"Orchids and Ermine," a John McCormick
production, is the furthest advanced in film-

ing and the picture is expected in the cut-

ting room in about two weeks. Jack Mul-
hall has the male lead and Alfred A. San-
tell is directing.

Milton Sills has just commenced shooting
on "The Runaway Enchantress" in which
Mary Astor has the chief feminine leading

role. The supporting cast is made up of

Alva White, Larry Kent, and Hobart Bos-
worth.

Harry Langdon 's latest comedy, "Long
Pants," is well along in production and the

company is working literally day and night.

Langdon has five leading ladies in this pic-

ture including Alma Bennett, Betty Baker,
Ann Christie, Priscilla Bonner and Babe
London. Frank Capra is direct inn.

Ken Maynard is in the early production
stage on "Somewhere South of Sonora"
(tentative title). Kathleen Collins plays
opposite the star and Tarzan, Maynard's
horse, heads the supporting cast.

George Archainbaud is directing the Anna
Q. Nilsson production, "Easy Pickings," a

mystery melodrama. Kenneth Harlan heads
the supporting cast which includes Charles
Sellon, Philo McCullough, Jerry Miley,

Brandon Hurst, Caroline Snowden and Zach
Williams. Billy Bevan, from the two-reel
comedy field, plays a boob detective.

"Three in Love" is the title of the pic-

ture co-featuring Lewis Stone, Billie Dove
and Lloyd Hughes. Millard Webb is di-

recting this Al Rockett production. Other
pictures in work for First National outside
the Burbank studio are Norma Talmadge's
"Camille," Constance Talmadge's "Car-
lotta, " Corinne Griffith's "Purple and Fine
Linen" and "The Song of the Dragon,"
which Robert T. Kane is making in the

East.

East, West Fox Studios Busy
Practically All Feature Production
Units Active With Current Product

BOTH the East and West Coast Fox
Film Studios are actively engaged in

filming pictures on the current pro-
m-am and, in addition, the unit filming ex-

teriors for "One Increasing Purpose" in

England has finished its work there.

Allan Dwan is taking scenes for "The
Music Master" at the New York studios.

Raoul Walsh is well along in production on
•

' The Monkey Talks '

' in which Olive
Borden is starred with Jacques Lerner
playing the role of the monkey. Buck

Jones has just finished "The War Horse"
under direction of Lambert Hillyer and is

ready for work on "The Whispering Sage"
with Scott Dunlap directing.

F. W. Murnau, German director who is

making his first American production, is

filming city sequences for "Sunrise" on a

big set constructed at Fox Hills. Tom Mix
has practically finished shooting "The Last
Trail," a Zane Grey story, under direction

of Lew Seiler. Continuity for '

' The Cow-
boy Feud," which Mix will make next, is

now being prepared by John Stone from
the story by Adela Rogers St. Johns. Frank
Borzage has returned from Paris whither
he went to study original locales for "7th
Heaven." He is on his way to Hollywood
where he will make the picturization of the

Golden stage play.

Albert Ray is directing "Love Makes
'Em Wild," an adaptation of Florence
Ryerson's story "Willy the Worm." John-
ny Harron and Sally Phipps head the cast.

R. William Neill is ready to start shooting
on "Marriage," a picture version of the

H. G. Wells novel in which Alma Rubens
has the leading role. Production on "Is
Zat So," the adaptation of the James Glea-

son comedy-drama, will be started in the

near future, as will "Ankles Preferred"
which J. G. Blystone will direct. Ben
Stolot'f is busy directing "A. W. 0. L.," a
World War comedy with Ted McNamara
and Sammy Cohen featured.

Other productions scheduled for filming

in the near future include "Cradle Snatch-
ers," "The Public Idol," "The Secret
Studio," "Rich But Honest" and "The
(hand Flapper."

Roadshow "Ben-Hur" In

Arizona and New Mexico
The Southwest Touring Company of

"Ben-Hur," now playing one night stands
in Southern California, is scheduled to road-
show the attraction through Arizona, where
it will play in Yuma, Phoenix and Tucson,
and New Mexico, where it will play in

every town that contains a road show
theatre. The company presents the specta-

cle exactly as it is shown at the Embassy
in Xew York City. It carries a symphony
orchestra and a baggage car containing the

complete effects for the presentation.

Chadwick Pictures to Start
"Driven from Home"

I. E. Chadwick, president of Chadwick
Pictures corporation, who has been in Los
Angeles for the past several months, will

put off his return to the home office in New
York until the completion of "Driven From
Home," his company's fifth First Division

production of the current season, which
goes into production Monday of this week
with James Young directing. "Driven
From Home" will be released shortly after

the first of the vear.

First Nat'l Purchases More
Screen Material

First National has closed contracts cover-

ing the purchase of the motion picture

rights to a story by Juliet Wilbur Tomp-
kins entitled "Once There Was a Princess,"
which appeared in serial form in The
Saturday Evening Post. Another story

purchased by First National is "Hairpins,"
,•1 comedy of dome-tic problems that is

scheduled for production in the near future.
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Open Market Prevails Says
Columbia Executive

TO refute the opinion sometimes
expressed that equality of op-
portunity is stifled by monopo-

lized distribution and that independent
product is banned from key city

theatres—Jack Cohn, vice-president of
Columbia Pictures has issued a state-

ment which reveals his stand of direct
variance with this view.
"Good pictures know no year," says

Mr. Cohn, "They come and go, and
the exhibitor who is able to discern
them cashes in on his judgment. It

is no mystic quality that comes by in-

spiration. It is based on sound study
of values."
Mr. Cohn went on to say that cus-

tomer demand was a big factor and
that "if a picture has 'the goods' and
comes from a house that has been
'delivering the goods,' the question of
whether it is an independent does not
enter into consideration. 'Will it get
the money?' is the only question
asked."

Mr. Cohn further added that his

statement is illustrated by the recep-
tion that Columbia product is receiv-
ing this season.

Bow, Ralston and Cooper in

"Children of Divorce"
The principal roles in Frank Lloyd's new

picture! for Paramount, "Children of
Divorce," have been assigned Clara Bow,
Esther Ralston and Gary Cooper. Upon the

completion of the Lloyd picture the players

will reassume their top-feature rights as

each of them is a star in his or her own
right. Owen -Johnson wrote the story of

"Children of Divorce" and it will soon ap-

pear serially in one of the leading monthly
magazines.

A. Cole Manager F.-P.-L.

Kansas City Branch
Arthur Cole, who has been acting man-

ager since the promotion of B. Blotchy to

manager of District 11, is now permanent
manager of the Paramount Kansas City
branch, acording to John D. Clark, in charge
of Division 3.

aBerime" Colleen Moore's
Next Feature

COLLEEN MOORE'S next First
National picture will be "Bennie,"
a story by A. H. Giebler, former

newspaper man who has been writing
scenarios and titles for several years.
The star is at the present time about
half way through "Orchids and Ermine"
in which she is directed by Alfred
Santell with Jack Mulhall portraying
the male lead.

Choosing Location for Next
Rex Feature

Rex, equine star of Pathe features, will

soon take his fourth annual trip to begin
work on another picture to follow his cur-

rent success, '"The Devil Horse," Location
scouts have been scut to several sections of
Arizona, Nevada, Utah, California and Col-
orado to find appropriate backgrounds for

the picture, which will be directed, as have
the previous three, by Fred Jackman. So
far, the location at Moapa, New, Hal
Roach's Big Horn ranch, seems to be the

most favorable spot, but the choice of the

Roach ranch will not materialize until all

reports on the other localities are in and
checked.

Mabel Normand is still working on her
Hal Roach comedy as yet untitled, in which
she works for the first time under the direc-

tion of Leo McCarey. Oliver Hardy is in

the cast. Charley Chase has completed
his newspaper comedy for Hal Roach and
is now enjoying a vacation of a week or two.

"Fireman Save My Child"
Planned for W. Beery

Wallace Beery was assigned another

comedy when B. P. Schulberg, Paramount
associate producer, detailed John F. Good-
rich to write an original story, "Fireman
Save My Child," as a laugh producing
vehicle for Beery. Mr. Goodrich wrote the

screen adaptation of "The Rough Riders,"

the forthcoming Paramount special.

Beery is now enacting the role of Casey
in "Casey at the Bat" under the direction

of Monte Brice. Following this he will do
the title role in "Louis the Fourteenth,"
to be produced for Paramount by James
Cruze. He will then appear in "The Great-

est Show on Earth" and the original Good-
rich story.

Matt Taylor Joins F. P.-L,

Scenario Staff
Matt Taylor, who is responsible for the

story of "Stepping Along," Johnny
Mines' latest picture for First National.

and also the comedian's forthcoming fea-

ture length comedy. "All Aboard," has

joined the staff of Famous Players-Lasky
on the West Coast. He is collaborating

with Tom Geraghty on the adaptation of

the Ziegfeld musical comedy, "Louis the

Fourteenth," for Wallace Beery.

Geo. Cooper and Bert Roach
in M-G-M's "Red Pants"
George Cooper and Berl Roach will be

the central characters in "Red Pants," a

comedy of the doings of the French For

eign Legion and a sequel to "Tin Hats."

The new stor\ is an original by Edward
Sedgwick, author and director of "Tin
Hats," and Lew- Lipton. Sedgwick will

direct it as soon as he has finished "Slide,

Kelly, Slide,'' upon which he is now work-
ing. Lipton is doing the adaptation of

the story.

"Old Ironsides" Premiere
at N. Y. Rivoli Dec. 6

ON Monday evening, December 6,

the Rivoli Theatre in New York
City will hold forth with the

Paramount special, "Old Ironsides,"

on which James Cruze worked for

more than a year. Curtis D. Wilbur,
Secretary of the Navy, has announced
his intention to be present at the

premiere in company with two assis-

tant secretaries and probably several

other members of President Coolidge's

cabinet. Famous Players-Lasky will

donate the entire proceeds of the
opening performance to the "Save
Old Ironsides" fund at the request of

the fund's national committee. In the

foyer of the theatre during the inter-

mission Secretary Wilbur will unveil

an oil painting by Gordon Grant, dis-

tinguished marine artist, showing the

U. S. Constitution before it suffered

the ravages cf time. Mr. Grant was
commissioned by the "Save Old Iron-

sides" fund to do the painting. Tickets

for the premiere are being distributed

by Mrs. Preble Tucker, grand-daughter
of Commander Tucker, who com-
mandeered the Constitution during

the encounters with the Tripoli pi-

Tickets are available at $10.00 for

the orchestra and $5.00 for the bal-

cony with no tax charge through the

courtesy of Internal Revenue Com-
missioner. Beginning Tuesday even-

ing all subsequent performances will

be $2.20 top with matinee prices at

$1.10 top.

Lois Weber to Direct U. A.'s

"Topsy and Eva"
Lois Weber, who enjoys the distinction of

being the only woman director of photo-

plays, has been engaged by Joseph M.

Schenck to direct the Duncan Sisters,

Vivien and Rosette, in their screen version

of "Topsy and Eva" for United Artists.

Clarence Hennecke will assist Miss Weber
as "gag" man. While the Pickford-

Fairbanks studio is being enlarged, the

Duncan Sisters will continue their vaude-

ville work on the Coast for several weeks,

it is understood.

"Michael Strogoff" at

Cohan, New York
MICHAEL STROGOFF," pro-

duced by Cineroman in

Europe and released in this

country through Universal, will have

its New York premiere at the George
M. Cohan Theatre on Sunday, Decem-
ber fifth. It is an adaptation of the

story by Jules Verne and stars Ivan

Mouskine.

'Peaches' is coming
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THE CHECK-UP
Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports

Productions listed are

new pictures on which

reports were not avail-

able previously.

KEY—The first column following the name of the feature represents the num-
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair" ; the third the number who considered

it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,

obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of

"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of

these reports on one picture are then added together and divided by the number
of reports, eiving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus

of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be

taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up.

For ratings on current

and older releases see

MOTION PICTURE
NEWS—first issue of

each month.

Title of Picture Title of Picture

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Campus Flirt, The —
Cat's Pajamas —
Forlorn River —
Kid Boots —
Lady of the Harem 1

Quarterback —
You'd Be Surprised 2

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Adorable Deceiver, The —
Her Honor, the Governor .... 1

Kosher Kitty Kelly 1

One Minute to Play —

FIRST NATIONAL
It Must Be Love —
Mismates —
Strong Man, The —
Syncopating Sue —

FOX
Marriage License —
Midnight Kiss, The —
Womanpower —

1

6
1

4

2

13

8
5

8
9

7

6

8
3

1

6

81

75

54
70
58
84
54

6,702 Ft

5.863 Ft
5,992 Ft
5,650 Ft
5.717 Ft
7,114 Ft
5,994 Ft

1

2

1

4

2

4
8

2
1

6

64
63

63
89

4,879 Ft
6,709 Ft
6,103 Ft

7,713 Ft

4
2

1

2

7

6
4
3

1

1

63
63
70
58

6,848 Ft.

6,905 Ft
6,882 Ft

6,770 Ft

1

2
5

3

10 1

65

58
73

7.168 Ft
5.025 Ft
6,240 Ft

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Boy Friend, The 3

Gay Deceiver, The 2

La Boheme 1

Temptress, The —
Waning Sex, The —

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Clinging Vine, The —
Gigolo —
Young April —

UNIVERSAL
Marriage Clause, The —
Midnight Sun, The —
Old Soak, The -

Runaway Express, The —
Take It From Me 2

Yellow Back, The 2

WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific —
My Official Wife -

Private Izzy Murphy —

1

3

1

1

9

4
12

5

14

3

3

1

56
49

71

81

70

5,584 Ft.

6.624 Ft.

8.781 Ft.

8,221 Ft.

6,025 Ft.

2

4

4

3

5

1

60
59

70

6,400 Ft.

7,295 Ft.

6,858 Ft.

4

1

3

1

4

6
10
3

6
4

2
2

1

4

80
65

70
70
65
51

7,680 Ft.

8,767 Ft.

7,445 Ft.

5.865 Ft.

6,649 Ft.

4,766 Ft.

1

1

8
3

4

2

1

2

73

70
80

6,954 Ft.

7.846 Ft.

7,889 Ft.

FILL IN THIS BLANK AND MAIL TO—

Motion Picture News, Inc., Date,

729 7th Ave., New York City

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box office angle, with thefollowing pictures, same to be used in compilation

of your "The Check Up." It is expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE DISTRIBUTED BY WEATHER
CONDITION

REPORT

Big, Good, Fair, Poor

Class of patronage.. Theatre.

Population of Town- City. State
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted

FEATURE ORGANIST at

liberty. Only firsl run thea-

tres considered. Prefer the

West. Large organ essen

tial, selected large library

for feature and solo accom-
paniment. Ten years' expe-

rience playing' the better the-

atres. Xot an ex-piano play-

er organist. Present position

relieving concert orchestra.

Will consider smaller cities

if music is featured. Expect
good salary. Can open en-

gagement short notice. Of-

fers confidential. Address
Organist, Box 1.000, Motion
Picture News, New York
City.

MANAGER,—Four years'

experience, employed at

present, can be at liberty

January 1st. Prefers pic-

ture theatre in town of four

thousand or larger. High-
est references as to character

and ability. Address Box
75, Motion Picture News.
New York City.

AT LIBERTY— Theatre
manager with seven years'

experience. Live wire. Good
hustler. Guarantee to get

the business. Will go any-
where. Write or wire Guy
B. Snow, Pulton, Ky.

AT LIBERTY — Theatre

manager with fifteen years'

experience. ('an stage all

kinds Hi' novelty acts. Neigh-

borhood houses \w\ specialty.

Prefer New York ( !ity terri-

tory. Box 30, Motion Pic-

ture News. New York City.

WANTED -At once—ex-
ploitation and publicity ex-

pert to t.i ke charge of a the-

atre iii a town of five thou-

sand; well equipped for

attractions as well as

picl ores ; seven fifty capacity.

Good opportunity For the
right man. < lommunicate

>0, Mut ion Picl are N

New York City.

WANT I'd) -To heal- from
free lance cameraman; give

address, phone number and
list of equipment. Address

Bos 60, .Motion Picture

News, New York Citj

ORGANIST—Concert and
feature. Held fine positions.

References from each. House
going non-union due to

change. Experienced. Worth
investigating. Address Box
35, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

Equipment For Sale

FOR SALE—1,600 beauti-

ful upholstered opera chairs.

Fit for the finest theatre.

Spring-cushioned backs and
extra heavy spring-cush-

ioned seats. Prices low for

quick sale. C. G. Demel,
845 S. State St., Chicago.

3 x 10 CLOTH BANNERS
$1.50. Larger sizes 5c

square foot. Colorful, water-
proof. Legible. Snappy
service. Central Studios.

Gayety Bldg., Kansas City.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, op-

era chairs, generators,

screens, etc. Supplies and
complete equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.

Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

FOR SALE — Lacking
warehouse space compels
rebuilt Wurlitzers, Seeburgs,
Reproducos and Fotoplayer
organs. No reasonable offer

refused. Write immediately
for full particulars. A. R.,

Motion Picture News, 845 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 300 opera
chairs, two Powers machines.
screen, Avail fans, ticket ma-
chines, ticket chopper, etc.

Will sell cheap. Address
Box 830, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

Equipment Wanted

WE offer highest cash
prices for second-hand ma-
chines, opera chairs, compen-
sarcs, motor generators, port-

able projectors, etc. Write
us first. Monarch Theatre

Supply < '".. M emphis, Tenn

, • *4Blaze or
'- Colorful action,

Di/rinq andRomance •

DOUGLAS
| FAIRBANKS
vlThe Black Pirate',

DOUGLAS
FAIRS*
THE BLACK
PIRATE

TT
&.: BEG WEFT

wSk
Mr Douglas

*

FAIRBANKS

"°}LBlack
Pirate'

SWLLMAN

i_

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

* "nw Black
1 PIRATE'

- and thi. new

U» J m.rvelou. F«.rb.

Douglas &.
Fairbanks

cf eifth'

Buned Treasure' FVoo
FairlunktJThewltUiig

oftheRo
lest of Doug himself

Hen- it « film that mil Rtliour
lu-i^i » ill the ad\TOtun**iaaf
Pirate Day»Ttv story of a bold
buccaneers love fora beautiful ,
lady told again<t a background <*-,
of the

)
sweeping sea.jrmedpDrrm V3

and the black flag of piracy. *JLA
Onry rWLu hnrbiidu ooold f iV

make 3UCR1 piCtlUr X X ?; Vl 'i

In clonou* n«unl color.
'*-**

ITteKitiler Pb e teg r ,,*y-i

" The

Black Pirate
STILLMAN THEATRE
- "ITi'iC" »***

"LA ifoHCMt"

D0UGIAS
FAIRBANKS

STILLMAN
STARTS TODAY

douuas
FAIRBANKS

Q/nBL/lCK^

PIRATE
i A TRIUMPH IN
k TtCIINlCOLCK 1

k a riot or / i£«
ROMANCE.' Kj"

m DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
>>a- TT^BLACK PIRATE"
Ff Tho Ioto story of ptrato

<S—*,

Reproductions of the displays which exploited the

presentation of "I he Black Pirate*' (United Artists) at

the St illman Theatre in Cleveland. The two-weeks''

engagement teas backed with a powerful newspaper

drive, which opened several days in advance of the

premiere and was sustained throughout the run. The
reproductions above show many adroit adaptations of

the press hook suggestions.
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Sterns to Screen "Keeping
Up With the Joneses"

"T^ FFPING UP WITH THE
Hw JONESES," the comic strip
"^ by Pop Momand, which has

been published daily for 13 years and
which appears in the New York "Tele-
gram" and numerous other papers
throughout the country, is to be con-
verted into a series of high-grade two-
reelers for the Stern Bros, program
for 1927-28. The Sterns obtained the

screen rights to the strip just before
Abe Stern departed for Los Angeles,
where he recentlv joined Julius Stern
to plan the coming season's product.

Dalies featuring the Momand strip

include the Chicago "Daily News," the
Boston "Globe," the Pittsburgh
"Chronicle-Dispatch," the Cincinnati
"Times-Star," the Washington "Star,"
the Dallas "Times-Herald," the Hali-
fax "Chronicle" and the Los Angeles
"Times." These dailies offer the
Sterns wide-spread exploitation tie-ups
all over the country.

Pathe Serial Unit Making
"On Guard"

Upon its return from location at Fort
Hoyle, Md., the Pathe serial unit
making ''On Guard" moved over to a Long
Island studio where it is now busily engaged
in filming exteriors. The new serial was
written by Major Robert Glassburn and is

being produced by Schuyler Grey Produc-
tions, Inc. Paul Fairfax Fuller did the
continuity and the direction is in the charge
of Arch Heath. In "On Guard" Cullen
Landis is starred and supported by Muriel
Kingston, as leading lady; Louise Du Pre,
Walter P. Lewis, Charles Martin, Tom
Blake, Edward Burns, Bob Semel, Gus De
Weil, George Kelley and Jack Burdette.

Educational Will Distribute

McCall Color Fashion News
On the last day of November, Educational

will release the flrsl of the 1927 issues of
McCall Color Fashion Xews or two one-
reel subjects presenting Hope Hampton ar-

rayed in the latest creations of the in-

ternationally famous Parisian designers and
all done in natural colors by the Koda-
chrome Process. The first of the two new
McCall pictures is "Parisian Inspirations,"
and the second, for December release,
"Paris Originations in Color." This is a
continuation of the series inaugurated
through Educational and this is the third
year that these fashion subjects have been
offered exhibitors.

Ann Cornwall Completes
Her Second Comedy

Production work lias been completed at

the Christie studio on "Hold Still," the
second of the Christie comedies starring
Ann Cornwall. Jack 1 bitty also appears in

this two-reeler.

Scenes from "Light Wines and Bearded Ladies," a Fox Films comedy release

Educa t'Ps"LaughMonth"Films
Approximately 22 Comedies and Other
Short Features for This and Next Month

EDFCATIONAL announces its line-up
of product for both December and
January, which is "Laugh Month,"

will include about 22 comedy subjects and
a number of- other features including the

twice-weekly issues of Kinograms.

Included in the list for January release
is a Hamilton Comedy, "One Sunday Morn-
ing," starring Lloyd Hamilton; a Juvenile

Comedy, "Funny Face," featuring "Big
Boy"; a Lupino Lane Gbmedy, "Howdy
Duke." starring Lupino Lane; "High Sea
Blues,'' a Mermaid Comedy, featuring Al
St. John; a Christie Comedy and probably
a Jimmie Adams Comedy, besides several

one-reel Cameo Comedies, and five animated
cartoon comedies.

The third Tuxedo of the new series,

"Close Shaves," for early December re-

lease, features Johnny Arthur. The casl

includes "Wallace Lupino, Helen Foster,

Anita Garvin, Robert Graves, Estelle Brad-
ley and George Davis.

The first Mermaid of the month will he

"Much Mystery," featuring George Davis.
Lloyd Hamilton appears in the role of an
amateur sleuth in "Goose Flesh." ( >thcrs in

principal roles are Estelle Bradley, Fred
Spencer, Al Thompson and Richard Carter.
The comedy was directed by Norman Tau-
rog.

"Have Courage," the latest Billy Dooley
Comedy, includes Natalie Joyce, Eddie Ba-
ker, Vola D'Avril and Vernon Dent. Wil-

liam Watson is responsible for the direc-

tion. "Cool Off!'', the second Christie
Comedy, features Anne Cornwall. Support-
ing her are Jack Duffy, Bill Irving and
Jimmie Harrison. It was directed by Wil-
liam Watson.

Two Cameos are scheduled for release

during the month. Wallace Lupino takes

the lead in "Sweet Baby," a comedy of
mistaken identity, while Phil Dunham and
Eileen Lopez have the principal roles in

"Mister Chump." Two new Pat Sullivan
animated cartoon c dies, "Felix the Cat
Collars the Button" and "Felix the Cat in

Zoo Logic," show the black cat in two new-

adventures.

Two new Life Cartoon Comedies, "Bal-
loon Tired" and "Why Women Pav,"
feature High-Hat Harold. Mike and Myr-
tle. Outside of the comedy list there are

many other features scheduled for Decem-
ber release. The second McCall Colour
Fashion New- Keel subject will be "P
Originations in Colour." As in the ini ial

subject of the new issues, Hope Hampton
will appear as the central figure, modelling
all of the gowns and coat-.

The new Bruce Scenic Novelty subject

i- "Sunbeams"—"The Rainbow' — Moon-
light." "Nic-Nax." the Curiosities re-

lea-e for the month, presents subjects rang-

ing from a wild west blacksmith shop-

beauty parlor in Montana to a su p nsion

mono-rail in Germany.
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Pathe's December 5 Releases
Second Mabel Normand Comedy Listed;

Schedules Include Usual Features

THK Pathe short feature program for

the week of December fifth is headed
by the second Mabel Normand-Hal

Roach comedy, "The Nickel Hopper"; also

on the schedule is the third chapter of the

Patheserial, "The House Without a Key,"
Pathe Review No. 49, "Hitting: the Rails,"
an Aesop Fable, "Topics of the Day,"
No. 49, and issues Nos. 100 and 101 of
Pathe News.
Theodore Von Eltz, Michael S. Visaroff,

Jiininie Anderson and Margaret Seddon
make up the supporting cast of the Mabel
Normand comedy which was directed by
F. Richard Jones. It tells the story of a

girl who is forced to give dancing instruc-

tion at night in addition to working daytime
in order to help the family exchequer. She
winds up in a romance and a Rolls-Royce.

"The Missing Numeral" is the title of

the third chapter of the Patheserial in

which Allelic Kay and Walter Miller are

cu-starred. Spencer Bennett directs from a

scenario prepared by Frank Leon Smith of

the Earl Derr Biggers' "Saturday Evening
Post" story.

"Hitting the Rails" is the current re-

lease of the animated cartoon comedies of

the Aesop Film Series. Pathe Review No.
49 contains: "Shanghai Glimpses": A
graphic study of "the New York of the

Orient"; "National Parks of America,"
A Pathecolor series of beautiful Yosemite
National Park, our third national park in

size ;
'

' The Reindeer Ranchers '

' : The '

' cow-
boys of the Polar Circle," rounding up the

reindeer for a journey to the grazing lands.

"Topics of the Day" No. 49 offers

sprightly witticisms from the international

press and Pathe News, issues Nos. 100 and
101, relate topical events of world happen-
ings -and interest.

KIXOGRAMS, No. 5241: Stockholm,
Sweden, Antwerp and Brussels, Belgium

—Princess Astrid is wed to Prince Leopold of

Belgium : Washington, D. C.—Australia's gift

to America, hu^e picture of U. S. Fleet at

Sydney, received by President ; Chicago

—

Windy City kids have a spectacular barber

shop; Banning, Calif.— Dirt track drivers dash,

through dust in record-breaking races ; Boston,

Mass.—Cross country runners compete in big

annual race ; Danville, 111.—Uncle Joe Cannon,
with simple rites, is borne to his resting place.

KIXOGRAMS, Xo. 5242: Gloucester, Mass.

—Coast Guard amphibian planes aid patrol

boats in deep-sea chase of booze boats ; Xew
Haven, Conn.—80,000 people crowd Yale Bowl
and see the Blue win from Harvard in thrilling

game ; Paris, Brussels and London—Europe

honors war dead in Armistice Day rites; Brus-

sels, Belgium— Religious wedding of Princess

Astrid and Prince Leopold follows civil cere-

mony at Stockholm ; Toronto, Canada—Santa

Claus and his pals put on unique parade as

reminder that "Christmas is coming."

PATHE NEWS XO. 95: Philadelphia, Pa.

—Navy fliers hop off on first leg of flight

to Canal Zone ; Soochow, China—American
and British sailors on sightseeing tour in China

;

Seattle, Wash.—Washington University oars-
men start training for next season ; Province-
town, Mass.— Hurricane works havoc in Prov-
incetown harbor; London, England—University
of London students hold hilarious "rag"; Ant-
werp, Belgium—Belgians wildly welcome their

future Queen; At Sea

—

Columbia, new cham-
pion of Gloucester fishing craft, takes camera-
man on thrilling cruise to show her seaworthi-
ness ; Denver, Col.—Celebrate Armistice Day;
Xew Haven, Conn.—Harvard barriers score
most points in "Big Three" cross country run;
Omaha, Xeb.—Celebrate Armistice Day. Brain-
erd, Minn.—Open cement highway linking

Brainerd with Twin Cities.

PATHE XEWS, NO. 96: Xew York
City—Penn State harriers victors in

6-mile cross country run ; Washington,
D. C.—Famous Fall-Doheny oil conspiracy
case opens ; Paris, France—Solemn mili-

tary pomp marks French Armistice Day
observance; Washington, D. C.—new chief of
Staff of U. S. Army takes up duties ; Kansas
City, Mo.—To investigate election campaign
expenditures in home country ; Xew York City
—Xoted Vienna surgeon returns to U. S.

;

Xew Haven, Conn.—Yale beats Harvard by
score of 12 to ??; Los Angeles, Calif.—World's
first motorcycle parachute-jumper plunges off

2000 foot cliff; Brussels, Belgium—Crown
Prince Leopold weds Princess Astrid amid
regal splendor ; Cheyenne, Wyo.—"Airport Day"
mobilizes war veterans to resurface flying field;

Greenville, Miss.—Demonstrate cotton-picking

machine ; Baltimore. Md.—Goucher girls mix
humor with hockey in annual frolic ; Kansas
City, Mo.—Blue ribbon cattle exhibited at the

Royal Live Stock Show.

TXTERXATIOXAL XEWS XO. 94: Ant-
1 werp, Belgium—Belgium in frenzy of joy

over royal romance ; Spindletop, Tex.—Gusher
afire threatens great oil field ; Los Angeles, Cal.

—Chariot racing revived with 1926 trimmings :

Danville. 111.—Thousands pay tribute to "Uncle

Joe" Cannon ; Poultryville, U.S.—Good news
for holidays—turkeys are plentiful

;
Uong Xew

England Coast—First winter hurricane takes

heavy toll; Van Nuys, Cal.—Action aplenty as

curtain falls on Rodeo season : Edgewood Ar-
senal, Md..—Army tests nerves of peace-time

soldiers in thrilling "gas attacks."

INTERNATIONAL XEWS, XO. 95: New
1 York Citj--Heel-and-toe experts train for

winter races; Columbia, Mo.—Great memorial
exercises at $300,000 tower and stadium stir

vasl throng; Columbia, Ga.—Georgia couple

happily married for seventy-five years; New
York City— New beauty treatments for jungle

giants; Brussels, Belgium—Gorgeous church

wedding climax to royal romance; Corvallis,

rhirtj -in loving mothers for this pair

.if twins; Toronto, Can.—Story-book folks join

rst greetings to old Mr. Claus;

Charleston, S.C.—Famous citadel celebrates

joyous homecoming week; New London, Conn.
: oasl I mard n .ol\ For war on Xmas rum

runners; Gloucester, Mass.—New amphibian

plane joins Coasl Guard patrol to help sea

going bootleggers; Oyster Bay, N.Y.—Queen
Marie cuts shorl her tour of America; Har-

per's Ferry, Va. The Queen, in-i before her

, ndi '1. \ isit< d noted battlefu Ids of I \\ d

War.

Comedy highlights in the Educational release. "Movieland"

Harold Lloyd Re-Issue On
Pathe's January List

"Captain Kidd's Kid-." one of Harold

Lloyd's two reel Pathe comedies, will be

revived by Pathe for screen -bowings in

January. Bebe Daniels and ••Snub" Pol-

lard are the two assisting player- in this

release.
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"At the Beach"
(Bray-MacDougall Alley—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
DESPITE the inclemency of the weather

(this picture will be shown during the

November and December blasts) or possibly

for that very reason, the Bray Studio youngsters
are transported to the beach to do their stuff.

Lady Bountiful would be just inconsistent

enough to do that sort of thing; well-meaning
philanthropic ladies and gentlemen always do.

Once the start has been made for the seashore
justification is provided by the insane things

the kids do. Not that the start was entirely

without its share of trouble because the

youngster whose mother had locked him out on
the fire escape until her return looked as though
he would be out of it. But a resourceful ju-

venile negro neighbor solved it by utilizing a

clothes line from which the kid makes a perfect

circus drop into the automobile in which the trip

to the sea was to be made.
There things start—and continue. The finish

comes when the youngster of the fire escape goes
up in the air carried by a bunch of toy balloons.

They have all the sense of direction of a

plane or a dirigible and depost him on the same
spot where his mother had placed him before
she started her shopping expedition. The title

should be borrowed from Shakespeare and
called "all's well that ends well." Joe Rock-
directed and the same group of trouble and
laughter-making youngsters, the MacDougall
Alley Kids, are featured.

"Switching Sleepers"
(Universal-Bluebird—One Reel)

TO what lengths will confirmed poker players

not go to indulge in their vice? That is the

theme of this comedy. Arthur Lake agrees to

take the place of his boss in the latter's bed and
thus cover up the poker-player's absence. That
would have been perfectly alright if Elsie Tar-
ron's female cousins had not dropped in to spend
the night and the necessity arises for the spare

room being given over to them. That caused the

discovery of the husband's duplicity and Ar-
thur's arrest as a burglar while trying to get

out of the second-story window. It put the

poker party out of commission and did not help

hubby's status at home. However, it was all

patched up somehow and the long suffering

Arthur is bailed out, probably vowing never
again to attempt to help his boss out of any
such predicament. Still the scenarist will un-

questionably put him in an equally embarrassing
position again, "The Blue Bird for Happiness"
idea being for the spectators, not for the actors

in these comedies.
Summerville directed the comedv, which will

be released December 13, 1926.—PAUL
THOMPSON.

"Snookums' Merry Christmas"
(Universal-Stern Bros.—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
OBVIOUSLY the advice to the exhibitors

of this country on the part of the Uni-
versal-Stern Brothers combination is do your
Christmas picture shopping early. This latest

of the George McManus cartoon inspired come-
dies is called a Christmas special and is released

on December 22nd. It will be nothing if not

timely then, as the spirit is entirely that of

Vuletide. It is a curious combination of the

Newlyweds and "Editha's Burglar." The family

go Christmas shopping. Snookums, whether
through herditary influence or not—deponent
saith not,—is a kleptomaniac. He takes unto
himself a train of cars without the formality
of paying for the same. Father makes two at-

tempts to bring home a Christmas tree. The

first is denuded going through the crowd. The
second picks up from other shoppers various

articles so that when it arrives at the Newly-
weds' domicile it is already decorated. Enter
the burglar. After him the pursuing police-

man. Lest the baby's illusion be destroyed the

burglar is made up as a Santa Claus and enter-

tains the baby. In the foregoing we have the

story of this Yuletide offering. Considering the

release date it is timely and should score with

children of all ages.

The Cast: Sunny McKeen, Ethlyne Clair,

Sid Savior and Charles King. Directed by Gus
Meins. Released December 22, 1926.

"The Divorce Dodger"
(Pathe-Mack Sennett—Two Reels)

( Rcvieived by Paul Thompson)

IT seemingly is a moot point whether the

married man who philanders and is threat-

ened with divorce is worse or better off than

the man who, being engaged, is always about
to have the engagement broken by a suspicious

fiancee. To drive this point home, Mack Sen-
nett employs several of his best-known players

in this farce that sounds as though it were of
the courts. Yet, for a matter of fact, it comes
no nearer the bench than a divorce lawyer
anxious to make his fees who is constantly

snooping around like a Sherlock Holmes, trying

to get the low-down on his fellow-man. By
utilizing a conveniently fainting stenographer
who has nothing to do with the case, but might
justly be suspected by wife and fiancee, by
having the latter disrobe in the husband's auto-

mobile while he was sending the garments to

a cleaner's to have them dried ; these things,

you will admit, do make the two men look
more guilty than they really were. However,
in the end, they prove more or less satisfactory

alibis and the divorce lawyer retires discom-
forted and defeated. My advice would be to

keep in touch with the two families for sooner

or later he will have a case or two on his hands.

Billy Bevan. Thelma Parr, and Vernon Dent
play the principal roles under Del Lord's direc-

tion, and provide quite an amusing half-hour
or" less. It is rather ingenious and entertain-

ing and doubtless will score with movie-patrons.

"Light Wines and Bearded Ladies"
(Farce-comedy played up in the clouds)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
SOME amusingly original ideas have been

used in this Fox-Imperial comedy. I as-

sume obeisance should be made to Messrs.
Henry Johnson and Benjamin, who seemingly
are a sort of original story-scenario writers
song and dance team, inasmuch as they are

c redited with the team work on both phases of
the picture. More power to them in their mis-

sion of providing laughs for an all too solemn
world.
A college devoted to graduating barbers witli

the senior class and the faculty wearing con-
ventional mortar-boards is not such a bad be-

ginning. Then to follow this up with a con-
sistent inconsistency the barber, Gene Cameron,
gets a shop on an aeroplane as his first field

of labor. His first customer is a fruit dealer.

J. Buckley Russell, also suitor for the hand of

Sally Phipps, the girl in question. What
Cameron does to his rival once the latter is

seated in his barbar chair and, for that matter,

to other succeeding customers, would undoubt-
edly be bad enough at best. Add to his natural
nervousness a plane doing tail spins and nose
dives and you feel that the villain is justified

in chasing the hero out on the wings and
causing his fall countless miles to the terrain

beneath.

The foregoing will give some inkling of what
the comedy has to offer. The cast numbers the

following four important players: Sally Phipps,

Gene Cameron, Crimmins (first name not listed )

and J. Buckley Russell.

From Nautch Dancing to Steel

(Pathe—Review No. 48—One Reel)

DIVERSITY characterizes the Pathe Re-
view release of November 28. It starts

off with India's native dance, the Nautch, dating

far back in the country's history. Several facts

new to this reviewer, at least, are brought out.

Different sections have their own version. Grace
and a sequence in the movements rather than
anything athletic are the things that character-

ize the Nautch. An attractive native girl dances

(in this picture) to the music on exotic instru-

ments provided by two natives.

"The Coast of Devonshire" shows the Eng-
lish fishing village of Clovelly in Pathecolor.

These are excellent pictures and make you feel

that you are seeing the setting for an E. Phil-

lips Oppenheim English mystery story or an
Arnold Bennett tale. Clinging to the side of

a cliff probably' as unchanged to-day as cen-

turies ago the quaint little village epitomizes

the average man's conception of a perfect re-

treat from this bustling worry-infested world.

"The Inside Story of Steel" is a good educa-

tional reel and should be, possibly is, used by
all schools. It starts with the transportation

of the ore from the mines and ends with some
of the—uses to which steel is put. Vivid shots

of the Pittsburg blast furnaces and interesting

illustrations of the difference between hard and
soft steel—a difference little known to the aver-

age layman-play their part in this always inter-

esting even though educational movie.—PAUL
THOMPSON.

"The Hen Punchers of Piperock"
(Universal-Mustang—Two Reels)

(Revietved by Paul Thompson)

EVERY sort of robbery, from henroosts

to horses and stage coaches. And conspicu-

ous in all these episodes are those contrasted

figures Ben Corbett and Pee Wee Holmes.
Both have lost their month's pay shooting craps.

While they are trying to graft a meal two
strangers cop their horses so they are money-
less, horse-less and meal-less. In this dire posi-

tion they try to rob a hen-coop, but without
success. JEven when fortune seems to smile

on them and they are about to eat some pie

at the home of a fair friend the constable enters

to interfere. But justice triumphs in the end.

Ben and Pee Wee capture the stage-coach rob-

ber and rescue Susie, who is being forced at

the point of a gun to feed him. Thus, at one

fell stroke, they secure a monetary reward far

greater than the money lost at craps and the

food they have been seeking all through the

two reels.

Yin Moore directed the picture, which is

scheduled for release December 18.

"Yes Sir that's My Bahy"
(Pathe-Novelty—One Reel)

THIS will score with all baby lovers, for
the subjects are all of the tenderest pos-

sible age. Alvin V. Knechtel, of the Pathe
Review camera staff, stars through his use of
various camera devices, showing the same or
other babies on the same film in innumerable
different poses. One ingenious idea is in hav-
ing a baby take moving pictures and then pro-
ject these same pictures on the screen before

a juvenile audience of one.—PAUL THOMP-
SON.
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Mabel Normand Again a Cinderella
(Pathe-Hal Roach—Two Reel* I

(Reviewed by Haul Thompson!

IT is more or less fitting that alter "Raggedy

-

Rose," her vehicle for her return to the stage,

Malnl Normand and her producer. Hal Roach,
shi uld follow this up with another Cinderella
tale. This time it is in "The Nickle Hopper" as

a dancing instructor who thus helps her hard-
working mother to support a decidedly shiftless

father and husband, iler nightly work is not
enough, with the necessity for dancing with
every type of rough-neck that plays the cheap
dance hall, but she must also put in her days
helping mother with the house work and. for

full measure and the modest monetary reward,
take care of the neighbor's children when shop-
ping expeditions occur. What little chance for

happiness she might enjoy by entertaining
possibly qualifying "bo} friends" is killed

through father's refusal to permit callers. She
revolts once and is on the point of getting rid

of father < the latter is one of the "everybody
wo: ks but" type) but at her mother's inter-

on she relents and he stays.

Prince Charming comes into her life in the

person of a rich boy with a penchant for

slumming. Unwilling to confess the humble
home she has the chauffeur drive them to a
smart residence in a better section of town to

be followed there by father on a bicycle. Then
ensues a burglar chase when all three intruders

are locked up. The finish is one of the most
tive seen in a short subject for months.

Dreaming of her marriage to the boy Mabel
visualizes both of them falling down a cliff-side,

her old fashioned crinoline skirts acting as a

parachute with lover-hero clinging to her
pantalette-encased legs to make a successful

nt. It is an extremely ingenious and ef-

fective finale.

The picture reflects credit on Hal Roach.
Mabel Normand, Director F. Richard Jones and
the supporting cast, which includes Theodore
von Eltz, Michael S. Visaroff, Jimmie Ander-
son and Margaret Seddon.' It will help a lot,

or should, to make successful Mabel Xormand's
come-back. Released December 5th, 1926.

"Hula Hula"—"Honolulu Nights"
i Educational - Bnice Scenics

One Reel)
(Reviewed by Paul Thompson^

INASMUCH as other angles of both of these

subjects have been reviewed before in pre-

vious issues there remains little to be said

or added. These two particular issues are on
the same high plane as those shots of the same
subjects already shown. In the dances em-
phasis is placid on the fact that there are
many variations of the hula hula danced in

distinctive way-, and witli different accompany-
ing instruments. To the layman it may come
as a surprise to learn that it is even danced sit-

ting down with th< ather than with the
and the torso.

Honolulu as a setting for effective scenic
is taken full advantage of bj Bruce. With

the tropical foliage and wonderful moonlight
effects it surely must be the delight of a camera-
operator with a scintilla of imagination or
poetry in his make-up. If anything could in-

with a desire to ti.i\ d. these
pictures certainly do. Rarely are such 1

tiful effects reproduced by the camera for the'

en.

"On ihe Front Page'"

(Pathe-Hal Roach—Two Reels)
(Reviewed In Haul Thompson)

ILLIAN RICH is starred in this <

J—
' although the real work d tan Laurel

and Tyler Brook of her supporting company
won' entitle them to the stellar honors.

By work I mean not necessarily so much excel-
lence of acting as physical effort put forth.

Stan is the butler to a wealthy newspaper pro-
priet The latter has been
more- or less of a flop as a n

|

his

father's paper. He determines to furnish his

father with a er, on the notorious
countess Lillian Rich plavs. As first aid he
utilizes the p Laurel. The butler,

dressed in the old man's dinner clothes, is sup-
posed to be vamped by the leading lady. while-

Tyler pulls a flashlight and a police raid. All-
right except he doesn't get the picture and the
police do get—his own father's clothes torn
from the butler's back by mild mannered Bull
Montana at the flight of the two conspirators.

Net results ; a front-page story in the rival

paper about Tyler's father just escaping a raid

on the countess' apartment. As Milton Gross
would phrase it. "Nize business."

Not a bad idea for what could be an ex-
tremely amusing farce-comedy, but its possi-

bilities are hardly realized. Strenuous work by
capable players somewhat wasted.

lames Parrott directed. Released Novem-
ber 28.

"The Mona Lisa"
( Educational - Romance-Technicolor

—

Two Reels I

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

FOURTH in the series of famous paintings
produced by Romance Productions and pho-

tographed with the Technicolor Process, this

purports to tell the origin of the world-famous
Mona Lisa or, to give it the full title, Leonardo
Da Vinci's "La Giaconda," now hanging in

the Louvre in Paris. Incidentally last Sun-
day's papers carried a cable story questioning
the authenticity of the painting in the capital of
France maintaining that the original was never
returned after the sensational theft of a few
years ago, but that hardly concerns us. Da
Vinci did paint the lady and Romance attempts
to supply an explanation of why and the rea-

son for the cryptic smile that has puzzled for
years. Their explanation is as good as any
other.

What we are concerned with is the picture.

It is an entertaining if simple tale of deser-
tion by a blackguard who marries for money,
tires of his bargain and returns to try to per-
suade the lady, now married, supposedly hap-
pily, to elope with him. She agrees, but her
place is taken by her niece, although the elope-
ment is blocked with the connivance of his

wife. The man doesn't know whether Mona
Lisa was a party to the ruse or whether she
als, was prevented from carrying out the plot.

Her enigmatic smile when she is questioned re-

sults in the picture's perpetual query. The
famous Italian painter just happens to be her
husband's guest at the time and decides she
should be painted.

As usual beautiful color effects are obtained,
the Italian background, both of exteriors
and interiors, lending itself admirably to this.

No great demands, logically, are made on the
histrionic ability of the players, but they are
satisfactory. "Mona Lisa" belongs, by every
rule oi the game, in this series ,,f famous paint-
ings and will make as great a hit as its prede-
cessors.

The cast: Hedda Hopper, Crauford Kent.
Thomas Mills. Marjorie O'Neill, Frank \us-
tin. Jack Fowler, Esther Rhoades. Written
and directed by Arthur Maude.

"Felix Busts a Bubble"
i Educational-Cartoon—One Reel I

PAT SULLIVAN has done one of the most
amusing of his recent releases in this tale

of a cat balking his mistress" movie ambitions
Mi'l all because he realizes that if she succeeds

in her ambition he will be neglected and not gel

his quota of cream. So his task of disillu

men) is not entirely a lalxir of love, but rather
i self interest.

The amusing phases start at the beginning,
when Felix, lacking the money for a ticket to

Hollywoo i mule to kick him on
his way. At the studio with its constantly ar-

riving arnn of the movie-ambitious Felix spoils

;< reen tests by using a lens that makes the

resultant pictures distorted, and—in fairness to

the girl do an injustice to her. The inevi-

table result, of course, is that she doesn't get

the job This release is characterized by orig-

inality and cleverness and is bound to score.

—

PAU1 I HOMPSON.

"Sweetheart Daze"
I I niversal-Bluebird—One Reel)

YOU certainly must hand it to these movie
heroes ; nothing can discourage them in their

pursuit of the partcular lady-fair who is play-
ing opposite to them and whose affections they
must and do capture before the reels have
been unwound. So with this Bluebird comedy
directed by Ray Belasco, Neely Edwards gets
the peach, in this case, Consuello Dawn, by
pretending to be a detective and risking his life

to thwart a burglary. It is not that he is

interested in crime per se but that he may be
near his beloved. Xeely's troubles are aug-
mented because when he goes to the house
under the mother's impression that he is a
member of the police force • (he has just been
thrown out of the station-house when she
picks him up. so her deduction is quite movie-
sound, you see) he has no badge and the

burglar has. Then the real detective arrives

also with a badge, but it is Edwards who really,

outwits both and saves the jewels. Clever
race, these movie heroes. But anyway it is good
fooling and will amuse the Edwards following,

which I believe is considerable, and other fans.

—PAUL THOMPSON.

From Chinese to Reindeers
(Pathe Review No. 49—One Reel)

FOR the Pathe program of December 5th the

review that is included covers much ground.

First we are shown some unusual shots of

"Shanghai." the Xew York of the Orient.

These show the swarming population, the cus-

toms under British control, traffic, children, the

rice farms which fringe the city and the Im-
perial Park with its royal marble barge, the

whim of a long-since departed emperor.
"The National Parks of America" represents

a Pathe color feature. Beautiful shots of

Yosemite, its falls, big trees, canyons, amazing
foliage and rock formations brought out most
effectively in color cannot fail to hold the

spectator's interest.

"The Reindeer Ranchers" shows how the

flocks or herds are driven to new pastures when
the break-up of winter permits. Instead of com-
ing south they go north to satisfy their winter-

long hunger. Even beneath the snow's surface

they can sense the existence of herbiage and
root it out. It illustrates most eloquently the

struggle for existence that goes on forever in

that northern zone.—PAUL THOMPSON.

"On With the Danee"
(Castle—One Reel)

THE unending fascination of the native

dances in all parts of the world has been

well caught in tins entertaining and snappy

subject. We felt the absence of music very
much in the projection room, for the reel offers

the clever orchestra leader a splendid chance to

"do his stuff." Spanish dances, the Apache
dance, the hula, and a variety of others are

offered. The reel gets to the point quickly and

tells the storj without wasted footage. The
dance scenes have been well staged and the

general assembly of the reel is okeh. This

should be suitable most anywhere, and will help
to liven up the program.—L. C. MOEN.

"See America First"

iCa-tle—One Reel I

ANOTHER of the unusuallj interesting

novelty shorts being produced b\ Castle

Films i- presented here, being in effect a brief

trip across America, from Xew York to Cali-

.i Starting at tin Statue of Liberty, the

cameraman goes to Niagara Falls, where some
remarkable sh,,ts are recorded, and thence

across the country to the various national parks
and beaut} s|„,t^. Man} of the scenic shots are

lovely in the extreme, and one of the most at-

tractive features of the reel is the large amount
of ground covered in small footage. This
economy permits of wide variety in the loca-

tions covered, and the reel is an excellent boost

for the idea expressed in tile title.— L. C.

\K (EN.
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God Gave Me Twenty Cents
Starts Strong But Peters Out
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

HERE is a picture which started out as if -it would unfold
a corking story of adventure and romance, but before it

fairly gets under way it appears to sag and lose its sub-

stance. An adaptation of a clever story—it fails to continue

its charm so noticeable between the covers of a magazine.
The title is provocative enough and surely invites curiosity.

And there is nothing the matter with the cast, the backgrounds
and atmosphere. But once the spectator gives it his attention

he will discover that it falters by the wayside—just at that

moment when it should click. In other words the sailor boy goes
unaccompanied on his flight across the seas. It is planned that

a girl of easy virtue will accompany him. But she gets compro-
mised by the law and bobs up as very much forsaken. Meanwhile
the youth's true loving sweetheart pines a good deal before he
returns to measure out the happiness which follows a trusting

bride to the altar.

The picture is best with its sailor haunts, thus emphasizing
the atmosphere. And Lois Moran and Jack Mulhall extract every-

thing possible from their characterizations. It looks to us as if

fear of censorship rose to compel the director to take things easy.

The Cast: Lois Moran, Jack Mulhall, William Collier, Jr.,

Lya dc Putti, Rosa Rosanova, Claude Brooke. Director,

Herbert Brawn.
THEME : Adventure romance

of a girl who trusts a sailor

enough to marry him, only to

lose him when he becomes rest-

less. After many misgivings on
her part they are reconciled.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The meeting of the

sailor and the girl. The carni-

val incident. The scene when
sailor is taunted to take other

woman with him. The climax.

The acting. The atmosphere.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

Play up title and feature prin-

cipals. Use sailor chanties for

musical numbers, etc. Play up
the director who fashioned
"Beau Geste."
DRAWING POWER: Suit-

able for average audiences. 0.

K. for downtown and neighbor-
hood houses.

Produced and distributed by Famous Players.

Length, seven reels. Released November, 1926.

Highlights from the Fox Films special production "JT 'hat Price Glory,"

which had its world premiere this neek in New York

The Blonde Saint
Romantic Picture Is There With the Appeal

(Reviewed I y Laurence Reid)

THERE'S a large dash of romance which furnishes the

motivation for this picture, sponsored by Sam Rork. Ir i-

crammed full of action—is this adaptation of Stephen
French Whitman's story, "The Isle of Life." And that is not

all. It boasts of as eloquent an array of beautiful scenes as has

popped up in some time. The Italian background is made highly

suggestive—and against these appealing vistas.

Marion Fairfax has constructed an interesting film of a girl

kidnapped, carried to sea and thrust upon the coast of Sicily. She
has snubbed the novelist hero while aboard ship. And he becomes
unusually original and adventurous by calmly tossing her over

the rail and jumping in after her. A passing craft picks them up
and takes them to the Isle of Life off Sicily'- coast. What
follows is a line of melodramatic action having to do with a

vendetta.

It is a lively picture—and acted right up to the handle by
Lewis Stone, Doris Kenyon and Ann Rork. The latter is develop-

ing rapidly as an actress and stardom looms up for her in the

offing.

Tlie Cast: Lewis Stone, Doris Kenyon, Ann Rork, Gill

Roland, Cesare Gravina, Malcolm Denny, Albert Conti, Lillian

Langdon, Leo White. Director, Svend Gade.
THEME : Romantic melo- Might capitalize source of pic-

drama of adventurous novelist

who compels girl to go with
him by tossing her from ship

and then rescuing her.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The beautiful exteri-

ors. The Sicilian atmosphere.
The scene aboard ship and when
girl is tossed overboard. The
rescue. The vendetta scenes.

ture and the author's name.
Play up producer as sponsor
of "Ponjola. " Play up cast

calling attention to charms of

Doris Kenyon and Ann Rork,
Stage atmospheric prologue.

DRAWING POWER: Sure
to please them in all types of

houses. Principals have fol-

lowing. Title should draw.

Scenes from "Michael Strogoff" the Universal release produced in Europe

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Produced by Sam Rork. Distributed by First National.

Length, six reels. Released November, 1926.
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"What Price Glory?"
Fine II ar Picture. Spectacular and Thrilling

Reviewed bj Laurence K<-i<l i

TIIK long-awaited film version of that he-man piny, '•What
Price Glory?" can be recorded a- Fox's greatesl triumph

—

and one of the picture- of the year. With the limitations
. stage -wept aside—with Raoul Walsh setting his camera

I" record the hates, passions, laughs of war, it surely and easily
take- mi such broad dimensions as to place it among the elect.

None of the vitality is losl in the transference. It lias been argued
that the stage play would lose its spark minus the hoi profane
dialogue thai the vivid calibre would noi be retained. Such is

nol the fact. There is a healthy man language employed—and
the CUSS words are not missed.
The film adhere- to the original in all its essential details

—

and improves upon it in the scope of its war scenes— and the
flavor of its atmosphere. It's a tine treatment. The story builds
with ever-increasing interest, furnishing excitment, thrills and
laughter on the way. Victor McLaglen as the hard-boiled Captain

_' gives a lusty performance—and earn- a place among the
be-t acting contributions of the year. Dolores Did Rio as the
-irl who loved the two principal "leather-neck-" with equal
fervor is captivating in her role—and Edmund Lowe is vigorous
enough as the sergeant. It's a big picture—a full-grown, robusl
picture, one that's a delight to the eye. the heart and the pulse.

The Cast: Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, Dolores Del
Rio, William V. Mom/, Phyllis Haver, Leslie Fenton, Harry
Norton, Sammy Cohen, Ted McNamara, August Tollaire.

Director, Raoul Walsh.

THEME: Drama of U. S.

marines in the late war—with
plot" revolving around a feud
between a captain and a top
sergeant.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Go the limit. Exploit authors,

cast, etc.

PRODUCTION HIGH
LIGHTS: The fine acting by
McLaglen. The comedy bits by
Messrs. Cohen and McNamara.
The war shots. The episode in

dug-out.

DRAWING POWER: 0. K.
for any house. Should turn
'em away.

Produced ami distributed by Fox.
Length, twelve reels. To be roadshowed.

Scenes from the Paramount production. "God Gave 1/p Twenty Cents"

Michael Strogoff
Jules Verne s Romance Becomes Glittering Drama

(Reviewed by L. C. Moeii >

TIIK influence of American films is evident in many of the

scene- of "Michael Strogoff," which rank-- high as melo-
dramatic spectacle. It contain- sequences which for barbaric

beauty and -weep are a triumph of picture making. The Tartar
episodes, the entertainment at the encampment of the Khan, done
in color, the suggestion of the brutally colorful life of this oriental

people, all are magnificent. These and the superb riding in the

battle scenes, are the outstanding features of the film.

For the story itself we mighl wish a little more logic and con-

tinuity. The hero mighl have been given a bit more valid motive
tor hi- long ti'ip—a more important message to carry—which
would have been only a matter id' title- and inserts. We feel that

hi- arduous struggle was a bit futile.

The general production values and audience interest rank high.

An excellent ca-t has been assembled. Moskine (or Mosjoukine)
i- a striking figure as the hero. Mine l\o\anko, now in this

coiintry, is a gracious heroine, and Mine. I'.rindeau contribute-

a sympathetic performance as the hero'- mother. Tina De
Yxanlux i- an intriguing villaine--. while Chakatouny as Ogareff,

the heavy, and Defas a- the Grand Khan, are all that could be

desired.

The Cast: Ivan Moskine, Natlialie Kovanko, Clxakatouny,

Mme. Brindeau, Mute. De Yzarduy, Defas, K. Kvanine, Prince

A". Kougoucheff, E. Gaidaroff. Directed by }'. Tourjansky.

Based on the novel by Jules Verne.

THEME: Struggle of czar's

courier to carry message to

Irkutsk against great obstacles.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Excellent types in

cast. Battle and riding scenes.

Tartar atmosphere. Camp of

Grand Khan. Grand ball at

czar's court.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Author and novel. Spectacular

and melodramatic features of

production. Color.

DRAWING POWER: Needs
advertising because of foreign

names in cast, but should be well

worth it.

tin Blond Saint" is n current First National release. These scenes

Mere taken from the picture

Universal Film tie France production distributed by Universal.

Length,9,3l5 feet. Released January _'. 1"-',.
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Red Hot Leather
Hoxie Rides to Win and Succeeds

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

BLUE STREAK WESTERN is the right designation for

this Universal picture, for thrice does the hero heat his

saddle leather, once to stop a runaway, supposedly by the

heroine, and twice thereafter in a rodeo. In the latter contests he

is under the necessity of winning two events, the bucking broncho
class and the relay, to acquire the all too-necessary ten thousand
dollars in prizes that the family ranch may be saved from the vil-

lain. I hardly need re-assure my readers that he does win and that

not only is the family homestead saved with its oil deposits, known
hitherto only to the villain and his son, but his seemingly dying
father is brought back to life and the use of his paralyzed limbs

restored. Not such a bad afternoon's work when you take into

consideration that Jack was being double-crossed at every stage

of the game.
It is more or less juvenile melodrama making not very exacting

demands on the histrionic ability of star or supporting company.
On the other hand it is a straight forward tale with hard-riding

featured and an at-all-times convincing setting. The rodeo climax
is decidedly effective and while you are never in any doubt as to

the arrival on time and the successful participation of the hero in

the contests, whose winning is so essential to the happiness of

everyone except the villain and his son, yet there is built up a

rather clever suspense. The star in his unaffected simplicity is

good and his support decidedly adequate.

The Cast: Jack Hoxic (star), Ena Gregory, William- Malen,
Tom Shirley, William H. Turner, George French, Billy Jingle.

Jim Corey, Les Sailor. Director, Al Rogell. He also zvrotc

the story and, with Harrison Jacobs, the scenario.

THEME: Saving family EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
ranch by winning rodeo con- Horsemanship of hero and
test's prize money.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: The rodeo setting

and events.

others. Simple but compelling
story of west.

DRAWING POWER: Good.

Produced and distributed by Universal.

Length, 4,555 feet. Released October 17, 1926.

Scenes from "W ar Paint," the first of the Metro-Goldvoyrv-Mayer W esterns

which feature a new star and has plenty of Indian atmosphere

Upstage
Uneven Plot, but Color and Acting Put it Over

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

HERE is a peep behind the footlights—with the vaudeville

stage as a background. It registers its best points in its

color and acting for Monta Bell has missed considerable of

its detail in piecing it together. Somehow it doesn't ring very

convincing in its characterization. It appears difficult to accept

the heroine as intelligent as she is painted.

Norma Shearer is cast as a small-town girl, a college graduate

who occasionally is drawn as lacking any gray matter. The uneven
manner of making the figure convincing tends to rob it of con-

siderable appeal. She strikes out on her own and through the

generosity of a young hoofer is engaged for a dancing act. And
-ii success goes to her head. She eventually turns from the youth

to cast her fortune with a chap who has had better publicity.

The picture develops a typical vaudeville angle in fashioning its

climax. Mr. Bell is excellent with his stage shots, but somehow
he gives one the impression of not taking the story very seriously.

He is best with the reactions of the vaudevillians. Miss Shearer is

good, but. Oscar Shaw steals the honors.

The Cast: Norma Shearer, Oscar Shaw, Tenen Holtz, Gwen
Lee, Dorothy Phillips, J. Frank Glcndon, Ward Crane, Charles

Meakin. Director, Monta Bell.

THEME: Romantic drama
of small-town girl who comes to

New York and gets a job as

dancing partner of hoofer in

vaudeville act. After various

experiences, she finds romance
and happiness.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: The atmosphere.
The glimpses of life hack-stage.

The vaudeville acts. etc. The
climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up the title and exploit as

interesting picture of life on the
vaudeville stage. Play up star

and Oscar Shaw. Stage pro-

logue in harmony with stage

dancing, etc.

DRAWING POWER: Title

and popularity of star will

draw the crowds. 0. K. for all

houses.

Scenes from the Preferred picture, "His New York tl"ife"

Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length, seven reels. Released November, 1926.
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War Paint
The Goklen West—the West That Was

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

As thai gigantic territory of the Wesi with its history of trans-
ition, which became for the white man a land of possibili-
ties and for the red a land of memories, holds for a great

many a romantic glamour, this production is to be commended
in thai it presents the Indian as he really was with his problem of
saving the little land that was left him and his continual struggle
with the troops of the Grreal White Father. The tale that Peter
B. Kyne has fashioned for this— the introductory vehicle of Colonel
Tim McCoy to fans Western and incidentally the first Western to
reach the screen under the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer banner—is not
of the calibre that one would expect from such an author of high
repute. It has action enough, but it is massed action and not the
individual display of heroics that was looked for in McCoy. But,
nevertheless, McCoy can readily be said to have stormed the
heights where sit complacently Messrs. Thomson, Jones and May-
nard and is now a name to be reckoned with in the galaxy of
Western stars.

The story, briefly, concerns the attempts of Iron Eyes, a trouble-
some Arapahoe chieftain, to stir up discontent among his people
against the troops and how Lieutenant Marshall, at the cost of
incurring his major's displeasure, nonpluses the renegade chief-
tain and saves his garrison from extermination.

The Cast: Tim McCoy, Pauline Starke, Charles French,
Chief] Yowlache, Chief White Horse, Karl Dane. Director
W. S. Van Dyke.

THEME: The troublesome
days in the early eighties be-
tween Indians and U. S. Army
and the saving of a garrison by
a young lieutenant who is at
odds with his superior officer.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS : The knife duel. The
defense of the garrison and the

introduction of Karl Dane alive
and well after he had played
dead.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
The Indian atmosphere and the
fact that a new star makes his

bow on the Western horizon.

DRAWING POWER: Extra
good.

Length, 5,032 feet. Released September, 1926.

Action stills of "Red Hot Leather," a Universal production of the If estern

variety

His New York Wife
Pleasant, Light Treatment of Little Girl in Big City Story

(Reviewed by Thomas C. Kennedy)

THERE is movement and some humor in this comedy-drama
treatment of the story about a little girl from the country
seeking a career—this time it's as a playwright—in the

big city of Xew York.
Alice Day steps confidently from the two-reel comedies into her

Leading part in "Hi- New York Wife," and proves her selection

a wise one by playing the rule with a simplicity which makes Lila

ever a figure trembling in the balance between the downright
pathetic and the outright funny, according as she seems alternately

a winsome innocent and a likeable dumbbell. Theodore Von Eltz

is the handsome lawyer who meets Lila on the train, falls in love

with her and then finds her established in the apartment he visits

to see the adventuress who has married the son of a wealthy client.

The lawyer is discovered in the apartment with Lila and he

hasn'1 his pants on- all very innocenl as it is revealed in the pic-

ture, tor the pants go1 torn in a fight protecting Lila and she is

stitching them when the detectives hired to "gel something on''

Mrs. Jimmy Duval bursi into the room. It 's all explained satis-

factorily in the end. however, and Lila and Phillip seem to be

getting along famously when the eameraman \;\<\r- out on them.

The Cast: Alice Day, Theodore Von Eltz, lit lie! Clayton,

Edith Yorke, Fontain La Rue, Charles Cruse. Director, Albert

Kelley. . luthor, 1 .cm . Ibrams.

THEME: A little girl from

the country goes to New York
to make a career as a play-

wright but changes her course

to accept a career as the wife

of a handsome young lawyer.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Brisk action, with

rapid change of scene. Likeable

characters.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Good title to sell with trick

heralds, teaser ads and street

stunts. Feature as entertaining

blend of dramatic situations and
humorous twists.

DRAWING POWER: Has
generally pleasant and whole-
some tone and should succeed
in neighborhood and downtown
program houses.

A peep into the doings of vaudeville folk is enjoyed in the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer film. "I pstage"

Produced and distributed by Preferred Pictures,

th, 5,294 feet. Released November, 1926
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A SALES convention featured

the work of the New England
Film Board at its meeting Mon-
day. For the affair, luncheon was
served at the Hotel Arlington to

all of the exchange managers and
sales forces, with covers laid for

upwards of a hundred. Following
the luncheon, Henry Scully, Presi-

dent of the Film Board, called the

meeting to order and John Scully,

Branch Manager of Educational;
M. E. Morey, of the American Fea-
ture Film Co., and Thomas Spry,
Manager of First National, were
introduced. John Scully, as chair-

man of the credit committee of
the board, outlined to the salesmen
trie work which this committee is

endeavoring to accomplish and told

how it could be put across with the

co-operation of the salesmen. Mr.
Morey, as chairman of the Arbitra-
tion Committee, outlined the work
of that group and Mr. Spry spoke
on the subject of loyalty. So suc-

cessful was the meeting that others

will probably follow along similar

educational lines.

Following the dinner of the

Bookers Association at Rainbow
Gardens, Walpole, they were guests

of Miss Caroline Jones at her home
in Newton, where an informal pro-

gram was provided with many of

the talented members of the asso-

ciation participating.

Walter Eldridge is the purchaser
of the Town Hall, Conway. Mass.,

buying from W. H. Noonan. The
same policy will be continued.

The Beachmont Theatre, Win-
throp, Mass., which closed a fort-

night ago, has been taken over by
the Ocean Amusement Company,
of which M. Gruber is president

and D. Schoolman is treasurer.

After renovation, the theatre

opened Saturday with a policy of

pictures only. It was formerly
operated by R. Vovitch.

Providence Theatrical Corp..

Providence, R.I., has incorporated

with 1,000 shares no par value

New England
stuck. Hayward T. Parsons, Wat-
son Smith and W. H. Hoffman,
all of Providence, are the incor-

porators.

C. L. DeYizia, of the sales staff

of Educational, has returned from
a two weeks' business trip in North-
ern Maine.

F. C. Quimby, assistant sales

manager for Fox, has been in Bos-
ton for two weeks on business in

connection with the Boston ex-
change.

Lou Levin, manager in charge of

accessories of the Fox Exchanges,
spent two days in Boston during

the week on business with the Bos-
ton Exchange.
M. J. Daley, of the New York

office of Fox, who has been doing

special sales work in Maine for

the past two weeks, has returned

to the home office.

William Wall of Wall's Theatre,

Wareham, Mass., visited Film Row
during the week to show his new
Buick sedan to admiring friends.

Paul Deming, of tne Strand The-
atre, Hillsboro, X.H., was a visitor

to Boston during the week.
Sam Moscow, sales manager for

Independent Films, Inc., of Boston,

is on a two weeks' business trip

through Connecticut.

The Supreme Theatre, at

Jamaica Plain, Mass., has been
undergoing extensive improvements
without interruption to the regu-

lar programs. When completed, the

seating capacity will have been in-

creased by sixty seats.

Miss Sarah Laurie, bookkeeper
of the Independent Films, Inc.,

spent the week-end at Mountain
View, Ossipee, N.H.
William Reeves, of the Strand

Theatre, Portland. Me., was a guest

in Film Row during the week, mak-

ing bookings- for the mid-winter
season.

Myer Feltman and William Lev-
enson, who went to Florida with
the Decker Film Transfer outfit

early in the summer, have returned

to Boston, ready for a real old-

fashioned winter. They are back
at their old places with the Decker
concern. Their experiences in the

hurricane would fill a book.

George Hammond and Albert
Jeffries, formerly of the Inde-

pendent Films, Inc., have joined

the sales forces of Tiffany Produc-
tions at the Boston offices.

William Harry Gardner has been
appointed booker at Film Booking
Office. He was formerly with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Arthur L. Ward of the Casino
Theatre, Central Falls, R.I., was a
visitor to Film Row during the

week.
B. P. Rogers has been appointed

feature manager for Pathe in New
England. He was formerly with
Associated Exhibitors.

C. MeGureigle, office manager
and booker at F.B.O., is taking a

brief vacation and will spend part

of it in Bermuda.
James Thormon, of the Rialto,

Providence, Chryslered to Boston
in his new roadster during the

week.

J. J. McConville and Abe Mon-
tague, of Independent Films, Inc.,

have returned from a business trip

to New York.
Lawler's Theatre, at Amherst,

Ma>s., will open this week. The
same company also operates the

theatres at Greenfield and South
Deerfield.

Edward Farrell, salesman at

Film Booking Office, Boston, has

been transferred to the Philadel-

phia exchange of the same com-
pany.

Carl Crawford, one of the most
popular salesmen in the New Eng-
land territory, has joined the sales

force of Paramount.
George E. Jeffries, general man-

ager of the M.E.J. Film' Company,
was host to a large number from
Film Row for a private showing of

the Finnegan- Suggs fight on Tues-
day afternoon.

Harry Seigal, President of Red
Seal Films, is convalescing after

a serious operation in New York
and has returned to his home in

Boston.
National Theatre Supply Com-

pany has taken possession of its

enlarged quarters at 67-69 Church
Street, where extensive alterations

were made following the removal
of United Artists Exchange from
No. 69. The company handles,

in addition to projection equipment
and accessories, a complete line of

stage equipment.

Work of demolishing the exist-

ing buildings at Main and Central

streets, Worcester, to make way
for the new theatre to be erected

by the 261 Main Street Corpora-
tion, is well under way and foun-

dations will be laid and work
pushed forward during the winter.

Plans for the house have been
drawn by Arland W. Johnson, 285
Madison Avenue, New York City,

and the contract let to the J. D.
Harrison Construction Company,
also of New York.

The New England Theatres Op-
erating Company is erecting a mon-
ster illuminated sign on the new
Morton Theatre at a cost of about

$5,000.

The new Columbus Theatre,
Broadway, Providence, R.I., has
been completed and will open this

month. A feature of the exterior

of the house is a black and white
clock tower surmounted by an il-

luminated clock.

Central Penn
A PENNSYLVANIA charter

-^*- has been issued at the Capitol
in Harrisburg to the Ellwood
Amusement Corporation, of Pitts-

burgh, for the purpose of "estab-

lishing, buying, selling, leasing and
operating theatres." It is capitalized

at $90,000, of which $9,000 has
been paid in on a par value basis

of $100 per share. The incorpo-
rators are : Samuel Gould, treasur-
er, 2130 Wightman Street. Pitts-

burgh, who holds 500 shares : Saul
Silverman, 6333 Bartlett Street.

Pittsburgh, ten shares, and H. J.

Schlesinger, 603 Lincoln Avenue,
Pittsburgh, ten shares.

The formal opening of the new
Rialto Theatre, built in Williams-
port by Charles Wilson, took place

on Thanksgiving Day. The house
has a seating capacity of 1,500 and
will be under the management of
Oscar Althoff, who formerly was
house manager of the Strand The-

atre in Berwick.
The eighth anniversary of the

opening of the Keeney Theatre in

\Villiamsport, was celebrated in the

theatre during the entire week of

November 8. Specially strong

picture programs were of-

fered along with a vaudeville act

and special music by the theatre's

orchestra. The theatre was spe-

cially decorated for the event. A
birthday cake with eight candles

was cut in honor of Frank A. Kee-
ney, proprietor of the theatre, who
was present part of the week. Wil-
liam Ford, of New York, general

manager of the Keeney theatres,

and Frank Gordon, district man-
ager, spent the entire week in Wil-
liamsnort. A steam calliope was
used in the business section of the

city each day, calling attention to

the anniversary celebration.

Visitors were invited free to a
Sunday recital dedicating the new

Wurlitzer three-manual organ, in

the Majestic Theatre, Williams-
port, on the night of November 7.

The recital was given by A. H.
Stoddard, a prominent Chicago or-
ganist.

C. Floyd Hopkins, head of the

Wilmer & Vincent theatres in

Reading and Harrisburg, was
chairman of the Harrisburg Cham-
ber of Commerce publicity commit-
tee which advocated the passage
at the November election of mu-
nicipal improvement loans for the

city, aggregating more than a mil-

lion dollars. There were four dis-

tinct loans voted on. and all were
passed by overwhelming majori-
ties.

Ned Wayburn. Broadway pro-
ducer, was in York, Pa., briefly

on November 1, as the guest of
Ed. R. Moore, manager of the

York Opera House, which is a mo-
tion picture and vaudeville theatre.

Arthur E. Luce has been made
manager of the handsome new
West Side theatre, which was for-

mally opened in Scranton on No-
vember 1, by the Comer ford

Amusement Company. For twenty

I
years he has been employed by the

Comerford interests, and for the

last thirteen years was manager
of the Park Theatre, Scranton.

Management of Loew's Theatre
in Reading has been placed in the

hands of H. W. Foerste, of Pitts-

burgh, who succeeds Livingston
Laning, who was transferred to a

Loew Theatre in New Haven,
Conn.

The Wilmer & Vincent inter-

ests are planning the erection of
a new theatre on the site of the
old Franklin Hotel, in Easton,
which they recently acquired. De-
tails of the plans have not yet been
divulged.
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South East

CLAUDE LEE, who has been
manager of the Universal the-

atric in Fort Myer, Fla., has
been transferred t<> look after the-
atres of this company in Danville,
\ a

Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Ballance
paid Charlotte a brief visit the
past week. Mr. Ballance is dis-

trict manager for Famous Players
and stopped off en route to New
York.

A. B. McCoy, of the Pastime
Theatre, Conway, S.C., was in

Charlotte the past week arranging
for two new Powers Machines
from the National Theatre Supply
Company.

E. F. Dardine, manager of the
Universal exchange, Charlotte, and
the Sales Director, R. B. Williams,
made a trip through the Carolina
territory the past week. Upon
their return to Charlotte, Mr. Wil-
liams left for Atlanta as he is mak-
ing a tour of all exchanges under
his supervision.

J. F. McAuley, of Chicago, was
a Charlotte visitor the past week.
Mr. McAuley is connected with the

J. W. McAuley Manufacturing
Company of Chicago.

Reynolds Wilbanks, manager of
the local Paramount exchange,
spent the week end in Atlanta. He
was accompanied by his wife and
daughter.

I lenry Owen, of the local Para-
mount exchange, has been pro-
moted to salesman in the Char
!ott< territory. He succeeded M.
B Gore, who has been transferred
to the Famous Players office in

Chicago.

The Princess Theatre. Belmont,

N.C., was practically destroyed by
fire the past week. This theatre
is owned by W. T. Robinson. The
fire was believed to have started

from an explosion of an oil stove.

M. E. Weiman, local manager
of the Liberty Specialty Film Cor-
poration, spent the week end in At-
lanta.

Fred Pollock, manager of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Exchange,
spent the week end in Washington,
D.C., in conference with George
Hickey. district manager of Me-
tro-Goldwyn.

The new Film Exchange build-
ing at Second and Poplar Streets,
is well under way and indications

point to this build'ng being com-
pleted right after the first of the
year. We understand United Ar-
tists and Liberty Specialty Film
Distributing Corporation have
taken space in same.

The new theatre being built at

Henderson, N.C., by S. S. Steven-
son, Inc., is rapidly Hearing com-
pletion and we understand it will

be open early in the spring. Mr.
Stevenson states this house will be
modern in every detail.

All arrangements for the meet-
ing of the M r P.T.O. of North
Carolina in Charlotte on Decem-
ber 13th are nearing completion.
Charles Picquet, president and Nat
L. Royster, secretary, were both
in Charlotte the past week arrang-
ing- for the big banquet that will

be held following the meeting.

Mr. Rovster, stated over two
hundred reservat :ons have been
made for the dinner up to the

nt time.

The drive for membership in

this organization has been carried
on very aggressively and the re-

sults obtained are far above the
expectations of the officers. There
is close to one hundred fifty mem-
bers in this organization at the

present time and it looks as though
in a short time it will be a 100%
organization. The drive for mem-
bership will continue on and the

expectation is that by the time of

the meeting, December 13th, there
will be over two hundred members
in good standing.

B. F. Southern, of the Ideal The-
ate, Winston-Salem, was in Char-
lotte, today, looking after book-
ings and other things in the in-

terest of his theatre.

C. A. Anderson, salesman for

Universal Film Exchange, Inc., has
the misfortune the past week of
fracturing his ankle.

R. B. Williams, southern divi-

sion sales manager for Universal,
who arrived in Charlotte, Tues-
day to spend several days with
E. E. Dardine, manager of the

Universal branch at that point. The
purpose of this trip, Mr. Williams
stated, was not only that of su-
pervising general conditions but
that it is his desire to acquaint the
exchange managers in the southern
division with certain Universal pro-
ductions.

George Jackson, booker for Elt-

abran Film Company, was married
on Saturday, November 13th, to

Miss Bonnye D. Richardson, at

the Trinity Methodist Church.
Mis-, Richardson is a Charlotte
girl and has been connected with
the Western Union Telegraph
Comoany for a number of vears.

Ned Depinet, Sales Manager of

First National Exchange, was in

Charlotte the past week holding a

sales conference with Frank Bry-
an and the salesmen. The local ex-

change is in the midst of an ex-
tensive drive for First National

Month.
The National Theatre, Greens-

boro, N.C., has enhanced the beauty

of its front by putting a large

electric display sign on their

marquee.
Wednesday night at 11.30 o'clock

Warren Irvin, manager of the Im-
perial Theatre, Charlotte, pre-

sented a specal midnight show at

his theatre.

This was the night before the

Automobile Races and there was a

large attendance.

Cameron Price, salesman for

Pathe, is the proud father of a
son born several weeks ago.

Gus Mitchell, of the Imperial

Theatre, Newton, N.C.. was in

Charlotte the past week.

Charles Roth, of the Eagle The-
atre, Asheville, visited Film Row
during the past week.

One of the largest audiences for

Children's matinee was at the Im-
perial Theatre, Charlotte, last Sat-
urday. We understand between
1.2(H) and 1,500 children attended
the matinee.

The race drivers of the Char-
lotte speedway were guests of the

Broadway Theatre. Wednesday,
November 10th.

The Brooklyn Theatre, colored,

Wilmington, N.C., will be re-

onened by Mr. Westbrook. This
theatre has been closed for some
time.

EW. VAN NORMAN'S bowl-
* ing team went down to ig-

nominious defeat this week in the

Exhibitor-Exchange Bowling Tour-
nament. Steve Bauer's gladiators

it three straight.

E. Phalen, manager of the Allis

Theatre at West \llis, has just re-

turned from a trip to Niagara
I alls

Ed. Wagner, manager of the

Garden at South Milwaukee, and
!.il.' Dish, who manages the Ma

at Cudahy, made the lung trip

to M ilwaul ee excha
i
brief

N'is it.

l:. i * Wli. eler, manager of

Lloyd's '1 1" .'tt i .it Meni

m

Mich., spent a few days among
. inges.

Clyde Eckhardt, Fox district

manager, pen! Wednesday in the
1

Sam Miller, of the Fisher the-

v, as a \ isltor along

Film Row during the wee!

William Loibel, of the Chimes
Theatre, Cedarburg, nol t.i be oul

<\<<ne by the numerous inventors of

talking machines, has invented one
of his own which is opi i iting suc-

Fully.

R. T. Smith, Warner manager,
has some "inside" lines on the t""t

ball games. Last week he picked
eight straight winners.

Jack Silliman, who recently sold

out his nine theatres to Universal,
is hobnobbing around with his old

friends, via the ten-pin alleys. It

wouldn't he surprising to see him
back in harness again.

Ben Etoenig, John Ludwig and

J. (i. Frackman have been compli-
in nted 1>\ the I [ays organizatii >n

in their splendid fire-prevention

work as members of the Fire Pre-
vent!, in i ommittee i if the Film
Board of Trade. All of the Mil

waukee exchanges are report
100%.

Miss Anne Poire has been ap-

pointed s< i retar) to 1 < 1. Sliter,

manage! ol the local Fox Ex-
change. Miss Poire was previous
ly secretary to the advertising man-

if the Milwauki e I 'ai amount

I en Brown, who manages the
I '.ii kw .i\ .it Madisi m, and thi Fond
In

1
.ii .it Fond du Lac, pi nl

Thursday visiting Milwaukee i x

changi

"Doc" rloneck, managi i of 1'.

D. C. Milwaukee branch, spent the

week visiting key towns.

Howard Coleman, manager of

the Orpheum Theatre at Berlin,

was in the city on Wednesday.
Ned Marin, First National West-

ern Sales Manager, spent Monday
in the Milwaukee Exchange. He
was accompanied by Emil Jensen,

representative of the Joseph M.
Schenck organization, who ad-

dressed a group of salesmen and

members of the office staff. Mr.
Marin and Mr. Jensen are on a

live weeks' tour of the territory.

. George Huebner, manager of the

Strand Theatre at Oconomowoc.
was among out-of-town exhibitors

to visit exchanges during the week.

The New Ozaukee Theatre,

which 1 lenry Huff, manager, an

nounced last week would be Eoi

mally opened on Thanksgiving l>.i\.

will not be ready for opening on
that date. Mr. Huff has sel the

opening date for December 11th

instead.

Manager Berth, of the Pastime
at Kiel, was a recent Film Row
visitor.

Fred Knispel, 1'. D. C. District

Representative, spent a few days

in the Milwaukee Exchange this

week.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gregory
were greeted along Film Row this

week. Mr. Gregory manages the

Scenic at Waupun.

Frank Welter came down from
Wausau, where he manages the

('rand and Bijou theatres, to spend

a tew days among the exchanges
and arrange his bookings.

Francis Kadow, <<i the Mikado
Theatre at Manitowoc, dropped in

.it the local exchanges this week.

The I'. 1 1 C. salesforce is being

augmented for a few weeks by
salesmen from Chicago and Minne-
apolis offices to complete a sales

campaign which it is planned, will

reach every exhibitor in the terri-

tory. The salesmen who have been
added are W. L Hamilton and
Charles McCartrrj from the Min-
neapolis office. Turn Greenwood
and Mr, Decker from the Chicago
Exchange. Mr. Hamilton is known
to \\ isconsin exhibitors asa former
exhibitor at Galesville, Wis. Mr.
Greenwood and Mr. Decker for-

merly traveled the Wisconsin terri-

torj

.
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ork and New Jersey

ALARGE number of exchange
men and exhibitors in this zone

attended the recent M.P.T.O. of

New Jersey convention held at the

Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,

when Leon Rosenblatt was elected
president of that organization.

Among those present, in addition

to the M.P.T.O. officials, were

:

Charles W. Stombaugh, Pathe; Ar-
thur Greenblatt, Eduqatioiial

,

Charles Rosensweig, F.B.O.
; J. S

Vergesslich, First National of New
Jersey; Secretary Phillips. Film
Board of Trade; Moe Streimer,

United Artists ; Miles Gibbons and
Pete Glenn, Philadelphia Pathe
office; Thornton Kelly, Isidor

Hirschblond, Grobe and Knobel,
F. A. Howells, Louis Gold, Louis
Rosenthal, George Brennen, Peter
Adams and J. G. Keal.

Following the sale of two thea-

tres in the Louis Rosenthal Circuit

in New Jersey and a rumored state-

ment from Air. Rosenthal to the

effect that his entire holdings would
eventually be disposed of, comes
word this week that another Rosen-
thal house, the Bergen, in Newark,
has been sold to Manager Stein, of
the Cameo, also in Newark. It

is further reported that an option
has been given to an unnamed party
for the balance of the Rosenthal
Circuit.

Further expansion of Loew The-
atres, Inc., in New York territory
is evidenced by that company's re-

cent acquisition of two first-class

neighborhood houses and the ru-

mored purchase of a new theatre

site at 176th Street and Broadway,
New York City, the latter said to

to be a 3500-seat project.

The two neighborhood houses

taken over are the Sheridan Square,

Greenwich Village, and the Com-
modore, Second Avenue and Sixth

Street, Manhattan. It was report-

ed a week or so ago that the Sheri-

dan Square deal had been completed

and it is said that the Commodore
changed hands last week. Harry
Rafferty operated the Greenwich
Village house, while the Commo-
dore was a link in the Mayer &
Schneider chain on the East Side.

No official communication was
received by this publication's of-

fices of the opening of Walter
Reade's new Majestic Theatre,

Perth Amboy, N.J., on the evening

of November 22nd, but it is re-

ported that a large local gathering

attended a premiere on that date.

The Majestic is a 2000-seat house
and the newest of the Reade chain,

which numbers some thirty-odd

theatres in New Jersey and other

points.

Another theatre opened in New
Jersey on November 22nd was the

City Theatre, Union City. This
house has been closed for a period

of about six months. The new
owner is J. Michelfellow, former
operator of Montclair's first mo-
tion picture theatre.

The Gate Theatre, Surf Avenue,
Coney Island, is said to have closed

its doors and although the closing

k ilium n I i i mi
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CINCINNATI exhibitors in the
downtown districts are antic-

ipating a material increase in their
Sunday patronage as the result of
a plan recently put into operation
by the Cincinnati street railway
company. Under this plan it is

possible to purchase a twenty-five
cent street car ticket good on Sun-
day only ove all lines in the city

for as many rides as may be de-
sired. The tickets are valid for the

one day only, expiring at mid-
night, This, the exhibitors figure,

will attract considerable extra Sun-
da v business from the outlying dis-

tricts.

The Cino Theatre Co., composed
of the Keith-Albee and Heidings-
feld-Libson interests, now con-
structing a 3,000-seat moving pic-

ture house in the heart of the Cin-
cinnati business district, may be
compelled to resort to court pro-

ceedings to complete the erection

of a 60-foot high projection room
which extends over part of an al-

ley immediately adjoining the
pronerh- of Hotel Gibson. The
erstwhile city council passed an
ordinance about a year ago grant-
ing permission to erect the projec-

tion room, but the city planning
commission has never been called

upon to approve the proceeding.

The hotel company has now filed

protests with the commission,

claiming that the projection room
will exclude light and air from
several rooms in the hotel.

A burglar who walked slowly
from the State Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio, with a sack containing safe-

cracking tools, and having in his

possession $50 in money taken

from the safe in the theatre office,

walked directly into the arms of

three police officers. The State, a

neighborhood house, located near

the campus of the Ohio State Uni-
versity, is a part of the William
James chain.

Roy Haynes, manager of the

First National exchange in Cin-
cinnati, doned his full dress suit,

silk hat and spats purchased ex-

pressly for the visit of Queen
Marie (which did not materialize)

and, assisted by his associates, en-

tertained Ben Lyon, who stopped

over in Cincinnati for one after-

noon and evening en route from
Lima, Ohio, to the east, after hav-
ing made a number of personal

appearances throughout the State.

He did not, however, appear at

any of the local theatres.

is termed a temporary one the fact

remains that for a house the size

of the Gate, which boasts about 500
seats, there is considerable com-
petition in that neighborhood in

the shape of "Loew's Coney Island

Theatre and B. S. Moss' Tilyou

—

both large theatres, presenting vau-
deville and feature picture pro-
grams at popular prices.

The Grant Theatre, 610 Lenox
Avenue, which closed on account
of a fire about two weeks ago, re-

opened November 20th.

Another house in uptown New-
York closed pending change of

ownership was the Rose theatre,

182 West 102nd Street. It will

reopen Thanksgiving Day under
the management of Fred Wilson,
exhibitor-publisher of this locality.

Herman Gordon formerly operated
the Rose and still has two houses
left : the Roselle, Roselle, N.J., and
the Hub, 440 Westchester Avenue,
Bronx.

Irving Rothenberg, former Pathe
salesman, will join the forces of
the Pathe feature department in

New York Citv next week.
After attending the M.P.T.O.

convention at Atlantic City last

week, Joe Hornstein, Eastern zone
manager for the National Theatre
Supply Company, left on a flying

trip to Washington, Baltimore and
Boston. However, Joe expects to
return to New York in time to

carve the Thanksgiving turkey.

When his portion of the bird is

properly digested, Mr. Hornstein

will start on a tour of the National

Theatre chain of offices.

Recent installations made in local

houses by National Supply include

the Garfield, Brooklyn, and War-
dowsky Bros' East Rockaway The-
atre.

Several more theatres are sched-

uled to open the latter part of this

month in order to cash in on the

excellent business reported.

Walter Reade will open his Lyric

Theatre on November 25th ; Brandt

Bros, will have their new Brooklyn

house ready soon, and the opening

of Wardowsky's East Rockaway
house will follow about December
1st.

It is reported that Chrisedge

Theatre, Inc., recently merged with

the D'Stamatis holdings in Brook-

lyn, has taken a lease on the Castle

Hill Theatre, Bro'nx, a house seat-

ing about 2,000. The policy, will

be vaudeville and pictures.

A. H. Schwartz's new Flushing

Theatre, which is scheduled to open

December 15th, is likely to come
under the Loew banner, according

to a recent report. The theatre

has a seating capacity of 2,200 and

will play a vaudeville and picture

program.

CHRISTMAS
NEW YEAR

The Smart Showman Knows These

2 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Greetings gorgeously designed and
brilliantly animated for New Year, Lincoln's Birthday,
Washington's Birthday, Easter, Mother's Day, Decoration
Day, July Fourth, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving, Christ-
mas, also choice of two animated presentation leaders for

your Feature or Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE

CHICAGO
845 So. Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK
126-130 West 46th St.

LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Ate.
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Des Moines

NEWTON, I A., is to have a

new motion picture house with
the beginning of the new year.

Ross C. Ewing is opening a new
house which he has christened the

Rex, which will play only high-

class Western features. The the-

atre which seats 500 will have its

opening performance on January i.

Mr. Ewing used his garage build-

ing on Main Street for reconstruc-

tion for the theatre building and
has made a very attractive theatre

at a comparatively moderate ex-

penditure. Newton has made as

large a growth probably as any
town in the State in the last few
years, and it is a logical point for

a thriving theatre business.

James Ghourow has bought the

Palace Theatre at Nora Springs.

This theatre has been closed for

some time so Mr. Ghourow is open-
ing up a new point of theatre ac-

tivity.

Frances Douglass is now acting

a- secretary for the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Iowa. The
headquarters of the association are

at 214 in the Iowa Building, where
Miss Douglass looks after the af-

fairs of the exhibitors of the State

from nine until five each day. Miss
1 )ouglass acts under the supervision
nf E. P. Smith, who is business
manager for the association. She
succeeds Miss Baumgartner, who
has accepted a position with Fox
Films Corporation.

J. M. Beatty,.who has charge of

the poster room for First National,

is now acting as booker for that

company.
M. Weller is the new manager of

the Princess Theatre at Trayer.

Mr. Weller has bought an interest

in the theatre and is in partner-

ship with Pace and Baumaugh.
The girls at Universal are all

wearing blue smocks trimmed with
bright ties. Al Yarowsky, booker
for that office, reports that they
make the best-looking army ever.

Visitors in Film Row were A. L.

Jacobs, of the Opera House at

Milo, who came in with his father

to do some booking, and Bruce
Pierce, of the Atlantic and Sttrand
at Atlantic.

Charles Stephens, manager of the
shipping department for Universal,
has bought a new Ford and a
bright red one at that.

The Arbitration Board of the

Des Moines Film Board has an
unusually large number of cases
coming up for action at the next
meeting. The arbitration board
have been able to handle the prob-
lems of the trade with great capa-
bility and a case is seldom carried

further than the appearance before
the Board.

A. H. Blank is planning to build

a new $50,000 house at Chariton.

la., where he has bought the Strand
and Lincoln theatres.

The Eastern Iowa Theatre Com-
pany have bought the Grand The-
atre at Oelwein, which was for-

merly owned by Alexander Frank.
Bill McGivern is now assisting

in the shipping and poster depart-

ment at Universal. Bill is brother
of Mrs. Mary Benjamin, secretary
and treasurer of the Des Moines
Film Board of Trade.
James Ruthzen has opened up the

Electric Theatre at Ruthzen. He
is owner of the theatre.

John Hayes, formerly acting as

salesman for Famous Players, is

now accountant for this organiza-
tion. He succeeds Miss Le Gendre,
who has held this position with
Famous Players for a good many
years.

Harry Weinberg, Publix Theatre
representative for A. H. Blank, has
returned to the office after a seige

of the flu.

A new theatre is to be opened up
at Greenfield, la. The theatre will

offer opposition to the Opera House
of Greenfield. The new house will

open on January 1, and will seat

500. Construction of the house will

be completed within thirty days.

J. E. Flynn, district manager for

Metro-Goldwyn and Selig Feist,

general sales manager from the
main office, have been at the Des
Moines Exchange and left for

Omaha.
The district manager for Pathe,

W. A. V. Mack, was in Des Moines
on Friday and Saturday.

N. C. Rice, manager of the F.
B. O. Exchange, has called in all

the salesmen for a general sales

meeting for the exploiting of a

new African special.

A new theatre has been opened
up at Shelby, la., which will be
operated by E. T. Krohl.

Robert McLaughlin has bought
the Isis Theatre at Des Moines, one
of the suburban houses. The house
was sold by Becker and Lowe.

Michael and Waller are now run-
ning the Rialto Theatre at Scran-
ton, which was owned by William
Younglass. Mr. Youngclass has
also sold out his theatre interests at

Jefferson, la., where he owned the

Strand Theatre. He sold to

Michael and Waller.
T. C. Thompson is the new own-

er of the Thornton Theatre at

Thornton, formerly owned by H.
W. Alexander.

J. F. Erdman sold his theatres at

Harlan, la., the Lyric and the Em-
press, to R. E. Brown. Mr. Erd-
man is changing to Logan, la.,

where he bought the Pastime The-
atre formerly owned by Mr. Brown.

Lena Mathews, booker for the A.
H. Blank Independent Theatres, is

taking a vacation trip. Seattle is

the main objective of her trip.

Two hundred seats have been.

bought by E. P. Smith, of the

Strand Theatre at Newton. Mr.
Smith is enlarging his theatre and
will put in the new seats in the

section in front of the old seats,

moving back the stage. He is able

to make this change without closing

the theatre. Mr. Smith spent a

considerable sum in remodelling his

theatre about a year ago and he
has a thoroughly up-to-date house.

The new seating makes it a 600-

seat theatre.

Harry Weinberg, division man-
ager for Publix Shows, has been

quite ill for the past week. He
has been confined to his home with
an attack of the flu.

G. L. Stephens, of the Xew Or-
pheum Theatre at Webster City,

and W Mansfield, of Tama, were
visitors in Movie Row.

W. G. Bishop, exploitation man
for F. B. O., has been here. He
came to Des Moines from the St.

Louis office.

Ckiicago

ANDREW KARZAS has sold

his Lexington Theatre build-

ing to Fecher & Nortman, who
already had a lease on the t

1

and have been operating it for some
time past. Fecher & Nortman are

also the owners of the Drexel,
Howard and Kimbark theatres.

Lou Metzger of Universal spent

a couple of days in Chicago this

week and then left for Los Angeles
for a conference with President

( .ol Laemmle and to attend to
other West Coast business.

Jimmy Gregory has taken over
the Gayety I

'<> itre al < Ittawa, of
which John Koffman was the for-

mer owner. The house in future

will be booked by Johnson The-
rporation.

J, E. I'ards has opened the Town
Hall at Ashkum, 111., as a mo-
tion picture theatre. The town has
been without any picture show for

some time.

Ludwig ecretary of the

Exhibitors' Association of Chi-
and owner of the Prairie

irated the fiftieth an-

niversary of his birth on \
her 2_'nd, with a dinner party at

ome, at which a number of his

theatre men who participated in

the festivities were : Business
Manager Miller, and Treasurer
Frank Schaefer, of the Exhibi-

tors' Association of Chicago,
Arnold Schaak, Samuel Abrahams,
Sidney Selig, Simon Simansky and
Roy Alexander.
The Family Theatre at Quincy

has been sold to M. J. Hoffman
by A. II. Barry, former owner.

Mrs. C. W. Shade is again in

control of the Scenic Theatre at

Lexington, and has assumed man-
agement of this house.

It is reported that Ben Berve
of Rochelle, is about to let con-
tract for a new motion picture the

aire in that city, which will have
eating capacity of eight hundred.

Mr. Berve is tin owner of the Ma-
in Rochelle. the

I 'i ill i and ili- Star at Ore-
gon, 111.

\i.,' Stern, presidenl of the

ilm l i impany, accompanied
by Mrs. Stern.

routi from \ « > ork
i t this week. Mr. Stern

has recently returned from I u

ind upon his arrival in Cali-

fornia will make an inspection of

his new studios for the first time.

Bruce Godshaw, former Univer-
sal exploiteer, and now charge
d'affaires at Andrew Karzas' Ara-
gon Dance Hall on the north side,

is making a big success in his

present line of endeavor, but re-

ports that he misses his friends

along Film Row and would be glad
to have them drop in and see him
at any time.

Will Baker is back at Universal
Exchange after a two weeks' busi-
ness trip to this company's Xew
Y. irk headquarters,

B. J. Meranda has recently se

cured possession of the Culver, at

I ulver, Iml , and will conduct
il .is .; high class motion picture

theati

M. A. Starrett has dispose*

his Park Theatre at Oneida, C. E.

White being the purchaser.

\ change of ownership is re-
;

in the 1
J
''cum Theatre .it

... I . J, Ki \ n. Tls ha\ ing - ild

the .hoc-, to F. B. Hogben.
I. Maynard Schwartz and his

associate, Sam Levin, arc m
their offices from 845 South Wa-

Wenue, to the Woods Theatre
building. Messrs. Schwartz and

Levin are specializing in the pro-
duction of vaudeville acts, discovery
nights, barrel of fun and other

novelties for motion picture the-

atres.

Al Short is leaving the Capitol
Theatre and, it is rumored, will go
to Schoenstadt's Picadilly, which is

scheduled to open about January
1st, and in point of architecture.

decorations and equipment, will

rank with the finest de luxe thea-

tres in Chicago. Del Delbridge
will take Mr. Short's place at the

Capitol.

Henry Hoffman, who for some
time past has been connected with

the picture buying department of

the Orpheum Circuit, has resigned
... mto business for himself.

Mill Bernstein last week fin-

ished a 'Who's Who" picture for

tiie York Theatre at Klmhurst and
this week is working on one for

the l»es Plaines Theatre at Des-

ties,

Perc> Barr. picture salesman,

who retired from the him business

recently to become a realtor.

couldn't keep away from the Row,
d is again conected with Educa-

salcs department.
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THERE were about 200 persons
who attended the third annual

ball given last Friday night by the

Albany Film Board of Trade at

the Hotel Kenmore, in this city.

Many exhibitors from outside
towns were also present. Danc-
ing was preceded by a dinner
served in the Rainbow Room, from
8 to 10 o'clock. Harry Seed, man-
ager of Warner Bros, exchange in

Albany, served as chairman of the

entertainment committee, and is de-

serving of much credit for the suc-

cess of the affair. Associated with
him on the committee were H. C.

Bissell, Harry Goldstein, Isadore
Schmertz, Louis Freiberg, Jack
Byrne, Louis Mendley and Leon
Herman. The proceeds will be

devoted to a fund established some
time ago for sick benefit.

Andy Smith, of New York, was
up to Albany, last week, in the

interest of First National pictures,

and was the guest of C. H. Buck-
ley, owner of the Leland and the

Clinton Square theatres, at dinner

at the Hotel Ten Eyck.

Albert T. Forrest, organist at

the Mark Ritz in Albany, is again
back at the console, and still re-

taining his appendix. Mr. Forrest

became ill a couple of weeks ago,

at which time it was planned to op-

erate for appendicitis. His condi-

tion became better, however, and
it was decided to eliminate the

operation.

Albany received a visit last week
from Austin Interrante, of Brook-
lyn, who is now connected with a

screen service.

G. A. Woodard, former manager
of the local Fox exchange, was
busy last week, hustling from the-

atre to theatre, in securing adver-

tisements for the souvenir dance
program in connection with Fri-

day night's ball. Mr. Woodard is

recovering from an illness of four

or five weeks, due to an infected

nerve.

Uly S. Hill did very commend-
able work last week in carrying

on the publicity incidental to the

Communitv Chest Drive. He saw

that trailers were shown at all

of the motion picture houses and
checked each theatre by telephone,

day by day.

Sidney Katz, of the F.B.O.
forces in New York City, paid
one of his periodical visits to Al-
bany last week. Miss Carrigan,
cashier at the F.B.O. exchange,
tendered her resignation during the

week.

Wilfred Jones, a traveling au-
ditor from the Pathe offices in

Yew York was in Albany during
the week, going over the books.
Pat Campbell, eastern division

sales manager for Pathe, was also

up from Yew York, and with Ed.
Hayes, local manager, conducted
a sales meeting during one of the

evenings.

Herman Vineberg, former man-
ager of the Regent and Albany
theatres, and who later went with
the Schines of Gloversville, is

now handling one of the Famous
Players theatres in Morristown,
N.J., according to word which
reached Film Row during the week.
Lee Langdon, booker at the

Warner Brothers exchange, has
completed tw:enty-six ivears in

either the shew business or the

film business and with C. R. Hal-
ligan ranks as one of the oldest

and best known men along Film
Row.

Clarence Dopp, of Johnstown,
who recently acquired a theatre at

Broadalbin, paid a visit to Film
Row, last week.

Louis Cappa, who combines mo-
tion picture theatres with the pro-

duce business, and who has been
running the Delaware Theatre for

several months in Albany, reopened
the Dreamland, a downtown
house, last week.

The football games are attract-

ing several of the big exhibitors

in this section. At the Syracuse-
Colgate game in Syracuse, last

week, such exhibitors were no-
ticed as Louis Schine and Pete
Dana, of Gloversville, and Sol
Manheimer, who handles the Rob-
bins houses in Watertown.

R. H. Clark, assistant sales man-
ager for the Pro.-Dis.-Co., made
his first visit to Albany last week,
since Alec Herman became man-
ager of the local exchange.

Ira Simonds, of Yew York City,

has been added to the sales force

of the local Metro-Goldwyn office.

Earl Kramer, of New York,
sales director for the eastern divi-

sion of Universal, put in a couple

of days here last week, conferring

with H. C. Bissell, the local man-
ager.

Harry Seed, manager of War-
ner Brothers exchange, was suc-

cessful in winning second prize,

in a nation-wide sales contest, and
received the sum of $350 for his

efforts, while employees in the of-

fice received an additional w: eek's

salary.

Dave Miller, of Buffalo, man-
ager of the Universal exchange
there, was in Albany last Thurs-
day, where he met H. C. Bissell,

and the two went on to Glovers-
ville, where they spent a portion

of the day with the Schine
Brothers on booking for their

houses in western New York.
The Imperial Theatre Company,

of Kingston, has notified the va-
rious exchanges in Albany, that

from now on it will conduct the

Woodstock and the Rosendale the-

atres in Ulster county. These
houses were formerly run by J.

McLean, who becomes general
manager of the Imperial Company.
There is an epidemic of scarlet

fever in Newcomb at the present

time, and the theatre conducted by
Ernest Rist has been closed for the

time being.

Harry Lazarus, of Kingston, one-
time resident of Albany, where he
operated the Pine Hills Theatre,
was in town last Wednesday.

Jimmy Granger, general sales

manager for Fox, was in Albany
during the past week, spending the
entire day in conference with Isa-

dore Schmertz, local manacer.
F. C. Chase, who runs the the-

atre in Pine Plains, has recovered
from his recent illness to the ex-

tent that he has left the hospital,

and will soon be back on the job.

Guy Graves, who ranks as the

efficiency expert of the Farash
chain of houses, was in Yonkers,
during the past week. Mr. Graves
alternates between Schenectady and
Yonkers.

Ray Smith, of the Universal ex-
change, has been throwing out his

chest during the past week, for two
reasons. Mr. Smith brags that he
has bought four new tires for his

car, and what is more, has won
the Laemmle sales button for the

past two weeks.

John Bulwinkle, manager for

First National, Albany, was in

northern New York practically all

of last week.

Art Young, of Buffalo, and C. R.
Halligan, of Albany, were in

Gloversvile, one day last week,
straightening out bookings with the
Schine Brothers.
Oscar Gottfried, of New York,

well known in Albany, has been
remembering his friends along
Film Row here, with postals from
Havana, offering to mail a wine
list.

Captain Joseph Gerner, manager
of the theatre in Lowville, for the
past year, has resigned, effective

December 9. No one has yet been
named to his place.

The lease of the Opera House,
located in the town hall in Mas-
sena, has been assigned by the
town board to the Schine' theatres,

alrea'dy operating the Strand and
Rialto houses in the northern vil-

lage. Every theatre in Massena
is now under the Schine banner.
The Sunday movies in Ogdens-

burg, got under way last Sun-
day, following the adoption by the
common council, of an ordinance
allowing such. Special musical
programs wil be featured along
with the pictures.

Albany's Film Row was much
pleased last week to hear that Julius
Sinsrer. sales director of Univer-
sal's short product, and former
manager of the Albany exchange,
is on the road to recovery, fol-

lowing a severe attack of stomach
trouble.

OFFICIALS of Northwest The-
atres, Inc., attended the open-

ing of the new State Theatre at

Minot, N.D., on November 22nd.

Ray Niles is manager of the house,

which cost approximately $200,-

000. The Minot Daily News de-

voted a section of its daily edition

to the new house, which is one of

the finest of the Finkelstein & Ru-
ben theatres. In addition to show-
ing the leading photoplays, this

house will specialize in musical
novelties, vaudeville features and
scenic effects. Monday and Tues-
day nights will be devoted to vaude-
ville and the rest of the week to

pictures. The F. & R. Studios in

Minneapolis are preparing special

scenery for the theatre, and one
of the features "Will be a series of
drops, depicting Minot in 1886,

Minot in 1926, and Minot in the

future. Eddie Borgens, who has

been playing the organ at the State

Theatre in Mankato. will play the

new Wurlitzer orchestral organ at

the Minot house.

A testimonial dinner was given

recently to Mlanager Tom Burke o ;

the Minneapolis branch of First

National. The dinner was given

at the Curtis Hotel and was at-

tended by all the employes of the

Minneapolis office. Burke, who
was instrumental in the victory of

his office in the nation-wide First

National drive this summer, re-

cently recovered from an operation

at a Minneapolis hospital.

A circuit which will be known
as the Rex Circuit has been formed
by George Evanson, owner of the

R'ex Theatres at McClusky, N.D.
Evanson has just leased theatres in

Washburn, Bowden and Turtle

Lake, all North Dakota towns, and
will operate them once a week. The
McCluskey house shows pictures

twice a week.

The Rex Theatre at Berlin,

Wis., has been reopened by E. M.
Starkey, Manager of the Opera
House in 'that town. The Rex,
which has been managed by Wilbur
Kempen, closed recently and Star-
key decided to take over the lease.

Al Peterson, whose theatre was
destroyed at International Falls

recently, reports that damage
amounted to $31,000, of which only
$13,000 was covered by insurance.

L. G. Roesner has installed a new
heating plant in his State Theatre,
at Winona, Minn.
Dick Bassen, who owns the

Strand and Arcade theatres, at

Minot, N.D., was a visitor in Min-
neapolis recently. R. N. Vance,

of the Star Theatre in Montevideo,
Minn., was another visitor.

Ernie Hill has joined the staff

of the Minneapolis branch of Fa-
mous Players-Laskv as salesman.
He has been with the Minneapolis
branch of First National.

W. H. Workman, manager of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office in

Minneapolis, has gone to Chicago
to attend a district meeting.
Ben Blotcky is back at work

after an operation for appendicitis.

He is Minneapolis district manager
for Famous-Players-Lasky.

The Royal Theatre at Lismore,
Minn., owned by Nick Bach, ha?
been destroyed by fire.

Joseph Klasen, manager of the
New Scenic Theatre at Holding-
ford, Minn., reports that his house
will be reopened shortly.
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T! Imperial Theatre, at 142nd

Street and Kinsman Road, is

scheduled to open its doors to the

public for the first time on No-
vember 30th. This is the nev

addition to the Universal-Brody
chain which also includes the Ce-
dar-Lee, Detroit, Homestead, Kins-
man and New I '.roadway. The cir-

cuit has a large downtown house
under construction which will not

i<lv for some time.

The Palace Theatre, Canton, was
officially opened mi Monday, No-
vember 22nd. The palace is Can-
ton's newest contribution to the field

of amusement. It is a large, elab-

orate downtown house, combining
the best of all the arts. Sol Bern-
stein, Secretary-Treasurer of the

Palace Theatre Company, will per-

sonally manage the house. The
policy as announced will combine
first-run feature film productions

with five acts of Keith vaudeville.

Bills will change twice weekly. A
popular admission price of fifty

cents will be maintained for all

evening performances, with mat-
inees at 25 and 35c.

M. B. Horowitz, General Man-
ager of the Washington Circuit,

one of the largest and most pros-

perous of the local motion picture

chains, has moved into larger and
more commodious offices in the

Film Exchange Building.

Kent. Ohio, will have a beauti-

ful, new 1200-seat picture theatre

early this spring, which is spon-

sored by Cleveland capital. 9. C
Steele, Ed Flanigan and Sam Ro-
senthal, who control the Penn
Square, .Monarch and Terminal

theatres, are building this house
m Kent.

' ientlemen prefer blondes. Anne
Gehring is a blonde. Probably
that's why L. F. Weinsz, office

iii.ii lager of the Cleveland First

National Exchange, selected her
for his secretary, to succeed Anne
Gaton, who recently went to New
\ i uk as secretary to H. A. Bandy,
General Manager of the First Na-
tional Foreign Department.

William Raynor, Manager of
Reade's Hippodrome, has returned
from a journey to Chicago, where
he went in search of novelties for

a forthcoming stunt performance.
George Lefko, F. B. O. city sales-

man, having closed all possible con-
tracts, has gone out into the terri-

tory to work his wiles on the un-
suspecting exhibitors of other fields.

J. B. Gardner, formerly with the

local F. B. O. sales staff, is now
selling in this territory for United
Artists.

John Furrer, of Clyde, Ohio, is

a regular Jekyl and Hyde. In one
guise he's an exhibitor and runs
the Harkness theatres. And in an-

other, he's a film salesman, selling

Tiffany pictures out of the Cleve-
land office.

Meyer Fine and Abe Kramer,
former officials of the Ohio Amuse-
ment Company, who have started

a new circuit of their own, last

Saturday, opened the Princess
Theatre, the first house they have
acquired in Cleveland. The Prin-
cess, a 300-seat downtown house,
has been closed for several weeks
during which time it has been en-

tirely and completely altered, both

in appearance and equipment. In

it> present state, it is listed as one
of the city's prettiest small houses.

H. S. Manus, vice-president of

the American Cinema Association,
stopped off in Cleveland for a few-

days on his way from Chicago to

New York, to visit with Meyer
Fischer, president of the Fischer
Film Exchange which distributes

the A. C. A. product in this terri-

tory.

John Kessler, retired Canton mo-
tion picture exhibitor, who sold

his Alhambra Theatre to Silver-

man Brothers, was in Cleveland
one day last week, and from habit,

as well as inclination, called on his

friends in the Film Exchange Bldg.

Kessler said that he is now serving

food instead of entertainment to

the residents of Canton. He has
opened a restaurant at 438 North
Market Street. All those con-
nected with the film industry are
welcome.
Abe Chapman, local P. D. C.

field representative is spending the

week in New York in consultation

with home office officials.

The recently resurrected Film
Register was again brought forth

last week to record the coming of

exhibitors S. A. Moranz, Grand
Theatre, Lisbon ; M. M.oran, Lin-

coln, Youngstown; Oscar Smith,
Apollo, Oberlin; E. C. Lair, Louis-
ville, and O. F. Baker, Rex, Akron.
Fred Desberg, general manager

of Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., was
in New York last week. The trip

is said to have pertained to business

in connection with a Vitaphone
contract for Cleveland.

Robert Courson, who was affili-

ated with Lake A. Bucklew in the

ownership and management of the

Pastime Theatre, Akron, has with-
drawn from the partnership, leav-

ing the house as the sole possession

of Uucklew.

V. E. Hudson, manager of the

Detroit Theatre, Cleveland, had
both might and right with him last

Friday night when he entertained

60 chiefs of police departments of
Cuyahoga County, who were hold-

ing a 3-day convention in the city.

The Detroit is one of the houses
belonging to the Universal-Brody
chain.

J. J. Harwood, president of the

Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibi-
tors Association and vice-president

of the M. P. T. O. A. of Ohio,
has just returned from Atlantic

City, where he went to attend a

meeting of the administrative board
of the national M. P. T. O. A.

In keeping with the late Hiram
Abrams' established policy of pro-
motion of men within the United
Artists' Organization, Cresson E.

Smith, General Sales Manager for

Midwest, announced this week the

appointment of William Rosenthal,

former salesman in the Cleveland
Exchange of United Artists, as

branch sales manager for the Cleve-

land exchange.

Mr. Smith announced at the same
time that Rosenthal's predecessor,

William Shalit, had been trans-

ferred to the eastern division as

sales manager of the Buffalo
branch under Moxley Hill, Gen-
eral Sales Manager for the East.

Oklahoma
jj g^ggjggJSlalgS:

TE annual convention of the
.Motion Picture Theatre Own-
if Oklahoma, will be held in

Oklahoma City on December 6th

and 7th. The Dungeon of the

Huckins Hotel has been resi

for the use of the exhibitors on
two davs. The evenings of

both days will be taken up in en-

tertainment, banquet, dance and a

special show. The Film Board
I Trade is operating with the

M.P.T.O. in giving the visiting

theatre men a thoroughly good
time.

S. T. McDonald, fo-mer man-

ager of the Capitol Theatre at Ok-
lahoma City, has been sent to Litle

Rock, where he is city manager of

the Publix theatres. Adna Aver,
who was assistant to MfcDonald,
is now manager of the Capitol The-
atre.

The Sinopoulo Brothers, who
have the Orpheum Theatre at

( (klahoma City and an interest in

three other theatres there, are put-

ting in another theatre there ac-

* online to report. The new house

will cost around $10,000 and will

In installed just west of the Or-
pheum,

Bill Taylor, former exploitation

man for the local Paramount of-

fice, here, and later connected with

Fox in this capacity at their Min-

neapolis office, is back in Okla-
homa selling electric signs.

G. A. Peterson had a tire this

week at his Folly Theatre at Hol-
lis. ( )kla., that resulted in the loss

of his booth, damage of the the-

atre's balcony and the loss of his

machine.

J. W. Cotter, who sold the

Dreamland Theatre at Tulsa, Okla.,

last month, has become represen-

tative in this territory for Nation-

al Trailer and Shadow Box ser-

vice. *'

Carrol Trowbridge, personal rep-

resentative of Al Christie, is ex-

pected in Oklahoma City. Satur-

lay, when he will be a guest of the

P.D.C. exchange here.

Lester Gibbs, former poster man
of F.B.O., has become booker at

the Oklahoma City Educational of-

fice in the place of Cliff White,
who is going on the road to sell.

Gibbs is succeeded bv Ralph Scott

at F.B.O.
Dan Myers of P.D.C. i- work-

ing down in the Dallas territory

lliis week, on special assignment.

^'.'H? ^'-',y. ,-ste^T'.'--

Butte
H\RRV C. ARTHUR, general

managi i
of the Pacific North-

west i [no, and i .. Kirley.

irer of the corporation, have

been in Butte the past week on an

n pection trip, which will include

all the the.it" ol tl mp in;

They were act

Arthur and Mrs. Km l( J

Mr. Arthur announced that there

M theatres in the Nortl

division and that the officers of

the company were doing everything

possible to give their patrons the

very best attractions obtainable.

The Margaret Theatre at Ana-
under the management of

\ll.eit Nadcau, is rapidly Hearing

, impletion of the plans made for

the renovation of that beautiful

playhouse. It is planned to have it

opened to the public by the first of

the year. The Margaret and the

Imperial theatres were purchased

this fall by the Washoe Amusi
ment Company, operators of the

Bluebird Theatre. The Imperial

was sublet immediately after the

deal was closed and the Margaret

was to be remodeled at a cost of

$30,000.

Miss Mm.) McGonigle, of the

al staff ot tin local Pathe

office, was married to Emmett Har-

rington, of Butte, last week. The

wedding ceremony was performed

in the presence of a number oi

close friends. At the conclusion

of the ceremony they left at once

on an extended wedding trip. They
will make their home in Butte.

Billings' church leases a theatre

i. the latest news at that city.

Rapid growth of the congregation,

which still does not feel justified

in building a larger edifice at this

time has induced the First Congre-

gation Church to lease a local the-

tre for an indefinite period, where

the church services will be held.

Services have been held at this the-

atre for some time.
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Salt Lake City

JOE KOEHLER, manager of

the Idaho Theatre at Twin
Falls, Idaho, is out of the hospital

there after having undergone a

serious operation, and is spending
a few days in Salt Lake City this

week.

Milton Cohn, United Artist sales

representative, has started on a

trip through the State of Montana
find will be gone until Christmas.

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion holds its Fall District Sales

Convention November 29, 30th and
December 1st. All sessions will

be conducted at the Hotel Utah
with the entire salesforce of both

the Salt Lake and Denver branches
attending.

Ray Sutton, operating the Strand
Theatre at Provo, Utah, is lining

up new business for his house
along Film Row this week.

L. C. Wingham, local manager
for Metro-Goldwy.n-Mayer is in

the Montana territory.

John Rugar, of Park City, is

among exhibitor vis tors here this

week.

Manager J. A. Epperson, of the

local Pathe branch, will return the

latter part of the week from Idaho.

W. J. Heineman is back to his

managerial duties at the Universal

Exchange.

Harney Shooker, former ex-

change man here and well known
in this city, is spending a few days

resuming old acquaintances, having
driven over from Denver.

L. N. Strike, of the Kinema The-
atre, is now spending some time in

the states of Washington and
Oregon.

C. Ward, of the Isis and Oak
theatres at Preson, Idaho, is visit-

ing the local exchange managers.

A small fire causing some alarm,

was experienced in the projection

room of the Photo Play Theatre of
this city this week, which for-

tunately was extinguished after but

one reel of film had been destroyed.

This house is operated by Hv
Olsen.

James R. Keitz, local manager
for Columbia, is now in the Boise

section of Idaho.

Ted Johnson. F. B. O. sales man-
ager out of Portland, Ore., came
as far as this city a few days ago,

where he was met by Mrs. John-
son for thei* return trip.

T. M. Morris, of the Iris Theatre

at American Falls, is spending a

few days here in the interest of

his house.

Branch Manager L. J. McGinley,
of the local Paramount office, has
moved from his present address at

the Lincoln Arms apartment to a

new home at 216 D Street here.

McGinley announces that the Salt

Lake office of Famous Players is

receiving congratulations and com-
pliments on the date and announce-
ment book which Paramount has
just issued to the trade. A. K.
Shephers, of this exchange, reports

that his father, who has been very
seriously ill, is showing a decided
improvement.

Clarence Key, assistant manager
of the Paramount Exchange here,

has bought a new Oldsmobile with-

in the last few days.

Fred Lind is back to his man-
agerial desk at the F. B. O. Ex-
change of this city, from a swing
throughout the Idaho branch.

Branch Manager Dave Farquhar.
of the local Warner Brothers office,

returned from Mxmtana a few days
ago.

K. K. Pack, booker here for

Warner Brothers, is now looking

at the world through dark-colored
glasses, due to having imagined he
could box more efficiently than his

brother. (We haven't seen his

brother yet.)

Universale Western Sales Di-
rector, Ff. M. Herbel, is expected
here soon.

Mike Xeilson, exhibitor visitor

from Boise, Idaho, is in this city

for a few days.

A. L. Barlow, Supervisor of the

Accessory Department for Associ-
ated First National, is in this city

from New York in connection with
the promotion of advertising sales.

Claude Hawkes is making the

Coal Camps of Southern Utah this

week with his Associated First Na-
tional product, and Vete Stewart
is in the Eastern part of Montana.

George Hayes, Educational rep-

resentative from Denver, is in this

city working out of the local ex-
change and will remain for about
three months.

Bob Wallner, Idaho salesman for

Fox, is in the office for a brief stay

and J. L. Tidwell is still in the

Southern Utah territory.

S. B. Steck, owner of the Lyceum
Theatre at Ogden, Utah, is visiting

the local Film Mart this week.

St. LOU1S
AMES & GASPARD have

awarded the contract for their

1000-seat theatre in Bay St. Louis,

Miss., to John T. McDonald &
Sons, Pass Christian, Miss. The
theatre will be one story, 42 feet by
126 feet and of re-in forced con-
crete, brick and stone construction.

It will be located at Front and
State streets. The cost will be
about $50,000.

The Arkansas Amusement Enter-
prises is said to plan the erection

of a new theatre in Eldorado, Ark.
It will seat about 2,000 persons
and cost upwards of $200,000.

Workmen on November 20
opened the cornerstone of the
old Grand Avenue Presbyterian
Church, which for many years was
known to St. Louis movie lovers

as the Midway Theatre. They re-

moved a copper box containing

archives placed there when the

stone was laid on October 14, 1882.

The old church is being razed to

make way for the new $3,500,000
William Fox Theatre and office

building.

C. E. Penrod, division manager
for F.B.O., was a St. Louis visitor

of the past week.

H. A. Scheidker, for thirteen

years secretary of the Hannibal,

Mo., Chamber of Commerce, has
been appointed manager for J. D.
Price's theatres in that city. The
houses are the Orpheum. Star and
Broadway.

Caesar Barutt, assistant to John
Marlowe, who conducts theatres in

Herrin, Murphysboro and Carter-

ville, 111., brought his mother to

St. Louis so that she could obtain

medical treatment at St. Mary's

Hospital. She is getting along
nicely.

C. W. Bunn, general manager of
Warner Brothers' road show, was
a visitor to St. Louis the past week.

A. O. Choate opened the Cam-
bria, 111., Theatre, formerly oper-

ated by C. C. Jones. The house
was dark for several months.

Tom McKean, manager for F.

B. O., was forced to abandon his

automobile at Springfield, 111., when
he ran into a blizzard on November
18. He finished his week's business

with the aid of electric and steam
trains and returned for his bus on
November 21.

The strong arm of Uncle Sam
has taken a hand in the Southern
Illinois gang war and with the

three Shelton boys in jail await-
ing a hearing on a charge of par-

ticipating in a mail robbery at Col-

linsville. 111., several months ago,

him salesmen traveling Southern
Illinois are feeling somewhat more
at ease.

William Barran, manager of the

St. Louis, Mo., United Artists of-

fice went East to attend the funeral

of Hiram Abrams, president of

United Artists.

S. G. Hill, auditor for Warner
Brothers, is in town. He is on a

tour of exchanges in this section

of the world.

Visitors of the week included:

Ted Yemm and Tom Reed, of the

Reed - Yemm - Hayes Circuit in

Southern Illinois: Bob Cluster, of

Johnston City: Jimmy Clayton, of
West Frankfort : S. E. Petle, of

Jerseyville, 111. : John Rees, of

Wellsville, Mo., and Joe Hewitt, of
Robinson, 111.

Baltiimore
THE Ritz Theatre, a new play-

house just completed here, was
opened to the public Tuesday, No-
vember 2i. The cost of the play-

house is said to have been $175,-

000. It will be managed by Louis
Gaertner of the Gaertner Broth-
• rv, who also operate the Red Wing-
Theatre here. This building is of
modern fireproof construction built

of brick concrete and steel. It was
designed by J. Stehl, construction
engineer. Old gold, grey and old

rose were used for the interior

decorations.

Frank Braden has become pub-

licity manager for Loew's Century
and Parkway theatres, here. Mr.
Braden succeeds Norman W. Pyle,

who has been handling the work
in Baltimore, as well as that for

the Loew theatres in Washington,
D.C. Mr. Pyle will continue with
his Washington work.

B. Guterson, formerly associated

with the Sid Grauman theatres. Los
Angeles, has become floor man-
ager of the Embassy Theatre, here.

Olga Shapiro and J. F. Grace,
formerly in the art department of

Loew's Century and Parkway the-

atres, here, have joined the art

staff of the Fox Theatre, Phila-
delphia.

Bernard Schnapper, handling the
motion picture advertising for the
Baltimore Post, has assumed the

duties as publicity representative

for Warners' Metropolitan Thea-
tre here.

A theatre seating 1,800 persons
will be built at Welch, W. Va.,
bv Samuel Polon and C. D. Brew-
ster, to cost about $100,000. When
it is completed, Mayor John W.
Blakely will lease the structure

according to present indications.

A one-storv, colored theatre is

now being built at Charlotte, N.C.
E. Y. Keesler is back of the
project.

The erection of a motion picture
theatre is included in the plans
of the Hale Beach Development
Company, Inc., Southport, N.C.
The Hon. E. H. Smith is president
of the company.
According to an announcement

from Richmond, Va., a theatre
building will be erected in that city

at Sixth and Grace streets, to cost

about $750,000. Plans are being
drawn by Thomas W. Lamb, ar-
chitect, New York City, it is said.
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Kansas City
PRESIDENT R. R. f'.iechcle of

the M.P.T.O. Kansas-Mis
souri, announced Thursday that a

meeting of the board of din

of the organization would be
called in about two weeks to dis-

cuss coming legislative problems
and other important matters per-

taining to tlie work of the associ-

ation.

Jack Quinlan, manager of the

Mam Street Theatre, Kansas City,

announced this week that the first

2,000 boys at the box office of the

theatre at 10:45 o'clock Wednes-
day morning would be admitted
free to a preview. The number
of youngsters on hand was about

triple the "first 2,000" and they
made good resemblances to the

title of the picture by the time
they had reached the inside of the

theatre.

Downtown Kansas City was

given a free show of scantily clad
chorus girls Monday night when
a false lire alarm was turned in

on the Twelfth Street Theatre,
combination motion picture and
stock company house. Some smoke
from a chimney, concealed para-

pet, next door to the theatre,

caused some one to turn in an
alarm. Three fire companies re-

sponded, the hose was laid and the

chorus girls doing a hasty "back-
alky" exit before the mistake was
discovered.

H. S. Manus, president of the
American Cinema Association,

was a Kansas City visitor.

Another exhibitor's "life" was
saved in Springfield, Mo., last

Saturday when an impromptu air-

plane trip was responsible for the

Electric Theatre receiving a print

in time to save a "blow-up." Tom-
my Thompson, booker for the

Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.,

and Eddie Spencer, pilot, made the

distance of about 200 miles in

one hour and 35 minutes.
Among the out-of-town exhibi-

tors in the Kansas City market
last week were: Roy Bur ford,

Xew Burford Theatre, Arkansas
City, Kans.; J. G. Gach, St. Jo-
seph, Mo. ; Walter Wallace, Orphe-
um, Leavenworth, Kans. ; G. L.

Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka, Kans.

Jack Auslet, manager of the In-

dependent Film Corporation ex-
change in Kansas City-, is working
night and day preparing plans for

the opening of National Laugh
Month, beginning January 1.

Universal, Fox, Pathe and Ed-
ucational had a number of extra

cameramen in Kansas City the oth-

er day to "shoot" the dedication

of the Liberty Memorial at Kan-
sas City.

Louis Kaye has joined the sales

force of the Warner Bros, ex-
change, covering southern Kan-
sas.

Benny Benjamin, F.B.O. special

representative, went from St.

Louis to Kansas City—289 miles—
in five and one-half hours Mon-
day in his "flying hoopii

."

C. A. Schultz, P.D.C. branch
manager, has been confined to his

home this week because of illness.

E. .L. Alperson, Warner Bros,

branch manager, was busy in the

territory this week rounding up
contracts.

R. S. Ballentyne, Kansas City
Pathe branch manager, left Mon-
day on a business trip to Dallas,

Xew Orleans and Memphis.
The Fox and Universal ex-

changes are proudly showing ex-
hibitors around their remodeled
offices this week.
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"Teacher, Teacher"—Education-
al, State Theatre, New

Bedford, Mass.

Mercury: "Whenever Lloyd
Hamilton appears upon the screen,

laughs in abundance are guaran-

and his new offering 'Teacher,

Teacher' is a furious gale of laugh-

ter from start to finish."

"The Blue Boy"—Educational,
Capitol. Cincinnati, Ohio

Enquirer: "An added feature on
the bill is 'The Blue Boy,' a pic-

turizationof Gainsborough's -faux pus

painting. Since it is in natural

colors, it is pictorially pleasing as

well as emotionally stirring. It

is in every way a fit successor to

The Vision,' and will do much to

stimulate a popular appreciation of

the great masters of the brush."

"Teacher, Teacher"—Education-
al, Opera House, Newport, R.I.

News: "The comedy number,
'Teach '

' her,' was a 'riot.'

Lloyd Hamilton played the lead in

the mirth maker which brought in

other characters for their share of

thrill and frolic."

"Don Juan" — Warner Bros.,

Pavilion, London, England
,.' Mail: "'Don Juan' is one

of the most polished and entertain

ing spectacular film romances that

(en has

Daily News: "There is no doubt

this 'Don Juan' picture will prove

successful."
1 ii Juan' is

a great gjm entertainment. It is

so mainly because of the brilliant

acting by John Barrymore. Great
credit is also due the producers."

DoiVy Sketch: "John P.arrymore

not only looks handsomer than ever

in his new film 'Don Juan,' but is

given great opp ull It

his mosl wonderful stunts."

Westminster Gazette: "The prin

cipal appeal of 'Don Juan' lies in

the dashing and ebullient acting of

John Barrymore."

Film Renter: " 'Don Juan' will

probably make box-office history."

Sunday Pictorial: " 'Don Juan'
is both film- art and film entertain-

ment."
Weekly Dispatch: "John Barry-

more put a great deal of dash into

his performance and fought a most
thrilling duel."

News of the World: "In 'Don
Juan' Barrymore out-shieks the

shiek."

Reynolds-: " 'Don Juan' seems to

have just those qualities that should

make it extremely popular."

Sunday Express: " 'Don Juan' is

an orgy of osculation and saturn-

alia of sex."

Star: "The audience were held

enthralled throughout the first

screening over here of 'Don Juan.'
"

Illustrated Sunday Herald: "This
I nan' Barrymore film has got

more down right good movie stuff

in it foot for foot than anything I

have seen for a considerable time."

Referee: "In 'Don Juan' we have
John Barrymore nutting up a won-
derfully vigorous and attractive

per formal i

Morning Post: "The whole pic-

ture is worked up with a lavish

brush."
Daily Sketch: "John Barrymore

does some hair-raising stunts in his

new film 'Don Juan.'
"

"Private Izzy Murphy"—Warner
Bros., Hippodrome, New

York City

American: "One could hardly
look at tin- picture for the sobs

and laughter that follow every
scene. . . . 'Private Izzy Mur-
phy,' if my guess means anything,

will do so much business Harry
and Sam and Abe and Jack \\

can buy themselves three Rolls-

Royce's each and forget to watch
what Yitaphonc is doing to their

stock. . . . Yes, it

I's first 'fillum.' and if be
is anywhere near Xew York at

this moment, it is my guess that

he visited the Hippodrome to take

a look at himself. If he had any
fears, ten minutes spent watching
'Private Izzy Murphy' with a Hip-
podrome audience would convince

him that he and Edwin Booth are

in the same class."

Times: "When passing under the

shamrocks decorating the portals

of the Hippodrome one is prepared
to find a farce in the new picture

there, for its title is 'Private Izzy
Murphy.' Nothing of the sort. . . .

It is a feature that has a decided

inclination to be melancholy and
to emphasize this mood there is a

wealth of tearful close-ups. . . .

Mr. Jessel proves his ability to act

before the camera. . . . Vera
Gordon is excellent in the role of

Private Murphy's mother; Patsy
Ruth Miller is docile and affection-

ate as Eileen. The elder Cohanni-
gan is well played by Gustav von
Si 3 ffertitz."

Telegraph : "And Jessel is a find.

He has the appearance, the natural

expression that the screen demands
and works before the camera like

a veteran screen performer. . . .

The Jessel comedy has many 1

but there is not the forced comedy
situation or hokum by-play of
similar pictures dealing with the

Jewish and Irish characters that

have become so popular to the

screen. . . . 'Private Izzy Mur-
phy-' has its thrills, its moments of

s, its suspense, its tears and
a little waving of the flag."

Wot ning World: "The perform-
ance mi George fessel is ami >ng

the best and most natural which I

n the pictures in months.
Tin same fine spark of sincerity

which made so deep an impri

upon his audiences in 'The Jazz
Singer,' the stage play of last sea-

son, is in evidence here. His acting

the camera is positively

rful and I do not know that

I ever have seen a leading man in

motion pictures who moved through
his scenes in such apparent total

disregard of the mechanics about
him."

Tribune: "The big Hippodrome
rang with cheers and applause yes-

terday. Probably 'Private Izzy
Murphy' will make millions of dol-

lars."

News: "George Jessel made his

cinema bow at the Hippodrome
yesterday to a considerable amount
of applause. . . . The actual shots

of the old 'fighting Sixty-Ninth'
marching through the canyons of
Manhattan, with Al Smith and
other notables shown in the review-
ing stand, also revived the thrills

of those just-after-the-armistice

days, judging from the quick bursts

of handclapping. . . . Mr. Jessel
screens well and is an appealing
figure in his quite natural charac-
terization. . . . There are many
laughs and a few tears in this pic-

ture."

Mirror; "The Hippodrome audi-
ence applauded enthusiastically the

Irish-Jewish clash at the end. . . .

'Private Izzy Murphy' should bring
George Jessel home a box-office

"The Return of Peter Grimm"—
Fox Films, Albee Theatre,

Providence, R.I.

News: " 'The Return of Peter
Grimm' . . . stands as a cinema-

pi lie achievement ... It

entertains convincingly, arresting
the attention of the audience from
thi beginning to the very last flick-

er. Photographically this produc-
tion is a masterpiece. Alec Fran-
cis .. . is Peter himself. He
wins you with his natural case . . .

inds as the most lovable char-
acter ever brought to the screen.

. . There are too many great
moments in the picture to mention
in this column. We urge you to
enjoy them for yourself because
they will live with you forever. . . .

Miss all the pictures that may be
released this season, but make it a
point to see 'The Return of Peter
Grimm.'

"
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Paramount a Symbol of Progress
Stands To-Day As a Super Theatre in Architectural
Treatment, Appointments, Service and Location

By HAROLD B. FRANKLIN

NO undertaking in connection with
the motion picture can give the

reader a better idea of the progress
of this industry than the completion of the

Paramount Theatre and Building. It was
conceived by Atlolph Zukor, whose leader-

ship built the motion picture into the fourth
industry of the country. This theatre and
building stands to-day at Times Square,

New York City, fittingly called "The Cross-

roads of the World," as a monument to

Adolph Zukor and his associates. The
Paramount as a theatre is conclusive; it is

truly the world's super theatre, not alone

in architectural treatment and appoint-
ments, but in its service, atmosphere and
location.

In One Year's Time
To the casual observer it would seem

that a miracle had been wrought in the

building of the Paramount Theatre. It was
in November, 1925, that the drills began
boring into the solid rock for the founda-
tion of this magnificent structure. Within
twelve months, on November 19, 1926, the

Paramount Theatre, as a completed project

with every department functioning to its

fullest extent, its organization complete,

opens its doors to the public. Truly an
unusual feat—to complete this, the finest

of all theatres, with its four thousand seats,

in so short a time. The architects, C. W.
and Geo. L. Rapp, and R. E. Hall & Com-
pany, engineers, spent over four yeai's with
the writer, studying, planning and erecting

this structure.

Millions Involved
Some years ago, Mr. Zukor conceived the

idea of erecting a fitting home for Para-
mount on Broadway, and the Putnam site

was purchased with that in view. As the
plans for proceeding with this project ma-
tured, and because of more important af-

fairs, which required Mr. Zukor 's attention,

it became impossible for him to give this

project the time necessary to handle the

details. This work was turned over to a
building committee, of which I was so for-

tunate as to be elected chairman.
The committee engaged C. W. and Geo.

L. Rapp as architects because of their pre-
eminent position in the field of theatre
architecture. Many plans and designs were
rejected before the final plan was accepted.
In addition to the final drawings, a scale

model of the theatre was built, complete
to the smallest details. This was studied
carefully, resulting in many effective

changes.

Vice-President Publix Theatres

The financing was arranged by Adolph
Zukor and involved an underwriting of ten

million dollars. The value of this completed
building, together with the land, exceeds
sixteen and a half million dollars. It is

interesting to note, and it is a great tribute

to Mr. Zukor and the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, that the underwriting was un-
dertaken by Kuhn, Loeb & Company, and
up to this time, represents the only real

estate mortgage bond issue that was over
undertaken by this international banking
house.

The Paramount Theatre and Building is

destined to become a famous landmark. It

dominates Broadway from Madison Square
to Columbus Circle. Its architecture and
height are such that the building stands
apart from all other structures. As one
approaches Times Square, the magnificence
and beauty of the Paramount Theatre and
Building arrests the attention of the ob-

server.

Illuminated Set-Backs
The architecture is that of the French

Renaissance period, the lower five stories

being Indiana limestone, carved in heavy
relief. The building occupies the entire

block on Broadway between 43rd and 44th
streets, and is forty stories in height. The
upper part of the building towers skyward
in eight set-backs, and is a fine example of
modern architectural treatment influenced
by the zoning act, which governs the erec-

tion of high buildings in the City of New
York. At night, these set-backs are illu-

minated with over a thousand indirect re-

flectors, creating an unusual and attractive

effect.

' m top of the tower is a huge glass globe
about twenty feet in diameter, signifying
the world conquest by the motion picture
and topping the entire structure. This
globe will be illuminated at night. When
the hour strikes in the' tower clock, the
white light will flash out and a red light

will flash the hour. There will also be a
system by which different colored lighting

may be flashed for specific events, to an-
nounce results at elections, etc. This light

can be seen for a radius of many miles.

Huge illuminated tower clocks are placed
on each side of the tower, approximately
four hundred feet above the sidewalk. An
observation tower with north and south bal-

conies, enclosed in glass, is set aside on the

top set-back. The view from this height at

night is most unusual and of interest. The
tower is reached through the office building
entrance.

A Five-Story Arch

The facade of the building from the floor

to the tower is faced with a smooth surface
buffed brick, with copings, cornices and
ornaments of Indiana limestone. Of spe-

cial interest is the unusual treatment of
the back or stage wall on 44th Street,

which, breaking away from traditional prac-
tise of severe and plain treatment, has in

this case been treated architecturally, and
through the use of handsomely carved In-
diana limestone and bronze frames, resulted
in a wall of very attractive design and
utility, enhancing the appearance of the
street, rather than depreciating it. The
entrance of the theatre is emphasized by
an arch five stories in height, built in with
glass and illuminated indirectly from a

carved stone frame. A magnificent bronze
marquese electrically lighted shelters the
entrance itself. The details of this entrance
remind one of the craftsmanship of the old
masters who wrought their designs patiently

on the anvil. It prepares one for the beauty
to be revealed when passing through this

entrance. Electric signs with changeable
lettering for changing attractions are built

into this marquese. No upright signs are

erected on this building, which is a de-

parture from the usual custom. In con-

trast to the great number of electric signs,

this building stands out in its magnificent

simplicity. In fact, because of the absence
of signs, the building becomes the more
prominent.

Bronze frames on both sides of the the-

atre_entrance for announcements may be
lighted in three colors, working on dimmers
if necessary. The different colors will be
iised to emphasize the art work.

The box office of bronze is in the center
of the doorways, and two additional box
offices in the ticket lobby make possible the

handling of large crowds.

Entering the Theatre
A.s you enter through the front door, you

are faced with a semi-circular colonnade of
strikingly veined marble columns, supported
i >n a black and gold marble base. This
marble base is approximately one story in

height, and above this is a hemispherical
dome of gold, the top of which is fifty feet

above the floor. The opposite side of this

room is formed by a tremendous glass win-
dow opening to the street. A gorgeous
bronze and crvstal chandelier hangs from
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INTERIOR OF THE PARAMOUNT
The Hall of Nations and view of the auditorium

the center of thi- highly ornamented dome,
supplemented by smaller chandeliers be-

tween the columns and brackets of similar

design. Jn daytime, this lobby will be

Hooded with daylight, while at night,

passersby on Times Square will be attracted

by the brilliancy of the lighted room as

seen through the window. Color is added
by the hangings between the columns and
at the window.

The Hall of Nations

Passing through the entrance doors, one

enters the Hall of Nations. From this

leads a grand stairway of marble and
bronze to the upper floors. < In the opposite

side of the room there is laid in the wall

a collection of stones from various parts of

the world, thirty-seven in all, which were
collected through the Foreign Department
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Each of these -tones has a -penal signifi-

cance and in many cases were officially pre-

sented by the Governments of the foreign

Countries. The story of each stone is told

in an interesting manner by means of

bronze tablets and descriptions. These
torn .He particularly significanl because

of the evidence they show of the intere I

which the erection of this building created

in foreign countries, and particularly among
the employes of Famous Players Lasky Cor-
poral ion in far off lands. In thi- I tall is

located the Information Bureau, a new
feature in theatre operation. It is hoped
that this Bureau will become id' importance
to the public equal to institution- in ure.it

railway terminals, since a large proportion
,.| the Paramount Theatre patron- are

t ransienl \ isitors to the city.

The Grand flail

A feature of the Hall of Nations

bronze plaque of Thomas A. Edison, who
invented the motion picture film, the camera
and the kine rope the fouinl.it ion on v

the motion picture industry was built.

Through a broad archway one now gets

a vista of the Grand Hall, which is one
hundred and fifty feet long, forty-five feet

wide, with a ceiling height of fifty feet. The
dome ceiling is supported by massive marble
columns, and at the opposite end of this

room is a grand stairway of marble, widen-
ing up to the mezzanine landings. Lo-
cated on this stair landing is a marble foun-
tain, which serves as the base of a fine

piece of sculpture. Behind the stairway
are located the elevators which are ar-

ranged to carry passengers to all levels of

the theal re.

The Italian Quarry

The bases of the columns rest on the

mezzanine floor, from the mezzanine floor

down, the entire room is lined with Breche
Centella marble with panels framed with
black and gold marble. In order to seeiire

the quantity of the marble required, it was
necessary to open up a quarry in Italy that

had been closed for forty years. At one
side of this Hall there are exit doors open-

ing to 43rd Street ; on the opposite side are

the openings to the orchestra foyer. These
openings are lilted with massive bronze
".ile-. Above and between the column-,
mezzanine floors and balconies overlook
the Grand Hall, four bronze and crystal

chandeliers tire the principal source of

illumination, supplemented with brackets

of harmonizing design.

The ceiling i- highly ornamented with a

center panel representing "The Spirit of

Light." The center of interest is ,-i blazing

••olden sun, from which emerge allegorical

figures of four horses of gold, forming into

clouds of gold. The sky blend- into ;i deep
blue on both end-, from which jeweled stars

twinkle. Decorative panels on either end,

a-'d heavilv ornamented gold panel-, com
plete the frame of the ceiling.

A lounging room for holies ami gentle-

men in the ba-ement is reached on either

end "f t
lie

( rrand Hall throuerh marble stair

ways. This lounge is the Elizabethan Room

and is richly furnished in that period. The
walls of this room are panelled in walnut
to the ceiling.

Other rooms leading from the Elizabethan

Room are the College Room, a men's smok-
ing room, where the emblems of the repre-

sentative universities help to form the deco-

rative theme; the Chinoiserie (Ladies'

Smoking Room) is exquisitely done in Chi-

nese with French influence, both as to de-

sign and furnishings. The Venetian Room
(ladies' cosmetic room) is an unusual fea-

ture and is complete in every detail. A
unique feature of decoration is in the design

of the bronze and china lighting fixtures,

each representing ladies of every period

with different modes of head-dress, from

the Elizabethan to the modern bob. Other

public rooms are Peacock Alley. The Club

Room, The Hunting Room, The .lade Room,
The Powder Box, 'fhe Marie Antoinette

Room, 'fhe Music Room, The Colonial Room.
and the Empire Room. These are probably

the most beautiful public room- to be found

in any theatre, not only with respect to

design, but in their appointments and fur-

nishings, and so totally different that they

excite a most unusual amount of comment.
Austrian hand-tufted rugs designed espe-

cially for these rooms are the floor cover-

ings, with border- id' rare marble-.

The Music Room

A feature of interest will be a special

installation of amplification which brings

into the Grand Hall, and other rooms ad-

joining, tin' music played on the stage, as

well as the organ and orchestral music, as

desired.

A spacious Music Room overlooking the

Grand Hall i- approached from the landing

of the main stairway. Not only is this

room decorative, but it will also serve the

useful purpose of affording a place where
concert- are given by a string orche-tra,

(Continued mi p<uit 2180)
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"We^ein theNavyNow'^nThirdWeek
Beery-Hatton Comedy
Continues Indefinite

Run at N. Y. Rialto

BROADWAY theatre patronage con-

tinues to pay a generous measure of

favor to the Rialto Theatre's presen-

tation of "We're in the Navy Now," in

which Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton

as a co-starring comedy team follow up
their initial association in "Behind the

Front." '-We're in the Navy Now" is

playing its third week on Broadway, with

attendance reaching the high-water mark
for the Rialto as the home of long-run

pictures, and the announcement is made that

it will he held for an indefinite engagement.

.The picture started off to record business,

setting a new box-office mark for the

JJialto. The capacity business continued

throughout the first and second week, des-

pite the fact that it was not advanced by

any extraordinary exploitation. Moreover,

the picture did not receive ;i general round

of applause from the critic-; of the New
York dailies, several of whom damned it

witli t'aiid praise or no praise at all.

Rivoli Playing Last Weekly
Change Program

The current policy of a weekly change at

the Rivoli Theatre, New Fork City, will be

concluded with the present hill, headed by

"The Greal Gatsby" and a Paul Oscard

stage presentation titled "The Son- simp."

The Rivoli wili he dark from next Saturday

nighl until the evening of December 6th,

when this house will become a long-run

with the first performance of "Old Iron-

sides," which is to play two performances
;it a $2.20 top scale.

After the final performance of the current

program, a corps of mechanics will start

work in making over the interior of the

theatre to meet the requirements of it-

newer hasis. Seating arrangements will he

changed, new seats installed and a box

office added in the lobby.

Miniature Operetta Staged at

Eastman Theatre
An elaborate musical act employing a

c.'i-t of thirty and featuring numbers from
"The Geisha," a musical success of 30

years ago, Mas the stage presentation at the

man Theatre, Rochester, Iasl week in

conjunction with the showing of "I p

stage." The presentation was produced by
Ben Webster, director of Eastman stage

productions. Several solo numbers, includ-

ing "Chon Kina," "Chin Chin Chinaman"
and "A ( reisha ' late

'

' and t wo dance
hi " The Toy Monkey " and a liuin-

orous novelty were features of the colorful

production, offered in ten shorl episodes.

Pierce Director of Productions
Howard Pierce, who has been with the

Kunsky interests for fourteen years as

publicity manager, has been appointed as

director in chief of all stage production
activil ies for t he K un I

- l orporal ion in

Detroit.

Th<

MANAGER'S OFFICE

T LOYD .MAXWELL, former dramatic
-L'artist who joined the Northwest Theatres
organization as director of public relations, has

been appointed managing director of the Broad-
way Theatre, Portland, Ore. Maxwell succeeds

James Q. Clemmer, who has been made manag-
ing director of the Fifth Avenue, recently

opened under the direction of Pacific North-
west, in Seattle.

CC. YOUNG and C. E. Dadson have taken
• charge of the Temple Theatre in Geneva,

N.Y., one of the Schine circuit of houses. Ross
McVoy recently resigned as manager of the

Temple. Young and Dadson are resident man-
agers of the other Schine theatres in Geneva.

OH. PATTERSON, formerly of Waterloo.
• la., has been engaged as manager of the

Rialto Theatre in Sioux City. The Rialto is

operated by the A. H. Blank interests.

"The Rosary" Featured at

Capitol This Week
A special staging of Nevin's "The

Rosary," with Celia Turrill, mezzo-soprano,

accompanied by Yasha B'unchuk, solo cellist

playing his famous $30,000 Guarnerius cello,

i- one of the outstanding features of the

combination of musical and dance features

which Major Edward Bowes has arranged

lor the program surrounding "The Flaming

Poresl " at the Capitol Theatre, New York,

this week.
The program opens with the Capitol

Grand Orchestra's overture, composed of

excerpts from Herbert's opera, "Natoma."
( arlo Perretti, baril , sings "II Balen"
from "II Trovatore." The ballet was
arranged by Chester Hale. It is called

"Roses" and features Joyce Cole-; and the

regular ballet corps. The ballet is divided

into four episodes : (a )
" Before the Rose

Curtain" by the Misses Dearl'ield, South-

gate, Glynde, DeWitt; (b) "Red Roses":
Misses Reiser, Polsley, Alpert, Hiscox,

Duffy and Folwasny; (c) "Yellow Roses"
by llie Chester Hale Girls, and (d) "White
Rose," "Valse Brilliant," by Miss Coles

and the entire ensemble.

Central New York Houses
Feature Holiday Bills

All id' the larger theatres in centra] New
York paid particular attention to Thanks-
giving Day this year, presenting feature

pictures, a- well ,-i~ a musical program,
lilted to the day. In Albany. Troy and

Schenectady, the house managers, in their

newspaper advertising, urged all persons as

far as possible, to attend the afternoon

-.how- and avoid the night crowds.

Keith Opens New Georgia Theatre
Keith'- Georgia Theatre in Atlanta was

opened Iasl Monday with a bill of live acts

of vaudeville and motion pictures. The new
house, which Atlantans pronounced worthy

of it- name, "tin' theatre beautiful," of-

fend " Her Big Night," a news reel and an
\r op's Fable cartoon as the screen fea-

t III'!'--.

Brooklyn Strand Program
Stresses Holiday Note

Although falling just one day before the

close of the current program at the Brook-
lyn Mark Strand, Thanksgiving atmosphere
plays an important part in the current
presentation at that house. The hill which
opened November 20, introduces a new solo

pianist, Jacques Pintel, who plays Liszt's

"Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody" with accom-
paniment by the orchestra. Pintel plays
from his place in the orchestra. He is

spotted by a white light. Estelle Carey,
soprano, sings "Giannina Mia," appearing
on the apron of the large stage under a

rose-pink spot. The Topical Review is

given over to a special Thanksgiving film

produced by James A. Fitzpatrick.

"Pumpkin Center Huskin' Bee," a rural

Thanksgiving Party, is the big presentation,

offering Rita Owin, eccentric dancer; Robert
Stickney, the stilt expert; Rex Schepp,
singer; Charles Guglieri, eccentric musician;
Mardo Kalhn.

The Record Boys, Al Bernard, Frank
Kamplain and Sammy Stept, make their

appearance on the apron of the orchestra

stage. William Fox supplies the motion
picture, "The Return of Peter Grimm."

Edwards and Dance Act Are
Stanley Stage Features

"Ukulele Ike" (Sliff Edwards) was the

star of the stage presentation at the Stan-
lev Theatre in Philadelphia last week, when
'

' The Strong Man '

' was offered as the

screen attraction of an especially popular
bill. Edwards presented a program of his

most popular melodies. The stage portion

of the program included a terpsichorean
feature in which Karanoaff and his Four
Stepping Sisters, ,Joyce Coles, Beatrice

Carr, Kitty French and Sylvia Buckley,

appeared in a colorful act staged by Theo-
dore B'ekefi.

New Band Leader at Capitol

J. J. Gagner, well-known military band
leader and orchestra conductor of Montreal,
has been appointed musical director of the

( Japitol Theatre, Montreal.

Splil-Week Programs al Temple
The Temple Theatre, Toledo, has a new

policy. Billy Exton, house manager, is now
booking pictures on a split-week program.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Lackawanna 7S76
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IheRight ChairforEveryPurpose

He RjdhtPrice on foteryChair!

The Steel line contains an ideal model for every theatre—the

smallest—and the most elaborate.

All Steel models are built to last. Construction details are care-

fully worked out. Steel of special composition insures freedom

from breakage. Woods, upholstering materials and finish bear

the unmistakable stamp of Grand Rapids world-famous crafts-

manship.

Yet this extra stamina and extra beauty costs nothing extra.

Steel Furniture Company volume and resources make possible

many added refinements at no increase in price. Investigate

—

Compare! Write for the Steel catalog today.

sr V

& £

STEEL FURNITURE CO.
GRAND RAPID S , MICHIGAN
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View of the main power plant of the First National studios. Burbank, Cal. At left, the A. C. switchboard;
centre, three 300 K.W. motor generators sets each capable of a 4,000 Ampere output at right, the D.C.
switchboard controlling the "juice" throughout the studios. Westinghouse Electric Co. made the installation

"Juice" is the Life Blood

of Picture Studios
Mechanical Achievement of Pictures Impossible

Without Whole Scheme's Basis—Electricity

THE public thinks of motion picture'

production chiefly in terms of actors,

directors and cameramen. The pro-
duction official thinks first in terms of elec-

tricity.

In fact, "juice" is the life blood of

the studios, also the nervous system through
which the brains of men function in con-
nect ion with the inanimate, mechanical
workings of the vasl machinery that turns

out pictures.

Alter all, pictures are mechanically
achieved, anil without mechanics, directors

and actors could not ' function. Between
them and the public they serve, is a maze
of mechanical devices, and at the basis of
I li.it scheme is electricity.

It is claimed that the most modern and
thoroughly equipped motion picture studio

in the world at this time is the new First
National Productions plant at Burbank,
Cal. t.ms statement is probably nnl an
exaggeration, for each new studio built

by one of the big companies profits by the

mistakes and discoveries of previous ones,

and First National is the very latest. Nat-
urally, its electrical equipment is the last

word along that line.

Total of 30.000 Volts

The main artery of Firsl National's elec

trical ti m comes in t wo separate services
from the Southern California Edison Com-
pany, each delivering to a central spot in

the planl L5,000 volts a total of :H),000

volts for the operation of the I udio
Tin- current goes to ;i double throw, high

tension airbrake -witch, and from there to

.1 1 o.OOO vol! <>il circuil breaking switch.

Prom the latter it goes into three 500 KYA
formers, hooked up (dosed delta, step

ping the 15,000 volts down to 2,300 volts

and distributing it to various vaults and
on the lot

,

At each of these points, the 2, .100 volts

are again stepped down, this time to 110

and 220 volts, 3-phase and single-phase cur-

rent, according to requirements. It is then

ready for all the various uses to which it

is put, for light and power, within the

studio.

This is, of course, direct current. The
use of direct current for motion picture

lighting gives not only a steadier light, hot-

ter arcs and more candlepower than alter-

nating current, but also eliminates the pos-

sibility of a synchronization between the

camera shutter and the alternation of the

current, and the dark spots that would re-

sult from such an occurrence.

Wired for Expansion

The 2,300 volts received from the three

."iOO-KYA transformers also goes into motor
generator sets which consist of a 2,300 volt

motor direct connected to two 125-volt di-

rect current generators. The three motor
generator sets, 300-KW each, are located

permanently in a central power station,

which is planned, in common with all other

electrical equipment in the studio, for fu-

ture expansion. This equipment, for in-

stance, is adequate for the four stages now
in use, and the building is planned and
wired not only to house generator sets for

tour more stages, hut a portable generator

out ti 1 now in use, which in addition to its

regular function may tie employed to sup-

plement the power bouse output.

This portable generator, which is built

upon a heavy trailer, ha- a capacity of 200-

K\V. It is employed in filming exterior

scenes and on location- at night. When it

is used to supplemenl the units at the cen-

tral power plants, it may he hooked up in

parallel with .'?—300, or worked independ-

ent ly.

The switchboard consists of -even gen-

erator panels, and twelve feeder panels.

Each of the four stages now in use has

three -el- of million circular-mill cable- a-

feeder circuit-.

In addition to illumination and power on
the -taees, the sawmill, carpenter -hop- and
other work-hop- use approximately 2.10-

hor-epower in various sizes of motor- rang-

ing from VjHP to 30-HP. The three pro-

jection room-, where picture- m the making
are shown— in effect, -mall theatre- are

powered through a motor-generator sel in a

special vault. This consists of 1—25 III'. 3

phase 220-voli motor direct connected to

1—l(i KW.j 75-volt, 213 amp. direct cur-

rent generator, which take- care of the

project ion machine motors and arcs.

All exterior feed cable- are carried un-

derground in special conduit- which lead to

pvery stage and other point on the big

"lot" where juice is, or will he, needed.

This is no small coverage, for the area of

the studio ground actually covered by
buildings and streets is 48 acres.

The force of electricians used varies with

production, but those retained on a steady

salary at this time number forty-two. The
building of new stages and increased pro-

duction activity, which is shortly to take

place, will bring the total of electricians on
the payroll to well over a hundred. At
their head is Walter Strohm, a veteran in

the studio electrical game, who with John
McCormick, general manager of West Coast
production, and M. C. Levee, general execu-

tive manager of First National, planned the

electrical equipment of the big new plant

to the smallest details before the ground
was turned by the contractors.

Trend Toward Artificial Light

It is the opinion of this trio that some of

the greatest mechanical advances of the

motion picture will come along the lines of

lighting. The whole trend of motion pic-

tures today is toward the filming of both

exteriors and interiors by artificial light.

and while the artificial lighting of interiors

i- well developed, that of large exteriors

must draw upon electrical science strongly
before it reaches perfection.

Brighter lights and more even lighting,

counterfeiting effects of sunshine, must be
developed before really extensive motion
picture exteriors may he filmed in dark
stages. There is no other barrier, and the

advantage is truly great, for it renders mo-
tion picture companies independent of the

vagaries of weather and the movement of

the sun, and permits daylight exteriors to

be taken at night. Any added expense in

electrical and lighting equipment will be

tar overbalanced by the savin? in time.

The force of electrical workers at the First National
studios. At extreme right of second row is Walter
Strohm. chief electrician, and sixth from left in first

row is F. McGilvray. assistant to Strohm. The big
switchboard is in the background
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification "Eastman"

and "Kodak" in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Paramount^ Projection
Much Credit Due Harry Rubin, His Staff

Associates for Design and Equipment
and

NOVEMBER, L925, the drills began
boring into the solid rock for the

foundation of the magnificent new
Paramount Theatre, which opened on No-
vember 19, 19'_'li, every detail completed in

less than one year. Everyone connected

with the building of this splendid structure

deserves credit for the remarkable showing
made under the circumstances, but it is the

[particular purpose of this article to give

credit to Harry Rubin, his staff and all

those responsible for the designing, con-

struction and equipping of the projection

suite of the Paramount Theatre.

Comfort of Personnel

Harold B. Franklin, Vice-President of

Publix Theatre-, supervised the building

of the Paramount Theatre from the start

and it is therefore interesting to note the

importance he attaches to projection by
quoting- from a long article regarding the

construction of the Paramount Theatre in

which he states "particular attention was
paid to efficient housing of the projection

department as well as the comforts of the

artists and personnel of the theatre." Mr.
Franklin proves this in a very tangible

manner as the splendid projection suite of

the new Paramount Theatre consisting

of seven rooms and bath is said to be the

most unique and elaborate lay-out for pro-

jection in this country. In view of the fact

that tins theatre is Mr. Zukor's own idea

for a fitting home for Paramount pictures

on Broadway, that the value of the com-
pleted building, including land, exceeds

$10,500,000, and that at this writing it is

the last word in theatre designing and con-

struction, the projection of the splendid

Paramount Theatre surely deserves its share

of the attention which was given to other

departments of this house.

About four months ago, Harry Rubin,
supervisor of projection for Publix Thea-
tres, was called into consultation and the

responsibility of designing, constructing and
equipping the projection room was placed

in his hands. The speed with which the

Paramount Theatre was brought to success-

ful completion involved many serious diffi-

culties. The complications which resulted

caused many hours of thought and wrorry
for all those responsible for the building

of the theatre and how these affected the

projection room will be briefly described.

The construction of the projection suite,

pouring the concrete, wiring the room and
other mechanical details, delayed the instal-

lation equipment until a few days before
the opening of the house. Painting, laying
the floor covering and finishing details were
going on less than twenty-four hours prior

to the opening. Scaffolding throughout
the building was not removed until a few
days before the opening and stage settings,

rehearsals and even the final cleaning of
the theatre were not actually completed
until about seven o'clock on the night of

the nineteenth. Tests of the projection

equipment were hampered by these condi-
tions and the show was put on without re-

hearsals. It was not possible to get the

screen except for a few minutes at a time,

and this after intervals of long and tire-

Vallen and Good
Showmanship
A smooth running performance
must have smooth machinery and
it has been the Vallen Ideal to de-
sign and build curtain control that

would be all that good showman-
ship required. The result is a
perfection that has put Vallen
Equipment in the finest theatres
everywhere.

\ \i.i.i:\

REMDTE ELECTRIC
CURTAIN CONTROL

EQUIPMENT
SHH! IT'S QUIET.'

Softly drawn curtains add to the breathless suspense that

is the movie fan's reason for paying more and more money
into your box office.

Send for the Vallen Quiet Book for this secret

of added profits.

E. J. Vallen Electrical Company
225 BlulT Street Akron, Ohio

Harry Rubin

some waiting. In spite of this, the projec-
tion was absolutely flawless and Harry
Rubin and his assistants deserve warm
praise and suitable recognition.

It is out of the question to properly
describe at this time the projection suite

of the Paramount Theatre, and the infor-

mation given Mill therefore be of a general
nature. Without in any way undervaluing
the work done by others in designing, con-
struction and equipping the Paramount
projection suite to Harry Rubin must be
given the fullest credit for its successful

completion and flawless opening:. Mr. Rubin
is supervisor of projection for Publix Thea-
tres and for many years has been chief

projectionist of the Rivoli. Rialto. Criter-

ion and other well-known Broadway Thea-
tre-. He believes that "good projection
i- a matter of good men, good working
conditions and good equipment." The staff

of the Paramount Theatre consists of the
following well-known projectionists: J.

Hopkins, J. Harding, H. Berg-offen, 0. De-
freties, the regular staff and II. Mourier
and J. Kelley. reliefs who provide ample
proof of the care he has taken in the
-election of his staff for this theatre.

The Machine Shop
Entering the main hallway with an

entrance <>n this floor for the special bene-
fit of the projection department we enter the
private hallway of the projection suite.

The lir-1 room, on the left, will he used
as a machine shop to be equipped with
lathes, drill press, work benches, etc. Next
to this is the rheostat room equipped with
a battery of eleven Hoffmann and Soons
rheostats and this is said to be the finest

rheostat room in the world. With the ex-
ception of the hack of the main switchboard
of the projection room it i- used exclusively
for the rheostat installation. Flexibility
and accessibility have been the chief con-
siderations in this installation. A metal
trough with covers which can be readily
removed extends around the room directly
under the rheostat- and this enables the

projectionists to readily pick up the wires
for inspection and replacement.

(Coritim/i J on next page)
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Projection Stressed by Paramount
(Continued from- preceding page)

The capacity of the rheostats is as fol-

lows:
3 60-180 amperes for projectors

2 60-180 amperes for high intensity

floods

2 45-125 amperes for spotlights

4 30-90 amperes for stereopticons and
effect machines.

The rheostat room is a story in itself and
we have asked Hoffmann and Soons to give

us more particulars regarding this installa-

tion.

At the end of the private hallway is a

small room which will be used as an office,

and to the left of this is the entrance to the

projection room. The projection room is of

ample size, well ventilated and equipped
with everything necessary to enable the

projectionists to do their work in a satis-

factory manner. Immediately in the rear

and running the entire length of the pro-

jection room but separated from it by a

solid fire-proof wall is the rewinding room.
This is also of ample size, completely
equipped and with special ventilation.

American film-safe cabinets specially con-

structed for this installation are placed in

the wall dividing the projection room from
the rewinding room. Openings on both
sides of the cabinets permit the reels to be
placed into the cabinets from the projection

room and taken out from the opening in the

rewinding room. The rubber tile floor cov-

ering has a number of definite advantages
which will prove of value in the projection

room. Passing through the door at the op-

posite end of the projection room we come
to the toilet equipped with a shower bath
and beyond this are two large rooms which
will probably be used for lockers and sup-
plies. These complete the "projection
suite" of the Paramount Theatre, seven
rooms and bath.

The projection equipment and other sup-
plies for the projection room were fur-

nished by the National Theatre Supply
Company, Eastern District Branch, Joe
Hornstein, Manager, and this installation

received the personal supervision of Billy

Gluck. At the time this is written the

equipment consists of three Simplex Pro-
jectors, Brenkert Floodlights, Chicago Cine-

ma Equipment Special Effect Machines,
American Film Safe Cabinets. Hoffmanu
and Soons Rheostats, etc. The Simplex
Projectors are of the very latest type with
the new Simplex pedestal, nickel plated and
enameled green, which is the color scheme
of the room. The projectors are equipped
with H. & S. Boosters and Hall and Con-
nelly High Intensity Lamps, 150 amperes.
This high amperage has necessitated special

designing and construction of some parts of

the Hall and Connolly lamps. The pro-

jection room shutter system is automatically

controlled by steel cables connected to fusi-

ble links located in the master cord. The
shutters are counter-balanced to permit
them to be easily operated and are equipped
with rubber bumpers to insure quietness
when dropped. This particular precaution

is for the purpose of avoiding unnecessary
and alarming noises in the event of emerg-
ency use of the shutters. The room is also

equipped with a Stromberg Electric Clock
and there are similar clocks in other parts

of the theatre all operated from one master
clock. The three Simplex Projectors are
equipped with Weston Speed Indicators.

The neAV Paramount Theatre will use a
Raven 20 by 24 ft. Halftone Screen giving
a 'I'l ft. picture and the throw is between
175 and 180 fQ et. 'flu- house seats over four
thousand and the management advertises

that by using the lobby, which is a large

one over six thousand patrons can be taken
care of at one time.

Mr. Harold Franklin, Vice-President of
the Publix Theatres, seemed to take particu-

lar pride in the projection room and during
the evening showed a number of distin-

guished visitors through the suite, the most
notable of these being Thomas A. Edison.

Among the other well-known visitors on
this occasion were Bart Green, Department
of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, Os-
car Cooper, Managing Editor, Motion Pic-

ture News, Eric Clarke, Managing Director
Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N.Y., Carl M.
Brenkert, Brenkert Light Projection Com-
pany, Frank Day, Secretary, Local 306, F.

H. Richardson. Moving Picture World,
Harry Sherman. Assistant President I. A.
T. S. E., James Soons of Hoffmann and
Soons, P. A. McGuire, International Pro-
jector Corporation, etc.

The Greatest Forward Movement in Screen Production
of All Times

TheRoyalMotion PictureScreen
' (Patent granted)

Is a Revelation

Guaranteed Advantages:

Pictures that have Natural Perspective, Depth and Definition.

The best for Low Intensity, High Intensity and Mazda Projection.

Eye-strain, Distortion and Fading are minimized.

Retains Brilliancy and lasts Indefinitely, when washed with plain water. Weather cannot affect it.

Either for indoor or outdoor projection.

Considerable Saving of Current.

Cloth and Surface positively seamless up to 25 feet height.

Only screen where Balcony can be illuminated as much as desired, helping to eliminate accidents.

Positively not inflammable.

It is manufactured for the largest as well as for the smallest Theatre.

Cannot be compared with other screens. The Film becomes not merely a Moving Picture, but a "Living Picture."

The Royal Motion Picture Screen Co.
910 Manhattan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. Telephone Greenpoint 9776
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ParamountAuditorium ofFrench
Renaissance Design

^ system of

Completely

Controlled
Ventilation
* can be tuned to every

degree of temperature

WINTER-SUMMER
SPRING and FALL

mail Hie coupon
^xet the facta

S-l I),

Arctic IS ii- \n ( orporai ion,

I'n North State Strei t,

Clui ago, Illinois

Give me tin- facts aboui Completely Controlled
Ventilation.

Address-

Ci t y State.

{Continued from page 2172)

and artists, for the purpose of entertaining

the waiting throngs in the Grand Lobby.
Leading from the Music Room is a prom-
enade entirely surrounding the Grand Hall

on the entresol level, so furnished as to

afford waiting and resting space for the

patrons.

The design of the auditorium is such
that, despite the fact that it seats close to

four thousand persons, there is a feeling

of intimacy.

An attractive feature is the introduction

of a mezzanine floor, which affords about
four hundred seats, only slightly overhangs
the rear seats of the orchestra, and extends

over the side walls of the auditorium form-

ing an almost perfect horse-shoe in shape.

This gives an air of spaciousness to the

whole orchestra which is not possible other-

wise. In addition to the usual side exits

from the balcony, there have been intro-

duced spacious vomitories, emptying from
the center of the seating areas, directly

into the mezzanine, overlooking the corri-

dors of the Grand Hall. There is over an
acre of floor space devoted exclusively to

entrance and exit passages.

Auditorium Design

The design of the auditorium is treated

in the French Renaissance spirit, and the

color scheme is of ivory, rose red and tur-

quoise blue. The ornamentation has been

particularly studied for scale so as to be

proportionate to the size of the auditorium,

and although the auditorium is ten floors in

height, the architects have achieved an in-

timate effect.

The main ceiling is so designed as to

afford a "Gallery Promenade" above the

cornice of the main dome, from which
patrons can view the entire auditorium.

The main panel over the sounding board
will be emphasized by a sculptured design

in low relief, representing the Spirit of

Music 'flic group symbolizing music will

be in silver and gold.

The organ chambers are located on both

sides of the proscenium arch. The grilles

consist of screens of crystal, on which a

tree of life is worked out in jewels which
may be illuminated. The organ is of the

orchestal unit type, occupying tour cham-
bers and is equipped with every conceivable
-top.

Special at tent ion was given to the deco-

ral ive I real men! of the lower part of the

theatre under the balcony; this portion of

the auditorium is generally neglected ami

ordinarily does not lend itself to effective

treatment. After considerable study, a

series of arches, enclosing the entresol floor,

and around the orchestra, were developed.

These arches are treated with three circuits

id' indirect righting (red, amber, blue), pn

clo ed with crystal screens which refleel

the light. In addition, the front of the

entresol balconj facia i- treated with a

continuous design across the front done in

crvstal. which is illuminated by indirect

li"ht from the trough, a- well a- exposed

lighting. Indirect lighting in three colors

is installed around the stage proscenium
facia, the organ grille frames, the soffit of

the balcony, the main ceiling, as well as
the side-walls. These are supplemented by
bronze and crystal fixtures which hang from
the ceiling along the side-walls. There also

are huge brackets of bronze and crystal

which are hung between the side arches.

The drapes are red and gold done in a

figured satin damask, and are hung in the

archways and organ arches. A magnificent

velvet and silk valance, heavily embroidered
in gold, is hung from the proscenium arch,

witli curtains to match, trimmed with a

very ornate galoon, and hung with a red
silken fringe. The opera chairs have been
specially designed and are upholstered with
a high grade mohair of appropriate design.

The ends of the chairs are equipped with
aisle lights which are embedded in the de-

sign of the seat frame. The wall coverings

are of a special damask, designed specially

to blend with the decorative effect, and is

after an old museum tapestry at Versailles.

Movable Orchestra Platform

The orchestra pit is designed to hold an
orchestra of seventy, and can be raised

and lowered on an elevator. This elevator

travels from a point seven feet below the

stage level, up to the level of the stage;

the stage footlights are of a disappearing

type so that the platform of the orchestra

pit becomes the apron of the stage. The
platform of the pit is mounted on a car-

riage, and the entire carriage with the full

orchestra can automatically roll on the

stage, leaving the apron on which artists

max perform in intimate contact with

patrons. The organ console is also on an
elevator at one end of the pit. The console

is highly carved in white and gold. All

elevator controls are operated from the or-

chestra leader's or organist stand, and these

controls are so arranged as to he duplicated
from the stage switchboard. All of these

elevators are worm driven and electrically

operated.

The stage is operated with every modern
appliance, and is also equipped with a dou-

ble system of electrical elevators in place

of the usual type stage traps. The rigging

is of the full counterweight and track sys-

tem. The lire curtain is of the rigid frame

type, having a -tee] frame, covered on two
sides with asbestos board and i- motor

driven.

The stage can also he stepped, plat tonus

may lie formed, scenery may be made to

disappear, etc. All stage lighting will be

done from front and side bridges, which is

a new feature in theatrical illumination.

This is the only stage in the country with

i ihanically operated footlights.

The bach wall id' the stage is plastered

to form a eyclorama, which act- as a sound-

ing hoard and make- possible unusual ser-

vice effect-. The s witchbo.-i rd on the stage

i- id' the remote control-full master tvne;

e\er\ lighl on the stage and in the audito-

rium i- controlled on t-his hoard, with dim-

mer- on each circuit.

i ! ontinued on following page)
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Production Dept. of Paramount Novel
(Continued from preceding page)

World's Largest Organ

The organ will be the largest orchestra

unit organ ever built. The organ grilles will

be done in wrought steel, crystal and illu-

minated glass. The design of the grille will

lend itself to very unusual lighting, repre-

senting clusters of fruit, flowers, etc., which

may be lighted in four different colors.

Underneath the organ grille archway will

be two handsome fountains behind which is

a background of gold mosaic.

Particular attention was paid to the effi-

cient housing of the production department,

as well as the comfort of the artists and

personnel of the theatre. Among the novel

features are rehearsal rooms, which are

replicas of the stage, floor screen rooms,

which are really miniature theatres, execu-

tive offices for the operating officials. An
unusual feature is an organ rehearsal room,

where pupils are taught organ playing by

expert teachers. Rest rooms and dressing

rooms with shower baths are provided. A
music library, three floors in height, with

rooms for scores, is a complete unit.

Ventilation System

Special attention has been paid to the

design and construction of the carrier air

conditioning (refrigeration) system. In

general, the installation is what is known
as down feed system, the air being brought

in through openings in the ceiling and
drawn off at the floor, through the use of

blowers and fans. In certain parts of the

building such as corridors and passageways,
the air is introduced through grilles in the

side walls. By a complete system of ducts,

fresh air is delivered to all parts of the

auditorium and each room and space. All

the air brought into the house is brought

through a washer. In the summer time, the

temperature of this water is reduced by
refrigeration so that a temperature reduc-

tion is secured. The washers used are of

the de-humidifying type and automatic con-

trols are installed, which make it possible

to maintain a uniform temperature and a

constant relative humidity under any oper-

ating conditions. This plant is divided so

that there are separate controls in different

parts of the house; for instance, there is a

separate system supplying the Grand Hall,

so there can be a positive control of the

air in this room when taxed to capacity.

Rugs and Fixtures

The furnishings of the theatre are in

keeping with the different periods expressed

in the various rooms and the highest type

of quality is maintained. Art objects of

great value and interest, together with a

large collection of fine paintings, are placed

at vantage points. Hand-tufted rugs, woven
in Austria, adorn every public room. Spe-

cially hand-woven carpets, of appropriate

and blending design, are used for other

floor coverings. The entresol rug is one

hundred and fifteen feet long, shaped like

a half-moon, and woven in one piece of

unusual design.

Every modern appliance has been in-

stalled for the convenience and comfort of

patrons, as well as employes. The seating

of the entire theatre will be controlled by
an ushers' signal system with a master in-

dicator in the Grand Hall, which will

make possible the seating of patrons with

despatch.

The design of this theatre is one of the

last works of the late C. W. Rapp, and it

is regrettable that he could not have lived

to have seen the completed result, which
has been acclaimed by many to be the

world's finest theatre.

New Virginia Theatre Co.

Ineorporates
CAPITALIZED at $500,000, a

charter has been issued to the
Capitol Theatre Company, of

Wheeling, W. Va., incorporated to
"build, lease and rent theatres."
The incorporators named are: John

Papulias, Steve Manos, Dr. George F.
Gourley, of Steubenville, and C. W.
Bates and Wright Hugus, Wheeling.

It is said that elaborate plans have
been worked out for a new theatre to
cost in the neighborhood of $750,000
and that the breaking of ground will
soon start on a site at Tenth and Main
streets.

Scenery- Stage Settings
Draperies
iSjjj drapery setting that

\\ properly designed and
executed has advantages
of beauty and manipula-

tion readily perceived when hung
in your theatre.

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
226WEST 47 th STREET - NEW YORK CITY

Post Decoration
No. 799 Collapsible Adjust-
able Lattice Frame, 6 feet

diameter foundation, $4.00;

10 oak branches green and
red, to be laid over the lat-

tice, $2.50; complete, $6.50.

For Christmas, order silver

foxtails from 1-3 feet long,
apply them on the oak
branches and your posts are
decorated. After Christmas,
take off silver and apply
dogwood or apple sprays and
you have a spring decora-
tion.

W, i e for Ow
XMAS CATALOGUE No. 7

MAILED FREE on Request.

FRANK NETSCHERT Inc.
61 BARCLAY STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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MINU/A
De Luxe Special

«L
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Look for the name,,
MINUSA

It is on the rear side of
every screen we manufacture

The value of equipment is in the

service it renders. MlNUSA is synv
bolic of service and quality. The
reputation of our product is proof

of its worth.

wsa= =E5*

INSTALL A MINUSA
DeLUXE SPECIAL
^ss= =es*

We have no Competitors

—Only a few Imitators

Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Bomont at Morgan r / St. Louis, Mo.
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Inquiries and
Comments

The Speed of Light

illTE classical figure for the speed

of ligbj L86,400 miles a sec-

ond—which has been main-

tained, in text books at least,

for quite a period of years, has

once again been upset; this

time by Professor Albert A. Michelson,

head of the Department of Physics at the

University of Chicago.

It seems that ever since a Dutch astrono-

mer by the name of Huygens made the or-

iginal estimate of the speed of light, based

on observations of the time it took light

from Jupiter's eight moons to cross the

earth's orbit about the sun, scientists the

whole world over have been endeavoring to

Buygens' figure of 186,600 miles per

econd.

Down through the decades, astronomers

have here and there clipped off a few miles

a second until now the world's record

5tands al L86,284, as established by Pro-

or Michelson. This figure is better by

36 miles a second than Michelson 's previ-

ous calculation which was 186,320 miles a

second, so thai we may yet live to see the

dav when light will travel at 186,000 miles

flat.

Far-reaching Effects

Jnsf whal et'l'eet tliis may have upon mo-
tion picture projection and its allied arts

we are al a loss to conjecture but in the

minds of astronomers there is no doubt but

thai this new knowledge will have far-

ching effects since it may be necessary

to revise the present estimates of the speed

of tlic earth through space and also the rate

of the earth's rotation. Tn other words, Ave

may wake np some day to find ourselves

living in a faster moving world.

\ ide Prom making a more accurate de-

termination of th<' speed of light, Profes or

Michelson also found that the speed is the

same through a vacuum as through air and
thai nts with and against the

earth's speed showed the same results. Fur-
thermore, lie found thai lighl travels at the

same speed in the various sections of Amer-
ica he visited, which does no! sound so good

to us, since we were under the impression

that it traveled somewhat faster in Cali-

;i than in other parts of the country.

We were compelled to this belief by the

Sons who have recent-

ly visited in the East and have described to

ertain remarkable things thai were be-

done in their home stale. We could

ascribe their I
ul efforts only to an

Ifr" *'
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MBoflM
Gloria Swanson, popular screen star, radiates her
charm from the inside of the 5.000,000 candle power
arc. used in the making of "movies." a product of

Hall & Connolly

imponderable influence—the California Kay.
one popularly known writer describes it

—and hence we are rather disappointed
with Professor Michelson 's assurance that

the speed of light is exactly the same in

Los Angeles, "The Capital of the World,"
as one Native Son refers to it, as it is in,

say, Boston, where Arthur Gray does his

work in such a creditable manner.

Be that as it may, Professor Michelson
tells us that he used a specific instrument,

invented by himself, for making his deter-

minations and that the instrument separates

a single beam into two rays, deflecting them
at right angles. He describes this device as

follows

:

Description of Device

"It was devised to solve a very ambitious

problem—that of measuring the speed of

the earth and with it the whole solar sys-

tem through space. (On the chance that

there may be someone who does not know
what the solar system referred to is, we
will add that it consists of the Sun, to-

gether with its eight planets and their at-

tendant moons—Ed.) In order to solve

this problem, it was necessary to devise a
piece of apparatus in which a single wave
train of ligb.1 is separated into trains or

pencils of light moving at right angles to

each other.

"Reflecting beams of light through a

\ acuum and marking innumerable times and

under all conditions the return of the di-

vided rays, it was found that it makes no
difference whether the light is travelling

with the earth or against the earth's speed.

The light always traverses a given distance

in the same length of time."
Behind the speed of light lies the secret

of the speed with which the earth revolves.

The perfection of the interferometer—as

this instrument is named—brings the new
measurements down to a precision never be-

fore equalled.

When we see the huge amount of work
involved in the determination of the ap-
parently simple facts in nature we some-"
times wonder at the utter nonchalance with
which some projectionists hand out figures,

such as those connected with the speed of

light where a change of 36 miles a second
in the accepted figure may well represent a

large part of the life's work of one man.

For "Patching" Film
We have a request from Calvin Thomas,

South Side Theatre, Ironton, Ohio, for some
formulas to enable him to "patch" his

film.

His letter is as follows

:

"Dear Sir:

"Enclosed you will find return postage
for a reply. Please send me some formulas
for patching film. T would like to get some
formulas like the ones you had in the
Projection Department about two years
ago.

"Please give at least two kinds, one for

inflammable film and one for non-inflam-
mable film."

We do not recall just what formulas we
gave two years ago. Friend Thomas, so we
will go over the thing in detail since you
have evidently lost, or did not save, the

issue carrying the information you now
ask for.

First, permit us to recommend for gen-
eral use the film cement made and sold by
the Eastman Kodak Company, which is

guaranteed to give excellent results since

it is made of ingredients tested as to qual-

ity. It can be used with equal success for

both regular and safety film so that this

item alone should commend it.

If, for some reason, you wish to "roll

your own" then here are two formulas to

use.

Non-inflammable Stock
4 ounces acetone Merck
8 ounces acetic ether

Remove emulsion from 5 feet of non-in-

llaniniahle film, cut into small pieces and
dissolve in above mixture.

Inflammable Stock
Remove emulsion from 3 inches of film,

cut into small pieces and dissolved in 1

ounce of acetic ether.
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Interior view of the new Tivoli Theatre, Kansas City. Reports describe this house as having every known con-
venience for theatregoers

Grubel Brothers Practically Rebuild

Electric Theatre, Joplin, Mo.
AFTER being closed for several

months to permit a remodeling and
refurnishing program which, accord-

ing to a statement from the management,
ran to approximately $200,000, the new
Electric Theatre of Joplin, Mo., opened its

doors to the public on the evening of Oc-
tober 7th.

Virtually, the owners, Grubel Brothers,

of Kansas City, have built a new play-

house. When the work was inaugurated, it

was planned to spend in the neighborhood
of $100,000, but as operations went along,

Grubel Brothers decided to give Joplin its

best, resulting in that city's realization of

one of the finest and most modern motion
picture theatres in that section of the coun-

try.

Some of the improvements included in

the new Electric are : a new ventilation

system said to be the only one of its kind

west of New York City and one of the most
efficient in use; fifteen hundred new spring-

cushioned seats covered with red Morocco
leather; an orchestral-unit organ said t-

have cost $25,000; new signs which ran
into an expenditure of $6,000; an entirely

revamped lobby with electric ticket regis-

ters, and last and probably most important
of all, a new floor arrangement which now
permits a clear vision from all points in

tin' playhouse.

Reynolds Maxwell, manager of the Elec-

tric, in discussing the improvements made
to the house said: "It has always been the

policy of Grubel Brothers to give the best

shows and service obtainable for the price

of admission charged. We feel that this

policy has been more than successful, -as

evidenced by the consistent patronage of

this theatre. To further prove our faith

in Joplin, we have invested a large sum of

money to improve the house, but the price

of admission will remain unchanged."

Award Contract on Project

at St. Joseph, Mo.
The contract for the building of the $500,-

000 Missouri theatre at St. Joseph, Mo.,

has been awarded to W. J. Assenbacher
Construction Company of Lincoln, Nebr.

The theatre, which will be of two stories,

will be 75 by 140 feet and will include all

modern improvements to be found in the

largest theatres. The owner of the theatre

will be the C. H. & S. Amusement Company
of New York.

MURPHY&BR0DE
510W.45'ST.N.Y.
CHICKERING 6IOO

kl

Mt. Carmel Theatre Seating
Capacity 2,000

Announcement is made that the contract
for the erection of the $400,000 theatre

to be built on the site of the old G. A. R.
Opera House in Mt. Carmel, has been
awarded to the E. R. Bastress Lumber
Company, of that city. The plans were
drawn by Willis Hall, a Philadelphia archi-

tect. The theatre will seat 2,000 persons,
and the building will include also store

rooms, apartments and lodge halls.

Use the
Two Greatest

Attention-Getters
in Your Sign

Motion and Color, the two greatest eye-
catching influences in the world, are
secured most effectively with

ffi$£>
Flashers and Color Hoods.

Also mfrs.
Reynolds Motors,
Reeo Show Win-

dow Flashers. Traffic

Controls. Reflectors for
Poster Boards, etc.

O MCSArNT
NOVELTY SLIDES

2*T. S.BU3H
Room 12 . 52 W Chippewa St. Bur falo, NY

WANTED: National Distributor
New Suit Case Type Standard
Film Projector. Latest and Best.
Superior Mechanical Construc-
tion. Exclusive Patented Features

Address Only
M. S. P. CORP., 251 N. J. R. R. Ave., Newark, N. J.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE

18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats. 30* : under 500. 70S: under 800. 85*:
over 800, 15*.
The most economical method of reaching theatres Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. S4.00 PER M UP Lists if

desired. 30 to 50* saved in postage, etc.. through elimina-
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealers.

MULTIGRAPHING—MIMEOGRAPHING

—

FOLDING—ENCLOSING—MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.

709 Slith Ave. at 41st St. New York City
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

Tcket Reg1ster5

Ofcourse You Know
GoiDSEAL Quality tickets

95 AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORE
723 Seventh Avenue m
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions arc Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates Slate Right release.)

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

.6103 feet

.6931 feet

SEPTEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Baited Trap, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4358 feet
Bells, The Lionel Barrymore Chadwick 6300 feet. .Nov. 20
Beyond the Trail Bill Patton Chesterfield 5 reels

Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks . . United Artists 6388 feet . . Mar. 20
Blarney R. Adoree-R. Graves .M-G-M
Block Signal, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 5795 feet. Oct. 16
Blue Eagle, The G. O'Brien- J. Gaynor Fox 6200 feet Sept. 25
Clinging Vine, The Leatrice Joy P. D. C 6400 feet. July 31
Dancing Days Chadwick-Stanley-L.

Rich Famous Attractions . 5900 feet . Oct. 2

Devil's Horse, The Rex (Horse) Pathe 5853 feet. April 24
Diplomacy Sweet-Hamilton Paramount 6959 feet . Sept. 25
Duchess of Buffalo, The .... Constance Talmadge First National 6940 feet . . Sept. 4
False Alarm, The R. Lewis-M. Carr. . . Columbia 5235 feet
Fighting Ranger, The Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet
Flames E. O'Brien- V. Valli . Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet. Sept. 11

Flaming Frontier, The Special Cast Universal 8829 feet . . April 1

7

Flying Horseman, The Buck Jones Fox 4971 feet. Sept. 11
Flying Mail, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet. Sept. 18
For Alimony Only Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp 6070 feet. Oct. 2
Forlorn River Jack Holt Paramount
Golden Web, The H. Gordon-L. Rich . Lumas 6075 feet . Sept. 11

Grey Devil, The Jack Perrin Rayart 4274 feet
Heart of a Coward, The . . Billy Sullivan Rayart 5031 feet
High Hand, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5679 feet. Sept. 11
Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean . . Paramount 6 reels Sept. 18
Jack O'Hearts Landis-G. Hullette. . American Cinema. . . .5881 feet

Kick Off, the George Walsh Excellent Pictures 6000 feet
Kosher Kitty Kelly Viola Dana F. B. O
Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers.F. B. O
Lost at Sea Gordon- J. Novak-

Sherman Tiffany 6500 feet
Marriage Clause, The Bushman-Dove Universal 7680 feet
Marriage License Alma Rubens Fox 7168 feet
NellGwyn Dorothy Gish Paramount 6800 feet
One Minute to Play "Red" Grange F. B.O 7713 feet
Paradise M. Sills-B. Bronson First National 7090 feet
Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La

Plante Universal 7808 feet
Ridin' Rascal, The Art Acord Universal 4510 feet
Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 6100 feet
Son of the Sheik, The Rudolph Valentino. . United Artists 6685 feet
Sparrows Mary Pickford United Artists 7763 feet
Speeding Thru C. Hale- J. King Elbee Pict 5500 feet
Speeding Venus, The Priscilla Dean P. D. C 5560 feet
Strong Man, The Harry Langdon First National 6882 feet
Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall First National 6727 feet
Temporary Sheriff, The Dick Hatton Rayart 4550 feet
Texas Streak, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6367 feet
Three Bad Men ... O'Brien-Borden Fox 8710 feet
Through Thick and Thin . . . Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet

Tin Gods Thomas Meighan ... Paramount 8568 feet
Variety Jannings-de Putti .... Paramount 7804 feet

Waltz Dream, The M. Christians-W.
Fritsch-H. Desni M-G-M 7322 feet

Waning Sex, The Norma Shearer M-G-M 6025 feet
War Paint. Tim McCoy M-G-M 5032 feet. .

Wild Horse Stampede, The Jack Hoxie Universal 4776 feet
Winning of Barbara Worth Colman-Banky United Artists
Wolf Hunters, The Special Cast Rayart 5976 feet

Womanpower . K. Perry-R. Graves . Fox 6240 feet . Oct. 2

You Never Know Women . . Florence Vidor Paramount 6064 feet . July 31

OCTOBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Ace of Cads Menjou-Joyce Paramount 7786 feet Oct. 30
Across the Pacific Monte Blue Warner Bros 6954 feet. Oct. 16
Alaskan Adventures Special Cast Pathe 6 reels
AttaBoy Monty Banks Pathe 5775 feet. Oct. 9
Battling Kid Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet
Boy Friend, The J. Harron-M. Day . M-G-M 5584 feet
Call of the Wilderness Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Campus Flirt. The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6702 feet Oct. 9
Children of Fate R. Bennett-B. Hill-

Mi m Abgol Film Prod 6605 feet Oct. 9
College Days Marceline Day Tiffany 7300 feet . Nov. 20
Confessions of a Bride M.Harris-V. Varconi. Assoc. Exhib
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden Fox 5363 feet. .Oct. 23
Dame Chance Special Cast American Cinema . . . .6769 feet
Devil's Dice B. Bedford-R. Ellis Sterling Pict
Devil's Island Pauline Frederick. . . .Chadwick 6300 feet . Aug. 14
Dixie Flyer, The Landis-E. Novak . . Rayart 5274 feet
Don Juan's Three Nights. . Stone-Mason First National 6374 feet . .

Eagleof thcSea, The Cortez-Vidor Paramount 7250 feet Nov. 27
Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch Tiffany 6484 feet. Oct. 9
Gay Deceiver, The L. Cody-M.Day M-G-M
Gigolo RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp 7295 feet. Oct. 16
Great Gatsby, The Warner Baxter Paramount
Great K. & A. Robbery,
The Tom Mix Fox 4800 feet. Oct. 16

Her Honor, The Governor . . Pauline Frederick F. B. O 6709 feet . . Aug. 7

High Flyer, The Reed Howes Ravart 5610 feet
Jocclyn's Wife Pauline Frederick Tiffany . 5800 feet . .

Kid Boots Eddie Cantor P u .mount 5650 feet. Oct. 23
King of the Pack Peter the Great Lumas
La Bohcmc L.Gish-Gilbert M-G-M 8781 feet . Mar. 13
Lily, The Belle Bennett Fox 6268 feet. Oct. 9
London. Dorothy Gish Paramount 5584 feet Nov. 6
Lure of the West Eileen Sedgwick Chesterfield 5 reels

Feature
Magician, The
Man From the West. . . .

Man of Quality, A
Midnight Kiss, The
Mismates
My Official Wife
Nervous Wreck, The. . . .

Old Soak, The
Perch of the Devil
Prince of Tempters, The.
Private Izzy Murphy . . .

Quarterback, The
Red Hot Leather
Risky Business
Roaring Bill Atwood ....

Runaway Express, The.
Shameful Behavior
Sheriff'sGirl, The
So's Your Old Man
Speed Crazed
Sweet Rosie O'Grady . .

.

Syncopating Sue
Take It From Me
Temptress, The
Thirty Below Zero
Truth About Men

Sept. 11

Oct. 2

Aug. 28

Aug. 21
July 3
Sept. 11

Feb. 6
Aug. 28
Sept. 25

July 31

. Aug. 7
Oct. 2
Sept. 11

July 24
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Sept. 18
Aug. 28

^Oct.
'

2

July 3

Aug. 14
.Oct. 9

West of Broadway
West of Rainbow's End
When the Wife's Away

.

Whispering Wires
Winning Gallop, The . . .

Woman's Heart, A

Yellow Back, The . .

You'd Be Surprised.
Young April

Star Distributed by Length
A. Terry-P. Wegener M-G-M 6960 feet

Art Acord Universal 4474 feet

George Walsh Excellent Pictures. . .5640 feet

J. Gaynor-R. Walling Fox 5025 feet

. Kenyon-Baxter First National 6905 feet

.I.Rich-Tearle Warner Bros 7846 feet
H.Ford-P. Haver . . Prod. Dist. Corp 6730 feet

. Jean Hersholt Universal 7445 feet
P. O'Malley-Busch . Universal

. Lyon-Moran First National 7780 feet
George Jessel Warner Bros 7889 feet
Richard Dix Paramount 7114 feet

.Jack Hoxie Universal 4555 feet

. Vera Reynolds P. D. C
Dick Patton Rayart 4405 feet

. Special Cast Universal 5865 feet

. E.Roberts-H.Tucker Famous Attractions 5218 feet

.Ben Wilson Rayart 4908 feet

W. C. Fields Paramount 6347 feet
. Billy Sullivan Rayart
C. Landis-S. Mason . Columbia 6108 feet
Corinne Griffith First National 6670 feet
Reginald Denny Universal 6649 feet

Garbo-Moreno M-G-M 8221 feet
Buck Jones-E.Novak.Fox

. Lake-Murphy-Hacka-
thome True Story Pictures . . 6500 feet

. Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp 5186 feet

. Jack Perrin Rayart 4734 feet

G. K. Arthur Columbia Pictures . . 5834 feet
A. Stewart-E. Burns Fox 5906 feet

Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet

E. Bennett-Whitman-
Earle Sterling

. Fred Humes Universal 4766 feet

Raymond Griffith . . . Paramount 5994 feet

. Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet

Reviewed
Nov. 6

Nov. 6

Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.

14
23

23
4

Oct.
Nov.
Oct.

30
27
in

Aug. 28

Nov. 13

Oct. 16
Nov. 13
Oct. 30
Oct. 23

Oct. 30
Oct. 30

Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Sept. 11

Length Reviewed

Oct. 30
Nov. 27

Nov. 27

NOVEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by

Ace of Action, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Adorable Deceiver, The . . . Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 4879 feet
Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle . . . M-G-M
April Fool Alexander Carr Chadwick 7300 feet . . Nov. 20
Bardelys the Magnificent. John Gilbert M-G-M 8536 feet. Oct. 23
Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana F. B.O
Breed of the Sea R.Ince-M.Livingston.F. B. O 5408 feet
Buckaroo Kid, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6167 feet

Cat's Pajamas, The Bronson-Cortez Paramount 5790 feet

City, The J.Gaynor-W.McGrail Fox 5508 feet

Dangerous Friends T. R. Bames-M.Gay Sterling Pictures 5200 feet . .

Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. . . M-G-M
Dude Cowboy, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount 6139 feet Nov. 2 7

Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie M-G-M 6461 feet
First Night, The B. Lytell-D. Devore Tiffany
Flaming Forest, The A. Moreno-R. Adoree M-G-M
Forever After M.Astor-L. Hughes First National 6330 feet . Nov. 20
For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp 5800 feet

Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw Fox
Going the Limit George O'Hara F. B. O
Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie Universal 4375 feet Aug. 21

His New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day-
von Eltz Famous Attractions 5294 feet

Johnny Get Your Hair Cut Jackie Coogan M-G-M
King of the Saddle Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ladies at Play Hughes-Kcnyon-

Fazenda First National
Lady of the Harem, The. . E. Torrencc-Nissen . Paramount 5717 feet
Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels

Man in the Shadow, The . . .M. Stedman-D. Tor-
rence American Cinema. . . .5632 feet

Masked Woman, The Anna Q. Nillson First National
Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stone First National 6100 feet Nov. 13

Midnight Sun, The O'Malley -La Plante Universal 8767 feet. May 15

Millionaires Gordon-Sidney-Fa-
zenda Warner Bros 6903 feet . Nov. 20

Obey the Law Bert Lytell Columbia Pictures. . .5626 feet

Oh! What a Night R.McKcc E.Murphy.Sterling Pictures
Outlaw Express, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5579 feet Nov. 20
Prairie King, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Prowlers of the Night Fred Humes Universal
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Return of Peter Grimm .... Alec B. Francis Fox 6961 feet Nov. 20
Rough Rider, The Frank Hopper Paramount
Silent Lover, The Milton Sills First National Nov. 27

Sin Cargo S. Mason-R. Frazer . Tiffany
Son of a Gun Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet

Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon . Universal 5633 feet. Nov. 6
There You Are Nigel Roberts M-G-M 5652 feet

Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-
Roach M-G-M

Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler F. B. O
Truthful Sex, The M.Busch-H. Gordon Columbia Pictures . 5831 feet

Twinkletoes Colleen Moore First National
Unknown Cavalier, The ... Ken Maynard First National 6595 feet

Upstage Norma Shearer M-G-M 6048 feet

Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson Paramount
We're in the Navy Now . . W. Beery Hatton . . Paramount 5519 feet. Nov. 20
While London Sleeps Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Wings of the Storm R . Howes-V. Faire . . . Fox
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DECEMBER
Feature

Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl

Better Way, The
Blonde Saint, The
Blue Streak O'Neil
Canadian, The
Canyon of Light
Death Valley
Duke of Ladies, The
Exclusive Rights

Faust
Flying High
Gallant Lady, The
Glorifying the American

Girl
Heaven on Earth
Her Big Night
Just Another Blonde

Sta Distributed by Length Reviewed

Madge Bellamy Fox
R. Ince-D. Revier.. . Columbia Pictures. . .5540 feet.

Kenyon-Stone First National
Al Hoxie Barsky Productions. .4500 feet

.

Thomas Meighan . . . Paramount
Tom Mix Fox
Buck Jones Fox
Special Cast First National
L. Rich-G. Whitman-

R. McKee-G. Glass Famous Attractions
Emil Jannings M-G-M
Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Florence Vidor Paramount

MAY
Feature Star Distributed by

Flaming Timber Tiffany
SongofSteel Tiffany

Length Reviewed

JUNE
Feature

Snowbound
Star Distributed by

Tiffany

Length Reviewed

iiliUillllllimiiniiiiiiirrMiiii

Lazy Lightning
Let It Rain
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em .

Money to Bum
Mother Machree
One Hour of Love
Prisoners of the Storm .

Redheads Preferred
Red Hot Hoofs
Red Mill, The
Regular Scout, A
Stepping Along
Stolen Pleasures

Stranded in Paris
Striving For Fortune
Summer Bachelors
Sunshine of Paradise Alley
White Black Sheep, The .

.

Whole Town's Talking,The

Esther Ralston
C. Nagel-R. Adoree

.

Laura La Plant . . . .

Mackaill-Mulhall-L.
Brooks-Collier, Jr.

Art Acord
Douglas MacLean .

E. Brent-L. Gray-L
Brooks

Devore-MacGregor . .

Belle Bennett
Jacqueline Logan
House Peters
M. Daw-T. von Eltz
Tom Tyler
Marion Davies
Fred Thomson
Johnny Hines
H. Chadwick-D.

Renier-G.Whitman
Bebe Daniels
George Walsh
A. Forrest-Bellamy . .

Barbara Bedford
R. Barthelmess-P.

R. Miller
.Ed.Horton

Paramount
M-G-M
Universal 7603 feet

.

Comedy Releases
Aug. 28

First National
Universal 4572 feet

.

Paramount

Length
. 2 reels

Reoeived

Paramount

.

Lumas
Fox
Tiffany
Universal 6102 feet. Sept. 11

Tiffany
F. B. O 4681 feet . .Nov. 13
M-G-M
F.B.O 5567 feet

First National 6 reels Nov. 27

Columbia Pictures
Paramount
Excellent Pictures

.

Fox
Chadwick.

First National
Universal 6662 feet . Aug. 14

JANUARY
Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Auctioneer, The G . Hughes-Nixon-
Sidney Fox

Be Yourself Raymond Griffirh . . . Paramount
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald Denny Universal
Enchanted Island Tiffany
Head Waiter, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ice Flood, The K. Harlan-V. Dana. Universal 5747 feet.. Oct. 9
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith First National
Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G. Hale- J. Holt Paramount
Monkey Talks, The J. Lerner-O. Borden-

D. Alvarado Fox
Not Herbert P. Starke-Lyon First National
One Chance in a Million .... Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
One Increasing Purpose .... Lowe-Rubens-Lee . . . Fox
Ordeal, The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

Slide, Kelly, Slide W. Haines-S. O'Neil-
H. Carey M-G-M

Son of Montmartre, The . . . Norma Talmadge ... First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore- J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Tiger, The (tentative) Tiffany :

Wild Man of Borneo, The W. C. Fields Paramount

Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date

Ain't We Got Fun ? Wise-McKay Artclass . . May 25
Alice the Fire Fighter F. B. O
All For A Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

All Wet Snub Pollard Artclass . Mar. 30. .2 reels

And George Did SidSaylor Universal 2 reels

Another Kick Coming Bronte Series Red Seal Nov. 25 1 reel Sept. 4

Anything Once M. Normand-C. Hale Pathe 2 reels

Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman Sava Films 2 reels

Around the Bases George Lewis Univ Oct. 24 . . 2 reels

Artist's Brawl, The Guard-Cooke F.B.O 2 reels

At the Beach "McDougall Alley"
Kids Bray Nov. 1.2 reels

Auto Thieves, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

Babes in the Jungle "O. Henry" Fox Nov. 28. .2 reels

Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

Back to Mother "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Bad Breaks George Davis Educat . Nov. 21 1 reel . Dec. 27
Ball and Chain Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Balloon Tired "Life Cartoon" Educat.. . Dec. 5.1 reel

Banana King, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbett Univ Nov. 21 . 2 reels Nov. 20

Bamum Was Right "Life Cartoon" Educat .... Nov. 21.1 reel .

Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 12
Benson at Calford George Lewis Univ Oct. 24
Better Luck "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 14
Be Your Age Charley Chase Pathe Nov. 14
Big Business Fox
Big Surprise, The "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 29 . 2 reels . Nov. 13

Bill Grim's Progress (Series)M. Morris-J. Luden .F.B.O 2 reels

Blisters Under the Skin F.B.O
Blonde's Revenge, A Ben Turpin Pathe Dec. 19
Blue Black Lewis Sargent Bray Dec. 20
Breaking into Broadway . . .Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal . .Jan. 1

Breaking Records George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Bringing Home the Bacon "Our Gang" Pathe
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley Educat Oct. 24. .2 reels

Bromoand Juliet Charley Chase Pathe Sept. 19
Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris-J. Luden F. B. O
Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 28
Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 12
Business Worries Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 21

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Nov. 6
2 reels Nov. 20

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 27

.lreel. Sept. 11

. 1 reel Nov. 6
Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels

.

. Universal 2 reels

. . Universal 2 reels

. . Univ Sept. 6.2 reels

. . Univ Oct. 31.2 reels

. Universal 2 reels

. Univ Dec. 6. .2 reels Nov. 20

. Universal 2 reels

Univ Oct. 3. .2 reels

FEBRUARY
Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plante Universal
Camille Norma Talmadge .... First National
French Dressing A. Pringle-B. Lyon. . .First National
Grey Hat, The L.Cody-Crawford. . M-G-M
Here Y'are, Brother Stone-Dove-Hughes. . First National
His Rise to Fame George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Lightning Tiffany 6500 feet

Little Journey, The Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Long Pants Harry Langdon First National
Michael Strogoff Ivan Moskine Universal 9315 feet

Overland Stage, The Ken Maynard First National
Quarantined Rivals Lumas
Range Raiders, The Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . .4500 feet

Ridin' Like Fury Hoot Gibson Universal
Silky Anne Constance Talmadge First National
Steeplechase, The Tiffany
Understanding Heart, The.R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M
Wild Geese Tiffany

MARCH
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Brides Will Be Brides Universal
Broken Gate, The Tiffany
Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Frisco Sal Special Cast M-G-M
Heroes of the Night Lumas
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts Universal 6969 feet . Oct. 16
Orchids and Ermine C. Moore- J. Mulhall . First National
Outlaw's Paradise Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . .4500 feet

Squads Right Tiffany
Tillie, the Toiler Davies-M. Moore. . . .M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal

APRIL
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Broadway Drifter, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Husband Hunters, The Tiffany
Poor Nut, The First National
Smoking Guns Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . .4500 feet

Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffany 6500 feet

Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Dark Mystery . . . .Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Girl Friend Trimble and Dog . .

Buster's Narrow Escape . . . .Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Prize Winner Trimble and Dog
Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimble and Dog .

Buster's Watch Tige Trimble and Dog .

.

By George Sam Saylor Universal 2 reels

.

Caliph, Cupid and the
Clock "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Camel's Hump F. B. O 1 reel

Carrie oftheChorus (Series) Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal 2 reels

Cat's Meow, The C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Charleston Queen, The .... "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 19.1 reel

Chicken Cooped Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal .Dec. 1.1 reel

Cinder Path, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels

CloseCall.A "TheGumps" Univ Dec. 13 2 reels Nov. 27
Close Shaves Johnny Arthur Educat ... Dec. 52 reels
Collegians, The (Series) . . . Gulliver-Lewis Universal 2 reels

Complete Life, The "O.Henry" Fox 2reels
Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

Cool Off Ann Cornwall Educat Dec. 19 .2 reels

Cut Price Glory "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 10 . . 1 reel Oct. 30
Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass. . .Nov. 10 . .2 reels
Diamond of Kali "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educat Sept. 19. .2 reels Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Billy Bevan Pathe Nov. 28 2 reels
Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine . . . Fox 2 reels Oct. 16
Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart 2 reels
Dodging Trouble Bums-Marion Educat .... Nov. 14.2 reels Nov. 6
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 26 . .1 reel
Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 5 . . 1 reel Aug. 2

1

Don't Kid Me, Monk "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Dec. 10. .2 reels
Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Sept. 22 . .2 reels
Easy Payments "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Egged On Charles Bowers F.B.O Sept. 6 2 reels
Excuse Maker, The (Series

of 13) Charlie King Universal 2 reels
Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films 2 reels
Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy Artclass . . . Sept. 8.2 reels
Felix the Cat Bursts a
Bubble "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix the Cat Collars the
Button "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Sullivan Cartoon" .

Felix the Cat in Land O'
Fancy "Sullivan Cartoon" .

Felix the Cat in Reverse
English "Sullivan Cartoon" .

Felix the Cat in Zoo Logic . . "Sullivan Cartoon" .

Felix the Cat Scrambled
Yeggs "Sullivan Cartoon" .

Felix Shatters the Sheik. . . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat Trumps the
Ace "Sullivan Cartoon"

Fighting Fool, The Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Fighting Fools Wise-McKay Artclass . . . Jan. 19.2 reels
Fighting Kangaroo, The . . . Conley-June Fox 2 reels
Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Educat Oct. 31. lreel.

Educat. . . Dec. 12 . .1 reel

.

Educat Oct. 3. lreel.

Educat Oct. 17. lreel.

.Educat.

.Educat.

.Educat .

. Educat .

.

.Nov. 14

.Dec. 26.

.Sept. 5

Sept. 19

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

Oct. 23
1 reel Oct. 30.

. Educat ... Nov. 28 1 reel

.
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Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Received
Fighting to Win George Lewis Univ Nov. 21 . .2 reels
Fire Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Jan. 26. .2 reels
Fistical Culture (Series) .... Louis Sargent F.B.O 2 reels
Flaming Romance Al St. John Educat . Nov. 21.2 reels
Flashing Oars George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass . . . Mar. 16.2 reels
For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 31 . .1 reel Oct. 16
For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 11
Fourth Alarm, The "Our Gang" Pathe Sept. 12. .2 reels Sept. 11
George in Love Sid Say lor Universal 2 reels
George's in Love Sid Saylor Univ Nov. 21 . . 2 reels
George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels
George the Winner Sid Saylor Univ Sept. 5.2 reels
Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe Oct. 31. .2 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels
Girl "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox 2 reels
Good Riddance Bronte Series Red Seal . . Dec. 25.1 reel
Goose Flesh Lloyd Hamilton Educat .... Dec. 12.2 reels
Grabbing Grabbers Mickey Bennett C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Oct. 30
Gyping Gypsies Milburn Marante . C.&C 2 reels
Gyping the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels
Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Nov. 3.2 reels
Harem Knight, A Ben Turpin Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
Have Courage Billy Dooley Educat .... Dec. 12.2 reels
Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel
Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe Nov. 21.2 reels Nov. 27
Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-

tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-

son Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
His Off Day Dunham-Gallagher Educat . . .Nov. 7 . .1 reel
His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels
Hitting the Rails "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 5.1 reel
Hoboken to Hollywood . . . Billy Bevan Pathe Sept. 5.2 reels Sept. 11
Hold Still Cornwall-Duffy Educat Oct. 10. .2 reels
Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 31 . .1 reel
Honeymoon Hospital Fox Oct. 17. .2 reels Nov. 6
Hook or Crook Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 6 1 reel Nov. 2 7

Hoot Mon! Bobby Vernon Educat .... Nov. 21 . . 2 reels
Horns and Orange BlossomsCharles Puffy Universal
Humdinger The Johnny Arthur Educat ... Oct. 10 . . 2 reels
Hur Ben Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
In Vaudeville "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 14.1 reel Nov. 20
Jane's Engagement Party Wanda Wiley Univ Nov. 7.2 reels Oct. 30
Jane's Flirtation Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
Jane's Honeymoon Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
Jane's Inheritance Wanda Wiley Univ Sept. 12.2 reels
Jane's Predicament Wanda Wiley Univ Dec. 14.2 reels Aug. 14
Jane's Troubles Wanda Wiley Univ Oct. 17 . .2 reels Oct. 9
Jellyfish, The Frank Pangborn Educat . . Sept. 12 . .2 reels Sept. 18
Jerry the Giant "Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10
Keeping His Word Charles King Universal 2 reels
Killed by Kindness Fox 2 reels
King Bozo "Van Bibbers" Fox .2 reels Oct. 2
King of the Kitchen, The . . LigeConley Fox Oct. 31 . .2 reels Nov. 6
Kiss Me, Kate Dunham-Gallagher . Educat .... Sept. 26.1 reel Oct. 2
Kitty From Killamey Alice Day Pathe Dec. 19. .2 reels
Knight Before Christmas,
The M. Morris- J. Luden F.B.O 2 reels

Ko-Ko Back Tracks "Cartoon" Red Seal . Jan. 11 reel
Ko-Ko Gets Egg-Cited "Cartoon" Red Seal . Dec. 1. . 1 reel
Ko-Ko Hot After It "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel
Ko-Ko in the Fadeway "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18
Ko-Ko the Convict "Cartoon" Red Seal . . Nov. 1.1 reel
Lafayette Where Are We? Shields-Arthur Fox 2 reels July 31
Lady of Lyons, N. Y.,The M. Morris-J. Luden F.B.O 2 reels Aug. 28
Last Lap, The George Lewis Universal . Dec. 20 2 reels
Last Word, The "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Let George Do It (Series

of 13) Sid Saylor Universal . .2 reels
Light Wines and Bearded

Ladies Boutler-Cameron . Fox Nov. 14.2 reels
Lookout Below Lewis Sargent Bray Nov. 20.2 reels Nov. . 6
Lookout Buster! Trimble and Dog . . Universal 2 reels
Lots of Grief "The Gumps" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 16
Love's Hurdle Charles King Univ Sept. 26. .2 reels May 15
Love's Last Laugh McKee-Hiatt Pathe Oct. 3.2 reels Oct. 2
Love Your Neighbor Wise-KcKay Artclass . . . Nov. 17.2 reels
Lyin' Tamer, The Shields-Luddy Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Madame Dynamite Clayton-Howell-Pat-

terson Fox Nov. 28 . . 2 reels
Making Good George Lewis Univ Dec. 6.2 reels
Married Widow, The Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels
Marry Month of May "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Masked Mammas Billy Bevan Pathe Oct. 31. .2 reels Oct. 30
Masters of Arts "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
McDougal Alley (Series) Bray Prod 2 reels
Meet the Boy Friend Chas. Dohcrty Loumay
Merry Kiddo, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O 2 reels

M Follies George Davis Educat 2 reels Nov. 20
Mighty Smithy, The "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Nov. 7.1 reel Nov. 13
Minute to Go, A Eddie Fetherstone . C.&C 2 reels Sept. 18
Missing Links "Life Cartoon" Educat . . Sept. 12.1 reel Sept. 25
Mister Chump Phil Dunham Educat Dec. 19. .1 reel.
Mixed Brides Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
Money Screams Fox 2 reels
Monkeys Prefer Blonds Bray Prod 2 reels . .

.

Morning, Judge Tarbcll-Finch-Shaw Red Seal Sept 2 reels Sept. 11
Mothcr-in-Law "Helen and Warren" Fox 2 reels
Motorboat, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
Movielmi' I Lupino Lane Educat .... Nov. 28 . 2 reels
Movie Struck Doris Bal on C.&C 2 reels
Much Mystery Davis-Bradley-Dun-

ham Educat .... Dec. 5.1 reel
My K«l .."Big Boy" Educat Sept. 5. 2 reels Sept. 11

on, Jr Jerry Madden Fox Nov. 14 Nov. 6
Never Af.ain "TheGumps" Univ Oct. 17. 2 reels Oct. 2
Newlywcds and Their Baby,
The (Series) Snookums-Clair-

Doolcy Universal 2 reels ,

Snookums-Clair-
Doolcy Univ Aug. 29 . .2 reels

Snookums-Clair-
Doolcy Univ Oct. 3 . 2 reels June 19

Nickel Hopper, The Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels
Nize Monkcv "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Nov. 10 2 reels Nov. 27
Nobody Loves Me Chas. Puffy Univ Oct. 3 1 reel Sept. 18
Non-Skid Banana, The Charley Bowers F. B. O
Non-Stop Bride Hoy I C. micron Fox 2 reels Sept. 25
North of 6 Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Nol hing to Live For Al Joy Ricardo
Not to Be Trusted "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Now You Tell One Charley Bowers F. B. O . . 2 reels Nov. 27
Oh! For a Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Newlywcds' Neighbors . .

Newlywcds Quarantined .

Title

Oh! Monkey Be Good. . . .

Oh! Winnie Behave
Olga's Boatman
One Hour Married
On the Farm
On the Front Page
On The Jump
Open Spaces
Orphan, The
Over There
Perils of Petersboro, The .

Pests
Pete's Haunted House . . .

Pete's Party
Phoney Express, The ....
Pink Elephants
Please Excuse Me
Plumb Goofy
Pound Foolish
Prince and the Pyra, The

.

Prodigal Bridegroom, The. .

Psyche and the Pskyscraper
Punches and Perfume
Radio Bug, The
Radio Controlled
Raggedy Rose
Raging Tide. The
Rain and Shines
Read 'Em and Leap
Relay, The
Road House, The
Sailing Along
Sawdust Baby
School Days
School Days

Second Hand Excuse, A. . .

.

Shady Rest
She Beast, The
Shell Socked
She's My Cousin
Should Husbands Marry? . .

Should Husbands Pay?
Sign Them Papers
Skating Instructors
Smith's Landlord
Smith's Surprise
Smith's Visitor
Smith's Uncle
Snookum's Buggy Ride . . .

Snookum's Merry Christ-
mas

Snookum's Outing
Snookum's Playmate
Snookum's First Tooth ....

Society Architect, A
Some More Excuses
Spooky Money
Stage Shy
Steeplechaser, The
Strictly Kosher
Sweet Baby
Sweetheart Daze
Switching Sleepers
Tail of the Monk . . :

Teacher, Teacher.
Tell'Em Nothing
Telling Whoppers
Tennis Wizard, The
Thanks for the Boat Ride .

That's My Baby
Through Thick and Thin . .

Tiddly Winks
Too Much Sleep
Two Dollars, Please
Unsquirtable Pickle, The . .

Uppercuts
Vulgar Boatman, The
Vulgar Yachtsman, The . . .

Wanderers of Wetland ....
Wanted a Bride
War Feathers
Watered Stock
Westerner, The
What Happened to Jane

iSeries of 13)
What'll You Have?
What Price Pleasure?
What's Your Hurry?
When Do We Eat?
Which Is Which?
Why Argue?
Why George?
Why Pay Rent?
Why Women Pay
Wife Shy
Wild Bill

Wild Roomer, A
Winnie's Birthday
Winnie's Vacation
Wisccrackcrs Series

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

2 reels Oct. 23
1 reel Oct. 30

. 1 reel Nov. 6

2 reels

.

. 1 reel .

.

2 reels

2 reels Nov. 20

Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Received
"Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Et hlyn Gibson Artclass ... Mar. 9.2 reels
Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 10. .1 reel Sept. 25
Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

Bray Prod 2 reels
LillianRich-S.Laurel Pathe Nov. 28 2 reels
Al Alt Rayart 2 reels
"Big Boy" Educat Nov. 7. 2 reels Nov. 13
Al Joy Ricardo
Al Joy Ricardo 2 reels
Alice Day Pathe Sept. 26. .2 reels Sept. 25
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel Sept. 1

1

"Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
"Cartoon" Bray Prod 1 reel Nov. 6
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 17.. 1 reel Oct. 16
Al St. John Educat Oct. 3. .2 reels...
Charles King Univ Nov. 10
Dunham-Gallagher . Educat. . . .Oct. 10
George Davis Educat . . Oct. 24
Charles Puffy Universal
Ben Turpin Pathe Sept. 26 .2 reels Sept. 25
"O.Henry" Fox 2 reels

Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Dunham -Gallagher . Educat. . . Sept. 12.1 reel Sept. 25
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 21 . . 1 reel
Mabel Normand Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
"Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Oct. 24 . .1 reel
Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels
Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2 reels
George Lewis Universal 2 reels
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 10.. 1 reel Oct. 23
Al Alt Rayart 2 reels
Earl McCarthy Artclass . . Jan. 1

2

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 19
"McDougal Alley"

Kids Bray Dec. 1

Charles King Univ Dec. 8
"The Gumps" Universal 2 reels
Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Jimmie Adams Educat . . .Oct. 31 2 reels Oct. 30
Charles King Universal 2 reels May 1

5

A. Day-E. Quillan. . Pathe Oct. 24 .2 reels Oct. 23
Jimmy Finlayson ... Pathe Sept. 5.2 reels Sept. 1

1

Earl McCarthy Artclass . May 18.2 reels
"Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1 reel
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Sept. 19. .2 reels
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12 . .2 reels
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Oct. 17.. 2 reels Oct. 16
Hiatt-McKee Pathe Nov. 14.2 reels
"Newlyweds" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels June 19

"Newlyweds" Univ Dec. .22 2 reels
"Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 1 . . 2 reels

.

"Newlyweds" Universal 2 reels.

"Newlyweds" Univ Sept. 19 . .2 reels.

Fox
Charles King Universal 2 reels

.

Al Joy Ricardo
Hank Mann Sava Films 2
Lige Conley Fox 2

Wise-KcKay Artclass. . Sept. 15. .2

Wallace Lupino Educat .... Dec. 5.1
Neely Edwards Univ Dec. 20 . . 1

Arthur Lake Univ Dec. 13 . . 1

"Cartoon" Bray Nov. 12 . .1

Lloyd Hamilton Educat Oct. 1 7 . . 2
Charley Chase Pathe Oct. 17. .2

"Our Gang" Pathe Dec. 19. .2

"Van Bibbers" Fox Nov. 21. .2

Universal
Charles Puffy Universal 1

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 7.1
Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 26 . . 1

Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 7.1
Neely Edwards Univ Sept. 19. .1

Charley Bowers F. B. O
Jack Duffy Educat Sept. 5.2
Hank Mann Sava Films 2
"Fat Men" F.B.O 2
Hank Mann Sava Films 2
Arthur Lake Univ Oct. 17.1
"Our Gang" Pathe Nov. 21 . .2

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 26 . .1

Reata Hoyt Fox 2

Nov. 13

June 26

reels

.

reels

reels.

reel .

reel .

reel .

reel .

.

reels.

reels.

reels.

reels

Sept. 11

Oct. 23
Oct. 16

reel .

.

reel . ,

reel.,

reel.,

reel . .

reels,

reels

.

reels,

reels

reel .

reels,

reel .

.

reels.

Nov. 6
. Sept. 4
.Oct. 23
.S.-pt. 11

!Sept. a

Oct. 9
Nov. 27
Sept. 25

Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Charles King Universal 2 reels May 22
Neely Edwards Univ Nov. 29 . 1 reel Nov. 13
Charles King Universal 2 reels

(Bronte Classic) Red Seal . Sept 1 reel

Charles King Univ Oct. 10. 2 reels Sept. 25
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 3.1reel Oct. 2

Sid Saylor Univ Oct. 24 . . 2 reels

Wise-McKay Artclass . . Mar. 23 . 2 reels

"Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Dec. 19 . . 1 reel.

Bobby Vernon Educat. . . Sept. 26 . . 2 reels Sept. 25
Charles Puffy Univ Nov. 14 .1 reel Oct. 30

F.B.O
Ethlyn Gibson Artclass. . Jan. 5.2 reels

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . May 112 reels

Guard-Cooke F.B.O 2 reels

Wise Quacker.The .

Wives and Women.
Working Winnie. . .

Yellow Pirate, The.
Yokel, The

Hclene Chadwick . .. Pathe Oct. 3 . 2 reels Oct. 16
Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Charles Puffy Univ Sept. 12 . .1 reel

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Sept. 1.2 reels

. "Life Cartoon" Educat Sept. 26. .1 reel

Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Nov. 24 . . 2 reels

Distributoi Rel Dati I < n^tli Reviewed

Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to
Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25

Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) Artclass Oct. 6.1 reel

Alpine S. O. S C.&C 2 reels

America Today (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons. No. 15 Red Seal . . . . Sept 1 eel
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1 reel Oct. 30
. 1 reel

1 reel

.lreel Oct. 30
. 1 reel

. 2 reels

..Sept. 4

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal Nov. 1 . . 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 18 Red Seal Nov. 15 . . 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 19 Red Seal Dec. 11 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 20 . Red Seal Dec. 15 . 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 21 Red Seal Jan. 1.1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 22 Red Seal Jan. 15.1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 23 . . . Red Seal Feb. 1 . . 1 reel

Annie Laurie ( Song Parody) Artclass April 13 . . 1 reel

Aphrodite (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety (Fox 1 reel

At 3.25 Red Seal Sept 2 reels

Austrian Alps (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2 reels

Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Beautiful Britain C. & C 1 reel

Beauty and the Beach C.&C
Beechnuts C.&C 2 reels

Big and Little Pathe Sept. 5 . .1 reel Sept. 11

Birds in the Treetops C.&C
Blood Will Tell Am. Cinema
Blue Boy, The Educat Sept. 5. .2 reels Sept. 11

Bride of the Falls (Music Legend) Castle Films . . . Dec 1 reel

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 1 Educat Sept. 5.1 reel Oct. 2

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educat Oct. 3 1 reel . . , . Sept. 1

1

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 Educat Oct. 1

7

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 4 Educat Nov. 14
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 5 Educat Dec. 1

2

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 6 Educat 1 reel

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 7 Educat 1 reel

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 8 Educat 1 reel

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 9 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educat 1 reel

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educat 1 reel

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educat 1 reel
Bull's Eyes (Sportlight) Pathe Sept. 19 . . 1 reel Sept. 25
By the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal Jan. 1. lreel

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 28 . . 1 reel Nov. 27
Cathedral of St. Paul's C.&C lreel Sept. 18
Cheating Mothers (Ufa shorts)
Chronicles of America (Series of 18) Pathe 3 reels

Churchyards of America, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel Sept. 18
Churchyards of America, Issue B Red Seal 1 reel
Churchyards of America, Issue C Red Seal Nov. 15.1 reel
Cliff Dwellers of America (Variety) Fox Dec. 26 Oct. 9
Colorado (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune ) . Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Constantinople (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Cozy Beds for Oysters (Ufa short)
Curiosities—The Movie Side Show (Series) Educational 1 reel
Dangerous Game, A (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Dark Horse, A (Donoghue Racing Drama).Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Diver, The (Nature Special) Bray Prod Nov. 1 . . 1 reel Nov. 6
Dog's Way, A ( Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield .... Oct. 1.2 reels
Durable Souls (Sportlight) .Pathe Oct. 31
Family Album, The (Sketch Book) Pathe Sept. 5
Fangs of Vengeance ( Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield .... Sept. 1

Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1 reel
Fight for Life, A (Ufa short)
Fighting Marine, The (Serial) Pathe Sept. 12 . 10 episodes Sept. 11
Fighting Strain, The ( Mustang) Universal Dec. 4.2 reels Nov. 20
Fighting With Buffalo Bill (Serial ) Universal Aug. 29 . 10 episodes Oct. 16
Figures of Fancy (Hodge Podge) Educational .... Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Nov. 13
Film Facts (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The (Series of 13) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 3 Red Seal Nov. 10 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 4 Red Seal Dec. 10 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 5 Red Seal Jan. 10 . 1 reel
Fire Fighters, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Fishes in Love (Ufa short)
Florida Pastel C. & C
Frontier Post, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Fugitive Futurist (Novelty) C.&C 1 reel
Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Game's the Thing, The (Sportlight ) . . Pathe 1 reel Nov. 27 .

.

Gems of the Screen (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Glimpses of Switzerland C. & C
God's Country C.&C 2 reels
Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing

Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Golden Stallion, The (Serial) Nat Levine 10 episodes
Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Guess Who (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass Oct. 27 . . 1 reel
Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass Dec. 29. .1 reel
Guess Who, No. 3 Artclass Mar. 2.1 reel
Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass May 4.1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal 1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel
Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal lreel.
Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing

Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Heavenly Bodies (Ufa short)
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Hen Punchers of Pipe Rock (Mustang I . . . . Universal Dec. 18.2 reels
Hero Land (Color Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Heroes of the Sea C.&C 1 reel
Hidden Death Traps (Ufa short)
His Pal (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield 2 reels
Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film 1 reel
Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 14. .1 reel Nov. 20
House Without a Key, The ( Serial I Pathe :Nov. 21 . . 10 episodes . . Dec. 27
Housing Problem, The Bray Prod 1 reel Oct. 23
How I Hate to Get Up (Song Parody) .... Artclass Feb. 9.1 reel
If a Picture Tells a Story C. & C Sept lreel
1 Love a Lassie ( Song Car-Tune) Red Seal Jan. 15 . .1 reel
Inland Voyage, An ( Variety) Fox 1 reel
It Can Happen to You (Scandal of America) Artclass Oct. 20 . .1 reel
Jewels of Venus (Ufa short)
Jim Hood's Ghost (Mustang) Universal Aug. 29 . .2 reels Sept. 11
Joseph the Ruler (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Sept. 26 .

Journey of the Israelites, The (Pilgrimage
to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 10 .

Jungle Mystery Sava Films _
Jungle Round-Up, A (Ufa short) M-G-M Oct. 9
Jungle Secrets Sava Films
Keeping 'Em Guessing (Series! peed Seal 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue B Red Seal 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue C Red Seal Nov. 20 . . 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue D Red Seal Dec. 20 1 reel
Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue E . . . Red Seal Jan. 20.1 reel

. 1 reel

.

. 1 reel

. 2 reels

.

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Key-Hole Cruise, A (Hodge Podge) Educational Nov. 28 . . 1 reel

Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film 1 reel

Law of the North (Mustang) Universal Oct. 3 . . 2 reels Sept. 18
Life in the Twilight (Ufa short)
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Lightnin' Strikes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Lightnin' Wins (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Literary Digest (Series) C.&C 1 reel

Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty) C.&C 1 reel

Lone Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 14 .2 reels Oct. 30
Love's Witchcraft (Ufa short)
Lost Arrow, The (Scenic and Narrative) . . Castle Films . . .Oct. 15 . .1 reel Oct. 16
Love Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Making of a King (Prince of Wales) C.&C 2 reels

Man's Size Pet, A (Tuttle Western) Universal Oct. 17.2 reels Oct. 9
Margie (Song Parody) Artclass I reel

Martin of the Mounted (FredGilman) . . . .Universal Dec. 11 . .2 reels Nov. 27
Maryland, My Maryland (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Marvels of Motion, IssueM Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Marvels of Motion (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A (Hodge
Podge) Educational Sept. 19.1 reel Oct. 16

Modern Venus, The C. & C 1 reel

Mona Lisa, The Educational. . . Oct. 17 . .2 reels

More Ways Than One (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 17. .1 reel Oct. 16
Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal Dec. 1.1 reel

Mother O' Mine C.&C lreel
Mount Sinai (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Oct. 23
Movie Medley, A (Hodge Podge) Educational ... Dec. 26 . . 1 reel

Movie Struck C.&C Oct 2 reels
My Lady's Stockings (Variety) Fox 1 reel

My Word, London (Novelty) Castle Films . Dec. 31 .1 reel

Nic-Nax (Curiosity) Educational .... Dec. 12 . . 1 reel

Night Prowler, The (Scandal of America) . . Artclass 1 reel

Nuremberg the Toy City (Sketch Book) . . Pathe Oct. 31 . .1 reel Oct. 30
Old Black Joe (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal Nov. 1 ..lreel July 10
On Guard (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes
On With the Dance Castle Film. . . Nov. 5.1 reel Nov. 13
Out of the Inkwell (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Overnight From Paris (Variety) Fox Dec. 12.1 reel

Pack Up Your Troubles (Song Car-Tune) . Red Seal Dec. 15 1 reel Sept. 4
Parasol Ant, The (Ufa short)
Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe Sept. 12 .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe Sept. 19 . .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe Sept. 26 . . 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe Oct. 3. .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe Oct. 10. .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe Oct. 17.1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Oct. 23
Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe Oct. 31. .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe Nov. 7 . . 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 46 Pathe Nov. 14 . . 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 47 Pathe Nov. 21.1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 48 Pathe Nov. 28. .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 49 Pathe Dec. 5 . . 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 50 Pathe Dec. 12. .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 51 Pathe Dec. 19 . . 1 reel

Payroll Holdup, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass April 27.1 reel

Peculiar Households (Ufa short)
Pilgrimages to Palestine (Series) Pathe 1 reel

Pinnacle Rider, The (Mustang) Universal Oct. 24 . .2 reels Oct. 16
Pioneer Blood (Mustang) Universal Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 16
Piperock Goes Wild (Tuttle Western) Universal Sept. 19.2 reels

Popular Song Parodies (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Pup's Tale, A (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 23
Radio Personalities (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass Sept. 29 . . 1 reel

Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 1 . . 1 reel

Radio Personalities, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 2.1 reel

Radio Personalities, Vol. D Artclass April 6 . . 1 reel

Rainbow (Novelty) Castle Films . . Dec 1 reel

Rambling in Old Japan C.&C
Reelviews (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue J Red Seal 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 18 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue L Red Seal Dec. 18 1 reel

Reelviews, IssueM Red Seal Jan. 18 1 reel

Restless Race, The (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 3.1 reel Oct. 16
Return of the Riddle Rider, The (Serial) . . . Universal 10 episodes
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ridge, The (Donoghue Racing Drama) . . . Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1 reel Oct. 9
Rose of Monterey Castle Films . . Nov. 15.1 reel

Royal Nursery, A (Ufa short)
Rushing Waters

,
C.&C ,

Rustic Romance (Ufa short)
Saddle Tramp, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 26. .2 reels

Scandal of America (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Scotty of the Scouts (Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Screen Star Sports. Vol. A Artclass Oct. 13.. 1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 15 . .1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 16 .1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. D Artclass April 20 . 1 reel

Screen Snapshots (Series) Columbia 1 reel

Searchlights (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Searchlights, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 10.1 reel

Searchlights, Issue L Red Seal Dec. 10 1 reel

Searchlights, Issue M Red Seal Jan. 10 1 reel

Seas of the World Red Seal
Shadowland C&C 1 reel Sept. 18
Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2 reels

Sheik of Araby, The (Song Parody) Artclass Dec. 8.1 reel

Shoot 'Em Up, Kid (Mustang) Universal Sept. 5.2 reels Aug. 28
Short Shots (Series of 26) Castle Films lreel
Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films. . Oct. 1.1 reel Oct. 16
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films . . Oct. 15 . . 1 reel Oct. 30
Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films . . .Oct. 29 . . 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films . . Nov. 12.1 reel

Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films . . . Nov. 26.1 reel

Short Shots, No. 6 Castle Films . . . Dec. 10.1 reel

Short Shots, No. 7 Castle Films . . Dec. 24 . . 1 reel

Show Cowpuncher, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 7.2 reels Oct. 23
Silent Flyer, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Silver Swimmer, The (Ufa short)
Sketch Book (Series) Pathe 1 reel

Skenographs I Series) C.&C
Sky Skidder, The (Serial) Bischoff 10 episodes
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Reviewed

.June 26

Length
10 episodes.

. 1 reel

.1 reel Oct. 16

.lreel

.lreel Oct. 16
1 reel

Sept. 25

Title Distributor Rel. Date
Snowed In (Serial) Pathe
Songs of Yesterday C. & C
So This Is America (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 22
So This Is Berlin (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 19
So This Is Europe (Novelty) Castle Films. . Oct. 8
Spanish Holiday, A (Variety) Fox Nov. 14 .

Sport's Dream C. & C
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel.

St. Paul's C. &C lreel.
Table Manners Bray Prod 2 reels
Teaching Table Manners Via Films Red Seal 1 reel

.

Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films 2 reels
Then and Nows (Curios ity) Educational .... Nov. 7 . . 1 reel

.

Trails of the Gods C.&C Sept 1 reel

.

Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Song Car-
Tune) Red Seal Feb. 1.1 reel

.

Trail of Trickery (Mustang-Edmund Cobb Universal Dec. 25 . .2 reels
Transportation (Novelty Magazine) Bray Prod Nov. 15.1 reel

.

Travels in Toyland (Variety) Fox Nov. 28 . . 1 reel

.

Treacherous Waters (Ufa short)
Tripping the Rhine (Hy Mayer's Sketch
Book) Pathe Nov. 28.1 reel

.

Under Colorado Skies (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Unexpected Visitor (Scandal of America) . . Artclass Feb. 23 . 1 reel
Valiant Skipper, The C. & C 2 reels
Vanishing Millions (Serial) Sierra Pictures 15 episodes
Velocity (Novelty) Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Wandering Hills (Ufa short)
We Must Be Thrilled (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Dec 1 reel
Whatnots (Curiosity) Educational Oct. 3 . .1 reel Oct. 9
When Bonita Rode (Mustang) Universal Oct. 10 . . 2 reels Sept. 25
When Oscar Went Wild (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Where the Silver River Gleams C. & C 1 reel
Whirlwind Driver, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 12.2 reels Sept. 18
Whirlwinds (Series) F. B. O
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Who Is Safe? (Scandal of America) Artclass Dec. 22.1 reel
Winged Death (Ufa short)
Wonder Book Series Short Film 1 reel
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexico

Feature Star Distributed by
Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro M-G-M

Length Reviewed

Dec. 27

Nov. 27

Coming Attractions

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Ace High Hoot Gibson Universal
Advice to Lovers Bebe Daniels Paramount
Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
Afraid to Love Florence Vidor Columbia
Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon Jean Hershott Universal
Alonzo, the Armless Lon Chaney M-G-M
Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
An Angel Passes Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox
Anna Karenina Lillian Gish M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lillian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat, The Famous Attractions
Arizona Bound Gary Cooper Paramount
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F.B.O
Arizona Whirlwind, The . . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C. Griffith-T. Moore . First National
Atlantis First National
Avenger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Back to Nature Richard Dix Paramount
Bad Lands Paramount
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick
Bandit Buster, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Barbed Wire P. Negri-C. Brook . . . Paramount
Bargain Bride, The Mary Philbin Universal
Barriers of Fire Monte Blue Warner Bros
BeauGeste Special Cast Paramount 10 reels Sept. 11
Beauty Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky United Artists
Bed and Board Doris Kenyon First National
Behind the Lines Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Cast M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue, The John Barrymore United Artists
Ben-Hur Special Cast M-G-M 12000 feet. Jan. 16
Better 'Ole, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros 8649 feet. . .Oct. 23
Beware of Widows LaPlante-T. Moore. .Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George O'Hara FB. O
Big Gun, The George Lewis Universal
Big Parade, The John Gilbert M-G-M 12550 feet. Nov. 28
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
Birds of Prey Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples Monte Blue Wamer Bros
Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Black Ivory Warner Bros
Black Tears Gorman Pictures
Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Pathe
Border Thunderbolt, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Border Whirlwind, The. . . Bob Custer F. B. O
Born Lucky Raymond Griffith ... Paramount
Branded Bob Custer F. B.O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Wamer Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The First National
Cabaret GildaGray Paramount
Cactus Trails Bob Custer F. B. O
California T. McCoy-A. Pringle M-G-M
California orBust George O'Hara F. B. O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The M-G-M

Call in the Night, A Truart 5000 feet
Camillc Pola Negri Paramount
Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast Sterling Pict
Captain Salvation M-G-M
Captain's Courage, A R. Holt-D. Dwan. . . .Rayart
Carlotta Constance Talmadge First Nat ional
Casey at theBat W.Beery-S.Holloway.Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The . . Laura La Plante Universal

Chains Bennett-Colman United Artists.
Champagne Lya de Putti Paramount
Charity Ball, The M-G-M
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge Universal
Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson Universal
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Children of Divorce Paramount
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast M-G-M

Circus, The Charles Chaplin United Artists
City of Shadows, The F.B.O
Claw, The Kerry-Windsor Universal
Climbers, The Irene Rich Wamer Bros
Closed Gates Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Clown, The Columbia Pictures
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris, The Asher-Small
CollegeW idows Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Coney Island Special Cast M-G-M
Confession Pola Negri Paramount
Confessions of a Bachelor Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Flapper Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Divorcee Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Widow Assoc. Exhib
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Cossacks, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Country Doctor, The Faye-R. Schildkraut .Prod. Dist. Corp
Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Cow Punching for Cupid . . .Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cradle Snatchers, The Fox
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer F.B.O
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana Universal
Crazy Fool, The M-G-M
Crisis, The Special Cast M-G-M
Cross-Eyed Captain, The . Ricardo Cortez Paramount
Cruel Truth, The Sterling Pictures
Cruise of Jasper B, The Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . . First National
Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak Lee-Bradford 5032 feet
Dangers of Working Girls Lumas
Daring Venus, The First National
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Darling of the Gods, The . . . Special Cast United Artists
Day of Souls, The Gilbert-Adoree M-G-M
Dead Command, The Special Cast M-G-M
Dearie L. Fazenda Wamer Bros
Demi-Bride, The Norma Shearer M-G-M
Desert Valley Buck Jones Fox
Detour Prod. Dist. Corp
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor . Fox
Devil's Partner, The Truart 5000 feet
Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray M-G-M
Dixie Universal
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino F. B.O

Don Juan John Barrymore Warner Bros 10018 feet Aug. 21

Don Mike Fred Thomson F.B.O
Don't Tell the Wife I. Rich-H.Gordon . . Wamer Bros
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer F.B.O

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks ..... Lumas
Down the Stretch Agnew-Nixon Universal
Driven From Home Chadwick
Drivin' Mad American Cinema
Duke of Black Butte, The . . Fred Humes Universal
Eager Lips Chadwick
Eden's Fruit Famous Attractions
Eucharistic Congress of

Chicago, The Special Cast Euch.Cong. M.P.
Dept 8reels Nov. 27

Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists
False Hopes Gorman Pictures
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Fashions for Women Esther Ralston Paramount
Fast and Furious Reginald Denny Universal
Fast Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet

Fighting Don, The Richard Talmadge . . Universal
Fighting Failure, The C. Landis-P. Mont-

gomery Nat. Levine (S. R.)
Fighting Foundling, The . . . Jack Hoxie Universal
Fighting Love, A Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp
Fighting Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
Fighting Ranger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Final Extra, The Lumas
Fingerprints L. Fazenda- J. MurrayWamer Bros
Finnegan's Ball Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Flashing Fangs Ranger (Dog) F.B.O
Flash in the Night, A American Cinema
Flash Kid, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The ... J. Gilbert-G. Garbo .. M-G-M
Flying Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Follow the Signs Universal
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest Havoc F. Stanley-P. Mont-

gomery Elbee Pict
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod
For Her People Raqucl Mellcr 7073 feet

Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal 7560 feet Oct. 30

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
Frenzied Flames C. Landis-M. Carr-

V. B. Faire Elbee Pict
Fresh Air Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice Victor McLagen Fox
Fullback, The Fox
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . . . Special Cast M-G-M
Galloping Thunder Tom Tyler F.B.O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists

a
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Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists

Get Off the Earth Raymond Griffith . . . Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F. B. O
Getting Gertie's Garter . . . M. Prevost-C. Ray. . Prod. Dist. Corp
Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge.. F.B.O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures
Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Girl Who Smiles, The Columbia Pictures
Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Moran-de Putti-Mul-
hall-Collier, Jr Paramount

God's Great Wilderness American Cinema
Going! Going! Gone! George O'Hara F. B. O
Gold C.Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla Hunt, The Special Cast F. B. O 4800 feet : June 26
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Great Galeoto, The (tenta-

tive) Novarro-Terry M-G-M
Greatest Show on Earth .... Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Baxter Bob Custer F. B. O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan Prod. Dist. Corp
Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Heart of a Cowboy, The. . . Bob Custer F. B. O
Heart of Maryland, The .... Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Held by the Law . : M. De La Motte Universal
Hello Bill F. B.O
Hell's Kitchen First National
Help! Fire! Police! Universal
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard F. B. O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
His Dog Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
His First Flame Harry Langdon Pathe
His Last Affair Norma Shearer M-G-M
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F.B.O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Homestruck V. Dana-G. Withers F. B. O
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Hotel Imperial Pola Negri Paramount
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
I Can Do It Special Cast M-G-M
I'll Tell the World Olmstead-Arthur M-G-M
Impostor, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
In His Arms Special Cast M-G-M
In the First Degree Sterling Pict
Irish Eyes George O'Hara F.B.O
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

Isle of Life, The Stone-Kenyon 1- irst National
la Zat So? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow . . . Paramount
It Could Have Happened . . . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F.B.O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jessel Warner Bros
Jerry Settles Down Tom Tyler F.B.O
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Core
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith
Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F. B. O
King of Kings, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Kiss in the Taxi, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Knockout Riley Richard Dix Paramount
Ladies First Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Ladies Must Love Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M-G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The Florence Nightingale Prod
Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Last of Mrs. Cheyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Last Outlaw, The Paramount
Last Trail, The Tom Mix Fox
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet
Les Miserables (in 2 parts) . Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal
Life of an Actress Chadwick
Life of a Woman Tiffany 6500 feet
Lightning Chaser, The George O'Hara F.B.O
Lightnin' Lariats Tom Tyler F.B.O
Lightning Express, The Columbia Pictures
Lightning Rider, The J. Walker-S Breamer Elbee Pict
Limehouse Lou Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Little Adventuress, The .... Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Lodger, The Lee Bradford
Long Loop of the Pecos,
The Leo Maloney Pathe

Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal
Lord Hokum E. E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Lost Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Louis the Fourteenth W. Beery Paramount
Love in a Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Love o' Women B. Sweet-W. Baxter . . Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake. . . W. Powell-E. Brent Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox
Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Pic
Madamoiselle From Armen-

tieres Lee-Bradford
Mad Girl of Moscow, The . . Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Magic Garden, The M. Morris-R. Keane F.B.O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man Bait Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp 5947 feet

Manon John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Paramount
Man Who Laughs, The Universal
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Married Alive ; Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Mask and the Face, The . . . Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
McFadden's Flats Murray-Conklin First National
Memories Ramon Novarro .... M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch . True Story Pictures . 5900 feet

Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Missing Link, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M
Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . . R. Ince-D. Revier. . . Columbia
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National
Mother Belle Bennett F.B.O
Mountain Eagle Nita Naldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet
Mountains of Manhattan Lumas
Music Master, The Alec B. Francis Fox
Mysterious Island, The ..... Special Cast M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Napoleon Special Cast M-G-M 14 reels
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest, The Pauline Frederick ... Excellent Pictures 7000 feet
New Morals Lya de Putti Paramount
New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-

lor Paramount
Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Night Bride, The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart , 5000 feet
Nine Points of the Law Hoot Gibson Universal
Noah's Ark Special Cast Warner Bros
Nobody's Widow L. Joy-C. Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
No Control P. Haver-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Nocturne Special Cast. M-G-M
No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R. Hughes-G.Gray. . Lee-Bradford 5141 feet
Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels Aug. 2

1

Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides Special Cast Paramount
Open Book Special Cast M-G-M
Ou, La! La! Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins First National
Out ofthe West Tom Tyler F.B.O
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp
Paradise for Two Dix-Bronson-Ber-

anger Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod Dist. Corp
Payoff, The O.Harlan-R.McKim-

D. Drew Elbee Pict
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill First National
Perfect Fool, The Ed. Wynn Paramount
Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists
Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M
Polish Blood Universal
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount
Potters, The W. C. Fields Paramount
Power of the Weak, The Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet
Price of Honor, The Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tem Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Prisoners First National
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Purple Mask, The United Artists
Pursued G. Glass-S. Holmes-

G. Astor Elbee Pict
Quality Street M-G-M
Quicksands Richard Dix Paramount
Race Wild E. Percy-D. Torrence Elbee Pict
Raging Seas Tiffany
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall .... Assoc. Exhib
Red Signals Sterling Pictures
Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp

Remember D. Phillips-E. Met-
calf Columbia Pictures

Resurrection La Rocque-Del Rio . United Artists
Return of a Soldier Special Cast M-G-M
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Rider of the Plains Tim McCoy M-G-M
Riders of the Wind First National
Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet
Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F.B.O
Rip Roaring Rider, The .... Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Rise and Fall of Jesse James J. S. Woody
River, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F. B. O
Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M



Motion Picture News

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of Monterey, The
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason . . F. B. O
Rough House Rosie Clara Bow Paramount
Royal Romance G. O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Rubber Tires B. Love-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Runaway Enchantress, The.Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust Special Cast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Salvation Jane Viola Dana F. B. O
Scarlet Letter, The Lillian Gish M-G-M 9000 feet. Aug. 21
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn F. B. O .'

See You Later Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Sensation Seekers, The . . . . B. Dove-H. Gordon . . Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven J. Gaynor-C. Farrell . Fox
Seward's Folly Special Cast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . . . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions
Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
She's My Baby Ginsberg-Kann
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions
Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures
Silent Avenger, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald . . M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Bilk Goudal-Schildkruat. Prod. Dist. Corp
Bilk Hat Cowboy, The Tom Mix Fox
Silver Shield, The Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Simple Sis Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas
Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge . . . Universal
Slow Down Reginald Denny Universal
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora.Ken Maynard First National
Song of the Dragon, The . . . Dorothy Mackaill . . . First National
Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount 11000 feet. Oct. 23
Span of Life, The LonChaney M-G-M
Special Delivery Eddie Cantor Paramount
Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Speedy Eddy Devore-Horton ...... Assoc. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F. B. O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stage Madness V. Valli-Carmenati
Stark Love Special Cast Paramount
Strange Bedfellows M-G-M
Stronger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions
Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox
Sunya Gloria Swanson United Artists
Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port.W. C. Fields Paramount
Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F. B. O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Hatnes M-G-M
Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl . . Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Ten Modern Command-
ments Esther Ralston Paramount

Their Second Honeymoon . . Special Cast , . . M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F. B. O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass . True Story Pictures .6100 feet

Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men, The Emil Jannings E. M . Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F. B.O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Tidy Toreador, The Hoot Gibson Universal

Feature Star Distributed by

Timid Terror, The George O'Hara F. B. O
Tip Toes D.Gish-W. Rogers. . .Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Tongues of Scandal Sterling Pict
Top of the World, The Tiffany
Topsy and Eva Duncan Sisters United Artists
Tornado Jones Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F. B. O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K.Dane-P.Starke.. M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet
True Blood Fred Humes Universal
Turkish Delight Julia Faye Prod. Dist. Corp
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert M-G-M
Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F. B. O
Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Uneasy Payments Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox
Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Valencia Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald . . . M-G-M
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow | Dog | Assoc. Exhib
Vanity Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp
Vanity Fair Pola Negri Paramount
Vengeance of Durand, The . Irene Rich Warner Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch. . True Story Pictures 5700 feet
Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter from the Ritz, The . . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The ... Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier-

R. Agnew Columbia Pictures . .

Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures
War Birds M-G-M

Length Reviewed

War Horse, The Buck Jones Fox
War of the Worlds Paramount
Warning Signal, The G. Hulette-K. Mead Elbee Pict
Way of an Eagle, The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The von Stroheim Paramount
Wedlock Lowe-Perry-Living-

ston Fox
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller . . . Warner Bros

What Happened to Father . Sydney-Gordon ...... Warner Bros
What Price Glory? Special Cast Fox
What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

White Chief, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels Special Cast Warner Bros
White Gold Jetta Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M
White Slave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount
Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Wife, The Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Wind, The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Wings C. Bow-C. Farrell Paramount 12 reels .

•

Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Winning Spirit, The Raymond Griffith ... Paramount
With Their Eyes Open Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue Warner Bros
Wolves of the Air J. Walker-M. Harris Sterling Pictures
Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson United Artists

Woman Who Did Not Care Gotham
Women and Wives M-G-M
Women Love Diamonds M-G-M
World at Her Feet, The. . . . Florence Vidor Paramount
World's Illusion, The M-G-M
World Struggle for Oil, The Special Cast Pathe 5 reels

Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions
Wreck, The S. Mason-M. Mac-

Gregor Columbia Pictures
Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F. B O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The JeanHersholt Universal

Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Yoke, The Special Cast Warner Bros
Your Brother and Mine American Cinema
You Too Special Cast M-G-M

erOpinionsonNeuJPict

'What Price Glory," Fox Films,
Carthay Circle Theatre,

Los Angeles
'limes: "'What Price Glory' is

overwhelmingly real. It is un-

doubtedly destined tor a triumph
and a far-flung career. Thi

nothing t" equal a picture of this

inywhere. It is a picture that

reflect and power, a pic-

that will i

phere is truer than that

of any war production thus

seen. It is one of the truly note-

featun - of the past few
Raoi \A alsh, h> \ irtue of

his dii. i tion, takes his place among
the outstanding igui i 3 in the in-

dustry."

miner :

" 'What Price filory'

is a smashing screen triumph. The
principals in the cast all a<

distinction. Appla i ie fast

.it of the house.

'What Price Glory' is a thrilling

epic."

Express: "'What Price ('dory'

incidentally and by common consenl

df an overflowing audience takes

its place as one of the landmarks
of the camera drama. It is cer-

tain to run for months. It ii

as a spectacle and a drama, greal

in human characterizations and in

entertainment qualities and i- the

mosl tremendous of its .uenre as

.1 phillipic againsil the inhuman busi-

iii ss of war. There has never

been a better example of what the

cinema can do. It lifts its direc-

tor. Raoul Walsh, into the fore-

most rank of the nun who stand

apart for distinguished achieve-

ment."

Herald: "'What Price Glory'

will stand on its stupendousness,

its vividness and its appeal. It is

a notable triumph by many shades.

[I is Raoul Walsh's greatest work.

I

: effectivi ness of realism i- ever

|i! I -1 lit."
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PARAMOUNT
THEATRE

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION

OPENED NOV. 19, 1926

"AT THE CROSS-ROADS OF THE IVORLD"

SIMPLEX DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 Gold Street - - New York, N. Y.



the first time in
worlds history

theincorporationof
"' ' :tcmes

rgan

vioutf ^^ c^ cello
all the effects of the string division of

an orchestra actually reproduced

VIOLA "^gio ^, BASSVIOL

fatertMwfen

>

ItotertMartaiOrgan Co
New York.
1560 Broadway

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

Chicago
S45 SoWabash

SanFrancisco
168Golden Gate

write today
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forthcoming
announcemen
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ADOLPH ZUKOR JESSE L LASKY

HERBERT BRENON
PRODUCTION

WeGREAT
> GATSBY

WITH

I

WARNER BAXTER.
LOIS WILSON
NEIL HAMILTON
GEORGIA HALE
From the novel by EScott
Fitzgerald and the play
by OwenJavis, Screenplay

by Becky Gardiner, Adapt-
ed by Elizabeth Meehan,

WILLIAM LE BARON
Associate Producer,

QarcLunt
^picture

"I would not rate

'The Great Gatsby'

a bit below 'Beau

Geste' and I would

place it well ahead

of at least three

road shows now
playing on Broad-

way »

—New York Evening World

VC^tor/s.i"

Typical of the re-

views every picture

in Paramount's
Birthday Group is

getting and earning!



\ >

Al Christies

FirstRuns
week
Dec. 26 A

RELEASED BY PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION



"This is undoubtedly one of the

outstanding pictures of the year,

one of the best feature pictures

produced by the DeMille organ-

ization. From the box-office

angle, it will probably pan out

as a record breaker."

Filmograph

"P. D.C. has a winner in
1 Corporal Kate \ It has the

elements ofsure-fire appeal with

every type ofaudience. Properly

exploited this film will be a

real money-getter for any

exhibitor."

Film Mercury

Previewed at Beverly Hills

Theatre'— Los Angeles,

\ Distributors Producers International Corporation

46th St N Y. William M. VOGEL. (general Manager

Showmen, here is a production that
is in every sense an epochal achieve-
ment, presenting in dramatic terms a
pictorial record of the glorious part
played by the women in the world
'war. Here is a theme that transcends
any story of the war thus far transfer-
red to the screen. A gripping, human
document, tense with dramatic inter-
est and brimming with tears, laughs
and poignant heart interest—the ro-
mance of three women "buddies" in
the shell zone of France, with Vera
Reynolds giving one of the outstand-
ing performances of the year.

'•Corporal Kate" embodies every ele-

ment of a great Showman's attraction.



tffrfe Julia Faye and KennethThomson
A PAUL. SLOANE Production
Fromlhe, storybyZeldaSears <t/a*MarionOrth

Scenario by Albert Shelby LeVino ~
DIRECTED BY PAUL SLOANE

Supervisedby C.GARDNER SULLIVAN
Produced by De M i He Pictures Corporation

j

h

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President «nd Treasurer JOHN C FUNN. Vice-President »nd General Man.get

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors erf America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS. President
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"ACROSS THE PACIFIC " opened
new Capitol Theatre. This is a
marvelous picture, real box office
bet. Audience simply wild over pic-
ture. Glad we have Warner Win-
ners under contract I

Capitol Theatre, Lincoln, Neb.

"MY OFFICIAL WIFE" a Warner
Winner rightly named! Just fin-
ished playing to excellent business.
Keep up the good work I

Olympia Theatre, Worcester, Mass.

"PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY" best
box office production we have had
in three years. Broke all records!
Second week opened bigger than
first!

Orpheum Theatre, Chicago, 111.

MonteBlue ^""WavT-V!

eRfVATt

,t*
Y MUv»,v^ Starring f IF

George Jessel
Patsy Ruth Miller « Vera Gordon

Nat Carr
Story by RAYMOND L. SCHROCK

end EDWARD CLARK

Myrna Loy • Jane Winton
i the famous melodra

byCbaxle. E.BLANEY

I Directed by
«0Y DEI. RUTH



AnotherWarnerWinner
Jifmu Gcttifwihc Big
JMoncyJm Q>xhUUtarj

t

vr*W!R .
BR0f

t

George Sidney * • L«

Vera Gordon «% ^% Nat Carr

Helene Costello • Myrsta S«y

Suggested by

E. PHILLIPS OPPENHE5.WS

"The Inevitable Millionaires"'

Directed by

HERMAN RAYMAiCER

HE J

tJ."

Another great wire—
This time from Baltimore
Where "MILLIONAIRES,"
Another WARNER WINNER,
Hits the high spots of

Profit performance!

Read the wire
And you will know
Why and how this picture
Gets the money!
It has everything,
Including profits!

"ACROSS THE PACIFIC, 1 '

"MY OFFICIAL WIFE, 1 '

and
"PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY"
Also setting the profit pace
With new records!

"WHILE LONDON SLEEPS,"
Starring Rin Tin Tin,
On the way!
Most stirring melodrama
In which the wonder dog
Has ever appeared!

Greatest news of all—
The adorable
DELORES COSTELLO
Starring in
"THE THIRD DEGREE"
will soon be released!
Another of the year's greatest
In 26 WARNER WINNERS!



Helmer System of Theatre Cooling

MARK STRAND, NEW YORK
tons refrigerating apparatus. 100.000

cubic feet of cooled air per minute. 3.500
people maximum capacity.

MARK STRAND, B'KLYN, N. Y.
250 ton refrigerating apparatus. 100,000

cubic feet air per minute. 3,500 people

maximum capacity.

•EVE'S LOVER-AND
PfTALNY ORCHESTR,

DAVIS, PITTSBURGH, PA.
2,000 people maximum capacity.

Inside of theatres kept at

70 to 75 degrees F. tem-
perature and a low relative

humidity of 55% irrespec-

tive of outside hot humid
weather. Inside comfort
conditions.

CAPITOL, NEW YORK
400_ tons refrigerating apparatus. 180,000
cubic feet of cooled air per minute. 6,000

people maximum capacity.

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK
300 tons refrigerating apparatus. 120,000
cubic feet air per minute. 4,000 people

maximum capacity.

SPRAY CHAMBER
Spray chamber showing the Helmer ( I'at. t

revolving spray nozzles which spray iced
water, through which the air must pass, re-

ducing the air to a low temperature and
eliminating surplus moisture.

EMBASSY, NEW YORK
50 tons refrigerating apparatus. 30,000 cubic
feet air per minute. 1.000 people maximum

capacity.

LOEW'S METROPOLITAN,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

300 tons refrigerating apparatus. 120,000

cubic feet air per minute. 4,000 people

maximum capacity.

GRAND, PITTSBURGH. PA
2.500 people maximum capacity.

THE LAST WORD IN
THEA TRE-COOLING

EQUIPMENT

Helmer Air Conditioning Corp.
103 PARK AVENUE Engineers and Contractors NEW YORK CITY



ROUND BY
ROUND STORY

wonHow M-6-
the World's Heavyweight

Championship



Round hound one. The Lion in great shape . . . starts off with

a rush . . . Opposition sees Stars . . . John Gilbert,

Marion Davies, Lillian Gish, Norma Shearer, Buster

Keaton, Mae Murray, Lon Chaney, Ramon Novarro
. . . Crowd cheers Lion . . .

round two. Audience on its toes as Lion socks across

a "He Who Gets Slapped" right to the box -office . .

.

Follows through with a "Navigator" "His Hour"...

Applause ... In the Lion's corner Marcus Loew, Nick
Schenck, Louis B.Mayer, Irving Thalberg, Harry Rapf,

Hunt Stromberg and others plan smart showman
campaign to capture World's Championship . . .

Round

round THREE.Thetalkof the industry at ringside is about
the Lion's clever directors . . . he's got the smartest

ones in the business ... no wonder he's battling in

such sensational form . . . Zowie! Lion opens up
right in the Embassy with some Gloria Gould fire-

works and sends a "Merry Widow" wallop waltzing

through history. . . follows through with "Unholy
Three" uppercut . . . boys, did you ever see anything
like this slugging, record-smashing Lion?

round four. This session starts with a Trackless

Train body blow that's heard 'round the world ....

(it's somewhere in Europe now) . . . Lion's consistent

delivery amazes opposition .... one after another

"Never The Twain" "Midshipman" "His Secretary."

.... Lion slips across "Mike" and round ends in

uproar ....

CS$&
\< Round
# 4

ROUND FIVE. Lion blankets Broadway with seven attrac-

tions at one clip, giving writers at ringside something

to talk about for next ten years..."Big Parade"atAstor,

"Ben-Hur" at Geo. M. Cohan, "Mare Nostrum" at

Criterion,"La Boheme" at Embassy,"Ibanez' Torrent"

at State, "Merry Widow" at Capitol, "Brown of

Harvard" at New York . . . Great! says everybody as

Round ends with audience getting signatures from
the popular Lion . . . (on contracts).



Rounds .^
6

j,fi?
round six. A whirlwind session . . . Lion baffles crowd

with "Masked Players" Contest . . . fools everybody

and they love it ... a showman as well as a scraps

per .... it's an unbeatable combination for getting

the dough.

round seven. Lion plants a "Scarlet Letter
7
' through

Central box-office and cleans up opposition with still RoUncT^
another Road-Show hit . . . Louis B. Mayer confides

to press at ringside that Lion has really just begun to

do his stuff . . . word spreads through audience that

the Lion has a "Battling Butler" up his sleeve .....

he has! ....

#v*

Round round eight. Everybody betting on Lion to walk away
with World Championship 1926-27 .... never such a

flash .... opens up with Capitol exhibition smashing

over "Waltz Dream" "LaBoheme" "Battling Butler"

"Mare Nostrum" getting opposition on extended run
with a punch in both weeks .... audience gets great

kick when Lion winds up round with a lovely
"Waning Sex" that shakes box-office . ... ,

round nine. Lion starts"Four Horsemen"going and runs

away with this round . . . Opposition groggy . . . Police

reserves at Capitol as world's largest theatre breaks

record with phenomenal "Four Horsemen" . . . Lion

delivers a Western punch with aTimMcCoy in it that's

aptly called "War Paint" . . . Lets loose a marvelous

"Temptress" smash as round ends in cheers ....

Round
lO

ROUND TEN. Whoopee! Watch that Lion sting across a

"Bardelys" that will be the gossip of years...followed by a

"Tin Hats" comedy slam . . . Crash! . . . Opposition sees more
stars than there are in heaven . . . It's whispered that the

.Champ has three grand Road-Show socks coming ... soon

f "The Scarlet Letter"...watch for "Tell It To The Marines"
...and then comes the gigantic "The Fire Brigade"... hits

. . . hits . . .The Parade of Hits . . . right into the little old box-

office...making history...making money.. .Three Cheers for

the Lion ... a real Champ

!



ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
IS THE WORLD'S CHAMP—

that's where the heavyweight money is!

LET the Lion fight your opposition

HE knows how
M-G-M exhibitors are in the big money class

THEY get Big stuff to handle

THE public is wise to the fact that

THE important,.talked-about entertainments

COME from Metro-Goldwyn^Mayer

A lot of exhibitors who followed their hunch

TO play M~G-M
ARE rich today .... and getting richer

THEY'RE the Champion Showmen

JOIN the livest crowd of all ... .

GET that wonderful championship feeling with

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES



An Important Message to

Exhibitors and Projectionists

How to get the best results from
Incandescent Lamp Projection Equipment

Your theatre or studio may be ideally suited

to incandescent lamp projection—your pro-

jection unit may be the last word in efficiency,

but unless you use lamps that effectively meet

the hardest tests of service you will not get the

steady, economical and thoroughly satisfactory

results that are possible with this new method

of projection.

The great majority of projectionists have learned

that Edison Mazda Lamps assure the

best possible results from any type of in- |K
candescent lamp projection equipment.

And no wonder! They were developed by

the General Electric Company through years

of research and experimentation and represent

the very limits of engineering ability in this

particular field.

Edison Mazda Lamps are available at supply

dealers in all sections of the country. If your

own supply dealer cannot supply you, write

direct to the Edison Lamp Works of General

Electric Company, Harrison, N. J., and you

will be notified promptly of another con'

venient source of supply.

Insist on

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT
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'Si/. / Spot In This Big Boy
From The Kivu Jungles!

Ripping ! Tearing ! Slashing !

Records to Ribbons !

All set for New York Premiere
Cameo Theatre !

'
Hits Florida Like the Big Wind
at Fairfax, Miami, and Arcade,

|,\ Jacksonville, Publix Theatres

!

Joseph P. Kennedy
Presents The Great Jungle Shocker

SfcC^ si«r WMvrMi!r

ra
\»-

,

A
Winkler
Picture

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Poker Faces
"Give us more of them and we will pay our
bills and income tax too."

Majestic Theatre, Roseburg, Ore.

The Old Soak
"A very good picture that pleased every-
one Star Theatre, Nashville, Mich.

Her Big Night
"Clean, clever, and drew extra business.
Better yet, pleased all!"

S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D.

The
Texas Streak

"Another good Gibson. Decidedly different.
Pleasing and then some!"

Lyric Theatre, London, Tenn.

UtivewiiGreaterMovielist /



Get Your Dates in NOW
ifyou want to

get the

ANDY GUMP, star of the

famous cartoon adaptations.

Samuel Van Ronkel

Productions

2-Reel Comedies

BUSTER, MARY JANE and

TIGE, starring in

Stern Brothers'

"Buster Brown Comedies"

2-Reel Junior Jewels

GEORGE McMANUS, fa-
mous cartoonist, creator of

"Let George Do It"

2-Reel Comedies
Produced by

STERN BROS.

SNOOKUMS, the delightful

baby in "The Newlyweds and

Their Baby" 2 Reel Comedies

Produced by Stern Brothers

EZH3

LAUGH
MONTH



37' OUT OF 45 ARE COVERED

^HERE ARE SPRINGFIELDS in twenty-five

states. All told, these cities and towns have 45

theatres.

Motion Picture News covers over 82% of the

theatres in "the Springfields."

and—
What's more, we point with pride to our exact know-
ledge of and analysis of these theatres as well as to

the coverage.

For instance, in Springfield, Mass.— largest of "the

Springfields" -there are eleven theatres: two Class A;
four Class B; four Class C; one Class D. Ten out of

the eleven are covered by The News.

We know our theatres; therefore, we know our

circulation and its value to and its use by our

advertisers.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Circulation Backed by Accurate Analysis



It started

like this- worig\

YOU will need to work
fast to get this one be'

fore your competitor—
for it spells Money4n*the
Bank"'Sure!

Now running ;n McClure's Migazine
and in over 200 newspapers through-
out the country! The book now. in its

fifth edition.

William Fox presentation

li)hilc WivesAreAway Husbands Will Phy

^WARNER FABIAN flaming youth
' with

MADGE BELLAMY
ALLAN FORREST - MATT MOORE
HALE HAMILTON- CHARLES W1NNINGER
WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL

Scenario by JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN Traduction

and ~-

loof\ at
them now!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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A Matter of Advertising
THERE is a very interesting question

on the boards right now, important
enough to have the serious attention of

this industry.

I refer to the matter of the amusement rate

placed by many big dailies and lesser news-

papers upon motion picture advertising. The
rateishigherbya considerable percentage than

the run-of-paper, or regular commercial rate.

Here in New York an effort is being made
by the Hanff-Metzger advertising agency,

handling the Paramount business, to have

the advertising rate made normal.

But it is not merely a New York City matter.

It applies to exhibitors all over the country;

it affects an outlay, annually, for the news-
paper advertising of picture theatres, which
is not less than ten million dollars; and it has

a lot to do with the gross sales and the future

of motion pictures.

It is a matter of large fundamental im-
portance.

In effect, the motion picture people say to

the newspaper: we want to buy good sized

space so that we can give adequate service to

the public. That's good enterprise for you,
for us, for the public. But we cannot afford

to and should not pay a rate made high by the
publicity tactics of our predecessors in the
entertainment business.

/Vnd the newspapers reply: it's your own
fault, or at least the fault of the theatrical

business, that the rate is abnormal. The
theatre man has never been a legitimate ad-
vertiser—neither straightforward nor intelli-

gent. Failing to give adequate service in his

little stereotyped, advertising card, we are

compelled to give our readers the adequate
service in our own columns. Therefore, the

rate is high and it will go higher.

What the newspaper says is true. No one
knows it better than the trade press. But, on the

other hand, the newspaper must realize that

in the motion picture theatre of today, there is

much more to advertise to a vastly greater

audience than has ever been true of the

legitimate, vaudeville, etc.

The picture theatre doesn't compete with

the legitimate; it is away beyond that. It is

even beyond competing witn the radio. The
picture theatre, with its at>peai to the many,
many, millions, is a direct competitor of the

luxuries, semi-luxuries, and necessities for
which the American dollar is spent and that

means all the nationally advertised products

of the land.

It is high time that the newspaper realized

this fact; a national aggregate of over ten
millions in advertising is a pretty good proof
of it. If motion picture theatres want to in-

crease their space and their dollars spent and
ask only the rate their real competitors get,

why not let them?

But it is also high time that our industrial

leaders realize how motion pictures may be
sold by advertising. Whatever their vision,

daring and resources in production and dis-

tribution they are, nearly all of them, the
worst advertising men in the industrial world.
They are, in fact, still thinking along exactly
the same lines that made it necessary for
newspapers to levy a higher rate on theatre
advertising.

It's time we came out of the woods, time
we threw away the old circus ballyhoo and
all its disreputable publicity tricks and
sold pictures to the broad public as other
reputable necessities are sold.
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Speaking Editorially

ANNOUNCEMENT of plans for the second

Roxy Theatre, which will be a 3,500-seat

neighborhood house, is one of the outstanding

news events of the week. In construction, the theatre

will be unique. The interior will be that of a man-
sion, with the homelike atmosphere stressed. Other
interesting features are described fully elsewhere.

* * *

/^ERTAINLY, this is another indication that the
^-^ industry is in the theatre era. The New Para-
mount is already a commanding landmark on Broad-
way, and is playing to wonderful business, without,

apparently, hurting other theatres on the street.

Within a comparatively short time, the first Roxy
Theatre will be opened at Seventh Avenue and
Fiftieth Street. These palaces are, of couse, shows
in themselves ; and that fact must always be taken into

consideration in judging their ultimate effect on total

theatre attendance.

IT IS becoming fairly obvious that the creating of
A new picture patrons, and the retaining of those

who are already fans, is not merely a matter of good
pictures. The theatre itself—the big, new preten-

tious house, we mean—is an attraction in itself, and
its pulling-power as a showplace is very great.

Clearly, it is up to the production side of the

industry to keep pace with the theatre; and that will

no doubt be done, if for no other reason than that the

theatre demands it.

\\f E ARE much interested in a statement made
* 'by Lieut. George W. Cowan, public amusement

officer in Providence, R.I., on the subject of "Sane
Regulation of Moving Pictures." Lieut. Cowan's
statement was read in the Rhode Island Legislature

at the time the Sunday Opening Bill was up, the

result being the passage of the measure permitting

Sunday showings of films as passed by the National
Board of Review.

Lieut. Cowan takes a strong position in opposition

to censorship. He wrote in part:

TJl'HLIC opinion in a democracy such as ours is

-*• the basis for all regulation. It governs the type

of play which is produced upon the stage, the kind

of books which are published, and the kind of articles

which appear in magazines and newspapers. In
order to effectively regulate any form of expression,

public opinion must be analyzed and its consensus
reflected by any act of regulation which is to follow.

"The Police Departments are institutions for the

protection of the general public. As such, theoreti-

cally at least, they are the servants of the people.

This should at once be recognized by all police offi-

cials in whose hands regulation, special or otherwise,

of the people's amusements is placed.

* * *

"'T^HE motion picture may be regarded as the chief
*- amusement of the people today, having a ten

times greater audience than the older form of enter-

tainment, the theatre; as such it should be regarded
with special deference. Is this always the case? Any-
one who has made a study of the amusements of the

large cities will at once admit that many plays and
the average burlesque show, not to speak of cabarets,

are often, one might almost say, invariably more ob-

jectionable than 99 photoplays out of 100 appearing
on the local screen. Why is it then that the motion
picture should be singled out for more restrictive

regulation than these plays, burlesque shows, and
cabarets, which are so much more damaging to public

morals? When it is so singled out it is a case of

special restriction on one form of amusement—the

form of amusement which goes before more people
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AN EDITOR
ON BROADWAY

The Week in Review By William A. Johnston

S. R. Kent

SR. KENT, general manager of F.P.-

L., is now out of the hospital fol-

• lowing an operation for appendi-

citis. We join with his organization in

expressing our great pleasure at his re-

covery and the hope that he will soon be

back at his desk, fitter than ever. Few
executives that we know of are capable of

inspiring the tremendous loyalty that Mr.
Kent does, and we can well imagine that

during the weeks that he was lying in the

hospital more than one man in the field

worked just a little harder than ever be-

fore to show the "chief" upon his return

that there had been no let-down in his

absence.

In the last issue of the Annals of the

Academy of Political and Social Sciences,

devoted entirely to various phases of the

motion picture, appears an interesting ar-

ticle by Mr. Kent on the future of motion
pictures, which will probably be reprinted in

this publication at an early date.

* * * *

DESPITE the opening of the new Par-

amount Theatre, business has not

suffered in the slightest at the other Broad-
way houses, either last week or this week.
Grosses have not been abnormally high, but
neither has the quality of most of the pic-

ture offerings.

As a matter of fact, any event of this

sort awakens new interest in motion pic-

tures and stimulates many a fan who has

dropped by the wayside to resume his pic-

ture-going habits. The overflow from such

a house has its effect, too.

THIS week's gross at the Paramount
will be about $75,000 or $76,000, judg-

ing by the business done up to Tuesday
night. Each day from Saturday to Tues-

day ran slightly above the opening week,

but there is no holiday, which means a

loss of about $5,000. The final total last

week was $80,180. a world's record for

Roxy to shoot at, although we rather ex-

pect that the Paramount will break its own
record New Year's week.

The problem of handling crowds at this

house is critical. Brass railings were to be

placed to regulate this, but at the last mo-
ment the fire department decided other-

wise. Now the management is trying to

find a substitute, without much success so

far, although there is a considerable im-

provement this week.
* * * *

BUSINESS for the first month, at least,

will be no criterion of the drawing
power of the pictures. After most of the fans

in the metropolitan area have seen the new
house, the real battle will commence. When
we consider the variation of $30,000 or

so between a poor picture and a great picture

at the Capitol we realize that a beautiful

house, presentations and music will insure

a certain minimum, but that good pictures

still count and always will. This week's

attraction at the Paramount is "The Cana-
dian."

THE best business in weeks is being done

at the Mark Strand by "The Winning
of Barbara Worth," which will be held

for a second week. Vilma Banky is on her

way East and may appear at the house

next week, which would boost the second

week correspondinglv. A gross between
$40,000 and $45,000 may be looked for this

week.
* * * *

IN its fourth week at the Rialto, "We're
in the Navy Now" continues to demon-

strate that people love to laugh and will

pay well for the privilege. The total for

the week will very likely be around $32,-

000 or $33,000, from present appearances.
* * * *

ANOTHER comedy of war life, "Tin
Hats," is rocking the walls of the

Capitol with mirth these days. Despite

the absence of a holiday, business at this

house is likely to touch $60,000 this Veek,
and might go to $65,000, if things hold up.

"Faust" comes to this theatre next week,
and it will be interesting to note the public

reception of this tragic but highly unusual
production.

* * * *

NO definite figures are available on the

business being done by "What Price

Glory," at the Harris, but lines before the

box-office afternoon and evening tell their

own story. Standing room has been sold on
several occasions.

In the absence of more definite informa-
tion we hazard the estimate that the week-
ly gross here will range from $18,000 to

$20,000, if our figures on the capacity of

the house are correct.

* * * *

THE long-run pictures are going on
is usual. "Sorrows of Satan" is in its

last week and "Scarlet Letter" comes off

shortly. The others, "Big Parade," "Beau
Geste," "Ben-Hur," "Don Juan," "Better
'Ole," seemed intrenched for an indefinite

stay. All are doing amazing business, which
varies only slightly from week to week.
Truly, the day of the long-run picture is

here, and "bigger and better" is no longer
an empty phrase.

* * * *

HERMAN STARR, Warner Bros, ex-

ecutive who recently returned from
an important trip abroad, reports a de-

cided need for larger theatres in London.
Long lines of patrons waiting outside even
the neighborhood houses is no uncommon
sight, he says. He ventures the prophecy
that the time is not far distant when 2,000
and 2,500-seat houses will be as common
there as here.

While abroad, Mr. Starr completed the
final details of the absorption of Vitagraph,
Ltd., into Warner Bros. New headquar-
ters have been established in a handsome
building in the West End of London, at 13
and 14 Newman Street.

* * * #

WE may expect a cycle of mountaineer
comedies in the near future, if the

industry runs true to past performances in

following the lead of the new Harold
Lloyd picture, "The Kid Brother." A whole
group of football and college pictures fol-

lowed "The Freshman." "Grandma's
Boy" let loose an avalanche of similar

themes. "Safety Last" started a cycle of

"thrill" comedies.

The new Lloyd work is laid in a hill-

billy town, and shows the comedian as the

youngest of three brothers in a family of

strong men. He is never taken into the

family councils, never given a voice in af-

fairs and suffers the general indignities of

the youngest in any family. In the end,

however, he whips the bully and recovers

the township's money stolen from his

father, saving the family honor and win-
ning his rightful place. The picture will

soon be ready for its first preview, we hear,

after which Lloyd, as usual, will retake

and remake as much as may be needful, if

any.
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LAST week we printed a portion of an

article by Felix Feist of Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer, who pointed out that few per-

sons within the industry realized the real

magnitude and complexit) of the distribu-

tion and sales problems which just com-

mence when the work of the studio has

been completed.

Further extracts from this article, deal-

ing with the routine gone through by the

sales department on each program picture,

follow

:

* * * *

AT the opening of the season the impor-

tant first run theatres in each ex-

change territory are made acquainted with

the details of our season's product by the

district and branch managers who in ac-

quainting these important theatres with our
product, negotiate deals for the rental and
playing of the picture by these exhibitors.

Frequently home office representatives are

a part of these negotiations. At the time

that this work is going on there are still

many of the smaller theatres who have be-

fore them the then current season's product

available for their use. The salesmen, dur-

ing this time, are traveling to these ac-

counts, even though they may be in the re-

motest part and are continuing their work
of selling the current season's product.

After the more important first run the-

atres throughout an exchange territory have

been negotiated with, the salesmen then

start out to sell the new product to the

great rank and file of theatres in that sales

area.
* * *

SALESMEN travel by automobile in

most instances. There is no place too

far or too small for them to go to. If it

has a theatre, even though it be open only

a few times a year, a salesman will ulti-

mately visit it. The salesman's work in

closing deals for our pictures in these small-

er situations is as difficult and as demanding
of painstaking effort and ability as is re-

quired in covering the very largest houses

and circuits in the country.

Our men have in recent weeks signed

contracts for our program of pictures for

the 1926-27 season in the bottom of a coal

mine where the exhibitor, who owned the

theatre which operated on Saturday only,

indulged in his major occupation of mine
tdi cman. They have signed contracts on

the Alaskan border, in silver mines in the

Rockies, in fact, wherever the theatre own-

as to be found.

I cr\ picture made has sufficient merit

to have a great appeal to some classes. But

the great successes of one city or locality

m:i\ prove only hike warm in another and

versa. For instance, the layman may
attend a theatre, witness a performance

which does not appeal to him and go out

untied, feeling that pictures are get-

ting "worse and worse." He forgets that

the picture must be made for the publi. as

a whole and that it is the industry's prob-

lem not only to make pictures which will

appeal genei :ill\ to all classes, but to raise

the so-called "low brow" to a higher stand-

ard. Exhibitors sometimes lose si'jlu of

this and feel that because they may have

been inordinatel) ful with one type

of picture in one instance, that it is good
business to continue with this one type, fail-

ing to realize that in so doing they may be

driving away people from their show houses

and thereby injuring themselves.

* * *

IN accordance with its polic) of retrench-

ment, we hear that Ufa in Berlin is

converting the home office building, Ufa-

Haus, in Potzdamer Platz, into a huge

restaurant in collaboration with a leading

firm. This building represented an enor-

mous expense which returned no revenue,

and the company will remove its offices to

other and less pretentious quarters.

Stories this week, claimed that Ufa is

seeking another American loan. It is ex-

pected, however, that after the release of

"Metropolis," in which a large sum of

money is now tied up, this company's finan-

cial position will be slightly easier.

3jfr j£ 4& 3f&

AN interesting commentary on the in-

ternational situation in relation to

American films is furnished by the informa-

tion from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to the

effect that of all that company's directors

one-third are actually foreign born, not

counting those of foreign descent.

Viatcheslav Tourjansky and Dimitri

Buchowetzki were born in Russia, the for-

mer in Kiev and the latter in Moscow.
Benjamin Christianson was born in Viborg,

Denmark, while Victor Season first saw the

light of day in Varmland, Sweden. Marcel
de Sano was born in Roumania, Reginald

Barker in Scotland, Rex Ingram in Ireland

and John S. Robertson in Canada.

* * * *

EXPERIMENTS with talking film de-

vices continue to multiply, and the

success of Vitaphone will probably bring

out a host of them. Allen Canton, rather

well known as an inventor in various fields,

announces a talking picture or music film

based on the photography of air waves and
the use of an air blast loud speaker in which
there is no diaphragm to limit the possibili-

ties of sound reproduction. The cost of in-

stallation on a projector, he announces, will

be less than $500, bringing it within the

range of even the smaller houses.

There is a real need, it seem to us, for

something radically new in speakers. That
used with Vitaphone is truly marvelous, but

there are minor refinements still to be

worked out. The lisp which it gives an "s"

sound, for instance, is downright objection-

able and makes some words difficult to

understand.
* * * *

JOHN HAMRICK, owner and general

manager of the Blue Mouse, Egyptian,

Uptown and Lakeside theatres in Seattle

and the Blue Mouse theatres in Portland
and Tacoma, has been in the Last foi se\

eral weeks, and reports from Seattle indi-

cate that he is arranging for the Vitaphone
showings in the Pacific Northwest.

Ml WWHILE the General Electric

Companj is going ahead quietly on
the Pallaphotophone. The mechanism is

being installed at the State Theatre in

Schenectady, N. Y., the home of the G. F..

preliminary to a demonstration under actual

operating conditions. The first tests are

scheduled to take place in the near future.
* * ,

RUPERT HUGHES, in a recent issue

of Greater Paramount News, pub-
lished for the F. P.-L. studio personnel,

takes issue in characteristically vigorous
fashion with certain critics of the screen.

Here are a few of his pungent remarks:
"Everything that is said against the mo-

tion pictures and their makers—evervthing
that is said against Hollywood is true. It

is also just as true of every other art, in-

dustry and community.
"Everything evil that has been said or is

being said or is going to be said about Hol-
lywood and the Hollywood art has been said

or is being said or is going to be said about
Athens, Rome, Florence, Paris, London,
New York and Boston, and about the

drama, grand opera, painting, architecture,

poetry, sculpture, fiction, religion, and all

the trades and businesses, including criticism.

"Who is saying all these things against

the pictures? Who is publishing all these

attacks? What do the attacks prove? Are
the critics and their publications innocent

themselves of the charges they bring against

the movie world ?

* * * *

"They say that most motion pictures are

stupid. God knows they are. So are most
magazines, especially the comics. Artemus
Ward said it was a good idea for a comic
paper to publish a joke once in a while; and
most of them do—once in a while. So
there is a brilliant moving picture once in a

while, just as there is a noble novel once in

a while, a great short story once in a thou-

sand, a splendid play once in a while, a

great opera once in a decade.

"They say that motion pictures are

monotonously alike. God knows they are.

But they are not half so much alike or so

monotonously repetitious as the criticisms

these critics keep uttering in the same old

phrases year after year.

"They say that motion pictures are pro-

duced for money instead of art. This also

is true, and a good thing and an inevitable

thing. For art is accidental. You cannot

just say, 'I'll guess I'll be artistic' and be it

every time. You can be self-conscious. You
can be affected. You can be posy and pe-

culiar, perhaps. But you cannot be artistic

all the time any more than you can be suc-

cessfully commercial all the time.

"A person in any art who is forever try-

ing to be an artist is a pest, a nut and a

foredoomed failure. People run away from

'arty' novelists and long-haired poets and

velvet-jacketed painters, actors with a 'mis-

sion' and playwrights with attitudes. \Vh\

should such nuisances be expected or de-

sired in the motion picture field?

"Few of the greatest works of art are

faultless; most of the great works of art .ire

held great because of one or two or more

great moments. Motion pictures often re-

veal great passages that nobody praises be-

cause it is not the custom to analyze and

praise films for detached beauties as it is to

praise a play for a single lofty act. a poem
for a resounding line, or a novel for a re-

markable characterization."
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Belle Bennett, whose mother roles have
been famous since "Stella Dallas" will

next appear in the name role of Kathleen
Norris' "Mother" for F. B. O.

PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE

M

Kathryn Perry, a charming and talented

young Fox player now appearing in the

Helen and U arren comedies, of which
"Not to Be Trusted," is latest

MIKE AND GENE
LAJOR EDWARD BOWES, acting as toast-

master at the dinner given to Gene Tunney last Mon-
day night, revived for the champion one of the most

intimate associations of his A.E.F. days. As a result,

you will now find near the stage door of the Capitol

Theatre an autographed copy of Gene's place card at

the dinner.

Mike Collins, stage doorman of the Capitol, was
once a pugilist and trainer and taught Major Bowes
boxing in the days of his youth in San Francisco.

During the war Collins was assigned to training duty

with the troops, one of his protegees being Tunney.

After the armistice, Collins, en route to 'Frisco,

dropped in to pay his respects to Major Bowes, who
promptly installed him as stage doorman, which post

he still faithfully holds.

During the course of the Tunney dinner, Major
Bowes asked the champion if he remembered his old

trainer, Mike Collins. Tunney was overjoyed to hear

of him again, and through the Major sent him the

signed place card as a reminder of old times.

J
GILBERT IN N. Y.

OHN GILBERT, having completed his roles in

"The Flesh and the Devil" and "The Day of Souls,"

arrived in New York last week for a short vacation.

He declares that his role in "The Flesh and the

Devil" is the greatest he has had since "The Big

Parade." "Twelve Miles Out" will be his next

starring vehicle.

John Gilbert, Melro-Gotdwyn-Mayer star,

is met upon his arrival in New York by
James R. Quirk of Photoplay and his wife,

May Allison

Lillian Gish in costume for "Annie Laurie,"

her latest Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer starring

vehicle, in which she is the lovely Scotch
heroine of ballad fame

Dolores Costello, starring in "The Third
Degree" for Warner Bros., visits the Los
Angeles jail to get local color for her in-

terpretation of the leading role

A "SUNRISE" VIVID ROMANCE
CCORDING to those who have seen the daily

rushes, F. W. Murnau is making a vivid love story

All baths in the movies are taken in a peculiarly opaque
liquid only slightly resembling water, but some day the

prop man is going to make a mistake. This is Laura La
Plante as she appears in I niversal's "The Love Thrill"

Donald Crisp, directing "Man Bait" for

Metropolitan, stands six feet, or there-

abouts—from which you can estimate the

stature of Gleen Halters, in the cast
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Four of the principal personalities in the cast assembled by Columbia Pictures Corporation for "The Better If ay" directed by Ralph Ince. Left

to right, the players are Hazel Hotvell, Mr. Ince, who also appears in the film; Dorothy Revier. and Eugene Strang

of "Sunrise," his first American production, at Fox. The picture

vividly contrasts a rural village and a metropolitan city. Work on

the former has been completed on location at Lake Arrowhead and

he is now in the midst of the city sequences. Janet Gaynor and
George O'Brien are the principals in the story and Margaret Living-

ston is the city woman who comes to disturb the harmony of their

love.

An entire village was built on the shores of Arrowhead for the

rural sequences. At present Murnau is working on one of the largest

sets ever built, representing a section of a city a mile long and a

half mile wide. The production is of no particular time or place,

and both the village and the city might be in any country.

With "What Price Glory" auspiciously launched, interest will

now center on "Sunrise," and the industry will be watching with

more than a little eagerness for the debut of this promising film.

F
GLORIA'S FIVE ROLES

IVE distinct characterizations will be portrayed by Gloria Swan-
son in "Sunya," now nearing completion in New York. They are:

The incarnation of an Egyptian girl centuries ago; a young American

girl, sought by a reincarnate Yogi; the temperamental opera singer,

who captivates Paris; the purchased wife of a millionaire; and the

prematurely aged school teacher, battling to support her family.

Hugo Ballin, who is recognized as one of the leading art directors

in pictures, is designing the sets. A rich man's mansion and a poor

Johnny Hints and Ins unit trying out the influence of « little ' alifornia

climate <»/ tlw serious business of thinking \i\< laughs ha " ill [board,

his next First \<iit<>util picture. We have C. C. Hun. the producer,

Horace " oodmansee, Hines, Peter Mile, Charles Hines and t.imur im\.

it extremt left is Loretta, the parrot

man's hut; reproductions of the famous Opera Comique; a section

of the trans-Atlantic line; a temple in the Himalayan Mountains

and scenes from Paris, New York and a small suburban city are

parts of the Cosmopolitan atmosphere Mr. Ballin's sets have given to

the Swanson studio. This wide variety of scenes is necessery for

the five characterizations of Miss Swanson. Three of these are

played in America, one in France, and the other in Egypt.

As the studio work progresses, those present see Miss Swanson
wearing the beautiful gowns of the opera singer and the wife of

the millionaire. Again they see her in the shabby raiments of a

discarded wife and the prematurely aged school teacher. Critics

who have watched her are enthusiastic over her performances and

are especially impressed with her characterization of the school

teacher.

Y EVE'S 300TH SCRIPT
OUTHFUL authors harboring ambitions to become scenarists

may well envy the record set this week by Eve Unsell, who has just

completed her three hundredth film adaptation, "Exclusive Rights."

Miss Unsell's typewriter has been turning out the scripts for screen

hits for fourteen years. The unusual success she has achieved is

probably the result of merging her experience as a newspaper writer

and an actress. Shortly after her graduation from Emerson College,

she settled in Boston to become a journalist. After some time on the

reportorial staff she resigned to join the cast of the road company-

playing such comedies as "Seven Days" and "Excuse Me."
This was in 1912 when the fever of amateur scenario writers

for fame was at its peak. Like everyone else. Eve succumbed to

the epidemic, wrote down what she thought a likely movie plot and

sent it off to the Famous Players Company. She proved herself

unique by receiving a check instead of a returned manuscript. There

followed a letter offering her a place on their writing staff.

TPATHE RELEASES APPROVED
HREE of Pathe's current releases were given the unqualified

approval of the Motion Picture division of the Los Angeles District

of the California Federation of Women's clubs in their latest organ-

ization bulletin. The pictures lauded were "Alaskan Adventures,"

"Thundering Fleas," featuring "Our Gang" and "Smith's Vaca-

tion," the Mack Sennett comedy featuring the Smith family.

The Motion Picture division of the Los Angeles District of the

California Federation of Women's clubs has undertaken a very

constructive piece of work for the coming year. They are opposed

to censorship and are bent on educating, intelligently, the women who

belong to the federation to support good pictures, rather than to dwell

on objectionable ones. They have taken as their slogan, "Selection,

Not Censorship—Make the Best Pictures Pay Best."

They also have as their object "A Junior Matinee for Every

Theatre." Many West-coast theatres and theatre chains co-operate

with them.
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A GRAINGER'S SON IN STUDIO
PPARENTLY James R. Grainger, general sales manager of

Fox Films, intends to learn all about production activities even though

he may be obliged to receive his information across the breakfast table

at his home. (When he is at home, "Jimmy" is known as the globe-

trotting general sales manager and has not had many opportunities of

late to become well acquainted with the members of his family.)

Having displayed considerable artistic ability and a leaning toward

film production, James Edmund Grainger, the 22-year-old son of the

man who tells exhibitors why they ought to play Fox pictures, is now
sitting in with Allan Dwan, who is directing "The Music Master."

The junior member of the Grainger family, since his graduation from

Fordham university two years ago, has been learning the ins and outs

of salesmanship under his father's tutelage, but three months ago

shifted his affections to production activities. He spent more than

two months at the Fox studios in Hollywood and recently returned to

New York. He will be attached to the Allan Dwan unit at the Fox
Tenth Avenue studios for at least another year and will then probably

return to the West Coast. The senior member of the Grainger family

may be selling the pictures the junior member produces some day.

Stranger things have happened in the movies.

Beulah Livingstone, of the United Artists' New York office, now on a

visit to Hollywood in connection ivith stories, is introduced to Gardner
James, Inspiration Pictures' neiv "find," by J. Boyce Smith, vice-president

of Inspiration. Beulah's sister, Mabel Livingstone, is publicity director

for the latter company

Harry Carey, Pathe Western star, now appearing in "Satan-town" and
three, other features, discusses Westerns and their production with Hoot
Gibson, another of the Western stars who manages to be convincing as

well as thrilling

CESCHMANN'S HOME-COMING
OMING back to the Pathe organization is like coming back

home," states E. A. Eschmann, now at the head of the Feature

Sales department of Pathe Exchange, Inc. "Nothing could have

been more homelike than the reception accorded me at the Home
Office and letters and telegrams of congratulation and good wishes

descended upon me in a grateful avalanche when I took up my new
duties.

"During my previous affiliation with Pathe I made many firm

friends who are still with the organization. It was, therefore, a

real pleasure for me to read the expressions that came to me from all

parts of the country—not only because of the sentiments involved, but

also because, knowing the Pathe organization as I do, I know for

a certainty that every word was sincerely meant by the writers.

"This wide-spread response from those with whom I will be

affiliated in the organization forecasts a spirit of mutual helpfulness;

a spirit of co-operation which is bound to bring results.

"Plans are now in the process of completion which will result in

a new line of feature product that will be second to none in the

industry. Stories, stars and productions will be of the highest merit

—pictures in which quality predominates—pictures fine enough for

the screens of the finest theatres throughout the country and at prices

in true reflection of properly governed negative costs."

M.
MAJOR BOWES TOASTMASTER

.AJOR EDWARD BOWES, managing director of the

Capitol Theatre and a regular Sunday radio feature through WEAF,
acted as toastmaster at the dinner tendered to Gene Tunney by
Marcus Loew at Kennedy's Chop House, Monday evening, Novem-
ber 29th, in honor of the champion's debut in vaudeville at Loew's
State Theatre, New York City. N. T. G. of WHN handled the

microphone during the broadcasting. Wen Talbert's "hot" Chicago
band and revue was on hand to afford entertainment together with

a number of specialties from the various night clubs.

SGOLDWYNS EN ROUTE EAST
AMUEL GOLDWYN, producer, left Los Angeles Monday

night (Nov. 29th, 6 P. M.) on "The Chief," the new Santa Fe
fast train, for New York. Mrs. Goldwyn accompanied him. Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Jr., as yet too young for transcontinental tours, remains
in Hollywood, anticipating his first sight of Broadway.

Mr. Goldwyn comes to New York with avowed intent to "haunt"
the theatres of Broadway in search of a stage play with suitable

story and characterizations for another film co-featuring Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky. It was a Broadway stage play that

furnished the original vehicle in which the couple made their first

screen appearance together: "The Dark Angel."

See the birdie! Robert McGown, who leads "Our Gang" through their
capers for Pathe, and Jimmy Finlayson, Hal Roach, comedian, feed the
famous pigeons at St. Mark's in Venice. They made several scenes abroad

for a new "Our Gang" whirlwind
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Acts Draw Suburban Fans to Cities
J. F. Cubberlev Declares Added Attractions at Big Houses are Hurt-

ing Small Town Cinemas — Presentations Sound Development

ELABORATE si ?< presentations

which supplement feature pictures

at large cinemas in the cities are

catting deeper inroads into the noticeably

decreasing patronage at small town houses,

trding to J. P. Cubberlev, general man-
ager of theatres of the Northwest chain

i Finkelstein & Ruben) outside the Twin
Cities.

The attraction value of the palatial thea-

tres of the larger towns coupled with im-

proved transportation facilities afforded by
good roads and the widespread ownership of

automobiles initiated the swin°: away from
the home-town picture show to the bigger
houses in the nearby city, and an even
greater impetus has developed for this

movement as a result of the vaudeville acts

and presentations with which the big town
houses surround their screen offerings, Cub-
berlev declai

According to this observer—and as con
tact executive of one of the largest circuits

Cubberlev is in intimate touch with the

theatre situation in both small towns and
cities of the Northwest—the automobile
and the good roads are, to a certain extent,

nsible for the growing habit of "go-
ing to the city" for picture entertainment,
but to an even greater degree is the move-
ment traceable to the "added attracts

offered by the big hot

The addition of stage features—a new
development, comparatively, which has
spread with amazing rapidity during the

year or so—he regards as a progressive
idea in picture theatre management, but
a warning against an over-emphasis on
this phase of the entertainment at cinemas

iunded by Mr. Cubberlev in the state-
ment he recently issued on the subject of

utations. Extensive experiment.

Secretaries Film Board of

Trades Plan Convention
THE secretaries of the thirty-

two film boards of trade in the
United States will hold their

first convention in Los Angeles for
one week of May, 1927. It is likely
that the Canadian, Cuban and Mexi-
can boards will be represented at the
meeting, whose arrangements is

prompted by a desire for closer ac-
quaintance, cooperation and an in-

terchange of practical ideas among
the various secretaries. It is said

that the two sectional meetings of

secretaries have resulted in a much
better and broader understanding
of film board of trade activities.

About twenty-five of the secretaries
will travel from Chicago to the Coast
on a special car, where it is planned
to familiarize the board officials with
the industry's production and other
work.

with presentations which employ vocalists,

instrumentalists, dancers, and other spe

cialty performers in prologues or tabloid

revues and vaudeville acts, has proved the

soundness of this policy in the larger hous< -

in the Northwest chain.

However, according to Mr. Cubberlev
"there are limitations." A theatre he -

may profitably build up its patronage to a
certain point by means of stage presenta-
tions, but the mounting costs of increasingly
large attractions of this sort will show a

l>>" to the exhibitor who attempts to devel-

op his business beyond the natural limita-

tion- of his location.

The Northwest chain has a larg- circuit

over which acts are routed. The company
maintains a booking office in Minneapolis,

which books acts for houses in Wisconsin,

North and South Dakota. In addition to

booking vaudeville acts of wide reputation,

a production department is conducted by
the company and several presentations of

the revue and prologue type are staged

for production at the key house of the

circuit, the State Theatre in Minneapolis,

and then are routed to other theatres of

the chain.

The centralization movement which Mr.
Cubberlev reports, is showing a steady

growth in the Northwest, as it is in practi-

cally all sections of the country, sails at-

tention again to the back-swing of the

pendulum. With the growth, many years

ago, of the cinema, the motion picture en

tertaimnents in theatres "close to home"
brought about a situation in which the city

houses were left high and dry, so far as

suburban patronage was concerned. Start-

ing with the era of palatial theatres of

large seating capacity, and luxurious ap-

pointments and decorations which made the

structures attractions in themselves, the

big towns turned the tide back in their

favor. Improved roads, the development
of automobiles to suit almost every pocket-

book, and now the elaborate programs

—

the latter in a measure resulting from the

necessity of sealing up the shows to the

attraction level of the gorgeous temples
erected to house them—now add their might
to the lure of the big house in the nearby
big town and leave the community theatres

to struggle mightily in the effort to stem
the tide of patronage which, in a steadily

increasing stream, is flowing back again
to the entertainment halls of the citv.

Sunday Show Wrangle Still Continues
Performances Discontinued in York, Pa., and St. Petersburg, Fla.;

Iowa Town in Deadlock; Pelham, IV. Y. to Have Movies

OWING to the fact that bis li

r< d I December first, Edward B.
Moore, who has been operating the

Hippodrome in York. Pa., on Sun-
days, in defiance of the city ordinance which
forbid- Sunday pictures, has been forced to

discontinue the performanci ; inday as

he was notified his lease would not be
renewed.

When it was announced last July that

Sunday movie- were to be shown in York
there was widespread and organized op]

sition to the movement. The matter
into City Council in the form of an ordi-

nance prohibiting the showing of pictures

on Sunday. The bill was passed by council.

No more Sundav shows for St. !'••.

burg, Fla. The Supreme ' Florida

upholds the city ordinance which prohibited

the showing of motion pictures on Sunday.
The theatre managers made a fine, clean

fi'_r ht against this ordinance, which pro-

hibited thi ing, but allowed

Wound and Rob Theatre
Man and Policeman

THREE bandits last Monday at
noon shot down and seriously
wounded Anthony F. Steuver,

treasurer of the St. Louis Theatre, and
Patrolman Melvin Shinall and robbed
them of $10,000 at Grand and Wash-
ington boulevards, two blocks south
of the theatre. They were taken to
city hospital and are expected to re-

cover. A young woman was wounded
slightly by one of the bullets that
struck Patrolman Shinall.

other businesses to operate on the Sabbath,
carrying it to the supreme court, ('it:

of th( "S tttly City" will now have to

motor to Tampa for their Sunday
recreation.

A special election has been requested of

the city council of Newell. Iowa, in order
t" get the vote of the people upon the

Sunday closing question. Vera Mad-en of

the Wonderland Theatre at Newell has
a-ked the council to give the people this

opportunity to revoke the Sunday clo-in<r

ordinance of the town.

Tie unci! of Hamburg, Iowa, came
to a deadlock over the Sunday closing prop-

osition in that town. The advocate- of

the Blue Law urged the passing of a Sunday
closing ordinance. Two members of the

council voted for the Blue Law proposition,

two voted againsl it and two refused to

vote.

Permission has been requested of the

village trustees of Pelham, N.Y.. for operat-

ing Sunday night -how- at the Pelham by
Clint Woodward, manager. The matter has

been referred to the village attorney, A.
M. Merkel.
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To

(Editor's Note.—This is the

sixth article of the series by Mr.
Grierson. It zvill be printed in two

installments, the second appearing

next week. The views expressed

by Mr. Grierson are, of course,

his own. They do not necessarily

represent the opinions of the Edi-

tor of The News).

IN drawing my series of articles

to a close, it may be the better

part of valor in a cautious critic

to make some appropriate gesture

of humility. It frequently hap-

pens that a theory (be it ever so

blue-eyed and blonde) can be very
neatly stabbed to the heart by the fact of the

matter; and a critic must forever be fearful of

the rod of correction wielded by practical men
and practical circumstances. I am not unaware
of that. Cinema criticism is nothing if it is not
sufficiently mindful of the practical difficulties

laid on a young industry, and of the ghastly
complexity of the labor of actual production.

I may as well emphasize this gesture of

humility at the beginning, because in this last

article I have elected to put down all the weaknesses of the

industry together and exaggerate them ; and it may be that before

the end. I shall have dropped into the style of the easy knocker
whom the industry has good reason to detest. But in this matter
I crave privilege. I believe in the industry. I believe that it is

getting nearer and nearer to its public and falling gradually

into its destined place in modern society. And it is doing so.

not because it is being forced from the outside, but because it

has the secret of growtli within it.

Its energy and ambition are two principal factors in its growtli.

There is another. The policy of box office to which the industry

is committed is in the end a stepping stone to the best service

of the public; to the recognition of its wants and the fulfillment

of its dreams. It is. in fact, a better stepping stone to a realistic

service of the public than the patronizing attitudes of the High-
brows and the Uplifters. This has been abundantly apparent
in the more recent history of cinema.

But I believe cinema has a huger part still to play in modern
life. It has not reached the point of saturation nor near it. It

has to get closer still to the life of its public, it has to go

deeper still in the service of its public, it has to become
even more indispensable to its public. As I have suggested, it is

the destiny of cinema to be the source of imaginative release and
every-day inspiration for the common people of the world. And
that is not only an ideal of service, but a pointer to commercial
success such as no other business has dared to dream of.

It is in the light of this belief that I emphasize the weaknesses

of the industry. An institution with so great a destiny cannot

afford to take its existence sloppily. With this explanation. I go
about my business.

The Seven Obstacles to Progress
There is one outstanding problem. It is the problem of how

those very actual talents which Hollvwood has at its command
can be set a-going harmoniously, how they can be integrated to the

end of letter production. There is the complementarv problem of

how the industry can best utilize those outside talents which .ire

necessary to it. Briefly, there is a great amount of creative energy
in and around the movie world, but there isn't the integration and
use of it that there ought to be. The unit is troubled with negative

element^, and false elements, and cheap elements, and catch-as-

catch-can elements, and there are times when it doesn't look alto-

gether healthy to the wandering stranger. The theory that it's a

tough world, and that the stranger's stomach ought to be corre-

spondingly stout is poor theory, because the elements I think of

are unnecessary elements that keep back the greater success of Mie

industry—and that is paramount. They are the monkey wrenches
in the cinematic machinery that gum up the works.

Taking all the good sides of the cinema world for granted and
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the progress of the industry as a

whole for granted. I shall cite the

negative elements together and

then take them singly. I list them

under the general heading of the

Seven Obstacles to Progress.

(1) The gimcrack reputations,

with the resultant big-man vani-

- and little-man vanities—the

penny balloons that publicity has

blown into the semblance of size.

(2) The smart-aleck compla-

cency and self-satisfaction of the

tenth rate—the disheartened care-

lessness (the pulling of punches)

on the part of the first-rate—the

let-it-slide spirit which limits in-

itiative.

(3) The provincial narrowness and super-

ficiality of outlook, the unashamed ignorance,

the hick-town nervousness of big feelings and

big ideas. This with regard to the motiva-

tions of human drama and the destiny of

cinema as the source of inspiration for the

common people of the world.

(4) The blatant under-estimate of the pub-

lic's wants and the public's capacity—the

disrespect for the public.

(5) The lack of hospitality to criticism—the die-hard resent-

ment of outside ideas.

(6) The pestiferous individualism—the nursing of the job at

all costs, playing off catch-as-catch-can politics, getting ahead on

the principle of opportunism rather than by genuine contribution

to the good of the whole and the future of cinema.

(7) The lack of the spirit of investigation within the industry

itself—the nervousness about experiment in technical effects and

dramatic effects. With this goes the exaggerated spirit of spe-

cialization which often leaves one man in the studio unit ignorant

of what his neighbor is doing and not very eager about asking.

With this, too, goes the failure of production people to talk

cinema. They talk shop (personalia, politics, etc.) but not cine-

ma. The silly fear about being exploited and having one's

ideas stolen (as if ideas were as rare and exclusive as diamonds)

and the canny spirit which prevents the proper exchange of

ideas may be included.

The Gimcrack Reputation
The first obstacle is the gimcrack reputation. It eats at the

vitals of the industry, and the very conditions of the industry

today help to nourish it more and more, rather^than to kill it.

The system of salesmanship especially nourishes it. What can

you expect when you sell pictures before they are made ? You
are selling a pig in a poke; or worse still, you are selling a pig

that hasn't had a chance to go into the poke, for the good reason

that it doesn't even exist. The result is that you have to sell a

picture on its pedigree : you have to sell it on names ; on the

name of the director, or the name of the star. And what does

picture pedigree amount to except in a few exceptional cas -

Who makes the picture? Does the author, or the continuity

writer, or the general supervisor, or the director, or the assistant

director, or the art director, or the cameraman: Or is it not

just possible that the director's wife has something to do with it."

Save in a few cases I would as soon say the man in the moon as

any of them, for a picture, save when one outstanding figure

dominates (Chaplin say. or Von Stroheim). is a composite pro-

duction, and the product of the studio unit working as a whole
rather than of any single figure. What's more, as the range of

effects in a single picture widens, it will become more and more
only possible for a composite unit to produce it. Even Chaplin

will have to bring in an advisor on art and a first-rate photog-

rapher one of these days. Even Von Stroheim will have to be

kept away by somebody or other from his narrow-gauge and
slightly perverse realism.

As I see it. the studio unit of the near future will not only have

a decent director and a star to boss it. but a decent musician and a

decent expert on costume and a decent poet and a decent expert
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on visuals to boss it, too. This means that there will have to be
more and more an integration of different energies rather than a
dependence on one or two.

And that will mean a good riddance of the gimcrack reputation.

( p till now, the salesmen have been selling names, and the pub-
licity men have built up a mythology around the names to serve

their immediate purposes. But the publicity has boomeranged.
The nanus have frequently grown fat and lazy and arrogant and
so entirely credulous of the spurious reputation that has been
thrust upon them, that they have lost all sense of proportion.

Shakespeare—there are quarters in Hollywood you wouldn't get

a li.it off for Shakespeare! Bernard Shaw—there are quarters in

Hollywood that feel so innocently superior to the good Bernard
that they would enter naively into argument with him and give him
the lie! And all because of the publicity made necessary by the

condition of sales. Why, out in Hollywood the publicity men made
one man so much higher than the angels, that everybody around
had to call him God.
The important point, of course, is that these gimcrack reputa-

tions become a hindrance to the industry rather than an asset.

They hog the road of progress and all the honking of honest men
won't shift them.

When you think of it, what stage of the industry is this for

people to get puffed up? Twenty-five years from now all but

half-a-dozen of today's reputations will have vanished and sunk

like the movies of ten years ago into the dust. And the half-

dozen will remain because their actual pictures live, and have

something in them fundamental enough for people to see again.

Today's vanity won't matter so much.

The Cure for High-hats

I realize that proper publicity is necessary and indeed, one of

tht intriguing aspects of the cinema manifestation. The public

demand it and need it. They need figures to worship, and the

mythological reputations of stars can be as fair an aid to the

imagination as any. I merely object to the stars claiming the

power of miracle for themselves, and deceiving themselves. A
billboard is one thing and an honest mirror another. Fan mail

and the worship of the humble are fine things, but stars should

perceive that they are a part of dream-life (the dream-life of

the publicity man and the public), and not confuse them with

waking reality. They are to be treated with all respect, but by
no means to be taken seriously.

The cure for the gimcrack reputation is obvious. (1) Sell

pictures. Build up pictures ahead. Show them on Broadway and
State Street and sell them on their actual box office effect. I

Leave a qualification for those pictures for which box office reputa-

tions on Broadway and State Street are no criterion.

(2) Go on improving tin- honor system in the studios, and make
it certain that the people really contributing to a picture (be they

ever so unknot n | are given proper credit lor their work. Let the

stars and the directors et al leave their billboards outside. This

will lift the hoodoo of Job that is at present on the industry. In

Job. if you remember, the just were stricken and the unjust

flourished. There was something in Job. too. about the "flattering

libs" which destroy honesty.

(3) By a little self-discipline it ought to be possible for the

industry to disbelieve its own exaggerations. The producers and

publicity men start a ballyhoo afoul somebody or other, and to

begin with, they are not deceived about the reality of the milter.

In less than no lime, however, they are as much the victim of

their own repetition as their audience. Chloroform is an excellent

beverage bul there is no fun in committing a nice chloroform

murder if you finish by catching an overdose yourself. The in-

dustry might find it worth while to keep a tribe of professional

cynics anil p.iv them generouslj for keeping people brutally con

scious ol the simple laws of persona] arithmetic. It should be

compulsory under tin rubs of contract for every high-hat of the

cinema persuasion to v Nit one of these professional cynics once a

week, for his (or her) soul's sake and the industry's.

Complacency, Provincialism, etc

The second obstacle is complacency. I met it frequently in

Hollywood. In some cases it was tin coin plaeeney of the stupid:

in other cases it was the more dangerous complacency of the

talented and apathetic who have got to the mental pass of saying,

"O, let it ride—who gives a damn?" Or alternatively, "Goou
God, of course, it's a three-ringed circus—what did you expect?"

Stupid or talented, the gesture is identical and the effect harm-
ful. Jt involves a snap of the fingers at the future. In the case

of the stupid it amounts to carelessness in pictures which takes

them no further than the obvious. In the case of the talented,

it involves the pulling of punches which might be grand. Ray-
mond Griffith is, I believe, one of those who is pulling his punches.
He has much more in him than most people realize, and so much,
that I set him down as one of the greatest potentials in the

industry, and one of those most likely to bring it prestige, for
reasons which, are frequently no fault of their own, others are

having their punches pulled for them. Dix is in this category.

He lias some of the things that Fairbanks has, and many of the

tilings that Fairbanks needs ; for instance, a command over sober

seriousness and the more majestic mask and gestural effects.

But the public have had only one superb glimpse of his real

power in "The Vanishing American."
The curse of this complacency business is that the cinema world

has, as yet, no conscious traditions of attainment; and this fact

I have exaggerated for present purposes into the charge of

provincial ignorance. The industry is young and not quite out

of the baby clothes of its pioneering years. It is born of a new
democratic public whose demands in drama have never been

properly ascertained. One of its traditions is a vaudeville tradi-

tion of catch-as-catch-can entertainment and quick returns. It

has no tradition in art; it has no tradition of real fame behind it

to haunt it, as has the craft of poetry and the other aesthetic

crafts. It has, for no fault of its own, few standards.

Then the personnel of the industry is mixed. Part of it (and
a somewhat important part) is in the business tradition, pure and
simple, and cannot be expected to be the last judge of the terms

of public appeal. Dramatic motivation, let us say, is not their

speciality. The other section of the industry comes from any-

where and nowhere, with and without knowledge of the arts, but

frequently without. In Hollywood they tell you that the number
of wise men is fifteen and they will not raise you by one. This,

however, is slight evidence. The art shops and book shops of

Hollywood are a little better. The level of average discussion in

Hollywood of how perfectly wonderful, etc., etc., is better evi-

dence still.

What Might Be Done About It

Nobody is to blame. Cinema is young and easily rich, and sor-

row has not come into its gay twenties to temper its youthful

lack of discipline. And Hollywood is itself a provincial town,

set by a provincial sea, in a provincial climate. Intellectually

speaking, it is in the midst of rustic seclusion. It is far away
from New York, far away from Chicago, far away from poverty

and stress (physical or mental), and a little lost to the world,

where the storms blow and the winter rages. With no tradition

in the art_s to stir it. and no knowledge of how cinema is the child

of all the arts and dependent on them. Hollywood denies itself

even that continuing connection with the common people which

is the taproot of art. The very system by which stars are placed

on pedestals isolates them from the every day life whose dreams

they have to fulfill. It happens so.

As a partial cure for this state of affairs (I shall suggest other

cures later) an arrangement might be made by which the person-

nel should not be permitted to isolate themselves too long in Hob
lvwoed. There might be .a greater exchange between studios :

with studios in the Fast, with studios in England, France, Italy.

Germany and Russia. I feel that the introduction of outsiders,

from Germany and Russia especially, will have excellent effect.

The proper discussion of cinema, and the proper criticism of

cinema ( without regard to publicity or place hunting) ought to

start shortly. This might take the form of a periodical circulated

within tin- industry which will gather together cinema criticism

from all parts of the world, bring out the contribution that paint-

ing and poetry and the other arts can make to cinema, discuss and

encourage new dramatic effects, technical advancements and

camera, lighting, etc.

The encouragement of an interest in paintings and the run-

nin<>- of a first-rate art gallery in Hollvwood with continuous ex-
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hibitions from the more established galleries (German color fac-

similes will serve for the rest) might accomplish a little improving

in the general sense of composition.

Disrespect for the Public

Still another aspect of Hollywood's complacency is the dis-

respect for the public which prevails in certain quarters. I have

heard it said that Hollywood divides its reading too exactly be-

tween the trade papers and The American Mercury. The trade

papers too often preach the gospel that hicks are hicks the world
over and that you have to play down to them. At least, they

suggest it. The American Mercury preaches likewise. The result

whether among the lowbrows of the industry or the pseudo high-

brows is identical. There is no sufficient belief in the capacity of

the public to understand, there is no sufficient belief that the

cinema public, while it won't stand for the hole-and-corner values

of special classes and art in the arty (or emasculated) sense,

does at all times stand for whatever is simple and noble and
genuine.

As I noted in a previous article, time and time again the in-

capacity of the public was served up to me as sufficient excuse for

bad work and low standards of achievement. A conversation with

Chaplin was interesting in this regard. He felt low one night

and the burden of his tale, for a while, was "what's the use

!

There's the crowd cheering for dumb stuff, as well as for good
stuff, and often enough not for good stuff, at all." Then with one

of those parabolic changes of mood which are characteristic of

him, Chaplin changed his tune. Perhaps, he suggested, if it's

simple enough and big enough in that honest-to-God way that

goes only with simplicity, they get it. Or, perhaps, what they

really get isn't what they cheer about but what they get sub-

consciously and are only properly aware of after. Somebody
added (perhaps it was Chaplin himself or Donald Ogden Stew-

art) that there was a point in audience reaction where people

cheered as if they had seen God; not knowing it, but with that

sort of feeling. A feeling of delight, he called it. I recommend
the distinction as a guide to the biggest box office reaction the

cinema (or any other entertainment) can ever achieve. It is the

reaction in which an audience gets a trifle in the wav of inspira-

tion. The condition of it, however, is not disrespect for the public

and the theory that any old hokum will serve it, but that the

public has to be taken into partnership in those simple, dramatic

matters that e-o deep.

A proper understanding of social institutions and their growth
and of the place of the cinema as a social institution, would make
this plain. It would be a sufficient cure for the attitude of dis-

respect if the industry made a proper study of its own audience

reactions and got a dozen really competent social psychologists

(with cinema good will) to report on them. It might not find a

desire for complexity on the part of the public and often it would
find an uncritical stomach for hokum. Nor would it find the

desire for subtle drama or arty drama or far-away-fantastic

drama, even if that drama is surpassingly fine for a few. But
the experience with pictures like "The Big Parade" and "Beau
Geste" and "The Covered Wagon" is sufficient to point out the

taste for the more simple and ennobling effects.

Footnote

This is the point Lasky is driving at when he says (in The Film
Daily Year Book) that the day of the mere program picture is

gone forever. "It is not enough," he says, "that a picture be
well made. It is not enough that it tell an interesting story or

that it be enacted by a good cast. Every picture should have some
basic theme or element which leiids itself to exploitation."

In my estimate Lasky's analysis is excellent and clears the way
for a profounder attitude to box office values ; the basic themes of

human life are easily discernible. It is my contention that the

basic theme is one which is near to the people, simple enough to

be understood, and at the same time one which searches out their

intensest desires and deepest ambitions and inspires them. This
is not so much a matter of boy-girl-and-moter-car as some pro-

ducers seem to think. It means big things piciorially and big

things psychologically. A basic theme is more likely to be one

of ambition, pride, and achievement of distinction. Pride, I

believe, is one of the biggest box office themes. It involves such

things as pride of self, pride of family, pride of country, pride of

race, etc. Pride of self is that complex of human values which
includes self-command, self-sacrifice, loyalty, and above all, dig-

nity; in common parlance it means "standing up to it," "sticking

it," "showing guts." "The Vanishing American" (pride of race

and pride of self) ; "Beau Geste" (pride of family and pride of

self) ; "Ben Hur" (pride of race) ; "The Dark Angel" (pride of

self) ; "The Big Parade" (pride of self, pride of country), were
pride pictures.

{"The Seven Obstacles to Progress" will be concluded neat

week.)
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than any other and in which more people have a

voice, or should have, to decide for themselves as to

what they shall or shall not see—a principle of the

majority on which all democratic government is

founded. Let the police censor keep this in mind
and he will be doing far more justice to the com-
munity he represents as its public guardian than he

will by assuming a restrictive attitude which most
often is the reflection of a narrow group or his own
personal prejudices.

REDUCED more nearly to the terms of a form-

ula, the police official, having charge of the

regulation of motion pictures, should act only upon
well-founded complaint followed by a representative

group opinion based upon actual examination of the

film complained against. If this group opinion coin-

cides with the complaint against the picture, he

should then regard himself as acting within his just

powers in taking steps to delete or ban the production,

first assuring himself that his action is in accord with
the best public opinion of his community. If, how-
ever, the group opinion does not uphold the original
complaint, he should then conceive it to be his duty to

allow public opinion itself to assert itself in regard to

the picture, which opinion may only assert itself when
the picture is placed upon the public screen. But
even with this procedure local restriction is apt to

be provincial. It must be clearly recognized that the
motion picture is as educational in its nature, as infor-

mative, as it is entertaining. Its great value to society

is its power to carry ideas. Now the ideas of any one
community may be very good ideas, they may repre-
sent very firm standards, but no idea and no standard
is quite permanent.
"The National Board of Review of Motion Pic-

tures, has endeavored, and I think you will agree,
with much success, through a close study of the

motion picture and its reactions, to compound the

ideas of public mind throughout the country in re-

gapd to what may safely be presented on the motion
picture screen."
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Text of the Imperial Conference Report
Complete Document Shows British Premiers "On the Fence" As

Far as International Film Situation is Concerned

LONDON, November 25.—The complete

text of the report of the General Economic
Sub-Committee, which was adopted by the

Imperial Conference, is now available. A
summary of the report, with editorial com-
ment was printed in last week's issue of

MOTION PICTURE NEWS. The full doc-

ument is as follows

:

"The General Economic Sub-Committee
beg- to make the following: Report to the

Imperial Conference on the subject of the

Exhibition within the Empire of Empire
Kinematograph Films :

—

"1. The importance and far-reaching in-

fluence of the kinema are now generally

recognized. The kinema is not merely a

form of entertainment, but, in addition, a

powerful instrument of education in the

widest sensr of that term; and even where

it is not used avowedly for purposes of in-

struct ion, advertisement or propaganda, it

exercises indirectly a great influence in

shaping the ideas of the very large num-
ber-, to whom it appeals. Its potentialities

in this respect are almost unlimited.

The Position Today

"2. In Great Britain and Northern Ire-

land the proportion of Empire-produced

fllms to the total shown has recently been

only about 5' per cent., and in the Irish Free

State the proportion is probably not higher.

"In Australia, of the total number of

films imported in 1925, only a little over 8

per cent, were of Empire origin, and on the

basis of length of film the Empire propor-

tion was probably substantially less.

"In New Zealand in recent years the

proportion of films shown which were of

Empire origin appears to have been about

10 per cent.

"In Canada the direct imports of films

from Great Britain and Northern Ireland in

I hi' year ended March 31, 1925, were only

1.3 per cent, of the total films imported.

"The proportion of British films shown
is also known to be very small in South
Africa, Newfoundland and India, and in the

Colonies and Protectorates, although statis-

tical data are lacking.

"3. It is a matter of the most serious

concern that the films shown in the various

parts of the Empire should be to such an

overwhelming extent the product of foreign
"ountries, and that the arrangements I"

he distribution of such Empire films as

».re produced should be far from adequate.
"In foreign kinema pictures the condi-

tion in the several parts of the Empire and
'lie habits of its peoples, even when repre-
sented at all. are not always represented
faithfully and at times are misrepresented.
"Moreover, it is an undoubted fact that

the constant showing of foreign scenes or
sellings, and the absence of any correspond-
ing showing of Empire scenes or settings,

powerfully advertises (the more effectively

because indirectly) foreign countries and
their products.

"I. In Great Britain and Northern Tie

land and in the Irish Free State, Empire

(By Arrangement with Kinematograph Weekly)

made films enjoy in respect of Customs duty
a rebate of one-third.

Tariff Advantages
"In Australia, British-produced films

(i.e., films wholly printed in Great Britain

and Northern Ireland from negatives o

which at least 75 per cent, of the length was
photographed in Great Britain and North-
ern Ireland) are admitted duty-free, whilst

other films are subject to duty.

"In New Zealand, films which qualify

for admission under the British Preferen-

tial Tariff are duty-free, others being duti-

able.

"In Canada, films made in Great Britain

and Northern Ireland, and in certain other
Empire countries, pay a preferential rate

of duty which is one-half of the general
rate payable by most other countries, in-

cluding the chief source of supply; France
and a few other foreign countries which
obtain the benefit of the French Convention
pay a rate which in this case is the same
as that now paid under the British Prefer-
ential Tariff, but the imports from these
countries are insignificant.

"In South Africa, Newfoundland and
India, Empire-made films do not receive a

tariff preference. The degree of preference
accorded to British films in those Colonic
which have a preferential tariff varies from
one-fifth in Mauritius to one-half in Trini-

dad and other Colonies, some of the duties
being levied 'ad valorem' and others at

specific rates.

"In Bermuda foreign films pay 5d. per
100 feet plus a surtax of 10 per cent., and
in Fiji 12% per cent, 'ad valorem', while
British films are admitted free. Most of
the African Colonies and Protectorates are
precluded by international agreement from
according any preference.

"5. As indicated in the preceding para-
graph, Australia requires that for any film
lo be entitled to preferential treatment the
larger part of the picture which it shows

—

whatever the nature—must have been photo-
graphed in Great Britain and Northern Ire-

land. But in Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and apparently in certain other
Empire countries, positive films need only
have been printed within an Empire coun-
try receiving preference, from negatives
taken elsewdiere, to quality for preference.

"Existing duties are levied on a basis

which ignores the actual earning power of

a film, but the levy of duties on the basis

of exhibition or entertainment vakte would
give rise to serious administrative and other
difficulties.

"Generally speaking, it must be con-

cluded that the existing duties on films, and
the preferences accorded in some cases,

have been of little effect in promoting film-

production, as distinct from film-printing,

within the Empire.

The Remedies

"6. Great importance is attached by the

Sub-Committee to the larger production
within the Empire of films of high enter-

tainment value and films of sound educa-
tional merit, and their exhibition through-

out the Empire and the rest of the world
on an increasing scale. The Sub-Committee
have considered various methods by means
of which, it has been suggested, this object

could be most usefully assisted by the Gov-
ernments of the various parts of the Em-
pire. These methods include :

—

"Effective Customs duties on foreign

films, whether accompanied by a change in

the basis on which duties are payable or

otherwise

;

"Ample preference or free entry for

films produced within the Empire;
"Legislation for the prevention of

'bind' and 'block' booking;
"The imposition of requirements as to

the renting or exhibition of a minimum
quota of Emph-e films.

"7. The Sub-Committee are in full agree-

Attitude of C. E. A. on Gaumont-Bio
Theatre Deal is Awaited in Great Britain
FOLLOWING the announcement that Gaumont has purchased the

Bio circuit of theatres in England, the reports coupling the Loew
interests with the deal, film circles in England are awaiting with

considerable interest the attitude of the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Association.

The Bio circuit embraces many small houses in small cities. Some
time ago the C. E. A. ruled that it was O. K. for the distributors to own
"show window" houses in the key cities, but that any encroachment up-
on the small town field would be fought vigorously. One American dis-

tributor was forced to withdraw from a house which he had purchased
for this reason.

The C. E. A. moves cautiously in such matters, and there will no
doubt be a thorough investigation to determine the precise status of the

deal, the Loew connection with the matter, if any, and such details.
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M.-G.-M. to Operate 44 Houses in

Brazil Through Owners Arrangement

IT was learned this week that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has assumed the
operation of forty-four motion picture theatres in Brazil through a

pooling of interests by the owners of these houses and a mutual de-

sire to benefit by the Marcus Loew method of theatre management.
Twenty-two theatres are situated in Sao Paulo, fourteen in Rio de
Janeiro and eight are in Santos.

This arrangement, which gives M-G-M a key position for all first-

run theatre showings, is upon a percentage basis. The exhibition of films

in Brazil is about six months behind the showing of the same films in the

United States, says the M-G-M office. "The Big Parade" is scheduled to

open at the Theatre Casino, Rio de Janeiro, January first.

ment as to the need for remedying the

existing position and promoting the pro-

duction and exhibition of Empire films,

and recommend that remedial measures oi

the kinds indicated in the preceding para-

graph should be considered by the Govern-
ments of the Empire.

'

' They recognize, however, that circum-
stances vary in different parts of the Em-
pire, and that, although the lack of Empire
films is general, the other factors which
have contributed to bring about the present

position do not operate in all parts of the

Empire, or do not operate uniformly.
"In the case of Canada and Australia,

the division of powers between the Domin-
ion and Commonwealth Governments on
the one hand, and the Provincial and State
Governments on the other, may constitute
an obstacle to uniformity of action. In
this connection, however, it may be men-
tioned that the State of Victoria has al-

ready initiated legislation requiring a mini-
mum quota of Empire films to be exhibited,
and that New South Wales is reported to
be on the point of proceeding along similar
lines.

"8. It is necessary to emphasize the fact
that State action cannot be effective, and
indeed, so far as any quota system is con
cerned, could not be maintained for any
length of time, unless two conditions are
fulfilled.

Ohio Exhib. Campaign for
Funds for S. Bullock's Kin

A CAMPAIGN is now on among
Exhibitors of the state of Ohio
to obtain funds for the adequate

provision of the family of the late
Sam Bullock of Cleveland, Oh : o, who
died last July and left behind him a
record of a splendid fighter and
worker and one who fervently believ-
ing in the cause he worked for, that
he worked without a salary for many
years, payin^ his expenses out of his
savings. Exhibitors of Oh'o have con-
tributed and are contributing to the
fund. They feel that additional con-
tributions will be forthcoming if the
appeal is given national prominence.
At the recent convention of the Ohio
theatre owners, C. C. Pettijohn, in the
name of the Cleveland Film Board of
Trade, subscribed to the fund, which
in the hands of J. J. Harwood, vice-
president of the Ohio exhibitor unit,

for administration. The books will be
closed on December 15.

'

' The first is that there shall be a sub-

stantial output of films which not only con-
form to such requirements as to production
within the Empire as may be prescribed
in any case, but are also of real and com-
petitive exhibition value.

"Whatever action may be taken by Gov-
ernments will be useless unless producers
show sufficient enterprise, resource and
adaptability.

"On the other hand, it should be recog-

nized that suitable Government action,

whether legislative or administrative, may
be an effective incentive and encourage-
ment to private enterprise in its efforts to

place the Empire Film Industry on a sound
footing.

'

' The second essential condition is the
development of effective distributing ar-

rangements throughout the Empire, differ-

ent parts of the Emph-e co-operating wher-
ever possible.

Markets

"9. Great Britain and Northern Ireland
is the largest producer of films and the

largest market for films in the British Em-
pire, and any action which it may be found
possible to take there would undoubtedly
be of the greatest assistance to the other
parts of the Empire in dealing with the
problem.

"10. In some parts of the Empire, films

have been produced illustrative of the con-
ditions and resources of those countries or
of the activities of Government depart-
ments. Films of this kind attracted con-
siderable attention at the British Empire
Exhibition at Wembley, and their display
has also been secured in other ways. It

would, in the opinion of the Sub-Committee,
be very advantageous if the production and
exhibition of films of this nature could be
continued and increased.

"It is understood that the question of the
educational use of the kinematograph is to
be considered by the Imperial Education
Conference next year, and it is to be hoped
that the possibility will not be overlooked
of co-operation between the Education De-
partments with regard to educational films
which would familiarize children with the
life and character of the different parts of
the Empire.

"11. Finally, the Sub-Committee feel
that a useful purpose would be served if

the Governments of the Empire could ar-
range for the exchange of information as
to the progress made in the production of
films in their respective territories.

"12. The Sub-Committee recommended,
for the consideration of the Conference, the

adoption of the following Resolution:

—

'

' The Imperial Conference, recognizing

that it is of the greatest importance that

a larger and increasing proportion of the
films exhibited throughout the Empire
should be of Empire production, commends
the matter and the remedial measures pro-

posed to the consideration of the Govern-
ments of the various parts of the Empire
with a view to such early and effective ac-

tion to deal with the serious situation
now existing as they may severally find

possible."

(Signed) S. J. CHAPMAN.
Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I,

November 18, 1926.

'In and Out of Town
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BACK from extensive tours of their territo-

ries Ned E. Depinet, Ned Marin and A.
W. Smith, Jr., of the First National sales cab-
inet, report that general prosperity, good labor
conditions and product are all indicative of a
bumper exhibitor's season. Depinet visited the
South, and while in Dallas attended the con-
vention of the theatre owners of that State.
Marin traveled in the West and spent more
than a week at the Burbank studio. A. W.
Smith toured the Eastern exchanges.

f^ARROL S. TROWBRIDGE returned to^ New York on Tuesday of this week after
a trip of three weeks through the South and
Middle West. During that time he visited
P.D.C. branch offices in Dallas, St. Louis, Kan-
sas City and Chicago for the purpose of get-
ting the reaction on the unique plan adopted
in connection with the distribution of "The
Nervous Wreck."

Ohio Amusement Takes
U. A. Case Higher Up
THE Ohio Amusement Company

has filed an appeal against a judg-
ment recently rendered in favor

of United Artists, pertaining to the
payment of $i,ioo for alleged breach
of contract. This judgment was ren-
dered by Judge Reid of the Court of
Equity and upheld an award made
by the Board of Arbitration through
an arbitrator who was called in when
the Board turned in a tie vote. Sam
Horwitz, of the law firm Stanley and
Horwitz, representing the Ohio
Amusement Company, has filed an
appeal and intends to take the case
to the higher court in order to prop-
erly bring before the higher court the
question about the unreasonableness
of the uniform contract, which made
possible the award. Horwitz is
submitting this question to the Court
of Appeals, whi-h will hear the entire
case all over again. This is the case
which started originally over the
question of availability dates of pic-
tures following the first-run engage-
ment. Later the battle was centered
on security demands, as laid down
in the uniform contract. Now the
question will deal fundamentally with
the uniform contract.
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National Conference of Independent The-
atre Owners Called by M. P. T. O. A.

FOLLOWING suggestions made at the Ohio, New Jersey and other
State meetings of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners, recently, for

a pooling of interests by the independent theatre owners to meet the
present growth of theatre chains throughout the country, have come
"insistent demands for concrete action to meet trustification and other
evils within the industry

—
" according to a statement from M.P.T.O.A.

headquarters. Joseph M. Seider, Chairman of the Administrative Com-
mittee of the national body, has issued a call for a general meeting of In-

dependent Theatre Owners to be held at Columbus, Ohio, January 6th

and 7th, 1927, under the auspices of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America.

"This meeting will be open to every form of discussion and suggestion
touching upon any phase of the motion picture business where changes
for the better can be effected," says the M.P.T.O.A. statement, and con-
tinues: "None but bona fide Independent Theatre Owners will be per-

mitted to take part in the Columbus conference"—later "if meetings with
the other side are found necessary the way will be opened for the same."

DeclaresMilwaukeeOverseated
Staab Estimates 17,000 Seats in

Downtown Seetior ; Suburbs Crowded

ACCORDING to Benry A. Staab, execu-

tive secretary of the Wisconsin exhib-

itor unit, Milwaukee is the most over-

seated city in the country, with a seating

capacity of 1.7,000 alone in the downtown
section. lie estimates Milwaukee's popu-

lation as 570,000, while the Government
figures of July 1, L926, place it at 517,1

A similar situation is said to exist in the

suburban field despite which twelve new
theatres, planned or under construction, will

add 10,050 seats to the total. It is stated

these houses involve an estimated cost, of

$6,925,000. At present, there are about

seventy theatres in Milwaukee playing to an

estimated weekly attendance of .'390,500.

Motion Picture

News
Booking Guide

There are three factors in the Milwaukee
downtown field, exclusive of the Palace-Or-
plieum combination house operated by the

( >rpheum Circuit. These are Saxe Enter-
prises, which have the Wisconsin, Strand,

Rialto and Merrill in the loop; Universal,

which operates the Alhambra and the

Uihlein interests, which operate the Gar-
den. Saxe and Universal also have a string

of suburban theatres.

Hold Second U. A. Sectional

Sales Meet in Chicago
Midwestern division sales managers <>t

United Artists convened last Sunday ami
Monday, November 28 and 29, at the Drake
Hotel in Chicago, where they were sum-
moned by Al Lichtman, the new general
manager of distribution for United Ar-
tists. It was the second sectional sales con-
vention of the company as the Eastern sales

managers had met in New York the pre-

vious week. Besides Mr. Lichtman, other
i lilted Artists executives attended the Chi

cago meeting and addressed the assembled
sales managers , They were Arthur W.
Kelly, vice-president and treasurer; Cres-

son E. Smith, general sales manager for the
Midwest; and Victor M. Shapiro, director
nf advertising and publicity.

"The future of every salesman in this

organization is sacred to me," Mr. Licht-

man declared in his address ami he went
mi further to say that he preferred to de

velop men within the organization rather

than to replace them with men outside. To
use his own words; "If anyone is replaced
in United Artists it will not be because of
me; but because for good and sufficient rea-

sons a man has replaced himself."' Mr.
Lichtman outlined the sales quota idea, in-

forming the convention that liberal latitude

would be given initiative and judgment of

individual sales managers ami sale-men,
with consequent credit ami responsibility

placed at its source.

Report Amalgamation of

Australian Film Interests
Recently a move was made to consolidate

Australian motion picture interests with the

result that Electric Theatres, Associated
Theatres, Hoyt 's Proprietary Ltd., Circuit

Theatres, the Tallis and Thring interests

and several other smaller companies operat-

ing in Xew South Wales, Victoria and West-
ern Australia have amalgamated. Trade
Commissioner E. G. Babbitt, Sydney, re-

ports to the Department of Commerce.

Theatres are being built for the new-

company in Perth, W.A.; negotiations have
been concluded for another in Adelaide;
and two more, with a seating capacity of
H,000, are to be erected in Melbourne. Later
extra theatres will be built in Sydney.

It is reported to be the intention of the
new company to create a chain of large pic-

ture theatres of the latest design in each of
the capital cities. Practically the whole of
the suburban theatres in Victoria, about 60
in all, are already under its control. The
Union Theatres Ltd., winch control many of
the picture theatres in the main cities in

Australia, are not amalgamating or associ-

ating their interests with this new company.

Warsaw, Poland, Aids in

Protecting American Films
Substantial assistance was rendered

American film companies by the Warsaw,
Poland, office of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic- Commerce during the past year
in securing protection for American films

in the absence of a copyright convention,
it is declared in the annual report of Dr.
Julius Klein, director, just submitted to

Secretary of Commerce Hoover.

As an example of the work performed, it

is stated that one pirated film which was
about to run in all of the leading motion-
picture houses was held up by the Polish
authorities for a period of two months in

order that the legitimate owners might
have time to bring in a copy of the film and
save the market.

This and other service to the industry, it

is pointed out, was performed while mo-
tion picture activities were included with
others in the specialties division. Since
July 1, last, film work has been centered in

a separation motion picture section, under
Clarence J. North.

Order Return W. C. Theatres
Case for Trial

Rejecting the stipulation offered in lieu

of testimony in the West Coast Theatres
case, the Federal Trade Commission last

week ordered the case returned for trial,

naming John W. Bennett as examiner to

take testimony and (!. E. Roland as prose-

Cuting attorney.

The action of the commission is a rejec-

tion of the motion offered by (!ny Mason,
counsel for the theatres, to (piash the case,

offered at a hearing November S. when the

stipulation thrown out last week also was
submitted. Members of the commission
severely criticised the stipulation as show-
ing nothing; it was agreed to by counsel

for the commission and the respondents fol-

lowing the starting of hearings in the case

on the Coast some months ago. which were
then discontinued.
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To Build Second Roxy Theatre in N. Y.
3,500-Seat House, to Cost $5,000,000, Will Be Constructed Imme-
diately in Smart Neighborhood—Interior Will Be Like a Mansion

HERBERT LUBIN announces the ac-

quisition of a valuable plot of

ground at Lexington Avenue, 58th

and 59th streets, New York City, and will

immediately proceed with the erection of

the second Roxy Theatre which will be

opened in December, 1927.

His first enterprise was the creation and
financing: of what is said to be the world's

largest theatre, seating over 6,000 and cost-

ing $10,000,000. This theatre, located at

Seventh Avenue and 50th Street, is rapidly

nearing completion and S. L. Rothafel, Di-

rector General of the Roxy enterprises, ex-

pects to open it in February.
The second theatre will cost about $5,-

000,000 and will have a seating capacity
of 3,500. Mr. Lubin announces that Mr.
Rothafel—"Roxy," as he is known the

world over—will have charge of the new
theatre.

For quite some time, theatre builders

have been seeking locations in the Lexing-
ton Avenue, 59th Street district, but the

difficulty has been to acquire a plot of the

requisite size for a large motion picture

house. A sufficiently large plottage was
finally secured by Frederick Brown, who
is noted for his extensive and highly suc-

cessful real estate transactions, and for his

prominence in philanthropic movements.
Immediately the land was assembled, it was
acquired by Mr. Lubin from Mr. Brown.

New Amusement Center

It has been predicted for some time that
the Lexington Avenue and 59th Street dis-

trict would become one of the leading
amusement centers of New York. The Lex-
ington Avenue subway has one of its prin-

cipal stations at 59th Street, the Third Ave-
nue elevated is only one block away, and the

Second Avenue elevated is only two blocks

distant. Surface car lines on Madison, Lex-
ington and Third Avenues furnish addition-

al transit facilities, and bus lines will soon
operate on 57th and 60th Streets. The
Queensboro Bridge and the B. M. T. Sub-
way afford rapid transit from Long Island
with its many important and extensive resi-

dential districts.

Mr. Lubin 's newest Roxy Theatre will

draw on the big population included in the
area of Fifth, Madison, Park and Lexing-
ton Avenues, and, of course, it will have a
large patronage from the Long Island resi-

dential district served by the Queensboro
Bridge. The district in which the theatre is

located is filled with homes of New York
City's smartest society people. According
to the statistics in the Social Register, the
exact society center of Manhattan is located
within five minutes walk of the new theatre.

Present indications are that the most im-
portant residential building movement in

Manhattan has already started in the dis-

trict surrounding the Roxy Lexington Thea-
tre. On Sutton Place are the homes of
many of the smartest society people, and
one skyscraper apartment house has already
been erected there. Upon East 57th Street,
large apartment houses of the highest class
are being completed and a number are in

various stages of construction. Real estate

S. L. Rothafel

experts predict that within a year or two
the district of which Lexington Avenue and
59th Street is the center, will witness the

building of more high-class apartments and
hotels than any other section of New York.
An innovation in interior treatment is

promised by Walter W. Ahlschlager, the

noted architect of Chicago, who is respon-

sible for the new Roxy Theatre now nearing
completion. Instead of the highly ornamen-
tal effect prevalent in most of the large

movie palaces, there will be an effort made
to create an intimacy heretofore unknown
in this kind of theatre.

To Be Built Like a Mansion
It is proposed to treat the entrance and

the grand lobby and foyer of Roxy 's
'

' Man-
sion," in a strictly homelike atmosphere,
preserving the quiet, restful effect of a home
in good taste. This will be accomplished
by walnut panels, topped by a unique treat-

ment of ceiling in gold leaf and lighted with
an ingenious effect so that a soft glow will

be an absolute novelty.

The auditorium itself will form the Salon
or music room of this '

' Mansion. '

' This
great room will preserve its personally in-

timate character by its mellow walnut wall
treatment, and delicate gold-leafed plastic

ceiling. Its period will be a dainty home-
like Louis XV with antique columns flank-

ing either side of the proscenium opening.
Restfulness, rather than theatrical decora-
tions will be the keynote of this entire cre-

ation, a desire being uttermost to make the
producer a host to his patrons, who become
visitors to an exclusive, large home, where
his well-drilled assistants receive them as
his guests to spend a pleasant evening in
an atmosphere of restful refinement.
Every facility will be installed for the

comfort and convenience of the patrons. A
feature will be the perfect heating, ventilat-
ing and cooling systems which will be mod-
eled after those now being installed in the

parent house at Seventh Avenue and 50th
Street. The seats will be spaced 36 inches
back to back in the auditorium and 39 inch-
es in the mezzanine, and everything will be
done with the ultimate end in view—the
convenience of the public.
Mr. Ahlschlager, together with Mr. Roth-

afel, feel that a theatre in this district,

treated in this manner, and preserving the
comfortable influence of a home, will be
far superior to the traditional effect seen
in almost every theatre. This, together with
the modern cooling plant and stage equip-
ment will provide a comfort and facility
for giving a performance under Mr. Rotha-
fel 's personal supervision that will give the
patrons of this new theatre an entertain-
ment of high-class motion pictures, music
and the divertissements for which Mr. Roth-
afel has become noted, fusing all into a col-
orful whole that should attract and delight.

Lubin Discusses Consolidations

Mr. Lubin, when asked regarding reports
that have been current for several months
to the effect that these theatres will

be united with existing chains of theatres in
the Metropolitan district said: "The mo-
tion picture industry has always been a hot-
bed of rumors. Instead of following the
usual plan of announcing plans to be ac-
complished, I am reversing the procedure
and accomplishing first. I can only say that
the first theatre in my plans is now nearly
completed. Operations will commence imme-
diately on the erection of the second Roxy
Theatre. I am considering several other
sites, but have not yet closed.

"As far as consolidations are concerned,
nothing tangible has developed yet. Friends
of mine who own circuits of fine, modern,
neighborhood houses have discussed with
me the possibility of consolidation. These
men who have been pioneers in their va-
rious neighborhoods, and have built up ex-
cellent theatres, want to maintain their in-
dependence against the encroachment of the
chains of the producer-owned theatres.
These men are opposed to being owned or
dominated by producers and have discussed
with me an alliance for reasons which are
very apparent to those who have studied
the New York theatre situation. No propo-
sitions made to me have as yet been accept-
ed, and I do not know that they will be. I
am working along well-defined plans which
are the result of much study and my ulti-
mate object is to provide New York City
with a number of fine, large, modern thea-
tres in the highly populated neighborhoods.
We may, ourselves, build more Roxy Thea-
tres, or we may join with some of the ex-
isting circuits and assist the owners in
building new houses along the lines we our-
selves have in mind. If the latter procedure
is followed, we shall retain the present own-
ers as our partners and managers. '

'

The attorneys representing Mr. Lubin in
the transaction were Harry G. Kosch, of
New York City, and Edward Sonnenschein,
of Sonnenschein, Berkson, Lautman & Lev-
inson, of Chicago, and representing Mr.
Brown in the matter was Harry Marks, of
Marks & Marks, New York City.
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Ohio Educational Director Rules Schools

Should Not Be Used for Theatrical Films

THAT schools should not be converted into theatres is the burden
of a ruling just issued by State Director of Education Vernon M.
Riegel. All high schools which have motion picture equipment

must make use of it for educational purposes, according to the new regu-

lation, and state inspectors will make findings against schools which fail

to do so.

This ruling is made necessary by the fact that many schools have
been confining their showing of films to the theatrical type entirely.

Director Riegel indicates that it is his view that a school which can
afford to own and use motion picture equipment for entertainment pur-

poses has no excuse for not using it for educational training. The
director does not disapprove the use of motion pictures for community
purposes so long as such use is incidental to the regular work of the

schools or of educational value to the community.
The Department of Education, through its new Division of Visual

Instruction, is endeavoring, according to the announcement, to set up a

central exchange for educational films by encouraging the deposit of

such films with the division. The pictures are not to be shown theatri-

cally by the schools but are strictly for educational work.

Labor-Producers to Arbitrate
Five Union Representatives and Five Com-
pany Representatives to Pass on Differences

A.\
arbitration committee, consisting

of the presidents of five unions and
five producers representing all stu-

dios, has been established at the West Coast

studios as a result of the general under-

standing reached last week between the

Theatrical Stage Employees and the M.P.

Machine Operators unions and Los Angeles

Motion Picture Producers, when a threat-

ened strike of the labor forces was averted.

This committee of ten, which will be

permanent, will pass on all differences thai

arise in the studios. "All the large pro-

ducers of pictures are parties to the agree-
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ment with the unions," declares William
F. Canavan, head of the International Al-

liance of Stage Employees and M.P. Ma-
chine Operators. Under the terms of the

new arrangement the' committee is to "hear
and consider requests or grievances or

other questions affecting wages, hours of

labor or woi'king conditions which may fail

of local adjustments at the studios."

The committee will meet at once for or-

ganization and from time to time as oc-

casion arises, on the committee's own ini-

tiative or at the request of either side.

This agreement terminates the strike sched-

uled for December first.

The trouble started when the labor union

issued an ultimatum setting December first

as the date of a walk-out of union workers

from the studios unless the open-shop pol-

icy was discontinued and other conditions,

working hours, overtime money, in the union

demand were met.

Body of John Fairbanks Is

Buried in Denver Cemetery

Following funeral services held on Wed-

nesday afternoon, the body of John Pair-

banks brother of Douglas Fairbanks and

general manager of the Douglas Fairbanks

Pictures Corporation, was interred in its

final rcsfiug-plaee at Mount Olivet Cenie-

ter\ in l>en\er. Colo. Only Douglas Fair-

banks and Mary Pickford, relatives and

friends of the family, were in attendance at

the services and funeral cortege. All movie

fan of the region of Denver were deeplj

interested in the visit of the movie folk

to their city.

Roumanian M.P. Industry in

Early Development Stage

There are about three hundred motion
picture theatres in Roumania, thirty of

which are located in Bucharest, states a re-

port to the Department of Commerce from
Trade Commissioner G. R. Canty, Paris.

The larger of these houses seat approxi-

mately 400 people, and in general are not

so well appointed or so luxurious as the

average French or German theatre.

There are no picture studios in all Rou-
mania, although there is one organization

under the auspices of the Foundation Carol,

at Bucharest, which makes from time to time
certain exterior views. Therefore, motion

picture production in that country has
hardly been commenced, although players

of the Theatre National have made several

attempts at it.

The general conditions of the Roumanian
film market are not unlike those prevailing

in France concerning foreign made pic-

tures; that is, the State rights of a picture

are bought from an owner and then rented

wherever possible, states Trade Commis-
sioner Canty. Renting prices likewise are

similar to those in France with prevalent

rates about 1 franc 50 centimes a metre. In
one instance, a pictui'e brought as high as

40,000 francs to its owner for the Rouman-
ian rights.

The countries maintaining the industry

in Roumania are in their order;

Austria, Germany, United States, Hungary,
France and Sweden. The American share

in the motion picture business of Roumania
took a decided jump during 1925, with two
American film companies establishing agen-

cies at Bucharest. Austrian companies

followed suit, and the Dorian Film and

Saschafilm Societies now maintain impor-

tant film stocks at Bucharest.

Films entering the country are subject

to censor examination, and films having a

political or religious character or dealing

in certain other subjects are excluded

entirely. There is no native motion picture

apparatus or equipment industry in Rou-

mania, and the principal types employed are

Gaumont (French), Pat lie (French) and

Ernemann (German).

A few of the Paris houses along the boule-

vards, where prices range now from 6 or

7 francs to 26 francs per seat have initi-

ated this movement, but these houses eater

especially to an international patronage

made up chiefly of tourists. The purchas-

ing power of the French people is low, and

admission prices to motion picture theatres

are already said to be considered excessively

hiffh by the French.

Betty Francisco in F.B.O.'s

"Uneasy Payments"
Betty Francisco has joined the cast of

Alberta Vaughn's "Uneasy Payments/'

the original story by Walter A. Sinclair

which David Kirkland is directing for

F.B.O. The completed cast includes Jack

Luden, Gino Coarado, Eugene Stone, Victor

Potel, P.rindsley Shaw, Lucille Ward, Lot-

lie Williams, Amber Norman and Billy Gil-

bert.
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Stanley Company Building New Houses
Purchase of Two Philadelphia Theatres and Erection of Two More

Reported; Schine Bros. Negotiating for Bobbins Chain

THE Stanley Company of America has
inaugurated one of the most active
building campaigns that it has yet

undertaken. In addition to the new Erlan-
ger Theatre, which will be a legitimate
house, to be erected at 21st and Market
streets, and the new Garrick, another legi-

timate house at 20th and Market streets, it

will also build on the opposite corner at

20th and Market streets, a new 5,000 seat

motion picture and vaudeville house which
will be known as the New Stanley.

Ground will also be broken during the

coming week.for a new $1,000,000 theatre at

69th and Ashby Road to seat 1,800. This
will be in opposition to a house now being
erected on the opposite corner by William
Freihofer, who also owns a large chain in

Philadelphia. The Stanley Company has
closed a deal for the Rialto Theatre in

Woodbury, N. J., with W. Hill. The deal

calls for the outright purchase of the

theatre at $260,000. A plot of ground has
been purchased in Bridgeton for a 2,000

seat house. The building will also embody
stores and apartments and will have a foot-

age of 120 feet on the main street in Bridge-

ton. The total cost will be approximately

$200,000.

Another transaction recently closed is

the purchase of the Globe Theatre at Juni-

per and Market streets, in the heart of the

shopping section in Philadelphia. This

house has been operated by the Stanley
Company under a lease from the Finance
Company of Pennsylvania. The considera-

tion involved is $2',250,000.

Picture Legislation in 25
States Is Possible

IT is anticipated that legislation af-

fecting motion pictures will be
introduced in twenty-five states in

1927, when forty-three law-making
bodies will convene. Of this num-
ber, forty-one will begin activities in

January.
On Jan. 3, California, Idaho, Mon-

tana, Ohio and Tennessee meet. Jan.
4: Minnesota, North Dakota, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island and South Da-
kota. Jan. 5: Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida, Illinois, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri,
New Hampshire, New York, North
Carolina and Vermont. Jan. 6: In-
diana. Jan. 10: Arizona, Arkansas,
Iowa, Oregon, Utah and Washington.
Jan. 11: Alabama, Kansas, New Jer-
sey, New Mexico, South Carolina,
Texas and Wyoming. Jan. 12: Wis-
consin and West Virginia.

The Stanley Mark Strand Corporation
which is a part of the Stanley Corporation
of America, which owns and controls more
than 250 theatres, all in the East, on

Wednesday closed the purchase of a parcel

of land in Utica, New York, on which there
will be erected a commercial building and
a motion picture theatre with seating cap-
acity of more than 4,000.

The Utica property is on Genesee street

including No. 161 Genesee street and ad-
joining properties, and contains 125 feet

frontage on Genesee street by 250 feet deep,
and was purchasd from Harold M. Clapp
and Verner P. Kennedy.
The property at present is occupied by

former private homes which have been
turned into business buildings. The work
of demolishing the present buildings will

begin shortly after the New Year and it is

planned to have the new theatre completed
early next Fall. The theatre will be pat-

terned after the Mark Strand theatres in

New York and in Brooklyn and will be
conducted under the same policy of first

run pictures with appropriate surrounding
bills and presentations.

The Nate Robbins chain of theatres, in

('tic;!, Watertown and Syracuse, New York,
may shortly become a part of the Schine
circuit, as negotiations are now on to that

end. Auditors have been going over t)>"

books during the past week at the head-
quarters of the Robbins Company in Utica.

The company operates five theatres in

Utica, two in Watertown, and one in Syra-

cuse.

The Schine Brothers have their headquar-
ters in Gloversville, and already own and
operate something more than seventy
theatres in New York State. The two
brothers have been very active of late in

taking over theatres, and only recently ac-

quired control of the situation in Ogdens-
burg and Massena, while their latest ac-

quisition was the Pontiac, located in Sara-

nac Lake.

Paramount Theatre Sets New Record
Gross for Opening Week $80,180; Capitol Held High Previously with

$74,342 ; Famous' 1926 Income $6,500,000, Estimates Journal

WITH gross receipts of $80,180 for

the opening week the new Para-
mount Theatre, New York City, se f s

a new world's record for a picture house;
previously the "high" intake was held by
the Capitol Theatre, New York City, vu'tk a

paid attendance of $74,342 which occurred
the week of October 17.

The net profit of Paramount for the in-

itial week is estimated at $40,000 by the
Wall Street Journal, which figures de-

ductions as theatre rental, $10,000; film

charges, $10,000; also an overhead of $20,-

000. Cost of the building is figured at

$11,000,000, and $4,400,000 was paid by
Famous when it purchased the site five

vears ago; the land is now appraised at

$6,000,000.

A mortgage bond issue of $10,000,000,

underwritten by Kuhn, Loeb and Company,
covered the financing of the entire project,

the rest of the cost having been defrayed
by current income.
An exceptionally good year for Famous

is prophesied by the Wall Street Journal
which estimates the year's income for the

company at $6,500,000; earnings for 1925
were $5,718,053. This stands out when it is

Cosmopolitan - Shubert
Deal Not Consummated
DESPITE reports this week to the

effect that the Cosmopol'tan stu-

do-. in New Ycrk had been sold
to the Shuberts for a rehearsal hall and
warehcuse, E. B. Hatrirk, Interna-
tional News head and representative cf
William Randolph Hearst in such mat-
ters, flatly denied on Thursday that any
such deal had been consummated.
The stud'o is now be'ng used by

Gloria Swanson and Robert T. Kane
productions.

considered that practically no allowance is

included for income from the Balaban &
Katz holdings and but little from the Para-
mount.
Famous now has outstanding 575,070,

common shares against 235,000 shares in

1925, the additional stock having been sold

to the stockholders for cash. The proceeds
were almost entirely devoted to the pur-

chase of Balaban & Katz, with the subse-

quent formation of Publix.

One source of Famous income, the Charles

Frohman Co., which it owns entirely, has

two plays running and a third in prepara-

tion. At the Empire Theatre, New York
City, "The Captive" is bringing in about

$14,000 a week and "The Play's The
Thing" is the attraction at the Miller.

"The Constant Wife" will be presented in

the near future.

Oklahoma Exhib. Unit Meets
in Okla. City Dec. 7 and 8
The Oklahoma exhibitor unit, according

to an announcement from President Fred
Piekrel, will hold its annual convention in

Oklahoma City on Tuesday and Wednesday,
December 7 and 8.

Colvin Brown Sailing for

Trip to Europe
Colvin W. Brown, vice-president in

charge of foreign distribution for F.B.O.,

sails December 3 on the Olympic for a trip

to Europe.
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Loew's Inc. Shows Net Profit of $6,388,-

200 for Year Ending August 31, 1926
THE consolidated balance sheet of Loew's Inc., as of August 31,

1926 shows a gain in net profits over the previous twelve months of

nearly a million and a half dollars. It is a strong financial statement
from every angle. Net profits of $6,388,200 are shown, this including re-

turns from 100 per cent owned subsidiaries. This compares with net

profits of $4,708,631.42 in the preceding twelve months.
Total assets for the 1926 period are listed as $78,812,236.09 as com-

pared with assets of $53,755,396.24 for the previous year. While the cur-

rent liabilities for both periods are approximately the same (in the

neighborhood of $4,500,000), the current assets for the period ending
Aug. 31 of this year have been increased approximately $11,000,000,

which, of course, represents a tremendous increase in working capital.

Another significant phase is that of investments, which show an
increase approximating $4,000,000. Of this amount an approximate
$2,000,000 represents increased investment in affiliated corporations and
$2,000,000 as a loan to Ufa. The latter amount is secured by mortgages.

Plan Annual Contributions
to Jewish Charities

Seventeen leaders in the theatrical, mo-
tion picture and music industries attended
a Luncheon meeting on Tuesday, November
29, the purpose of which was to arrange
for the permanent organization of the New
York amusement industry to raise funds
annually for the Federation for the Support
of Jewish Philanthropic Societies.

Adolph Zukor, councilor of the amuse-
ment division of the Federation, presided
and in opening the meeting announced that

$36,000 bad already been secured of the
$loii,iMll) quota assigned to the amusement
industry as its share of the $4,720,000 goal

of the Federation. Since the last official

tabulation, $16,000 has been collected thus

leaving a balance of $44,000 to lie secured.

Prominent figures in attendance at the

Luncheon meeting were besides Mr. Zukor,
Leo Erecker, .Jacob Wilk, Paul Eulick, Sam
forest, Ed Davidow, Joe Leblang, S. Eurek,
J. S. Ryan, E. X. Schnitzel", 11. II. Burbaum,
Fly Stroock, S. Weintraub, Charles Wein-
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"I consider THE
BOOKING GUIDE my
'r'ght hand support' in con-

tracting for pictures. I have
found the ratings generally

correct and feel that it is

far to both exhibitor and
producer in fixing prices. I

am a small-town exhibitor

and do not speak for large

towns."

W. E. BURGESS,
Burgess Theatre,

Scottsville, Va.

"THEY BUY BY IT"

blatt, Loney Haskell and Maurice Good-
man, who is also councilor of the amuse-
ment division of the Federation.

"Temptress" With Sad End-
ing for Ohio Exhibitors

The Ohio censor board decided that when
•"The Temptress" was shown in that State,

it should appear with a sad ending. The
picture arrived in the State with two end-

ings, one sad, one happy. Local exhibitors

determined to use the happy ending. And
then along came the censor board and de-

cided, in the name of all the exhibitors of

the State, to play the sad ending only.

So that's the way Cleveland patrons saw it

last week, and will continue to see it, un-

less they step over the State line.

W. R. Rothacker Resigns

From Famous Players
Watterson R. Rothacker has resigned as

Assistant General Manager of Production
for Famous Players-Lasky, his reason being

that he cannot afford to neglect numerous
persona] business affairs which have suf-

fered because of his inability to supervise
them.

It is expected that Mr. Rothacker will

remain in the industry, with which be has
been associated for many years as one of
its outstanding executives.

M-G-M Places Tenen Holtz
Under Long Contract

Tenen Holtz, stage and screen character
actor, has been placed under a Long-term
contract by the M.-G.-M. studio. He
was recently seen in "Upstage," Norma
Shearer's vehicle, and "Kxit Smiling,"
starring Beatrice Lillie.

Betty Jewel Given First Role
Under Contract

Ilei- Brsl big rob', that of the heroine in

••The Mysterious Rider," has been

awarded Betty Jewel, recently signed by
Paramount.

Government Ends Proceed-
ings Against C. H. Duell

The case of the Government against
Charles H. Duell, head of Charles L. Duell,
Inc., was disposed of Friday of last week
or November 20 by the tiling of a nolle

prosequi by the assistants of United States
Attorney Bruckner. Mr. Duell was charged
with having committed perjury while testi-

fying in the suit of his company against
Lillian Gish to restrain her from contract-
ing with any other producer. The trial of
the action began before Federal Judge
Julian AY. Mack in April, 1925, and the
complaint was dismissed after Mr. Duell
had testified. Mr. Duell was held in $10,000
bail after having been charged with com-
mitting perjury by the Court. All of the
proceedings against Mr. Duell are ended
by this action of the Government.

Nat'l Playhouse, Inc., Ob-
tains Chicago House Lease
National Playhouses, Tnc, the corporation

of which J. J. Cooney is president, Clement
J. McMahon is vice-president and Ben J.

Cooney is secretary and treasurer, has se-

cured a thirty-year lease o nthe magnificent
two thousand-seat theatre, which will be a

part of the skycraping theatre and office

building to be constructed at 23 W. Monroe
Street, in the near future. The site of this

proposed twenty-nine-story structure is di-

rectly opposite the Majestic Theatre and is

in the heart of the loop district. D. H.
Burnham & Company are to be the ar-

chitects of the office building, with John
Eberson designing the theatre. It is un-
derstood that the project calls for a $9,500,-

000 investment.

Small French Houses With-
drawing From Business

AGRADUAL withdrawal from
business of a number of small
cinema houses in France has re-

sulted in much comment concerning
the methods best adapted to check
that tendency, according to advices to
the Department of Commerce from
Trade Commissioer C. R. Canty,
Paris.

Since the beginning of October a
leading French motion picture trade
journal has had a number of its copies,
which had been mailed to different

French theatres, returned with the in-

formation that the houses had discon-
tinued operations. This has led to
an urgent appeal by the French paper
to members of the industry in France
to practice more effective methods in

advertising and the like calculated to

prevent their disappearance. Many of
these houses, it is reported, will com-
plete contracts at the end of th :

s year
and are then expected to retire from
business. The reason is advanced that
this situation is due to the fact that
the small revenues of the houses in

question and the gradually increasing

cost in films and printing have cut the
margin of profits extremely low.

Furthermore, it is stated, the public
sentiment has prevented admission
prices being advanced more than from
10 to 20 per cent by which method the
small houses would have been able to

meet the situation.
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Laemmle's "Les Miserables" Awards
Total of $6,000 Towards Scholarships Offered by Universal

President for Essay by High School Pupils

UNIVERSAL this week announced
that plans have been completed for

the awarding of scholarships to

high school students throughout the United
States who write the best essay on "What
Ideals for Life Do You Find in 'Les

Miserables ' ? " the Societe des Cineromans
production which Universal will distribute

in England and America. The awards will

be known as the Carl Laemmle-Victor
Hugo Scholarships.

Representative men in educational

circles have signified their willingness to

act as judges of the essays. Among them
are Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, president

of Columbia University; Dr. John J. Tigert,

United States Commissioner of Education;
Dr. Ernst Crandall, Director of Visual Ed-
ucation of Xew York City; Dr. Thomas Fin-
nigan, Chairman of Visual Education of

the National Educating Association, and
Octavus Roy Cohen, nationally known
author who recently consented to the film-

ing of some of his stories by Universal.
There will be eleven awards: one of

$1,000 and ten amounting to $500 each, a

total of $6,000 offered as an incentive to a

greater study of Victor Hugo's works. The
essays are to run five hundred words and
will be judged principally on the basis

of critical appreciation of Hugo's story.

In a statement issued by Mr. Laemmle
regarding "Les Miserables," he disclosed

the fact that for some time he had con-

Carl Laemmle

templated making a picture version of the

Hugo masterpiece, but, learning that the

European company was already engaged
in production of the story, he investigated

and found that the story was receiving ad-

mirable treatment, with the result that he

arranged to distribute the picture in Eng-
land and America.

His study of the principal character in

the story decided the Universal president

to make possible a more generous appre-

ciation of the author's ability and to that

end he instituted the essay contest because

he believed the rewards offered had a defi-

nite constructive value.

It is the hope of the Universal organiza-

tion, said Mr. Laemmle, that one of the

leading universities in each State will par-

ticipate in selecting the essays from their

State high schools so that the company will

have, finally, forty-eight essays from which
to select the winning eleven. Tentative

dates for the submission of essays are

named, as January 1, 1927, to February 28,

1927, inclusive, although it is possible that

the time may be extended beyond the Feb-
ruary date.

Simultaneous with the release of the

photoplay built around the Hugo romance,

which will take place in the United States

sometime shortly after the first of the year,

a new series of Victor Hugo's works will

reach the reading public. Also, it has been
announced that a <tory of "Les Miser-
ables," on the order of Charles Lamb's
"Tales From Shakespeare," are being pro-

jected for early publication.

Incandescent Studio Lights Tested
Years of Experimenting Done by Maude Adams and General Elec-

tric Company; Metropolitan Studios Giving Practical Try-out

ALTHOUGH the use of incandescent
electric lights in the studio in place

of the present arc lights has been
advocated for years on various theoretical

grounds, the first practical tests under
actual operating conditions a ,-e now being
made by the Metropolitan studios and the

Los Angeles office of the General Electric

Company. If the tests are as successful as

present results forecast, a radical change
in methods of studio lighting may be seen.

The present tests are being conducted by
William Sistrom, general manager of the

studio; William Whistler, chief electrician;

and E. P. Marques of the Los Angeles
office of the General Electric.

Particular interest attaches to the experi-

ments for the reason that Maude Adams
has been working on this problem for years

in association with General Electric, and it

was for her that the present types of

equipment were developed. The earliest

experiments in incandescent lighting, many
years ago, involved the use of large banks
of hundreds of small bulbs, which gave a

fiat, diffuse light that could not be concen-
trated and gave no satisfactory shadows
and modeling.

Miss Adams needed for her work (which
was largely with color photography) a single

bulb much larger than anything then in

existence. Despite assertions that it could

not be done, Dr. Nutting, then of the G. E.

and now with the Bureau of Standard- at

Washington, developed a 10 k. w. bulb,

which he followed up with a 30 k. w. bulb.

(The intensity of tins 30,000 watt bulb will

be realized when it is considered that the

average bulb for house lighting is 40, 60, or
7.") watts.) These large bulbs, mounted in

a parabolic mirror reflector, will project a

beam of light for seven miles. It can be

concentrated in this manner for effects

similar to those for which the large sun
arcs are used, or can be spread and diffused

slightly by throwing it out of focus within

the reflector.

Miss Adams' use of incandescent lighting

has been mainly to obtain a photographic
quality impossible with arc lights. Her
work has all been with panchromatic raw
stock (a film sensitized to all colors and
recording them in better balance than ordi-

nary film, which makes blue too Light and
red too dark) and the full benefit of pan-
chromatic can only he obtained when a light

source is used which approximates daylight.

Incandescent lighting is much better in this

respect than are lighting, and by suitable

regulation of the voltage, the composition
of the light from the bulbs can be changed
at will. Bv using the large bulbs at a sub-

normal voltage, in combination with a small
amount of Cooper-Hewitt light, the quality
of sunlight after 4 p. m., the most perfect
photographic light known, can be virtually

matched.
Inasmuch as the use of panchromatic film

is gaining ground steadily, and is certain to

be practically universal at some time in the
future, the need for suitable lighting is

likely to be great. If incandescent lighting

proves entirely feasible from other stand-
points as well, this is certain to make it an
important factor in studio illumination of
the future.

There are other important advantages
as well. The bulb requires no "trimming"
or other attention; it is light in weight
and easily portable; it is compact; it is

economical in current consumption; the

first cost of installation is nearly 50 per
cent lower; a set can be lighted more
quickly and efficiently; and once it is

lighted, one man from a single switchboard

can control the entire lighting of the larg-

est set at will.

The experiments at the Metropolitan

studios will be watched with unusual in-

terest, therefore, since they may result in

a far-reaching alteration and improvement

in the whole scheme of studio lighting.
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Helen Brown Associated
With Indiana M.P.T.O.

E QUIPPED with a very extensive
knowledge of the motion picture
business. Miss Helen Brown is

new officiating as secretary to C. B.
Trotter, man-
ager of the
Motion Pic-
ture Theatre
Owners of In-
diana. She as-

sumed her new
position on
November 22
ind was, until

about a month
igo, secretary
and manager
of the Indian- Helen Brown

apolis Film Board of Trade. For sev-
eral years prior to her film board
work Miss Brown was secretary to

Mr. Brentlinger, former owner of a

large circuit of theatres in Indiana.
Miss Brown also served for four
years as manager of the Indiana Ar-
bitration Board.

Fire Totally Destroys Park
in Taunton, Mass.

Park Theatre at Taunton, Mass., was
totally destroyed by fire early Monday
morning, flames spreading to the H. 0. Rog-
ii- Silver Company, which was also totally

destroyed, and to various business establish-

ments nearby, resulting in a total property
loss of nearly $1,250,000 and calling; the fire

fighting forces of Taunton, Attleboro,
Brockton and several nearby towns to the

scene. For a time the entire business sec-

tion of Taunton was threatened with ex-

t inetion.

The fire, starting near the stage of the

theatre about G a. m., was discovered by
pedestrians, who sounded an alarm.

The theatre was operated by J. A. Dono-
van and had a seating capacity of about
1.300. Insurance of aboul $75,000 was car-

ried on the theatre but it will cost $2.0.000

to replace it. The theatre was opened Feb-
ruary IS, 1893 and for some years played
legitimate shows. For (he past two years

mot ion pictures only had been shown.

Indianapolis Theatre Men
Win Sunday Victory

ON the ground that the affidavits

filed against Frank J. Rembusch,
Manager Frank Horn and Oper-

ator William Norman for operating a

theatre on a Sunday did not hold water
because in his opinion only an owner can
run a theatre, Judge Sharpneck of the
Circuit Court of Bartholomew County
has released the three defendants, who
were also acquitted by the jury. They
were found guilty last August in the
City Court at Columbus, Indiana,
of the Sunday violation charge, and the
case had just reached the Circuit

Court on appeal. It was claimed that
motion pictures considered in the light

of present-day necessities are a real

necessity as they undeniably give rest-

ful mental occupation and provide
physical rest.

S. E. Abel Managing Detroit

Office of United Artists
Sydney E. Abel joined United Artists

corporation on Monday, November •29. as

manager of the branch office in Detroit.

He was appointed by Gresson E. Smith,
general sales manager, to assume the man-
agership which has been vacant, due to the

illness of H. W. Traver.
Mr. Abel has been in the selling end of

the motion picture industry for eighteen

years and for the past ten years was for-

eign manager of the Fox organization with
headquarters in New York. His first five

years as a film salesman were spent in Chi-

cago and in his appointment to the Detroit

post Ik- is returning to his many friends in

the Middle West who will welcome him
back to the territory where he began his

career.

In making the new appointment Mr.
Smith expressed his sincere desire as an
official of United Artists for the rapid re-

covery of Mr. Traver, who will remain with

the company.

Gustin, Prominent Theatri-

cal Figure, Dead
Harry E. Gustin, part owner of the Gray

Circuit, the largest circuit in Maine, passed
away Sunday night at his home in Bruns-
wick, following a shock sustained a week
ago. He was born in Toronto, Canada, 56

years ago and for 25 years had been identi-

fied with the theatrical business. He had
served as manager of Keith's Theatre, the

Bijou and the old National Theatro in Bos-

ton and at Keith's Theatre, Manchester, N.

H. He then became a salesman for famous
Plavers with headquarters in Boston.

While covering Maine for Famous Play-

ers he became associated with William P
Gray in the formation of the Gray Circuit

and he also purchased a half interest in the

Cabot Amusement Company of Brunswick.

Me. During the past ten years he had been

very successful in these enterprises is "'ell

as in the automobile supply and ^vrp-s;?

business in Brunswick and other Maine
cities.

Lawler Theatre, Greenfield,

Mass., Robbed of $1,500
The safe in the office of the Lawler The-

atre, Greenfield, Mass., was broken open and

robbed of approximately $1,500 in cash over

the week-end. Burglars pried off the safe

door after forcing entrance to the office.

Thieves forced entrance to the North

Shore Theatre at Gloucester, Mass., during

the week, broke open the safe and stole

$1,461 in cash and some valuable papers.

Fingerprint experts were called in ami po-

lice are at work although they have hut

tew clues to work with.

Johnny Hines' "All Aboard"
Gets Under Way Soon

As soon as Johnny Sines has selected

important members of his supporting casl

and signed his leading woman, camera
work will be started at the First National

Wesl Coasl studio on the aexi Bines pic-

ture, "All Aboard." The latest additions

to the production staff are George Peters,

cameraman, and Tenny Wright, assistant

director.

Conway Tearle Signed
for F.B.O.'s "Hello Bill"

FILM Booking Offices has signed
Conway Tearle to play the princi-
pal role in "Hello Bill," the work-

ing title of the special production
F. B. O. will

make dealing
with the bene-
ficient activities

of the Elks.
The film will

have the back-
ing of the Elks
and they have
been consulted
about the story
and will confer
constantly with

Conway Tearle the production
chiefs during its making. The lodges
of Elks in different communities
throughout the country will offer valu-
able co-operation to exhibitors.

Famous Players Canadian
Corp. Elects Officers

The following officers and directors have
been re-elected for Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., Limited, Toronto, for the fiscal

year of 1926-27 as a result of the seventh
annual meeting held recently:

President. Adolph Zukor, New York City;

Vice-President, J. P. Bickell, Toronto;
Managing Director, X. L. Nathanson; Sec-

retary-Treasurer, Arthur Cohen ; Comp-
troller, Thos. J. Bragg.

Directors—J. P. Bickell; Sir Herbert
Holt, President Royal Bank of Canada;
S. R. Kent, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

New York; f. W. Killam, President Royal
Securities Corp., Montreal ; N. L. Nathan-
son ; W. D. Ross, W. J. Sheppard, J. B. Tud-
hope, Sir William Wiseman, New York, and
Adolph Zukor of New York.

Officers Elected at New
Jersey M.P.T.O. IVbet

OFFICERS elected at the recent
convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey,

held in Atlantic City on November 18
and 19 are as fo'lows:
Honorary President, Jos. M. Seider;

President, Leon Rosenblatt, Bayonne,
N.J.; Vice-Presidents, Peter Adams,
Newark, N. J., J. Bernstein, Jersey
City, N. J., Louis Rcsenthal, Orange,
N.J., and Samuel Stiefel, Philadelph ; a,

Pa.; Secretary, E. Thornton Kelly,
Fort Lee, N. J.; Treasurer, Charles
Hildinger, Trenton, N. J.

Board of D'rectors (newly elected):
I. M. Hirshblond, Toms River, N. J.,

Henry P. Nelson, Elizabeth, N. J.,

Louis Gold, Newark, N. J., and Benj.
Harris, Newark, N. J.

Board of Directors with unexpired
terms: Sidney Samuelson, Newton,
N. J., Benj. Schindler, Camden, N. J.,

Leo Jeskowitz, New Brunswick, N. J.,

W. C. Hunt, Wildwood, N. J., I. A.

Roth, Morristown, N. J.

Associate Members: Frank L. War-
ren, Princeton, N. J., George Brennan,
Jersey City, N. J., Benj. Harris, New-
ark, N. J., and Harry K. Hecht, Pas-
saic, N. J.
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W. Beery and Jannings
Together in One Film
EMIL JANNINGS and Wallace

Beery are to make a picture to-

gether for Paramount.
Jannings and Beery will each com-

plete the pictures now scheduled to

them individually and then join talents

in a production to be sent out as a

super-special.

This new hands across the sea part-

nership is of their own choosing. Fol-
lowing Jannings' recent arrival in New
York, he and Beery met for the first

time at the Paramount convention at

French Lick, Ind., and it was there
that they expressed a desire to co-
star.

Beery has just started production
of "Casey at the Bat." He will follow
that with "Louie the Fourteenth" and
"The Greatest Show on Earth." The
first American made picture for Jan-
nings will be "The Man Who Forgot
God."

Cameramen Go to Ireland for

"Mother Machree" Shots
Fox Films is sending two cameramen to

Ireland for scenes to add to the background
of the now virtually completed "Mother
Machree," which John Ford is directing.

Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president of Fox
Films, was impressed with the story of

the song conceived by Rida Johnson Young
that he deemed it worth while to hold

up the release of the picture until early Fall,

so that more shots of the Emerald Isle

might be incorporated into the film. The
title role of the Ford production is por-

trayed by Belle Bennett. Others in the cast

are Victor McLaglen, Ethel Clayton, Neil

Hamilton, Constance Howard, Ted Mc-
Namara, Philip DeLacy and Pat Somerset.

Columbia Has Two in Dec.

Mammoth Hacienda for "Jim
the Conqueror"

A mammoth Spanish hacienda for "Jim,
the Conqueror" now under way at the Met-
ropolitan studio, has been constructed on
one of the studio stages. It is complete in

all details and Director George B. Seitz

declares it is one of the most lavish studio

set- that he has ever used in a production.

William Boyd and Elinor Fair are the

featured players in "Jim, the Conqueror"
and Tully Marshall, Tom Santschi are seen

in support. The story was written by
Peter B. Kyne and was adapted by Will
M. Ritehey, who also supervises the pro-

duction.

Warners Sign Alf Goulding
to Directorial Contract

Warner Bros, have just completed nego-
tiations with Alf Goulding, who has affixed

hi- signature to a directorial contract with
that company. His first production for

Warner Bros, will probably be a comedy
and he will receive his assignment in the

immediate future. Harry Hoyt, another
director signed by Warner Bros, two weeks
ago, will not only direct his picture, "Bit-
ter Apples," but will also do the scenario.
This production will be put into work
within the next week or so.

Lists "The Better Wa
for Release On Its

IN accordance with its plan of releasing
two pictures a month, Columbia offers

for December "The Better Way," and
••Remember," which are of the heavy dra-

matic type. "The Better Way" has al-

ready been previewed in California and
received favorable notices, say its pro-
ducers. It will be released December 5th.

Dorothy Revier and Ralph Ince, who di-

rected, play the leading roles in "The. Bet-
ter Way," which is an adaptation of a story
by Harry 0. Hoyt concerning a poor ste-

nographer who plays a stock market tip

and wins riches but makes enemies as well

y and "Remember"
Program Schedule
as friends through her luck. Hazel Howell
and Arinand Kaliz are in the supporting
east.

"Remember," while not dealing directly

with the World War, deals with some of

the reactions of that conflict. It was di-

rected by David Selman under the super-

vision of Harry Cohn. Dorothy Phillips

and Earl Metcalfe play the leading roles,

and Metcalfe, who served in the A.E.F. as

lieutenant, helped stage the battle scenes
incorporated in the production. Lola Todd
and Lincoln Stedman are included in the

supporting cast.

F. B. O. Names 3 for Filming
Gloucester," "Little

1 "Down Our Way"
town, it is promised.

Windjammers of
lan Annie" amOrpl

ANNOUNCEMENT is made this week
by Film Booking Offices of the first

three productions to be filmed for re-

lease on next season's program. They are
among the most important to be made by
this company for next year's schedule.

First is "The Windjammers of Glouces-
ter," a story dealing with the fishermen
of the old New England port, and in it will

be seen replicas of some of the most famous
sailing vessels in the world, it is said.

Advance publicity is being secured through
the fishing industry of Gloucester; stickers

bearing the name of the production will lie

placed on every package of fish leaving the

The second production is "Little Or-
phan Annie," from the poem by James
Whitcomb Riley, to be made with a na-

tionally known woman star in the role of the

little drudge. The name of the player is

not ready for announcement.

"Down Our Way," the third production,

i> from a magazine story by the late Larry
Evans, which appeared in Cosmopolitan.
It has been turned over to the scenario

department for revision. Negotiations are

now under way for the purchase of other

stories.

Samuel Zierler Presents

GEORGE WALSH
"STRIVING

for

FORTUNE"
The vital, valiant star in an im-
mensely attractive romance of

men
and

ships.

Best

of

PICTURES
CORPORATION

SAMUEL ZIERLEK/W*/NEW • V O fi^ K.

all

Walsh

pictures

Play

it

Foreign rights by Simmonds Pictures Corp., Cable "Stmfilmco. N Y
"
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"THE CHECK-UP"
"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from ex-

hibitors in every part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the

picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported

the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the number who considered it "Fair" ; the third, the number who
considered it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."

The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the average rating on that feature, obtained by the following

method : A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of "Fair," 40% ; "Good," 70% ; and "Big," 100%. The per-

centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number of re-

ports, giving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this

way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion

are averaged up and eliminated.

No picture is included in the list which has not received at least ten reports.

Title of Picture
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ASSOC1 ED EXHIB.
Skyroi Let, The -

FAMOUS i LAYERS
Aloma of the South Seas. . . .

-

American Venus, The 1

Behind the Front 1

Blind ( Goddess, The —
Born to the West —
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I row n of Lies, The -
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I li'Ml'l ( rold -
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Fascinating Youth —
Fine Manners —
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Hold That Lion 1
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12
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Lucky Lady, The —
Mannequin 1
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2
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5
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4 26 — 66 6,043 i-'t— 15 8 80 6,702 Ft
1 9 3 75 5,863 Ft

8 6 — 53 5,020 Ft

5 20 2 68 7,169 Ft
5 26 3 68 6,900 Ft

5 9 — 52 6,950 Ft— 18 4 75 6,326 Ft
1 22 — 69 6,882 Ft
8 15

—

60 6,435 Ft
11 31 10 68 5,356 Ft

6 i
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6 12 1 56 6,88'' H
1 10 1 70 5,650 Ft
9 21 3 62 6,229 Ft

11 17 2 49 9,686 It

4 9 — 58 5,717 Ft— 23 3 73 6,800 It

11 15 1 53 6,702 Ft
6 9 — 57 5,942 Ft
8 27 2 64 6,981 It

5 15 — 63 6,077 Ft

9 12 — 55 6,457 It

6 12 1 56 6,133 Ft

1 11 2 69 6,741 It

13 29 1 60 7,445 Fl
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Woman of the World. . 2 7 11 3

You'd Be Surprised 2 3 7

You Never know Women. ... - 4 10 —
FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Arizona Streak — 3 7 2

Beyond the Rockies 1

Bigger than Barnum's - 7

Blue Streak, The 2

Born to Battle 1

Cowboy Musketeer, The. . . 1 1

Dead Line, The - 1

Flaming Waters 3 12

Hands Across the Border. ... — 2

Isle of Retribution 1 2

King of the Turf 3 6
Laddie — 2

Last Edition, The 1 9
Lone Hand Saunders -

Midnight Flyer, The 9

Non-Stop Flight, The. 2 4

One Minute to Play -

Queen O' Diamonds - 4
Tough Guy, The - 5

Two Gun Man, The —
When Love Grows Cold 3 11

Wild to Go
Wyoming Wildcat, The 1 2

FIRST NATIONAL
Amateur Gentleman, The ... .

- 2

Him beard's Sewn Wives. . .
- 8

Brown Derby, The - 3

1 )ancer of Paris 1 4

Duchess of Buffalo, The 1

Ella Cinders - 3

Far Cry, I he 2 5

< '.irl IH mi Mi mi in. nte, The. . .
- 8

( .ii.it Decept ion, The - 1

( Greater < rlory, The - 1

Her Second Chance 1 4

I [igh Steppers — 4

Infatuation i 5 13

Into I [er Kingdom 1 1"

Irene — 2 26

It Must be Love 4 8

Joanna 1 5 16

fusl Suppose 2 () 14

Kiki. - 3 16

Mademoiselle Modiste — 1 24

Memoi j Lane *- -I 18

Men of Steel - 1

'

Miss Nobody 2 11

Old Loves and \r\\ - 6 lo

Pals In st 4 8

Puppets, - 2 12

Rainbow Rilej .... - 6 2i

Ransi >m's Follj ? 4 9

Reckless I ad) . I In - 7 11

Savage, Thi -1 13

S ,,ili t Saint, Hie. 1 10 7

> u

13

10

6
17

12

9
14

23
13

14

12

23
8

24
11

8

8
22

16

7

10

15

9

21

13

18

10

16

22

15

8

6

4
2

3

2

4

2

9
1

6

11

6

1

3

7 2

9

1

19

1

5

2

8
1

4

3

3

62
54
61

68
70

62
73
67
65
67
62

70
69
62
66
65
76
70
59
83
60
75
78

47
70

66

70
64
72

66
67
74

61

60
70

76
62
61

56
68
81

63

68
61
7o

70
7()

7(.

72

59
60
66
65

53
(.1

65
51

6,353 Ft.

5,994 Ft.

6,064 Ft.

4,640 Ft.

4,851 Ft.

5,391 Ft.

4,950 Ft.

5,100 Ft.

4.500 It.

5,000 Ft.

6,591 Ft.

5,367 Ft.

6,388 Ft.

6,210 Ft.

6,931 Ft.

o,400 Ft.

5,447 Ft.
o,200 Ft.
5,o50 Ft.

7,713 Ft.

5,129 Ft.

5,454 Ft.

5.139 Ft.

6,500 Ft.

4,750 Ft.

5.156 Ft.

7,791 F
7,7 74 F
6,700 F
6,220 F
o,"40

6,540

6,868
0.700

5,855
9,710

0,420

6,136 F
5,704 F
5,855 F
8.400 F
0,848 F
7,900 F
0,2 70 F
8,299 F
0,250 F
O.S25 1

0,155 F
6,859 F
7,423 F
0,854 F
7. ISO I

0,450 1

7,522 F
7,550 F
6,275 F
6,880 F
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7 4 51 5,647 Ft.

3 6 1 60 6,750 Ft.

3 6 56 5,503 Ft.

4 5 1 61 7,295 Ft.

5 12 6 69 5,415 Ft.

10 2 — 41 6,703 Ft.

5 5 — 55 5,437 Ft.

7 14 5 66 6,095 Ft.

3 10 1 66 6,995 Ft.

2 8 2 63 6,600 Ft.

1 14 1 67 7,257 Ft.

2 15 1 66 6,013 Ft.
? 9 i 63 7,518 Ft.

5 13 8 67 (.,717 Ft.

5 18 6 65 7,419 Ft.

1 12 12 83 7,979 Ft.

1 11 11 83 6,345 Ft.

2 20 23 84 10,050 Ft.

2 17 — 67 6,155 Ft.

3 6 1 64 6,900 Ft.

1 14 8 79 8,219 Ft.

3 14 7 75 8,200 Ft.

3 9 2 59 5,562 Ft.

1 17 18 84 6,685 Ft.

3 8 1 62 7,763 Ft.

2 11 7 78 10,157 Ft.

4 18 / 70 7,254 Ft.

6 17 2 63 5,418 Ft.

14 — 53 6,583 Ft.

14 — 68 4,659 Ft.

5 — 53 4,585 Ft.

16 4 74 6,596 Ft.

17 18 82 7,774 Ft.

10 — 61 6,714 Ft.

9 — 67 4,539 Ft.

/ 5 76 4,400 Ft.

7 — 59 4,292 Ft.

11 7 76 8,829 Ft.

6 16 9 73 7,500 Ft.

4 13 13 77 8,985 Ft.

/ 4 — 40 7,755 Ft.

6 9 — 52 6,929 Ft.
4 5 — 53 6,822 Ft.

4 5 — 53 5,492 Ft.

4 6 2 65 8,767 Ft.

3 6 — 56 7,750 Ft.

10 — 70 7,445 Ft.

4 11 1 65 6,148 Ft.

8 3 10 7,808 Ft.
1 9 4 73 6,993 Ft.

2 15 — 66 4,869 Ft.

t 16 4 63 7,025 Ft.

2 7 1 67 4,871 Ft.

2 11 1 68 5,786 Ft.

4 16 4 7(t 7,40o Ft.

3 7 4 69 6,t>49 Ft.
4 5 — 53 4,800 Ft.
4 5 1 51 4,555 Ft.

3 16 3 70 6,452 Ft.

6 3 — 54 6,980 Ft.
3 3 3 66 4,207 Ft.

6 19 6 68 6,726 Ft.

1 8 2 73 6,954 Ft.
2 11 1 68 6,800 Ft.
2 11 1 65 6,843 Ft.

2 18 2 66 6,369 Ft.
1 10 1 66 6,578 Ft.
2 8 — 64 4,745 Ft.
3 6 2 57 6,420 Ft.
4 11 2 64 6,062 Ft.

3 11 4 69 7,612 Ft.
4 / 1 63 6,251 Ft.
1 19 3 73 6,300 Ft.

2 13 2 67 6,987 Ft.
/ 9 1 54 7,131 Ft.
4 12 — 58 6,995 Ft.

1 10 10 83 9,950 Ft.
8 5 — 45 6,880 Ft.
2 6 1 58 6,135 Ft.

2 /
— 59 5,262 Ft.

Senor Daredevil —
Splendid Road, The 1

Sporting Lover, The 1

Subway Sadie •.
. .

—
Sweet Daddies 1

Too Much Money 1

Tramp, Tramp, Tramp 1

Unguarded Hour, The —
We Moderns 1

Wilderness Women, The. .... -

Wise Guy, The -

FOX
Ancient Mariner, The 5

Black Paradise -

Cowboy and the Countess ... —
Desert's Price -

Dixie Merchant, The -

Family Upstairs, The —
Fighting Buckaroo, The -

Fig Leaves —
First Year, The 1

Flying Horseman, The -

Fool, The 1

Gentle Cyclone, The 1

Gilded Butterfly, The -

Golden Strain, The 1

Hard Boiled
Johnstown Flood, The —
Lazybones 3
Man Four Square, A 2

My Own Pal -

No Man's Gold -

Palace of Pleasure 1

Road to Glory, The -

Rustling for Cupid 1

Sandy 1

Shamrock Handicap, The. . . .
-

Siberia -

Silver Treasure, The 1

Three Bad Men -

Tony Runs Wild 1

Wages for Wives 3

When the Door Opened 5

Womanpower —
Yankee Senor, The 3
Yellow Fingers 1

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Auction Block 2

Barrier, The 1

Battling Butler —
Beverly of Graustark -

Black Bird, The -

Blarney 6
Boy Friend, The 3
Brown of Harvard 2

Dance Madness —
Devil's Circus, The —
Don't —
Exquisite Sinner, The 1

Gay Deceiver, The 2

His Secretary —
Ibanez' Torrent 2

La Boheme 1

Lights of Old Broadway —
Lovey Mary —
Mare Nostrum —
Masked Bride, The —
Merry Widow, The 2

Mike 1

Monte Carlo 1

Old Clothes 1

Only Thing, The 3

Paris 2

Road to Mandalay, The —
Sally, Irene and Mary —
Soul Mates 4
Time, the Comedian 1

Waltz Dream, The 3

Waning Sex, The —
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Bachelor Brides 1

Braveheart 1

8

1

15

8
6

13

3

4
2

3

4

1

2

9
6

3

9

3

4
6
1

12

3

1

8
5

9

8
3

6
2

2

7

11

9

10
21

7

10

12

10
14

12

21

11

9

4

14

13

5

10

11

22
9

8

14

12

14

16
11

22
12

10

13

11

18

11

7

9

10
9
7

14
10

16

19

25
12

35
26
3

9

25

18

23
13

8

5

22
15

12

20
13

11

17

22
33
15

22
17

10
21

24
11

8

12

14

16

2

4
1

11

3

3

5

1

1

2

29
10

79
64
59
73
76

57
71

57
67

64
73

41
70
68
73

60
67

55
68
61

72

72

65
60
62
70
70
65
65
69
74

57
70
64
63
79

63
63
79
71

58
52
73

60
58

57
68
67
71

73

45
56
77

63
68
66
52
51

76
63
71

64
66
70
63
81
70

58
73
57
59
75

69
52
52
63
70

62

6,402 Ft.

7,646 Ft.

6,446 Ft.

6,727 Ft.

6,562 Ft.

7,600 Ft.

5,831 Ft.

6,613 Ft.

6,609 Ft.

7,533 Ft.

7,775 Ft.

5,548 Ft.

4,962 Ft.

5,000 Ft.

5.709 Ft.

5,126 Ft.

5,971 Ft.

5,096 Ft.

6,498 Ft.

5,038 Ft.

4,971 Ft.

9,844 Ft.

4,825 Ft.

6,202 Ft.

5,989 Ft.

5,680 Ft.

6,357 Ft.

7,236 Ft.

4.744 Ft.

6,058 Ft.

5.745 Ft.

5,467 Ft.

6,038 Ft.

4,835 Ft.

7,850 Ft.

5,866 Ft.

6,950 Ft.

5,386 Ft.

8.710 Ft.

5,477 Ft.

6,352 Ft.

6,515 Ft.

6,240 Ft.

4,902 Ft.

5,594 Ft.

6

6
6

6

6

6

5

7

6
6

6
5

6

6
6,

8,

6,

6,

11

5,

10,

6

6

5

5

5

6,

5

6,

4

7,

6,

,239 Ft.

,480 Ft.

,970 Ft.

,977 Ft.

688 Ft.

,169 Ft.

,584 Ft.

,941 Ft.

,393 Ft.

750 Ft.

000 Ft.

844 Ft.

624 Ft.

433 Ft.

769 Ft.

781 Ft.

437 Ft.

167 Ft.

000 Ft.

699 Ft.

027 Ft.

755 Ft.

512 Ft.

915 Ft.

284 Ft.

580 Ft.

551 Ft.

564 Ft.

000 Ft.

757 Ft.

322 Ft.

025 Ft.

6,612 Ft.

72 7,225 Ft.

Danger Girl, The —
Eve's Leaves 1

Fifth Avenue 1

Gigolo —
Madame Behave 2

Made for Love 2

Man from Red Gulch —
Million Dollar Handicap, The 1

Paris at Midnight —
Prince of Pilsen, The 2

Red Dice 1

Rocking Moon 1

Silence 2

Steel Preferred 5

Three Faces East 4
Unknown Soldier, The —
Up in Mabel's Room —
Volga Boatman, The —
Whispering Smith —
Wild Oats Lane —
UNITED ARTISTS
Bat, The —
Black Pirate, The —
Partners Again 2

Son of the Sheik, The —
Sparrows 1

Stella Dallas —
Tumbleweeds 2

UNIVERSAL
Arizona Sweepstakes, The. . . 1

Beautiful Cheat, The 7

Blue Blazes —
Chasing Trouble 1

Chip of the Flying U —
Cohens and Kellys, The —
Combat, The —
Demon, The —
Desperate Game, The —
Fighting Peacemaker 1

Flaming Frontier, The 1

Goose Woman, The —
His People 1

Home Maker, The 6
Little Giant, The 3
Love Thief, The 1

Man in the Saddle, The 1

Midnight Sun, The —
My Old Dutch 1

Old Soak, The
, .

—
Phantom Bullet, The

,
—

Poker Faces 1

Rolling Home 1

Six Shooting Romance -

Skinner's Dress Suit 2

Sky High Corral —
Stella Maris —
Still Alarm, The
Take it from Me 2

Triple Action 1

Two Fisted Jones 3
Under Western Skies —
Watch Your Wife -

Western Pluck 1

\\ hat Happened to Jones. ... 1

WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific

—

Bride of the Storm —
Cave Man 1

Fighting Edge, The 2

Hell Bent Fer Heaven 1

Hero of the Big Snows —
His Jazz Bride 3
Hogan's Alley 1

Lady Windermere's Fan 1

Man Upstairs, The —
Night Cry, The :...
Oh' What a Nurse 1

Pleasure Buyers, The 3
Satan in Sables 2
Sea Beast, The —
Seven Sinners 2

So This is Paris 1

Why Girls go Back Home. . . 1
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Lubitsch Chooses Technical
Staff for "Heidelberg"

Ernst Lubitsch has assembled his tech-

nical staff in preparation for hi- picturiza-

tion of "Old Heidelberg," an adaptation

by Han- Kraely of the novel by Mayer
Foerster, which he will direct at the Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer studio with Ramon Novarro
in the featured role. George Hibbard will

act as assistant director with Eric Locke.

borrowed from Paramount, as production
manager of the producing unit. Ali Hu-
l>er, costume designer and Berlin artist, has
arrived to assume charge of the costuming
and Hans Dreier will act as art director,

working in company with Cedric Gibbons
on elaborate settings.

Pyle Bids for Nathanson
Hockey Team

"Cash and Carry" Pyle. the -port- pro-

moter who has been sponsoring Red Grange,
Suzanne Lenglen and other sport and film

celebrities, has made an offer for the Toron-
to professional hockey club, which figures

in the National Hockey League, the bia

circuit of hockey. The principal owner of

the Toronto team, known a* the St.

Patricks, is X. L. Nathanson, Managing
Director of Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, Toronto. The manager and
coach of the Toronto team is Charles Quer-
rie, who i- also manager of the Palace
Theatre. Toronto, a large theatre of the
Famous Players chain in Canada. Nathan-
son and associates want .-200.000 for the
club, it is reported.

Louise Fazenda Appears As
Star in ''Fingerprints"

Louise Fazenda appears as a full-fledged
star in "Fingerprints," an Arthur Somers
Roche story which Warner Bros, will re-

1
in January. It had been the intention

ot Warner Bros, to co-star Mis- Fazenda
with the late Willard Louis, but the death
of tlie latter cau-eil a change of plans. Her
next production for Warners will be "The
Gay Old Bird," by Virginia Dale. Chicago
dramatic critic. John T. Murray will ap

opposite Miss Fazenda and Herman
Raymaker will direct. The Warners later

plan to produce several Louise Fazenda pro-

duction- presenting the star in roles of the
Sis Hopkins type.

Thomas Meighan Will Do His
Next Under Frank Tuttle
Frank Tuttle. who was to have directed

Florence Vidor in "Afraid to Love." but

ise of the illness of the star was forced

to change his plans, will direct the nexl

picture Thomas Meighan will make for

Paramount. The story i- by Owen Davis
and i- scheduled to get under way inside
of two week-. Forrest Halsej i- doing the
adaptation.

TS

M-G-M Will Star Lillian

Gish in "The Enemy"
iHE ENEMY," Channing Pol-
lock's Broadway stage success
in which Fay Bainter was

starred, has been purchased by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer as a stellar vehicle for

Lillian Gish. June Mathis, scenarist,

has also been signed to do the adap-
tation and continuity. No director has
as yet been assigned production which
will be produced on a lavish scale. The
negotiations that led to the acquisition
of the Pollock play were handled by
J. Robert Rubin, dealing with the New
York producers.

Grey's "Drums of the Des-
ert" for Warner Baxter

Warner Baxter is scheduled to portray
the featured male lead in "Drums of the
Desert," a Zane Grey story which Para-
mount will produce on the West Coast.
He will play opposite Lois Wilson, who
will return to Hollywood from New York
to enact this role.

Chadwick Announces Cast
for "Driven From Home"
I. E. Chadwick, President of Chadwick

Pictures, and dames Young, director of
"The Bells," a recent Chadwick release,

are selecting the cast of ''Driven From
Home." which the former will direct. Vir-
ginia Pearson and Sheldon Lewi- have been
engaged for leading roles and Bay Haller
for the principal male role, Melbourne Mc-
Dowell has also been engaged for the role

of heavy. The balance of the cast will be
announced next week.

Associated with Mr. Young are B. S.

Sibley, technical director, and Cliff Saumc.
assistant director. The picture will be re

leased early next year.

St. Clair Will Direct Dix in

"Knockout Reilly"
In "Knockout Reilly," Richard Dix's

next picture for Paramount, the star will

be directed by .Malcolm St. Clair, who will

put the picture into production at the Para-
mount Astoria studio following the comple-
tion of "Paradise of Two" in which Dix
appears with Bettv Bronson. "Knockout
iveilly" is to be based on "The Bunch."
a -hort -lory by Albert Payson Terhune.
Forrest Halsey i- doing the screen treat-

men! .

Columbia Makes Additions
to Cast of "The Wreck"

• lame- Bradbury, Jr. and Frances Ray-
mond, both of whom were seen to good
advantage in "The Lone Wolf," have been

added to the supporting east of Shirlej

Mason in Columbia's "The Wreck." Wil
liam Craft i- directing the picture at the

llollvwood studios of Columbia Pictures.

Four Companies Incorporate

in New York State
Companies granted charters to incorpo-

rate in the motion picture business in this

State. during the past week, included the

Hollowing: Paul Producing Corporation,
$25,000, Margaret McGrath, Samuel Greber,
Elizabeth Morton, New York City; Amkino
Corporation, $10,000, Leon S. Zamkovey,
Nathan Barudin. Joseph Michael, New
York City; Ben-Mar Amusement Corpora-
tion. $5,000, Benjamin M. Rossasy, Mar-
garet Rossasy, Samuel Soelenfreund, Rich-
mond Hill: Stratford Studios, Inc., capi-

talization not specified,' Herbert Ascher,
Rosalind Sattler. D. Bellevin, New York
City.

Fox Comedy "A. W. O. L."
Put Into Work

A new five-reel war comedy is being pro-

duced by Fox Films at the West Coast stu-
dio under the direction of Benjamin Stoloff.

It is titled "A. W. 0. L." (Absent With-
out Official Leave), and it features Gene
Cameron, who has been seen in Fox comedy
and comedy-dramatic roles ; Holmes Her-
bert, and Sammy Cohen, the Private Lipin-

sky of "What Price Glory." Betty Fran-
cisco and Judy King have important
parts and so has little Jerry Madden. .1.

W. Rubens wrote the scenario from an
original story by William Counselman and
1 leorge Marshall.

Samuel H. Adams Preparing
Original for Paramount

Samuel Hopkins Adams, fiction writer,

left Hollywood la-t week for Burlingame.
Cal., en route to hi- home in the East. Mr.
Adam- ha- -pent several weeks at the Para-
mount Studio in Hollywood in preparing
an original story, and just before his de-

parture for the Fast attached hi- name to

a contract whereby he will do another orig-

inal screen story for Paramount.

Strand Theatre, Greenville,

Ohio, Ruined by Fire
The Strand Theatre and office building,

a fifty-year-old structure at Greenville, *>..

was completely wiped out by fire which re-

sulted from explosion of a film in the pro-

jection room. Andy N'etT, projectionist,

was severely injured. The loss is estimated

al $70,

Rupert Julian's "The Yankee
Clipper" Nearly Ready

"The Yankee Clipper," the latest Rup-
ert Julian production for Cecil B. De Mille,

will be previewed soon, according to word
from the De Mille studio. The story is

woven around the historic tea trade races

between American and British clipper ships

during the fifties.
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One of several music store window displays featuring the "Our Gang" famous in Fathe-Hal A circus wagon and a clown band ballyhooed

Roach comedies through a tie-in with the sheet music and "mechanicals" on the song "Little "Sally of the Sawdust" ilnited Artists I at the

Farina. Everybody Loves You" Liberty Theatre, W ashington, Ind. Stunt used
by Guy D. Hammitt, manager

Manager O. L. Meister of the U hite House 1 lieatre in Milwaukee gets

excellent results with circus fronts as displays for his show. The display

for Iniversal's "Man from the (I est" shown above, was an especially

elaborate arrangement

Colorful shadow box effect featuring cut-outs from the stock 21-sheet,

made an attractive display for "The Son of the Sheik" at the Best Thea-
tre, Hillsboro, Texas. The display was put on by Manager C. W. Taylor,

seen at right of lobby stand in photo above

A corner of the lobby, featuring display of

congratulatory wires, at the Circle 1 heatre,

Indianapolis, during the celebration of its an-

niversary, when "Men of Steel" i First Na-
tional) teas the attraction

A "magic" ballyhoo advertised the showing of "The Magician" [M-G) at th# Rialto Theatre in

Denver, Colo., recently. The car shown above attracted attention when it was driven about with

black curtains covering the windows and apparently obstructing the view of the driver
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Tie-UpsFeature"4Horsemen"Campaign

Bahyhoo that stopped the crouds in Butte, Montana, and creatid wldssprjad intsrest in the show-
ing of First National's "The If ise Guy," at thp Rialto theatre tlure. The old time medicine
show offered entertainment in the form of hula-hula dances. The "doc" extolled the virtues of

"The ft ise Guy" as an entertainment potion guaranteed to make you healthier and happier

Celebrated Six-Gun Man to Tour
as Personal Appearance Unit

\\7 HI I a pair of six-guns he shot his way
»» to fame as a "virtuoso of the pis-

tol," .'in accomplishment which has taken

him over these United States, to Europe and
South America as an exhibitionist of the

fiasl draw and expert marksmanship, and
now "Texas Jack" Sullivan adds an unique
enterprise of showmanship to hi- many
novel adventures. Though he deserves the

ranking of "old timer" so tar as appearing
on the screen is concerned Sullivan first

displayed his abilities as a rider, roper and
pistol shot before the cameras in pictures

starring "Broncho Hilly" Anderson—he is

now combining his stage work with picture
work as a "personal appearance unit,'' in

which he presents a live reeler and his own
act on I he stage.

"Texas .lack" started hi- "one-man
band" career in the picture business after

the late war. With his own money as capi-

tal backing the enterprise, he branched out

as a producer of his own five reelers in

which he starred. As one of the most in>

dependent oJ independents in the field of

film production, he ha- made pictures when
there arose the proper occasion, that is to

say when !:"• had the -lor\ lie thought
worth-while, the liberty to devote In- time
to I lie work and the demand existed for a

production of the type in which he special-

izes.

lie marketed the productions on the ter

ritorial basis, selling certain territories and
reserving others to himself for touring on
a road -how plan. The foreign rights he

sold outright. Indeed, the foreign rights

to one of hi- picture- brought him a -uni

which he considered sufficient return on
his investment ami he shelved the re t.

Sullivan is now in New York formulating
plans which will take him on a tour with

a screen feature and his stage exhibition

of roping and shooting, lie specializes in

speed and trick shots. He was a pal of

Mat Masterson's, and according to report a

sheriff on the plains paid Sullivan the trib-

ute of saving his speed with the pistol

equaled that of the famed Wild Bill Hick-

ock. His father was known as "Broncho
John," an original member id' the first

"Buffalo Bill" organization and later a

headliner on the Cole and Middleton Cir-

cuit. "Texas .lack" began his career m
the show business at the age of twelve, when
he traveled with small Wild West aggre

gations. His first stage appearance was with

Atkinson ami Thatcher's "Quincy Adam-
Saw\er" company. Later hi' toured vaude-

ville in Langdon McCormick 's "No. II
."

Candy Maker Ties-up With
"Black Pirate" Drive

The enterprise of Ernest Smithers, Mana-
ger of the Capitol Theatre, Kingston, On-
tario, Canada, resulted in a quick tic up

between the exhibitor, showing "The
Black Pirate," and a candy manufacturer
selling a confection called "The Treasure

Bar."
With the Fairbanks film playing at the

Capitol, a -ale-man for the candy concern

manufacturing a new chocolate bar called

"The Treasure liar" arrived in town, lie

dressed all the candj store window- in

Kingston. The manager of the Capitol in-

duced tin 1 agent to use a one -beet cut out

on "The Black Pirate" a- the background
for the window displays.

Return Engagement
Solidly Backed by

Fort Worth Stores

M ANAGER Harry J. Gould used
several tie-ups to advertise the

-*-'-*- return engagement of "The Four
Horsemen" when that film showed at the

1'alace Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas.

Perhaps the most outstanding tie-up was
with the Ellison Furniture -tore which sup-
plied a stage act gratis. In addition to

this, the furniture store advertised the

act in connection with the showing of "The
Four Horsemen" at the Palace.

A tie-up with the Peerless Automobile
dealer resulted in a nice street stunt. A
Peerless car was driven daily during the

engagement through the main streets of the

city by a blindfolded driver. The car also

carried banners announcing the picture,

theatre, and play date-.

Because the theatre ran a short film

showing the making of wax movie star

models for a local department store, the
store arranged for a display in six of their

window- that tied up with the picture show-
ing at the Palace. The store also carried a

full-page ad in the Sunday newspaper.

3,000 heralds, ."> insert cards, 25 street car

signs, and hand lettered lobby and hotel

card- were al-o u-ed to boost the return

of "The Four Horsemen."

Linoleum Mats Used for Ads
Selling Picture Show

Linoleum mats about two by three feet

in dimension, purchased at the local live

and ten cent store, are being used as an
advertising medium by George Langress of

Eveleth, Minn. This cit" has made it un-

lawful to paint advertisements on side-

walks, -o Langress gets hi- artist to paint

the message on the linoleum mats and
then places them on the sidewalks in

front of the postofifice and other prominent
buildings.

"!C\as Jack" Sullivan
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Window tie-ups and a personal appearance of "Buster" and "Tige" featured an extensive campaign exploiting a "Buster Brown" comedy at the

Uptown Theatre, Los Angeles. At the left above is the display arranged by a dealer to tie-up "Buster Brown" shoes and the presentation of the Uni-

versal short feature. Right is a section of the crotvd of youngsters who greeted the stars on their arrival at the Uptown

Selling the Paramount to Broadway
An Ingeniously Planned Exploitation Campaign Insured Box Office

Line-ups Long Before New Cinema Palace Opened Its Doors

O PEN AT LAST" reads one of the

banks of lights on the most at-

tractive marquee currently jutting

over the sidewalks of "the Great White
Way"—the canopy of richly wrought metal,

leaded glass and incandescents which shel-

ters the entrance of the new Paramount
Theatre at Times Square, New York. Some-
how that line seems to have written itself,

and so it is greeted with silent "Aniens"
bv the people of New York. Few indeed

are the events which succeed in casting

before them shadows so long and so im-
pressive with promise—nay guarantee—of

great things to come, as did the theatre

which was the scene of a brilliant opening
Friday evening, November 19.

If the theatre is the last word in the super

show house, the showmanship which marked
its career from a formal announcement of

the project to the fanfare surrounding its

opening with equal certainty stands at the

very peak of the craft which began with the

town crier, equipped with lusty lungs and a

tinkley bell and ends with a civic celebra-

tion in which the main thoroughfare of one

of the world's largest cities participates.

Launching the Campaign
The Paramount Theatre was "sold" to

the public of New York with the first formal
celebration connected with the enterprise—
the formal cornerstone laying, and the same
excellent showmanship which capitalized

that event to the limit of its publicity value

continued to function faultlessly in build-

ing up the interest of the public.

The building operation itself proved a

marvel of showmanship. From the time the
first stone in the old Putnam Building,
which formerly occupied this site at

'

' The
Crossroads of the World," was removed,
the Times Square sector became the scene
of one of the greatest spectacles ever staged
by the combined forces of engineering, labor

and machinery. The building of the Para-
mount Theatre "stopped" Broadway 24
hours a day, as armies of workers slashed
their way to a depth of 52 feet into the

rocky bed of Manhattan Island. That was

in November, 1925, from which date the

mushroom growth of the skeleton of steel,

stone and mortar has attracted the atten-

tion of every pedestrian along Broadway.
The rapid progress of the building soon

made it one of the sights of the town, and
it was duly pointed out to visitors by hosts

or guides to their adventuring in New York.
Here, indeed, was the greatest "ballyhoo"
ever staged for a theatre.

Building Public Interest

On the crest of this wave of publicity

—

which was strongly reinforced by news-
paper display ads devoted to the selling of

office space in the building over the theatre

itself—the Paramount rode along on the

crest of a wave of public interest. When
the completion of the lower portion of the

facade permitted the erection of a more
elaborate temporary shelter than that which
first protected pedestrians from fragments
of mortar or stone, the front of the uncom-
pleted Paramount became a colorful bill-

board for the opening of "Beau Geste" at

the Criterion. Soon followed the billing

for the opening of the Paramount. '

' The
Paramount will open November 19" the

legend informed the crowds on Broadway,
while in circular placques were the numbers
"19" more days. Daily the figures in

those plaques counted off the time between
the merely prosaic "now" and the import-
ant "then."
About this time the baiTage of publicity

started with the rat-tat-tat of a machine
gun. New Yorkers read between gulps of
cereal, coffee and poached eggs, short, inter-

esting notes about the huge foyer of the liew

Paramount, where fifteen hundred humans
might stand without crowding in the midst
of all the beauties the greatest artists in

architecture and decoration, working with
the richest materials, could achieve. They
read about the luxuries, the magnificanee
of the interior decoration of the auditorium,
the bronze entrance doors, "The Hall of
Nations," "The Elizabethan Room," "The
Music Room," about the concert orchestra
which plays on the mezzanine over the

"Grand Hall." They were told about the

ventilating system, the collection of 150
rare paintings which adorn the walls of the

foyer, lounges, etc.; the promenade around
the dome, ten stories above the orchestra
level.

The awarding of testimonials to mechan-
ics who worked on the construction of the

Paramount was another unusual ceremony
which the publicity department turned to

account as news about the playhouse. These
testimonials, citing workers for their skill

and accomplishments in the various trades

that contributed to the magnificent com-
pleted work, were an unusual departure, a

compliment richly deserved but seldom paid
the men whose skill and toil make such
architectural achievements possible. The
testimonials were awarded by Adolph Zukor,
the ceremony was an impressive one. It

was a handsome gesture of good-will be-
tween "capital" and "labor" if you will.

At any rate there was in the event a
ouality of exceptional appeal, and the pub-
licity department made the most of the
opportunity.
The Spectacle which agitated Broadway

from dusk to well past midnight last Friday
was one to be remembered. Flood lights

mounted on the parapet of the Cadillac
Hotel across the way brought the Para-
mount out in luminous relief on one of the

most brightly lighted streets in the world.

Crowds flowed past the entrance, as police
established "lines" to be penetrated only
by those bearing tickets or cards of ad-
mission. Just off Broadway on 43rd Street

a band played vigorously. The noise, the
movement of colorful pennants and flags on
the theatre front, the crowd a compressed
stream of humans slowly moving along
Broadway between 43rd and 44th Streets
presented a spectacular element which
blended perfectly with the scene. Thus,
with a burst of color there culminated one
of the finest feats of showmanship many
an observer has ever subjected to a cold

and calculating scrutiny—the campaign
which sold the Paramount Theatre to New
York.
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£wmarb Jfloob (Camp £?o. I.

Bdrran Soli'*r» 6«iL>r» and .flsiuii* Acsenxticn

October 15, 192$

Dear Comrade

:

at the Strand Theatre starting Sunday, October 17,
1926, one of the mightiest coring pictures ever oada will be
shown. It le "3 Bad Men" which is a plcturltatlon of the
cerel "Orer the Border" written by Herman Whlttakar.

Our coorade Roy Towne who recently read the book,
deolares It to be the finest etory he has ever read. Those
•ho hare eeen "3 Bad Men" say It is even better on the eoreet

We here arranged with the Strand Theatre for a
special showing for our members and their families on Tuesday
eight. October 19. Kindly do your beet to attend on that
date - meet the crowd - end en^oy one of the greatest photo-
plays erer made.

Kindly hand this letter in at the box effice when
purchasing your tickets. Come and bring your friends for a
real treat.

A. V. Mauley. Adj.

Fraternally yours,

L. H . Li barman. Cant

.

Palace Theatre
dallas, texas

Do you prefer a career In place of romance?

Norma Shearer, beautiful star of "THE WANINO SEX" now play-
ing at the PALACE THEATRE did and with laughable results.

"THE WANING SEX" Is not a problem picture but tells In an
exceedingly clever and funny way Just what mignt happen In
19b0 when women begin taking the place of men in the busi-
ness world.

No theatre in Texas has ever presented a more dellghtlul
motion picture—and Norma Shearer has never been more beau-
tiful—more richly gowned as the modern girl who won her '

ray to a man's heart.

THE wANINO SEX" is a 19&0 speed romantic comedy with
Norma Shearer as the Jump ahead of the next second girl of

Whether you heed the instructions on the outside of this
envelope or not make a date NOW and see this great en-
tertainment. IT WILL NOT BE 3HOWN IN DALLAS AGAIN IIT60 DAYS
AND ITS RUN AT THE FLACE CLOSES SATURDAY NIOHT!

HURRT! DON'T MISS IT!

THE PALACE THEATRE

Tear Frisco. -

ft see • great aany pictures. Hardly a «eck
passes that >e don't privately review four or five Soae
of then Dever get to cur ecreeo, a. tbey do not past tbe
rigid teet or quality that we desaod

Looking at a picture, with ui, is jjt h auch
work, and It takee a mighty good one to sake a real lapres-
eloo, or to use the slang, 'make ue elt up aod take notice •

wondering Juet how it will finally turn out.

le admit that they doo't cone eo often, but we
screened one the other day that 'got down beneath our ekln "

and bad ue elttlog on the edge of our cbalr wondering just
who, where and why the main character was.

The title of tble picture le 'Pale Plret.*
Not much of a title, le It? 5c, we don't think eo either
But what it lacke in title It aore than triple aakee up for
lo etory and portrayal. It le what we In the ebow business
t«ra a real, tcceet to goodneee picture. It'e there'

It beglne to unwind ee eaooth that before you
know It you are In tbe alddle or a aoet engroeslng etory
that cllabe to treeendoue heights, spiced here and there
with subtle eoeedy.

It le tbe story or three ass, who were "Pals
First" Id everything eicept love, and a beautirul girl
Lloyd Rughee, Dolores del Rio, Alee B. francle, George
Cooper and Bdward Earls ooaprlee tbe oaet of tble First
Rational Picture.

'Pale Plret' le a picture that we personally
reeoeaesd, and that le ecaetblng we don't often do, as
people's taete vary eo such that It ie bard to please
everyene.

»e are poeltlve that you will thoroughly enjoy
It. "Pale First' coaee to tbe Kentucky for tbras days,
etartlog Tbureday. Septerrer sixteenths.

fgu6a&4'/2te;<~C

The Legion Post of Hartford, Conn., used the

letter reproduced above in a direct-mail cam-
paign for a special Legion night performance of

''Three Bad Men" (Fox) at the Strand Theatre.

The letter was sent to the entire membership
of the post

Manager Barry Murke of the Palace Theatre,

Dallas, captured interest for his showing of

"The Waning Sex" (Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer)
uitli the letter shown above dealing with the

theme of the play. The letter was used as a

herald and leas distributed in envelopes bearing
catchlines designed to arouse curiosity

A personal endorsement letter is the type of

mail piece that gets results—provided it is saved
up for attractions that will live up to the

testimonial. Above is a letter which Earle Hall
Payne of the Kentucky Theatre, Lexington,
used to exploit his shoiving of "Pals First"

(First Mational)

Direct Mail Ads Used by Exhibitors
Ideas Employed by Showmen to Sell Entertainment to Definite

Groups and Build Up New Patronage for the Theatre

WHEN an advertiser wants to "con-
centrate" or "educate" he turns to

the direct mail selling medium

—

provided, of course, his wares are not of

exclusive appeal to a large number of con-

sumers grouped in a trade or business,

when, naturally, he employs the trade paper

catering to that group as a medium for mer-
chandising his product. Direct mail selling

offers the showman the advantages for con
ceni ration and education frequentrj de

manded when a picture of especial appeal
tn definite groups of people comes all

and it. is through this medium of "educa-
tion" that many of the most prosperous
theatres are constantly developing new
prospects, more consumers for their regular

showings.
Pointing out the particular appeal of a

picture often requires mure lengthy expre
sion than can be put into a newspaper ad

or a poster without killing the ad or the

poster altogether as a selling medium.
Educating groups of people not in the

habit of attending picture shows by means
hi direel mail advertising has become an
important phase of showmanship— partic-

ularly showmanship in connection with a

neighborhood or community theatre.

The series oi natural color short subjects,

for example, based on famous paintings and
offered through Educational, have a mass
appeal and at the same time a distinctive

quality which makes them good material

for interesting people qoI classed as regu-

lar picture fans. This angle was capitalized

by Earle Hall Payne of the Kentucky Thea-

tre, m Lexington, with a mailing card

—

printed in gold on a high-grade paper

—

which he senl to a list of educators, mem-

ber- of art club- and women's clubs, etc.

Payne is one of the most vigorous direct

mail advertisers. His mailing list is kepi

iti first-class condition at all times, and he

uses it for stunt advertising, as well as

straight, dignified announcements to single

a distinctive production. On this page
we reproduce a "stunt" letter, recently

J^^-O^^u^

"Mystery letti r" enclosing n wedding ring

fiei' and ten variety sent over complete mail-

ing list of the Kentucky Theatre. Lexington.
I>\ Earle Hull Payne as advance advertising

for "The Marriage Clause." a Universal picture

used by Pavne to exploit "The Marriage
Clause."
An ingenious stunt was employed by

Saxes Merrill Theatre. Milwaukee, in ex-

ploiting '•Stella Dallas." One thousand

postal cards -bowing Chicago hotels were

secured and addressed to Milwaukee wo-
men. Very informally they were inscribed,

••Dear M ".
. . Just saw 'Stella Dallas'—

a

wonderful picture—be sure to see it when it

comes to Milwaukee." The cards were then

mailed in Chicago to bear the Chicago post

mark. Thi- "stunt" letter concentrated

advertising for "Stella Dallas" on women,
which, in this instance, is the particular

"class" to be appealed to.

Manager Charles F. Shire, of the Lincoln

Theatre, at Lincoln. Neb., has the students

of the State University as his largest single

class patronage. During "Rush Week"
this fall he addressed letters to the presi-

dents of all fraternities and sororities, in-

viting them to attend and bring their guests

to the Lincoln to see "Tin Cod-," the letter

al-o pointing out new improvements in the

theatre for the convenience of the patrons—alteration- of which the management was
anxious to inform the college students.

One of the most novel methods of build-

ing up a mailing list comes in the report

of a recent exploitation stunt staged for

"The Duchess of Buffalo" by Manager
Marsline K. Moore, of the Palace Theatre,

in Fort Worth.
At the (dose of a guessing contest on how

long it would take cakes of ice to melt.

Moore did a little institutional advertising

by writing contestants telling them how
long it required the ice to melt and thank-

ing them for their estimates.
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Note Serial Exploitation Improvement
Pathe Managers Say

Bigger Drives Now
Back Episode Films

WHILE in past years the serial has

been much neglected by exhibitors

from an exploitation standpoint, this type

of picture, always a builder of box-office

patronage, has made a grand come-back.

Reports reaching the Exploitation Depart-

ment of Pathe Exchange, Inc., show that

its recently-issued serials, "The Green
Archer," "Snowed In" and "The Fighting

Marine" are being as widely and effectively

exploited as features.

Just how cheaply and yet successfully

a serial can be made a factor in building

up a steady clientele is shown in the manner
which Clarence Wagner, manager of the

Bugg Theatre, Chicago, exploited '

' Snowed
In." Wagner started this serial by giving

away to each child who purchased a ticket

a calliope whistle, following which he an-

nounced prizes to be awarded the day the

last chapter was shown to the writer of

the best letter offering a solution as to

who the man of mystery in "Snowed In"
was. Hundreds of the younger fans entered
the contest.

"Waning Sex" Heralds Made
in Lobby of Theatre

Manager Charles R. Hammerslough used
a special lobby stunt to put over '

' The
Waning Sex" at the Broadway Theatre,
Newburgh, N.T.
For two nights previous to the showing

a typewriter and desk was placed in the
lobby, .with a typi'st~manipulat-ing the- key-
board. The tops of the back cover of 1,000
heralds were left blank, and in this space,
the typist typed, "Marriage or Business

—

which career should a woman follow ? See
what Norma Shearer did in 'The Waning
Sex.' " As the typist finished typing tin

heralds, the ushers would take them from
the desk and hand them to the patrons.

1PLANS FOR MEMORIAL

SHOW C0M1NC FOR HDS

m-Ulv lnviipil In Sep TnriBir

Clippings from the "San Francisco Call" shmving the method that paper used to feature free
Sunday shoicing of first episode of Universal's serial "Fighting With Buffalo Bill" at the New
Mission and New Fillmore Theatres, San Francisco. Local boys were photographed in "wild

W est" poses. The tie-up teas made by M. S. Vidaver, publicity director for the theatres.

Filni Play Broadcasting is Pronounced
Success in Great Britain

TN consequence of the success attending
* the initial attempt at film play radio
broadcasting in Great Britain, recently at-

tempted as an experiment by the British
Broadcasting Corporation's station at Man-

chester with First National's "The Greater
Glory" as the subject, it is certain that this

form of radio feature will be extensively
used rn future.

It is reported that British exhibitors were
enthusiastic over the results of the radio
presentation of "The Greater Glory.'"
Many theatres tied-up with the feature in
advertising the picture and others arranged
for the reception of the film play in their
theatres.

The method of presenting the story was
similar to that employed by First National
in the weekly radio programs of this com-
pany through stations WJZ of New York,
and WRC of Washington. Broadcasting
of First National feature films has proven
exceedingly successful in America.
With Great Britain giving every indi-

cation of falling in line in the matter of
film broadcasting, it is likely, according to
E. Bruce Johnson, First National's foreign
manager, that other foreign countries will
soon adopt the procedure.

Members of the British Broadcasting Company's Manchester Dramatic cast rehearsing for the radio
presentation of First National's "The Greater Glory," the first film-play to be broadcast in Great

Britain

M. P. T. O. Letter Stresses
Value of Lobby Display
"If you don't have self-respect you can't

put up a front; if your theatre doesn't put
up a front it can't have public respect,"
reads an open letter from the M. P. T. 0.
Kansas-Missouri office to exhibitors this
week. "The front of your theatre is its

mouthpiece. Rightly treated, it is a high-
powered salesman. Carelessly dressed, it is

the hardest knocker you have in town."
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Two Newspaper Tie-ups for

"Take It From Me"
The presentation of "Take It From Me"

at the Old Mill Theatre in Dallas, had
exploitation support from two newspapers,
the "News'' and the "Dispatch," as a re-

sult of cooperation obtained by Al Lever-,

manager of the house, and C. T. Charack,
Universal exploit eer.

The "News" featured a cut-up puzzle

from the press book and gave excellent

publicity to the special showing arranged
at the Old Mill for members of the paper's
Little Knights and Ladies Club, for junior

readers. A "Write a title for this picture"
contest with $2.50 and ten tickets as prizes

daily for the best captions for stills from
the Denny picture was conducted by the

"Dispatch."

Displays Dad's War Relics

in "Frontier" Lobby
Because "The Flaming Frontier" was

playing at the Dixie Theatre, Ocala, Fla.,

it enabled Manager A. R. Nininger to doll

up the theatre lobby with war relics that

belonged to his father.

Colonel A. R. Nininger (the father of the
theatre manager) was one of the first on
the Custer battlefield after the massacre
with the 28th U. S. Inf. 2nd Cav. and the

detachment of the 7th Cav. under Major
Reno.
The lobby display consisted of a buckskin

suit, gun and belt, scabbard, boots, spurs,

quirt, gauntlets, etc. All these articles were
worn by Col. Nininger.

jLlUti.
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SCENE OF LA5T N GMT'S CROWD ATTENOING TmE 'SON OF THE ShEik*

l^'sf'IiULj T0DAY AND SATURDAY

RUDOLPH VALENTINO in

"THE SON OF THE SHEIK"

[alhM irf/jr» Mm An *>• fc**l at »lfll action rulorfut Mlllng! and |lowln« ,lirr,tin

rt.i* ii ih» lu( «nd l«a> picture VjieMinu c*«r tnmdr Com* out Eartr la the Nr»t •ho-

NOTICE—T-, ihm ent r aaC h nlsM Ftrtl iks. f 1 00 C M 3*te<-j •>.- at f 00

News photographs as a selling aid in newspa-

per advertising. The ad reproduced above for

"The Son of the Sheik" (United Artists) was

used for the Lincoln Theatre, Springfield Ohio

Rhymed Reports Featured in

Tie-up For News Reel
Poli's Theatre, Worcester, Mass., made a

successful tie-up with the Worcester Tele-

gram in having important news matter re-

ported in rhyme by members of a vaudeville

company playing at the Poli Theatre. In
some of the rhymes attention was called to

the showing of certain of the news events

in the news reels of the Poli houses.

Akron Auto Dealer Supplys
Cars for Colonial Parade
A tie-up with the local Pontiac automo-

bile agency proved a profitable exploita-

tion arrangement when the Colonial Theatre
at Akron, Ohio, executed a campaign in the
interest of "The Flaming Frontier." The
automobile concern supplied six cars for

a parade which ballyhooed the Pontiac as

"the Chief of Sixes" and the showing of
'

' The Flaming Frontier. '

' The cars were
driven by Indian chiefs in full regalia.

Another tie-up, under which the Colonial

was advertised on Army recruiting boards,

featured this exploitation campaign.

School Squad Practices in

Street for "Quarterback"
The New Smyrna. Fla., High School

football team used the main street for signal

practice as a ballyhoo for "The Quarter-
back" when that film showed at the Vic-
toria Theatre.
Two boys carrying banners advertising

"The Quarterback" preceded the team as

they ran up and down the street. The
stunt was used on the opening day of the

picture.

Supply Mats of News Story
on "The Great Gatsby"

Paramount 's department of exploitation,

under the direction of Oscar A. Kantner,
has issued a newspaper page feature carry-

ing the head, "Men of Mystery Dazzle
Xew York," which develops the local news
angle in with "The Great Gatsby."

These Lobby Stunts Courted Attention With Action

LEFT ABOVE—Display for "The Boy
Friend" (M.-G.-M.) at the Rialto, Chatta-

nooga. Hands in upper corners, suspended

from marquee, were kept in motion by

drafts of air issuing from ventilators.

LEFT—animated cut-out of Buster Keaton.

The arms were worked by strings attached

to small motor. Featuring "Battling But-

ler
1

" (M.-G.-M.) at the Sterling, Greeley,

Colo. RIGHT ABOVE—shadow box fea-

turing glass jar containing carbonated

water and moth balls, the latter rising and

sinking continuously. Used for "The
Great Deception" (First National) at the

.b.djeska. Augusta. RIGHT—Caged midget,

acting wild and savage, got attention for

"The Savage" (First National) at the

Rialto, Chattanooga.
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Attraction Exploited as "Royal Visit"
Atlanta Stirred by
Special Extra About
"Prince of Tempters"

SEVEN thousand five hundred miniature

newspapers with a big headline reading,

"Royalty visits Atlanta" were distributed

by newsboys when "The Pi-ince of Temp-
ters" played at the Howard Theatre, At-

lanta, Ga.
The newsboys yelled out, "Queen Marie

Coming to Town" and this immediately at-

tracted attention and the crowds were eager

to get one of these little papers.

The newspapers carried an artiele about

Oueen Marie's contemplated trip to Dixie,

and another article on '

' The Prince of

Tempters Arrives in City Monday."
10,000 small cards with photo of Lois

Moran on one side, and copy about program
on other side were distributed in advance

and during the run.

5,000 door-knob hangers were distributed

several days in advance of showing of pic-

ture. The copv on the hangers read,

"Warning! Don't Try to Resist the Temp-
tation of seeing 'The Prince of Tempters'
with Lois Moran, Ben Lyon and Lya De
Putti at the Howard, week starting Mon-
day, Nov. 8th."

Atlanta's "Iron Man" Aids
"Men of Steel" Drive

One of the features of a vigorous cam-
paign in Atlanta, Ga., for the showing at

the Howard Theatre there of "Men of

Steel" was an endurance race in which
several college athletes competed with Dr.

Seiler, a runner of wide local fame who
recently ran from Macon to Atlanta, a

distance of 105 miles.

This feature of the campaign attracted

wide notice and came as an effective follow-

up of the extensive poster and newspaper
display exploitation executed by Jim
Lundky, First National exploitation man,
and the management of the Howard.

Every picture provides an angle available for tie-up with merchandise, as witness th? window
here displaying "Midnight Sun Yellow" in a Battle Creek store. The stock 2-i-sheet provided
the cutout which dominated the display exploiting merchandise and the shotving of Universale

"The Midnight Sun" at the Post Theatre in battle Creek

Loud Speaker in Lobby Broad-
casts Selling Talk on Feature

ALOUD speaker in the theatre lobby
did a lot of talking for "You'd Be
Surprised" when that film showed

at the Imperial Theatre, Charlotte, N.C.

A tie-up with one of the local radio

dealers helped considerably to put this stunt

over. A radio micraphone was installed in

-A TEAR-A LAUGH
TE I2ZY MURPHY'

the box office and the loud speaker was
placed in the lobby.

On one side of the entrance, a large cut-

out of Raymond Griffith was placed. The
loud speaker was concealed behind Griffith's

mouth and was not noticeable to the public.

The theatre broadcasted from 11 A.M.
till the box office closed at night. Some of

the chatter went like this: "Good morning
ladies, this is Raymond Griffith speaking.
You'd Be Surprised just how funny my
latest comedy is" and "This is station

WRCA, Hollywood, Calif., broadcasting a

short radio talk by Raymond Griffith who
tells you about his latest Paramount comedv
•You'd Be Surprised.' "

The Aztec Theatre in San Antonio became the scene of an important phase of the Armistice Day
celebration held in that city. 1 he occasion teas a Flag Raising Ceremony in which Army officers

and officials participated. The celebration launched the Armistice W eek program on ichich the

Aztec offered "Private Izzy Murphy" (W arner Bros.* and a special stage presentation

Mosque Presentation Staged
for "Mona Lisa"

Despite the fact that a feature produc-
tion of considerable length, and the Al-
bertina Rasch dancers (twenty in number)
were on the same program, the management
of the Mosque Theatre, Newark. X.J., ar-

ranged a charming and effective presenta-
tion when "The Mona Lisa" played there
the first week in November.
A giant picture frame, with a curtain of

o ild for a background, which occupied the
major portion ,of the stage, formed the
setting for the presentation. Miss Dorma
Lee, contralto, appearing in this stage
presentation effect, wore a black gown and
took a position as much as possible like

that of "Mona Lisa" of the world famous
painting by Leonardo da Vinci. Miss Lee
sang "In the Gloaming," accompanied by
the augmented Mosque Theatre orchestra.
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"Flaming Frontier" Sham Battle
Sedalia Youngsters
"Fight" With Arrows

in Front of Theatre

A COMPLETE advertising and exploita-

tion campaign for "The Flaming
Frontier'' recently was developed and dem-
onstrated by P. A. Delahunty, Manager of

the Sedalia and Liberty theatres, Sedalia.

Mo., and R. C. Gary, Universal exploitation

man.
Among the first things they did was to

arrange a special matinee for school chil-

dren. Cards were distributed at schools

advertising "A chance to see one of the

greatesl battles in American history. This

ticket and ten cents will admit any bov or

girl under 14 years of age to see 'The

blaming Frontier' at the Liberty Theatre.

Saturday morning, at 10 o'clock."

To the first 10<) hoys and girls were

given bows and arrows. These were made
of light wood with rubber tip- on the

arrows so that the children would not hurt

themselves. They are inexpensive—a firm

in Parsons, Kan., makes them. On the bow
is copy about the picture.

More than 000 children turned out and

a sham battle was staged with them in

front of the theatre, the bows and arrows

being used as weapon-. An old stage coach

was used as a street ballyhoo with some
high school student- dressed in Indian cos-

tumes riding on top.

Dance Contest Ties-up With
"Syncopating Sue"

Manager Harry Van Demark tied the

McMillian Dancing Academy of Houston to

a dance contest on " Svneopating Sue''

when that film showed at the Queen Theatre,
llou-ton. Tex.

Prizes were awarded for the best Synco-
pating Dancers and those resembling Cor-

rinne Griffith a- "Syncopating Sue."

A novel lobby stunt which proved its value as exploitation for "The Strong Man" (First Na-
tional) was the idea shown above and used by Manager F. ]. Miller at th° Modjeska Theatre
in August. "Laugh your buttons off

— we'll se • rh m on again" was the basis of a display

th'.it captured the interest of the public and sold the picture as a laugh success

Gob Scales Ladder to Bark News
of "Black Pirate" Showing

ONI-', of the most novel stunts ever at-

tempted in Macon, <!a., was enacted

when "The Black Pirate" showed at the

Rialto Theatre, Macon, Ga.

A large cut-out of a sailing vessel was

suspended from the third floor of the Demp-
-i\ Hotel and a strong rope ladder Avas

Suspended from the window sill.

A sailor, dressed in his regular uniform,
climbed up the ladder at infrequent inter-

vals and shouted through a megaphone in-

formation about "The Black Pirate," and
also threw down heralds.

The stunt was quite novel and caused the

people to do a lot of talking about the

picture. The total cost of the stunt was
about $.").00.

The lobby display consisted of a cutout

from the 24-sheet placed on a black velvet

background ami was -potted with an amber
light. Two window display- were secured

tieing up with the picture, 1000 heralds were
distributed in the down-town section.

Racquets and Bats Supply
"Campus Flirt" Display

Manager Charles S, Morrison of the Im-
perial Theatre in Jacksonville selected

tennis racquets ami baseball bats as the

main feature- of an atmospheric frontal

display for his showing of "The Campus
Flirt." The addition of a tennis net.

draped over the marquee, and college pen-

nants completed a setting which proved a

Selling attraction for the -how.

One <>f the leading merchants of Lincoln. Seb., profited by the window display shown above.

featuring a "treasure <>/ Jiit<" in conjunction with tin- presentation <>i "The Black Pirate" at the

Lincoln Theatre. The display was one <>> several tie-ups arranged for tin I nited Artists' pic-

ture l>\ Manager (limits I. Shire

Jeff Lazarus in Nov Puhlix I'ost

Jell' Lazarus, who has handled the pub-
licity for the Metropolitan Theatre. Bos-

ton, since that theatre opened, has gone to

the West Coast where he will handle pub-
licity for the four Paramount theatres in

San Francisco. lie is succeeded at the

Metropolitan by Vernon Cray.
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Eddie Cline has been signed to direct

"Let It Rain," Douglas MacLean's next
eomedy for Paramount.

Fox Films announces that the screen

version of "Cradle Snatchers" will be
made in Hollywood, instead of in the East,

as originally planned. Howard Hawks will

direct the production.

Director Jack Nelson has this week com-
pleted shooting on the fourth Chadwick
First Division Picture of the current sea-

son, "Sunshine of Paradise Alley," Jo-

sephine Quirk's adaptation of the play of

the same title by Denman Thompson.

George Fawcett will play the role of Mr.
Simpkins in the new Marion Davies pro-

duction, "Tillie the Toiler," which Hobart
Henley now is directing for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Arthur Hoyt also has been added
to the cast.

2251

tudio Briefs

Montague Love has been engaged by
Cecil B. De Mille for the cast of "The
King of Kings." He will play the role

of the Centurion, the commander of the

Roman soldiers at the Crucifixion.

Edward Sutherland started yesterday the
filming of Frederic Arnold Rummer's Lib-
erty magazine serial, "Love's Greatest Mis-
take," with Josephine Dunn, James Hall,

Evelyn Brent, William Powell, Iris Gray
and Frank Morgan in the principal roles.

Leah Baird, for many years a star of
the screen, has turned scenario-writer. She
has created a new photodrama, which has
been filmed by Columbia Pictures Corpora-
tion. It bears the name of "Stolen
Pleasures. '

'

Camera work began on another feature
this week, when J. G. Bachmann started
"Exclusive Rights," based on Jerome Wil-
son's story, "Invisible Government." A
large cast, comprising eight featured play-
ers, has been signed for this Preferred
Picture.

Charles K. French, veteran stage and
screen actor, has been added to the cast of
"The Taxi Dancer." in which Harry Mil-
larde is directing Joan Crawford and Owen
Moore ;it the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu-

dios.

Mary Alden will play "Ma Potter" op-
posite W. C. Fields in his newest Paramount
starring picture, "The Potters," it was
announced yesterday by Associate Producer
William Le Baron, in charge at the Long
Island studio.

Gloria Garden is beginning work on J. G.
Bachmann 's newest production, "Exclu-
sive Rights," based on Jerome Wilson's
sensational storv. "Invisible Government."

Iris Stuart has been chosen by B. P.

Schulberg. Paramount West Coast execu-
tive, to play one of the most prominent
feminine roles in "Casey at the Bat," the

baseball comedy in which Wallace Beery
will be featured as the immortal Casey.

Joe Schleiff, a recent arrival in Holly-
wood from New York, has rejoined J. G.
Bachmann 's studio force as production
manager of Preferred Pictures.

From the west coast studios of Warner
Bros, comes the announcement of the sign-

ing of Robert Hopkins to a long-term con-

tract as title writer. At present, he is de-

voting much of his time to the titling of

"The Third Degree," with Dolores Cos-

tello in the starriner role, and the Syd
Chaplin road show attraction, "The Miss-

ing Link," both just completed.

George Hill will direct the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer production of the successful

novel by Kathleen Norris, "The Callahans

and the Murphys" in which an elaborate

cast will be directed by George Hill, direc-

tor of "Tell It to the Marines." No
scenario writer has been selected as yet

for the story.

The title role in "The Cross Eyed Cap-
tain," the tentative title of Malcolm St.

Clair's next Paramount production, will be

]3ortrayed by Harry T. Morey. Other
featured players will be Ricardo Cortez

and Arlette Marchal. Pierre Collings and
Kenneth Raisbeck adapted the story. Pro-

duction started November 20 at the com-

pany's Astoria studio.

Harry Meyers has joined the cast of

"No Control," the Frank Condon story

which McGrew Willis adapted from the

story by Frank Condon. Zelda Sears is

preparing the scenario for this Metropoli-

tan feature. Scott Sydney will direct it

with Harrison Ford and Phyllis Haver in

leading roles.

George Seigmann, now plaving Barabbas
in De Mille 's "The King of Kings," will be

seen in an important role in "White Gold,"
Jetta Goudal's next starring picture which
will be directed by William K. Howard.
The exteriors of the story, which deals with
the sheep country, will be shot in a remote
Arizona stock-camp.

Zack Williams, huge Negro comedian,
has been signed by First National for

comedy bits in "Easy Pickings," the crook-

mystery story starring Anna Q. Nilsson.

Frank Griffin has just started production
and the direction is in the hands of George
Archainbaud.

Richard Dix's newest Paramount picture,
'

' Paradise for Two, '
' was started this week

at the Long Island studio under Gregory
La Cava's direction. Betty Bronson por-
trays the leading role and others in the
cast include Andre Beranger, Edmund
Breese and Peggy Shaw. David Todd is

again assisting Director La Cava. Ed Cron-
jager is first camerman.

Marie Prevost starts work next week on
her new production, "Getting Gertie's
Garter." In this vehicle she will be di-

rected by E. Mason Hopper, under whose
guidance she worked in "Up in Mabel's
Room" and "Almost a Lady." McGrew
Willis adapted the story from the Avery
Hopwood stage success. Charles Ray is the
male lead. He is now finishing in "No-
body's Widow," starring Leatrice Joy.

Earle Kenton, director of fast-moving
comedy drama, has affixed his name to a
Famous Players-Lasky contract and has
been tentatively assigned to direct a Ray-

mond Griffith film. Kenton directed the

Bebe Daniels' starring vehicle, "The Palm
Beach Girl."

E. Lloyd Sheldon, chief editor at the

Paramount studio on the West Coast, this

week signed a new long-term contract with

Famous Players-Lasky. He joined the

Paramount staff about five years ago in a

similar capacity at the Long Island studio.

Ivan Lebedeff, a Russian actor, who was
last year placed under contract by David

Wark Griffith, was recently signed by

Gloria Swanson to play the heavy role in

"Sunya," which she is making for United

Artists release at the Cosmopolitan studio

in New York.

Joseph Farnham, title writer, is busily

engaged these davs at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Maver studio. He is titling "The Red
.Mill," "The Understanding Heart" and
"The Day of Souls" all at the same time.

He has just finished titling "Tell It to the

Marines."

Norman Trevor left this week for the

West Coast, where he will play a featured

part in "Children of Divorce," the Para-

mount production. He is one of the prin-

cipals in Luther Reed's Paramount pro-

duction, "New York."

Warner P. Richmond has been added to

the cast of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 's "Slide,

Kelly, Slide," a romance of baseball from
the inside, in which appear, among others,

Karl Dane, Eileen Sedgwick, Tenen Holtz,

and professionals, including Bob and
"Irish" Meusel, Tony Lazzeri and Mike
Donlin, a former member of the New York
Giants.

Dorothy Appleby, a stage player who
made her first screen appearance in Para-
mount's "New York," has been assigned

to the cast of "Paradise for Two,"
Richard Dix's newest Paramount picture.

In this picture she will render an exhibition

of the Black Bottom, the new dance.

Ben Reynolds has been assigned the task
of photographing "Slide, Kelly, Slide," the

new Metro-Goldwvn-Maver production with

William Haines and Sally O'Neil.

Among the various aces who are partici-

pating in the filming of Paramount 's

"Wings" are Baron Carl von Hartman,
German ace, who arrived at San Antonio
this week; Ted Parsons, an American flyer

who won his title of '

' French ace '

' with the
French air service ; William Wellman, di-

rector of the production, who served with
the Lafayette Squadron; Dick Arlen, young
leading man, who served with the Canadian
Royal Flying Corps; Frank Tommick, who
flew with the Germans during the Avar

;

Dick Grace, who saw service with the Naval
Air Service.

Photography on "The Magic Garden"
is nearing completion. This F.B.O. pro-
duction has strikingly impressive Venetian
interior and exterior sets that were de-
signed by Carroll Clark, art director at the
F.B.O. studio. Margaret Moms and Ray-
mond Keane have the leads.
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Subjects 'an

Pathe Offers Xmas Special
Schedule for December 12 Includes

Roach, Sennett Comedies and Serial

AMONG the Pathe releases for the

week (it December twelfth is an Hal
Roach comedy which its producers

consider appropriate for Christmas show-
ing. It is a Charley Chase starring comedy
titled "There Ain't No Santa Claus"; other

attractions for the week include a Mack
Sennett comedy, the fourth chapter of the

Pathe serial "The House Without a Key,"
Pathe Review No. 50, "Top Notchers," one

of Grantland Rice's Sportlights ; Topics of

the Day" No. 50, "Bars and Stripes," one

of the Aesop's Fables and issues 102 and
303 of Pathe News.

The cast for the Christmas picture in-

cludes Eugenia Gilbert, Noah Young,
Mickey Dennett and Kay Deslys. James
Pa in >tt directed under the supervision of

P. Richard Jones. The Sennett comedy is

one of the "Jimmy Smith" series titled

"Smith's Picnic," the cast for which is

made up of Raymond McKee, Ruth Hiatt

and Baby Mary Ann Jackson. Alf Goulding

directed.

"Suspicion" is the title of the fourth

chapter of "The House Without a Key,"
in which Allene Ray and Walter Miller are

co-featured. Frank Leon Smith fashioned

the scenario from Earl Derr Biggers' Sat-

urday Evening- Post story, and Spencer
Bennett directed. In this chapter the hero
is torn between love and duty because he
believes the girl he loves is a murderess.
"Bars and Stripes" is the current re-

lease of the Aesop's Film Fables Series;

Pathe Review No. 50 offers: "Fresh From
the Deep," a graphic fish story from New
I'.eilt'onl, Mass.; '

' 1 tow n on the farm,"
the Filipino idea of harvesting; "The
Flower of the Ancients," another of the
Workshop of Nature Series produced by
Arthur C. Pillsbury. The time-lapse cam-
era condensing the growth-life of the flow-

ers so that they become visible; "Nefta the
Beautiful," an interlude in the journeys
of Count Byron Khun de Prorok bound out-

ward over the Sahara Desert.

"Top Notchers," a Grantland Rice
Sportlight, reviews in this number the head-
liners in various branches of sport: Babe
Ruth, "Red" Grange, Tommy Hitchcock,
Jr., Gene Tunney, Suzanne Lenglen, Bobby
Jones—all in action. Topics of the Day,
No. 50, offers the latest wit and humor
gathered from the press of the world; and
Pathe News, issues Nos. 102 and 103, offer

topical happenings of world events.

Six Stern ComediesThis Month
Two of "Newlyweds" Series, One "Excuse
Maker" and "Buster Brown" Included

UNIVERSAL will distribute six

Stern Bros, comedy productions

(hiring the month of December.

These include five of the various comic se-

ries now being produced by the Sterns and

a Buster Brown Stern Bros, twb-reeler

titled "Buster's Prize Winner." which the

releasing company will -end ou1 as a Uni-

versal Junior Jewel.

The five releases include two "Newly-
and Their Baby" comedies, a comedy

of "The Excuse Maker" series, a two-

n eler of the "What Eappened to Jane"
series, and the latesl " Let I reorge Do It"

comedy.

The " Newlyweds " comedies are " Si k-

um's Outing," which was released Decem-

ber first and "Snookum's Merry Christ-

ma-." a December 22 release. Sunny Mi

Keen plays Snookums and Ethlyn Claire

ewlywed. Jed Dooley is Nev

lywed himself in the firs! named and Sid

Saylor plaj t he part m the Christma i e

lease. Charli King also appears in the

Christma- chiiiciIv. Gus Mem- directed

both pictures.

A Second hand Excuse," one of the

Excu e Maker' ' erie , is 1 he I lecember

eighth release. Edna Marian is the hero-

ine and Leon Holmes and Crank Earl are

in the cast. Francis Corby directed. On
December L5, ".lane's Predicament," the

latest "What Happened to Jane" number,
starring Wanda Wiley will be released.

Earl McCarthy has the principal support-
ing rule. Sam Neutield directed.

The late release of the year is "And
George Did," a "Let George Do It" emu
edy staring Sid Savior, and adapted from
the George McManus cartoon strip. Doro-
thy Gulliver is the feminine lead in this

"George" picture. Others in the cast are

Colin Chase and Madalynne Field. Scott

Pembroke directed it.

Monty Banks Plans "Horse
Shoes" as Pathe Feature
Montj Banks, whose firsl picture for

Pathe, "Atta l>o\," was relea-ed ill Oc-
lulier. is starting the second of his featured

Pathe comedies which will probably be
titled " Horse SI -."

Wallace Lupino Given First

Featured Role
"Sweet Baby," a one-reel Educational

comedy of the ('amen brand, which will be

released mi December 5, is the firsl featured

rule for Wallace Lupino, brother of Lupino
Cane.

Sign Priscilla Dean for New
Hal Roach Pathe Comedy
Hal Roach, comedy producer for Pathe,

has signed Priscilla Dean for a second

short feature comedy which will be started

within the week. Fred Guiol is preparing

for the production and is also assisting in

the editing of the first which was completed

last week and which created so favorable

an impression with producer and star that

it led to the signing of Miss Dean for an-

other picture. Tentative selections for the

cast are being made now.

Estelle Bradley is Leading

Lady in Hamilton Comedy
Estelle Bradley, who has been appearing

recently in Educational-Mermaid Comedies,

has again been cast as Lloyd Hamilton's

leading lady in a comedy which Norman
Taurog is directing at the Educational

studio.

Humorous incidents in "Snookum's Tooth." one of

the "Newlyweds and Their Baby" comedies released
by Universal
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Formulating Plans for "Laugh Month"
National Committee at Work on Material for Newspapers, Press

Sheets and Accessories; Many Exhibitors to Participate

GAINING impetus daily through the

concerted efforts of members of the

National Laugh Month Committee,
plans for National Laugh Month—January
—are rushing toward early completion.

Everything possible needed by the exhibitor

to exploit his short subjects in particular

and Laugh Month in general, is being made
available with the greatest possible

despatch. The Committee gives its assur-

ance that the exhibitor planning to make
extra profits through Laugh Month this

season will have the material with which to

do it in his hands in ample time.

Increase Over Last Year

Early indications point to the conviction

that this season hundreds more theatre men
will participate and profit in the Laugh
Month celebration than took advantage of

the idea last season. Several big circuits

already in communication with Laugh
Month headquarters, 469 Fifth Avenue,
New York, frankly state that they did not

get behind Laugh Month last season because

they wanted to see how it would "take"
before they pushed it with the machinery
of their vast organizations. Evidently they

have been convinced, for this season they

voice their approval of the idea and their

intention of putting their shoulder to the

wheel 100% and realizing fully on the

actual dollars and cents value of the idea.

This season's Laugh Month will be big-

ger and better by far than last season's.

Newspapers throughout the country gobbled
up the idea last season and devoted column
after column of space to Laugh Month. This
year the newspapers are hotter than ever
on Laugh Month, and the Laugh Month
Committee is preparing a press sheet espec-
ially for the use of newspapers. These clip

sheets will be sent to every newspaper in

the country, and it is expected that the
volume of daily newspaper space devoted to

Laugh Month will exceed even the fondest
expectations.

Arrangements are being made with vir-

tually every big newspaper syndicate to

send out special Laugh Month material for
use by their clients. This material in-

cludes cartoons, comic strips, humorous
columns and editorials. This together with
the material issued by the Laugh Month
Committee itself, is virtual assurance of

the 100% coverage of the press of the

eountry on Laugh Month.

Fan Campaign
Fan publications are also aligned solidly

behind Laugh Month. Special stories, spe-

cial features, and special art layouts will

be carried in the magazines reaching the

fans during January. Added to the list of

fan publications and the humorous publi-
cations, these, too, will carry special Laugh
Month features.

A "Meaty" Press Book
AVhat members of the Committee—all

exjierienced showmen—believe to be one of
the "meatiest press books ever issued" is

being prepared for the use of exhibitors.
Through its contents theatre men will be
shown not only how they can make money
by participating in Laugh Month, but also
how they can profitably carry out many of
the same ideas to their greater profit

throughout the year. For instance, if an
exhibitor so desired, he could divide his
Laugh Month into four weeks—Comedy
Week, Happiness Week, Sunshine Week,
and Fun Week. Any or all of these weeks
are sound, seat selling ideas for January
or any other month. Other catch labels
he could put on his campaign to attract
the public could be such descriptions as,

Great Laugh Carnival, Monster Joy Jubilee,
Big Fun Frolic, Laugh and Grow Fit cele-

bration. Any showman can readily grasp
the real ticket selling value of suggestions
such as these.

The press book will be cram jam full of
real practical showmanship ideas that can
be put over at small expense and with

(Continued on page 2254)
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KINOGRAMS No. 5243: Norfolk, Va.—Two
navy planes start on non-stop flighl to

iina: Washington —Fall and Doheny go on
trial td face charges oi oil conspiracy againsl

the government; New York—Queen Marie sails

home with Princess Ileana and Prince

Nikolas; New York— Sir Alana Cobham, fam-
ous British flyer, arrives, but fails to fly from
ship tn sin. re; San Diego, Cal.— Pacific fleet

boxers battle for titles on hoard battleship

Maryland; Aldershot, Eng.—New war tanks

are "shown for first time in hig artillery ex-

hibition; Chicago—Army and Navy tie in great-

est football game of the year before 130,000.

KINOGRAMS No. 5244: London— Prince of

Wales presents new colors to famous

Hertfordshire and Bedford regiments; New
York—'City's amazing growth is shown as

Broadway celebrates 300th birthday; Philadel-

phia—Persian aristocrats reign as annual cat

show opens; Seattle—Walter Hagen tries to

teach golf to Babe Ruth but it not entirely

successful; Manchester, X. H.—Thousands of

Christmas trees fall under axe as Yuletide

draws nigh; Philadelphia—Nellie Ross, first

woman governor, attends Sesquicentennial on

Wyoming day; San Francisco—Great seas split

wrecked steamship Lillian Stuart asunder on

len Gate rocks; Tia Juana, Mexico—Great

crowds from over American border see famous

track open in blaze of racing glory.

PATH]-; NEWS XO. 97: Norfolk, Va.—Na-
vy fliers forced down after covering more

than half of 2,200-mile non-stop flight; Dres

Germany—Hindenburg views Germany's

fine'sl trained infantrymen; Washington, D.C.

Crisis revealed in Mexican relations; Pans,

France French Ambassador to U.S. resigns;

Portland, Ore.—Trudie Ederle brings cheer to

hospital children; Bari, Italy— Tidal wave

works great havoc in Italian seaport; New
York ("itv—Queen Marie sails for home;

Shanghai, China—'Pay great tribute to the

memory of first Chinese President; bos \n

Cal.—Dons diving suit to take first mo-

tion pictures actually made under water.

PAT 111-: NEWS NO. 98: London. England-
Inaugurate new Lord Mayor; Washington,

D.C—Postmaster General New appeals to t\

erybody to send Christmas mail early; Tijuana

rrj free captures feature handi-

cap ..t Tijuana opening; Manzell, Germany—
nan living boat takes 60 persons

iiina—Star Chinese athletes

i, whirlwind show; Heber Springs. Ark-
Tornado cuts trail of havoc through central

Arkansas; Chicago. 111.— Army and Navy tie

21 to 21 in desperate grid battle. Atlanta, Ga.—
Byrd polai plane visits Atlanta; (.'oral Cables.

Florida holds "Progn \\ i ek" celebra

lion: Butte, Mont.—Ch'( a-... Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railwaj sold al auction; Morgantown,
W. Va.—Washington and Jeffei on conquers

Wesl Virginia in thrilling gridiron battle; De
troit, Mich dedicate new home

;
Phil-

adelphia. Pa.—Wyoming Governor is honored
at Exposition; Hampton Roads, Va. Battle

ship Texas, transformed, departs to join scoul

ing fleet; St. Paul, Minn, Minneapolis run-

I mile Y.M.C.A n lay race ; Eliz-

abeth, N.J. -Open new four-track railwaj

bridge.

F 5, VOL. 8, NO. 16: Rome \ i

ilian army gather at marbli

Victoi E mmam 'it., mark eighth

year N< « Y. n l. I itj Scotto, chi

the Hotel Vmbassador, shows his method of

ing l hanl >gh ing turkej . Lexington,

Kv Turfmen from all parts of world attend

f thi n oughbreds and pa for <.
v

horses; New York City— Sir John l.a\er>,

of ( ireat Britain' I painters, visits

America; Blasien German) \ camera inter-

view with Admiral von Tirpitz, author of U-
boal warfare and Kaiser's naval chief; Hills-

boro, 111.—The newest champion in Middle
Wesl is Earl Niehause, winner of corn husking
tournament; San Antonio, Tex..—Ancient Span
ish prison is converted into bathing-pool and
Lone Star lassies take first plunge; San An-
tonio, Tex.— F. Trubee Davison, Assistant Sec-
ret a r> of War, reviews all units of famous
Second Division; Belgium—Swedish warship
takes Princess Astrid to land she will some
day rule.

FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, NO. 17: On the Seas
—U. S. Coast Guard starts aerial warfare

against Rum Row; Brussels—Princess Astrid

at last is wed to Prince Leopold in colorful

religious rite at St. Gudule Cathedral ; Colum-
bus, Ga.,—Here's a couple, married for 75
years, celebrating diamond anniversary ; Wash-
ington, D.C.—Ex-Secretary Albert B. Fall and
Edward Doheny go on trial for conspiracy in

famous oil lease scandal; Columbia, Mo.—$500,-

000 war memorial dedicated by Governor Ba-
ker on occasion of Missouri-Kansas game;
Southampton—Giant ocean greyhounds are sent

to drydock for their winter overhauling: New
Haven—82,000 football fans see Bulldog tri-

umph in 55th contest with Crimson; Corvallis,

Ore.—This pair of 5-months-old twins have
36 mothers—a class of girls studying care of

babies at college; Los Angeles, Calif.—School-
boy of 16, Donald Cummings, wins world's
championship as a roper ; Buenos Aires—Ar-
gentine National Derby, the turf classic of

South America, attracts 145,000 to Jockey
Club.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 96: New
1 York City—Queen Marie of Roumania bids

farewell to America; Portland, Ore.—Ger-
trude f'.derle takes up hockey on visit to West;
New Vork City— Celine moriarchs of 1926

picked at prize cat show ; Sunnyside, Wash.

—

Thousands of sheep get their yearly hath; New
York City— famous ''flying mare" hold illustra-

ted by Wladek Zbysko for movie fans; Hamp-
ton Roads, Va.—Naval airmen attempt non-stop
flight to canal: Shanghai. China—$100,000 turf

thriller opens China's racing season: New York
City- Man Cobham, noted flyer, here to boost

aviation; Chicago, 111.—Army versus Navy in

season's greatest football battle.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS XO. 97: Corn-
A wallis, Ore.—Horse push ball new sport for

college boys; New York City Storybook folks

announce Christmas is coming; Baltimore, Md.

—Johns Hopkins game thrills big crowd; Bir-

mingham, Ala.—Alabama sweeps Georgia in

football thriller; Boston, Mass.- Magnificent
new home dedicated by Elks; Heber Springs,

Ark.—Disastrous tornado sweeps through Mid-
West States : Rome, Italy—Assassination plots

crushed and for first time in months Italy's

Strong Man relaxes; Cwm, Ebby Vale, Wales

—

Town flooded as moving bill smashes river em-
bankments; Boston, Mass.— Boston's Chief Ex-
ecutive marries twin sister of his late wife:

Boston, Mass. Eleonora Sears sets a new
walking record; Paris, fiance—Parisian port-

ers prove they're nol always slow
;
Koine, [talj

World's greatest monument finished after 48
n S.il« in. \ ( l li.iiiipn .11 I n::

hsli bull has a litter of nineteen pups; Tia Ju-
ana. Mex— Thousands at Tia Juana as racing

begins again; Aldershot. England New Bril

ish war tanks m spectaculai "battle."

"Sure Fire!" Title of New
Bobby Vernon Comedy

"Sure Fire!" is the title of a new Bob
by Vernon Comedy which was completed
a short time ago at the Educational studio.

In support of the comedian are Frances
Lee. Bill [rving and other-.

Formulating Plans for
"Laugh Month"

i Continued from page 2253)

comparatively little effort. It will contain
stunts practicable for the smallest house
on the farthest side street as well as cam-
paigns for the most magnificent cinema
palaces on the grandest boulevard any-
where.

A full line of accessories is already in
work and they will be made available to
exhibitor al cost, below cost, and possibly
in the east of special mats and cuts, with-
out cost. Accessories will include cloth
banners, pennants, three sheets, one sheets,

window cards, trailers, slides, novelties,
cuts, mats, etc., etc.

Members of the committee are now work-
ing on plans for a big exploitation contest

for exhibitors. Really worth while prizes
and plenty of them, will be offered for the
best exploitation campaign during Laugh
Month. Full details of this contest, to-

gether with the list of prizes and condi-
tions, will be announced shortly.

Sales managers of the various member
companies have been appointed chairmen of

regional Laugh Month Committees. There
will be a local Laugh Month headquarters
in every exchange center. Here the Region-
al Chairman will work together with the

sales staffs of the various companies and
editors of regional trade papers in aiding

local exhibitors to put over Laugh Month
with a ••HANG!"

"Let's Do Black Bottom,"
Timely Castle Novelty

Co-incident with the new black Bottom
dance, which is gaining favor throughout

the United States and Europe, a Castle

Films novelty, "Let's Do Black Bot-

tom," is scheduled for immediate re-

lease. This one-reel release pictures the

origin of the new dance and in four sub-

titles and scenes shows the audience how to

execute the Black Bottom steps.

Because of the immediate release of the

new number the Castle Films schedule

has been changed a bit. "Rainbow," orig-

inally set for December 3rd. will be issued

on December loth and "We Must Be
Thrilled." another Castle novelty, on De-

cember 31st. "My Word London" is to

be released on January 17th instead of the

latter part of December. The original "short
-hots" releasing schedule will be main-

tained.

Anita Garvin Supports in

Johnny Arthur Comedy
Anita Garvin, who was seen as a city

vamp m the Educational comedy. "'The

Humdinger," starring Johnny Arthur, ap-

pears iii a similar role in "Close Shaves."

the comedian's latest Tuxedo offering, which
eoines to exhibitors on December 5.

Hamilton-Taurog Combina-
tion Again Functioning

Norman Taurog is again directing Lloyd

Hamilton, Bducat tonal-Hamilton comedy
star. Taurog finished bis third picture

with Lupino Lane while Hamilton was tak-

ing a vacation, but with the completion of

the Lane comedy they are together again.
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"A Briny Booh**
(Educational-Billy Dooley Comedies

—

Two Reels)

I Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

IT is not a question of "pitying the poor sailor

on the deep on a night like this," for all of

Billy Dooley's troubles and adventures are on
land. He is commissioned by his superior officer

to invest ten dollars in flowers for a fair lady.

Susceptible, as most sailors are, he presents the

flowers to the first attractive nurse-maid whom
he encounters. Getting mixed up in a group of

classical dancers on the lawn of a public park,

he replaces the bouquet by taking the flowers
which they are using in the dance. Wrongly
credited with rescuing a pet dog he is invited by
the owner of the canine to her house to receive

a reward. Arrived there he is utilized as the
lover for rehearsals of an amateur version of
the hectic Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks," tiger

rug and all. The usual suspicious husband be-
ing tipped off by the house-maid arrives to an-
nihilate his supposed rival, the poor boob sailor.

But before he can carry out his dire plans two
traffic policemen seeking him for violating the

speed laws invade the house. Then naturally a
free-for-all fight and marathon race in which
everybody takes part.

A large number of amusing situations have
been devised. Full advantage of them is taken
by Director William Watson and the players.

The result is a vast number of laughs. Booking
this will be no mistake on the part of exhibitors.

The cast: Billy Dooley (star), Fred Peters,

Natalie Joyce, Amber Norman and Bill Trving.

Director, William Watson.

"Felix in Land o' Fancy"
(Educational-Cartoon—One Reel)

IT is a bit invidious or hyperbolic to pick out

this particular Pat Sullivan animated car-

toon and describe it as in a "land of fancy"
All cartoons are in that strange country which
rivals Alice's Wonderland. Many more serious-

ly minded pictures where the intent of scenarist

and director is anything but in that direction

belong there too. Felix's journey is the result

of his pondering where the smoke from his

master's pipe goes. Clinging to one of the
smoke rings Felix lands in the clouds. There he
incenses an ogre who attempts his annihilation.

The cat with his usual shrewdness escapes to

land once more on terra firma. His descent is

by way of a spiral of smoke from the same pipe
which made his ascent possible. His ultimate
(in this picture) destination is the ash can.

From this Pat Sullivan will rescue him in time
for further adventures.

It is an unusually good contribution to the

series and should score everywhere.—PAUL
THOMPSON.

"The Last Lap"
(Universal-"Collegians" No.

Two Reels)

( Revieived by Paul Thompson)

THIS, the fourth of the series of Carl
Laemmle Jr.'s studies or stories of college

life, is as entertaining and as good amusement
as its predecessors. As I have said before, that

means all the joy of living characteristic of
that age and setting. Of course it is inevitable

that the star, George Lewis, should be a second
Frank Merriwell at Yale in the catholicity of his

excellencies. There is nothing he cannot do
and do more than passing well in any field of

athletic endeavor. In this particular episode

it is as a cross-country runner that he shines.

Personally I should think his protagonist, the

villain, would get discouraged when all his

plots go wrong and he is constantly bested in

any athletic competition by the star. He doesn't

however, or if he does the playwright prods
him to additional devilment and another defeat

all down the line.

This particular chapter or episode deals with a

cross-country race between the Sophomores and
Freshmen. Lewis is apparently out of it be-

cause he is caught supposedly studying examina-
tion papers in the professor's room, lured there

by a forged note. He gets out of the scrape

in time to get into the race. Here the villain

does everything underhanded to stave off de-

feat but Lewis comes through to the joy of

Dorothy Gulliver, his classmates and the movie-

fans.

It is really all very good fun well acted by
Lewis, Dorothy Gulliver, Hadyn Stevenson, the

coach with a grouch, and the others. Wesley
Ruggles is doing good work directing the series.

This one is released December 20, 1926.

"Short Shots Number 5"

(Castle Films—One Reel)

A NOTHER interesting reel of "Short Shots"
^ * which gets under way with Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Gay's lion farm. Here we have Mr.
Gay demonstrating how familiar one can get

with the King of Beasts. Charles can have his

lion !

Next there's several feet of film devoted to a

subject which will interest the ladies. Hats!
New ones are born every second and this time

the designers have tried to keep up with the

public's trend toward athletics. Tennis rac-

quets, balls, golf sticks, aviation insignia, con-

tribute to ornaments and style for milady's

headgear.

One of the most amazing features of the

reel is Charles Sm'th. Charlie is a real tough

guy, surenough ! So tough that seven-passenger

sedans can roll over him without injury—
and a sledge hammer breaking stone on his

chest is a mere diversion. Traffic experts in

the big cities hope to solve their problems by
modeling the future race after Charlie.

The reel ends with some excellent shots of

a dare-dev :

l who has a particularly strong grip—
on an aerial swing. The reel is O. K.—EDW.
G. JOHNSTON

"Blue Black"

( Brav-Fistic-Culture Comedv—Two
Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

MKMORIES of "In Old Kentucky," "Check-
ers" and innumerable other plays, with a

horse race featured as the climax of the action

and the plot ! This Bray offering has that for

its stirring finale, but many things precede the

denouement. First there is the father of the

heroine, who hopes to recoup his fortunes with

"Blue Black," his prized racing horse, in the

forthcoming county fair. Then there are the

heroine and the jockey who loves her and is

loved by her. Add the villain who tries to fix

the race and is beaten at every turn. His kid-

napping the heroine on the eve of the race with

the hero naturally going to her rescue nearly

accomplishes this result. But hero and horse get

back in time, as does the heroine, to cheer on

the horse and his rider, on whom the family

fortune depends.

For a two-reeler this is good drama and
while wildly improbable, is well acted by Lewis
Sargent as the jockey, Wanda Wiley as the

heroine and Henry Roquemere as the villain.

Albert Herman directed the story, which was
spun by William Henry Cook. Suspense and
action in abundance with a smashing race finale

are the things which should make the comedy
register.

"Let's Do Black Bottom!"
(Castle Films—One Reel)

GET this one before your nearby competitor
books ahead of you and shows all the

folks in the neighborhood the right way to

do "Black Bottom," the new dance craze which
has gained popularity by leaps and bounds
ever since George White's Scandals hit New
Yi irk town.

You well know the vogue the "Charleston"
enjoyed—well, that one's on the wane—and
the answer for something different is "Black
Bottom." As far as the origin of the dance
is concerned, some say the Great White Way put
it on the map ; others claim the colored kids

got the idea from watching a cow stuck in

the mud. Anyway, it's the newest wriggle-
inspiring collection of steps on the market
and your audience is waiting to see the way it's

done.

A cow. colored kids, a skilled Broadway
dancer, steel workers atop a skyscraper (Ray
Foster, Castle camera man, secured some excel-
lent shots of the latter) and even a traffic cop
and street cleaner contribute their bit for your
instruction. So, aside from providing the ap-
propriate music, all you have to do to get this

over is to show it.—EDW. G JOHNSTON.

"The Trail of Trickery"
(Universal-Mustang—Two Reels)

(Revieived by Paul Thompson)

FALLING in love is complicated enough,
those in authority tell us, but much more

complicated is placing your affections in the

hands of a girl whose father is one of the

villains. And villains whose apprehension it is

your duty, as a mounted policeman of the

Northwest, to effect. That is what Edmund
Cobb is up against because Lillian Ward, the

daughter of one of the smugglers, has captured

his eye and his heart. This Universal-Mustang,
then, is a tale of how the hero overcomes this

handicap and gets the smugglers and the girl.

To do this he has to rescue her from one runa-

way and one kidnapping by the villain. The
cause of the girl's horse running away in the

first place is the flashes from the smugglers'

heliograph signalling from the hills to each
other. It also gives Cobb a clue he is looking

for.

Director Ray Taylor has seen to it that the

hero-star Cobb gets a full allotment of hard

riding and fist fights to entitle him to the hand
of the heroine. It is a worthy inclusion in the

Mustang series and should entertain those ad-

dicted to "Westerns."

"Hittin' the Rails"

(Pathe-Fables—One Reel)

INSTEAD of stealing a ride by hitching onto

a wagon or automobile three of the car-

toonist's characters use a typical animated
cartoon train for that purpose. Their ordeal

may be imagined. When the train stops be-

cause of something wrong with the engine they

are joined by an army of hobo riders who have
taken possession of an empty box-car. That is

the start of this epic of the rails which should

bring reminiscent smiles and tears to railroad

men and actors who in the old days—no longer

possible in these days of Equity—hit the rails

after the show had flopped. It is characterized

by the same inventiveness and whimsical
imagination that are true of all the Fables,

Patlie version. That is all the endorsement
needed as by now the fame of these offerings

is too well established to be a subject for dis-

cuss on.—PAUL THOMPSON.
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"There Ain't No Santa Claus"
(Pathe-Hal Roach—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

APPROPRIATE because released the week

of December 12th is this Charley Chase

comedy. It is a Vuletide story and amusing,

filled with entertaining situations. Charley is,

like most of us, tilled with the Christmas spirit

and desirous of celebrating properly by pre-

senting wife and child with gifts. But he is

what handicapped, as many of us are, being

a month's rent in debt to his hard-boiled land-

lord. The amount of the rent equals the price

of a wrist-watch he has his eye on for his wife.

Finally dodging the landlord he gets the watch.

But his troubles are anything but over. The
watch hidden by Charley is discovered by the

neighbor-landlord's son and the same is pre-

sented to the latter's mother. Then, too, foi-

l-wing a mix-up over their respective Santa

Claus costumes, whiskers, bags of gifts, etc.,

the landlord gets the things that belong to

Chase and vice versa. Naturally, each child, be-

ing at entirely different ages, is unhappy, as is

Charley's wife, over the non-delivery of the

expected wrist-watch. But there is a God at

Christmas time. The jeweler, being suspicious

of Charley's actions, has given him a one dollar

watch and arrives with the real one. To add

to the landlord's dismay he has signed a receipt

for the month's rent in return for "one watch

received." The only flaw is that the children's

presents are not exchanged so that the Chase
I screen ) daughter will get the things intended

for her and the next door boy his bat, ball and

catcher's glove intended for them by their re-

spective fathers. Possibly they do off stage. .

It is really quite an amusing, entertaining two-
reeler. Chase is always amusing and no less so

than usual in this piece.

The cast : Charles Chase, Eugenia Gilbert,

Noah Young, Mickey Bennet and Kay Deslys.

Director, James Parrott. Supervisor, F. Rich-

ard Jones.

"Monkey Hula"
(Rray-Sunkist—Two Reels)

(Revieured by Paul Thompson)

RECOURSE is had to a dream for material

for most of this Sunkist comedy of the Bray

Studios. And yet sufficiently startling things

happen in reel if not real life to make such a

subterfuge unnecessary. Ruddy Messenger and

the trained ape "Mr. X" prepare breakfast.

Buddy drops off to sleep after blocking the

monkey's quest for jam. In revenge the monkey
places a hammer in the hand of the sleeping

youth so that when the latter unconsciously

swats a fly he uses the hammer instead of the

palm of his hand. Hence the unconsciousness

which brings the dream.
The dream is of landing from a plane on a

cannibal island. Instead of being prepared for

the chief's dinner, Buddy wins through craps

the crown and all that goes with it including

some Hula Hula maids. Then the cruel awak-
ening. In the meantime, with almost human un-

intelligence, the monkey has discovered a wine
cellar and sampled the contents of many not so

mysterious bottles. Justly it might be said of

Bobby and the supporting company "a good time
was had by all."

Al Nathan directed.

"Monkey Hula" is conventional slap-stick,

rough-house comedy and broad enough to make
a rather general appeal. "Mr. X" continues to

be positively uncanny in the things that he
does. Often you forget that he is being directed

and think he is acting on his own volition. It

would never do to show this picture at Dayton,
Tenn.

"Top Notchers"
(Pathc-Sportlight—One Reel)

GR WTI..WI) RICE points out whj o i

tain olayers in different
i Id i sport are

headliners and remain always.—or for a long
time—in the spotlight, Naturally he offers an
all-star cast with names such as Gene hmev.
Bobby Jones, "Babe" Ruth, Tommy Hitchcock.
Suzanne Lenglcn, "Red" Grange, etc. Each

star is shown in his specialty with appropriate

captions or subtitles calling attention to his

swing, action on the field and the qualities that

make him the outstanding sport figure that he

or she is. Pictures specially taken to emphasize
and drive home the writer's point are used,

often with slow motion, that the spectator or

student can study and analyze and discover

wherein the star -excels over medocrity. An
excellent one of the Sportlight series.—PAUL
THOMPSON.

ing distance ready to jump into the well to her
li -rue.

There are really innumerable thrills in this-

serial as there were in the original and the

setting in Hawaii adds greatly to the appeal

of the piece.—PACL THOMPSON.

"Cool Off"
(Educational-Christie—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

IT all happened because Anne Cornwall (in

the picture) needed one thousand dollars

for her trousseau for her wedding to Jimmie
Harrison. Her hard-hearted father, acrobatic

Jack Duffy, sailing for Europe, refuses to give

her that amount but tells her that if she earns

the thousand while he is abroad he will give

her five times that amount. The moment his

back is turned Anne inserts an advertisement

for boarders. The response is immediate and
overwhelming— it would be in a movie ad.

She gets her thousand alright, but has to turn

over the family mansion to the boarders. Un-
fortunately Father misses the boat and returns

to discover he has no home. Then the neces-

sity arises of getting rid of the guests. Final-

ly this is accomplished by connecting the heat-

ing pipes with the cold air generator in the

refrigerator and freezing them out.

Some slight idea of the humorous possibili-

ties of the piece may be gained from the pres-

ence as boarders in the house of acrobats,

professional stage dancers and other types who
insist upon rehearsing their acts in their rooms,

dislodging ceilings, etc. Then, too, the con-

version of the reception hall into an ice skating

rink affords an opportunity that the scenarist

and director have not neglected. It is really

one of the best of the Christie recent releases

and should go over big.

The cast : Anne Cornwall, Jack Duffy, Bill

Irving and Jimmie Harrison. Director, Wil-

liam Watson.

"Luke Warm Daze"
(Rray-MacDougall Alley Comedy—Two

Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

ROMANCE with a capital "R" is mixed up
in the adventures of the McDougall Alley

youngsters in this comedy. For a matter of

fact, their roles are relegated to a secondary

position in this unfolding of the love-tale of

the two adults. The hero takes the girl and her

protegees, the alley children, into the country

in his car. At the dinner table and elsewhere

they make life miserable for the oldsters. The
girl is kidnapped by gypsies and while her beau
docs not actually do the rescuing he gets the

credit for it, which is just as well. You may
assume with justice that the children are mixed
up in the kidnapping and the resultant flurry

even tho' they play secondary roles.

Joe Hoffman produced the piece, which fea-

tures Percy Murdock, Cleone Deaver and
Louise Carver. Judged as comedy it really

should borrow from the title for an adequate
description for, when all is said and done, it is

no more nor less than "Luke Warm Fun."

"The House Without a Key"
(Pathe-Serial—Fourth Chapter)

EXCITING events continue to trip on each

other's heels in this picture version of Earl

Derr Biggers' Saturday Evening Post story

with an Hawaiian setting. Spencer Bennett,

who directs all the Pathe serials, working in

conjunction with Frank Leon Smith, the

scenarist, sees to it that the spectator remains

mystified as to who committed the murder
and why. With the conclusion of each chapter

the hero or heroine is left in some hazardous
situation with the rescue always awaiting the

next showing. Here the heroine has been cast

into a seemingly bottomless well, but she must

and will be saved for the hero is within strik-

"Death Traps" and "The Falcon"

( Striking UFA Pictures Released by"

M-G-M)
< Reviewed by Paul Thompson I

CONTINUING their policy of releasing to>

exhibitors of this country a series of short

subjects made by UFA of Berlin the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer has presented at the Capitol

Theatre, New York, in the past three weeks,

two more of these extremely effective pictures.

The first of the two deals with "Death Traps,""

both ornithological and botanical. Close-ups

show how certain animals, insects and plants

attract their victims and destroy them. No trap

ever designed by man for catching and holding

bears, rabbits, or any other living animal could

be more effective and deadly than the provision

made by nature for these inhabitants of the in-

sect and plant world. Photographed with amaz-
ing skill (close-up, of course), they thrill and
repel. There is no doubt of their screen suc-

cess.

"The Falcon," also made by the famous Ger-
man company, illustrates how that bird so-

generally used in medieval times for hunting
and coming more and more into use in Eng-
land, the European continent and even in the
United States today, is trained. Major Ed-
ward Bowes, managing director of the Capitol,

has done the titling in English with much suc-
cess. While not as thrilling and stirring as
other preceding short subjects by UFA, "The
Falcon" is unquestionably interesting.

"Hoot Mon"
f Educational—Bobby Vernon Comedies

—Two Reels)

(Revieived by Paul Thompson)

SCOTLAND, or rather the moving-picture
conception of the land of Robert Burns,

,-t al., is invaded for this Bobby Vernon comedy.
Bobby is trying to sell automobiles but with
little success. He encounters Jack Duffy and
gets the goat of the latter so that there is seem-
ing justification for throwing Vernon out of the
ancestral castle. What really incensed Duffy-

was Vernon in the clan costume of his rival.

Then when the comedian is thrown bodily out
the other clan rush to his rescue saying no
member of their clan can be subjected to such
indignity and the perpetrators get away with it.

They rush back into the castle with Vernon;
trailing. A battle royal ensues with Bobby try-

ing to get disentangled from a prodigiously long
sword. Finally he succeeds and routs the op-
ponents of Jack Duffy. What more natural

than that this should win for him the hand of
the fair lassie who dwells in the castle with her
father? Frances Lee is her non-Scotch sound-
ing name. But—the sale of the automobile to
her father is cancelled as the latter with true

racial thrift figures out that there is no reason
for buying a car when he has a son-in-law with
one. This is good fooling and proves entertain-

ing.

I he cast: Bobby Vernon (star), Frances
Lee, Jack Duffy, Bill Irving. Director, Harold
Beaudine,

"The Cleft of the Cere"

(Pathe-Review—One Reel)

ANOTHFR interesting, photographically and
otherwise. Pathe color picture; this time

a volcanic valley in the French hill country.
The Cere dashes its way through the country
adjacent to Compaign. Not only are the nat-

ural beauties of the surrounding landscape
through which the stream wends its way p

:

c-

tured but the quaint costumes of the inhabi-

tants shown. While it is but a bit of unusual

photography, the beauty of the same justifies

its showing!—PAUL THOMPSON.
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The Flaming Forest
Action Melodrama, Obvious But Picturesque

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

YOU can't expect much of anything new in the shape of plots

when you speak of James Oliver Curwood. His newest entry

in celluloid circles goes over the well-beaten path in treatment
and execution. The oft-told slogan—"He always gets his man"
is capitalized here with a vengeance. You know what is coming
and are not surprised when it appears. But we must admit thai

the suspense is good and that the action crackles most of the way.
Reginald Barker, who knows the rich smell of the big outdoors

if any director does, has done everything possible to cover up the

old tried and true situations, but no matter how hard he's worked
(there is plenty of evidence here) he couldn't get away from the

threadbare plot—that of the girl whose brother shot a man and
whose courageous Mountie must arrest him. The old love-versus-

<luty idea—that's what it is.

Getting away from the plot one can drink in some splendid

vistas brought forth in a rousing climax of a forest fire. These
scenes are highly impressive—especially with the mirror lake in

the foreground and the pine sentinels in the background. The
acting is competent enough with Antonio Moreno, Renee Adoree
and Gardner James sharing honors.

The Cast: Antonio Moreno, Renee Adoree, Gardner James,

William Austin, Tom O'Brien, Emile Chautard, Clarence

Geldert, Frank Leigh, Charles S. Ogle, Roy Coulson, D'Arcy
McCox. Director, Reginald Barker.

THEME : Melodramatic ro- atmosohere. The acting,

mance of the Northwest EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Mounted in which young offi-

cer is forced to arrest brother of

girl he loves. In the end the

lovers find happiness.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS : The backgrounds,
authentic and everything. The
awakening of the romance. The
forest fire. The rescue. The

Play up Curwood, Moreno and
Adoree. Tease the title. Men-
tion as stirring film of North-
west.

DRAWING POWER: Good
production should draw crowds.
Also Curwood 's name. Suitable

for steady picturegoers. For
all types of houses.

Produced by Cosmopolitan. Distributed by Metro- Goldwyn.
Length, seven reels. Released November, 1926. Money to Burn

Counterfeiters, Romance, etc., in Kauffman Picture

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

HERE is afforded an opportunity to drink in romance,
mystery and its concomitant elements in the most effec-

tive of settings, a Latin-American country with moon-
light. Availed castles, patios, deserted chapels and the other 'essen-
tial-;. Reginald Wright Kauffman, whose fame dates back to
'

' The House of Bondage, '

' is responsible for the story from which
James Bell Smith made the adaptation and scenario of the Lumas
Film Company picture.

Malcolm McGregor, as a young ship's doctor, and Dorothy De-
vore, as the South American beauty with a New York finishing
school education, two personable young people, are the featured
players, entitled to the slightly larger type allotted them. It is all

good melodrama with sufficient suspense to interest and hold.
The story deals with the love affair of the young ship's doctor,

an Alabaman, McGregor, with Dorothy Devore returning to her
South American estates on his ship. Her uncle, who is a counter-
feiter on the side, wishes to retain his control of Dorothy's es-

tates and for that reason and to keep the money-bootlegging
proposition in the family, decides to marry his ward and niece to
his co-conspirator, Eric Mayne. But they reckoned without young
leading man McGregor, the jealousy of Eric's discarded sweet-
heart and the United States Secret Service, to say nothing of the
omni-present marines.

The Cast: Malcolm McGregor, Dorothy Devore, Eric Mayne,
Nina Romano, George Cheseboro, Orfa Casanova, Jules
Cowles, John Prince, Arnold Melvin. Director, Walter Lang.
Editor, Lon Young.

THEME: Love story with
romantic South American back-
ground. Counterfeiters, dons
and duennas in the supporting

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Fidelity to original,

good old-fashioned melo-thriller.

Convincing settings.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Kauffman 's fame as a popular
novelist. All the world loves
a lover—and good melodrama.
DRAWING POWER: Good.

Comedy highlights from the First National production, "Ladies at Play"

Produced and distributed by Lumas Film Corp.
Length, 5,900 feet. Released December 6, 1926.
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The Great Gatsby
Good Acting and Direction Put It Over

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

AVER Y good job has been done by this picture—an adaptation

of the novel and play. It offered material which necessitated

the intelligent handling of characterization so as to keep its

spirit intact. In other winds, it depended upon the director

emphasizing the central figure as he was emphasized in the novel
and play to approach a "nearly perfect gentleman." This Her-
bert Brenon has done and so well has Warner Baxter responded
that his performance is quite the best of his career and one of

the best of the season.

A tragic figure is Gatsby, a product of the gutter who comes
up in the world and tries to assume the culture which only goes
with long-established generations of ancestry. The manner in

which Brenon works is in showing the mute pride and helplessness
of the man in attempting to "belong." Of course, Baxter lias his

work i'iit out for him, too.

li 's a sophisticated story, told with first-rate lights and shadows.
The spirit of the original is there with plenty to spare. It has its

dramatic moments, its romantic scenes, its contrasts and conflicts.

And it is splendidly acted by every member of the cast, including
Lois Wilson, Neil Hamilton, William Powell, Hale Hamilton, and
Georgia Hale.

The Cast: Warner Baxter, Neil Hamilton, Lois Wilson,
William Powell, Hale Hamilton, Georgia Hale. Director
Herbert Brenon.

climaxes. The human factor.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Tie up with bookdealers. Plav
up author and mention that they
won much success last season.
Play up director and cast.

DRAWING POWER: All de-

pends upon appeal of story.

Cast should attract. Suitable
for better grade houses.

THEME: Drama of charac-

terization revolving around the

rise and fall of social climber

whose profession is his own un-

doing.

PRODUCTION HIGH
LIGHTS: The atmosphere and
tone of production. The fine

acting by Baxter and others in

cast. The clever direction. Th'-

Produced and distributed by Famous Players.

Length, seven reels. Released November, 1926.

Dramatic highlights in "The Flaming Forest," Metro-Goldiiyn-Mayer's
screen version of the Janus Oliver Cwwood story of the same name

Ladies at Play
A Good Idea Gone W rong

(Reviewed by Paid Thompson)

THE start was so auspicious and the possibilities so great it

seems a shame to have to chronicle that the promise of
this First National picture was not realized. It is doubly

regrettable considering that three such capable screen actors as
Doris Kenyon, Lloyd Hughes and Louise Fazenda were entrusted
with the leading roles. Take the possibly bromidic condition,
yet with amusement possibilities innumerable, that an attractive
girl must marry within three day-; to receive a bequest of six

million dollars, (liven an attractive hotel mail clerk with whom
the girl is already hall' in love and you can see for yourself what
might happen.
There is a feeling of futility and regret that the full possibilities

were not realized for here was an idea that could and should
have 1 n delightfully funny.
To make the hero marry her because he has compromised her

the heroine lures him to her suite, lie removes his clothes because
they are burned and then the aunt- enter. This idea goes wrong.

SO two lounge lizards are hired to gel the two aunts drunk and
compromise them. .Inst how this will influence Doris and Lloyd's

affairs I did not and do not see. Anyway they try to carry out their

part of the bargain and get the women intoxicated and then to

their quarters where flashlights are to be taken.

The Cast: Doris Kenyon, Lloyd 1 /italics. Louise L'acenda.

Virginia Lee Corhin, Philo McCullough, Hallam Cooley, John
Patrick and Ethel Wales. Director, Alfred L. Green. Pro-
duction Manager, />'. /'. Lineman. Scenario by Carey Wilson

m Sam Janney's stage play, "The Desperate Woman."
THEME: Farce-comedy at- LIGHTS : Acting; Hughes, Ken-

tempt to secure an inheritance

first by compromising prospec-
tive groom then similar attempt
on maiden aunts to get their

consent.

PRODUCTION HIGH-

yon and Fazenda. Former's
amusing scenes together.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Emphasize "For laughing pur-
poses only.

'

'

DRAWING POWER: Fair.

Highlights from "Money to Hum," a Gotham production released by
I,limns

Produced and distributed by First National Pictures.

Length, 6,119 feet. Released November 14. 1926.
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Pals in Paradise
Gold Rush Romance With Variations

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

JOHN BOWERS never would have discovered gold, or at least

the probabilities are he would not—though he might—
had not his Ford taken a high-dive over the hillside and

landed the hero-prospector in the midst of a deserted mine where
there still was gold in abundance. Such are the uses of apparent
adversity—and Fords. And if Rudolph Schildkraut and his movie
wife comedienne, May Robson, as two Israelites, had not believed

in following the Ford rather than the flag, they never would have
established their New York store where later a wealthy, bustling
mining camp was founded. Credit Peter B. Kyne with the fore-

thought to have done these things and those which followed with
credit for assists to Producer John C. Flinn and Director Georgi
B. Seitz. The result justifies the co-operation. An interesting

mining camp story with variations has resulted.

While it drags at times, on the whole the interest is well

sustained and holds the spectator. Good performances are con-

tributed by the quartet of leading players and the director has

done his part. The various shots of a typical mining town are

generally well chosen and make the appeal intended.

The Cast: Marguerite de la Motte, John Bowers, Rudolph
Schildkraut, May Robson (all four featured), Alan Brooks,

Ernie Adams and Bruce Gordon. Director, George B. Seitz.

Supervisor, Will M. Ritchey. Author and Scenarist, Peter

B. Kyne.

THEME: Unselfishness of a

young prospector with a mining
camp background.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS : Convincing acting of

four principals and the setting

telling a real story.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Schildkraut and Robson fame
as legitimate stars, Kyne as

novelist with tremendous popu-
larity. Capitalize "all world
loves good melodrama."
DRAWING POWER: Good.

Produced by Metropolitan Pictures Corp. Distributed by P.D.C.
Length, 6,695 feet. Released November 22, 1926. Scenes from "Josselyn's Wife," a Tiffany production

The Man from the West
The Effete East Learns a Lesson

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

HERE we have a perfect refutation of Kipling's "For East
is East and West is West, and never the twain shall

meet." They do meet in the persons—among others—of
the heroine from the east and "the man from the west" imper-
sonated by the hero Art Acord. The West wins because at the
end, the haughty society girl agrees not only to honor but also

to obey, even bending at command to pick up the virile hero's
sombrero as a gesture of self-negation and humility. Before
this comes about the hero finds the cards very much stacked
against him but he holds the high hand at the end. First he is

accused of slandering the heroine then of purloining her fat aunt's
jewelry display. Fortunately his innocence is proven without any
assistance on his part

All this came about because Acord 's boss, for whom he acted

as foreman, had to take in boarders from the oast to make
expenses, so run-down had become the old place. Among this

group from the bright lights was Eugenia Gilbert, through birth-

right and money a haughty, imperious, spoiled darling of society.

Art gets her goat on their first meeting by refusing to hand her
a toy dog purposely left in the road to prove her dominance over
;ill men. The hat episode proves how completely she was regene-
rated in the course of the film story.

The Cast: Art Acord (Star), Eugenia Gilbert, Irving Renard,
Gcorgic Grandee, Dick Gilbert, Eunice Moore, William Welsh,
I 'an Moore. Director, Albert Rogell. Story by Josephine
Dodge.

Dramatic incidents in the William Fox presentation, "Wings of the

Storm"

THEME : Conflict between
western virtues and eastern

vices with inevitable love story.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Theatrical contrasts

of types. Ingenuity in jewel
theft responsibility.

Produced and distributed by Universal.

Length. 4,474 feet. Released October 31, 1926.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
A "different" Western. Combi-
nation of jazz and cowboy at-

mosphere.
DRAWING POWER: Fairly

good. One day picture.
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Josselyn's Wife
Pauline Frederick in a Kathleen Norris Tale

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

PROVIDING Pauline Frederick with an opportunity to emote,

whether on the screen or the speaking stage, always means

an interesting individual performance, regardless of the me-

dium used. In the case of the picturization of Kathleen Norris'

story under the same name, "Josselyn's Wife," not only is Miss

Frederick given an adequate role, hut an interesting and dramatic

story in which to show her acknowledged abilities.

The story, briefly told, is of the marriage of Pauline Frederick

(in her stage role) after she has had an affair with the philandering

society artist. The latter's own marriage is already on the rocks

because of his infidelities. When he comes back into the heroine's

life he attempts to resume the relationship that had existed before

the two marriages. The husband discovers her in the arms of the

artist, and man-like, assumes the worst. She leaves and he strike:

down the artist. The latter later discovered murdered, husband

and wife each assumes the guilt to protect the other. At the end

it is proved by the confession of a model that she did the murder-
ing. Curtain, with reconciliation and everyone happy except the

murdered man and possibly, his blonde widow.

The Cast: Pauline Frederick {starred), Holmes Herbert,

Armand Kalis, Josephine Hill, Carmclita Gcraghty, Freeman
Wood, Pat Harmon, Ivy Livingston, W. A. Carroll. Director,

Richard Thorpe. Scenarist, Agnes Parsons.' Film Editor,

Harold Young.

THEME. Society drama, vil-

lain attempting seduction of

wife. His resultant murder as-

sumed by husband and wife try-

ing to protect each other.

PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS. Star's convincing act-

ing.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Kathleen Norris and Pauline
Frederick's respective fame.
DRAWING POWER. Should

be good.

Produced and distributed by Tiffany Productions.
Length, 5,800 feet. Released November 15, 1926.

Interesting episodes from "Pals in Paradise," a Producers Distributing

Corporation release based on a story by Peter B. Kyne

Wings of the Storm
Thunder Plays the '"God from the Machine"

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THIS melodrama is told presumably by Thunder, the dog which
plays so all-important a role in the plot. It is an ingenious
twist and convincing. The other characters, as may be

anticipated by the reader, are the man, the girl and the other man.
In this particular instance the man is a forest tire patrolman in

the Northwest, the girl the owner of much timber and the other
man her superintendent, who not only steals her property, but

later tries to steal her. In the two thefts he is thwarted with the

aid of the dog hero. It is a story that has thrills galore and is

built up very cleverly by the scenarist and the director. For
example, the start depicts the dog as lacking in courage both
physical and spiritual. Always he is worsted in tights or more
cowardly still slinks away from combat. In a way this is perfectly

logical because of all the litter he was the outcast because under-
sized and a weakling. But when the real cri>is come- he qualifies

as the greatest of possible heroes because he has to conquer not
only his adversary, also the enemy of his man and the latter's

woman, but, far more important in dog or man. his own innate

cowardice.

Beautiful photography which becomes more and more an out-

standing feature of Fox pictures taken in the open is constantly

utilized for the backgrounds of the action throughout.

The Cast: Thunder. Virginia B. Faire, William Russell. Reed
Howes, Hank Martin. Director, J. G. Blystone. Scenario by

Dorothy Yost and I., (i. Rigby from Lawrence W. Ledrose's

story.

THEME: The "Dog that

Came Back." Story of spiritual

regeneration of a dis-esteemed

pup.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS. Novel idea of dog tell-

ing story. Splendid settings and

photography.

EXPLOITATION
Novelty of the idea.

ANGLES

:

Appeal to

universal love of dogs.

DRAWING POWER:
he excellent.

Should

Scenet from the I nited trtisi^ release, "The H inning <>i Barbara If orth'

Lr,uluccd and distributed by Fox Pictures Corp.

Length. 5,374 feet. Released November 28. 1926.
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THE American Theatre of this

city has received word from
the Haywood - Wakefield Chair
Company that the first of the three
car loads of chairs ordered for in-

stallation in this theatre will ar-

rive here December 2nd, and that

A. C. Griffin, engineer of the Hay-
wood-Wakefield Company, will ar-

rive at this time also to make im-
mediate installation of these new
chairs.

Dave Farquhar, manager of the

Warner Brothers exchange in this

city, has been confined to his bed
for a few days with the "Flu,"

but is back to the office now and is

intending to make a short trip into

Southern Utah right away. Sales

representative Ed. C. Mix is work-
ing in the Idaho branch out of this

exchange, and H. A. Dunklee is

still in the State of Montana.
The Warner Brothers Vitaphone

will be shown in Denver at the

Aladdin Theatre within a few
weeks, and it will probably be

shown in Salt Lake City immedi-
ately following the Denver run.

Harry Lustig, Western Division
Manager for Warner Brothers, is

feeling much better again after

having had a very serious illness,

and is now in San Francisco.

Branch Manager Farquhar of this

city expects Lustig to visit the

exchange here within a few weeks.
Phil Fiddler, formerly with

United Artists in Denver, has just

arrived in Salt Lake City to as-

sume the management of the local

branch of Columbia Exchanges in

the place of J. R. Keitz who has
resigned.

The Peery Brothers of Ogden,
Utah, are attending to the booking
for their Egyptian and Ogden
theatres along the local Exchange
Mart this week.
Grant Pemperton, who a short

Salt Lake City
time ago was manager of Loew's
State Theatre in Salt Lake City,

and who has been manager of the
Pantages Theatre in Edmonton,
Canada, recently, has been in this

city for a few days, meeting all

of his old time friends who have
been extending their congratula-
tions to him due to a promotion
he has just received. Pemperton
has been appointed special repre-
sentative for Alexander Pantages
of the Pantages Theatres Circuit.

Ed. C. Ryan, owner of the Lib-
erty and Alberta theatres at

Brighton City, Utah, is spending a
few days at the local Film Mart.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Goss of the

Orpheum Theatre at Ogden, Utah,
recently responded to a special in-

vitation from Warner Brothers to

witness the performance of the
Vitaphone at New York.

Ralph Ruffner, who was well

known among the film folk in the

Intermountain Region, and who
was one of the best exploitation

men in the northwest, passed
away a few days ago. At the
time of his death he was manager
of the Capitol Theatre at Van-
couver, Canada.
Dave Phennig has come to this

city from San Francisco to assume
the position of orchestra director,

at the Victory Theatre.
Ray Hendry, assistant manager

at the Victory Theatre, returned
to his duties here a few days ago
from Twin Falls, Idaho, where he
has been in charge of the Idaho
Theatre during the illness of Man-
ager Joe Koehler there.

Louis N. Strike of the Kinema
Theatre will be back the latter

part of this week from his trip

into the Northwest.
Manager L. C. Wingham of the

local Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ex-
change returned from the eastern
part of Montana a few days ago.

Seth D. Perkins, district man-
ager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
shipped to every one in the New
York Home Office organization a

couple of cartons of Utah celery.

Jimmie Beale, Universal sales-

man out of this exchange, is re-

ported to have narrowly escaped
serious injury when his car turned
over a few miles south of Poca-
tello, Idaho, a few days ago.

S. B. Steck, operating the Ly-
ceum Theatre at Ogden, is in this

city lining up new business for his

house this week.
John Rugar, exhibitor visitor

from Park City, Utah, announces
that their new Egyptian Theatre
there will be opened about Janu-
ary 1st. The interior decorators
arrived there this week from Seat-

tle. The new Oilomatic burners
are being used for the furnaces of
this new house. This heat is con-
trolled automatically and works
wonderfully according to Rugar,
who states that this is the first

theatre in the Intermountain ter-

ritory to use oil for heating.

Bud Hartwig of the Hartwig
Theatre at Dillon, Mont., was in

this city visiting for a couple of
days.

Steve Deal, operating the Star
Theatre at Springville, Utah, is

spending some time conferring with
local branch managers here.

A. L. Barlow, who has charge
uf the accessory department for

Associated First National, spent

two days at the Salt Lake ex-
change.

George Hayes, who is working
in this territory for a few weeks,
is still covering the Idaho branch

for Educational.

Lawrence Jones of Malad,
Idaho, was a visitor at the Para-
mount exchange this week.

W. B. Hartwig, familiarly known
as "Bud" to all of the film boys,
visited Film Row this week from
Dillon, Mont. Hartwig, who
operates the Hartwig Theatre at

Dillon, is on an auto trip to Los
Angeles. This was his first visit to

the new film building and he was
very much enthused with it ac-

cording to announcements.

Some of the film boys who make
their territories by auto report the

roads in certain sections of Utah
to be in a bad condition due to

the recent snows.

Joe K. Soloman, formerly of this

city, and at present the feature
man for Pathe in Montana, spent

Thanksgiving renewing acquaint-
ances along Film Row here.

John D. Clark, Western division

sales manager for Famous Players-
Lasky, will be in this city right

away to attend the Intermountain
District Meeting which is being
held here by Paramount this week.
Besides all of the sales representa-

tives, bookers and ad sales man-
agers from the Salt Lake and
Denver branches, this meeting will

be attended by District Manager
Louis Marcus, and Branch Man-
ager Lawrence J. McGinley of the
Salt Lake office, and H. W. Braley,
manager of the Denver exchange.

THE quarterly meeting of the

Board of Directors of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of

Wisconsin was held November 22.

Fred Seegert was given a memento
in appreciation of his past service

as president of the organization.

Mr. Seegert had served three con-
secutive years. The memento was
a framed testimonial signed by all

directors.

Members of the board who were
present were : E. W. Van Norman,
E. Langemack, Max Krofta, Wil-
liam Jacobs, Henry A. Staab,
George Fischer, A. C. Gutenberg,
Steve Bauer, Fred Seegert, of Mil-
waukee ; F. J. McWilliams of Madi-
son ; Tom Foster of Stanley ; W. L.

Ainsworth of Fond du Lac ; F. E.
Wolcott, Racine; John P. Adler,
Marshfield ; A. L. Robarge, Merrill

;

Eugene Phalen, West Allis, and
August Berkholtz of West Bend.

A. L. Robarge, wh
;

'o is now
managing the Cosmo at Merrill,
announced recently that work has
begun on a new house at Merrill
which he will also manage. The
new theatre which has been named

the Rex, will have a capacity of

about 900 seats on one floor. Mr.
Robarge is planning to have an
unusually large electric sign dis-

playing the name of the new
theatre.

Carl Cohn and Mr. Balkansky of
the Waupaca Theatre, Waupaca,
were Milwaukee visitors this week.

Mrs. McGee and Miss Stella

McGee visited Film Row this week.
Miss McGee is taking over the
management of the Opera House at

Evansville on November 27th. Ed.
Michaelson has been managing the

house for the past few months.

Dan Kelliher, manager of the

Princess at Elkhorn and the Ma-
jestic at Lake Geneva, made his

weekly visit on schedule despite the

blizzard.

Harry Schumow, salesman for
M-G-M, recently lit a match to
aid him in peering into his auto-
mobile radiator to see horn much
alcohol remained. A few days
later Mr. Schumow explained
through the bandages that he had
discovered a new property of al-

cohol.

Gail Bandy came down from
Rhinelander, where he is man-
aging the Majestic, to arrange his

bookings and to visit his friends

along Film Row.
Salesmen returning from the

northern territory report roads in

almost impassable condition and
driving far from a pleasure.

George Herzog, manager of the
Strand at Manitowoc, spent a few
hours in the city recently.

The Greenfield Theatre, Mil-
waukee, has installed a new Barton
organ.

P.D.C. exchange has resumed its

special Friday night screening of
late releases for office personnel
which had to be discontinued for
a few weeks.
The Scenic at Waupun was re-

opened on November 23rd after
having been closed several weeks
for rebuilding. It has been moved
from the second floor to the main
floor, and extensive renovations and
the addition of new fixtures make
it one of the most attractive houses
in that territory. Russell Gregory
is manager.

S. H. Abrams, F.B.O. branch
manager, spent Monday and Tues-
day of this week in Chicago on
business.

W. Walsh, First National sales-

man, is reported laid up in Green
Bay ill with pneumonia.
Harvey Hanson, manager of the

Palace at Antigo, visited Film Row
during the week.

H. C. Purcell, home office repre-
sentative, is spending a few weeks
at the local First National offices.

F. G. Honeck, better known as
"Doc," manager of local P.D.C.
exchange, has been elected vice-
president of the Film Board of
Trade to succeed Frank DeLorenzo,
formerly with Associated Exhib-
itors. The recent merger of As-
sociated Exhibitors with Pathe
brought about the vacancy on the
Board.
A. J. Schumow is taking over the

management of the Unique Theatre
at Gays Mille on January 1. J. F.
Rhinehart is the present manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Olson of Delavan

were Milwaukee visitors during the
week. Mr. Olson manages the
Pastime at Delavan.
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TAMES Q. CLEMMER, one of

»J Seattle's first showmen and the

builder of the present Columbia
Theatre, formerly the Clemmer
Theatre, up to the time of it- pur-

chase by Universal several years
has returned to the scene of

his first successes. After a varied
career during the last several years,

Mr. Clemmer has been returned to

this city as managing director of
the new Fifth Avenue Theatre by
the North American Theatres Cor-
poration. For the last few months
he has held the same position at

the new Broadway Theatre in

Portland, and his position there

will be taken over by Floyd G.
Maxwell, formerly associated with

the Fifth Avenue.
Howard J. Sheehan, new district

nanager for the Fox Film Com-
pany on the West Coast, spent

several days here recently with
Manager George Ballantine. Mr.
Sheehan was accompanied by Gen-
eral Sales Manager James Grain-
ger, the two notables being on a

circuit of all West Coast ex-
changes. They also visited Jimmy
I. inn, Portland manager, during

their stay in the Pacific North-
u est.

George J Ekre, former Asso-
< iated Exhibitors manager in Se-
attle, now holds the title of fea-

ture sales manager of Pathe in

the Northwest territory, as a re-

sult of the recent absorption of As-
sociated by Pathe as a distributor.

Mr. Fkre will still maintain his

headquarters with Manager L. A.
Samuelson in the local Pathe ex-
change.

Jack Rantz, former Bremerton
exhibitor, and now head of the
Bremerton theatres operated by
Pacific Northwest Theatres, Inc.,

reports that he is soon to reopen
the Rex Theatre in the navy yard
city. The Rex has been closed

for several seasons, but will be en-
tirely redecorated and re-equipped
before its opening next month.

George P. Endert, manager of
the Famous Players exchange in

this city, and Neal East, head of
the Portland branch, returned re-

cently from the Famous Players
sales convention at French Lick
Springs.

Robert W. Bender, manager of
the Columbia Theatre in Seattle,

has been taking a well-earned rest

.this week, following his successful

staking of the animal M.P.T.O.W.
convention in this city last week.
As general chairman of the con-
vention, Mr. Bender contributed
many hours of wearisome work.

Universal boosters in this terri-

t"i\ will be pleased to learn that

Jack Schlaifer, former manager
of the Seattle branch, last week
took up his duties in New York
City as general manager of the
Universal Chain Theatres, a fur-

ther step forward since his ap-
pointment as Western Sales Direc-
tor a few months ago. The lat-

ter position is now held by H. M.
Herbel, husband of Gladys Wal-
ton, who visited Manager Mat
Aparton in Seattle a short time
ago.

Harry Beal, former manager of
the State Theatre, last week took
up his new duties as house manager
of the Madrona Gardens Theatre,
a suburban house in this city, op-
erated by the Pacific Theatres en-

terprises.

Donald Smith, special represen-

tative for Producers' Distributing

Corporation on the West Coast,

spent a few days here recently

with the local staff, filling in as

manager while Dave Frazer, local

executive, sped South to the P.D.C.
regional sales meeting in Sacra-
mento.
Art Aronson, head of the West-

ern Poster Company of Seattle

and Portland, returned from Cali-

fornia a short time ago, after a
brief business trip to the Southern
territory. On his way south, he
had a brief conference with his

Portland manager, Sid Schubach,
formerly associated with First Na-
tional Pictures in the Oregon ter-

ritory.

Ned Marin, Western Sales Di-
rector for First National, spent

several days here recently with
Manager Jack Bower talking over
plans for the coming season. In-

cluded in these conferences were
L. O. Lukan, assistant to Mr.
Marin; Special Feature Sales Rep-
resentative Jensen ; A. J. Kennedy,
new publicity director for the West
Coast: and the Seattle sales staff.

Detroit

E\<
\\ ATION has already

been started on the new theatre

which A. J. Kleist is building in

Pontiac, Mich. Plans have been
made for a ten-story building, hous-
ing 1,400 seats with about 325
ffices.

A new house has just been
opened in Belding, Mich. It is

the Fmpress, which seats about
650 people. Prank Joslyn, one of

Michigan's "Id time exhibitors, is

\ ner and man.
Mis-, Madgedell Yerden, efficient

bookkeeper at the Blackstone
Theatre for the past three years,

is preparing for an extended trip

t.> I urope. J. Schrieber, the owner,
to defray all expenses for Miss

Yerden in appreciation for her
faithful sen ii

Charles Hagedorn, who formerly
had managed the Lasky Theatre,
is now connected with Elex
Schrieber as manager of the New
Dawn Theatre.

E M. Brown, who owned
managed the Stocking Theatn al

Grand Rapids fir a good many
years, die'

I lasl Thui -
1 . <

\

evening.

Xat Barach, division manager for

Warner Bros., paid local manager
Jim Allen a short visit this week.
Frank Howard, city salesman for

P.I ).C, has been loaned by manager
Henry Zapp to the Cincinnati

branch for two weeks. This leaves

Sam Nathanson to cover the city

all by his lonesome.

Ned Matin, western division

sales manager for First National,

was in Detroit last week, and was
in conference with Fred North.
Detroit branch manager.

Jim Kent, who has been associ-

ated with United Artists, in Pitts-

burgh, stopped in Detroit while on
Ins way to Chicago, where he is to

be connected with Paramount.

Jack Goldhar, former salesman
for United Artists, has been ap-
pointed acting manager until Herb
T raver, branch manager, gets well
again. Mr. Traver is still con-
fined to his home and is likely to be
for a few more weeks.

( iround has been broken for the
new $1,500,000 Hollywood Theatre
which Pen and Lou ("lien are
building. It will be one of the

most beautiful theatres in the
country, and will be ready to open
some time in August of next year.

Oscar Doob, who has been pub-
licity director for Balaban & Katz
in Chicago, has been promoted to
director of publicity for the com-
bined Balaban & Katz and Kunsky
houses in Detroit.

I tarry W. Ross, division manager
for Paramount, and George \Y.

Weeks, who is in charge of Para-
mount's new short subject depart-
ment, were in Detroit for several
days last week.

Art Elliott, branch manager for
Film Hooking Offices, has left for

Cincinnati tin-, week to attend a

sales meeting which district man-
t If Pernod is holding.

Miss Clemens, booker for Edu-
cational, i- back at her desk again
alter being away for a much
needed rest.

I eo Krim, of the Lyric Theatre
it Mt. Clemens, Mich., has left

for a tour to New York City
and the Fast.

Myrtle hem Kunsky, the beauti-
ful daughter of John II. Kunsky.

of the Kunsky Theatrical Corpora-
tion, is to be married to Robert W.
Albright, who is an actor in Los
Angeles. No date has been set for
the wedding.

Work has been started on the
new Greenfield Theatre, which
Andrew Bzovi is building. When
completed it will seat 2.500 people
and will be fully equipped with
the latest equipment.

Mrs. Pinkes, wife of Lou
Pinkes, manager of the Fox Wash-
ington Theatre, spent Thanksgiving
in Detroit.

Dave Mundstuk has sold his

Temple Theatre in Bay City to

Mr. Jaffe, who operates the Peo-
ple's Theatre in the same city.

Morris Teitel has taken over the
Fredro Theatre in Detroit.

Pen Weisman, of the Iris

Theatre in Detroit, is back from
Cleveland, where he and Mrs. Weis-
man celebrated their first wedding
anniversary.

Harry G. Brewer is now con-
I with the National Theatre

Supply Co. as city salesman.

3d

ianapo

At E BERRY, Circle Theatre
manager and veteran

in.ii i. will he ma
$1,225,000 Indiana Theatre being
built by tin '

' - l rheatn <

i v will manage the m a housi

on Washington Strei t inn I apiti '1

Avenue, in addition to his pi

duties, accordii

\\
'. irk i- progri ssing rapid'

modern temple of art and
amusement, which is to be com-
pleted in May. The si-

structure ol Spanish type archi-
will be one of the

houses for modern typi m >1 on pic-

ture i ntertainment in the middle

oi if auditorium
will i. I '.i the top floor

will be a ballroom accommodating
10

I >n tile Mi eel if" 'f w ill be sev

eral shops, according to A. L.

Block, president.

I he new ih< in e adjoins the old

Park, now Capitol Theatre, historic

burlesque ami vaudeville house,
which is now used for pictures.

J. P. Kessebaum announced work
w ill begin next spring on a $100,000

structure at Bellefontaine Street

and Rivieria Drive, which will

house a 700 capacity picture house,

shops and offices.

The new house will be the only
theatre in Broad Ripple north side

neighborhood. Several interests

have sought a lease.
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THE past week has brought an
old timer to Albany in the per-

son of William Sherry, whose pro-
ductions a few years ago were well
known to the motion picture world.
Mr. Sherry has been named as
manager of the local Bond ex-
change, succeeding Bert Gibbons.
John Garry, manager of the

Clinton Square Theatre in Albany,
and formerly manager of houses
in Glens Falls, rarely loses an op-
portunity of spending a Sunday in

the northern town.
C. H. Buckley showed himself

last week as one of the big hearted
owners of Albany theatres. He
has extended an invitation to the
boys and girls in the city's orphan-
ages to come to his theatres as his
guests any afternoon.
Ed Hochstim, who has been con-

nected with several of Albany's
exchanges, is now a salesman at

the First National, succeeding
Mark Silver. A. J. Pincus, con-
nected with the Pathe exchange,
was in New York during the past
week.
George Dwore, of Schenectady,

appeared on Film Row last week,
and introduced Mrs. Dwore, bride
of but a few days.
Tony Veiller, manager of the

Mark Ritz in Albany, bought tur-
key until he was bankrupt last

week. Thanksgiving Day was a
big occasion at the Veiller domicile,
for Tony entertained his mother
and uncle from New York, as well
as a couple of other friends from
the metropolis. Mrs. Veiller re-

turned with Tony's mother for a

fewr days' visit.

On the top floor of the Colonial,

in Utica, a well known prize fighter

is now established and operating a
gymnasium.

Isador Schmertz, manager of the

Fox exchange in Albany, was in

New York City for over Thanks-
giving.

W. W. Farley, of Albany, owner
of several theatres and likewise
interested in Florida real estate,

left this week on a short trip to

the south.

Julius Berinstein, of Albany, was
called to Elmira last week owing
to the serious illness of his mother.
Reports reaching Albany the latter

part of the week were to the ef-

fect that Mrs. Berinstein was some-
what better. Keeney's Theatre,
which was taken over by the Ber-
insteins two weeks ago, was formal-
ly opened on Monday night.

The Weidman brothers, owners
of the Central Theatre in Albany,
are considering plans calling for
an extensive remodeling of the
house and with at least two stores
in front.

Art Goldsmith, formerly con-
nected with local exchanges, was
a welcome visitor over Thanks-
giving, coming up from Pittsburgh,
where he is now connected with
the Pro-Dis-Co exchange, that is

handled by Bob Mochrie, formerly
of Albany. Gene Lowe, of this

city, booking for the exchange,
through Mr. Goldsmith, sent his

best wishes to all Albany friends.

iiilliiririiiiimiiiiJiiiiii
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CLAIR McCORMICK, former-
ly of Austin, Minn., has re-

cently come to Minneapolis to suc-

ceed John Karlsen as manager of
the American Theatre, now a Fin-
kelstein & Ruben house. Mr. Mc-
Cormick has been with this circu:t

since the Park and State theatres

of Austin were acquired, two years

ago.
Miss Aletta Jansen, organist of

the Aster Theatre of Minneapolis,
is gradually recovering from her
recent nervous breakdown and will

soon be able to return to her posi-

tion.

Ronald Young is now serving as
porter at the Aster Theatre, Minne-
apolis, where he has succeeded
Wallace Overacker, who has been
forced to return to Asbury Hos-
pital because of war injuries.

William McCreary has joined the
Finkelstein & Ruben forces in Du-
luth, Minn., as manager of he
Lyric Theatre. McCreary has man-
aged theatres in the Twin Cities,

Superior and Duluth.
Theodore L. Hays, general man-

ager of Finkelstein & Ruben, was
one of the principal speakers at a
banquet given by the St. Cloud
(Minn.) Times. The occasion was
a party of 70 newspaper publishers
to mark the completion of 65 years
of continuous newspaper service

by the Times. In the afternoon a
movie, "The Chronicle of Time,"

was shown. The film reviewed the
growth of St. Cloud and of the
Times plant and celebrated a 112-

page achievement addition, recently
published by the paper.

The Cozy Theatre at Toledo,
[owa, has been purchased by H. C.

Reagan of Boulder, Colo., and will

be renamed the Toledo.
Edward Awe, who has just re-

opened the Princess Theatre at

Dexter, Iowa, after a three months'
dark house, announces that he has
leased the theatre with the option
of buying it.

Wentworth, S.D., is now with-
out a theatre because lack of
patronage has forced Mr. Boying-
ton to discontinue the weekly mo-
tion picture show.
James Ruthven has reopened the

Electric Theatre at Ruthven, Iowa.
Mr. Ruthven, who owns the theatre

building, will act as manager.
The Princess Theatre at Traer,

Iowa, will now be managed by
E. F. Weller and Milo Moody of
McGregor, Iowa.
Waterloo, Iowa, is to have a new

theatre costing $275,000, which will

be built by the Venice Realty
Company.
Mrs. Cora Thompson, of the

Opera House, Kasson, Minn., in-

creases the interest of her patrons
in her theatre by admitting entire

families for 50 cents on "family
nights."

Claude Fish of the American in

Schenectady is planning to erect

a new marquee in front of his

theatre.

The projection rooms in the Far-
ash Theatres in Schenectady, have
been newly painted and the other
night, they were inspected by
Chris Buckley, of Albany, who de-
clared that they were models of
their kind and that he would pat-

tern his own projection rooms after

them.
Eight years ago, Frank Learnan,

manager of the Strand in Sche-
nectady, then a soldier with the

A. E. F., bought a couple of ducks
in a little village in France. They
were the toughest birds that man
ever put a tooth in, according to
Mr. Learnan, who was a bit remin-
iscent on Thanksgiving Day, this

year.

There was a bad fire last week
in Sharon Springs, and the Gross-
man Theatre, owned by Bernard
Grossman, was included among the

buildings burned to the ground.
Before the fire was under control,

it was necessary to summon aid

from several of the nearby villages.

Joe Chase has purchased the
equipment of the Crescent Theatre
in Schenectady, and will reopen
the Woodlaw in the near future.

Betty Feuer, who was formerly
with the Crescent, is now with the
Grand in Scotia.

Abe Kotosky has bought the
building housing the Broadway
Theatre in Schenectady, but the
Farash people will continue to op-

erate the theatre under its lease.

It is reported that Charles
Ahearn, of Binghamton, will build

a $750,000 motion picture theatre

in that city, located on Court Street,

and financed by popular subscrip-

tion.

"Rivoli" is the name of Morris
Silverman's new Schenectady
house.

According to reports, the Van
Curler in Schenectady will be made
into a business block next summer.
The Farash people have a lease

running until next May.
The new Proctor Theatre in

Schenectady has progressed to the

extent that the arcade was opened
last Friday for a charity ball, the

proceeds of which will go to the

crippled children. While no defin-

ite date has been fixed for the

opening of the theatre, it is gener-

ally expected that the house will

be in readiness by the latter part

of December. It has been in course

of construction for over a year.

Guy Graves of Schenectady, who
was formerly of Yonkers, had his

wife and son in town for over

Thanksgiving. Mr. Graves alter-

nates between the theatres in Sche-

nectady and Yonkers.
Rae Candee of the Robbins chain

has been ill at his home in Utica,

hut is now up and around and
once more at his desk.

P. H. Ostrander has just com-
pleted a circuit of three towns and

will make his headquarters in Sid-

ney Center. The houses are small

ones.

CHRISTMAS
NEW YEAR

The Smart Showman Knows These

2 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Greetings gorgeously designed and
brilliantly animated for New Year, Lincoln's Birthday,

Washington's Birthday, Easter, Mother's Day, Decoration
Day, July Fourth, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving, Christ-

mas, also choice of two animated presentation leaden for

your Feature or Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE

CHICAGO
845 So. Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK
126-130 West 46th St.

LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Ave.
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West Coast exhibitors

visited by Pat Dow-

ling, Sales and Publici-

ty Director, Christie

Comedies, during his

recent drive from coast

to coast.

Left to right, E. H. Emnrck, Golden State Theatre Co. ; Fred Smith, manager of the Publix-Granada. San Francisco, and
Richard Spier, former Wampas, and at present manager of the California Theatre, San Francisco

Standing at the side of Pat Dowling's little Citroen is R. P. Losey, manager of Blu enteld's New Roseville Theatre. Roseville. Cal. ; the two gentlemen at the right

with the dog are: Ben Berne. Rochelle Theatre. Rochelle. 111., and F. E, AUahen, Black Hawk Theatre. Oregon, 111.

Starting at the left with W. J. Clarke. Clark Theatre, Vacaville. s.tting in Pat Dowling's car. there follows: Frank Burhans Senator Theatre, Sacramento: Chas. E.

Kurtzman, former Wampas, now man.iger of the Im er'al. San Fr,incss.o; Leon Levy, with the Sam Levin c rcuit. Maurice Kle n Verdi and' Washington Square the-

San Francisco; Wm. Lnglchrrt. Donncr Theatre. Truckee, Cal. (where thty make now pictures): Max We ss. Lyric Theatre. Sacramento, and K. A. Mc-
Neil Golden State Theatres, San Frcnclsco
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Ckiicago

JOE McHENRY, former trade
paper man, who has a host of

friends in Chicago, has been made
manager of Producers Distribut-
ing Corporation's Atlanta office.

Milo Fox, of the Apollo Theatre,
Prince:on, 111., was painfully
burned in a booth fire at his theatre
on Thanksgiving night, but is re-

ported to be recovering rapidly.

R. A. Butts has sold his Boyce
Theatre at Napanee, Ind., to C. A.
Richmond.
Another Indiana transaction re-

cently reported is that of the Band
Box Theatre at Plymouth, which
William E. Glaubel" has disposed
of to I. Thompson.
Robert Cotton, Central Western

division manager for Producers
Distributing Corporation, with
headquarters in Cleveland, spent
two days in Chicago this week con-
ferr'ng with Divisional Uanager
Cecil Maberry and Manager Harry
Lorch.
H. B. Frank has changed the

policy of the Royal Theatre, Ma-
comb, which will hereafter run
feature pictures for two days each
at an admission price of ten and

twenty-live cents instead of fifteen

and thirty as formerly.
David Loew, who is a son of

Marcus Loew, stopped off for a

visit to Metro-Goldwyn's local ex-
change this week. Mr. Loew was
en route from New York City to

the west coast.

Salesmen Monte Montgomery of
Minneapolis and Eddy Gavin of
Milwaukee are working out of

Chicago territory at present, assist-

ing local Producers Distributing
sales staff in the cleanup of the
smaller cities and towns.
Among the film notables who

came on from New York City to

attend the Army and Navy foo ball

game were John Flinn and William
Sistrom, who were in the party of

.1. J. Murdock. Ca' roll Trowbridge,
general representative of Christ}-,

was also here for the game.
Sam Krinstein, of Lubliner &

Trinz publicity department, is now
devoting his entire time to devising
and installing special lobby displays

for Lubliner & Trinz theatres.

Tom Xorman, formerly con-
nected with the Frank Fischer Cir-

cuit, has been appointed manager

of Ascher's Portage Park Theatre.
The Longacre Press, Inc., has

appointed Filmack Company, Inc.,

730 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
exclusive selling agents in the ter-

ritory served by the Chicago, Min-
neapolis and Indianapolis ex-
changes. The Longacre Press are

publishers of United Artists Her-
ald and exhibitors may now pro-

cure these heralds in the'r own ter-

ritories without any delay in long
distance shipments.

Wallace Beadell is managing
Louis Laemmle's house in High-
land Park, and not Ben W. Beadell

as erroneously reported in the trade

press. Ben is buyer for Ezra
Rhode's houses in Sou h Bend, Ind.

Harry Ascher and Harry Beau-
mont, of Ascher Brothers, jour-

neyed to New York this week,
where they will spend several days
on company business.

McLaughlin's handsome new
Glen Theatre at Glen Ellyn, is

scheduled to open the first week in

January and a large crew of men
is busy putting the final touches on
this house.

Assistant Director Harry Bou-

quet of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
four camera men from the West
Coast studios, came to Chicago es-

pecially to cover the Army and
Navy game, and, it is understood,
secured some magnificent shots of
this spectacular event.

Frank Rheinhart, of the Apollo
Theatre, Belvidere, 111., passed
away suddenly on last Wednesday
after a three-day illness. He was
one of the most popular exhibitors

and a great showman and will be
greatly missed by his many friends

in the industry and by the citizens

of Belvidere, who regarded his re-

cently erected Apollo Theatre as

the pride of the city. Mr. Rhein-
hart was a comparatively young
man. and his death comes as a

shock to all who knew him.

Sol Best has sold his Lawndale
Theatre, on Grand Avenue, to N.
Hartzman.

-May Gippell has taken over the

Family Theatre at Letts, Iowa,
formerly operated by L. Brookhart.
Another transfer is the Princess

at Bettendorf, Iowa, which has
been sold to J. H. Pabst by F. J.

Georgan.

LT. FIDLER has resigned his
• position as salesman for the

local branch of United Artists to
accept the management of the Co-
lumbia Exchange of Salt Lake
City. Mr. Fidler has been associ-
ated with film concerns in Denver
for a number of years and it was
only after careful consideration
that he accepted the attractive offer

made him by J. T. Sheffield, owner
of the Columbia exchanges of Den-
ver and Salt Lake City. Mr. Fidler
will be remembered as former man-
ager of the old Lannon-Sheffield
exchange, manager of the Warner
Bros, exchange immediately prior

to the consolidation with Vitagraph,
and more recently the leading sales-

man for Jack Krum of the local

United Artsts office.

Max Roth, personal representa-

tive of James R. Grainger, general

sales manager for Fox, is spending
several days visiting the local

branch office of the Fox organiza-

tion. It is Mr. Roth's first visit

here since the erection of the new
Fox exchange at 2140 Champa, the

site selected by Mr. Roth on his

last visit to Denver.
Now that the football season is

over, Jim Lynch, the popular Lara-
mie, Wyo., exhibitor, expects to get

back to the management of theatres

again. Laram'e is the home of the

University of Wyoming and a cou-

ple of thousand red-blooded Wyom-
ing students. Being in that

environment it was the perfectly

natural thing for a man like Jim
Lynch to give lis time, effort,

theatre, and most everything else

toward a successful season for the

football team. Of course the fact

that Jim is a close friend of "Lone
Star" Deitz, the coach, had some-
thing to do with it too.

The Colorado, new Publix

Theatre in Pueblo, Colo., opened its

doors last Monday night. Several

Denver exhibitors and exchange
men attended the opening, which
was accompanied by festivities in

keeping with the -occasion. Among
those who attended were Al Vin-
cent, district booker for Publix,

Hugh Braly, manager of the Para-
mount branch office of Denver, and
Milton Feld, Home Office repre-

sentative for Publix.

Mel Wilson, local Fox manager,
spem the week visiting exhibitors

in Wyoming, leaving the affairs of

the office in charge of Max Roth,
who is visiting here at this time.

A wreck on the Moffat railroad
last Sunday was the cause of con-
siderable annoyance to exhibitors

all week long. A half dozen ex-
hibitors operating in towns above
the wreck were cut off from all

means of securing programs from
Denver and were unable to return

those which they had. Permiss'on
to trade programs with each other
was secured through the Denver
Film Board of Trade, relieving the

situation some. Neil Kimball, of

Craig, Colo., operating the Victory

Theatre, took the active part in

securing relief for his fellow ex-
hib tors in the nearby mountain
towns.

The lecal Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
office has undergone a complete re-

modeling and redecoration under
the supervision of Steve Colleton,

auditor, and Manager R. J. Gar-
land. Additional telephone service

was also installed. Exhibitors
visiting Denver should drop in here
and see what a change has taken
place.

Tentative plans have been made
for a get-together meeting for all

Denver Film Board of Trade man-
ager's, salesmen, ass'stant managers
and bookers on Monday, December
27th. These yearly meetings are

held for the purpose of discussing

activities during the past year and
have proven to be of a great help

toward correcting complaints and
objecti ns of various kinds coming
from exhibitors.

St. LOU1S
THE funeral of Mrs. Daisy

Griswold Mai tin, 39 years old,

wife of James R. Martin, treasurer
of the Empress Theatre, St. Louis
stock drama house, was held on
Friday afternoon, November 26.

Services were held at the Second
Presbyterian Church and interment
was in Lake Charles Cemetery.
She died at the Missouri Baptist

Sanitarium following a major op-
eration.

Leslie B. Mace of the First Na-

tional sales staff has been trans-

ferred to Kansas City, Mo. Irving
Fiankel fills the vacancy in the

local First National sales organiza-
tion, Harry Weiss, manager, has
announced.

The Soquoiah Theatre, Dawson
Springs, Ky., has closed. Other
houses that are dark now are : Pine

Lawn. St. Louis County, Mo.

:

Victory, Farmersville, 111. : Lib-

erty, Paris, Mo.; Star, Trenton,

Tenn., and Star, Mokane, Mo.

Clyde Welbom has taken back
the Bloomlield, Bloorr field, Mo.

L. C. Crow, owner of the Liberty

Theatre, Paris. Mo., is reported to

be seriously ill.

Arthur Kleine, booker for the
Memphis, Tenn., branch of Fox
Films, visited his mother and fam-
ily in St. Louis over Thanksgiving
Day.
Max Milder, special representa-

tive for the Fox home office, is in

town and expects to be here for

several days.

C. D. Hill, division manager for

Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion, was here over the week end.

He was accompanied by District

Representative McLean.

Out-of-town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row during the week
were : S. E. Pertle, Jersevville,

111.: John Rees, Wellsville, Mb.;
Bob Clarke, Effingham, 111. : Tom
Reed, Duquoin, 111.

; Joe Hewitt,
Robinson, 111. ; H. L. Klingenfus,
New Athens, 111., and J. R. Pratt,

Fulton, Mo.
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ALTHOUGH the electi. i .1

chairman was not included in

the new list of officers elected al the
Atlantic City convention of

th( M.P.T.O. Of New Jersey, the
following attained office: Joseph
Seider is the honorary presidenl

;

Rosenblatt, president ; I Yh 1

Adams, 1st vice-president ; |. B
stein, 2nd vice-president: I

thai, 3d vice-president
: Sam

Stiesel, 4th vice-president: !'..

Thornton Kelly, secretary, and
Charles 1 1 ildinger, treasurer. The
Board of Directors will consist of

Al, Hirschblond, Henry Nelson,
Ben Davis and Louis Gold. Direc-
tors who will serve their unexpired
term are: Sidney Samuelson, Ben
Schindler, W. C. Hunt, T. V Roth
and Leo Juskowitz.
A sudden flurry of news affect-

ing two of the Xew York personnel
of the Producers Distributing Cor-
poration local exchange comes to
the ears of those around the "curb"
this week.
Dave Gross, after grinding away

for about seven years of hard work
in this zone, has been given a vaca-
tion of four weeks which will offer
a respite from the high speed
Dave's been traveling since he came
to P D.C. from Fox Films. George
Dillon, district manager, will handle
matters at the New York office

whili away.
Another member of the P.D.I

New York sales force, and in-

cidentally Dave Gross* assistant
<r, has announced his resigna-

tion from that organization, h is

Bernard Sholtz, who will soon tell

ade of his connection with
some other company.

It is reported that the Chelsea
Theatre. Eighth Avenue and 25th

• in the past devoted to quite
a variety of entertainment, will
soon go ovei to the Blanej organi-

Stock will in all prob
ability make up the program,
Aaron Shusterman, recenl li

of the New Brunswick Opei a

. was in last week with the

season' pi 1
pi 1 ity written all over

his person t from top to

the soles including a sportj

and a brand new iron hat,

the latter article in pal til nl.ii . \ i

dence around th inges as a
matter of interest.

Arthur Hickox, at one time as-

sociated with the First National
and Associated janizations,

recenl visitor from the West
( )n his return to 1 as \n

g< les, Mr. Hickox will take up his

duties in connection with the
Warner Brothers studios. Hickox
is the son-in-law of Bill Nye.

Frank Lovejoy, Xew Jersej
salesman for Pathe, has recently

returned from a motor trip to

points in Massachusetts, where he
visited relatives.

Jack Steinman, of the Congress
and Daly theatres. New York City,

has recently secured from Charles
Goldreyer a lease on a new house
under construction at 184th Street

and Webster Avenue. This theatre
is expected to open about Decem-
ber 20th, and it has a seating

capacity of approximately 2,000.

The usual crop of Christmas
theatre openings are scheduled to
open around that time. Sam Ronn-
heimer's new house is due: also,

Morris Kutinsky's Capitol and
Cameo theatres in downtown Jer-
sey City are almost completed and
ready for their premieres. Another
Jersey house about finished is Joe
Stern's Cranford, set for the 29th,

while David Snapper's Tottenville,

Staten Island, house will be ready
For Christmas week. Harry Blum-
enthal's Tremont Avenue Theatre
will also be complete at that time.

Small and Straussberg, owners
of a big string of theatres Jn
Brooklyn and on Long Island, are
building a new bouse at Kew Gar-
dens, Queens.

Great things are being said about
the projection room that the Roxy
Theatre, Xew York City, will have
when completed. Some say that

it will be the largest in the entire

country and will contain more
equipment than any other booth

ticted up to the present time.

Part of the equipment, it is said,

will include four Simplex projec-

tors, two Brenkert spots and two
Brenkert stereopticons.

Joe Hornstein, eastern zone man-
ager for the National Theatre Sup-
ply Company, left Monday, the

29th, for New Haven and Albany,
where he will establish offices for

the aforesaid concern.
I heatres recently installing new

equipment from the National The-
atre Supply Company include Sam
Ronnheimer's latest house-, the New
State, Hartford, Conn.; Joe Stern's

ord, and Morris Kutinsky's
I apit< il and Cameo in Jersey City.

\ ti 1 1 1 < my \l.11 '
II. 1. o mnected with

B. I low ell for many years,

ecentl} been appointed auditor
for the 1 istern divisii in 1 if the N

a

tional Theatre Supply Company.
The Review Theatre, a 6(M) seat

house located at Xew Lots and
Sheffield avenues, "Brooklyn, has
recently changed its policy to three
shows .1 week instead of full time.
Brandt Brothers' Biltmore, a large
modern house, is but two blocks
away.
Andy or Al (take your choice)

Sawtell, Pathe non-theatrical man-
ager in the Xew York exchange,
always shines when it comes to
entertaining the fair sex. This week
Andy or Al has a love ther-

mometer.
A. Sontag has taken over the

Livonia Theatre, Livonia Avenue,
Brooklyn, from Barney Schoen-
bach. Schoenbach operates the

Xew Chester.

Robert Justry, owner of the
Eden Theatre, 201 Atlantic Avenue,
Brooklyn, has changed the name of
that house to the "Milo."

Sol Saphier, operator of the Em-
press Theatre, 181st Street and St.

Nicholas Avenue, New York City,

is expected back this week from a

three weeks' vacation.

The Stanley-Fabian Corporation,
direction Stanley Company of
America, of which Jules Mastbaum
is president, added another theatre

to its circuit with the opening Mon-
day night. November 29, of the

Xew Branford, in Cranford, a sub-
urb of Elizabeth, X.J. This makes
the forty-fourth theatre operated
in the State by the Stanley-Fabian
group, which is headed by Jacob
Fabian.

The New Branford. which has
1,300 seats, cost $250,000 to build.

It follows the Renaissance period

in architecture and decoration. Mu-
sic is supplied by a latest model
$15,000 Wurlitzer organ. Addresses
of welcome were made by R. C.
Aldrich, mayor of Cranford: John
F. Fisher, president of the Rotary
Club; the Rev. Orion C. Hopper,
president of the Lions Club, and
Joseph Stern, an executive of the

Stanley-Fabian interests. I hi

theatre is managed bv George T.
Kelly.

The Motion Picture Athletic As-
sociation, an organization compris
ing baseball, basket ball and foot-

ball teams made up of the cm
ployees in the various producing

and distributing companies, held its

first dance at Mecca Temple in

Xew York Citj last Saturday
ning. About fifteen hundred people

attended. The dancing was inter-

rupted at midnight and the crowd
gathered around the stage where
prizes, silver loving cups, percola-
tors, tea services and what-not,

presented to representatives

of the teams scoring highest in the
recent tournaments conducted by
the Association.

follow ing the awarding of the
prizes a vaudeville program, pro-
vided gratis by the Loew Circuit,

was put on with Lee Cohen of the

Loew Company acting as master
of ceremonies. Each and every act

went over big judging from the

rounds of applause which followed
the individual performances. Danc-
ing was again in order following
the last act, and the customers kept

James Caruso's orchestra busy till

the wee sma' hours.

The feature of the occasion was
the presentation of the athletic

trophies won by movie firms during
the 1926 season. Fox captured the
baseball title and therefore was
awarded the Spalding trophy sym-
bolic of the championship. Lou
Diamond, of Pathe, made the pre-

sentation, and Alan Freedman,
athletic chairman of Fox, was the

recipient. Famous Players won
the Douglas Tauszig cup for gain-

ing second place and John Morrell.

of Fox. received a special silver

service prize donated by \V. F.
Irish to the leading home run hit-

ter. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer won the

Tennis crown, and received the
< irantland Rice prize.

< (fficers of the Association are

:

William Mcllvaine. Famous Play-
ers-Lasky. president ; Paul Cohen.
M-G-M, vice-president; William
Mullen, First National, treasurer:

and George Ronan, Pathe. secre-

tary. The film companies repre-

sented include Fox Films, Famous
Players- Laskj , Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, First National, Universal,
Pathe, Warner Brothers, United
Artists, llirlagraph and Consoli-

dated laboratories and Producers
Distributing Corporation.

Among others present were Tom-
my Lyons of the First National
Exchange, Charles Ferer of the

National Equipment Company, who
was accompanied by Miss Balti-

more (nee Cohen), Murray B.

Lazarus of Export and Import
and his wife, Phil Abrams of

Warner Bros., Milton Fineberg of

Australasian and Joseph Reichen-

bach.

~%^~
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V. R. Anderson now holds down
the managerial chair of Loew's

rheatn .11 Dayton, < Ihio. 1 le has
been assistant manager of Loew's

.11 Buffalo, X A .. for the

three months.

\ new theatre is to be erected at

Swanton, Ohio, according to an-
mi nt made by H. S. Plum-

met, who will sponsor the project.

M .urn 11c, Ohio, is to have a new
n pii tin 1 bouse, of which,

however, the site and value have

not been disclosed. The Strand
Theatre Co. are the builders.

A $75,000 picture house is an
iiounced for Cincinnati to he erected

by Jerome Jackson oil Pastern
Avenue, near Carrol Street. It

w ill be a suburban house.

John A. Scliwalm. genial head
of the Jewel Photoplav Co., and
manager of the RialtO Theatre.

Hamilton, Ohio, is wearing the

smile thai won't come off, all be-

« ause his son and namesake has

made a star record with a local

football eleven, the local papers

devoting considerable space to the

event.

Jim Scliwalm, assistant manager
of the RialtO Theatre, Hamilton,

1 Ihio, is spending a week in Pitts-

burgh looking up old friends and

acquaintances.
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Des Moines

THE Opera House at Onawa,
Iowa, operated by \Y. V Bow-

ker, and in the building owned by

the I.O.O.F. of Onawa, was badly

damaged by fire which started at

two o'clock in the morning. The
outside of the building was not

much affected, but the interior was
wrecked. Mr. Bowker was in

Omaha at the time of the fire,

but the operators of the theatre

by prompt action and real head-

work were able to save thirty

thousand feet of film which were in

the place at the time and the two
projectors from the booth. Five
attempts were made to reach the

booth before they successfully made
their rescue effective. Both suf-

fered from severe burns.

The theatre equipment was not
covered by insurance. Mr. Bowker
had contemplated taking out a pol-

icy on the theatre equipment and
had discussed the matter a few-

days before the fire. Although all

the seats in the theatre were not

burned the effect of heat and water
made them a total loss. The theatre

building will be repaired within

the next few months. Mr. Bowker
will open up his house in temporary
quarters while the building is re-

paired.

Dixon, Iowa, is now having mo-
tion pictures. Hoyt Bruner has
opened up a theatre christened
the Opera House there.

A new house recently opened up
at Newton, Iowa, is the Rex

Theatie owned by Ross E. Ewing.
Bill Strickland, who was well-

known in Iowa territory during his

association with the Des Moines
office of Universal has won promo-
tion recently, lie is now manager
of the offices of the Enterprise Film
Companv in Omaha, and will

handle all the affairs of the office

until the return in the spring of

Jimmie Rogers, manager for the

Enterprise Film Corporation in

Omaha. Mr. Strickland has been

acting most recently as booker for

Universal at the Omaha office.

The Palace Theatre at Nora
Springs which has been closed for

some time, is being opened up by
H. N. Davies. He bought the

house from Mr. Wiley.
Walter M. Lynch who has been

operating the Princess Theatre at

Sanborn, Iowa, sold the house re-

cently to Anna (i. Jacobsen.
The Auditorium Theatre at

Westfield, Iowa, is a house recent-

ly opened up. G. E. Bancroft is

operating the Auditorium.

William McGraw sold interest

in the house at Trayer, Iowa, to

Edwin Weller. The house is named
the Princess. Pace and Baumaugh
are the silent partners. Mr. Weller
will manage the house.

The Lyric Theatre at Melvin,
Iowa, was bought from Adofl'f

Hokuf. Riecks and Knapp are

the new owners.

James L. Ruthven of Ruthven,
has opened up a new house there.

The theatre is called the Electric,

and the construction of the new
building has just been completed.

Ross King has bought the Majes-
tic Theatre at Iowa City. This

theatre was formerly owned by J.

A. Lane.
Tlie Royal Theatre at George.

Iowa, recently changed hands. The
house was sold from Smith and
Groenwold to Frank Wilson.
Rudy M. Luecke has sold his

house at Cortland, Iowa. The
Opera House at Cortland will now
be under the management of Fred
DeVries.

A. M. Leitch has sold the Up-
town Theatre at Arnolds Park to

H. N. Davies.
Another theatre to recently

change hands was the Lewis
Theatre at Lewis. Mr. Hurden-
burgh sold to J. W. Zike.

D. C. Gruver has sold the Opera
House at Clermont. The new-

owner is C. O. Christ.

D. V. Armstrong is the new
owner of the Auditorium Theatre
at Defiance. The house was sold

by J. Jordan.

The Palace at Durant changed
ownership last week. The house
is now owned by Schact and
Skeentoken and formerly by Schact
and Miller.

Jake Cohen of Ottumwa, and
E. P. Smith of Newton, were about
the only exhibitors who ate

Thanksgiving turkey and visited

Des Moines the same week. Vis-

itoi along Film Row were very

few.
N. C. Rice, manager of the

F.B.O. exchange, visited the river

towns, returning from Dubuque
and Davenport after a successful

trip.

The Englert, A. H. Blank's new
house at Iowa City, saw an au-

spicious opening on November 17.

The theatre is managed by Mr.
Davis who had charge of the old

Englert which burned down about

a year ago. A. G. Stolte, theatre

superviser for Mr. Blank's theatres,

has the Englert as one of his chain.

Mr. Stolte arranged for the open-

ing of the theatre and all the de-

tails in regard to the equipping of

the theatre.

E. P. Smith, owner of the Strand

at Newton, has added ISO seats

to the house, and has also made
some improvements in his lighting

arrangements. The stage of the

theatre was changed so as to make
possible the adding of the new-

seats at that end of the house.

Mr. Smith was able to make the

changes in the theatre without clos-

ing the house.

E. J. Morris of the Princess at

Eagle Grove, and George Schwene-
ker of Guthrie Center visited

Famous Players in order to book
pictures.

M.iss Grace Veenstra, secretary

for the manager of Famous
Players, spent the Thanksgiving
holiday with her folks at Pella,

Iowa.

Nev? England

FRED QUIMBY, Fox short

subject sales manager from New-
York City, has been in Boston
during the week on a business trip.

Henry Kiley has resigned from
the Fox exchange, Boston, and
Alis^ Florence Follen has been pro-
moted to assistant cashier of the
exchange.
H. Worden, formerly assistant

manager of Metro in Boston, has
gone to Albany.

Music Hall at Slatersville. R.I.,

has been transferred by A. N. Clair

to Peter Courmier, who will have
active charge.

Thomas Falsciglia, who operates
the Continental Theatre. Provi-
dence, has the sympathy of friends

in the recent death of his father
in that city.

Senator-elect David I. Walsh and
Rev. John H. Nawn were the chief
speakers at the Boston premiere of
the Eucharistic Congress film at

the Boston Opera House.

Edward M. Fay of Fay's
Theatre, Providence, was elected a

director for Rhode Island at the
annual convention of the New-
England Advertising Clubs, held
at Worcester, Mass.

Stanley Sumner, manager of the
new University Theatre, Cam-
bridge, has resigned as manager of
the Newton Communitv Theatre at

Newton, Mass., which he has con-
ducted since its erection. He will

devote his entire time to the Uni-
versity Theatre. Clyde G. Holmes,
who was assistant to Mr. Sumner
at Newton, is acting as manager
for the present and Thomas W.
White, president of the Newton
Community Theatre Co. is taking
an active part in the management
of the playhouse.

Mrs. E. R. Deesey, head of the

educational department of Pathe, is

in Boston for the greater part of
the current week.
Edwin Hanley, booker for the

Abbott Worsted Company's theatre

in Forge Village, Mass., was a
visitor to Film Row during the

week.

Myer Gruber and D. Schoolman
of the Interocean Amusement Co.
have bought the Beachmont The-
atre in the Beachmont section of
Revere, Mass. George Campbell has

been appointed manager of the

house.

W. W. Jones, inspector cashier

from the home office of Pathe, is

in Boston on a brief business visit.

Horticultural Hall at Man-
chester, Mass., which 'has been

operated by Ansel Sanborn, who
also operates the Sanbornville and
Mountainview theatres, has been

sold to John Foy and Frank Grady
of Boston.
The United Artists exchanges in

Boston and New Haven were closed

during the funeral services of
Hiram Abrams.
New England Bookers Associa-

tion will be guests of Mrs. E. B.

Corbett, booker for Warner Broth-
ers, at her home in Roxbury at

dinner December 9. This is one
of a series of social occasions
planned by the association for the

season.

Herbert Daley of the Magnet
Theatre, Claremont, N.H., was in

Boston during the week to com-
plete his winter bookings.

Charles Cray of St. Johnsbury
and Bellows Falls, Vt. was another
visitor to the Row during the week
who received a cordial welcome.

So anxious was Phil Coolidge.
Pathe cameraman, to get his Har-
vard-Yale football game negatives

to the laboratory, that he accident-

all} leaned against the exhaust of
the plane and was minus a part

of his overcoat as a result.

Arthur Martell, leader of the

orchestras at several Publix houses,

will lead the orchestra at the

Stadium Theatre, Woonsocket, R.I.

Larry Berg of the Capital, Alls-

ton, Mass. left for New York to

attend the opening of the new-

Paramount Theatre and before re-

turning to Bostpn will make a

business and pleasure tour in the

Middle Atlantic States.

John Daley, salesman with the

Fox exchange, Boston, has been
transferred to the New York office.

George Mulligan has been ap-

pointed assistant shipper at the Fox
exchange, Boston.

Fred Coture of the Scenic
Theatre, Rochester, N.H., was a

visitor to the Row during the

week, making his early winter

bookings.

A. E. Chadwick of the Conniston
Theatre, Newport, N. H., paid his

iirst visit to Film Row during the

week in eight months and was
warmly welcomed.

Columbus Theatre at Providence,
R.I., seating about 900, has been
opened.

All theatre owners:
Please take notice that Mr. A. W.
Eden, formerly with this company,

is not in our employ and we are not

responsible for any debts or repre-

sentat.ons of any kind made by him.

FEDERAL PUBLICITY COMPANY
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anada
MURRAY CORBER, former

representative in St. John,
N.B., for Regal Films, Limiti d,

I ronto, has been appi tinted Winni-
M.mitiiha. branch manager

for Columbia Pictures of Canada
Limited, by Louis Rosenfeld. Tor-
onto, genera] manager for Colum-
bia in the Dominion. The Colum-
bia organization is now complete
with offici - in operation at Toronto,
Montreal, St. John and Wini
Ted Gould i>f Winnipeg, Man-

itoba, branch manager for Regal
I ilms, Limited, for some years,

has been appointed division man-
for Western Canada for

Regal, his territory extending from
Fori William. ( mtario, to Vic-
toria, B.C. H. Cass, of St. John,
N.B., has become the Winnipeg
Regal branch manager in succession

to Mr. Gould.
Chic. Bell, recently appointed

Calgary, Alberta, manager for

First National, has been spending
the past week or so at the Canadian
headquarters of First National at

Toronto, Ontario. Mr. Bell was
formerly stationed at Winnipeg.
John R. Muir of Vancouver,

B.C., British Columbia representa-

tive for Paramount Theatres for

many years, has been announced as

manager for the Capitol Theatre,
Vancouver, B.C., in succession to

Ralph Ruffner, famous exhibitor,

who died with tragic suddenness
recently.

It is a strange fact and one typi-

cal of the ability of the man that

Ralph Ruffner brought his theatre,

the Capitol, to first place in the

Weste n division of the managers'
bonus contesl of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., just before he
died.

B. F. Lyon, Toronto, Canadian
.'< in ral manager of Warner Bros.,

has completed a business trip to the
ic Coast. While at Winnipeg,

Mr. Lyon promoted Joe Plotell

to be supervisor of outside
salesmen for Warner Bros, in

W< item Canada. I. Allen con-
tinues as Western manager with
headquarters at Winnipeg.
Jack Frankland, manager of

llrnry Morton's Crescent Theatre,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, has become
manager of the Regent Theatre,
Winnipeg, owned by Sam Weiner.
Robert Hurwitz of Boston, Mass.,
has been appointed manager of the
Crescent. Robert is a brother of
Harry Hurwitz, manager of the
Park Theatre, Winnipeg, which is

also owned by Mr. Morton.

Harvey Williams, manager of the

Beach Theatre, Toronto, has been
spending several weeks in the vic-

inity of Parry Sound, < hitario, in

search of big game. During his

absence, Ben Witham has charge
of the theatre, one of the finest

in the Ontario capital.

\ woman has been appointed
manager of the Tivoli Theatre in

St. Catharines, Ontario. She is

Antoinette Ward of St. Catharines.
Some big jumps have been made

by theatre managers in Canada.
C. S. L. Ferguson, former manager
of the Dominion Theatre at Nan-
aimo, B.C., has been appointed
manager of the Capitol Theatie at

Brandon, Man., succeeding J. B.

Reisman, who is now manager of
the Empress Theatre at Edmonton,
Alberta.
Tommy Daley, manager of the

Tivoli Theatre, a downtown Tor-
onto house, has established himself
in a handsome new private office,

nicely furnished with big furniture,

a built-in library and other fea-
tures. The main object of the new
office is to avoid interruptions when
he is working out plans or prob-
lems.

The film colony of Toronto
gathered to bid "bon voyage" to

W. A. Bach, Canadian district

manager with First National for
the past year, who has been trans-

ferred to England in charge of
sales in the British Isles.

\liout one hundred attended the
tare well dinner at the King Edward
Hotel and every distributing com-
pany was represented by its local

executive and other officials. N. L.
Nathanson, managing director of
Famous Playe s Canadian Corpora-
tion, was the principal speaker.

On behalf of those assembled,
Mr. Nathanson presented Mr. Bach
with a handsome cut glass and
sterling silver liqueur set. Arthur
Cohen, president of Regal Films
Limited, tendered a glowing tribute

to the departing film manager. R. S.

Bell, acting district manager of
First National, following a brief

speech, made the presentation of a
large sterling silver bowl with cut

glass flower holder, the gift of the
Canadian branch managers.

The esteem in which W. A. Bach
is held by his associates was fur-
ther evidenced when the Toronto
Exchange staff made him a gift

of a club bag. Jim hoy, branch
manager, made the presentation

with a few intimate and kindly
remarks.

Pluladelphi

MA.URICE STANFORD, book-
er for Hunt's Theatres, Inc.,

was recently united in marriage to

Miss Anna M. Mayers, of Phila-

delphia. The ceremony was per-

formed at the home of the groom's
mother, where they will make their

home for the present. Mr. Stan-
ford is well known in theatrical

and motion picture circles in Phil.i

delphia, having been a producer
prior to his affiliation with Hunt's.

The Lincoln Theatre, Harris-

burg, Pa., which has been operated

for some time by B. Schiff. has

been closed indefinitely on account

of poor business.

Frank Bickhart, owner of the

Alma Theatre at Kensington Av-
enue and Ontario Street. I'hila

delphia, who has opt i ated the

theatre himself, has recently lea ed

the premises for six months to

J. Kalix, who will continue to

conduct it under its established

policy.

The Forest Hills Theatre, now
known as the Parkside, Camden,
X.J., which has been closed for

six months, has recently been op-
ened by Ralph Hodgens.
Moc Goodman, for many years

resident manager for Feeley's

Theatre, Hazleton, Pa., has re-

signed. Mr. Goodman is one of the

best known managers in that sec-

tion of Pennsylvania and the sever-

ance of his connection with Feeley's

1 1
.iii.s as a great surprise.

Bill Quinlivan, formerly branch
manager for Vitagraph and later

connected with the Pathe sales

forces, has been transferred to

Associated Exhibitors sales person-

nel and will cover the Wilkes-
Barre territory.

Id Farrell, attached to the Bos-
ton office of F.B.O., has been
transferred to Philadelphia and
will cover all of the districts in

this territory for the local office.

Jerry Safron, Philadelphia branch

manager for F.B.O., will leave
soon on an extended vacation.

After visiting friends in Chicago,
Mr. Safron will go to Florida and
then to Bermuda, returning to his

duties in Philadelphia about De-
cember 12th.

Through the consolidation of
Associated Exhibitors with Pathe.
the former exchange has resigned
its membership in the Philadelphia
Film Board of Trade.

Bob Lynch, manager, and Jay
Emanuel, sales manager of the
Philadelphia u\Ucv of M. G. M„
have returned from Washington,
D.C., where they attended a sales

i onvention of all the Eastern
Division sales executives. Mr.
Lynch was host at a trade showing
on Sunday night. November 28th,

at the Regent Theatre, Philadel-
phia of the "Scarlet Letter" and
"Tin Hats."

1 he matrimonial microbe has
been active in the Philadelphia ex-

change of First National Pictures,

Inc. Miss Mollie Cohen, of the

office force, was united in matri-

mony to Harry Barnett, of Mt.

Vernon, N.Y., at a local synagogue,
while Miss Marie Whalen eloped to

Elkton, Md.. and became the bride

of Charles Christie, of Philadel-

phia.

Employees of the Philadelphia
exchange of Universal Pictures
have named their new social club
the i'hilu. The club was recently
created to promote social activities

among the Universal employees in

this city. It is planned to have an
elaborate social affair soon after

January 1st.

Marcus Benn, who is to build a
theatre in Norwood, a suburb of
Philadelphia, has recently had the
plans rex ised, eliminating the bal-
cony. The house will seat approxi-
mately 1.5(H) and work will be
sta ted within the next lew weeks.

Central Penn
AS a result of tin departure

1
1
on, Pottstown, Pa . of J.

Luke ( iring to be< on ce-presi

dent o
i

' impa imbei burg, and man
ager of the $20 ft mi i

I

p building in

Ralph S. Kin/er has

Benne
thum ili' atn in Pittstown and

i town, of which Mr. Gring
had been manager for

These are the I [ippodrome, Si

PottstOVt ii, and
the Strand, Boy< i tow n For eight

years Mr. Kin/er had assisted in

the management of these th<

The Cap I, I hambersburg, will

In opt ne. I early in the new > ear.

but Mr. ( iring ah eady has mov< .1

to Cli.niil.. i l.m e to supervise its

i mpletion.
\n innovation introduced by

Russell A. Bovim, managing direc-

I . .ew 's Regent. 1 1 .1 1T 1 shur g .

is the publication in \ , ..

the weeklj house organ, • .1 a brief

histor) of each of the stars and
leading players who are to

in the succeeding week's
1 e attraction.

The personnel of the local man

ageinent of the Penn Theatre Com-
pany's new house in Reading—the

Park Theatre, located in the Moose
Temple—includes E C, Keeney,
formerly of Camden, N.J . as

manager; George Gensinger, direc

tor of the oi . hestra, and 1 ,eroj Fil

hert. stage manager. The house
is devoted to vaudeville and pic-

Manager Charlej Jones, of the

Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg,
3C0n .1 a SCOOp on his competitors

bj first shoeing the news pictures

of the Thanksgiving Day football

game between Cornell and Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, on the sue

ceeding Saturday morning.
Among the out ..f town theatre

men oi prominence who attended

the formal opening of the palatial

\\ ( st Side Theatre, by the <. on* i

ford Amusement Company, in

Scranton, were: L. J. Chamber-
lain, oi Shamokin, head of the big

Chamberlain circuit ol theatres;

W. E. Schmidt, manager of the

Strand; 11. Hazleton; L. A. Far-

rell, of the Irving, Carbondale;
F. D. Rundle, of Sayre, and Harry
Volk. of Shamokin, also of the

Chamberlain circuit.
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Kansas City
MAXY changes in ownership

and management of theatres

in the Kansas City territory have
been announced during the last

-week. The Uptown Theatre, be-

ing constructed by the Fleming-
Gilchrist Construction Company in

the Willet Building at Valentine
Road and Broadway, Kansas City,

will be operated by the Valentine
Amusement Company of Kansas
City. The theatre will be con-
structed of brick and terra cotta.

Robert Cornall is the architect.

Following the resignation of Jack
Quintan as manager of the Main
Street, Kansas

, City, Frank N.
Phelps, an executive from the gen-
eral office of the Orpheum Circuit

in Chicago, has been in charge.
Several difficulties preceded Mr.
Quintan's resignation, Ray Mont-
gomery, treasurer, also resigning
•and being succeeded by R. H.
Zeller of Sioux City, Iowa.
The Bonaventure Theatre. Kan-

sas Citv. has been purchased bv
James B. Nichols from T. B.

Rowel, while F. C. Ruckel has
taken over the management of the
Highland Theatre, Kansas City.

The Bowersock Theatre, Law-
rence, Kans., will undergo an ex-
tensive remodeling plan, according
to Glenn Dickinson, owner.

All district and branch managers,
salesmen, sales managers and
Txiokers of Omaha, Des Moines,
St. Louis and Kansas City were
looking forward this week to the

Paramount district sales conven-
tion, scheduled to be held at the

K. C. A. C. in Kansas City Satur-
day.

Arthur Elsea, manager of the
Bancroft Theatre, suburban house
of Kansas City, was held up and
robbed of $79, while he was pre-
paring to close the theatre, by two
bandits.

Between the Kansas City Star's

exploitation of Santa Claus, his

dog team and his messengers, and
the showing of Santa in pictures

at the Newman Theatre, Kansas
City, Bruce Fowler of the New-
man, a Paramount-leased house, is

getting free publicity aplenty these
days.

Among the out-of-town- exhib-
itors in the Kansas City market
this week were : Charles H. Bar-
ron, Kansas Theatre, Wichita,
Kans. ; Frank Weary, Farris
Theatre, Richmond, Mo. ; W. H.-

Weber, Great Bend, Kans. ; Glenn
Dickinson, Dickinson Circuit of
Theatres, Lawrence, Kans.; Walter
Wallace. Orpheum, Leavenworth,
Kans. ; S. E. Wilhoit, Springfield,

Mo. ; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum,
Topeka, Kans.
The hour was all set, ample ad-

vance publicity had been obtained
locally and movie row was buzzing
with predictions concerning the

probable outcome of the football

game between Kansas City ex-
hibitors and exchange representa-
tives last Saturday. Then, for

some unaccountable reason, not a

member of either team put in his

appearance for the battle. Several
conflicting rumors concerning the

non-appearance of the teams are

going the rounds, but no two of
the contestants will agree on the

facts in the case.

Much concern is being felt in

Kansas City this week by relatives

over the disappearance of Arthur
Johnson, former Kansas City film

veteran who recently accepted a
position as assistant branch man-
ager of the First National ex-
change in Des Moines, Iowa.

Business was good among the
exchanges along Kansas City's film

row this week.
C. M. Parkhurst, P.D.C. office

manager, was feeling none the

worse after being informed, semi-
officially, from the home office that
he was considered the "title holder"
among the booking managers of
the P.D.C. organization.

Jack Auslet, short subject man-
ager of the Independent Film Corp.
exchange, made a hurried trip into

the territory after more business.

J. H. King, former film veteran
of Kansas City, returned from
Florida after a three-year absence
to greet old friends and make new
acquaintances.

Ed Solig, Warner Bros, booker,
went to Omaha on business, while
A. H. Fisher, division manager
for Warner Bros., was a visitor.

J. F. Burke, Educational auditor

from the home office, was busy
on the Kansas City branch's books.

F. F. Nine, formerly of Kansas
City, but now representing Warner
Bros., out of Milwaukee, was a
Kansas City visitor.

C. A. Schultz, P.D.C. branch
manager, has recovered from his

illness and is back on the job again.

Before going to Lakeside Hospital,

Gladys Libby, stenographer for

Warner Bros., announced that

flowers, candy and presents of all

kinds from film friends would not
be objectionable.

G. F. Navarre, United Artists
branch manager, was host to all his

salesmen and their wives at the
annual football game between
Missouri and Kansas at Columbia,
Mo., last Saturday.

E. C. Rhoden, manager of Mid-
west Film Distributors, Inc., made
a well placed wager on the Ne-
braska-Kansas Aggie football game.
Rhoden being a Nebraska alumnus,
he collected.

Harvey Day, Kinogram sales-

manager from the home office, was
a Kansas City visitor.

R. S. Balantyne, Pathe branch
manager, left for Dallas, New
Orleans and Memphis Friday on a
business trip.

A. S. Glenn, of the First Na-
tional exploitation department of
New York, and R. L. McLean,
home office representative for
P.D.C, were also Kansas City vis-

itors.

THE Smith Amusement Com-
pany of Alliance and Warren

has just taken a 99-year lease from
the Warren Building and Invest-
ment Company for the Hippodrome
Theatre, Warren, Ohio. The lease
is to run from June 15, 1927 to

June 14, 2026. Improvements in

the Hippodrome will be made
shortly. Lemotto Smith is presi-

dent of the Smith Amusement
Company.

Dayton is to have a new $125,000
motion picture theatre for the
patronage of the colored residents

of the city. Carl P. Anderson and
Goodrich Giles, both of Piqua,

Ohio, are back of the movement.

The new house will have 600 seats
and will be devoted to straight
motion picture policies.

C. Bailey DeWeese, 57, banker
and manager of the Majestic The-
atre at Wapakoneta, Ohio, died at
his home last week following a
three days illness due to pneumonia.
He is survived by his widow and
two sons, Horace and Robert.

C. C. Deardourff, for many
years one of the high light ex-
ploiteers in this territory, is now
selling National Screen Service out
of Pittsburgh. Deardourff was
with the local Metro-Goldwyn of-
fice for a great many years. His
most recent connection was with
Fox.

Phil Riesman, Paramount divi-

sion sales manager, was in town
last Monday and held a regional
sales conference. Present at the
gathering were E. H. Bauer, Cleve-
land exchange manager ; Eddie
Fontaine, Pittsburgh manager ; and
Morris Ridge, Columbus manager.

Mrs. Georgia Moffett, secretary
of the Film Board of Trade of
Cleveland, is back again, to every-
body's delight. She's been in

Indianapolis for the past three
weeks installing a new board secre-

tary there. Miss Marion McCol-
lough received the appointment.
Miss McCollough was secretary of

the Film Board of Trade in Kan-

sas City at one time, but resigned
because of poor health.

Norman Moray, local Warner
Brothers exchange manager, who
is still limping around as the re-

sult of an automobile accident in

which several ligaments of his foot

were torn, is enthusiastic about his

Burgler's Handicap. It's a contest

to clean up all undated pictures.

Prizes will be awarded at the close

of the contest, contributed by Nat
Barach, district manager at Moray.

G. W. Gallagher has arrived in

Cleveland to manage the Columbia
Theatre. The Columbia is a
burlesque house, and periodically

takes a fling at motion pictures.

Oklahoma

BOB MONTGOMERY of Perry
is enlarging the Lyric Theatre

and installing new reflecting arc
tamps.

D. A. White of Henryetta, Okla.,
has just bought the Grand Theatre
at Collinsville, Okla.. from L. H.
Luckett. Some time last month Mr.
White announced that he was pur-
chasing the two theatres at Sul-
phur, but at the last moment the
deal fell thru, and the Sulphur
houses still remain in the hands of
their original owners.

Mrs. R. F. Wilbern. wife of
Mr. Wilbern, who with his associ-

ates owns and operates three
theatres in Duncan, Okla., died last

Sunday night at her home. Mrs.
Wilbern's death was a shock to

many friends and associates of the

Wilberns in the film business. Just
last month Mr. and Mrs. Wilbern
returned from a long trip to Cali-

fornia, that they made overland.

Vinton Sholl is a new member
of the Famous Players-Lasky sales

force. Mr. Sholl used to be con-
nected with the Publix Theatre at

Dallas we understand.

Horace Booth, formerly with
First National, is now selling for

Fox Films.

Walter Quade, salesman for Uni-
versal, left for Kansas City this

week to see his father, who was

reported to be seriously ill.

C E. Lindsey, booker for Para-
mount, is ill at his home at Dallas.

Curtis Logan, assistant booker, is

tilling Lindsey's place temporarily.

Wl P. Garyn, assistant sales

manager of National Screen Ser-
vice, Inc., was here from New
York this week and spent a couple
of days as the guest of Mr. Wal-
thall. Mr. Walthall is the official

sales representative for the Nation-
al Service in Oklahoma.

Milton Simon, sales manager of
Rayart Corporation, was another
New York visitor that Mr. Wal-
thall had this week.

Felix Feist, general, sales man-

ager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
was a guest at the local M-G-M
exchange here the first of the week.

Claude Ezell, distiict manager of

Warner Brothers, and Ned Depinet,

district manager for First National,

were in towm last Wednesday visit-

ing their respective company's ex-

changes.

The officers of the M.P.T.O. are

planning for a large convention on
December 6th and 7th at Oklahoma
City. Fred Pickrel, president.

W. Z. Spearman, vice-president,

and Bob Hutchinson, secretary,

went to Dallas recently to attend

the Texas M.P.T.O. Convention.
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POWER'S PROJECTOR
WITH

POWERLITE REFLECTOR 1AMP
A SPLENDID EQUIPMENT
WITH A HOST OF FRIENDS
THRUOUT THE UNITED STATES

_-^xrv_

Powerlite
Reflector Lamp
is giving excellent results in hundreds

of theatres.

Every exhibitor and projectionist

should send for a copy of

OUR NEW PUBLICATION

Powerlite
Reflector Arc

Lamp
giving full information regarding low

intensity REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS.

POWER'S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Gold Street New York, N. Y.
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Ballet Corps Backbone of

Capitol Presentations
Dance Numbers One of Features Which Bring

Steady Patronage to Broadway Cinema

THE backbone of the stage features on
which the Capitol Theatre in New
York has built a definite and consider-

able week-in-week-out patronage—a com-
fortable "bread and butter" allowance
which is delivered each week at the box
office, irrespective of the photoplay attrac-

tion—is the ballet organization which Ma-
jor Edward Bowes, managing director of

this popular Broadway institution, main-
tains under the direction of Chester Hale.

Since taking over the direction of the

Capitol, Major Bowes has devoted much
of his attention to the improvement of

the ballet as an artistic organization, and
it is widely recognized by patrons of the

theatre that the growth of the ballet artisti-

cally has matched its increasing popularity

as a feature of the Capitol's presentations.

Orchestra and Ballet

The ballet and the Capitol Grand Or-
chestra, an organization of 85 musicians
under the direction of David Mendoza, have
steadily developed their combined resources
to a degree which permits the presentation
of ballets of exceptional artistic and pop-
ular appeal. The maintenance of two such
"stock" organizations on the basis which
obtains at the Capitol Theatre is resulting

in a higher development of the dance and
music as an important entertainment form
for the cinema. Combinations of the two
in a presentation similar to that which is

proving one of the most appealing features
of the current program at the Capitol—the

"Kreisleriana" unit—are possible and are
encouraged by the plan. "Kreisleriana" is

in two episodes. The first presents Waldo
Mayo, concertmaster, playing Henberger's
arrangement of Kreisler's "Midnight
Bells." Following this the principal dan-
seuse of the Capitol organization, Joyce
Coles, dances a special interpretation of
the same composer's "Liebesleid."

Two Dance Units

The ballet is composed of two groups, the
regular Capitol Ballet, of eight versatile
and well-trained dancers, and the Chester
Hale Girls, a group of twelve dancers, dis-
tinguished for their vivacity—"pep" if you
will—good looks, and skill in ensemble
work. The engagement of different dancers
as guest artists from time to time, brings
freshness and color to the weekly ballets.
During recent weeks, the most popular

—

and most frequent guest dancer—at the

Capitol has been Joyce Coles, well-known
English danseuse and formerly one of the

solo artists with Pavlowa.

The ballets at the Capitol Theatre are

no matter of. haphazard evolution. They
are the result of a carefully conceived and
executed plan and the culmination of many
months of study.

Evolves Permanent Feature

It had long been the dream of Major
Bowes to evolve the Capitol Ballet into

a permanent feature, resembling in organi-

zation the Metropolitan Ballet. It was
his idea to make this feature of the institu-

tion sufficiently flexible and adaptable to

meet the diversified requirements of the

entertainment designed to supplement the

motion picture each week.

In Chester Hale, Major Bowes found a

ballet master in sympathy with his ideals,

and splendidly equipped to undertake the
training and direction of the Capitol Ballet.

Mr. Hale is a young American whose native
virility and ingenuity have been tempered
by a classic training under European mas-
ters. Studies and engagements with Co-
chetti, Nijinsky, Adolph Bolm, Daghileff
and Pavlowa, contributed to his experience.
London, Paris and other important Con-
tinental cities were the scenes of his per-

formances. The young dancer found an
opportunity to apply the colorful gamut of
his training in staging the dance numbers
for several important Broadway produc-
tions.

Ballet School Under Hale

With this varied experience as a back-
ground, Mr. Hale brought to his office

as ballet director, a refreshing originality

and distinctive ideas in the training and
development of a corps of dancers. With
Hale as director, Major Bowes established

a ballet school in which young dancers of
outstanding talent could be trained in the

sound principles of the ballet and developed
along the special lines required in the bal-

lets from week to week. There is no tuition

fee and recruits have come from every
part of the country.

This school provides a reserve course of
dancers, constantly under training and
ready to be called upon to fill such vacancies
in the regular corps as may occur from time
to time.

Equipment

Future Building

-By P. M. ABBOTT-

WE have had before us con-

stantly, the achievements of ar-

chitects and theatre owners in advanc-
ing the art of theatre design and ap-

pointment—almost entirely, however,

of the large house located in heavily

populated centres.

And now we have the new Para-

mount—a theatre that appears to be

about the last word. Money was no
object—nor was effort—in molding
this palace. And the final results jus-

tify the means.

Also lately, the better neighborhood
house has come in for its share of

recognition. This type of theatre is

sharing the popularity of the down-
town theatre in our building campaign.

But for our part we would like to

see more emphasis put on the small-

town theatre. Certainly that part of

this country's population that can see

pictures onLy in the small-town house
is sufficiently large to make it a po-

tent factor in the furtherance of th -

popularity of pictures. In fact, there

is probably more opportunity to edu-

cate the non-picture going class in

small towns than in cities. And to

gain more recognition for pictures, bet-

ter small-town houses must be built.

Likely, we are too impatient. The
building era that has completely

changed the character of city theatres

may be on its way to include small

towns. Again, though, years may in-

tervene before small towns have
modern houses. It depends on whether
better theatres in these smaller locali-

ties will prove to be sound investments.

When smaller communities enjoy
better theatres this industry will be
bigger and proportionately more
powerful.
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Monthly Bulletin Posts Strand Patrons
Hyman's New Booklet
Goes to Large List of

Residents in Brooklyn
MANAGING Director Edward L.

Hyman has evolved a plan at the

Brooklyn Mark SI rami Theatre
whereby a bulletin issued monthly keeps a

big mailing list supplied with information
concerning forthcoming attractions at that

theatre.

This bulletin is in four pages, about six

inches wide by about nine inches long, and
each of the first three pages is given over
completely to a full week's program. The
fourth and hack page is used for notes

concerning artist-, etc.

Through this method patrons are advised
three weeks ahead concerning the shows
to come. The mailing list covers practi-

cally all of Brooklyn and Long Island,

numbering about six thousand represen-
tative names. It is mailed in a white
envelope under a third-class permit.

New Picture—New Costume
for These Ushers

During the week that "We're in the

Navy Now" was the attraction at the Vic-

toria, Harrisburg, Manager Fielding O'Kel-
ley arranged to have the girl ushers attired

like jackies, in blue jackets and tight-fit-

ting white duck trousers.

When "One Minute to Play" was shown
in the Colonial, Harrisburg, Manager Char-
ley Jones provided each girl usher with a

regulation size football. The girls carried

the footballs tucked under their arms, and
every time they showed a group of patrons
to their seats the girls looked as though they
were headed for a touchdown.

Seattle Strand Dark; May
Reopen as First Run

After several weeks of a second-run Pea

ture policy at a 25 cents admission, the
Strand Theatre, Seattle, last week closed Us
door-; to the public, and no definite an-
nouncement has been made as to the future
course to be pursued. The Strand is a part
of the Pacific Northwest Theatres chain in

Seattle, and was at one time the "big
picture" house tor the Jensen-von Herberg
organization. During recent months it has
lost patronage to a very noticeable extent,

and the present closing may he the fore-

runner of another attempt to institute a

big first-run policy again.

Recess for Songs Found Aid
at Children's Matinees

When he finds that the children at a

matinee performance arc becoming restless,

Manager II. E. Wilton of the Strand Tlica

Ire. Hamilton, Ontario, throws in a ten

minute period of community singing, using
• i i lie purpose. Manager Wil

ton says he fuel- tin- i- a- good a- the

"yawn and tretch" intermission at big

conventions. Alter the community singing,
the kiddies give undivided attention to the

ram.

The

MANAGER'S OFFICE

CARL HUX, for some time manager of the

Queen Theatre in Knoxville, has assumed
the added duties of management of the Majestic.

Both houses are operated by Publix.

PAUL E. NOBLE, former manager of the

Liberty Theatre in Portland, Ore., has
U .ii appointed manager of the People's Theatre
in that city. Noble recently resigned the Liberty

management to engage in the floral business.

Fred Jay Lucas, former manager of the Peo-
ple's, transfers to the Majestic, also operated
by J. J. Parker.

BOB RAY has succeeded Chester Bell as

manager of the Wigwam Theatre in Reno.
The Wigwam is operated by the Golden State

Theatres Company. Bell will become the man-
ager of a house in Southern California.

PAUL SCHULTZ, formerly a film salesman
in the Milwaukee territory, has been ap-

pointed manager of the Orpheum in Hancock,
and Star Theatre, Houghton, Mich. lie suc-

ceeds Thomas Furniss, who resigned to enter the

theatre business in St. Paul, his home.

Capitol's Radio Novelty
Mystifies Audience

Manager C. S. Ferguson, of the Capitol

Theatre, Brandon, Manitoba, staged a radio

stunt in the theatre that has the patrons
still talking. A large radio set was placed
in the center of the stage and an operator

proceeded to tune in, securing a wide va-

riety of howls and whistles until he hit the

right station, when a fox-trot was heard.
This became louder and louder until the

curtain was finally pulled, revealing the

augmented orchestra playing the tune on

the stage. The orchestra was responsible

for the effects all through, the radio being
a dummy.

atVitaphone Presentations

Smith Houses in Ohio
Lemotto Smith, president of the Smith

Enterprises, with motion picture theatres iti

Alliance and Warren, is the first exhibitor
in northern Ohio to close a contract for
Vitaphone presentations. Smith has just

returned from New York where he arranged
to use Vitaphone in his Columbia Theatre.
Alliance and his Opera House in Warren.

Loew Books Loftis and Prince

Cissie Loftus and Arthur Prince have
been booked by Marcus Loew ami will start

their tour in December. Elaborate plans to

enhance the value of the vaudeville offer

ings in Loew theatres are under way and
are expected to lie in full swing by the New
Year.

Girl Mystic Signed In IVorlhwesI

Announcement was made through the

Press that the Pacific Northwe-I Theatres

Company, Inc., ha- engaged Eugene Dennis,

the 19-year-old Kansas City mystery girl,

l"i the next 52 weeks for the entire chain
of I beat re- at t7IHI ;i week.

Dance Tournament Proving
Good Card in Albany

In meeting competition, Joseph Saper-
stein. Manager of Harmanus Bleecker Hall,

in Albany, has hit on a number of schemes
that appear to be working out well in

drawing the crowds. Saperstein has in-

augurated a "Black Bottom" contest, the

finals of which will bring $100 to the win-
ner, and will conclude on January 3rd.

He stages the contests each Monday
night, while on Wednesday night he gives,

what he terms, "dance studies," while

Thursday night brings forth the amateurs,
and Friday nights bring a variety per-

formance. In addition to this, Mr. Saper-
stein presents a feature, a news reel and
a comedy, and on one night he gives double
features.

It sometimes pays to call for a rehearsal

of amateur acts before staging the same
in front of an audience. Ed Walsh, man-
ager of the Albany in Schenectady, used a

colored girl from Troy as one of the con-

testants in a "Black Bottom" dance, and
her dancing reached the point at which
Walsh was obliged to call her from the

stag;e.

Thanksgiving Atmosphere in

Rialto Presentation
As a feature of a special Thanksgiving

program offered last week at the Rialto

Theatre, Omaha, the orchestra depicted

musically the Pilgrims' story in "The Over-
ture of 1620." The orchestra was assisted

by a mixed quartet in the presentation,

which had an elaborate stage setting as one

of its features. Oscar Moss and the Man-
ning Sisters presented a dancing revue as

an added attraction. The screen feature

was "Ladies at Plav.

"

Girl Singers Added Feature
on Knickerbocker Bill

The "College Singing Girls," composed
of four vocalists, were the added feature

appearing with Beasley Smith's Knicker-
bocker Merrymakers at the Knickerbocker
Theatre, Nashville, on a special Thanksgiv-

ing Week bill offered last week. The pro

gram rendered by the quartette covered a

wide range of numbers from operatic airs

to the popular hits of the day, and aug-

mented the customary musical act offered

weekly by the Knickerbocker Merrymakers.
The screen feature was "Take It From
Me."

Goldy and Dusty at Capitol

(ioldy and Dusty, well-known radio team,

were the added attraction lasi week at the

Capitol Theatre. St. Paul. The Capitol of-

fered •'The Temptress" as the screen fea-

ture, with an overture, organ novelty, car-

toon comedy and news reel as other units

of the program.

Dance Contests l)ra>v in Hamilton
Managers Silver and Turberg, of the

Palace Theatre, Hamilton. Ohio, are sup-

plementing their Saturday nigh! picture

programs with dancing contests, which are

proving a big drawing card.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATION
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 Broadway

Tel. 5580 Pen.
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification "Eastman"

and "Kodak" in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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Enlarging Publix Presentation Circuit
Will Have 16 Weeks
Time for Acts When
2 Texas Houses Open

\X7"ITH the closing last Saturday of the
* * Rivoli as a weekly change house, the

base of operations of the Publix presenta-
tions circuit in Xew York will shift to the
new Paramount, key theatre in the chain
steadily being built up into a circuit pro-
viding 26 weeks of playing time for unit
shows and act-.

There are now 13 houses in the Publix
string of presentation theatres, and before
long three more—the Texan in San An-
tonio, the Metropolitan in Houston, and the
new Saenger in New Orleans—are to be
added to the circuit. The most recent ad-
dition to the presentation circuit is the
Olympia in Xew Haven—the first stop out
of Xew York for stage productions which
begin their tour at the Paramount.

The plan is to have the 26 weeks circuit

in operation by the end of 1927. This will

afford a routing from coast to coast of the
stage acts produced by the Publix organiza-
tion or booked for the houses under its

operation. At present presentations pro-
duced at the Granada in San Francisco are
circuited to other Publix houses on the
Coast. The completion of the theatre now
building in Denver will be the first step in

bridging the space between Kansas City,

where Publix unit shows play at the New-
man Theatre, and the Pacific coast zone.
With contact established between these
points, there will be playing time in Los
An2eles, San Francisco, Oakland, Seattle
and Portland, Ore., and Publix then will be
in a position to book acts for 26 weeks
playing time.

The present circuit embraces the follow-
in? theatres: Paramount. Xew York; Olym-
pia, Xew Haven; Metropolitan^ Boston;
Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo; Michigan Theatre,
Detroit; Tivoli and Uptown. Chicago;
Capitol, Des Moines ; Xewman, Ki:

City; Ambassador, St. Louis; Palace,
Dallas; Palace, Memphis; Howard. Atlanta.

Free Admission for Ladies at

Midnight Matinee
A "Sunday midnite ladies' night," dur-

ing which ladies were admitted free, was
an experiment inaugurated on Xovember 22,
for the first time by 0. D. Feldser at the
Bro; Theatre. Harrisburg. He has
been conducting "Sunday midnite" picture
shows, actually starting at 12:01 Monday
morning, in his theatre for several months.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE I ALLY M \RKI_s
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Lackawanna

l.">79 Broadway. \< \» York Citv

'LAND O' LANTERNS"
A colorful Oriental setting furnished atmosphere for the prologue of jazz and dancing which was
used by Walter League, manager of the Rialto in Denver, as a presentation for "The Magician"

» Metro-Goldwvn i

3 Stage Acts with Screen
Feature at Ambassador

There were three stage acts on the bill

for Thanksgiving week at the Ambassador
in St. Louis, which offered a program pro-
viding more show for the money than any
hitherto attempted by this comparatively
new and especially luxurious downtown pic-

ture palace. The stage features were "Un-
der Venetian Skies," a John Murray An-

>n unit show in which Terrence Ken-
nedy. Kathryn Luells, Xatasia Darro and
Gaby Raisiano appear; the Lumis Twins
in a program of popular song hits, and
Kharum, Persian pianist. "Syncopating
Sue" was the screen attraction.

Loew's State made an equally vigorous
bid for the patronage with a program
headed by "Upstage." the Xorma Shearer
screen vehicle; Gus Edwards and his "In-
ternational Revue"; "Wee Willie" Robyn,
tenor, in a group of songs; Don Albert and
his orchestra, and a Mabel Xormand two-
reel comedy.

The Missouri's screen feature was
"We're in the Navy Now," with a stage
revue with five principals, as an added at-

traction. "Midnight Lovers" was the

photoplay at the Grand Central, where Gene
Rodemieh and his "Merry Maniacs" pre-

sented a lively stajre number.

A varied musical program provides Caro-
line Andrews, coloratura soprano, singing
••Una Voce Poco Fa," Waldo Mayo, con-

cert master, rendering Kreisler's "Midnight
bells," and the Capitol Grand Orchestra
playing selections from "Pagliacei" as an
overture. A special dance feature offers

Joyce Coles in an interpretation of Kreis-

ler's "Liebesleid."

Cambria Presentation Stage
Offering at Paramount

"The Canadian" is the current feature
picture at the new Paramount Theatre, Xew
York. The stage presentation is a Frank
Cambria production, "Roaming Gypsies."
Another stage attraction is "An Impres-
sion of Old Castle Garden" (in the days of
Jenny Lind) with Vivian Holt, soprano, and
Myrtle Leonard, contralto. The Paramount
orchestra with Irvin Talbot conducting,

offers Offenbach Melodies for an overture
with violin cadenza by Fredric Fradkin,

cert Master. The screen program in-

clude- "Fashions in Color with Hope
Hampton" and Paramount Xew- Events.

Atmosphere of Photoplay in

Capitol Ballet Number
The screen feature for the week. Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer's "Tin Hats," strikes the
atmospheric note carried out in the ballet,

which is one of the main feature- of the

m at the Capitol Theatre on
Broadway. The ballet, produced by Chi

Hale, is called "Tin Hats—Then and Xow."
It is a fail •

- ion in two epi-

-. with the Capitol Ballet Corp-;

in episode one as the "Amazons." and the

ter Flale Girl- as "Yankee-;" in the

'id episode.

Heidelberg Chorus Feature
of Stanley Stage Bill

The Stanley Theatre last week presented
one of the most elaborate programs offered

in recent months to Philadelphia thcatre-

An imposing array of added fea-

tures supplemented the showing of ••The
• Cads, " the screen attraction.

The surrounding bill featured the Heidel-

dent Chorus of twenty male vo

in a program of six numbers. A dance
divertisement called "My Lady of the

Fan.*' produced by the Stanley staff, with
Lucille Middleton and the Stanley Ballet,

held second place on the stage program,
which also offered Amanda Brown, colora-

tura soprano, and the orchestra under the

direction of Graham Harris in an overture.
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Views of the main auditorium, front showing sign and marquee, and foyer of the Rosser Theatre Con- pax
a fine example of the care given to the construction and equipment of theatres ban hg i

To-day's Small Theatre
Finely Equipped

Trend Toward Costly Furnishings Evidenced by
Premiere of Richmond's Capitol

INDICATIONS of the trend toward cost-

ly furnishings and ultra-modern equip-

ment in motion picture theatres is not

only to be found in those houses which rep-

resent investments of several million and
seat from three to four thousand people.

Today, the builders of the smaller theatres

are giving the same care to construction,

service and appointments as those who are

responsible for the million dollar palaces.

A tine example of the small house com-
ing into its own is evidenced in the com-
pletion and opening of the Capitol The:

Biehmind, Va.. by the Rosser Theatre Com-
pany, a Virginia theatre operating concern

of which Roy P. Rosser is president.

The seating capacity of the Capitol is

but 700 : all seats on a single floor. Yet this

house is considered by many one of the

most modern and complete in the state, and
a glance at the photographs accompanying
this description will go a long way toward
bearing out these claims.

Spanish Garden Effect

The entire interior has been finished in

Spanish garden effect, both of the side walls

representing gardens with backgrounds of

palms and ferns. Wrought iron - - re at

the ends of either garden, mounted with

Spanish lanterns.- the latter also serving -

wall lights for the auditorium.

The organ grilles of the expensive in-

strument installed by the Robert Morton
Organ Company, are enhanced by solid mar-
ble columns of Spanish type. In the console

pit is also one of the latest Knabe-Ampico
pianos, one of the finest instrumeir- : its

kind manufactured.

The stage, flanked on either side by sta

ary. is of a sufficient size to take care of the

added attractions now in vogue. The
tractive draperies and stag setl gs were

supplied by the Novelty Scenic St 5. All

!je interior and exterior lighting effects

are controlled by Cutler-Hammer appar

The seating arrangement is all taken care

of on one floor. There are three sections, the

middle having rows of twelve, and either

side, rows of five. All of the 700 seats, in-

stalled by the American Seating Company.
are of the heavy upholstered type.

A special feature of the Capitol, because
of its location in a large residential sec

is provision for the comfort and pleasure of

children. The play room is so arranged that

mothers of the peevish ones may sit apart

from the main audience and still enjoy per-

formance. The ladies" rest room is also

equipped with all the latest conveniences,

such as dressing tables, writing desks with
stationery, comfortable chairs and lou: -

A well-equipped nursery in charge

maid is adjacent to the projection room.

The heating and ventilating system in the

Capitol is typical of the very latest develop-

ments in work of this kind. American Heat-
ing and Ventilating Co. made the installa-

tion.

The projection room is equipped with the

latest type Powers Type E machines with

Peerless low intensity lamps. Other items

ry of around 700

of equipment in this room include a Bren-

kert spot. Samuels compensating generator

and the Cutler-Hammer control for the

house, marquee and sign lighting. The I s -

lume sign on the front of the Capitol adds

to the general attractiveness of the play-

house.

In addition to operating the Capitol a

first run M-G-M house. ^>Lc. also

controls the Venus Theatre. RiehnK
largest neighborhood theatre. The Venus
- • - 0. Mr. Boss is also a vice-presi-

dent of the Stevenson Enterprises of Hen-
derson. X. C. operating a chain 01 i

-

in Raleigh. B Wilson,

ton. Mebane and Goldsboro. X. C. The
Richmond houses, however, are operat-

a separate company.

Ackerman and Harris Let
San Bruno Contract

Ackerman and Harris have let

for the erection of a theatre to be known
as

"

" The Boulevard.
'

' which will be built on
3 d Bruno Avenue, bet Bur-

rows and Bacon s*. - 3 in Francisco. CaL
The structure will occupy an area of 250

by 1

"

will include - stores and
will have a s<

A close up of the stage and organ pit of the Capitol Theatre, Va. Nct; Ibe ; pens ! ast

The pit also holds a reproducing piano of the dnes-t =ake
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"Double orTriple" Organ
Denied by Paramount

OFFICIALS of the Paramount
Theatre wish to contradict a

rumor concerning installation of

a "double" or "triple" organ. There
will be only one instrument and one
console. Jesse Crawford, concert
organist, who was the first to experi-
ment with multiple consoles and who
is America's acknowledged organ au-
thority, states that, while it is possible
for two, three or even more organists
to operate as many small instruments
simultaneously, perfect synchroniza-
tion is out of the question when several

big instruments are used. As the result

of actual experience with the now fam-
ous "twin organ" he designed several

years ago for the Chicago Theatre,
Crawford conceived the great combi-
nation of organs assembled as one for

the Paramount here in New York. It

is so intricately constructed that Craw-
ford alone at the console will bring
out effects that could not be duplicated
by four or six separate organists at

different instruments.

Mayor Endorses Million

Dollar Project
A $1,500,000 office building and theatre

for East St. Louis, 111., is being promoted by
a St. Louis financial man, and is contingent

on the city immediately improving Fourth
and Fifth Strict between Missouri Avenue
and Broadway.
Mayor M. M. Stephens has endorsed the

project and the Board of Public Improve-
ments has already taken step- to comply
with the promoter's request.

Toledo Man Plans 1,500
Seat Playhouse

'.round is expected to be broken in about
thirty day- Eor a 1,500-seal motion picture

theatre to be built by Barber Farris and
located at Belmar and Sylvania avei

Toledo, Ohio. Building and site will repre-

sent an investment of about +100,000.

Empress Theatre, Belding,

Mich., Opened
The new Empress Theatre, "Belding, Mich.,

built at a co 0,000 by Mr. and Mrs.

Frank Joslin, was opened to the public

November 9th. The new hon 623

people, is elaborately finished and all equip-

menl the besl procurable.

North Shore Realty Plans
Theatre for Salem

The North Shore Realty Company i
ha

ing plans drawn lor a theatre in Salem.
i be erected on Essex, < !hur< h

St. Peter's streets. It i- probable consti

tion will start within a month.

Idaho House i<> be Remodeled

A i mnouncemenl
Judith Th ' Lev ton, Ida., is I

-

remodeled to the tune of $25,000, the work
to include redecorating and refurnishing

of the house.

Architect's drawing of Ben and Lou Cohen's latest Detroit theatre project, the 'Hollywood," for which ground
was recently broken

Cohen Bros. Start Work
on Detroit House

Their Latest Project, the "Hollywood," to Seat
4,000 and Have Several New Features

GROUND was broken November 23rd

on the new Hollywood Theatre at

Fort and Ferdinand streets, De-

troit, by Ben and Lou Cohen, owners of

several thriving community theatres, as

well as the Colonial, a downtown first-

run house. According to the owners the

Hollywood is to be one oE the most elab-

orate and modern theatres in the country

and will he the second theatre In -i/e in

Detroit. The cost is estimated at $1,500,-

000. The Hollywood will he situated on one

of the most important arteries of traffic

leading into the city proper from Detroit's

Wesl Side and i- expected In till a long

felt want for theatre-goers in this popu-

lous district.

Illuminated Towers

The Hollywood will seat approximately
l.tMin persons and w ill have a Erontage of

140 feet on Fori Street and 210 feet on

Ferdinand Street. Its Fori Street front

ill be Eour stories high, permitting the

inclusion of offices and shops in the Eront.

Two huge towei-- will rise from the front

of the building' to a height of 150 feet and

pecial illumination of these will make the

t heal re \ isible for many miles.

Tie- exterior i- to he done entirely in

terra cotta and will presenl a unique ap
pearance by reason id' several distinctive

designs in ornamental plaster. The Spanish
:i will he followed out in the

-lor. while the interior will he done

iii the French period.

Manx feature- will he introduced in the

construe! ion oi I
In- theai re. The latest and

eostli -hi of \ cut ilat ion. with special

attention afforded to each seat in the house

i

our of t he inno\ ,-it ion- expected to make
the Hollywood more popular in summer
than in winter.

One UnUSUal feature of thi' llollyw I

will he it- provision for parkin-. In

limited space i> available and patron- of

the theatre may check their cars with at-

tendants, receive coupons and find their

machine awaiting them at the close of the

6how.

Charles N. Agree is the architect. The
general contract has been awarded to the

otto M isch Construction Company. The
theatre is to he ready for opening Septem-
ber 1, 1027. Bids are now being received

on equipment, etc., for the new building.

The policy of the theatre will he motion
pictures and vaudeville tor one-week -lands.

Murphy Opens Majestic at

Charleston, Tenn.
The Xew Majestic, a motion picture house

under the ownership and management of
.1. A. Murphy of Charleston, Tenn.. was
opened the early part of November to a

large audience. The house adjoins the

( Charleston post-office.

Charter Granted to Co.
at Hazleton, Pa.

A PENNSYLVANIA charter has
been granted at the capitol in

Harrisburg to the Hazleton
Family Theatre, Inc., of Hazleton, the
purpose of which is to "own, operate
and manage theatres and places of

amusement." The corporation is capi-

talized at $5,000, of which $500 has
been paid in on a basis of $100 par
value. The incorporators are: Harry
A. Hersker, treasurer, 25 West Broad
Street, West Hazleton, who owns 25
shares; Anna Hersker, same address,
one share, and John H. Hersker, same
address, 24 shares.
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Projection
)ticsJlec^ieity,Prddical Ideas§ advice

Inquiries and
Comments

The "F" System of Lenses

CHAP by the name of Richard
Kuester has again emerged
from the wilds of Brooklyn in

quest of information where-
with to fortify himself in his

efforts as an A-l projectionist.

The last time we heard from Kuester

was when he wrote in requesting a complete

re-hash of the argument then going on be-

tween the editor of this department and
that for the projection department of an-

other trade journal concerning the truth

of our statement that the Inverse Square

Law applied to the beam of light from a

motion picture projector as well as to the

light received from a source which had
not been intercepted by a lens or mirror

—

in other words, the so-called "open" source.

Evidently Friend Kuester must have re-

ceived some measure of satisfaction from
our reply as we heard nothing from him
until this recent note was received.

It appears, upon second reading of his

letter, that he has a co-partner in this ven-

ture by the name of W. C. Budge, whose
signature reposes modestly below that of

Kuester 's and slightly to one side, as if he

had hesitated somewhat before placing it

there.

Nevertheless, it appears that these gen-

tlemen have been assiduously studying our

recently printed articles on reflector arc

systems, in which we gave the result-, of

some tests conducted by Landers Stark and
originally presented before the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers.
Messrs. Kuseter and Budge write as fol-

lows :

"In the November 20 issue of the News
you have an article on 'Reflector Arc Sys-

tems,' in which appears a statement that I

do not understand clearly.

"In the tests made you refer to a pro-

jection lens—a 5-inch Series II—working
at a speed of f/2.0.

"Pardon my stupidity, but would you be
so kind and let me know what you mean by
"working at a speed of f/2.0?''

"Thanking you for any information you
may give me on this subject, I wish to

remain,
"Yours for Better Projection,

"Richard Kuester.

"W. C. Budge."

Not So Stupid
My friends, please shelve your modesty

and do not, in future, refer in such an off-

hand manner to what you term your stu-
pidity. Other men have been tripped up
on this seemingly simple subject, myself
included, if that will do anything to assuage
your sorrow. The last time we heard any

mention of the "speed" of a lens was late

one evening at Briareliff Lodge during the

recent convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, when a gentleman by the

name of Earl J. Dennison, whose particular

hobby seems to be tracking film butchers

to their lairs, gravely arose in the middle
of a special meeting, which had been called

to discuss certain weighty matters, and
threw this bombshell into the midst of the

assemblage: "Gentlemen, explain the 'F'

system of lenses." And would you believe

it, no one there could satisfactorily explain

the "F" system of lenses.

A certain Arthur Gray, who, purely by
accident, happened to be there, vouchsafed
no answer at all. There appears to be some
excuse for Gray, however, because at the

time he was extremely busy sucking on a
glass of ginger ale. Upon hearing this start-

ling question, he merely looked up, blinked

his eyes, and resumed his sucking.

Then there was Roger M. Hill, he of the

Army Motion Picture Service and Relay
Condenser fame. By the way, Roger, what
ever happened to that relay condenser?
Hill, of course, always has an explanation
ready for every question, no matter what.
but for some peculiar reason he was at a

complete loss, if not at an absolute disad-

vantage, to give a satisfactory answer.

The subtle Mr. Dennison, seeing the havoc
he had wrought, then attempted to answer
his own question, but he only succeeded in

getting lost somewhere in France, or among
things French (we cannot recall which),
and he therefore "struck out," so to speak.

Feeling it incumbent upon himself to

make some sort of a showing, yours truly

attempted to horn his way into the con-
versation, but the meeting voted '

' Thumbs
down," so that was that.

So there you have it, my friends, for if

none among all the brilliant lights of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers there
assembled could satisfactorily explain
the "F" system of lenses, what chance
could persons like yourselves have of doing
it ? None, Ave assure you. none.

If, however, you should ever hear the

"F" system of lenses explained with any
degree of intelligence, please do the editor

a favor by passing along to him the infor-

mation. He will appreciate it.

We do not yet know what the "F" sys-

tem of lenses is—nor do we care, for that
matter, as we fail to see the relevance of it

in the matter of motion picture projection.

Constant Aperture
Concerning your specific question, how-

ever, we do believe that we can explain
that satisfactorily. The "F" rating of a
lens simply refers to its angular aperture;
that is, its light collecting powrer. More
specifically, it represents the numerical ratio

of the focal length of the lens to its free
diameter.

To take a practical example—you men-
tioned, or rather, we first mentioned, in the

article to Avhich you earlier referred, a
5-inch Series II lens with a speed of f/2.0.

This simply means that since the focal

length is 5 inches and the speed equal to

5
I 2.0, the free diameter is —= 2.5 inches.

2.0

The speed of a lens is

focal length—= f.

free diameter
The Series II is simply a Bausch & Lomb

term designating their half-size lenses,

which have a free diameter of approxi-

mately 2.5 inches, as distinguished from
their Series I lenses, which have a free di-

ameter, as we recall it offhand, of approxi-

mately 1.75 inches. In other words, the lat-

ter is a quarter-size lens.

A Convenient Ratio

The speed of a lens is really a hand-down
from photographic parlance and represents

a convenient method of denoting the light

collecting power of a particular lens.

All lenses having the same speed, or

numerical rating, such as f 2.0, have the

same light collecting powrer. Thus the fol-

lowing lenses all have the same speed.

E.F.—5 in.

Dia.—2.5 in.

E.F.—6 in.

Dia.—3 in.

E.F.—i in.

Dia.—2 in.

Dividing the focal length by the diameter
in each of the above cases, the answer is the

same; in other words, f 2.0.

We still maintain, however, as we so

futilely maintained at the time of the meet-
ing mentioned above, that as far as con-
cerns motion picture projection, the speed
designation of a lens possesses but little

practical value and is, indeed, quite mis-
leading, since it masks, or conceals, one or
the other of the important factors, focal

length, or free diameter.

It is necessary to know both of these im-
portant items, since one controls the size

of the picture and the other the intensity
of screen illumination, and hence should be
considered as independent factors and treat-

ed as such. We cannot see the practical
value, which, it is claimed, is attached to

the speed designation of a lens as used in

motion picture projection. In photography,
it i- a convenient and useful factor—in pic-

ture projection, no—for it p no
value.

Far better to give both the E.F. of the
lens and the free diameter since even when
denoting the speed if is necessary to give
one or the other factors to convey intel-

ligent information.

So after all, Friends Kuester and Budge,
do not take this matter of •'"explaining the
' 1" system of lenses" too seriously.

At least, we do not.
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"Double orTriple" Organ
Denied by Paramount

OFFICIALS of the Paramount
Theatre wish to contradict a

rumor concerning installation of

a "double" or "triple" organ. There
will be only one instrument and one
console. Jesse Crawford, concert
organist, who was the first to experi-

ment with multiple consoles and who
is America's acknowledged organ au-

thority, states that, while it is possible
for two, three or even more organists
to operate as many small instruments
simultaneously, perfect synchroniza-
tion is out of the question when several

big instruments are used. As the result

of actual experience with the now fam-
ous "twin organ" he designed several

years ago for the Chicago Theatre.
Crawford conceived the great combi-
nation of organs assembled as one for

the Paramount here in New York. It

is so intricately constructed that Craw-
ford alone at the console will bring
out effects that could not be duplicated

by four or six separate organists at

different instruments.

Mayor Endorses Million

Dollar Project
A $1,500,000 office building and theatre

for East St. Louis, 111., is being promoted by
a St. Louis financial man, and is contingent

mi the city immediately improving Fourth
and Fifth Street between Missouri Avenue
and Broadway.
Mayor M. M. Stephens has endorsed the

project and the Board of Public Improve-

ments has already taken steps to comply
with the promoter's reques

Toledo Man Plans 1,500
Seat Playhouse

Ground i- expeeted to be broken in about

thirty days for a 1,500-seal motion picture

theatre to be built by Barber Farris and
located at Belmar and Sylvania avenues.

Toledo, Ohio. Building and site will repre-

sent an investment of about $100,000.

Empress Theatre, Belding,

Mich., Opened
The new Empress Theatre, "Belding, Mich.,

built at - 0,000 by Mr. and Mrs.

Frank Joslin, was opened to the public

November 9th. The new house seats 623
people, is elaborately finished and all equip-

the best procurable.

North Shore Realty Plans
Theatre for Salem

The North Shore Realty Company i- I

ing plans drawn for a I ilem,

Mass., to be erected on Essex, Church and

St. Peter's -Meet-. It is probable construc-

tion will start within a month.

Idaho House i<> 1»< Remodeled

A recent announcer) that the

Judith Theatre of Lewiston, Ida., is to be

odeled to the tune of $25,000, the work-

in include redecorating and refurnishing

of the hot

Architect's drawing of Ben and Lou Cohen's latest Detroit theatre project, the ' Hollywood." for which ground
was recently broken

Cohen Bros. Start Work
on Detroit House

Their Latest Project, the "Hollywood," to Seat
4,000 and Have Several New Features

GROUND was broken November 23rd

on the new Hollywood Theatre at

Fort and Ferdinand streets, De-

troit, by Ben and Lou Cohen, owners of

several thriving community theatre-, as

well as the Colonial, a downtown first

run house. According to the owners the

Hollywood i- to be one of the most elab-

orate and modern theatres in the country

and will he the second Theatre in size in

Detroit. The cost is estimated at $1,500,-

000. The Hollywood will be situated on

of the most important arteries of traffic

leading into the city proper from Detroit's

West Side an.! is expected to till a 1

felt want for theatre-goers in this popu-

lous district.

Illuminated Toivers

The Hollywood will -eat approximately
l.ooo persons and will have a frontage oi

140 Fori Street and 210 feet on

Ferdinand Street. It- Fort Street front

ag will he four stories high, permitting the

inclusion of offices and shops in the front.

Two huge tower- will rise Erom the Ei

of the building to a height of 150 Eeei and

al illumination of these will make the

theatre visible for many mile-.

The exterior is to he done entirely in

tern ind will present a unique ap

pearance by tea o listinctive

ns in ornamental plaster. The Spanish

period design will be followed out in the

rior, while the interior will be done

in the French period.

Many feature-- will lie introduced in the

construction of this theatre. The latest and

costlie-t system of ventilation, with special

attention afforded to each seal in the house
1- one of the innovations expected to make
the Hbll] ood more popular in

than in winter.

One unusual feature oi' the Hollywood
will he it- provision for parking. Un-

limited space is available and patrons of

the theatre may check their ears with at-

tendants, receive coupons and find their

machine awaiting them at the close of the

6how.

Charles X. Agree is the architect. The
general contract has been awarded to the

otto Mi-ch Construction Company. The
theatre i- to lie ready for opening Septem-
ber 1. 1927. Bids are now being received

on equipment, etc., for the new building.

Tin- policy of the theatre will he motion
pictures and vaudeville for one-week stands.

Murphy Opens Majestic at

Charleston, Tenn.
The New Majestic, a motion picture house

under the ownership and management of
•I. .\. Murphy of Charleston, Tenn.. was
opened the early pari of November to a
large audience. The house adjoins the

Charleston post-office.

Charter Granted to Co.

at Hazleton, Pa.

A PENNSYLVANIA charter has
been granted at the capitol in

Harrisburg to the Hazleton
Family Theatre, Inc., of Hazleton, the

purpose of which is to "own. operate
and manage theatres and places of

amusement." The corporation is capi-

talized at $5,000, of which $500 has
been paid in on a basis of $100 par
value. The incorporators are: Harry
A. Hersker, treasurer, 25 West Broad
Street, West Hazleton, who owns 25

shares; Anna Hersker, same address,
one share, and John H. Hersker, same
address, 24 shares.
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The "F" System of Lenses

CHAP by the name of Richard
Kuester has again emerged
from the wilds of Brooklyn in

quest of information where-
with to fortify himself in his

efforts as an A-l projectionist.

The last time we heard from Kuester
was when he wrote in requesting a complete

re-hash of the argument then going on be-

tween the editor of this department and
that for the projection department of an-

other trade journal concerning the truth

of our statement that the Inverse Square

Law applied to the beam of light from a

motion picture projector as well as to the

light received from a source which had
not been intercepted by a lens or mirror

—

in other words, the so-called "open" source.

Evidently Friend Kuester must have re-

ceived some measure of satisfaction from
our reply as we heard nothing from him
until this recent note was received.

It appears, upon second reading of his

letter, that he has a co-partner in this ven-

ture by the name of W. C. Budge, whose
signature reposes modestly below that of

Kuester 's and slightly to one side, as if he

had hesitated somewhat before placing it

there.

Nevertheless, it appears that these gen-

tlemen have been assiduously studying our

recently printed articles on reflector arc

systems, in which we gave the results of

some tests conducted by Landers Stark and
originally presented before the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers.
Messrs. Kuseter and Budge write as fol-

lows :

"In the November 20 issue of the News
you have an article on 'Reflector Arc Sys-

tems,' in which appears a statement that I

do not understand clearly.

"In the tests made you refer to a pro-

jection lens—a 5-inch Series II—working
at a speed of f/2.0.

"Pardon my stupidity, but would you be
so kind and let me know what you mean by
"working at a speed of f/2.0?'

"Thanking you for any information you
may give me on this subject, I wish to

remain.
"Yours for Better Projection,

"Richard Kuester,
"W. C. Budge."

Not So Stupid
My friends, please shelve your modi

and do not, in future, refer in such an off-

hand manner to what you term your stu-

pidity. I >ther men have been tripped up
on this seemingly simple subject, myself
included, if that will do anything to assuage
your sorrow. The last time we heard anv

mention of the "speed" of a lens was late

one evening at Briareliff Lodge during the

recent convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, when a gentleman by the

name of Earl J. Dennison, whose particular

hobby seems to be tracking film butchers

to their lairs, gravely arose in the middle
of a special meeting, which had been called

to discuss certain weighty matters, and
threw this bombshell into the midst of the

assemblage: "Gentlemen, explain the 'F'

system of lenses." And would you believe

it, no one there could satisfactorily explain

the "F" system of lenses.

A certain Arthur Gray. who. purely by
accident, happened to be there, vouchsafed
no answer at all. There appears to be some
excuse for Gray, however, because at the

time he was extremely busy sucking on a

glass of ginger ale. Upon hearing this start-

ling question, he merely looked up, blinked

his eyes, and resumed his sucking.

Then there was Roger M. Hill, he of the

Army Motion Picture Service and Relay
Condenser fame. By the way, Roger, what
ever happened to that relay condense]'

.'

Hill, of course, always has an explanation
ready for every question, no matter what,
but for some peculiar reason he was at a

complete loss, if not at an absolute disad-

vantage, to give a satisfactory answer.

The subtle Mr. Dennison, seeing the havoc
he had wrought, then attempted to answer
his own question, but he only succeeded in

getting lost somewhere in France, or among
things French (we cannot recall which),
and he therefore "struck out," so to speak.

Feeling it incumbent upon himself to

make some sort of a showing, yours truly
attempted to horn his way into the con-
versation, but the meeting voted "Thumbs
down," so that was that.

So there you have it. my friends, for if

none among all the brilliant lights of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers there
assembled could satisfactorily explain
the "F" system of lenses, what chance
could persons like yourselves have of doing
it ? None, we assure you. none.

If, however, you should ever hear the

"F" system of lenses explained with any
degree of intelligence, please do the editor

a favor by passing along to him the infor-

mation. He will appreciate it.

We do not yet know what the "F" sys-

tem of lenses is—nor do we care, for that

matter, as we fail to see the relevance of it

in the matter of motion picture projection.

Constant Aperture
Concerning your specific question, how-

ever, we do believe that we can explain
that satisfactorily. The "F" rating of a
lens simply refers to its angular aperture;
that is, il- light collecting power. More
specifically, it represents the numerical ratio

of the focal length of the lens to its free
diameter.

To take a practical example—you men-
tioned, or rather, we first mentioned, in the

article to which you earlier referred, a
5-ineh Series H lens with a speed of f/2.0.

This simply means that since the focal

length is 5 inches and the speed equal to

5

f 2.0, the free diameter is — =2.5 inches.

2.0

The speed of a lens is

focal length
= f.

free diameter
The Series II is simply a Bausch & Lomb

term designating their half-size lenses,

which have a free diameter of approxi-

mately 2.5 inches, as distinguished from
their Series I lenses, which have a free di-

ameter, as we recall it offhand, of approxi-

mately 1.75 inches. In other words, the lat-

ter is a quarter-size leu-.

A Convenient Ratio

The speed of a lens is really a hand-down
from photographic parlance and represents

a convenient method of denoting the light

collecting power of a particular lens.

All lenses having the same speed, or

numerical rating, such as f 2.0, have the

same light collecting power. Thus the fol-

lowing lenses all have the same speed.

E.F.—5 in.

Dia.—2.5 in.

E.F.—6 in.

Dia.—3 in.

E.F.—4 in.

Dia.—2 in.

Dividing the focal length by the diameter
in each of the above cases, the answer is the

same; in other words, t 2.0.

We still maintain, however, as we so

futilely maintained at the time of the meet-
ing mentioned above, that as far as con-
cerns motion picture projection, the speed
designation of a lens possesses but little

practical value and is, indeed, quite mis-
leading, since it masks, or conceals, one or

the other of the important factors, focal

length, or free diameter.

It is necessary to know both of these im-
portant items, since one controls the size

of the picture and the other the intensity
of screen illumination, and hence should be

idered as independent factors and treat-

ed as such. We cannot see the practical
value, which, it is claimed, is attached to

the speed designation of a lens as used in -

motion picture projection. In photography,
it i~ a convenient and useful factor—in pic-

ture projection, no—for it possesses no
value.

Far better to give both the E.F. of the
lens and the free diameter since even when
denoting the speed it is necessary to give
one or the other factors to convey intel-

ligent information.

So after all, Friends Kuester and Budge,
do not take this matter of "•explaining the
' F' -y-tem of lenses" too seriously.

At least, we do not.
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Three of the replicas of famous statuary which will grace the art salon of the New Saenger Theatre, New
Orleans. On the left is the immortal "Venus de Medici;" in the centre, a bust of Diana, the original of

which is in the Louvre; Prof. Galli's "Esmeralda," considered one of the finest pieces of Italian sculpture, is at

the right

Art Salon for Saenger
Photographic Replicas of Paintings and Statuary

Arrive in New Orleans

A COLLECTION of objets d'art that

stand for the beautiful and the dis-

tinctive in ancient and modern art,

will grace the art salon of the New Saenger
Theatre, when that $2,000,000 house,

modelled after a Florentine palace, opens
its doors for the delight of New Orleans
and the tourist guests of New Orleans in

January.

This is not hearsay. Photographic rep-

licas of the Saenger paintings and statu-

ary have arrived at the offices of the
Saenger Theatres, Inc., in New Orleans.

One glance at the art works they represent
and at the name-; of the painters and sculp-

tors who created these works, leaves no
doubt but that Julian Saenger and E. V.
Richards, Jr., on their European tour last

spring, amassed a collection of art objects
of which the Crescent City will be proud.

The most illustrious names of the Renais-

Park Theatre, Reading,
Pa., Formally Opened

EXERCISES which were attended
by city officials, judges and
other persons of prominence

marked the formal opening of the new
Park Theatre in the Moose Temple,
Tenth and Penn streets, Reading, Pa.,

on the evening of Armistice Day,
November 11.

The new theatre is modern in every
respect and beautifully constructed. It

is controlled by the Penn Theatre
Company, in which the chief financial
interests are held by J. J. Buchbinder
and Irving Goldstein. The policy of
the theatre is to present feature photo-
plays and vaudeville. Cornelius G.
Keeney is the house manager. The
Park has an orchestra of seven men
under the direction of George Bren-
singer, while the fine Wurlitzer-Hope-
Jones unit organ is in charge of Mrs.
Margaret Gibney James.

sance; the great sculptors of Greece;

Rubens, the Dutch master; and the best

of the modern painters and sculptors are

represented.

Among the sculptors, represented by orig-

inals or exact replicas of originals, are

Michelangelo, Verrochio, Canova; the

French sculptors, Falconet and Allegrain;

ancient Greece, the land of deathless beauty,

by Myron, Cleomene—and the beautiful

sculpture "Diana," executed by an un-

known ; and modern Italy by Galli, Vicari

and Ccccarelli.

Among the famous pieces of sculpture

that will grace the art salon are the im-

mortal "Venus of Medici" (a replica);

Canova's "Venus of the Bath," a glorious

statue, of sensuous beauty; and Myron
"The Disk Thrower," the embodiment of

Greece's ideal of manly strength.

The art of the brush and the canvas will

delight with paintings by Rubens, Fra An-
gelico, Cavalieri, Zampighi, Fabbi, Frigerio,

Luzzi, Filosa and last, but certainly not

least, Guido Reni.

Rubens is represented by nine reproduc-

tions. All his wonder (if color is there.

Then the old world of faith is born again,

when we look upon Fra Angelico's "An
Angelic Group." Men don't create angels

like Angelico's nowadays. Guido Reni con-

tributes his "La Casta Susanna" (the

chaste Suzanna), a vivid picture of two old

tempters and a young girl. It is one of the

tinesl works of Italian art.

Theatre Boom Continues at

Cedar Rapids
A leu weeks ago the Grand Hotel Build-

ing was bought by Philip Liebsohn, business

man of Cedar Rapids. Mr. Liebsohn an-

nounces the plans i'or the erection of a mil

lion-dollar house on this site which is jusl

across the street from the b'oyson corner.

The house is to be controlled by the Or-

pheum interest-..

Motion Picture News

Flashers
are the reliable method wherever light
control is needed—in electric signs,
flood lighting, spectacular lighting ef-
fects. Leaders for 20 years.

OEYNOr-tiO Write forJ^JJTlectr.c coMPAgygg valuable

L'Cl'8 W. Congress St.,
Chicago

Makers of Reynolds
Motors, Heco Color
Hoods. Show Window
Flashers, Traffic Con-

trols, etc.

MURPHY &BR0DE
510W.45'ST.N.Y.
CHICKERING 6IOO

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE

18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seaw. 30*; under 500. "Off: under 800. 85*;
over 800. 15*.
The most economical method of reaching theatres Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4.00 PER M UP. Lists If

desired. 30 to 50* saved In postage, etc.. through elimina-
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealers.

MULTIGRAPH1NG—MIMEOGRAPHING

—

FOLDING—ENCLOSING—MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.

709 Slith Ave. at 41st St. New York City
Phone. Pennsy. 7484-7485

05 AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORP
vvcNm New Vowig city a723 Scvtr

ORGAN
NOVELTY SLIDES

T**C. S.BLJSM.
Room 12 .52 w Chippcwa St. BurrALO. NY
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'I**™ Now PUying—AUCE TERRY m "THE M \GH l IN"—Vaudeville 5<>. |

5far, fifZe, author and director are finding feature place

in the advertising of first-run theatres on Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayers production "Bardelys the Magnificent." The
group of displays above are typical of the style of adver-

tising used for this picture at houses in various sections

of the country. The ads illustrated were used by the

following theatres: Tampa Theatre, Tampa: Loew's,

Newark, N.J.; Madison, Detroit; Stillman, Cleveland;

Palace, Fort Worth; Loew,

s Columbia. Washington. D.C.

RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted

ORCHESTRA-DIRECTOR-
VIOLINIST wishes to hear
from managers desiring first-

class, capable leader who un-
derstands thoroughly the
synchronism of music with
pictures. Also experienced
vaudeville leader ; have large
and adequate library

;
pro-

duce presentations and nov-
elties. Guarantee satisfaction.

Union, age thirty, married.
Address Violinist, 360 North
17th St., Columbus, Ohio.

ORGANIST AT LIBER-
TY. First-class man. Con-
servatory graudate. Highly
accomplished musician. Fully
up-to-date, trained in this

country and Europe, with 12

years' picture experience.
Concert and feature soloist.

Desire engagement where the

best is wanted and apprciat-

ed. Modern organ and good
salary essential. Wire or

write Organist, 117 South
11th St., Cambridge, Ohio.

AT LIBERTY — Expe-
rienced theatre organist

wishes to locate in first-class

house. Can be featured. S.

J., Motion Picture News,
845 S. Wabash, Chicago.

EXPLOITATION MAN
wishes position. Eight years'

experience. Address Liberty
Theatre, Johnson City, Term.

FEATURE ORGANIST at

liberty. Only first run thea-

tres considered. Prefer the

West. Large organ essen-

tial, selected large library

for feature and solo accom-
paniment. Ten years' expe-
rience playing the better the-

atres. Not an ex-piano play-
er organist. Present position
relieving concert orchestra.

Will consider smaller cities

if music is featured. Expect
good salary. Can open en-

gagement short notice. Of-
fers confidential. Address
Organist, Box 1,000, Motion
Picture News, New York
City.

Equipment For Sale

FOR SALE—Theatre, four
hundred seats, town of seven
thousand, one other house of
eight hundred seats only.
Fireproof building. Price
reasonable. Terms allowed.
Closing estate. Box 348, Sar-
anac Lake, New York.

REPRODUCO ORGAN—
Used eight months, like new.
Cost $2,250.00. Will sell for
$1,375.00. Honeymoon The-
atre, South Bend, Indiana.

FOR SALE — Reprodueo
pipe organ, used two years,
in first-class condition, bar-
gain. Write for particulars.

O. P. Morse, Minonk, 111.

>

FOR SALE—1,600 beauti-
ful upholstered opera chairs.

Fit for the finest theatre.

Spring-cushioned backs and
extra heavy spring-cush-
ioned seats. Prices low for
quick sale. C. G. Demel,
845 S. State St., Chicago.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, op-
era chairs, generators,
screens, etc. Supplies and
complete equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.
Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

FOR SALE — Lacking
warehouse space compels
rebuilt Wurlitzers, Seeburgs,
Reproducos and Fotoplayer
organs. No reasonable offer
refused. Write immediately
for full particulars. A. R.,
Motion Picture News, 845 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Equipment Wanted
WE offer highest cash

prices for second-hand ma-
chines, opera chairs, compen-
sarcs, motor generators, port-
able projectors, etc. Write
us first. Monarch Theatre
Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn.
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

fflL

SEPTEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Baited Trap, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4358 feet

Bells, The Lionel Barrymore .... Chadwick 6300 feet . . Nov. 20
Beyond the Trail Bill Patton Chesterfield 5 reels

Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks. . United Artists 6388 feet . .Mar. 20
Blarney R. Adoree-R. Graves. M-G-M
Block Signal, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 5795 feet. Oct. 16
Blue Eagle, The G. O'Brien- J. Gaynor Fox 6200 feet. Sept. 25
Clinging Vine, The Leatrice Joy P. D.C 6400 feet. July 31
Dancing Days Chadwick-Stanley-L.

Rich Famous Attractions . . 5900 feet . . Oct. 2

Devil Horse, The Rex (Horse) Pathe 5853 feet. April 24

Diplomacy Sweet-Hamilton Paramount 6959 feet . Sept. 25
Duchess of Buffalo, The .... Constance Talmadge First National 6940 feet . . Sept. 4
False Alarm, The R. Lewis-M. Carr. . . Columbia 5235 feet

Fighting Ranger, The Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet

Flames E. O'Brien-V. Valli . Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet . Sept. 11

Flaming Frontier, The Special Cast Universal 8829 feet . . April 1

7

Flying Horseman, The Buck Jones Fox 4971 feet. Sept. 11

Flying Mail, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet. Sept. 18
For Alimony Only Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp 6070 feet . Oct. 2

Forlorn River Jack Holt Paramount
Golden Web, The H. Gordon-L. Rich . Lumas 6075 feet . Sept. 11

Grey Devil, The JackPerrin Rayart 4274 feet

Heart of a Coward, The . . . Billy Sullivan Rayart 5031 feet

High Hand, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5679 feet. Sept. 11

Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount 6 reels Sept. 18
Jack O'Hearts Landis-G. Hullette. . American Cinema. . . 5881 feet

.

Kick Off, the George Walsh Excellent Pictures. . . . 6000 feet

.

Kosher Kitty Kelly Viola Dana F. B. O 6103 feet.

Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers.F. B. O 6931 feet

.

Lost at Sea Gordon- J. Novak-
Sherman Tiffany 6500 feet

.

Marriage Clause, The Bushman-Dove Universal 7680 feet

.

Marriage License Alma Rubens Fox 7168 feet

.

NellGwyn Dorothy Gish Paramount 6800 feet.

One Minute to Play "Red" Grange F. B. O 7713 feet.

Paradise M. Sills-B. Bronson . . First National 7090 feet

.

Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La
Plante Universal 7808 feet

.

Ridin' Rascal, The Art Acord Universal 4510 feet.

Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 6100 feet

.

Son of the Sheik, The Rudolph Valentino . . United Artists 6685 feet

.

Sparrows Mary Pickford United Artists 7763 feet

.

Speeding Thru C. Hale- J. King ElbeePict 5500 feet.

Speeding Venus, The Priscilla Dean P. D. C 5560 feet

.

Strong Man , The Harry Langdon First National 6882 feet

.

Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall First National 6727 feet.

Temporary Sheriff, The .... Dick Hatton Rayart 4550 feet

.

Texas Streak, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6367 feet

.

Three Bad Men O'Brien-Borden Fox 8710 feet.

Through Thick and Thin . . .Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet.

Tin Gods Thomas Meighan. . . Paramount 8568 feet

.

Variety Jannings-de Putti ... Paramount 7804 feet

.

Waltz Dream, The M. Christians-W.
Fritsch-H. Desni

Waning Sex, The Norma Shearer ....

War Paint Tim McCoy
Wild Horse Stampede, The . Jack Hoxie
Winning of Barbara Worth . Colman-Banky United Artists

Wolf Hunters, The Special Cast Rayart 5976 feet

Womanpower K. Perry-R. Graves . Fox 6240 feet

You Never Know Women Florence Vidor Paramount 6064 feet

M-G-M 7322 feet
M-G-M 6025 feet

M-G-M 5032 feet

Universal 4776 feet.

Sept. 11

Oct. 2
Aug. 28

Aug. 21

July 3
Sept. 11
.Feb. 6
Aug. 28
Sept. 25

July 31

Aug. 7

Oct. 2

Sept. 11

July 24
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Sept. 18
Aug. 28

'6ct." 2

July 3

Aug. 14
.Oct. 9
.Dec. 4

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Lure of the West Eileen Sedgwick Chesterfield 5 reels
Magician, The A. Terry-P. Wegener. M-G-M 6960 feet Nov. 6
Man From the West Art Acord Universal 4474 feet
Man of Quality, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures. . .5640 feet Nov. 6
Midnight Kiss, The J. Gaynor-R. Walling Fox 5025 feet
Mismates Kenyon-Baxter First National 6905 feet . Aug. 14
My Official Wife I. Rich-Tearle Warner Bros 7846 feet. Oct. 23
Old Soak, The Jean Hersholt Universal 7445 feet . Sept. 4
Perch of the Devil P. O'Malley-Busch . Universal
Prince of Tempters, The. . . . Lyon-Moran First National 7780 feet
Private Izzy Murphy George Jessel Warner Bros 7889 feet
Quarterback, The Richard Dix Paramount 7114 feet
Red Hot Leather Jack Hoxie Universal 4555 feet
Risky Business Vera Reynolds P. D. C
Roaring Bill Atwood Dick Patton Rayart 4405 feet
Runaway Express, The. . . Special Cast Universal 5865 feet
Shameful Behavior E.Roberts-H.Tucker Famous Attractions. .5218 feet
Sheriff'sGirl, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4908 feet
So's Your Old Man W. C. Fields Paramount 6347 feet
Speed Crazed Billy Sullivan Rayart
Sweet Rosie O'Grady C. Landis-S. Mason . Columbia 6108 feet . Oct. 16
Syncopating Sue Corinne Griffith First National 6670 feet . Nov. 13
Take It From Me Reginald Denny Universal 6649 feet . Oct. 30
Temptress, The Garbo-Moreno M-G-M 8221 feet. Oct. 23
Thirty Below Zero Buck Jones-E.Novak.Fox , .

.

Truth About Men Lake-Murphy-Hacka-
thorne True Story Pictures . . 6500 feet

West of Broadway Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp 5186 feet
West of Rainbow's End . . . Jack Perrin Rayart 4734 feet
When the Wife's Away. . . G. K. Arthur Columbia Pictures . . .5834 feet
Whispering Wires A. Stewart-E. Bums Fox 5906 feet
Winning Gallop, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet
Woman's Heart, A E. Bennett-Whitman-

Earle Sterling
Yellow Back, The Fred Humes Universal 4766 feet . Oct. 9
You'd Be Surprised Raymond Griffith . . . .Paramount 5994 feet. .Oct. 16
Young April Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet. Sept. 11

Oct. 30
Nov. 27
Oct. 30

Aug. 28

Nov. 13

Oct. 30
Oct. 30

NOVEMBER
Feature Length Reviewed

4879 feet.

Nov. 20
Oct. 23

Oct. 30
Nov. 27

Nov. 27

Oct. 2

July 31

OCTOBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length

Ace of Cads ... Menjou-Joyce Paramount 7 786 feet

Across the Pacific Monte Blue Warner Bros 6954 feet

Alaskan Adventures Special Cast Pathe 6 reels. .

.

AttaBoy Monty Banks Pathe 5775 feet

Battling Kid Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet

Boy Friend. The J. Harron-M. Day ... M-G-M 5584 feet

Call of the Wilderness Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Campus Flirt, The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6702 feet

Children of Fate R. Bennett-B. Hill-

man Abgol Film Prod 6605 feet

College Days Marccline Day Tiffany 7300 feet

Confessions of a Bride M.Harris-V. Varconi. Assoc. Exhib
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden Fox 5363 feet

Dame Chance . . . Special Cast American Cinema .... 6769 feet

Devil's Dice B. Bedford-R. Ellis . . Sterling Pict

Devil's Island Pauline Frederick. . . Chadwick 6300 feet

Dixie Flyer, Tl I mdis-E. Novak . . . Rayart 5274 feet

Don Juan's Three Nights. . Stone-Mason First National 6374 feet

Eagle of the Sea, The Cortez-Vidor Paramount 7250 feet

Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch . Tiffany 6484 feet

Gay Deceiver, The L. Cody-M.Day M-G-M
Gigolo... . RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp 7295 feet

Great Gatsby , The Warner Baxter Paramount
Great K. & A. Robbery.
The Tom Mix Fox 4800 feet

Her Honor, The Governor Pauline Frederick. . . F. B. O 6709 feet

High Flyer. The Reed Howes Rayart 5610 feet

Jocelyn's Wife Pauline Frederick . . Tiffany 5800 feet

Kid Boots Eddie Cantor Paramount 5650 feet

King of the Pack Peter the Great Lumas
La Boheme L. Gish-Gilbert M-G-M 8781 feet

Lily. The Belle Bennett Fox 626t
London... DorothyGish Paramount . 5584 feet

Oct. 30
Oct. 16

Oct. 9

Oct. 9

Nov. 20

Oct. 23

Aug. 14

Nov. 27
.Oct. 9

Oct. If)

Oct. 16
Aug. 7

Oct. 23

Oct. 9
Nov. 6

Star Distributed by
Ace of Action, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Adorable Deceiver, The .... Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle . . . M-G-M
April Fool Alexander Carr Chadwick 7300 feet
Bardelys the Magnificent. . . John Gilbert M-G-M 8536 feet
Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana F. B. O
Breed of the Sea R.Ince-M.Livingston.F. B. O 5408 feet
Buckaroo Kid, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6167 feet
Cat's Pajamas, The Bronson-Cortez Paramount 5 790 feet
City, The J.Gaynor-W.McGrail Fox 5508 feet
Dangerous Friends T.R.Barnes-M. Gay Sterling Pictures 5200 feet
Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. . .M-G-M
Dude Cowboy, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount 6139 feet . Nov. 27
Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie M-G-M 6461 feet
First Night, The B. Lytell-D. Devore Tiffany
Flaming Forest, The A. Moreno-R. Adoree M-G-M
Forever After M.Astor-L. Hughes . First National 6330 feet Nov. 20
For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp 5800 feet
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Moran-de Putti-Mul-
hall-Collier. Jr Paramount Dec. 4

Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw Fox
Going the Limit George O'Hara F. B. O
Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie Universal 4375 feet . Aug. 21
His New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day-

vonEltz Famous Attractions. .5294 feet
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut . Jackie Coogan M-G-M
King of the Saddle Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ladies at Play Hughes-Kcnyon-

Fazenda First National
Lady of the Harem, The . . .E. Torrence-Nissen . .Paramount 5717 feet

Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels

Man in the Shadow, The. . .M. Stedman-D. Tor-
rence American Cinema .... 5632 feet

Masked Woman, The Anna Q. Nillson .... First National
Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stonc First National 6100 feet . Nov. 13
Midnight Sun, The O'Malley-La Plante. Universal 8767 feet. May 15
Millionaires Gordon-Sidney-Fa-

zenda Warner Bros 6903 feet . Nov. 20
Obey the Law Bert Lytell Columbia Pictures ... 5626 feet
Oh! What n Night R.McKce-E.Murphy.Stcrling Pictures
Outlaw Express, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5579 feet. Nov. 20
Prairie King, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Prowlers of t he Night Fred Humes Universal
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt . . .Pathe
Return of Peter Grimm .... Alec B. Francis Fox 6961 feet . . Nov. 20
Rough Rider, The Frank Hopper Paramount
Silent Lover, The Milton Sills First National Nov. 27
Sin Cargo S. Mason-R. Frazer . Tiffany
Son of a Gun Al Hoxie . Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon . . Universal 5633 feet . . Nov. 6
There You Are Nogel-Roberts M-G-M 5652 feet

Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-
Roach M-G-M

Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler F. B. O
Truthful Sex, The M.Busch-H. Gordon Columbia Pictures. . .5831 feet
Twinkletoes Colleen Moore First National
Unknown Cavalier, The .... Ken Mavnard First National 6595 feet

Upstage Norma Shearer M-G-M 6048 feet
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Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson Paramount
We're in the Navy Now . . . .W. Beery-Hatton. . . Paramount 5519 feet. .Nov. 20
While London Sleeps Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Wings of the Storm R. Howes-V. Faire . . . Fox ."

Length Reviewed

DECEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by

Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl Madge Bellamy Fox

Better Way, The R. Ince-D. Revier Columbia Pictures . . . 5540 feet

Blond Saint, The Kenyon-Stone First National Dec. 4
Blue Streak O'Neil Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

Border Whirlwind, The .... Bob Custer F. B. O
Canadian, The Thomas Meighan ... Paramount
Canyon of Light Tom Mix Fox
Collegiate Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Death Valley Buck Jones Fox
Duke of Ladies, The Special Cast First National
Exclusive Rights L. Rich-G. Whitman-

R.McKee-G. Glass Famous Attractions
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Faust Emil Jannings M-G-M
Flying High Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Gallant Lady, The Florence Vidor Paramount
Glorifying the American

Girl Esther Ralston Paramount
Heaven on Earth C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
Her Big Night Laura La Plant Universal 7603 feet. Aug. 28
Just Another Blonde Mackaill-Mulhall-L.

Brooks-Collier, Jr. . First National
Lazy Lightning Art Acord Universal 4572 feet
Let it Rain (tentative) Douglas MacLean . . Paramount
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em . .E. Brent-L. Gray-L.

Brooks Paramount
Money to Burn Devore-MacGregor . . Lumas
Mother Machree Belle Bennett . . t Fox
Nervous Wreck, The H. Ford-P. Haver. . . Prod. Dist. Corp 6730 feet Oct. 23
One Hour of Love J. Logan-R. Frazer Tiffany
Prisoners of the Storm House Peters Universal 6102 feet . . Sept. 1

1

Redheads Preferred M. Daw-T. von Eltz . Tiffany
Red Hot Hoofs Tom Tyler F.B.O 4681 feet.. Nov. 13
Red Mill, The Marion Davies M-G-M
Regular Scout, A Fred Thomson F. B. O 5567 feet
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason F.B.O
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National 6 reels Nov. 2 7

Stolen Pleasures H. Chadwick-D.
Renier-G.Whitman Columbia Pictures

Stolen Ranch Fred Humes Universal 45 78 feet

Stranded in Paris Bebe Daniels Paramount
Striving For Fortune George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Summer Bachelors A. Forrest-Bellamy . . Fox
Sunshine of Paradise Alley . Barbara Bedford . . .Chadwick
White Black Sheep, The R. Barthelmess-P.

R. Miller First National
Whole Town's Talking.The.Ed. Horton Universal 6662 feet . Aug. 14

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Outlaw's Paradise Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures. .4500 feet

Squads Right Tiffany
Tillie, the Toiler Davies-M. Moore. . . .M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal

APRIL
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Broadway Drifter, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Husband Hunters, The Tiffany
Poor Nut, The First National
Smoking Guns Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures 4500 feet

Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffanv 6500 feet

MAY
Feature Star Distributed by

Flaming Timber Tiffany
SongofSteel Tiffany

Length Reviewed

JUNE
Feature

Snowbound
Star Distributed by

.Tiffany

Length Reviewed

Comedy Releases

JANUARY
Distributed by Length ReviewedFeature Star

Auctioneer, The G . Hughes-Nixon-
Sidney Fox

Be Yourself Raymond Griffirh ... Paramount
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald Denny Universal
Enchanted Island Tiffany
Head Waiter, The (tenta-

tive) Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ice Flood, The K. Harlan-V. Dana Universal 5747 feet . Oct. 9
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith First National
Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G.Hale J. Holt Paranount
Monkey Talks, The J. Lerner-O. Borden-

D. Alvarado Fox
One Chance in a Million .... Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
One Increasing Purpose .... Lowe-Rubens-Lee . . . Fox
Ordeal, The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Perfect Sap, The P.Starke-Lyon First National
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet
Slide, Kelly, Slide W. Haines-S. O'Neil-

H. Carey M-G-M
Son of Montmartre, The . . . Norma Talmadge .... First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore- J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Tiger, The (tentative) Tiffany
Wild Man of Borneo, The

(tentative) W. C. Fields Paramount

FEBRUARY
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plante Universal
Camille Norma Talmadge ... First National
French Dressing A. Pringle-B. Lyon . . . First National
Grey Hat, The L. Cody-Crawford . M-G-M
His Rise to Fame George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Lightning Tiffany 6500 feet
Little Journey, The Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Long Pants Harry Langdon First National
Michael Strogoff Ivan Moskine Universal 9315 feet Dec. 4
Overland Stage, The Ken Maynard First National
Quarantined Rivals Lumas
Range Raiders, The Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . . 4500 feet
Ridin' Like Fury Hoot Gibson Universal
Silky Anne Constance Talmadge First National
Steeplechase, The Tiffany
Three in Love Stone-Dove-Hughes.. First National
Understanding Heart, The. R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M
Wild Geese Tiffany

MARCH
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Brides Will Be Brides Universal
Broken Gate, The Tiffany
Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Frisco Sal Special Cast M-G-M
Heroes of the Night Lumas
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts .Universal 6969 feet . .Oct. 16
Orchids and Ermine C. Moore-J. Mulhall . First National

Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Ain't We Got Fun ? Wise-McKay Artclass . May 25.2 reels
Alice the Fire Fighter F.B.O
All For A Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
All Wet Snub Pollard Artclass. . Mar. 30 . . 2 reels
And George Did Sid Saylor Univ Dec. 28 2 reels
Another Kick Coming Bronte Series Red Seal . Nov. 25 . . 1 reel Sept. 4
Anything Once M. Normand-C . Hale Pathe 2 reels
Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman Sava Films 2 reels
Around the Bases George Lewis Univ Oct. 24 . . 2 reels
Artist's Brawl, The Guard-Cooke F.B.O 2 reels
At the Beach "McDougall Alley"

Kids Bray Nov. 1.2 reels ... Dec. . 4
Auto Thieves, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
Babes in the Jungle "O. Henry" Fox Nov. 28 . . 2 reels
Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel
Back to Mother "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Bad Breaks George Davis Educat. . . .Nov. 21.1 reel Dec. 27
Ball and Chain Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel
Balloon Tired "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . . Dec. 5.1 reel
Banana King, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbett Univ Nov. 21 . .2 reels Nov. 20
Barnum Was Right "Life Cartoon" Educat .... Nov. 21.1 reel
Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 12.1 reel
Benson at Calford George Lewis Univ Oct. 24 . . 2 reels
Better Luck "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 14.2 reels Nov. 6
Be Your Age Charley Chase Pathe Nov. 14. .2 reels Nov. 20
Big Business Fox
Big Surprise, The "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 29 . . 2 reels .... Nov. 13
Bill Grim's Progress (Series)M. Morris-J. Luden F.B.O 2 reels
Blisters Under the Skin F. B. O 2 reels
Blonde's Revenge, A Ben Turpin Pathe Dec. 19 .2 reels. .

.

Blue Black Lewis Sargent Bray Dec. 20 . . 2 reels
Breaking into Broadway . . . Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal . . Jan. 1.1 reel
Breaking Records George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Bringing Home the Bacon "Our Gang" Pathe
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley Educat. . . Oct. 24 . .2 reels
Bromo and Juliet Charley Chase Pathe Sept. 19.2 reels . . .

Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris-J. Luden F.B.O 2 reels
Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 28 . . 2 reels Nov. 27
Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 12.1 reel Sept. 11
Business Worries Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 21 . .1 reel Nov. 6
Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels
Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog ... Universal 2 reels
Buster's Dark Mystery .... Trimble and Dog .... Universal 2 reels
Buster'sGirl Friend Trimble and Dog . . . Univ Sept. 6.2 reels
Buster's Narrow Escape. . . Trimble and Dog . . Univ Oct. 31.2 reels
Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog .... Universal 2 reels
Buster's Prize Winner Trimble and Dog .... Univ Dec. 6.2 reels Nov. 20
Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimble and Dog . . . Universal 2 reels
Buster's Watch Tige Trimble and Dog. . . Univ Oct. 3.2 reels
By George Sam Saylor Universal 2 reels
Caliph, Cupid and the

Clock "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Camel's Hump F.B.O 1 reel
CarrieoftheChorus (Series). Tarbell-Finch-Shaw. Red Seal 2 reels.".'."!
Cat's Meow, The C. 8b C 2 reels Sept. 18
Charleston Queen, The . . . "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 19 . .1 reel
Chicken Cooped Tarbell-Finch-Shaw. Red Seal . Dec. 1.1 reel
Cinder Path, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Close Call, A "The Gumps" Univ Dec. 13. .2 reels Nov. 27
Close Shaves Johnny Arthur Educat. . . .Dec. 5.2 reels
Collegians, The (Series) . . . .Gulliver-Lewis Universal 2 reels
Conplete Life, The "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels. ......
Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

'.

'.

'.

Cool Off Ann Cornwall Educat. . . .Dec. 19 . .2 reels
Cut Price Glory "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 10. .1 reel Oct. 30
Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass. . .Nov. 10. .2 reels
Diamond of Kali "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educat Sept. 19. .2 reels... . Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Billy Bevan Pathe Nov. 28. 2 reels Dec.^ 4
Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine

. . .Fox 2 reels . Oct. 16
Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart . . .2 reels
Dodging Trouble Burns-Marion Educat Nov. 14 . .2 reels Nov. 6
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 26.1 reel
Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 5.1 reel Aug. 21
Don't Kid Me, Monk "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Dec. 10. .2 reels .

Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Sept. 22. .2 reels
Easy Payments "Helen and Warren". Fox 2 reels
Egged On Charles Bowers F.B.O Sept. 6. .2 reels
Excuse Maker, The (Series

of 13) Charlie King Universal 2 reels
Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films 2 reels
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Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy Artclass. . .Sept. 8. .2 reels

Felix the Cat Bursts a
Bubble "Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat. . . Oct. 31 .1 reel Dec. 4

Felix the Cat Collars the
Button "Sullivan Cartoon" . .Educat. . . .Dec. 12 . .1 reel

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Sullivan Cartoon" . . Educat .... Oct. 3 . . 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Land O*
Fancy "Sullivan Cartoon" . . Educat .... Oct. 1 7 . . 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Reverse
English "Sullivan Cartoon" . . Educat .... Nov. 14.1 reel

Felix the Cat in Zoo Logic . . "Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat. . . .Dec. 26 . .1 reel

Felix the Cat Scrambled
Yeggs "Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat Sept. 5.1 reel. . . .Oct. 23.

.

Felix Shatters the Sheik . . . ."Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat Sept. 19. .1 reel Oct. 30..
Felix the Cat Trumps the
Ace "Sullivan Cartoon" . . Educat .... Nov. 28 . . 1 reel

Fighting Fool. The Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18

Fighting Fools Wise-McKay Artclass . . . Jan. 19 . . 2 reels

Fighting Kangaroo, The . . . Conley-June Fox 2 reels

Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Fighting to Win George Lewis Univ Nov. 21 . .2 reels

Fire Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Jan. 26 . . 2 reels

Fistical Culture (Series). . . .Louis Sargent F. B.O 2 reels

Flaming Romance Al St. John Educat ... Nov. 21.2 reels

Flashing Oars George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass . . . Mar. 16.2 reels

For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 31 . .1 reel Oct. 16
For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 11

Fourth Alarm, The "Our Gang" Pathe Sept. 12. .2 reels Sept. 11

Funny Face "Big Boy" Educat 2 reels

George in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George's in Love Sid Saylor Univ Nov. 21 . .2 reels

George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George the Winner Sid Saylor Univ Sept. 5.2 reels

Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels

Girl "O.Henry" Fox 2 reels

Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox 2 reels

Good Riddance Bronte Series Red Seal . . Dec. 25.1 reel

Goose Flesh Lloyd Hamilton Educat Dec. 12.2 reels

Grabbing Grabbers Mickey Bennett C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18

Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 24. .lreel Oct. 30
Gyping Gypsies Milburn Marante .... C. fit C 2 reels

Gyping the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Nov. 3.2 reels

Harem Knight, A Ben Turpin Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
Have Courage Billy Dooley Educat .... Dec. 12.2 reels

Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe Nov. 21 . .2 reels Nov. 27
High Sea Blues Al St. John Educat
Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-

tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-

son Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
His Off Day Dunham-Gallagher Educat .... Nov. 7.1 reel

His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels

Hitting the Rails "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 5.1 reel

Hoboken to Hollywood . . . Billy Bevan Pathe Sept. 5 . 2 reels Sept. 11

Hold Still Cornwall-Duffy Educat Oct. 10. .2 reels

Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 31 . .1 reel

Honeymoon Hospital Fox Oct. 17. .2 reels Nov. 6

Hook or Crook Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 6.1 reel Nov. 27

Hoot Mon! Bobby Vernon Educat. . . .Nov. 21. .2 reels

Horns and Orange BlossomsCharles Puffy Universal
Howdy Duke Lupino Lane Educat 2 reels

Humdinger, The Johnny Arthur Educat .... Oct. 10.2 reels

Hur Ben Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

In Vaudeville "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 14 . .1 reel Nov. 20
I Told You So "The Gumps" Univ Dec. 27. 2 reels

Jane's.Engagement Party Wanda Wiley Univ Nov. 7 . 2 reels Oct. 30
Jane's Flirtation Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Honeymoon Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Inheritance Wanda Wiley Univ Sept. 12.2 reels

Jane's Predicament Wanda Wiley Univ Dec. 14 . .2 reels Aug. 14

Jane's Troubles Wanda Wiley Univ Oct. 17. 2 reels Oct. 9
Jellyfish, The Frank Pangborn Educat Sept. 12 2 reels Sept. 18
Jerry the Giant "Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10
Keeping His Word Charles King Universal 2 reels

Keeping Up With the Joneses
(Series) Stern Bros

Killed by Kindness Fox 2 reels

King Bozo "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels Oct. 2

King of the Kitchen, The. . Lige Conley Fox Oct. 31 2 reels Nov. 6
Kiss Me, Kate Dunham-Gallagher . Educat. . . Sept. 26 1 reel Oct. 2

Kitty FromKillamey Alice Day Pathe Dec. 19 2 reels

Knight Before Christmas,
The M. Morris- J. Luden F.B.O 2 reels

Ko-Ko Back Tracks "Cartoon" Red Seal . . Jan. 1.1 reel

Ko-Ko Gets Egg-Cited "Cartoon" Red Seal. Dec. 1.1 reel

Ko-Ko Hot After It "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel

Ko-Ko in theFadeway "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18

Ko-Ko the Convict "Cartoon" Red Seal . Nov. 11 reel

Lafayette Where Are We? Shields-Arthur Fox 2 reels July 31
Lady of Lyons, N. Y., The M. Morris- J. L uden F. B. O 2 reels Aug. 28
Last Lap, The George Lewis Universal Dec. 20 2 reels

Last Word, The "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Let George Do It (Series
of 13) Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

Light Wines and Bearded
Ladies Boutler-Cameron. . . Fox Nov. 14 2 reels Dec. 4

Lookout Below Lewis Sargent Bray Nov. 20 . . 2 reels Nov. . 6
Lookout Buster! Trimble and Dog . . Universal 2 reels

Lots of Grief "The Gumps" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 16
Love's Hurdle Charles King Univ Sept. 26 2 reels May 15

Love'sLast Laugh McKee-Hiatt Pathe Oct. 3 . .2 reels Oct. 2

Love Your Neighbor Wise-KcKay Artclass . . . Nov. 17.2 reels

Lyin' Tamer, The Shields-Luddy Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Madame Dynamite Clayton-Howell-Pat-

tcrson Fox Nov. 28 . . 2 reels

Making Good George Lewis Univ Dec. 6.2 reels

Married Widow, The Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Marry Month of May "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
Masked Mammas Billy Bevan Pathe Oct. 31 . 2 reels Oct. 30
Masters of Arts "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

McDougal Alley (Series) Bray Prod 2 reels

Meet the Boy Friend Chas. Dohcrty Loumay
Merry Kiddo, The Alberta Vaughn F. B.O 2 reels

Midnight Follies George Davis Educat 2 reels Nov. 20
Mighty Smithy, The "Life Cartoon" Educat. .. Nov. 7. .lreel.... Nov. 13

Minute to Go, A Eddie Fetherstone. . C.&C 2 reels Sept. 18
Missing Links "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Sept. 12 1 reel Sept. 25
Mister Chump Lopez-Dunham Educat. . . Dec. 19 1 reel

Mixed Brides Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Money Screams Fox 2 reels

Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Monkeys Prefer Blonds Bray Prod 2 reels
Morning, Judge Tarbell-Finch-Shaw . Red Seal . Sept 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Mother-in-Law "Helen and Warren". Fox 2 reels
Motorboat, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
Movieland Lupino Lane Educat .... Nov. 28 2 reels
Movie Struck Doris Eaton C.&C 2 reels
Much Mystery Davis-Bradley-Dun-

ham Educat .... Dec. 5.1 reel
My Kid "Big Boy" Educat Sept. 5.2 reels Sept. 1

1

Napoleon, Jr Jerry Madden Fox Nov. 14 Nov. 6
Never Again "The Gumps" Univ Oct. 17 .2 reels Oct. 2
Newlyweds and Their Baby,
The (Series) Snookums-Clair-

Dooley Universal 2 reels

Newlyweds' Neighbors Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ Aug. 29 . . 2 reels

Newlyweds Quarantined . . Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ Oct. 3 . .2 reels June 19

Nickel Hopper, The Mabel Normand Pathe Dec. 5.2 reels Dec. 4
Nize Monkey "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Nov. 10 . .2 reels Nov. 27
Nobody Loves Me Chas. Puffy Univ Oct. 3.1 reel Sept. 18
Non-Skid Banana, The Charley Bowers F. B. O
Non-Stop Bride Hoyt-Cameron Fox 2 reels Sept. 25
North of 6% Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Not Guilty Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 27 . lreel
Nothing to Live For Al Joy Ricardo
Not to Be Trusted "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Oh! For a Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Oh! Monkey Be Good "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Oh! Winnie Behave Ethlyn Gibson Artclass. . Mar. 9.2 reels

Olga's Boatman Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 10 . .1 reel Sept. 25
One Hour Married Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

One Sunday Morning Lloyd Hamilton Educat 2 reels

On the Farm Bray Prod 2 reels
On the Front Page L. Rich-S. Laurel . . Pathe Nov. 28 2 reels Dec. 4
On The Jump Al Alt Rayart 2 reels

Open Spaces "Big Boy" Educat. . . .Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 13
Orphan, The Al Joy Ricardo
Over There Al Joy Ricardo 2 reels

Perils of Petersboro, The . . Alice Day Pathe Sept. 26 . .2 reels Sept. 25
Pests "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel Sept. 1

1

Pete's Haunted House "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Pete's Party "Cartoon" Bray Prod 1 reel Nov. 6
Phoney Express, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 17.1 reel Oct. 16
Pink Elephants Al St. John Educat. . . Oct. 3 . .2 reels

Please Excuse Me Charles King Univ Nov. 10 . .2 reels Oct. 23
Plumb Goofy Dunham-Gallagher . Educat Oct. 10. lreel Oct. 30
Pound Foolish George Davis Educat ... Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Nov. 6
Prince and the Pyra, The . . . Charles Puffy Universal
Prodigal Bridegroom, The Ben Turpin Pathe Sept. 26. .2 reels Sept. 25
Psyche and the Pskyscraper "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Punches and Perfume Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Radio Bug, The Dunham-Gallagher . Educat Sept. 12. .1 reel Sept. 25
Radio Controlled "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 21 . . 1 reel

Raggedy Rose Mabel Normand Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
Raging Tide, The "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 24. .1 reel

Rain and Shines Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels

Read 'Em and Leap Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2 reels
Relay, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Road House, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 10. lreel Oct. 23
Sailing Along Al Alt Rayart 2 reels

Sawdust Baby Earl McCarthy Artclass . . . Jan. 12.2 reels

School Days "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 19 . 1 reel

School Days "McDougal Alley"
Kids Bray Dec. 1 . .2 reels

Second Hand Excuse, A . . Charles King Univ Dec. 8. 2 reels Nov. 20
Shady Rest "The Gumps" Universal 2 reels

She Beast, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Shell Socked Jimmie Adams Educat Oct. 31 . . 2 reels Oct. 30
She's My Cousin Charles King Universal 2 reels May 15
Should Husbands Marry? A. Day-E. Quillan . . . Pathe Oct. 24 . . 2 reels Oct. 23
Should Husbands Pay? Jimmy Finlayson . . Pathe Sept. 5 2 reels Sept 1

1

Sign Them Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass May 18.2 reels

Skating Instructors "Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1 reel

Smith's Landlord Hiatt-McKee Pathe Sept. 19. .2 reels

Smith's Surprise Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12.2 reels

Smith's Visitor Hiatt-McKee Pathe.... Oct. 17. 2 reels Oct. 16
Smith's Uncle Hiatt-McKee Pathe Nov. 14.2 reels

Snookum's Buggy Ride. . . "Newlyweds" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels June 19
Snookum's Merry Christ-
mas "Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 22 . 2 reels Dec. 4

Snookum's Outing "Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 1.2 reels Nov. 13
Snookum's Playmate "Newlyweds" Universal 2 reels

Snookum's First Tooth "Newlyweds" Univ Sept. 19 . . 2 reels June 26
Society Architect, A Fox
Some More Excuses Charles King Universal 2 reels

Spooky Money Al Joy Ricardo
Stage Shy Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Steeplechaser, The Lige Conley Fox 2 reels Sept. 11

Strictly Kosher Wise-KcKay Artclass. . Sept. 15. .2 reels

Sweet Baby Wallace Lupino Educat . Dec. 5.1 reel

Sweetheart Daze Neely Edwards Univ Dec. 20 1 reel Dec. 4
Switching Sleepers Arthur Lake Univ Dec. 13 . . 1 reel Dec. 4
Tail of the Monk "Cartoon" Bray Nov. 12. .1 reel

Teacher, Teacher Lloyd Hamilton Educat Oct. 17. .2 reels Oct. 23
Tell'Em Nothing Charley Chase Pathe Oct. 17. .2 reels Oct. 16
Telling Whoppers "Our Gang" Pathe Dec. 19 . 2 reels

Tennis Wizard, The "Van Bibbers" Fox Nov. 21. .2 reels

Thanks for the Boat Ride Universal
That's My Baby Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

Through Thick and Thin . . . "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 7.1 reel Nov. 6
Tiddly Winks Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 26 lreel Sept. 4
Too Much Sleep Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 7.1 reel Oct. 23
Two Dollars, Please Neely Edwards Univ Sept. 19 .1 reel S.'pt. 11

Unsquirtable Pickle, The . . . Charley Bowers F.B.O
Uppercuts Jack Duffy Educat Sept. 5 . .2 reels Sept. 11

Vulgar Boatman, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Vulgar Yachtsman, The "Fat Men" F.B.O 2 reels

Wanderers of Wetland Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Wanted a Bride Arthur Lake Univ Oct. 17.1 reel Oct. 9
War Feathers "Our Gang" Pathe Nov. 21 2 reels Nov. 27

Watered Stock "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 26 . 1 reel Sept. 25

Westerner, The Reata Hoyt Fox 2 reels

What Happened to Jane
iSeries of 13) Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

What'll You Have? Charles King Universal 2 reels May 23

What Price Pleasure? Neely Edwards Univ Nov. 29 . . 1 reel Nov. 12

What's Your Hurry? . Charles King Universal 2 reels

When Do We Eat? (Bronte Classic) Red Seal. Sept 1 reel

Which Is Which? Charles King Univ Oct. 10 . 2 reels Sept. 25
Why Argue? "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 3 . . 1 reel Oct. 2

Why George? Sid Saylor Univ Oct. 24 . .2 reels

Why Pay Rent? Wise-McKay Artclass. . Mar. 23 2 reels

Why Women Pay "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . .Dec. 19 .1 reel

Wife Shy Bobbv Vernon Educat . Sept. 26 . . 2 reels Sept. 25
Wild Bill Charles Puffy Univ Nov. 14 lreel Oct. 30
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Title

Wild Roomer, A
Winnie's Birthday. .

.

Winnie's Vacation. . .

Wisecrackers (Series)

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Wise Quacker , The .

.

Wives and Women .

.

Working Winnie
Yellow Pirate, The .

.

Yokel. The
You Tell One

Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length

F. B. O
Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Jan. 5.2 reels .

.

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . May 11.2 reels . .

Guard-Cooke F. B. O 2 reels
.

.

Reviewed

Helene Chadwick .... Pathe Oct. 3. 2 reels Oct. 16
Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Charles Puffy Univ Sept. 12. . 1 reel

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Sept. 1.2 reels

"Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Sept. 26 . . 1 reel

. Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Nov. 24.2 reels

. Charley Bowers F. B. O 2 reels Nov. 2 7

Short Subjects

1 reel Oct. 30
1 reel Dec. 4
1 reel

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to

Palestine) Pathe 1 reel Sept. 25
Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) Artclass Oct. 6 . . 1 reel
Alpine S.O.S C.&C 2 reels
America Today (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal Sept 1 eel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal Nov. 1.1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 18 Red Seal Nov. 15 . . 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 19 Red Seal Dec. 1 . . 1 reel
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 20 Red Seal ...... Dec. 15.1 reel
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 21 Red Seal Jan. 1 . . 1 reel
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 22 Red Seal Jan. 15 . .1 reel
Animated Heir Cartoons, No. 23 Red Seal Feb. 1.1 reel
Annie Laurie (Song Parody) Artclass April 13 . . 1 reel
Aphrodite (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel
Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety) Fox 1 reel
At 3.25 Red Seal Sept 2 reels
Austrian Alps (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2 reels
Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Beautiful Britain C.&C 1 reel
Beauty and the Beach C.&C
Beechnuts C.&C 2 reels
Big and Little Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel Sept. 11
Birds in the Treetops C.&C
Blood Will Tell Am. Cinema
Blue Boy, The Educat Sept. 5 .2 reels Sept. 11
Bride of the Falls (Music Legend) Castle Films . . . Dec 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 1 Educat Sept. 5.1 reel Oct. 2
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educat Oct. 3.1 reel Sept. 11
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 Educat Oct. 17
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 4 Educat Nov. 14
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 5 Educat Dec. 1

2

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 6 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 7 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 8 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 9 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educat 1 reel
Bull's Eyes (Sportlight) Pathe Sept. 19. .lreel Sept. 25
By the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal Jan. 1 . . 1 reel

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 28 . . 1 reel Nov. 27
Cathedral of St. Paul's C.&C 1 reel Sept. 18
Cheating Mothers (Ufa shorts)
Chronicles of America (Series of 18) Pathe 3 reels
Churchyards of America, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel Sept. 18
Churchyards of America, Issue B Red Seal 1 reel
Churchyards of America, Issue C Red Seal Nov. 15 . . 1 reel
Cliff Dwellers of America (Variety) Fox Dec. 26 Oct. 9
Colorado (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune) . . Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Constantinople (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Cozy Beds for Oysters (Ufa short)
Curiosities—The Movie Side Show (Series) Educational 1 reel
Dangerous Game, A (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Dark Horse, A (Donoghue Racing Drama) .Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Diver, The (Nature Special) Bray Prod Nov. 1 . .lreel Nov. 6
Dog's Way, A (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield . . . .Oct. 1

Double Trouble (Mustang-Curly Witzel . . Universal Jan. 1

Durable Souls (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 31
Family Album, The (Sketch Book) Pathe Sept. 5
Fangs of Vengeance (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield Sept. 1
Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1 reel
Fight for Life, A (Ufa short)
Fighting Marine, The (Serial) Pathe Sept. 12 10 episodes Sept. 11
Fighting Strain, The (Mustang) Universal. Dec. 4.2 reels Nov. 20
Fighting With Buffalo Bill (Serial) Universal Aug. 29 . 10 episodes Oct. 16
Figures of Fancy (Hodge Podge) Educational Oct. 24.. 1 reel Nov. 13
Film Facts (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The (Series of 13) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 3 Red Seal Nov. 10. lreel
Film Reporter, The, No. 4 Red Seal Dec. 10. .1 reel.
Film Reporter, The, No. 5 Red Seal Jan. 10. lreel
Fire Fighters, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Fishes in Love (Ufa short)
Florida Pastel C.&C
Frontier Post, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Fugitive Futurist (Novelty) C.&C 1 reel
Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Game's the Thing, The (Sportlight) Pathe i reel . . . . . Nov. 27 .

.

Gems of the Screen (Series) Red Seal lreel
Glimpses of Switzerland C.&C
God's Country C.&C 2 reels
Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Golden Stallion, The (Serial) Nat Levine 10 episodes

.2 reels

2 reels

.1 reel Oct. 30

. 1 reel

. 2 reels

. .Sept. 4

Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel.
Guess Who (Series) Artclass 1 reel.
Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass Oct. 27 . . 1 reel

.

Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass Dec. 29 . . 1 reel

.

Guess Who, No. 3 Artclass Mar. 2.1 reel.
Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass May 4 . . 1 reel

.

Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal 1 reel

.

Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel.
Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal 1 reel.

Nov. 6

.2 reels Sept. 11
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

. 2 reels

. 1 reel

.

1 reel

.

. 1 reel.

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Heavenly Bodies (Ufa short)
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Hen Punchers of Pipe Rock (Mustang) .... Universal Dec. 18.2 reels Dec. 4
Hero Land (Color Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Heroes of the Sea C.&C lreel
Hidden Death Traps (Ufa short)
His Pal (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield 2 reels

Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film 1 reel

Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 14 . . 1 reel Nov. 20
House Without a Key, The (Serial) Pathe Nov. 21 . .10 episodes. . Dec. 27
Housing Problem, The Bray Prod 1 reel Oct. 23
How I Hate to Get Up (Song Parody) Artclass Feb. 9 1 reel

If a Picture Tells a Story C.&C Sept 1 reel

I Love a Lassie (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal Jan. 15 . . 1 reel

Inland Voyage, An (Variety) Fox 1 reel

It Can Happen to You (Scandal of America) Artclass Oct. 20 . . 1 reel

Jewels of Venus (Ufa short)
Jim Hood's Ghost! (Mustang) Universal Aug. 29
Joseph the Ruler Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Sept. 26
Journey of the Is raelites, The (Pilgrimage

to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 10
Jungle Mystery Sava Films
Jungle Round-Up, A (Ufa short) M-G-M . . Oct. 9
Jungle Secrets Sava Films
Keeping 'Em Guessing (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue B Red Seal 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue C Red Seal Nov. 20.1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue D Red Seal Dec. 20
Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue E Red Seal Jan. 20
Key-Hole Cruise, A (Hodge Podge) Educational. . . Nov. 28
Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film 1 reel

Law of the North (Mustang) Universal Oct. 3.2 reels Sept. 18
Life in the Twilight (Ufa short)
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels
Lightnin' Strikes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Lightnin' Wins (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Literary Digest (Series) C.&C 1 reel
Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty) C.&C 1 reel

Lone Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 14.2 reels Oct. 30
Love's Witchcraft (Ufa short)
Lost Arrow, The (Scenic and Narrative) . . Castle Films . . Oct. 15 . .1 reel Oct. 16
Love Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Making of a King (Prince of Wales) C.&C 2 leels

Man's Size Pet, A (Tuttle Western) Universal Oct. 17 . .2 reels Oct. 9
Margie (Song Parody) Artclass 1 reel

Martin of the Mounted (Fred Gilman) .... Universal Dec. 1 1 . . 2 reels Nov. 2 7

Maryland, My Maryland (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Marvels of Motion, IssueM Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Marvels of Motion (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A (Hodge

Podge) Educational Sept. 19.
Modem Venus, The C. & C
Mona Lisa, The Educational. . . Oct. 17 .

More Ways Than One (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 17 .

Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal Dec. 1

.

MotherO'Mine C. & C lreel...
Mount Sinai (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Oct. 23
Movie Medley, A (Hodge Podge) Educational .... Dec. 26.1 reel
Movie Struck C. & C Oct 2 reels
My Lady's Stockings (Variety) Fox 1 reel
My Word, London (Novelty) Castle Films . . .Dec. 31 . . 1 reel
Nic-Nax (Curiosity) Educational . . Dec. 12.1 reel
Night Prowler, The (Scandal of America) . . Artclass 1 reel
Nuremberg the Toy City (Sketch Book) . . Pathe Oct. 31 . .1 reel Oct. 30
Old Black Joe (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal Nov. 1.. lreel July 10
On Guard (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes
On With the Dance Castle Film . . . Nov. 5.1 reel Nov. 13
Out of the Inkwell (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Overnight From Paris (Variety) Fox Dec. 12.1 reel
Pack Up Your Troubles (Song Car-Tune) . Red Seal Dec. IS. .1 reel Sept. 4
Parasol Ant, The (Ufa short)
Parisian Inspirations (McCall Fashions) Educational 1 reel
Paris Originations in Color (McCall Fash-

ions) Educational 1 reel
Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe 1 reel

.1 reel Oct. 16
. 1 reel

.2 reels Dec. 4
1 reel Oct. 16

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

lreel Oct. 23
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

lreel
1 reel Dec. 4
1 reel Dec. 4
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe Sept. 5 .

Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe Sept. 12.
Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe Sept. 19
Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe Sept. 26 .

Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe Oct. 3.
Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe Oct. 10 .

Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe Oct. 17.
Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe Oct. 24 .

Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe Oct. 31

.

Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe Nov. 7.
Pathe Review. No. 46 Pathe Nov. 14 .

Pathe Review, No. 47 Pathe Nov. 21 .

Pathe Review, No 48 Pathe Nov. 28 .

Pathe Review, No. 49 Pathe Dec. 5
Pathe Review, No. 50 Pathe Dec. 12 .

Pathe Review, No. 51 Pathe Dec. 19 .

Payroll Holdup, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass April 27 .

Peculiar Households (Ufa short)
Pilgrimages to Palestine (Series) Pathe 1 reel
Pinnacle Rider, The (Mustang) Universal Oct. 24 . . 2 reels Oct. 16
Pioneer Blood (Mustang) Universal Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 16
Piperock Goes Wild (Tuttle Western) Universal Sept. 19.2 reels
Popular Song Parodies (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Pup's Tale, A (Sketch Book) Pathe 1 reel Oct. 23
Radio Personalities (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass Sept. 29 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 1.1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 2 . . 1 reel
Radio Personalities, Vol. D Artclass April 6.1 reel
Rainbow ( Novelty) Castle Films . . . Dec 1 reel
Rambling in Old Japan C.&C
Reelviews (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Reelviews, Issue J Red Seal 1 reel
Reelviews, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 18 . . 1 reel
Reelviews, Issue L Red Seal Dec. 18.1 reel
Reelviews, Issue M Red Seal Jan. 18 . . 1 reel
Restless Race. The (Sportlight) Pathe ,. . Oct. 3.1 reel Oct. 16
Return of the Riddle Rider, The (Serial) . . . Universal ..." 10 episodes
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ridge, The (Donoghue Racing Drama) . . . Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1 reel Oct. 9
Rose of Monterey Castle Films. . .Nov. 15 . . 1 reel
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Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Royal Nursery, A (Ufa short)
Rushing Waters C. & C
Rustic Romance (Ufa short)
Saddle Tramp, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 26 . . 2 reels
Scandal of America (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Scotty of the Scouts (Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports (Series) Artclass 1 reel
Screen Star Sports. Vol. A Artclass Oct. 13.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 15.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 16.1 reel
Screen Star Sports, Vol. D Artclass April 20 . 1 reel

Screen Snapshots (Series) Columbia 1 reel

Searchlights (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Searchlights, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 10.1 reel

Searchlights, Issue L Red Seal Dec. 10.1 reel

Searchlights, Issue M Red Seal Jan. 10.1 reel

Seas of the World Red Seal
See America First (Novelty) Castle Films 1 reel Dec. 4
Shadowland C & C 1 reel Sept. 18
Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2 reels

Sheik of Araby , The (Song Parody) Artclass Dec. 8.1 reel

Shoot 'Em Up, Kid (Mustang) Universal Sept. 5.2 reels Aug. 28
Short Shots (Series of 26) Castle Films 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films. . Oct. 1.1 reel Oct. 16
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films. . Oct. 15. .1 reel Oct. 30
Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films. . .Oct. 29. .1 reel

Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films. . .Nov. 12. .1 reel

Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films . . . Nov. 26 . . 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 6 Castle Films . . . Dec. 10.1 reel

Short Shots, No. 7 Castle Films . . Dec. 24 . . 1 reel

Show Cowpuncher, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 7.2 reels Oct. 23
Silent Flyer, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Silver Swimmer, The (Ufa short)
Sketch Book (Series) Pathe 1 reel

Skenographs (Series) C.&C
Sky Skidder, The (Serial) Bischoff 10 episodes
Snowed In (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes. . . June 26
Songs of Yesterday C.&C 1 reel

So This Is America (Novelty) Castle Films. . Oct. 22. .lreel Oct. 16
So This Is Berlin (Novelty) Castle Films. . Oct. 19. .1 reel

So This Is Europe (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 8 . . 1 reel Oct. 16
Spanish Holiday, A (Variety) Fox Nov. 14.1 reel

Sport's Dream C. & C
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel

St. Paul's C.&C lreel
Table Manners Bray Prod 2 reels
Teaching Table Manners Via Films Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 25
Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films 2 reels

Then and Nows (Curios ity) Educational .... Nov. 7 . . 1 reel

Trails of the Gods C.&C Sept 1 reel

Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Song Car-
Tune) Red Seal Feb. 1.1 reel

Trail of Trickery (Mustang-Edmund Cobb Universal Dec. 25.2 reels

Transportation (Novelty Magazine) Bray Prod Nov. 15.1 reel Dec. 27
Travels in Toyland (Variety) Fox Nov. 28 . . 1 reel

Treacherous Waters (Ufa short)
Tripping the Rhine (Hy Mayer's Sketch
Book) Pathe Nov. 28. lreel Nov. 27

Under Colorado Skies (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Unexpected Visitor (Scandal of America) . . Artclass Feb. 23 . . 1 reel

Valiant Skipper, The C.&C 2 reels

Vanishing Millions (Serial) Sierra Pictures 15 episodes
Velocity (Novelty) Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Wandering Hills (Ufa short)
We Must Be Thrilled (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Dec 1 reel

Whatnots (Curiosity) Educational. . . Oct. 3.1 reel Oct. 9
When Bonita Rode (Mustang) Universal Oct. 10.2 reels Sept. 25
When Oscar Went Wild (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Where the Silver River Gleams C.&C lreel
Whirlwind Driver, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 12 . .2 reels Sept. 18
Whirlwinds (Series) F. B. O
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Who Is Safe? (Scandal of America) Artclass Dec. 22 . . 1 reel

Winged Death (Ufa short)
Wonder Book Series Short Film 1 reel

Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexico

illlimin iinuiuii M

Length Reviewed
. .12000 feet. Jan. 16

Coming- Attractions

Feature Star

Ace High Hoot Gibson .

Distributed by Length Reviewed
. . Universal

Advice to Lovers Bebe Daniels Paramount . .

Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
Afraid to Love Florence Vidor Paramount .

Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon Jean Hcrshott Universal
Alonzo, the Armless Lon Chaney M-G-M
Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
American Tragedy, An Special Cast Paramount
An Angel Passes Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox
Anna Karenina Lillian Gish M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lillian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat, The Famous Attractions
Arizona Bound Gary Cooper Paramount
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F. B. O
Arizona Whirlwind, The . . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C. Griffith-T. Moore First National
Atlantis First National
A. W. O. L McNamara-Cohen Fox
Avenger. The Bob Custer F. B. O
Back to Nature Richard Dix Paramount
Bad Lands Paramount
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick
Bandit Buster, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Barbed Wire P. Negri-C . Brook . . . Paramount
Bargain Bride, The Mary Philbin Universal
Barriers of Fire Monte Blue Warner Bros
Beau Geste Special Cast Paramount 10 reels Sept. 1

1

Beauty Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky United Artists
Bed and Board Doris Kenyon First National
Behind the Lines Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Cast M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue. The John Barrymore United Artists

Feature Star Distributed by
Ben-Hur Special Cast M-G-M
Bennie Colleen Moore First National.
Better 'Ole, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros 8649 feet. . Oct. 23
Beware of Widows La Plante-T. Moore. Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George O'Hara FB.O
Big Gun, The George Lewis Universal
Big Parade Gilbert-Adoree-K.

Dane M-G-M 12550 feet. Nov. 28
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
Birds of Prey Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples Monte Blue Warner Bros
Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Black Ivory Warner Bros
Black Tears Gorman Pictures
Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Pathe
Border Thunderbolt, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Born Lucky Raymond Griffith . . Paramount
Branded Bob Custer F.B.O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The First National
Cabaret ( tentative; Gilda Gray Paramount
Cactus Trails Bob Custer F.B.O
California T. McCoy-A. Pringle M-G-M
California or Bust George O'Hara F. B. O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The M-G-M

Call in the Night, A Truart 5000 feet
Camille Pola Negri Paramount
Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast Sterling Pict
Captain Salvation M-G-M
Captain's Courage, A R. Holt-D. Dwan . . .Rayart
Carlotta Constance Talmadge First National
Casey at theBat W.Beery-S.Holloway.Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The . . .Laura La Plante Universal
Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Chains Bennett-Colman . ... United Artists
Champagne (tentative) ... Lya de Putti Paramount "

Charity Ball, The M-G-M
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge Universal
Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson Universal
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Children of Divorce Bow-Ralston-Cooper Paramount
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast M-G-M

Circus, The Charles Chaplin United Artists
City of Shadows, The F.B.O
Claw, The Kerry-Windsor Universal
Climbers, The Irene Rich Warner Bros
Closed Gates Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Clown, The Columbia Pictures
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris, The Asher-Small
CollegeW idows Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Coney Island Special Cast M-G-M
Confession (tentative) Pola Negri Paramount
Confessions of a Bachelor Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Flapper Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Divorcee Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Widow Assoc . Exhib
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Cossacks, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Country Doctor, The Faye-R. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Cowboy Feud, The Tom Mix Fox
Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Cow Punching for Cupid . . .Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cradle Snatchers, The Fox
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer F.B.O
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana Universal
Crazy Fool, The M-G-M
Crisis, The Special Cast M-G-M
Cross-Eyed Captain, The . .Ricardo Cortez. .... Paramount
Cruel Truth, The Sterling Pictures
Cruise of Jasper B, The Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . First National
Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak Lee-Bradford 5032 feet

Dangers of Working Girls Lumas
Daring Venus, The First National
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Darling of the Gods, The . . Special Cast United Artists

Day of Souls, The Gilbert-Adoree M-G-M
Dead Command, The Special Cast M-G-M
Dearie L. Fazenda Warner Bros
Demi-Bride, The Norma Shearer M-G-M
Desert Valley Buck Jones Fox
Detour Prod. Dist. Corp
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor Fox
Devil's Partner, The Truart 5000 feet

Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray M-G-M
Dixie Universal
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino F. B. O

Don Juan John Barrymore Warner Bros 10018 feet Aug. 21

Don Mike Fred Thomson F. B. O
Don't Tell the Wife I.Rich-H.Gordon Warner Bros
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer F.B.O

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Down the Stretch Agnew-Nixon Universal
Driven From Home Chadwick
Drivin' Mad American Cinema
Duke of Black Butte, The . Fred Humes Universal
Eager Lips Chadwick
Easy Pickings Nilsson-K. Harlan First National
Eden's Fruit Famous Attractions

Eucharistic Congress of
Chicago, The Special Cast Euch. Cong. M. P.

Dept 8 reels Nov. 27

Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists

False Hopes Gorman Pictures
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Fashions for Women Esther Ralston Paramount
Fast and Furious Reginald Denny Universal
Fast Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet

Fighting Don. The Richard Talmadge . Universal
Fighting Failure, The C. Landis-P. Mont-

gomery Nat. Levine (S. R.)
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Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Fighting Foundling, The . . . Jack Hoxie Universal
Fighting Love, A Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp
Fighting Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
Fighting Ranger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Final Extra, The Lumas
Fingerprints L. Fazenda- J. MurrayWarner Bros
Finnegan's Ball Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Fireman Save My Child Wallace Beery Paramount
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Flashing Fangs Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flash in the Night, A American Cinema
Flash Kid, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The . . J. Gilbert-G. Garbo. .M-G-M
Flying Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Follow the Signs Universal
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest Havoc F. Stanley-P. Mont-

gomery Elbee Pict
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod
For Her People Raquel Meller 7073 feet
Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal 7560 feet . . Oct. 30

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
Frenzied Flames C. Landis-M. Carr-

V. B. Faire Elbee Pict
Fresh Air Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice Victor McLagen Fox
Fullback, The Fox
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien . .Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . . . Special Cast M-G-M
Galloping Thunder Tom Tyler F. B.O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists
Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The L.Fazenda-J.Murray.Warner Bros
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes Paramount
Get Off the Earth Raymond Griffith . . . Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F. B. O
Getting Gertie's Garter . . . M. Prevost-C. Ray.. Prod. Dist. Corp
Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge. . F. B. O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures
Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Girl Who Smiles, The Columbia Pictures
Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God's Great Wilderness American Cinema
Going! Going! Gone! George O'Hara F.B.O
Gold C.Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla Hunt, The Special Cast F.B.O 4800 feet. June 26
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Grand Flapper, The Fox
Great Galeoto, The (tenta-

tive) Novarro-Terry M-G-M
Greatest Show on Earth .... Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Baxter Bob Custer F. B. O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan Prod. Dist. Corp
Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Heart of a Cowboy, The . . . Bob Custer F.B.O
Heart of Maryland, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Heaven and Eeath Milton Sills First National
Held by the Law M. De La Motte Universal
Hello Bill F.B.O
Hell's Kitchen First National
Help! Fire! Police! Universal
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard . F.B.O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
His Dog RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp
His First Flame Harry Langdon Pathe
His Last Affair Norma Shearer M-G-M
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F. B. O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Homestruck V. Dana-G. Withers F. B. O
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Hotel Imperial Pola Negri Paramount
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
I Can Do It Special Cast M-G-M
I'll Tell the World Olmstead-Arthur M-G-M
Impostor, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
In His Arms Special Cast M-G-M
In the First Degree Sterling Pict
Irish Eyes George O'Hara F.B.O
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello Wamer Bros
Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

IsZatSo? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow. . Paramount
It Could Have Happened . . . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F. B. O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jessel Wamer Bros
Jerry Settles Down Tom Tyler F.B.O
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Coro
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith
Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F.B.O
King of Kings, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Kiss in the Taxi, The Bebe Daniels Paramount

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Knockout Reiley Richard Dix Paramount
Ladies First Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Ladies Must Love Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M-G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The Florence Nightingale Prod
Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Last of Mrs. Cheyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Last Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Last Trail, The Tom Mix Fox
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet

Les Miserables (in 2 parts) . Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal
Life of an Actress Chadwick
Lifeof a Woman Tiffany 6500 feet
Lightning Chaser, The George O'Hara F.B.O
Lightnin' Lariats Tom Tyler F.B.O
Lightning Express, The Columbia Pictures
Lightning Rider, The J. Walker-S Breamer Elbee Pict
Limehouse Lou Evelyn Brent F. B.O
Little Adventuress, The. . . .Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Little Orphan Annie F. B. O
Lodger, The Lee Bradford
Long Loop of the Pecos,
The Leo Maloney Pathe

Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal
Lord Hokum E. E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Lost Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Louis the Fourteenth W. Beery Paramount
Love in a Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Makes 'Em Wild ...... J. Harron-S. Phipps Fox
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Loveo' Women B.Sweet-W. Baxter. .Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake . . . W. Powell-E. Brent Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox
Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Luxury Husbands Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National
Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Pic
Madamoiselle From Armen-

tieres Lee-Bradford
Mad Girl of Moscow, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Magic Garden, The M. Morris-R. Keane F.B.O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man Bait Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp 5947 feet
Manon John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Emil Jannings Paramount
Man Who Laughs, The Universal
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Marriage Alma Rubens Fox
Married Alive Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Mask and the Face, The . . . Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
McFadden's Flats Murray-Conklin First National
Memories Ramon Novarro .... M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch . True Story Pictures . . 5900 feet
Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Wamer Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Missing Link, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M
Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . . .R. Ince-D. Revier. . . Columbia
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National
Mother Belle Bennett F. B. O
Mountain Eagle NitaNaldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet
Mountains of Manhattan Lumas
Music Master, The Alec B. Francis Fox
Mysterious Island, The . .. . Special Cast M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Napoleon Special Cast M-G-M 14 reels
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest, The Pauline Frederick . . Excellent Pictures. . . .7000 feet
New Morals (tentative) . . Lya de Putti Paramount
New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-

lor Paramount
Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Night Bride, The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart 5000 feet
Nine Points of the Law Hoot Gibson Universal
Noah's Ark Special Cast Wamer Bros
Nobody's Widow L. Joy-C. Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
No Control P. Haver-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Nocturne Special Cast M-G-M
No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R.Hughes-G.Gray.. Lee-Bradford 5141 feet
Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels Aug. 2

1

Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides Special Cast Paramount
Open Book Special Cast M-G-M
Ou, La! La! Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt ... Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins First National
Out ofthe West Tom Tyler F.B.O
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp
Paradise for Two (tentative)Dix-Bronson-Beran-

ger Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod. Dist. Corp
Payoff, The O.Harlan-R.McKim-

D. Drew Elbee Pict
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill First National
Perfect Fool, The (tentative)Ed. Wynn Paramount
Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists
Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M



JJ.^. Motion Picture News

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Polish Blood Universal
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount
Potters, The W. C. Fields Paramount
Power of the Weak, The ... Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet
Price of Honor, The Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tern Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Prisoners • First National
Public Idol, The Fox
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Purple Mask, The United Artists
Pursued G. Glass-S. Holmes-

G. Astor Elbee Pict
Quality Street M-G-M
Quicksands Dix-N. Beery-H.

Chadwick Paramount
Race Wild E. Percy-D. Torrence Elbee Pict
Raging Seas Tiffany
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall . . . Assoc. Exhib
Red Pants Geo.Cooper-B.Roach.M-G-M
Red Signals Sterling Pictures
Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp

Remember D. Phillips-E. Met-
calf Columbia Pictures

Resurrection La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
Return of a Soldier Special Cast M-G-M
Rich But Honest Fox
Rich Man, Poor Man Mildred Davis Paramount
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Riders of the Wind First National
Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet
Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F.B.O
Rip Roaring Rider, The .... Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Rise and Fall of Jesse James J. S. Woody
River, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F.B.O
Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of Monterey, The
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rough House Rosie Clara Bow Paramount
Royal Romance G. O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Rubber Tires B. Love-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Runaway Enchantress, The

(tentative) Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust Special Cast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Salvation Jane Viola Dana F. B. O
Scarlet Letter, The Lillian Gish M-G-M 9000 feet.. Aug. 21
Secret Studio, The Fox
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
See You Later (tentative) . Douglas MacLean . Paramount
Sensation Seekers, The. . . B. Dove-H. Gordon . Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven J. Gaynor-C. Farrell . Fox
Seward's Folly Special Cast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . . . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions
Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
She's My Baby Ginsberg-Kann
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions
Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures
Silent Avenger, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald ... M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Silk Goudal-Schildkraut. .Prod. Dist. Corp
Silk Hat Cowboy, The Tom Mix Fox
Silver Shield, The (tenta-

tive) Thomas Mcighan ... Paramount
Simple Sis Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas . ,

Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge . . . Universal
Slow Down Reginald Denny Universal
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora

tentative) KcnMaynard First National.
Song of the Dragon, The

(tentative) D. Mackaill-L Gray. First National .

Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount 11000 feet. .Oct. 23
Span of Life, The LonChaney M-G-M
Special Delivery Eddie Cantor Paramount .

Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Speedy Eddy Devorc-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F.B.O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stage Madness V. Valli-Carmenati
St.irk Love Special Cast Paramount

' Bedfellows M-G-M
St n mger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox ^_^

.

Sunya Gloria Swanson United Artists

Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port W. C. Fields Paramount
Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F. B. O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Haines M-G-M
Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Ten Modern Command-
ments Esther Ralston Paramount

Their Second Honeymoon Special Cast M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F.B.O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass True Story Pictures 6100 feet

Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Wamer Bros
Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men. The Emil Jannings E. M. Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger (Dog) F.B.O
Tidy Toreador, The Hoot Gibson Universal

Timid Terror, The George O'Hara F. B. O
Tip Toes D.Gish-W. Rogers . Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Tongues of Scandal Sterling Pict
Top of the World, The Tiffany

Topsy and Eva Duncan Sisters United Artists

Tornado Jones Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F.B.O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Wamer Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K. Dane-P. Starke . . . M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet

True Blood Fred Humes Universal
Turkish Delight Julia Faye Prod. Dist. Corp
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert M-G-M
Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F. B. O ."

Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt. . . Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Uneasy Payments Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox
Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists

Valencia Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald. . .M-G-M
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Vanity Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp
Vanity Fair Pola Negri Paramount
Vengeance of Durand, The Irene Rich Wamer Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch. . True Story Pictures .5700 feet

Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter from the Ritz, The . . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The . . Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier-

R. Agnew Columbia Pictures

Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures

War Birds M-G-M
War Horse, The Buck Jones Fox
War of the Worlds Paramount
Warning Signal, The G. Hulette K. Mead Elbee Pict

Way of an Eagle, The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The von Stroheim Paramount
Wedlock Lowe-Perry-Living-

ston Fox
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller. . Wamer Bros

What Happened to Father. Sydney-Gordon Wamer Bros

What Price Glory? McLaglen-Del Rio-
Lowe Fox 12 reels Dec. 4

What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

Whispering Sage, The Buck Jones Fox
White Chief, The Monte Blue Wamer Bros
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels Special Cast Wamer Bros
White Gold. ." Jetta Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M
White Slave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount
Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Wife, The Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Wind, The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester,
The F.B.O

,„ ,

Wings C.Bow-C. Farrell. . Paramount 12 reels

Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures

Winning Spirit, The Raymond Griffith . . Paramount
With Their Eyes Open Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue Warner Bros

Wolves of the Air J. Walker-M. Harris Sterling Pictures

Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson United Artists

Woman Who Did Not Care Gotham
Women and Wives M-G-M
Women Love Diamonds . . Starke-O. Moore M-G-M
World at Her Feet, The

(tentative) Florence Vidor Paramount
World's Illusion, The M-G-M
World Struggle for Oil, The Special Cast Pathe 5 reels

Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions

Wreck, The S. Mason-M. Mac-
Gregor Columbia Pictures

Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F. B O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The... Jean Hersholt Universal

Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp
Yoke. The Special Cast Wamer Bros

Your Brother and Mine American Cinema
You Too Special Cast M-G-M
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That'sWhat aKilgenWonderOrgan
Did for Mr. Edward Brunell

"OO many owners have been considering

-* music as overhead expense. A fine pipe

organ, with a reputation of public approval,

can and should make music pay boxoffice divi'

dends. Mr. Edward Brunell of the Metropole

Theatre, Chicago, is one of the scores of theatre

owners who have testified

that KilgenWonder Organs ^^f£
more than pay for them'

selves by increasing receipts.

The public knows Kilgen

Music. For more than 287 v_̂
r 'OioiCQ ofmeMasters

years . . . almost three centuries . . . this world'

known pipe organ guild has been building a

reputation for incomparable instruments. The
regard that has been won for Kilgen tones in

great auditoriums is now available to the theatre

owner who supplements his programs with

the Kilgen "Voice of

the Silent Drama.
11

Write

for details. Geo. Kilgen

& Son, Inc., 4016
Union Blvd., St. Louis,

U. S. A.

The VOICE OF THE SILENT DRAMA
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QIncover a "GOLD MINE"
if you use posters on fences, walls

of buildings, and in vacant store

windows in your Community.

Try it once, watch your atten-

dance increase, and you will see

that you have uncovered a real

"Gold Mine".

tr FRED NIBLO lath RAMON NOVARRO
RONSON MAYM'AVOV FRANCIS X- BUSHMAN CARMEL MYTHS-

ro-^oldujijn jvfayeri

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
furnishes the hest posters

<*»«*> that can he had ^^

ie> rfo?J?&t^Qi^

Qeneral Office: Cleveland, Ohio

Plants. Cleveland • New York City • Elmhurst, Long Island

J



December 18, 1926

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

PROUD PAPA!

soon THE BIG THREE from

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Vol. XXXIV No. 25

Los Angeles

under act of March 3, 1S79

Published Weekly—$3.00 a Year

New York

PRICE 20 CEN ;S

Chicago



H1HEADS

PREFERRED
•>

Z?y Douglas Bronston

THE CAST
RAYMOND HITCHCOCK, MARJORIE DAW,
THEO. VON ELTZ, CISSY FITZGERALD.
VIVIEN OAKLAND, CHARLES A. POST.
LEON HOLMES and GERALDINE LESLIE.

Directed by ALLAN DALE
—

•

/•

Tiffany Productions, Inc.

.U. //. Ho§man, Vice-President

1540 Broadway, New York City, N.Y.



Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



STARc^V^

STAR
DIRECTORS
JAMES CRUZE

HERBERT BRENON
ERNST LUBITSCH
VICTOR FLEMING
FRANK TUTTLE

EDWARD SUTHERLAND
CLARENCE BADGER
GREGORY LA CAVA
WILLIAM WELLMAN
ROBERT VIGNOLA

and more

HAROLD LLOYD
THOMAS MEIGHAN
RICHARD DIX
CLARA BOW

ADOLPHE MENJOU
BEBE DANIELS

DOUGLAS MACLEAN
POLA NEGRI

RAYMOND GRIFFITH

FLORENCE VIDOR
W. C. FIELDS

GILDA GRAY
EDDIE CANTOR
WALLACE BEERY
ESTHER RALSTON

ED WYNN
EMIL JANNINGS
DOROTHY GISH

MILDRED DAVIS

and 100 other star

personalities

STAR AUTHORS
ELINOR GLYN
ZANE GREY

THEODORE DREISER

ANITA LOOS
H. G. WELLS
OWEN DAVIS

HALL CAINE
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STAR
DIRECTORS

ERICH VON STROHEIM
D. W. GRIFFITH

MALCOLM ST. CLAIR
MONTA BELL
FRANK LLOYD

MAURITZ STILLER

LUTHER REED
JOHN WATERS

HARRY D'ARRAST
and more

STAR AUTHORS
SAMUEL HOPKINS

ADAMS
LAURENCE STALLINGS

MAX MARCIN
DIXIE WILLSON

P. C. WREN
and a host of others

Cpammount

]

ichires*

men

***

m§
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fifc '* };.'£

"WINGS"
"BARNUM"
"METROPOLIS"
"BEAU GESTE"
"OLD IRONSIDES"
"ROUGH RIDERS"
"WEDDING MARCH"

39
GREAT

ATTRACTIONS
for Release

February-August 1927

HAROLD LLOYD in

"The Kid Brother"

"CASEY AT THE BAT"
Starring

Wallace Beery

CLARA BOW in

"It"

D. W. Griffiths

"SORROWS OF SATAN"
with

Adolphe Menjou

POLA NEGRI in

"Hotel Imperial"

EDDIE CANTOR in

"Special Delivery"

Ziegfeld's "GLORIFYING
THE AMERICAN GIRL"

and 32 others!



Who killed Dan Winterslip I

A question that will grip the mir

audiences and make ther

week aFter week tc

Pafheserial



ids of your

n come back
> see

~1"^SS£#*»- -

Better than even "The
Green Archer!"

A mystery as deep as the ocean. You
pick man after man as the murderer,
only to admit that you are baffled.

Powerful drama with sensational climaxes, superbly

produced.

A cast equal to those in the finest features. In quality and entertain-

ment a picture equal to any.

If you want to get the best that money will buy, regardless of

length, see this!

Scenario by Frank Leon Smith Directed by Spencer Bennet



There is a Santa Claus
and he has brought you the

tumultuous laughter special

HAL ROACH'S
BRILLIANT TWO REEL COMEDY

CHARLEY CHASE in
??

There Ain't No Santa Claus
Play it for happier holidays, grateful audiences

and the gift to yourself of a bigger and better

bank balance

F. RICHARD JONES
SUPERVISING DIRECTOR.

Pafhecomedy
RADE ( Wjf|l MARK
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First Runs

]week J
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PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION



SEAT-SELLING
DEMILLEMETROP

'Embodied in

"—"MARIE

EVOST
"Man"Bait"
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Rod

I
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^CRUISE "/
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«
JASPfR B

y DON MARQUIS

^k ^ JAMES W MORNEr

^^jX UiMiiil PICTUftlS COHKMAIKM

WHAT KIND OF
toWOMEN DO-

LMEN PREFER?

The Independent
Business Woman r

See
(EATRICE
• JOY

limuiii ii lin

\\PPREVOSS

&p*

Gnus fto>n*,
_ _ crowd-

Marie
PREVOST

n

|ohn C Fl.nn
p

MAR3E

If you want
Sonvut- i to be a great

A ROCQUE
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iff*ROD Lfl ROCQUE
THE CRUISE OF THE JAJPERB
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RELEASED BY PRODUCERS
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributor! of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays. Pr««<iew



OLITAN PICTURES
tiD.C. Service

ROD
LA ROCCtUE

FflOM THE STOHV
EDNA FERBER.
„,.JOBYNA RALSTON
tLOUUE DO.E.SSE.R.

iwcnvilio Br C GARDNER SULIIVAN
........ WIULIAM

#
K.HOWARD

oEMiuc pictures' corporation

DONT BE A
HYPOCHONDRIAC!
LIFE IS TOO SHORT
TO WORRY
SEE THE GLOOM-CHASER
DELUXE xrx^ajf/'

AL CHRISTIES.

DOC
CHRISTIE

describes

Nervous
WRECK

faNEaVou
WRECK

l/^Priscilla

DEAN
jewels of
y Desire

Priscilla

DEAN
-jewels

yDesire

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN. Vice-President and General Manager

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation, 130 West 46th Street, N. Y., WILLIAM M. VOCEL. Genera/ Manager



with

SHIRLEY MASON and JOHNNY



Stumbling Herd" by Jo

Phil Rosen
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See Michael Strogof
f

•aby all means.
Harrietie VnderhiU—N. Y. Tribune

"Thrilling in the extreme.
Highly melodramatic."

John S. Cohen, Jr.— N. Y. Sun

"Every bit exciting and vivid. Welcome
and valuable addition to American
screen. / b.,«.u™ T>aay Eagu

"Magnificent thriller.
Sweep and dash. Punch

suspense. You will
not want to leave until
tM»© Cry 15«M»» QuinnMartin-N.Y. World

"Possesses that rare quality-suspense.
Interest never ceases/9

Mordannt Hall— ~N.Y. Times

A UNIVERSALE^
FILM de FRANCE TRIUMPH
Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE



7/ your Theatre Were among

Carrier Conditioned Theatres

During these Winter Days the air within the house

would be just warm enough and healthfully humidified

and cleansed. There would be no overheating. The
Missouri Theatre at St. Louis, a Carrier Conditioned

Theatre, operated during the Winter of 1925 on }i of the

fuel previously required. The Carrier system of Air

Conditioning completely replaces the sluggish radiators

which ordinarily line the walls of the theatre. The air is

conditioned before entering the theatre. Automatic in-

struments adjust the temperature and humidity to suit

the size of the crowd.

Then Next SummeY the same system, combined with

Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration, cools and dehumidifies

the air supplied to the theatre. The fact is, the same

ideally comfortable conditions of temperature are main-

tained within the theatre every day in the year regardless of

season, crowd or weather. Do you wonder that we say

—

Manufactured Weather
makes

"Every day a good day'

Now is the time for us to prepare your theatre for next Summer. Write for the book, "Theatre Cooling

and Conditioning." Describe your theatres. Ask for a visit from

one of our Engineers.

Carrier Fnaineerino Corporation
Offices and Laboratories

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES
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Ijour bride is

up here --come
and get her/
RED-BLOODED ROMANCE. Passion-

ate passages of love amid gorgeous

* settings. John Barrymore as the

Lover of All Lovers, a role that has never

been equalled on the screen.

Women— radiant, pulsing women— to feed

the flames of youth's throbbing desires.

Scenes of riotous splendor. Action to thrill

the most cold-blooded of theatregoers.

A cast of screen stars picked from the top-

most ranks of filmdom. Thousands of extras

in scenes that make "Don Juan" a never-to-

be-forgotten film attraction.

'
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i f ytiwip iin i
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Directed by ALAN CROSLAND

Adapted /or the Screen from Lord Byron's

Immortal Legend by Bess \lercdyih

ttt



Tor bclcndcd "Runs /
The greatest of &eat box office attractions •

th MARY ASTOR

SIX MONTHS at Warner's Theatre, New York. Still playing

to S. R. O. at every performance with a $2 top.

FOUR MONTHS at Grauman's Egyptian, Los Angeles. The
sensation of the Coast at $1.50 top.

TWO MONTHS at the Globe Theatre, Atlantic City. A record

for the resort city. $2 top.

FOUR MONTHS at McVicker's Theatre, Chicago. Opened
with the greatest advance sale in the history of the theatre

in Chicago. $2 top.

TWO MONTHS at the Capitol Theatre, St. Louis, at $1.50 top.

TWO MONTHS at the Colonial Theatre, Boston, at $1.50 top

—and turning away the crowds at every performance.

The Box Office Tells the Story!



A SHOWMAN'S PICTURE
FROM EVERY
ANGLE/

NOW
is the
time to
mop up
with
this

Ifyou remember
SANDY

youll never forget

SUMMER
BACHELORS

Here's another list of live-wire showmen who are in

for a quick clean-up I

Karl Hoblitzelle
Dallas— Ft. Worth—Houston—San Antonio. Tex.
Birmingham, Ala.—Little Rock, Ark.

Loew Circuit
15 Theatres —Met. District. N. Y. C.

Moe Mark Circuit
Lynn- Worcester— Qumcy—Everett, Mass.

Pantages Circuit
Memphis, Ttim. -Salt Lake, Utah—Kansas City, Mo.— San Diego
San Francisco, Cal.

I. J. Hoffman Circuit
Hartford—New Britain—Torrington—Ansonia—Willimantic, Conn.

Harry Goldberg
Sun Theatre, Omaha. Nebraska.

Olympic Theatre Corp.
Utica, N. Y.

A. Frank
Cedar Rapids, la.—Waterloo, la.

Frank Rembusch
Indiana Theatres—Greenfield, Martinsville, Columbus, Shelbyville, Ind.

S. P. Katzenbach [Ritz Theatre}
Terre Haute. Ind. Richmond, Ind.

M. Hirshfield
Trenton. N. J.

West Coast Theatres
Oakland—Berkeley—Fresno—Stockton—San Jose, Cal.

Far West Theatre, Inc.
8 Los Angeles Theatres

Small-Strasburg Circuit
20 Theatres. N. Y. C—B'klyn.—L. I.

Ascher Brothers
17 Theatres. Chicago. 111.

Balaban & Katz
Mid'west Circuit
Rockford. 111.—Aurora. 111.—Joliet, 111.—Streator, 111.

Waukegan. 111.—Galesburg— Elgin— Bloomington— La Salle, 111.

La Crosse, Wis.—Quincy, 111.

Healey & Sullivan [Shea]
Fitchburg. Mass.

U. K. Rice [Colonial]
Winston Salem, N. C.

Goetz Brothers
Kenosha—Beloit—Janesville, Wis.

Royal Theatre Amusement Co.
Sioux City, la.

BIG MONEY TIE-UPS!
200 NEWSPAPERS!

McCLURES MAGAZINE!
THE BOOK! (?„

fth
iow selling J

Get one of the Press Books and see the "CASH-IN-T 1E-BANK" Aids Fox offers you

!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and l'istributors of America, tnc. Will II. Hays, President.



THE $2 BROADWAY HIT!

it's "The Big Parade"

of Peace Times



EVERY FIREMAN-EVERY PIECE
OF FIRE APPARATUS-

1.

2.

:'

4.

5.

at your service
WHEN YOU PLAY IT

NEVER such a cooperative force behind a motion picture! More than
15,000 Fire Houses all over the country are headquarters for promotion
activities in advance and during run of picture.

MORE than 12,000 Fire Chiefs are pledged to act as leaders of local cam-
paigns to put the picture across with your public. The official connections
of Fire Headquarters insure you the most extraordinary help you have ever

received. Plus the marvelous tie-up with National Fire Prevention Week and
the New Orleans Convention of Fire Chiefs.

A HALF million firemen who engaged in a National Prize Contest for the title

are pledged to get behind "Tke Fire Brigade." No organized body of this

size and importance has been definitely aligned with the promotion of a pic-

ture in the history of the industry. They co-operated in the Cross-country

Ballyhoo, a big, unique promotion stunt.

ALL leading fire journals, civil service publications, and other periodicals

devoted to fire prevention are opening their columns to publicity on "The Fire

Brigade" Publicity channels that are ordinarily not available for theatres are

at your disposal when you play the picture.

"THE FIRE BRIGADE" plus this greatest promotion
ever accorded a single picture is destined to be one of

the biggest box-office successes the industry has known.
It is truly called "The Big Parade of Peace Times,"
because it ranks with the few superlative entertain-

ments of our times.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

The Fire
Brigade

with

MAY McAVOY
CHARLES RAY

Scenario by Alfred A. Colin
From the ttory by

KATE CORBALEY
Dirttud fc> WILLIAM NIGH



It's a C4SHE One Reel Novelty**
It Slums YourAudienceHOWTO DANCE

M

BLACK BOTTOM ft

II MIANS MONET 10 YOU
/fywbwmiinow*

Itfre Daies Direct to Our Nearest Distributor

DISTRIBUTORS EVER.WUZRI CASHE FILMSi ZMrsmm ave. rawwair
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Story by George Worthing Yates

Directed by ROBERT DELACEY

Only One Star !

But A Hard-ridin' Troupe of



Joseph P. Kennedy
presents

Ding Dong! Hell's
A'poppin !Burn-'em-up
Bearcat of Western
Showmanship ! Most
Sensational Star De-
velopment of the Year!

"RED HOT
HOOFS" *-

J*
Distributed by

GREATER

Pals Who Bust 9Em Plenty! FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays. President
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A laugh for your patrons is a laugh for your

box-office* While your patrons laugh and grow

fit the old bank roll can laugh and grow fat!

January Is Laugh Month
But December—right now—is the time to prepare

for your share of Laugh Month profits by booking

This Ad
will appear in Photoplay, Motion Picture Maga-

zine, Motion Picture Classic, Picture*Play

Magazine and Film Fun, on the newsstands in

January, to help you cash in on Laugh Month

And you'll have the help of the finest bunch
of exploitation stunts ever arranged' for

Short Features when you play Educational

s

Comedies. Ask your exchange now about

these tie-ups, including the big Juvenile

Comedies -Harmonica Playing Contest; the

Billy Dooley-Ted Toy Doll tie-up, and the

Felix the Cat tie-ups.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

I

Member
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President r
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Suppose It Were Against The Law To Laugh!
SUPPOSE you didn't dare to laugh! Suppose that a

good, hearty laugh would land you in jail! Absurd,

you say, to have a law against laughing? Of
course. You can't stop people from laughing— and no

one wants to.

Which leads us to inquire—How
much do you laugh? Do you laugh

as you used to when you were a

child? Do you get at least one good

laugh every day? If not, you're
missing the greatest tonic in the

world. The one thing which, more
than anything else, would keep
you young.

So, if you've got the blues — or

the cook has left without notice—
or there's another installment due
on the radio— or your fiance has

lost his job— forget about it — and
laugh!

It's easy. All you have to do is

to grab your hat — and see one of

Educational' s Comedies. You'll

enjoy a whole flock of laughs, and
your troubles will melt away like

mist in the morning sun.

ROMANCE PRODUCTIONS
(in Natural Colors)

HAMILTON COMEDIES
LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES
BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES
JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
(Jack White Productions)
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
JUVENILE COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES
CAMEO COMEDIES

LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE
FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS

ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENIC NOVELTIES
CURIOSITIES. LIFE

The Movie Side-show Cartoon Comedies
SINOGRAMS

The NEWS REEL Built Like a Newspaper

Educational' s Comedies lead the field. You'll

find them in the largest motion picture houses — and
the smallest. Millions of people in this country alone

see them— and laugh over them—every day.

Neither time, talent nor money has ever been spared
in making Educational's Com-
edies the best that could be pro-

duced. For clean, wholesome fun
they are unrivaled.

Educational' s supremacy in the
Short Feature field does not end
with comedies. It includes all those
features for which Educational is

famous—news reels, novelties, scenic

pictures of rare beauty, and the ex-

quisite Romance Product ions in nat-

ural colors. You will enjoy them all.

January has been designated by the
motion picture industry as "Laugh
Month.'?- j.n consequence, theatres
everywhere are cooperating by featur-
ing comedies of unusual merit. Join
in the fun. Treat yourself to a good
hearty laugh. And because laughs are
meant to be shared, take along the
whole family!

' EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E W Hammons. President
Executive Offices

370 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
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One By One The Smashes



fcABifS
?T 0?P AIL OF PLAY DATES

Crowning Sensation Of Year's

Gold Bond Attractions From Greater F* B* O*

H. C. WlTWER'S

/

Colossal Carnival of Comedy!

Mightiest oS All Witwer
Propositions

With Following Invincible
Comedy Cast:

MARY BRIAN
AL COOKE, KIT GUARD
and Little Frankie Darro

Cooke and Guard are the greatest team of comedians
on the screen today.

They bring at one stroke to this attraction the mighty
volume of their popularity achieved in such memo-
rable Witwer successes as "Fighting Blood," "Pace-
makers," "Go-Getters," "Mazie" and "Bill Grimm's
Progress"—FOUR solid years of cumulative value

THAT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR BOX OFFICE!

From the Collier's Magazine Story, "Charlotte's Ruse'

Adapted by AL BOASBERG
Directed by JACK McKEOWN

Come From Greater F. B. O.



Semi-Annual Edition of

Motion Picture News Theatre
Building and Equipment

BUYERS GUIDE
Will Appear Next Week

De luxe theatres reproduced in

full color; a review of America's

leading theatres, profusely

illustrated ; complete buyers'

index for theatre builders—these

and other editorial features

make this book of great interest

and value to the entire motion

picture trade.

WATCH FOR YOUR COPY



Air Cooling & Purifying Systems

eA^ Theatres

=2:

YORK
CARBON DIOXIDE COMPRESSOR

DIRECT CONNECTED TO
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

Another "YORK"
Achievement

Among the rapidly growing and increasing list

of York cooled and conditioned theatres is the

New Fox Theatre in the National Press Club
Building, Washington, D. C, designed by the

eminent Chicago architects, C. W. and George L.

Rapp. A masterpiece for the Nation's Capital.

There are York cooling and conditioning

systems for both large and small theatres, and
the World's largest organization of Engineers in

the controlling of temperatures under every
condition, stands back of the systems.

A York service branch is in your locality,

and one of their engineers will gladly consult

with you.

*>

n

S "4

*\r^\Wf %[ Manufacturin
1. V/*\JV Company (_

York, Penna.
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Watch her
say it with
Shovels at
Nark Strand
Broadway
Opening
Dec. Iltb

The Fastest
Worker
that ever

a d e a
date with
your Box-
Office :

at the fig'***

M

^*&*SW

FIRST NATIONAL FIRST?
Members of Motion Picture Producers And Distributors of America Inc.— Will Hays pmidtnt
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It Depends on Whose Ox is Gored
IN these days of almost frantic efforts to

build and merge theatres, it will be well

for all engaged to watch their step.

Something is needed besides competitive

haste and energy—and that is a lot of broad
and careful thinking.

Texas has just made an outburst and it

doesn't look like the situation there would
easily quiet down. There are threats to di-

vulge the practices of groups of chain theatres.

The man who has put a lot of money into a

theatre and finds product diverted by theatre

amalgamation is protesting bitterly. Texas, it

might be remarked, has some pretty stiff laws

and so have many other states.

It is time to go slowly and thoughtfully

and righteously.
* * *

I heard some violent criticism the other day
over certain large city theatres now building

or recently built—that they are the product
of a cheap money situation. It was stated that

the enterprise back of them is the marketing
of bonds, rather than well planned exhibitor

enterprise. One instance was cited where not

only was no junior capital invested but the

financing provided exceeded the cost of the

land, construction, and equipment. So reck-

lessly are the theatres located that often there

is no possibility of pictures.

This, of course, is very bad. There may be
very bad consequences. And too much of

this sort of thing will be bad for all theatre

progress.

This criticism came from a large theatre

chain with producer connections.

But the very next day I heard as violent a

criticism levelled against this same concern

—

that they proposed to invade and build in a

section where plain facts and figures indicate

that there are enough theatres, attractive

enough, to meet fully the needs of the public

for some time to come.

So, as we say, it is well for all engaged to

watch their step.
* * *

There are many sides to this big question.

Theatrej)rogress is fast—bound to be. The
public wants new and better theatres just as

new and better pictures are demanded. Thea-
tres are recognized factors in real estate devel-

opment, in city growth.
If there is overbuilding today, there is also under-

building. And if any community anywhere today
needs a new and better theatre that community should
and will have it. Whether an independent theatre or
a chain group is holding back progress makes no dif-

ference; and it makes no difference whether money is

cheap or not. That community wants a theatre and
it is the spirit of American enterprise to respond.

A short time ago an independent exhibitor who
was running some theatres not as modern as they
might be appealed for sympathy because a theatre

chain proposed to come in ancVgive the public a much
better theatre. Of course he was wrong.

But today the theatre chain doesn't seem to want
any independent house to go up anywhere. We want
to do it all, they say. And, of course, if they have all

the desirable product sewed up they are apparently
in a strong position.

Too strong, I should say. I doubt very much if it is

wise to take this stand.

A few concerns cannot build and operate all the

theatres in this country, let alone the world. And
they won't. There is room, much room, for a large
assortment of personalities and brains. The stability

and progress of the whole industry demands this.

And it won't be wise to use product over much as

a means of tying this business into few hands. That
is apt to bring about trouble.

The public is the master of the motion picture.
The trade itself can justly and healthfully control the
picture so far but no further.

We repeat, there is room for many. There must be.

We don't want a Napoleon. And while history has
produced a few, we are not in the slightest danger of
having any.
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Speaking Editorially

HE current year has taken a heavy toll of peo-

ple prominent in many branches of the indus-

try. This is the sad record written since Jan-T
uary 1 :

Robert E. Pritchard, originator of "Exhibitors

Service Bureau" in Motion Picture News; later in

important exploitation and sales work for Goldwyn
and First National.

Barbara La Marr, screen star.

Joseph Trinz, of Lubliner &Trinz, and one of the

creators of that important circuit.

Willard Louis, Warner Brothers star.

Rudolph Valentino, one of the most famous of

screen stars, whose death brought out the greatest

single demonstration yet recorded of the hold of the

motion picture on the people.

Hiram Abrams, pioneer film executive and Presi-

dent of United Artists.

Ralph Ruffner, a leader in aggressive showman-
ship and successful presentation in the picture

theatre.

Lloyd Willis, formerly with the Hays organiza-

tion; later engaged in exploitation work for Warner
Bros.

Joseph Dannenberg, Editor of Film Daily and a

genuine constructive force in the industry.

Ricord Gradwell, former film executive.

State Senator John P. Harris, of Pennsylvania, ex-

hibitor and legislative leader.

Jules E. Mastbaum, head of the Stanley Company
of America, and a builder of great theatre enter-

prises; one of the leading citizens of Philadelphia.

* * *

CECIL B. DE MILLE gives expression to some
forceful ideas on the subject of "The Public's

Responsibility to Motion Pictures." He writes:
"1 think the silliest statement ever made about mo-

tion pictures was that of some misguided person who
stated that the picture-going public was only twelve

years old mentally; that a cross film-makers must
bear is the necessity of writing down to the public.

"Let me say here that to my mind any producer
should be wildly happy if his production gets 'up' to

the public, rather than down to it.

"I feel that individual critics quite frequently

make mistakes in their judgment of photoplays—but

that the public as a whole never errs.

"Always the public cuts through to the heart of a

picture's intentions and quickly sets up its own idea

as to whether the production is a fine, clean, sincere

piece of work. To the public and the public alone

must credit be given for the great advance of pictures

in the last ten years. The picture business, is one
absolutely dominated by supply and demand. The
picture business, with its large production and sales

costs, cannot exist on the patronage of a small class

who might prefer the salacious and indecent. The
pictures cannot continue without the patronage of the

entire family, from father and mother through to the

smallest child. Hence the public has spoken—and
the day of the picture which might bring a blush has

gone forever.
" 1 therefore it is seen that the responsibility of the

public is paramount in motion pictures.

"But, on the other hand, as is the case with all big

bodies, the 'public' often moves quite slowly to

achieve its ultimate end.

"TJOW can the verdict of the public be
-1-A quickened?
"By education of its individual members.
"As individuals the responsibility of the units of

the public is to learn more of the reasons for the

handling of specific film topics; to link their minds
with, rather than against, those of the directors who
are striving to erect a sincere and sympathetic emo-
tional moment.

"In that connection let me pause for a moment to

praise the work of certain bodies of women who are

earnestly learning the essentials of the motion picture

in order that they may better instruct their sisters as

to the real meaning of this vitally important medium.
Of course there have been isolated instances where
misguided people have tackled the problem in a mis-

taken manner, but on the whole, I feel that the spe-

cial cinema study sections of women's clubs through-

out the country are making a definite advance to-

wards bringing about a more understanding vision

of this powerful force."
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AN EDITOR
ON BROADWAY

Tke Week in Review By William A. Johnston

"Old Ironsides" Opens— The Value of Historical Romances — Some
Thoughts on "Potemkin"—Broadway Box-office Forecast for

the Week—A Reply to Mr. Sherwood

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld

kLD IRONSIDES" arrives in a

blaze of glory. It is a many-
sided picture—spectacular, strong

in love interest, and saturated with true

comedy. A great achievement, which de-

serves—and unless we- miss our guess, will

get—long life at the box-office.

The premiere at the Rivoli, New York,
was almost as colorful as the picture itself.

The Secretary of the Navy, with a large

group of Admirals and other officials, lent

Governmental approval and endorsement
to this stirring patriotic film.

* * *

SUCH a picture needs, of course, music

equal to its greatness; in fact, cannot

register completely without it. When Dr.

Hugo Riesenfeld stepped into the orchestra

pit and took up his baton, there was hearty

applause—and with eminent justification.

The score for "Old Ironsides," arranged

by Riesenfeld, is a wonderful job. It flows

into the picture, never once gets in the way
of its mood, is never anything but appropri-

ate. There is no mere flag-waving; no

succession of deafening noises which have

been found in too many scores for certain

types of films.

* * *

OLD IRONSIDES" is many things

well-done. But we agree with Jack
Lloyd, of the Griffith office, that perhaps

the most significant thing is that the whole
massive production is carried on the back

of one Wallace Beery, a comedian. Time
was when the industry, graduating from
the one reel days to the two reel, three

reel, four reel eras in succession, felt that

it must have done with comedy as a basis

for super-specials.

But it is otherwise. Here is a picture

which literally cost more than two millions.

It is great in theme, design, execution.

But it had to be knit together with human
appeal so penetrating that there could be

no doubt of its success. So Beery carries

the story in his comic role—a rough sailor,

profane, unkempt, a horseplay artist filled

with the joy of danger. Beery is the price-

less ingredient in the picture, just as his

brother Noah is, in "Beau Geste."

The Brothers Beery, in these two films,

give, respectively, what appeals to us as the

finest individual- performances of the year.

IN ITS bigger aspects, "Old Ironsides"

is a leap forward in the field of patriotic-

pictures and the forerunner, we hope, of

other films combining history and romance.

There are two thoughts here. The first is:

such pictures are splendid for the youth of

the land, and that is a very important mat-

ter. The second is this: "Old Ironsides" is a

forceful demonstration of the fact that we
are getting out of the production woods,

out of the tanglegrowth and bogs of ordi-

nary films. We're specializing. Our con-

gratulations to the whole Paramount or-

ganization on this superlatively good film.

THE Russian picture "Potemkin," much
discussed by the critics, is having a New

York showing at the Biltmore, a New York
legitimate theatre.

Since no national distribution has been

secured for it, a review for exhibitors seems

unnecessary.

Its history is more to the point.

This picture was made and released in

Russia for straight, out-and-out propagan-

da purposes. We may argue in circles and

convince ourselves that it isn't really propa-

gandist : but we cannot argue away the fact

that there is no free expression in Russia

today, through the printed word or pic-

tures or speech. Everything whatever is a

manufactured expression of Communism.
This picture serves identically the same
purpose as the Red museum in Moscow,
with its bombs, paintings of scenes of Cos-

sack oppression, and other exhibits of vio-

lence and mutiny, raw cruelty and revolt.

The picture excited no attention whatever

in Russia. It was just part of the daily

fare of propaganda.

Then it arrived in Berlin; and the crit-

ics, always welcoming the unusual, because

it serves to get their names and opinions in

print, hailed the picture as a piece of ad-

vanced and exceptional direction. Douglas

Fairbanks saw it there and upon his arrival

in this country received considerable news-

paper publicity by proclaiming the picture

to be a masterpiece. Mr. Fairbanks, it

will be remembered, was also one of the

discoverers of "The Salvation Hunters."

The picture was then shown in New
York, to an invited audience. Again the

critics had their day in court. But no one

has seemed willing, till now, to put hard

dollars back of the belief that the public

will pay to see such a picture. A good deal

of raw brutality, we believe, has been elim-

inated.

How the New York public will respond

to the picture remains to be seen. In view

of the large Russian population who will

see the film with real interest, a run of some

duration is likely. But we concern our-

selves here with the picture in its broad

relation to this country and our motion

picture industry.

If this picture is worthy of intense study-

in production circles—why that is easily

effected. One print will suffice. It might

be made the basis of a series of lectures in

Hollywood, conducted, say, by Douglas

Fairbanks.

These outbursts of excitement over pic-

tures, just because they have a certain style,

strike us as somewhat childish. Why
shouldn't pictures have style? Griffith be-

gan putting style into pictures fifteen years

ago. And why shouldn't pictures reflect

the distinct style—perhaps radically distinct

—of their individual authors? We pre-

sume, however, that people led cheers when
periods and commas were first discovered

in the writing business.

The art of motion pictures lives in their

evident hold upon millions and millions of

people. The picture that delights the great-

est number of these people is, in our humble
opinion, the highest form of motion pic-

ture art. We don't worry one bit over

the artfulness of that which gets a chirp

from an infinitesimal few.

But there's another and preeminent angle

to this picture.

It was made in and for and by a country

which will not tolerate free speech or ex-

pression. That seems a queer sort of a

{Continued on next page)
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Spoor Natural Vision Pictures Perfected;

Will Open Roxy Theatre, Coast Report
BY WILLIAM M'CORMACK

// i >st Coast Representative, Motion Picture News

LOS ANGELES. December 8.—Natural vision photography and
stereoscopic projection will he seen in theatres early in 1927.

News of this achievement in motion pictures was given to rep- |

resentatives of the press at a luncheon today at the Hollywood Ath-
\

letic Club by J. Stuart Blackton.

The development and invention is from the laboratory of

George K. Spoor, of Chicago, who has been at work on the process
\

for several years, as previously noted in Motion Picture News. To
j

bring the process up to its present stage of perfection Mr. Spoor has |

spent more than $3,000,000.

Mr. Blackton, who is associated with Mr. Spoor, stated that pro-
|

duction of the first Natural Vision picture would start about Decern-
|

ber 20 with hopes of completing it in time for the opening of the \

Roxy Theatre in New York, where the feature will, in all proba-
\

bility, have its premier showing.

"The American,''' a story suggested to Mr. Blackton by the late
|

President Theodore Roosevelt, is under consideration for the first |

production. Mr. Blackton will direct and filming will be carried on
at the Vitagraph studios, Hollywood. Owing to the necessary spe- !

cial equipment used in projection, the feature will go out as a road-
\

show.

A large number of specially built projection machines are al- |

ready finished at the Spoor plant in Chicago to take care of the ex- j

hibition problem. Special cameras are used in filming and the raw
stock used is twice the size of standard width film. The picture will

be projected on a screen about forty-two feet by twenty-three in

size. According to Mr. Blackton, the entire picture will be photo- j

graphed without close-ups.

Mr. Blackton said: "To Mr. Spoor goes the credit of giving to

the world the greatest invention in picturedom—pictures in the

third dimension—the vital touch that will make pictures perfect."

Mr. Blackton is leaving immediately for Chicago to return here with

Mr. Spoor.

bird to get a perch in a country where free

speech is a first and cherished institution.

Also, we're doing quite well here without

Communism and we probably have all the

Reds right now we can well afford. It

would seem a shame to sacrifice what is

hailed as motion picture art to the welfare

of our country's social fabric, but there is

.i point there to consider.

* * *

Bl.'l \\ I 1 \ a heav) snowfall at the be-

ginning of the week and the approach

of the Holidays, business was ofi somewh n

up and down Broadway this week. "Faust,"

at the Capitol, however, is being held foi a

nd week and ma\ touch between

000 and $55,000. The Strand is doing

well, everything considered, on "The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth," and will prob-

ably hang up $30,000 'Dim tor the

second week. "We're in the Vi\\ Now"
has tapered off somewhat at the Rialto,

although doing well, and the gross should

be in the neighborhood of $25,000. Busi-

ness is still remarkably strong at the Para-

mount, where the week's figure looks good
for from $65,000 to $70,000.

* * *

MOST of the long run pictures have
slumped slightly. "The Sorrows nt

Satan" is gone, and "Ben-Hur" and "The
Scat let Letter" are giving way on December
23 and 16 to "Tell It to the Marines" and

•The Fire Brigade." "What Price Glory"
is building up Steadily and looks like a sure

run. The week should record betw een

$16,000 to $hS,000 at the box-office. "Old
Ironsides" is nit tn a greal Start and should

do big business after the holiday lull.

"Michael Strogoff" will probablj not be

strong enough to compete with the other

Broadway long runs tot ver] long, though

it looks like a great picture tor anywhere
else. It will be the survival of the fittest

for a while, with 11 long-run films on
Broadway. The Vitaphone pictures are

still holding up strongly.

* * *

REPLYING to a sharp criticism of the

film industry by Robert E. Sherwood
in the New York livening Post, Charles E.

McCarthy, publicity director of Famous, in

a letter to Mr. Sherwood makes some per-

tinent comment, part of which follows:

"The burden of your remarks, as under-

stood by my poor movie intelligence, was
that the more intellectual members of the

human society (meaning, no doubt, your-

self and your little playmate, Mr. Symon
Gould), could expect nothing from success-

ful motion picture enterprises like Para-

mount, but must depend entirely for their

refined film fare on the little theatres.

"May I ask where the Cameo and such

theatres obtain these wonderful pictures you

mention. Where did they get 'The Last

Laugh' ? From Universal Pictures Corpo-

ration, which released the picture in Amer-
ica. Where did they get 'The Cabinet of

Dr. Caligari' ? From the very commercial

film company which released the picture in

this country. Where did thev get 'Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' 'The Miracle Man'
and all of the other fine pictures they have

been showing. From the Paramount Ex-

change over on Forty-fourth Street, that's

where.

"In other words, my dear Bob, the poor,

benighted damn fools who have made a

success of the film business are the ones who
produced these pictures, or brought them

to this country so that everybody (not

alone you and Mr. Gould) could see them.

Theirs was the risk, and it was not the

risky investment of the fifty or hundred

dollar film rental which these little theatres

pay. It was the risk of hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars.

"All of which leads me to this thought:

Whenever the motion picture business does

anything particularly ambitious, or con-

spicuous—regardless of the satisfaction

which it gives to millions of people—you

and the other boys and girls like you feel

it is about time to trot out dear old Critical

Formula No. 378A and pan the life out

of us for our crass commercialism. God
bless us! We're commercial to the core of

our black hearts. And being commercial,

we're just silly enough to think that, while

you may be as right as rain in what you

say, there ma\ be more profit for everybody

in making pictures that will fill a 4000-seat

house than in making pictures that will en-

able you and Mr. Gould to rattle around

in the rarefied interior of the Bandbox

Theatre.

"You seem to be of the opinion that

screen entertainment should appeal wholl)

to the intellects of the few. rather than to

the emotions nt the many. Yet it is the

movie producer's tolly to believe that dram-

atic art, it it is to be good, must be aimed

at the emotions.

"In othei wmds, dear Bob, Critical I'm

mula No. .}7XA is getting just a bit shop-

wuin, and, in using it so often, you are

beginning tn give some ol your admirers

a distinct pain in the nei k.'



Laura LaPlante, Universal star, and Wil-

liam Seiter, director, were married recently

at the Congregational Church, Wilshire

Boulevard, Los Angeles

As a reward for her excellent work in

"Across the Pacific," W arner Bros, have
made Myrna Loy leading woman to Monte

Blue in "Bitter Apples," his next
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PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE
"GENERAL" STARRED

NLY one feature production was selected for

special mention this week by the National Board of

Review. This was "The General," Buster Keaton's

comedy feature in which he plays a locomotive en-

gineer of 1861. Issues No. 1 and 2 of Pathe Review
also came in for asterisk awards.

w,

Jay J. Bryan, a former banker and now
treasurer of Nat Levins Productions, who
gives his impressions of the motion pic-

ture industry in a letter elsewhere

You've heard of "film cutting." Here is Clarence Brown
putting the finishing touches to "The Flesh and the

Devil," his recent M-G-M production. Just a comedy gag,

of course, but we've seen some pictures that looked as

though they had been cut in this manner

REINHARDT COMING
HEN the Deutschland docks here on Decem-

ber 1 3 she will bring Max Reinhardt, noted German
stage producer and director. It has been reported that

he would do a screen version of "The Miracle," but

the picture rights to this seem rather involved.

L -ANOTHER SIGNED
IL DAGOVER, perhaps Germany's most popu-

lar feminine screen star, is reported signed by Famous
Players, and is to arrive in this country soon. Vera
Veronina is also reported to have been added to the

Famous roster of European artists.

T MOSKINE SAILS
IVAN MOSKINE, known abroad as Mosjoukine,

who is the star of "Michael Strogoff," is bound for

America aboard the Berengeria. He will hasten to

Hollywood, where production of "Moscow" has been

delayed for three months awaiting his arrival. While
in New York, it is expected that he will make personal

appearances at the George M. Cohan Theatre where

"Strogoff" is playing.

It develops that in connection with his new name,

"Moskine," chosen for America by Universal, the

artist has asked that it be pronounced to rhyme with

Clayton P. Sheehan, manager of the foreign

department of Fox Films, who has just re-

turned from a two months' trip abroad,

covering London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna,
Prague and Rome

Jacqueline Gadsden is a lovely figure in

"The Mysterious Island." Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's picturizalion of the Jules I erne

fantasy in color

Marie Prevost and F. McGrew W illis try

to decide what sort of garter shall play the

important role in "Getting Gertie's Garter,"

her next Metropolitan picture



The fifth annual reunion of Hollywood film men who served in the,

II orlil II ar with the Photographic Division of the Signal Corps was held
at the Montmartre cafe recently. Among the members shown here are
Norman I.. Sper, II esley Ruggles, Richard Wallace, Joseph ton Stern-
berg, Louis Milestone, George Hill, Balboni. Alan C.rosland. Johnnie
II aters, Jack U aggner, Irvin II illat, Blake II agner, Gordon Hollings-
head, Harry Thorpe, George Siegman. Earl Emlay, George Brown, Linden
Andriot, E. W'askaiv, R. Price, If. Price, Jay Morgan, Marvine Spafford.

Pierre Collings and Al Kaufman were unable to attend

"wine," the reason being that another prominent Russian actor named
Ivan Moskvin is a close friend of his, and he wishes no conflict

between the names in case Moskvin should later come to America.

LMENDES TO HOLLYWOOD
OTHAR MENDES, former Ufa director who made "The

Prince of Tempters" for Kane, left for Hollywood last Friday. It

is generally understood that he will be with Famous Players, directing

Emil Jannings and later Pola Negri.

ESUPPlE with imported
D SUPPLE, who was once "one of the boys" on The News,

as staff writer and later as assistant managing editor, has been ap-

pointed director of publicity and advertising of Imported Pictures

Corporation by Walter W. Kofeldt, president and general manager.
Mr. Supple's experience has been extensive, both in motion picture

and commercial fields. He left MOTION PICTURE News to write

trade and newspaper publicity for Pathe, later becoming director of

publicity. He left this to enter the advertising agency field, and more
recently has been with the exploitation department of First National.

His principal duties will be the building up of public and trade

acceptance of imported films released on the program of Mr. Kofeldt's

firm. The first of these is "The Slums of Berlin," which has already

received favorable recognition.

SSHE CAN KEEP A SECRET
IX months ago, when Dorothy Gulliver, Salt Lake City beauty

contest winner now playing the feminine lead in "The Collegians,"

was married to C. W. "Win" DeVite, William Seiter's assistant,

he bet her a new roadster that she couldn't keep it a secret. She
could, however, for the news only leaked out the other day. The
two first met on the Universal lot.

F
"METROPOLIS" EN ROUTE

RITZ LANG'S most recent picture, regarding which we have

had a great deal to say at one time and another
—

"Metropolis"—is

at last en route to America from Berlin, nearly two years after

preparation was commenced. It is the story of a city of the future,

done on a vast scale with much interesting trick photography.

The premiere will be at the George M. Cohan Theatre later, it is

understood.

The immortal characters of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"—perhaps as ivell known as any in our literature live once more in the screen version being

directed by Harry Pollard for I niversal. In the top row. left to right, we have Marguerita Fischer, who will play "Eliza"; Mona Ray, who will

plaj "Topsy"} I ivian Oakland as "Mrs. Shelby"} George Siegman, who will play the villainous "Simon Legree"; James II. Lowe as "Uncle
Idm" himself. In the second row Adolph Milar as "Haley"; Jack M oner, who will play "Mr. Shelby"} tilecn Manning as "Ophelia" ; Arthur
Edmund Carew as "George Harris"; Gertrude I -.lor. who will play "Mrs. St. Claire." and in the bottom row John Roche, who plays "Mr. St.

Claire"; Seymour Zcli/J as the slave owner; Virginia Grey, daughter of Mrs. Florence Grey, film librarian of I niversal City, as "Tittle Eva";
Lassie Lou Ahern as "Harry," and Gertrude Howard as "Aunt Chloe"



ACULLEN LANDIS PLAYS HOST
S a gesture of gratitude for their help in making possible his

picture "On Guard," which Pathe is to release, the star, Cullen
Landis, "Threw a party" Tuesday night, December 7th, at the well-

known "Twin Oaks" night club in New York to a group of army
officers. His brief speech welcoming his guests was a sort of "Hail
and Farewell" affair. Doubt as to how long the snow would re-

main at Fort Olgethorpe, Atlanta, Ga., made it necessary to take

a train for the South that he might complete his picture with the

timely assistance that Nature or the Weather Man vouchsafed.

Charles Raymond, of the Pathe organization, made amends, how-
ever, for the star's departure by giving a fine illustration of what
hospitality can and should be. Among the other things that made
the night worth while were Thomas J. Furer, ex-Delmonico luminary,

now manager of "Twin Oaks," with his most excellent food, Paul
Specht and his orchestra, and the presence of Virginia Futrelle, one-

time star of the Hippodrome under the Burnside regime, and now
doing broadcasting at the Hotel McAlpin; also Louise Du Pre,

former understudy of Mary Pickford, who has an important role in

"On Guard."

// you ivant to know why bathing beaches are so much more popular
than they used to be, gaze on Exhibits, A, B, C, D and E, from the

Fox Imperial comedy, "The Bathing Suitor." The figures in the fore-

ground represent the years—those in the background—oh, write your
own caption!

W HAWKS TO HANDLE "GLORY"
ELLS HAWKS has been obtained by Fox Films to take

the post of managing director of publicity for all the "What Price

Glory" touring companies, according to an announcement by Winfield

R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of the company.
Mr. Hawks, who is the founder and president emeritus of the

Theatrical Press Representatives of America, is one of the most

widely known men in his field. His acquaintance with editors

throughout the country is second to none, while his intimate knowledge

of every important city, due to his long experience with and ahead
of many important theatrical ventures, makes him a valuable ac-

quisition to the "What Price Glory" staff.

By an odd coincidence, Mr. Hawks rates the rank of Lieutenant

Commander in the U. S. Naval Reserve by reason of his service with

the Marines on the staff of Maj.-Gen. W. C. Neville, Commander
of the 4th Brigade, U.S.M.C. of the Army of the Occupation in the

Coblenz District. This is the command to which Laurance Stallings,

co-author with Maxwell Anderson of "What Price Glory," was
attached and with which he saw active service on the front.

D MIGHTY CASEY HAS STRUCK OUT
ESPITE baseball heroes who knock home-runs, football idols

who make 90-yard touchdowns and pugilistic champions who knock
out entire armies of villains for motion pictures, Hector Turnbull,

Paramount featured producer, announces that Wallace Beery will

strike out in the big baseball scene for "Casey at the Bat."

"Numerous inquiries have been received," declares the producer,

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, was presented with this loving

cup on his return to California by Marion Davies on behalf of the

W/ampas, the Writers' club and the directors' association. Miss Rosabelle
Laemmle is on the right, and to the left of Mr. Laemmle is Henry

McRae, director general of Universal City

"whether we would follow the famous poem and have 'Casey' strike

out or if we would adhere to motion picture regulation and have him
hit a home-run and win the game. The final decision is that Wallace
Beery, who plays the immortal 'Casey' will strike out and disgrace

himself forever in the eyes of the public."

T "BAREFOOT BOY" ATTRACTIVE
HIS week's bill at the Paramount Theatre includes a short

subject, "The Barefoot Boy," done in technicolor by the Colorart

firm of Boston. This attractive reel is winning unusual commenda-
tion for its quiet pastoral beauty and charm. Based upon the

Whittier poem, it uses verses from the famous work as subtitles.

Colorart is releasing four of these color scenics through Tiffany,

the other three being "On the Trail of a Ranger," "Fishermen's

Luck" and "The Isle of June." A color fashion reel is to be

made for Tiffany next week, and Colorart has some unusually in-

teresting plans which will be announced shortly for other material.

H WARNER RECOVERED
• M. WARNER is back at his desk this week after a severe

attack of grippe which put him in bed for a week. He reports that

his recovery was made speedier by the daily reports on the Warner
and Vitaphone business.

Big Boy. the two-year-old leading man in Educational Juvenile comedies,
and Pal, the wonder dog who appears with him, fill up on gas. oil, air

and water before starting out to set a new speed record on Hollywood
Boulevard. Big Boy is seriously thinking of entering the annual 500-

mile classic at Indianapolis next July 4th



Almost the entire story, of "Sunrise~A Song of Two Humans" which F. U . Murnau is directing for Fox Films from an adaptation of Suderman's
novel, "A Trip to Tilsit" centres about three persons. Here we have them; left to right: Margaret Livingston as the city woman who nearly breaks
up the home; centre, Janet Gaynor and George O'Brien as the wife and husband; right, George O'Brien as the man. Some idea of the marvels

which Murnau is reported to have accomplished with these players may be gained from the photos.

C CLAYTON SHEEHAN RETURNS
LAYTON P. SHEEHAN, manager of the foreign department

of Fox Film Corporation, has returned to the home office from a two
months' trip to Europe.

Having been married in Buffalo a few days previous to his de-

parture, Mrs. Sheehan accompanied him, making the trip a combined

honeymoon and business tour. While abroad, Mr. Sheehan visited

the Fox foreign branch offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna,

Prague and Rome.

P DECKER BACK AGAIN
HELPS DECKER, Eastern scenario editor for Universal, is

once more back at his desk after a two months' session in Hollywood,

lining up the 1927-28 story program with Edward Montagne, sce-

nario editor, there. California's sunny clime evidently agreed with

him, for he put on I I pounds. (Los Angeles papers please copy.)

He reports some unusually interesting plans for the new year and

remarkable progress on pictures now in work. Paul Leni is creat-

ing a sensation, he says, with his work on "The Cat and the Canary,"
in which he is combining American audience appeal with the best

and most suitable elements in European technique. "Uncle Tom's
Cabin,'' he predicts, is going to be an absolute sensation, and will

far surpass any previous screen conception of the story.

¥ BRAY'S 15th BIRTHDAY
J.T IS just 15 years ago this month that J. R. Bray produced his

first animated cartoon, which was released by Pathe. Oddly enough,

this first subject dealt with a small and lively pup, while the latest

Bray series, now being released, concerns the adventures of Pete, the

Pup, a worthy descendent of his forefather.

LMRS. SEGER IN ANOTHER
UCIA BACKUS SEGER, than whom there is no finer char-

acter actress in the Eastern film colony, in our humble opinion, has

just finished another role, this time in the Robert T. Kane produc-

tion which was started as "The Song of the Dragon," and is now
being called "Womanhood."

i, lull at the right mid left are two of U estorer's drawings, copyrighted by king Features Syndicate. Inc.
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| Why Penalize the Picture Theatre?
|

AS announced last week, Motion Picture News is starting a campaign, country-wide in scope,

to aid picture theatres in obtaining a run-of-the-paper rate for display advertising in news-

papers.

It is not our intention to advocate the commercial rate for mere directory advertising. To
these small cards, the amusement rate would continue to apply, for the very good reason that

only larger space would bring increased reader interest, and therefore service to the public—the

| basis of all good advertising.

But we firmly believe that the picture theatre is ready to go more widely into display space,

| provided the discriminatory amusement rate is replaced by the same rate given to the product

| of other industries.

Let's take a specific example, and see how it worked out. We quote from "The Fourth Es-

| tate," a trade paper in the newspaper field:

"Seven years ago, The "Star-Gazette," at Elmira, N.Y., dropped its amusement rate penalty

and granted commercial rates to all motion picture advertising. In that seven years they saw
| the amusement directory almost eliminated from their pages, and their motion picture advertisers

using only daily display space, until today that directory is used and the amusement rate is used by
the very advertisers for whom it was originally intended—traveling organizations whose adver-

| tising agents are allowed no funds with which to buy display space.

"In that time the amusement advertising of the Elmira "Star-Gazette" has more than doub-
led, and we venture to say for the interest of any skeptics, if there be such, that they will state

| that under no circumstances would they return to the old rate.

"This paper, published by one of the largest newspaper publishers in the world, has found
that taking down the bars on the exorbitant rate which was never designed to cover large copy,
has greatly developed theatrical advertising, and they have also found that the copy furnished
for display use is comparable with department store advertising in point of reader interest.

"It might be interesting to note that this publisher gives no readers, gives no cuts, and accepts
no tickets, except as readers or cuts are considered by the Editorial Department to contain news,
with the result that the Editorial Department is entirely divorced from any contact with the

| other side of the paper, and is running daily a column of news about the movies."

And on the subject of publicity and motion p icture advertising, "The Fourth Estate" has this

to say:

"The giving of publicity for this advertiser is no longer a sound argument for a higher adver-
tising rate, since the printing of news about his people is a newsroom precedent established and
recognized as sound, and utilized by thousands of papers long before an inch of advertising was

| carried by them. It was solely because it was news value.

"It is beyond us to understand why a newspaper publisher will say he must penalize a motion picture adver-
tiser with a higher rate than run-of-paper, because of publicity, when he eagerly grinds out column after column
of publicity about 7-bearing crankshafts, motor carburetion, 6-tube sets, radio programs and the like for the
automobile and radio manufacturer, and gives these latter two the flat run-of-paper rate.

"Such publicity is deserved and interesting and has a deserved news value, and should be run on behalf of
millions of people interested in motoring and radio, and the publisher thinks so too, or he would not do it. He
also thinks that the flat rate is all he is justified in charging this manufacturer regardless of the publicity.

"Therefore, the same condition holds true for the motion picture advertiser."

Exhibitors are urged to co-operate with us in this important campaign. Take the matter up with your
newspapers and write us their reaction. Point out to them that the purpose is not to penalize the newspaper;
but to induce the newspaper, in the interest of real service to the public, to take off the amusement rate penalty.

Watch "Motion Picture News" for further articles, which will be of value to you, as an exhibitor, in sell-

ing your entertainment to the public on the largest possible scale.

*£tr»y*<~) &tiZ7xz
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Dogs of War Let Loose on Screen
Lasky Discusses Changed Public Attitude on Military Films; Rubin

Tells How "Big Parade" Started Move; Thirty Enumerated

OXI.Y a few shori years ago the firsl

dictum In amateur scenario writers

was : "Dun 'i write stories dealing

with the World War! The public doe'sn'1

want them." Perhaps a better suggestion

would have been: "Don'1 write anj -lories

at all," but that is beside the point of this

art icle.

The Hollywood of today musl resemble

an armed camp in thai once ubiquitous lo-

cale "S -where m France." We can

easily imagine the tramp, tramp of march-

ing feet in shoes thai somehow were never

the righl size; the rumble of ponderous

tanks feeling their way up Bollywood Bou-

levard; submarine- rising to the surface off

the Wesl Coast, their peri-cope-, scanning

the bathing beauties and beach clubs;

barbed wire entanglements surrounding the

film plants, harder to get past than a stu-

dio gateman; mines everywhere under Cul-

ver City and Burbank; and at night the

deafening reverberations of distant artil-

lery, the droning, crescendo whine as shells

spin overhead, and the ghastly devastation

as compo board buildings are shattered by

the celluloid bombardment. The custard

pie has given way to the hand grenade, and

the battle scene has replaced the cabaret

Sequence, the ballroom spectacle and the

railroad wreck as the (duet "production

value" of current cinema fare.

Thirty \\ ar Futures

Thirty war pictures are now being shown

or made. Of eleven long-run films on

Broadway, eight deal in some measure with

military or naval affairs. There will be

more, until the public turns thumb- down
on war once more and producers turn to

something else. Of the thirty war films

listed, nineteen deal with the World War.

while i lie others take in the war with

Tripoli, the Spanish-American fracas, the

Boxer rebellion and various minor con-

All of this was started largely by the

success of two films which demonstrated

.dearly that the public was ready to be

thrilled and to laugh at phases of the World

War -"The Big Parade" and "Behind
the Front," respectively.

The story of how " Behind the Front"

which started a whole Cycle of war come-

Came to be made, and why Famous

Players-Lasky felt that the time had come

when the ban on war films mighl be lifted.

was told interestingly this week by Jesse

I. Lasky.
• • The idea really originated with Hector

Turnbull," he said. "He came to me and

Said that he thoughl that
I

pie were far

enough away from the war so thai they

could laugh al the funnj side of it. lb'

proposed taking a pair oi j
I comedy

characters, such a B'eei and I [atton, ami

ing them go through some of the amus-

ing experiences which happened to manj

oldiers. 'I I"' "lea appealed to us,

;mi | after due consideration we decided

with it. The resl was ju-t

;, matter of originating gags and building

up the picture i line planned.

•Then, of course, ' We're in the Navj

Now' was tin' logical succe oi to 'Behind

the Front.' This is the only instance I

know of in motion pictures where a film

which was a 'follow up' on another actu-

ally topped the success of the first, but that

is just what the navy comedy is doing
everywhere.
"In ' Wings' we will have another phase

of the war, and one which has not yet been
touched upon—the part played by the avi-

ator- the 'eyes of the army.' I have
-ecu much of the footage taken on tin- •

tar, and I honestly believe that it is go-

in"' to outdistance all the other war pic-

t ures."

Other specials on the Paramount pro-

gram which have a naval or military angle,

.Mr. Lasky pointed out, include "Old Iron-

sides," "Beau Geste" and "The Rough
Riders," as well as two important starring

vehicles, "Hotel Imperial" and "Barbed
Wire."
"War, after all," he added, "is about

the besl material possible for a really big

•special. It lends itself to smashing effects

and massive treatment better than almost
any other theme, for which reason we shall

always have a great many war pictures

among the outstanding films of each year."
The >tory of "The Big Parade" was

related by J. Robert Rubin, vice-president

of Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer, Avho plays an
important part in story selection for that

company.
"About the time of the merger of Metro

and Goldwyn," he said, "early in 1924,

we felt that the time had come when the

horror of war had faded a little and the

color and romance began to appear. A
new generation was growing up which had
lived through the war but was too young
to have been a pari of it. The public was
ready and waiting to see the part played by
its soldiers in the World War.
"We were encouraged in this belief,

shortlj alter, by the interest shown in the

stage production of 'What Price Glory.'

We had in mind the romance of an Amer-
ican doughboy and a French peasanl girl.

•What Price Glory' was not quite what we
wanted. We considered Stallings' novel,

'Plumes,' but that, too, was too bitter, too

tragic for our purpose.

"So we signed Stallings to do an origi-

nal for ii-. and on the train going to

Hollywood he and Irving Thalberg worked
out the title, the characters and much of

the material which finally went into the

making of 'The l'.iu Parade.'

"There arc, perhaps, ju-t two themes

which lend themselves to the really greal

special," Mr. Rubin continued, "tine i-

war, as in 'The Big Parade,' and the other

is the struggle againsl the Eorces of Na-
ture, a- in ' The I u\ end Wagon' and ' The
[ron Horse.' Sometime- it is a blending

of both. To make drama particularly big,

death musl be just around the corner, and

u ar and pioneer !
i '" le arc the strongest

means to this."

<)| her war picl ure- on t he M.-G. M.

chedule are "Tell It to the Marine-."
"Tin Hats," "Red Pants," a satire, and
"Mare Nostrum," the -ti.ry of the -ubin.i

rine warfare.
'flu' outstanding picture on the Fox

Film- -chedule, of course, i- "What Price
Glory," which has been launched on its

extended run in New York ami will s i

be touring the country.
Several war films are on the Warner

Fin-, program, including a comedy, "The
Better 'Ole," another. "Private Izzy

Murphy," and "Across the Pacific," a

story of the Philippine insurrection.

Universal's Plans

Universal has ambitious plans for "The
Big Gun," which louche- the only phase
of the war not yet filmed in a bijj way

—

the part played by the Navy in safely

transporting F.S. troops to France. Other-
will include "Let's Go Home," "Come
Across" and "Dogs of War," the story of

the Red Cross dogs. Also on the Universal
list is "Michael Strogoff," dealing with
Siberian warfare.

First National is planning its most am-
bitious special, to start production in Jan-
uary, "The Patent Leather Kid." This is

a story of the World War. Recently com-
pleted is "Men of the Dawn." dealing

with the Foreign Legion.

Robert Kane recently made "The Great

Deception" for First National also.

Columbia is filming "Remember," the

story of two doughboys and the girl back
home.

Producers Distributing Corporation has

"Corporal Kate," which is a story of the

part played by women in the war.

Keaton's newest feature comedy, ".The

General," is laid in Civil War time-, and
it is not so long since Raymond Griffith

made "Hands Fp," a Civil War satire.

Another of the extended-run films on

Broadway is "Potemkin," of Russian
make, which takes place during the Russo-

Japanese war and deals with naval affairs.

The same situation scms to hold good
in England, where current successes in-

clude "Mile. from Arment ierre-.

"

"Ypres" and "Mons," with a spectacu-

lar navy picture in the offing.

It's a great year for actors who look

well in khaki.

Audience Views Picture in

Spite of Fire Overhead
A most unusual theatre tire in the an-

nals of Kan-a- City occurred last Thurs-

day night at the Newman Theatre, the

largest first-run house in the city, leased

by Paramount.
With flames blazing overhead, an au-

dience -at complacently through the fea-

ture picture. Firemen extinguished the tire

and only a few employees knew it. The
lire originated from a short circuit in the

ventilating motor in a -mall house on the

roof and spread to a studio below, where
scenerj for the theatre i- painted. When
water seeped through the ceiling in the

north end of the balcony, ushers asked ap-

approximately 300 persons of the crowd of

aboul 1,500 t" move t<> the south side, ex-

plaining workmen were repairing the roof.

Comparatively slight damage was done to

the theatre.
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(Editor's Note.—This is the

second installment of Mr. Grier-

son's sixth article. The first ap-

peared in last week's issue. Writ-

ten originally for the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, the

articles have also been printed by

The News. The viezvs expressed

by Mr. Grierson are, of course,

his own. They are not to be taken

as necessarily reflecting the opin-

ions of Motion Picture News.)

THIS
obsta

suiiiiinini!

brings me to the riftli

stacle to progress. Holly-

wood's provincialism in knowledge
and attitude makes it inhospitable

to outside ideas. This is a difficult subject

because, frankly, some of the outsiders who
touch Hollywood are (consciously or uncon-

sciously) on the make; and as not a few of

the insiders are also on the make, a certain

natural clash of personal interests is in-

evitable. But the matter goes deeper. The
overblown vanity that comes with gimcrack
reputations, the complacency of the rich, the

ignorance of higher standards in art and
deeper standards in drama, and the eatch-as-

catch-can self-seeking natural in a business which has not yet

given itself the dignity of a profession—all these things make
for an atmosphere of nervousness and suspicion when a stranger

presents a card written in another language. It comes indeed

to be a matter of talking different languages. How can a painter

of note get a show in Hollywood when few have the sense to see

the value of composition to cinema? How can a poet of note

have graceful entrance when few have read him and fewer still

realize how near the poetic imagination is to one side of cinema

production ? Who was it told Maeterlinck he might one day be

as great as Rex Beach? And how even can a critic have proper

entrance when it is bad manners in Hollywood to discuss a pic-

ture's weaknesses in the presence of its director or its star? In

fact what chance has any outsider when in all my stay in Holly-

wood I met but one person (Raymond Griffith), who was humble
enough in his art (and great enough) to curse his bad work to

his own face.

Sad Tales from Hollywood

HERE I might cite the private stories of some authors who
have been unfortunate in Hollywood. Most of them, how-

ever, come out speechless and their record is so inarticulate as

to constitute poor evidence. The stories boil down to this.

Hollywood speaks a language incomprehensible to men from

the other arts and they in turn talk a language incomprehensible

for the most part to Hollywood. The main reasons for this (so

far as Hollywood is at fault), I have cited in my list of sins.

But there are more immediate reasons.

An artist or author who goes out to Hollywood has, to begin

with, no great feeling of humility before business men and the

like. Every artist (be it said plainly) secretly and inevitably

despises the business man; and every business man secretly and

inevitably despises the artist, for the artist in practical matters

is generally a clown. Now the author or artist is either scared

of these business men or administrators because they are so wise

in matters practical, or he is as trusting as an infant. The result

in the one case is suspicion and sensitiveness to insult. The result

in the other sometimes is just as negative. I think of one occa-

sion where a too-trusting author had his titles side-tracked on

their way to the main office. Somebody, scared that the author

was going to take his job, was having them put presto in the

waste box, and after the best laws of studio politics was spitting-

innuendo to the effect that the author was laying down on the

job. Not knowing the maze of studio ropes it was a week before

the author realized what was happening. A pester of petty

incidents of this sort puts a crook in a man's attitude. Here is

another case. A producer had a picture sold to the exhibitors

and the picture had still to be made. He put a very well-known

author on the job of writing the scenario. Not content with that
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in the production.

lie put another, and still another

on to alternative scenarios. Not

one of the three knew what was
happening. The author in ques-

tion went ahead in blissful ignor-

ance. He finished his scenario

and presented it only to find that

one of the others had been ac-

cepted and indeed had been reck-

oned on from the beginning. He
himself had been doing useless

work for weeks, but nobody had

seen fit to tell him that it was
going to be useless.

Demoralizing Effect of the

Cheap Ballyhoo

NOW from one point of view (a business

point of view) everything was all right.

The author was being paid for his work, or

at least for his name. But from the author's

point of view everything was all wrong. He
had been deceived into wasting his energy :

he had been the victim of an atmosphere of

secrecy and half-truth. He had been treated

like a servant, and his time and work and
personality had been slighted ; he had been

denied an open and above-board partnership

Any one who knows the exaggerated inde-

pendence of artists knows how that author felt. It lost Holly-

wood right at the start the good-will which is necessary in an
artist if he is to give anybody anything.

Then again an artist with any sensibility has a poor time when
the atmosphere is full of cheap ballyhoo and spurious celebrity

and comical airs of superiority. Playing the publicity game with

the others he loses that detachment which is necessary to him.

Not playing it, he is stifled, and voted a poor stick and a sad
squirt and a dead nothing-at-all. I still think sadly of how it

happened with one honest author who took to publicity. He
joined up with the pack and inserted his advertisements in the

trade papers, saying how-d'y'-do to this magnate and the top o'

the mornin' to the other magnate, as the commemoration numbers
came along. And to make matters worse he got swallowed up by
the party system. When I saw him last he had staged a come-
back and was doing honest work again. "Gawd, the place nearly
choked me" he said, and authors a-plenty have said the same with
sundry and sometimes eloquent embellishments of their mood.
In fact, the present atmosphere stunts a lot of good things, and
until the Nessus shirt of ballyhoo and publicity and playing the

cheap game of spurious importance is taken from its back. Holly-
wood is going to be sicker than it ought to be.

Politics and the Need for Co-operation

ALL this, however, is not just another curse on Hollywood.
Hollywood is simply the victim of its own natural origins

and its own natural circumstances ; and these no man can blame.
I merely detach them as a basis for my plea for greater integra-
tion and smoother lubrication in the processes of production.
In the end. the clash of the business man and the artist will be
avoided as each learns to understand the other and compromise
a little. The business man will have to learn that to treat an art-

ist as a second-rate clerk is to bring the wrath of the gods on him.
And the artist will have to humble himself before the proper
demands of the common people as the none-too-believing artists

of the Renaissance once humbled themselves in the service of the

commercial princes and the church. He will have to fit himself
into the essential conditions of cinema as a popular art and a
composite art, in which every contributor must be prepared to
sacrifice something of his more specialized intellectual preoccupa-
tions. The net cure for the whole matter is the spirit of co-opera-
tion. As the war cry for 1926 was "greater co-operation between
producer and exhibitor," the war cry for 1927 should be, "greater
co-operation within the studio unit."

This brings me to the sixth sin—the sin of studio politics. I

have said enough to suggest how it works in cinema. It means
capitalizing the confusion of the young industry for one's own
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cheap purposes. It means playing the ballyhoo and having one's

name writ as large as may he. by hook or by crook. It means

playing favorites or playing for favoritism. It means playing for

tin personal favor of the big business man at the expense of art

and initiative and honor. It means getting in right and keeping

in right when it might be a better service to the producer to get

in wrong for a change and suggest something. It means the un-

derground bickerings of directors with supervisors and super-

iors with directors and the silly school-kid jealousies of di-

rectors and stars, and the resulting atmosphere of innuendo. It

means the spirit of secrecy and distrust in which producers can-

not let their left hand know what their right hand is doing. It

means the spirit of secrecy in which a man is so fearful of bis

neighbor and so fearful of being quoted in his private and honest

opinion (whether through tear of his job or of adverse publicity)

that lie gradually stops being honest about anything. The hap-

hazard nature of success and the spirit of "let well enough alone

-I might spoil it" encourages this. Almost everyone I met in

Hollywood conjured me with something approaching tears in his

eyes, not to say anything about this, that or the other opinion be

had given me. The fear of being critical even for a moment was so

overwhelming that it became touching. Certainly, it was the most

idiotic note in the Hollywood symphony, and the most frequent.

What Is Wanted

THIS spirit of secrecy which prevents discussion, and the

ignorance of critical standards which makes a great deal of

what discussion there is a petty matter of personalia and flip-flap,

must he broken down, something more must be done to give the

general personnel of the industry a basis in idea and a sense of

common purpose. Standards of criticism must be formulated and

a proper language of criticism made familiar, so that cinema pos-

sibilities may be made more articulate and actual efforts less hap-

hazard and casual. Something should be done, in the first place.

to encourage articulacy on the part of each of the many crafts

engaged in production. Their attitudes to production should be

formulated and their problems, their difficulties and their respon-

sibilities should be made generally known. Something, in fact,

should be done to encourage an exchange of ideas between the

different crafts engaged in production. The mystic atmosphere

in which each, at present, veils its doings has become silly enough.

The idea I have in mind is of some common ground of discus-

sion where the relation of one part of the production process to

the others could he made plain. A photoplay, as I have tried to

suggest in my series of articles, has many relations. It has certain

relations to the other arts, and a complete directorial talent in-

volves an imagination which has a point of contact with each. Pro

duction. too. involves some comprehension of the peculiar relation

which the cinema has to its world-public, of the place of cinema in

modern society, of the demand of the public for day-to-day in-

spiration, of the sort of themes which will meet that demand.

It involves an understanding of box office values less flippant than

tin casual understanding which has ruled up to the present. Then,

again, there are special attitudes tor slor\ writer, cameraman,
art director and so on. Some mechanism must he found for (lis

Seminating a common knowledge of these relations .and for the

exchange of these special attitudes.

Need for a Cinematic Society

I
HESITATE to offer the analogy of journalism and the dis

covered necessity lor universities of journalism, but there is. at

hast, room for a university of cinema in Hollywood in which di-

rectors and cameramen and the various experts of the industry

could formulate the terms of their work. This they might do first

to each other, then to those beginners in cinema who want to take

their profession seriously. From such a common ground of dis-

cussion something of the common understanding I spoke of might

easily develop.

There is a further possibility. It is the general custom for

every profession of importance (academic and commercial) to

have a society which will bring together the inquiries and experi-

ments which light the way to greater knowledge and further prog-

ress. There are engineering societies, scientific societies, geo-

graphic societies, and even (in Old England) Aristotelian so-

cieties. If a mining engineer finds out a new trick of mining in

^'estern Australia or a professor in New-castle devises a new
signal lamp for fire-damp, each writes a monograph about it that

can be read in New York. Indeed, by means of these societies

knowledge is shared and the way paved for the general appli-

cation of new knowledge.

There is, however, no Cinematic Society and. indeed, no encour-
agement either of the formulation of ideas or of the pushing of

investigation and research as these affect cinema. Investigation
and research would, of course, be the special cares of such a

society. Men should be encouraged to investigate new develop-
ments of camera and lighting and report on them. Men who have
studied audience reaction ought to be invited to place their find-

ings before the society. Experimental films, or films which
involve experiment of one kind or another, ought to be reported
on. All matters brought before the society would, of course, be
published in monograph form and placed at the disposal of the
general personnel of the industry.

Summing Up

WHAT does it all come down to? As I gave warning at the

beginning, I have purposely exaggerated the weaknesses of
the industry by isolating them from the strengths of the industry.
I have, in orthodox movie fashion, played them up. and I am
personally and privately no more a pessimist about the cinema
world than the showman who exaggerates a picture's good points
is an optimist about it. I feel that no good purpose is to be
served at the moment by taking out a monopoly in hallelujahs.
The attitude that all is for the best in the best of all possible
worlds and that Hollywood (like anything else) is nothing to lose
one's sense of humor about, is a good attitude on occasion. It

helps to preserve balance, and it is an impregnable defense
against cinema crusaders and cinema nuts. It is fine, too, for
those after-dinner moments when honest men may reasonably
expect a let-up from labor and a release from the knowledge of
their responsibilities. Hut. meanwhile, the industry has a lot of
growing to do, and it can grow one way or another slowly or
speedily, as it is directed. This is a matter of plain, common
sense.

As I suggest, the industry is still at sixes and sevens in some
respects, and in no proper state to take life easily. It must he
SO keyed at its various points that it not only expands hut expands
to its fullest potentials. It must see to it that the mechanism for
expansion is running properly. It must see to it that such arrange-
ments are made as will (on a long-view policy) bring results in
more successful pictures. This is entirely a matter of more en-
lightened organization. It means. i„ the last instance, organiza-
tion for a better all-round understanding among the people who
do the actual work of production. I have set down some specific
methods by which this might he accomplished. Thev ma\ he
suggestn e.
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Jules E. Mastbaum, Stanley Head, Dead
Founder of Theatre Circuit, Philanthropist and Noted Citizen

of Philadelphia, Passes Away in Quaker City

JULES E. MASTBAUM, President of

the Stanley Company of America, a

leading figure in the industry and one

of Philadelphia's foremost citizens, died

in Jefferson Hospital, in the Quaker City,

on Tuesday afternoon, December 7, of com-

plications following an operation for ap-

pendicitis. He was 54 years old.

The news of his death spread quickly

through the industry and produced a great

shock. Leaders in all branches of the film

world expressed their great grief at his

passing.

Mr. Mastbaum underwent an operation

on December 3, and at first rallied. On
Monday, however, his condition becam
worse. The next day a slight improvement
was noted, but this was followed by a

sinking spell from which the distinguished

film leader, philanthropist and art patron

did not rally.

A statement issued by Mr. Mastbaum 's

personal physician gave the cause of death

as acute intestinal obstructions, uremia

and lobar pneumonia.
Mr. Mastbaum is survived by his mother

and his wife, Mrs. Etta Matsbaum, his three

daughters, Peggy, Betty and Mrs. Elias

Wolf; and his sisters, Mrs. Ellis A. Gimbel

and Mrs. Louis Gimbel.

Public Ledger's Tribute

to Mr. Mastbaum
THE following editorial from the

"Philadelphia Public Ledger" is

indicative of the high standing of

Jules E. Mastbaum as a citizen in his

home city:

"Jules E. Mastbaum's sudden death

yesterday will be a shock to the en-

tire community. He was not only one

of Philadelphia's foremost business

men with large interests both in the

real estate and motion picture indus-

try, but he took high rank among the

city's most progressive and broad-

spirited citizens. The breadth of his

sympathies knew no boundaries of race

or religion. To his own people and
their charities he was a munificent sup-
porter and he gave freely also wher-
ever there was suffering to be relieved

or needy to be assisted. One of his

latest activities, in which he was deep-

ly interested only a few days before
his fatal illness, was an effort to bring

to the attention of the state its unpaid
obligation to the Mothers Assistance
Fund.
"Mr. Mastbaum's benefactions were

many and unheralded. One of his most
striking public g

!

fts was that of his

collection of Rodin bronzes and rep-
licas to the city to be placed in the mu-
'seum. This magnificent contribution to

the art treasures of Philadelphia re-

flected only one of his many interests
and will long remain as a double me-
morial to the great French sculptor,
and to the great hearted donor, who
was an honor to his own people and
to the community which he served
both generously and ably."

Mayor Walker of New York, a close

personal friend of Mr. Mastbaum, went to

Philadelphia immediately upon news of his

death to express in person to the family

his sorrow.

The following statement was issued by
John J. McGuirk, Vice-President of the

Stanley Company

:

"The death of our founder and first

and only President has brought to all of

us, his associates, so direct a feeling of

grief that it is difficult to look ahead to a

future without him. The temptation is to

look back to the happy past which we
shared with him and 'to recall the countless

instances of his unselfish devotion to every

cause and to every person who asked his

aid and to the unbelievable sacrifices to

which that devotion led him.

"The Stanley Company of America was
established as a memorial to his beloved

brother. With almost superhuman fore-

sight Mr. Mastbaum laid out the path for

it to travel, and to our great consolation,

be it said that the company has gone
far along that path during his life and
he had the satisfaction of seeing how well

the road had been established.

"We see stretching clearly ahead the

shining lines which he has marked out.

We pledge ourselves to follow those lines

without deviation and with the conviction

which he had that business success depends
on good-will and that good-will depends on
honest service."

Had Remarkable Career

One of the most remarkable careers in

the industry ended when Mr. Mastbaum
passed away. After his graduation from
the Wharton School of the Universitv of

Pennsylvania, he was a buyer for Gimbel
Brothers, Milwaukee, but very shortly en-
tered motion pictures in association witli

his brother Stanley, for whom he had a
life-long affection. He directed the realty
firm of Mastbaum Brothers & Fleisher,
working in conjunction with the Stanley
Theatre Circuit. When Stanley died, tin-

circuit was the most powerful in Philadel-
phia, and Jules founded the Stanley Com-
pany of America as a memorial to his

brother.

Mr. Mastbaum went ahead, developing
the circuit, and this year entered expansion
on a big scale. The deals with the Mark
Strand organization in New York City
and State, Fabian in Northern New Jersey,
the Rowland & Clark Theatres and the
Harry Davis Enterprises in Pittsburgh fol-

lowed. At the time of his death, Mr.
Mastbaum was negotiating with Colonel
Fred Levy of Louisville, which would have
meant the extension of the Stanley inter-

ests to the South.
The company now controls 234 theatres,

extending from New York to Virginia. It

is the commanding theatre circuit in the
East and one of the most important in the
whole country.

Mr. Mastbaum's philanthropic and chari-
table interests were many. He became
the foremost collector of Rodin sculptures
in America, and these were to be housed
in a $1,000,000 Rodin Museum to be built
on the parkway, in Philadelphia, as a gift
to the city.

His donations to charities each year ran
above $100,000. Each year he conducted
the campaign of the Federation of Jewish
Charities. He founded the Federated Loan
Society, in Philadelphia, for loans to the
poor at a bank rate of interest.

JULES MASTBAUM
IT

is characteristic of Jules Mast-
baum that his last activity was
an effort in behalf of Philadel-

phia. He was a first rate citizen and
a genuine philanthropist, and these
same fine and definite character-
istics made him a constructive force

and a powerful one as a business
leader in this industry. We can ill

afford the loss of such a man.
He was in his prime and in the

midst of a large program of bus-
iness construction. On the other
hand, the spirit and vision of such
a man go on. The organization
which he headed is singularly able
and substantial. It will carry on.

It is the loss his family and many,
many friends suffer that cannot
be assuaged.

WILLIAM A. JOHNSTON
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Pathe-P. D. C. Merger Expected to be

Concluded in About Two Weeks
THE Pathe-P. D. C. merger will be in final shape in about two

weeks, according to present indications. Elmer Pearson, John C.

Flinn, William Sistrom, J. J. Murdock, Pat Casey and Mack
Sennett left last week for the Coast where conferences are being held

with Cecil B. De Mille.

Reports which gained circulation this week to the effect that United
Artists Corp. was to participate in the merger were denied by John W.
Considine. Cecil B. De Mille has announced that he is not opposed to

the amalgamation.
Shortly after the return of Messrs. Pearson, Flinn, Murdock and

Casey to New York, it appears likely that official announcement of the

completion of the deal will be made, barring unforeseen complications.

In addition to participating in the merger conferences, Elmer
Pearson will inspect the production activities of the various Pathe units,

and the producers releasing through that company, including, of course,

the Roach and Sennett plants. He makes a trip annually to the West
Coast for that purpose.

There was a universal outpouring of

tributes to Mr Mastbaum from leaders

of the industry.

"The show business has lost a brilliant

man—a rare general. Philadelphia has lost

one of its finest citizens and art has lost a

great patron. His home life was ideal and

he was respected, honored and loved by

all who knew him. I am grieved and

despondent at his passing away."—E. F
Albee.

Industry Mourns Loss
When Adolph Zukor was asked for a

statement on the death of Jules E. Mast-

haum, he was so overcome he was able

only to say:
"I cannot talk. Tie was more than my

friend. There was an indescribable some-

thing that had grown up between us in

the last 15 year-; that makes it impossible

for me to realize it."

Later, Famous obtained the following

as expressing Mi-. Zukor's feelings:

'I am profoundly shocked. 1 cannot

believe it. It seemed it was only the other

day I was talking to him and now he is

McGuirk Slated to Suc-

ceed Jules Mastbaum
JOHN J. McGUIRK, vice-presi-

dent of the Stanley Company, is

expected to succeed the late

Jules E. Mastbaum as head of the

company, according to advices from
Philadelphia.
A meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors is being held this week, at

which the election of Mr. McGuirk
will probably take place. The Phil-

adelphia interests, including Sablot-
sky and McGuirk; George H. Earle,

Jr. and Al Boyd are understood to be
solid for the choice of McGuirk.
While the Mastbaum will, still to be
filed for probate, may make disposal

of stock which would change the sit-

uation, it is not believed that this

will present any great difficulties.

The funeral was held Thursday,
December 9th, from the Mastbaum
home, 1816 Rittenhouse Square,
Philadelphia, with burial in Mt.
Sinai Cemetery, Frankford.

cut down at the very height of his career.

Jules Mastbaum was one of my closest

personal friends and I always looked upon
him as one of the great, constructive, far-

seeing men of the picture industry. His
loss will be felt heavily for a long time

to come. My heart goes out to his family

and his associates in their hour of sor-

row. '

'

Other tributes follow

:

I am inexpressively shocked and deeply

grieved. He was my- friend and T mourn
his loss. He was constructive always in

this business, seeking always the common
good. The death of Jules E. Mastbaum is

a real loss indeed. His place will not easily

be filled.—Will H. Hays.

I admired and respected him a great

deal as a powerful figure for good in the

industry. He was a splendid man.—Major
Edward Bowes.

We feel Jules Mastbaum 's death a- a

deep personal loss. He was a dear friend.

His business dealings with us were always

marked with a spirit of fairness. Joe
Brandt, Jack and Harry Cohn.

One of the finest characters in the in-

dustry is gone. I considered Jules Mast-

baum one of my best friends. Only three

weeks ago I had dinner with him. lie

was the personification of life. This is

indeed a real loss.—James R. Grainger.

I am terribly shocked at the news. He
was a warm personal friend. His was .'i

greal constructive personality working foi

tin' upbuilding of the industry.—E. \V.

Hammons.

motion pictures in the general social fabric,

and his keen vision and trust in the con-

tinuance of the form of entertainment we
deal in, created the splendid Stanley thea-

tres which will stand as memorials to him.
He was a creator, an enthusiast and great

leader.—Joseph P. Kennedy.

The jdeath of Jules Mastbaum is not

only a great shock to his thousands of

friends, but i< also a grave loss to the

picture industry. Mr. Mastbaum was one
of my personal friends for many year-.

and T simply cannot find words to express
my feelings at this sad news. He was
blessed with a personality that instantly
won him friends and these friends he al-

ways held throughout his life by his in-

tegrity and his generosity. My deepest
sympathy goes to his family and his co-

workers of the Stanley company.—Jesse L.

La sky.

The industry ha- losi one "I its biggest

men. We all have suffered a deep persi

In--. Roberl T. Kane.

His death removes from the industrj one
id' it- mii.-t powerful men. It is a distinct

ImmK In me. Sam Kat/.

1 am deeply grieved to learn of his death.

Tlie industry can ill afford to lose a man
n\' his calibre.—Sidney R. Kent.

He was the best fellow that ever lived.

—Al Liehtman.

A tremendous loss. He was a fine and
able man, who did tremendous things in

building up this industry.—F. C. Munroe.

This is the greatest shock and loss the

industry has ever suffered. We have losi

a great man and a great friend. In his

death I personally have lost a devoted
friend.—Joseph Plunkett.

It is a great shock to me. He was a man
of extraordinary ability, great personal
magnetism, and dynamic force. He was one
of the biggest men in the industry.—Hugo
Riesenfeld.

His passing mark- the end id' the career
of one of the greatest constructive forces

in this business. I feel it a great personal
loss—to the industry it means a loss that

will be hard to fill.—Richard A. Rowland.

I have lost a dear friend. He was always
a splendid force for good. His every action
proved that. Words fail me.—Nicholas M.
Schenck.

There are too few men like Jules M.i-t

baum in this business. His loss, therefore,
means ;i terrific one to those engaged in

this industry.—Winfield R. Sheehan.

He was a persona] friend of mine and
hi- death is a great shock to me.—Maj.e
K. E. Thompson, Keith-Albee.

The industrj loses an executive of out-

standing personality and capability. I'.-

realized as he did the vital importance "I

Blaze Does $100,000 Dam-
age to Rialto in Passaic, N.J.

The Rialto Theatre and live other busi-

ness structures in Passaic, X.J., at Lex-
ington Avenue, between Madison and Mon-
roe streets, were destroyed tin- week by
a tire that brought nut every tire company
in Pa-saie and threatened for a time 1"

-.
i pe "in t hr entire block, which i- located

in the hear! of the bu-ilie-- -erlnm. Tie

Rialto i- a brick edifice of two stories ami
i- al t two hundred feet in length. The
flames destroyed the interior of the thea-

t iv and caused a In-- estimated at $100,000.
The Rialto housed an audience of about

2, at the time of the bla/.e, but although
there was Some Confusion when the -liiuke

began to drift from underneath the stage

the audience dispersed iii an orderly man-
ner.
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Financing Production and Distribution
Stability and Great Importance of Industry Pointed Out by Banker

in Review of Amazing Growth Over Fifteen-Year Period

BY A. H. GIANNINI
President. Bowery anil East River National Bank, New York City

Reprinted from The Annals of the Amer-
ican Academy of Political and Social Science,

Philadelphia, Pa., November, 1926, Volume
on "The Motion Picture in Its Economic and
Social Aspects."

EVERY business man, who has given

any attention within the past fifteen

years to the development of American
industry, must have observed how the mov-
ing picture business has progressively ad-

vanced to the front rank of our national

activities.

This forward march has exceeded that

of many industries, and has been surpassed
only by a very few. Because of persistent

misrepresentations fifteen years ago, many
persons were misled into the belief that

the picture business would never be any-
thing but a bad risk for the banker.

From a very modest beginning it has

grown in veritable leaps and bounds, and
it has now assumed dimensions of an un-
believable size. It is estimated that one
and one-half billion dollars are invested

in this American enterprise. It has had its

trials, and I sometimes think that the
'

' theory of periodicity, '

' or the ups and
downs in the tide of business, originated

from observations made during the early

and precarious life of the picture business.

In those pioneer days, because of these

exacerbations, we could find nothing on
which to base a forecast of sensible change
at any particular time in the near future.

The sundry and scanty records, though then

interesting, did not, however, disclose the

general trend.

The machinery equipment employed in

the business, the kind of theatres in use,

the poor stories, the inexperienced director,

the calibre of the east, the incompetent
title-writer—all these factors were not cal-

culated to awaken an intense interest in

the public. The banker, of course, was not

attracted to this business.

It was about this time that I became ac-

quainted with some of the men of this

industry living in California. These men
who became my friends were active in the

management of several companies and re-

vealed to me a serviceable efficiency that

arrested my attention.

At this time I was vice-president of the

Bank of Italy of California with offices in

San Francisco and Los Angeles. These
friends opened accounts at the bank. We
were in a position to observe their ability

and honesty and I became quickly con-

vinced that they had taken hold of a

serious work. They were militantly en-

thusiastic crusaders of the type "who chose
to earn tomorrow's bread by today's toil."

As their business developed, they came
in for financial assistance. They were asked
to present statements, but as the business
was new and unknown, the customary
standai-ds of credit rating could not be
applied. At first purely on personal grounds
small amounts were loaned. These were
always promptly paid. Further and larger

Seider Resigns M. P. T. O. A.
Business Managership

JOSEPH M. SEIDER, business
manager of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America since

July of 1925, has announced his retire-

ment from that position, effective De-
cember 1.

"We have just commenced along
new lines of procedure, which," said
Mr. Seider, "promises a practical solu-

tion of independent theatre owners'
vital problems. I know there is a great
deal yet to be done and having been re-

lieved of the detail encumbent upon
the position of business manager, I

will have the opportunity to devote my
entire time to this work which, we be-
lieve, will accomplish a great deal for
the independent theatre owner."

Mr. Seider's successor will be named
when the administrative committee
convenes in the near future.

amounts were given and all payments were
met at maturity. Learning that the Bank
of Italy of California was friendly to such
business, many then sought accommoda-
tions.

Fifteen years is a considerable time to

look back in the financing of the moving
picture business. It is so even in the life

of an individual, and complacency would
be unbecoming in either case. It is a poor
business whose own retrospect discloses no
blemish, and the most to which any business
can aspire is a balance of worthy achieve-
ment and the record of my experience in

California vouchsafes such a tribute to this

business.

The bank had no losses. Our loans were
at times unsecured and at other times
secured by an assignment of the proceeds
from the positive prints. Occasionally a
loan was made on the negative print, but
this was a temporary expediency for a
negative in the possession of the bank
made it impossible to play the picture.

These loans were in every instance at. the

current banking rate of interest. As the

business enlarged, others entered and in

the rapid growth, some appeared whose in-

tentions were not so honorable. Fortunate-
ly these creatures were quickly eliminated.

Growth and Resultant Credit Needs
In the space of seven years, the industry

had so grown that it began to challenge

admiration both in and out of banking
circles. However, most California bankers
continued to be indifferent.

Eight years ago I came to New York as

the President of the East River National

Bank. I learned that my California friends

had connections in the picture business in

this city. The head offices of the large

producing, distributing and exhibiting com-
panies were located in New York. As my
experience with the industry had been
pleasant and profitable, we quickly estab-

lished new contacts. The possibilities of

the business were readily visualized. From
the first we gladly granted accommodations
both to producers and distributors, and al-

ways with satisfactory results. -

I likewise noted that the bankers of New
York as in California were also indifferent

to the business. My commitments, how-
ever, grew proportionately larger. My as-

sociates and my directors looked with a

very critical eye upon my recommendations.
They very kindly but very firmly suggested

caution. The Bank Examiners both of the

New York Clearing House and the National
Banking Department made certain written

and oral comments that disturbed us. As
the business was new, they very properly
advised care.

The steady growth of the business made
heavier demands upon the bank and it was
then that I turned to the leaders of the

industry and sought their co-operation. I

had repeatedly stated, both in private and
publicly, that the men in control of this

business were just as intelligent, just as

industrious and just as able as the men in

any other big business. The public was
responding cheerfully and generously to the

support of this new, but now large, enter-

prise. The masses approved of this form

s^Wci
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of entertainment and the producer mel this

demand with better pictures. The inexor-

able law of supply and demand determined

hi< position.

Tt was then that it occurred to me to in-

vite to sit with me on our Board of Direc-

tors one of the industry, so that 1 could

elicit his support in my belief of the sound-

ness of the business and for the further

on that the business would thus have a

friend in court. I had met and was doing:

business with some of the Jasons of the

picture business who had •"won the golden

fleece." These Argonauts were performing

great work, and their co-operation made
my work in behalf of the industry much
easier. My activities increased, new ac-

counts continued to come in and my respon-

sibilities were necessarily greater.

Gradual Financial Stability

In our desire to do constructive work,

we found that a certain menace threatened

many of those engaged in the business.

This menace is the one found in the central

purpose or text of the Merchant of Venice,

"Bassanio's attitude on the relation of

man to property." These usurers had a

menacing hold upon some of the men in

the business. The few companies that suc-

cumbed were victims of this pernicious

"bonus" system.

We had a friendly working relation with

every lai-ge company. We found, however,

that those who were unable to weather the

up and down periods were in every instance

wrecked to a great degree by these bonus

sharks. There were always good profits

in the business, but not enough to pay such

excessive rates of interest. Like Henry
VIII and his desirable princesses, these

money sharks would cherish a company
furiously for a season, then destroy it and

pass on to another infatuation. These para-

sites are rapidly fading out of the picture

and now anyone who has a good banking

proposition can easily secure accommoda-

tions from any and all banks in this coun-

try The bankers are no longer afraid.

This outstanding commercial accomplish-

ment has amazed them and the world.

The management of the various com-

panies is in capable hands, the financial

statements are no longer vague and in-

definite, budget requirements are not a mat-

in- of conjecture.

All the producing companies of the firs!

rank receive accommodations on an unse-

cured ha-i~, and are given the same con-

sideration as to amounts and rates of in

teresl as any other high-class, legitimate

business. Independent producers, so-called,

may he required to lodge with the bank

the guarantee of a distributing company.

Additional Contributors

To Laugh Month
THREE companies have joined the

Laugh Month band wagon since

the announcement of the original

contributors was made at the recent
luncheon to inaugurate the second
Laugh Month campaign. In all, ten

companies producing or distributing

Short Features are now participating

financially in the drive.

The three firms whose definite com-
mitments have been received since the

first announcement are Film Booking
Offices, Rayart Pictures Corporation,
and Hal E. Roach Studios. The others
participating in the campaign include
Pathe, Educational, Universal, Christie,

Weiss Bros., Jacques Kopstein and
Life Publishing Co.

This guarantee always covers the negative

cost of a picture. I no longer find it

necessary to request that the negative print

of entertainment and the producer met this

demand with better pictures. The inexor-

be lodged in a laboratory to secure a loan.

Likewise, it is now unnecessary to ask for

an assignment of contracts from exhibitors.

These last two plans for loans to picture

companies are now obsolete and the sooner

entirely eliminated the better it will be for

the industry.

Within the past several years, some of

the larger companies have refinanced them-

selves. In each instance the new stock

issue was sponsored by high and reputable

investment houses. I sincerely hope that

the same type of bankers will continue to

evince an interest in this business, thereby

guaranteeing the investing public adequate

protection. The stock issues should be

predicated on intrinsic merit. The mistakes

of olden days, resulting from "watered"
stock, -should be scrupulously avoided.

Stock issues must be honest in the fullest

sense of the word in order to maintain

public confidence.

All the foregoing may not be in accord-

ance with your request, Mr. Editor, but

if I were to adhere to your instructions, I

would give you nothing but figures. These

are compiled by others and are only statis-

tical. They often tire, and rather did I

choose to concern myself with my personal

experiences as a hanker who has probably
loaned more money to the industry over a

period of SO many years than any other

banker in this country excepting the in-

vestment hanker. This may be considered

very immodest, but it is a demonstrable

even the crape
'hanger will lau&hy

A •
P. DC.
RELEASE

fact and on it I rest my case.

It is easy to tell you that the industry
represents an investment of one and one-
half billion of dollars; that it has perman-
ently in employment 300,000 persons; that

the weekly attendance at the theatre- is

fifty million; that the paid admissions an-
nually total five hundred million; salaries

and wages paid are seventy-five million

annually.

Suffice it to say that ten companies earned
over twenty-four million dollars net for
the year of 1925.

"The clash of arms," said an old Roman,
"drowns the voices of the law." The clash

of figures drowns the romance of the most,

fascinating and interesting industry in this

country.

I did not solicit this task, and at the risk

of having this modest attempt find its way
into the limbo of a wastebasket, I am g-oing

to close with the following:

Into Their Own
A clean, wholesome business, managed hy-

men with clear-eyed determination to render
a great public service has finally and honor-
ably come into its own. Some of the dear-
est and best friends I have stand at the

forefront of this industry. They have made
substantial contributions to a better under-
standing and maintained a dignity concur-
rent with the sense of the importance of the

relation between picture and public. I

recognize in them the standards by which
the progress of the moving picture business
is measured. They, Prometheus-like, put
the fire of life into what was fifteen years
ago an inert business. They have the full

support of a united people and it behooves
our national government to acquaint itself

fully with the magnitude of this business.

There should be no national indifference,

but every effort made to. foster this great
industry along every line of legitimate en-

deavor. It appears to me that some of the

European governments are manifesting, and
deservedly so, more interest in this business
than ours at Washington. I will leave it to

others to develop this phase of the subject,

but in conclusion I desire to sound a warn-
ing. The moving picture industry is of
such importance that it is entitled to the

attention and support of those who are

seated in high places in the councils of our
country.

Injunction Against F. B. O.'s

Circus Special Denied
A permanent injunction sought by King

ling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey's com-
bined shows to restrain P.B.O. and exhibit-

ors from selling and exhibiting "Bigger
Than Barnums," has been denied by Judge
Molyneaux of the Federal Court in Minne-
apolis. Previous to this action, a temporary
injunction had been granted.

Renee Adoree Signs New
Long Term Contract

RENEE ADOREE has signed a
new long term contract with the
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer com-

pany. She has just finished an impor-
tant role opposite John Gilbert in "The
Day of Souls." It is presumed at the
present time that she will have the
feminine lead in the next Lon Chaney
starring film.

150 FIRST RUNS -WEEK DEC. 26
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"Ironsides" Premiere Brilliant Event
Presence of Secretary of Navy Lends National Significance to

Inaugural Performance; Magnascope Creates Sensation

RIVALLING the intense patriotic fer-

vor and majesty attending the launch-

ing of the original, the celluloid "Old
Ironsides" was started on its world-wide
tour at the Rivoli Theatre, New York City,

last Monday night. Probably the most
brilliant audience yet assembled for the

showing of a motion picture witnessed the

premiere of this epochal production which
will remain as one of the outstanding mo-
tion picture achievements of all time.

To the accompaniment of a brass band,
the sputtering of Klieg lights in front of

the theatre, the siren-calls of automobiles
and the cheers of the crowd. Secretary of

the Navy Curtis D. Wilbur, two Assistant

Secretaries and twenty-five admirals (the

largest number ever gathered in New York
City at one time) arrived at the Rivoli after

a dinner at the Biltmore Hotel in honor
of the "Save Old Ironsides Fund."

In addition to the Navy representatives

were many Army notables, motion picture

executives headed b\T Will Hays and the

youth and beauty of the screen world.

Bathed in flood and spotlights, the arriving

limousines gave forth their contents and
many were the exclamations of delight and
admiration from the sidewalk first-nighters

as this or that nationally known figure,

motion picture executive, actress or actor

emerged from a Rolls-Royce, Hispano-
Suiza or machine of that type.

Once inside the theatre the business of

the evening was put in motion; a nautical

warning was sounded twice and without

further ado the picture was started. This

fact in itself marks a new departure in

picture presentation, and it, too, had its

significance, for it proved that the motion
picture need not be surrounded by an ela-

borate prologue, hash setting or the speech-

making of visiting notables, in order to get

across.

At the dinner preceding the picture premi-

ere the Secretary of the Navy -poke of the

effort being made at present to collect a

fund of $600,000 which is to be used to

rehabilitate the old frigate "Constitution."
Part of his speech follows

:

"The Constitution by reason of its par-

ticipation in the suppression of French
privateers in 1798, its service in the war
with Tripoli in 1804, its capture of many
British ships in the War of 1812 and it-

subsequent history a- a vessel of the United
States Navy epitomizes within herself the

history of the early struggle of the re-

public as well as subsequent development.
"Tonight her guns are firing the signal

of distress. She has made the S O S in the

language and by the means of her own time.

It is believed that the same feeling of

loyalty that has sustained the nation under
its Constitution in peace and in war will

answer the call to rebuild its rotting hulk
as a memorial of the means by which we
maintained our government when, almost
alone among nations, it stood for the right

of people to govern themselves, when its

government was despised and rejected by
men, until this day when that idea is domi-
nant in the world and has been well nigh
universally accepted.

"Her 'iron sides,' able at that time to

shield and protect this nation, are now
entirely impotent against modern weapons
of war, but the spirit she inspires in the

hearts of our countrymen has proved in-

vincible in the greatest war in human
history and defies all improvements already
made or invented."

Mr. Wilbur said he wished to thank
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky, as heads
of Famous Players, for their aid in co-

operating with the fund, which already has

reached $250,000. Mr. Lasky, another
speaker, told the story of the making of the

picture—of a hampering fog which cost the

producers $400,000—and disclosed that the

film was made at the direct suggestion of

the Secretary of the Navy through Harry
Carr, Los Angeles newspaper man.

Magnascope Thrills Audience
The sensation of the evening was the

use of the Magnascope, by means of which,

during the sea battle, the side drapes sud-
denly parted farther, disclosing a screen the

full size of the stage on which a picture

several times normal dimensions was flashed.

The sudden thrill of this literally and
actually brought the audience to its feet

cheering. The shot of Old Ironsides bearing
down on the camera in a scene of vast

dimensions was extraordinarily effective.

The precise means by which this was done
i- being kept a secret pending patent ne-

gotiations.

It will be recalled that D. W. Griffith did
this with certain of the Babylonian scenes
in •'Intolerance" just ten years ago on the

Wot Coast. Mr. Griffith explained to a

Xew- representative that this was done at

that time by having a large screen partly
masked by drapes which could lie parted,
and by having one projection machine
equipped with a wide angle lens of short

focus, throwing a large picture, and making
the "change-over" from one machine to the

other at the point where the large screen
image was desired.

During the intermission a painting of
"Old Ironside-" by Gordon Grant was un-

veiled by Secretary Wilbur. Prints of this

picture, which will be hung in the White
House, will be distributed in behalf of the

campaign to "Save Old Ironsides."

Receipts from the premiere performance
will be devoted to this campaign.

Among the notables attending the dinner

and premiere were: Curtis D. Wilbur, Sec-

retary of the Navy ; Theodore D. Robinson,

Assistant Secretary of the Navy; Edward
1'. Warner, Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
Admiral Charles F. Hughes, Rear-Admiral
Hilary P. Jones, Rear-Admiral Henry A.

Wiley. Rear-Admiral Edward R. Stitt, Rear-

Admiral Charles Morris, Captain Halsey
Powell, Rear-Admiral Thomas P. Magruder,
Rear-Admiral Noble E. Irwin. Rear-Admiral
Richard H. Leigh, Rear-Admiral Charles H.

Plunkett, Rear-Admiral Harley H. Christy.

Rear-Admiral Willian Y. Pratt, Rear-
Admiral Philip Andrews, Rear-Admiral
Arthur L. Willard, Major-Genera] Preston

Brown, Rear-Admiral Hutch I. Cone, Rear-
Admiral Elliott Snow.

Rear-Admiral Thomas S. Jewett, Rear-
Admiral Thomas H. Hicks. Rear-Admiral
Frederic R. Harris, Rear-Admiral L. M.
Josephthal, Brigadier-General U. A. Drum,
Bigadier-General William M. Cruikshank,
Colonel Peter Traub, Captain R. P. Crandall,

Captain N. J. Blackwood, Brigadier-General
John A. Lejeune, Captain Edward T. Con-
stein, Captain Charles S. Freeman, Captain
William B. Wells, Captain Franck T. Evans,
Captain Bryon A. Long, Captain Herbert C.

Cooke, Colonel Edward A. Greene, Colonel
Webb Hay-, Colonel Thomas Fairservis.

Col. Charles D. Robert-. Commander C.

M. Peck, Commander Charles Boone. Com-
mander Lee W. Hasselman, Commander
William B. Bainbridge, Lieutenant-Com-
mander William K. Vanderbilt, Rear-
Admiral Bradley A. Fiske, Captain Robert
L. Beerv, Captain William B. Franklin,
Adolph Zukor, Will H. Hays. Jesse L.

Lasky, Sam Katz, Eugene Zukor, E. J.

Ludvigh, Emil E. Shauer, Al Kaufman,
George Weeks, A. Griffith Grey, Charles E.

McCarthy, Russell Holman, Mel Shauer,
1 (scar Kantner, Glendon Allvine, John F.

Gillespie, Herbert Brenon, Al Boyd, Prank
\V. Bidder. Arthur Brisbane. William T.

Dewart. A. L. Einstein, Otto H. Kahn,
Walter Wanger. William English, Bradford
Merrill, Adolph Ochs, Preble Tucker. Kent
Cooper, Adams Quincey Brown, Colonel
Franklin Q. Brown, P. Y. O'Connor, Gen-
eral A. C. Dalton, Admiral W. S. Benson,
• I. C. Jenkins, Lieutenant-Commander Yan-
der Yeer, Julius S. Morgan.

will bi in$ down
the house -

AL CHRBtTIE*
THE

NERVOUS
WRICK

A P.D.C R^ASE
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Alabama Exhibitors Troubled
Legislation Inimical to Picture

Industry Threatened for New Year

ALABAMA exhibitors are redoubling
their efforts to forestall adverse

legislation which threatens since the

call went forth from Governor \V. W. Bran-

don for a special session of the legislature

to convene on December 28. This session

will continue into the regular January term

and the outlook for the industry is grave

owing to the fact thai Governor-elect Bibb
Graves, who goes into office on January 17,

will have an important influence in the

fights that will be waged.

Three measures will face the amusement
enterprises of the state. Sunday closing,

censorship and an amusement tax, the last

named being the most feared, for there are

only two Alabama cities running Sunday
movies at present. Governor-elect Graves

has made so many promises which will cos!

the state money without increasing the ad

valorem taxes, that he is seeking every ave-

nue that will add new revenue to the treas-

ury, it is said. That the Governor-elect has

had his eye on the picture industry as a

means of contributing substantially to the

.tied up on

necessary revenue is no secret, it is de-

clared.

It is expected that the Sunday (dosing

measure will be introduced in the early days

of the regular session; this bill has been
introduced and defeated before but, owing
to the fact that Mr. Graves is a >Monl

gomery man and has always been identified

with those who oppose an open Sunday, the

theatre men are rather more fearful of the

outcome this time.

However, exhibitors will concentrate

their efforts for defense on the impending
amusement tax with H. C. Farley, veteran

theatre man, of Montgomery, and now head

of Montgomery Enterprises, Inc., leading

the fight. With a number of outstanding
exhibitors of the state, Mr. Farley has been

working quietly for months to get amuse-
ment people organized and now they will

rally in earnest to prevent having foisted

upon them a state admission tax.

R. S. Bell District Manager
for First National Canadian
R. S. Bell of Toronto is acting Canadian

district manager of First National Pic-

tures, following the departure of William
A. Bach to England to become sales man-
ager of First National in the United King-

dom. James I. Foy continues as Ontario

branch manager in the Canadian First Na-
tional organization with headquarters at

'244 Victoria Street, Toronto.

.1 IIHIIIIU Mlllllllll

In And Out of Town
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WH. HINES, general sales manager of
* United Artists Corporation, left New

York on Sunday, December 5, for a trip through

Texas and Louisiana, in the interest of the

seven films now being sold by United Artists.

TTARRY II. THOMAS, vice-president of

±1 Chadwick Pictures and Merit Film

Corporation, has relumed to New York after a

trip through Canada on behalf of the former

company, lie arranged with 0. R. Hanson of

Canadian Educational Films. Ltd., for the fust-

run showings of Chadwick First Division Pic-

tures in key cities throughout the Dominion.

WJ. MORGAN, P. D. C. sales manager,
• has started on a two weeks' trip

around the exchanges checking up on sales

in general and contracts for "The Nervous
Wreck" in particular. During his journey he

will visit Buffalo, Chicago, Milwaukee.
Minneapolis, Detroit, Cincinnati, Cleveland

and Indianapolis.

DAVE BADER, accessory sales manager
of Universal, is visiting Eastern ex-

changes to help establish friendly relations

between accessory managers of exchanges
and exhibitors. Bader has just returned

from visits to Cleveland and Philadelphia.

Buffalo, Washington, New Haven, Albanv.

Pittsburgh and perhaps Cincinnati will

follow.

A LLAN S. GLENN, supervisor of exploita-

- tion for First National, is hack from atrip

of three weeks through the Middle West. Dui

in.' his journey he visited Chicago, Des Moines,
i Imaha, I »< over, Kansas City, St. Louis, In

dianapolis, Louisville, Cleveland, Detroit, Cin-

cinnati and Bufl il<

Blues in Elyria, O., Act
Against Sunday Movies
THE Sunday closing epidemic has

broken out in Ohio again. This
time the trouble is centered in

Elyria where about 200 crusading citi-

zens are making drastic plans to

enforce Ohio's Blue Laws. Their de-
cision to close Sunday movies in Elyria,
in Lorain County and finally in the
whole state of Ohio followed the re-

fusal of the Grand Jury on December
1st to indict John Pekras and V. O.
Wcodward on charges of violating the
law in operating their theatres on Sun-
day.
The movement is headed by Mrs.

Florence Snider, chairman of the Sab-
bath Observance of the Amherst
branch of the County W. C. T. U.,
Mrs. Anna Reynolds and Mrs. Emma
Vosburgh. Mrs. Vosburgh stated that
there was no organization back of the
movement officially. However, the
Lorain County Ministerial Association
has endorsed the stand taken by the
three women and their associates. The
present crusade, while primarily aimed
at the movies, will include other places
of business as well.

Sanford Wallin, New Eng-
land Theatre Man, Dead
Sanford Wallin. veteran theatre man of

Xew England, died Sunday at Wesson
Memorial Hospital, Springfield, aged 69
years. He was manager of the Bijou Thea-
tre in Springfield for Abe Goodside up to

the time of his death. A brother and
nephew survive him.

A native of California, he started his

theatrical career half a century ago as

advance agent and manager of theatrical

acts and also was a singer of some distinc-

tion. During the career of John L. Sullivan

on the stage, he was advance agent for him.

He managed the Elinore Sister- and several

musical comedy companies.
Quick to realize the advantage of the

motion picture shows, he started exhibiting
them at one-night stands. Later he became
manager of motion picture theatre-, spend-
ing some years in Portland, Me., and then

taking charge at the Bijou, Springfield,

where he had been for three years.

New Firms Incorporate in

New York State
Motion pieture companies incorporating

in the business in New York state during
the pa-t week, included the following: Mo-
tion Picture Devices Company, Inc. capi

talization no! specified, Edward F. Roehn,
Conrad Gaschett, E. L. Perrine, New York
City; Lexico Film Producing Co., Inc..

$50,000, M. M. Mayer, Hannah Hirschhorn,
Edna Colin. New Fork City; Neslo Picture

Corporation, $100,000, Terrance Laing, Rob
eri E. Olsen, Meyer Cushner, Xew Fork
City; the Pontiac-Saranac Corporation,
Buffalo-Riverside Corporation, Schine Og
den-burg Corporation, Schine-Malone Co:

poration, Massena Strand Corporation,
Rochester State Corporation, Rochester-

Liberty Corporation, ami Rochester-Riviera
Corporation, all of Gloversville, and having
as directors John A. May, E. Prati Kleiner

and -I. Guy Selsmer, of Gloversville, capi-

talization not specified, the same holding

true of the Fairpoi t Theat re-. Inc.
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Decrease in Export of U. S. Pictures
Over Ten Thousand Feet Less Than in Corresponding Period

in 1925; Only Half of 1925 Amount of Unexposed Film

EXPORTS of motion picture films dur-

ing the first nine months of 1926

show a considern hie decrease as com-
pared with the same period during 1925, ac-

cording to the Motion Picture Section of

the Department of Commerce. Exports of

finished motion picture films to all coun-

tries up to September 30, 1926, amounted
to 166,316,567 linear feet with a declared
value of $5,898,503, as compared with ex-

ports of 177,839,253 linear feet, valued at

$6,701,544, during the same period in 1925.

Latin America supplanted Europe dur-

ing the period under survey as the best mar-

ket for American motion picture films and
took 54,066,796 linear feet as compared
with 49,348,411 linear feet purchased by the

European countries during the nine months.
In the corresponding period of 1925, Latin

America imported 45,669,432 linear feet of

American-finished motion picture films,

and Europe bought 69,968,317 linear feet,

the latter figure indicating a substantial de-

cline in European imports during the per-

iod under discussion.

The Far East ranked third as a mai'ket

for American motion picture films in the

first three-quarters of this year, with pur-
chases totaling 41,162,824 linear feetr as

compared with 38,680,170 linear feet in the

comparative period of 1925. Canada fol-

lowed with imports of 15,485,562 linear

feet against 16,945,254 linear feet in the

1925 period. Africa purchased 2,639,817

linear feet of American-finished films, rep-

resenting little change' from the amount
shipped to that market in the same period
of last year. Other countries or regions
than those named imported 3,613,817 linear

feet during the first nine months of 1926.

With regard to individual markets it

should be remarked that the United King-
dom is still first as a source of revenue for
American film exporters although ranking
fourth as a quantity market. Australia
still leads all other countries in point of
quantity as a purchaser of American-fin-
ished motion picture films. A total of 19,-

441,392 linear feet was exported to that
country in the nine months under survey,
representing an increase of 816,028 linear
feet over the 1925 period. Canada is second
as a customer, with receipts mentioned
above; Argentina ranks in third place, with
imports amounting to 14,748,277 linear feet,

a figure which indicates little change from
last year's period. Shipments to the United
Kingdom amounted to only 10,098,782 lin-

ear feet, as compared with 33,358,375 lin-

ear feet in the 1925 period. Exports to Bra-
zil increased during the first nine months
of 1926 by 1,722,554 linear feet to a total
of 9,698,872 linear feet, thereby supplant-
ing France as the fifth largest importer of
American films. The French imports de-
clined in the nine months under discussion
by 2,053,920 linear feet to a total of 7,-

946,503 feet.

Japan, which was the seventh largest
market for American films during the 1925
period, dropped to tenth place in 1926, be-
ing replaced by Mexico which ranked eighth
during 1925. While the disturbed economic
conditions in Mexico have affected the Mex-

Ontario Elections Insure

Lower Amusement Tax
THE Conservative Government

swept the Province of Ontario in

the Provincial elections which
were held in Ontario December 1,

Premier Ferguson's party gaining 75

out of the 112 seats, the opposition be-

ing made up of five small groups in-

cluding Liberals, Progressives, Far-
mers, Labor and Independents.
Previous to the elections, Premier

Ferguson made formal announcement
that the Provincial Amusement tax

would be reduced substantially and the

plan calls for the abolishment of all tax

on tickets up to 25 cents in value. This
means that the lowest tax will be the

two-cent levy on tickets over 25 cents
and up to 45 cents. Many of the small
suburban and small town theatres will

now discard the amusement tax tickets

altogether while many of the larger

urban theatres will not use amusement
tax tickets for matinee performances.

Intimation is made that the new On-
tario Legislature will sit early in Feb-
ruary and the Amusement Tax Act
will be revised immediately thereafter.
This will mean that the reduced tax
will probably come into effect auto-
matically early in May.

ican field somewhat, figures for the first

nine months of 1926 show that 7,018,392

linear feet were imported, which is a gain

of 1,628,977 linear feet over the 1925 period.

The Straits Settlements imported 6,348,-

899 linear feet during- the first three-quart-

ers of the year. The ninth market was Ger-

many with imports of 5,429,916 linear feet.

The tenth market was Japan with receipts

of 4,791,565 linear feet, a drop of nearly
two million linear feet over the previous

period.

Exports of "sensitized films not export-

ed, " have decreased in a still greater pro-

portion than finished films. In 1925, 63,605,-

765 linear feet valued at $1,357,382 were
exported as compared to 31,317,088 linear

feet valued at $795,730 for the same period,

1926.

French exports of developed motion pic-

ture films in the first three-quarters of 1926
amounted to 534,174 pounds, valued at 97,-

530,000 francs, and shipments of raw films

totaled 234,569 pounds, valued at 11,491,-

000 francs, making total film exports for the

period amount to 768,743 pounds, valued
at Ill9.ii21.ii00 francs, states a report to the

Department of Commerce from Trade Com-
missioner George R. Canty at Paris. In
1925 and 1924 the exports of motion pic-

ture films from France were considered col-

lectively and not divided into the two
classes mentioned in this survey. In 1925,

the total film exports from France amounted
in volume to 1,128,975 pounds, and in value
to 163,612,000 francs. In 1924, the volume
was 1,091,056 pounds and the value 248,-

397,000 francs.

Imports of developed motion picture films

into France during the first nine months of
L926 totaled 126.580 pounds, valued at 16,-

346,000 francs, as compared with 97,884
pounds, valued at 9,794,000 francs in the

same period of 1925 and with 46,517
pounds, valued at 6,800,000 pounds in the
first three quarters of 1924.

Imports of sensitized raw films in the
same period id' the current year amounted
to 354,720 pounds, valued' at 15,351,000
francs, a decline in volume but an increase
in value over those received in the corres-
ponding period of 1925 which totaled 369,-

271 pounds, valued at 10,985,000 francs.
The imports of raw films in the first nine
months of 1924 amounted to 218.255 pounds,
worth 6,530,000 francs.

Strand in Evansville, Ind.,

Suffers $200,000 Fire Loss

The Strand, one of the principal play-
houses of Evansville, Ind., burned last

Thursday, with a loss of $200,000. The
theatre was partly filled when the fire broke
out, but the crowd marched out uninjured
under direction from the stage.'

Property valued at $25,000 was lost by
the Bert Smith Theatrical Company, play-
ing there. One fireman was injured. Oi"igin
of the flames was not known.
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Missouri Legislature Considering Tax of

$10 on All Films Entering the State

THE Missouri legislature, meeting at Jefferson City, is considering

a levy of ten dollars on all films entering the state, it has been

learned. The measure will be presented to the legislature early in

January, it is said; this is an extension of the governor's proposal to levy

a state admission tax.

H. O. Harrowood and George W. Crowred, assistants in the attorney-

general's office, are preparing the bill, stating that a film tax is preferred

to other forms suggested, because of the ease with which it could be

collected.

Exhibitors and distributors are preparing a strong fight against the

proposed tax, which is being sought to pay part of the $7,000,000 deficit

of the permanent educational fund. The measure is being modeled after

the Connecticut statute.

Williams and British Natl Split
Company Terminates Arrangement with

"J. D.," Who Starts Suit for Damages

REPORTS which have been in circula-

tion for some days about a disagree-

ment between J. D. Williams ami

British National Pictures, Inc., were con-

tinued this week. It is understood that

Mr. Williams is starting a suit for damages,

hut in some quarters it was said that the

difficulty might he adjusted.

L. W. Schlesinger is now in virtual con-

trol of British National, according to re-

Marshals Come and Go,
Picture Remains

OFFICERS of the law who at-

tempted to enforce the ordinance
against Sunday shows in Mount

Vernon, Iowa, had a bad time of it re-

cently. The town marshal paid a visit

to L. D. Kendricks' theatre one Sun-

day night when 400 patrons were
watching a picture and when he at-

tempted to stop the show, he was ex-

pelled by some of the audience who
objected to having their entertainment

so abruptly terminated.
When the marshal returned with

four deputies later, they were met by
the belligerent patrons, and again

ejected from the house. Kendricks, to

prevent a battle of a serious nature,

gave Iv'mself up to the marshal, but the

audience was allowed to sit through to

the end of the picture in peace.

The Mount Vernon court fined

Kendricks $100 and costs and his son

$25 fcr infraction of the Sunday closing

law, but the decision has been ap-

pealed, and there will be a rehearing of

the case in district court.

ports from London, and the company is go-

ing ahead with production.

British National Pictures was formed by
Mr. Williams in 1925, and was criticized by
some of the British newspapers at the time

on the ground that it did not offer a real

solution of British producing problems.

This attitude, however, underwent a

marked change after "Nell Gwyn" was
shown in America, where the press received

it very favorably. After the announce-
ment of the distribution deal with Famous
Players-Lasky, many important newspapers
in England printed long articles of praise.

British National is now highly regarded
throughout the trade.

In addition to "Nell Gwyn," British Na-
tional, under Mr. Williams' direction, has

produced "London,*' already released

through F; ius here, and "Tiptoe-,"
awaiting release. The fourth picture under
Dorothy dish's contract will be "Madame
Pompadour." Herbert Wilcox is the di-

rector of all four.

Pantages Contemplates New
Theatre in Seattle

Upon the occasion id' the celebration of

the 26th anniversary id* the Pantages Cir-

cuit in Seattle, Manager .1. Lloyd Dearth
of the Pantages bouse in the Northwestern
city last week announced that plans are

now under way for a new theatre to house
tin' combined vaudeville and picture pro

grams that are presented there. Kodnev
Pantages, -on of the founder id' the 7'_'

house chain now operating, spent several
weeks in the Northwe-t recently and an

nounced that Seattle will be the site of
i heir next new -t rud are.

Czecho-Slovakian Film In-

dustry Association Disbands
Following1 the withdrawal of the Ameri-

can film companies from the Association

of the Czecho-Slovak Film Industry this

organization has disbanded, states a report

from Consul General W. S. Winans, Prague,
made public by the Department of Com-
merce.

It is reported in Czecho-Slovakia thai two
new independent associations will be
formed with separate statutes, one composed
of American distributors and the other of

domestic film distributors. The two asso-

ciations, however, will discuss matters of

mutual interest in a new central organiza-

tion to which delegates of the two associa-

tions will be appointed.

The dissolution of the original Associa-

tion of Film Distributors is said to be re-

garded in Czecho-Slovakia as the first step

on the part of foreign companies toward in-

creasing influence in the European film

market. The endeavor will meet, however.

with considerable opposition on the part of

the Czech-Slovak film distributors, it is

said.

Changes in Posts of Ontario
Division M. P. T. O.

J. C. Cohen, proprietor of the Classic

and Duchess theatres, Toronto, has retired

as treasurer of the Ontario Division of the

M.P.T.O. after serving many years in that

office. He has been succeeded by S. Major,
owner of the Major Theatre. Toronto. Roy
O'Connor, manager of the Prince of Wales
Theatre, Toronto, has been appointed secre-

tary in succession to Ray Lewis, who is now
advisory secretary. .1. C. Brady, owner of

the Madison Theatre, Toronto, is president

of the Ontario Division for another vear.

Ohio Attorney General
Admonishes Blues

EXHIBITORS in this section of
Ohio are particularly jubilant
over the stand taken by At-

torney-General Crabbe, at Columbus,
Ohio, wherein he has made it plain
that he will take no part in any action
which might be brought to prohibit
motion pictures from operating on Sun-
day. Following a Sunday closing fight
recently staged at Lorain, Ohio, some
of the "antis" took the matter up with
the Columbus officials in an attempt to
start a state-wide campaign to force
Sunday closing, whereupon the At-
torney-General promptly issued the
following statement: "According to
my judgment, there are matters of far
graver importance for this department
to attend than to attempt to close
motion picture theatres on Sundays. It
is my sincere belief that thousands of
persons are much better off attending
wholesome picture shows than at
many of the other places they might
frequent on the Sabbath day."

'Peaches' is coming
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Congress Film Legislation Improbable
Pressure of Other Measures During Short Session Practically

Eliminates Possibility of Picture Bills Getting Anywhere

CONGRESS, convening for the short

session starting Monday, will be faced

with the task of clearing up a number
of matters if those matters are not "to die"
with the end of the three-month period,

thus setting at naught the work so far

accomplished. It is due partly to this fact

that no motion picture legislation is antici-

pated for this period.

Some of the business Congress will be
called upon to transact includes the passage
of the appropriation bills of the government
for the next fiscal year, the consideration

and adoption of some form of tax relief and
to complete the enactment of many bills

left suspended at the end of the last session.

As the motion picture bills are highly con-

troversial it is not expected they will get

anywhere.
Picture measures now pending include

bills closing theatres in the District of

Columbia on Sunday and the national cen-

sorship bill. Both of these were the subject

of lengthy hearings last session. A strong

fight was made against both measures, and
a good proportion of the membership of

the committees having them in charge are

opposed to them. The Sunday closing bill

for the District of Columbia was in the

hands of a sub-committee of the House
district committee which might muster
enough votes to call for favoring report to

the full committee, but it is probable the

measure will never get any further. There is

little likelihood of either bill being brought

up on the floor for a final vote.

Of considerable importance to the film

industry, however, is the plan for tax relief

suggested by the President, calling for a

reduction in the income taxes to be paid

next year on 1926 incomes. This plan,

Seeks to Repeal Fight

Film Prohibition

THE honor of introducing the first

motion-picture bill in the second
session of the 69th Congress fell

to Representative Richard P. Freeman
of New London, Conn., who seeks the
repeal of the act to prohibit the impor-
tation and the interstate transporta-
tion of films or other pictorial repre-
sentations of prize fights.

The present session being merely a

continuation of the Congress, compara-
tively few measures were introduced.
The bills unacted upon at the close
of the last session retained their status

and did not need to be reintroduced.
If they are not acted upon this ses-
sion, however, they die on March 4,

and further action can be had only
by reintroducing the measures in the
next session.

Included among the bills which were
left "in the air" at the end of the last

session were those providing for a
closed Sunday for the District of Co-
lumbia, national censorship, radio con-
trol, copyright amendment, etc., all cf
interest to the film industry.

Lasky Denies Closing of

F. P.-L. Astoria Studio

JESSE L. LASKY, first vice-presi-
dent of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, in charge of produc-

tion, this week denied a published re-

port that the company was to close its

Long Island studio.

"There is absolutely no truth in the
story," said Mr. Lasky. "Three pic-

tures are now being made there and
our production plans call for the start

of other pictures immediately after the
holidays. I cannot understand where
the rumor started."

however, is the subject of much opposition,

many Republican members being opposed
to tax reduction this session, while the

Democrats, almost universally, are demand-
ing a bill which will afford relief all along

the line. If the Democrats are successful

in forcing permanent legislation, there is a

bare possibility that the admission tax

may be eliminated.

The industry has more than passing in-

terest in radio legislation. Efforts will be
made to pass some modification of the Dill-

White bill providing for the control of

broadcasting. The present situation is very

confused, there is chaos in the air, and there

is a decided demand from the country for

legislation to care for it and prevent further
disruption of this new form of entertain-

ment.
The copyright legislation now before

Congress may receive action, but probably
will not. This was the subject of hearings

last session. The trouble chiefly centers

about the demand of the composers thai

royalties be paid for the theatrical use or

broadcasting of their compositions. The
committee in charge of the bill is sym-
pathetic toward the composers' plea that

they are entitled to compensation for the

use of their compositions, but does not

altogether like the way in which the plan is

offered.

Reform organizations having branches in

Washington are understood to be planning
a "drive" to secure "blue" legislation of

one sort or another during the session. It

is not likely, however, that they will be able
to force anything through.

The tax reduction plan of the Democrats
in Congress was presented to the House of
Representatives Wednesday by Represen-
tative John N. Garner, of Texas, ranking
Democratic member of the House Ways and
Means Committee. It is understood that
the Garner Bill, as now prepared, will con-
template a total tax reduction of $335,-
000,000.

Of this total the corporations will benefit
to the extent of $230,000,000 by reason of
a cut in the present 13% per cent rate to
11 per cent. Next will come a $75,000,000
cut in the automobile taxes, followed by
$25,000,000 removed from the levy on ad-
missions and dues, while the balance of
$5,000,000 will take care of the repeal of
the tax on sales of produce on exchanges.

Mr. Garner declined to discuss his pro-
posals. If the plan he now is following is re-

tained, the automobile taxes will be cut in

half and only about $10,000,000 will remain
of the tax on admissions and dues. No
reference will be made as to the tobacco
taxes, the reduction of which is being ad-
vocated by the North Carolina members of
the Senate and House. Since the President
reports a probable surplus of $383,000,000,
if the Garner bill seeks the distribution of
hut $335,000,000, there will remain a small
amount capable of being applied to the
cutting of the taxes on cigarettes and to-

bacco manufactures.

N. Y. Sheridan Square New
Link in Loew Chain

The Sheridan Square Theatre, Twelfth
Street and Seventh Avenue, New York
City, is the latest theatre to be added to

the Loew Greater New York Circuit. On
the evening of December 23 the house will

present a motion picture policy of continu-
ous performances. At the opening perform-
ance all seats will be reserved, with stage,

screen and radio stars in attendance and
participators in the ceremonies with N.T.G.
of WHX acting as master of ceremonies.
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Morris Safier

MORRIS SAFIER APPOINTED HEAD
Dep't to Handle Warner Extended Runs

j> y\ | > OR the purpose of handling the Warner Ex-

JrJS^ i~^ tended Run releases, which will be simultane-
ously issued to exhibitors all over the country,

F. M. Warner, president of Warner Bros. Pictures,

Inc., has announced his appointment of Morris
Safier as head of a separate sales organization to

sell the special Warner productions separately and
on their individual merits. Exhibitors, Mr. Warner says, will purchase
these productions from individual salesmen who will handle nothing
else. The physical distribution, of course, will be through the Warner
Bros, exchanges. The first to be offered for booking will be "Don
Juan," now in its fifth month at the Warner Theatre in New York.

Mr. Safier, for the past five years with United Artists, has for four-

teen years been connected with the selling end of the industry in execu-

tive positions.

D. W. Griffith on Way to Coast
Considering Several Offers to Produce;

Confer With Schenck on U. A. Proposition

D\V. GRIFFITH left New York
Wednesday of this week for the

• West Coast, where, in all proba-

bility, his next screen work will be pro-

duced, though the immediate purpose of his

trip to California has to do with matters
relative to his stock in the United Artists

Corporation.
The producer, who recently severed his

relations with Famous under a contract to

make pictures for that company, is consid-

ering several offers to produce for promi-

nent distributing- organizations. He will

discuss with Joseph M. Schenck a proposi-

tion I he latter has made to bring Griffith

back into the United Artists' told as a

producer.
At the Astor Eotel in New York last

Tuesday, Mr. Griffith told a representative

nf tin- publication that he was not at lib-

erty to discuss other overtures which have

been made to him by distributing compa-
nies. He said that he has under considera-

tion offers to take charge of a production

unit, which would put under his charge

ral director- and c panics and pro

vide tor a limited number of pictures to be

made under hi- personal direction, in addi-

tion to propositions to produce individually.

It ha- been reported from authoritative

sources that among those companies which

have approached Griffith to produce under

their banner is the Pathe organization,

which will be merged with P.D.C. if ar-

rangements now being discussed by offi-

cials of these companies on the Coast reach

the objective at which they are being di-

rected.

Regarding the propositions that have
been made to him, Mr. Griffith said that

he will not come to a final decision on any
of them until he arrives in Los Angeles and
has looked over the ground there.

He said that he has no particular work
in mind as his next screen production,

though he has under consideration several

stories for treatment oil the screen. He
said he has "been taking time off to study

the readjustments which are taking place

and which will influence the trend of the

public's preferences in screen entertain-

ment during the next year and a half."

"Carlotta" Becomes "Vamp
From Venice"

The title of Constance Talmadge's latest

vehicle for First National has been changed
from "Carlotta" to "The Vamp From
Venice." Marshall Neilan is directing and
the supporting cast includes Antonio Mo-
reno, Edward .Martindel, Julanne Johnston,

"ichael Vavitch and Arthur Thalasso.

M. P. T. O. A. President
Endorses Laugh Month
NATIONAL Laugh Month has

been officially endorsed by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America, as stated in a letter to the
National Laugh Month Committee from
Eli Whitney Collins, president of the
M. P. T. O. A. He writes:
"National Laugh Month has my

most hearty endorsement and I sin-
cerely hope that it will be given com-
plete cooperation all over the nation.

"I am glad that the quality of the
short subjects now being offered the
exhibitor makes it possible for him to
dwell strongly upon his added attrac-
tions with the certainty that they will
make good on his promises.

"I believe theatre owners everywhere
can profit by participating in the Na-
tional Laugh Month Campaign and
hope they will take advantage of the
opportunity."

Large Theatrical Building
Program Begun in Africa
The African Theatres, Ltd., have em-

harked on a comprehensive building pro-
gram which is planned to give all the im-
portant cities in South Africa modern thea-
tres and cinemas of the latest design, states
a report to the Department of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner P. J. Stevenson,
Johannesburg.

The first, Prince's Theatre in Durban,
was opened in July and i- a moving pic-
ture house with accommodations for 1,7.">H

that compares favorably with the best types
of houses in the United States. An all-

purpose theatre at Pieterniaritzburg of
equal size is the second important develop
ment in the scheme, while two new theatres
are planned for Johannesburg. Tn Cape
Town a cinema de luxe is contemplated, as
is also a combined vaudeville and picture
house and a second picture house as well.

Bloemf'ontcin, Port Elizabeth, and Kimber-
ley are also included in the building plan,
while a number id' both theatres and picture

houses are to be remodelled and renovated
along the most modern lines.

It is said in South Africa that the cosl

of this project will total several millions
sterliner.
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Fire Destroys Forest Theatre
Building in Bristol, Pa.

Flames early Sunday destroyed the
four-story brick Fores! Theatre Building,
in Bristol, Pa., causing a loss of $250,000.
Ten firemen were overcome while fighting

the flames and had to be carried to the

street. Another was badly hurt by an un-

ruly hose nozzle. The first floor of tin'

building was used a- a motion picture thea-

tre; the upper tloors housed the offices of

the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
and several other offices. Ten tire com-
panies foughl the blaze. The building was
owned by William Bodak, Philadelphia, and
the theatre was leased and operated by the

Moiris Amusement Company, of Philadel-

phia. Edward Lynn, the theatre manager,
had a narrow escape when he went into

the theatre and obtained valuable papers.

Among the theatre property destroyed was
a pipe organ valued at $15,000.
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James P. Hogan Signed to

Direct "The Final Extra"
Sam Sax, on his recent arrival on the

West Coast, immediately began assembling

his production units and one of the first men
that he placed under contract was James P.

Hogan who directed the first three Gotham
productions when Sax inaugurated his

own producing organization. During the

past two years Director Hogan lias tinned

out pictures for F.B.O., Universal and other

organizations.

The majority of the scenes of "The Final

Extra" will be taken in the editorial and
press rooms of a large West Coast daily

and a committee of newspaper men will su-

pervise the production of these scenes.

Director Hogan has worked out the me-
chanical details of the highlight of the

production, which, it is claimed, has never
before been attempted on the screen and
the nature of which will not be disclosed

until it has been recorded on the film.

Mildred Davis to Return in

"Too Many Crooks"
Mildred Davis resumes screen work after

an absence of four years when she appears
before the camera in " Too Many Crooks, " a

farce comedy by E. J. Rath to be produced
by Paramount. Miss Davis finally signed a

Paramount contract at the consummation of

negotiations for her reappearance conducted
by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of

Paramount, during his last trip to the West
Coast. The screen play of "Too Many
Crooks" is being written by Frank Leon
Smith, who has recently been placed under
contract by Paramount. Production will

begin on January 3. The director will be
selected within a week's time and the as-

sembling of the supporting cast is to begin

immediately.

Warner Bros. Purchase Play
for Syd Chaplin

Syd Chaplin, having completed "The
Missing Link," tentative title, is arranging'

the details of his next production, which
will be "The Xew Boy." Warners an-

nounced this week the acquisition of the

story from Samuel French representing the

estate of Arthur Law, English playwright
and author of the story. The play was well

received by English playgoers several years

ago, but it has never been presented on the

American stage. In this production Chap-
lin will again be seen in a role that is en-

tirely new to him, this time as a man, who,
mistaken for a student of an English pre-

paratory school, is compelled to go through
with it. Neither director nor cast has been
chosen.

Virginia Lee Corbin Lead in

"Driven from Home"
I. E. Chadwick, President of Chadwick

Pictures, this week signed Virginia Lee
Corbin for the leading feminine role in

"Driven From Home," which James Young
is directing at the company's studio on the

West Coast. Miss Corbin recently com-
pleted work in First National's "Ladies at

Play." In the Chadwick production she

will have the assistance of Sheldon Lewis,

Ray Hallor, Virginia Pearson and Mel-

bourne MacDowell.

"Strogoff" Opens in New York
American Premiere of Universal Societe

des Cineromans Production Well Attended

MAXY of the socially prominent both
in this country and in Europe at-

tended the American premiere of

the Universal Societe des Cineromans pro-

duction "Michael Strogoff" held at the

George M. Cohan Theatre, Xew York City,

last Sunday night. Tn addition to the social

elect present were many stage and screen

luminaries, the consul-general of France
and the French consul.

Despite inclement weather the house was
filled long before curtain time. A special

musical score, arranged by Dr. Edward
Kilyeni, accompanied the unfolding of the

story of the Czar's cornier forced to travel

five thousand miles through treacherous

country and people to deliver a message to

the Czar's brother warning him of an im-

pending attack by Tartars.

In keeping with the spirit of the picture

the girl ushers of the Cohan Theatre were
garbed in attractive Russian peasant cos-

tume- and the door-man was fitted out in

the habiliments of a Cossack.

Included among the notables present at

the opening were Maxine Mongendre, con-

sul-general of France; Andrew Brouzet, the

French consul; Madame Bronislawa de
Petchenko, chairman of Russian refugee
children's relief organization; General
Peter E. Traub, Real Admiral C. P. Plun-
kett, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, Conde Nast,

Louis and Paul Meyer, Herbert Bayard
Swope, Jack Dempsey, Rajah Raboyd, Jules

Brulatour and Hope Hampton, S. L. Roth-
afel, Marilyn Miller, Gertrude Lawrence,
Ben Lyon, "Betty Blythe, D. J. Chatkin,
H. M. Warner, Louis K. Sidney, Walter
Reade, M. Hirshfeld, Sidney Wilmer, Al-
fred Gottesman, J. S. Hebrew, Leon Errol,

William A. Johnston, J. S. Dickerson, Oscar
Cooper, Arthur James, Fred McConnell,
Merritt Crawford, Ervin L. Hall, Maurice
Kann, John S. Spargo, Herbert Cruick-
shank, and many others.

The audience included many persons who
remember Jules Verne's great romance
as a play under the title, "The Courier of
the Czar."

First National Finishes Five
Released Early Next Spring; Equal
Number Started in East and West

PRODUCTION work on five First Na-
tional pictures was finished this week
and filming of an equal number was

started both at the East Coast as well as

the Hollywood studios. The five completed
pictures, which are scheduled for early
Spring release, are '

' Orchids and Ermine, '

'

a John McCormick production starring Col-
leen Moore; "Long Pants," starring Harry
Langdon; "The Song of the Dragon" (ten-

tative), a Robert Kane production with a
featured cast; "Easy Pickings," starring
Anna (,). Nilsson, and "McFadden's Flats,"
featuring Charlie Murray and Chester
Conklin.

The productions now being filmed include
"The River" (tentative), a Sam Rork pro-
duction; an original story by Frank Griffin,

as yet without a title, which John McCor-
mick is producing with Charlie Murray and
George Sidney in the featured roles; an un-
titled original by William H. Clifford, fea-
turing Dorothy MacKaill and Jack Mul-
hall, under the production management of

Ray Rockett; "All Aboard," starring
Johnny Hines ; and "The Duke of Ladies,"
a Robert Kane production with a cast in-

cluding Ben Lyon, Mary Brian, Sam Hardy
and Andre Beranger.
"Orchids and Ermine" will be a Febru-

ary release as will Harry Langdon 's latest,
'

' Long Pants. " " McFadden 's Flats '

' will

be on the market the latter part of Janu-
ary, and "Easy Pickings" the middle of
February. "The Song of the Dragon" will

be released sometime in February. A con-

test is now under way in a number of news-
papers to find a new title for this produc-

tion.

Norma Talmadge this week started work
on "Camille," in which Gilbert Roland will

play the leading male role. Madame de

Gressau wrote the adaptation, basing it on

the novel of the same name by the younger

Dumas. Fred Niblo will direct and it is

said the production will be the most elab-

orate ever attempted by Miss Talmadge.

Portrait of a man who dared em to
make him laugh SEW6AL CHRISTIES

MM.
A P-DC RELEASE

150 FIRST RUNS -WEEK DEC. 26
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"New Face" Each Year is Order
Paramount Directors Receive New
Assignment from Famous Studio Head

AX order issued this week by B. P.

Schulberg charges each director un-

der contract to Famous Players with

the development of one new face for the

ereen eaeh year; as Paramount has an

average of a score of directors under con-

tract continuously this means that twenty
newcomers will be sing-led out annually for

training and development toward stardom.

"Directors have been given to under-

stand," said Schulberg, "that to develop a

'new face' which will find favor with the

public will be considered of as great value

to the company as the production of a good

box office picture. This will overcome the

hesitancy of directors to use inexperienced

or unknown players, as it is, naturally,

much simpler to use tried and proven actors

who do not require such painstaking super-

vision."

Paramount 's willingness to meet the de-

mand for "new faces" in this manner,
he stated, is largely the result of the success

of the Paramount Pictures School, in which
sixteen young people, selected from all parts

of the country and without previous film

experience, were given a course of training

in screen drama.

From that school came Charles Rogers,

now playing one of the leading roles in

"Wings," the air service epic of the war;
Mona Palma, personally chosen by Thomas
Meighan as his Reading woman in "The
Canadian"; Josephine Dunn, just assigned

to the leading feminine role in "Love's
Greatest Mistake"; Ivy Hams, assigned to

a prominent role in "The Potters," in

which W. C. Fields is starring; Jack Luden
who has played numerous prominent roles

since he was graduated from the school,

and several others of unusual prominence.

In the past two weeks Paramount has

signed three more promising girls who are

to be developed within the organization,

Ann Sheridan, Doris Hall and Betty Jane
Young. And now the directors, who have

the closest contact and ability to observe

the work of new players, have been called

upon to develop their quota.

Tiffany to Build New Studio
Hoffman Announces Work on Los Angeles

Structure Will Start Early in New Year

MH. HOFFMAN, vice-president of

Tiffany Productions, Inc., an-
• nounced in New York this week

that his company is making plans to build

a studio of modern design and equipment
near Los Angeles. The announcement
states that work will be started on the

structure early in 1927. The exact site of

the proposed bulding has not been di-

vulged.
The new studio will be the center of

product ion activities under which Tiffany,

according to the statement issued this

week, will carry out a schedule of picture-

making involving an estimated amount of

re than $5,000,000 during the L927-28

season.
The company also announced that the

seventh release on the current program
will be "Redheads Preferred." This

work, which follows "Sin Cargo" on the

schedule of twenty Tiffany features for

the 1926-27 season, has a cast which in-

cludes Raymond Hitchcock, Marjorie Daw,
Theodore Von Eltz, Cissy Fitzgerald,

Vivien Oakland, ('has. A. Post, Leon
Holmes and Geraldine Leslie. The picture

will be released this month.

"Sunya" Photoplay Nears
Finishing Stage

Camera work on Gloria Swanson's
"Sunya," her first United Artists picture,

will be completed next week at the Cos

mopolitan Studio in New York City. Miss

Swanson and Director Albert Parker will

then begin the cutting and editing of the

picture which will be ready for release

by United Artists in January. Production

was begun September 20th.

aPD.C.release

kl CHRUTIfJm THt

Hb&l- even flatM tires cant
stop him/

NERVOUS WRECK
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First NatTs K. O. Club
Race at Mid-Way Mark

AREPORT made public this week
by Richard A. Rowland, general
and production manager of First

National, indicates that although the

race for membership in the K. O. Club
has reached the mid-way mark, sales-

men in all First National exchanges are
establishing new records. Twenty-nine
salesmen out of the total of 117 now in

the field, have already turned in busi-

ness exceeding their quota, Mr. Row-
land stated, and this is said to be a
superlative average considering that

the drive for the exclusive fraternity

club membership has seven weeks re-

maining for a final sprint.

Toronto, Canada, heads the list of
K. O. Club possibilities with the two
highest ranking salesmen. Detroit
claims the next two. . The names of
the first twenty salesmen and the ex-
changes to which they are attached
follow:

Paynter, Toronto; Mitchell, Toron-
to; Chapman, Detroit; Collins, Detroit;
Ullman, New Jersey; Walsh, Buffalo;
Leonard, Philadelphia; Cass, Kansas
City; Moffitt, Louisville; Strachan, At-
lanta; Hummell, New Jersey; Man-
sell, Philadelphia; Roosevelt, New
York; Briggs, Montreal; Magann, Bos-
ton; Morrison, Denver; Underwood,
Pittsburgh; Vine, Boston; Fater, Buf-
falo; Ochs, Cleveland.

Chicago Girl Wins Contest
Conducted by Film Fun

Kuth Perrine, a 17 year old high school

student of Chicago, has won the Film Fun-
ny Girl Contest recently brought to a close

by Film Fun Magazine. According to the

rules of the contest, which was started in

August, the winner will be given a chance
to make good in Billy Dooley comedies at

the Christie studio for a salary of $100
per, the trial to last for four weeks.

.Miss Perrine has studied music and is ex-

pert in executing stage and ball room
dances. Her appearance under the Klieg
lights will mark her debut before the public
in amateur or professional performances.

"Miss George Washington"
Next Colleen Moore Picture
".Miss George Washington," a story

based on a three-act comedy drama by
Lewis Allen Browne, will serve as Colleen
Moore's next picture to follow ••Orchids
and Ermine," the second of the Moore cur-

rent vehicles which was inaugurated by
•' Twinkletoes. " The fourth of the group
will probably be "Bennie," another comedy
drama. As yet no cast or director has
been chosen for "Miss George Washing-
ton." Shooting is expected to be started

shortly after the holidays.

Moreno Opposite D. Gish in

"Madame Pompadour"
British National Pictures. Ltd., has en-

gaged Antonio Moreno to appear opposite
Dorothy (iish in Frances Marion's scenario

for "Madame Pompadour," which will

be the tirst picture produced in the com-
pany's new studio near London. Moreno
sails around the new year. Herbert Will-

cox will direct.
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"Sunshine Paradise Alley

Chadwick Dec. Release
Chadwick Pictures Corporation announces

December loth as the release date for "The
Sunshine of Paradise Alley," one of the

four First Division pictures of the season.

The picture is Josephine Quirk's adaptation

of the stage play by Denman Thompson.

The cast includes Barbara Bedford, Nigel

Barrie, Kenneth McDonald, Lucille Lee

Stewart, Max Ascher, Park Jones, Gayne
Whitman, Tui Lorraine, Lydia Yeaman
Titus, Evelyn Sherman, Leon Holmes, Max-

Davidson, and Monty 'Grady. Jack Nel-

son directed the production.

Columbia Announces "The
Price of Honor" Cast

Harry Cohen, supervisor of the produc-

tion of Columbia pictures, has selected Mal-

colm McGregor to portray the masculine

lead in "The Price of Honor," starring

Dorothy Revier. In the supporting casl

will be Irville Alderson, William Mong,

Gustav von Seyffertitz and Dan Maxon.
McGregor plays opposite Shirley Mason in

"The Wreck," now nearing completion at

the Hollywood studio of Columbia.

Churchill Ross Signed to Five

Year Contract by Universal
Churchill Ross, who has a comedy rule in

Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s "The Collegians," has

signed a five-year contract with Universal

and will continue his work in the new
"Collegians" series about to be put into

production. Carl Laemmle, Jr., will person-

ally supervise the new series with Nat Ross

directing. George Lewis will star with a

supporting cast including Dorothy Gulliver,

Eddie Phillips, Hayden Stevenson and

Broderick 'Farrell.

'

M-G-M Gives Joan Crawford
New Long Term Contract
In spite of the fact that her original con-

tract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had three

years to run, Joan Crawford has been

awarded a new long term contract and

large salary increase because of her work in

"The Understanding Heart" and "The
Taxi Dancer." Miss Crawford is at present

playing opposite Tim McCoy in the latter"-

new historical Western.

"Man in Evening Clothes"
New Menjou Film

Having just completed "Blonde or Bru-
nette," Adolphe Menjou 's next starring

vehicle for Paramount will be "The Man
in Evening Clothes," the work of Andre
Picard and Yves Mirande. Luther Reed
has just finished "New York," his second

directorial assignment for Paramount, and
he will come to Hollywood from New York
to direct the Menjou picture.

B'way Premiere Dates Set

For Two M-G-M Specials
'<rT">ELL It to the Marines" and

"The Fire Brigade," Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer's two new spe-

cials, are to have their Broadway pre-

nreres in the near future. The former
replaces "The Scarlet Letter" at the

Central Theatre on Monday evening,

December 16, while the latter has its

premiere at the Embassy, now playing

"Ben Hur," on December 23.

Both of these feature productions
were made by the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer company with the detailed as-

sistance of, in one case, the United
States Marine Corps, and in the other,

the fire chiefs of the nation.

Complete Cast for William
Fairbanks' "Flying High"
The fourth of the eight William Fair-

banks productions to be released through

Lumas Film Corporation was started this

week when actual shooting began on "Fly-
ing High" under the direction of Charles

Hutchinson, who directed "The Winning
Wallop", also starring William Fairbanks.

The feminine lead is in the hands of Alice

Calhoun and other members of the cast

include Joseph W. Gerard, LeRoy Mason,
Frank Rice, Jimmy Anderson, Cecile Cam-
eron and James Gordon. L. W. Jefferson,

author of "The AYinning Wallop," wrote

the storv of "Living High."

Metropolitan Signs Hopper
to Long Term Contract

William Sistrom, general manager of

Metropolitan Pictures, has signed E. Mason
Hopper, director, who is now engaged upon
the Marie Prevost current starring vehicle,
'

' ( letting Gertie 's Garter. '

' Hopper direct-

ed Miss Prevost in "Up in Mabel's Room"
and "Almost a Lady."

J. Leo Meehan Will Direct

Belle Bennett in "Mother"
J. Leo Meehan has won the assignment

to direct "Mother," the novel by Kathleen
X mris, which F.B.O. will transfer to the

screen with Belle Bennett in the title role.

Mr. Meehan has produced several of the

stories of his mother-in-law. the late Gene
Stratton-Porter, for F.B.O.

T. Hayes Hunter to Direct

Columbia's "Birds of Prey"
T. Hayes Hunter is the choice of Harry

Cohen to direct "Birds of Prey," the first

of a series of four Columbia pictures fea-

turing Priscilla Dean. Camera work will

begin next week at the Columbia Hollywood
studio.
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Buster Keaton Preparing His

Second for United Artists
Buster Keaton, whose first production for

United Artists, "The General," has been

completed and is scheduled for Broadway
shortly after the first of the year, is work-

ing now on his second production which
goes into work about the first week of

January. Collaborating with the comedian
are Bryan Foy, a member of the theatrical

Foy family, Johnnie Grey and James W.
Home who will direct the Keaton picture.

The nature and the title of the story have
not been revealed.

The comedian has announced from Holly-

wood that he had wired Robert E. Sher-

wood, editor of "Life," his acceptance for

pieturization of "The Gay Nineties," a

story by .Mr. Sherwood.

Assemble Cast for Milton
Sills Starring Vehicle

The cast in support of Milton Sills in his

next starring vehicle for First National,

"The Enchantress" (tentative), has been
announced by Carey Wilson, adaptor, sce-

narist and production manager of the story

which was written by Mary Heaton Vorse
and published in Liberty Magazine under
the title of "The Runaway Enchantress."
Supporting the star will be Mary Astor,

Larry Kent, Arthur Stone, Alva White,
Kate Price and Emily Fitzroy.

Fox Lists Players for "Love
Makes 'Em Wild"

"Love Makes 'Em Wild," a feature
comedy directed by Albert Ray for Fox
Films, co-stars Johnny Harron and Sally

Phipps, supported by Ben Bard, J. Farrell

MacDonald, Arthur Housman, Natalie
Kingston, Florence Gilbert, Albert Gran,
Earl Mohan, Coy Watson and Noah Young.
The comedy was adapted for screen pur-
poses by Harold Shumate from "Willie,
the Worm," a story by Florence Ryerson.

Conklin Signed for Novarro
Support in "Heidelberg"
Chester Conklin, character comedian, is

the first player to be signed for Ramon
Novarro 's supporting cast in "Old Heidel-
berg" which Ernst Lubitsch will direct for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Rapid progress, it

is reported, has been made on the prelimi-
nary work for the production which Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer will produce as one of its

specials of the year.

Marion Nixon Feminine
Lead for MacLean Comedy
Marion Nixon has been engaged by Doug-

las MacLean as leading woman in '
' Let 1

1

Rain," the comedian's next production for
Paramount. Eddie Cline will direct. Miss
Nixon last appeared in a Paramount picture
in Raymond Griffith's "Hands Up."

1

Peaches' is coming
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xhibitors Service Bureau

"The Collegians," UniversaFs new series of ttvo-reelers, received a won- Launching the Pathe serial "Snowed In" at the New Dream Theatre, Red-
derjul send-off in Denver. The photo above shows portion of the pa- wood Falls, Minn. Manager R. H. Bryam staged a special children's

rude of "Leaping l.enas" with which college and high school students matinee with the first episode as the feature—a form of exploitation

participated. The stunt was a contest with a prize for the "classiest" car which he has found a well paying venture

Exploitation for EducationaVs "Felix the Cat" cartoons at the Wilson Theatre, Brooklyn, N.Y. At the left a display of Felix dolls in the window
flanking the entrance to the theatre. At right is Felix "in person" with a group of admirers in front of the B ilson

Interior lobby display for First SationaFs "Men of Steel" at the Circle Lobb) displays are a major feature of exploitation campaigns executed

Theatre in Indianapolis, which made effective Use of the space abo, < by Manager Leroy V. Johnson of the Liberty Theatre in Seattle. The

the doors leading into the auditorium, a location ninth should never arrangement for "The Amateur Centleman" (First National) shown

be neglected above proved especially effective
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A tie-up with charity clubs collect-

ing money for Xmas parties for
orphans of Dallas in the manner
illustrated above, advanced the
prestige and box office results at

the Palace Theatre in that city over
the holiday season last year

i he Xmas lobby display which ivas a feature of the seasonal exploitation

at the Broadway Theatre, Newburgh, N.Y., last year. The display ar-

ranged by Manager Chas. R. Hammerslough adequately expressed the

spirit of the seasoti while avoiding the clutter of over-elaborate decora-

tions. Compo board mask forming a mantelpiece over lobby ticket win-

don; ceiling decorations of colored streamer paper and a small Xmas
tree were the only props in this setting

Above is shown a display for "The
Merry Widow" iM-GM) in De-
troit. It was arranged by the Madi-
son Theatre there—an oil painting

of the stars in a scene from the

film proved sufficiently decorative
to ivin a display in the store win-
dow of a confectioner's shop

Xmas Celebrations at Picture Theatres
Preparations for Holiday Season Include Arrangements for Children's

Parties, Charity Performances and Special Presentations

RECALLING some of the most success-

ful ideas executed by theatre men
last Xmas seems the must practical

way of going about the business of arrang-
ing exploitation stunts, good-will expres-

sions and appropriate program numbers for

the present holiday season.

There is no necessity to remind exhib-

itors that the occasion is one calling for

special recognition. The record of things

done last year and the years before that

makes it crystal clear that showmen fully

realize the opportunity afforded by the

Xmas season for the advancement of the

theatre's prestige as an institution of the

community. Nor need they be told that

after the slump, which naturally sets in

during the days of gift-buying
and preparations for celebra-

tion of Xmas, there is a real

business need of stirring up to

normal pitch once more the in-

terest and enthusiasm of the

public in motion picture thea-
tres.

Planning for Xmas with im-
mediate box office returns as the

objective is a method which de-
serves top place on the list of

"how not to go about" this par-
ticular work. It is THE time of
times for the showman to go
about doing something worth
while for the community which.
in harmony with every other
community, is functioning un-
der a mass psychology which
has as its foundation a festive
manifestation of peace and
good-will.

Taking an active part in char-
ities sponsored by social organ-
izations in the town is one of
the most important works in

whieh the exhibitor mav engage

at this time of the year. Some of the things

along this line which were accomplished
last year were Christmas Tree parties, in

association with Elks clubs, women's clubs

and funds raised by newspapers to provide
some of the toys and confections which
bring Santa Claus within sighting distance
of the poor of the community.

Loew's Temple in Birmingham last sea-
son staged a wonderful party for the or-

phans and poor in co-operation with the
"Birminhgain News," the Exchange Club
and the Musician's Union.

Here'- how it was done. First every
newspaper in town ran the story on the
front page. Every orphan and poor child
(in any home or institution) was invited.

Stage presentations are one of the best features for an Xmas program.
Above is shown a stage setting used at the Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga,
by Manager E. R. Rogers, during Xmas week last year. A painted drop
with transparent windows, a set tree and fence, proved sufficient as at-

mosphere for the duet by tenor and soprano

This included both white and colored chil-

dren, and two thousand white and five

hundred colored children were taken from
the institutions. In addition to this, cou-
pons were published in the "Post," anyone
could fill out the coupon with the name and
address of a child who was not assured of
a happy Christmas and mail it to the
secretary of the Exchange Club. These
coupons were turned over to members of
the Transportation Committee who made
arrangements to get the children.
Every transportation facility in the town

was put at the disposal of the theatre and
the Exchange Club. Street cars were used
for the long hauls, and taxi cabs and private
cars for the short jumps. All the members

of the Exchange Club put their
cars into service, and the chil-
dren were brought to the theatre
in tip-top shape.

Special shows, at which ad-
mission price- are the delivery
of a toy, canned food or any
article fitting into a Christmas
basket, may be directly tied-up
with local charities or serve as
an individual effort on the pari
of the theatre, for the distribu-
tion through organizations of
these gifts to the poor. At the
Criterion Theatre m Oklahoma
City last year there was staged
a most successful show of this
type. The matinee was held
at 9 o'clock on Tuesday prei
ing Christmas.

It was announced in the news-
paper that children bringing a
toy, a can of food or any article
fitting into a Christmas' basket.
would be admitted to the show.
600 children attended, the pro-
ceeds of the matinee being
turned over to the Salvation
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Xmas Celebrations at the

Picture Theatres
< ontinued from preceding page)

Armj for distribution to the poor of the

city. The Stunl netted the theatre a lot of

good-will, and resulted in several front

page stories in the newspapers.

This same idea, worked out in a multi-

plicity of variations, proved one of the most
popular and widely used plans last year.

There weir, also, many Christmas parties

sponsored entirely by the theatre. These
all took the form of the party which was
given at the Victoria Theatre at .Mount

Carmel, Pa., which put on a special matinee
on the afternoon of Saturday, December 1!'.

Santa Claus "in person" appeared on the

stage. Be emerged from an ice cave, es-

pecially provided for him and invited the

kiddies to tell him first-hand what they
wanted for Christmas presents. On the

following Tuesday morning, the day before
Christmas, at another matinee, their wishes
were gratified, and as far as possible, each
youngster received from the Victoria man-
agement the toy lie or she asked for.

Wesl Coasl theatres gave Junior .Matinee

parties at every house in the chain. These
took place on December 19, and were for
the poor and crippled children in institu-

tions in the locality of these Junior- Matinee
theatres. Local merchants participated ac-

tively, by donating confections and toys for
distribution among the guests of the the-

atre. Kiwanis Clubs and other civic or-

ganizations also lined-up with the shows.

Community Celebrations
Community celebration of the Christmas

festival centered at the Lucas Theatre,
Savannah, (i;i„ lasl season. Community

ing of Christmas carols was held at the

Lucas Sunday afternoon, December 20. The
event was sponsored by the Savannah
Festival Association.

The "seasonal appeal" naturaly belongs
in newspaper displays, and in the decora
lion- about the front, lobby and interior

of the house. Small Christmas trees,

trimmed with lights, tinsel, etc, at either

Ballyhoo and theatre display for the showing of Universalis "Michael Strogoff" at the Rialto
Theatre, Washington, D.C. At the left above is the advance ballyhoo, an attention-pelting float

featuring a huge replica of the Jules Verne book. Photo at right shows usher staff in Russian
costume and lobby display of the Rialto

side of the stage is one of the most simple
methods to suggest Xmas in the interior

decorations, though far more elaborate
schemes are used at some of the theatres.

fhe lobby decorations for the most part
feature holly, evergreen boughs and Christ-
mas trees, the latter usually trimmed in the
conventional manner.

Novel Xmas Tree Ornaments
A. B. Kraft, who owns the Palace and

Lyceum Theatres in Findlay, Ohio, last year
employed a novel idea in trimmings for the
Christmas trees he had in the lobbies of
these houses. After putting on all the
electric lights and silver and gold trimmings
and the bright baubles, he made a lot of
cut-out paste board toys. These he covered
with silver and gold paper, making them
very bright and attractive under the glare

of the small electric lights. Then, to each
of these home-made toys he attached a
card bearing the name of one of the coming
attractions. Everybody stopped to look
at the trees. Everybody stopped to read
what was written on the cards. In this

simple but effective manner, Kraft told

hundreds of people what pictures he has

A booh store lie-ii/i was one of the leading features of the campaign staged in Chattanooga for

the showing of "Laddie" (F. R. O.I at the Tivoli Theatre there. Photo above shows the attrac-

tive windoit display in which the film version of the Gene Stratton Porter book was exploited

booked for the rest of the season at both
of his houses.

Stage numbers become an important fea-

ture of the programs during the Christmas
week bills. The seasonal appeal naturally

is conspicuously present in the elaborate

presentations at the big houses, but even
the smaller theatres, where stage presenta-

tions are only an occasional feature, have
found profit in offering something special as

a holiday attraction. Simple settings—back
drops with transparent windows with the

stained-glass cathedral effects—are always

appealing as a setting for vocal or instru-

mental renditions of Christmas music.

Books of admission tickets, enclosed be-

tween covers bearing holly designs or other

Christmas symbols are coming into more
general use every year. These make an ex-

cellent gift. Many advance admissions are

sold in this way. Skouras Brothers, large

St. Louis theatre operators, have issued

books of this kind for the Ambassador.
Missouri and Grand Central. The book of

ten ticket-, sold at the box offices for $6,

gives a saving of 50 cent- to the purchaser,

while tor $12 a book of 20 admissions is

-old, the latter form offering a net saving

of $1, since the general admission charge

at these house- i- ti"> cent- per seat.

Trick Ballyhoo Advertises

Two Features in Advance
With ••The Phantom of the Opera"

booked for the lir-t half of the week and

••The Flaming Frontier'' for the latter halt.

the Century 'theatre in Petersburg, Va.,

made a trick ballyhoo do double duty by

tlashing an announcement of each of the

two features.

The "worker" was posted on the roof of

;i down town -tore building. A bugler was

also hidden with the Phantom impersonator.

Several newspapermen and Wood stood on

the street below. At a given signal the

bugler sounded hi- bugle and the "plants"

gazed upward. Soon a crowd were cran-

ing their necks to see what was happening.

At another given signal the "Phantom"
made his appearance and tied along the

cornices of the buildings. When stopped

by the wall of a taller building, he faced

the crowd and allowed a 20-fool banner,

IS inches wide, to unroll, on which was

written "1 am the 'Phantom of the Opera'

at the Century Theatre next Monday.

Tuesday and Wednesday.'
-

After a lapse of

a minute or two he turned the banner over

and the crowd saw "Do not miss 'The

flaming Frontier' at the Cent ury Theatre.
"
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Creating Reader Appeal—The
Door to News Columns

Whispered Publicity Message Gets Further Than an Attempted Shout
BY ALLAN S. GLENN

(Supervisor of Exploitation, First National Pictures, Inc.)

Open

WK have found that there is only one

sure-fire way to crash the news col-

umns today, and that is to offer them
something: that has real reader appeal. I

am a firm believer in the superiority of

newspaper publicity as against any other

kind. But I also have long realized that

blatant publicity, as such, is forever barred

from the really high-class sheet, which, af-

ter all, is the one type of newspaper which

counts.

For several years the Exploitation Divi-

sion of First National Pictures, Inc., has

operated on the policy that in order to get

co-operation from intelligent editors we
must offer them only such material as has

real news or literary value, with the pub-

licity angle very much subdued. A whis-

pered message gets just as far and is

perhaps more effective than the attempted
shout, which usually gets no further than

the nearest scrap basket.

Research Yields Material

At the time that we were exploiting "The
Sea Hawk" we devoted much time and
careful research to the creation of a series

of fifteen stories, thumbnail style, in which
\ve outlined the accurate history of the

famous pirates of history. These articles

were written in a breezy, interesting, nar-

rative style and carried no hint of publicity

other than the title, which was, "Famous
Sea Hawks of History." This series got

a tremendous play in the newspapers
throughout the country and editors gen-

erally co-operated cheerfully with us be-

cause they recognized the fact that we were
offering them a really attractive collection

of stories and asking nothing in return
except a vague tie-up with the title of

the picture.

Encouraged by our success with '

' The Sea
Hawk" we compiled a second series for
•

' The Lost World, '
' which we captioned

"Animals of the Lost World." As in the
case of "The Sea Hawk" we spent much

Most Vaw
start in april..

PROVING MEN WILL

DO ANYTHING TO
ESCAPE SPRING-

FAMOUS ACCOMPLICES OF

The Prince of Tempters
By L. F. GULMOND

Illustrated from rare end old pnnts

la collecting a series of articles

on historically famous men and

women through whom His Satanic

Majesty, aptly described as "The
Prin^i of Tempters," has achieved

bis^:.ustnotable and most fiendish

successes, there can be no question

but that Cleopatra should be

featured" as an outstanding per-

sonification of evil.

Totally incapable of those -finer

feelings which characteristic of her

6ex, she was -.he acme of sinister

fascination possessed of a mag-
netjsm wrich she utilized to its

fullest extent to captivate rulersl

of men and bend them to herj

destructive desires and political

tntrignes.

Ruthressly she encompassed the

murder of her younger brother

Ptomely and the eventual destruc

lion of her sister Arsmoe. Am
bitioas. dissembling, she presented

to hev victims the perfect picture

of a beautiful, tender-minded young
girl, the while she plotted the ru

of Julius Caesar. Marc Anthony
and Octavious.

CLEOPATRA

Reproduction of one of the stories sent out by
First National in conjunction with "The Prince

of Tempters" as described herewith

time in careful research work and were
able to offer editors an entertaining, as well

as instructive collection of stories on pre-

historic monsters. This series of articles

was also well received and, wherever the
type of story was consistent, we have
created a similar series for First National
productions.

Series of Pirate Articles
For the picture "Clothes Make the

l'ii ate" we got out a series titled "Pirates
of History" in which we bore down on
the colorful clothes of this gentry. When
'

' Men of Steel '

' was released we evolved a

series on famous men of steel, such as

Carnegie, Schwab, Corey and others. These
were carefully prepared biographies, briefly

and interestingly written, and were very

well received by newspapers generally.

Perhaps our most ambitious effort has
been for '

' The Prince of Tempters, '

' for

which we created a series of twelve articles,

averaging a thousand words each. We de-

voted four weeks to research work, digging

up the authentic history of six men and
six women famous, (or rather, infamous)
in history as tools of His Satanic Majesty.
We included Cleopatra, Catherine of Russia,

Elizabeth of England and such men as

Louis Fourteenth, King Henry the Eighth
and Benvenuto Cellini.

This series is meeting with most gratify-

ing success from coast to coast and editors

are most liberal in tying up with the picture

as is indicated by the way the "Newark
Ledger" has handled the title of the series.

Incidentally, most papers are using the

stories "as is," making little or no use of

the blue pencil.

We also have a series practically com-
pleted on dancing which we have titled,
•

' Twinkletoes Through the Ages '

' which
has to do with dancing from the time of
its inception, away back in 3300 B.C. This
-cries is to be used in connection with Col-

leen Moore's latest, "Twinkletoes."
These articles call for a certain ex-

penditure in the matter of time, but they
have proven eminently worth it and we
shall continue the policy of creating high-

class, interesting stories for all First Na-
tional productions which will lend them-
selves to the treatment.

Bob or Not to Bob Contest
For "Sparrows" in Canada
Toronto was the scene of a highly effec-

tive newspaper exploitation contest tying
in with the presentation of "Sparrows" at

the Uptown Theatre. The "Bob or Not to

Bob" essay contest, enTployed in New York
in connection with the "Sparrows" pre-

miere at the Strand in that city, was re-

peated with the active co-operation of the

Toronto "Star," which featured the stunt.

TIN.,
HAT/'
03»in£* Tbaorrow

LOEvJcJtyTATE

Tin
Hat*

/ Stat?ftay TM

Novel series of one column ads used in Los Angeles newspapers in advance and during run of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "Tin Hats" at Loew's State
Theatre in that city. These small displays were used in addition to the regular newspaper advertising by the theatre. The designs employing the
animated film cartoon idea stood out on the newspaper pages. This phase of the Los Angeles campaign for "Tin Hats" was in charge of Fete Smith,

publicity director of M-G-M on the West Coast
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"Rosie O'Grady " Tuneful in Pittsburgh
Song is Played and
Sung in City Streets

Exploits Screen Play

TIIK song, "Sweei Rosie O'Grady" re-

turned tn its status as one of the most

popular melodies produced in this country

when, recently, the populace of Pittsburgh

heard it played on the streets by a piano

mounted on a motor truck, through its radio

receiver when it was featured cm programs

broadcasl by Station KDKA, and danced

to it- rhvthms ai hotels and dance clubs.

The re-birth of •'Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
as a song hit was the gratifying result of

the showmanship which was executed in

Pittsburgh for the showing of the screen

production of the same title at the Ca o

Theatre, in thai city.

The Pittsburgh campaign was executed 1>\

Manager AI Kaufman, of the Cameo, with

the assistance of C. W. Nebel, former Fox
exploitation man, who was engaged to cam-

paign l"i '"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" in the

Pittsburgh district.

J. F. Maloy, General Manager of Wilmer
and Vincent Theatres, promoted a contest

to stimulate interest in the engagement in

Aliiioiia. Lit lie girls, between the ages of

eight and fifteen, were encouraged to copy

the dress and make-up of Shirley Mason in

the comedy. Nebel judged the candidates.

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE" OF THE SCREE*
SHIRLEY MASOH "SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY:;

ttiiT ft
* *w *** HWMfcit

1

( Ji;in»rs Weekly at (harden

The Garden Theatre, Cleveland, a link in

the Ohio Amusement Company chain, is

now offering' three changes a week in con

trast to it- former policy of two changes a

week. Keen competition, the approach of

Christmas and a general state of apathy
aic eriven a- the reasons for the change.

Selling "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" (Columbia Pictures) in Pittsburgh. Photo above shoivs the
frontal display exploiting the engagement of the picture at the Cameo Theatre. Display ar-

ranged by Manager .41 Kaufman

StarComedians of Stage Lend Aid
to "Laugh Drive" by F. B. O.

WITH expressions from famous come-
dians, special book store tie-ups and

an arrangement under which Collier's

magazine will feature H. C. Witwer dur-

ing the first week of the new year, F.B.O.

is planning a "National Witwer Week"
as that company's contribution to the Na-
tional Laugh Month campaign. The various

tie-ups affected by this company will attach

specifically to the "Bill Grimm's Progre--"
and " Wisecrackers" series of two reel

comedies, both of which were written by
Witwer.
The week will he celebrated from Janu-

ary 2nd to the 8th. Stars in all branches

of the amusement world have agreed to

give their aid to the campaign by apprecia-

tions, written and to he spoken from the

stages by many of them, of comedy—the

laugh—as a benefit to the physical, mental
and spiritual welfare of mankind. Among
the expressions already sent to F.B.O. by

famous comedians are testimonials signed

by Sir Harry Lauder and Sophie Tucker.

Liberty Publishes Weekly
House Magazine

The Kansas City Liberty News, a Eour-

page newspaper, published by the exploita-

tion staff of the Liberty Theatre. Kansas
City, Mo., and distributed free on the streets

in a tie-up with the current picture, ap-

peared for the first time Friday, November
19th. "The Winning of Barbara Worth"
was the picture featured in the first edition

of the newspaper.

Manager Hilly Michaelson of Ischers Lane Court theatre in Chicago recently staged a "pop
eyed? matinee j<>r youngsters during the engagement of "II fiispering If ires" (Fox). "Pop eyes"
nere achieved by the young patrons with the aid of small spectacles with rounded spherelike

lenses of papier-mache, distributed by the management

Pays Fines for Sunday Showings
M. A. Brown, of Poresl City. Iowa, has

found a way of beating the ordinance pro-

hibiting Sunday -how-. Brown put- on a

-ln>\\ on Sunday and pays a $5 tine. He
ha- already paid three $5 tine-, but con

tinues operating on Sunday.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted

OPERATOR wants posi-

tion near Chicago. Six years

experience in deluxe houses.

Best recommendations. A.

W., Motion Picture News,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ORGANIST : Experienced,

desires change from present

location. Can furnish best of

references. South preferred

but not essential. Address

Organist, 740 Cramer St.,

Milwaukee, Wise.

MANAGER at liberty.

Five years with a Broadway
picture house. Excellent

references. Box 80, Motion
Picture News, New York
City.

AT LIBERTY — Expe-

rienced theatre organist

wishes to locate in fii*st-class

house. Can be featured. S.

J., Motion Picture News,

845 S. Wabash, Chicago.

ORGANIST - - First-class

man desires engagement
where the best is wanted and

appreciated. Highly accom-

plished musician. Thoroughly
up-to-date, trained in this

country and Europe, with 12

years picture experience.

Concert and feature soloist.

Modern organ and good sal-

ary essential. Wire or write

Organist, 117 South 11th

St., Cambridge, Ohio.

ORGANIST. • Northern

states. Only theatres with

first-class organs, wanting
first-class organ work need

apply. Fair salary expected.

Finest references. Address

Box 35, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

LABORATORY MAN
wanted in large western New
York City to take over all

developing and printing in

small, well-equipped labora-

tory. Must have two or three

years' experience in large

studio, be capable of turning

out perfect work and be will-

ing to accept moderate salary

until turnover warrants

more. Do not neglect to state

salary wanted, experience,

when available and phone

number. Alex. Gunn, North-

bridge Center, Mass.

Equipment For Sale

CLOTH BANNERS : $1.40,
•"? x 10 feet, 3 colors, any copy
up to ten words ; one day
service ; sent anywhere ; also

Bargain Paper Banners.
Associated Advertisers, 111

W. 18th St., Kansas City,

Mo.

FOR SALE — Lacking
warehouse space compels
rebuilt Wurlitzers, Seeburgs,
Reproducos and Fotoplayer
organs. No reasonable offer

refused. Write immediately
for full particulars. A. R.,

Motion Picture News, 845 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—1,600 beauti-

ful upholstered opera chairs.

Fit for the finest theatre.

Spring-cushioned backs and
extra heavy spring-cush-

ioned seats. Prices low for

quick sale. C. G. Demel,
845 S. State St., Chicago.

FOR SALE: 300 opera

chairs, two Powers machines,

screen, wall fans, ticket ma-
chines, itcket chopper, etc.

Will sell cheap. Address
Box 830, Motion Picture

News, New York City.

FOR SALE—Theatre, four
hundred seats, town of seven

thousand, one other house of

eight hundred seats only.

Fireproof building. Price

reasonable. Terms allowed.

Closing estate. Box 348, Sar-

anac Lake, New York.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, op-

era chairs, generators,

screens, etc. Supplies and
complete equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.

Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

Equipment Wanted
WE offer highest cash

prices for second-hand ma-
chines, opera chairs, compen-
sarcs, motor generators, port-

able projectors, etc. Write
us first. Monarch Theatre

Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn.

OUT OF
"The Exile of the Self'Condemned"

TO THE
Highest Pinnacle of Fame!

THE ROUTE

"Beau
Geste"

has traveled in a few short months

WHO IS HE?
the unique and most popular

hero of contemporary drama I

Produced by Herbert Brenon for

Paramount Pictures
From Major C. P. Wren's novel of the same title

Making New Records Daily in

NEW YORK LONDON BOSTON LOS ANGELES
Criterion Plaza Tren.ont Forum

Philadelphia and San Francisco; also Chicago and others

to follow

Selected by Paramount Pictures as their

initial road tour presentation. Has scored

such a success ten units are now being

booked for two years exclusively in this

department.

Don't miss it

Will not be seen elsewhere

For Terms and Dates Address

INDIVIDUAL FILMS, Inc.

1118-1119 Longacre Bldg.

1476 Broadway, N.Y. C.

A. Griffith Grey, Mgr.

A. L. Erlanger,

Booking Exchange

New Amsterdam Theatre

Bldg., New York City
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Rules for Laugh Month Ex-
ploitation Contest

r~>ONTEST open to all exhibitors or theatre
^"" employees responsible for exploitation cam-
paigns.

Campaign can include advertising, posters,

publicity, ballyhoos, contests or any other form
of exploitation.

Description of campaign not over 200 words
must be sent with each entry.

Proofs or clippings of ads. and publicity

stories and photographs of ballyhoos. displays,

etc., must be submitted.
All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must

tie up with Laugh Month.
If campaign is based on a particular comedy,

the comedy must be in the Short Feature class

(not over three reels).

Any contestant can enter as many separate

campaigns as he desires.

All entries must be received at the office of

the Laugh Month Committee not later than

noon, February IS, 1927-

Two thousand players and fifty boats

have been assembled at Laguna by Para-

i iM unit for the reproduction of the landing

ut the Rough Eiders on Cuban soil, one of

the important scenes in "The Rough
Riders," which Victor Fleming is directing.

A number of Theodore Roosevelt's original

regimenl were on hand to witness the land-

ing and they were the guests of Herman
Bagedorn, Roosevelt's biographer, who
wrote the screen story.

Production is to begin in a few days on

"Hills of Kentucky," Kin-Tin-Tin's next

-tarring vehicle for Warner Bros. Howard
Bretherton will direct Jason Robards in the

leading male role, Dorothy Dwan in the

feminine lead and Tom Santschi.

reet. It will be a screen transcription of

the Owen Johnson novel of the same name.

Einar Hanson anil Hedda Hopper have

been casl for important roles in "Chil-

dren of Divorce," the forthcoming Para-

mount picture which Frank Lloyd will di-

DUPE NEGATIVES
Of the finest quality, on special

duping stock perfected by Eastman

Kodak Co., solely for this purpose.

Made by the firm which thorough-

ly understands its handling through

experience gained in three years

of continuous use in making mil-

lions of feet of the finest dupe
negatives ever produced. Why risk

printing from original negatives

when Dupe Negatives of equal or

better quality can be made so

cheaply? Dupe Negatives, equal-

izing wide differences of original

printing density, 15c. per foot for

first negative, 8c. for additional.

REDUCTION PRINTING
From 35 m/m to 28 m/m and 16

m/m by the pioneers of this in-

dustry.

The Pathescopc Co. ofAmerica, Inc.

35 Went 42nd Street, New York

All directorial and cinematographic work
on the ten-episode serial, "The Golden Stal-

lion," has been completed and the film is

now in the hands of the cutters and title

writers. Nat Levine is producing this chap-
ter play for State Right distribution.

Charles Gorman has been added to the

cast of "A. W. 0. L.," the Fox Films war
comedy, now in work at the studio on the
West Coast under Ben Stoloff's direction.

Members of the cast are Gene Cameron,
Betty Francisco, Judy King, Sammy Cohen,
Holmes Herbert, Ted McNamara, "Jerry
the Giant" and "Pal," the canine actor.

Louise Dresser and Gertrude Olmstead
have ben added to the cast of Lon Chaney's
starring pictm-e, "Mr. Wu," an adaptation
by Lorna Moon of a novel by Louise Jordon
Millne. Renee Adoree has the feminine
lead as the Chinese daughter of Mr. Wu
(Lon Chaney). William Nigh is directing.

A story for Betty Bronson, to be called

"Ritzy," is now being composed by Elinor

Glyn, whose story, "It," has just been
produced by Paramount with Clara Bow
as the star. Production on the new picture

is set for the latter part of this month.
The director's name has not yet been an-

nounced.

Virginia Valli has been selected to play

the lead in the Fox Films screen version

of H. G. Wells' story, "Marriage," which
will be put into production shortly under
the direction of R. William Neill. Alma
Rubens was announced for this part a few
weeks ago, but because of her illness a
change in the cast was necessary. The
Wells novel will be known on the screen as

"The Wedding Ring." Allen Durant,
French screen actor, has the male lead.

Gerald C. Duffy has been engaged by
John McCormack, general manager of West
Coast production for First National, to do

the screen adaptation of "The Butter and

Egg .Man." which will be offered by First

National in the near future.

Lloyd Alexander Pantages, son of the

theatre magnate, is playing with Tom Mix
in "The Fast Trail," the Fox Films version

of Zane Grey's novel which is being made
under the direction of Lew Seiler.

Allan Simpson was recently signed by

Columbia Pictures Corporation to enact the

lead opposite l'riscilla Dean in "Birds of

Prey." T. Hayes Hunter will start direct

ing the picture in the near future.

An importanl role in "Children of

Divorce," which Frank Floyd will direct

for Paramount, has been assigned to Nor-
man Trevor. Clara Bow, Esther Ralston

and Gary Cooper are the principal members
of the picture'- cast. Others are Einar
Fan-on and 1 ledda Hopper.

Dell Henderson and Lila Leslie have

joined the ca-t of Mane PreVOSl '- "Getting
Gertie's Garter," which F. Mason Hopper
will direc! Eot Metropolitan.

Entry Blank for Laugh Month
Contest

p"OR convenience you may use this coupon
* or file it with your entry. You may send
it NOW or send it with your campaign. It

is not essential that you send ANY coupon, but
you must accompany your entry with the in-

formation as per questions below.
Name of Theatre
City or Town
State
Name of Person Responsible for Cam-

paign
(This is the person to whom money will

be paid if this entry w.ns)
Is theatre first run. second run. or subsequent
run ?

Population of town
Seating Capacity
Was campaign for one day, two days, three

days, a week, a month?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so,

give title and name of distributing com-
pany

(It is not necessary that a particular

comedy should be exploited, it being
sufficient if the campaign boosts
Laugh Month. But if a particular

comedy is exploited it must be in the

short subject class (not oyer three

reels).

Fill out and send this coupon to NATIONAL
LAUGH MONTH COMMITTEE, 469
Fifth Avenue, New York. N. Y.

Chester Conklin is to play an important

comedy characterization in "The Kiss in

a Taxi," the next Bebe Daniels starring

picture for Paramount, which Clarence

Badger will direct.

Additional players to join the ranks of

those in the Metropolitan picture, "No Con-

trol," now in production under the direc-

tion of Scott Sidney, are E. J. Ratcliffe and

Tobv Claude.

William Beaudine, who recently signed a

contract with Met ro-Goldwyn-Mayer, will

direct as his first assignment under the

new arrangement, "Frisco Sally Levy," a

comedy written by Al Cohn, a member of

the studio scenario department. The story

is being adapted to the screen by Cohn
and Vernon Smith and it will go into pro-

duction soon.

Don Ryan, former Los Angeles newspaper
man and magazine writer, has been en-

gaged by F. M. Asher to title "The Lady
in Ermine," Corinne Griffith's newest star-

ring vehicle for First National. Ryan has

just completed the titling of "The Overland

Stage," a Charles R. Rogers production,

starring Ken Maynard.

In "Love's Greatest Mistake." written

by Frederick Arnold Kummer for "Liberty

Magazine," his daughter Marion, seventeen

years of age, makes her first appearance
in pictures. Edward Sutherland is direct-

ing this Paramount film, which features

Evelyn Brent, Josephine Dunn, .lames Hall

and William Powell.

Additions t<> the casl of Corinne Grif-

fith's current First National picture, "Pur-

ple and Fine Linen," are Ann Schaet'er, an

original star of the first Yitagraph Com-
pany in California, and Baby Louise Miller.

James Flood is directing at the Metropoli-

tan Studio for F. M. Asher.
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"Slipping Wives" Priscilla

Dean Pathecomedy
Priscilla Dean's first Hal Roach "star"

comedy with Herbert Rawlinson in the

male lead has been completed and is to be

known as "Slipping Wives." The latest

"Our Gang" comedy, titled "Seeing the

World," was recently finished by Robert

McGowan. Half of its scenes were shot in

London, Paris, Rome and Venice and it is

intended to influence children to take more
interest in the romantic study of geography
and the customs of peoples of other lands.

Charley Chase is resting since the com-
pletion of "Are Brunettes Safe?" his lat-

est for Hal Roach, and he expects to start

production upon an original story of his

own some time next week under James Par-

rott 's direction. Leo McCarey has finished

directing Mabel Xormand in a new comedy
as yet untitled and is at present engaged on

the story of his next all-star Hal Roach
comedy. .

Baxter and Strange in Flor-

ence Vidor Vehicle
In "Afraid to Love," her next starring

Paramount picture, Florence Vidor will

have the support of Warner Baxter and

Philip Strange.

All Comedy Bills Show Results
Educational Points Oat Benefits De-

rived ; Suggests Idea for Laugh Month

POINTING out that eleven theatres in

the Kansas City territory recently

played all comedy bills which proved

successful, Educational advances the idea

that this type of program be used by ex-

hibitors during national Laugh Month

—

January. In many instances exhibitors

were so well pleased with the result that

they have decided to establish a night dur-

ing the week for the showing of an all-short

product program, says Educational.

Mr. Byler of the Bixman Theatre, Clinton,

Mo., was particularly enthusiastic over his

all-comedy program feature, staging three

of these shows within 60 days. He used 1<5

inch.- of newspaper advertising space in

advance of the play date, devoting less than

this amount to the current feature length

picture he was showing. One of his typical

laugh programs consisted of Lloyd Hamil-

ton in "Nothing Matters"; Walter Hiers

in "Hitchin' Up." "Mister Wife," with

Xeal Burns; and "Kiss Papa" with Xeal

Burns.

The Xewks Theatre, Burlington, Kans.,

featured an all-comedy program of Educa-

tional Pictures every week starting August

11, and had presented four such special

laugh nights up to September 1. The
Longford Rural High School, Longford,

Kans., presented two programs of Educa-

tional Short Features within two weeks.

Other Missouri and Kansas theatres to

stage all-comedy programs featuring two-

reel comedies and other short features in-

clude the Cheney Theatre, Cheney, Kans.;

Royal Theatre, Cherryvale, Kans.; Lyric

Theatre, Concordia, Kans.; City Hall The-

atre, Fairfax, Mo.; Community Theatre,

Irving, Kans.; Airdome Theatre, LeRoy,

Kans ; Community Theatre, Lewis, Kans.;

and the Little Theatre, Rolla, Kans.

No Let-Up in EducationalFilms
All Production Units Rushed to Complete

Large Number of Pictures for Laugh Month

DUE to the close proximity of Laugh
Month, all Educational production

units are being rushed to complete

pictures now in the filming stage so that

they will be available when the Laugh

period starts. At present every Christie

comedian is engaged as well as the other

production organizations releasing through

Educational.

Bobby Vernon has completed work on

••Sure Fire" which was directed by Earle

Rodney. The supporting cast includes

Frances Lee, William Irving, and Andy-

Clyde. This will be released December 26.

Jimmie Adams has finished work on "Wild
and Woozy," a tale of cannibals. Vera

Steadman will appear opposite the star.

Anne Cornwall, a new Christie featured

comedienne, will be seen in three laugh

films during Laugh Month, the latest of

which is "Cool Off," directed by William

Watson. Jack Duffy and William Irving

supporl Miss Cornwall in these vehicles.

••Have Courage" is Billy Dooley's latest

offering; it shows Dooley in the role of a

"goofy gob" fresh from the fleet.

Neal Burns' latest Christie comedy is

"Dodging Trouble" in which he is sup-

ported by Edna Marion, Eddie Baker, Bill

Blaisdell, and "Buddy," the bulldog. Burns
is now working on a new comedy, as yet

untitled, in which Natalie Joyce has the

chief feminine role while the surrounding

cast includes -lack Duffy, Gale Henry, Bill

Bletcher, and others.

Scenes from "Babes of the Jungle," Fox Films' con-
ception of the O. Henry story by that name

150 FIRST RUNS-WEEK DEC. 26
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The spirit of the Yuletide season is emphasized in an appropriate Pathe release. "There Ain't No Santa Claus."
These shots are taken from the comedy

Three Pathe Features for Dec.
Western Productions Starring Sandow,
Buddy Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill, Jr.

THREE Western productions are

scheduled £or release by the Pathe
feature sales department for Decem-

ber. They are "Call of the Wilderness,"
starring Sandow; "The Bandit Buster,"
starring Buddy Roosevelt, and "Bad Man's
Bluff," in which buffalo Bill, Jr., lias the

stellar rule.

"Call nl the Wilderness" was written by
l,nn Young and Earl W. Johnson and Jack
Nelson directed. Edna Marion and Leslie

Sargenl have the human leads and other

members of the cast include Sydney D.

Grey, Al Smith and Max Asher. This pro-

duction was released December 5th.

Lester P. Scott, Jr., is the producer of

"The Bandit Buster," the story for which
was written by Frank L. Inghram and di-

rected by Richard Thorpe. Buddy Roose-

velt i- supported by Molly Malone, Lafe
McKee, Winifred Landis, Robert Homans,
Charles W hi taker and Al Taylor. Decem-
ber 19th is the release date.

"Bad .Man's Bluff" is another Lester F.

Scott production from the story by Paul

Brian. Betty Burhriduc fashioned the sce-

nario and Alvin J. Neitz directed. The

supporting cast tor Buffalo Bill, .Jr., in-

cludes Molly Malone, Prank Whitson, Rob-

ert Mackenzie, Wilbur McCaugh and Grace

Wood. This will he released December 26.

Five Stern Films in January
Producer Orders Release of Strongest

in Line-up During National Laugh Month

IN accordance with instructions tele

graphed from the Coasl by Julius

Stern, president of t lie Slern Film Cor-

poration, arrangements have I n made l>>

the producer's offices in New York to re-

lease the five Strongest comedies in the

eomedj producer's schedule during Na

tional Laugh Month.

These comedies, distributed through I lie

Universal exi hange . are
'

' Buster's Pic

mm ." "Snookum's Playmate," "What'll

Y,,m Bave?" ".lane'. Flirtation" and "B3
1 reorge." They are two reel picl

• Butter's Picnic" i- one of the Buster

Bro n Junior Jewel series directed by <hi-

Meins. The toi proi ided bj R I

1 1
1

;

•

.

rtoons and the cast 1- made

up of Pete, the dog, Arthur Trimble and

1 en Turner. "Snookum's Playmate" is

one of "The Newlyweds and Their Babj
"

series, also directed by Meins. In this issue

the cast is enlarged with the addition of

another baby who appears with Sunny Mc-

Krrh, the baby of the series. Jed Doolej

and Ethlyn Clair are the Newlyweds. Earl

Mack and Constance Darling are in the

east

.

-What 'II You Eave?" is the latest re-

lea ' nl' the " Excuse Maker'
-

series in

« hieh Charles Bang is -tarred w ith < on

stance Darling appearing as the heroine.

Francis Corb] directed. Wanda Wiley is

Marred in "Jane's Flirtation," the newest

two reeler of the " What Happened to

Jane .'" 3eries which Francis I iorbj di-

rected. The support in • ca ' includes Earl

Mack, Eddie Baker, Madalynne Field and

other-. Sid Saylor plays George in "Bj

"Duplex Jazz Orch." for

Roach Short Theatre

AN innovation entirely new that
Hal Roach plans for his short

' subject motion picture theatre in

the downtown section of Los Angeles,
is a "duplex jazz orchestra." Roach
believes that two orchestras are better
than one and that by relieving

each other, they supply continuous
orchestral accompaniment without the
organ intermissions, which state is pref-

errable both for cueing of comedies
and news weeklies and for overtures,
the comedy producer states.

Negotiations, according to the
comedy producer, have reached a most
satisfactory stage and Mr. Roach
states that he will make an interesting

announcement soon in reference to his

"variety" cinema hcuse which will pre-
sent shows of about one and a half
hours' duration.

George," which is one of the "Let George
Do It" series, also directed by Francis
( 'orbv.

Most Territories Sold
Castle Novelty

for

The Castle single reel novelty, "Let's Do
Black Bottom," shows each step of the

dance individually and in slow motion. It

also concludes with a -eric- of comedy
touches.

According to the distributor, twenty-two
prints are working in the New York and
New Jersey district. Practically every ter-

ritory in the country has ben sold, it is said.

Humorous moments in the Educational-Mermaid com-
edy. "Much Mystery"
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Exploitation Contest for Laugh Month
Twelve Cash Awards Offered for Best Publicity Campaign on

Short Subjects During January: Trade Editors Judges

THE National Laugh Month Commit-
tee announce- that it will award - -

in cash prizes to exhibitors or theatre

employees conducting the best exploitation

campaigns tying up with Laugh Month dur-

ing January, 1927.

The prizes will be awarded after the 15th
of February. 1927. and are divided as fol-

low-: First Prize, $250; Second Prize. $100:
Third Prize, $50; Fourth Prize. 62.",; three

prizes of $10 each; five prizes of $5 each.

The awarding of the prizes will be in

the hands of a committee of judges con-

sisting of the editors-in-chief of six na-
tional trade publications: William A. John-
ston, •"Motion Picture News"; Frank Or-
tega, Motion Picture World; Martin J.

Quigley, Exhibitors Herald; Arthur James.
Motion Pictures Today; Fred J. McConnell.
Exhibitors Daily Review, and Maurice
Kann, Film Daily.

The contest is open to all exhibit*

house managers, publicity representatives

or others responsible for the originatin

and executing of theatre publicity and "ex-

ploitation campaign-. There are no re-

strictions as to the size of the theatre, and
the amount of money spent will not enter

into the decision of the judges, the award-
being made to those who in the opinion of

the jury have conducted the best campaign
for their particular theatres and under their

own peculiar circumstanei
In the event of a tie in any of the classes,

equal prizes will be awarded the tying con-

testants.

Fui- this contest an exploitation campaign
may include newspaper advertising, news-
paper exploitation tie-ups. straight news-
paper publicity, tie-ups with merchants.
straight street ballyhoos, straight theatre

ballyhoo- or any other form of exploitation

stunt. In submitting an entry in this con-

test, the exhibitor should describe each
ir in his campaign in detail. a< the

judges will consider the campaign as a

whole and take into consideration the co-

ordination of the various factors of the

campaign.

Entries can be sent in any time during
January, but no entry will be eligible if

received at the offices of the Committee
later than noon. February 15, 1927.

Exhibitors may use either the blank sup-

plied in sending in their entries, or they

may give the required information without

using blanks.

All entries must be mailed to the Na-
tional Laugh Month Committee. 469 Fifth

Avenue. Xew York, so that they will be
received by the Committee before the c -

ing date mentioned above.

In announcing this year's Laugh Month
exploitation contest for exhibitors, the

Committee - ie fact that the ex-

hibitor cannot get busy too soon in thinking
of his campaign. The press book,
announced, i- rapidly nearing eomph •

and should be in exhibitors ' hands within

a week. In the pages of the press book, it

- stated, the exhibitor will find many help-

ful suggestions, as well a- a full lin<

accessor: -

esume of Current News Weeklies
£=*= ^-^ s\

KIXOGRAMS XO. 5245: Trebizond. Tur-
key-—Tewrik Rushid Bey. "Mussolini of

Turkey." reviews the notolian cadets ; Wash-
ington—President and Mrs. Coolidge start drive

Christinas seals : Philadelphia—Mayor
Kendrick officially closes Sesquicentennial ex-

position ; Boston—Eleonora Sears Bosto:

ciety woman, breaks her record in hike of 47

miles; St. Louis—Dainty models show off

latest styles in footwear; Staten Island. X.Y.
—Alan Cobham and Lady Cobham start on
flight to Washington to visit President : Chi-

cago—Farm girls win in contest of 600.000 to

find healthiest girls in America : Decatur, Ga.
—Warden trains bloodhounds to act as his

deputies in watching road convicts : Dresden.
Germany—President Hindenburg reviews and
inspects cadets of military school and greets

war veterans.

KIXOGRAMS NO. 5246: Sault Ste Marie.
Mich.—Over 100 big ore carriers tied up

in lake by worst ice jam in history ; Boston

—

Marines win drilling: championship against

companies in Xational Guard. Army and Na-
vy : Wilhelmshaven. Germany—Xew cruiser

E-mden, named after famous World War mys-
tery ship, sets sail for 17-month voyage : Xew
York—High School student, who calls him-
self world's strongest boy. gives exhibition.

Lima. Peru—Build long tunnel to cut off hair-

pin curve on highest railroad in world: Xew
York—Drusilla Taggart, dancer, shows how
dancing in snow keeps you youthful: Los An-
geles—Crowds are thrilled by narrow escapes

ito drivers race on dirt track : Los An-
geles—Stnrk visitations cause big increase on
Charles Gay's lion farm.

D ATHE XEWS XO. 99: Miami. Fla.—

A

* pair of roller skates, a speeding motorcycle
—thrills galore : Philadelphia, Pa.—Sesquicen-
tennial Exposition closes after six months of

notable events : Kiel. Germany—To probe old

ocean's deep secrets : Xew York City—Italian

aviators sail: Johannesburg. S Africa—South

African Governor General dedicates impressive

monument to Dominion's heroes: Xewark. X. J.

— Bicycle riders train for six-day race : Xairobi.

B. E. Africa—Carl Akeley dies in Central

Africa: Seattle. Wash.—Here's hard liquor

that's so hard a rock crusher is needed to

destroy it : Los Angeles. Cal.—Pilots tiny plane
by use of movable wings only ; Central China

—

Lantonese victories over Wu-Pei-fu place
foreigners in danger; Denver. Colo.—Fox furs
worth $200,000 exhibited.

INTERNATIONAL XEWS XO. 98: Chicago.
J. 111.—Big league hockey stars tune up for ice

battles: Desert of Sakkara, Egypt—Buried
"mystery" city uncovered by Egyptians : Chi-
cago. 111.—Healthiest boy picked at International

. show : Samara. Russia— Russia strength-
ens army as Xear East crisis looms : Mel-
bourne, Australia—Australians Bock to summer
sport carnivals : Xew York City—Xewest huge
skyscraper tests workers' nerves : Xew

—Acrobatic monkeys shine as trapeze art-

its; On the Atlantic—Atlantic liners battle

winter- rst -.ales.

FOX XEWS. YOL. 8. XO. 19: Santa ! I

—California bathing girls who think they've
got a chance to win Catalina Isle swim
training: Washington, D.C.—President Coolidge
from White House window opens Xmas S

drive; Dresden—Hindenburg. President of
many, is greeted on his visit here with parade
of Reichswehr; Xewark. X.J.—The latest of
America's great bridges, built over Xewark
Bay at cost of S14.000.000 is opened : Providence,
R.I.—Yast throng of football fans sees Brown
and Colgate battle to a tie, 10 to 10. on gridii
Birmingham Ala.—Uni - of Alabama.
"Crimson Tide" defeats Georgia. 33 to 6. win-
ning third conference title : Austin. Texas

—

State University team wins exciting game :

Texas A. and M. before crowd of 35.000;
Rome. Italy—Daring workmen imperil life and
limb to clean great equestrian statue of Yictor
Emmanuel II : Montana—Dorothy P:lle>

mous as European mountain climber. -

skill in Glacier Xational Park : Buenos Aires

—

letic dancing rinds favor in South An;
—and Botanical Garden offers beautiful stage:
Tijuana—Biggest throng in history of famed
Mexican track crosses border to attend opening

. - s->n.
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THE CHECK-UP
Weekly Edition of Exhibitors

9 Box Office Reports

Productions listed are

new pictures on which

reports were not avail-

able previously.

KEY—The first column following the name of the feature represents the num-
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair" ; the third the number who considered
it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,

obtained by the following method : A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together and divided by the number
of reports, eiving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be

taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up.

For ratings on current
and older releases see

MOTION PICTURE
NEWS—first issue of
each month.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
Ace of Cads —
1 ampus Flirt, The —
1 at's Pajamas —
Kid Boots —
Lady of the Harem 1

Quarterback —
\\ e're in the Navy Now .... —
You'd Be Surprised 2

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Adorable Deceiver, The —
Her Honor, the Governor .... 1

Kosher Kitty Kelly 1

FIRST NATIONAL
Forever After —
Mismates —
Paradise 1

Strong Man, The —
Syncopating Sue —

FOX
Blue Eagle, The 1

l rreat K. & A. Robbery, The .

.

-

Midnight Kiss, The —

1 S — 78 7,786 Ft

16 9 81 6,702 Ft

1 9 3 75 5,863 Ft

1 16 1 70 5,650 Ft

4 10 — 59 5,717 Ft

15 6 81 7,114 Ft

1 5 82 5,519 It

3 7 — 54 5,994 Ft

1 4 64 4,879 Ft
2 3 2 64 6,709 Ft

1 5 1 64 6,103 Ft

3 1 78 6,330 Ft

3 8 — 62 6,905 Ft

3 1 66 7,090 Ft

1 7 1 69 6,882 Ft
> 7 — 63 6,770 Ft

1 4 56 6,200 Ft

1 3 1 66 4,800 Ft

2 3 — 58 5,025 Ft

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Boy Friend, The 3

Gay Deceiver, The 2

La Boheme 1

Temptress, The —
War Paint —

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Gigolo —
Young April —

UNIVERSAL
Marriage Clause, The —
Midnight Sun, The —
Old Soak, The —
Runaway Express, The 1

Take It From Me 3

Yellow Back, The 2

WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific —
My Official Wife —
Private Izzy Murphy —

10

5

13

5

3

6
10

3

7

4

57
51

72

81

70

61

63

79
65

70
59

63
51

2 73

1 70

3 83

5,584 Ft.

6,624 Ft.

8,781 Ft.

8,221 Ft.

5.H32 Ft.

7.295 Ft.

6,858 Ft.

7.680 Ft.

8.767 Ft.

7,445 Ft.

5,865 Ft.

6,649 Ft.

4,766 Ft.

6,954 Ft.

7,846 Ft.

7,889 Ft.

FILL IN THIS BLANK AND MAIL TO—

Motion Picture News, Inc., Date,

729 7th Ave., New York City

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results front a box office angle, with thefollowing pictures, same to be used in compilation

of your "The Check Up." It is expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE DISTRIBUTED BY WEATHER
CONDITION

REPORT

Big, Good, Fair, Poor

Class of patronage. Theatre.

Population of Town.. City. State.-
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"Close-Shaves"
(Educational-Tuxedo—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

INASMUCH as barbers since time immemor-
ial have served as stock material for the

comic (so-called) weeklies, there is justice and
logic in the movie comedy makers utilizing

this necessary if somewhat unesteemed artisan.

In this picture, directed by Charles Lamont,
Johnny Arthur is starred. Graduating from a

barber school his first job is in a shop where
he has the fullest opportunity to display his

lack of skill. The fact that his girl-friend

secures a position as manicurist in the same
shop complicates things. He is so busy watch-
ing her male customers that his own naturally

pay the penalty for this devotion on the part

of the operator. Beards, which the possessors

intended to hold on to, are amputated and
razed, faces cut and other barber misdemeanors
committed. Summoned to the hotel room of a

vamp who wishes to be made over the barber

is suspected by the heavy lover of pooehing.

That is not enough because the man in the other

apartment, which shares the bathroom adja-

cent to both rooms, also suspects his fair lady

of infidelity. Taking refuge in this bathroom
the poor barber is between two fires, but

escapes when the two swains meet full force

in the centre of the bathroom and, each sus-

pecting the other, crash. For a fitting finale

the star lands from his precarious hold on the

chandelier above them and puts both out of

commission. There you have this highly ex-

alted lofty comedy.
The cast: Johnny Arthur (star), Helen

Foster, Wallace Lupino, Anita Garvin, Robert

Graves. Summary. Filled with a number of

absurd situations that should provoke laughter,

if the spectator is not too critical or high-brow.

"A Key-Hole Cruise"
(Educational-Howe Hodge Podge

—

One
Reel)

HERE is introduced in a rather clever man-
ner of showing scenic shots. A small boy

peeks through the keyhole in a theatre and

sees from this vantage point the photogra-

phers' shots. These range from California

with its flora, fauna and other natural history

exhibits to Africa with its pyramids and

Sphinx, the far north and Japan in festival

time. Each photograph is preceded by draw-

ings which serve as an introduction or prelude

to the actual camera exposure. It is justly

called a "hodge-podge" but for those who are

unable to travel pictures of this kind have a

never-failing attraction. It might be added,

also for those who have traveled because there

is no satisfaction greater than sitting back and

saying "Yes, that is the Sphinx all right. I

know because I have been there." This Lyman
Howe offering is passed and approved by this

individual board of reviewers. -- PAUL
THOMPSON.

"Madame Dynamite"
I Fox-Imperial Comedy—Two Reels)

(Revieived by Paul Thompson)

EDDIE CLAYTON got fed up having his

mother-in-law, Alice Howell, around the

house and determined to get rid of her. I

don't blame him, but he should have exercised

more judgment in the selection of a mother for

himself (secured through an employment

agency) to offset and rout the wife's mother.

Blanche Payson, an Amazonian-looking female,

with a husband that had juggling propensities

and two strong-men sons, moved into the Clay-

ton home and nearly disrupted it physically and

otherwise before they in turn were put out.

And how were they put out? By the hated

mother-in-law donning masculine disguise and

playing the role of a doctor saying that the

house was about to be quarantined. Xot such a

bad idea for making even more sure her own
dominance of the household.

Before that happened, however, the house
was practicaly ruined because of the weight-
lifting proclivities of the sons and the strong-

arm work of "Madame Dynamite," the im-
ported mother for Eddie. It is all a decidedly

rough comedy with everybody knocking ever-*-

other person down and ruining the furniture

and creating havoc. If it is the sort of thing

you like you will like it, for Franklin R.

Dull, responsible for story and scenario, be-

lies his name. Zion Myers and Gene Forde di-

rected under George Marshall's supervision.

The cast includes the following : Delia Pe-

terson, Eddie Clayton, Blanche Payson, Tom
McGuire and Alice Howell.
Released November 28, 1926.

Fish, Farms, Flowers and An Oasis

(Pathe-Review No. 50—One Reel)

PATHE'S review for December 12th starts

off with catching fish for commercial pur-

poses off Cape Cod, Mass. Several interesting

shots are shown, making the early morning
start, the catch, and then the journey home to

the market for the day's catch. This is not in

the Grantland Rice Sportlight domain as this

is business pure and simple and no sporting

angle enters therein.

"Down on the Farm" does not deal with New
England nor yet with the middle west, as

might be expected, but concerns native ways of

farming in the Philippines. Their harvesting

and threshing are still primitive and conse-

quently interesting. That there be no waste
the houses of the natives are constructed of the

chaff left over.

The "Flower of the Ancients" is the designa-

tion given the iris. Arthur Pillsbury, of the

Pathe Review staff, has taken this in colors and
it is rarely beautiful. Using a time-lapse camera
so that an exposure is made every five minutes
it is possible with comparative few pictures to

show the birth, life and death of the iridescent

iris. It certainly belongs in the Workshop of
Nature studies, being done with the same pains-
taking care that has characterized the others.

"Nefta the Beautiful" is an oasis in the
Sahara encountered by Byron Khun de Prorok
on his African expedition to discover the lost

continent. It must have looked beautiful to him
and other travelers after the desert stretches.

Palms, streams of water and everything to

make glad the heart of the traveler after the
long desert stretches.

All in all this is a very good Pathe Review
release.—PAUL THOMPSON.

"Felix the Cat in Reverse English"
( Educational-Sullivan Cartoon—One

Reel)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson I

OF such stuff are dreams made," for the

latter part of this animated cartoon deals
with what the poor outcast cat, sleeping beneath
a tree in a raging snow storm, imagines is

happening to his enemy, the house-holder who
has put him out. Felix is put outside the
door when the witching hour of twelve ar-

rives but, being a persistant soul, returns sever-
al times until finally he realizes it is no use
and drops off to sleep. Then comes the dream
in which the positions are reversed and it is

Felix who is putting out the master of the
house. The latter does the same things Felix
has done, including an unmelodious concert to

make sleep impossible. So pleasant is the
dream that Felix is perfectly oblivious of the
pelting snow and his uncomfortable seat under
the shelterless tree. It is an ingenious twist

and makes this particular release one of the
best recently issued by Educational.

"Buster's Picnic"
(Universal-Stern Bros.—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

IT seems rather late in the season to be plan-
ning picnics but screen-land knows no law

of temperature or other things and that is

why we find R. F. Outcault's perennial cartoon
characters, Buster, Tige and Mary Jane, going
on a picnic, said picnic being scheduled for
release January 3, 1927. Gus Meins, the di-

rector, sees to it that trouble starts at the
very beginning with Buster's characteristically
masculine inability to cut the bread for sand-
wiches and otherwise helr>. Mary Jane does
the work. Once started, Buster's baby brother
tosses the contents of the luncheon basket to
the trailing Tige so that there is no food when
the picnic grounds are reached. Tige makes
amends by stealing the luncheon of a neigh-
boring party. Also having eaten the cream
covering off a cake he creates a panic be-
cause all the picnickers think he is frothing at

the mouth and suffering from the rabies. To
add to the comfort (?) of the recreation-seekers
a hornet's nest is dislodged and the hornets
rout the entire picnic-camp crowd. For a finale
a table cloth becomes a parachute and carries
the youthful trio over a cliff-side into the
ocean. All rescued, it becomes an entry in a
Samuel Pepys diary "and so home to bed."
Arthur Trimble and Doreen Turner, of

course, play the two ingratiating youngsters
and get a maximum of fun for themselves
and the movie-goers out of the comedy.

"Around the Bases"
(Universal-"Collegians"—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
STILL insist that the hero of Carl Laem-

A mle's Jr.'s college stories is a sort of Frank
Merriwell. Like that illustrious Yale under-
graduate of dime-novel memory of many years
ago, George Lewis in the title role is one of
the greatest all-around athletes I have ever
heard of. No sooner has he won his race and
the track meet for old Col ford, but he bobs un
as the pitching mainstay of his college baseball
team. His prowess on the track and field

is beyond cavil but his cleverness extends to
rowing, football, basketball, hockey, crickrt,

or what have you. He makes the proud pos-
sesser of his college letter in four major sports,
up to now always justly regarded as a most
distinguished achievement, look like the vr iest

tyro athletically. And the manner in which
Dorothy Gulliver roots for his success and
for the humbling of the villainous Eddie Phil-
lips

; well, having a sneaking liking for blondes
myself, I would I were a George Lewis or an
Ed. Benson (his screen name). Always also
Lewis is put out of the game before it starts
to come back at the crucial moment and win
the event.

In this one it is the baseball game with one
of Colford's greatest rivals. After Phillips has
"beaned" Lewis with a baseball, putting him
temporarily hors de combat, the dressing-room
sends the star back just as his rival in the
box is weakening and it looks all over. He
not only pulls his team out of the hole—need I
say there are three on and none out ?—but in the
last half of the ninth with the score against his
team drives in the winning run? I need not.

It is good healthy, juvenile fun and enter-
taining. The quartet of leading players, Lewis,
Gulliver, Phillips and "head coach" Hayden
Stevenson, with a supporting company of "con-
vincing" undergraduates, do justice to the sce-
nario and to Wesley Ruggles' direction.
Two Reels, released January 3, 1927.
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"The Honey-moon Quickstep"
(Universal—Bluebird—One Reel)

OF the most tenuous and unsubstantial is

this Bluebird comedy directed by Slim
Summerville and featuring Arthur l.ake and
Elsie Tarron. In a spirit of moving picture

fun, Elsie, now a widow, suggests that her
dancing party will be "pepped up" if they stage
a mock marriage. Arthur is selected as the
goat and her colored butler as the minister.
I' turns out he is an ordained minister of the
Aim- Baptist church. That is all that Elsie
needs, however, as she drags poor Arthur
off to the nuptial bed chamber to his obvious
distress, that of his parents and of his fiancee.

But the idea persists in the mind of the spec-
tator, 'Why worry?" But they do, and only
when it is belatedly discovered that such things
as marriage licenses are needed is the problem
solved.

The piece, scheduled for release Januarj 3,

1927, is only mildly amusing.

"Snookum's Playmate"
(Universal-Stern Bros.—Two Reels)

{Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THE never-ceasing rivalry between parents
as to the superiority of their respective

children is the theme of this only mildly amus-
ing George MacManus cartoon-inspired comedy,

ikums gets acquainted with the child next
door and in a competitive spirit they succeed
in demolishing practically every thing in sight

starting with phonograph records and ending
with the furniture. Of course the parents get
into a typical movie fight and roll all over
the floor but end by becoming the best of
friends, but still quite humanly and parentally
convinced of the greater intelligence and charm
of their own offspring.

(hiss Meins directed Jed Dooley, Ethelyn
Clair and Sunny McKeen in the piece scheduled
for release January 5, 1926. It cannot be rated
very high yet will serve its purpose undoubtedly
to pass away the time that two reels consume
in unwinding.

"The Comma Butterfly"
(Bray Nature Special—One Reel)

IT is not that this subject has not been photo-
graphed innumerable times before, because it

has, but because it is a never- failing source of
interest and wonder that this particular offer-

ing is commended. There is something fascina-

ting about the metamorphosis from the ugly,

repellant caterpillar to the iridescent, beautiful,

fragile butterfly. Close-ups show the transition

most effectively. Don Carlos Ellis has done the

editing and titling most successfullv—PAUL
THOMPSON.

"A Blonde's Revenge"
I Pathe-Sennett—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

BEN TURPIN running for office; need any
more be said? Being Turpin it means he

miust necessarily be tangled up with various

members of the other sex who naturally are
going to spoil any chance he may have of sitting

with that erudite body of law makers at Wash-
ington, the House and Senate. This is really

one of the most cleverly plotted, most logical,

plausible and honestly amusing Turpin pictures

released for some time. It is a three or four cor-
nered race for office, but the most astute of all

is the candidate who takes moving pictures of

his various rivals in compromising situations

and then at a final rally before election throws
on the screen these damaging pictures. Turpin
and his society sponsor and manager seated in

a box watching the moving picture and their

reactions is an ingenious and very amusing idea.

There is a minimum of the rough stuff and
that is welcome in itself. It is legitimate comedy
well acted, directed and photographed and the

entertainment qualities are enhanced for these

reasons. Aside from the star the other Sennett

players employed are Ruth Taylor, Irving

Bacon, Vernon Bent and Thelma Parr. Del
Lord directed.

Lumber, Warriors and Alligators

(Pathe Review No. 51—One Reel)

STARTING out with this pictorial history of

lumbering in Russia, the spectator is apt

lo yawn and say "What is the use?" The mere
fact that these particular pictures are taken in

Soviet Russia, showing the trees being raited

down the river would mean nothing. It will be

just like pictures on the same subject in our own
New England States or Canada. Then you dis-

covi r it is quite different because each consign-

ment of rafts carries a crew that sleeps, eats and
spends all its time on the raft until the destina-

tion is reached. Quite interesting from the start

to the arrival in Riga.

"Fez, the City of Warriors" naturally lends

itself to picturesque shots of which full ad-

vantage is taken. Pathecolor is employed. Tin

Streets, bazaars, market-place types, walls,

fountains, etc., are shown from advantageous
angles. The whole is most effective even

though the subject can hardly be regarded as
strikingly new or novel.
"The 'Gator Grabber" is one of the best re-

view pictures shown for months. Carl Link'-
farm at Los Vngeles where he raises them for
the market is shown. The owner jumps into
the pool to pick out the particular animal he
wishes and the result is a thrilling struggle
worthy of one of the Williamson under-sea
pictures. The nerve and daring of the man is

bound to evoke "Oh's" and "Ah's" among spec-
tators. It is an exciting and intensely thrilling
picture.—PAUL THOMPSON.

"School Days"
l Pathe-Fable—One Reel)

THE trials and tribulations of a country
school teacher form the material of this

one of Aesop's Fables and. of course, Fanner
Al is the goat. Getting one of the pups up to
wash his face, eat his breakfast and get him
off to school makes an auspicious start and
must bring back memories of more or less

recent years to most beholders. Then Farmer
Al as the teacher summoning his little, shining-
faced animal pupils with his school-bell. Fol-
lows the sort of rough house one might expect
from a Fable with the friendly cop trying to
play first aid but going down in tin- bombard-
ment even as the instructor does. As though
this were not enough, in Al's pursuit of the
recreant pupils who have sought an old swim-
min' hole a hornet's nest is dislodged on the
person of the teacher. Alternately he and the
pupils suffer from the stings of the insects until

a merciful fade-out brings the moral of the
Fable and the end. Like the other releases on
this December 19 Pathe program it is unusually
good.—PAUL THOMPSON.

"Telling Whoppers"
(Pathe—"Our Gang*'—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)
RARELY does this series fall down in sus-

tained humor of situation and plot and this

is not one of those times. For a matter of

fact it is one of the most amusing of the recent
releases. Because there is a bully in the neigh-
borhood who terrorizes all the other kids a

conspiracy is hatched for two members of the
"club" to beat him up. Because his disappear-
ance has been reported they return to tell that

they have killed him. When his clothes, stained
with strawberry marks, are found on the edge
of a pond where the bully has gone swimming
their position becomes uncomfortable because
they think the entire Los Angeles police force
is on their trail. Ultimately tin- falsity of their

storj is proved and the bully gets his. first from
his mother; then from the gang in mass attack.

It is deliciously juvenile and filled with good
fun from start to finish, from the moment the

tormentor makes the kids stand on their heads
with their feet against the wall until the fmis'i

when he is getting his belated punishment.
Were one to mark this as an inspector does milk
1 should call this grade \ "Our Gang" amuse-
ment and entertainment.

A quartet or" stills from "Love's Hurdle." one of the S em Bros. Excuse Makers comedies released by Universal

"Kitty From Killarney"
(Pathe-Mack Sennett—Two Reels)

A] li'l-; DAY is starred in this piece under
Eddie Cline's direction. It is another of the

melting pot series. Mice arrives al Ellis Island

and sneaks in hecausi the quota has just been
exhausted and she simply musl se< Vmerica if

not live here. On her trail are two moving
picture comedy immigration authorities but she

away with it. I ler boy friend. 1

Quillan, is a 1 tblack with stage ambitions. Mis
appi ai anct or tin tagi oi > Bowery thi

atre results in his and Ins girl partner "getting
the hook" after a perfect deluge of fruit.

tables, <ie. It recalls a custom that I think
must have gone into the discard in these effete

days. It was responsibh foi the beginning of a

cai eer for mam w 1m a i tei w ards 1"
i

brated as actors. This Bowery theatre scen<
is the high point in the comedy, hut there air

some other rather amusing his it should
I ddie Quillan, I )ann\ O'Shi ! Max

I >a\ idson cu< is members i if the cast.

Releasi ill
1

. - mbi r P'
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The White Black Sheep
Barthelmess Turns Sheik With Fair Results

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

RICHARD BARTHELMESS is still in need of good screen

material. His recent efforts haven't measured up to the

high calibre which he established with '

' The Bright Shawl '

'

and "The Enchanted Cottage." He gives evidence of not being

thorough enough in sizing up likely stories for his personality.

We can't blame him for attempting something different in char-

acterization. But in his effort to get off the beaten path he has

lost sight of the plot, with the result that his characters never

get anywhere.
"The White Black Sheep" is better than "Ransom's Folly,"

and it does give the star a chance to play a sheik. He enters into

his work with plenty of enthusiasm and is not afraid of capturing

ihe spirit of the characterization. But the plot has gone to the

movie, well, many, many times, so that its appeal rests entirely

with the acting. A scapegrace son of a colonel of the British

Army gets into a jam over a girl's theft of a bank-roll and is

condemned by his dad without a hearing. So he drifts to the

Orient where he not only rescues a dancing giri, but saves the

garrison from an attack.

It is very obvious and not the least bit exciting. In its favor
are the performances by the star and Patsy Ruth Miller and the
atmosphere. Otherwise it is just so-so.

The Cast: Richard Barthelmess, Patsy Ruth Miller, Con-
stance Howard, Erville Anderson, William H. Tooker, Gino
Corrado, Albert Prisco, Sam Appel, Col. G. L. McDonell,
Templar Saxe. Director, Sidney 01cot t.

THEME : Romantic drama of

scapegrace son who is disinher-

ited, but who is reclaimed by
parent when he makes good.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The performance by
star. The desert scenes. Th
outwitting of tribesmen, etc.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up title for teaser cam-
paign. Use stills of star in hi:

sheik's make-up.
DRAWING POWER: Should

draw with star's public. Title

should attract. O.K. for av-

erage houses

Produced by Inspiration. Distributed by First National.

Length, 6,794 feet. Released November, 1926.
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Some of the varied scenes that contribute to the road show calibre of

Paramount's "Old Ironsides'"

The Canadian
Fair Enough for Meighan

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THINGS are picking up for Thomas Meighan. Time was for

about one full season that the popular Paramounter was in

a rut—that he couldn't seem to find a story worthy of his

stature. "The Canadian," however, is right up his street, since it

exploits a likely characterization—approaches realities and tells its

action in a straightforward and convincing fashion. It has its

faults, but these are minor ones—faults which reveal a scarcity of

incident and humor and too much repressed acting by the star and
his leading woman, Mona Palma.

It is a picture which smacks of the soil and doesn't get sugar-

coated for the sake of a happy ending. It tells of men who work
hard, up in the wheatlands of Northwest Canada—of men who are

lonely. Comes a sensitive flower from Britain to try and assimilate

the atmosphere of the country. She ends by offering herself in

marriage to a farmer.
The drama revolves around the melting of her reserve and an

awakening to the manly qualities of the son of the soil. There are

no melodramatic fireworks. Indeed, the action is subdued. But
it holds the attention because it is handled in a life-like manner.
Charles Winninger and Dale Fuller are good in minor roles.

The Cast:TJiomas Meighan, Mona Palma, Wyndham Stand-
ing, Dale Fuller, Charles Winninger, Billie Butts. Director,

William Beaudine.

THEME : Pomantic drama es-

tablishing conflict between sen-

sitive, cultured woman and dirt

farmer and of how each learns

to appreciate virtues of the

other.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS : The locations. Scene
at table. Episode of heroine 't

apology. The dawning of the

romance. The atmosphere.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:

Bill as rugged, homespun story

of soil. Play up as one of Mei-
ghan 's best. Exploit as picture

of romance in wheatlands, etc.

DRAWING POWER: Satis-

factory for anv locality. Star's

popularity will draw then.

Scems from the United Artists release, "The W inning of Barbara JT orlli

Produced and distributed by Famous Players.

Length, six reels. Released November. 1926.
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O sides,

Old Ironsides
I Witrt clous Picture—One of the Few Great Ones

(Reviewed by Laurence Kcid
I

the richest superlatives can do justice to "Old Iron-

which lakes rank with the biggest achievements of

the screen. It is fitting to call it Paramount's supreme film

—one accomplished b\ the same Cruze who made celluloid history

with "The Covered Wagon." It glorifies the American Navy at

the beginning of its glorious career—and glorifies it in terms of

lusty drama, misty humor—and tremendous action and suspense.

It is sweeping in it- emotional fervor, patriotic without touching
false heroics—and always picturesquely satisfying. The story is

sound and substantia] and is told in crisp and sustaining scenes

—

scenes colored with a sei of swanky titles by Rupert Hughes. A
thorough job, this production, unfolding to a climax that holds

one in breathless, gripping suspense. There is no dominant char-

acter. A group of clearly defined figures carry its story along,

generating humor and thrills. These sturdy cameos are portrayed

by a remarkably efficient cast. There is a romantic issue, but the

real romance is the tang of the sea, the spirit of the men who
Eoughl for "Old Ironsides" and crushed the corsairs.

This is the spiril which Stallings wove into the story, which
Harry Carr and Walter Woods carried on in their adaptation and
which Cruze captured and fashioned into Paramount's biggest

production. It is magnificent and inspiring—and easily wins the

honor of being "the" picture of the year. Credit can be generously
distributed for all concerned in its making, no little share being
given Eugo Riesenfeld for his spirited and melodious score.

The Cast: Wallace Beery, George Bancroft, Charles Farrell,

Esther Ralston, George Godfrey, Johnny Walker.

THEME: Drama of "U.S.S. crammed with them.
Constitution" and its exploits EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
upon the high seas,

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Action, photography,
climax, acting — a picture

Go the limit on tie-ups, cam-
paigns, etc.

DRAWING POWER: A sure

sell-out everywhere.

Produced and distributed by Famous Players.

Length, twelve reels. To be roadshowed.
Atmospheric shots from the current First National release, "The IT hite

Black Sheep"

The Winning of Barbara Worth
Strongest W ith Its Scenery and Climax

( Reviewed by Laurence Reid )

SEVERAL months have been occupied in fashioning this picture

and as far as scenic investiture is concerned the work hasn't

been in vain. The Harold Bell Wrighl story is not very sub-

stantial of plot. There are times when the hokum declares itself,

particularly in the goings-on of the central figures, represented here

by a city engineer and a prairie flower. However, Henry King
is one director who can get the utmost out of a plot. It it has

a weakness you will find him concentrating upon the pictorial

issues. Here he captures some eloquent effects of clouds, sunsets

and other (dements of Nature at her best. The Western back-

grounds are also awe-inspiring.
The theme has to do with the romance of the central characters

and the reclamation of the desert. It is obvious, talky, and not

very exciting until the climax, at which point it carries a wallop.

It reveals a bursting dam and a swollen river sweeping destruction

in its path. A firsl rate composition of scenes, we'd call it, on the

part of King. The action is jumpy, probably because of the heavy
editing to trim it to feature length. [ts best feature is its photog-

raphy, although the acting i~ up to requirements.

/'//( Cast: Pon, ild Colman, Vilma Banky, Charles Lane. Paul
McAllister, E. J. Ratcliffe, Gary Cooper. Clyde Cook, Erwin
Connelly, Soin Plum. Director, Henry King.

THEME: Romantic drama of EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
engineer and prairie girl, cou- Tie up with bookstores on sale

pled with the reclamation of a

desert

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS : The beautiful photog-

raphy. The suppressed acting

by Ronald Colman. The support
by Vilma Banky and Gary Coo-
per. The bursting of the dam.

Produced l>x Somite! Goldwyn.

of Wright's novel. Play up prin-

cipal members of cast. Bill as

big film of open spaces.

DRAWING POWER: Will
draw through popularity of

story and principal players.

For first-runs and other types
of houses.

Distributed by United Artists.

I group <>f highlights in the Paramount offering, "The Canadian' Length, seven reels. Released November. 1926.
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Love 'Em and Leave 'Em
Acting and Gags Put It Over
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THERE 'S not much weight to this one, naturally, with such a

title. But it is seasoned with sufficient paprika in the shape

of spirited acting and timely gags and episodes to keep

one sufficiently amused without yawning. It may be catalogued as

a comedy-drama, an adaptation of the play which had its innings

on Broadway last season—and it pokes into the affairs of depart-

ment stoic clerks, touching romance, passion, vamping and a dash

of intrigue.

Frank Tuttle, the director, has done pretty well by it, seeing

as how he had very little to work with. He surely keeps it peppy
—and the titles help him out when the plot begins to falter.

It establishes an affair between a boy and a girl who decide

to keep company until the heroine's younger sister vamps him.

This is the situation which starts it off—and which is not finished

until the older girl wins back her boy friend. When it shows
evidence of becoming too "gaggy" the director introduces some
human interest stuff. The acting is thoroughly in spirit with the

high jinks, particularly as contributed by Louise Brooks as the

vamp and Evelyn Brent as the heroine.

The first mentioned has a part which approaches the modern
flapper and she surely gets away with it. Lawrence Gray lags a

bit behind, due to taking his part too seriously.

The Cast: Evelyn Brent, Louise Brooks, Lawrence Gray,

Osgood Perkins, Marcia Harris, Vera Sisson, Arthur Donald-
son. Director, Frank Tuttle.

THEME: Comedy-drama of

department store workers who
have a romance only to have it

interrupted when a teasing sis-

ter starts to vamp.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: The gags. The human
interest. The clever performan-
ces by Evelyn Brent and Louise
Brooks. The titles.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Cash in on title

—

which affords

teaser possibilities. Use slangy
throwaways, built around the

title. Bill as an amusing film of

young go-getters who work in

a department store.

DRAWING POWER: Suit-

able for everyday audiences.

Title should draw them.

Produced and distributed by Famous Players.

Length, six reels. Released, November, 1926.

Intense comedy moments in "The Cheerful Fraud," Universale feature

length comedy

While London Sleeps
Showing That Rin-Tin-Tin Does Not

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

I

HAVE not seen any picture in months that so vividly recalls

the old melodramas of the ten-twenty-thirty-cent days, days
when Sullivan, Harris and Woods (now the eminent Broadway

producers, A. H. Woods and Sam Harris), were making fortunes

for themselves and the late Theodore Kroner. "The Bowery
After Dark," and "The Queen of Chinatown" are two of the

outstanding hits of that mauve or lurid decade. It is this type

of show which Walter Morosco has written and directed to capi-

talize the services and fame of Rin-Tin-Tin. Yet, very slight de-

mands are made on the uncanny cleverness, the almost human
(if one is not too cynical) intelligence which the dog has displayed

on the screen in the past. He is called on to do merely the con-

ventional and does that naturally well

Thomas Burke's Limehouse is naturally the scene of most of

the action. That is possibly almost redundant when you consider

it is an out and out melodrama. It is not such awfully good

melodrama at best and your credulity is stretched to the breaking

point by the employment pf an ape-like character as the right

bower of "The Hawk," the underworld mastermind that was

continually thwarting and baffling that great asset of so much
English fiction, Scotland Yard—in capital letters. Morosco made
a determined effort to send chills up and down the spine by the

imminence of this monster's ravishing the heroine, Helene Costello,

but somehow it didn't seem to click.

The Cast: Rin-Tin-Tin (Starred) Helene Costello, Walter

Merrill, John Patrick, Otto Mattisen, George Kotsoneros,

DeWitt Jennings, Carl Stockdale, Lcs Bates. Director and

author-scenarist, Walter Morosco.

THEME. Duel between Lon-
don's underworld and the law.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
The star's popularity. Appeal

of this type of play to melo-

drama lovers.

DRAWING POWER. Good in

cheaper houses.

Aspects martial and otherwise of Metro-Goldn>yn-Mayer's "Tin Hats'

Length, 5.810 feet. Released November 27, 1926.

Produced and distributed by Warner Brothers.
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The Cheerful Fraud
Denny Falls in Love Again—Successfully

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THE affair started in London in the ruin and ended in the

rain in the country. Bui before Gertrude Olmstead found
herself tinder an umbrella with Reginald Denny's arms aboul

her and the rain beating down on their understandably oblivious

selves many things happened. Among others he forgets his title

he is one of England's and Nature's noblemen—because by
pretending to be a commoner he gets a job as secretary for < > t

i

-

Harlan, a nouveau riche Englishman, in the same household shelter-

ing the fair Gertrude, who is the companion and social secretarj

to Harlan's screen wife (Emily Fitzroy in private life). To the
same household in Surrey come a crook, Charles Gerrard, mas-
querading as the real Sir .Michael Fairlie (Denny's own title—in

the story and the picture)—and his side-partner, a blonde (Ger-
trude Astor). The latter is intent on making Harlan pay for
his Anita Loos preference as evinced by a bundle of compromising
Inters. There you have the ingredients.

It starts off rippingly, but drags and comes a cropper. It is un-
fortunate, for the possibilities of a bully entertainment are in some
unaccountable manner just missed. It is not the fault of the play-
ers, for they are uniformly good, but must be charged to Harvey
Thew's adaptation of K. R. G. Browne's story and possibly to
director William A. Seiter. It becomes somewhat cheap in its

attempts at humor where no need for this existed.

The Cast: Regnald Penny (starred), Gertrude Olmstead,
Otis Harlan, Emily Fitzroy, Charles Gerrard and Gertrude]
Astor. Director, William A. Seiter. Author, K. R. G. Brozvne.
Adapter, Harvey Thew.
THEME: English domestic

comedy. Denny masquerades as

a secretary to be near heroine
and thwarts crook
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: Rain scenes with
Denny and Olmstead. Perfect-

ly plausible mix-up of charac-
ters in plot.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Denny's fame. Line-up um-
brella manufacturers and sell-

ers for publicity.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be good because of Denny's fol-

lowing not because of strength
of vehicle.

Produced and distributed by Universal.

Length, 6,945 feet. Released January 6, 1927.

Highlights from the Paramount production, "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em"

Tin Hats
War Comedy Has Its Appeal

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

PICTURES of the late unpleasantness in Europe are swooping

down upon us with a vengeance—and no field of the drama
is being neglected. There have been serious films—and others

designed solely to provoke laughter. By catering to the smiles as

well as the sorrows of the war the producers are displaying good

showmanship. "Tin Hats" belongs to the same category as

"Behind the Front" and "The Better 'Ole," though it has nothing

in common with these pictures.

There isn't much story to the film. It comprises a series of

amusing episodes having to do with a trio of Yankee soldiers on

the Rhine. Naturally, the plot effervesces right out of the screen,

the director sensing thai a story would spoil it. Truly, the picture

just starts off with an idea and expands under the gags of Edward
Sedgwick, who handled the megaphone, and Ralph Spence, who
contributed the captions.

It reveals some Hashes of genuine humor which show the boys

taking advantage of the Armistice to cut up didoes.

The Cast: Conrad Nagel, George Cooper, Bert Roach. Claire

Windsor. Tom O'Brien. Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

THEME: Comedy of a trio of in the mud. The breezy acting.

American soldiers who cut up
didoes when the Armistice is

declared. They find excitement,

romance and everything.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The pursuit on bi-

cycles. The entrance of the ro-

mance with the German girl.

The reception by the people of

the German town. The episode

The captions.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Feature title. Decorate lobby
with military paraphernalia.

Tie up with Legion posts. Treat
as comedy of the war when
Armistice is signed.

DRAWING POWER: Should
prove popular in every com-
munity. Title and comedy
should put it over.

Suspenseful episodes in
'"" hile London Sleeps," " H arner Bros, picture

I 'rod need and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn.

Length, six reels. Released November, 1926.
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onalNewsfromCorresponden
Lam

p\ T. LANE, Secretary of the
*-*J • Intermountain Film Board
of Trade, is the happy and proud
father of a lovely baby girl. Mrs.
Lane was the recipient of a mag-
nificent bouquet of flowers from
the members of the Film Board of

Trade here.

A. L. Barlow, in charge of the

accessory department for Associa-

ted First National, left this city

for Los Angeles after having vis-

ited the local office.

Vete Stewart, Associated First

National sales representative, is

back after a trip into Montana.
Stewart reports that John Har-
rington. Montana representative

out of the Butte office, has recently

taken up golf. Salesman Claude
Hawkes, out of this exchange, has
just bought himself a new Hudson
brougham coach, and Stewart is

reported to have recently pur-

chased a new Buick Master Six
sedan.

Ben F. Rosenberg, special home
office representative for Fox, is

paying a visit to the local exchange
with Branch Manager H. Bradley
Fish.

Bob Wallner has returned to the

exchange here from his territory in

Idaho in a new Oldsmobile sedan
to attend the sales meeting held
by Special Representative Rosen-
berg. J. L. Tidwell will leave for
Southern Utah immediately follow-
ing this sales meeting.
Manager Dave Farquhar of the

local Warner Brothers exchange
has been suffering severely from
a very bad cold, but is managing
to keep on the job. Salesman Ed

Salt Lake City
C. Mix is at present working up
on the Yellowstone Branch of Ida-

ho, and H. A. Dunklee is working
in the vicinity of Great Falls, Ida.

Fred Lind, F.B.O. branch man-
ager, is back from a trip into

Wyoming, while Rube Harris has
left for the Idaho country, and W.
T. Withers is still in the State of

Montana.
During the recent Paramount

Sales Convention a number of so-

cial functions were held, among
which was a pheasant dinner given

the sales force of Salt Lake City

by Salesman E. M. Loy, at the

home of James Epperson, Pathe
branch manager here. Clarence
Key of the local Paramount ex-
change has bought a new Oldsmo-
bile sedan. Charles G. Epperson,
who has been acting as special

representative for Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation throughout the

Salt Lake territory, has completed
his special assignment and is again
covering his own territory in Utah.
The Spencer Circuit, comprised

of the Idaho towns of Spencer,
Roberts, DuBoise and Lewisville,

has been sold by Spencer H. Law-
son to Fred Larson of Roberts, Ida.

Walter S. Rand, manager here

for United Artists, is leaving this

week for the principal points of

Montana. Milton Cohn is still

covering Montana and J. F. Young
is in Idaho.

The second new film building to

be erected in this city is to be

located on East 1st South, immedi-
ately east of the building recently

completed. It is expected that the

ground will be broken for this new
building right away and that it will

be ready for occupancy by the first

of March. United Artists, War-
ner Brothers, F.B.O. and Columbia
Pictures are expecting to occupy
this new building, making the new
film row complete.

L. T. Fidler, newly appointed
branch manager for Columbia Pic-

tures, is now making a short trip

into Cache Valley, Utah.
H. Lewis of the Lewis Circuit

of Theatres at Clifton, Ida., is vis-

iting local exchange managers this

week.
John Rugan, of Park City, Utah,

and Frank Knotts, of Vancouver,
B.C., who are building the new
Egyptian Theatre at Park City, are
spending some time in Salt Lake
City.

Seth D. Perkins, District Man-
ager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
will be in this city from Denver
for a few days this week accord-
ing to Manager L. C. Wingham of
the local exchange.
"Buck" Wade, Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer salesman, is still covering
Eastern Montana, and A. A. Bruce
is now making a short trio through
out the southern part of Utah with

L. M. Stern, assistant manager if

u.e local omce.
Branch Manager J. A. Epperson

of the Pathe exchange of this city-

is back from his Idaho trip and

is suffering from a bad cold. A. L.

Davis, branch feature sales man-
ager for Pathe, has also just re-

turned from the Idaho country.

James R. Keitz, former manager
of the local office for Columbia
Pictures, is now associated with

Universal here in the caoacity of

sales representative and will work
in the Idaho territory.

Samuel Henley, former Univer-
sal exchange manager in this city,

has been renewing old acquaint-

ances here.

J. E. Ryan of the Liberty and
Alberta theatres at Brigham City,

Utah, is conferring with local ex-

change managers this week.
S. B. Steck, operating the Ly-

ceum Theatre at Ogden, Utah, is

also an exhibitor visitor in this

citv.

George Hayes of the Educational

exchange here leaves within a few
days for southern Utah.
Jim Quinn, publicity director for

the Western Division for Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation,

was a visitor here this week.

Branch Manager Al ' O'Keefe is

leaving on a special sales trip into

Montana.
Bob Ennerson is starting out on

an extended trip into Idaho with
his P.D.C. product, and Jack Con-
nors is making a trip into the Mon-
tana territory. Lillian Hansen,
stenographer at- the local office for

Producers, is to be married De-
cember 24th.

Netf England

THE Strand Theatre at Hills-

boro, N.H., has been sold by
Paul I. Denning to Oliver F. Thay-
er, who will add it to his chain

now consisting of the Leddy, at

Epping, N.H., and the Odd Fel-

lows Hall, at Raymond, N.H.

The Globe Theatre, at St. Johns-

bury, Vt, lease of which has been

held by H. A. Graves, is at present

closed through expiration of the

lease and non-renewal of the same.

It is understood that negotiations

are under way by the owners with

Andrew Tegu with a view to re-

opening the playnouse. Mr. Tegu
recently opened the new Palace

Theatre at St. Johnsbury, one of

the largest theatres in the State.

Firemen's Hall at York Beach,
Me., has closed and will probably
not be reopened until next sum-
mer.

A. N. Sanborn has disposed of

Horticultural Hall at Manchester,
Mass., to Frank Grady and J. H.
Foy.

Pat Campbell, Eastern Division
Manager for Pathe, spent several

days during the week at the Boston
exchange of that company.

Fred Sharby, who recently pur-

chased the Sunshine Theatre, Leo-
minster, has resold the theatre to

J. O'Toole.

Phil Coolidge, Pathe News
cameraman who was burned in the

fire which gutted the Pathe lab-

oratory a week ago, is again back
on the job, although he appears to

have suffered "sunburn". He was
burned more by the intense heat

within the laboratory than by com-
ing in contact with the flames. He
lost six cameras and a collection of

pictures he had made from all parts

of the world.

Repairs to the building were
started the same day as the fire

and practically a new laboratory

has been built and is in operation.

Daniels & Hodgdon will open
their new theatre, the Capitol, at

Worcester, this week. The house

seats about 2,000 and is one of the

most beautiful and elaborate thea-

tres in the central part of the

state.

Benjamin Rogers, feature man-
ager at the Boston exchange of

Pathe, is away from the office for

six weeks, doing duty on the civil

jury.

Ralph Quive, feature sales man-
ager of Pathe, at Boston, has re-

turned to his duties after a week's
illness, which confined him to his

home.
A strike' of operators and stage

hands at the Victory Theatre,

Holyoke, Mass., has ended with an

adjustment mutually agreeable and
the strikers have returned to work.
The trouble is alleged to have been
over a wage increase.

Mathew F. Downes, aged 101

years, celebrated his birthday by
making first first visit to a motion

picture theatre. He attended the

afternoon performance at the St.

George Theatre and was so pleased

with the show that he has engaged
reservations for each week in ad-

vance.

Foundations have been completed,

and the work on the superstructure
of the new Norwood Community
Theatre at Norwood, Mass., will

start at once. Thomas Hayden is

building the theatre on Central

Street. It will seat about 1,000.

*The
/£ dishes
can
wait

AL CHRISTIE*

NERVOUS WRECK
A P.D.C RELEASE

150 FIRST RUNS -WEEK DEC 26
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At the left is Mrs. M. E. Day, an exhibitress who operates the Nevada Theatre. Wells. Nev., at the right. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shaw of the Paramount Theatre

Battle Mountain, Nevada

Exhibitors of Co'orado,

Utah and Wyoming vis-

ited by Pat Dowling,

Sales and Publicity Di-

rector for Christie
Comedies, on his re-

cent sales drive which

started in the extreme

East and ended on the

West Coast

Three photos above, left to right. A. G. Talbot. Colorado Theatre. Denver, Col.; Carl A Porter, manager of the Victory

Theatre, Salt Lake City, and Lou Marcus, of the Paramount and Victory Theatres, Salt Lake City

In the upper left hand corner is S. B. Steck of the Lyceum Theatre. Ogden. Utah; next, etc i. William Pospicil. Rial.oJheatrr Sedgwjck CoK; John C Anderson

Emerson Theatre. Brush. Col.; V,ck Millwood. Harris Theatre. Bancroft CoL; Hm Berta R.alto Theatre
(

Rock Springs Wyo. J. "Myers.

Garfield, Utah; Mrs. Carmen Roberts. Eagle Hall. Carlm. Nevada, and D. M. Fei d. of the Star Theatre. Lyman. Wyoming.
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IOWA CITY, I A., now boasts a

$150,000 theatre, the New Eng-
lert, which was opened recently. It

replaces a theatre which was burned
last winter on the same site.

William Alwin, of Amery, Wis.,

and W. S. Fason, of Milltown,

Wis., have assumed management of

the Frederic and Webster theatres

in their respective towns. The the-

atres were leased to them by E. J.

Peterson.

J. P. Martin, who has been man-
aging the Willard and Strand thea-

tres at Creston, la., has gone to

Columbus, Neb., to take over the

management of the New Columbus
Theatre.

John Kopald, salesman with the

Fox Minneapolis office, is receiving

the commiseration of friends. He
fractured a shoulder recently in a

railroad accident which took place

while he was returning to Minne-

apolis from Melrose, Minn.

The Minneapolis sales force of

Pathe has recently been increased

by two new members. They are

Harold Klingleman, who will work
in the northern Minnesota territory,

and William Thomas, who has been

assigned to North Dakota.

A $15,000 theatre will be built in

Greenfield, la., by G. O. Meisner.

Excavations have already been

started.

M. A. Fogerty has reopened the

Orpheum Theatre at Russell, la.

It has been closed for some time.

A new theatre will be opened at

Lands, N.D., bv Judson Siercks.

The Amuzu Theatre at Marietta,

Minn., has been purchased by T. C.

Torgerson, who is giving perform-

ances two nights a week.

Miss Gladys Huizel, in the

cashier department of the Pathe

Minneapolis department, has been

advanced to biller, and her old place

has been filled by Miss Irene Lee.

Construction has been started on

the New Venetian Theatre at

Waterloo, la., which will be com-

pleted early next summer, accord-

ing to L. E. Stark.

The lease of the Du Glada The-

atre at Starbuck, Minn., has been

purchased by A. G. Lueber, of

Hammond, Ind., from the Supreme

Amusement Company of Fargo,

ND -

, ^
Edwin Muchow has purchased a

theatre at Arlington, Minn. He
already owns the Hub Theatre at

Gaylord, Minn., and will operate

the two together.

The Princess Theatre at Kiester,

Minn., has been purchased by Basil

E. Gordon, who has opened it after

making several improvements.

Fire caused damage estimated at

$1,000 to the Capitol Theatre at

Crvstal, N.D., according to M. C.

O'toole, its manager. The fire was

caused by a defective chimney.

Northwest Theatres, Inc., was

represented at the opening of the

New Paramount Theatre in New-

York City, by M. L. Finkelstem.

I. H. Ruben and J. F. Cubberly.

Fire destroyed the moving pic-

ture theatre at Onawa, la., recently.

The Star Theatre at Belle Plain,

Minn., has been purchased by

Henry Sistermans from L. F. Heit-

zig, Minnesota's 18-year-old ex-

hibitor.

Members of the Minneapolis

branch of Warner Brothers were
smoking cigars at the expense of

Art Heusman, office manager, last

week. The occasion was an eight-

pound girl, who arrived at the

Heusman home.

Louis Blumberg, branch manager
for Warner Brothers in Minne-
apolis, has resigned his position and
has headed West for California.

After taking an extended vacation

on the coast, he expects to consider

a number of business opportunities

which have been offered him there.

R. E. Brown has sold the Pastime

Theatre at Logan, la., to J. F.

Erdman, who in turn has sold his

Lyric and Empress theatres at

Harlan, la., to Brown.

T. C. Thompson has bought the

Thornton Theatre at Thornton, la.,

from H. W. Alexander.

The Legion Theatre at Manly.

la., has put on its first Sunday
show and Manager L. Trimbell re-

ports the experiment a success.

There's nothing like keeping-

more than one iron in the fire.

Mass Brothers, who operate a thea-

tre at Melrose, Minn., have pur-

chased a Ford agency.

A half-interest in the Coyote

and City theatres, of Vermillion,

S.D., has been purchased by J. F.

M|arch, of Akron, la.

The Toledo Theatre at Toledo,

la., recently bought by H. C.

Reagan, is being remodelled, but

performances are being continued

while the work is in progress.

Upham Brothers have leased the

Burg Theatre at Fredericksburg.

la., to F. S. Mertz, of Waterloo,

la.

J. J. Mahowald. J. A. Reuter and

Cliff Ehlers, lost $7,000 when their

Alhambra Theatre at Garrison,

N.D., was destroyed by fire re-

cently.

The Orpheum Theatre at Gre-

nora, N.D., is now under the man-

agement of Martin Knutson.

A new theatre has been opened at

Shelbv la., under the management

of E.'T. Krohl.

The Grand Theatre at Oelwem,

la., has been sold to the Eastern

Iowa Theatre Company by Alex-

ander Frank.

James Ghourow is the new own-

er of the Palace Theatre at Nora

Springs, la.

The Star Theatre at Madeha,

Minn., has been purchased by L. F.

Heitzig from Hoffman & Ecki.

Heitzig formerly owned the Star

Theatre at Belle Plaine, Minn..

but sold it to Henry Sistermans.

Earl Perkins, of the Supreme

Amusement Company of Fargo,

N.D., has sold the Grand Theatre

at Atwater, Minn., and the Grand

Theatre at Dassel Minn., to R. C.

Clark, of Minneapolis.

Lloyd Trimbell, of Cedar Falls,

is the new manager of the Reola

Theatre at Manly, la. He replaces

H. G. Ramsey.
The Strand and Willard theatres

at Craston. la., are now under the

management of C. E. Weigman,

who has taken the place of James

P. Martin.
Clinton & Myers announce that

Ed Nordhus has been made man-

ager of the Doric Theatre at West
Duluth, Minn. He formerly man-
aged the Orpheum Theatre at

Proctor, Minn.

The Princess Theatre at San-
born, la., has been bought by Wal-
ter Lynch, of Laurens, la.

Burglars recently made away
with $103 in the safe of the Crystal
Theatre, a loop theatre in Minne-
apolis. They gained access to the

theatre by forcing a back" door.

The Princess Theatre at Maple-
ton, la., has been purchased by
Harry G. Day, of Aberdeen, S.D.,

from Bill Bowker, owner of the

Opera House at Onawa, la.

Miss Aletta Jansen, who has been
concert organist at the Aster Thea-
tre, Minn., for three years, has
been forced to give up her work
because of a nervous breakdown.
She has been succeeded by Miss
Doris Ball.
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Canad

I
ALLEN, well known through-

. out Canada as a film salesman,
recently had the misfortune to fall

down the elevator shaft in the Film
Exchange Building in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, breaking both arms and
sustaining other injuries. Mr. Al-
len fell a distance of 15 feet. Only
recently he was appointed Western
Canada Division Manager for

Warner Bros., by B. F. Lyon, of

Toronto, Canadian General Manager
for Warner Bros. W. Cohen, the

Winnipeg Branch Manager for

Warners, is looking after Mr. Al-
len's office details until his re-

covery.

Mr. Allen is a member of the

famous Allen family, which in-

cludes Jules and J. J. Allen, who
formerly operated 60 theatres

across Canada.

Very interesting is the fact that

the brand new town of Gatineau,

Quebec, which has sprung up in

recent months through the estab-

lishment of the pulp mills of the

International Paper Company a

few miles from Ottawa, now has a

moving picture theatre. This is

the Regent Theatre, seating 600
persons, which was opened by the

Gatineau Amusement Company,
Limited, on December 4. Inci-

dentally, there are already 175 well-

built homes in Gatineau and many
more are being constructed.

The company controlling the the-

atre is headed by Albert Amyot,
president, a general contractor of
Hull, Quebec. The secretary-
treasurer is J. E. LaFlamme, of
Hull, and the manager of the Re-

gent, is Rene LaFlamme. The new
Regent has a house orchestra and
the equipment includes a Heintz-
man & Company grand piano.

Modern electrical equipment was
installed bv C. H. Giavelle, of
Hull.

The new Plaza Theatre, Marion
Street, St. Boniface, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, was formally opened by
Mayor Swain in the presence of a
distinguished gathering. The new
house, which seats 800 persons,

represents an investment of $57,000,
the builder and owner being N.
Rosthein, of Winnipeg. He is also

building another handsome subur-
ban theatre, the Rose, at Sargent
Avenue and McGregor Street,

Winnipeg, which will be opened
within a month. The Rose Theatre
will cost about $75,000 and will

seat 700 persons.

The Yarmouth Amusement and
Theatrical Company, Limited, Yar-
mouth, N.S., has acquired the Peo-
ple's Theatre, Yarmouth, fromF. G.

Spencer, of St. John, N.B., who
controls more than 20 houses in

the Maritime Provinces. Some time

ago the Yarmouth Amusement and

Theatrical Company took over the

old Empress Theatre in Yarmouth
and re-opened it as the Strand
Theatre after alterations.

The Orpheum Theatre, Moose
Jaw, Sask., has been purchased by

J. Graham, of Regina, Sask., owner
of the Metropolitan and Rose The-
atres, of Regina, and also the

Dominion Theatre in Yorkton,

Sask.

will make

,

the Whole world
1AUCH
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Tl I E Imperial Theatre, built by

Dr. B. I. lirody and the Uni-
versal Film Company, at Kinsman
Road and East 143rd Street, was
completed just in time for an in-

ional opening last Saturday

night. The Imperial is a 1,500-

sc.it house, equipped with every-

thing that makes a modern motion

picture theatre, including a large

stage with complete facilities to

present vaudeville. Every seat in

the house was filled to enjoy the

presentation program which con-

sisted of novelty stage numbers, a

news reel, a twisted tale comedy
and a preview presentation as the

feature attraction. Lowell Cash,

who has been manager of the Kins-

man, another of the Universal-

Brody theatres, has been appointed

manager of the new house. There
are six houses now in the U-B
chain. A large first-run downtown
house is in course of construction

and will be completed in the spring.

T. Y. Henry has been appointed

United Artist Division Manager in

this territory, to succeed Maurice
Safier, who resigned last week to

become affiliated with Warner
Brothers. Henry has been Mid-
West division manager for United
Artists. He will continue to super-

vise his old territory and will add
the central division to his present

field. The central territory includes

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indian-

apolis and Chicago branch offices.

Charles B. Copperman is now

managing the Kinsman Theatre,

Cleveland. He was formerly as-

sistant manager at the New Broad-
way. Lowell Cash, whom he suc-

ceeds at the Kinsman, is now man-
ager of the new U-B Theatre, the

Imperial.

Joseph Rex, at one time con-
nected with motion picture thea-

tres in Wauseon, O., re-enters the

feld with the purchase of the

State Theatre, Defiance, from its

former owner, J. H. McLeod.

Gotham Pictures has closed its

( ileveland Exchange. Gotham pic-

tures will stay in the territory

however, and will be distributed

through the Security Exchange, an
independent distributing company
operated by Lee Chapman and Fred
Schram. Acquisition of the Got-
ham product gives Security a total

of 52 features for release, in addi-

tion to serials and short subjects.

M. C. Howard, who opened and
managed the Gotham Exchange
during its brief lifetime in Cleve-

land, has gone to Washington, D.C.,

to manage another Gotham office.

E. C. Grainger, of the Fox home
office staff, spent the week-end in

Cleveland, the guest of local Fox
Exchange Manager Ward Scott.

This was Grainger's first visit to

the newly built Fox Exchange
Bldg., and he was delighted with the

equipment and working facilities.

United Artists have moved into

their new office building on East
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2Kt Street, just north of Payne
Avenue, and in close proximity to

the other distributors. This is a

one-story type building with offices

in front and vaults, inspection room
and accessory department in the

rear. William Rosenthal is man-
ager of the local exchange.

Bert ("Shorty") Stern is now
selling United Artist's product in

this territory. He joined up with
them last week.

Bob Cotton, P.D.C. Division
Manager, and Chester Loewe, Cin-
cinnati Branch Manager, are con-
centrating on a two-week intensive

sales drive in the southern Ohio
district. High-powered salesmen
from the Cleveland and Detroit
offices have been added to the Cin-
cinnati force for the drive. This
policy has been successfully em-
ployed in Cleveland and Detroit.

Frank Greenwald, one of the
pioneer independent distributors in

Ohio, has closed up shop. For
twelve years "Greenie" has been
serving theatres in this territory

with novelty pictures, short sub-
jects, serials, and re-issues. The
Greenwald-Griffith Exchange has
been a landmark in local motion
picture history. And now Green-
wald has leased his office space to

Security pictures and has joined up
with W. N. Skirboll, selling Co-
lumbia pictures in the Akron-Can-
ton-Youngstown territory. Every-

body wishes him good luck in the

new venture.

W. J. Fitspatrick, who formerly
sold short subjects in this terri-

tory for Pathe, has been trans-

ferred to the feature department
and now reports to Tom Colby in-

stead of Oscar Ruby.

W. Z. Porter, who copped a

string of bookers' prizes while he
was in charge of the booking de-

partment of the local Associated
Exhibitors Exchange, has been
transferred to St. Louis as Pathe
branch booker.

Lew Thompson, former central

division manager for Associated
Exhibitors, is back in Cleveland
after having spent two months in

Los Angeles as Associated Exhi-
bitors Exchange Manager. Thomp-
son has several propositions under
consideration and will soon make
an announcement of his plans for

the future.

Fred Feld has come out of Mil-
waukee where, he says they still

make beer, to head the accessory
service department of the local

Metro-Goldwyn Exchange.

The Colonial Theatre, which has
been dark for the most part of the

past two seasons, will open soon
with dramatic stock. William
Patch has leased the house for the

season. The Colonial is a down-
town house and was the home of

Shubert productions until the

Hanna Theatre was built.

Denver

HUGH RFXE, former Denver
exchange manager for three

years, is back, this time as sales

representative for his old friend,

Jack Krum, manager of the local

branch of United Artists. Mr.
Rene has for the past year been in

the real estate business in Miami,
Fla., but the call of the film in-

dustry was too strong to keep in

other lines any longer. Mr. Rene
starts next Monday in his new
position with United Artists.

C. W. Wonderly, veteran ex-
hibitor of La Junta, Colo., was a
visitor along Film Row last week.
Mr. Wonderly owns and operates

the Wonderly Theatre of La Junta.

George Loveland, owner and
manager of the Strand Theatre,

Colorado Springs, was another old-

timer visiting in Denver a few
days ago.

Kenneth Hodkinson, district man-
ager for United Artists, arrived

in Denver Thursday, to spend the

remainder of the week visiting

I u 1. Krum, local United Artists

branch manager.

Hobart Kim-aid, manager of the

Rialto Theatre, Florence, Colo.,

came to Denver to transact busi-

ness witli exchanges last week.

Mr. Kincaid reports business on
the upward climb in his district.

M. II. Todd, manager of the

Rialto Theatre, Casper, Wyo., and
secretary-treasurer of the Wyo-

ming Theatre Managers' Associa-
tion, spent the week in Denver on
a business and pleasure visit.

Hugh Braly, Paramount man-
ager, accompanied by his entire

sales force, arrived back in Denver
after a week's sales conference in

Salt Lake City, under the conduc-
tion of Lou Marcus.

Buddy Hooten, manager of the

America Theatre, Denver, has or-

ganized a basketball team which
has been named after the America
Theatre, and entered in one of the

leading local basketball leagues. So
far the team is making a good ac-

count of themselves.

The closing down of the theatre

in Crook, Colo., is not going to

deprive the townsmen of movie
entertainment. The Parent Teach-
ers' Association of Crook, through
its chairman, Geo. A. Smith, have
arranged to put on pictures in the

School Auditorium. The move is

sponsored by the School Board and
promises to be a popular under-
taking.

The Peoples Theatre of West-
cliff, Colo., is another theatre which
has been taken over by a group of

citizens in order to keep movie
entertainment in their midst. Geo.

Burch, former owner, last week
turned the house over to G. E.

Falkenberg, H. 1. Falkenberg, and
E. C. Valdick.
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FRANK DAU has succeeded
Elmer Hall, who recently re-

signed his position as manager of

the Merrill Theatre. Mr. Dau was
formerly the assistant manager of

the Strand.

Ed. Gavin, of the Milwaukee
P.D.C. salesforce, has been as-

signed to the Chicago territory dur-
ing the two weeks ending Decem-
ber 11th.

J. Winninger, manager of the

Palace at Waupaca, called on the
various exchanges this week.

Miss Lucille Sprang, who was
formerly in the offices of the Film
Board of Trade, has been added to

the M-G-M office personnel in the

capacity of assistant to the booker.
S. H. Abrams, manager of local

F.B.O. Exchange, attended a re-

gional sales meeting in Chicago on
Sunday.
Among out-of-town exhibitors in

the city this week were P. H.
Conley, manager of the Majestic
at Reedsburg, and Ed. Michaelson,
of the Palace-Orpheum at Madison.

L. L. Ballard, Wisconsin repre-

sentative of United Artists, at-

tended a convention of United Art-
ists branch, divisional and district

managers at the Drake Hotel, Chi-
cago, last Sunday.

Russell Gregory has named his

newly remodeled theatre at Wau-
pun, the Waupun. It was formerly
known as the Scenic.

Harry Jones, who has recently

opened the Franklin Gardens at

Janesville, is planning to add pic-

tures and vaudeville to the amuse-
ments offered by Franklin Gardens.
At the present time, the Gardens
affords dancing, a place for auto
shows, etc., and maintains a broad-
casting station. Sousa and his

band were features at the formal
opening.

Dan Roche, P.D.C. publicity di-

rector for the Middle West, was in

Port Washington for a few days
this week to prepare exploitation

for the opening of the new Ozaukee
Theatre, which is planned for De-
cember 11th. The Ozaukee has a

capacity of about 900. Mr. Huff
is the manager.
The M-G-M construction crew,

working from coast to coast, is

new in Milwaukee territory.

Arthur Roberts, assistant man-
ager of F.B.O. Exchange, was out

of the city on business on Wednes-
day.

Herman Schwartz resigned his

position last Saturday as salesman
for M-G-M.
A. P. Desormeaux, manager of

the New Strand, Madison, and
Lyman L. Ballard, Wisconsin rep-

resentative of United Artists,

equipped themselves recently with
.22 caliber rifles and set up a shoot-

ing gallery in the basement of the

New Strand. After plugging away
at the target for a considerable

time, they were interrupted by a

shuffling sound behind. By peering

through the dense smoke, they were
able to make out Sol Levitan, our

State treasurer, very excitedly

searching for the escaping gas.

Exhibitors who remember Bal-

lard as the famous Bill Hart of

the Third Ward, are wondering
whether he carries his rifle with
him in the territory.

Manager Huff, of the Ozaukee
at Port Washington, was in Mil-
waukee making finel arrangements
for the formal opening of his

house.

Sam Shurman, M-G-M branch
manager, attended a managers' con-

ference in Chicago last week.
Manager Weisman, of the local

Educational offices, has just re-

turned from a trip through the

northern territory, and has a heart

full of sympathy for anyone who
is forced to travel some of the

roads he encountered. He reports

roads in bad shape, but business

fairly lively.

Owen McKivett, manager of the

Orpheum at Racine, was in the

city for a few hours on Wednes-
day to arrange future bookings.

Carl Ebert has resigned his posi-

tion as salesman on the Fox staff.

M-G-M has added Stephen Ott

and Albert DuMond to the ship-

ping room force.

Robert Smith, Warners' branch
manager, went to Chicago Thurs-

day, to be present at the premiere

of "The Better 'Ole," the new Vita-

phone picture at Woods' Theatre.

M. H. McDonald, manager of

the Badger at Merrill, was among
out-of-town exhibitors along Film
Row during the week.

Charles Trampe's Tigers are

leading in the Bowling League.

The other teams are tied for sec-

ond place.

Otto Meister, manager of the

White House, and one of the main-

stays of the Lions, appeared at the

alleys with a pair of new bowling
shoes on Wednesday. By virtue

of the shoes, he succeeded in in-

creasing his average ten pins.

This, he claims, is why the Lions

took two out of three from the

Bears. Mr. Meister is contem-
plating a new suit to go with the

shoes.

Neil Duffy, manager of the Elite

at Appleton, was a visitor at the

exchanges this week.

The two new theatres in process

of building at Madison are racing

to completion, vying for the pres-

tige of being first to open. The
Saxe interests are building a pic-

ture house while the other theatre

is being put up by the Orpheum
circuit. The present Orpheum
house will be used for pictures and
legitimate productions upon com-
pletion of the new house.

Manager Thompson, of the Crys-
tal Theatre at Ft. Atkinson, was in

Milwaukee this week to arrange
booking of vaudeville acts. He is

planning to add several acts to his

Friday night program.

Mark Morgan, until recently

salesman for Progress out of Mil-

waukee, and J. B. DiLorenzo, for-

merly associated with Celebrated,

spent a few days in Chicago last

week. Upon their return they re-

port they have taken over the Wis-
consin agency for the sale of t03'

automobiles such as are used by
exhibitors as prizes in campaigns
to build up matinee business. Mr.
DiLorenzo is also Wisconsin rep-

resentative of American Associa-
tion of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.

Charles Langren, Chicago rep-

resentative of Red Seal, was a Mil-
waukee visitor during the week.

Cresson E. Smith, United Artist

Division sales manager, and C. C.

Wallace, Chicago branch manager,
were in Milwaukee this week for

conference with L. L. Ballard.

Wisconsin representative for United
Artists.

REPORT from Clearwater
states that J. B. Paine has

taken a long lease on a piece of

property on Park Street, between
Fort Harrison and Garden avenues,

and will erect a' theatre upon the

site. Clearwater now has two
beautiful houses, the Capitol and
Fort Harrison, operated by H. Pit-

man, who gives the people the best

to be had in pictures and music at

very reasonable prices, so there

does not seem to be any real call

for another house there at this

time.

John B. Carroll, the general man-
ager of the six Tampa theatres

operated by Consolidated Amuse-
ments, was a guest at the opening

of the new Paramount Theatre in

New York.
"Hot Tea." Leave it to George

Peck, manager of the Victory,

Tampa, to dope out something in-

teresting for the ladies and keep

them flocking to his house. Peck
is now having tea and cake

served to the ladies each afternoon,

during the matinee, on the mez-
zanine floor. Do they like it? I'll

say they do. Ask Peck; he knows.
Venice, a new town on the West

Coast of Florida, which is being

built by the Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, and which is

really one of the most remarkable
developments in this section, is to

have a theatre. According to the

report, N. P. Estes, of Orlando,
has purchased four lots on Venice
Avenue and started construction of

a theatre. The house will be built

in two units. The first one, which
will have a seating capacity of 800,

will be completed by January of

the coming year. Then as the

population of the city increases, a

second unit will be added, which
will give the completed theatre a

total capacity of 1,500. Besides

the theatre there will be room for

several stores in the building, and

the total cost of the building is to

be in the neighborhood of $175,000.

The report comes from Gaines-

ville that a new theatre will be

built there. Col. Robert E. Davis
and Paul Sydney, of St. Peters-

burg, have purchased property on
one of the principal streets and an-

nounce their intention of construct-

ing a motion picture theatre and
store building to cost $300,000.

The new Sunrise Theatre at

Palm Beach had a brilliant open-
ing last week. The theatre is one
of the most unique in the country,

the interior decorations being en-

tirely of a submarine nature, with
strange fishes swimming about in

languid water. The theatre was
designed by Joseph Urban and the

paintings were done by his daugh-
ter. The theatre seats 1,080 on the

main floor and there is a balconv

which forms what is known as the

"Diamond Horseshoe" with 26
boxes which are being sold for the

season to members of the winter
colony of social leaders.

Anthony Juran, manager of the

Casino in Ybor City and West
Tampa, just purchased a beautiful

limousine, which would seem to put
the quietus on the talk that busi-

ness was off in Ybor this winter.
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U \\< VMOUNT branch .nana
* gers, I kers and salesmen of
the Atlanta, Charlotte, Jacksonville
and .Memphis exchanges mel in At-
lanta on Friday, December in, for
a two-day session for the purpose
of discussing plans for the Para-
mount releases for the second half
of the 1926-27 season, which begins
in February.

The meeting was held in the con-
vention hall of the Hotel Henry
Grady and was presided over by
Harry G. Ballance. district man-
age e J. Schaefer, division
sales manager, and W. \V. Cald-
well, ad sales representative, botii

from the Xew York office, were
here to take part in the conference,
which promises to prove one of
the most important of the year.

The exchangemen who attended
were

:

Atlanta Exchange—Dave Prince,
branch manager ; O. L. Freeman,
ad sales manager ; Paul S. Wilson,
booking manager; J. C. Whitlock,
C. H. E. Felder, S. T. Maughon,
Phil Longdon and Fred Unger,
salesmen.

Charlotte Exchange—R. B. Wil-
banks, branch manager ; Henry
Owen, ad sales manager ; E. H.
Crowell, booking manager; Mark
Kister, Jr., E. M. Adams, J. W.
Dorland and E. B. Price, salesmen.

Jacksonville Exchange—Scott E.
Chesnutt, branch manager ; Ralph
Kay, ad sales manager; W. A. Kle-
ments, hooking manager; M. L.
Stevens and B. P. Stiles, salesmen.

Memphis Exchange—C. E. Hil-
gers, branch manager ; C. S.

Hughes, ad sales manager; R. V.
Reagin, booking manager ; L. E.
Roystcr. A. E. Lightfoot and C.

W. Starr, salesmen.
Charles J. Kelly, former news-

paper and theatre publicity man,
has joined the staff of Weekly
Film Review as advertising man-
ager. Last winter he was director
of publicity at the Howard The-
atre.

L. W. Kniskern, sales super-
visor of the entire United States
for Producers Distributing Corpo-
ration, visited the Atlanta branch
of his company tlv's week as part

of his general tour of all P.D.C.

anges throughout the South
and Middle West.

Returning to Atlanta on Wednes-
day, Mr. Kniskern and .Mr. Lene-
han left during the afternoon for

lotte, X.C., to visit William
F. Lenehan, manager, and the local
P.D.C. exchange there.

Scotl E. -Chesnutt, manager of
the Jacksonville exchange of Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corporation.
is due in Atlanta today from Holly-
wood, where he has just completed
his first role before the camera.
Scotty appeared in a part that
might have been made for him. It

is nothing more or less than step-
ping back into a role he played
for years—that of an umpire.

Ernest E. Geyer, popular Pub-
lix exploitation man attached to the
new Keith's Georgia, is leaving his

post in Atlanta to journey on to
San Antonio, Texas, where he will
have charge of the advance pub-
licity in connection with the open-
ing of the Texas Theatre there on
December 15th.

After finishing his work in San
Antonio, Mr. Geyer expects to be
transferred to Houston for the
opening of the Metropolitan Thea-
tre there, and from that point will

probably go to New Orleans in

time for the opening of the Great-
er Saenger Theatre. In March
Publix will have ready two new
houses in Lakeland, Fla., and Mr.
Geyer anticipates that he will be
sent to the Florida city at that time.

Arthur C. Bromberg left Sat-
urday for a brief visit to his Dal-
las exchange, following which he
will journey directly to Detroit for
a three-day meeting of American
Cinema Association, which opens
December 11th.

The meeting in Detroit will as-

semble the thirty-five A C A fran-
chise holders from all sections of
the country.

The Royal and Airdrome thea-
tre, of Wauchula. Fla., have been
purchased outright by N. W. Re-
mond, owner of the Scenic Thea-
tre at Lake Wales, Fla. An-
nourn ement to this effect was made
by Mr. Remond this week during
a visit to Atlanta, his former
home.

The Airdome will remain closed
during the winter months, hut it is

scheduled to reopen as early in
the spring as weather conditions
permit. The house, when it re-
sumes operation, will follow a
straight picture policy, the same
as will prevail in the Royal under
Mr. Remond's direction.

The Royal has a seating capacity
of 360 while the Airdome's capaci-
ty is 300. Both theatres have small
stages adequate to accommodate
tabloid shows, and under a former
management such shows were
booked into the theatres.

J. S. MacHenry, who for the
past seven months has been district

representative for P.D.C. on the
Southwestern territory with Dallas,
Texas, as his headquarters, arrived
in Atlanta this week, where he im-
mediately took up the -duties of
branch manager in the local Pro-
ducers exchange.
The new Fairchild Theatre, Bir-

mingham, Ala., also operated by
Joe Steed Amusement Company,
and which opened a month ago, is

proving that large neighborhood
houses are becoming more and
more important in the amusement
world.

Walter Crosbie, who represented
Inter-State in Birmingham for
many years, first as manager of the
Lyric and recently, the new Ritz,
has been appointed manager of the
Majestic, Dallas, Texas.

E. A. Mitchell, who operated the
Dixie Theatre in Pclham, Ga.,
made a visit to Atlanta and Film
Row on Thursday of this week.

I '"ii Y. Cammack, head of the
Atlanta exchange of Universal
Pictures, departed Monday for
Chattanooga. Tenn., on business
for his company.

__
James W. Burner, manager of

Educational in the Atlanta ex-
change, left early Monday for a
trip to the Florida territory.

F. Wood, together with several
associates interested with him in

the theatre business, arrived in At-
lanta Friday from the East to

spend a few days with local film

men in arranging for future ser-

vice. Mr. Wood has completed ne-
gotiations for a theatre in Vienna.

Ga., which will open shortly, it is

stated.

Bruce Snider, who operates the
Grand '1 heatre in Bessemer, Ala.,
came up to Atlanta during the mid-
dle of the week, signing new con-
tracts and setting play dates.

Dan Michalove, Southern repre-
sentative for Universal and head
of operations in Southern States
of Universal Chain Theatrical En-
terprises, left his office in Atlanta
Sunday for a short visit to the
home office in Xew York.

M. L. Semon. known to every-
one in Southern theatrical circles,

and who is managing director of
the Forsyth Theatre in Atlanta,
has been absent from his desk in

the dramatic stock house for sev-
eral days this week with a severe
cold.

R. L. Nowell, of Monroe, Ga..
properly covered with rice and
bringing with him to Atlanta this

week his bride of a few days, re-
ceived the felicitations of his host
of friends on Film Row on Thurs-
day and departed on Friday with
Mrs. Xowell for their honeymoon
trip to Calfiornia. Mr. and Mrs.
Xowell took with them letters from
exchanges which will give them
the opportunity of going through
the studios in Hollywood, and plan
to spend several weeks on the
Coast m the vicinity of the big
picture plants. Mr. Xowell oper-
ated the Idlehour Theatre in Mon-
roe.

Thomas E. Orr. who owns thea-
tres in Albortville, Gunnersville
and Boaz, Ala., visited friends and
local exchange managers in "tin

can alley" this week.

Earl E. Griggs, director of ex-
ploitation for Universal in this

territory, returned to his desk in

the Atlanta exchange late Thurs-
day after a successful trip to va-
rious points in Alabama.

Manning and Wink, the insepa-
rable partners of Film Row and
who. when they are not in Atlanta,
may be found operating several

successful houses in Xorth Geor-
gia, were in the gathering which
assembled Wednesday morning in

the projection room of the Samuels
Building.

Indilanapo

FR \\K I. KEMBUSCI1 FN
_'l I RPRISES is erecting a

$150 (XX) modern theatre on tin pub
lie square at Shelbyville, [nd. Work

already begun and the struc-

ture is expected to be completed
Fall.

Mr. Rembusch, Motion Picture

Owners of Indiana president, an-
nounced the house will seat 1,300

and will have a stage ample to ac-
commodate any type of modern
entertainment. The house prob-

will be named the Shelby.

Charles Curson, of Shelbyville,

ol ''ii Xlii.iin'ii a. a Rem-
housi pn ibably will take

over management of the new struc-

ture.

Bedford's new $175,000 house
will he ready in three weeks. Rob-
ert Scherer, Linton, [nd., theatre

man, personally supervised con-

struction of his new theatre.

Flwood, one of the best Indiana

show towns, will have a new thea-
tre on tin site of the old Kraemer
Grand, which burned five years ago.

The structure will be modern in

every respect.

V V. < auger, of Kansas I ity,

president of United Film Service,

Inc., was in Indianapolis Thursdaj
to confer with C. B. Trotter, Gen-
eral Manager of Motion Picture

I In. itre Owners of Indiana, rela-

tive to local theatres.

Harry Palmer, manager of the

Indiana Theatre at Bloomington,
Ind., scat of Indiana University, has

resigned to become advance adver-
tising man of the Arbutus Com-
pany, which recently ended an en-

gagement here. Temporarily, he is

replaced by Guj 1 lammet.
The Lincoln Square, now tabloid

house, but formerly a picture thea-

tre, will be razed to make way for

a new $3.000.0<X) hotel at Illinois

Street and Kentucky Avenue, In-

dianapolis. The hotel will be called

the lames Wlutcomh Riley, in

honor of the poet.

At a recent receivers' sale G. R.

Empson, of Brownstown, bought
the Pantheon Theatre in Vincennes,

Ind. Wilkerson-Lyons Enterprises.

Inc. formerly operated the house.

Harry Van Xo\ s. manager of

the Starland, at Anderson, an-

nounced vaudeville will be booked
after January 1st.

Judge Thomas B. Coulter, in

Knox Circuit Court, approved the

purchase from Mayor Claude

Gregg, and J. B. E. LaPlante, re-

ceivers, of Vincennes.

The figure was $12,500 more
than two-thirds of the appraised

value, which was the minimum that

could have been accepted.

Empson expects to organize a

company and operate the house

after making some improvements.
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Soutli East
CHARLES PICQUET, Presi-

dent, and Xat Royster, Secre-
tary and Treasurer of the M.P.T.O.
met with a committee of the Film
Board in Charlotte. The object of

the meeting was for the arrange-
ment of some mutual agreement
whereby the Exchange men could
assist the exhibitor lead in increas-

ing its membership and aiding them
in getting as near 100% as possible.

It was arranged that the salesmen
of the different companies on their

calls will solicit the exhibitor to

become a member showing them
the importance of becoming a mem-
ber on account of the appearance
in the matter of sales tax and cen-

sorship at the coming meeting of
the Legislature which meets in

January.

The Film Board of Trade and
Exhibitors of North Carolina are
working in perfect harmony and
co-operating from every standpoint.

The Convention will be held in

Charlotte on the 13th of December
and arrangements have been made
for a banquet and dance. So far

over 200 reservations have been
made for the banquet.

The M.P.T.O. of North Caro-
lina is in its 14th year and is

practically one of the oldest ex-
hibitor organizations in the United
States. E. F. Dardine and R. D.
Craver promoted the organization
of the first exhibitor body in North
and South Carolina.

Some time ago an error appeared
under this heading in reference to

R. T. Wade, of Morehead City,

building a new theatre, as through
some mistake the quotations as to

cost were not correct and it should
have been stated that the expendi-
ture would be between $50,000 and
$75,000. The previous article said

$5,000 to $7,500.

A. S. Brook, sales director for

the eastern division of Pathe, was
a Charlotte visitor the past week
in conference with Paul Schmuck,
local manager.

Joe Goodenough, owner of the

Branwood Theatre, Greenville,

S.C, was in Charlotte the past

week.

The Junior League, a local or-

ganization, of Charlotte, sponsored
a special midnight showing at the

Imperial Wednesday night. A
percentage of the receipts went to

the League to be used in their

Baby Home work.

U. K. Rice, of the Colonial The-
atre, Winston-Salem, N.C., paid
Film Row a visit the past week.

Sam Katts, Eastern Sales Man-
ager for F.B.O., is a Charlotte
visitor and is holding a sales con-
ference with William Conn, man-
ager, and the sales staff.

T. M. Ashe, of the Saenger
Films, Inc., of Louisiana, visited

the Piedmont section of the Caro-
linas for a day on his way from
New Orleans.

Mr. Ashe was accompanied by
Jack Corbett, who we understand
is representing the Saenger inter-

ests in this territory.

The New Palace Theatre,
Raleigh, N.C., will open its doors

on or about the 1st of December.

B. S. Aronson and Ollie Brown,
were in Charlotte Wednesday, ar-

ranging bookings for this theatre.

It is owned by the Arc Amuse-
ment Company, of which Brown
and Aronson are officers.

The Garden Theatre, Biscoe, N.C.,

had the misfortune of having the

booth of their theatre and 13 reels

of film destroyed by fi,re on Satur-
day night. We understand the

theatre will reopen immediately
after the necessary repairs have
been made.

H. F. Kincey, who is general
manager of the Piedmont Theatres.

Inc., Greensboro, .N.C., announced
the following appointments in their

theatres

:

W. H. Ponton, formerly in

charge of the Broadway and Savoy
at Fayetteville, for the National
Amusement Company, now takes

over the same theatres in the same
capacity under the Piedmont The-
atres banner.

Al Barber, formerly with the

National Amusement Company, of
Greensboro, takes over the man-
agement of the Superba Theatre,
Raleigh, N.C.

Terry McDaniel, formerly man-
ager of the Strand Theatre, Mont-
gomery, Ala., for Publix, takes

charge of the State Theatre,

Raleigh, N.C.

Oscar Oldknow, Vice-President
of the National Theatre Supply
Company, whose headquarters are

in Atlanta, stopped in Charlotte en-

route to Atlantic City, where he
was to join his wife and son to
spend Thanksgiving with his father,

William Oldknow, who is recuper-
ating at this famous resort follow-
ing a long and very serious illness.

Mrs. J. M. Hicks, wife of fea-

ture sales manager, of Pathe, re-

turned to Charlotte after several

weeks spent with her mother in

Fort Worth, Texas.

A very delightful dance was
given on Friday night at the Roof
Garden of the Johnston Building in

honor of Mrs. R. B. Wilbanks,
wife of the manager of the local

Paramount office.

W. H. Russell has taken over
the Garden Theatre at Biscoe,
N.C, which was formerly operated
by C. T. Crotts.

It is also said that Curdts and
Wilson have taken over the Broad-
way Theatre, formerly the Majes-
tic, at Greenville, S.C.

Fred Young, manager of the
Capitol, Salisbury, N.C, was in

Charlotte the past week setting in

pictures for the holiday season.

George Hendricks of the Lib-
erty Theatre, Darlington, S.C, paid
a visit to the different exchanges
the past week.

Callaway, Southern division
manager for First National, is

spending a few days in the Char-
lotte office with Mr. F. B. Bryan,
manager.

Ed Turner, president of the
Carolina Theatres, Inc., in Ashe-
ville, N.C, was a Charlotte visitor

the past week.

Charlotte is getting to be quite

a centre for home office execu-
tives. In the past week J. C Mc-
Connell, auditor, L. W. Kenskern,
assistant sales manager, and George
Lenehan, district manager of the

Producers and Distributors, spent

several days in Charlotte holding
sales' conferences with W. F. Lene-
han.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dis-
tributing Corporation entertained

Ger.rge A. Hickey, district super-
visor, J. M. Cummings, auditor,

F. E. McCoy, from the playdate
department, and several Jays were
spent reviewing new productions

and holding sales meetings with
F. E. Pollock, local manager.

Ernest Neiman, who has been
representing First National in

Western North Carolina, has been
transferred to eastern North Car-
olina territory and Phelps Sassen
has been transferred from eastern

North Carolina to western North
Carolina.

L. E. Siper, formerly with Pathe
anil Associated Exhibitors, has ac-

cepted a position with Universal
as booker, succeeding- L. S.

Drumm, who has resigned and will

return to Atlanta, his former home.

The Universal Club, which con-
sists of the force of the Universal
office in Charlotte, held a party in

the Exchange on Saturday night.

A number of Universal late pro-
ductions were screened and re-

freshments were served and every-
one had a very enjoyable time
The club members are now looking
forward to the coming Christmas
dinner at the country home of E.
F. Dardine, manager of the local

branch. This is an annual affair

and is looked forward to with
great pleasure by the Universal
employees.

Baltiimore
miiimnitntttiriiniiritt.^

JEROME T. HARRIMAN, for-
«J merly special agent for the 101

Ranch Wild West Show, has be-

come assistant to Frank Braderi,

publicity -representative for

Loew's Century, Parkway and Va-
lencia theatres here.

The Valencia Theatre, which has
been built atop Loew's Century
here and will be operated by the

same company, will open to the

public Christmas Eve. A special

performance will be given for in-

vited guests. This house has been
built on the floor of the old Cen-
tury Roof Garden and has been
built in the Spanish garden style

after a design by John Eberson,
Chicago architect. The open-air

effect is used with the ceiling rep-

resenting the sky.

A new moving picture theatre is

being built at Dundalk, Md., near
Baltimore, with a seating capacity

of 700 persons, by the Dundalk
Amusement Company. Gaertner
brothers, who now operate the Red
Wing and Ritz theatres, Baltimore,

are back of the project.

A motion picture and postoffice

building is to be built at Wake
Forest, N.C, by Mrs. J. M. Brew-
er, to cost about $50,000. Frank
B. Simpson, Raleigh, is the archi-

tect. The seating capacity will be
800.

Guy L. Wonders spent several

days during the week beginning
November 29, in New York City.

Work on the new moving picture

theatre to be called the Avalon,
which is being built at Park
Heights and Kate Avenue, here, is

progressing well.

The Poplar Theatre, 613 Poplar
Grove Street, here, has been sold

to Robert Kanter for a price said

to be about $30,000. M. Tunick
will continue to operate the play-

house until his lease expires, it is

said.

Bernard Depkin, Jr., formerly
manager of Warners' Metropolitan
Theatre here, has gone to Los An-
geles to look over the theatre and
moving picture field, it is reported.

<n««
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THE Film Exchange managers
in Albany apparently stand well

with the State Automobile Bureau
when it comes to getting low and
distinctive number plates for next

year. Harry Seed's car will be
easily identified with the plate

l-A-63, while Isador Schmertz,
manager for Fox, will have 5-N-10.
Alec Weismann, local manager

for the Metro-Goldwyn Exchange.
showed his resourcefulness last

week when he attempted to charter

an airplane in order to send a print

of a certain picture to the Eastman
Theatre in Rochester, to replace

one destroyed by fire. The aviator,

however, refused to land in Roch-
ester at night, and it became neces-

sary to ship the film by express.

The many friends of Walter
Rodgers, owner of the Gem The-
atre in Cairo, 111., and who is the

oldest living exhibitor in the United
States, having been running a thea-

tre since 1898, will be interested in

knowing that Mr. Rodges is re-

covering at his home from serious

injuries received two months ago
when he was struck and knocked
clown by an automobile.

Zeb Epstein, formerly connected

with the New York Strand, has

been made manager of the Ameri-
can Theatre in Troy, and succeeds

Ed. Trembly, who will probably go
with one of the Proctor houses in

that city.

Dick Hayes, assistant booker for

Paramount in Albany, was called

to Toronto last week, through the

death of his father.

Isabel Dailey, of New York, for-

merly of the local F.B.O. Ex-
change, will spend her Christmas
holidays with her parents in Ben-
nington, Vt.

Birthdays come in quick succes-

sion for Jim and Harry Rose, run-
ning theatres in Troy. Jim's birth-

day falls on March 24, while
Harry's comes on the day fol-

lowing.

Smallpox in Watertown reached
such proportions last week that

theatres in that city were seriously

affected. The epidemic, however,
has been curbed and business will

soon resume normal proportions.

Uly S. Hill, managing the Strand
houses in Troy and Albany, was in

New York and Philadelphia, last

week, conferring with officers of

the chain.

The policy of the Albany Theatre
has been changed and an admission
of ten and fifteen cents is now
being charged with a daily change.

Visitors in town during the week
included P. J. Herbert, of Dover
Plains, Maurice Fitzer, of Syra-
cuse; Donald Bane, of Athens;
Sidney Sampson, of Buffalo ; Matt
Moran, of Coxsackie, and Rev.

J. C. Jaeger, of Kinderhook.
George Porter, a student booker

at the Pathe Exchange here, re-

signed last week, and has been suc-

ceeded by B. J. Goetz, of New
York.
William Benton, of Saratoga

Springs, will take over the lease

of the Plattsburg Theatre on May
1, the house now being operated

by Mrs. Jack Matthews, whose
husband died some months ago.

Harry Landsman and John Mc-
Aloon, of New York City, auditors

for F.B.O. , were in town for sev-

eral days last week in going over
the books of the local exchange.
Edward Hayes, manager of the

Pathe office here, will remain in

town until a day or so before New
Year's, when he will join his wife
and family in Buffalo. Mrs. Hayes
and children will make the trip

shortly before Christmas.

Bert Gibbons, who resigned two
weeks ago as local manager for

Bond, has gone with the F.B.O.
Exchange here, as a salesman, and
will cover the northern New York
territory.

Film Row was well remembered
by Harry and Ben Berinstein, of

Elmira, last week, in invitations

to the opening of their theatre in

that city.

Walter Suckno, managing the

Rialto and Playhouse in Hudson,
reports having added a couple of

pieces to the orchestra at the Play-

house, making a total of eight.

Charles Sesonske, of Watertown,
is planning a southern trip this

winter that will give him at least

two months in Florida. Alec Papa-
yanakos, of Potsdam, plans to sail

for Greece, shortly after New
Year's.

A fire control has been construc-

ted on the Graylin Theatre in

Gouverneur. Other northern New-

York theatres will be inspected

within a few days and it is said

that several owners will be obliged

to equip their theatres wT ith similar

controls.

Elmer Griffin is planning to re-

open the theatre in Kinderhook,
which has been closed since last

June. Lew Fischer's new house
in Chatham is scheduled to open
on December IS.

Arthur Abeles, district manager
for Warner Brothers, was here last

week. Harry Seed, local manager,
made a trip over practically the

entire territory served by the Al-
bany Exchange, during the week.
Tom Thornton, of the Orpheum

in Saugerties, invited many from
along Film Row to a roast pig

supper given one night last week
by the village fire department.

. The Endicott-Johnson Company
has reopened the Park Theatre in

Endicott, and placed William Mack
in charge.

Leroy Breitbarth, covering the

southern tier for First National,

took a trip to Washington last

week, and brought his car back
with him.

Charles Walder, of Buffalo, will

now be permanently attached to

the Albany territory for Metro-
Goldvvyn-Mayer, as a salesman.

Mary Weaver, pianist at the

Troy Theatre, has the sympathy
of her many friends in the loss of

her mother last week. Among the

floral tributes was a beautiful

wreath from members of the house

orchestra.

incinnati

npHREE youthful bandits held
* up Max Schwartz, 856 Hutch-

ins Avenue, Cincinnati, and his two
daughters, Sarah and Ethel, in the

rear of their home, and escaped

with more than $1,000, receipts of

the Hippodrome Theatre, Coving-
ton, Ky., of which Schwartz is

the owner. Schwartz, following

his usual custom, was taking the

day's receipts to his home. I It-

had just driven his automobile into

the garage and was walking toward
the rear door of his home when
the three men appeared with drawn

revolvers. The hijackers escaped
into the darkness.

The Star Theatre, Deshler, O.,

has been acquired by Walter Stew-
art and John Rundell, who will

continue to operate the house. No
change in policy is contemplated
for the present.

The McMillan Amusement Co.,

has been incorporated at Cincinnati,

O., by J. A. Keadin, William C.

Meyer, M. Currie, and others.

W. C. Walter, who formerly
owned theatres at Hellvue and Oak
Harber, O., has taken over the

Monroeville Theatre, Monroeville,
i i

. and i eopened tin- house.

The Stage and Screen Scribes, a

Cincinnati organization of dramatic

and motion picture editors and

critics, as also exhibitors and man-
agers, are holding their fourth an-

nual midnight frolic at the Cin-

cinnati Club, December 14. A por-

tion of the proceeds will be given

to charity.

Managers Silver and Turberg, of

the Palace Theatre, Hamilton. ( >.,

in conjunction with a local paper,

gave a special morning matinee to

the children of the city.

Manager Schwalm, of the Rialto

Theatre, Hamilton, is presenting a

company of broadcasters in person

from Station W-KRC, Cincinnati,

each Friday nisdit, in addition to

the regular picture program.
Plans for extensive remodeling

of the Forest Theatre, a suburban
house located in Avondale, Cin-

cinnati, have been completed. A
new section will be built which will

double the seating capacity of the

house, and a new marquee will be

erected. A large organ is to be

installed on the mezzanine floor,

and built on a revolving platform
to allow it to be used for the air-

dome in summer. The airdome is

immediately adjacent to the theatre.

exas
AliK SIIA'KRI'.FRG, of the

Crown. Folly and Olympia
theatres, has returned from Dallas,

where lie attended the Fall session

of the M.P.T.O. of Texas. \li

Silverberg made the trip overland.

Will llorwitz, of the llorwitz

theatres, and his wife, have re-

turned from a business trip to

1 'alias, Tex.
\1 I.ever, former manager of the

ho is now manager
of the Saengi r thi aire- in 1

'

was in town last week for a short

\ isit.

"Otto" I'.aruer, crack south Texas
salesman for Universal, has re-

turned from a trip through the
lower Rio Grande Valley, where
he reports conditions in excellenl

shape.

A. L Freedle, district manager
for Publix theatres, is in town get-

ting affairs shaped up for the open-
ing of the New Metropolitan The-
atre, which is scheduled to open
Christmas Day. Harry Van De-
mark, local manager for Publix.

will guide the destiny of the new
theatre also.

Karl Hoblitzelle, President of
tin Interstate Amusement Com-
pany, is in town on a business trip.

Henry Brownlee, former man-
ager of the Prince Theatre, has re-

turned to Houston as house man-
ager of the Palace Theatre.

I lack I'.urke, San Antonio Thea-
tre man. spent several days in town.

Ed Barnes, former dramatic
critic on Houston Post Dispatch,

has resigned his position to take

over the office of Publicity Direc-

tor for the Horwitz theatres.

The entire show world of Texas

is looking with much pride on the

opening of the million dollar

.Metropolitan Theatre, which is

scheduled for Christmas Day.
The Prince Theatre, one of

Houston's oldest theatres, and once

the pride of the South, has closed

its doors. It is reported that it

will not re-open.

Admission at the Folly and
Olympia theatres has been cut to

10c. adults and 5c. children.

Work on the Kirby Theatre is

well under way. It will be a Pub-
lix house.
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Des Moines

WO. MISNER is opening a
* new theatre at Greenfield, la.

He is building a new construction

for the theatre which, it is report-

ed, is to be one of the finest in

southern Iowa. Several months
were required in finishing the

theatre, which will be ready for

opening with the first of the year.

The theatre will seat 480 and will

be the opposition to the Lyric now
at Greenfield, a smaller house. Mr.
Misner is a newcomer to the thea-

tre business.

L. S. Morgans, otherwise known
as "Lou", one of the finest musi-
cians Uncle Sam ever had in his

army and possessor of a profile to

make any movie star jealous, is now
salesman for Famous Players. He
will have southeastern Iowa.

G. P. Hundling, who will man-
age the new theatre in the Maytag
Hotel Building for A. H. Blank, at

Newton, reports that the theatre

will not be ready for business for

some time. It is just now at the

plastering stage.

W. A. Niles, of the Eastern Iowa
Theatres Company, reports that the

company has lost its lease on the

theatre at Wyoming, which now
has a new owner.

Edward Awe has opened up the

Princess Theatre at Dexter, a new
house. Mr. Awe previously ran
one of the larger houses in Mason
City. He bought from Mr. Mc-
Lain.

At Rake, Iowa, where the thea-

tre has been closed for a year or

more, H. Mauss is opening up the

theatre.

E. L. Krohm is opening up a new
theatre which will be established at

Shelby, Iowa.

At Sanderson there has been a

change of ownership. The Prin-

cess there, which was owned by
Anna Jacobson, has been sold to

Walter Lynch.

A new salesman has been added
to the staff of Producers Distrib-

utors. Louis Sosna, brother of

Sam Sosna, who is now traveling

for Producers Distributors, has
been added to the sales force.

E. P. Smith, business manager
for the M.P.T.O.A. of Iowa, was
in last week at the headquarters
of the association where Miss
Frances Douglass has charge of

the office.

The National Theatres Supply
Company have added a balcony to

their exchange office and all re-

pairs on machines will be done right

in their office hereafter. The re-

pairs will be in charge of Dell

Deatnan.

Charles Rice has sold the Opera
House at Mt. Auburn. G. H. See
is the new owner,

George Adams is now operating
the Grand Theatre at Cedar
Rapids. Millisack and Johnson lost

their lease of the theatre.

Fredericksburg has a change of
ownership. The Burg Theatre
there is now operated by Frank
Mertz.

E. J. Tilton, manager for First

National, became a member of
the Shrine last week. Lou Ell-

man, salesman for the same or-

ganization, was also initiated.

E. F. Cox, auditor from the

home office, has been looking over
the books at Universal.

Assistant District Manager
Aiken, and Mr. Kauffman, man-
ager of the local Pathe office, were
out in the territory together last

week.
The Avoy Theatre at Moline,

which was previously under the

management of M. Shallenburg,

has been bought by Mr. Brotman.

The Legion Theatre, at Manly,
which has been closed on Sundays
for some time, had a special big

Sunday opening on November 14.

The Iowa Theatres Company has
charge of this theatre. The same
company operates theatres at Cedar
Falls, Manly, Rockford and Mason
City.

Mr. L. Trimbell, formerly of the

Cedar Falls houses, will manage
the Manly house, under M. R.
Blair.

W. E. Banford, of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer office, has been out

making the key cities.

Visitors in Film Row were L.

C. West of the Colonial, at Grin-

nell ; G. P. Hundling of the Rialto,

at Newton; Walter Carrol of the

Star, at Colfax-; B. G. Tyler, who
has theatres at LaPorte City, Dy-
sart and Garrison ; F. R. Robertson,
who has the Isis at Sherdan and
theatre interests at Lohrville, John
Anderson, of Boone, and Charles
Peterson, of Hampton, who were
in also for the Shrine meeting;
Bob Booth, of Belle Plain, Bill

Eddy, of Indianola, and E. P.

Smith, of Newton.

St. LOU1S
MR. and Mrs. John Karzin cele-

brated their wedding anniver-

sary at ffeir palatial home, 6600
Kingsbury Boulevard, University
City, on Thanksgiving evening. Mr.
Karzin is the real veteran among
the St. Louis motion picture thea-

tre owners and now operates the

Olympia, Casino and Lincoln thea-

tres.

The entertainment at the re-

ception was furnished by Leonid
Leonardi, the new musical director

of Skouras Brothers Ambassador
Theatre, and Mr. Pete Kritas, who
has been connected with Famous
Players-Lasky Studio for years.

He played opposite Mary Pickford
and other stars. He gave a cou-
ple of readings which were won-
derful.

A bountiful Thanksgiving dinner

was served.

Among those present were

:

Messrs. and Mesdames Thomas
McKean, Spyros Skouras, George
Skouras, Charles Skouras, Sam
Werner, Nat Steinberg, A. W.
Boswell, George Lucas, Clay Pap-
pas, Bauyoucoglu, Hector M. E.

Pasmezoglu, Kiriaskos, Christ Col-

ovos, Gus Theodorow, Gus Cas-
simatis, Jack Weil, Dr. J. W. Price,

Joseph W. Mogler, Ahlos, S. Pan-
os, B. Hamilton, Duntas, James J.

Byrne, John Caporel, Primm,
Charles Goldman, Charles Murphy,
Karraker, E. J. Martt, Otto Krieg,

Robert E. Walker, Frank Spyros,

J. G. Keenen, M. J. Keenen

;

Messrs. Tom Farrington, George
Chiokulos, Pete Kritas, Karapanos,
Chris Gitzas, John Kolotis, Paul
Robinson, Gus Harris, Tom Packs,

Jack Weil, Jr., Nick Thomopoulos,

Christ Johannides, John Walsh, J.

Regas, Robert Boehm, James Pel-
lekan, A. Jannoplou, Alex Vappas,
Barry Pierce, Leonardo, Nick An-
gelic and Angeloa Cassitnatis

;

Mesdames Amma Meyers, Matzar-
akos, Jannopolu, McDonald, F.

Jamison and John Connelly, and
Misses Mary Murphy, Florence
Uhl, Bertha Keller, Sparrow, Hel-
en Cassitnatis, Mary Matzarakos,
Pasmezoglu, Helen Biggs, Lilly

Troy, and Marian Byrne.
Closing quotations on St. Louis

film stocks listed on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange, December 4, fol-

low : Skouras A : $50 asked. Last
sales at $50.50. St. Louis Amuse-
ment A: $46 bid and $47 asked.

Last sales at $46.

The Photoplay, at Lovington, 111.,

is being remodeled and redecorated

at a cost of several thousand dol-

lars. New seats will be installed,

the lighting system improved and
the lobby enlarged. Charley Fer-

ris is the owner.
John Walsh, city salesman for

F.B.O., returned to his post De-
cember 6, following a week's ill-

ness. He is feeling O.K. once
more.
Floyd Lewis, who recently un-

derwent an operation at the Mis-

souri Baptist Sanitarium, is getting

along very nicely and probably will

be able to resume his duties short-

ly. Floyd was formerly district

manager for Arrow Pictures and

following the collapse of that or-

ganization went into the advertising

field.

Tom McKean, manager here for

F.B.O-. attended a sales confer-

ence of F.B.O. managers at Cincin-

nati on November 28. Sam Ben-
jamin. Manager of F.B.O. 's office

at Oklahoma City, Okla., passed

through here, December 4, to at-

tend a similar conference in Chi-

cago.

"Dominick Fresano has taken over

the Grand Theatre in Granite City,

111. This house seats 800 persons.

Fresano operates houses in Taylor-
ville, 111., and other towns in that

vicinity.

S. Maloney has taken over the

Grand Theatre, Eldorado, 111.

Bill Barron, Manager for United
Artists, attended a sales convention

in Chicago, 111., on November 28th.

The Pastime Theatre, Marma-
duke, Ark., was badly damaged in

a recent fire and has closed. The
Palace Theatre, Highland, 111., was
also destroyed by fire.

Clyde Welborn has taken back
the Bloomfield Theatre, Bloomfield,

Mo.

The Opera House, Irving, 111.,

has been sold to Funk & Grundy.

Houses that have closed recently

included : Sweet Clover Theatre,

Bakersfield, Mo. ; Gem, Litchfield,

111.; Palace, Steele, Mo.; Midway,
Fornfelt, Mo. ; Star, Mokane, Mo.

;

Silex, Silex, Mo., and the Evan-
gelical Church, Wright City, Mo.

Out-of-town exhibitors seen

along Picture Row during the past

week included: Mrs. I. W. Rodgers,
Cairo, 111. ; Bob Cluster, Johnston
City, 111. ; Rex Barrett, Alton, 111.

;

Tom Scott, Jacksonville, 111. ; John
Rees, Wellsville, Mo.; S. Roman,
Benld, 111., and Oscar Wesley, Gil-

lespie, 111.
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ew York and New J
^Trrewftfi;

ersey *

EFFORTS to bring about an un-
derstandable situation out of
and present chaos caused by

the enactment of the famous New
I Hue Laws of years ago still

occupies considerable space in the

local newspapers.
Charging discrimination, theatre

proprietors of New Jersey have
entered into the crusade to enforce
the vice and morality act of the

state and the matter entered an-

other phase when twenty-eight men,
proprietors and employees of gaso-
line filling stations, were each fined

$2 for operating on Sunday.
It is said that the arrests were

directly brought about by several

prominent theatre men who were
recently fined $1 for operating con-
trary to the Sunday closing law.

According to the exhibitors, they
will continue their efforts to close

up everything that comes under the

Blue Law ruling, until the alleged

discrimination against Sunday
amusement comes to a close.

. Tn lieu of all this, it will not be

surprising to hear of S. H . Fabian's

arrest for participation in such a

pernicious pastime as Sunday golf;

also, they may Rather in Joseph
Stern for puffing on a good cigar

on the Sabbath Day ; and again,

Walter Reade may have to serve

a term for taking a Sunday after-

noon walk. In any event, it looks

as though the efforts of those who
hav been bearing the brunt of the

fight are at last bearing some
fruit.

Reports that Roth Brothers, of

Morristown and Summit, were to

transfer their New Jersey theatre

holdings to the Fabian-Stanley or-

ganization, would seem to be con-
tingent on the future policy regard-
ing the Famous-Players bouse. The

. in Morristown. The Jersey.

it will be i d, w as built by
Famous-Players in order to insure

an outlet for their product in that

city, where for a matter of five

years, not a Paramount picture was
played. The two opposition houses
in Morristown are the Strand and
Parkline, both property of Roth
Brothers. It is said that papers

have already been drawn up for

the proposed deal and that it may
be but a short time before the

transfer is made.
Installation of officers of the

New York Film Board of Trade
for the forthcoming year will be

held at the Hotel Aster this week,

Saturday, as the result of the re-

cent election. A banquet will also

be in order during the evening.

Charles Rosenzweig, of Film
Booking Offices, was re-elected

president; likewise was David Ro-
sengarten, of Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er, re-elected first vice-president

;

Harry Thomas, of Merit, will again

serve as second vice-president ; and
William Raynor, of Pathe, treas-

urer.

Moe Streimer, of United Artists,

will fill the shoes of the retiring

secretary, Charles Stombaugh, of

Pathe. Incidentally, Mr. Streimer

received a lengthy telegram (about

two or three dollars' worth) COL-
LECT, from Mr. Stombaugh bear-

ing the latter's congratulations.

A special post was created for

the popular and deserving Joe Lee,

of Fox Films. Joe will serve as

Master of Ceremonies, in which
capacity, it is predicted he will

put to shame several Broadway
headliners.

All the friends of William Ray-
nor, Pathe New York exchange
manager, will regret to hear that

his young son is ill with what is

said to be scarlet fever.

The Pathe Club, comprised of
employees of the Home Office,

local exchange and the Bound
Brook plant, held their usual meet-
ing at 1600 Broadway on Thursday
of this week. A pleasing bit of

news to the members was the an-

nouncement that a dinner and dance
is being planned to take place on
February 12th at the Roosevelt,

with a Lopez orchestra to furnish

the music.

Several other items of news con-

cerning the Pathe Exchange are
.is follows:

Frank Lovejoy, New Jersey
salesman, when last heard from
was battling the last snowfall.

Miss Peachem, a young lady

who has in the past demonstrated
her capability in the non-theatrical

department, has resigned from her

position and will soon take up her

duties in another field.

Pathe was complimented recently

during one of the film exchange
fire drills so much in evidence

throughout all parts of the country.

The entire exchange was emptied
in 31 seconds.

Incidentally, the New Jersey

branch, under Charles Stombaugh,
is leading all others on Pathe News.
Last week they hit their high mark,
and this week went beyond it.

Francis Goldman, formerly of
the Home Office of Associated Ex-
hibitors, is serving as a new sec-

retary for Phil Meyer, New York
exchange feature sales manager for

Pathe.

All the Pathe boys are interested

in a big Christmas package received

by Bert Sanford.
Doesn't appear that Sam Perry,

Englewood exhibitor, is very much
concerned over competition in his

town. In addition to the recent

installation of a new theatre heat-

ing plant, Sam has just laid out

a matter of $4,000 for a handsome
marquee. The dimensions are 20x21
feet.

Passaic wasn't the only city in

this zone to have a theatre fire

this week. The Miriam Theatre,

Coney Island Avenue and Avenue
U, Brooklyn, suffered from a blaze

on Monday night which will neces-

sitate closing for a few days.

William and Harry Brandt's new
Stratford Theatre, which opens at

Ralph and Stitter avenues, Brook-
lyn, this week, will be managed by
Sydney Falk.

\1 Mackler has sold the Luxor
Theatre, Central Avenue, Brooklyn,

possession going to the new owners
this past Sunday. The new man-
agement also operates the Summit
Theatre, West Hoboken.
Albert Mezey, who in the past

has successfully operated several

local motion picture theatres

—

building them up and then disposing

of them—has recently gone with

Rozensweig and Katz as manager
of the R. & K. Sheridan Theatre,

1149 Liberty Avenue, Brooklyn.

Several more theatres are sched-

uled to open within the next few
weeks, among which is Haring &
Blumenthal's Jerome, Tremont and
Jerome avenues, Bronx. This house
is due for Friday of this week.
The seating capacity is said to be
2,000, and the policy will be straight

pictures.

Joe Hornstein, Vice-President of

the National Theatre Supply Com-
pany, is at present in Buffalo. On
his return to this city, Joe will

pay a visit to the Home Office,

at Chicago.

It is reported that Harry Harris,

operator of a string of theatres in

the Heights section of New York
City, is negotiating for several

more houses in that locality.

Herman Gibson, for a long time

manager of the Gotham Theatre,

New York City, is now managing
the Uptown for Lee Ochs.

Hyman Weingarten's new theatre

under construction at Corona, L.I.,

is said to be nearing completion.

The house is set for a January 1st

opening.

Further activities of Chrisedge
Theatres, of which Matty Chryst-

mos is president, is reflected in the

report that Chrisedge has pur-

chased two more houses in that

chain's territory. They are at pres-

ent unnamed.

Two Christmas Day theatre

openings include the Sunny Side,

a Grobe and Noble house, and
Warsky Bros. East Rockaway
Theatre.

Steiner and Blinderman have
moved their offices from 1560

Broadway to their Apollo Theatre.

Delancej Street, East Side, New-
York City.

Theatres recently equipped by
National Supply include Rachmeil
& Rinzler's Stone Theatre: Dave
Weinstock's Rialto, at New Britain,

Conn.: Brandt Brothers' Stratford.

Brooklyn, and Haring & Blumen-
thal's Jerome. Bronx.

K ansas City
AFIRE at the Linwood Thea-

tre, one of Kansas City's

an bouses, last Fri-

estimated by
W. ( ). Lenhart, manager, to be

0, the damage being chiefly to

and wiring in the building.

The theatre opened that night, as

I !ni and Samuel Car-
ver, n ewman and

down-
town first-run houses of I-

City, again have con praise

from the press and public by their

. e civic spirit. Thanks-
night both managers

! to turn Over if) per cent, of

the proceeds - midnight
to the Ma\ or'- ( In istmas

Tree Fund for children and needy
families. Both houses were pai ked

to capacity.

Silas II. Hess, new manager of

the Main Street Theatre, Kansas
i ity, arrived from Minneapolis,
Minn., Saturday, to assume his new
duties, lie succeeds Jack Quintan.

who resigned the other day. Air.

Mess has been manager of the
•

i enth Street fix aire in Minne-
apolis, a theatre conducted on the

pollCJ as the Main Street.

While the Novelty Theatre was
ing "full blast" in daylight

in Topeka, k'ans., last Thursday,
i bandil i ushed up t< i the bi >x office,

kni ii ked down the cashier and es-

i api d with $540.

J. C. Staple. Rockp irt, Mo., ex

hibitor, is spending a vacation in

Europe.
A large percentage of the Kansas

City Universal Exchange personnel

turned out last Friday to greet

Louis R. Mctzger, general sales

manager for Universal and former
Kansas Citian, who was on his w.i>

from New York to Hollywood.
Kansas City exhibitors this week-

are curiously inspecting a new type

of booker's desk at the Fox Ex-
change, designed by lack Leo, vice-

lent of Fox. It is a metal

affair with a sloping surface, de-

d so that the booker sit

one side and the exhibitor on the

other.

I. nues Shorgl, former Pathe
b ii iker, now is the booker a't the

Metro Coldwyn-M aver Exchange.

M. A. Tanner. Fox booker, has

been promoted to salesman, cover-

ing the Southwest Missouri terri-

tory.

R. L. Bozelle, former Paramount
salesman, has accepted a position

as feature salesman with Pathe.

R. S. Ballentyne. Pathe branch

manager, has returned from a

southern tour.

Carroll Trowbridge, personal

representative for Al Christie, was
a Kansas City visitor.

Leslie Mace, First National sales-

man in St. Louis, has been trans-

ferred to his home town—Kansas
City.
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WALTER MEXDENHALL,
head of the Boise Amuse-

ment Company of Idaho, and one
of that State's largest theatre op-
erators, spent a few days in this

city last week on a combined busi-

ness and pleasurre trip. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Mendenhall.
At the Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer

exchange last week Manager Ben
Fish called a meeting of the local

sales staff for a conference with
E. M. Saunders, general sales

manager of M-G-M.
Dave Frazer, branch manager in

this city for the Producers' Dis-
tributing Company, last week en-

tertained the exhibitors of Seattle

and surrounding territory at a spe-

cial trade preview presented at the
Egyptian Theatre in the Universi-
ty District through the courtesy of
John Hamrick.
John T. Spickett, pioneer Alaska

exhibitor from the Palace Thea-
tre in Juneau, was a visitor on
Film Row during the last week,
where he has been buying and
booking film for his Northern
house. Mr. Spickett made the

present trin minus Mrs. Spickett,

due to the fact that the latter has
just been appointed postmistress of
the Alaskan city.

D. A. Morgan, owner and man-
ager of the Colville Theatre at Col-
ville, Wash., last week announced
that he had purchased the Em-
press Theatre at Chewelah. The
latter house was formerly opera-
ted by Roy N. Hattrup.
Things were humming last week

at the local First National ex-
change, the occasion being a visit

by Ned Marin, Western sales di-

rector ; L. O. Lukan, assistant to

Air. Marin; and S. Jensen, special

feature sales representative. Man-
ager Jack Bower had his publicity

director, A. J. Kennedy, and the

entire sales staff on hand for the

gathering.

John P. Kiggins of Vancouver,
Wash., was a recent visitor on Film
Row. During his stay here he an-
nounced that he has retained A. E.
Doyle, a well-known theatre ar-

chitect of Portland, to plan a new
1,500-seat house for Vancouver,
which will replace the present Lib-
erty Theatre.
Manager Mat Aparton of the

Universal branch office last week
announced that he has added Billy

Green to the sales staff in the local

territory. Mr. Green was formerly
associated with Pathe in the Ore-
gon territory, and since that time
has been connected with one of the
film exchanges in Boston.
William McGregor, banker, cap-

italist and owner of the Astoria
Theatre in Astoria, Ore., was killed

last week when the automobile
which he was driving was struck

by a railroad train near his home
city.

After several months of secrecy,

F. P. Knight, assistant manager of
the Western Film Company, last

week admitted to his colleagues on
Film Row that he had "gone and
done it" away back last April.

The present Mrs. Knight was for-

merly Miss Marguerite Schwalen.
Mrs. Joe Bradt, wife of the nop-

ular manager of the Roycroft The-
atre, returned "to her home last

week from Providence Hospital
and is rapidly recuperating from
her recent operation for appendi-
citis.

George Sauriel, well-known the-

atre magnate of Tacoma, last week
announced that he had sold the

Sauriel Building, occupied by the

Orpheum Theatre, to Fred Ludwig
and now plans to take a much
needed vacation. The Orpheum is

at present leased to R. R.
Pratsch, who also operates the

Realart Theatre in this same dis-

trict.

R. E. Connell, former operator
of the Connell Theatre in Aber-
deen, arrived from Everett last

week for a short visit and reports

that his new house in that city, the

Liberty Theatre, is progressing
rapidly.

A. H. Huot, manager of the
Film Booking Offices in this ter-

ritory, is enjoying the praises of
his colleagues this month, having
won the nosition of honor man in

last month's fire protection cam-
paign in this territory.

L. W. Kinney was announced
last week as the house manager of
the Lakeside Theatre, John Ham-
rick's brand new house in the
Montlake residence district. Mr.
Ivinney several years ago was quite

successful in his theatrical ventures
in Centralia and Chehalis, and has
m?-' friends in this territory.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald McDonald,
theatre on°rators of Oregon, were
in an unfortunate automobile ac-
cident last week that caused the
death of Mr. McDonald and the
serious injury of Mrs. McDonald.

The couple leased their houses in

Eugene, Ore., to the Universal cir-

cuit several months ago.

Following the M.P.T.O.W. con-

vention in this city two weeks ago,

the following Northwest exhibit-

ors were announced as comprising

the Arbitration Boad for the next

twelve months : Will Starkey of

Spokane, George Herpick of Seat-

tle. Robert J. McKinnell, H. T.

Moore of Tacoma, Douglas Kim-
berlv, Joe Bradt of Seattle, Si

Danz of Seattle, F. C. Weskel of

Colfax, LeRoy V. Johnson of Seat-

tle, R. R. Pratsch of Tacoma,
William Hartford of Seattle. Al-
ternates are : Frank Edwards of
Seattle, Jack Allender of Spokane,
William Code of Seattle, H. R.

Burg, C. A. Swanson of Everett,

W. P. Armour of Seattle, Ray
Grornbacher of Spokane, Fred
Walton of Bellingham. J. M.
Hone, executive secretary, will ar-

range the schedule of groups, each
member serving three months un-
der the new plans made at the con-
vention sessions.

Lee Marcus, general sales man-
ager F.B.O., announces the ap-
pointment of "Art" Huot to the
position of district sales manager
in the Northwestern Territory. His
jurisdiction will extend over the
Seattle and Portland offices, with
headquarters in Seattle as hereto-
fore.

Huot's career with the Film
Booking Offices runs back over a
period of many years. All his

friends and colleagues extend their

best wishes to him for his con-
tinued success.

Detroit
TAKE SULLIVAN, for the past
•J eight years general manager for

the Fred Delodder theatres in De-
troit, has tendered his resignation

in order to devote his entire time
to the new Orient Theatre, of
which he will be general manager.
The new house will seat 2,300
people.

Bill Clark, formerly connected
with F.B.O. for about two years,

has joined Warner Bros., and will

cover the Western half of the
State.

The Delft Theatre Corporation,
who now operate theatres in Mar-
quette, Munising, and Escanaba,
have added another house, through
leasing the Caspian Theatre, at

Caspian, Mich.

J. D. London and his brother,
William London, who operate the
Ferry Field and the Gladwin Park
theatres, have added two more
houses to their possession. They
have taken over the Arcadia The-
atre from Walter Bloss, and the

Ideal Theatre from J. Flayer.

Al Bowman, manager of Colum-
bia Pictures, has returned from a
week's stay in Chicago, where he
was on business.

Henry Simmons, better known
as "Hank" Simmons, who exploits

pictures for P.D.C., has paid the

local exchange a short visit this

week.

George Givot is the new master
of ceremonies at the State Theatre
this week, who replaces Fred Stritt.

Frank Drew, special representa-

tive for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
had spent the week-end in Detroit
while on his way to Cincinnati.

Every Film Exchange is busy
these days getting ready to move
into the new Film Exchange Build-
ing, which will be ready for occu-
pancy the fifteenth of this month.

Arron Lankowsky now has full

ownership of the Fun Theatre. He
has bought out his partner, Harry
L. Goldburg, who had fifty per
cent, interest in the house.

Frank and Floyd Wadlow, who
are owners of the Virginia Park
and the Colony theatres, have sold
these two houses to Joe Portell.
Besides these two new theatres,
Mr. Portell also operates two
others, which gives him a string
of four theatres to look after.

F. N. Harris, proprietor of the
Amuse Theatre in Hart, Mich.,
paid the local exchanges a short
visit last week. Although Mr.
Harris is past sixty years of age,
and one of the oldest theatre men
in the business, he travels the dis-

tance of 300 miles each month,

just to keep in touch with the
local film people.

W. S. Butterfield, of the Bijou
Theatrical Enterprise Company,
has returned from New York
where he attended the opening of
the new Paramount Theatre.
Dave Palfryman, manager of

the Detroit Film Board of Trade,
is back in his office again after
driving to Chicago to see the Army-
Navy football game.

Fred T. Grennell, specialist in

theatre advertising, has moved to

new quarters last week.
C. E. Edwards, of the Oakman

Boulevard Theatre, has returned
from St. Louis, where he spent
Thanksgiving with relatives.

Bob Sheehan, formerly manager
of the Martha Washington Thea-
tre, is now connected with George
F. Koppin Company as manager of
the Laskv Theatre.

A HUMDINCHM
AL CHRISTIES

NERVOUS
WRECK
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"The Blonde Saint"—First Na-
tional, Mark Strand, New

York City

Times: "This picture has been
most adroitly directed by Svend

. . . who has obtained won-
derfully competenl performances
from all the players in the cast."

Mirror: "Compared with the
general run of current Broadway
attractions, 'The Blonde Saint' is

.1 masterpiece."

Herald-Tribune: "We write to
extol Svend Gade. Doris Kenyon,
who plays the title role, is more
beautiful than she has ever been
before."

"The Flaming Forest"—Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, Capitol The-

atre, New York
Daily News: "'The Flaming

Forest' has plenty of life and move-
ment. Renee Adorec is excellent
as Jeanne-Marie. Renee Adoree
and Antonio Moreno lend an un-
believable amount of sincerity to

this picturization of Curwood's
melodramatic tale."

Herald-Tribune: "'The Flaming
Forest' a thriller at the Capitol."

Times: "An ambitious production,
track shots', swift horses, angry
redskins and a fearsome forest fire

are to be seen in the pictorial ver-
sion of the James Oliver Curwood
story. There are some extremely
effective natural color scenes. Renee
Adoree acts with her usual charm."
World: "Here in 'The Flaming

Forest' is presented the very crea-
tion of the Canadian Northwest
Mounted Police, the first actual

invasion of that lawless country
by the daring lads in scarlet coats
and shining helmets."
American: "'The Flaming For-

est' is a thrilling tale of Canada.
It might aptly be called 'The Big
Parade' of the Northwest Mounted
Police. What 'The .Big Parade' is

to the movie war dramas, 'The
Flaming Forest' is to the film an-

nals of these fearless, red-coated
heroes."

ning Journal: " 'The Flam-
ing Forest' is a colorful spectacle

—

epic in its sweep, breath-taking in

its thrills. Antonio Moreno daz-
zlingly heroic, and Renee Adoree
does some wonderful work as the

French I anadian girl, Jeanne-
Marie. With gorgeous natural

scenery, the production is unusual-
ly effect! i

lily Mirror: " 'The Flaming
Fores) a bang-up melodrama.
\ story that pictures vividly the

lawless chaos of a wilderni

with settlements. Yesterday's audi-

al tic i apitol slipped into the

thrill of the story with a fervor

found gratification in thunder-
ous applause."
Morning Telegraph: "You can't

:

to miss 'The blaming For-
est.' Swift moving, fast action

melodrama with a thrill a minute
holds forth at the Capitol this week.

I In Flaming Forest' tells the tale

ttlement of Canada as

'The Covered Wagon' told a simi-
i. of Western America."

The Sun: "'The Flaming For-
est' has been fashioned into an

lenl Mil: The
director and the stars have suc-

ceeded in turning out the neatest

Mounted Police film ever made
venmg Post: "The early days

of the Northwest Mounted Police
are gone into with considerable

gusto by that talented maker of
out-of-door pictures Reginald
Barker, and it musl be admitted
that Mr. Barker knows what he is

about."

"3 Bad Men"—Fox Films—Mon-
roe Theatre, Chicago

American: "The picture is pro-
duced on as lavish a scale as 'The
Iron Horse.' . . . Prepare to see

a great picture. For great '3 Bad
Men' certainly is. Ford . . . can
put humanness into historical

events. . . . For this reason I

consider that he deserves honorable
mention among the ten greatest
directors of the day.

"The cast is so good it is hard
to know where to begin mentioning
its members. ... By all means see
'3 Bad Men.' It has a rugged
power that will enthrall you, com-
edy that will amuse you, pathos
that will prove infinitely touching—all the elements that will thrill

you to the heart's core."

"3 Bad Men"—Fox Films, Cleve-
land, Ohio

Plain Dealer: "It has been made
on the grand scale. . . . The most
exciting moment comes in the land
rush. . . . The halls where it is

showing will doubtless echo with
genuine laughter.

News: "The '3 Bad Men' supply
an element of romance and color
seldom associated with stories of
the pioneer days. . . . The picture

of the rush across the line is one
of the biggest scenes of its kind
ever woven into a film."

"3 Bad Men"—Fox Films, New
Theatre, Baltimore

Sun: "A lively tale of romance
and adventure. ... A big thrill

comes when . . . vehicles dash at

tup speed across the plains. ... '3

Had Men' is a bang-upWestern
story, filled with action."

"Marriage License"—Fox Films,
North Center Theatre, Chicago

Journal: "A strongly dramatic
movie with plenty of opportunity
foi \lma Rubens to show what
she can do—and she does! In

spite of fine acting by the rest of
the cast, she simply picks up the

thing and walks off with it. . . .

Alma is developing amazingly ... a

tale . . . beautifully done."

"The Return of Peter Grimm"

—

Fox Films, Stacy Theatre,
Trenton, New Jersey

Globe: "Every so often some
motion picture concern turns out
a production which is off the bi atl tl

path. A picture thai • >ne is in

to talk about long after seeing it.

Which is all by waj of describing
'The Return oi Petei Gi imm, 1

thai

ipi ned at the Si ei daj , Fox
Films deserve high praise for the

of I >a\ id I'.elasco's

drama."

"Michael Strogoff'%—Universal,
Rialto Theatre, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Evening Star: "Standing room
was much in evidence around the

Rialto when 'Michael Strogoff,'

which had its first American show
ing yesterday, was getting warmed
up for what appears to be a good
long run. As a spectacle 'Michael
Strogoff' ranks with the best

—

the color photography makes the

most of the lavish costumes and
briliant scenery."

Post: "'Michael Strogoff' is a

film of vast proportions executed
with sweep and directness. From
the standpoint of picturization

'Michael Strogoff' has some stu-

pendous scenes—But of greater ap-
peal than these to the lover of the
photofilm is the magnificent color-

ing brought out first and last by
the photographers. The effects are
endless and full of beauty to the
eye and mind. The passing Tartar
show put on for the benefit of the
'spy" before his eyes are seared
from his head is capable alone,

with that incident for its climax,
of sustaining the photoplay in un-
ending public favor."

Times: " 'Michael Strogoff'
seems to have justified, from all

accounts drawn of these pro-
ducers, their lavish expenditure of
time and money."

Herald: "There is a grandeur
and sweep about the production
that rarely has been equalled in the

films since the 'Birth of a Nation.'
The spirit of the Tartar horde has
been admirably caught in the scenes
wdiich recount the invasion, the bat-

tle at Omsk, the assault on Irkutsk
and the victory celebration in the
Grand Khan's camp. Ivan Mos-
kine, who plays the role of Stro-
goff, is a European actor of estab-
lished reputation, but in this film

he makes his American debut. His
characterization is superb. Nath-
alie Kovanko, who plays opposite
him in the role of Nad: a, will very
likely remind many film fans of
Greta Garbo. Chakatouny in the

role of Ogareff, is as despicable
as one could ask. The other roles

are more than capably filled."

"The Better 'Ole" — Warner
Bros., Grauman's Egyptian

Theatre, Hollywood

/ xaminer: "Without doubt the

most sensational laughter-making
pi oduction of the year."

Herald: "Unalloyed entertain-

ment. Syd Chaplin, who has pi

conclusively that as a comedian he

ranks right at the top, is the main-
stay in this war farce. Jusl as a

number of other war dramas have
glorified America's part in the re-

cent struggle, so this whimsical

of merriment will immortalize

foi all time the less gruesome side

of life in the tn m hi • For that

there is a humorous side cannot be
! now . due to Syd's suc-

cessful efforts to prove the con-
trary ,"

Record: "Proves hilariously en-

tertaining and sets the seal of ap-

proval permanently upon Chaplin
as one of the real stellar comedians
in Filmdom today. Although Chap-
lin has been entertaining in his

pasl pictures he has never done
anything near approaching his in-

terpretation of 'Old Bill.'
"

Tunes: "At any rate, Chaplin has
made a rip-roaring comedy in 'The
Better 'Ole,' that promises to en-

joy a hey-day of popularity. It is

by all odds his best and cleverest

picture, and don't be misguided by
his previous ones, good, though the

majority of them may have been,

in under-rating the bigness of the

new one."

"The Great K. & A. Train Rob-
bery, Fox, Monroe and
Castle Theatres, Chicago

Daily- Journal " 'The Great K. &
A. Train Robbery' contains . . .

all that anyone asks of the pic-

turesque and highly paid Tom Mix.
. . . Relates more of a story than

is usually to be found in Western
films."

"The Lily"—Fox, Savoy, Brook-
lyn, N.Y.

Standard Union: "There is a

'kick' in the scenes portraying the

visit of the father to the Parisian

vamp. Miss Bennett plays the

elder sister in an appealing manner
. . . the feelings are vitally ex-

pressed."

"The Lily"—Fox, New Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.

Daily Post: '"The Lily' Enter-

taining. For several reasons 'The

Lily,' this week's feature at the

New Theatre, is especially fasci-

nating and entertaining. First,

Belle Bennett plays the title role

and her part affords plenty of op-

portunity to charm the movie fan

. . . the play snaps along . . .

and she's adorable. In the second

place, if one romance provides

enough to form the plot for an

ordinary scenario, think what 'The

Lily' is with a father, two daugh-
ters and a son each involved in a
romantic web. 'The Lily' is de-

cidedly a French drama . . . with

sparkling human appeal. The set-

are luxurious, without being

excessh e.

Last of all, the drama . . . in-

cludes those bits of comedy that

give the audience a chance to

chuckle everj few minutes
"

"The Lily"—Fox Films, Colonial,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Times "Belle Bennett in 'The

Lily" proves that she is a great

dramatic player of big roles. 'The

Lily' ... is worth while. Do
not hesitate to see this picture."

Vs: "Schcrtzinger has given

intelligent and competent direction.

Belle Bennett . . . contributes a

superb performance. Ian Keith is

ive. . . . The best perform-
ance of the men in the cast is given

bj lohn St. Polis."
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How Reserved Seats Are Sold
For A Continuous Show

Plan Successfully Operating at New University Theatre in Cambridge

SELLING of reserved seats for one or

more shows of a continuous perform-
ance program is being successfully

carried out at the new University Theatre

at Cambridge, Mass., of which Stanley Sum-
ner is manager. The plan, which has been

in operation four weeks, is working well

and every day brings improvements. In

several instances it has resulted in selling

more seats than would have been done un-

der the non-reserved seat plan because it

permits sale of seats to clubs and organiza-

tions on short notice for sections where
these clubs may be seated together.

Simple in operation, the plan may be
adopted by any continuous performance
house. Differing conditions facing differ-

ent houses may be easily worked out by
the house manager with the assistance of

an usher. Adoption of the plan at Cain
bridge has required no extra expense with
the exception of one additional usher.

Seating arrangements of different thea-

tres will differ somewhat. It remains for

the management to take advantage of these

differences in making the reserved seat plan
effective. In the University Theatre the
floor is divided into three sections, right,

centre and left. The balcony is also divided
into three sections, right, centre and left.

Each of these sections, for the purpose of

reserving scats, is operated as a separate
unit.

Seating Plan Flexible

On an average day at the University
Theatre, the balcony is not opened in the

afternoon. From 2 p.m. the right hand
side of the floor is not used. On Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, this may vary but

the working of the plan is very flexible and
will take care of the increased or decreased
sizes of the audiences.

At 4.30 p.m. the theatre starts selling re-

served seats. The early sale of reserv<

seats to people who will occupy these seats

before the "break" comes, are sold in the

right hand section or in the balcony if the

demand requires it. The number of ticket-

sold may vary, but a definite part of the
floor and balcony is kept clear. People
coining in before the sale of reserved seats

starts, are kept, as far as possible, on the

left hand side of the floor.

Fifteen minutes after the five o'clock

"break" two ushers with seating plans
of the house, go up the aisles and check off

the occupied seats. On days when the
audience is very large, they check off the

unoccupied seats instead of those occupied.
This check off, because of the massed seat-

ing and the keeping clear of certain sec-

tions, is very simple in operation.

The seating plans are then handed the

box office and the ticket sellers can tell at

a glance which seats are vacant and can be
sold as reserved.

Meanwhile, between 3.30 and 4.30 p.m.,

seating has been in only one section or unit

and the management knows that by 7.30

p.m. occupants of those seats will have left

the theatre. If, for example, all of those
entering the theatre up to 4.30 have been
seated in the centre section on the floor, by
7.30 the entire centre will be clear and will

be available for reserved seats, at that

hour. Reserved seats on telephone order
are held until the start of the final show
at eighl o "(dock.

Box Office and Ushers Co-operate

Success of the plan depends entirely up-

on the co-operation of the ushers and the

box office.

On a sell-out business, the plan may be,

and is being operated by the Universitv
Theatre, with equal success. It merely de-

pends upon handling each section of the

house as a separate unit and selling one
unit of the house at a time. Tf there are

six units, and the average complete show
dues not take more than three hours, then
two units may be refilled every hour.

Where the seats are not reserved, a few
people will occupy seats in other units than
those to which they are escorted by the
ushers, but the check-off after the "break"
will readily indicate which seats they
occupy.

At the University Theatre, non-reserved
seats are also sold during the latter part
of the evening. These were the reserved
seats occupied by people during the early
part of the evening and as a general rule

they are among the best seats in the house.

Handling Capacity Houses
On Thanksgiving Day, for example, after

the entire capacity had been sold as re-

served seats, more than 400 of these pre-
ferred non-reserved seats were available
and sold during the evening.

In handling the seating sections as units.
no cut and dried lines can be drawn. Often-
times it will be necessary to use a complete
unit and part of another, but if some care
is .taken by the ushers in endeavoring to
keep the patrons of the house grouped fair-

ly close together, the scattered seats occu-

pied can easily be cared for by the check-

up. When S.R.O. houses are the rule, ad-

ditional check-ups will be required, these

being gauged by the numbers leaving the

house after different parts of the program
are completed.

Ninety per cent, of the patrons of a pic-

ture theatre will approach the box office

with the request: "Two scats half-way back
in the centre."

The reply to that request, which of neces-

sity must be a reply made to hundreds of

people, may make or break a theatre. Mr.
Sumner lias made a study and analysis of
this box office conversation. He has found
that out of the 90 per cent, who ask for

seats half-way back in the centre, forty

per cent, will ask for aisle seats. He has
stood in line at other theatre box offices

and listeed to countless arguments and use-

less talk over the location of seats while

long lines have been kept waiting. He
has arrived at the conclusion that t 1 em-
ployee in the box office is the main r >in1 o"

contact between the public and the th "ate

and he has educated his box office >'i mi'-

a quick analysis of the thought in the mind
of the customer by a very simple :• ply.

Analyzing the Ticket Buyer
"I'm sorry. I can give you a little

further front in the center or half-way back
on the right" says the box office.

That leaves two choices for the patron.

If either appeals to him, he will reply
promptly. The ticket seller has gotten an
insight into his mind. If the patron hesi-

tates, the ticket seller knows he does not

want to go further front, nor does he want
to sit on the side. It shows the patron 's

preference is for seats in the centre and
more than half-way back.
The box office promptly picks out two

seats in Double A Centre and as he lays

them on the window, says, "Here are two
good seats in Double A Centre, eight rows
from the back."

If the patron asks for seats half-way
back without specifying "centre" the box
office knows that patron has no objection to

sitting on the side. If the patron prefers

to sit fairly well forward he will usually

ask for seats about half-way back, mean-
ing not more than half-way back. A little

intelligent attention paid to what a patron
says when buying tickets will prevent argu-

ments and make for a better feeling be-

tween the theatre and the patron.
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Check Shows K.C. Movie Patronage Big
114,000 Admissions
Thanksgiving Survey
by Newspaper Reports

TN* an effort to prove that theatre at-
*• tendance in Kansas City is far from
being on the down-grade, the Kansas City

Star, through the co-operation of virtualh

all exhibitors of the city, compiled a rec-

ord of attendance on Thanksgiving Day,
holidays usually being the lowest in at-

tendance—and last Thursday was warm,
with several football games as opposition.

According to the figures compiled, more
than 114,000 persons spent a part of

Thanksgiving in Kansas City theatres. The
attendance estimates are: Suburban

—

about 69,000 for two performances; down-
town theatres, including both motion picture

and combination houses—about 45,000. The
bulk of attendance was at night and thea-

tre managers were unanimous in asserting

that the record surpasses any previous holi-

day mark.

Rubinoff Plays Two Weeks'
Engagement in Reading

Rubinoff, Russian violinist and com-
poser, was held over for a second week

—

that of November 29—at Loew's Colonial

Theatre, Reading, where he appeared in a

dual capacity as an added attraction to the

motion picture program. From the stage

he presentd his interpretive and jazz of-

ferings and he also acted as guest con-

ductor of Loew's Colonial concert orchestra

in a*n overture. During the week of De-
cember 6, Rubinoff was an added attraction

at Loew's Repent, Harrisburg.

Gilda Gray Star of Program
at Howard, Atlanta

Gilda Gray was the star of the program
offered last week at the Howard Theatre,

Atlanta, appearing in "Aloma of the South
Seas," her Paramount screen vehicle, and
on the stage with her hula-hula gilds and

een Royal Samoans. The program was
given its premiere at a midnight matinee,

which started at one minute past midnight,

Sunday. The Howard program offered an

added stage attraction in Morten-en.

"Wizard of the Dual Pianos."

Take-A-Chance Week at Rilz

The Ritz Theatre in Birmingham, fea

turing Keith'-; vaudeville and feature pic-

tures, lasl week exploited a "take-a
chance " program.
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"BLACK PIRATE" PRESENTATION

The prologue for die Douglas Fairbanks production for United Artists, presented by E. R.

Rogers at the Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, featured the orchestra, which appeared on the stage

in pirate costumes in the setting illustrated above. The background was made of a combination

of a dull black drop with sky, skull and cross bones made out of cloth pinned on the black.

Overhead borders in green illumined the scene.

All-Girl Revue Presented at

Indianapolis Circle
"What Girls Can Do," an all-girl revue,

was arranged by Manager Ace Berry at the

Circle, Indianapolis, last week, as an added
attraction, with Corinne Griffith's "Syn-
copating Sue."

The program of singing, dancing and
orchestra music was one of the most elab-

orate productions shown recently on the

Circle stage. Dessa Byrd, Circle concert

organist, augmented the program with the

standard classic, "Poet and Peasant."
"The Parisian Redheads," an all-girl

local orchestra, was the central figure of

the presentation, with Miss Marthlyn Trep-

peer as prima donna.

Classic Dance Number Stage
Feature at Eastman

Heading the supplemental program of-

fered with "Bardelys the Magnificent,"
the screen attraction at the Eastman Thea-
tre, Rochester, last week was a classic waltz

number arranged by Ronny Johansson,
Eastman guesl dance artist. The stage fea-

ture was called "The Greek Vase" and
was performed by Thelma Biracree, Marion
Tefi'i and Philena Ressiger, and introduced
waltzes by Brahms. The Eastman Orchestra

offered Wagner's "Rienzi" overture.

Elaborate Bill Surrounds
"Faust" at Capitol

One of the features of the music pro-

gram with which Major Edward Bowes sur-

i ounds t he D fa spectacle,
'

' Faust,' ' at the

Capitol, New Fork, this week is the ap-

pearance of Rudy Wiedoeft, famous saxo

phonist. Wiedoeft plays a group of four

numbers; "Valse Mazanetta," "Sax-ema,"
"Melodie," and Cadman's "Land of the

Sky Blue Water." The latter number is

also sung by Celia Turrill.

The ballet contribution for the week
takes on an unusually ambitious form. It

is called "Walpurgis Night," for which
Chester Hale, ballet director, has arranged

the elaborate choreography for four prin-

cipals, the Capitol Ballet Corps and the

Chester Hale Girls. The ballet is divided

in four episodes: (a) "Waltz." by the

regular ballet; (b) the "Warrior Dance,"
by Rolande Guerard; (c) "Solo." by Joyce
Coles, and (d) "Bacchanale."

Oriental Fantasy Popular
Feature at State

An elaborate fantasy, called "The Fan
of the Orient," was presented at the State

Theatre in Minneapolis last week in con-

junction with the picture and other regular

features. There were lift een entertainers

in the act, which featured Bernoff and
Josephine, well known vaudeville dancers,

and Charles Bennett, tenor. There was a

chorus of eight girls, chosen from local

talent. The act proved a big drawing card.

Anderson Producer of Unit

Sbow at Paramount
"Love 'Em and Leave 'Van" is the screen

attraction on the current hill at the Para
mount Theatre, New York. The program
surrounding the 1'aranionnt screen version

of the Weaver-Abbotl stage play includes

a John Murray Anderson unit show titled,

"Book Lovers"; Jesse Crawford at the

Wurlitzer, playing "Ain't It a Grand and

Glorious Feeling?" and an overture of Of-

fenbach melodies by the orchestra.
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Publix Shows Inaugurated
at New Haven Olympic
The Olympic Theatre in New Haven last

week joined the circuit of Publix presenta-

tions houses. The program duplicated the

inaugural bill at the Paramount Theatre in

New York. '
' God Gave Me Twenty Cents

'

'

was the screen attraction, with the John
Murray Anderson revue, "A Pageant of

Progress" as the stage presentation. Desha
and Myrio, dancers, are the featured mem-
bers of the cast in the presentation. The
overture for the week was "Grand Fantasy
from Carmen," and other subjects were
a. news reel and "Songs of Italy,", one of

the Famous Music Master series.

Paul Sternberg is the conductor of the

new orchestra at the Olympic. A new usher
staff, assembled and trained according to

the standardized rules for service staffs at

Publix houses is one of the new features at

the Olympic. This department of the the-

atre is in charge of W. M. Warren, for-

merly of the Balaban and Katz organiza-

tion in Chicago. The price scale at the

Olympic is as follows : Week days, matinees
—35 cents, children 15 cents. Evenings

—

50 'cents. Saturday matinees—50 cents,

children 15 cents. New programs are

opened Saturdays.

"Don Juan" and Vitaphone
Open in Detroit

The Detroit engagement of "Don Juan"
and the Vitaphone opened at the Shubert
Lafayette Theatre Wednesday evening, De-
cember 8th. The program of Vitaphone
presentations include features starring Gio-

vanni Martinelli, Mischa Elman and Anna
Case. The attraction is offered at two
performances daily at the Lafayette, with
prices of 50 cents and $1.00 for matinees,

and 50 cents to $1.50 evenings.

Picture Policy Announced
for Harrisburg Majestic

Samuel Keubler, manager of the Majestic,

a Wilmer & Vincent theatre, which is the
only house where "legitimate" offerings are

shown in Harrisburg, has announced it will

be the policy of the theatre during the
remainder of the Fall and Winter, to pre-

sent big motion picture spectacles, for one-
week runs, as often as features of sufficient

merit can be obtained.

FarashHouseManagers Hold
Weekly Meetings

James Roach, managing director of the
Farash houses in Schenectady, is now hold-
ing a series of weekly meetings with the
six house managers as a means of getting
better results in the way of exploitation

and general advertising. Each house man-
ager is advised as to pictures that are
coming, and Mr. Roach seeks suggestions
from all of his associates.

Troy to Have Local News Reel
The Proctor houses in Troy and Albany,

co-operating with a newspaper in the latter

city, are to put on a local newsreel in the
near future and Jacob Golden, a former
newspaperman, will have charge of the
work. '*

The

MANAGER'S OFFICE

CS. CREWS, manager of the Cabrillo
• Theatre at San Pedro, Calif., since its

opening three years ago, has been transferred

to the joint direction of three West Coast The-
tres, Inc., houses at Long Beach. The new ap-
pointment is a promotion in recognition of

Crews' splendid services as manager of the

Cabrillo. He is succeeded at the latter house
by C. H. Wuerz.

AG. SPENCER of the Great Lakes The-
. tres, Inc., staff has taken over the man-

agement of the Majestic Theatre in La Salle,

111., which recently was leased by the Great
Lakes Company.

HOWARD PRICE KINGSMORE, for the

past year managing director of Loew's
Vendome in Nashville, has been promoted by
that organization to the directorship of Loew's
State in St. Louis. Walter S. Caldwell, for-

merly manager of the Aldine Theatre in Pitts-

burgh, is now manager of the Vendome.

CHARLIE PERRY, manager of the Garrick
Theatre in Minneapolis, has resigned and

gone to Milwaukee, where he becomes district

manager for the Saxe Amusement enterprises,

with about 20 theatres under his control. Mr.
Perry has been with Finklestein & Ruben for
nine years, joining the firm in 1917 as assistant

manager of the Garrick Theatre in St. Paul.

Tf N. LEDUC is now the manager in charge
-* . of the Casino Theatre. Ottawa, Ontario.
This house was operated for some months by
Froman and Petigorsky of Ottawa under a dif-
ferent name. When Mr. Leduc resumed con-
trol^ one of his first acts was to revive the
original name "Casino."

Theatres Featured in Ad
Campaign by Newspaper
The Minneapolis "Journal" recently car-

ried a full-page ad boosting all of the city's

theatres and recognizing Finkelstein & Ru-
ben as one of the finest exhibiting organiza-
tions in the country. The ad was the 12th
in a series featuring the cultural and educa-
tional developments of Minneapolis and
the Northwest. It was written by Stephen
Q. Shannon, President of the Advertising
Club and the art work was handled bv
William H. Wheeler, of the Attic Club.

Change Programs Wednes-
day at Seattle Coliseum

A new change date again has been an-
nounced by Manager Al Raleigh, of the
Coliseum Theatre, in Seattle. Hereafter,
programs will change each Wednesday, in-

stead of the former Saturday change.
Whereas, every first-run house in Seattle
formerly changed programs on Saturdays
three months ago, now only three adhere
to that policy, three more changing on
Friday and the Coliseum on Wednesday.

"Beau Geste" 3 Months in Phila.

"Beau Geste" is nearing the end of its

third month as an attraction at the Aldine
Theatre, Philadelphia. One hundred and
fifty thousand theatregoers were said to

have seen the picture up to last week. It

is reported the picture will soon close at the
Aldine on account of other bookings and
in spite of continued prosperous business.

Radio Account of Football

Game Given from Stage
A special theatre stunt of unusual merit

was conducted by Manager Ray Tubman,
of the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario,

on Saturday afternoon, December 4, when
he gave a running account of the final

Canadian football game between Ottawa
and Toronto University at Toronto the sam<
afternoon, before a packed house, the film

attraction being "We're in the Navy
Now."
Immediately after the conclusion of the

match, Manager Tubman published a foot-

ball extra of the "Regent News," giving

a complete report of the game to all pa-

trons as they left the theatre and also to

all patrons during the evening perform-
ances. In addition to the football story,

the tabloid newspaper contained display

advertising from a dozen or more of the

candidates in the Ottawa civic elections,

which were held the following Monday, De-
cember 6th.

Moving pictures of the football game at

Toronto were screened at the Regent during:

the week of December 6th, along with

"Were in the Navy Now."

Strand Theatres in Albany
and Troy Stage Benefits

The Strand theatres in Albany and Troy,

which always add much to their patronage

by splitting receipts with local organiza-

tions, are again active this fall and winter

in benefits previously arranged. Last week
the Shriners sold many hundreds of tickets

for the Mark Strand and shared in the

proceeds, while at the Troy theatre, the

Kiwanis Club did likewise. Last Sunday
the Troy theatre was given over to the

annual memorial of the Elks.

Bernie Orchestra Feature at

Brooklyn Strand
Ben Bernie and his Hotel Roosevelt Or-

chestra is the stage attraction of the pro-

gram which opened Saturday, December 4,

the screen feature of which is "The Blonde
Saint." The bill included Eldora Stanford,

soprano, singing the aria from "Mme. But-

terfly"; Harry Breuer, xylophonist ; the

Strand Topical Review, and the overture,

Liszt 's
'

' Thirteenth Hungarian Rhapsody, '

'

played by the Strand orchestra.

"Barbara Worth" Playing
Second Week at Strand

The current program at the Mark Strand,

New York City, is a hold-over from last

week, with "The Winning of Barbara
Worth" playing a second week at the

popular Broadway cinema. Managing Di-

rector Joseph Plunkett continues the sup-

plemental bill he introduced with the pic-

ture last week. Cliff Edwards is the star

of the stage presentation.

F. & R. Managers Club in Duluth
The F. & R. managers of Duluth recently

formed the Arrowhead F. & R. Managers'
Club, electing P. F. Schwie chairman for

the first term. The club is intended to be
on the same order as the St. Paul Man-
agers ' Luncheon Club.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCT IONS
EXPLOITATION
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 Broadway

Tel. 5580 Pen.
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Efficient Spot and Floodlights
Engineer Points Out Method of Obtaining Best

Results; Describes Some New Equipment
BY J. H. KURLANDER

Engineer, Brenkerl Light and Projection Company (Paper presented before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers)

A HASTY review of the history of spot-

lighting- reveals the tact that progress

in this branch of light projection has
been confined almost entirely to the me-
chanical side of the problem; the principal

exception being a substitution of the elec-

tric arc for the earlier sources of lesser

brightness.

Until very recently, little had been done
regarding even the mechanical construction
h1 the spotlight, the original design, employ-
ing a simple plano-convex lens held in varia-

ble relation to the light source, having been
retained and attention being centered on
improving the then existing methods of

construction.

A persistent demand on the part of the-

atrical folk for increased intensities of il-

lumination has naturally been translated

into a demand for higher amperage projec-

tion devices since it was assumed, without,

question, that the use of a higher current

would result in a more brilliantly lighted

"spot."
In one way, this error, which is a natural

one, was unfortunate since it led to the de-

velopment of the so-called Super-Spotlight
which provides a greater intensity of light

mi ll I condition, but offers no advantage
at all as far as a more brilliantly illumina-

ated "spot" is concerned.
The trend toward high amperage projec-

tors has results in a more massive type of

construction so that there is great danger of

this unit assuming cumbersome proportions
unless particular care i- exercised when
designing it.

fn it- simplest form, a spotlight is noth-
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Fig. 1

ing more than a mechanical contrivance for

holding a lens (usually plano-convex) in

variable relation to a source of light. The
source commonly employed is the crater

formed on one of the electrodes of a car-

bon arc since the crater possesses high

brightness, and what is equally important,

can be made to assume a shape that the

projected spot will be circular.

Aside from the necessary adjustments
for controlling the operation of the arc

lamj), a means is provided for moving it

closer to, or farther away from, the con-

densing lens mounted on the front plate of

the lamphouse. In this manner, the spread
of the projected beam can be varied between
certain limits, governed by the amperage,
projection distance, lens diameter and Lens

focal length. Further variations can be ob-

tained by varying one or more of these

factors.

A -pot light of the type just described is

illustrated by Fig. 1, where it will be seen

to consist of a suitable standard, on which
is mounted a resistance placed in series

with the arc, and a Lamphouse containing

the necessary arc lamp ami condensing lens

along with a means for holding a color

u heel in position in front of the Lens.

The principal features of the device il-

lustrated are the same as those incorpor-

ated in I he early 1 \ pes

Spotlights, as ordinarily constructed, are

intended for uni\ ersal ser^ ice. That i-. t he

spread of the projected beam of light can
be varied from as low as '_! or '! degree- to

as high as Hi device-. The intensity of the

projected light, that i-. beam eandlepower,

varies considerably over this ranee of

spreads, being verj much higher tor the

Lov preads I ban for t he high.

The reason for this is found in an in-

vestigation of the optics involved. Briefly,

when a light source is placed in front of a

lens at. a distance equal to the lens focal

length, the entire lens become- a- bright as

the source, minus the loss in the lens itself.

In other words, the lens becomes, in truth,

a secondary source of light having an area

greater than the original source and a

brightness equal to it, minus the loss in tin-

lens. The candlepower* along the axis of

-uch a simple optic system will then be

equal to the product of the lens area by the

source brightness by the transmission factor
of the lens. That is

CP = KAB 1

The intensity of illumination, expressed

in foot-candles, at any point along the axis

(up to within a certain distance of the

lens) will be the quotient of the axial

candlepower by the distance squared.

measured between the point in question and
the edge of the lens. This can be expressed

in the form of an equation a- follow-:

Eo

KAB

d
s

Placing the light source at the focal

point of the lens constitutes, in effect, an

uncorrected form of searchlight projector,

the only difference being that a lens is em-
ployed in place of the customary parabolic

mirror.

The beam spread of -uch a device, at some

*F. A. Benford, The Parabolic Minor. Trans. I.

E. S. Vol. 10. Xo. 9, P. 905. 1915.

i i i<ii fill lieJ on page 237* > )
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification "Eastman"

and "Kodak' in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Spot and Floodligkts
1

{Continued from page 2368)

distance from the lens, will be equal to the

angle subtended by the source from the cen-

fcral point on the lens.

It' the source is now placed at a distance

greater than the lens focal length so that

an image of the source is formed at some
definite point in front of the system, the

axial candlepower, with respect to the point

al which the image is formed, will not be

changed so that the intensity of illumina-

tion at this point will again be expressed by

equation 2. For other points along the axis,

however, this equation cannot be used; but

it is effective for all points involving actual

image formation.

In practice, the source and illuminated

plane never form conjugate foci since it

is always necessarj to move the source

slightly eloser to the lens in order to obtain

a smooth "spot," Tree of the bluish halo

which surround- the image of the source

and which is the result of aberrations in

the lens.

If the light source is now moved away
from the focal point, so as to approach the

lens, the projected beam of light will imme-

diately begin to increa pread and the

intensity across the beam will fall off very

rapidly. As this movement is continued the

beam spread will become of great propor-

tions, the intensity (of a low value) will

diminish slowly, and the intensity of il-

lumination will become quite even over the

entire beam.
These changes have a simple explanation,

;il though this condition i
tial more

,lved than thai for "Spot." Briefly, the

reason for the decreased intensity is due

to the fact that only a part of the lens is

dying lighl to a n point in the

illuminated plane, the remainder of the lens

being inoperative as far as (hi- point is con-

cerned. If the entire lens were effective for

point in the illuminated plane, then the

intensity of illumination would he identical

with that obtained for the "Spot" condi-

tion. This i ible under the con-

dit ions.

There is this much to say concerning the

intensity obtained under any given flood

condition. If, as the source leaves the focal

point and approaches the lens, it is also

increased in size by a sufficient amount,
then no diminution in flood intensity (as

compared with that obtained on spot) would
result.

This, however, is possible only to a very
limited extent, since, in order to fully re-

alize this condition, it is necessary for the

source always to subtend the same angle

from the focal point. A relatively slight

movement of the source toward the lens is

all that is needed, therefore, to place this

requirement beyond the reach of even a 150
ampere arc so that it becomes impossible
of fulfillment.

Neverthelsss, there are distinct advan-
tages to be gained in the way of higher
flood intensities by expanding the size of
the crater, that is, higher amperage, so that

here, at least, is one reason—and the only
one—for the so-called super-spotlight.

Returning once more to equations 1 and
2, it will be seen from an inspection of the

'l '3 "t 'S 'b

Source ~ Condenser 2>i3/ance

Tests over a limited range of lens focal

lengths showed that the axial candlepower
remained constant on spot condition. An
investigation was made of the variation in

axial candlepower, and beam spread with
regular movements of the light source from
spot condition to flood. A series of three
lenses was used, the current being main-
tained at a constant value and the photo-
metric readings being taken at a distance

of 60 feet.

The results of the tests are shown by the

curves in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. It will be ob-
served that each group of curves has a

characteristic shape and, also, that lenses

of the same diameter, but different focal

length, give approximately the same beam
candlepower for spot condition. Lenses of

different diameter are shown to give beam
candlepowers in proportion to the square
of the diameter for spot condition.

In order to observe the distribution of

light throughout the cross-section of the

beam as the spread increased from spot to

flood, photometric readings were taken at

regular intervals across the beam for each
movement of the source.

Aside from giving information on the dis-

tribution of light throughout the beam, this

series of tests also permitted a direct com-
putation of the amount of light included

within it for each movement of the source.

The variation of beam lumens with beam
spread for the three lenses used is shown by
the curves in Figs. 6, 7, and 8.

The effect of a change in lens focal length

on axial candlepower for a flood having a

constant spread was next investigated. It

was found that the axle candlepower ap-

preciably decreased as the lens focal length

was increased. (Fig. 9.)

It is safe to say that the principal func-
tion of a spotlight, as ordinarily used, is

to provide a small, brilliant spot of light

at distances varying from approximately
50 to 150 feet, and a wide spread of light

of high intensity for the purpose of illumi-

nating the entire stage when required. The
tirst condition calls for a small brilliant

source of light used in conjunction with a

{Continued on page 2371)

Fig. 5

former thai no reference at all is made to

either size of crater or focal length of lens.

The explanation, obviously, is that the beam n
candlepower is independent of either of

^
these factors. In other words, for spot con-

£
dition, a low amperage arc will provide ex- i

actly the same beam candlepower as one of £
high amperage, other things being equal. f

Also, a long focal length lens will give the

same beam candlepower as one of short

focal length, other things being equal.

In support of the first statement the

curve in Fig. - is given. It shows the results

of tests conducted with arcs of various

amperages, ranging from 25 to 61 amperes.
An inspection of the curve reveals that on
low currents the beam candlepower does
not follow equation No. 1, but thai from 35

amperes on, there is no change in axial

candlepower. The reason for this falling off

in candlepower below 35 amperes is prob-

ably due to the fad that a
:,

s inch positive

was used on the '_!."> and 30 ampere tests,

with a consequenl reduction in crater tem-

peratures. In theory, at Least, there is notli-

to warranl t he falling off in beam can-

dlepower below 35 amperes.
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Engineer Discusses Efficient Methods

of Spot and Flood Lighting
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Fig. 7

Signs 15 Year Lease on
Springfield Project

A new theatre, to cost about $70,000, ex-

clusive of equipment, is to be erected in the

Indian Orchard section of Springfield, Mass.

It will have a seating capacity of 1,200.

The theatre will be erected by Pasquali

Tebaldi, who has signed a 15-year lease with

a large chain for the house. It will be built

at Main and Parker streets. Announcement
of the lessee's name is withheld for the

present.

Universal Pushes Work on
Two N. E. Theatres

Universal 's two new houses are being
pushed forward to completion. The one
in Somerville is expected to be ready for

opening sometime in February and the new
house in Lowell will probably be completed
about a month or six weeks later. Both
are to be named the Capitol.

Galva to Have 400 Seat House

Operations are under way at Galva, 111.,

toward the erection of a 400-seat motion
picture theatre. A local contractor has

the work in charge.

(Continued from page 2370)

lens of long focal length and small diameter.

A lens of small diameter is required to re-

duce spherical aberration which has the

effect of increasing the beam spread.

The second condition calls for a large bril-

liant source (the larger the better) used in

conjunction with a short focal length lens

having large diameter.

It is obvious that these two sets of re-

quirements are in opposition since no single

lens could hope to fulfill both sets satis-

factorily. A lens, adjustable both as to

focal length and diameter, would be neces-

sary and, unfortunately, such a lens is not

yet available.

The only practical solution to the prob-
lem is to use two lenses, one for each condi-

tion. If this were done, then the conditions

would be as follows

:

On Spot: A large brilliant source (an
electric arc using from 100 to 150 amperes)
used in conjunction with a very long focal

length (20 inches), lens of small diameter
(6 inches) to offset the effect of the large

source area. The resultant spot would be
very small, which is the thing most desired,

and it would be of the same brightness as

the spot obtained from the same type of
source used with any other lens of the same
diameter. The large source would offer no
advantage for spot condition, but it would
obviate the necessity of expanding the size

of the light source when changing to flood

condition where a large source is required.

On Flood: A large source (100-150 am-
pere arc) used in conjunction with a lens

of moderate focal length (16 inches) and
large diameter (8 inches). The large source
would give increased intensities (see Fig.

10) on the various stages of flood condition;
the use of a lens of moderate focal length
would give a flood beam of the required
maximum spread without sacrificing too
much in the way of intensity (see Fig. 9) ;

and the large lens diameter would help the
-picad of the beam.
A unit employing such a double lens sys-

tem would be truly a combination spot-flood

lamp since it would perform efficiently

under both conditions.

A unit of this type is illustrated by Fig.

11. Aside from the double lens system for
producing the best results under the spot

and flood conditions, the unit illustrated

also possesses a number of mechanical fea-

tures worthy of note. The most important

one is a counter-balanced arc lamp so de-

signed that no matter what position the

lamp occupies with respect to the condens-

ing lens, the distribution of weight in the

entire lamphouse remains the same. This

simply means that it is possible to leave

the spotlgiht head at any angle of tilt

without clamping it in position.

In order to step up the intensity on flood

condition, the unit is provided with an arc

lamp which has a maximum capacity of 150
amperes. As mentioned before, heavy duty
apparatus tends to become bulky and cum-
bersome unless carefully designed. With
this unit only a light touch of the hand is

required to swivel the head on its vertical

axis, or tilt it at any desired angle.

(To be concluded)
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.r.-> Post Decoration
No. 799 Collapsible Adjust-
able Lattice Frame, 6 feet

diameter foundation, $4.00;
10 oak branches green and
red, to be laid over the lat-

tice, $2.50; complete, $6.50.

For Christmas, order silver

foxtails from 1-3 feet long,
apply them on the oak
branches and your posts are
decorated. After Christmas,
take off silver and apply
dogwood or apple sprays and
you have a spring decora-
tion.

Write for Our

XMAS CATALOGUE No. 7

MAILED FREE on Request.

FRANK NETSCHERT Inc.
61 BARCLAY STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Scenery- Stage Settings
Draperies

drapery setting that is

properly designed and
executed has advantages
of beauty and manipula-

tion readily perceived when hung
in your theatre.

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
2Z6WEST 47 th STREET - NEW YORK CITY
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Projection
icsJlec^icity^Prdctical Ideas <5 adviej

Inquiries and
Comments

Education and the Union
OK a long time the editor of

this department lias carefully

nursed the belief that flic

various locals of the Motion
Picture Operators' union in

this count r\ served a very

useful purpose in that they protected the

interests of the individual projectionists

and at the same time assured the employers
of these projectionists of receiving full

value for the salaries paid by providing

proper educational facilities, in the form
of lectures, informal talks and demonstra-
tions, for the benefit of the members.

There can be no question concerning

the value of such educational factors since

the projection branch of the motion picture

industry is in the peculiar position where
it must needs rely upon trade journals,

personal inspections, public and private

demonstrations, and the slow grind of per-

sonal experience- in order to keep pace with

progress in an industry where tilings move
fast and changes are frequent.

Text Books Would Help
Good literature, in the form of books,

even if such were available, would do much
to help this condition, but even so could

not be expected to answer the purpose

fully since practice changes rapidly and

what is new today may be obsolete to-

morrow. Furthermore, the average pro-

jectionist is not overly inclined to spend

much time burning up undue quantities of

midnight oil in an effort to gather the

knowledge contained in technical volumes.

By far, the best method is to arrange for

lectures and demonstrations on new prac

lice- and new equipment, which seem likely

to timl common use in the projection field,

to liillx inform the men whose duty
it is to operate these devices, in order that

they may understand both the method and

t he principles of such operation.

Projectionists, on the whole, are an elu-

sive lot, difficult to reach in any appreciable

number, except through general publica

t ions, '
.
tor in- tance, t rade journals. K\ en

means of disseminating information is

ie. i a satisfactory as it mighl lie since the

projectionist is a notoriously poor corres-

pondent and is seldom heard I'roin except

in C8 < of 'lire need and when the SOUght

after information cannot in- obtained nearer

home. Only'then are those trade journals,

having departments reserved tor the use

of the projectionist, called upon to render

i
i i .nice in the form of ad\ ice.

It is often possible to diagno e a faulty

condition from the meagre information

eriven in such letters, but this method is

certainly not as effective as a personal talk

would be. The simplest and the most direct

method for imparting information to pro-

jectionists is undoubtedly by means of lec-

tures and demonstrations and the most
favorable time for doing this is at the
weekly meetings of the various locals

throughout the country. Certainly the local,

through its weekly gathering of the mem-
bers, is in a most favorable position to

conduct the educational work so sadly

needed in this field.

The local's position in this respect is so

obvious that the editor was firmly under
the impression that this opportunity, while

perhaps not being generally used to the

fullest extent, was not being altogether

neglected.

This industry is, however, full of sur-

prises and the most recent one received

by the writer was when, in a large mid-
western city, he tried to arrange with an
officer of the local, to give an educational

talk to the members and was informed that

the talk would be welcome but that there

was an inflexible rule which limited such
talks to five minutes. When asked for

the reason for this rule the answer was
that the meeting was not called till mid
night and the poor boys usually were so

tired from their day's exertions that it

would be little short of cruelty to ask them
to sit through a half hour's talk on how
to do their work a little better than they
are doing it at this moment.

ft was also learned that no other means
was available for reaching the members
of this local either through a special meet-
ing or othi wise, and that for the period of

years during which the five minute rule

was in existence, no outsider had ever ad-

dressed these projectionists on any subject.

.Members of this local approached the writer

privately and expressed a willingness to

listen to a lecture and also wanted to know
where literature, such as the Transactions

of the S.M.P.E., or special phases of pro-

jection, could be obtained. It appeared
that the spirit was willing but that the

flesh was incapable of the exertion.

A Good Example of Unionism
It is fortunate, however, that not all

locals are constructed along the lines of

the one described above. In contrast with

the reception accorded outside speakers in

the mid western city referred to we recall,

with lingering pleasure, the attitude of an-

other local in an eastern city where the

Officers (of the local, of course), as SOOH

as it was learned that the writer was in

town, extended an invitation to address the

members and upon acceptance id' the invitn

turn, iiniuediatelx posted a notice of the

proposed talk.

\o limits or restrictions of any kind

were even mentioned and after the regular

busine - had I n disposed of the writer

was told that the rest id' the evening—or

rather morning—was his. The meeting was
called to order shortly after eleven o'clock

and it was a little after one o'clock before
the regular business affairs had been dis-

posed of.

These men then patiently sat through a

talk of forty-five minutes' duration and
still possessed enough energy to keep the

editor extremely busy for more than half

an hour answering questions.

There was nothing of the "poor tired

boy" attitude in this crowd of hustlers,

for the meeting broke up, with no casualties,

at three a.m. Indeed, a dozen or more en-

terprising individuals, under the direction

of one of the local's officers, escorted the

writer to said officer's projection room on
the other side of the city where a sort of

supplementary meeting was held and dur-

ing which another hour was consumed in

reviewing every possible phase of projec-

tion.

Refreshments were served at late hour
and the gathering disbanded amid the rattle

of the milk wagons; not, however, until a

number of the group had spent several

minutes playing with the goldfish on ex-

hibition in tanks in the lobby of the

theatre.

Contrasting Groups
Here we have two extreme examples of

union locals; one, utterly non-progressive

and arranging matters so that educational

work in the form of personal talks will be
barred from wasting the time of the "poor
tired boys" in the wee hours id' the morn-
ing, the other, brimming over with pep and
not caring how much their time was en-

croached upon, provided they were com-
pensated for it by the acquisition ot a

little more knowledge so that they might
do their work in just a little better fashion

and so give fuller value to their employers
in return for the salaries they receive.

Concerning this matter of salaries, which
group, do you think, other things being
equal, would have the least difficulty in

obtaining from their employers a fair

wage.' If yon are at all in doubt concern-

ing the answer, some help may be obtained
from the following recital id' recent events.

The first group, that comprised ot' the

"five-minute men." recently made a de-

mand on their employers for higher wage-
and since no proof of their increased
worthiness was contained in their formal
demand the exhibitors summarily dismissed
it and swore by all that was holy that they
would close their theatres rather than ac-

cede to what they considered an unfair and
unw arranted demand.
That they meant what they said is evi-

denced by the fact that the theatres ac-

tually did close for a brief while and it

was oul\ alter much bitter and acrimonious

quarreling that a makeshift c promise
was effected. The best the "five-minute
men" could do was to obtain a slight in-

i i ontinued on page 2373
I
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Complete Stage Equip't

for the Colorado
CLAIM that no stage in any thea-

tre between Chicago and the west
coast has any more complete

equipment than that which recently

arrived in Pueblo, Colo., is made by
the new Colorado Theatre of that city.

The list follows: One pair of 18-foot

satin tormentors; one satin grand
drape; one teaser drape; one fast action

draw curtain; one oleo; one light fancy
interior set; one neutral interior set;

one conservatory back drop; six wood
wings; three foliage borders; one
metallic cloth cyclorama; one scrim
drop; one street drop; one garden
drop; one black velour cyclorama, legs

and border; one asbestos curtain; one
motion picture screen and one two-tone
brocaded damask gold front draw
curtain.

Pictures with presentations, and
vaudeville is the house policy.

Contracts Let For New
Zanesville Theatre

Contracts for the erection of the Brown
Theatrical Company's new half million dol-

lar theatre on the site of the Zanesville

Publishing Company's old building on South
Fifth Street, Zanesville, Ohio, have been
awarded according to a recent announce-
ment made by Caldwell H. Brown, general

manager of the company.

"Work will be rushed on the structure

which will be of reinforced concrete and
steel, and the last word in fireproof con-

struction.

The architects claim that the new thea-

tre will be the finest of its kind between
Columbus and Pittsburgh and will be the

best in any city the size of Zanesville. It

will have a stage suitable for legitimate

plays and a large and roomy balcony.

Mr. Brown has spent considerable time

in conference with some of the leading thea-

tre owners and architects and will incor-

porate in the new house the best of to-day's

construction ideas and equipment.

The officers of the Brown Theatrical Com-
panv are: F. M. Ransbottom, president;

W. 0. Littick, first vice-president; P. R.

Gobel, second vice-president; George Brown,
secretary and treasurer, and Caldwell H.
Brown, general manager of the company.

New Supply Co. Formed at

Washington, D. C.
M. S. Lyle and J. W. Smeltzer, formerly

of the "Washington Theatre Supply Com-
panv, Washington, D.C., have recentlv

formed the L. & S. Theatre Supplv Co., with

offices in the MeGill building, 908 G Street.

X. W., Washington. They style themselves
their announcement carry a full line of mo-
tion picture supplies and parts.

Ostenberg Announces New
Scottsbluff House

W. II. Ostenberg, Jr., formerly of Omaha.
Neb., has recently announced plans for the

erection of a new motion picture theatre

in Scottsbluff, Xeb. Work will he started

at once on the house, which will occupy

one of the finest locations in that city. The
investment is expected to run in the neigh-

borhood of $125,000.

Mr. Ostenberg, Jr., now owns and con-

trols under the name of the Midwest
Amusement Company, the Orpheurn and
Sun theatres, Scottsbluff, and also the

Danceland in that city, one of the most mod-
ern and beautiful ballrooms in that section.

He also operates the Rialto Theatre, Bay-
ard, Neb., and in addition occupies a posi-

tion of influence throughout Scottsbluff Val-

lev.

Indiana House Reopened
After Remodeling

Equipped with the latest type projection

machines and thoroughly remodeled, the

new Liberty Theatre, North Liberty, Ind.,

was recently reopened to the public. The
extensive repairs made necessary the clos-

ing of the house for several week-.

Ku Klux Sells Theatre Site

At Vevay, Ind.

Ku Klux Klan officials of Vevay. Ind.,

recently disposed of a three-story brick

building in that city, where the new owner,
Minor Bakes, plans the erection of a new
motion picture theatre. The house will be

up-to-date in every respect.
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{Continued from preceding page)

crease, too slight to be very noticeable, and
only after coercive threats of a general
strike, and other dire things had been made.

Of good will between exhibitor and pro-
jectionist there was none, for the simple
reason that the exhibitors thought they
were being imposed upon, since they were
asked to pay more money for services

which had not appreciated in value.

The writer is not familiar enough with
the affairs of the other locals to speak
with any degree of certainty on its record
of achievements, but he feels reasonably
-ure that under the same conditions the
officers of this local would have had little

difficulty in convincing their employers of
the increased value of their services as a

result of their spirited educational activi-

ties.

Coercion, in the form of a strike threat.

i< always looked upon as a means of last

resort and is used only when a meeting
of the minds cannot be arrived at. It i-.

in a sense, an admission of failure and a

lack of responsibility on the part of the
local's officers since they have been unable
to prove their case in open debate. It is

a dangerous weapon to call into play and
a display of its ugliness is not easily for-

gotten.

Far better to convince the exhibitors by
the logic of cold reason than to use .1

weapon, which, later, may prove to be a

boomerang.

yv'/'iwi'mnws

You invest in a new sign to attract

greater attention. Why not change the

appearance of your sign at intervals

with
tffep Color Hoods

Six rich, fadeless
colors provide wide va-

riety of changes. Fit

standard lamp sizes. Su-

perior to dipping and
cheaper.

Write for full information.

2628 W. Congress St., Chicag*

Makers also of Beynolds Motors.

Reco Flashers. Show Window
Flashers. Traffic Controls, Re-
• »— - »- 'nnards. etc

MURPHY&BR0DE
IMC

510 W. 45* ST. NY.
CHICKERING 6IOO

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE

18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
UDder 250 seats, 30i: under 500. 70*; under 800. 85S;
over 800. 154.
The most economical method of reaching theatres Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4.00 PER M UP lists If

desired. 30 to 504 saved in postage, etc.. through elimina-
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers. Distributors and Supply Dealers.

MULTIGRAPH1NG—MIMEOGRAPHING

—

FOLDING—ENCLOSING—MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.

709 Sixth Ave. at 41st St. New York City
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

W AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORF
723 Seventh Avenue **e.v*- York City
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions arc Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September

II 1

Sept. 11

Sept. 11

Sept. 18

SEPTEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Baited Trap, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4358 feet

Bells, The Lionel Barrymore Chadwick 6300 feet . .Nov. 20
Beyond the Trail Bill Patton Chesterfield 5 reels

Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks . United Artists 6388 feet . .Mar. 20
Blarney R. Adoree-R. Graves. M-G-M
Block Signal, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 5795 feet. Oct. 16
Blue Eagle, The G. O'Brien- J. Gaynor Fox 6200 feet. Sept. 25
Clinging Vine, The Leatrice Joy P. D. C 6400 feet . . July 31
Dancing Days Chadwick-Stanley-L,

Rich Famous Attractions . . 5900 feet . . Oct. 2
Devil Horse, The Rex (Horse) Pathe 5853 feet .

.April 24

Diplomacy Sweet-Hamilton Paramount 6959 feet . Sept. 25
Duchess of Buffalo, The .... Constance Talmadge First National 6940 feet . . Sept. 4
False Alarm, The R. Lewis-M. Carr. . . Columbia 5235 feet

Fighting Ranger, The Al Hoxie Barsky Productions. .4500 feet

Flames E. O'Brien-V. Valli . Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet . Sept. 11

Flaming Frontier, The Special Cast Universal 8829 feet . April 17
Flying Horseman, The Buck Jones Fox 4971 feet. Sept. 11

Flying Mail, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet . Sept. 18
For Alimony Only Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp 6070 feet. Oct. 2

Forlorn River Jack Holt Paramount
Golden Web, The H. Gordon-L. Rich . Lumas 6075 feet

Grey Devil, The Jack Perrin Rayart 4274 feet

Heart of a Coward, The Billy Sullivan Rayart 5031 feet

High Hand, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5679 feet

Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount 6 reels

JackO'Hearts Landis-G. Hullette. . American Cinema . . .5881 feet

Kick Off, the George Walsh Excellent Pictures 6000 feet

Kosher Kitty Kelly Viola Dana F. B.O 6103 feet

Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers.F. B. O 6931 feet

Lost at Sea Gordon-J. Novak-
Sherman Tiffany 6500 feet

Marriage Clause, The Bushman-Dove Universal 7680 feet

Marriage License Alma Rubens Fox 7168 feet

Nell Gwyn Dorothy Gish Paramount 6800 feet

One Minute to Play "Red" Grange F. B. O 7713 feet

Paradise M. Sills-B. Bronson . . First National 7090 feet

Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La
Plante Universal 7808 feet

Ridin' Rascal, The Art Acord Universal 4510 feet

Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 6100 feet

Son of the Sheik, The Rudolph Valentino. . United Artists 6685 feet

Sparrows Mary Pickford United Artist3 7763 feet

Speeding Thru C. Hale- J. King Elbee Pict 5500 feet

Speeding Venus, The Priscilla Dean P. D. C 5560 feet

Strong Man, The Harry Langdon First National 6882 feet

Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall First National 6727 feet

Temporary Sheriff, The . . . .Dick Hatton Rayart 4550 feet

Texas Streak, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6367 feet

Three Bad Men O'Brien-Borden Fox 8710 feet

Through Thick and Thin. . .Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet

Tin Gods Thomas Meighan .... Paramount 8568 feet

Variety Jannings-dePutti
Waltz Dream, The M. Christians-W.

Fritsch-H. Desni
Waning Sex, The Norma Shearer ....
War Paint Tim McCoy M-G-M 5032 feet

Wild Horse Stampede, The . Jack Hoxie Universal 4776 feet

Winning of Barbara Worth . Colman-Banky United Artists 8 reels . . .

Wolf Hunters, The Special Cast Rayart 5976 feet

Womanpower K. Perry-R. Graves . Fox 6240 feet

You Never Know Women . . Florence Vidor Paramount 6064 feet

Sept. 11

Oct. 2

.Aug. 28

Aug. 21

July 3
Sept. 11
.Feb. 6
Aug. 28
Sept. 25

July 31

. Aug. 7

Oct. 2
Sept. 11

.July 24
Sept. 18
.Oct. 2

^Sept. 18
Aug. 28

Feature Star Distributed by Length
Man of Quality , A George Walsh Excellent Pictures . . . 5640 feet
Midnight Kiss, The J. Gaynor-R. Walling Fox 5025 feet
Mismates Kenyon-Baxter First National 6905 feet
My Official Wife I. Rich-Tearle Warner Bros 7846 feet
Old Soak, The Jean Hersholt Universal 7445 feet
Perch of the Devil P. O'Malley-Busch . Universal
Prince of Tempters, The. . . . Lyon-Moran First National 7 780 feet
Private Izzy Murphy George Jessel Warner Bros 7889 feet
Quarterback, The Richard Dix Paramount 7114 feet
Red Hot Leather Jack Hoxie Universal 4555 feet
Risky Business Vera Reynolds P. D. C
Roaring Bill Atwood Dick Patton Rayart 4405 feet
Runaway Express, The. . . Special Cast Universal 5865 feet
Shameful Behavior E.Roberts-H.Tucker. Famous Attractions. .5218 feet
Sheriff'sGirl, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4908 feet
So's Your Old Man W. C. Fields Paramount 6347 feet
Speed Crazed Billy Sullivan Rayart
Sweet Rosie O'Grady C. Landis-S. Mason . Columbia 6108 feet
Syncopating Sue Corinne Griffith First National 6670 feet
Take It From Me Reginald Denny Universal 6649 feet
Temptress, The Garbo-Moreno M-G-M 8221 feet
Thirty Below Zero Buck Jones-E.Novak.Fox
Truth About Men Lake-Murphy-Hacka-

thorne True Story Pictures . . 6500 feet
West of Broadway Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp 5186 feet
West of Rainbow's End . . . Jack Perrin Rayart 4734 feet
When the Wife's Away . . . .G. K. Arthur Columbia Pictures. . .5834 feet
Whispering Wires A. Stewart-E. Bums. Fox 5906 feet
Winning Gallop, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet
Woman's Heart, A E. Bennett-Whitman-

Earle Sterling
Yellow Back, The Fred Humes Universal 4766 feet
You 'd Be Surprised Raymond Griffith Paramount 5994 feet
Young April Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet

Reviewed
..Nov. 6

. Aug.
. Oct.
. Sept.

14

23
4

Oct.
. Nov.
. Oct.
. Dec.

30
27
3(1

4

Aug. 28

Nov. 13

Oct. 16
Nov. 13
Oct. 30
Oct. 23

Oct. 30
.Oct. 30

Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Sept. 11

Length Reviewed

Nov. 20
Oct. 23

Oct. 30
. Nov. 27

Nov. 27

. Paramount 7804 feet

M-G-M 7322 feet.

M-G-M 6025 feet.

Oct.
July

Aug. 14
Oct. 9
Dec. 4

. Oct. 2

..July 31

OCTOBER
Feature Star Distributed by Reviewed

Oct. 30
. Oct. 16

Oct.

Oct. 9
Nov. 20

Length
Ace of Cads Menjou-Joyce Paramount 7 786 feet

Across the Pacific Monte Blue Warner Bros 6954 feet

Alaskan Adventures Speoial Cast Pathe .... — 6 reels

Atta Boy Monty Banks Pathe 5775 feet. Oct.
Battling Kid Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

Boy Friend, The J. Harron-M. Di.y M-G-M 5584 feet

Call of the Wilderness Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Campus Flirt, The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6702 feet
Children of Fate R. Bcnnctt-B. Hill-

man Abgol Film Prod 6605 feet

College Days Marceline Day Tiffany 7300 feet

Confessions of a Bride M. Harris-V. Varconi Assoc. Exhib
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden Fox 5363 feet. .Oct. 23
Dame Chance Special Cast American Cinema. . . .6769 feet

Devil's Dice B. Bedford-R. Ellis . . Sterling Pict
Devil's Island Pauline Frederick. . . Chadwick 6300 feet

Dixie Flyer, The Landis-E. Novak. . . Rayart 5274 feet

Don Juan's Three Nights . . . Stone-Mason First National 63 74 feet

Eagle of the Sea, The Cortez-Vidor Paramount 7250 feet

Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch. Tiffany 6484 feet

Gay Deceiver, The L. Cody-M.Day M-G-M
Gigolo RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp 7295 feet

Great K. & A. Robbery,
The Tom Mix Fox 4800 feet

Her Honor, The Governor . . Pauline Frederick . . . . F. B. O 6709 feet

High Flyer, The Reed Howes Rayart 5610 feet

Kid Boots Eddie Cantor Paramount 5650 feet

King of the Pack Peter the Great Lumas
La Boheme L. Gish-Gilbert M-G-M 8781 feet. Mar. 13
Lily, The Belle Bennett Fox 6268 feet.. Oct. 9
London Dorothy Gish Paramount 5584 feet Nov. 6
Lure of the West Eileen Sedgwick Chesterfield 5 reels

Magician, The A. Terry-P. Wegener. M-G-M 6960 feet Nov. 6
Man From the West Art Acord Universal 4474 feet . .Dec. 11

Aug. 14

Nov. 27
Oct. 9

Oct. 16

Oct. 16
.Aug. 7

Oct. 23

NOVEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by

Ace of Action, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Adorable Deceiver, The .... Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 4879 feet

.

Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle . . . M-G-M
April Fool Alexander Carr Chadwick 7300 feet

.

Bardelys the Magnificent. . . John Gilbert M-G-M 8536 feet

.

Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana F. B. O
Breed of the Sea R.Ince-MLivingston.F. B. O 6450 feet
BuckarooKid, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6167 feet.
Cat's Pajamas, The Bronson-Cortez Paramount 5790 feet.
City, The J.Gaynor-W.McGrail Fox 5508 feet

.

Dangerous Friends T. R. Barnes-M. Gay . Sterling Pictures 5200 feet
Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. . . M-G-M
Dude Cowboy, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount 6139 feet . . Nov. 27
Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie M-G-M 6461 feet
First Night, The B. Lytell-D. Devore . Tiffany
Flaming Forest, The A. Moreno-R. Adoree.M-G-M 6567 feet. Dec. 11
Forever After M. Astor-L. Hughes . .First National 6330 feet . Nov. 20
For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp 5800 feet
Four Horsemen of the
Apapalypse, The (reissue) .Valentino-Terry . . . .M.G 11,273 feet
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Moran-de Putti-Mul-
hall-Collier, Jr Paramount 6532 feet. Dec. 4

Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw Fox
Going the Limit George O'Hara F.B.O
Great Gatsby, The Warner Baxter Paramount 7296 feet Dec. 1

1

Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie Universal 4375 feet. .Aug. 21
His New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day-

vonEltz Famous Attractions. .5294 feet. Dec. 4
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut Jackie Coogan M-G-M
King of the Saddle Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ladies at Play Hughes-Kenyon-

Fazenda First National 6119 feet. Dec. 11
Lady of the Harem, The . . E. Torrence-Nissen . .Paramount 5717 feet

Jocelyn's Wife Pauline Frederick. . . Tiffany 5800 feet. Dec. 11
Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels

Man in the Shadow, The . . .M. Stedman-D. Tor-
rence American Cinema .... 5632 feet

Masked Woman, The Anna Q. Nillson First National
Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stone First National 6100 feet. Nov. 13
Midnight Sun, The O'Malley-La Plante. Universal 8767 feet. .May 15
Millionaires Gordon-Sidney-Fa-

zenda Warner Bros 6903 feet . .Nov. 20
Obey the Law Bert Lytell Columbia Pictures ... 5626 feet

Oh! What a Night R.McKee-E.Murphy.Sterling Pictures
Outlaw Express, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5579 feet. .Nov. 20
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp 6695 feet. .Dec. 11
Prairie King, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Prowlers of the Night Fred Humes Universal
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Return of Peter Grimm .... Alec B. Francis Fox 6961 feet . . Nov. 20
Rough Rider, The Frank Hopper Paramount
Silent Lover, The Milton Sills First National 6500 feet Nov. 27
Sin Cargo S. Mason-R. Frazer. .Tiffany
Son of a Gun Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon . Universal 5633 feet . Nov. 6
There You Are Nagel-Roberts M-G-M 5652 feet

Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-
Roach M-G-M 6598 feet

Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler F.B.O
Truthful Sex, The M.Busch-H. Gordon Columbia Pictures. . .5831 feet

Twinkletoes Colleen Moore First National
Unknown Cavalier, The .... Ken Maynard First National 6595 feet
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Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Upstage Norma Shearer M-G-M 6048 feet . . Dec. 4
Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson Paramount
We're in the Navy Now. . . .W. Beery-Hatton . . . Paramount 5519 feet . .Nov. 20
While London Sleeps Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Wings of the Storm R. Howes-V. Faire . . Fox 5374 feet. Dec. 11

DECEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl Madge Bellamy Fox

Better Way, The R. Ince-D. Revier. . . . Columbia Pictures . . . 5540 feet
Blond Saint, The Kenyon-Stone First National 6 reels Dec. 4
Blue Streak O'Neil Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet
Border Whirlwind, The . . . .Bob Custer F. B. O
Canadian, The Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Canyon of Light Tom Mix Fox
Collegiate Alberta Vaughn F. B.O
Death Valley Buck Jones Fox
Duke of Ladies, The Special Cast First National
Exclusive Rights L. Rich-G. Whitman-

R. McKee-G. Glass Famous Attractions
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Faust Emil Jannings M-G-M
Fingerprints L. Fazenda- J. MurrayWarner Bros
Flying High Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Gallant Lady, The Florence Vidor Paramount
Glorifying the American

Girl Esther Ralston Paramount
Heaven on Earth C. Nagel-R. Adoree. M-G-M
Her Big Night Laura La Plant Universal 7603 feet. .Aug. 28
Just Another Blonde Mackaill-Mulhall-L.

Brooks-Collier, Jr. First National
Lazy Lightning Art Acord Universal 4572 feet
Let it Rain (tentative) Douglas MacLean Paramount
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em . . E. Brent-L. Gray-L.

Brooks Paramount
Money to Burn Devore-MacGregor . Lumas 5900 feet . . Dec. 1

1

Mother Machree Belle Bennett Fox
Nervous Wreck, The H. Ford-P. Haver Prod. Dist. Corp 6730 feet Oct. 23
One Hour of Love J. Logan-R. Frazer . . Tiffany
Prisoners of the Storm House Peters Universal 6102 feet. .Sept. 11
Redheads Preferred M. Daw-T. von Eltz . Tiffany
Red Hot Hoofs Tom Tyler F. B. O 4681 feet. Nov. 13
Red Mill, The Marion Davies M-G-M
Regular Scout, A Fred Thomson F.B.O 5567 feet
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason . . F. B. O
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National 6 reels Nov. 27
Stolen Pleasures H. Chadwick-D.

Renier-G.Whitman Columbia Pictures
Stolen Ranch FredHumes Universal 4578 feet
Stranded in Paris Bebe Daniels Paramount
Striving For Fortune George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Summer Bachelors A. Forrest-Bellamy . . Fox
Sunshine of Paradise Alley . Barbara Bedford Chadwick
Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
White Black Sheep, The R. Barthelmess-P.

R. Miller First National
Whole Town's Talking.The.Ed. Horton Universal 6662 feet. .Aug. 14

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Frisco Sal Special Cast M-G-M
Heroes of the Night Lumas
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts . Universal 6969 feet . . Oct. 16
Orchids and Ermine C. Moore-J. Mulhall . First National
Outlaw's Paradise Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . . 4500 feet

Squads Right Tiffany
Tillie the Toiler Davies-M. Moore .... M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal

APRIL
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Broadway Drifter, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Husband Hunters, The Tiffany
Poor Nut, The First National
Smoking Guns Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . .4500 feet

Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffanv 6500 feet

MAY
Feature Star Distributed by

Flaming Timber Tiffany
Song of Steel Tiffany

Length Reviewed

JUNE
Feature

Snowbound

.

Star Distributed by

.Tiffany

Length Reviewed

Comedy Releases

JANUARY
Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Auctioneer, The G . Hughes-Nixon-
Sidney Fox

Be Yourself Raymond Griffirh ... Paramount
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald Denny Universal
Driven From Home V. L. Corbin-S. Lewis-

V. Pearson Chadwick
Enchanted Island Tiffany
Head Waiter, The (tenta-

tive) Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ice Flood, The .'

. . . .K. Harlan-V. Dana. Universal 5747 feet. Oct. 9
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith First National
Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G. Hale J. Holt Para-nount
Michael Strogoff Ivan Moskine Universal 9315 feet. .Dec. 4
Monkey Talks, The J. Lerner-O. Borden-

D. Alvarado Fox
One Chance in a Million ....Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
One Increasing Purpose .... Lowe-Rubens-Lee . . . Fox
Ordeal, The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Perfect Sap, The P.Starke-Lyon First National
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet
Rough and Ready Jack Hoxie Universal 4409 feet
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Slide, Kelly, Slide W. Haines-S. O'Neil-

H. Carey M-G-M
Son of Montmartre, The . . . Norma Talmadge .... First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore-J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Tiger, The (tentative) . Tiffany
Wild Man of Borneo, The

(tentative) W. C. Fields Paramount

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY
Feature Star Distributed by

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plante Universal
Camille Norma Talmadge .... First National
French Dressing A. Pringle-B. Lyon . . . First National
Grey Hat, The L.Cody-Crawford. . M-G-M
His Rise to Fame George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Lightning Tiffany 6500 feet.
Little Journey, The Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Long Pants Harry Langdon First National
Overland Stage, The Ken Maynard First National
Quarantined Rivals Lumas
Range Raiders, The Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . 4500 feet

.

Ridin' Like Fury Hoot Gibson Universal
Silky Anne Constance Talmadge First National
Steeplechase, The Tiffany
Three in Love Stone-Dove-Hughes. . First National
Understanding Heart, The.R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M
Wild Geese ..Tiffany

MARCH
. Feature Star Distributed by
Brides Will Be Brides Universal
Broken Gate, The Tiffany

Length Reviewed

Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Ain't We Got Fun ? Wise-McKay Artclass . . . May 25.2 reels

Alice the Fire Fighter F. B. O
All For A Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

All Wet Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Mar. 30 . . 2 reels

And George Did Sid Saylor Univ Dec. 28 . . 2 reels

Another Kick Coming Bronte Series Red Seal . . Nov. 25.1 reel Sept. 4
Anything Once M. Normand-C. Hale Pathe 2 reels

Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman Sava Films 2 reels

Around the Bases George Lewis Univ Jan. 3 2 reels

Artist's Brawl, The Guard-Cooke F.B.O 2 reels

At the Beach "McDougall Alley"
Kids Bray Nov. 1.2 reels .... Dec. . 4

Auto Thieves, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
Babes in the Jungle "O. Henry" Fox Nov. 28 . . 2 reels

Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy Universal 1 reel

Back to Mother "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Bad Breaks George Davis Educat. . . .Nov. 21 . .1 reel Dec. 27
Ball and Chain Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel
Balloon Tired "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Dec. 5.1 reel

Banana King, The Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels

Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbett Univ Nov. 21.2 reels Nov. 20
Bamum Was Right "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Nov. 21.1 reel
Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 12 . .1 reel
Benson at Calford George Lewis Univ Oct. 24 . . 2 reels
Better Luck "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 14.2 reels Nov. 6
Be Your Age Charley Chase Pathe Nov. 14. .2 reels Nov. 20
Big Business Fox
Big Surprise, The "The Gumps" Univ Nov. 29 . .2 reels . . . .Nov. 13
BillGrim's Progress (Series)M. Morris-J. Luden . F. B. O 2 reels
Blisters Under the Skin F. B. O 2 reels
Blonde's Revenge, A Ben Turpin Pathe Dec. 19.2 reels
Blue-Black Lewis Sargent Bray Dec. 20 . 2 reels Dec. 11
Breaking into Broadway . . .Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal . Jan. 1.1 reel
Breaking Records George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Bringing Home the Bacon . . "Our Gang" Pathe
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley Educat Oct. 24 . .2 reels Dec. 11
Bromo and Juliet Charley Chase Pathe Sept. 19.2 reels
Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris-J. Luden F. B. O 2 reels
Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 28. .2 reels Nov. 27
Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 12 . .1 reel Sept. 11
Business Worries Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 21.1 reel Nov. 6
Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels
Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog. . . .Universal 2 reels
Buster's Dark Mystery .... Trimble and Dog .... Universal 2 reels
Buster's Girl Friend Trimble and Dog .... Univ Sept. 6.2 reels
Buster's Narrow Escape . . . Trimble and Dog. . . Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels
Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog .... Universal . . Jan. 3.2 reels
Buster's Prize Winner Trimbje and Dog. . . .Univ Dec. 6.2 reels Nov. 20
Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimbie and Dog . . Universal 2 reels
Buster's Watch Tige Trimble and Dog. . . .Univ Oct. 3.2 reels
By George Sam Saylor Universal 2 reels
Caliph, Cupid and the

Clock "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Camel's Hump F. B. O 1 reel
CarrieoftheChorus (Series). Tarbell-Finch-Shaw. Red Seal 2 reels
Cat's Meow, The C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Charleston Queen, The .... "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 19.1 reel
Chicken Cooped Tarbell-Finch-Shaw. . Red Seal . . Dec. 1 . . 1 reel
Cinder Path, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Close Call, A "The Gumps" Univ Dec. 13. .2 reels Nov. 27
Close Shaves Johnny Arthur Educat. . . .Dec. 5.2 reels
Collegians, The (Series) .... Gulliver-Lewis Universal 2 reels
Complete Life, The "O.Henry" Fox 2reels
Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels
Cool Off Ann Cornwall Educat. . . Dec. 19 .2 reels Dec. 11
Cut Price Glory "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 10. .1 reel Oct. 30
Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass. . .Nov. 10 . .2 reels
Diamond of Kali "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educat Sept. 19. . 2 reels Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Billy Bevan Pathe Nov. 28. .2 reels Dec. 4
Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine. . .Fox 2 reels Oct. 16
Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart 2 reels
Dodging Trouble Burns-Marion Educat .... Nov. 14 . . 2 reels Nov. 6
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 26 . . 1 reel
Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 5 . .1 reel Aug. 21
Don't Kid Me, Monk "Mr. X" (Monkey) . .Bray Dec. 10 .2 reels
Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Sept. 22 . .2 reels
Easy Payments "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
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Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length

Egged On Charles Bowers F. B. O . . Sept. 6.. 2 reels ..

Excuse Maker, The (Series
of 1 3 ) . ... Charlie King ... . . Universal 2 reels

. .

'. reels . .

. 2 reels .

Reviewed

Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films
Sept. 8

. Educat... Oct. 31. 1 reel Dec.

. Educat ... Dec. 12.1 reel

Educat Oct. 3.1 reel

Educat Oct. 17 . 1 reel Dec. 11

.Educat.

.

Educat.

.

Educat.
Educat.

Nov. 14
.Dec. 26.

Sept. 5.
Sept. 19.

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

.lreel. . . Oct. 23.
1 reel Oct. 30.

Educat Nov. 28 . . 1 reel

Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18

Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy Artclass
Felix the Cat Bursts a
Bubble "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix the Cat Collars the
Button "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix the Cat in Land O
Fancy "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix- the Cat in Reverse
English "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix the Cat in Zoo Logic . . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat Scrambled
Yeggs "Sullivan Cartoon"

Felix Shatters the Sheik . . . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat Trumps the
Ace "Sullivan Cartoon"

Fighting Fool. The
Fighting Fools Wise-McKay Artclass . . . Jan. 19.2 reels

Fighting Kangaroo, The . Conley-June Fox 2 reels

Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Fighting to Win George Lewis Univ Nov. 21.2 reels

Fire Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Jan. 26 . . 2 reels

Fistical Culture (Series). . . . Louis Sargent F. B.O 2 reels

Flaming Romance Al St. John Educat .... Nov. 21 . . 2 reels

Flashing Oars George Lewis ........ Universal 2 reels

Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass. . Mar. 16 2 reels

For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 31. .1 reel Oct. 16
For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 11

Fourth Alarm, The "Our Gang" Pathe Sept. 12. .2 reels Sept. 11

Funny Face "Big Boy" Educat 2 reels

George in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George's in Love Sid Saylor Univ Nov. 21 . .2 reels

George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George the Winner Sid Saylor Univ Sept. 5.2 reels

Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels

Girl "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox 2 reels '

Good Riddance Bronte Series Red Seal . . Dec. 25.1 reel

Grabbing Grabbers Mickey Bennett C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Oct. 30
Gyping Gypsies Milburn Marante . C. & C 2 reels

Gyping the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Nov. 3.2 reels

Harem Knight, A Ben Turpin Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
Have Courage Billy Dooley Educat .... Dec. 12.2 reels

Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel

Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe Nov. 21 . .2 reels Nov. 27
High Sea Blues Al St. John Educat
Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-

tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-

son Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
His Off Day Dunham-Gallagher . Educat ... Nov. 7.1 reel

His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels

Hitting the Rails "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 5 1 reel Dec. 1

1

Hoboken to Hollywood .... Billy Bevan Pathe Sept. 5.2 reels Sept. 1

1

Hold Still Cornwall-Duffy Educat Oct. 10
Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 31
Honeymoon Hospital Fox Oct. 17
Honeymoon Quickstep Arthur Lake Univ Jan. 3
Hook or Crook Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 6
Hoot Mon! Bobby Vernon Educat Nov. 21
Horns and Orange BlossomsCharles Puffy Universal
Howdy Duke Lupino Lane Educat 2 reels

Humdinger, The Johnny Arthur Educat .... Oct. 10 . . 2 reels

Hur Ben Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

In Vaudeville "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 14 1 reel Nov. 20
I Told You So "The Gumps" Univ Dec. 27 . .2 reels

Jane's Engagement Party Wanda Wiley Univ Nov. 7.2 reels Oct. 30
Jane's Flirtation Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Honeymoon Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Inheritance Wanda Wiley Univ Sept. 12.2 reels

Jane's Predicament Wanda Wiley Univ Dec. 14.2 reels Aug. 14

Jane's Troubles Wanda Wiley Univ Oct. 17.2 reels Oct. 9
Jellyfish, The Frank Pangborn Educat ... Sept. 12.2 reels Sept. 18
Jerry the Giant "Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10
Keeping His Word Charles King Universal 2 reels

Keeping Up With the Joneses
(Series ) Stern Bros

Killed by Kindness Fox 2 reels

King Bozo "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels Oct. 2
King of the Kitchen, The. . Lige Conley Fox Oct. 31 . .2 reels Nov. 6
Kiss Me, Kate Dunham-Gallagher . Educat. . . Sept. 26
Kitty From Killarney Alice Day Pathe Dec. 19
Knight Before Christmas,
The M. Morris-J. Luden F. B.O

Ko-Ko Back Tracks "Cartoon" Red Seal . . Jan. 1

Ko-Ko Gets Egg-Cited "Cartoon" Red Seal . . Dec. 1

Ko-Ko Hot After It "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel

Ko-Ko in the Fadeway "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel

Ko-Ko the Convict "Cartoon" Red Seal . Nov. 1.1 reel

Lafayette Where Are We? . Shields-Arthur Fox 2 reels July 31
Lady of Lyons, N. Y., The M. Morris-J. L uden F.B.O 2 reels Aug. 28
Last Lap, The George Lewis Univ Dec. 20 2 reels Dec. 11

Last Word, The "Helen and Warren". Fox 2 reels

Let George Do It (Series
of 13

1

Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

Light Wines and Bearded
Ladies Boutler-Camcron. . . Fox Nov. 14 2 reels Dec. 4

Little Pest, The Neely Edwards Univ Jan. 10 lreel
Lookout Below Lewis Sargent Bray Nov. 20 . . 2 reels Nov. . 6
Lookout Buster! Trimble and Dog . . Universal 2 reels

Lots of Grief "The Gumps" Univ Oct. 31 .2 reels Oct. 16
Love's Hurdle Charles King Univ Sept. 26 . 2 reels May 15
Love's Last Laugh McKee-Hiatt Pathe Oct. 3
Love Your Neighbor Wise-KcKay ..... Artclass. . Nov. 17
Luke Warm Daze "McDougall Alley

Kids" Bray 2 reels . . Dec
Lyin' Tamer, The Shiclds-Luddy Fox 2 reels Oct.
Madame Dynamite Clayton-Howell-Pat-

terson Fox Nov. 28 . 2 reels

Making Good George Lewis Univ Dec. 6 2 reels

Married Widow, The Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Marry Month of May "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels Oct. 30
) Billy Bevan Pathe Oct. 31 2 reels Oct. 30

Masters of Arts "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Mi I ' .ugal Alley (Scries) Bray Prod 2 reels
M. . i i he Boy Friend Chas. Doherty Loumay
Merry Kiddo, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2 reels

Midnight Follies George Davis Educat 2 reels Nov. 20

. 2 reels

.

. 1 reel

2 reels Nov. 6
1 reel

lreel Nov. 27
2 reels Dec. 11

lreel Oct. 2

2 reels

2 reels.

1 reel . .

. 1 reel . .

Sept. 18

.2 reels Oct.

. 2 reels

11

30

Title

Mighty Smithy, The
Minute to Go, A
Missing Links
Mister Chump
Mixed Brides
Money Screams
Monkey Hula
Monkeys Prefer Blonds
Morning, Judge
Mother-in-Law
Motorboat, The
Movieland
Movie Struck
Much Mystery
My Kid
Napoleon, Jr
Never Again
Newlyweds and Their Baby
The (Series)

Newlyweds' Neighbors

Newlyweds Quarantined . . .

Nickel Hopper, The
Nize Monkey
Nobody Loves Me
Non-Skid Banana, The
Non-Stop Bride
North of6%
Not Guilty
Nothing to Live For
Not to Be Trusted
Oh! For a Nurse
Oh! Monkey Be Good
Oh! Winnie Behave
Olga's Boatman.
One Hour Married
One Sunday Morning
On the Farm
On the Front Page
On The Jump
Open Spaces
Orphan, The
Over There
Perils of Petersboro, The . . .

Pests
Pete's Haunted House
Pete's Party
Phoney Express, The
Pink Elephants
Please Excuse Me
Plumb Goofy
Pound Foolish
Prince and the Pyra, The . . .

Prodigal Bridegroom, The . .

Psyche and the Pskyscraper
Punches and Perfume
Radio Bug, The
Radio Controlled
Raggedy Rose
Raging Tide, The
Rain and Shines
Read 'Em and Leap
Relay, The
Road House, The
Room for Rent
Sailing Along
Sawdust Baby
School Days
School Days

reels

. 2 reels

.

reels

reels,

reels

.

reel .

reels

reels

reel..

June 19
Dec. 4
Nov. 27
Sept. 18

'Sept. 25

Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed
"Life Cartoon" Educat .. . Nov. 7 1 reel Nov. 13
Eddie Fetherstone C.&C 2 reels Sept. 18
"LifeCartoon" Educat. . . Sept. 12.1 reel Sept. 25
Lopez-Dunham Educat .... Dec. 19.1 reel

Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Fox 2 reels

"Mr. X " iMonkeyl Bray 2 reels Dec. 11
Bray Prod 2 reels

Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal . Sept 2 reels Sept. 11
"Helen and Warren" .Fox 2 reels

"Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels

Lupino Lane Educat . . .Nov. 28 . .2 reels

Doris Eaton C.&C 2 reels

George Davis Educat Dec. 5 1 reel

"Big Boy" Educat Sept. 5. .2 reels Sept. 11

Jerry Madden Fox Nov. 14 Nov. 6
"TheGumps" Univ Oct. 17. 2 reels Oct. 2

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Universal 2

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ Aug. 29

Snookums-Clair-
Dooley Univ Oct. 3 . .2

Mabel Normand Pathe Dec. 5.2
"Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Nov. 10. .2

Chas. Puffy Univ Oct. 3. .1

Charley Bowers F.B.O
Hoyt-Cameron Fox 2

Sid Smith . . Sava Films 2

Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 27.1
Al Joy Ricardo
"Helen and Warren" . Fox 2

Sid Smith Sava Films 2

"Mr. X" (Monkey) . . Bray Prod 2

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Mar. 9.2
Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 10.. 1

Mabel Normand Pathe 2

Lloyd Hamilton Educat .... Dec. 12.2
Bray Prod 2

L. Rich-S. Laurel .... Pathe Nov. 28 . . 2

Al Alt Rayart 2

"Big Boy" Educat Nov. 7. .2

Al Joy Ricardo
Al Joy Ricardo 2
Alice Day Pathe Sept. 26. .2

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 5.1
"Cartoon" Bray Prod 2

"Cartoon" Bray Prod 1

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 17. .1

Al St. John Educat Oct. 3. .2

Charles King Univ Nov. 10 . . 2
Dunham-Gallagher . Educat Oct. 10 . . 1

George Davis Educat. . . .Oct. 24. .1

Charles Puffy Universal
Ben Turpin Pathe Sept. 26. .2

"O.Henry" Fox 2

Brav Prod 2

Dunham-Gallagher . Educat Sept. 12 1

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 21 . .1

Mabel Normand Pathe Nov. 7.2
"LifeCartoon" Educat Oct. 24 . . 1

Al St. John Bischoff 2

Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2

George Lewis Universal 2

reels

reels

.

reels,

reels,

reel .

.

reels

.

reels

.

reels

.

reels

reels,

reels.

Sept. 18

Sept. 25

Dec. 4

Nov.' 13

reels,

reels,

reel .

.

reels,

reel.

.

reel.

.

reels,

reels

.

reel,

reel..

Sept. 25
Sept. 11

Oct. 23
.Nov. 6
Oct. 16

Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6

Second Hand Excuse, A . .

Shady Rest
She Beast, The
Shell Socked
She's My Cousin
Should Husbands Marry? .

Should Husbands Pay?. . . .

Sign Them Papers
Skating Instructors
Smith's Landlord
Smith's Picnic
Smith's Surprise
Smith's Visitor
Smith's Uncle
Snookum's Buggy Ride . . .

Snookurn's Merry Christ-
mas

Snookum's Outing
Snookum's Playmate ....
Snookum's First Tooth ....

Society Architect, A
Some More Excuses
Spooky Money
Stage Shy
Steeplechaser, The
Strictly Kosher
Sure Fire
Sweet Baby
Sweetheart Daze
Switching Sleepers
Tail of the Monk
Teacher, Teacher
Tell 'Em Nothing
Telling Whoppers
Tennis Wizard, The
Thanks for the Boat Ride .

That's My Baby
There Ain't No Santa Claus.
Through Thick and Thin . .

Tiddly Winks
Too Much Sleep
Two Dollars, Please
Unsquirtable Pickle, The. .

Uppcrcuts
Vulgar Boatman, The
Vulgar Yachtsman, The . .

.

Wanderers of Wetland ....
Wanted a Bride
War Feathers
Watered Stock
Westerner, The
What Happened to Jane

Series of 13)
What '11 You Have?
What Price Pleasure?

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 10 . . 1

"The Gumps" Univ Jan. 10 2

AlAlt Rayart 2

Earl McCarthy Artclass . . Jan. 12 . . 2
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 19. .1

"McDougal Alley"
Kids Bray Dec. 1.2

Charles King Univ Dec. 8.2
"The Gumps" Universal 2

Sid Smith Sava Films 2

Jimmie Adams Educat .... Oct. 31.2
Charles King Universal 2

A. Day-E. Quillan . Pathe Oct. 24. .2

Jimmy Finlayson ... Pathe Sept. 5.2
Earl McCarthy Artclass May 18.2
Mutt & Jeff" Short Film Syn 1

reels

.

reels.

reels.

reel.

reel .

reels.

reel.

.

reels.

reels

.

reels.

reel..

reels

reels.

reels.

reel .

Sept. 25

Oct. 23
Sept. 25

Nov. 6

Oct. 23

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Sept. 19 .2

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12 2

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12. 2

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Oct. 17. 2

Hiatt-McKee Pathe Nov. 14.2
"Newlyweds" Univ Oct. 31 . 2

"Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 22 2

"Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 1.2
"Newlyweds" Univ . . Jan. 5 2

"Newlyweds" Univ Sept. 19. .2

Fox
Charles King Universal . . .2 reels

.

Al Joy Ricardo

reels

reels.

reels.

reels.

reels

.

reels.

reels.

reels

.

reels.

reel .

.

reels

reels

reels

reels

reels.

reels.

reels

reels,

reels

reels

Nov. 20

Oct. 30
May 15
Oct. 23
Sept 11

Oct. 16

June 19

Dec. 4
Nov. 13

June 26

Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels

Lige Conley Fox 2 reels

Wise-KcKay Artclass . . . Sept. 15.2 reels

Bobby Vemon Educat 2 reels

Wallace Lupino Educat .... Dec. 5.1 reel .

Neely Edwards Univ Dec. 20 1 reel

Arthur Lake Univ Dec. 13.1 reel

"Cartoon" Bray Nov. 12.1 reel.

.

Llovd Hamilton Educat Oct. 17.2 reels

.

Charley Chase Pathe Oct. 17. .2 reels.

"Our Gang" Pathe Dec. 19. 2 reels.

"Van Bibbers" Fox Nov. 21 . .2 reels

Universal
Charles Puffy Universal 1

Charley Chase Pathe Dec. 12.2
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. '7.1
Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 26 .

1

Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 7.1
Neely Edwards Univ Sept. 19 1

Charley Bowers F. B. O
Jack Duffy Educat Sept. 5.2
Hank Mann Sava Films 2

"Fat Men" F.B.O 2

Hank Mann Sava Films 2

Arthur Lake Univ Oct. 17.1
"OurGang" Pathe Nov. 21 . .2

"Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 26 . . 1

Reata Hoyt Fox 2

Sept. 11

Dec. 4
Dec. 4

Oct. 23
Oct. 16

reel..

reels

reel..

reel .

reel..

reel..

reels,

reels,

reels,

reels

reel.,

reels

.

reel.,

reels

.

Dec. 11

Nov. 6
Sept. 4
.Oct. 23
.S.-pt. 11

Sept. 11

Oct. 9
Nov. 27
Sept. 25

Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

CharlesKm,; Univ Jan. 12 2 reels May 23
Neely Edwards Univ Nov. 29 . 1 reel Nov. 1

2
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Title

What's Your Hurry?
When Do We Eat?..
Which Is Which?
Why Argue?
Why George?
Why Pay Rent?
Why Women Pay . .

.

Wife Shy
Wild Bill

Wild Roomer, A
Winnie's Birthday . . .

Winnie's Vacation. .

.

Wisecrackers (Series)

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Wise Quacker , The . .

Wives and Women .

.

Working Winnie
Yellow Pirate, The .

.

Yokel, The
You Tell One

Star Dist'r Rel. Date
Charles King Universal
(Bronte Classic) Red Seal . Sept
Charles King Univ Oct. 10
"Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 3
Sid Saylor Univ Oct. 24
Wise-McKay Artclass. . .Mar. 23
"Life Cartoon" Educat. . . .Dec. 19
Bobby Vernon Educat Sept. 26
Charles Puffy Univ Nov. 14

F. B. O

Length Reviewed

. 2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels Sept. 25
lreel Oct. 2

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels Sept. 25

.lreel Oct. 30

Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Jan. 5 .

Ethlyn Gibson . . Artclass . . . May 1 1

.

Guard-Cooke F.B.O

Helene Chadwick ... Pathe Oct. 3 .

. Eddie Gordon Sava Films
. Charles Puffy Univ Sept. 12.
. Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Sept. 1

.

. "Life Cartoon" Educat Sept. 26.

. Snub Pollard Artclass . . . Nov. 24 .

. Charley Bowers F. B. O

2 reels

.

. 2 reels

2 reels

.

.2 reels Oct. 16
2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Nov. 27

Short Subjects
Illinium in ii illinium in i i iiiliiiiiiini inn iiimiuuilii?

Distributor Rel. Date Length ReviewedTitle

Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to
Palestine) Pathe! 1 reel Sept. 25

Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) Artclass Oct. 6.1 reel

Alpine S. OS C.&C 2 reels

America Today (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal Nov. 11 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 18 Red Seal. ... Nov. 151 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 19 Red Seal. . . . Dec. 11 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 20 Red Seal Dec. 15 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 21 Red Seal. ... Jan. 11 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 22 Red Seal Jan. 15 1 reel

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 23 Red Seal Feb. 1 lreel
Annie Laurie (Song Parody) Artclass April 13 1 reel

Aphrodite (Novelty). Service Film 1 reel

Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety) Fox 1 reel

At 3. 25 Red Seal Sept 2 reels

Austrian Alps (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2 reels

Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Beautiful Britain C.&C . 1 reel. .

Beauty and the Beach C.&C.

Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No.

Sept. 5

5

3
17.

. 2 reels

lreel Sept. 11

2 reels Sept. 11

1 reel

lreel Oct. 2

1 reel Sept. 11
1 reel Oct. 30
1 reel Dec. 4
1 reel

Beechnuts C.&C
Big and Little Pathe . .

Birds in the Treetops C. & C
Blood Will Tell Am. Cinema. .

Blue Boy, The Educat Sept
Bride of the Falls (Music Legend). Castle Films. . Dec
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 1 Educat Sept
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educat Oct.
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 Educat Oct.

4 Educat Nov. 14
5 Educat Dec. 1

2

6 Educat •
. 1 reel ....

7 Educat 1 reel

8 Educat 1 reel

9 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educat 1 reel
Bull's Eyes (Sportlight) Pathe Sept. 19. .lreel Sept. 25
By the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune) Red Seal Jan. 1.1 reel

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 28. .1 reel Nov. 27
Cathedral of St. Paul's C. & C lreel Sept. 18
Cheating Mothers (Ufa shorts)
Chronicles of America (Series of 18) Pathe 3 reels

Churchyards of America, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel Sept. 18
Churchyards of America, Issue B Red Seal 1 reel
Churchyards of America, Issue C Red Seal Nov. 15.1 reel
Cliff Dwellers of America (Variety) Fox Dec. 26 Oct. 9
Colorado (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune) . . Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Constantinople ( Variety) Fox 1 reel
Cozy Beds for Oysters (Ufa short)
Curiosities—The Movie Side Show (Series) Educational 1 reel
Dangerous Game, A (Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Dark Horse, A (Donoghue Racing Drama).Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Diver, The (Nature Special) Bray Prod Nov. 1 . .1 reel Nov. 6
Dog's Way, A (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield .... Oct. 1.2 reels
Double Trouble (Mustang-Curly Witzel) Universal Jan. 12 reels
Durable Souls (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 31 ..1 reel Oct. 30
Falcon, The (Ufa Short) Dec. 11
Family Album, The (Sketch Book) Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel
Fangs of Vengeance (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield .... Sept. 1.2 reels
Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1 reel Sept. 4
Fight for Life, A (Ufa short)
Fighting Marine, The (Serial) Pathe Sept. 12 . 10 episodes Sept. 11
Fighting Strain, The (Mustang) Universal Dec. 4.2 reels Nov. 20
Fighting With Buffalo Bill (Serial) Universal Aug. 29 . 10 episodes . . Oct. 16
Figures of Fancy (Hodge Podge) Educational. . . Oct. 24 . .1 reel Nov. 13
Film Facts (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The (Series of 13) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 3 Red Seal Nov. 10.1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 4 Red Seal Dec. 10.1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 5 Red Seal Jan. 10 1 reel
Fire Fighters, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Fishes in Love (Ufa short)
Florida Pastel C.&C
Frontier Post, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Fugitive Futurist (Novelty) C.&C 1 reel
Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Game's the Thing, The (Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel Nov. 27 .

.

Gems of the Screen (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Glimpses of Switzerland C.&C
God's Country C. & C 2 reels
Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Golden Stallion, The (Serial) Nat Levine 10 episodes
Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Guess Who (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Aug.
Sept.

Oct. 10

Sept. .

Nov. 20
Dec. 20

Title Distributor Rel. Date
Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass Oct. 27 .

Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass Dec. 29 .

Guess Who, No. 3 Artclass Mar. 2 .

Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass May 4
Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal
Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal
Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal
Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal
Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod

Heavenly Bodies (Ufa short)
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film
Hen Punchers of Pipe Rock (Mustang) .... Universal Dec. 18 .

Hero Land (Color Novelty) Service Film
Heroes of the Sea C.&C
Hidden Death Traps (Ufa short )

His Pal ( Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield
Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film
Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 14
House Without a Key, The (Serial) Pathe Nov. 21 .

Housing Problem, The Bray Prod
How I Hate to Get Up (Song Parody) Artclass Feb. 9
Ifa Picture Tells a Story C.&C. Sept.
I Love a Lassie (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal Jan. 15
Inland Voyage, An (Variety). . Fox
It Can Happen to You (Scandalof America) Artclass Oct. 20
Jewels of Venus ( Ufa short )

Jim Hood's Ghost (Mustang). . Universal
Joseph the Ruler (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe
Journey of the Israelites, The (Pilgrimage

to Palestine) Pathe
Jungle Mystery Sava Films
Jungle Round-Up, A (Ufa short) M-G-M.
Jungle Secrets Sava Films
Keeping 'Em Guessing (Series) .... Red Seal . .

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue A Red Seal. .

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue B Red Seal . .

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue C Red Seal. .

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue D Red Seal. .

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue E Red Seal. ... Jan. 20
Key-Hole Cruise, A (Hodge Podge I Educational Nov. 28
Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) . Red Seal
Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film
Lawof the North i Mustang) Universal . Oct. 3
Let's Do Black Bottom •. . Castle Films
Life in the Twilight (Ufa short)
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films
Lightmin' Strikes (Drama) Sava Films. ...
Lightnin' Wins (Drama) . Sava Films
Literary Digest (Series) C.&C.
Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty). . C.&C.
Lone Prairie, The (Mustang). Universal
Love's Witchcraft (Ufa short)
Lost Arrow, The (Scenic and Narrative I Castle Films
Love Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal
Making of a King (Prince of Wales) C.&C.
Man's Size Pet, A (Tuttle Western) Universal Oct. 17
Margie (Song Parody) Artclass
Martin of the Mounted (Fred Gilman) Universal . .. Dec. 11
Maryland, My Maryland (Variety) Fox
Marvels of Motion, Issue M Red Seal. .

Marvels of Motion (Series) Red Seal. .

Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A (Hodge
Podge) Educational

Modern Venus, The C. &C
Mona Lisa, The
More Ways Than One (Sportlight i . .

Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me ( Song
Car-Tune)

Mother O'Mine
Mount Sinai (Pilgrimage to Palestine). . .

Movie Medley, A (Hodge Podge) Educational
Movie Struck C.&C. .

My Lady's Stockings (Variety) .... Fox
My Word, London (Novelty) Castle Films
Nic-Nax (Curiosity). ... Educational
Night Prowler, The (Scandal of America ) Artclass
Nuremburg the Toy City (Sketch Book
Old Black Joe (Song Car-Tune)
On Guard (Serial) Pathe
On With the Dance. . . Castle Films Nov. 5
Out of the Inkwell (Series) Red Seal
Overnight From Paris (Variety) Fox Dec. 12
Pack Up Your Troubles (Song Car-Tune I Red Seal... Dec. 15
Parasol Ant , The I Ufa short ) . .

Parisian Inspirations (McCall Fashions) Educational
Paris Originations in Color (McCall Fash-

ions) . . Educational
Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe . .

Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe
Pathe Review. No. 46 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 47 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 48 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 49 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 50 Pathe
Pathe Review, No. 51 ..Pathe
Payroll Holdup, The (Scandal of America) . Artclass April 27
Peculiar Households (Ufa short)
Pilgrimages to Palestine (Series) Pathe
Pinnacle Rider, The ( Mustang) Universal Oct. 24
Pioneer Blood (Mustang) Universal Oct. 31
Piperock Goes Wild (Tuttle Western) Universal Sept. 19
Popular Song Parodies (Series) Artclass
Pup's Tale, A (Sketch Book) Pathe
Radio Personalities (Series) Artclass
Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass Sept. 29
Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 1

Radio Personalities, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 2
Radio Personalities, Vol. D Artclass April 6
Rainbow (Novelty) Castle Films . . .Dec. 10
Rambling in Old Japan C.&C
Reelviews (Series) Red Seal
Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal Sept. . .

Reelviews, Issue J Red Seal
Reelviews, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 18

Length
lreel...

1 reel . .

.

1 reel...

1 reel . .

.

1 reel . .

.

1 reel . .

.

lreel...
, 2 reels .

.

Reviewed

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels Dec. 4
1 reel

. 1 reel
Dec. 11

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel Nov. 20
10 episodes . Dec. 27
1 reel Oct. 23
1 reel. ...
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Sept. 11
1 reel

1 reel. .

2 reels

Oct.

1 reel. .

1 reel . .

1 reel . .

1 reel. .

1 reel . .

1 reel . .

1 reel . .

2 reels

1 reel. .

1 reel . .

2 reels

. 1 reel

Sept. 18
Dec. 11

Nov. 14

Oct. 15

Sept.

Sept. 19

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

lreel. .

1 reel. .

2 reels

1 reel. .

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel. .

2 reels.

1 reel . .

1 reel. .

1 reel . .

Oct. 30

Oct. 16

Oct.

Nov. 27
Nov. 6

Educational Oct. 17
Pathe Oct. 1

7

Red Seal.
C.&C .

Pathe

Dec. 1

Oct. 24
Dec. 26
Oct

Jan.
Dec.

Oct.
Red Seal. . . . Nov.
Pathe

Oct. Ifi

2 reels

1 reel

Dec.
Oct.

4
16

1 reel Oct. 23

lreel

1 reel. . . .

10 episodes.
1 reel

Oct.
July

Nov

3(1

in

13

1 reel

1 reel Sept. 4

Sept. 5 .

Sept. 12.
Sept. 19
Sept. 26 .

Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
.Nov.
.Nov.
Nov. 28.
Dec. 5.
.Dec. 12.
Dec. 19

1 reel. .

1 reel.

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

1 reel.

1 reel

.

1 reel

1 reel.

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

Oct. 23

. Dec. 4

.Dec. 4

. 1 reel . .

2 reels

. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

1 reel .

.

1 reel . .

1 reel .

. 1 reel .

. 1 reel .

. 1 reel .

. 1 reel .

. 1 reel

.

Oct. 16
Oct. 16

Oct. 23

. 1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

1 reel

.
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Title Distributor Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Reelviews, Issue L Red Seal Dec. 18 . .1 reel

Reelviews, Issue M Red Seal Jan. 18.1 reel

Restless Race, The (Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 3.1 reel Oct. 16
Return of the Riddle Rider, The (Serial) . . . Universal 10 episodes
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ridge, The (Donoghue Racing Drama) . . . Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1 reel Oct. 9
Rose of Monterey Castle Films. . Nov. 15.1 reel

Royal Nursery, A (Ufa 6hort)
Rushing Waters C. & C
Rustic Romance (Ufa short)
Saddle Tramp, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 26. .2 reels

Scandal of America (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Scotty of the Scouts (Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports (Series) Artclass 1 reel

Screen Star Sports. Vol. A Artclass Oct. 13.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 15.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 16.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. D Artclass April 20 . . 1 reel

Screen Snapshots (Series) Columbia 1 reel

Searchlights (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Searchlights, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 10 . . 1 reel

Searchlights, Issue L Red Seal Dec. 10 . . 1 reel

Searchlights, IssueM Red Seal Jan. 10. .1 reel

Seas of the World Red Seal
See America First (Novelty) Castle Films 1 reel Dec. 4
Shadowland C&C 1 reel Sept. 18
Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2 reels

Sheik of Araby, The (Song Parody) Artclass Dec. 8.1 reel

Shoot 'Em Up, Kid (Mustang) Universal Sept. 5.2 reels Aug. 28
Short Shots (Series of 26) Castle Films 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films. . Oct. 1 . .lreel Oct. 16
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films. . .Oct. 15. .1 reel Oct. 30
Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films. . .Oct. 29. .1 reel

Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films. . Nov. 12.
Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films . . . Nov. 26 .

Short Shots, No. 6 Castle Films. . .Dec. 10.
Short Shots, No. 7 Castle Films. . Dec. 24.
Show Cowpuncher, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 7 .

Silent Flyer, The (Serial) Universal
Silver Swimmer, The (Ufa short)
Sketch Book (Series) Pathe 1 reel

Skenographs (Series) C. & C
Sky Skidder, The (Serial) Bischoff 10 episodes
Snowed In (Serial) Pathe 10 episodes. . . June 26
Songs of Yesterday C&C 1 reel

Length Reviewed

1 reel

1 reel Dec. 1

1

. 1 reel

. . 1 reel

.2 reels Oct. 23

.10 episodes

.1 reel Oct. 16
. 1 reel

lreel Oct. 16
. 1 reel ,

Sept. 25

lreel Dec. 11
1 reel

. 1 reel

.2 reels Dec. 11

lreel Dec. 27
. 1 reel

So This Is America (Novelty) Castle Films. . Oct. 22.
So This Is Berlin (Novelty) Castle Films. . .Oct. 19.
So This Is Europe (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 8

.

Spanish Holiday, A (Variety) Fox .Nov. 14 .

Sport's Dream C&C
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man (Scandal of America) Artclass 1 reel .

.

St. Paul's C&C 1 reel .

.

Table Manners Bray Prod 2 reels

.

Teaching Table Manners Via Films Red Seal 1 reel . .

Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films 2 reels

Then and Nows (Curiosity) Educational . . . Nov. 7.1 reel .

.

Too Much Progress for Pipe Rock (Mus-
tang-Holmes & Corbett) Universal Jan. 1

5

Top Notches (Sportlight) Pathe Dec. 12 .

Trails of the Gods C&C Sept. . . .

Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Song Car-
Tune) Red Seal Feb. 1.

Trail of Trickery (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)U.iiversal Dec. 25 .

Transportation (Novelty Magazine) Bray Prod Nov. 15 .

Travels in Toyland (Variety) Fox Nov. 28 .

Treacherous Waters (Ufa short)
Tripping the Rhine (Hy Mayer's Sketch
Book) Pathe Nov. 28. lreel Nov. 27

Two Fister (Mustang-Edmund Cobb) Universal Jan. 8.2 reels

Under Colorado Skies (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Unexpected Visitor (Scandal of America) . . Artclass Feb. 23 . . 1 reel

Valiant Skipper, The C&C 2 reels

Vanishing Millions (Serial) Sierra Pictures 15 episodes
Velocity (Novelty) Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Wandering Hills (Ufa short)
We Must Be Thrilled (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Dec. 31.1 reel

Whatnots (Curiosity) Educational. . . Oct. 3. .1 reel Oct. 9
When Bonita Rode (Mustang) Universal Oct. 10. .2 reels Sept. 25
When Oscar Went Wild (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Where the Silver River Gleams C&C 1 reel

Whirlwind Driver, The (Mustang) Universal Sept. 12.2 reels Sept. 18

Whirlwinds (Series) F. B. O
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Who Is Safe? (Scandal of America) Artclass Dec. 22.1 reel

Winged Death (Ufa short)
Wonder Book Series Short Film 1 reel

Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexico

Coming Attractions

Feature Star Distributed by
Ace High Hoot Gibson Universal
Advice to Lovers Bebe Daniels Paramount
Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
Afraid to Love Florence Vidor Paramount .

Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon Jean Hershott Universal
Alonzo, the Armless Lon Chancy M-G-M
Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp . .

.

American Tragedy, An Special Cast Paramount
An Angel Passes Adolphe Mcnjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox
Anna Karenina Lillian Gish M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lillian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat, The Famous Attractions
Arizona Bound Gary Cooper Paramount
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F. B. O
Arizona Whirlwind, The. . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C Griffith-T. Moore . First National
Atlantis First National
A. W. O. L G.Cameron-S.Cohen. Fox
Avenger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Back to Nature Richard Dix Paramount
Bad Lands Paramount
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick
Bandit Buster, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib

Length Reviewed

Feature Star Distributed by
Barbed Wire P. Negri-C Brook . . Paramount
Bargain Bride, The Mary Philbin Universal
Barriers of Fire Monte Blue Warner Bros
Beau Geste (road show) .... Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky United Artists
Bed and Board Doris Kenyon First National
Behind the Lines Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Cast M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue, The John Barrymore United Artists
Ben-Hur (roadshow) Special Cast M-G-M 12000 feet Jan. 16
Bennie Colleen Moore First National
Better 'Ole, The (road show) Syd Chaplin Warner Bros 8649 feet Oct. 23
Beware of Widows LaPlante-T. Moore. Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George O'Hara FB. O
Big Gun, The George Lewis Universal
Big Parade (road show) . . . .Gilbert-Adoree-K.

Dane M-G-M 12550 feet. Nov. 28
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
Birds of Prey Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples M. Blue-M. Lay Warner Bros
Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Black Ivory Warner Bros
Black Tears Gorman Pictures
Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Pathe
Border Thunderbolt, The . . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Born Lucky Raymond Griffith .... Paramount
Branded Bob Custer. . F. B.O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The First National
Cabaret (tentative) GildaGray Paramount
Cactus Trails Bob Custer F. B. O
California T. McCoy-A. Pringle M-G-M
California or Bust George O'Hara F. B.O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The M-G-M

Call in the Night, A Truart 5000 feet
Camille Pola Negri Paramount
Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast Sterling Pict
Captain Salvation M-G-M
Captain's Courage, A R. Holt-D. Dwan .... Rayart '.

Carlotta C Talmadge-Moreno First National
Casey at theBat W.Beery-S.Holloway.Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The. . Laura La Plante Universal
Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Chains Bennett-Colman .... United Artists
Champagne (tentative) .... Lya de Putti Paramount
Charity Ball, The M-G-M
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge Universal
Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson Universal
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Children of Divorce Bow-Ralston-Cooper. Paramount
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast M-G-M

Circus, The Charles Chaplin United Artists
City of Shadows, The F.B.O
Claw, The Kerry-Windsor Universal
Climbers, The Irene Rich Warner Bros
Closed Gates Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Clown, The Columbia Pictures
Cohens and the Kellys in •

Paris, The Asher-Small
CollegeW idows Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Coney Island Special Cast M-G-M
Confession (tentative) Pola Negri Paramount ». .

.

Confessions of a Bachelor Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Flapper Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Divorcee Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Widow Assoc . Exhib
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Cossacks, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Country Doctor, The Faye-R. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Cowboy Feud, The Tom Mix Fox
Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Cow Punching for Cupid . . .Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cradle Snatchers, The Fox
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer F. B. O
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana Universal
Crazy Fool, The M-G-M
Crisis, The Special Cast M-G-M
Cross-Eyed Captain, The. Cortez-H. Morey-A.

Marchal Paramount
Cruel Truth, The Sterling Pictures
Cruise of Jasper B, The RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . . First National
Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler F.B.O
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak Lee-Bradford 5032 feet

Dangers of Working Girls Lumas
Daring Venus, The First National
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Darling of the Gods, The . . Special Cast United Artists

Day of Souls, The Gilbert-Adoree M-G-M
Dead Command, The Special Cast M-G-M
Dearie L. Fazenda Warner Bros
Demi-Bride, The Norma Shearer M-G-M
Desert Valley Buck Jones Fox
Detour Prod. Dist. Corp
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor Fox
Devil's Partner, The Truart 5000 feet

Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray M-G-M
Dixie Universal
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino F. B. O

Don Juan (road show) John Barrymore Warner Bros 10018 feet Aug. 21

Don Mike Fred Thomson F.B.O
Don't Tell the Wife I.Rich-H.Gordon . .Warner Bros
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer F.B.O

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Down Our Way .

Columbia
Down the Stretch Agnew-Nixon Universal
Drivin' Mad American Cinema
Drums of the Desert W. Baxter-L. Wilson Paramount
Duke of Black Butte, The . . Fred Humes Universal
Eager Lips Chadwu-k
Easy Pickings Nilsson-K. Harlan . First National

"

Eden's Fruit Famous Attractions

Enemy The Lillian Gish M-G-M
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Length ReviewedFeature Star Distributed by

Eucharistic Congress of
Chicago, The Special Cast Euch. Cong. M. P.

Dept 8reels Nov. 27
Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists
False Hopes Gorman Pictures
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Fashions for Women Esther Ralston Paramount
Fast and Furious Reginald Denny Universal
Fast Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet
Fighting Don, The Richard Talmadge . Universal
Fighting Failure, The C. Landis-P. Mont-

gomery Nat. Levine (S. R.)
.

'

Fighting Foundling, The . . . Jack Hoxie Universal
Fighting Love, A Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp
T-'ighting Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
frighting Ranger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Final Extra, The Lumas
Finnegan's Ball Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Fireman Save My Child .... Wallace Beery Paramount
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Flashing Fangs Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flash in the Night, A American Cinema
Flash Kid, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The . . J. Gilbert-G. Garbo . .M-G-M
Flying Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Follow the Signs Universal
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest Havoc F. Stanley-P. Mont-

gomery Elbee Pict
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod
For Her People Raquel Meller 7073 feet
Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal 7560 feet . . Oct. 30

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
Frenzied Flames C. Landis-M. Carr-

V. B. Faire Elbee Pict
Fresh Air Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice Victor McLagen Fox
Fullback, The Fox
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien. Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . . . Special Cast M-G-M
GaHoping Thunder Tom Tyler F. B. O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists
Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The L.Fazenda-J.Murray.Warner Bros
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes Paramount
Get Off the Earth Raymond Griffith. . . Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F. B. O
Getting Gertie's Garter . . . M. Prevost-C. Ray.. Prod. Dist. Corp
Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge . . . F. B. O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures
Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Girl Who Smiles, The Columbia Pictures
Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God's Great Wilderness American Cinema
Going! Going! Gone! George O'Hara F. B. O
Gold C. Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla Hunt, The Special Cast F.B.O 4800 feet.. June 26
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Grand Flapper, The Fox '.

Great Galeoto, The (tenta-
tive) Novarro-Terry M-G-M

Greatest Show on Earth .... Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Baxter Bob Custer F. B. O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan Prod. Dist. Corp
Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Heart of a Cowboy, The .... Bob Custer F. B. O
Heart of Maryland, The .... Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Heaven and Eeath Milton Sills First National
Held by the Law M. De La Motte Universal
Hello Bill (tentative) C. Tearle F. B. O
Hell's Kitchen First National
Help! Fire! Police! Universal
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard F. B. O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
His Dog Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
His First Flame Harry Langdon Pathe
His Last Affair Norma Shearer M-G-M
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F.B.O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Homestruck V. Dana-G. Withers . F. B. O
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Horse Shoes Monty Banks Pathe
Hotel Imperial Pola Negri Paramount
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
I Can Do It Special Cast M-G-M
I'll Tell the World Olmstead-Arthur M-G-M
Impostor, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
In His Arms Special Cast M-G-M
In the First Degree Sterling Pict
Irish Eyes George O'Hara F.B.O
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello Warner B,ros
Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

Is Zat So? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow. . .Paramount

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

It Could Have Happened . . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F.B.O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jessel Warner Bros
Jerry Settles Down Tom Tyler F.B.O.
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist Coro
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith

Kid Brother, The Harold Lloyd Paramount
Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F.B.O
King of Kings, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Kiss in the Taxi, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Knockout Reiley Richard Dix Paramount
Ladies First Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Ladies Must Love Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M-G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The Florence Nightingale Prod
Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Last of Mrs. Cheyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Last Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Last Trail, The Tom Mix Fox
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet

Les Miserables (in 2 parts) Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal '.

Life of an Actress Chadwick
Life of a Woman Tiffany 6500 feet
Lightning Chaser, The George O'Hara F.B.O
Lightnin' Lariats Tom Tyler F.B.O
Lightning Express. The Columbia Pictures
Lightning Rider, The J. Walker-S Breamer . Elbee Pict
Limehouse Lou Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Little Adventuress. The .... Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Little Orphan Annie F.B.O
Lodger, The Lee Bradford
Long Loop of the Pecos,
The Leo Maloney Pathe

Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal
Lord Hokum E. E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Lost Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Louis the Fourteenth W. Beery Paramount
Love in a Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Makes 'Em Wild J. Harron-S. Phipps . . Fox
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Love o' Women B. Sweet-W. Baxter . Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake . . . .W. Powell-E. Brent . Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox
Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Luxury Husbands Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National
Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Pic
Madamoiselle From Armen-

tieres Lee-Bradford
Mad Girl of Moscow, The . . Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Magic Garden, The M. Morris-R. Keane F. B. O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man Bait Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp 5947 feet

Manon (road show) John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Emil Jannings Paramount
Man Who Laughs, The Universal
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Marriage Alma Rubens Fox
Married Alive Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Mask and the Face, The . . . Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
McFadden's Flats Murray-Conklin First National
Memories Ramon Novarro .... M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch . True Story Pictures . . 5900 feet
Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Missing Link, The (road

show) Syd Chaplin Warner Bros '.
. . .

Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M
Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . . R. Ince-D. Revier. . . Columbia
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National
Mother Belle Bennett F.B.O
Mountain Eagle Nita Naldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet
Mountains of Manhattan Lumas
Music Master, The Alec B. Francis Fox
Mysterious Island, The .... Special Cast M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The J. Holt-B. Jewel Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Napoleon Special Cast M-G-M 14 reels
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest, The Pauline Frederick ... Excellent Pictures 7000 feet
New Morals (tentative) .... Lya de Putti Paramount
New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-

lor Paramount
Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Night Bride, The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart 5000 feet
Nine Points of the Law Hoot Gibson Universal
Noah's Ark (road show) .... Special Cast Warner Bros
Nobody's Widow L. Joy-C. Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
No Control P. Haver-H. Ford . . Prod. Dist. Corp
Nocturne Special Cast M-G-M
No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R. Hughes-G.Gray. . Lee-Bradford 5141 feet
Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels Aug. 2

1

Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides (road show) Special Cast Paramount
Open Book Special Cast M-G-M

.
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Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Ou, La! Lai Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt ... Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins First National
Out ofthe West Tom Tyler F. B. O
Paradise for Two (tentative)Dix-Bronson-Beran-

ger Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod. Dist. Corp
Payoff, The O.Harlan-R.McKim-

D. Drew Elbee Pict
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill First National
Perfect Fool, The (tentative)Ed. Wynn Paramount
Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists
Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M
Polish Blood Universal
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount
Potters, The W.C.Fields-M.Alden Paramount
Power of the Weak, The Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet
Price A Honor, The Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tern Evelyn Brent F.B.O
Prisoners First National
Public Idol, The Fox
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Purple Mask, The United Artists

Pursued G. Glass-S. Holmes-
G. Astor Elbee Pict

Quality Street M-G-M
Quicksands Dix-N. Beery-H.

Chadwick Paramount
Race Wild E. Percy-D. Torrence Elbee Pict
Raging Seas Tiffany
Red Coats and Red Skins . Tim McCoy M-G-M
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall .... Assoc. Exhib
Red Pants Geo.Cooper-B.Roach.M-G-M
Red Signals Sterling Pictures
Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp

Remember D. Phillips-E. Met-
calf Columbia Pictures

Resurrection La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
Return of a Soldier Special Cast M-G-M
Rich But Honest Fox
Rich Man, Poor Man Mildred Davis Paramount
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Riders of the Wind First National
Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet
Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F.B.O
Rip Roaring Rider, The .... Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Rise and Fall of Jesse James J. S. Woody
River, The Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F. B. O
Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of Monterey, The
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rough House Rosie Clara Bow Paramount
Royal Romance G. O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Rubber Tires B. Love-H. Ford Prod. Dist. Corp
Runaway Enchantress, The

(tentative) Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust Special Cast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Salvation Jane Viola Dana F.B.O
Scarlet Letter, The Lillian Gish M-G-M 9000 feet. .Aug. 21

Secret Studio, The Fox
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
See You Later (tentative) . .Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Sensation Seekers, The . . . . B. Dove-H. Gordon . . Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven J. Gaynor-C. Farrell . Fox
Seward's Folly Special Cast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . . . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions
Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
She's My Baby Ginsberg-Kann
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions . .

Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures
Silent AvenRcr, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald . . . M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Silk Goudal-Schildkraut. Prod. Dist. Corp
Silk Hat Cowboy. The Tom Mix Fox
Silver Shield, The (tenta-

tive) Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Simple Sis Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas
Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge. . Universal
Slow Down Reginald Denny Universal
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora

tentativi Ken Maynard First National
Song of the Dragon, The

(tentative) D. Mackaill-L Gray. First National
Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount 11000 feet. .Oct. 23
Span of Life. The Lon Chaney M-G-M
Special Delivery Eddie Cantor Paramount

Feature Star Distributed by

Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal

Length Reviewed

Speedy Eddy Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F. B. O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stage Madness V. Valli-Carmenati
Stark Love Special Cast Paramount
Stolen Pleasures Columbia Pictures
Strange Bedfellows M-G-M
Stronger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions
Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox
Sunya Gloria Swanson United Artists
Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port W. C. Fields Paramount
Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F.B.O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Haines M-G-M
Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl . Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Ten Modern Command-
ments Esther Ralston Paramount

Their Second Honeymoon . Special Cast M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F.B.O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass True Story Pictures .6100 feet

Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men, The Emil Jannings E. M . Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Tidy Toreador, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Timid Terror, The George O'Hara F.B.O
TipToes D.Gish-W. Rogers . Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Tongues of Scandal Sterling Pict
Top of the World, The Tiffany
Topsy and Eva Duncan Sisters United Artists
Tornado Jones Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F. B. O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K. Dane-P. Starke . . . M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet

True Blood Fred Humes Universal
Turkish Delight Julia Faye Prod. Dist. Corp
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert M-G-M
Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F. B. O
Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt ... Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Uneasy Payments Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox ...

Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Valencia Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald . . .M-G-M
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Vanity Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp
Vanity Fair Pola Negri Paramount
Vengeance of Durand, The . Irene Rich Warner Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch. . True Story Pictures .5700 feet

Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter from the Ritz, The . . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The .... Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier-

R. Agnew Columbia Pictures
Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures
War Birds M-G-M
War Horse, The Buck Jones Fox
War of the Worlds Paramount
Warning Signal, The G. Hulette-K. Mead Elbee Pict
Way of an Eagle, The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The von Stroheim Paramount
Wedlock Lowe-Perry-Living-

ston Fox
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller . . . Warner Bros

What Happened to Father . Sydney-Gordon Wamer Bros
What Price Glory? (road

show) McLaglen-Del Rio-
Lowe Fox 11400 feet Dec. 4

What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

Whispering Sage, The Buck Jones Fox
White Chief, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels L.Dresser- J.Richards.Wamer Bros
White Gold JettaGoudal Prod. Dist. Corp
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M
White Slave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount
Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Wife, The . > Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Wind. The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester,
The F.B.O..

Wings C. Bow-C. Farrell Paramount 12 reels

Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures

Winning Spirit, The Raymond Griffith . . Paramount
With Their Eves Open Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue Warner Bros
Wolves of the Air J. Walker-M. Harris Sterling Pictures

Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson United Artists

Woman Who Did Not Care Gotham
Women and Wives M-G-M
Women Love Diamonds. Starke-O. Moore M-G-M
World at Her Feet, The

(tentative) Florence Vidor Paramount
World's Illusion. The M-G-M
World Struggle for Oil, The Special Cast Pathe 5 reels

Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions

Wreck, The S. Mason-M. Mac-
Grcgor Columbia Pictures

Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F.B.O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The ...Jean Hersholt Universal

Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp

PRINTED BY
Bl AM HARP PRESS

NEW YORK



and Simplex Pi ojectors, of course

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
NEW YORK

It is significant that the new Paramount, like so many of the

finest and most beautiful theatres in thejcountry, is

equipped with Simplex Projectors

MASTERPIECES

In style and beauty

of architecture and
impressive luxury

of appointments the new Par-

amount symbolizes the highest

ideals in theatre construction

—

and in design and
execution of detail,

no less than in

basic ruggedness, the Simplex
Projector represents the highest

type of craftsmanship and skill.

SIMPLEX DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Gold Street, New York
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Principal Cities • WURLITZER:
Cnnet tr. Cnnet Send catalog and information regarding

. lmous Wurl tzei Oi

Name of Theatre

CINCINNAT] 120 W. 42nd St. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO LOS VNGELES .

( '"> •
121 Easl 4th St. I W YORK 329 S. Wabash 250 Stockton St. 814 S. Broadway . Address
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4

THIS LUXURIOUS CAR
Six cylinder, 4 door sedan, just what

the missus has been asking for. Buy it

with receipts from Harold Lloyd's new

Paramount release, "The Kid Brother."

TRIP TO FLORIDA
Escape the rigors of winter with a

vacation in the land where it's always

June. Book Paramount's Group of 39
February -August 1927, aces, and you
can do it.

DIAMOND RING
3 Karat, exquisitely mounted on plat-

inum. Any woman will love it. Yours
after you count your record receipts

from Paramount's "We're in the Navy
Now."

GORGEOUS ORIENTAL RUG
How it will dress up your living

room! Buy it for Christmas! The ex-

hibitor who plays Paramount Pictures

can afford luxuries like this!

ERMINE WRAP
Make your wife happy this Christmas

with this wonderful gift. Paramount's

"The Popular Sin" and "The Canadian"

will make her dream come true.

INSURANCE
Make the gift to yourself of insurance

of the greatest prosperity in your career

for 1927 by booking Paramount's new

group of s9 box-office winners today!

.£

A



"The
Canadian"

Pulled the

biggest

crowds in

New York
last week at

the new
Paramount
Theatre

afei

Better

even than
"Tin Gods

\Qir6m

Another hit

from
Paramount

<£ZLl±

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Wtwe
Made by a producer other than
Paramount to play the magnificent

unt Theatre
New York is a

WW
UNIVERSAL A

SUPER-COMEDY

The Cheerful Fraud" booked in for the
week of Dec. 26th

That tells the BIGGEST booking news
the industry has heard in many a season!

The BIGGEST comedy of the year, with the BIG-
GEST star on the screen, in the BIGGEST theatre
in the world, for the BIGGEST week of the show
year!

Presented by Carl Laemmle
Adapted by Rex Taylor from story by KRG Browne

with Gertrude Olmstead, Otis Harlan, Emily
Fitz/oy, Char'.es Gerrard, Gertrude Astor

J. William Seiter
1*roducftion-,
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AN INSPIRED PICWRIZ
Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation

130 W. 46th St. N Y. WILLIAM M. Vogel. QeneTal Manager

Member o( Motion Ptcture Producer! and Dlaifibuton of America. Inc. WILL H . HAYS. PrtnJcnr
OF



RELEASED BY PRODUCERS
COPxPOPv

e.^m |weth Thomson
a PATM&LOANE Production
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ucetftyDeMille Pictures Corpora

IBUTING

F. C. MUNROE. Pr»,do,i RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vic^PtnKfcni uid Trtuurct JOHN C FUNI^ATION
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Wally Wales
ma

Series of6Western Features
Actually Qood Westerns At Prices

You Are Glad To Pay
There is as much difference between Westerns as there

is in the taste of a fish fresh from the water and one a

week old.

Both are fish, but the similarity ends right there.

The Pathe policy on Western features is to give you pic-

tures stuffed with action, suspense and romance, in enter-

tainment value good enough for any show, but to keep
down old man Overhead so that you can get them at

prices at which you can make good money, and yet have
your crowd asking for more.

The Wally Wales Series of Six illustrate that policy. If

you knew what we know aDout them you'd book them
sight unseen. As it is we invite

, in your own interest, to

have one or two screened

for you at the nearest

Pathe Exchange.

Pafhepicture



BUDDY ROOSEVELT
In a

Series of Six Western Features
Surprisingly Qood and Surprisingly

Reasonable in Price

It's the difference between your overhead

and the intake that counts,—not for a

day but for week after week.

It would be great if you could have a

real outstanding super box office knock-

out of a feature every week. But you

can't. The true supers are about as scarce

as teeth in the mouth of a sparrow. Then,

too, when you do get one, you are apt

to pay dearly for your feast by a famine

for several weeks after.

It's the average that counts . . . The aver-

age quality of your average show . . . The

average bank deposit after your expenses

are paid.

Pathe Buddy Roosevelt Western features

are deliberately made to give you that

high average quality at a low average price.

That high average quality is great medicine

for audiences . . . That steady nice profit

is good medicine for your bank account.

If "these are facts, you want to know it.

Have one or two of the pictures screened

for you; then ask for prices.

kfhepicture



RACING!ROWN
Greater F.B.O's Santa Claus Brings \

The Knockout King of Alt Feature

Howls! Yells!

H. C WITWER'S Comedy
Sensation •

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Comedies

!

Shrieks! And
Conniption Fits!

Holy Mackerel
What a Jamboree!

A Lashing Whale
Among Comedy
Minnows

!

with Mary Brian, Al Cooke, Kit Guard and Frankie Darro
Duected by Jack McKeovn Mapted by M^^

From The Collier's Magazine Story "Charlotte's Ruse 1 *



\Y/E look back with satisfaction upon a year of Sterling

** accomplishments and forward to the year of 1927
,

with definite plans for greater achievement.

Sterling Productions Season
1926-27

"Men of the Night" "In the First Degree"

"Unknown Treasures" "The Cruel Truth"

"A Woman's Heart" "Red Signals"

"Oh, What a Night!" "She's My Baby"

"Tongues of Scandal" "Closed Gates"

"Wolves of the Air" "The Poor Fish"

BANNER PRODUCTIONS

"Christine of the Big Tops" "The Cancelled Debt"

"Devil's Dice" "Thumbs Down"

"Dangerous Friends" "Wanted—a Coward"

Sterling and Banner Productions

distributed throughout the world by

Sterling Pictures Distributing Corporation
HENRY GINSBERG, President

1650 Broadway, New York City



NEW YORK'S
ABLAZE!

GALA OPENING
MONDAY NIGHT

DEC. 20th

Twice Daily Thereafter

TWO DOLLARS ADMISSION
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WORLD PREMIERE
THURSDAY EVE.

DEC. 23 rd

Twice Daily Thereafter

TWO DOLLARS ADMISSION
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EXCITEMENT!
ALONG Broadway!
NEVER such advance interest.

NEWSPAPERS, bill-boards shout...

ELECTRIC signs flash...

YOU get the advantage of it all!

ACT quick ! Get these prizes now

!

/y

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
$2 HITS-Scarlet Letter-Fire Brigade-Tell It To The Marines-%2 HITS



nitinois

(O^ITH 490 exhibitor

paid subscriptions

Motion Picture News
covers 608 theatres in

i

I

I

Illinois with a total

|

average weekly attend-

ance of 2,180,910 people.

Our exhaustive figures on
j

I
theatres, and theatre

attendance- - -and circula -

tion---diYe open to all

genuinely interested.

Motion Picture News
Circulation Backed by Accurate Analysis
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OPENING AT N.Y./TRAND DEC. l8TH



TO PE-TIEE
MB,fUOWMANA

I

LEON ERROL
he put the ROAR in Broadway's Roaring Forties)

The lunatic at large
(it'll make most other comedies look like Intermission)

(DOROTHY MACKAM.
(you just know she Lures 'em!)

FIRST NATIONAL FIRST!
Members if Motion Picture Producers anu Distributors ut America Inc."• Will Hays Pmultnl

3irM
national
Picture*

Presented by First National
Pictures, Inc. . .With Ken-
neth HacKenna...Adapted
from J. Storer Clouston's
Stories ..... Directed by
FRED NEWNETER

•v
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Take Off the Penalty

THE campaign to take the amusement
rate penalty off picture theatre advertis-

ing in the newspapers is gathering

momentum. P. J. Wood, Business Manager
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Ohio, writes us a strong endorsement of the

fight The News is making, and goes straight

to the heart of the matter:

"I heartily agree with you that something should

be done to place motion picture theatre advertising

on the same basis as all other legitimate advertising,

but in all instances we are going to meet up with the

argument that the differential in rates is to take care

of the additional space contributed (?) in the way
of readers and special theatrical sections. The fact

that this additional space is given cannot be denied,

but at the present time in practically every daily in

the country a radio page is carried, but radio equip-

ment dealers are still classified as regular commer-
cial advertisers and receive the benefit of the lowest

space rates.

"The foregoing also applies to the automobile in-

dustry and, in this section of the country, much free

space is given to the real estate and affiliated indus-

tries."

The discrimination is plain. But what is

perhaps not so plain is that the discrimination

operates against the public as well as against

the exhibitor.

Adoption of the commercial rate by the news-
papers—which means nothing more than

putting picture theatre advertising on the

same basis as other industries get—would
mean greater service to the public, because

it would enable the theatre to use large space

consistently and in the volume demanded by
the tremendous interest of the public in

pictures.

There can be no question whatever of the over-

whelming importance of advertising in the amuse-
ment business. Nothing can, or does, take its place.

The picture theatre recognized this long ago. In

spite of the penalty rate, it is a large advertiser today;

but the penalty persists. It is obviously unfair to

continue the enforcement of this penalty on the

ground that the higher rate carries a certain amount
of the reader space along with it, and therefore must
stay on.

The facts prove quite the contrary. The public

today is vitally interested in motion pictures as an
amusement necessity. This the newspaper knows, of

course. News of motion pictures is carried regularly

by the Associated Press, a co-operative organization

of hundreds of newspapers; and if the papers did not

want picture news you may be perfectly sure the A.
P. would not carry it.

The attitude of the A. P. is one proof—and a very
important one—that picture material belongs in the

newspapers on its merits, which means, of course, .

that the public demands it.

The progressive newspaper could no more leave it

out, with impunity, than it could leave out radio,

real estate or automobile news and still call itself a

real newspaper.

What becomes, then, of the argument that the pen-

alty must stay on because the newspaper gives pic-

tures a certain amount of text space?

We say the discriminatory rate deprives the pub-
lic of the service which can only be given in the ad-

vertising message from the theatre via the newspaper.
It is in his advertising that the exhibitor can, and
does, get over most effectively his show message; and
that is vital to the public, which shops for its enter-

tainment and wants to know where, when, and to

what attractive degree the best amusement wares are

to be purchased.

Again, there is no substitute for advertising. In all

great industries it is founded on basic service to the

public. Take off the unfair amusement rate and the

benefit is three-fold; first, to the public; second, to

the theatre, because the theatre can render greater

service to the public, and prosper accordingly; third,

and by no means least, to the newspaper, because in

serving more fairly the public and the theatre it is

best serving itself.

XtT%x}<fcu~/^
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Speaking Editorially
/TS HE other side of the credit title situation is set

forth in a communication addressed to Eli Whit-

ney Collins, President of the M. P. T. O. A., by

Daniel B. Clark, President, American Society of

Cinematographers. The letter to Mr. Collins

follows:

"For some time past our attention has been called

to the practice of exhibitors in various theatres in dif-

ferent parts of the country in cutting credit titles

from prints shown by them. These eliminations have

included the names of the cinematographers; hence

our interest.

"Since they are a basic and one of the most import-

ant factors in the making of a motion picture, the

cinematographers feel that, as a reward for their ar-

tistic and practical efforts, they have the right to have

their names remain on the credit titles. That the pro-

ducers and distributors themselves are of the same

opinion is indicated in the fact that these names were

prominently placed there in the first place. With the

cinematographer thus recognized by those who pro-

duce motion pictures, we are not approaching the

situation from the angle that the exhibitor is not

vested with the authority to arbitrarily cut away these

credit titles. Rather we would, officially through you,

appeal to the exhibitors' sense of fair play to leave

these titles intact. The only logical argument that

has ever been advanced in defense of the practice is

that the procedure is necessary to save time; yet when

it is realized that but a few seconds are gained, such

an argument, obviously, is fallacious.

"We have contributed so much to the general prog-

ress of films, and we have worked so long and hard

in doing so, that we feel that we are justified in asking

the exhibitors to preserve this screen recognition

which, we believe you will agree, we richly merit."

TJ ERE is a forceful editorial from the Cincinnati

Enquirer on the subject of Sunday opening:

"The recent defeat of blue-law forces in Lorain

County, which sought to close all moving picture

houses on Sunday, will be hailed with satisfaction

In good citizenship generally—or should be.

"As Attorney General Crabbe very pertinently

said : 'Thousands of persons are better off in attending

wholesome motion picture shows than at many other

places they might frequent on the Sabbath day.'

"It also might be stated that Sunday is the only

day in the week when millions of American laboring

people can have leisure for any sort of recreation

and relaxation. And, incidentally, the movie show
can be made quite as helpful as the pulpit—more
helpful than those pulpits from which emanate an

endless propaganda calculated to emasculate the

spirit of nationalism and to exalt the protean aspects

of Socialism.

"The American moving picture is a power. It

is so powerful that the recent London Imperial Con-

ference deigned to give it intensive notice. Britain

is afraid of our movies. She wants the importation

of films into her dominions to be restricted by tariffs

and other regulations, because they too much adver-

tise America, its people, its Government, its princi-

ples of sociology and economics. The conference

held that our movies give to America a distinct trade

advantage. They show to the British plebeman the

immeasurably greater prosperity of the farmer of

the United States. They intrigue the interest and

excite the envy of the British villager. They show

our laboring people riding to their work in auto-

mobiles. They illustrate the high standard of living

enjoyed by America's average people. They stimu-

late desire and create markets.

"The American movie is a national asset."
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AM EDITOR
ON BROADWAY

Tke Week in Review By William A. Johnston

George K. Spoor

THE Spoor Natural Vision process

has at last been perfected, according

to our Coast correspondent, and the

first subject will go into production soon.

George K. Spoor has been at work for years

on this revolutionary step, as the whole in-

dustry knows, and has spent millions. J.

Stuart Blackton is associated with him in

the actual filming of the first picture.

The plan requires a big screen and special

projectors and cameras. The first subject

—which, we understand, will open the new
Roxy Theatre—will be awaited with great

interest.

The technical side of the business is

making great strides. There are more inno-

vations in photography and lighting than

ever before; and, as for screen size, it seems

not unlikely that picture dimensions as we
now know them will one day be replaced, in

many houses at least, by much larger

"frames." This will unquestionably come
about, provided brilliancy is not sacrificed.

What an effect stepping-up the screen for

the "Old Ironsides" showing at the Rivoli

is! Here the picture suddenly seems to ex-

pand, giving the impression of a huge can-

vas, actually dwarfing the theatre itself.

Spoor proposes to go a step further, and
add depth. This would be revolutionary,

because the various experiments hitherto in

third dimension films have never proved
commercially practical.

WE are in receipt of four pages of

copy, mimeographed, entitled, "An
Open Letter to William A. Johnston, edi-

tor of Motion Picture News," from Sy-
mon Gould, Director, Film Arts Guild.
The copy relates to our remarks, last week,
on "Potemkin."

I appreciate the publicity, for the mimeo-
graph route is always meant to be a long

one. And I do hope that some other pa-

pers will print the copy. We simply

haven't the room. And I hope also that

the publicity will help Mr. Gould. He is

interested, I take it, in the wide distribu-

tion of "Potemkin."
Along these lines I am constrained to

suggest to Mr. Gould that, believing as he

does in the picture's box-office value, he

himself undertakes its distribution to pic-

ture theatres.

The question of what is art is so very

difficult to solve; but what is commerce
can be verv readilv proven if someone will

onlv take the speculation.

It seems too bad that art and commerce
should be so constantly intermingled. Mr.
Gould, for instance, suggests that we ought

to show "Potemkin" in all our theatres be-

cause Russia's Soviet is such a good cus-

tomer for American films. I wonder if

that is why some of those who saw it in

Berlin eave it such an astounding pat on

the back.

* * *

Mr. Fred Schader, of "Variety," seems

to wonder, too. In his review of the pic-

ture, he says:

"Something radical must have happened
to this film prior to permission for its show-

ing in New York being granted. Other-

wise those who saw the film in its original

form must have been over-enthusiastic or

off their nut from a showmanship stand-

point. As this screen version of the mutiny

aboard a Russian cruiser now stands, it may
interest a few Russians in this country, but

it is utterly devoid of entertainment and

box-office value."

And after a description of the action of

the picture he concludes with :

"To Russians this may all mean some-

thing. As a pictorial historical record for

the archives of the Soviet Government it

may also mean something, but to the aver-

age American, unless he be an out-and-out

red, it doesn't mean a damn. And that's

that."
* * *

Mr. Gould gets just one yelp from us.

He says it is too bad the exhibitors of the

country can't get their reviews of pictures

from the New York press. Ye Gods, Mr.
Gould! They do, but if they, followed

them there wouldn't be a box-office left in

the land.

BUSINESS had a tendena to soften all

up and down Broadway this week,
with Christmas shopping and the holiday

spirit taking their toll from box office figures

but despite that handicap conditions w:ere

by no means discouraging.

* * *

AT the Mark Strand, "Just Another
Blonde" is playing under the local

title. "The Girl from Coney Island," which
was figured as a better title for New York
trade, and probably is. The picture is not

regarded as anything remarkable but seems

to please. Saturday and Sunday were very-

big, and the house is doing comfortable

business as this is written (on Thursday).
Probably $31,000 or $32,000 can be counted

on for the week, topping the second week
of "Barbara Worth" last week.

* * *

NEW YORKERS are still flocking to

see the Paramount, and last Saturday

and Sunday were the biggest since opening.

Receipts have been good since and the week
so far is slightly over last week. Probably

a fair estimate for the week would be $72,-

000 or $73,000.

"It" was to go into the Paramount for

New Year's week but owing to the fact that

the story will not be released in Cosmo-
politan magazine until January 15th the con-

tractual arrangement prevents opening the

picture at this time.

As a result, "Hotel Imperial," scheduled

to go to the Rialto on that day, will go to

the Paramount instead.

* * *

THE long-run policy of the Rialto con-

tinues to prosper, and despite the gen-

eral bad conditions "We're In the Navy
Now" will probably record around $20,-

000.

Not much is expected for next week, be-

cause of the season, and the house is going
to render a nice bit of public service by giv-

ing various matinees to orphans and crip-

pled children, who should get a great

"kick" out of the Navy film.

On New Year's the attraction at the

Rialto will be changed, "The Sorrows of

Satan" coming in. It has now been cut to

some 8,500 feet, and fair-minded persons

who have seen it since say that the elimina

tion of surplus footage has worked an
amazing transformation in the film.

* * *

THE long-run films generally are doing
well, considering the season. "Beau

Geste" will run around $14,000. "What
Price Glory" probably $18,000 and "Big
Parade" about the same. Vitaphone shows
gradually tapering off, but doing well. "Old
Ironsides" at the Rivoli, probably $25,000.
This will hit its real stride after Christmas.
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The youngest member of the cast of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin," which Harry Pol-

lard is directing for Universal, receives a
little special bonus

Toy Gallagher, one of tin' comeliest of the

youthful beauties who romp through the

mazes of Mermaid comedies, released by
Educational exchanges
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L
A DEBT PAID

IAS T week, the following story appeared in the

New York Times concerning a man who has played

an important part in the building up of the Loew
theatre interests but is rarely in the spotlight, seems

to us to deserve reprinting. It requires no comment

on our part:

This Christmas has been chosen by David V.

Picker, vice-president of the Marcus Loew enter-

prises, as the occasion for the discharge of a thirty-

thousand-dollar balance of a one-hundred-thousand-

dollar debt of honor which he has been steadily

amortizing for almost twelve years.

The debt represented a sum which Mr. Picker,

then a clothing manufacturer, was unable to pay his

creditors when hard hit by the clothing strike in 1913.

It was entirely without legal standing. But it meant

much more to Mr. Picker than if it had. For when

he faced bankruptcy these creditors declined to force

the step upon him. He paid them what he could and

the balance, $100,000, was written voluntarily off

the books. Receipts for all indebtedness were given

in full.

Mr. Picker, his life insurance policy his only re-

maining asset, then borrowed on it and leased a

theatre in the Bronx. From that time he prospered

steadily. He became the owner of that first theatre,

and then of others, and eventually combined with

Marcus Loew. And with his first profits he began to

repay his old creditors with interest in full.

That process has gone on gradually until the

present, and the $30,000 balance will be paid off on

Christmas Day.

"It is quite a job," Mr. Picker said yesterday,

j
i
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Paul Bern, former scenarist and director

and noiv assistant to Irving G. Thalberg at

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, arrives

in New York City

in unknown extra girl last year, Janet

Gaynor this year has two prize roles -the

lead in Murnau's Fox production "Sun-

rise," and "Diane" in "Seventh Heaven"

Knute Rockne, Voire Dame Coach, with
s„lly O'Neill, M-GM player and team
mascot, and his s<m. Pill. j,i^i before the

game with Southern California

t tpecial Christmas feature in a recent Fox Varieties
reel for the holiday season is a tequence of animated
dolls anil other toys filmed in the vicinity ol \uremberg.

Germany, />. Russell Muth

Estelle Bradley, an Atlanta Ga.. girl who
started as a beauty contest winner, has

been forging to the front steadily in l.dn-

cational-Mcrmaid comedies
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The intensely human characters of "The Music Master" have been brought to life on the screen in the Fox Films version of the Charles Klein

I>I<iy. under the direction of Allan Divan. In the first photo above we have Alec Francis and Lois Moran; in the centre. Alec Francis as the

character made famous by David Warfield, and at the right, Neil Hamilton and Lois Moran

"because my creditors have scattered widely. Some of them have

died, and I have employed a special investigator to trace their

estates so that I may pay their heirs. But I now have a record of

them all. I am mailing the checks, and I only hope it gives those

who receive them as much pleasure as it gives me."

CTO FETE LAEMMLE
ARL LAEMMLE will be the honor guest and Douglas Fair-

banks and Mary Pickford will be host and hostess at a "Sixty

Year" dinner to be given by the employees of Universal City,

January 17.

The date is the sixtieth birthday of the founder and president of

Universal and, moreover, begins his twenty-first year in the film

industry.

The dinner will be in the form of an "alumni" banquet to the

players and directors of the industry who were associated with Mr.

Laemmle in the first days of his career as a film producer. Mary

Pickford, famous in Mr. Laemmle's pictures in those days before

her name was known to the public, will preside at the banquet.

The invitation to Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks from the employees

of Universal was quite spectacular, and their method of acceptance

was no less unusual.

An airplane flew over "Pickfair" yesterday morning, swooped

down close to the house and dropped the invitation, which was signed

by virtually every employee of Universal, explaining the nature of

the dinner and asking Miss Pickford to act as hostess in memory

of her former association with the producer.

The reply arrived at Universal City within the hour in the form

of a "title card" addressed to "the employees of Universal."

With the acceptance of Miss Pickford, preparations for the

banquet, which had been kept a secret from Mr. Laemmle, began in

earnest, and indications point to one of the most interesting events

in the history of the industry.

The honor guests will be those players, directors, writers and

executives who were with Mr. Laemmle ten years ago or more.

The imposing list includes most of the famous names in filmdom.

Miss Pickford, Lois Weber, Francis X. Bushman, Mae Murray,

Jesse D. Hampton, Grace Cunard, Francis Ford, Cleo Madison,

Ella Hall, Marguerita Fischer, Harry Pollard, J. Farrell Mac-

Donald, Herbert Brenon, King Baggot, Al Christie, Alan Dwan,
Violet Mersereau, Harry Myers, Marie Walcamp and scores of

others.

ADEANE RETURNS
LBERT DEANE, manager of the advertising and publicity

department of Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd., Sydney, Australia,

started back to the Antipodes this week after a profitable stay of

several weeks in New York City, where he took in all the shows and

looked over all types of picture theatres. He put himself in solid

with the boys in the News office by announcing that the M.P.N, is

"the" film trade paper in Australia.

SIN FAIRNESS TO GARDNER
TORIES have appeared in various quarters to the effect that

Gardner James was signed to a long term contract by Inspiration

to step into the shoes of Richard Barlhelmess, who goes with First

National. J. Boyce Smith, general manager of Inspiration, points

out in a letter that this is unfair to both players. He says:

"Richard Barthelmess is a great artist with an individuality and

an artistic field that is all his own. We are proud that he was with

Inspiration for more than five years and we sincerely hope he will

find new worlds to conquer under his new contract with First National.

"We do not believe there is anyone capable of duplicating his

work and we certainly did not sign up Gardner James for that task.

To so state would be unfair both to Gardner James and to Richard

Barthelmess.

"We do regard Gardner James as a young actor of' great promise

and we expect to offer him an opportunity to demonstrate his

abilities in roles that will suit his peculiar gifts and enable him to

win the approbation of the public. His personality and gift of

characterization are, however, distinctly 'different,' and while we hope

and believe he will ascend the ladder of fame as Barthelmess did,

it will be to establish a niche of his own and not to duplicate Richard
Barthelmess."

T TROUBLESOME TONSILS
OM GERETY, who lays out advertising for Warner Bros., is

back at his desk after spending a week in a private hospital ridding

himself of a pair of rebellious tonsils.

Pop Momand, the cartoonist-creator of "Keeping Up With the Joneses,"

has signed up with Stern Brothers for the screen rights to> the strip.

Left to right—Beno Rubel, secretary of Stern; Arthur (Pop) Momand;
Joe Weil, Universal exploitation director; Henry Clay Bate, assistant

director of publicity for Universal

I
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Some of the important persons present at the planting of "The Magic
Garden," which will stand as a permanent memorial to Gene Stratton-

Porter in Vei* York State, were J. J. O'Neill of F.B.O., Rev. Charles

W. Findlay, Mrs. Herbert F. Prescott, Mrs. Lee Porter Hynes, Mrs.
Leon Janinet, Herbert F. Prescott I secretary N. Y. State Conservation
Commission) , Mrs. Findlay and Addison B. Colvin, former N.Y. state

treasurer

S
SALLY AS A GRID MASCOT

ALLY O'NEIL, now playing the feminine lead in "Slide,

Kelly, Slide," figuratively registered a home run in the shape of a

new contract which will keep her services exclusively with M-G-M
for several years to come. At the same time Louis B. Mayer has

announced several important roles under consideration for Miss

O'Neil at the conclusion of her present picture.

On December 4, Miss O'Neil proved a lucky mascot for Notre

Dame when the famous college football team from South Bend pulled

victory from defeat by a score of 1 3 to 1 2 in a desperately-contested

engagement with the University of Southern California, before a

record crowd of eighty thousand persons.

Arrangements had been made by the M-G-M studios and Knute
Rockne, Notre Dame coach, for Miss O'Neil to join the Rockne
squad, and when the Notre Dame eleven romped on the field for

the game Sally was at their head carrying the football to be used.

Thousands of movie fans in the vast crowd recognized the M-G-M
player and gave her a cheer, led by Bob and "Irish" Meusel, Tony
Lazzeri and other noted baseball players now appearing with Miss

O'Neil in "Slide, Kelly, Slide." Knute Rockne officially greeted

the actress as his team's mascot and Sally then inscribed on the ball,

"Good luck to the Irish," handed it to Captain Edwards, shook

hands with all the Notre Dame players, and took her seat beside

the coach on the player's bench. When Notre Dame, trailing

Southern California 7 to 12, crashed through with the winning

touchdown in the last three minutes of play, Rockne leaped to his

feet, hugged the girl mascot and yelled, "Hooray for the Irish!"

Sally was carried from the field with the other heroes of the game
on the shoulders of the frenzied Notre Dame rooters.

K GERMAN MANAGER HERE
URT F. HUBER, the foreign manager of Ufa, Berlin, ar-

rived in New York last week on the first lap of a trip which will take

him around the world in the interests of the European firm. He will

remain in New York City for about six weeks, and his globe-encircling

tour will keep him away from Berlin for fifteen months. He will

make a careful survey of the entire world film situation, make new

connections and further the interests of Ufa generally.

His visit, he announces, has nothing to do with the new financing

of Ufa, which Wynne-Jones declares to be absolutely sound, de-

spite rumors circulated in connection with the new loan.

J
FILM MAN WRITES PLAY

OHN MANKER WATTERS, former president and general

manager of the New Art Film corporation, has written a comedy,

"Burlesque," which will be presented by Sunshine Plays, Inc., on

Broadway about the middle of January. He is now managing the

Central Theatre in New York City.

Hie last photograph <>/ Jules E. Mastbaum before the fatal illness

which overtook him soon aftei ^Imu s lnm tiilli lather \ ictOT 1. Slrumia,

1926 winner of "The Exhibitor" gold medal unaided annually for the

lusi scenario 6} " graduating member of the Stanley V. Mastbaum
course in photoplay writing at Temple I iinci^il\

Prince David Divani, Mm Murray's husband, made his film debut re-

cently in support of Madeline llurlock in Mack Sennett's Palhe comeih

titled "A Small Town Princess." Here he is enacting a neivspaper

photographer snapping Miss Hurlock and Barbara Tennant

PREINHARDT ARRIVES
ROFESSOR MAX REINHARDT, fulfilling a promise made

to Morris Gest at the Lido last summer, arrived in New ^ ork

Monday on the S.S. Deutschland, to join Mr. Gest in San Francisco,

where "The Miracle" is being shown.

An announcement made by the Gest offices in New York states

that conversations will be taken up in San Francisco between Morris

Gest and Max Reinhardt concerning the latter's future activities in

America. The statement says: "There is nothing more definitely

settled than the friendly intention to meet at a round table. Con-

sidering Max Reinhardt's intense interest in the film, however, and

Morris Gest's alliance with United Artists Corporation, it does not

require prophetic cunning to assume that their discussions will not

be strictly confined to the possibilities of the speaking or pantomimic

stage only."
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W "ANGLES"
HILE the benefit to American motion pictures from the

general "loosening up" of camera technique and greater attention

to placements as a result of a few German pictures is undoubtedly

great, there is a grave danger in the tendency to regard "camera

angles" as an end in themselves. They are not. When they enhance

the telling of the story, they belong. When they do not, they are an

inexcusable evil.

One producer expressed it very well the other day. We were

watching the shooting of a scene with him, and the director was
using various camera supports on wheels to shoot the scene from

every possible angle and in every type of motion. As the afternoon

wore on and the same scene was shot again and again from different

trucks, the producer exclaimed disgustedly: "This 'Variety' has put

the whole damn motion picture business on wheels!"

Stop that cough! No, this is not the famous bearded duo of cough
drop fame, yclept Smith, though they look like it. The hirsute gentle-

men are Adolph Miller and J. Gordon Russell as they will appear in

Universale picturization of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"

Erich Pommer, Paramount featured producer, who, as an im-

portant factor in Decla-Bioscop and Ufa in Germany figured in the

making of the German films which most affected American technique,

likewise points out the danger of abusing free camera work and
odd shots.

"My formula is quite simple," said Pommer in response to a

question. "Make the camera view the scene as the natural spectator

would see it. No person ever lay down on a track in the face of an

oncoming racing car. No person ever peered through a key hole

and saw the entire enterior of a room. No person ever looked at a

holdup man and saw nothing but the mouth of the gun in gigantic,

wholly out of proportion size.

"Too much talk of camera angles will harm the industry. People

come to the theatre to see a story revealed entertainingly. They do

not come to see a batch of director's tricks. I avoid all freakish

shots. Here you will doubt me, perhaps, recalling those aerial

sweeps from a flying trapeze in "Variety." But consider this:

those views were taken from the same vantage point as that of Emil

Jannings, playing Boss, and of Lya de Putti, playing his wife, both

acrobats. They saw the crowd in the auditorium of the music hall

from their lofty perches from their act. Therefore I put the

cameras there."

Mr. Pommer here went on to explain another shot in "Variety,"

that where the camera, looking straight down, picks up nothing but

the eyes of the audience. "This was the picture of a thought, a

mental impression," said Pommer. "Jannings, the jealous husband,

is considering letting his rival fall to death. His conscience, his

contemplated act as seen in the eyes of others, stops him.

"I repeat," continued Paramount's producing genius, "it is harm-

ing the industry, this continued discussion of camera angles. Seek

the new way to tell the story, of course, but be sure that the method is

simple and convincing. The millions who pay their money to be

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, film conductor extraordinary, demonstrates the

correct technique of baton waving to Alec Francis and Director Allan

Dunn to assure the authenticity of the work of Francis in the title role

of "The Music Master," d Fox film

entertained are our first consideration. I hey must never be made
uncomfortable by being forced to sit as spectators in a museum of

freakish camera shots."

D ENGAGEMENT DENIED
OLORES COSTELLO is not going to marry John Barry-

more or any one else, the charming player having denied the rumor

published in a tabloid newspaper in a telegram from Hollywood to

the New York office of Warner Bros., with whom she is under

contract. Miss Costello wired:

"Absolutely no truth in marriage rumor. Have no intention of

marrying anyone. Please make this emphatic."

The story said that Barrymore was coming east to divorce Michael

Strange, his wife, and that his marriage to his former leading lady

would follow.

It was Barrymore who picked Miss Costello from a group of

girls playing small parts on the Warner lot and made her his

leading lady in "The Sea Beast," and her rise to stellar honors

followed.

Again Barrymore picked her to play his lead in an untitled

adaptation of "Manon Lescaut," his next Warner picture. Rumors

then flew thick and fast, but Miss Costello says "no."

Richard Barthelmess, First National star, is met upon his return to New
York from abroad by Richard A. Rowland and Sam Spring, two of the

"pillars" of the company
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Collins Leases Four Theatres to Universal;

Retains Others; Continues as M.P.T.O.A.
(Special " ire to Motion Picture News)

DALLAS, Texas, December 13.—Eli Whitney Collins, President of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, has made official

announcement of his deal with Universal. It sets at rest various

rumors to the effect that Mr. Collins was "selling" all his theatres and
disposes of speculations about his status in the national exhibitor

organization.

Mr. Collins stated that he has leased his theatres in Jonesboro,
Ark.—the Grand, Liberty, Strand and Empire—to Universal for a period

of fifteen years, effective January 1. W. L. Mack, a partner of Mr.
Collins, remains associated in the management of these houses.

The M. P. T. O. A. head retains his theatre interests at Paragould
and Wynne, Ark. These houses are the Majestic and Dixie, respectively.

"My future is still undecided," said Mr. Collins. "I may seek other
theatrical interests elsewhere. My duties as National President have
been piling up to such an extent as to necessitate the leasing of my
theatres at Jonesboro."

rrangement Unique

;

to Manage Houses

M-G-M Theatre Deal New Move
South American A
Elms, Bernstein

JD.
ELMS and Hurry Bernstein sailed

from New York Saturday, December
• 11, to take over the managemenl

.,i Metro-Goldwyn Mayer's newly acquired

chain of forty-four Brazil theatres which

come under the managerial wing of the

Loew interests in an unique manner, for it

is probably the first time in the history of

this industry that a group of independent

theatre owners combined to eniru-t their

holdings to the operation of a film produc

ing and distributing organization. The in-

tent of the owners is partly to benefit, by
the Marcus Loew method of theatre man
agement.

On their arrival in Rio de Janeiro the

two men will co-operate with Louis Brock,

general manager of South Ajnerican sales

Motion Picture

News
Booking Guide

"I take sincere pleasure

in commenting upon THE
BOOKING GUIDEwhich
you so generously put out
for exhibitors, as one that

has placed itself among
my theatre records as in-

valuable. I have occasion
to refer to them and find

they have answered my
purpose with exactness."

BILLY EXTON,
Temple Theatre,

Toledo, Ohio.

"THEY BUY BY IT"

department for M-G-M, in developing plans
for accommodating the demands of this ter-

ritory. Executive offices will be established

in the Theatre Casino building in Rio de
Janeiro. Fourteen of the theatres are lo-

cated in Rio, twenty-two in Sao Paulo and
eight in Santos.

"The Big Parade" is scheduled to open
at the Theatre Casino on January 1 and will

be followed by "Ben Hur." South Ameri-
can showings are said to be about six

months behind the United States. The
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer agency in Brazil will

handle the physical distribution of First
National pictures in the Southern province.

"Drama De Luxe," Title of
New Lupino Lane Comedy
Lupino Lane, star of his own series of

comedies for Educational, has selected for
bis next vehicle a comedy in which he will

be casl as a hobo who obtains employment
as utility man in a tank town theatre. The
comedy has been titled "Drama De Luxe."
Kathryn McGuire will appear again as his

leading lady, while Wallace Lupino and
Glen Kortman take principal supporting
roles.

"Buttons" First Coogan Film
Under New Contract

Jackie Coogan 's lir-t starring vehicle un-
der In- new Metro-Goldwyn Mayer contract
will be an original story by George Hill,

director of '•Tell It to the Marines." The
-torv bears the title of " Buttons

'

' and it

relates a series of adventures encountered
b\ a cabin bov.

Films and Equipment for

Army Transports
All Army transports hereafter are to be

equipped with motion picture machines, it

has been announced by the War Depart-

ment following the receipt of reports on

recent experiments in showing pictures on

board such vessels.

In order to determine whether motion

picture shows woidd form an acceptable

part of the men's entertainment while en

route from one point to another, an Army
transport several month- ago in-tailed a

machine for use on its trip. The innovation

proved so popular that projectors are being

ordered for installation on vessels -ailing

from New York to San Francisco. The
films used will be leased from the Navy
motion picture exchange, each transport

at the beginning of the voyage being stocked

with sufficient films to give four complete

programs per week on each trip.

New Novarro-Terry Vehicle
Titled "Lovers"

The new Spanish romance co starring
Ramon Novarro and Alice Terry and sched
nled tor release by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in the uear future, ha- been given the title

of
"

' l.o\ ei

Tiffany Prepares for Filming
of "Wild Geese"

Players are about to be engaged for

leading roles in the production of "Wild
Geese," which will be released in

the spring as a Tiffany special. It is

planned to film most of the story in North-

ern Minnesota and Winnipeg, Canada,
where the action of the story takes place.

A. P. Younger is now busy writing the

continuity for "Wild Geese," the novel

through which Martha Ostenso made her

initial bow to the reading public.

"Funny Face," Educational's

"Big Boy" Comedy
Production has been finished on the next

Educational-Juvenile comedy which has

been titled "Funny Face." "Big Boy" is

the "leading man" in this laugh vehicle and
other youngsters are the principal players.

It is scheduled for release on January 2.

Fate of Censorship Bills

Rests With House Com.

A DECISION as to the fate of the
national censorship bill will be
made by the House Committee

on Education within a few weeks.
Representative Daniel A. Reed, of

New York, chairman of the commit-
tee, will call an executive meeting of

his fellow-members after they have
had an opportunity to study the printed
transcript of the testimony taken last

session, with a view to deciding
whether the bill shall be favorably re-

ported to the House.
The bills on which the hearings

were based were introduced by Rep-
resentatives Swoope, of Pennsylvania,
and Upshaw, of Georgia. Most of

the pressure for enactment was cen-
tered on the Upshaw bill, however, and
a formidable list of reform advocates
appeared at the hearings to urge its

adoption.
Unless these bills are passed by

both Houses of Congress during the
present session—which they will not
be—they will pass into oblivion with
their authors on March 4, next, for
neither Mr. Swoope nor Mr. Upshaw
will be present as members at the next
session.
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Arctic Film Sales No "Bed of Roses"
Reports of First National Salesmen Detail Difficulty Experienced

in Covering Canadian Territory; Thrills Galore

REGARDLESS of how hard or easy or

profitable the particular stars of the

screen may have it, there is another
branch of the industry that certainly re-

poses in no "bed of roses."
The boys who bring' the movies to the

Eskimos, the trappers, the adventurers, the
gold miners, woodsmen and the Acadians
under any and all climatic conditions and
physical handicaps have jobs as brim-full of
adventure and hardship as well as romance
as any of the very famous, red-blooded he-

stars of any of the particular films they
may chance to be selling.

Perhaps in no other country in the world
is the sales force of an organization called
upon to demonstrate its versatility to over-
come conditions of travel as is necessary
in Canada. A survey of the activities of
First National's sales force in the Dominion
brings to light many unusual modes of travel
that suggest that the boys who represent
the chain trade-mark work under the same
code made famous by the Royal North West
Mounted Police of "Get your man."

In the British Columbia territory the
Vancouver office must arm itself with rail-

road and steamship tickets, engage horse-
drawn vehicles over certain roads unfit Eor
auto travel, and in the winter the salesman
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In and Out of Town

A. SCHUCHERT, pioneer theatre own-
•J • er in Buffalo, N.Y., and one of the orig-
inal directors of the New York Strand, is
at the present time journeying throughout
Europe on his honeymoon trip.

FREDERICK W. LANGE, of Buenos
Aires, general manager of the Paramount

organization in the Argentine, Uruguay and
Paraguay, arrived in New York on Decem-
ber 7, to spend a few weks conferring with
E. E. Shaner, general manager of the F. P.-

L. foreign department, regarding distribu-
tion plans in that territory for the coming
vear.

O .1/. KATZ, Eastern salt's manager ofO . F.B.O.. has returned to New York from
one of his periodica! lours of the southeastern
territory, where he spent stone time in Jack-
sonville. Charleston and Atlanta, discussing
zvith branch managers general conditions and
sales plans for the future.

A VISITOR to Paramount during the
past week was Clarence C. Margon, gen-

eral manager of the comoany's newly erected
Cuban organization at Havana.

JESSE J. GOLDBERG, supervising director

of Chadwick First Division Pictures, who
also produces independently for F.B.O. re-

lease, arrived in New York on Monday of this

week. He will return to Los Angeles to resume
his production activities in about a week.

//. MADAX, of Calcutta. India, and one
. of the largest film dealers in India, is mak-

ing a business trip to New York and several
deals have already been instituted bet-ween him
and Nat Xathanson, president of the Hi-Mark
Film Sales Company.

Semon Will Direct, Act,

Write for F. P.-L.

THE opinion that Paramount is

placing particular emphasis on
film comedies is augmented by

the recent signing of Larry Semon by
that company to act, write and direct.

Many of Semon's pictures were written
by himself and in the past two years
the comedian has directed as well as
acted in comedies.

must be adept in the art of snow-shoeing
over some of the northern trails. Van-
couver supplies Dawson City, in the Yukon
territory, and it is necessary to ship suf-
ficient subjects to run through until spring,

when navigation opens.

In the prairie provinces, supplied by the
Calgary and Winnipeg offices. First National
maintains, as does all the major companies,
one road representative in each territory.

These two men cover a total area of 758,817
square miles, and practically every manner
of travel is used to visit the various lo-

calities in different seasons. In parts of
these provinces the thermometer registers
as low as sixty degrees below zero in win-
ter. This temperature and a heavy snow-
fall puts the salesman on his own resources,
with the result that many freak journeys by
tlatboat and horse in summer are widely
different to the snowshoe trail and dog
team that have been put to use in the
winter.,

Foy's Survey
James I. Foy, Toronto manager for First

National Pictures, along with other Cana-
dian members of the company, was recently
requested by the Home Office, in New York,
to give an account of the problems they
had to solve. Mr. Foy's reply follows in
part

:

"Let's go on a hip up north to our
mining districts. We leave Toronto on
Sunday and arrive in Timmins, over 500
miles north, on Monday evening. This
town was unknown twenty years ago, and
today it has a population of 8,000. They
have several of the biggest gold mines he-
that are in existence. For instance, the
Flollinger mines are mining ore 3,000 feet

under the surface and have 75 mile- of
railways underground. This town is ;•

'boom' town and for the pas! ten years
has been a God-send to all travelers. The-
had two small theatres and were cleanim
up to such an extent that they decided to
build another massive theatre. This sta-

ture now stands, and cost $138,000. For
some unknown reason business has deserted
Timmins, and they now have one theatre
closed, and lose each week in the big one.
"We leave here Tuesday and go to

Cochrane, which is just fifty miles south of
the Hudson Bay. There is no excuse for
this town being in existence, except that it

is a junction point on the railway.
"We leave Cochrane Wednesday and go

to Iroquois Falls, at which town is located
one of the biggest and best pulp mills in the

world. We go on Thursday from here to

Knkland Lake, and have to drive ten miles

by bus through virgin forest to arrive at

the town, where the streets are paved with

gold. That's a fact! The town has four

of the richest mines known, and two Clii-

uese restaurants, with sleeping quarter-

above.

"On Friday we go to Elk Lake and
Cogama. The train arrives in Elk Lake at

noon and we set off, in a stage, for Cogama.
a distance of forty miles, and arrive late

at night. Nothing here but one mine, one
-tore, one barn, converted into a theatre,

two or three bunk houses and 150 men, and
one Chinese cook.

"We leave here Saturday and arrive at

Elk Lake in the afternoon. This town has

one Chinese restaurant and hotel, and in the

room I last occupied a man was murdered
the night before I arrived. We have to

stay here until Monday, and arrive home
Tuesday.
"To finish out the week we go to Cha-

pleau and Schrieber, which are up another
branch of the railway. Schrieber is 1,000

miles northwest of Toronto, is a divisional

point on the railways and is extremely cold,

being just a few miles north of the coldest

spot in Canada—White River.
"Chapleau is one division on the railway

south of Schrieber, and is also extremely
cold. Outside of the fact that these two
towns are divisional points, they would not

be in existence. This country is not in-

habited for hundreds of miles both north
and south, except for an occasional fisher-

man or farmer."
Another interesting bit is reported by J.

E. Archer, Manager of the Vancouver Fir-t

National Exchange, as follows

:

"Having just returned from a sales visit

which took me, what appeared to be several
miles in the air, I am not certain of a sure
footing, especially in the literary line. The
above-mentioned visit was made to Britan-
nia Mines, and in order to see the exhibitor
it was necessary to ride in an ore bucket
suspended on cable-, several hundred feet
in the air, traveling from one elevation to
another, a half mile distant."

Bill Defines Stolen Motion
Picture Commerce as Crime
Under the terms of a bill passed by the

Senate December 10, which now goes to
the House of Representatives for concur-
rent action, the transportation of stolen mo
Hon picture films in interstate or foreign
commerce would become a crime. The bill
defines stolen property as money, goods or
any property of any character whatsoever,
the stealing of which is declared to be
larceny, or the taking of which is declared
to be robbery or burglary in the state
wherein such offense was committed. In
its report on the measure, the Senate inter
state committee declared: "It is obvious
that if the crime is punishable in the Fed-
eral courts upon a subject which is clearly
within the jurisdiction of Congress, it will
more efficiently deter criminals from pursu-
ing the practice-, which are altogether too
common."
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Publix May Build 2,400 Seat Theatre in

Minneapolis; Competition Foreseen

RUMOR which spread quickly through Minneapolis film circles last

week has it that Publix is planning to construct a big theatre in

that city. Northwest Theatres, Inc. (Finkelstein & Ruben), which
now controls the first-run exhibition field in the Twin Cities, will be
given its first real competition if this rumor proves true.

According to the report which is circulating in Minneapolis, Publix
has obtained an option on a site at La Salle Avenue and Ninth Street,

a very desirable down town location, and is planning to build an elaborate

structure having a seating capacity of 2,400, exceeding that of the State,

Minneapolis' largest picture theatre at present, by nearly 400.

If competition develops in Minneapolis, there is every likelihood

that it would extend to other cities in the northwest, where Northwest
Theatres, Inc., controls about 122 houses. F. & R. now controls the five

first-run theatres in Minneapolis, the State, Garrick, Lyric, Strand and
Astor.

The site upon which Publix is said to have an option is located
within two blocks of Minneapolis' two largest theatres, the State and
the Hennepin-Orpheum.

Tribute Paid Jules Mastbaum
Many of Industry's Leaders Attend

Funeral; All Philadelphia Mourns

ALL motion literal!} -tupped for several

minutes in Philadelphia during the

funeral of Jules E. Mastbaum, presi-

ded "i the Stanley Company of America,

who died Tuesday, December 7th, and was
buried Thursday, December 9th. All Stan-

ley theatres in the Quaker City remained

closed until six o'clock of Thursday eve-

. and the circuit's houses in other cities

observed three minutes of silence starting

al two o'clock.

Many Ieadii es in the motion pic-

ture industry attended the rites at his late
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residence, 1816 Rittenhouse Square, and the
burial in Mt. Sinai Cemetery, Frankford.
Messages of condolence continued coming
in from all sections of the country.

Throughout the city flags were at half-

mast and all courts were closed. The streets

over which the funeral procession passed
were blocked off and thousands of people
lined them. A squad of motorcycle police

accompanied the cortege. Many establish-

ments suspended work during the funeral.

At Camden, also, flags were at half-mast

at order of Mayor King.

Services were conducted by Rev. Leon H.
Elmaleh, rabbi of the Mikve Tsrael Con-
gregation. In accordance with a request

of tin' deceased made some years ago there

wiTr no honorary pall-bearers. The at-

tendance at the funeral, in addition to

Mayor Kendrick and city and state official^.

included: Adolpb Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
Sidney K. Kent. Robert T. Kane, Roberl
Lieber, Richard A. Rowland, Samuel Spring,
Edward Rubin, Joseph Plunkett, Winfield

R. Sheehan, James R Grainger, L. -I. Selz
nick. Milton II. Hoffman, Samuel Goldwyn,
Al Lichi man ami Mayor -lames .1. Walker.
Manj of the New York delegation came to

the city on a train leaving Manhattan at

lit a. m.

E. J. Smith, New Tiffany Sales Manager

E. J. Smith Appointed Sales

Manager of Tiffany

A new appointment in the ranks of the

litt'any organization is that of Edwin J.

Smith as sale- manager.

After a period of fourteen years Mr.

Smith again becomes associated with M.

H. Hoffman, vice-president of Tiffany

Productions, Inc., who as general manager
of Universal Pictures, appointed Mr. Smith
manager of the Universal exchange in

Cleveland. While with the Universal com-

pany Mr. Smith was assigned the position

of managing director of Universal in Lon-

don and the Continent, lie was then re-

called to New York to become general

manager of Universal which position he

left to assume the same duties with As-

sociated Exhibitors until that firm's re-

organization.

Mr. Smith will take up his new duties

beginning December 20.

Production Starts on "Mr.
Wu" Starring Lon Chaney
With I. mii ( li.incv in tin' principal role,

"Mr. Wu," Walker Whit e-nle '- stage sue

. went into production last week at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio under the di-

rection of Will Nigh. Members of the sup
porting cast include Louise Dresser, Renee
\dnree. Ralph Fi lertrude Olmstead,

1 1, .line- Bernert, Anna May Wong, Claude

King and Mrs. Wong Wing.

Paramount's "New Faces"

in One Picture

THE cast for a new Paramount
picture tentatively titled "Sheiks

and Shebas" will comprise the

company's "new faces" or players

whom Paramount has been developing

for some time past. Charles Rogers,

graduate of the Paramount Pictures

School will have the leading role and

Sterling Holloway, stage comedian
who made his picture debut in "Casey
at the Bat," will have the chief comedy
part.

The balance of the cast will be

composed of young contract players of

the Paramount Company. The story is

an original now being written by
Louise Long and Ethel Doherty, two
young scenarists also developed by
Paramount. Arthur Rosson will direct

and production will be started January
fifteen.
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U. S. Chief Source of Photo-
graphic Film to Spain

Approximately sixty per cent of the pho-
tographic film imported into Spain during
the first six months of 1926 came from the

United States, according to a report to the
Department of Commerce from Commercial
Attache Charles H. Cunningham, Madrid.
The total value of unexposed film imported
by Spain during the first half of the year
was 301,602 pesetas, of which the United
States accounted for 173,040. During the
same period Germany supplied 53,466 pese-
tas worth and Great Britain 38,064. The
German share of the trade dropped fifty

per cent as compared with the first six

months of 1924.

France was foremost as a supplier of
exposed motion picture film to Spain during
the first six months of this year, French
films being valued at 324,824 pesetas as

compared with 243,732 for the American
product. Great Britain was third with 91,-

808 pesetas, and Germany fourth, with
78,736.

Four New M. P. Companies
Obtain N.Y. Charters

Newly incorporated motion picture com-
panies receiving charters in New York
State during the past week, included the
following: Seeley Productions, Inc., $20,-

000, Stella Berthoff, Rose Metz, Ida Liebo-
witz, New York City, South Ozone Theatre,
Inc., $10,000, Daniel J. McCleary, South
Jamaica; Thomas F. Farrell, Rockaway
Beach

; Patrick J. McGrath, New York City;
Five Theatres Corporation, Newburgh, $50,-
000, Frank Muscato, Charles and Jennie
Suozzo, Astoria ; Hotel Paramount, Inc.,

$2,000, John H. Mayer, Lina Goldman, Wal-
ter II. Flandreau, New York City.
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Detroit Theatre Magnate to

Invade Buffalo, N.Y.
Henry S. Koppin, who owns the con-

trolling interest in the Woodward Theatre
Company, which controls 75 motion picture
and vaudeville theatres in and around De-
troit, is to invade Buffalo, N. Y., according
to announcements made by Fred M. Shafer,
representative of the Woodward Theatre
Company. Mr. Koppin is to build new
theatres and lease what ever houses he can
get.

N. Y. Federation of Labor
Opposes Admission Tax
THE New York State Federation

of Labor intends to wage an ac-
tive campaign during the months

to come in doing its part toward
bringing about a discontinuance of the
Federal admission tax at theatres.
When the Federation met in Albany
the past week, the following resolution,
which will be sent to all Congressmen,
was adopted:
"The New York State Federation of

Labor requests that you support legis-
lation to remove the Federal Tax on
admission tickets to theatres and other
places of public entertainment. This
tax is burdensome to wage-earner
patrons, and is in effect, another in-
come tax on them."

"The Fourth Estate" and the Rate

Reduction Fight

THE FOURTH ESTATE," trade paper in the newspaper

field, is vigorously advocating that newspapers take off

the amusement rate penalty from picture theatre adver-

tising, and give the theatres the benefit of the commercial rate.

Newspapers are being urged to do this—by a trade paper in

their own field—in the interest of the newspaper and the the-

atre—and better service to the public.

Here is a fight in which nearly all exhibitors are vitally in-

terested. "The Fourth Estate" shows its sincerity by advertis-

ing its campaign in Motion Picture News. Turn to the two

pages following.

We urge exhibitors to avail themselves of "The Fourth

Estate" subscription offer in order that they may have at hand
ammunition in the campaign for a fair rate; and arguments

to be used with their local newspapers.

It is highly significant that this influential trade paper of

the newspapers should take this step. Here is a distinct service

of which exhibitors ought, we believe, to avail themselves.

Material for use in the rate reduction campaign will, of

course, continue to be carried in Motion Picture News, as be-

fore. The campaigns of "The Fourth Estate" and The News
are co-ordinated, constituting double-barreled aid for the ex-

hibitor.
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M. P. T. O. of N. C. Holds Meet
Exhib. Board of Trade Formed; Decry
Over-buying and Discuss Block Booking

was one of the leading topics discussed at
the convention, definite action on it was
side-stepped and it did not develop the
strenuous opposition and hot debate expect-
ed by many members of the association,
even though it was discussed all during
the forenoon and afternoon sessions at the
Hotel Charlotte.

Charles W. Picquet was re-elected presi-

dent and Nat L. Royster was re-elected sec-
retary of the organization. Other officers

were U. K. Rice, first vice-president, and
W. E. Stewart, second vice-president.
New directors appointed for the next

year were A. B. Huff, Percv Wells and E.
D. Turner.

THE Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of North Carolina had their semi-
annual meeting at the Charlotte Ho-

tel in Charlotte on December 13. Important
enactments at the convention were the vote
to provide for an Exhibitors Board of
Trade, the election of officers and the pass-
ing of a resolution decrying the over-buying
of motion pictures.

The question of the Exhibitors Board
of Trade came before the convention dur-
ing the afternoon session and it resulted
in the establishment of what has been
called the Grievance Committee. This ex-
hibifor body corresponds to the Film Board
of Trade, which has been successful during
the past four years in settling disputes of
distributing companies outside of court.
This committee, intended to be a body
capable of representing more adequately
the viewpoint of the exhibitor before the
Film Board of Trade, is composed of A. F.
Sams, Sr., R. T. Wade, S. S. Stevenson and
Charles Arrington.

The newspapers had paraphrased the af-
fair as an attack on producers and block
bookings, it is said, but, although the latter

Declare Regular F. P.-L.

Quarterly Dividend
At a meeting held today the Board of

Directors of Famous Players'-Lasky Cor-
poration declared the regular quarterly
dividend of $2.00 per share on the pre-
ferred stock, payable February 1st, 1927, to
stockholders of record at the close of busi-
ness on January 15th, 1927. The books
will not close.



The " Fourth Estate"
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The "fight" is—

Should motion picture

advertisers be forced to

pay an "Amusement" rate

for newspaper advertising ?

The "Fourth Estate"—

Says NO!
For thirty'three years the "Fourth Estate"—the oldest trade paper in the

newspaper field, has championed the interests of newspapers. Now it

is vigorously asking its readers—newspaper publishers, business managers

and advertising managers, why motion picture advertisers should be

saddled with higher advertising rates than automobile and radio dealers,

or other merchants are asked to pay.
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The continuance of higher rates for motion picture advertising is unjust and

unwarranted— some publishers have already reduced them— but only con'

certed effort will bring rates down generally.

Are YOU reading the "Fourth Estate's" drastic weekly

editorials on this subject?—calling them to the attention

of the newspaper men you do business with—and

urging that the "amusement" rate be abandoned?

Every man in the industry must do so—there is no turning back now—this

fight is ON—and you will win or lose more than you are now getting—there

is no alternative. /
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Universal Chain Numbers 261
Acquisition and Part Purchase of North-
west and Southern Houses Announced

WITH the acquis it ion of eleven houses

in the Seattle territory and the buy-

ing of whole or part interest, in :i

number of theatres in tin 1 South Universal

now controls ,-i chain of theatres said to

her 261, counting buildings now under
construction. The Seattle bouses were ac

quired from the Pacific Theatres Commer-
cial chain.

In the South the chain was augmented by
I lie addition of four theatres in Jonesboro,

Arkansas, which have been leased foe a

period of fifteen years from Eli Whitney
Collins and a partner, \V. L. Mack, who re

mains associated in the management of

these houses. The deal is effective January
1. Locke Crumley, who has been associated

with Dan .Michalove in the development of

Universal's Southern theatre interests for

about a year, has been appointed eitj man-
ager of the Jonesboro theatre-.

Simultaneous with the announcement of

the Collin-- deal .Mr. Michalove announced
the acquisition or part purchase of a num-
ber of houses also in the South. He stated

Universal has acquired a fifty per cent in-

terest in the Fairfax Theatre, East Point,

Georgia, which was built by Oscar Oldknow
and opened ahout two months ago; a fifty

per cent interest in the community theatre

now under construction in Atlanta, Georgia,

by Swint and Davis, which is to open early

in 19'J7.

Mr. Michalove also declared Universal
has acquired a site in East Atlanta on which
it will erect a six-hundred seat theatre; still

another deal for the erection of a 700 -eat

community house on Georgis Avenue at

South Pryor Street.

Negotiations are pending for several

groups of theatres in the prosperous sec-

tions of the South and additional announce-
ments are expected in the course of a few
week-.

Missouri Tax Fight Planned
Exhihitors Ready to Cooperate with Pro-

ducers in War on Contemplated Levy

RK. BIECHELE of Kansas City,

president of the M.P.T.O. Kansas-
• Missouri, this week announced that

his organization was ready to combine
tones with exchanges and producers to

fighl Missouri's newest and most dangerous
tax threat.

A previously proposed tax plan by Gover-
nor Sam Baker, levying a 10 per cent

amusement tax against theatres, apparently
has been abandoned and a new and more
threatening menace has darkened the sky,

which concerns both exhibitors and dis-

tributors alike. The new plan, which is

being investigated by H. 0. Harrawood and
George W. Crowder, assistants in the office

of the attorney general, would levy $10
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against every film which entered the state.

The Connecticut law, which makes a

similar assessment against incoming films,

is being investigated by the state officials.

Instead of levying 10 per cent tax against

cigars and tobacco, as well as theatres,

state officials and politicians have now
-addled the entire burden of collecting an
educational fund onto the film industry.

"The film tax has advantage over some
of the other plans," Mr. Harrawood said,
•

' because it will be easier to collect, as
virtually all films distributed in Missouri
come from Kansas City or St. Louis."

"The self-evidence that the proposal is

an outrage makes it almost a waste of
breath to discuss the injustice of the plan,"
Mr. Biechele said. "We intend to join

forces with the exchanges and producers
and battle to the last ditch before sub-
mitting to such tyranny. It is the public's
fight as well as ours, as the patrons must
pay the tax at the hoy office."

In Senator A. L. McCawley of Carthage,
Mo., who represents a large part of the
Southwest Missouri mining (list rict , the film

industry has a champion. Mr. McCawley
has announced that he would rigidly oppose
the tax measure.

Mutual Aid in Arbitration

Declares U. A. Executive

Prior to hi- recent trip to Washington,
Sam Morross, United Artists department
id' play dates head, who has ju-t returned
to the United Artists home office from a six
weeks* (rip throughout which he acted as

agent for hi- organization before various
local boards of arbitration, expressed his

opinions that an ever increasing tendency
was in vogue toward a friendly settlement
of disputes between exhibitor and distribu-
tor and with fewer contests.

Army-Navy at Premiere

of "Corporal Kate"

THE "Corporal Kate" premiere at

the New York Hippodrome on
December 13 was a gala military

and naval event.
Witnessing the first showing of this

De Mille production were high ranking
army and navy officers, the enlisted

personnel from the New York army
posts, marine corps and the battleships
now in the New York waters.
The Overseas Service League,

headed by Mrs. Albert Bullus, the
A.E.F. Entertainers Unit, headed by
Miss Beatrice MacCue, the New York
unit of The Women's Overseas Service
League, headed by Miss Louise Burke,
and The American Red Cross Club, in

charge of Miss Lucy W. Fister, at-

tended the presentation, carrying their

flags and insignia.

Major Anthony Drexel Biddle, in

charge of physical training in the U. S.

Marine Reserve Corps, brought Com-
bat Team from Philadelphia in army
motor trucks and appeared on the Hip-
podrome stage to put the marines
through their impressive bayonet bat-

tle drill. This will be continued dur-
ing the entire run of the picture.

N. Y. Gov. and Theatre Men
Discuss State Bldg. Shows
That there will be no more showings of

motion pictures in New York State institu-

tions for the inmates and with a general

admission fee being charged to the public

to the detriment of theatres operated by in-

dividuals, as happened at the Soldiers and
Sailors Home at Bath recently, seems to be
an ascertained fact as the result of a con-

ference between Governor Alfred E. Smith,

Jules Michaels of Buffalo. T'lv S. Hill, offi-

cers of the New York State M. P. T. 0.,

and representatives of the Schine inter-

ests.

These persons, it appears, lodged a for-

mal complaint with the Governor to the

effect that the institution at Bath was
showing pictures for inmates but that the

general public was being admitted at a

charge of ten cents a person to such show-.

It was asked the Governor whether such
procedure at state institutions could be

stopped. Film companies would be glad to

comply with requests for films free of

charge with the distinct understanding that

no admission price be asked. Showing
much interest in the situation Governor
Smith said at the conclusion of the confer-

ence :

"If such policy were carried to a logical

conclusion someone might tie -ho" ' mo-
tion pictures in the Assembly Chamber of

the State Capitol and charging an adniis-

-ioii in direct competition with the Albany
theatre-."

Flames Destroy Middlesex in

Middletown, Conn.
Middlesex Theatre at Middletown. Conn.,

owned h\ the 1' & G Amusement Co. and

seating between 600 and 7(111, was totally

destroyed by tire December 9th with loss

estimated at $100,000.
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Stanley-Fabian PlansTwo Jersey Houses
Construction of Fifteen Hundred and 5,000 Seat Theatre to

Start Soon; New One for Publix in Montgomery, Rumor

T(HE Stanley-Fabian Corporation, di-

rection Stanley Company of Ameri-

ca, announce this week the purchase

of property on Valley Road, opposite

Ridgehurst Avenue, West Orange, N.J.,

for the erection of a 1,500-seat theatre.

The deal was closed by Louis R. Golding,

representing the Stanley-Fabian interests,

and Joseph J. Brown, realtor, of Orange.

Work on the new playhouse will start in

the spring and will be completed in the fall

of 1927.

The theatre, which will be the forty-sixth

operated by the Stanley-Fabian Corpora-

tion in the East, will be one of the most

elaborate suburban theatres.

The Stanley-Fabian Corporation also an-

nounced the construction of an immense
5,000-seat theatre, costing $2,500,000, at

Journal Square, Jersey City, N.J. Plans

for the structure are nearing completion.

Ground for the theatre will be broken with-

in two weeks.

The new theatre, which is being designed

by F. W. Wentworth, Paterson architect,

who drew the plans for the palatial Fabian,

Paterson, and Branford, Newark, will be

of the atmospheric type. The theatre will

not only be the largest in Jersey City and
the State, but one of the most magnificent

in the country, it is said.

Possibility of a million-dollar theatre in

Montgomery, Ala., within a short period of

Reduction in Austrian
Contingent

THE number of foreign films that

may be imported into Austria will

be reduced January 1, next, from
25 to 10 for each domestic picture pro-
duced, it is reported to the Depart-
ment of Commerce in a cablegram
from Commercial Attache H. Lawrence
Groves at Vienna.
The results of the reduction in the

contingent will be closely watched by
the Austrian authorities and if any
shortage develops, assurance has been
given that the contingent will be
changed.

time was seen during the past week by the

visit of prominent engineers, architects,

and other officials of Publix Theatres Cor-
poration.

While no definite announcement was
made of concrete plans it is known that the

company is negotiating for property in

several portions of the business section of

the city and it is rumored that definite

plans will be announced as soon as a loca-

tion for the new theatre is decided upon.
According to reports the new theatre now

contemplated will present major pictures
and vaudeville.

With a $1,250,000 Famous Players thea-

tre and a $1,500,000 Orpheum Theatre now
in the course of construction in Seattle,

Wash., announcement was made from
the Western metropolis this week of the

construction forthwith of a $1,000,000 pic-

ture theatre on the northeast double cor-

ner of Seventh Avenue and Olive Way,
in the center of the new theatrical dis-

trict. The announcement was made by
Ivan Hyland, attorney and president of the

Washington Theatre Enterprises, Inc., who
have taken a lease on the proposed theatre

for a period of twenty-five years, at a total

rental of $1,710,000.

The new house will have a seating capac-

ity of between 2,500 and 3,000 and will

occupy a site 120x120, adjoining a 16-foot

alleyway. It is to be operated by the Wash-
ington Theatre Enterprises group for a num-
ber of California capitalists, according to

reports, and is the first of a chain of pro-

posed motion picture theatres in Portland,

Denver, Salt Lake City, Vancouver, B.C.,

and other Western cities. Contracts for

the theatre, designed by Sherwood D. Ford,

have already been let, and construction

work will begin at once. The furnishings

and style of the house will be Persian in

period, and a feature will be a stage with

a fifty-foot depth and a proscenium open-

ing second to none in size in the Pacific

Northwest.

Universal Sets Dates for 19 Features
Jewel Productions Will be Released Early in 1927; "Michael

Strogoff" and "The Cheerful Fraud" in Line-Up

RELEASE dates for nineteen Universal

Jewel productions were announced
this week by Carl Laemmle. The list

of pictures, which includes five Hoot Gibson

Jewels as well as two special pictures,

"Michael Strogoff" and "The Cheerful

Fraud," bears release dates during the

early part of the new year.

The work of practically all the strongest

Universal stars and players, writers and di-

rectors is represented in the schedule an-

nounced. "Michael Strogoff," the Societe

des Cineromans production made in Europe
ami distributed in this country by Univer-

sal, will reach the screen officially on Janu-
ary 8; it is now playing a pre-release en-

gagement at the George M. Cohan Theatre,

New York City. "The Cheerful Fraud," a

Keginald Denny starring vehicle which will

also have a pre-release run, has been desig-

nated for the general market on January 16.

The list, in the order of its release, is as

follows

:

"The Silent Rider," a Hoot Gibson Jew-
el, adapted from Katherine Kewlin Burt's
story, "The Red Headed Husband," and
directed by Lynn Reynolds.
"Oh Baby," a comedy written and di-

rected by Harley Knoles, and made with
Little Billy as the central character. It will

be released January 16.

"The Ice Flood," a George B. Seitz

Production, an out-of-doors drama from the

story by Johnstone McCulley, with Kenneth
Harlan and Viola Dana as the co-stars. It

will be released January 23.

"Butterflies in the Rain," an Edward
Sloman Production, made from Andrew
Soutar's story. Laura La Plante and James
Kirkwood are co-starred. The picture will,

be released February 6.
'

' The Denver Dude, '
' for release Febru-

ary 13, is another Hoot Gibson Jewel, made
as a Lynn Reynolds Production. It was
also written by Reynolds, and formerly was
known as "Cheyenne Days."
"The Wrong Mr. Wright," for release

February 27, is a screen adaptation of the
stage play by George Broadhurst. Scott
Sidney directed it with Jean Hersholt in

the leading role.

"Perch of the Devil" is a King B'aggot

Production from Gertrude Atherton's novel.

Pat O'Malley and Mae Busch are co-starred.

The production will be released March 6.

"The Mystery Club" is a screen adapta-
tion of the Arthur Somers Roche storv
"The Crimes of the Arm Chair Club."
Herbert Blache made it with a cast includ-

ing Matt Moore, Edith Roberts and Mildred
Harris. The picture will reach the screen
March 13.

"Sensation Seekers," Carl Laemmle 's

screen adaptation of the Ernest Pascal

book, "Egypt and the Lord," was made by
Lois Weber with Billie Dove and Huntley
Gordon as the co-stars. It will be released

March 20.

"Ace High" is another Hoot Gibson
Jewel, although it probably will reach the

screen under another title due to a conflict.

It is a Lynn Reynolds production made
from a story by Reynolds. It will be re-

leased April 3.

"Held By the Law," an Edward Laemmle
Production from an original story by Bay-
ard Veiller, co-stars Johnnie Walker and
Marguerite de la Motte. It will be released

April 10.

Bandits Attack and Rob De-
troit Theatre Manager

Thomas Hungerford, manager of the De-
luxe Theatre in Detroit, Michigan, was
overpowered by four bandits who escaped
with $4000. This happened last Monday
while Hungerford was taking the receipts

to the offices of the Robertson Enterprise
Company in the Roosevelt Theatre Build-

ing, where he was attacked, and hit on the

head with the butt of a revolver.
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Arbitration "Off" in N'West
Exhibitor Organization "Walks Out"
Because of Decision Handed Down

TEE Northwest exhibitor association,

headed by W. A. Steffes, has walked
out on arbitration because of a de-

ion handed down by a seventh member
ol the Arbitration Board who was called

in after a deadlock. Action will be taken

this week on the move of the exhibitors

by the board of directors of the Northwest
unit.

The trouble revolved around the action

for damages brought by the Hex Theatre, a

suburban house, againsl United Artists for

failure ol' the distributing company to keep
an alleged promise to permit the Hex to

have the first run of "The Son of the

Sheik" on the East Side only to have the

new Arion play it the same day and date.

The alleged promise was made verbally

and. when after the deadlock, Sam Sachs,

attorney, Mas called in as the seventh ar-

bitrator, he gave a decision in favor of

the film company, stating that he was con-

vinced that the verbal promise had been
made, but declared that legally the contract

embodied all the terms of the agreement.
The decision was based on technicalities

of the contract, and W. A. Steffes, head of

the exhibitor unit, announced his organiza-
tion's withdrawal from arbitration. In
doing mi, Steffes declared that the decision

emphasized that exhibitors could not expect
justice under the present system.

Action of the Minneapolis board is ex-

pected to have considerable effect in the

Middle West, where arbitration is being
criticized, with Michigan refusing to ar-

bitrate. Steffes is chairman of the arbitra-

tion committee named by Middle West
states and Texas at the recent "protest"
meeting sponsored by Michigan.

Trio Governs United Artists
New Arrangement for Operation of Com-
pany Announced by Joseph M. Schenck

THE physical operation of United Ar-

tists will be accomplished from now
on through an executive committee

composed of Al Lichtman, Arthur Kelly

and Harry D. Buckley, with Joseph M.
Schenck as chairman, it was announced this

week by the last named.

"United Artists," Mr. Schenck said in

making the announcement and defining the

functions of each member of the trio, "has
become such an extensive organization that

ur have found it necessary to enlarge its

executive personnel in order to insure con-

tinued progress and development. Al Licht-

man, with the title of general manager of

distribution, will take full charge of the

selling policy of the company in the United
States and Canada, Arthur Kelly, now
treasurer of the company will direct the

destinies of the foreign department. With
years of film experience gained abroad, he
is especially well equipped to build up
foreign business." Harry I). Buckley, viee-

president of United Artists, has resigned

his position as personal and business repre-

sentative in New York for Mary Pickford

BSc

and Douglas Fairbanks, to assume his new
duties of assistant and personal representa-
tive for Mr. Schenck. He will serve as
the latter 's point of contact with the dis-

tributing end of the business and will take
care of all matters of public relations, in

addition to being in charge of the general
conduct of the business.

Okla. M.P.T.O. Convenes in

Oklahoma City
The fourteenth annual convention of the

M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma met in Oklahoma
City, December 6 and 7, and in spite of
rainy weather it was well attended. 192
persons attended the banquet at the Huck-
ins Hotel on Monday evening and all voted
that the dinner and entertainment pro-
vided for the visiting- exhibitors to be the
most successful ever held here.

Eli Whitney Collins, president of the
National M.P.T.O., was scheduled to speak
at the Monday afternoon session, but be-
cause of the roads he wired his regrets at
being unable to attend.

An election of officers Tuesday resulted
in the selection of W. /,. Spearman, of Ed-
mond, as president for the coming year;
Fred Pickrel, of Ponra City, who has been
president for the pasi year, was made pice-

president; Robt. Hutchinson, of Oklaho
ma. was re-elected as treasurer, and John
Brown,, of Tulsa, was re-elected as secre-

tary. B. Nomand, of Shawnee, L. W.
Brophy, of Muskogee, and Eph Johnson,
of TuNa, were named directors, with Mr.
Nomand as chairman.

Jne
of the 20
6eras/;-om

TlFFANT

Exchanqef,

Chinese Poet and Dramatist
Joins M-G-M Staff

Moon Quan, Chinese poet and dramatist,

has been added to the staff at the Me'tro-

Goldwyn Mayer studio. His firsl work for

Metro-Goldwyn Mayer has not been an-

nounce ii

Warner Bros. Salesmen Con-
vene in New York

The policy to be followed with regard
to the Warner Brothers' special produc-
tions was outlined this week at a con-
vention of salesmen held at the producers'
New York offices with .Morris Saber
presiding. Mr. Saner, in his address to

the sales representatives, announced thai

K. L. Lindeman, former sales manager of
the Harold Lloyd Corporation, would be bis

assistant.

The head of the new ly created special
.-ales department also made known the

names of the men who will handle the
special productions and the territories each
will cover. These men are

:

W. B. Fulton—Charlotte, Dallas, New
Orleans, Oklahoma and Atlanta. E. Cold-
stein—XewT York, New Haven, New Jersey,
Albany and Boston. H. Given—Philadel-
phia, Washington, Pittsburgh, part of Xew
Jersey and part of Charlotte. J. R. Kauf-
man—Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Buffalo, Cincin-
nati and Detroit. M. E. Maxwell—Chicago,
Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Kan-
sas City, St. Louis and Omaha. A. Hickox
—Los Angeles, San Francisco, Salt Lake
City, Portland, Seattle and Denver.

The men are now in their respective ter-

ritories offering John Barrymore in "Don
Juan," the first release. They have no
other Warner pictures to sell and will talk
only "Don Juan" until other Extended
Run Productions are available.

F. P.-L. Net Profits for 6
Months $2,587,508.57

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in its consolidated statement (which in-

cludes the earnings of subsidiary compa-
nies) reports net profits of $937,818.88 for
the three months and $2,587,508.57 for the
six months to June 26, 1926, after deduct-
ing all charges and reserves for Federal
income and other taxes.

After allowing for payment of dividends
on the preferred stock, the above earnings
amount to $2.(17 per share for the three
months and $6.04 for the six months on
the common stock outstanding.

Tiffany's "The Broken Gate"
Placed in Work

"The Broken Cafe," suggested from the
novel of the same name by the late Emerson
Hough, and which is to be filmed by Tiffany
Productions, is now in the course of pro-
duction. The cast will be announced within
a few davs.

"Cheerful Fraud" Booked
Into New Paramount

THE Cheerful Fraud," a Uni-
versal production starring
Reginald Denny, has been

booked into the new Paramount
Theatre in New York, Lou B. Metz-
ger, Universal general sales manager,
announces. It is the first outside pro-
duction to be booked into the new
Publix house and it will be shown
there during Christmas week.
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Park and Rialto Theatres in

Woonsocket, R.I., Sold

One of the most important theatre deals

consummated in the New England field this

winter is the sale of the Park and Rialto
theatres in Woonsocket, R. I., to Alton G.
Emery, former owner of the Emery Cir-

cuit in Providence; William Mahoney and
Max Nathanson.

Re-entry of Mr. Emery into the theatri-

cal field following his sale of his large
houses in Providence a year ago to Edward
M. Fay is believed to mark the initial steps
of what may develop into a large circuit in

Southern New England. There have been
rumors that Mr. Emery intended to secure
a theatre in the outskirts of Providence,
but such rumors have been denied. The
Woonsocket houses have a total seating ca-

pacity of about 1,800 and both are pros-
perous theatres.

It is understood that Mr. Mahoney will

manage both of the theatres. They were
formerly owned by J. J. Donahue, who has
made the sale to the new interests.

Poli of Hartford and Circuit

Secure Springfield Sites

S. Z. Poli, of Hartford, Conn., and the
Poli Circuit, have defeated Goldstein
Brothers and the Publix Theatres, Inc., for
Springfield's most important theatre site.

The Mayor and City Council of Springfield
have ratified the Poli transaction and with-
in an hour of the signing of the deed by
the city's representatives it had been placed
on record in the Registry of Deeds. Mean-
while there is talk of court action and in-
junction proceedings in the camp of the
unsuccessful bidders.

While the Poli, Goldstein and Publix
groups were fighting for the municipal lot

on Broadway, Mr. Poli purchased the Odd
Fellows and Julius Cohen properties imme-
diately adjoining the municipal lot, so that
had he been unsuccessful in securing the
latter, he would still have held control of
the situation. The purchase price of the
Odd Fellows property was $225,000 and for
the Cohen property $175,000.

Compromise Effected in U. A,
Ohio Amusement Dispute

THE case of the Ohio Amusement
Company against United Artists
in the claim of irregularity of de-

manding cash deposits has been settled
out of court. A compromise has been
effected on the sum demanded by
United Artists of the Ohio Amuse-
ment Company for failure to play a
United Artists picture on the day
claimed by United Artists as release
date. The Board of Arbitration had
rendered an award of $1,100 to United
Artists for this breach of contract.
The settlement was considerably less
than the award. Through its attor-
neys, Stanley and Horwitz, the Ohio
Amusement Company has also with-
drawn its appeal to the higher courts
of the State.

Demand of Deposit for Films is Legal,

Decision of New York Court

A DECISION handed down this week by Justice Tomkins of the

White Plains, New York, court establishes the legality of cash
deposit demands from exhibitors for film service. This decision

concurs with that made by the Arbitration Board of New York in the

case of Abraham Silverstein who sought relief from a verdict of the

Board that he must pay a deposit for film service to the Playhouse, Mt.
Kisco, New York.

The security demands were made as a result of the failure of Philip

and Seymour Bernstein to pay exchanges $2,300 for the alleged bicycling

of film. The exchanges, through Louis Phillips and Edward P. Grosvener,
contended that Silverstein was not the owner of the theatre and that a

"dummy sale" had been effected by the Bernsteins to avoid compliance
with the arbitration award.

One Man N. Y. Censor is Named
James H. Wingate Appointed; Replaces
Present Three - Headed Commission

attendance division. He is a man of per-

haps fifty years of age.

Although there has been nothing definite-

ly settled as to his salary as head of the

Motion Picture Commission, it is said that

he will receive $7,500 a year. This is the

salary now paid to each of the three per-

sons heading the present commission. Mr.
Wingate plans to make his headquarters in

New York City, and in all probability the

Albany bureau will be abolished. Inspec-
tors covering the state in seeing that the

law is observed, will make their reports

by mail to New York. He will have one
deputy as his assistant.

The single-headed commission is the re-

sult of the program of consolidation and
reorganization that has been adopted in

New York State. There is a question as to

whether or not motion picture censorship
will continue to survive in the Empire
State. Each year since 1921, bills have
been introduced in the Legislature seeking
the elimination of censorship. While some
of these bills have passed one house of the
Legislature, they have never managed to

squeeze through both houses and reach the
Governor, who has steadfastly taken the
stand of opposing censorship, and whose
action on any bill reaching him calling for
abolishment would have been a foregone
conclusion.

Passage of such bills by the Legislature
could not be effected on account of politics

that naturally injected itself in the situa-

tion. Ever since the commission began
to function in 1921, the heads have been
political appointees. The same has held
true, to a certain extent, with other em-
ployees. The Republicans have been loath
to lose these plums and this brought about
the defeat of the bills.

The situation, as it will exist after Janu-
ary, presents a different aspect. Mr. Win-
gate's appointment by the Board of Re-
gents has no political significance. If the
Legislature gives consideration to a censor-
ship repeal bill this coming session it is

quite possible that it will receive sufficient

support enabling it to pass both houses of
the Legislature and eventually reach the
Governor.

James Wingate

THE New York State Motion Picture

Commission will be headed on and
after January 1, by James Wingate

of Schenectady, whose appointment has

just been announced by the State Board of

Regents. Mr. Wingate replaces the three-

headed commission now in existence, and
which includes John H. Walrath, of Syra-
cuse, as chairman; Elizabeth V. Colbert, of

Albany; and Arthur Levy, of New York
City. Mr. Wingate has been connected
with educational matters in New York State

for many years, having served for at least

twelve years in various capacities in the
State Department of Education and before
that was for several years a district school
superintendent in Schenectady County.

Mr. Wingate-'s -appointment came as a
distinct surprise. At the present time he
is the director of the attendance bureau in

the State Department of Education and
likewise has charge of the compulsory school
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Will Rogers' TripAbroad
Planned for Release

TWELVE reels of highly original

and personally planned pictures,

a film record of the trip abroad

which Will Rogers made last summer
as "unofficial ambassador" of the

United States to Europe is intended

for general theatre release in the near

future. Mr. Rogers, the actor, hu-

morist, orator and what not, has

broken all film traditions in photo-

graphing his tour, it is claimed, doing

all his own directing, acting and sub-

titles. He is now engaged upon the

latter and his mingled sense and non-

sense, kindly exaggeration and caus-

tic wit are used to detail his expe-

riences.
, , j

All of the scenes, photographed

both publicly and privately, are of

the traveler's own selection and were

chosen frankly with a view to amuse

and enlighten his fellow countrymen.

Mr Rogers, himself, is the star of the

travelogue and Mrs. Rogers is his

leading woman.

Shirley Mason Is MacLean
Choice for "Let It Rain"

because Marion Nixon, previously an-

nounced for the leading feminine role op-

posite Douglas MacLean in the latter a

"Let It Rain," was unable to accept the

role because of a sudden change oi schedule

on the part of the organization holding

her contract, Shirley Mason is the final

selection for the role.

Eddie (line began direction on the Mac-

Lean film immediately following the sign-

ing of Shirley Mason and other members

of the cast, which includes James Mason,

Lee Shumway, Lincoln Stedman, Frank

Campeau, Jimmy Bradbury, Wade Boteler,

Ernesl Billiard and Edward Sturgis.

Duffy to Write Script for

"The Butter and Egg Man"
Gerald C. Duffy, who titled "Don Juan's

Three Nights" for First National, and who

lias written the scenarios for a number of

other pictures, will adapt "The Butter and

Egg Man." Hex Taylor will do the con

tinuity of "The Road to Romance," which

will be produced under the direction of

Charles R. Rogers. Taylor is responsible

for the scenarios for "Irene" and " M<-

Fadden's Plats." Curtis Benton is pre

paring a production for the screen in •'The

Siin-et Derby."

McCoy Film to Be Called

"Winners of Wilderness"
The title of the new Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer vehicle starring Tim McCoy will be

••Winner, of the Wilderness." The story,

was temporarily christened "Red Coats

and Red Skins.

"

Three Started at Warners'
Hollywood Studio

Three Warner Winners were started this

week at the Warner Hollywood studio

while three others are being finished. Harry
Doyt has started shooting the Bay City

sequences of Monte Blue's "Bitter Apples."
••The Gay Old Bird" starring Louise
Fazenda, was the second of the Winners to

he started under the direction of Herman
Haymaker. The third picture to get under
way is "White Flannels," adapted and
scenarized by Graham Baker from Lucian
Cary's Saturday Evening Post serial. Lloyd
Bacon is directing. Meanwhile, Paul L.

Stein is shooting Parisian cafe sequences
on "Don't Tell the Wife," starring Irene

Rich with Huntley Gordon. "Hills of Ken-
tucky," starring Rin-Tin-Tin, is in its sec-

ond week of production under the direction

of Howard Bretherton.

Walter AnthonyHeads "U"
Title Writing Department
Walter Anthony, a former journalist,

magazine writer and an authority on mu-
sic, has been assigned to the head of the

title writing department at Universal City.

Formerly this department was under the

jurisdiction of the editorial department,
hnt it has now been made a separate unit.

Mr. Anthony is under a long term contract

with Universal and has titled practically

every Jewel and special production on the

Universal program during the past few
years.

Ben Lourie Heads Tiffany

New Haven Exchange
The Tiffany Production Inc. exchange in

New Haven, Conn, will, starting December
20, be under the management of Ben Lourie.

Mr. Lourie is well known in the Xew Eng-
land territory.

Three United Artists Re-
leases in January

DURING the month of January,
1927, United Artists Corpora-
tion will release three of their

"Dominant 16" productions, Gloria

Swanson's "Sunya," Buster Keaton's
"The General" and Samuel Goldwyn's
presentation of "The Night of Love,"
co-starring Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky and directed by George Fitz-

maurice.
Right on the heels of the January

releases comes John Barrymore's "The
Beloved Rogue," in February and the
Inspiration Pictures-Edwin Carewe
production of Tolstoy's "Resurrec-
tion," with Rod La Rocque and
Dolores Del Rio in March. Charlie
Chaplin's "The Circus" is almost com-
pleted and Morris Gest, who is to pro-
duce "The Darling of the Gods" as his

first film for United Artists release, is

en route to California.

F. P.-L. Directorial Contract

Given Dorothy Arzner
ALONG term contract as a Para-

mount director was signed this

week by Dorothy Arzner and
her first directorial assignment will

be Esther Ralston's initial starring

vehicle, "Fashions for Women," soon
to go into production.
Miss Arzner is the first woman in

the history of Paramount to receive
the post of director and her promotion
is the culmination of seven years of
untiring labor as alternate scrip girl,

film cutter and scenarist.

She came to Paramount late in 1919
to begin in the industry at the bottom
and at her own request began by
typing scripts. From script girl on the
set she became in time and by dint of
persevering labor, cutter and then
writer. At the insistence of James
Cruze she returned to editing and
single-handed cut and edited the two
Cruze productions, "The Covered
Wagon" and "Old Ironsides."

Victor Seastrom to Direct

Lillian Gish in "Enemy"
An important directorial assignment

made at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio

recently is the announcement that Victor
Seastrom is to direct Lillian Gish in "The
Enemy." When the Swedish director fin-

ished 'directing "The Scarlet Letter" lasl

spring he returned to his native country for

several months and has only been back at

the studio for a short time. Work on "The
Enemy" will be started soon as "The
Wind," originally scheduled a- the next

Lillian Gish vehicle, has been postponed be-

cause Clarence Badger, who will direct the

film, is now occupied with "The Trial of

Ninety-Eight." which he will Mini in

Alaska.

Warner Bros. Sign Alan
Crosland to Contract

Alan Crosland has signed a contract with

Warner Bros, whereby he will direct some
of the company's Extended Run Produc-

tions. Crosland has been at the Warner
studio for almost a year hut only on a

picture-to-picture basis. He directed the

two John Barrymore vehicles, "Don Juan"
and "Manon." As his first assignment
under the new contract he will direct "A
Million Bid," starring Dolores Costello,

which goes into production within the next

two weeks. Xo cast has been assigned.

Two More Join Cast of W. C.

Fields* "The Potters"
Joe Smiley and Charles Eaton are the

latest players to join the cast supporting
W. ('. Fields in his next comedy venture.

"The Potters." The former was formerly

general manager of the old Lubin Com-
pany and the latter, who i- sixteen years

of age, is a brother of Mary Eaton, the

dancer.
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Columbia Supervises Wash,
and Philly Branches

COLUMBIA PICTURES COR-
PORATION in New York City
will hereafter assume full control

over the Columbia exchanges in the

territory served by Philadelphia and
Washington. The negotiations whereby
the exchanges come under the direct

supervision of the home office extend-
ed over December and were successful-

ly concluded last week by Treasurer
Jack Cohn and C. H. Macgowan, spe-

cial representative, who personally in-

stalled the new arrangement in the
two cities and their territories.

William G. Dutton will manage the
Washington office in whose organiza-
tion Rube Jackter of the Columbia
sales department assisted. Harry E.
Weiner is in charge of the exchange in

Philadelphia with offices at 1319 Vine
Street.

Murnau Selects Support to

Appear in "Sunrise"
F. W. Murnau, European motion picture

director, has added several well-known
American character actors to the cast of

"Sunrise," which he is producing as his

first picture in this country for Fox Films.

The three principal roles are portrayed by
George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor and Mar-
garet Livingston. For supporting roles the

director lias chosen J. Farrell McDonald,
Ralph Sipperly, Bodil Rosing, Arthur Hous-
man, Barry Norton, Jane Winton and Leo
White. Murnau is now filming the city se-

quence on the huge set constructed at Fox
Hills from plans drawn by Rochus Gliese.

Wallace Beery Plans to Do
Comedy in the Air

Wallace Beery is now planning to do
a comedy in the air, with dirigibles, air-

planes and parachutes as t he piece de re-

sistance.

No title has yet been chosen for the

comedy which will follow his portrayal of

Barnum. Beery is now completing "Casey
at the Bat." His next comedy will be
"Looie the Fourteenth," with James Cruze
directing. He also will produce ''Fireman
Save My Child."

Excellent's "Striving for For-
tune" Set for December
"Striving for Fortune," the third of a

group of six productions starring George
Walsh, and presented by Excellent Pictures

Corporation, is to be available for national
release at the end of this month. It fol-

lows "The Kick-Off," and "A Man of

Quality," in the Walsh series. Its cast in-

cludes Beryl Roberts, Louise Carter, Joe
Burke, Brian Donlevy and Dexter MeRey-
nolds.

George Bancroft Loaned to

De Mille for "White Gold"
George Bancroft, character player, has

ben loaned to Cecil B. De Mille studio for
one picture by the Famous Players-Lasky
corporation at the request of William K.
Howard, who is directing "White Gold,"
starring Jetta GondaL

Six Fox January Releases
Hutchinson, Belasco and Grey Adapta-

tions Basis of First Releases for New Year

LEADING-OFF the Fox Films releases

for the new year is "One Increasing
Purpose," the A. S. M. Hutchinson

story which has January 2 as its release

date. Harry Beaumont directed Edmund
Lowe, featured in this production, with
support from Lila Lee, May Allison, Jane
Novak, Huntley Gordon and Holmes Her-
bert. "The Auctioneer" follows the Hutch-
inson film on January 9 and then come
consecutively "Stage Madness," Januarv
16, "The Last Trail," January 23, "The
Music Master," January 23, and "Love
Makes 'Em Wild," January 30.

"The Auctioneer" produced some time

ago by David Belasco with David Warfield
in the starring role, was directed in its

screen version by Alfred Green. George
Sidney is featured in this Fox film and he

is supported by Marion Nixon, Gareth
Hughes, Doris Lloyd, Ward Crane, Sammy
Cohen and Claire McDowell. "Stage Mad-
ness" is based on an original by Polan
Banks. In it Virginia Valli and Tullio

Carmenati have the leads and the support
includes Virginia Bradford, Lou Tellegen,

Richard Walling, Tyler Brooke, Lillian

Knight and Bodil Rosing.

In "The Last Trail," starring Tom Mix,
and based on a Zane Grey Story, are

Carmelita Geraghty, William Davidson,
Frank Hagney, Lee Shumway, Robert
Brower, Jerry the Giant, Oliver Eckhardt
and Tony, the Mix horse.

Lois Moran has the feminine lead in

"The Music Master" cast and Neil Hamil-
ton plays opposite her. Alec B. Francis
portrays the title role. The support comes
from Norman Trevor, Charles Lane, William
T. Tilden (the tennis champion), Helen
Chandler, Marcia Harris, Kathleen Kerri-
gan, Howard Cull, Clifford Holland, Ar-
mand Cortez, Leo Feodoroff, Carrie Scott
and Dore Davidson.

"Love Makes 'Em Wild," the last re-

lease of the group, was directed by Albert
Ray and the cast includes Johnny Harron
and Sally Phipps. It was adapted from
"Willie the Worm," a story by Florence
Tyerson. Some of the players contributing
characterizations are Ben Bard, Arthur
Housman, J. Fan-ell McDonald, Natalie
Kingston, Albert Cran, Florence Gilbert,

Earle Moran, Coy Watson, Jr., Hoah Young
and William B. Davidson.

Ginsberg Controls Sterling
Buys Kann's Interest, Will Increase

Production; 27 Exchanges Lined Up

HENRY GINSBERG, president of

Sterling Pictures Corporation, an-

nounced this week that he has pur-

chased from his partner, George E. Kann,
the latter 's interest in the firm and that

the business will be carried on under the

present company name. A heavier produc-
tion schedule is contemplated for the 1927-

28 season.

Twelve Sterling and six Banner produc-
tions, three-quarters of which are finished,

will be released prior to September first,

1927, according to Mr. Ginsberg's an-

nouncement. Distribution arrangements
cover the United States and Canada as well

as practically every country in Europe and
a large portion of South America, the

statement continues. A number of the pic-

tures of this company will be distributed
in Japan by Universal, it is said.

"Last summer Sterling Pictures entered
the territorial distribution field by starting
its own Sterling Exchanges in Cleveland
and Cincinnati," said Mr. Ginsberg. "Phy-
sical distribution for these is handled
through the Fischer Film Exchanges with
a personnel devoting its time exclusively to

Sterling and Banner productions. Sterling
is also interested financially in the Premier
Film Exchanges in Chicago and Indian-
apolis. As developments warrant, Sterling
Pictures' exchange interests will be in-

creased during the coming year. At the
present time twenty-seven independent ex-
changes are distributing Sterling product
in the domestic market and ten in the
foreign field."

even the crape
[hanger will laughu

A •
P.D.C.
RELEASE

150 FIRST RUNS-WEEK DEC. 26
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First NatTs 1927 Activities
Company Has Record
in Production; Many

I""MRST NATIONAL has a record num-
i her of pictures iii production as the

new year approaches, says Richard A.

Rowland, general and production manager

for the company. He forecast- that L921

will be a banner year for the company, bas-

ing his contention on the amount of ma-

terial available.

Pictures in early or advanced stages of

filming and productions in the cutting room

as well as those contemplated for the new

vear include :

Norma Talmadge's "Camille," in which

Gilbert Roland appears opposite the star;

Colleen Moore, having just completed "Or-
chid- and Ermine," a John McCormick
production, is starting production on

"Naughtj Bui Nice.'" for which a cast is

speedily being assembled. Meanwhile it is

announced that a picture to follow "Naugh-
ty But Nice'

-

i- liein- prepared for shoot-

ing. This has been tentatively titled "Oh,
What a Life."
The Yuletide season will see Constance

Talmadge's "The Vamp of Venice" well

into production; Corinne Griffith has just

finished "Three Hours," formerly titled

• • Purple and Fine Linen." Her current pic-

ture, "The Lady In Ermine," is now ready

for release. "The Runaway Enchantress"
(tentative), starring Milton Sills, has been

shooting about a month and Hearing com-

pletion under the direction of John Francis

Dillon.

Richard Barthelmess is at work on his

firsl picture for First National, under the

terms of his new contract. A cast is being

assembled by A. L. Rockett, who will man-
the production. Alfred A. Santell will

direct. Actual shooting will begin shortly

after New Year'- Day. With "Long Pants"
just completed. Harry Langdon will enjoy a

vacation over the holidays and prepare for

his new feature length comedy, the title of

which lias not yet been announced.

Johnny Hines is well in work on "All
Aboard," with Edna Murphy playing op-

posite the comedian. Others in the cast in-

clude Anna May Wong, Babe London, Sojin

and Frank Hagny. A. L. Rockett is cutting

and editing "The Lunatic At Larue." I n

Errol's second comedy dor Firsl National.

The picture is listed for January release.

Ken Maynard bas reached the midway
mark on "Somewhere South of Sonora"
(tentative), the exteriors of which he has

just completed shooting at Lone Pine, Cal.,

Number of Pictures

in Cutting Rooms
with Kathleen Collin- in the leading femi-

nine role. Albert Rogell is directing.

Others include "An Affair of the Fol-

lies," formerly titled "Three in Love,"
which an Al Rockett unit is shooting with

Lewis Stone, Billie Dove, Lloyd Hughes,
Arthur Hoyt and Arthur Stone; "The Duke
of Ladies," a Robert Kane production with

Ben Lyon in the leading role; "The River"
(tentative), a Sam Rork production; and
an R. R. Rockett production not yet titled,

but in which Dorothy Mackaill and .Jack

Mulhall will play the featured leads.

Productions in preparation for shooting
before the end of the year include "Bayo-
Nuts" (tentative), an original story by

Frank Griffin with Charlie Murray and
George Sidney in the leading roles; and
4

• Tender Hours, '

' a John McCormick pro-

d net ion, to be George Fitzmaurice 's first

picture for First National.

Pictures now in the cutting room include
'

' The Song of the Dragon, '

' a Robert Kane
production; "The Perfect Sap," "Easy
Pickings," and "McFadden's Flats."

Rob't Cobe Appointed Home
Office Representative

Robert Cobe, former manager of the

Tiffany exchange in Boston, has been ap-

pointed home office representative and will

visit and assist various Tiffany exchange
managers in the East in sales campaigns
and the consummation of contract-.

Mr. Cobe has already taken over his new
duties and will stop first at the New Haven
branch and will then officially visit Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit,

where he will become acquainted with vari-

ous exchange managers and exhibitors in

these territories.

Jas. A. Creelman Signed to

Direct "Duke of Ladies"
Upon the completion of "The Song of

the Dragon," the John Tainter Foote short

-tory which Robert Kane is producing for

First National release, the Kane unit will

begin production on "The Duke of Ladies,"
feat tiring Ben Lyon, Mary Brian and Sam
Hardy, with .lames Ashmore Creelman at

the directorial helm. This is Creelman's
first assignment as a director and he wrote
the original -tory besides adapting it to

the screen and doing; the continuity.

aPD.C.release

* JHt

i**a;> even flatM tires cant
stop him/
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Buffalo Exchange Win-
ner in Lieber Drive

FESTIVITY and rejoicing
reigned this week at the First
National branch office in Buffa-

lo, New York, representing the East-
ern Division, when the official an-
nouncement was made that that ex-
change had run up a volume of sales
12 per cent above its quota and had
won first place in the Lieber Month
Drive, held during October, as a
tribute to Robert Lieber, President
of First National.
Other winners were the exchanges

at Seattle, Louisville and Toronto
and they trailed close behind the
winner. It was shown that of the 38
First National exchanges in the
Lieber contest ten succeeded in pass-
ing their quota. All four exchanges
are in receipt of prize awards total-

ling several thousand dollars which
have been distributed among 75 em-
ployees. The Buffalo branch is to
be individually honored by President
Lieber and the exact nature of this

personal recognition will be an-
nounced shortly.

Warners
Ark"

to Start "Noah's
in One Month

Preparation of the -tory of "Noah's
Ark," which is to be Warner Bros.' pic-

turization of the deluge, was begun recently

and it is expected that actual production

on this picture will be started in one month
under the direction of Michael Curtiz, who
recently made his first American production—"The Third Degree," soon to be released

by Warners. No player has been assigned

to date.

"Noah's Ark" and '-Black Ivory" are

two of the forthcoming Warner Bros,

special productions. Polan Banks, the

author of "Black Ivory," an American
historical spectacle, i- Leaving for Califor-

nia soon and will be present at the actual

filming of his novel.

Wm. C. Herrman New Man-
ager P.D.C. N.Y. Exchange
William ('. Ilerrman ha- been appointed

manager of the Producer- Distributing Cor-

poration New York exchange. For four

years Mr. Herrman was service manager
and for four years general manager for

Universal, the "Big U" exchange in New
York.

Mendez to Pilot Pola Negri
Through "Confession"

As his firsl Paramount assignment

Lothar Mendez, young European director,

will direct Pola Negri in her next starring

vehicle, "Confession." Ernesl Vajda wrote
the story, which will be made under the

supervision of Erich Pommer.

"3 Hours" Replaces "Purple
and Fine Linen" Title

"Purple and Fine Linen." starring Co-

rinne Griffith, tor Firsl Naitonal release,

will be released under the title of "Three
Hours." it has l o announced by Richard

\ Rowland, production manager.
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HS "AVTIIDES LAW*

Another lobby display arranged by C. E. Mar-
Getting the Pathe serial "Snowed In" off to a good start in Longmont, Colo., the lobby display quand. The frontal flash for "Outside the Law"
shown above proved one of the leading features of a campaign executed for the picture by Manager (Universal) shown above was used at the Isis

C. E. Marquand of the Longmont Theatre Theatre, Longmont, Colo.

'Bardelys the Magnificent" (M-G-M) was supported by an extensive exploitation campaign when the picture played at the Lucas Theatre in Savan-

nah, Ga. Above is the street float and a window display—the latter a feature of the theatre decorations during the run of "Bardelys" at the Lucas—
which figured importantly in promoting the attraction in Savannah. Campaign executed by Manager John Evins, of the Lucas

DENNY
TAKE IT FROM ME

DOUGHNUTS

feci

Liia :i

The title, spelled out in electrics, supplanted
the usual cut-out display for a picture showing
at the Coliseum Theatre, Seattle, when First

National's "Miss Nobody" was the attraction

A screen star became a silent salesman for Wayne's Doughnuts—and incidentally the feature in

which he appeared at the State Theatre—when Universal's "Take It From Me" played in Boulder,
Colo. The photo above shows one of a group of window displays arranged to exploit the State

show by C. L. Dyne, manager of the theatre. Doughnuts were distributed free at the opening per-

formance of "Take It From Me," by the proprietor of the confectionery shop
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Tickets Count "Miles" in Auto Contest
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from the lay organizations' special per-

formances were arranged to excellent ad-

vantage, and at a "Children of Mary
Night" or "Knights of Columbus showing"
the turnouts kept ticket sellers and collec-

tors busy.

Most effective in exploiting the picture

to the school children was the arranging of

a special show for nuns and Christian

Brothers. Every Catholic school was sup-

plied with a number of the one sheet posters

for display in classrooms while thousands

of the folder heralds were distributed

among the children with instructions to

them to take them home to their parents.

Child interest in the picture was further

aroused by getting the various boy choirs

in the city to sing at the theatre.

J. W. Kelly, manager of the Princess Theatre, Berlin, N. H., found Universale "Poker Faces"

ideally suited to a tie-up with playing cards and arranged the window display shoivn above and

featured by a leading store in Berlin

Newark Drive Develops Exploi-

tation Angles of Eucharistic Film
THE energetic campaign executed in be-

half of "The Eucharistic Congress"
pictures at the Kialto Theatre in Newark,
X. J., suggests itself as a standard advertis-

ing drive not only for that particular screen

work but pictures of similar character.

The Newark campaign is a notable one in

the respect that exploitation features con-

tinued in the picture were brought to light

and their practicality as well as their sell-

ing power submitted to the test of actual

practice.

The results of the drive were remarkable.

In the first place it piled up a $20,000 ad-

vance sale. Secondly, it created such a de-

mand for tickets that it was necessary to

extend the run from one week to two
i seks, w:*u tT signs pointing to plenty of

iandees at every showing.

The first step in the Jersey campaign
fas to get the backing of the Catholic

lergy and hierarchy of the city. The in-

tial move in this direction was the obtain-

lig of permission from the K't. Rev. John
/o eph O'Connor, D.D., Bishop of Newark,
in have the picture presented under his

patronage. In addition the Bishop was
prevailed upon to notify every pastor in

the diocese to announce the coming of the

picture from his pulpit and uv^v his par-
lo buy tickets. The pastors wen'

a Led to help the picture by displaying
the lithographs that would be -cut them and
allowing the distribution of folder herald
in the churches and at nil parish meeting
A letter insert was supplied them to place
in every let ier mailed out of the pastorate.

Supplementing (hi- direct tie up with the

church, connections were formed with the

Knights of Columbus and other church
societies such as the Children of Mary
Sodality and other women', organizations.
The Holy Name Societies in each church,
naturally, made every effort to assure the <,, ,• »j . / . ••#• . «
...

J Attractive watt case poster featuring Mismates
s "' tie. The panel was constructed from a cut-out

\ :i stimulant for the backing received board

Loew's Grand Stunt
Stirs Interest With
Unique Voting Plan

MANAGER T. H. JAMES, of Loew's
Grand Theatre, Atlanta, has in-

augurated a unique mileage contest, which
he calls the Cross Country Automobile
race. The contest opened hist Monday
and will con'tinue until December 22.

In the lobby of the Loew's Grand. Mr.
James has mi exhibition a ''Packard Eight
Junior." Jt is about six feet long and is

equipped with everything that should he

on a luxurious car.

Under the rules every person purchasing
a ticket to the theatre is presented with a

card entitling the holder to a credit of

twenty-five miles. This mileage can he

voted by or for any boy or girl. All that

is necessary is to write the name of the

contestant on the card and deposit in a

special box in the foyer. The boy or girl

receiving the greatest number of miles to

their credit will receive the auto, the pre-

sentation taking place on the stage of the

Grand at the first matinee performance on
Christmas Day.

Junior League Members Aid
Holliday's Campaign

The Junior League of Columbia, S. C,
took over the exploitation of the midnight
matinee of "The Black Pirate" at the Im-
perial Theatre in that city in return for

a cut-in on the receipts for a local charity.

Two members of the League performed an
exhibition dance and the South Carolina

University orchestra contributed a musical

feature for the show.

Members of the League also painted post-

ers, obtained publicity for the show in

society columns of local newspapers and
also acted as ushers, doormen and cashiers

for the performance. They further boosted
receipts by selling candy in the lobby and
distributing heralds.

(First National) at the Blue Mouse Theatre, Seat-

from the three-sheet—superimposed on compo
panel
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Mystery Messages Publicize "Magician»

Letter From Captive
Woman Played Up By
Grand Junction Paper

MISS MAUD BURFORD, one of the

few women theatre managers in

the country, recently put on a fine

campaign for "The Magician," when it

played at the Avalon Theatre, Grand Junc-

tion, Colo.

Three days preceding the picture's open-

ing, a story appeared in The Daily Sentinel

referring to a note signed "Marguerite"
which had been found and turned over to

Sheriff Collier for investigation. The mes-

sage indicated that the girl was in distress

because held as a captive at the laboratory

of Oliver Haddo, an eccentric Magician
possessed with the hallucination that it was
within his power to produce life by com-

bining certain chemicals with the blood of

a virgin girl. After a supposed search for

the couple had been in progress for two
days, Haddo declared himself to the au-

thorities by way of a note stating: "You
should know that it is useless as well as

dangerous to meddle in my affairs"—which,

incidentally, is a sub-title from "The Ma-
gician." Haddo followed this with another

note announcing that he and Marguerite
would cast their reflections on the screen

of the Avalon Theatre at a definite time,

the day the picture was to open. Sheriff

Collier was informed of the stunt in ad-

vance and permitted the use of his name.

Bath Tub on Truck Vehicle

for Ballyhoo Men
Manager Walter League used a clever

street ballyhoo to advertise "We're in the

Navy Now" when that film played at the

Victory Theatre, Denver, Colo.

A bath tub on a four-wheeled platform
was towed all over the city by a Ford
roadster. Alongside the bath tub were
two sailors dressed in their white uniforms;
one playing a clarinet and the other a

saxophone.

Attractive jewelry window store display featuring a tie-in with the presentation of "The Magician"

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) at the Avalon Theatre in Grand Junction, Colo.

Sioux Falls Boy Scouts Use "Reg-
ular Scout" in Membership Drive
A MEMBERSHIP drive by the Boy
** Scouts of America has been launched
in Sioux Falls, S. D., in co-operation with

exploitation for the showing at the Princess

Theatre in that city of "A Regular Scout,"
F.B.O.'s latest "exploitation feature." The
picture will show during Christmas Week,
thus having the advantage of a campaign
which started weeks ahead of the presenta-

tion and which will continue through the
engagement at the Princess.

Announcement of the play date of "A
Regular Scout" was made simultaneously

with the disclosure of the complete plans

for the membership drive at a meeting of

Scout Executives and members of Troops
2 and 3 in Calvary Cathedral. The meeting
responded with enthusiasm to the announce-
ment that Scouts themselves would become
motion picture actors in the production of

a local movie called "Me and My Chum."
Tliis production is being sponsored by Sam
Cornish, owner and manager of the Princess
Theatre.

At the meeting word was received from
From Thomson giving encouragement to

the campaign. M. J. Weisfeldt, Division
Manager of Film Booking Offices co-oper-
ated with Cornish in putting the stunt
over.

Fred Thomson, who is a member of the
national organization, and his horse Silver
King, stars of the picture, are being widely
exploited.

Marquee lights and lobby stands featuring special posters constitute the sum of all the house bill-
ing for features presented at the Fifth Avenue Theatre in Seattle, photo of ivhich appears above

with the display made for First National's "Don Juan's 3 Nights"
TIFFANXW"

Exchanges Bver/w/iers
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Highlights of a remarkable campaign waged in Richmond, Va., for the showing of Educational's "The Blue Boy" which was starred as one of the

main features of the program which opened the new Capitol Theatre in that city. Illustrations above show, on the left a window in one of the

leading department stores, featuring a reproduction of the Gainsborough painting; center, the tie-up between the theatre and Hearn-OverlandKnight,

Inc., motor car dealers; right, the lobby display at the Capitol

Merchant Displays and News-
paperAds Feature"TheBlueBoy"
WHEX the Capitol Theatre, Richmond,

Va., made its auspicious bow to the

public on November 8, it no doubt estab-

lished a record for Short Feature exploita-

tion, that for "class" never before has

been surpassed. Educational's second Ro-

mance Production, "The Blue Boy," which

is done in Technicolor, was handled in every

respect as a long Eeature, and was accorded

an exceptional amount of program and

newspaper mention as well as some of the

outstanding exploitation tie-ups with local

merchants.

Reproductions of Gainsborough's famous

painting, "The Blue Boy" were placed in

the mosl prominent stores in the city. Out-

standing among these were a number of

florists who gave the picture center position

in their windows and surrounded it with

huge banks of chrysanthemums, all of which

later were removed to the theatre's foyer

where they remained for the entire opening

week. This display occasioned many "ohs"
and "ahs" from the patrons as they en-

tered and left the magnificent showplace.

An effective arrangement also was made
with the Eearn Overland Knight, Inc., auto-

mobile distributors, who exploited "The
Blue Boy" in conjunction with a beautiful

new blue car. A window display was used

and the automobile, as it toured the street-,

carried a banner with the wording, "Both
prize winners, Blue Boy and Capitol Thea
ire." This concern also used large display

pace in a special Capitol Theatre section

of the Richmond Times-Dispatch in the

Sunday issue prior to the opening.

Another window display was secured in

the < rreenl ree -tore ,-it one of Richmond 's

most prominent corners and this display

carried a large reproduction of the painting

as did the others.

Because of this concerted effort on the

part of the Capitol Theatre's executives,

Roy P. Rosser and C. S. Langue, "The
Blue Boy" stood out as a prominent factor

of the opening, and was later accorded

many favorable newspaper and personal

comments.

Screen Revivals Subject of

"4 Horsemen" Contest
An easy contest on the subject of motion

picture revivals was the novel basis for

Manager Emmett Sorg's advertising for

the presentation of "The Four Horsemen"
at the Paramount Theatre,, Ogden, Utah.

The Standard-Examiner publicized the

Revival Essay contest. The contest angle

was: 'Why hould the Screen Classics Be
Revived?" and cash prizes as well as

tickets were offered the winners. The fre-

quent successful revivals of "The Four
Horsemen" was the featured angle in all

of the theatre's publicity for this engage-

ment of the picture.

Pat McGee Stages Treasure

Hunt for "Black Pirate"
Manager Pal Met ice took the treasure

hunt idea, which has come hack with re-

newed life and force as an exploitation

device in connection with "The Black

Pirate," and made it register as one of the

besl 3tunts recently staged in Oklahoma
City when he presented the Fairbanks pro-

duction at the Criterion Theatre. McGee

hooked up the hunt with 23 Main Street

merchants and the Oklahoma Xews.

The Thursday issue of the Xews out-

lined the full instructions regarding the

Treasure Hunt to take place the following

day, together with 23 boxes to represent

the 23 merchants in the tie-up.

In the many ads scattered throughout the

Thursday's issue could be found a number
corresponding to each box. After locating

these numbers it was necessary to turn

back to the instruction page and fill in the

merchants' names in the spaces allotted

for this purpose. On cards in the windows
of the 23 stores participating in the "Black
I 'irate Treasure Hunt," one could find ex-

planatory phrases that would urive clues

to the words to be filled in the boxes.

When the words were placed in the
-paces, by reading down in numerical order
the information would direct you to the
hidden treasure.

When you arrived at the solution and
learned the location of the treasure, it was
neoessary to take the slip to "The Black
Pirate," who was on guard at the treasure

chest. If the boxes were completely filled

m and correct he issued a key redeemable
tor a valuable award at one of the stores

participating in "The Black Pirate Treas-
ure Hunt."

Suspenders Featured in Ads
for "So's Your Old Man"
Manager .lame- Cartledge enlisted the

services of ten newsboys to exploit "So's
Your Old Man" when that tilm showed at

the Alhambra Theatre. Charlotte, X. C.

Each afternoon during the showing of the

picture, these newsboys wore suspenders
with a card hanging on their backs reading,

"So's Your did Man—Alhambra Now."
Suspenders were used on all one-sheet mats.
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THE CHECK-UP
Weekly Edition of Exhibitors

9 Box Office Reports

Productions listed are

new pictures on which

reports were not avail-

able previously.

KEY—The first column following the name of the feature represents the num-
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair" ; the third the number who considered
it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,

obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together and divided by the number
of reports, giving the average percentage—a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be

taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up.

For ratings on current

and older releases see

MOTION PICTURE
NEWS—first issue of

each month.

Title of Picture Title of Picture

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Ace of Cads : . . .

.

—
Campus Flirt, The —
Cat's Pajamas, The —
Eagle of the Sea, The —
Kid Boots —
Lady of the Harem, The 1

Popular Sin, The —
Quarterback —
So's Your Old Man —
We're in the Navy Now —
You'd Be Surprised 2

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Adorable Deceiver, The —
Her Honor, the Governor 1

FIRST NATIONAL
Forever After —
Mismates —
Syncopating Sue —
FOX
Blue Eagle, The 1

Great K. & A. Robbery, The.. -

M idnight Kiss, The —
Return of Peter Grimm, The . . —
i

1 6 — 66 7,786 Ft
16 9 81 6,702 Ft

1 9 3 75 5,863 Ft
1 4 — 64 7,250 Ft
2 16 1 68 5,650 Ft

4 11 — 59 5,717 Ft
1 4 — 64 6,244 Ft

15 9 81 7,114 Ft
4 1 76 6,347 Ft
2 6 93 5,519 Ft

4 7 — 53 5,994 Ft

1 4 64 4,879 Ft
2 3 2 64 6,709 Ft

•

4 1 76 6,330 Ft
3 8 — 62 6,905 Ft
2 8 — 64 6,770 Ft

1 5 59 6,200 Ft
1 3 1 66 4,800 Ft
2 3 — 58 5,025 Ft
1 4 — 64 6,961 Ft

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Boy Friend, The 3
Gay Deceiver, The 2
Gigolo —
La Boheme 1

Love's Blindness —
Temptress, The —

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Young April —

UNIVERSAL
Midnight Sun, The —
Old Soak, The —
Runaway Express, The 1

Take It From Me 3

Yellow Back, The 2

WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific —
My Official Wife —
Private Izzy Murphy —

10

5

5

13

3

6

7

10

3

7

4

57
55
61

72
58
82

68
70
59
63
51

2 73
1 70
3 83

5,584 Ft.

6,624 Ft.

7,295 Ft.

8,781 Ft.

6,023 Ft.

8,221 Ft.

64 6,858 Ft.

8,767 Ft.

7,445 Ft.

5,865 Ft.

6,649 Ft.

4,766 Ft.

6,954 Ft.

7,846 Ft.

7,889 Ft.

FILL IN THIS BLANK AND MAIL TO—

Motion Picture News, Inc., Date,

729 7th Ave., New York City

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box office angle, with the following pictures, same to be used in compilation

of your "The Check Up." It is expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE DISTRIBUTED BY WEATHER
CONDITION

REPORT

Big, Good, Fair, Poor

Class of patronage., Theatre.

Population of Town., City. State..
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted
AT LI BEET V - Theatre

manager, 10 years' experi-

ence, -lust finished with

Stanley Co. of America

Besl of references. Married.

Go anywhere. Box 4."), Mo-

tion Picture News, New York

City.

WANTED by experienced

showman theatre to lease;

option to buy ;
town without

competition. Address Box
85, Motion Picture News.

New York City.

FOR SALE—

.

r
>f>0 Barrell

back upholstered chairs; two
Powers machines; late G. E.

Mazda lamp equipment; ex-

haust fans, etc. John Blum,

156 West 50th St., New York.

RAFFLES with John Bar-

rymore good used or new
print wanted. Will pay rea-

sonable price. Box 90, Mo-
tion Picture News. New York
City.

FOR RENT—Building 66-

x!32, easily remodeled into

movie theatre, centrally lo-

cated in Omaha. Long term

lease, low rental to respon-

sible tenant. N. P. Dodge &

Company, 2042 Harney,
( tin. i ha, Nebraska.

ORGANIST —Thoroughly
experienced picture player.

Complete library. Reliable

reference. At liberty Janu-

ary first. Buberl Muck, 109

E. First Street. Dhrichsville,

Ohio.

OPERATOR wants posi-

tion near Chicago. Six years

experience in deluxe houses.

Best recommendations. A.

W.. .Motion Picture News.

845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ORGANIST: Experienced,

desires change from presenl

location. Can furnish besl of

references. South preferred

but not essential. Address

Organist, 740 Cramer St..

Milwaukee, Wise.

AT LIBERTY — Expe-

rienced theatre organisl

wishes to locate in first-class

house. Can be featured. S.

J., Motion Picture News,
845 S. Wabash, Chicago.

ORGANIST — Northern
states. Only theatres with
first-class organs, wanting
first-class organ work need
apply. Fair salary expected.

Finest references. Address
Box 35, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

Equipment For Sale

CLOTH BANNERS : $1.40,

3 x 10 feet, 3 colors, any copy
up to ten words; one day
service ; sent anywhere ; also

Bargain Paper Banners.

Associated Advertisers, 111

W. 18th St., Kansas City,

Mo.

FOR SALE — Lacking
warehouse space compels
rebuilt Wurlitzers, Seeburgs,

Reproducos and Fotoplayer
organs. No reasonable offer

refused. Write immediately
for full particulars. A. R.,

Motion Picture News, 845 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 300 opera

chairs, two Powers machines,

screen, wall fans, ticket ma-
chines, ticket chopper, etc.

Will sell cheap. Address
Box 830, Motion Picture

News, New York City.

EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed re-

built Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, op-

era chairs, generators,

screens, etc. Supplies and
complete equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.

Special bulletin free. Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Co.,

.Memphis, Tenn.

I
AS OUTSTANDING AMONG JYUTtfTi^PI»]fV

PICTURES AS IS OUR " 7i\2ASllTl2U&i"
:

i untrv ammngiotHmm Bt*-w ..•"—- ^-"

HOOT GIBSON

• *'
;rc;nT;'iAS* :t«:'

4'|iWWiquWtWIWCWW

LIBERTY

SLAMINC
r FROWJiR

Thousand* of lnlian<

1KHH GIBSON
ttOOTtp.

WeH.. m Sr. T«rt

•i trio Tofr

[.nvc and Romance - Drama - ThrilU \cti«n RECULAB PWCKS HBRB

A f.k..«™i Fp.f ol RJMtkali I*'' rmihr. * >"!*' Wfrtmi >»» Ko»w"' Tfcnifer AH to

Tttii itl<- PERFORMANCES SI

iction: Indian fights, the sweep of the ever picturesque

"great open spaces," were the elements stressed in dis-

Equipment Wanted pl°y newspaper ads which featured theatre campaigns

on Vnicer sal's "The I'laming Frontier." In the selec-

tion of ads reproduced here may he found some inter-

esting adaptations of press book suggestions carried out

with stock cuts. The displays shown were used by the

following theatres: Vantages. Fort Worth; Strand. Des

Moines: Liberty. Kansas City; Capitol. Newark: Rialto,

Waterbury. and Alhambra. Milwaukee.

WE offer highest cash

prices for second-hand ma-
chines, opera chairs, compen-
sarcs, motor generators, port-

able projectors, etc. Write
us first. Monarch Theatre
Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn.
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Laugh Month Entertainment
on Pathe Short Program

LAUGH month material and en-

tertainment is offered in the

Pathe short subject program
for the week of December 26th. Both
Mack Sennett and Hal Roach have
two-reeler presentations, the former
in "Forty-Five Minutes from Holly-
wood," and the latter in "Flirty Four-
Flushers." The other releases of the

week include the sixth chapter of the

Patheserial, "The House Without a

Key;" "Where Friendship Ceases," one
of the Aesop Film Fables; "With the

Wind," a Grantland Rice Sportlight;

Topics of the Day, number 52; Pathe
Review, number 52 and two issues of

Pathe News, Numbers 2 and 3.

"Forty-Five Minutes from Holly-
wood" has Glenn Tryon in the fea-

tured role and Rube Clifford, Sue O'-

Neill and Charlotte Mineay in the cast.

It was directed by Fred L. Guiol.

"Flirty Four-Flushers" is a Mack
Sennett with Madeline Hurlock and
B'lly Bevan in the leading roles and
a support including Vernon Dent, Ruth
Taylor, William Blystone and William
McCall. It was directed by Eddie
Cline.

Minn. Exhib. Successful With
Pathe Comedy Circus Bill
H. X. Turner of the Family Theatre at

Pine City, Minn., recently tried out the

Pathe all comedy circus program, and in

his own words "(lid two nights of good
business."

Turner had a five-reel feature in "Stop,
Look and Listen," starring Larry Semon,
and two two-reel comedies, an "Our Gang"
and a Ma,ek Sennett comedy. To exploit

these lie secured cuts and made out circus

heralds. The ushers were dressed in clown
suits and the popcorn girl as an animal
trainer. Exhibitor Turner stood at the

door and impressed the ticket purchasers
with his long-tailed coat and silk plug hat
and his vociferous announcement of where
to buy tickets for the big show. Sample
packages of Cracker Jack from manufac-
turer were passed out between the "Our
Gang" comedy and the feature attraction.

Cracker Jack was in baskets as at a circus,

all the lights were turned on and the
music was rendered loudly and furiously
while those who did the distributing of the

confection made all the noise thev could.

Max Asher Signed to Appear
in Dooley Comedies

Max Asher, who had a principal role in

a recent feature production which had the
Navy as its locale, has been signed by Al
Christie to appear in future Billy Dooley
comedies now in for Educational release

under the direction of William Watson.
Vera Steadman, who has appeared in previ-
ous sailor comedies starring Dooley, will

appear as leading lady.

Pathe Offers Laugh Line-Up
Roach and Sennett Comedies and Terry

Cartoons Contribute to Laugh Month

IN
line with the second celebration of

Laugh Month a specially selected list

of comedies is offered by Pathe. For
this annual event five Hal Roach and four
Mack Sennett comedies are programmed,
while one of Harold Lloyd's laugh-getters

will be re-issued during January.

The Lloyd re-issue comes to exhibitors

on January 2 and in it Bebe Daniels has

the leading feminine role. On the same
hill is '•Anything Once," Mabel Normand '-

third starring vehicle since her return to

the screen. Hal Roach Avas the producer.

On January 9 an "Our Gang" comedy
is slated in conjunction with Alice Day's
latest starring picture, "Pass the Dump-
lings." As Pathe rates these two consid-

erably above the Roach and Sennett stand-

ards they were selected as particularly ap-

propriate for the merry month of January.

Next on the release schedule comes "Crazy
to Act," accompanied by "Two Time Ma-
ma." The latter is a Hal Roach comedy
with Glenn Tryon in the principal role.

Ben Turpin appear- in "A Hollywood He-
ro" and Mabel Xorniand in a new comedy
release.

In addition to the product enumerated
above Pathe will also issue the regular

weekly Aesop's Film Fables by Paul Ter-

ry, while Topics of the Day will draw it-

share of mirth. Two Grantland Rice

Sportlights and four numbers of Pathe Re-
view complete the Pathe schedule for Laugh
Month.

Universal' s Joy Week Product
Theatres to Celebrate Period Which

Starts December 24 With Comedy Runs

THE week beginning December '24th

will be celebrated by theatres as Uni-

versal Joy Week, it is announced from
the company's quarters. This is an annual
institution and gives the exhibitor an op-

portunity to brighten up the holiday pro-

grams by means of all-comedy shows.

The product available for Joy Week in-

cludes '

' The Collegians '

' series, conceived

by Carl Laemmle, Jr., and directed by Wes-
ley Ruggles with George Lewis starred and
Dorothy Gulliver as the heroine. Many
pretty girls are used as extras. Another
series which can be secured is the George
McManus cartoons, "The Newlyweds and
Their Baby," of which there are eight

ready, including a special Christmas pic-

ture titled, "Snookum's Merry Christina-."
Other comedy offerings for Joy Week in-

clude the Buster Brown Comedies, the "Let
George Do It" comedies, the W. C. Tut-'

tie Western comedies, the Gump comedies,

the Charles Puffy and Neely Edwards one-

reel comedies, the "Excuse Maker" come-
dies and the "What Happened to Jane"
two-reelei-

s.

Exhibitors have their choice of from six

to a dozen of each of the aforementioned
series. Special Joy Week one-sheets are

being given away by Universal for this

period. Ample advertising material is at

hand in the Universal exchanges on all the
subjects available for booking.

a
Kitty From Killarney" New
Alice Day Sennett Comedy
Alice Day, Mack Sennett star in her own

series of two-reel comedies, lias the role
of an Irish emigrant in "Kitty From
Killarney," her latest Pathe release.

150 FIRST RUNS -WEEK DEC. 26
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Resume of Current News Weeklies
_;t

KINOGRAMS NO. 5247: Washington, D.C.
—Last session of 69th Congress begins

with new Senators in attendance; Nice, France
—Landslide crushes villages near here, with
cost of many lives; Schreiberhau, Germany

—

Show sport season begins, skaters and bob-
fielders making most of ideal setting; Oyama,
Japan—First pictures of weird and ancient

Afuri food festival; New York City—Pader-
ewski arrives for new tour of America—other
arrival-: Philadelphia— .Motion picture indus-
try and his countless friends mourn death of
Jules Mastbaum; Paris, France—Midinettes
race across Paris in annual contest and throngs
turn out to see them ; In the Atlantic—Aboard

ishing fleet during the first hard storm of
the winter—Ice-covered schooners arrive at

Boston ; Crockett. Cal.—Work under way on
longest highway bridge in world; Los Angeles
-—Santa arrives, reindeer and all, and gets
hearty welcome.

KINOGRAMS XO. 5248: Hankow, China—
More British warships arrive to guard for-

eign interests during civil strife—Cantonese
troops drill ; Los Angeles—Trudy Ederle tries

waters of Catalina Channel, scene of Coming
big water marathon; Brooklyn—Oil ship ex-
plosion shakes metropolis; Xew York—Re-
markable model of palace of Titania, fairy

queen, put on view. Los Angeles—Hula hula
girls from Hawaii make beach look like Wai-
kiki—their friends at real Waikiki do some
skilful surfboard riding; Xew York City—Some
of Santa's best tx>3 maker- are city's aged
workers, all of them over seventy; In the

ras—Winter sports in full swing even in

California.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL, No. 100:
1 Los Angeles, Cal.—Parachute jumper records
his thrills in movies

; Clason Point, N. Y.

—

( rerman champion adds fourteen members to
the canine police force; Near Nice, France

—

Xew landslides menace beautiful Riviera vil-

lages; Xew York City— Folding portable row-
boat latest in water craft; Xear Banff, Canada
—Winter's arrival drives wild life to haunts of
man

: Provincetown, Mass.—Storm tosses
wrecked schooner on shore; Baltimore, Md.

—

Private cars bring maimed children to see

"Mike and Ike" Stern
Series for 1927

MIKE and Ike," Rube Gold-
berg's comic strip, is to be
converted by Stern Bros,

into a high-class comedy series. The
Sterns and Goldberg completed ar-
rangements several months ago but
official announcement of production
plans were not announced until this
week. Charles King and Charles
Dorety, the two comedians who will
portray the title roles, have perfected
an identical make-up so that "they
look alike."

Ethlyne Clari and Madalynne Field
appear in the series and it is also
expected that Thelma Daniels will be
cast in succeeding two-reelers. Work
has been finished on the first of the
series under the direction of Francis
Corby. Roland Asher, gag-man and
comedy story writer, has been en-
gaged by the Stern Bros, to adapt
the Goldberg character to the screen
while Goldberg, it is said, will join
the production forces at the Stern
studio this winter and co-operate in
the screen adaptation of his work.

magician Thurston as guests of Hearst news-
papers; Jerusalem, Palestine—The new Jewish
.Nation's first crop of babies: Mount Vesuvius,
Italy—-Vesuvius in action again after long
period of rest.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL XO. 101:
1 Albany, X.Y.—Ten-story building moved in

record-breaking time ; Pierre, S.D.—Saving
buffalo herds from winter's ravages ; Off Nee-
bish Island, Mich.—Great fleet of ships free

from ice prison; Berlin, Germany—How- to

keep your baby healthy the coming year ; San
Pedro, Cal.—Japanese medals for 'round-the-
world fliers; Colorado Springs, Colo.—College
boys stage very wet tug of war; Oregon City,

Ore.—River on wild rampage threatens big
mills. San Francisco, Cal.—'Xew safety first

lessons for thoughtless drivers; Miami, Fla.

—

Miami performs miracle erasing hurricane's
scars ; Merry Christmas ! International News-
reel joins this theatre in wishing the most joy-
ous of holidays: Indianapolis, IncL—Heart of
city turned into Santa Clans land ; Race Point,
Mass.—Coast guardsmen ride buoy through
roaring surf.

PATHE NEWS, XO. 100: Washington, D.C.
—Sixty-ninth Congress reassembles; Ort-

ing, Wr

ash.—Harvest of Yuletide firs begins to
supply kiddies' demand for big Christmas morn-
ing; Washington, D.C.—Ogden Mills appointed
Under Secretary of Treasury; West Point, N.
Y.—Wins favor of young royalty ; Washington.
D.C.—Returns with report on Philippines ; New
York City—Adopts new means to combat ban-
dits; Xew York City—Metropolis feels winter's
grip ; Woolaton, Eng.—Coal miners throng back-

to work as leaders discuss strike settlement

:

Kansas City, Mo.—Golf "hounds" course o'er
hill and dale; Southern Europe—Great damage
caused by floods and landslide; Denver, Colo.

—

Santa Claus comes to town, reindeer and all;

Newark, Y.J.—Xew Brunswick High captures
interscholastic state title; Huntington, W. Va.

—

Williamson High wins state interscholastic grid
title ; Atlanta, Ga.—Honor Governor Walker on
Arbor Da<\

DAT I lb; YFAVS, NO. 101: Sault Ste. Marie,
1 Mich—Shipping fleet trapped in ice floi :s

;

Rio De Janeiro, Brazil—Hold brilliant Presi-
dential inauguration; San Antonio, Texas

—

Learn to "fly on the ground" ; Washington, D.C.
—Denby testifies at Fall-Doheny trial ; Chicago,
111.—U. S. Senator McKinley dies; Xaples, Italy

—Vesuvius pours fire from new lava crater

;

Los Angeles, Cal.—Xotre Dame noses out Uni-
versity of Southern California: Pekin, China

—

Chang Tso-lin rallies northern war lords as

Cantonese foe triumphs; Provincetown, Mass.

—

drives three-masted schooner ashore; St.

Paul, Minn.—Santa Clans back in town ; Craw -

Isville, Ind.—Wabash College in-tall- new-

head.

p.Vmr NEWS NO. KL': San Antonio,
* Tex.—Groom amphibian Navy planes for

Pan-American flight; Cairo. I grypl -Egyptian
Parliament convenes with brilli.mt display;

Ft. MacArthur, Cal.—Japan decorates U. S.

fliers. Catalina Island, Cal.—Gertrude Ederle
begins training for Catalina Island swim:
Brooklyn, X.Y.—Oil tanker blast rocks city:

Niagara Falls, Out.—Elected Mayor for sixth

term; Yew York City Some of the big

people in town bold Charleston match; Kal-
gan, China—China's "Christ: tl" builds

up army morali : New York City—Sai
workshop, kepi busy as Yuletide season ncars;
St. Moritz, Switzerland—Sports season opens
amid scenes of winter Y> rnon, Tex.

: Xew York
i

. ! ort Lee
an; Ubany, X.Y.

I apart-
ment house mi ived to new site.

FOX NEWS, VOL. 8, XO. 20: Australia-
Melbourne Cup racing carnival, one of great

holidays of Antipodes, draws a crowd of 150,000;
In the Sport World—Paolino Uzcudun, box-
ing champ of Spain, comes to U. S. seeking
ring title; Vermont—Green Mountains yield

their seasonal harvest- of Christmas trees for
shipment all over I". S. : Chicago 111.—The
pick of half-million boys and girls of Corn
Belt compete for title of most perfect ; Paris

—

Cameraman pays visit to studio of Van Dogen,
famed portrait painter of France's society

women; St. Louis, Mo.—Footwear styles for
next year for well-dressed women are exhibited
at National Fashion Pageant : Xew Jersey

—

How the State protects vast pine areas against

ravages of "Red Devil" or forest fire.

FOX NEWS, VOL.8, NO. 21: Washington,
D.C.—Xation's Legislators assemble beneath

dome of snow-covered Capitol; Buenos Aires

—

Fencing experts from all parts of world gather
at Circle de L'Epee for exhibition of their

skill ; Salida, Dolo.—Largest trout of season,

weighing &y> pounds, is caught in river at

foot of snow-clad Mt. Shavano;- Miami

—

—Florida prepares for season with ex-
hibition of what milady will wear on her
southern sojourn; .Brittany—Thrilling feat is

that of exchanging crew s on lonely Ar-Meii
Light, 30 miles off coast of France. Osaka.
Japan—One of prettiest fetes in this land of
festivals is dance of children before Surftiyoshi

shrine; Honolulu—Hawaii is a land where hats
grow on trees—here's the way native girls buy
their millinery ; Xew York City—Record snow-
fall cripples traffic—but transforms metropolis

into fairyland.

FOX XEWS, VOL. 8, XO. 22 : Great Lake.
—Hundreds of vessels are held fast in chan-

nels and harbors by vast ice floes ; Oakland.
Cal.—World's most powerful reflector, designed

for ocean liners to pierce heaviest fogs, is test-

ed ; Germany—Lakes of Mecklenburg yield their

thousands of "Christmas carp" to be shipped all

over nation; England—The girls of Oxford
and Reading Colleges hold first rowing race on
Thames—Oxford crews ; Camden. X. J.—Treas-
ury Department adds thirty-three speedy patrol

boats to "Dry Navy" to aid in war on rum
running; Paris—Hundreds of midinettes, the

shop girls of Rue de la Paix. race across city

on St. Catherine's; Niagara Falls—Jack Frost

foremost of Xature's staff of artists, calls at

Falls to try his hand at landscaping ; Venice

—

One of most beautiful cities in all Italy is

"Queen of the Adriatic," now a mecca for

tourists ; New York City—Throngs in metrop-
olis heed cry. "shop early!"—and here's the

way it looked to a cameraman.

Feminine Leads Numerous in

Educational Christie's

Many leading ladies appear in the cur-

rent comedies being filmed at the Christie

Studios for Educational.

The only leading lady to he definitely

assigned to one star comedian this year is;

France- Lee, who has appeared opposite
Bobby Vernon in all his new comedies.

Thelma Daniel- and Natalie Joyce have Ap-

peared .-i- second feminine lead- in two of
the Vernon comedies.

Edna Marion plays opposite Neal Burns
in "The Daffy Dill" and "Dodging
Trouble." Violet Bird ami Evelyn Fran-
cisco were leading ladie- in "Uppercuts,"
featuring .lack Duffy, charlotte Merriam
played the feminine lead in '•Beauty A La
Mud," which starred Jimmie Adams. Vera
Steadman took the principal feminine roles

in "Shell Socked" and "Wild and Woo-
.'" starring Jimmie Adams. Miss Stead-

man will appear a- Billy Dooley's leading
lady in his forthcoming star comedy, as

yei untitled. Molly Malone appeared in

the first of the Billy Doolej series, "A Dip-

py Tar"
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Exhibitors Lining Up for Laugh Month
Many Will Try for Prizes; Theatre Men Urged to Start Campaign

Immediately; Numerous Advertising Suggestions Offered

SCORES of exhibitors are going' to try

to capture prizes in the Laugh Month
Exploitation Contest this year, accord-

ing to indications reaching the headquar-
ters of the National Laugh Month Commit-
tee. Attracted by the possibility of winning
cash awards for themselves as well as in-

creased business and prestige for their thea-

tres, dozens of exhibitors already have sig-

nified their intention of putting on exploita-

tion campaigns boosting Laugh Month in

general and short subjects in particular

during January.
An example of the tenor of the majority

of letters and entries already received is

the communication of Haring & Blumen-
thal, with offices at 1440 Broadway, New
York, and controlling several first-run thea-

tres in Northern New Jersey. David Schaef-
fer, of that organization, writes

:

"We want to state that not only do we
endorse Laugh Month as a great box-office

attraction, but also a great move to im-
press the importance of short subjects on
the public.

"We participated 100 per cent last year,

through which efforts we captured one of

the first prizes offered for the best ex-

ploitation campaign. We wall try to double
our efforts this year, if same is possible."

The Committee points out that the ex-

hibitor who intends to participate in Laugh
Month should begin laying his plans as

early as possible—no later than NOW, if

he has not already started. In connection
with this thought, several exploitation ideas,

most of which are elaborated upon in the
Laugh Month press sheet, are suggested as

requiring immediate attentoon by the show-
man.
For instance, as soon as he reads this,

the exhibitor can plan to dress the inside

of his house for Laugh Month. He can
clothe his ushers or usherettes in clown
costumes, and they can carry on their belts

a small show-card placard announcing the
big comedy carnival. He can have his sign
painter make "HA" and "HO" compo
board cut-out signs in various sizes, from
a foot high to six or seven feet high, in as-

sorted colors. These he can hang about the
theatre anywhere he sees fit, spreading them
around liberally, and standing the biggest
ones in selected spots on the floor. These
signs can be moved outside the theatre and
around the front when the proper time
comes.

On his screen he should start running the
Laugh Month trailer or slide. The trailer

is not long enough to become tiresome even
if run for two weeks or more. In itself it

contains a good laugh.

He can begin work on other exploitation.

Suggested ideas are the use of "Laughing
Records." They are known as "Okey
Laughing Records" and can be obtained at

almost any phonograph store. The Colum-
bia and Victor people also issue laughing-
records. These can be placed in a phono-
graph with a repeat attachment and the ap-
paratus set up behind a cut-out poster of a
laughing face. Both the one-sheet and three-
sheet Laugh Month posters are adaptable to

this stunt.

There are manv angles to the idea of con-

King Features Syndicate
Boosting Laugh Month
ANOTHER indication that the

Laugh Month idea is rapidly
" assuming a national scope, is

found in the fact that King Features
Syndicate, which serves hundreds of

newspapers with comic strips, pages
and humorous columns, has tied up
with the National Laugh Month
Committee and is behind the Laugh
Month 100' ! .

The organization is circularizing ev-

ery one of its accounts with special

material—letters, broadsides, thumb-
nail mats, etc. This means that Laugh
Month material will be syndicated in

two thousand newspapers through the
United States.

ducting laughing contests. One in particular

is the stunt of offering an award to any
man or woman who can sit through your
show without laughing. This is a good gag
for the audience as well as for the exhibi-

tor. Another angle is to conduct a laugh-

ing contest on your stage, offering awards
to folks having the most natural laugh. If

you can put this over it will prove a

"woav. " Still another phase is to "plant"
one of those high-pitched, shrieking laugh-

ers in your audience. This is really worth
while in getting your audience worked up
to laughing heartily.

The foregoing are only a few ideas that

the showman can starting working on NOW.
The National Laugh Month Committee

also announces that a full line of special

Laugh Month accessories is now available

to exhibitors who are going to participate
in Laugh Month—January. In connection
with its announcement of the accessories

available, the Committee states that exhibi-

tors will be supplied with any or all of the
special Laugh Month mats FREE. Cuts of

these illustrations, which are adaptable for

use in newspaper ads, heralds, theatre pro-
grams, etc., will be furnished exhibitors at

cost.

There are fifteen special Laugh Month
mats, running in size from a small thumb-
nail up to eight columns. If the exhibitor

wants mats at once he can obtain them
WITHOUT COST from the Western News-
paper Union, with offices at 210 South Des-

plaines St., Chicago; 239 West 39th St..

New York, and 500 Howard St., San Fran-
cisco. The exhibitor should write to the

office nearest him, requesting that the mats
l/e sent.

The flashy Laugh . Month banners are

printed on canvas in two colors. They are

ten feet long by three feet deep, and are

equipped with five eyelets for hanging. The
cost is $1.25 each. The cloth pennants are

29 inches deep, printed in assorted colors,

and have eyelets for hanging. The price is

12 cents each. Three-sheet posters in color

sell for 27 cents each, and one-sheets for

15 cents each. Banners, posters and pen-

nants should be ordered from the Sweeney
Lithograph Company, Belleville, N. J.

Trailers boosting Laugh Month (a laugh
in themselves) will be furnished free on
request by regular users of the service of

National Screen Service, Inc. The cost of

the trailer to non-users of service is $1.00.

Regular users may merely request the

Laugh Month trailer of their booker; others

can obtain them from National Screen Ser-

vice, Inc., at any of the following addresses

:

126 West 46th St., Xew York; S45 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, or 1922 South Ver-

mont Ave., Los Angeles.
A special De Luxe Trailer will be sup-

plied to those theatres requesting it. Na-
tional Screen Service, at nominal cost, will

incoi'porate into this De Luxe Laugh Month
trailer the theatre's complete billing for

any given period during Laugh Month.
Merely send along your Laugh Month bill-

ings (the wording you want) with your or-

der to National Screen Service, Inc.

Laugh Month Buttons, a great bet for
the kids, with a laughing face printed in

maroon on a white background, may be ob-
tained from the Bastian Brothers Company,
Rochester, N. Y., at the following prices

:

500 for $4.50; 1,000 for $8.00; 2,500 at $7.75
per thousand ; 5,000 at $7.50 per thousand

;

10,000 at $7.25 per thousand.

will bring down
the house -

Al CHRKTIEt
THE

NERVOUS
WRICK

Ap.D.C.REUASE

150 FIRST RUNS ~WEEK DEC. 26
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""Have Courage"

i Educational-Billy Dooley—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

FOR the locale of this particular Billy Doo-
comedy, the sunny land of France is

en with a port where his battleship puts in

as the immediate scene for the monkey-shines
that take place. It was all due to the tendency

of the American, or any other sailor for that

i r, to flirt with the first pretty girl whom
Unfortunately this particular girl was

by a fierce and jealous gendarme. Jt was
inevitable then that when Billy Dooley and his

pal (even though he « i con tantly trying to

double-cross the somewhat trusting Billy) went
calling on Natalie Joyce that the aforesaid

larme, Vernon Dent, would create trouble.

He did. But that was not all, for Billy had
gotten himself involved in fights with other

Frenchmen so that when much against his will

he found himself at the duelling-grounds, he
was confronted by a small army of oppo-
nents. His logical choice of weapons was a

French seventy-live and what that did to his

opponents was plenty. The only trouble was
tba.t the backlirp drove Billy over the cliffside

onto an umbrella shading a tete-a-tete of Natalie
and Eddie Baker. Then too, the gendarme put

in an appearance to complicate matters still

further. But it was the French lieutenant in the

background whom she really loved after all.

The piece has a proper quota of situations

for the ex-vaudeville star to make his follow-
ers laugh, so one cannot be hypercritical in re-

gard to the literary merits of the piece. Wil-
liam Watson directed the following players in

the comedy: Billy Dooley (starred), Natalie

foyce, Eddie Baker, Yola D'Avril and Vernon
Dent.

"With the Wind"
(Pathe-Sportlight—One Reel)

STARTING with kites, Grantland Rice nat-

urally carries his followers through the
other sports in which wind plays an important
part. That means skating with a sail, ice

yachting, yachting with models and larger

craft, and even motor boating with an air pro-
to increase the speed of the boat. You

may judge from the above enumeration of sub-
jects how effective pictorially this particular

release of the Grantland Rice series is. It

the same interesting co-operation of sub-
ject-selection and good photography that has

i the series the success that it is. And
during this period of the year when so many of

these sports are impossible in northern climes,

is a certain satisfaction in seeing them
pictured <m a moving-picture screen.—PAUL
THOMPSON.

"The Battling Kangaroo"
I unney's Crown Not in Any Danger

THE road mi" true love lies no more smooth
in the circus world than in ordinary walk ol

life, if we ma I ISt this fox animal com d)

of Hewlett Benjamin and Edward Mai
\nd there is no valid reason wh\ we should
not. Mild-cd Jul walker, is

id to the villain of the circus and
her own life, b au her father owes him i >n<

and di illars. This is ju

\1 Kaufman, the villain

ho can ta] threi
i unds with him.

Sweetheart l.ige Conley, I taxicab driver.

up to t!n task, but a boxing
kangaroo which he encounters on the steam
docks does. I [i in e, d( I the boxer and
villain and freedom for ' with presuma
hl\ in. iri iage to I igi

Lie that as it may, here is circus atmosphere
galore (even though it deals mostly with the

people of the sideshow). The use made of the

three escaping kangaroos is weird and wonder-
ful—with the aid of some trick photograph).
One kangaroo supplies the motive power for a

barrel in which he is confined and on top ol

which one of the characters rides through the

streets; two others replace the motor for the

taxicab, giving the latter their own peculiar

Australian jumpy motion. It is the wildest

sort of burlesque but is amusing and entertain-

ing and surely, no more than that can be asked.

The Cast : Lige Conley, Mildred June, Al

Kaufman, Sterling Halloway, George Grey. Di-

rector, Jules White. Supervisor, George E.

Marshall. Story and scenario, Hewlett Benja-

min and Edward Marshall.

Two reels ; released December 5, 1926.

"Much Mystery"

( Educational-Mermaid—Two Reels

)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THIS is a dramatization in pictures of the

Australian convict ship that visited this

country a few years ago, but with Chinese

trimmings. A slender plot serves to introduce

the boat, the conflict between the real owner
and Charlie Bong, alias Art Rowlands. The
latter wishes to retain possession of the boat

and so does everything in his power to scare

away George Davis, Estelle Bradley (the own-
er) and Phil Dunham, a friend. The Chinese
ship on which the visitors are subjected to every
conceivable device for inspiring terror is a veri-

table chamber of horrors. But the piece being

a comedy, the results are laugh-inspiring rather

than gruesome. Trap doors that drop the char-

acters from one deck to another, ceilings filled

with spikes that descend, screw-machines, racks,

stocks, guillotines, etc., etc. ; the devices are

almost too numerous to mention. Needless to

state the hero and heroine emerge at the end
unscathed with the villain and his tools worsted.

The cast: George White (featured), Estelle

Bradley, Phil Dunham, Art Rowlands, Jack
Lloyd. Directed by Stephen Roberts. Super-
vised by Jack White.

"Flirty Four Flushers"

(Pathe-Mack Sennett—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THE tale of a waitress in a cheap restaurant

who gets some money and decides to splurge

in a fashionable hotel. There she meets an-

other four-flushing adventurer and also an oil

millionaire and after these hectic adventures

des to return to the restaurant and the

honest love of the dish-washer. A simple tale

with great possibilities. It is important for

two things : the astonishingly-like Mabel Nor-
mand performance given by Madeline Hurlock
and the first appearance, as far as I know, of
I'.ilK Bevan, smooth-faced minus his paint-

brush moustache. Everyone seems to work aw-
fully hard to create laughter but their efforts

are not productive of results comparable with

the laboi expended. The oil man who is will-

ing to throw over his bride-to-be in favor of

the appealing Madeleine offers a fragmentary
bit of amusement, but the best moments in the

corned) an those in the restaurant. Madeline
and the customer, who is always crying for the

up , i citi foi ward pa •
i s with that bottle

wo thy of Richard Dix and the milk bottles

in "The Quarterback."

Vernon Dent, Ruth Taylor, William Blystone
and William McCall are the other supporting

under Eddie (line's direction

"Heavyation"
I In which Three F. B. O. Fat Men

Aviate)

< Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THE fat governor, his equally fat secretarj

and an adipose valet of equal or greater

weight, decide to visit the state insane asylum
to correct some reported wrongs. It is inevita-

ble that they should be mistaken for three

candidates for the asylum. But the inmates wel-

comed them, even if the superintendent would
not, and took them flying in three conve-

niently accessible aeroplanes near the asylum
grounds. Then followed some nose-spins, tail

dives and other aerial gymnastics that would
put to shame the greatest "circus" and "stunt"

flying of our best and most spectacular aviators

If any one thing could reduce the weight of

Messrs. Fatty Alexander, Kewpie Ross and Fat
Carr, the aforementioned trio, their experiences

in the air would. Vet, at the last glimpse af-

forded the spectator in this comedy film they

were panting, but still tipping the scale at the

same gross weight which earns them their

living. Accept the premise that the three ama-
teur aviators are nutty on the asylum grounds
and you can figure out for yourself how much
crazier they would be in the air, driving planes,

of the handling of which they were completely-

ignorant. You will get a certain number of

laughs out of the antics of the players and that

probably should suffice.

"45 Minutes from Hollywood"

(Pathe-Hal Roach—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

THIS picture by Hal Roach purports to

show how visitors to the cinema capital on
the West Coast may get mixed up in real life

happenings and because of their improbability,

think they are merely moving picture sets and
situations. Glenn Tryon is the featured player.

He is the son of a bucolic family living the

same distance from Hollywood that George

Cohan seized on as an excuse for immortaliz-

ing New Rochelle in "Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway." Tryon with his younger sister

and rube-type father go to the cinema centre.

Then things start to happen. It involves a

crook and his side-partner who try to get the

family bankroll. In the end, Tryon wins out

but not before he has had his fill of movies and

Hollywood. Rube Clifford, Sue O'Xeil and
Charlotte Mineau are the other players under

Fred Guiol's direction.

\THB YEARS BESTBET/

Redheads
preferred

Exchanges TIFFANY
Everywhere
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Faust
Sincere and Moving—a Camera Triumph

(Reviewed by Laureiiee Reid)

IT
takes the Germans to reveal the possibilities of the camera

in recording imaginative qualities. The Ufa organization has

approached Goethe's immortal drama with deep reverence and
feeling. This tale of the devil is made impressive not only

because of its photographic excellence, but also because it is per-

fectly understandable in its theme and movement. The spell of

mysticism (so indelibly woven in the original) is captured by the

camera and throughout the picture it balances the material or

earthly quality.

But as tine as the technicalities of this product ion are the atten-

tion is not held to strict account. This is partly due to the fantastic

nature of the story—and partly to the manner of establishing the

central figure of the devil—who, in this instance, is a corpulent one
played by Emil Jannings. The actor contributes all. the necessary

shadings and yet his performance doesn't grip you. The Marguerite
of Camilla Horn seems much more genuine. She has a charming
screen personality. Murnau, of "Last Laugh" fame, directed and
he certainly brings forth some remarkable • effects as to settings

and lighting.

The Cast: Emil Jannings, Gosta Ekman, Camilla Horn,
Frieda Richard, Wilhelm Dieterle, Yvette Guilbert, Eric Bar-
clay. Director, F. W. Murnau.

THEME: Tragedy founded
upon Goethe's immortal classic

showing conflict between the

devil and a resisting soul.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS : The marvelous camera
effects. The sets and lighting

effects. The characterizations

by Jannings, Mme. Guilbert and
Camilla Horn. The love scenes.

The comedy moments by Guil-

bert. The poetic flavor truly

captured by camera. The sin-

cerity.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Go after the intelligentsia. Bill

as fine cinematic treatment of

Goethe's tragedy. Play up Jan-
nings, Guilbert, Horn and Mur-
nau.

DRAWING POWER: Should
draw with intelligent patrons.
For high-class patronage.

Produced by UFA. Distributed by Metro-Goldwyn.
Length, seven reels. Released December, 1926.

War atmosphere pervades these shots from "Corporal Kate," the Producers
Distributing Corporation release which presents the late conflict as seen

through the mcs of ivonxen

Scenes from "Just Another Blonde," a First National presentation

The Canyon of Light
Tom Mix Mounts a Motorcycle

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

IX
this, the object of every producer and star, "something dif-

ferent," is achieved. Tom Mix mounts a motorcycle while

serving as a despatch rider in France during the World War.
This is a short episode in his newest picture, "The Canyon of

Light," and serves the additional plot-purpose of his returning to

find that the villain has done wrong by his wife, and has masque-
raded as Mix himself. This is hardly a fair return when Tom has

saved the villain from hanging that he may see his dying wife,

but that is merely another instance of the ingratitude of villains,

screen or otherwise. The World War episode (Tom Mix's personal

popularity resulted in innumerable cowboys enlisting)—the thwart-
ed hanging and the villain's duplicity are only part of the tale.

Packed with thrills and unusual situations, which are always
two characteristics of Mix pictures, this one is bound to please.

A good company, including Dorothy Dwan, Barry Norton, Ralph
Sipperly ami William Walling, good direction and effective back-
grounds help, too. There is an infinite variety, a stage hold-up, ;i

run-away rescue, a near hanging, a rodeo, cliff and river riding by
the star, of course, on Tony, and any number of other exciting
and thrilling shots for full measure.

The Cast: Tom Mix (Star), Dorothy Dwan, Carl Miller,

Ralph Sipperly, Barry Norton, William Walling, Duke Lee and
Carmclita Geraghty- Director, Benjamin Stoloff. Story by
Kenneth Perkins. Scenario by John Stone. Camera man, Pan
Clark. Synopsis, Hugh Love.

to picture. Mix as motorcycle
despatch rider.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Play the above "highlights,"
Mix and Tony's fame. Range
of action.

DRAWING POWER. Should
be excellent.

THEME. Cowbov hero aveng-
ing sister's desertion by high-

way-robbing husband and lat-

ter 's assumption of hero's name.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS. Unusual number of
thrills and climaxes crowded in-

Length, 5,399 feet. Released December 5. 1926.

Produced and released by Pox Film Corp.
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Just Another Blonde
Inconsequential and Heavy With Padding

(Reviewed by Laurence Reicl)

THERE is just a tid bit of a plol in this pictur<—which from
its title would indicate that it revolved around the ladies.

Strung together on a mere skeleton of plot—a plol which

has gone to the movie well too often it presents much ado about

nothing. Al Santell is a good director as hi- work with "The
Dancer from Paris," "Subway Sadie" and "Bluebeard's Seven
Wives" proves, but he couldn't make much of this assignment.

The plot reveals a fairly clever romance, hut it never gets any-

where. It '- all about a couple of pals who would go to any length

for one another, (hie of them likes the girls—the other registers

indifference. The latter pleads his buddy's cause with a hostess at

a Coney Island dance hall and ends by falling in love with her

himself. There i> a twisl to it—as the indifferent youth falls hard
for hi- pal'- -wert heart and wins her—while the other captures

her room-mate, just as he intended all along.

The film is burdened with wise-cracking captions, most of which

are wheezy and miss the point. It skips along merrily for three

reels and then sags. Which proves that it should have never been
made into teat are length. Dorothy Mackaill and Louise Brooks
play the girls, but they have little opportunity to do much, the hon-

ors falling to Jack Mulhall and William Collier, Jr. The acting

of these troupers is sympathetic and appealing.

The Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall, Louise Brooks,

William Collier, Jr. Director, Al Santell.

THEME: Romantic drama
of two buddies who fall hard for

a couple of girls and win them.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS : The romantic scenes.

The performance by Jack Mul-
hall. The good work by other

members of cast. The atmos-
phere.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Title affords teaser possibilities.

Also play up cast. Bill as ro-

mance of two inseparable bud-
dies. Exploit the director and
what he has accomplished re-

cently.

DRAWING POWER:
able for average houses.

Suit-

Produced mid distributed by First National.

Length, six reels. Released December, 1926.

A feiv photographic shots of "Faust" the Ufa production which Metro-
Goldivyn-Mayer is distributing

Corporal Kate
Women in War Get the Spotlight

(Reviewed by Paid Thompson)

THEIR turn was bound to come, but it was up to the DeMille
Pictures Corporation to see that with all these pictures on
the late world war that members of the feminine sex should

be the central figures, with men playing the role of supers. So it

one is inclined to become captious and with the prophet exclaim:
"How long, oh Lord, how long" this output of war pictures?
he is partly disarmed by the fact that the hero is subordinated to

the heroine or heroines, for there are three. Vera Reynolds and
Julia Paye are two manicurists who decide to go "over-there" as

entertainers for the Red Cross. But as entertainers they prove that

they should have stuck to the barber shop. Yet they serve a pur-

pose at that as probably every woman who enlisted.

Nominally a comedy the piece has a background of war that is

as effective in an eight-reel picture as some of the so-called war
specials. It suffers from an extremely tenuous plot, hut is most of

the time interesting, not through any plot development, but rather
because of effective episodes such as the canteen entertainment, the

doughnut distribution, the two New York girls making possible

quarters in a disused stable, the ringing-true battle scenes, etc.

Good performances are contributed by the star and the leading

players. It is not a meat picture, but it is a good one and justifies

itself.

The Cast: Vera Reynolds (star), Julia Paye, Majel Cole num.
Kenneth Thompson, Harry Allen. Director, Paul Sloane.

Story by Zelda Sears and Marion Orlh. Scenario b\ Albert

Shelby Lei ' ino.

THEME : Two manicurists in

the world war. Their love for

the same man and services in the

war.
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: War scenes convinc-

ing and not moving picture-y.

Good performances by cast. In-

telligent direction.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Almost first of war pictures fea-

turing the woman angle.

DRAWING POWER: Good.

tction stills from the Fox Films " estern, "The Canyon of Light'

Length, 7,460 feet. Released December 6, 1^26.

Produced by De Mille Pictures Corf. Distributed by P. D. C.
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Lone Hand Saunders
In Which Fred Thomson Becomes a Surgeon

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson)

SHAKESPEARE has said (not but that other writers have also

voiced the/ same idea) "one man in his time plays many
parts." That idea came to me seeing Fred Thomson in "Lone

Hand Saunders," Del Andrews' adaptation and continuity based

on the original story by Frank M. Clifton. Thomson's own career

has been colorful enough, all-around track and field star, minister,

chaplain in the World War, cowboy, football player, high-priced

Western star, etc., etc., and into this particular picture goes an
added role. He is a surgeon who studied abroad that he might cure

his own young sister of spinal meningitis by learning the most mod-
ern and scientific European methods. Her death, while he was still

on shipboard returning from his duties abroad, made him resolve

never to use his right hand again, a foolish vow as he himself
says. But when his protegee, a sandy-haired freckle-faced crip-

ple, looks to his skill for escape from death, Thomson performs
the operation. To do this he has to outride and outwit a posse
intent on hanging him because he is suspected of being the high-

way man who has been holding up and robbing the mail coach and
killing the money messenger and the driver. His surrender to the
sheriff and then his exoneration through the boy's own lips follow.

TJw Cast: Fred Thomson (starred), Bess Flowers, Billy

Butts, Frank Hagney, Albert Priscoc, Bill Dyer, William Court-
wright. Director, Reeves Ma-son. Author, Frank M. Clifton
Adaptor and continuity writer, Del Andrews.
THEME : Cynical cowboy who the hard riding by star and

plays a Lone-hand, but utilizes

surgical knowledge and skill to

save waif he has adopted
PRODUCTION HIGH-

LIGHTS: As always, plausible,

interest-compelling and holding

story. Good acting by star, his

horse, Silver King, and human
actors. Ingenious motive for

posse. Effective scenic back-
grounds.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Thomson and Thomson. Kid
and adult appeal of star and
his horse.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be excellent.

Produced by and distributed by F. B. O.

Length, 5,453 feet. Released August 23, 1926.

Comedy highlights from the Paramount release, "Stranded in Paris"

For Wives Only
Provocative Prevost Star in Viennese Comedy

(Reviewed by Paid Thompson)

IT
is always distressing to a reviewer, producers to the contrary

notwithstanding, to chronicle disappointment in a picture from

which much had been anticipated. But that is the sad duty

of the scrivener of these lines. This picture, based on the stage

play, "The Critical Year," by Rudolf Lothar and Hans Bachwitz,

adaptation by Anthony Coldewey and directed by Victor Heerman,
promised so much and rendered so little. It had the possibilities

of another, "So This Is Paris," but whether it was because the

Lubitsch direction was lacking or for some other reason it utterly

failed of its promise and its auspicious start. It was not from
lack of intelligent, well-known players because the vivacious Marie
Prevost is in it as the star, the wife (in the play) of Victor

Varconi, a too confident Viennese doctor, and these others, Charles

Gerrard, Arthur Hoyt, Claude Gillingwater, and others equally

competent. No, the fault lies elsewhere, probably in the adapta-
tion and the direction. Its possibilities were almost without limit.

A doctor compelled to spend the night away from his one-year
bride entrusts her entertainment and his own protection from
infidelity to three friends. Each and all prove unworthy of the trust

and attempt to elope with the wife. How she plays one off against
the other and thwarts each to reveal the truth ultimately to her
husband on his return is the theme of the play.

The Cast: Marie Prevost (starred), Victor Varconi, Charles
Gerrard, Arthur Hoyt, Claude Gillingwater, Josephine Crowell,
Dorothy Cumnrings. Director, Victor Heerman.
THEME: Teaching a bride-

groom husband the fallacy of

being too sure of his wife or

his masculine friends; yet an
object lesson with no infidelity

scored.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Viennese street and
restaurant sequence. Final

scenes of exposure to husband
of friends' perfidy.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Frivolous light French or
Austrian comedy of threatened
marital infidelity. Marie Prevost,
the star's charm and popularity.
Capable support.

DRAWING POWER: Fair.

A group of dramatic highlights from the Fox Films production, "Goin^
Crooked"

Produced by Metropolitan Pictures Corporation {John C.
Flinn). Distributed by P. D. C.

Length, 5,790 feet. Released November 15. 1926.
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Stranded in Paris
Amusing Picture Has Zip and Sparkle

Reviewed bj Laurence Reid)

Till-; title of this film suggests thai it mighl reveal plenty of

jinks on tin' boulevards and in a boudoir or two—and in

a measure tl lives up to them. It is a smart little comedy

—

en to lit the personality of Bebe Daniels—and the star sees

to it that she ha- a good time. Playing the pari of ,in adventurous

shop gir] -he wins an "Annie Oakley" to Paris. < In shipboard she

BOY—and when she lands in the French city she meets

with various experiences.

.Most of the tun centers around the masquerade because of the

plications involved. Ford Sterling enter-, a- the countess' hus-

band and before you know it there is a line how-to-do over the

situation. Bebe romps through her part with a half-amused, half-

quizzical expression—and Sterling acts as an excellent foil, playing

his part with tine abandon.

The piece i- stretched on pretty fine threads, hut it manages to

click all the way, thanks to the capable handling of the plot. For

one thing it keeps at a true farcical pace, never slackening in its

speed. The gags are timely and provocative of laughter. In all a

neat little number.

The Cast: Bebe Daniels, James Hall, Ford Sterling, Iris

Stuart, Mabel Julienne Scott, Tom Ricketts, Helen Dunbar, Ida

Darling, George Grandee, Andre Lanoy. Director, Arthur

Rosson,

THEME : Romantic comedy
of American girl who wins free

trip to Paris and gets into all

kinds of tight situations before

she extricates herself.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: The Apache episode.

The scenes in the hotel. The
laughs attendant upon Ford
Sterling's appearances. The

dog episodes. The backgrounds.

The clever performances by en-

tirf* 03st

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Treat in humorous style. Tease

the title. Play up star and Ford
Sterling. Use teasers on how
girl wins free trip to Paris.

DRAWING POWER: Good
for any type of house.

Produced and distributed by Famous Flayers.

Length, six reels. Released December, 1926

Four high spots are depicted here of the F. B. O. ff estern attraction,

'''Lone Hand Saunders"

Going Crooked
Fox Melodrama That Thrills and Holds

(Reviewed by Paul Thompson )

ANOTHER of the many stage play successes purchased by
William Fox and made into a movie. This one came by
way of the John Golden office, and was originally written

by William Collier and Aaron Hoffman. Winchell Smith had a

hand in it too as might be deduced, being a Golden production.
Keene Thompson did the scenario and George Melford the directing

and both did good jobs. They owe a debt of gratitude, however,
to the four leading players, Bessie Love, Oscar Shaw. Leslie Fen-
ton and Gustav von Seyffertitz for excellent performances. It

is one of those eleventh-hour melodrama- where the innocence of

the man about to be electrocuted is made clear and hi- life saved.

An assistant district-attorney in love witli the girl member of the

^ang responsible for the conviction of the innocent boy and a

sinister "master mind" (von Seyffertitz), responsible for most
el the trouble, provide complications enough to satisfy the mosl
exacting. While, ;i> is true of mosl plays or pictures of this

type, coincidence plays an all-important part, this j s not em-
ployed until your credulity reaches the breaking point. At least

we do not have the young lawyer prosecuting the heroine, his

crooh love, and torn between duty— and possible succession In the

district attorney's office and love. from the very opening scene

when the heroine purloins a valuable pearl necklace at an auction

in an aristocratic house until the end the piece holds and thrills

you, at least it did me.

The Cast: Bessie Love, Oscar Shaw, Gustav r<>u Seyffertitz

I dwin Kennedy, Leslie Fenton, Lydia Knott, William U'orth-

iiu/ton, Bernard Siegel. Director, George Melford.
THEME: Love story between scene; excellent performances

young district attorney and girl-

crook in which innocent boy is

saved from the electric chair.

PRODUCTION HIGH-
LIGHTS: Sustained interest;

sinister atmosphere; crook's
headquarters. Death house

by cast.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Girl-Raffles character by Bessie

Love. Gripping melodramatic
qualities of picture.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be excellent.

Highlights from "lor II ives Only," the Metropolitan production released
li\ Producers Distributing Corporation

Produced and distributed by Fox Film Corporation.

Length, 5,425 feet. Released December 12. 1926.
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THE next meeting of the di-

rectors of the M.P.T.O. of New
Jersey will be held at the Elks

Club, Elizabeth, N.J., on Thursday
of this week, when several im-

portant matters will be discussed.

The recent disturbance over at

Irvington, where almost one hun-
dred citizens of that community
were arrested and about seventy-

five fined for violation of the vice

and immorality act of the year

1792, and its connection with the

Sunday amusement law. will be

gone into from all angles, accord-

ing to Leon Rosenblatt, president

of the New Jersey theatre owners'

organization. Other matters, such

as arbitration and title changes,

hold promise of a lively discussion.

One of the most important thea-

tre transactions to take place re-

cently in this zone concerns the

holdings of George Cohan, long

intrenched as one of New York's
prominent showmen, at Poughkeep-
sie and Newburgh. This week they

pass into the control of three

others : James Poro, Frank Mus-
cato and Charles Suozzo, all of-

ficers of the Chain Theatres, Inc.,

with offices at 1557 Broadway, New
York City. Mr. Poro will act as

general manager of the firm.

The Poughkeepsie theatres taken

over in the above deal include the

Strand, a 1,400-seat house: the Ri-

alto, seating 2,200, and the Best,

also seating 1,400. The Newburgh
houses are: The State (also known
as the Cohan Opera House), which
seats about 1,900, and the Rialto,

NewYork Cy New Jersey

seating approximately 1.500. The
latter is a new nouse which will

soon be opened to the public. There
is also the Star Theatre in New-
burgh, which was included in the

deal and there is a possibility that

this theatre may be closed. How-
ever, this has not been definitely

decided upon as yet.

Some news reported from West
Orange contains the rumor that

the Stanley-Fabian organization
have filed plans for a new theatre

in that city. No detail beyond the

report of the contemplated project,

is available at the present time.

Kahn Brothers, operating the

Walnut Theatre, Newark, expect to

open their new West Orange house,

the Llewellyn, seating 1.400, about

January 15th. There is but one

other theatre there now, a small

one, of approximately 500 seats.

To correct a previous report

published in the film trade press

regarding the personnel of the

Heights Theatre Corporation of

Brooklyn, NY., it is mentioned
here that David Hauser is presi-

dent, Albert Goldberg, treasurer,

and Frank Koren, secretary. Ed-
ward Denninger is the booking
manager of the circuit and also

house manager of the Heights The-

atre, a new 1,000-seat house of the

stadium type, recently opened to

the public. In addition to the

Heights, this company also operates

the Boro Hall Theatre, 102 Court
Street ; the Gold Theatre, Gold and
Sand streets, and the Washington
Theatre, 153 Washington Street.

Heights Theatre Corporation also

book all pictures for the Plaza
Theatre, owned and operated by E.

Mauro, at High and Bridge streets,

Brooklyn.

Some idea of just what the new
marquee of Sam Perry's Engle-
wood Theatre will look like when
installed will be gained by the in-

formation that it is a duplicate of
the marquee on the new Paramount
at Broadway and 43rd Street, New
York City, and that it is being

made by Norden to the tune of

$4,800. Mr. Perry expects to pull

the switch, which will add consider-

able brilliance to Englewood's
streets, on December 31st. In addi-

tion to this expenditure, the En-
glewood is undergoing a replace-

ment of new maroon drapes for

the stage, which will amount to

$3,500.

A costume pageant is proving a

big draw at the Englewood this

week, citizens seeing themselves

in their own motion pictures. In

Englewood, this affair has become
a matter of custom, the making of

the picture being fostered by tin 1

town officials, who regard them as

valuable historical documents of the
city. Ten years ago another was
taken, and the present picture gives

a fine indication of the pi"
made by the city of Englewood.

Ground has been broken at

Leonia, N.J., for the new 800-seat
motion picture theatre to be erected
in that city. The site has been
changed since the project went un-
der way, the present site being ,i

corner and far more desirable than
the original one.

The sale of the Criterion Theatre
at Bridgeton, N.J., to the Franklin
Theatre Company of Philadelphia,
was recently announced by Man-
ager Linker, of the Criterion. Ex-
tensive changes are planned by the
new management. Mr. Linker may-
retire from the amusement field,

according to report.

Joe Hornstein and Chester Saw-
yer, of the National Theatre Sup-
ply Company, distributed their

usual bonus to employees last week.
This is the fifth year that Joe has
shown his appreciation of the loyal-

ty of his staff in this manner.

Theatres recently equipped by
National Supply include A. M.
Schwartz's Linden Theatre, Brook-
lyn ; "Beau Geste" road shows, and
William Salkin's new Eagle Thea-
tre, at 102nd Street and Third Ave-
nue.

Phil

GEORGE BENNETHUM, of
the Bennethum chain of thea-

tres, who has been in ill health for

some time, left recently for Hot
Springs, Ark., where he will

undergo a series of treatments.
During his absence, the affairs of
the Bennethum houses will be in

charge of George Kline.

T. R. Kitchen, who has been
covering the Scranton and Wilkes-
Barre territory for P.D.C., has re-

signed. Paul T. Lee, newly ap-
pointed district manager for P. D.
C. in the Dallas territory, has been
spending several days in Philadel-

phia with William G. Humphreys,
district manager. J. B. Guilfoyl,

who was formerly assistant booker
at the Warner Brothers Exchange,
is now in charge of the booking de-

partment of P.D.C. L. W. Glaser,
formerly in the Washington office

of Famous Players, has been made
postal clerk in the P.D.C. Ex-
change.

According to present plans,

Charlie Segal will open his new
Ogontz Theatre, Ogontz Avenue,
below Chelten Avenue, about Jan-
uary 1st. It was originally in-

tended to open the theatre for
Christmas, but there have been un-
foreseen delays in the selection of
interior furniture. It will have a

seating capacity of 2,000 and will

be booked by Ihe Stanley Company
of America.

W. E. Smith, district manager
for Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-
ration, supervising the Philadelphia
and Washington offices, is now
making two trips a week to the

home office in New York, made
necessary by the great increase in

volume of business in both ter-

ritories.

Frank L. Seltzer, who for a short
time was manager of Warner
Brothers Metropolitan Theatre in

Baltimore, has returned to Phila-
delphia and assumed his duties as

publicity director for the Fox The-
atre at Sixteenth and Market
streets.

William G. Humphreys, branch
manager for P.D.C, is receiving
the condolences of his friends on
the recent death of his father, who
has been ill for some time.

Jerry Safron, Philadelphia
branch manager for F.B.O., has re-
turned from a two weeks' vacation,
part of which was spent in Chicago
and Florida. He also made a short
trip to Bermuda.

Charlie Zagrins, assistant man-
ager at the Fox Exchange, has re-
turned from a short vacation spent
at his home in Lowell, Mass. Dur-
ing his visit there he made an
address before the Kiwanis Club
on the modus operandi of the mo-
tion picture industry.

The Scream Club, the social arm
of the Film Board of Trade, has
arranged for a general frolic and
get-together on the evening of Jan-
uary 10th. The members of the
club will attend the prize fight

scheduled for that evening at the
Arena and following will go to

a dinner at one of the leading cafes.

The following officers w:ere re-

cently elected for the term of one
year, namely : Grand Jester, Jay
Emanuel, Manager of the Metro-
Goldwyn- Mayer Distributing Cor-
poration: Post Jester, Sam Steifel,

part owner of the DeLuxe Film
Company ; Kid Schackles, Ben Am-
sterdam, part owner of the Master-
piece Film Attractions, and Pen
Pusher, Harry E. Weiner, Man-
ager of the Columbia Pictures.

The meeting of members of the

M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Dela-
ware, scheduled to be held at Potts-

ville on Friday afternoon, Decem-
ber 10th, was postponed for one
week, owing to the death of Jules

E. Mastbaum, whose funeral took
place that afternoon.

Portrait ofa man who dared em to
make him laugh 5^/^ AL CHR|smjMM

A P-DC RELEASE

150 FIRST RUNS-WEEK DEC. 26
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Ne^ England

UXD I Maurice
X. Wolf, Chairman of the Mo-

1

i try l !ommittee
of the United Palestine Appeal
I ampaign for Boston, with the as-

sistance of a largi i immittee,

staged a gala nighl Monday, De-
13, .it the ballroom of the

State Theatre. Boston.

tins on the advisory com-
mittee were Victor Morris, of the
Urpheum Theatre, Edward II.

O'Leary of Film Booking Office,

Sam Moscow of Independent
Films, Inc., Charles 11. Williams
of the Keith- Alhee St. James The-
atre, Samuel Haas of Theatre
Properties, Thomas Spry of First
National Picture-, Moe Silver of
t!u Moe Mark Strand Theatres,
Henry Scully of United Artists and
head of the New England Film
Hoard of Trade. Henry H. Gold-
stein of the Shawmut Theatre and
E. C. Garrity of the Columbia The-
atre.

It was through Victor Morris,
of the Orpheum, and Joseph Bren-
n.m, of I.oevv's State Theatre, that

the State ballroom and Rhodes Or-
chestra were obtained without cost.

R. G. Reilly, of the Buck Printing
Company, supplied the window
cards and posters.

The finance committee consisted
of Nathan H. Gordon, formerly
of the Olympia Theatres; Jacob
Louris, of the New England Thea-
tres Operating Company

;
Joseph

J. Brennan, of Ixievv's State Thea-
tre; Abe Montague, of Independent
Films, Inc.: Al Somerby, of the
Scollay Square Olympia; Harry
Wasserman, of the Dudley Thea-
tre, and Maurice N. Wolf, of the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Exchange.

First National Month will be
observed January 1st to February
Sth and the Boston and New
Haven exchanges are making plans

to make this year the banner year
in New England history.

Henry Eckman, office manager
of the Boston exchange of Metro-
Goldwyn - Mayer, is recovering
from an attack of pneumonia in

New York City.

The little daughter of Frank
Scully, of United Vrtists, has been
seriously ill with appendicitis.

A sales conference of Metro-
Goldwyn Mayer forces was held at

-i] at which tin peakers in

eluded Felix F. Feist, general sales

manager: W. F. Rogers, Eastern

sales manager; S. Eckman, Jr.,

district manager; Maurice X.
Wolf, Mew England branch man-
ager; A. F. Cummings, manager
oi the statistical department. The
meeting was held Thursday at the

Copley Plaza, with luncheon fol-

lowed by a dinner. Included in

the sales discussions were Emanuel
Cohen, salesman for Greater
Boston; Harry O. Worden, of the

Rhode Island territory; Benjamin
Abrams, of Western Massachu-
setts; F. J. Donaldson, of New
Hampshire and Vermont; Ray
Curran, of Maine ;Maurice Gold-
stein, Ivioker; Milton Hill, acces-
sory manager, and Harry Wolper,
cashier of the Boston exchange.

Mrs. Anna Harris, of Indepen-
dent Films, Inc., was hostess to a

large group of children at a movie
picture entertainment at a chil-

dren's home in Dorchester the

past week.

Following the fire which did
heavy damage to the Pathe lab-

oratories at 446 Tremont Street,

Boston, it has been found inad-

visable to remain at that location

and new quarters have been en-

gaged at 38 Melrose Street.

In addition to those already as-

sisting in fitting up the rooms,
David Sussman, from the New
York office, arrived last week.

Members of the Pathe Exchange
in Boston have started the ball

rolling for a bowling league in

the Row during the winter sea-

son. There will be two Pathe teams,

one from the office force and the

other from the sales force. From
these teams an all-Pathe team will

be picked which will probably chal-

lenge teams from the other ex-
changes.

Ralph W. Kinney, of the Ideal

Theatre, Springfield, Vt, was a

visitor to the Row following the

big snow storm, just to demonstrate
that roads in Vermont are open
after big snows.

Samuel Haas has entered the

real estate business in Boston and
is specializing in theatrical prop-
erties. He is one of the best known
men in Film Row.
John E. Rice, of Med ford, has

been appointed assistant hooker at

Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion, Boston. Incidentally, he has
taken "the degrees" in the Book-
ers Association.

The Bookers Association is plan-

ning to run a dance some time in

February. Following the delight-

ful dinner party at the home of
Mrs. Violet Corbett, booker at

Warner Brothers, at Roxbur> . at

which the girl bookers were the

hosts, the male bookers are plan-

ning to reciprocate by giving the

girls a sleighing party early in the

New Year.

Pathe Exchange, Boston, is plan-

ning to organize an "Our Gang"
Club. Whether this has anything
to do with the sudden popularity of
black derbies among the staff is

open to question.

The Opera House at Jonesport,
Me., which has been owned and
operated by the Sawyer interests,

has been sold to F. B. McKeown,
who was at one time owner of
the house, prior to the Sawyer
purchase. The same policy, it is

understood, will be continued.

Lysander Richmond has sold the

Colonial Theatre at Springvale,
Me., to the E. M. Loewe interests,

who plan to make some changes
in the house as well as in the

policy of the theatre.

Firemen's Hail at Graniteville,

R.I., which has been operated by-

Leo Auclair, has been sold to the

Fox interests.

The Graphic Theatre Circuit, of
Bangor, Me., has acquired the

Comique Theatre, at Camden, Me.,
from S. Hansen. The new owners
will present more feature films.

At Pittsfield, Mass., the Spa The-
atre, operated by James Carcagdi,
has been sold to R. Stache, who
will operate without change of pol-

icy.

Abe Montague, President of In-

dependent Films, Inc., of Boston
and New Haven, has moved into his

new residence, on Algonquin Road,
Newton. It is a handsome, modern
residence of Colonial design.

Friends in the Row are anticipat-

ing the "house warming."

George M. A. Fecke, manager
of the Motion Picture Corporation,
had the misfortune to break his

wrist while cranking his auto dur-
ing a heavy snowstorm recently.

A meeting of the committee
which had charge of the dinner to

George J. Schacfer, of Paramount,
on the eve of his promotion to his

new position, held its final meeting
Wednesday and wound up the af-

fairs of this dinner, which will go
down in film history as one of the

great events of Boston's Film
Row.

Fox forces in Xew England are
preparing for the observance of
Fox Week, January 23rd to 29th,

and already have decorated the ex-
change with posters and banners.

Timothy O'Toole, office manager
of Independent Films, Inc., of Bos-
ton, has been partially incapacitated
recently by trouble with his eyes.

His friends hope for a speedy
recovery.

Samuel LeVange. formerly man-
ager of the Bowdoin Square Pal-
ace Theatre, Boston, is managir
the Regent Theatre, at Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.

"Bill" Dowling, formerly of the
Central Square Theatre, East Bos-
ton, has returned to Boston after
more than a year's stay in Florida
and plans to remain in Xew Eng-
land indefinitely.

Robert Hurwitz, formerly identi-

fied with Boston's Film Row, has
been appointed manager of the

Crescent Theatre in Winnipeg.
Man.

Work on the construction of the
new theatre on Whalley Avenue.
Xew Haven, has been completed
and the playhouse will soon be
opened.

Roy Frazee, who has been or-

ganist at Loew's State Theatre,
Boston, and formerly in Fall River
theatres, has been appointed organ-
ist at the new Granada Theatre,
Maiden, Mass.

Carlyle G. Barret, t manager of

the Capital Theatre, at New Bri-

tain, Conn., was recently over-
powered by two men in the theatre

office, bound and robbed of $275.

He refused to give* the men the

combination of the safe and $2,000
which it contained was not touched.

Wollaston Theatre Company.
Boston, has incorporated with capi-

tal of $25,000 preferred and 250

shares common without par. In-

corporators are: Abram A. Spitz,

of Providence, Eden II. Bigney of

Providence and Percy A. Falken-
berg of Boston. The Wollaston
Theatre, recently constructed and
completed, opened November 15th.

Daniel J. McCaffrey, well known
former vaudeville artist and in

recent years doorman at the B. F.

Keith Theatre at Lowell, Mass..

died at his home in that city, De-
cember 7th.

WJ. MORG W. P.D.C. sales

• managi i . ami < i i il E. Ma-
berry, district managir, were in

Milwaukee on I m

A. C. Accola, mat igei oi

mi Theatre, at Praii ie du Sa<

and of the Majestic, al Mazomanie,
a Milwaukee- visitoi on

Wedne da

Finn F.B.O repn

tive in Northern Michigan, has re-

signed his position,

A I'. Desormeaux, mat

the Xew Strand. Madison, and Jack
Vnton, of Plymouth, are up in the

sticks, trying to gel their quota oi

in, Mr. \nioii was formerlj

manager oi the Princess, at Ply-
ith.

R K. Mosiman, manager of the

Rex, at Oshkosh, was a recent Film
Row visitoi

The sidewalls of the new South
! hi atre on Firsl Wenue and

Walker an- going up rapidly It

is expected thai • w ill

1

i eadj about the lsl of March
Fred S, Meyers has been appoint-

ed managing director of the \1

hambra Theatre. Mr. Meyers was
formerlj general manager of the

Kansas t in Universal theatres

I Ie succeeds !•'. Marshal Taj lor

who is now managing the Omaha
territory for Universal.

Sam Miller, general manager ot

and Louis Lutz,

Manager of Fisher's Vppleton, at

Appleton, were in the cit\ recently

on business.

Art Roberts, assistant F.B.O.
manager, was out of the city for

a few days last week.

Miss Elsie Luedtke, who manages
the Columbia .it Kenosha, was a

recent I aim Row visitor.

herd Felzman is again on the

Paramount sales stall".

i ,.ul Bandj . manager of the Ma-
jestic at Rhinelander, spent a few-

futile days deer hunting. He says

there were lots ,,f deer hut man)
more hunters than deer.
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THE sympathy of the many read-

ers of the Motion Picture
News is extended to Julius Berin-

stein, owner of theatres in Albany,

Troy, Elmira and elsewhere, in the

death of his mother, 71 years of

age, which occurred last week in

Elmira.
Albany's Film Row was deserted

last Friday when everyone, with

the exception of telephone oper-

ators, attended the screening of a

fire prevention reel at the Mark
Strand Theatre. A letter from
the Albany Film Board of Trade
to the managers of the exchanges

asked everyone to be on hand.

Alec Herman presided.

Alec Sayles, manager of the

Leland, in Albany, is head over
heels in work these days, not only

at the theatre but in handling a

laudable movement on the part of

the Albany Elks, in which over

$10,000 is spent in providing the

poor children of the city with

clothing and toys. The idea orig-

inated six years ago with Mr.
Sayles and has brought much hap-

piness to many homes in the city.

Two persons connected with mo-
tion picture theatres in Central

Xew York returned last week from
hospitals. Frank Williams, assis-

tant to William Benton in Saratoga

Springs, had been suffering from
an infected foot caused by an in-

growing toenail. Lew Fischer, of

Fort Edward, returned home from
an Albany hospital, where he had
been for several days.

Changes continue to occur along
Albany's Film Row. J. Wilson has

become the new manager at the

Tiffany Exchange. Harry L. Levvy
of Buffalo, has succeeded Milton
Caplon as salesman at the Warner
Brothers Exchange. Mr. Caplon
has gone to Indianapolis, where he
will manage the Tiffany Exchange.
Joe Schleiger, formerly of Asso-
ciated Exhibitors, has been made
assistant booker at the F.B.O. Ex-
change.
Loter Smith and Charles Tra-

vis, projectionists in Schenectady,
have resigned and joined the "Beau
Geste" road company in Detroit.

Julius Boxhorn, director of the

orchestra at the Mark Strand in

Albany, has offered the use of his

orchestra at the coming Inaugural
of Governor Alfred E. Smith.

Jake and Alex Feltman, operat-
ing the Lincoln in Schenectady,
have erected a new marquee so

brilliantly lighted that it can 'be

seen a mile distant.

Sam Goldstein, of Springfield,

Mass., paid a visit to Albany's Film
Row last week, being accompanied
by Joe Raymond, manager of his

theatre in Utica, and which will

probably go into second-runs in

the near future.

Amos Leonard Pathe salesman,

located in Syracuse, did a bit of

broadcasting last week when he

informed the world, or at least, that

portion which listened to him, that

the stork had arrived and presented

him with a daughter.

A number of small theatres have
closed for the winter, including

those in Clarksville and Westerlo.
The Garden Theatre in Hinesburg,
Vt., run by Clark Thomas, has
closed. The theatre at East High-
gate, Vt., run by Paul LaPan,
has closed temporarily on account
of an epidemic of measles.

From now on the Film Board of
Trade in issuing bulletins, will

send each exchange two, one for

the manager and one for the

booker.

The theatre at Lion Mountain
has been reopened by the Chateau-
gay Ore and Iron Company.

William Sherry, the new man-
ager for Bond in this territory,

visited all first-run houses last week
in Troy, Albany and Schenectady.
Sidney Sampson stopped over last

Thursday on his way from New
York to Buffalo. Ben Smith is

now attached to the local Bond
Exchange and will handle the

smaller towns.

Harry Lazarus, formerly of Al-
bany, now erecting a new theatre

in Kingston, expects to be able

to have the house in shape to open
by early spring. Reade's Theatre
in Kingston has been closed for

two weeks for repairs and improve-
ments.

There is a report to the effect

that one of the large film com-
panies is dickering for the Canitol

Theatre in Ilion. operated by Whit-
ney, Young and Pierce.

Russell Oark, a Producers Dis-
tributing Corporation salesman in

the Albany held, has been working
for the past two weeks in Buffalo
territory in connection with a drive.

Buyers along Film Row during
the week included John Augello,
of the Capitol, in Utica, and Henry
Freeder, of Hudson. Sam Slot-

nick, who is erecting a new house
in Utica, reports that he will open
on January 1st.

James Roach, general manager
tor Farash in Schenectady, will pro-
vide his ushers at the Strand and
State theatres with new uniforms
of gray. Mr. Roach had a narrow
escape from possible injury last

week when a car in which he was
riding between Schenectady and
Saratoga, left the road and tipped
over in a nearby field.

Ackerman Gill, manager of the

Proctor Theatre in Schenectady,
was in New York during the week
on matters incidental to the opening
of the new theatre, the latter part

of this month.

Jake Lerner, of Saugerties, has
bought the Catskill Theatre, and
plans to make it over into offices

and stores. The house has been
closed for about two years, fol-

lowing the acquisition of the Com-
munity Theatre by the Greene
County Amusement Company.

Miss Renee Craven has been
made sales promotion manager at

the First National Exchange.

St. LOU1S
MOTION picture houses, dra-

matic and vaudeville theatres

of St. Louis, Mo., set aside Sat-

urday, December 11, as their special

day to aid in the sale of 1926
Christmas Health Seals for the

Tuberculosis Society of St. Louis.

Seals and buttons were sold in

the lobbies at the matinee and eve-

ning performances of all the thea-

tres.

Springfield, Mo.'s eighth theatre

will open early in February, it has

been announced, following the clos-

ing of a long-term lease on the

three-story Thomas Turner Build-

ing on Boonville Avenue. The Ste-

vens Picture Corporation has taken
over the lease and will operate

a combination house, showing
vaudeville in conjunction with fea-

ture pictures.

Ralph Alverson reopened the

Logan Theatre, Logan, 111., on
December 11.

William Keigley, formerly man-
iger for the Reed-Yemm-Hayes
Circuit at Benton, 111., is now state-

righting "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Wallace Aiken, until recently on

the sales staff of the local F.B.O.
office, is now distributing "Damaged
Goods" for Steve Farrar, of Har-
risburg, 111., through Southern Il-

linois and Eastern Missouri.

John Walsh, city salesman for

F.B.O., is feeling all O.K. again.

January has been set aside as

Comedy Month in the St. Louis ter-

ritory and the exhibitors and ex-
changes will cooperate in making

the campaign a big success. Tom
McKean, manager for F.B.O., has
been made chairman of the com-
mittee in charge. Special adver-
tising will be carried in the news-
papers, while exhibitors can obtain

. plenty of posters, banners, one
sheets, etc., for boosting the drive

from Tom. He is located at 3312
Olive Street.

Film Row is looking better since

they started to clear up the debris

incidental to taking off about forty

feet from the fronts of the various
buildings. It doesn't look so much
like Northern France in 1917 as

it did a few weeks ago, and ex-
hibitors can now safely go from
exchange to exchange in booking
pictures.

George Parker has purchased the
Grand Theatre in Shawneetown,
111. It was formerly operated by
Ed Reagan of Harrisburg.
The son of Mrs. Robinson of

Carlyle, 111., is convalescent after

suffering for several weeks from
an attack of neuritis.

The wife of Bob Werth, city

salesman for Fox Pictures, has
been released from the Christian
Hospital, where she recently un-
derwent an operation.

Joe Hewitt, the popular Robinson,
111., exhibitor, celebrated his birth-

day on December 8th with a special

matinee at which some 900 kids
of the town were his guests. He
prepared a special program, suita-

ble for the children and also fur-

nished popcorn and souvenirs for

the youngsters.
Hector M. E. Paszemoglu has

taken back the Embassy Theatre,
on Delmar Boulevard, which was
formerly operated by the Laventhal
Circuit.

Floyd Lewis, formerly district

manager for Arrow Pictures Cor-
poration, has organized an adver-
tising agency.

Newport, Ark., is to have a new
theatre. It will operate on a ten-

and twenty-cent policy.

A new house is being built in

Gillette, Ark.
Guy R. Bradford, United Artists

salesman, reports that the pecan
crop in Arkansas is wonderful.

Nicky Goldhammer, manager for

Warner Brothers, lost two teeth

in Cairo, 111., last week—a dentist

extracted them.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen

along Film Row the past week in-

cluded : Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111.

;

John Rees, Wellsville, Mo. ; James
Clayton, West Frankfort, 111. ; Ho-
mer Marvel, Mount Vernon, 111.

;

Payton Campbell, Memphis, Mo.

;

Frank Barnes, Carmi, 111. ; S. E.
Pertle, Jerseyville, 111. ; Hurley B.

Gould and George Smith, Law-
renceville, 111. ; Henrv Lowrv, High-
land, 111.; Leber &"Hirth, Pacific,

Mo. ; Sam Hallowell, Assumption,
111.: Elvin Weeks, Staunton, 111.;

Charley Barber, Tilden, 111.
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Chicago

SAM HALPER and Abe Feder,

owners o thi Pershing, [rving

and Metri " and build

heatre Building,

i
i latter to J. Palej

Mr. Paley is the

owner of the Empire and [mperial

il res.

Max. Milder, special representa-

tive for Fox Film Corporation,

ied off in Chicago for a visit

to the local exchange and then left

for Minneapolis, when- he will put

in some time. Clyde Eckhardt, of

ox, is also planning to be in Min-
lis next week.

Vice-President Joseph Schnitzer,

Treasurer E. B. Derr, Manager of

Exchange Operations Charles Sul-

livan and General Sales Manager
Lee Marcus of F.B.O., were in

Chicago last week on a get-ac-

quainted visit and for a conference

with Divisional Manager Cleve
Adams and Manager Jack Samp-

isional Manager Clyde Eck-
hardt, of Fox Film Corporation,
is proudly displaying the cup
awarded him in the National Fire

Prevention Contest as the ex-
change executive being the best

keeper and having the organi-

zation best trained in fire drills.

The employees of the Fox Chicago
exchange recently vacated the

building in twelve seconds after

receiving the fire alarm.

Mark Koenig, for several years

connected with F.B.O. as booker
and salesman, has been promoted

i . office manager of F.B.O.'s Chica-
angi

Jim Best, who operates the Fran-
and New Home theatres, has

purchased the Blaine Theatre, 3743

Southporl \\>'ime, from Sol Best.

The gentlemen involved in this

transaction, while having the same
name, are not related in any way.
Sol Best also recently disposed of

his Lawndale Theatre, X. Hartz-
man being the purchaser.

Brunhild Brothers have taken
over the Parkside Theatre at 1550

X. Clark Street, from Harry La-
sker. Rube Leventhal, who has
been managing Brunhild's Temple
Theatre, has taken charge at the

Parkside and Harry A. Brunhild
is manager at the Temple.

Pete Dnazdowski has sold his

Clybourn Theatre, at 1608 Cly-
bourn Avenue, to I. Brotman, who
operates the Maplewood Theatre.

Manager Wallace, of United
Artists, is making a swing around
the Illinois key centers this week.
Frank Schaefer, accompanied by

his wife, left for New York on
Sunday, where he will welcome a
friend of his who is returning
from a European trip.

Clyde Eckhardt is taking person-
al charge of the distribution in

Chicago territory of the eight-reel

picture record of the International

Eucharistic Congress, of Chicago,
which is being sponsored by George
Cardinal Mundelein. Landon Burkes
is acting as special representative

f r Mr. Eckhardt in the distribu-

tion of this picture.

Herman Schwartz, formerly
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer salesman, is

now covering Wisconsin territory

for United Artists, working out

of the Chicago branch.

Salesman Jack Lorenz, of Fox
Film Corporation, has been ill and
confined to his home for the last

two weeks. It is reported that he
is now on the highway to recovery
and hopes to be back on the job

before the end oi the month.

President Schwartz, of the Ad-
vance Trailer Service Corporation,
has completed arrangements with
Johnnie Mednikow, whereby the

latter will handle the business of

the Advance Trailer Corporation
in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
A service branch of this organiza-

tion will be opened on the eighth

floor, at 845 S. Wabash Avenue,
about the middle of this month.
Mr. Mednikow is not discontinuing

his connection with the Capitol Ex-
change, in which he has an interest,

but will remain as manager there.

Monte Banks, who is en route

from the Coast to New York, from
whence he will sail to Italy, stopped
off in Chicago for a visit at the

local headquarters of Pathe on

Monday. The comedian is making
a hurried trip on account of the

death of his mother.
It is reported that James J.

Plodna's Harper Theatre, at 53rd
and Harper, has become one of

Coston's Circuit houses.

Mrs. William Schmidt, widow of

the late theatre operator, has dis-

posed of the Gray land Tli

3940 X. Cicero Avenue, to J. E.

Daniels.

Ralph Thomas Kettering, man-
aging director of Ascher's circuit

of sixteen theatre-, has resigned to

become general manager for A. H.
Woods, a position which carries

with it the prestige oi representing
this prominent New York produc-
ing manager in Chicago and all

points West.
National Screen Service, in pur-

suance of its policy to give the

best possible service to exhibitors,

has opened another branch office,

this time at 128 W. 18 Street,

Kansas City. This branch, as well

as the one recently opened in In-

dianapolis, will be under the per-

sonal supervision of Manager H. C.

Young, of Chicago.
Rex P. Barrett has taken over

the Princess Theatre at Alton, 111.,

formerly opened by J. J. Reilly.

H. F. Jones, owner of the beauti-

ful Franklin Gardens, recently

opened in Janesville, Wis., is plan-

ning to present pictures three days
a week. The house will be used
for dances, roadshows, and other
entertainment for the balance of
the time. The Franklin Gardens
will seat about two thousand.

I. Siskin, of Nathan & Siskin,

who operate the Ideal, Orchard and
Janet theatres, is reported improv-
ing after undergoing a serious

operation in a local hospital.

Atlanta

PC P A R R I S H, purchasing
• 'iit. Southeastern Division

of National Theatre Supply Com-
pany, with headquarters in Atlanta,

has just returned from a trip

le company's offices in New
Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma City
in] Memphis, reports that the new

building which will be occupied by
offices at Memphis will be

ready within the next sixty days.
The new office in Oklahoma City

is on We t ( iiaud Avenue, in

[i of \ i .. Smith, while that

in Memph rn< Si nd and

Butler streets, will be in charge of

A. G. DeStefano.
The Gaiety Theatre, a new $50,-

000 motion picture house, at Amory,
Miss., operated by B. H. Oliver

and his son, had its formal open-

ing Monday night, December 6,

when capacity audiences turned out

for the occasion.

Well located, presenting an at-

tractive appearance, boasting new
and modern equipment and ap-

pointments, and seating 500, the

Gaietj tarted off under happy au-

spices.

INFORMATION WANTED
> values for m purposes, the origin

and
I

llowing positive and negative lilnis arc required

1
i l agi

Parts Wett i i

Hei Man age Vow 6
7 2250

Half & Half 5 I

5

li i 1850
5 1 7511

ti <

i twins I

Strengl B i 1

' imedy 1

1

M Di i 1

I i ophe 1 120

A substantial reward will be paid jor information establishing values

ALBERT R. LEE & CO., INC.
15 WILLIAM STREET NEW YORK CITY

Jas. W. Clark, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer man, who has been on spe-

cial duty in this territory for the

past several weeks, is soon to re-

turn to the Oklahoma City ex-

change.

District Manager W. E. Calla-

way, of First National's Southern
forces, reached Atlanta Tuesday
morning en route to his Xew Or-
leans office.

W. G. Underwood, General Man-
ager of Liberty-Specialty Film

Distributing Corporation, with

headquarters in Dallas, spent the

week-end in Atlanta in conference

with District Manager Carl Weeks
and Branch Manager 1 lank Hearn.
of the local Liberty-Specialty Fix-

change.

E. J. Sparks has returned to

his vai ious enterprises in Jackson-

ville following a vacation spent in

Mexico, where he indulged in his

favorite sport of game hunting. 1 le

was accompanied on this occasion

by R. B. Wilhv. of Atlanta. Both

hunters returned with amazing
yarns, and what is more to tin-

point, with game.

Dan Michalove returned carl\

week from New York, where

he had been in conference with

majoi I n'\ ei sal executn es.

i 1
, Peavej . Vtlanta manager

for F.B.i I., is out in the territorj

this w et k

Ben i . 1 lammack, Universale

youthful but exceedingly able di-

rector of the Atlanta Exchange,
officiated last Monday as president

of the Atlanta Film Board of
Trade when that body convened
for its regular meeting.

W. G. Minder, in charge of the

feature department for Pathe in

the Atlanta district, has been on a

trip throughout the field.

Kommie Weinberger, salesman
for Liberty-Specialty, who has
been transferred from the Okla-
homa City office of the company to

Atlanta, has arrived, having made
the trip by auto.

Richard 11. Ford, more familiar-

ly known as "Dick," and who holds
down the duties of head hooker in

the Atlanta Fox Exchange, was
successfully operated upon for ap-

pendicitis at St. Joseph's Hospital
last Mondaj morning. Mr. Ford
is doing exceptionally well.

Earle E Griggs, director of ex-
ploitatioii in the Southeast for Uni-
versal, departed from his head-
quarters in the \tlanta Exchange
Mondaj afternoon for points in

\ la ha ma.

Earl Fain, who operates a thea-

tre in Leesburg, Fla., was among
the OUt-oftOWn exhibitors noted on
Film Row during the week.

Ralph B. Williams. Southern
sales director for Universal Pic-

tures Corporation, has been cover-

ing considerable Southern territory

Of I. lie
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SSWg^-L^STOte^^ Butte
Tl I E new Judith Theatre at

Lewistown, is now open to the

public and the manager, Rolla Dun-
can, who resigned the office of post-

master in Billings to enter the

theatre game again, has leased the

theatre for ten years. He has spent

approximately $25,000 on the play-

house in remodeling and redeco-

rating so that today it is known as

''The Theatre Beautiful."

Albert Nadeau, general manager
of the Washoe Amusement Com-
pany, was in Butte from Anaconda
this week. He reports the work
on the Margaret Theatre is going
on at a rapid rate and that he
hopes, the first of the year will see

the playhouse ready for the public.

Albert Finklestein, representing

General Manager Harry Arthur,

Jr., of North American theatres,

who has been in Butte the past

month lining up the company hold-

ings and getting acquainted with

the theatre managers and general

public has returned to Seattle head-

quarters.

W. A. Simons, of Missoula,

Mont., manager of the theatre cir-

cuit bearing his name, whose inter-

ests are located in Western Mon-
tana and Northern Idaho, was re-

cently in Seattle to attend a meeting
of the Arbitration Board there.

E. C. Shaffer, manager of Co-
lumbia Pictures' Exchange in

Butte, has decided to skim over the

Montana highways in a brand new
Nash instead of trying to make the

railroad speed along for Columbia
Pictures.

The last of the month the board
of arbitration met in the offices of
the secretary, Harrv Mever.

C. R. Wade, branch manager for

the Butte office of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Corporation, has just re-

turned from an extensive trek over

the Treasure State.

Percy Hurst, sales director for

the Northwest territory, was in

Butte for a week at the Columbia
Exchange with Manager E. C.

Shaffer and Booker Merrill Denton.

The Peoples Theatre in Butte

has been closed for a time. There
is a possibility of it being opened
soon under new management.

William Woolfall, former man-
ager, has decided to devote all of

his time to the Temple Theatre.

Already there is talk in the

Mining city of the spring election.

It is common talk and street gossip

that W. J. Sullivan, manager of

the Rialto Theatre, will run fur

Mayor of Butte.

At a meeting of the musicians'

union in Butte, recently, the mem-
bers of the orchestras of the Rialto

and the American theatres of the

North American theatres group,

signed a contract with the Com-
pany's representative, Albert Fin-

klestein, fixing the scale of salary

for the:>e orchestras at $50 a week
instead of $42.50. This was satis-

factory to both parties. The new
scale is effective at once. The
contract also provides for a Satur-
day matinee concert to the regular
night playing and Sunday after-

noon concerts.

The Broadway and the Temple
theatres were not involved in the
new agreement as they play only
three nights a week.

JAKE COHEN, owner of the

Strand Theatre at Ottumwa and
also owner of a number of other

theatres in adjoining towns, is now
one of the wedded. He was married
last week to Fay Sosna. Jake has

been receiving congratulations all

around.
Sam Benjamin, manager of the

F.B.O. branch at Oklahoma City,

was in Des Moines last week. He
came to visit his granddaughter,
Miss Virginia Benjamin, daughter
of Mrs. Mary Benjamin, who is

secretary and treasurer of the Des
Moines Film Board of Trade. Mr.
Benjamin renewed acquaintances
with a number of old friends in

Des Moines, among others George
Xalor, Manager of the Universal

office, who used to run a million-

dollar theatre in Muskogee.
E. J. Tilton, manager fo the

First National Exchange, was in

bed for two days with the "flu"

last week. He is all right again
now.

Miss McGreavy, secretary to

Manager Banford, of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer office, has been in

Chicago on a brief vacation trip.

First National bookings for the

big week in January have been un-
usually heavy and the Des Moines
office has surely been busy hopping
to it.

Mrs. Benjamin, secretary of the

Des Moines Film Board of Trade,
has been making out some yearly

reports for the New York offices

which require a lot of extra en-

deavor.

Phil Dunas, special Denny rep-

resentative from the New York
office, has been busy in Des Moines
territory for the past week.

Theatres have been changing
hands with unusual rapidity in Iowa
during the past few months. How-
ever, this week not a one is noted
on the Film Row pink sheet.

No new announcements have been
made regarding the report that A.
H. Blank is to build a $50,000 house
at Chariton, Iowa, where he has

purchased the Strand and the Lin-

coln.

Visitors in Movie Row last week
were E. L. Parrish, of Cambridge

:

Charlie Carpenter, of the Strand,

at East Moline; Jake Cohen, of
Ottumwa; H. N. Davies, of Spen-
cer, Spirit Lake and Milford; Mr.
Iverson, of the Opera House at

Broadcliff ; Bruno Pierce, of the

Atlantic, at Atlantic; J. E. Mi-
chaels, of the Strand, at Jefferson,

and F. G. Sterns, of the Audi-
torium, at Corydon. Floyd Perry,

of the Majestic, at Elvon, made his

first visit in a long, long time to

the film offices.

C. D. Hill, District Manager
for Producers Distributing Corp.,

visited the Des Moines office.

N. C. Rice- manager of the F.

B.O. Exchange, attended the con-

vention of managers in Chicago.

Cincinnati

IX keeping with his annual cus-
tom about this time of the year,

Moe Blattner, Manager of the Col-
onial Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, is

proceeding to gladden the hearts of
hundreds of families who might
otherwise have a rather dreary
Christmas. Blattner is giving spe-

cial morning matinees, catering par-
ticularly to children, to which the

admission consists of some useful

article, clothing, books, etc.. which
admissions are deposited in barreK
conveniently placed in the lobby,
instead of the usual ticket being
deposited in the chopper. The col-

lection thus obtained is turned over
to the City Welfare Department
for distribution to the city's poor.

The Rex Theatre. Coldwater.
Ohio, which has been operated for

many years by C. R. Jenkins, is

now non-existent. The house will

be remodeled into a post office

under a lease which Jenkins re-

cently executed. Jenkins is as yet

undecided whether or not he will

re-enter the movie game.
Ernest Emmerling. formerly

manager of Loew's Theatre, Day-
ton, Ohio, but now located at Birm-
Migham, Ala., studs a postcard bear-

ing the inscription : "From Master
Ernest Emmerling who is making
his first appearance on any stage.

Not a moving picture."

A new movie house will be erect-

ed on Eastern Avenue near Carroll

Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, according
to announcement made by Jerome
Jackson. Estimated cost, $75,000.

A new house is contemplated at

Bexley, Ohio, for which Richard
Z. Dawson, Columbus, Ohio, has

been selected as architect. Name
of owner is withheld, however.

Fire was discovered in the base-

ment of the Hippodrome Theatre,
Crestline. Ohio, during the night
recently. The blaze was confined
to the basement and no material

loss resulted.

Harry Silver, manager of the

Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio,
is spending a pleasant two weeks
in Detroit, renewing acquaintances
with his former "buddies."

John A. Schwalm, managerial
head of the Rialto Theatre, Hamil-
ton, Ohio, is liberally contributing
his share towards making this a

happy Christmas by donating the

proceeds of several showings to

"The Christmas in Every Home"
organization.

Contracts have been awarded for

the purchase and installation of a

very elaborate new Wurlitzer organ
for the Rialto Theatre, Hamilton.
A new organ will also be installed

in the Palace Theatre, in that city,

the lobby of which house is now
being thoroughly redecorated.

John Stoll, who has been operat-

ing the Linwood Square Theatre,
Norwalk, Ohio, has disposed of his

house to the Norwalk Moose
Lodge, which also owns the Moose
Theatre in that city. Joseph Felter

will manage both houses for the

Moose. Stoll operates theatres in

Bellevue and Marysville, Ohio, to

which houses he will hereafter de-

vote all his time.
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City

THE local F.B.O. sales repre-

sentatives, \V. T. W'itliers and
R. L. Harris, came in this week
from the mad to attend a sales

meeting held by Branch Manager
Fred Lind.

Dave Farquhar, manager of the

\\ .nner Brothers Exchange here,

has just recovered from an attack

of the ••flu."

Sam Shapin, special traveling

auditor for Warner Brothers, is in

Salt Lake for a few day--.

A. C. Millard, engineer of the

Vitaphone Company, was in this

city last week figuring on the in-

stallation of the Vitaphone for the

American Theatre here.

Friends of Charles Dillanl. who
For some time connected with

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Ex-
change here as assistant manager,
and who has since been with Pathe
in Los Angeles, have received word
that he is leaving for Denver,
where he will assume the position

of office manager for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

Special Representative E. Ro-
well from the United Artists Home
Office is spending some time at the

local exchange installing a sales

•ntrol system.

S. 1 1. Rich, owner of the Ri< h

Theatre at Montpelier, Idaho, i- in

this city attending to his bookings
for the holidays.

Ed Ryan, of the Liberty and Al-
berta theatres at Brigham City,

I 'tab, is spending a few days at the

local Film Mart.

T. Duvall, operating the Gem
Theatre at Murray, is the proud
father of a baby girl born a few
days ago.

L. T. Fidler, newly appointed
branch manager for the local Co-
lumbia Pictures Exchange, is back
from a trip into the Northern Utah
territory.

Ray Hendry, former assistant

manager at the Victory Theatre
here, has left to take charge of the

Paramount Theatre at Ogden,
Utah, in the place of Emmett Sorg,
former manager there, who has
kit for California.

E. H. Baughman, formerly as-

sociated with the Paramount Em-
press Theatre, has been appointed

to fill Hendry's position as assist-

ant manager at the Victory.

All of the Famous Players-

Lasky sales representatives are out
in their respective territories this

week.

Frank Harris, Western Division
sales manager for Pathe, stopped
over in this city on his way to

Denver from California the latter

part of last week.

Joe Goss, manager of the Or-
pheum Theatre at Ogden, Utah, is

conferring with branch managers
here this week.

C. M. Van I lorn, who has been
here from the San Francisco
P.D.C. office for about one month
has just left.

Frank Knotts, of Vancouver,
B.C., who with John Rugar is build-

ing the new Egyptian Theatre at

Park City, Utah, is still in this city

making arrangements for the open-
ing of this new house.

Manager W. J. Heineman is

spreading the glad news this week
of the arrival of the most wonder-
ful baby girl, weighing over seven
pounds.

A telegram has been received by
Manager Heineman at the Uni-
versal office here, from Carl
Laemmle, offering a trip to Europe
to the winning manager of each
division.

Don S. Mitchell, formerly branch
manager for Universal in Los An-
geles, has been appointed to assist-

ant sales director under llerbel

with the following offices in charge:
Denver, Salt Lake, Seattle, P. >rt-

land, San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Butte. J. E. Rosenwald.
former branch manager in the Uni-
versal Denver Exchange, will suc-
ceed Mitchell a> branch manager
in Los Angeles. The announce-
ment of the new Denver manager
is expected within a few days.

Commissioner Harmon and Louis
Peery, owners of the Egyptian and
Ogden theatres at Ogden, have
been in this city this week and
among other bookings have ar-
ranged to show "'Snookums Merry
Christmas."

Plans are being made for a spe-
cial lobby display at the Egyptian
Theatre for the Christmas week, and
Commissioner Peery has also been
instrumental in the plans made to

decorate the business streets of
Ogden with Christmas trees, etc.,

as will be done at the White City
Dance Hall, operated and owned
by the Peery Brothers. During
Christmas week a free perform-
ance will be given for the needy
children of Ogden by the Peery
Brothers, showing the real spirit

of Christmas time.

Central Penn
ANNOUNCEMENT is made

that R. J. Richmond, formerly
Connected with the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky Corporation, in Florida,

has been obtained as organist for
the Flood motion picture theatre,

\Tew Philadelphia, Schuylkill Coun-
ty. Pa.

Owing to the death on December
7 of Jules E. Mastbaum of Phila-

delphia, head of the Stanley Com-
pany of America, the district meet-
ing of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Kastern Pennsylvania,
that was to have been held in

Pottsvilleon December 9, was post-
poned. It was announced the meet-
ing would probably be held one
week later, on December 16. An
all-day session was planned to be
held in the Hollywood Theatre,

die, of which I lenrv Kalian
is manager. It was expected that,

besides the leading State officers

of the organization, there would be

present forty or fifty exhibitors

from Pottsville and within a radius
of fifty miles of that city. The
State officers arranged to make the

trip from Philadelphia to Pottsville

in automobiles.

Matters affecting the motion pic-

ture industry that are likely to

come up in the bi-ennial session of
the State Legislature, which as-

sembles in the Capitol in Harris-
burg early in January, 1927, were
to be discussed at the meeting and
a legislative policy adopted.

Mrs. Isaac Marcus, wife of the

owner of three neighborhood pic-

ture theatres in TIarrisburg, enter-

tained at a dinner party on the

evening of December 1, in honor
of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Rob-
ert Marcus.

Moe Goodman has resigned as

manager of the Feeley Theatre,
Hazleton, a position he had held
for the last ten years. He is wide-
ly known throughout Central Penn-
sylvania theatrical circles.

The Lincoln, a small neighbor-
hood motion picture theatre in

llarrisburg, operated by B. Shift",

has been closed indefinitely.

John A. Jackson, of Lebanon,
who heads a number of motion pic-

ture enterprises in that city and
vicinity, is recovering from gun-
shot wounds in the legs that he

received in an accident while hunt-
ing rabbits recently with a party
of friends.

\ centrally located property at

Washington Avenue and 21st

Street, Northampton, lias been pur-
chased by Harry L. Hartman, of

the Lyric Theatre in that town.

While there are rumors that he
may erect a theatre there, Mr.
Hartman has not yet disclosed what
his plans for the property are.

Work is about to start on the

large new theatre that the Cham-
berlain Amusement Company, of
Shamokin, plans to erect in Potts-

ville as another addition to its big

chain of picture and vaudeville

houses throughout the hard coal

mining regions of Pennsylvania.

The contract has been awarded to

Stofflet & Tillotson, of Pottsville,

and Mr. L. R. Goddell. of that

firm, will direct the building opera-
tions. The theatre has been de-

signed by \Y. H. Lee, architect of

Philadelphia, and it is expected
that a year or more will be re-

quired for the completion of the

structure.

MR FISCHl R, IV
- her Film Exchange,

was in I Jetroit
;

nding
the American Cinema Convention,
which was held at the Cadillac
I lotel Di 11, 12 and 13.

The Film Building register had
a few nairn added to its list of
out-of-town visitors for the week
just passed, among tin in I" mi

I G : l.c-

; the Smith \n

ment ( om] in] ol Mliano and
Warren; A. G. Constant, of the

American
I

p
' and tin Strand in Steuben-

ville; W. L, Beckham, Artcraft,
Toledi > : \ugust llg, ( )hio, Lorain ;

T. J. Fowles, Idol, Lodi ; Charles
Mai k, Strand, Seining, and T. W.
Andr< . Ri mdo, Barberton.

The Cinderella Theatre, Coshoc-
ton, which has been closed for the
i'

over by Martin \\ , I [osfi ll I lie

new owner opened the house on
nber 11th.

Mrs. Leonard Smithfii Id

n< proprietor of the Rex l hi a

tie. \kroii. She recently took over
the house from J. Baker.

Stringer Brothers used to own
and operate the Hopedale Theatre
in Hopedale, Ohio. Now W. D.
Stringer owns the house alone and
has changed its name to the String-

er Theatre.
V 1 1. ( ierson has mined the sales

staff of the Fischer Film Exchange
distributors in ( >

i

i i . i of the Amen
can ( niiin.i Association product,
Sterling pictures and shot

nov< ll

J. I. I tarwood, President of the

Cleveland Motion Picture Exhib-
itors Association and Vice-Presi-

dent of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, was
in New York last week, attending

a special administration board
meeting of the M.P.T.O.A. of

America.
The Castle Theatre. Cleveland,

has changed hands. Mr. and Mrs.

Jenkins have purchased the house

from Mrs. Bradley Bernstuhl.

S. A. (ierson has joined the Uni-
versal sales force in Pittsburgh.

n was with Tiffany in Cleve-

land, previously.
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THE Minneapolis Film Board
of Trade re-elected Thomas

Burke as its president at its annual
meeting last week. Burke, who is

manager of the Minneapolis First

National Exchange, was appointed
president last summer to replace

Jack O'Toole, who resigned. A. B.

Leak, of Famous Players, was
elected vice-president, and Ralph
Branton, of Educational, was chosen
executive secretary. Ben Friedman,
of Columbia, and W. H. Work-
man, of M-G-M, were named on
the board of directors.

Granite Falls, 'Minn., had the

pleasure of witnessing its first Sun-
day picture show on December 12.

Voters approved the Sabbath show-
ings at the recent election.

The Princess Theatre at West
Union, la., has been purchased by
Pace, Bouma & Cohen, who con-

trol a circuit of eight theatres in

that State.

The Lyric Theatre at Melvin, la.,

formerly operated by Adolph
Hokuf, has been reopened by
Reichs & Knapp.

A new theatre at Newton, la.,

to be known as the Rex, is nearing
completion and will be ready for

business during the Christmas holi-

days, it is announced by Ross C.

Ewing, its manager.

Fred S. Meyer, formerly Uni-
versal manager in Minneapolis, and
owner of an independent exchange,

has been made managing director

of the Alhambra Theatre in Mil-
waukee.

Charles E. Milliken, secretary of

the Hays organization, was the

principal speaker at a meeting of

the Federal Council of Churches
executive committees, which was
held in Minneapolis last week.
Milliken explained some of the

problems of the picture industry'.

and told of the efforts which were
being made to produce better pic-

tures. He was given an enthusi-

astic reception at the conclusion of

his address. Mrs. Robbins Gilman,
Minneapolis clubwoman and social

worker, was another speaker, and
she caused something of a sensa-

tion by charging that the picture

producers were not doing every-

thing in their power to raise the

moral tone of their films. She
was not supported in her contention

that the movies were not growing
more wholesome. Another prom-
inent Minneapolis woman, Mrs. Es-

telle Holbrook, editor of the Forum,
a Minneapolis publication, spoke

in defense of the movies and said

that they are 1000 per cent, better

today than they were a few years

ago. A number of local film men
attended the meeting, including Al

Steffes. president of the Northwest

M.P.T.O.; Theodore Hays, general
manager of Finkelstein & Ruben

:

Ralph Branton, of Educational

;

Thomas Burke, of First National

:

W. R. Liebmann, of Pathe ; W. H.
Workman, of M-G-M : Mike
Frisch, of F.B.O., and H. O. Mar-
tin, of United Artists.

A license has been recommended
for the Lake Amusement Company
of Minneapolis, by the license com-
mittee of the city counsel, for a

theatre on Lake Street, an outlying

business thoroughfare.

George Levine, one of the crack
salesmen of the Middle West, has

just been appointed branch manager
of Warner Bros.' Minneapolis Ex-
change. Mr. Levine has been with
the Warners for the last year and
was picked by Sam E. Morris to

fill the vacancy in the Minneapolis
office.

Detroit
CARL KRUEGER, former man-

ager of the Columbia Theatre,

is now managing the Lincoln

Square Theatre. J. Barley, assistant

manager, will succeed Mr. Krueger
as manager of the Columbia.
Universal Film Exchange has the

honor of being the first company
to move into the new Film Ex-
change Building, which is located

at Cass and Montcalm avenues.

F.B.O. and Producers Distributing

Corporation are to move in this

week.

L. Wunrow and W. Staples have

taken over the Clawson Theatre

at Clawson, Mich., from L. Ru-
benstein, the former owner. Messrs.

Wunrow and Staples intend to re-

model the whole house, besides in-

stalling a new heating system and

a large canopy with a new electric

sign.

Nat Barach, district manager
for Warner Brothers, was in town
last Wednesday to attend the open-

ing of the Vitaphone, which is

booked at the Shubert Lafayette

for an indefinite stay.

W. J. Morgan, general sales

manager for Producers Distribut-

ing Corporation, stopped over in

Detroit last week to confer with

Branch Manager Henry Zapp.

William Hurlbut, of the Favorite

Film Company, has returned from

a week's business trip in New
York.

H. M. Richey and J. C. Ritter,

of the Michigan Exhibitors Asso-

ciation, and Dave Pafreyman, of

the Detroit Film Board of Trade,

have returned from Xew York,

where they were in conference with

officials of the Will Hays organiza-

tion on arbitration.

A fire prevention meeting for

the employees of the Detroit film

exchanges was held Thursday
morning at the Broadway-Strand
Theatre. A fire prevention pic-

ture was screened, followed by
short talks on how to prevent fires.

The meeting w:as well attended and

lasted only one hour.

PLANS are already under way
at Manager George P. Endert's

local Famous Players Exchange
for the big annual Christmas party,

and present indications are that

it will be a "wow." Funds for the

party have been gathered since

October 1st by means of a fine

for tardiness or donations by sales-

men after boasting of "big" sales.

Miss Vesta Waddell, who won $25
recently for selling the most tickets

to the M.P.T.O.W." Potpourri, has

donated that prize to the cause.

Roy N. Peacock, representing the

purchasing department of the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company,
with offices in San Francisco, spent

a few days in this city last week
to attend the funeral of his father.

During his stay here he also con-

ferred on business with Ben F.

Shearer, representative of the Na-
tional Company in this territory.

"John Hamrick's Attractions," a

handsome twenty-page program,
published weekly, is the latest addi-

tion to the film publications of this

city. It is a good-sized publication,

containing the current and forth-

coming programs at Mr. Hamrick's

four Seattle theatres, the Blue

Mouse, Egyptian, Lakeside and Up-
town, as well as general news items

of popular theatrical interest. It

is edited by Vic Gauntlett, publicity

director for Mr. Hamrick, and is

published by Charles Klein and

distributed free to patrons of all

the Hamrick houses. Advertising

from neighboring firms supports

the publication.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. McKin-
nell, owning and operating the Rose
Theatre in Tacoma, report that

their house is now undergoing a

thorough renovating and redecorat-

ing and expect to begin the coming
season with a formal Winter Open-
ing within a few weeks.

Robert J. Bruce, producer of the

nationally-known Bruce Scenics,

was a visitor in this city last week,
spending much of his time with

Jay A. Gage, manager of the

local Educational branch office.

Reports received from Tacoma
last week indica.e that the ten-cent

theatre is a thing of the past in

that city. Early this month the

Shell, Bijou, Rose, Palace and Lin-

coln theatres simultaneously raised

their admission price to fifteen

cents. A few theatres still remain

in Seattle at ten cents, most of

them in the lower districts of the

city.

H. M. Herbel, newly appointed

Western sales director for Uni-

versal, paid his first visit to this

city last week in his new posi-

tion, after an absence of several

years. He conferred with Manager
Mat Aparton and the local sales

staff for several days relative to the

next season's product. Mr. Herbel,

it is interesting to note, was dis-

trict manager in the West several

years ago, at which time he wooed

and won Gladys Walton, former

L'niversal star.

150 FIRST RUNS-WEEK DEC. 26
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Kansas City
THE Garden Theatre, a large

downtown and comparatively

new house which formerly wa op

(.rated under several vaudeville cir-

cuits, but which has been idle for

several seasons, is to be opened
this month as a first-rim motion
picture and vaudeville house. It

will be under the management of

James F. Lynch, of Larabee, Wyo.,
owner of a chain of theatres, who
last week leased the theatre from
the Davidson Estate Corp., at an

annual rental of $17,800. An op-

tion of an additional five years

also was taken. Mr. Lynch plans

to operate a string of theatres

in Missouri under a corporation

which has not yet been named.

Jack Quinlan, for several years
manager of the Main Street Thea-
tre, Kansas City, but who resigned

the other day, has been named
manager of the Pantages Theatre,

Kansas City, to succeed Earl T.

Cook, who was transferred to the

home office of the Pantages Cir-

cuit in N'ew York, the position be-

ing a promotion.

The management of the Oak
Park Theatre, Kansas City, was the

first suburban theatre to volunteer

to ci mtribute the rec :ipts of a

night's performance towards the

Mayor's Christmas Tree Fund in

Kansas City. Other theatres are
expected to follow and the press
is giving liberal space to the co-

operation of exhibitors.

Kansas City has a newly-appoint-
ed city film censor. He is Guy
Holmes, who was superintendent of
the Board of Public Welfare under
the administration of Mayor Crom-
well. He succeeds Lynn Buford.
who recently was elected circuit

clerk.

The old Colonial Theatre, sub-

urban house of Kansas City, which
has been popular since the days
of nickel shows, is to be razed

and a new and larger theatre con-
structed in its place, it was an-
nounced this week by Dr. R. H.
Simmons, owner of the property,
and H. H. Barrett, manager, who
took out a new ten-year lease at

$4,200 annually. The theatre will

be increased f.om 660 seats to

1,020 and will have all modern
conveniences to be found in larger,

first-run houses. William J. Koch
is the architect supervising the new
structure.

\.b0Ul fifty representatives at-

tended the Paramount meeting of
branch managers, salesmen, bookers
and others at the Kansas City Ath-
letic Club, Kansas City, last Sat-
urday. Sales problems and future

plans were discussed.

Frank Cassel has been named as

manager of the Sedalia Theatre,
Sedalia, Mo., a Universal chain
house. Mr. Cassel formerly was
Associated Exhibitors branch man-
ager and Paramount salesman in

Kansas City.

Virtually all the work of erect-

ing the huge steel beams in the

$4,000,000 Loew's Midland Theatre,
Kansas City, which will have a

seating capacity of 4,000, has been
completed and work on the new
house is progressing rapidly.

Among the out-of-town exhibit-

ors in the Kansas City market this

week were : Enslev Barbour, Elec-

tric, Springfield, Mo.; W. E. Wal-
lace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas.

;

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Jenkins, Lees
Summit, Mo.; J. N. Welty, Mid-
way Theatre, Hill City, Kas.; W.
D. Bearce, Peoples Theatre, Hume,
Mo. ; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum,
Topcka, Kas.

Harry Taylor, Universal branch
manager, is out in his territory

after more business.

Russell Borg, Educational book-
er, has been confined to his home
several days because of illness.

R. S. Ballentyne, Pathe branch
manager, made a trip to Dallas,
Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Okla.,

last week.
Ben Blotcky, former Paramount

branch manager, but now district

Paramount manager in Minneap-
olis, was a Kansas City visitor.

X. I). Patterson has been added
to the sales force of Warner Broth-
ers, covering Southwest Missouri.
Tommy Thompson, booker for

Midwest, was on the ill list last

week.
H. E. White, formerly of Okla-

homa City, has been added to the
Midwest sales force.

Roy Churchill, F.B.O. branch
manager, returned from Chicago,
w-here he attended a sales meeting
of his organization.

A. H. Fischer, Warner Brothers
division manager, was a Kansas
City visitor.

Guy Navarre, United Artists
branch manager, was another
hustler in the territory last week.

anada
Till-' Famous Players Canadian

School of Music and Allied

\rts. with headquarters at Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, is making excel-

progress this season, according
to H. M. Thomas, director of the

school, who is also manager of

the Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg.
Leila Auger, wife of Mr. Thomas,
is in direct charge of the institution

classes and much talent is being

developed.

The Amherst Theatre, Amherst
and St. Catherine Street East,

Montreal, one of the newer local

moving picture palaces, has been

added to the chain of United
Amusements, Limited, Montreal,
George Nicholas, managing di-

rector, announces. The Amherst
was constructed less than two years

ago under the auspices of the Al-

iens of Toronto. The company
also recently acquired the West-
mount Theatre, wdiich was former-
ly known as the Allen Theatre.

United Amusements. Limited, is

also building a large neighborhood

house of its own, which will make
twelve local theatres in the chain.

A new theatre, seating 500, has

been opened on Danforth Avenue,

Toronto, in the northeast section

of the city, by Harry Ginsler, a
veteran local exhibitor. The house
is equipped with two Motiograph
De Luxe Mazda projection ma-
chines.

Antoinette Ward, former man-
ager of the Grand Theatre, St.

Catharines, Ontario, and later man-
ager of the Griffin Theatre there,

has become manageress of the Tiv-

oli Theatre in St. Thomas, On-
tario, filling the position left va-

cant by Thomas Forhan. who is

now at the Capitol Theatre, Wel-
land.

After the Grand Theatre at Bar-
rie, Ontario, had been damaged by
fire to the extent of $12,000, the

Barrie police followed up several

clues, with the result that incen-

diarism is suspected and one arrest

has been made. The Grand was
erected in 1897.

The Classic Theatre, Toronto,
Ontario, now has a real sportsman
as a manager. This is G. Deniord,

of Toronto, well known as a hockey
star and also as a Softball celebrity

who figured on the line-up of the

Famous Flayers' team, which cap-
lured the Toronto and district soft-

ball championship last summer.

Indilanapoiisli

MESS MARION Met ( >]

LOUGH is the new manager
of the Indianapolis Film Board of

Trade
, succeeding Miss Helen

n, who resign* d to be< ome af-

filiated with Motion Picture Op-
erators of Indiana. Miss McCol-
lough was formerly secretary of

the Kansas City boai d.

Don Hammer, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Pictures Corporation sales-

man, found a new way to pay a

football bet. Hammer, who bet

on the Notre Dame— University of

Southern California gridiron con-

test, lost the wager to Harry
Gorman, fellow salesman, and paid

the bet by roller-skating around
Monument Circle.

Wild's Opera House and the
( llympic theatres, at Noblesville,

have been purchased by the Van
Court interests from Mrs. Jennie
Jackson.

Oscar Kuschner, President of the

Indianapolis Film Hoard of Trade
and owner of the O. K. Exchange,
has recently returned from a buying
trip to New York.

Indianapolis Endorsers of Photo-
plays is conducting a Christmas
charity program in all of the city's

institutions.

Southwest
TIM Rig Theatre al Boi

burned last week

will be rebuilt immediatel) . a

' ,i itiith Brothi ners.

Work was
i r 13th. This is tl

time the Rig has burned, as it was

burned the da) a ftei its compli

la t June. A thii d i will

be built by Griffith Brothers in

i r at the same time the Rig

is rebuilt. This theatre will be

Ick ited directly across the

from the Borger postoffice, one

from the Rex Theatre, now
owned by the I ri iffith Both of

these new theatres will be built to

seat 1,200, thus giving these theatre

owners a seating capacity of 3,200
mi Borger,

Griffiths are also starting a new

theatre in Seminole that will scat

1,200

Both theatres will be fireprool

throughout, with asphalt roof, the

exterior of the buildings of brick

and tile, and every device used to

make them Completer) sale.

Mr. Jensen from Pernell, Ok!a..

was in towMi this week and re-

ported that he is building a 400

theatre in Goza, I )kla. Goza

IS a new oil town of ten months,

located 18 miles northeast of Mar-

low. Okla. Thirty rigs are already

erected in Goza. and a sixty-room

hotel is now being built there.
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Theatpe Management
Equipment Construction Opepation

Selecting Features Not a
One-Man Job

Self-Reliance in Choosing Dangerous; Members of
Eastman Staff Act as Picture Jury

BY ERIC T. CLARKE
General Manager, Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N.Y.

(Reprinted from a portion of the paper,
"An Exhibitor's Problems in 1926," pre-
sented by Mr. Clarke before the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers at Briarcliff,
N.Y , October, 1926).

FOR the three houses which we operate
we buy about 200 feature pictures.

Add another hundred, which are sent
to us to be used if we want them, and you
have about six pictures for every one which
the Eastman Theatre needs. Screening
features is lazy work, but an awful lot

hangs by it. When I started it, I was ad-
vised by an old-time picture man to be-
ware of second thoughts in deciding on
pictures. It is the first impression which
is important in trying to gauge what the
public will like. I have found this very
sound advice.

Committee Sits in Judgment
This past year I have become convinced

that it is dangerous to be self-reliant in

selecting pictures. My personal likes and
dislikes, however I may try to sink them,
are bound to influence my judgment. With
this thought in mind we have in operation
a plan by which all members of the Theatre
Staff who are present at the screening of
a feature picture are obliged to submit im-
mediately on the conclusion of the picture
their individual opinions concerning it.

Screening Room Rules are that those pres-
ent may laugh and cry as much as they
like but that no discussion of the picture
will be permitted until all the slips are in.

The opinions are later tabulated on the
screening report. The final decision must
necessarily rest in my hands. To date this

plan has worked very well. We played cer-

tain pictures which I personally would have
turned down. "The Volga Boatman," for
instance, annoyed me unspeakably; yet it

played to a shade better than average
business.

Should Try to Know the Worst
We have had much argument as to where

to begin in screening pictures. I mentioned
last year that we were screening pictures
beginning with the fourth reel, but, finding
that my asociates did not agree with this
practice I decided to insist on it only in the
case of features exceeding eight reels in
length. We are still arguing among our-
selves whether we should screen pictures

under the best possible conditions or under
the worst possible conditions. My belief

is that we should try to know the worst.
Circumstances in the screening room rob us
of the atmosphere in the show. We have
no music; no audience reaction is obtain-
able. Consequently I believe we should
screen a picture with the eyes of the audi-
ence that arrives late, doing this for the
same reason that I sit in the worst part of
our house in judging a show. If it gets
over to me there, I know it will satisfy
others.

Guessing Game With Film Fans
More recently for our mutual benefit I

have been arranging a guessing game with
the picture buyer. It is a good thing to
pin down one's thoughts, and we have
already found some valuable results. For
example, when considering prospective busi-
ness on the latest Keaton picture we made
an analysis of business done at the East-
man on feature comedies. Setting aside the
Harold Lloyd, who is clearly an exception,
we find that farce comedies as a whole have
not been successful. This is true presuma-
bly for the same reason that producers of
farce comedies on the legitimate stage pre-
fer small houses. It is hard to play farce
successfully if there are many empty seats.

I am still convinced, as I was last year,
that most feature pictures running over
eighty minutes hurt their chances of success
by their length. The past year has seen
some improvement in economy of footage.

Westcott Heads Educational
Dept. of Stanley Co.

Harry D. Westcott, who has been in
charge of the Service Department of the
Stanley Company of America and instruc-
tor in the Stanley V. Mastbaum Course in
Photoplay and Scenario Writing at Temple
University, has been appointed Director of
Education and Research by the Stanley
Company. He will have charge of the
general educational work to be carried on
among foreigners and public school children
and will co-operate with teachers, women's
clubs, civic organizations and similar bodies
in arranging programs for Saturday morn-
ing showings and other special perform-
ances at Stanley theatres.

Equipment

Another Reason

By P. M.ABBOTT-

SINCE we last discussed the so-

called "overseating problem" in

this column, there has continued

the usual controversy. If the words
of advice and warning shouted at the-

atre owners were to be heeded, then

new theatre construction would come
to an abrupt halt. But, happily, "reck-

less" building continues serenely on

—

and the new theatres continue to fill

and pay dividends. With the usual ex-

ceptions, of course.

However, regardless of the gamble
that is involved in the building of a

new theatre in so far as the project

itself paying dividends is concerned,

there is another angle that is a strong

incentive to promote building; that is,

the increased valuation of property sur-

rounding the new theatre.

According to one report, professed to

have been compiled after careful

study of effect of new theatres on sur-

rounding properties, it was found that

a million dollar theatre increased the

valuation of properties within a three

block radius, by three million dollars.

Also, that theatres costing both more
and less, affected property value in

some like proportions.

Unquestionably, some of the projects

that are being built today, have for

one of their purposes increased valua-

tion of surrounding property and the de-

velopment of a business section. How-
ever, regardless of the merit of build-

ing theatres to increase surrounding
property values, this consideration only

makes more certain the continuation of

our present building era.
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Phonograph Concerts Score at Capitol
Feature Offered as

Program Opener at

Des Moines Theatre
LJALK bour phonograph concerts, featur-
•** ing operatic airs and called "Echoes
of Opera," proved an exceptionally popular
success at the Capitol Theatre in Des
Moines lasl week, when this special number
was offered as an opening feature of the

programs starting at 12:30 p.m. The con-

certs were staged with the co-operation of

the Des Moines Music Company, distribu-

tors of Orthophonic phonographs and Vic
tor records. The company supplied the

machine, an Auditorium Model Orthophonic
Victrola.

The initial presentations of the feature

on Saturday, December 4th, won rounds of

applause. This was in conjunction with
the overture by Jacques Beaucaire and his

orchestra, a number in which the phono-
graph was used. The success of the num-
ber led to an arrangement whereby the
half-hour phonograph concerts were insti-

tuted as opening features of the first per-
formances Sunday and daily throughout the

week.

Last week's program at the Capitol pro-
vided entertainment of wide appeal. The
screen feature was Colleen Moore's new
vehicle "Twinkletoes," with a Fox news-
reel and other short features making up the

film contributions. The stage features were
the Royal Mountain Ash Welsh Choir, of-

fering their dramatization in two scenes of
a famous incident in a Wales colliery. The
overture and an organ novelty by L. Carlos
Meier rounded out the program.

Paramount Still Drawing Ca-
pacity Houses

The new Paramount Theatre in New
York continues to draw capacity crowds.
The house is holding up to the first week's
receipts, which totalled a little over $80,-

000, a new high mark for theatre revenue.
The em-rent bill is headed by "Stranded

in Paris," a new Bebe Daniels vehicle. The
one hundred and fifty-fifth birthday anni-
versary of the celebrated composer, Ludwig
Van Beethoven, is being commemorated
with a presentation of the Fitzpatrick Mu-
sic Film, "Ludwig Van Beethoven," de-
picting the inspiration lor his famous
"Moonlight Sonata."
The stage features are provided by the

Denis Sisters, a trio of harmony singers,
and Boris Petroff's presentation, "The Pour
Season-," a combination id' singing, danc
ing and visual stage effects.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

I >•' l.iuriiiitui 7876

1579 Broadway, New York City

Lowell Cash, manager of the Kinsman Theatre, Cleveland, presented a stage number as an ad-

vance announcement and atmospheric prologue for Universal's "The Midnight Sun." The presen-

tation was an adaptation of the stage number designed for the picture by LlniversaVs production
department. The half-circle sun was painted on beaverboard with alternating stripes of gold and

dark red

Hunt Pictures Co-Feature at

Eastman Theatre
The first installment of the Eastman Af-

rican Hunt Pictures, filmed by Martin John-
son on the recent big game expedition of

George Eastman, were offered as a co-fea-

ture with "Everybody's Acting," at the

Eastman Theatre in Rochester last week.
The supplemental bill included presenta-

tion of "To Youth," a composition by Paul
White, assistant conductor of the Eastman
orchestra, as an overture, and a stage pan
tomime by the Eastman ensemble, ft was
a comedy pantomime called "Funeral
March of a Marionette," and was set to

music by Gounod. The characters appeared
as a variety of marionettes, engaged in ob-

sequies over a departed member, rites which
were performed with ludicrous pomp.

George Givot New Master of

Ceremonies at State
The State Theatre in Detroit last week

introduced a new master of ceremonies for
the stage presentations at that house, in

the person of George Givot, who specializes
in oversize pants for make-up and high-
pressure clowning for his effects. Givot's
introduction was in a collegiate revue of

fered with the Tiffany feature, "College
Day-." Lydia Harris, Frank Kieffer! and
Brisco and DeLorto were the vaudeville
performers who assisted Givol in the pre-
sentaj ion.

something along the lines of the Loi Bridge
players offerings at the Globe, where musi-

cal comedies are presented in conjunction
with screen features.

The management of the Madrid, which is

one of the Universal chain of houses, will

endeavor to build up a popular following

for the stock company, which it is believed

will be able to offer a better brand of enter-

tainment than that provided by the average
run of vaudeville performers available to a

suburban house.

Loew Circuit Adds to List of

Vaudeville Headliners

Fiske O'Hara, Irish tenor, will try out
lor a tour of the Loew Circuit with a
sketch with a company of four as a vaude-
ville vehicle at the Loew's State Theatre
in White Plains, December 20th.

Sissle and Blake, stars and authors of

"Shuffle Along" "Liza" and "Plantation
Days," have accepted a tour of the Loew
Circuit, starting with Loew's State and
Metropolitan theatres in a few weeks.
Al Herman, known as "the assassin of

grief," and Morris and Campbell, late fea-

ture of "Artists and Model-" and "Gay
Paree," have also joined the list of head-
liner- for Loew.

Madrid Drops Acts; Offers
Musical Stock Shows

The Madrid Theatre, suburban house in

Kansas City, last week introduced a substi
inte for the usual singing and dancing stage
presentation when a small stock com-
pany presented a musical farce called

"Oh! Doctor." In the main the idea i-

Landry Orchestra and Colin
O'Moore Stanley Features
Stage features presented last week at the

Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia, were Art
Landry and his orchestra, and Colin
O'Moore, concert tenor, in a program of bal-
lads. These offerings, along with an over-
ture by the Stanley Symphony Orchestra,
were the main items of an attractive and
well-balanced program surrounding the
presentation of ••The Canadian," the screen
feature for the week.
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F.& R. Producing Another Kiddie Revue
13 Juveniles Cast

For Presentation
At State Theatre

ANOTHER Finkelstein & Ruben Kid-
dies' Revue is planned for the State

theatre, Minneapolis the week of Decem-
ber 18. Thirteen children, recruited from
the best of Twin City talent, will take
part in this revue, which will be staged
under the title of "The Night Before
Christmas."
Eleven of the youngsters have appeared

before in these revues, but two of them
are new to the F. & R. troupe. They are

Virginia Lindquist, an 11-year-old saxo-

phone player, and Thomas Gill, ar 11-year-

old tap dancer.

The Kiddies revues have probably been
the greatest attraction ever staged at F. &
R. theatres, and time and time again they

have smashed records at the State Theatre

in Minneapolis and the Capitol Theatre in

St. Paul.

Last summer these juveniles toured

through the northwest and played at i

number of F. & R. houses to capacity

crowds.
The public has grown to expect these

revues every Christmas holiday, they are

given generous publicity in the local news-
papers, and seats are always at a premium
whenever the kiddies are advertised as a
prominent feature of the motion picture

bill.

Van Curler in Schenectady
Closes Down This Week
The Van Curler, one of the oldest the-

atres in Schenectady, closed on Decem-
ber 18, owing to a lack of bookings and
likewise business that has not been up to

expectation. The house is leased by the

Farash company, the lease expiring on May
1, at which time the theatre will probably

be turned into a business block. Frank
Breymaier, the manager, will return to the

Barcli and handle the advertising of all

Farash houses.

Blank & Orpheum Company
Exchange Theatre Leases
A. H. Blank and the Orpheum manage-

ment have exchanged leases on the Capitol

and Columbia theatres in Davenport, la.

It is said that the Columbia Theatre is

too small to accommodate the patronage
for shows staged at that house. A pro-

posal to build a new Orpheum Theatre was
met with the proposition to trade leases.

The Columbia seats about 1,200 and the

Capitol about 2,000.

Capitol Now Starting New
Programs on Saturdays
The Capitol Theatre in New York has

swung into line with other Broadway cine-

mas and opens its new programs Saturdays
instead of Sundays as formeily. The cur-

rent bill at the Capitol is a hold-over from
last week, with the UFA production of

Faust as the leading attraction.

The

MANAGERS OFFICE

FRANK CASSIDY, who has been with
Warner Bros, almost from their start, has

been appointed manager of the Colony Theatre,

New York City. He has managed several other

Warner houses and executed special exploita-

tion campaigns during his association with this

company.

CHARLES ROSE, formerly of Corning, re-

cently was appointed manager of Smalley's

Theatre in Cooperstown.

Dix and Shearer Winners of

Tribune Contest

The popularity contest conducted by Mae
Tinee in the Chicago Tribune, has resulted

in Norma Shearer and Richard Dix being

voted the most popular man and woman
stars of the movies. The vote was as fol-

lows :

Norma Shearer—2319; Richard Dix

—

2773; Dolores Costello—2241 ; Thomas
Meighan—1252; Colleen Moore—1215;
John Gilbert—993 ; Bebe Daniels—470;
Ronald Colman—785; Corinne Griffith

—

437; Lloyd Hughes—635; Norma Talmadge—403 ; John Barrymore—534.

New Policies for McVickers
and Roosevelt Theatres

An important change in policies of the

Roosevelt and McVickers Theatres in Chi-

cago will become effective on December 20th,

on which date McVickers' Theatre will

operate on the policy which has been in

eflcct at the Roosevelt for some time past,

that is, important pictures for long runs
at the price of fifty cents, and the Roose-
velt will become the home of super produc-
tions with two performances a day, price-

running from fifty cents to two dollars for
reserved seats, the entire house to be re-

served. A large orchestra will be installed

in the Roosevelt which will signalize the
opening of the new policy with the presen-
tation of "Beau Geste."

Chicago Staff Wins B & K
Efficiency Contest

The six months' efficiency contest partici-

pated in by the service department of Bahi-
ban & Katz and Lubliner & Trinz theatres

in Chicago, ended last week in a victory
,for the Chicago theatre staff, headed by
Major Lewis Lazar. A plaque symbolical
of their victory was presented to them at

a banquet held at the Sherman Hotel on
last Saturday night, Director John Knight
of the\ service department making the pres-

entation.

Illinois Exhibitor Installs

"Cry-room"
Another exhibitor to install a "cry-

room" is E. Saunders, who operates the

motion picture theatre at Harvard, 111. At
the rear of the theatre auditorium Saunders
has built a small, soundproof room fronted
with glass. As the local newspaper describes

the innovation, "a woman with a 'collicky'

baby may retire to this room and still watch
the show."

Smalley Adding Vaudeville
At Several Houses

William Smalley, of Cooperstown, who
has about fifteen theatres in New York
State, was in Albany during the week and
announced that he would use vaudeville in

connection with pictures during the last

half of the week from now on in Coopers-
town, Walton, Sidney, Johnstown, Fort
Plains and St. Johnsville. He will charge
an admission of 20 and 40 cents instead of

15 and 25 cents, which ordinarily prevail.

Davis Conducting Series of

Service Talks to Staff

Walter F. Davis, manager of the Metro-
politan Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has
been conducting a series of special ser-

vice talks for the employees of the Capitol

and Metropolitan Theatres, the two Famous
Players theatres in Winnipeg. He gave
these talks to the box office attendants, pro-

jectionists and stage crews, ushers and
cloak-room girls and now to the group com-
prising the porters, janitors and cleaners.

Tampa Airdrome to Present Acts

Manager Krim of the Airdome in Tampa,
has added a stage to that theatre's equip-

ment and will otter an act or two of vaude-
ville along with pictures. Many perform-

ers spend the winter in that section and are

glad to pick up a few extra independent

dates.

Baltimore Embassy Drops Acts
Stage presentations at the Embassy The-

atre in Baltimore have been discontinued.

A feature picture with comedy, news ami
incidental films with organ and orchestral

music constitute the program. A top price

of 60 cents at night still prevails.

Amateurs in Playlet at Strand
At the Mark Strand, in Albany, a playlet

will be presented during the week of De-
cember 20, by the Albany Players, a local

amateur organization.

Plays 3 Weeks at K. C. Royal

"We're In the Navy Now" completed a

three weeks' engagement at the Royal The-

atre, Kansas City, last week. The picture

proved one of the most successful attrac-

tions offered at the Royal since its eon-

version to the long-run policy.

Directs Publicity for Marks
Harold E. Murphy has been placed in

charge of advertising and exploitation for

the Marks Brothers' Theatres, Inc., of Chi-

cago. Murphy formerly was director of

publicity for the Woodlawn Theatre Com-
pany, resigning as press representative for

the Pennsylvania Railroad to join that or-

ganization.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 Broadway

Tel. 5580 Pen.
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An interesting view of the Florida Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla., showing detail of the side walls of balcony.
R. E. Hall & Company, of New York City, were the architects and engineers on this new playhouse which

was opened to the public a short time ago

Six New Picture Theatres
for Detroit, Mich.

Three to be in Central Section, Three Uptown;
All Large Capacity Houses

SIX magnificent new motion picture the-

atres will, in the course of the next

lew months, ailorn the central and up-

town sections of Detroit, Mich.

The first awards of the huge structure

which will house the 5,000-seat William
Fox Theatre have been granted. These
include the contracts I'm excavating, t'oun

dations and footing work. Figures have

also been taken for the steel work on the

entire nineteen-story building which will

be one of the show places of the Middle

West.
The Miles Theatre, now under construc-

"Joe" Steed's Theatres
Engirdle Birmingham
THE New Wylam Theatre, Birm-

ingham, Ala., another thousand
seater, is in process of construc-

tion, and will be finished within the

next two months. Joe Steed seems de-

termined to engirdle Birmingham with
large houses and he now controls the

FrankFn and Belle, at Ensley; the new
Fairfield and Gary, at Fairfield; the

Plaza and New North Birmingham at

North Birmingham; the Grand and
New Wylam, at Wylam; the Norwood
and Five Points theatres. It is quite

evident that this circuit is strategically

placed to command a very respectable

share of Birmingham's amusement
business, as all these houses are lo-

cated in thickly populated centers, ad-

jacent to large pay-rolls.

tion on Adams Avenue, will be ready to be
opened early in May, 1927. This house, of

:!,."iiM) seating capacity and of Oriental style,

will form part of a 16-story apartment hotel

to be built at an estimated cost of $2,500,-

000. The Charles IT. Miles-Adams Avenue
Corporation are the owners.
The Riviera Annex, owned by the Riviera

Annex Company, will probably be com-
pleted late in December, 1926, in time for

a Xmas opening. The approximate cost of

this building is $500,000, the seating ca-

pacity 2000 and the location is at Grand
River Avenue and Joy Road-

February will undoubtedly see the open-

ing of the Henry S. Koppin "Koppin The-

atre," now under construction at Six Mile

Road and Gratiot Avenue. This is said to

be the "prize house" of the Woodward
Circuit of which Henry S. Koppin is presi-

dent. Two other Koppin houses are also

under way at Dearborn and Wayne, Mich.,

and the Dearborn house is expected to be

ready the early part of December.

Ben and Lou Cohen's "Hollywood," a

house which will cost in the neighborhood

oi a million and a half and seat around
1,000, has already been described in a pre-

vious article in this publication. II is 1"

cated in Detroit's West side and according

to Cohen Brothers' statement will be the

second largesl theatre in the city.

Plans for the United Artists' 5,000 seal

theatre are said to lie in the cuur-e of

preparation. A site for this house is re-

ported to have been chosen in the Grand
Circus neighborhood, a downtown district.

Stevenson Closes Deal at

Burlington, N.C.
Stevenson Theatres, Inc., of Henderson,

N.C, are reported to have closed nego-
tiations for a new $150,000 theatre build-
ing with actual work of construction soon
to begin, on the site of the old Fox market,
Burlington, N.C.

It will be of fireproof construction
throughout and, from an artistic stand-
point, one of the finest in the State. Span-
ish design will be followed.

The main floor will seat approximately
700 and with the balcony, the entire seat-

ing capacity will run well around the thou-
sand mark, seating more than any house
at present in Burlington.

The stage called for in the specifications,

28 x 52, will give Burlington for the first

time facilities for handling road shows,
which in the past, have had to jump that
city.

S. S. Stevenson is head of Stevenson The-
atres, Inc., with the main offices at Hen-
derson.

Grand Theatre, Logan, Utah,

Installs New Organ
Lena rd Roberts of the Western Organ

Sales Company of Denver, has just closed

a contract with Mike Neilson for a new
Kilgen Unit Orchestral Organ to be in-

stalled in his new Grand Theatre at Logan,
Utah. It is expected that Ed Head, organ-
ist at the American Theatre of this city,

will dedicate this organ to the people of

Logan, according to Dave Schayer of the
American Theatre.

Large Theatre Planned at

Haverhill, Mass.
Plans are under consideration for a new

theatre at Haverhill, Mass., to be one of the

largest outside of Boston in the state. The
plans are backed by a group of Haverhill
business men and capitalists and it is un-
derstood that at least three operating com-
panies have expressed a willingness to lease

the new house upon completion. It is prob-
able that plans for the theatre will be
completed (luring the winter so that actual
(instruction will start early in the spring.

Architects Chosen
Canarsie Theatre

foi

Berlinger and Kaufman, architects and
engineers, New York City, have been com
missioned to prepare plans for the erection

of a new motion picture theatre, store and
business building at the corner of Avenue
L and Easl 93rd Street, Canarsie, Brooklyn,
L.I., NT.
The theatre auditorium will he designed

to seat 2.000 and will be finished and deco-

rated in the mosl modern manner.

Plan Theatre at Rensselaer, In<l.

The new owners of the Ellis Theatre
building, Rensselaer, Ind., Messrs. Grow,
Leopold and Hoover, are planning the erec

tion of B modern motion picture theatre to

include stores on the property. The old

Ellis block was gutted by tire lasl De
cember.
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Complete Piano Inside This
Kilgen Organ

An innovation in organ construction is

being built by George Kilgen & Son, St.

Louis, Mo., organ builders for the Pice;)

dilly Theatre in Chicago. The organ, with

its miles of electrical circuits, which is said

to be the largest ever built, will include a

complete piano constructed inside the organ.

The building of piano tones in an organ

is not entirely new, but the innovation lies

in the fact that a complete piano is built

in and its tones are controlled by the organ

console.

As planned the instrument will be in-

stalled in open view in a balcony niche at

the side of the stage built expressly for the

piano. The organ console will have four

manuals and the piano may be played in

four different positions from the console

and also with the foot pedals.

The organ will have an aggregate of 32,-

000 electrical circuits controlling the notes

and a total of 267 tonal stops.

Theatre-Store Building for

Dubuque, Iowa
The Rosenthal Theatre Corporation head-

ed by Jake Rosenthal of Dubuque, Iowa, has

announced plans for a $1,000,000 theatre,

store and hotel building to be erected at

Fifth and Iowa streets in Dubuque.

The plans are in charge of R. Levine &
Company of Chicago, well-known theatre

builders and financiers.

The theatre will seat upwards of 1,200

persons while the hotel will have 100 rooms

with baths, etc.

Jake Rosenthal is a brother of Barney
Rosenthal, president of Columbia Pictures

Corporation of St. Louis, Mo.

New Jersey Theatre Firm
Files Incorp. Papers

Papers of incorporation have been filed

with the county clerk for the erection of

a new motion picture theatre on Westfield

Avenue, Roselle Park, N.J., by the Sivad

Realty Company of Newark.
The estimated construction cost of the

new house is to be in the neighborhood

of $300,000. The capital authorized i

$100,000, of which $60,000 is preferred and

$40,000, common stock. The business

started under way with $5,000 paid in by

Nathan and Jennie Golden of Newark and

$5,000 by Davis and Mollie Bender, also

of Newark.

Flame Swept Royal, Laredo,

Tex., to be Rebuilt
The handsome and modern Royal Theatre

at Laredo, Texas, which was gutted by
flames in August last, will be completed and
ready for business again by January 1, 1927.

Meanwhile, Manager Rowley is putting on

the best pictures at the Rialto to accom-
modate and entertain his former Royal
patrons. First National pictures form the

backbone of the Rialto programs.

New Equipment for Indiana House

The Court Theatre, Auburn, Ind., has re-

cently completed the installation of several

new items of equipment in its projection

room, among which is included two Simplex
projectors and a new spotlight.

View of the artistic foyer of the new Florida Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla., a Famous Players house which
seats 2,400. Rubber floors by Stedman are used. R. E. Hall & Company, of New York City, were the architects

and engineers

Three More for Seattle
John Hamrick's Lakeside and Joe Garganos*

Venetian Opened; Olympic Due Xmas
AND still they come—meaning new

suburban houses in the Pacific North-

west territory! Within the last

month this Northwest city has seen the

opening of two more elaborately attractive

houses, both operated as second-run thea-

tres.

Joe Gargano's new Venetian Theatre, at

Fifteenth Avenue and Pine Street, opened
in November to capacity houses. It is a

1000-seat house with a stage capable of

presenting the smaller motion picture pres-

entation, and a Wurlitzer organ that fur-

nishes the musical accompaniments. It rep-

resents an investment of more than

$150,000.

Hamrick''s Sixth House

On Thanksgiving Day, John Hamrick's
new Lakeside Theatre, in the Montlake
district, opened. It is the sixth house in

Mr. Hamrick's Northwest chain, and will

be devoted exclusively to the larger second-
run pictures. It is an 800-seat house, Span-
ish in architecture and decoration, and also

has a moderate-size stage. A three-manual
Wurlitzer organ has been installed in the

pit.

At the present time, work is progressing
rapidly on the Olympic Theatre, at Eighth
Avenue and Union Street, a 750-seat house,
three blocks from the site of the proposed
Famous-Players 3,000-seat house, at Ninth
and Pine streets. The Olympic is expected
to open about Christmas time, according to

latest reports.

Another December theatre opening was
that of J. Pauly's Gateway Theatre, across
Lake Washington from Seattle. This house
seats 500 and will feature first-run attrac-

tions in that district. Four program changes
weekly are scheduled and the admission
scale is twenty-five cents for adults and ten

cents for children.

World Theatre, McCook,
Neb., Opens Xmas Night
The opening of the World Theatre, Mc-

Cook, Neb., a house which has been under
construction for the past six months, has
been scheduled for Xmas night, 1926, ac-

cording to a recent announcement by a con-
struction official. This will give McCook
three theatres.

Announce New Oxnard Theatre
Walter H. Lathrop, of Oxnard, Cal., an-

nounces that the new Oxnard theatre is

about to be realized. J. Roy Williams,
owner of Oxnard Theatres, is to erect the
building at a cost of $75,000.

Birmingham's Empire to

Open in January
THE Marvin Wise interests of

Birmingham, Ala., are completing
their new Empire. An avalanche

of publicity has been loosed, including
several thousand posters announcing
—"IT WON'T BE LONG NOW!"
Among other clever stunts, the man-
agement has secured $50,000 worth of
paintings from a Birmingham Art Gal-
lery, which will hang in their lobby,
and which will be changed from time
to time. The Empire will likely open
some time in January. Pictures, pres-
entations and good music constitutes
the Empire's policy.
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A Rim of Light

OBERT G. BLOCK, West
Annsbury Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., complains of having his

motion picture encircled by a

round rim of light from one of

his projection lenses and wants

to know what to do to rid himself of this

unwelcome addition to the projected beam.

Here is his letter

:

"Dr.-ir Sir:

"Will you kindly help me in solving a

condition that exists in my optical ti'ain

in the theatre at which T am employed?

"I have a round rim of light coming

from one of my projection lenses that is

visible on the proscenium arch above the

screen. I have a pair of Powers Projectors

with oil drip pans on them. This condition

exists with one lens only, as I have tried

switching lenses on the two projectors and

the faulty condition occurs with the same

lens each time.
"1 have tried painting the inside of the

lens barrel with lampblack to make sure

there was no light reflection from the

inside surface of the barrel but that did

iiul help. Do you think that it could be

caused by the back combination of lenses

not seating properly with each other, thus

in- stray light to escape from the lens;

mi- is it that my optical axis is not right"?

Would it help if I painted the rim (the

ground edge) of each section of the lens?
" \n\ information you can give me on

the subject will be greatly appreciated."

Suggests Own Cure

Well, Friend Block, we would say that

you bave already suggested the cure for

condition, hut evidently a cog slipped

where so that the results are not alto-

ier satisfactory. The point is this, you

ii,n painting the interior of the lens

I with lampblack, hut are you sure

lampblack was used or just something

you thought to be that.

It is very importanl thai the interior of

i lie lens barrel he finished with a jet black,

aoD .!., . QOU reflecting paint, as otherwise

the li-liir-t truce of specular reflection

will cause your picture screen to lie rimmed

with light, as you put it.

Black enamel, even flal black, will not

do .iii,1 really we are s •« bal reluctanl to

pecify a finishing surface as we believe

the besl thing to do i to end the entire

bad i" the manufacturer to he re

hed.

This may seem to you to be an extreme

remed '"'I 1 an apparently simple ail-

i you will undoubtedly feel n

inclined to experiment ,,n your own in or-

der to correct the condition, so to pre\ enl

you from making a bad condition still

worse we suggest that you purchase from
a drug store a little lampblack and thin

this out with turpentine.

Using this mixture, touch up lightly the

interior of the lens barrel, being sure that

no spots are left uncovered. Two light

coats should do the trick. Let this dry and
then try out the lens again.

Exchange Barrels
It is possible, of course, that the lens

barrel is not at fault and in order to de-

termine definitely if this is so you can try

the following. If both lenses are exactly

the same so that the lens elements of one

are interchangeable with those of the other,

switch the lens barrels only by substitut-

ing the lens elements of one assembly with

those of the other. If exchanging the lens

barrels corrects the condition then you may
be certain that the black finish is not strict-

ly non-glass and is reflecting enough light

to the screen to be visible.

We do not see how the "optical axis"
run cause the condition you speak of and
neither do we believe that incorrect align-

ment of your optical system as a whole
can cause this trouble. Nor do we believe

that painting the ground edges of the lens

elements will have any affect on removing
the stray light since if the edges were in

ar~ way responsible—or were likely to be-

come troublesome—the lens makers would
of their own accord take care of this.

• A Sure Test
There is a way to avoid all this guess-

work and feeling around in the dark for

tin' cause of the trouble by simply placing

your eye in the path of the beam of stray

light and looking toward the interior of

the lens with the lens illuminated by the

projector arc or incandescent lamps, which-

ever you are using.

Now, we do not recommend that you

obtain a 30 ft. stepladder and climb up to

the proscenium arch in order to place your
eye in the path of the beam of stray light,

hut there is no reason why you cannot pull

the projector, with its offending lens, back

away from the wall and make your obser-

vations.

Before you do this, make careful note of

where the rim of stray light strikes the

proscenium and then make note of the

angle that this beam makes with the axis

of the true beam. Light the projector lam])

and then place your eye, as nearly as you
ran, at the proper angle so that the beam
of stray light will enter your eye. You
will then he in a position to see just what

brighi surface is reflecting the light and
in tin- way can place your finger immedi-

ately on the culprit. After that it is simply
a matter of "Rauss Mit Mm."

It, after trying this, you should observe

that the inside of the lens barrel is even

slightly brighi s,> that there is the faintesl

sign of sparkle t" the surface, you may be

are thai your homemade paint job was not

UCCeSSful. This test, by the way, should

be conducted with all the projection room
lights turned out so that it will be easier

for you to locate the path of the strav
light'.

This trick, by the way, is also used for

exploring the projector beam when certain

areas or sections of the screen appear dark
and it is difficult to determine just what
is the trouble with the line-up of the optic

system. It is easy, in this way, to deter-

mine whether or not the optic system is

correctly set-up since the' various elements
—projection lens, aperture outline, conden-
ser lens and light source—are then all visi-

ble and any trouble, due to one or more of
these elements being off-center, can be
easily located. For this work a dark ab-

sorbing glass is recommended to protect the
eyes from glare. Xo dark glass is neces-

sary, however, for locating stray lighl

troubles as this light is too faint to cause
serious glare and the use of the glass only
serves to prevent the observation of detail.

Assemble Lenses Properly
We hardly think that improper assembly

of the lens elements in the barrel could
cause you trouble. Friend Block, as the
ill effects of such an error would probably
be confined to poor definition of the pro-
jected picture and this you have failed to

mention. Nevertheless, it is important that
the lenses be re-assembled correctly as we
can personally vouch for what happens
when they are not put together "as was."
When doing this, a simple rule to follow

is to make sure that all convex lens sur-

faces he placed in the barrel so as to face

the screen. Where both sides of a lens
are convex—as is frequently the case—then
choose that side having the sharpest curva-
ture (heaviest degree of curvature) and
place it toward the screen.
We believe that with the above sugges-

tions you will now he in a position to at

least place your finger on the trouble. And
don't forget that if you cannot do a neat
and effective job of refinishing the inside
of the lens barred the best thing to do i< to

obtain the loan of another lens from your
supply dealer while he sends yours back
to the factory for a satisfactory refinishing
job.

The results on your screen certainly just-

ify this procedure no matter how simple
and trifling (he matter seems to be. It i-

certainly no trifling matter to have the at-

tention of the patrons of your theatre dis-

tracted from the picture by an unsightly
circle of lighl around the screen and half-

way home-made remedies are rapidly be-

coming passe in theatres these days.
Theatre patrons have been educated to

expect the best in presentations and the

besl is therefore expected, either conscious
1\ ,,r unconsciously, no matter whether the
pnee of admission be little or much.
Then too, there is the element of per

sonal pride which should certainly compel
any self-respecting projectionist to exert

himself to the utmost in doing creditable

w ork.
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Efficient Spot and Floodlights
Engineer Points Out Method of Obtaining Best

Results; Describes Some New Equipment
BY J. H. KURLANDER

Engineer, Brenkert Light and Projection Company (Paper presented before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers)

(Continued from last week)

IT
is now common practice, in the ease ol

the so-called super-spotlamp, to include

as auxiliary equipment a pair of fram-

ing shutters, an iris shutter and a color box

containing half a dozen or so colored gela-

tines in suitable frames for the purpose of

changing quickly from one color to another.

The position of these respective items will

be apparent from an inspection of Fig. 12.

From an operating standpoint, the loca-

tion at the rear of the lamphouse of all con-

trols is of unquestionable value. It should

not be necessary for the projectionist to do

a promenade of the spotlight in order to

operate the various controls.

Predictions concerning future occurrences

always invite a considerable amount of

skepticism, so that it behooves the would-

be prophet to step cautiously and choose

his words carefully. Yet, it seems safe to

say that any improvements in spotlights,

by way of higher beam candlepowers, niu-t

be obtained by employing either brighter

light sources or larger lenses. Furthermore,

the simple optic system now commonly
used—a light source in combination with a

single lens—precludes any marked increase

in efficiency of light transmission so that

the use of additional lenses and mirrors can

only act to lower the transmission factor of

the system with a consequent lowering of

the beam candlepower now obtainable with

the single lens system.

The use of uncorrected lenses of larger

diameter seemingly offers but few practical

possibilities except for special conditions,
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Fig. 11

so that the only remaining factor is that of

a brighter light source.

There are at present three sources of

light which have a brightness high enough

to entitle them to consideration in modern

projector systems. These are:
Brightness*

cp/sq. in.

1 The high intensity arc

lamp
' 318,000-452,000

2. The ordinary carbon arc

lamp 103,000

3. The motion picture in-

candescent lamp 17,000- 17,500

*Cady and Dates. Illuminating Engineering, P. 38,

1925.

Using these figures as a basis for com-

puting the maximum axial candlepower ob-

tainable when the respective sources are

used with a lens of 6 inches diameter, we
arrive at the following values.

Approximate axial

candlepower
(on spot)

High intensity arc

lamp *. 8,100,000-11,500,00

Ordinarv carbon arc 2,650,000

lamp *
2,800,000 measured

Motion picture incan-

descent lamp 433,000

Motion picture incan-

descent lamp (Stere-

opticon system) 303,000

Motion picture incan-

descent lamp (Stere-

opticon system—8-in.

diameter condenser. . . 540,000

It is necessary to call attention to the fact

that both the high intensity arc and the

incandescent lamp cannot be used in con-

junction with a single lens for spotlight

purposes since the tail flame of the first

and the irregular filament of the second re-

sult in the formation of a spot which is un-

acceptable to performers and projectionists.

A form of stereopticon system is required

by both.

Spotlight projectors as commonly con-

structed are intended for universal service,

that is, they are used to provide a high in-

tensity of light over a very small angle,

ranging to a relatively low intensity of light

over a very large angle.

This range of service can be divided into

two distinct conditions, spot and flood, each

possessing different optical characteristic-

as follows

:

The axial candlepower is determined by

the brightness of the source, the area of

the condensing lens, and the transmission

factor of the lens. Other things being equal,

the size of the light source (its total candle-

power) has no practical bearing on the axial

candlepower. In other words, a 35 ampere

arc will provide the same axial candlepow-

er as a 150 ampere arc.

Other things being equal, the focal length

of the condensing lens has no practical

hearing on the axial candlepower. The same

axial candlepower will be obtained regard-

less of lens focal length.

The axial candlepower will vary directly

as the source brightness.

(Continued on page 2450)
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Engineer Discusses Efficient Methods
of Spot and Floodlighting

(Continued from page 2449)

The spread of the beam will, in general,
he equal to the angle subtended by the light

source from the central point on the con-
denser.

The size of the light source controls only
the size of the spot. The axial candlepower
is proportional to the square of the diam-
eter of the condensing lens.

The candlepower in any direction is de-

termined by the brightness of the source,
the area of the condensing lens effective in

that direction, and the transmission factor
of the lens.

The size of the light source has an im-
portant bearing on the candlepower in any
direction (within the limits of the beam),
any increase in the first being attended by
an increase in the second and vice versa.

On extreme flood, if the light source size

is progressively increased, the flood candle-

powers will also increase until a point is

reached where the axial candlepower on
flood will equal that obtained on spot. Fur-
ther expansion of the light source area will

be attended only by a widening of the beam.
In other words, flood intensities greater

than that obtained on spot cannot be ob-

tained, other conditions being the same.

It is safe to assert that this condition will

never be realized with arc lamps because of

the extremely large source required. To re-

alize it completely the light source would
have to subtend the same angle from the

the lens itself.

The lens focal length bears an important
relation to the beam spread and, conse-

quently, to the candlepower.

Tn general, for the same beam spread,

long focal length lenses will provide a lower
axial candlepower than shorter one-. For

the same source—condenser distance, long

focal length lenses will provide greater

beam spreads of lower axial candlepower.

The candlepower in any direction will

vary directly as the source brightness.
In general, the diameter of the lens has

no effect on axial canndlepower, this being
determined by the brightness of the source,
its distance from the lens, and the focal
length of the particular lens. The beam
spread will be as the lens area is

expanded, and vice versa.

In general, the beam spread is determined
by the focal length of the condensing lens,

the location of the source with respect to

this lens, the diameter of the lens, and to a
certain extent, the size of the light source.

The beam spread, for any condition, can be
easily determined by the use of a graphical
method and simple calculations.

(Conclusion)

Work Started on jF.

P.-L. Seattle'

Plans'Indicate New House Will be
Ready for Christmas, 1927

Actual construction work on the new
Famous Players-Lasky motion picture thea-

tre in Seattle, Wash., began last %eek,
according to advices received from the

Western metropolis. The house, situated

at Ninth Avenue and Pine Street, will have
a seating capacity of 3,000, and will repre-

sent an investment of more than $1,250,000

when completed.
Contracts for the construction work were

let to the Rounds-Clist Company, and the

bid was reported to be approximately $950,-

1100. The Rounds-Clist organization also

have under construction at the present time
the new 3,000-seat Orpheum Theatre, ex-

pected to open in September.
Present plans indicate that the new

Famous Players house will be Oriental in

theme and design. Architects for the thea-

tre are Rapp and Rapp of Chicago, repre-
sented in Seattle by b. Marcus Priteca,
one of the Northwest's foremost architects

with a reputation that is known among
theatre men the nation over. It is expected
that the theatre will be ready for formal
opening shortly before the holiday season
in 1027. about a year from the present
t ime.

723 SrvtNTH Avcnui Ntw Vonx. City Fig. 12

Ritz Theatre, Brunswick, Ga.

Opened December 15

Brunswick's new motion picture theatre,

the Kit/, was formally opened on December
15. The Kit/, has been evolved from the

old Grand Theatre and the transformation
makes it one of the most attractive houses
in this section of the State. It has been
repainted, redecorated and refurnished

throughout. The seating capacity is 800.

The house is owned and managed by W. F.

Howell, who also is preparing to open new
theatres in Sylvester and Tifton.
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as infor-

mation on pictures that are coming, will befound on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)

Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September

m

SEPTEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length

Almost a Lady Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Baited Trap, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4358 feet.

Bells, The Lionel Barrymore .... Chadwick 6300 feet

.

Beyond the Trail BillPatton Chesterfield 5 reels. . . .

Black Pirate, The Douglas Fairbanks . .United Artists 6388 feet

.

Blarney R. Adoree-R. Graves M-G-M 6169 feet

Block Signal, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 5795 feet.

Blue Eagle, The G. O'Brien- J. Gaynor Fox 6200 feet.

Clinging Vine, The Leatrice Joy P. D. C 6420 feet

.

Dancing Days Chadwick-Stanley-L.
Rich Famous Attractions .5900 feet

.

Devil Horse, The Rex (Horse) Pathe 5853 feet.

Diplomacy Sweet-Hamilton Paramount 6959 feet.

Duchess of Buffalo, The ... . Constance Talmadge First National 6940 feet

.

False Alarm, The R. Lewis-M. Carr. . . Columbia 5235 feet.

Fighting Ranger, The Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

.

Flames E. O'Brien-V. Valli . Assoc. Exhib 5888 feet

.

Flaming Frontier, The Special Cast Universal 8829 feet

.

Flying Horseman, The Buck Jones Fox 4971 feet

.

Flying Mail, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib 4500 feet.

Forlorn River Jack Holt Paramount 5992 feet.

Gigolo RodLaRocque Prod. Dist. Corp 7295 feet.

Golden Web, The H. Gordon-L. Rich . Lumas 6075 feet

.

Grey Devil, The JackPerrin Rayart 4274 feet.

Heart of a Coward, The . . . . Billy Sullivan Rayart 5031 feet.

High Hand, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5679 feet

.

Hold That Lion Douglas MacLean. . Paramount 5811 feet

JackO'Hearts Landis-G.Hullette. . American Cinema. . . 5881 feet

Kick Off, the George Walsh Excellent Pictures 6000 feet

Kosher Kitty Kelly Viola Dana F.B.O
Laddie J. Bowers-B. Flowers.F. B. O
Lost at Sea Gordon-J. Novak-

Sherman Tiffany
Marriage Clause, The F. X Bushman-Dove Universal. ..." 7680 feet

Marriage License Alma Rubens Fox 7168 feet

.

Nell Gwyn Dorothy Gish Paramount 6800 feet

.

One Minute to Play "Red" Grange F.B.O 7713 feet.

Paradise M. Sills-B. Bronson . . First National 7090 feet

.

Poker Faces E. Horton-L. La
Plante Universal 7808 feet.

Ridin' Rascal, The Art Acord Universal 4510 feet.

Silent Power, The Ralph Lewis Lumas 6100 feet.

Son of the Sheik, The Rudolph Valentino. . .United Artists 6685 feet

.

Sparrows Mary Pickford United Artists 7763 feet

.

Speeding Thru C. Hale- J. King Elbee Pict 5500 feet.

Speeding Venus, The Priscilla Dean P. D. C 5477 feet.

Strong Man, The Harry Langdon First National 6882 feet.

Subway Sadie Mackail-Mulhall First National 6727 feet

.

Temporary Sheriff, The . . . Dick Hatton Rayart 4550 feet

.

Texas Streak, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6367 feet

.

Three Bad Men O'Brien-Borden Fox 8710 feet.

Through Thick and Thin . . .Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet

.

Tin Gods Thomas Meighan .... Paramount 8568 feet

.

Variety Jannings-de Putti .... Paramount 7804 feet

.

Waltz Dream, The M. Christians-W.
Fritsch-H. Desni . M-G-M 7322 feet.

Waning Sex, The Norma Shearer M-G-M 6025 feet.

War Paint Tim McCoy M-G-M 5032 feet.

Wild Horse Stampede, The Jack Hoxie Universal 4776 feet.

Winning of Barbara Worth . Colman-Banky United Artists 8 reels . . .

Wolf Hunters, The Special Cast Rayart 5976 feet

.

Womanpower K. Perry-R. Graves . Fox 6240 feet

.

You Never Know Women Florence Vidor Paramount 6064 feet

.

Reviewed

Nov. 20

Mar.' 20

Oct. 16
Sept. 25
July 31

Oct. 2

April 24
Sept. 25
Sept. 4

Sept. 11
April 17
Sept. 11
Sept. 18

Oct. 16
Sept. 11

Sept. 11

Sept. 18

Nov. 27
Oct. 30
Dec. 4

Aug. 28

.Nov. 13

.6103 feet.

.6931 feet.

.6500 feet.

Sept. 11

Oct. 2

Aug. 28

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Midnight Kiss, The J. Gaynor-R. Walling Fox 5025 feet
Mismates Kenyon-Baxter First National 6905 feet. Aug. 14
My Official Wife I. Rich-Tearle Warner Bros 7846 feet. Oct. 23
Old Soak, The Jean Hersholt Universal 7445 feet . . Sept. 4
Perch of the Devil P. O'Malley-Busch . Universal
Prince of Tempters, The. . . . Lyon-Moran First National 7 780 feet Oct. 30
Private Izzy Murphy George Jessel Warner Bros 7889 feet
Quarterback, The Richard Dix Paramount 7114 feet
Red Hot Leather Jack Hoxie Universal 4555 feet
Risky Business Vera Reynolds P. D. C 6594 feet
Roaring Bill Atwood Dick Patton Rayart 4405 feet
Runaway Express, The .... Special Cast Universal 5865 feet
Shameful Behavior E.Roberts-H.Tucker. Famous Attractions. .5218 feet
Sheriff's Girl, The Ben Wilson Rayart 4908 feet
So's Your Old Man W. C. Fields Paramount 6347 feet
Speed Crazed Billy Sullivan Rayart
Sweet Rosie O'Grady C.Landis-S. Mason. Columbia 6108 feet. Oct. 16
Syncopating Sue Corinne Griffith First National 6670 feet . .Nov. 13
Take It From Me Reginald Denny Universal 6649 feet . . Oct. 30
Temptress, The Garbo-Moreno M-G-M 8221 feet. .Oct. 23
Thirty Below Zero Buck Jones-E.Novak.Fox
Truth About Men Lake-Murphy-Hacka-

thorne True Story Pictures. .6500 feet
West of Broadway Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp 5186 feet
West of Rainbow's End .... Jack Perrin Rayart 4734 feet
When the Wife's Away . . . . G. K. Arthur Columbia Pictures . . . 5834 feet
Whispering Wires A. Stewart-E. Burns. Fox 5906 feet. Oct. 30
Winning Gallop, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas 5000 feet. .Oct. 30
Woman's Heart, A E. Bennett-Whitman-

Earle Sterling
Yellow Back, The Fred Humes Universal 4766 feet. Oct. 9
You'd Be Surprised Raymond Griffith Paramount 5994 feet. .Oct. 16
Young April Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp 6858 feet. Sept. 11

Aug. 21

July 3
Sept. 11

Feb. 6
Aug. 28
Sept. 25

July 31

Aug. 7

Oct. 2

Sept. 11
July 24
Sept. 18
Oct. 2

Sept. 18
Aug. 28

Oct.'' 2

July 3

Aug. 14
.Oct. 9
Dec. 4

'Dec. 18

Length Reviewed

.4879 feet.

Oct. 30
Nov. 27

.Nov. 27

.Nov. 27

Oct. 2

July 31

Oct. 9

Oct. 9
Nov. 20

23

OCTOBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Ace of Cads Menjou-Joyce Paramount 7786 feet Oct. 30
Across the Pacific Monte Blue Warner Bros 6954 feet . . Oct. 16
Alaskan Adventures Special Cast Pathe 6 reels

Atta Boy Monty Banks Pathe 5775 feet . Oct. 9

Battling Kid Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet

.

Boy Friend, The J. Harron-M. D*.y- . M-G-M 5584 feet.

Campus Flirt, The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6702 feet

.

Children of Fate R. Bennett-B. Hill-

man Abgol Film Prod 6605 feet

.

College Days Marceline Day Tiffany 7300 feet

.

Confessions of a Bride M. Harris-V.Varconi Assoc. Exhib
Country Beyond, The Olive Borden Fox 5363 feet . . Oct.
Dame Chance Special Cast American Cinema . . . .6769 feet

Devil's Dice B. Bedford-R. Ellis . Sterling Pict
Devil's Island Pauline Frederick. . . Chadwick 6300 feet. Aug. 14
Dixie Flyer, The Landis-E. Novak. . . Rayart 5274 feet

Don Juan's Three Nights. . Stone-Mason First National 6374 feet

Eagle of the Sea, The Cortez-Vidor Paramount 7250 feet Nov. 27
Fools of Fashion Day-Von Eltz-Busch . Tiffany 6484 feet . . Oct. 9
Gay Deceiver, The L. Cody-M. Day . . M-G-M 6624 feet

Great K. & A. Robbery,
The Tom Mix Fox 4800 feet

.

Her Honor, The Governor. Pauline Frederick F. B. O 6709 feet

.

High Flyer, The Reed Howes Rayart 5610 feet.

Kid Boots Eddie Cantor Paramount 5650 feet

.

King of the Pack Peter the Great Lumas
La Boheme L. Gish-Gilbert M-G-M 8781 feet. Mar. 13

Lily, The Belle Bennett Fox 6268 feet . . Oct. 9
London Dorothy Gish Paramount 5584 feet Nov. 6
Lure of the West Eileen Sedgwick Chesterfield 5 reels

Magician, The A. Terry-P. Wegener M-G-M 6960 feet Nov. 6
Man From the West Art Acord Universal 4474 feet . Dec. 11

Man of Quality, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures . . . 5640 feet Nov. 6

Oct. 16
.Aug. 7

Oct. 23

NOVEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by

Ace of Action, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib.
Adorable Deceiver, The .... Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Altars of Desire M. Murray-Tearle . . . M-G-M
April Fool Alexander Carr Chadwick 7300 feet . .Nov. 20
Bardelys the Magnificent. . John Gilbert M-G-M 8536 feet. .Oct. 23
Bred in Old Kentucky Viola Dana F. B. O
Breed of the Sea R.Ince-M.Livingston.F. B. O 6450 feet
BuckarooKid, The Hoot Gibson Universal 6167 feet
Cat's Pajamas, The Bronson-Cortez Paramount 5790 feet
City, The J.Gaynor-W.McGrail Fox 5508 feet
Dangerous Friends T. R. Barnes-M. Gay Sterling Pictures 5200 feet
Desert's Toll, The Frances McDonald. . . M-G-M
Dude Cowboy, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Everybody's Acting Betty Bronson Paramount 6139 feet
Exit Smiling Beatrice Lillie M-G-M 6461 feet
First Night, The B. Lytell-D. Devore Tiffany
Flaming Forest, The A. Moreno-R. Adoree.M-G-M 6567 feet . Dec. 11
For Alimony Only Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp 6070 feet. Oct. 2
Forever After M. Astor-L. Hughes . . First National 6330 feet . . Nov. 20
For Wives Only Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp 5800 feet
Four Horsemen of the Apoc-

alypse, The (reissue) . . . Valentino-Terry . . . .M.G 11,273 feet
God Gave Me Twenty

Cents Moran-de Putti-Mul-
hall-Collier, Jr Paramount 6532 feet Dec. 4

Going Crooked B. Love-O. Shaw Fox
Going the Limit George O'Hara F.B.O
Great Gatsby, The Warner Baxter Paramount 7296 feet Dec. 11
Hidden Loot Jack Hoxie Universal 4375 feet. Aug. 21
His New York Wife E. Clayton-A. Day-

von Eltz Famous Attractions . .5294 feet. Dec. 4
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut . Jackie Coogan M-G-M
King of the Saddle Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ladies at Play Hughes-Kenyon-

Fazenda First National 6119 feet. Dec. 11
Lady of the Harem, The. . .E. Torrence-Nissen . Paramount 5717 feet
Jocelyn's Wife Pauline Frederick . . . Tiffany 5800 feet. .Dec. 11
Love's Blindness Starke-Moreno M-G-M 7 reels
Man in the Shadow, The . . M. Stedman-D. Tor-

rence American Cinema 5632 feet
Masked Woman, The Anna Q. Nillson First National
Midnight Lovers Nilsson-Stone First National 6100 feet . Nov. 13
Midnight Sun, The O'Malley-La Plante. Universal 8767 feet
Millionaires Gordon-Sidney-Fa-

zenda Warner Bros 6903 feet
Nervous Wreck, The H. Ford-P. Haver Prod. Dist. Corp 6730 feet
Obey the Law Bert Lytell Columbia Pictures. . .5626 feet
Oh! What a Night R.McKee-E.Murphy.Sterling Pictures
Outlaw Express, The Leo Maloney Pathe 5579 feet. Nov. 20
Pals in Paradise Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp 6695 feet. .Dec. 11
Prairie King, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Prowlers of the Night Fred Humes Universal
Rambling Galoot, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Return of Peter Grimm .... Alec B. Francis Fox 6961 feet . . Nov. 20
Silent Lover, The Milton Sills First National 6500 feet. Nov. 27
Sin Cargo S. Mason-R. Frazer . .Tiffany
Son of a Gun Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . .4500 feet
Spangles P. O'Malley-Nixon . Universal 5633 feet. Nov. 6
There You Are Nagel-Roberts M-G-M 5652 feet
Tin Hats Windsor-Nagle-

Roach M-G-M 6598 feet Dec. 18
Tom and His Pals Tom Tyler F.B.O
Truthful Sex, The M.Busch-H. Gordon. Columbia Pictures. ..5831 feet
Twinkletoes Colleen Moore First National
Unknown Cavalier, The .... Ken Maynard First National 6595 feet

.May 15

Nov. 20
Oct. 23
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Feature Star Distributed by

Upstage Norma Shearer M-G-M
Wearing of the Green Betty Bronson Paramount

.

We're in the Navy Now . . . . W. Beery-Hatton.

.

While London Sleeps Rin-Tin-Tin
White Black Sheep, The R. Barthelmess-P.

R. Miller
Wings of the Storm R. Howes-V. Faire

Length Reviewed
. . 6048 feet . Dec. 4

..Paramount 5519 feet.

Warner Bros 5810 feet

First National 6794 feet

Fox 5374 feet.

.Nov. 20
Dec. 18

Dec.
Dec.

DECEMBER
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Bad Man's Bluff Buffalo Bill, Jr Pathe
Bandit Buster, The Buddy Roosevelt Assoc. Exhib
Bertha, the Sewing Machine

Girl Madge Bellamy Fox
Better Way, The R. Ince-D. Revier Columbia Pictures. . .5540 feet

Blond Saint, The Kenyon-Stone First National 6 reels Dec. 4
Blue Streak O'Neil Al Hoxie Barsky Productions .4500 feet
Border Whirlwind, The ... Bob Custer F. B. O
Call of the Wilderness Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Canadian, The Thomas Meighan Paramount Dec. 18
Canyon of Light Tom Mix Fox
Collegiate Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Corporal Kate Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp . 7460 feet

Cruise of Jasper B, The Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Death Valley Buck Jones Fox
Duke'of Ladies, The Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
Exclusive Rights L. Rich-G. Whitman-

R.McKee-G. Glass Famous Attractions
Flaming Fury Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Faust Emit Jannings M-G-M
Fingerprints L. Fazenda- J. MurrayWarner Bros
Flying High ,Wm. Fairbanks-A.

Calhoun Lumas
Gallant Lady, The Florence Vidor Paramount
Girl From Coney Island,

The. Mackaill-Mulhall-L.
Brooks-Collier, Jr First National

Glorifying the American
Girl Esther Ralston Paramount

Heaven on Earth C. Nagel-R. Adoree . M-G-M
Her Big Night Laura La Plant Universal 7603 feet. Aug. 28
Lazy Lightning Art Acord Universal 4572 feet
Let it Rain (tentative) Douglas MacLean . . Paramount
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em . E. Brent-L. Gray-L.

Brooks Paramount Dec. 18
Man Bait Marie Prevost . Prod. Dist. Corp 5947 feet
Money to Burn Devore-MacGregor . Lumas 5900 feet . Dec. 1

1

Mother Machree Belle Bennett Fox
One Hour of Love J. Logan-R. Frazer . . Tiffany
Prisoners of the Storm House Peters. Universal 6102 feet . Sept. 11
Redheads Preferred M. Daw-T. von Eltz. Tiffany
Red Hot Hoofs Tom Tyler F. B. O 4681 feet. .Nov. 13
Red Mill, The Marion Davies M-G-M
Regular Scout, A Fred Thomson F. B. O 5567 feet
Remember D. Phillips-E. Met-

calf Columbia Pictures
Rose of the Tenements J. Harron-S. Mason . . F. B. O
Stepping Along Johnny Hines First National 6 reels Nov. 27
Stolen Pleasures H. Chadwick-D.

Renier-G.Whitman Columbia Pictures
Stolen Ranch Fred Humes Universal 45 78 feet
Stranded in Paris Bebe Daniels Paramount
Striving For Fortune George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Summer Bachelors A. Forrest-Bellamy . . Fox
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Barbara Bedford Chadwick
Third Degree, The Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Tongues of Scandal Desmond-Busch-Hal-

lor Sterling Pictures
Whole Town's Talking.The.Ed. Horton Universal 6662 feet . Aug. 14

JANUARY
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Auctioneer, The G . Hughes-Nixon-
Sidney Fox

Be Yourself Raymond Griffirh . . Paramount
Cheerful Fraud, The Reginald Denny Universal 6945 feet Dec. 18
Cyclone Cowboy, The Wally Wales ....... Pathe 5 reels
Driven From Home V. L. Corbin-S. Lewis-

V. Pearson Chadwick
Fighting Love Goudal-Varconi Prod. Dist. Corp
Enchanted Island Tiffany .*

Head Waiter, The (tenta-
tive) Adolphe Menjou Paramount

Ice Flood. The K. Harlan- V. Dana Universal 5747 feet. Oct. 9
Jewels of Desire Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
Jim The Conqueror W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist Coro
Lady in Ermine, The Corinne Griffith First National
Little Orphan Annie F. B. O
Lodger, The Lee Bradford
Long Loop on the Pecos,
The Leo Maloney Pathe 5 reels

Lunatic at Large, The Leon Errol First National
Man of the Forest G. Hale J.Holt Paramount
McFadden's Flats C.Murray-Conklin First National
Michael Strogoff Ivan Moskine Universal 9315 feet . .Dec. 4
Monkey Talks, The J. Lemer-O. Borden-

D. Alvarado Fox
One Chance in a Million ....Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
One Increasing Purpose . . . . Lowe-Rubens-Lee . . .Fox
Ordeal. The Garbo-Chaney M-G-M
Paradise for Two Richard Dix Paramount
Perfect Sap, The P.Starke-Lyon First National
Rider of the Law Al Hoxie Barsky Productions . . 4500 feet
Rough and Ready Jack Hoxie Universal 4409 feet
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Slide, Kelly, Slide W. Haines-S. O'Neil-

H. Carey M-G-M
Son of Montmartrc, The . . Norma Talmadge .... First National
Taxi Dancer, The O. Moore- J. Craw-

ford M-G-M
Tiger, The (tentative) Tiffany
Wild Man of Borneo, The

I ive] W. C. Fields Paramount
Wolves of the Air J. Walker-M. Harris . Sterling Pictures
Yankee Clipper, The W. Boyd-E. Fair Prod. Dist. Corp

Feature

French Dressing
Grey Hat, The
His Rise to Fame
Lightning
Little Journey, The. .

,

Long Pants
Nobody's Widow ....

No Control
Orchids and Ermine . .

Overland Stage, The.
Quarantined Rivals. .

Range Raiders, The . .

Ridin' Like Fury
Rubber Tires
Silky Anne
Song of the Dragon, The

(tentative)
Steeplechase, The
Three in Love
Understanding Heart, The

.

Wild Geese

Star Distributed by
A. Pringle-B. Lyon . . First National
L. Cody-Crawford . . M-G-M
George Walsh Excellent Pictures

Tiffany 6500 feet
Haines-Windsor M-G-M
Harry Langdon First National
L.Joy-C.Ray Prod. Dist. Corp
P. Haver-H. Ford . . Prod. Dist. Corp
C. Moore- J. Mulhall . First National
Ken Maynard First National

Lumas
Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures .4500 feet
Hoot Gibson Universal
B. Love-H. Ford. . Prod. Dist. Corp
Constance Talmadge First National

D. Mackaill-L Gray. First National
Tiffany

Stone-Dove-Hughes. . First National
R. Bushman-Meyers-

Crawford M-G-M
Tiffany

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Brides Will Be Brides Universal
Broken Gate, The Tiffany
Catch As Catch Can Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Frisco Sal Special Cast M-G-M
Getting Gertie's Garter . . . . M. Prevost-C. Ray.. Prod. Dist. Corp
Heroes of the Night Lumas
His Dog Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Mystery Club, The M.Moore-E.Roberts Universal 6969 feet . .Oct. 16
Outlaw's Paradise Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . .4500 feet

Squads Right Tiffany
Tillie the Toiler Davies-M. Moore .... M-G-M
Taxi, Taxi Horton-Nixon Universal
Too Many Women Norman Kerry Universal
Turkish Delight Julia Faye Prod. Dist. Corp

APRIL
Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed

Broadway Drifter, A George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Country Doctor, The Faye-R. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp
Gun Gospel Ken Maynard First National
Husband Hunters, The Tiffany
Night Bride,The Marie Prevost Prod. Dist. Corp
Poor Nut, The First National
Smoking Guns Al Hoxie Wild West Pictures . 4500 feet

Tale of a Vanishing People Tiffanv 6500 feet

Vanity Leatrice Joy Prod. Dist. Corp

MAY
Feature Star Distributed by

Flaming Timber Tiffany
Heart Thief, The Jos. Schildkraut Prod. Dist. Corp.
Ladies Must Love Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp.
Little Adventuress. The. . . . Vera Reynolds Prod. Dist. Corp
Song of Steel Tiffany

Length Reviewed

JUNE
Feature Star Distributed by

Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp.

Snowbound Tiffany
White Gold Jetta Goudal Prod. Dist. Corp

Length Reviewed

Comedy Releases

Title Star

FEBRUARY
Feature Star Distributed by

Butterflies in the Rain Laura La Plantc Universal
Camill' Norma Talmadge . . First National.
Easy Pickings Nilsson-K. Harlan . First National.

Length Reviewed

Ain't We Got Fun ? Wise-McKay
Alice the Fire Fighter
All For A Nurse Sid Smith
All Wet Snub Pollard
And George Did Sid Saylor
Another Kick Coming Bronte Series
Anything Once M. Normand-C. Hale
Are Brunettes Safe? Charley Chase
Are Golfers Cuckoo? Fatty Layman
Around the Bases George Lewis
Artist's Brawl, The Guard-Cooke
At the Beach "McDougall Alley"

Kids
Auto Thieves, The "Van Bibbers"

.

Babes in the Jungle "O. Henry" ....

Babes in the Sawdust Charles Puffy .

.

Back to Mother "Helen and Warren".
Bad Breaks George Davis
Ball and Chain Arthur Lake
Balloon Tired "Life Cartoon"
Banana King, The Sid Smith
Barely Reasonable Holmes-Corbctt ....
Bamum Was Right "Life Cartoon"
Bars and Strips "Aesop Fables"
Benson at Calford George Lewis
Better Luck "The Gumps"
Be Your Age Charley Chase
Big Business
Big Surprise. The "The Gumps"
Bill Grim's Progress (Series)M. Morris-J. Luden
Blisters Under the Skin
Blonde's Revenge, A Ben Turpin
Blue-Black Lewis Sargent
Breaking into Broadway . . .Tarbell-Finch-Shaw
Breaking Records George Lewis
Bring Home the Turkey. . . . "Our Gang"
Briny Boob, A Billy Dooley
Bromo and Juliet Charley Chase
Bruisers and Loosers M. Morris-J. Luden
Buck Fever "Aesop Fables" ....

Dist'r Rel. Date
Artclass . . May 25
F.B.O

Length
. 2 reels

.

Reviewed

Sava Films
Artclass . . . Mar. 30 .

Univ Dec. 28.
Red Seal. Nov. 25.
Pathe Jan. 2.

Pathe Feb. 6.
Sava Films
Univ Jan. 3
F.B.O

Nov. 1.Bray.
Fox
Fox Nov. 28.
Universal
Fox
Educat Nov. 21

.

Universal
Educat. Dec. 5

.

Sava Films
Univ Nov. 21 .

Educat Nov. 21

Pathe Dec. 12.

Univ Oct. 24.
Univ Nov. 14 .

Pathe Nov. 14
Fox
Univ Nov. 29.
F.B.O
F.B.O
Pathe Dec. 19
Bray Dec. 20
Red Seal. .Jan. 1 .

Universal
Pathe Jan. 16
Educat Oct. 24.
Pathe Sept. 19
F.B.O
Pathe Nov. 28.

. 2 reels

.

2 reels

.2 reels.

1 reel .

2 reels

.2 reels.

. 2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels

.

2 reels

.2 reels.

2 reels

.

1 reel . .

. 2 reels

.

Ireel .

1 reel .

.

. 1 reel.

.

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

.

. 1 reel .

.

1 reel .

2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

.2 reels

Sept. 4

Dec. 1*

Dec.. 4

Dec. 27

Nov. 20-

.Nov. 6
Nov. 20'

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels.

1 reel . .

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels.

2 reels

.

2 reels

2 reels

.

Nov. 13:

Dec. 18
Dec. 11

. Dec. 11

'.Nov. 27
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Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Buggy Ride, A "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 12. 1 reel Sept. 11

Business Worries Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 21 . .1 reel Nov. 6
Buster Be Good Trimble-Turner Universal 2 reels

Buster Don't Forget Trimble and Dog. . . Universal 2 reels

Buster's Dark Mystery. . . .Trimble and Dog. . . Universal 2 reels

Buster's Girl Friend Trimble and Dog. . . Univ Sept. 6.2 reels

Buster's Narrow Escape Trimble and Dog . . . Univ Oct. 31 . . 2 reels

Buster's Picnic Trimble and Dog . . . Universal. Jan. 3.2 reels

Buster's Prize Winner Trimble and Dog. . . .Univ Dec. 6 .2 reels Nov. 20
Buster's Sleigh Ride Trimble and Dog. . . Universal 2 reels

Buster's Watch Tige Trimble and Dog. . . .Univ Oct. 3.2 reels

By George Sam Saylor Univ Jan 2 reels

Caliph, Cupid and the
Clock "O.Henry" Fox 2 reels

Camel's Hump F. B. O 1 reel

CarrieoftheChorus (Series) .Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal 2 reels

Cat's Meow, The C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Cat's Nine Lives, The "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 12.1 reel

Charleston Queen, The. . .

. "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 19. .1 reel

Chasing Rainbows "Aesop Fables" Pathe . Jan. 16 1 reel

Chicken Cooped Tarbell-Finch-Shaw .Red Seal . .Dec. 1 . .1 reel

Cinder Path, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Close Call, A "The Gumps" Univ Dec. 13. .2 reels Nov. 27
Close Shaves Johnny Arthur Educat .... Dec. 52 reels Dec. 18
Collegians, The (Series) . . . .Gulliver-Lewis Universal .2 reels

Complete Life, The "O.Henry" Fox 2reels
Comrades-in-Work Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels
Cool Off! Ann Cornwall Educat . . Dec. 19 .2 reels Dec. 11

Cut Price Glory "Life Cartoon" Educat Oct. 10. .lreel Oct. 30

Danger Ahead Earl McCarthy Artclass. . .Nov. 10 . .2 reels

Diamond of Kali "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Dinner Jest, The Pathe
Dippy Tar, A Billy Dooley Educat Sept. 19. .2 reels Oct. 16
Divorce Dodger, The Billy Bevan Pathe Nov. 28 . . 2 reels Dec. 4
Dizzy Dancers Cameron-Lorraine . . .Fox 2 reels Oct. 16
Dizzy Days Bobby Ray Rayart 2 reels
Dodging Trouble Neal Burns Educat .... Nov. 142 reels Nov. 6
Dog Gone It "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 26 . . 1 reel
Don't Be a Dummy Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 5.1 reel Aug. 21
Don't Kid Me, Monkey. . ."Mr. X" (Monkey) Bray Dec. 10 2 reels
Dough Boy, The Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Sept. 22. .2 reels

Easy Payments "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Egged On Charles Bowers F. B. O Sept. 6. .2 reels
Even Up Lewis Sargent Bray Jan. 20 . 2 reels
Excuse Maker, The (Series

of 13) Charlie King Universal 2 reels

Fatty's First Fancy Fatty Laymon Sava Films I reels

Fearless Harry Earl McCarthy Artclass . . . Sept. 8.2 reels
Felix the Cat Busts a
Bubble "Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat Oct. 31 . lreel Dec. 4

Felix the Cat Collars the
Button "Sullivan Cartoon" . . Educat .... Dec. 1 2 . . 1 reel

Felix the Cat Hunts the
Hunter "Sullivan Cartoon" . . Educat .... Oct. 3 . . 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Land O'
Fancy "Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat. . . .Oct. 17.1 reel Dec. 11

Felix the Cat in Reverse
English "Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat . . Nov. 14 1 reel Dec. 18

Felix the Cat in Zoo Logic . ."Sullivan Cartoon" . .Educat. . . .Dec. 26 . .1 reel
Felix the Cat in Scrambled
Yeggs "Sullivan Cartoon" . .Educat Sept. 5.1 reel Oct. 23

Felix the Cat Shatters the
Sheik "Sullivan Cartoon" . Educat . . .Sept. 19 .1 reel Oct. 30

Felix the Cat Trumps the
Ace "Sullivan Cartoon" . . Educat .... Nov. 28 . . 1 reel

Fighting Fool, The Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Fighting Fools Wise-McKay Artclass . . . Jan. 19.2 reels
Fighting Kangaroo, The . . . Conley-June Fox 2 reels
Fighting Spirit George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Fighting to Win George Lewis Univ Nov. 21 . .2 reels
Fire Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Jan. 26. .2 reels
Fistical Culture (Series) .... Louis Sargent Bray 2 reels
Flaming Romance Al St. John Educat. . . .Nov. 21 . .2 reels
Flashing Oars George Lewis Universal 2 reels
Flirty Four-Flushers Pathe Dec. 26. .2 reels
Flying Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass. . Mar. 16 . 2 reels

For Cryin' Out Loud Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 31 . .1 reel Oct. 16
For the Love of Pete "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Forty -five Minutes From
Broadway Pathe Dec. 26 . 2 reels

Fourth Alarm, The "Our Gang" Pathe Sept. 12. .2 reels Sept. 11
Funny Face "Big Boy" Educat 2 reels

George in Love Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George's in Love Sid Saylor Univ Nov. 21.2 reels
George Runs Wild Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

George the Winner Sid Saylor Univ Sept. 5 . . 2 reels

Get 'Em Young Harry Myers Pathe Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 30
Getting Hitched Bray Prod 2 reels
Girl "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
Gold Brush, The Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
Golfing Widows, The Barbara Luddy Fox 2 reels

Good Riddance Bronte Series Red Seal . . Dec. 25 . . 1 reel
Grabbing Grabbers Mickey Bennett C. & C 2 reels Sept. 18
Gun Shy "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 24. .1 reel Oct. 30
Gyping Gypsies Milbum Marante ....C.&C 2 reels
Gyping the Gyps Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Happy Days Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Nov. 3.2 reels
Harem Knight, A Ben Turpin Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
Have Courage Billy Dooley Educat .... Dec. 12.2 reels
Hearts for Rent Arthur Lake Universal 1 reel
Hesitating Horses Alice Day Pathe Nov. 21 . . 2 reels Nov. 27
High Sea Blues Al St. John Educat . . Jan. 2 .2 reels
Hiram's Trip to the Exposi-

tion Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
Hiram's Trip Up the Hud-

son Ralph Maglin Vinci Pict
His Off Day Dunham-Gallagher . Educat . .Nov. 7 . .1 reel
His Taking Ways Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels
Hitting the Rails "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 5.1 reel Dec. 11
Hoboken to Hollywood . . . Billy Bevan Pathe Sept. 5 . .2 reels Sept. 11
Hold Still Ann Cornwall Educat . . Oct. 10 . 2 reels
Hollywood Hero, A Ben Turpin Pathe Jan. 30 2 reels
Home, Sweet Home "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 31 . . 1 reel
Honeymoon Hospital Fox Oct. 17. . 2 reels Nov. 6
Honeymoon Quickstep Arthur Lake Univ Jan. 3.1 reel Dec. 18
Hook or Crook Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 6. .1 reel Nov. 27
Hoot Mon! Bobby Vernon Educat .... Nov. 2 1 . . 2 reels Dec. 1

1

Horns and Orange BlossomsCharles Puffy Universal
Howdy Duke LupinoLane Educat. . . Jan. 16 2 reels
Humdinger, The Johnny Arthur Educat .... Oct. 10 . . 2 reels
Hur Ben Hank Mann Sava Films 2 reels
Hyena's Laugh, The "Cartoon" Bray Dec. 24 . 1 reel
In the Rough "Aesop Fables" Pathe Feb. 6 1 reel
In Vaudeville "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 14 . .1 reel . Nov 20
I Told You So "The Gumps" Univ Dec. 27. .2 reels

Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Jane's Engagement Party . Wanda Wiley Univ Nov. 7.2 reels Oct. 30
Jane's Flirtation Wanda Wiley Univ Jan. ... .2 reels

Jane's Honeymoon Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels

Jane's Inheritance Wanda Wiley Univ Sept. 12.2 reels

Jane's Predicament Wanda Wiley Univ Dec. 14 . 2 reels Aug. 14
Jane's Troubles Wanda Wiley Univ Oct. 17 . 2 reels Oct. 9
Jellyfish, The Frank Pangbom Educat Sept. 12 .2 reels Sept. 18
Jerry the Giant "Animal" Fox 2 reels July 10
Keeping His Word Charles King Universal 2 reels

Keeping Up With the Joneses
(Series) Stern Bros

Killed by Kindness Fox 2 reels

King Bozo "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels Oct. 2

King of the Kitchen, The. . Lige Conley Fox Oct. 31 . .2 reels Nov. 6
Kiss Me, Kate Dunham-Gallagher . Educat ... Sept. 26.1 reel Oct. 2
Kitty From Killarney Alice Day Pathe Dec. 19 2 reels Dec. 18
Knight Before Christmas,
The M. Morris-J. Luden . F. B. O 2 reels

Ko-Ko Back Tracks "Cartoon" Red Seal . . Jan. 1.1 reel

Ko-Ko Gets Egg-Cited "Cartoon" Red Seal . . Dec. 1.1 reel

Ko-Ko Hot After It "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel

Ko-Ko in the Fadeway "Cartoon" Red Seal 1 reel Sept. 18
Ko-Ko the Convict "Cartoon" Red Seal . . Nov. 1.1 reel

Lafayette Where Are We? . . Shields-Arthur Fox 2 reels July 3

1

Lady of Lyons, N. Y., The M. Morris-J. L uden F. B. O 2 reels Aug. 28
Last Lap, The George Lewis Univ Dec. 20 . . 2 reels Dec. 1

1

Last Word, The "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Let George Do It (Series
of 13) Sid Saylor Universal 2 reels

Light Wines and Bearded
Ladies Boutler-Cameron .... Fox Nov. 14.2 reels Dec. 4

Little Pest, The Neely Edwards Univ Jan. 10 1 reel

Lookout Below Lewis Sargent Bray Nov. 20.2 reels Nov. . 6
Lookout Buster! Trimble and Dog .... Universal 2 reels

Lots of Grief "TheGumps" Univ Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 16
Love's Hurdle Charles King Univ Sept. 26 2 reels May 15
Love's Last Laugh McKee-Hiatt Pathe Oct. 3.2 reels Oct. 2
Love Your Neighbor Wise-KcKay Artclass . . . Nov. 17.2 reels

Luke Warm Daze "McDougall Alley
Kids" Bray Dec. 1 2 reels Dec. 11

Lyin' Tamer, The Shields-Luddy Fox Nov. 28 2 reels Oct. 30
Madame Dynamite Clayton-Howell-Pat-

terson Fox Nov. 28 . 2 reels Dec. 18
Making Good George Lewis Univ Dec. 6.2 reels

Many Scrappy Returns. . . Charley Chase Pathe Jan. 9 2 reels

Married Widow, The Eddie Gordon Sava Films 2 reels

Marry Month of May "O. Henry" Fox. 2 reels Oct. 30
Masked Mammas Billy Bevan Pathe Oct. 31 . .2 reels Oct. 30
Masters of Arts "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels
McDougal Alley (Series) Bray Prod 2 reels

Meet the Boy Friend Chas. Doherty Loumay
Merry Kiddo, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2 reels .'

Midnight Follies George Davis Educat 2 reels Nov. 20
Mighty Smithy, The "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . .Nov. 7.1 reel Nov. .13
Minute to Go, A Eddie Fetherstone. .C.&C 2 reels Sept. 18
Missing Links "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . .Sept. 12 . .1 reel Sept. 25
Mister Chump Phil Dunham Educat Dec. 19 1 reel
Mixed Brides Wanda Wiley Universal 2 reels
Money Screams Fox 2 reels

Monkey Hula "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Jan. 10 2 reels Dec. 11
Monkeys Prefer Blonds Bray Prod 2 reels
Morning, Judge Tarbell-Finch-Shaw. Red Seal . Sept 2 reels Sept. 11
Mother-in-Law "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels
Motorboat, The "Van Bibbers" Fox 2 reels
Movieland Lupino Lane Educat .... Nov. 28 . . 2 reels
Movie Struck Doris Eaton C.&C 2 reels
Much Mystery George Davis Educat ... Dec. 52 reels
Musical Parrot, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe Jan. 2 1 reel
My Kid "Big Boy" Educat. . . .Sept. 5 . .2 reels Sept. 11
Napoleon, Jr Jerry Madden Fox Nov. 14 Nov. 6
Never Again "TheGumps" Univ Oct. 17 . .2 reels Oct. 2
Newlyweds and Their Baby,
The (Series) Snookums-Clair-

Dooley Universal 2 reels
Newlyweds' Neighbors Snookums-Clair-

Dooley Univ Aug. 29 . . 2 reels
Newlyweds Quarantined . . . Snookums-Clair-

Dooley Univ Oct. 3 . .2 reels June 19
Nickel Hopper, The Mabel Normand Pathe Dec 5.2 reels Dec. 4
Nize Monkey "Mr. X" (Monkey) . .Bray Nov. 10 . 2 reels Nov. 27
Nobody Loves Me Chas. Puffy Univ Oct. 3.1 reel Sept 18
Non-Skid Banana, The Charley Bowers F. B. O
Non-Stop Bride Hoyt-Cameron Fox 2 reels Sept. 25
North of 6 74 Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Not Guilty Charles Puffy Univ Dec. 27. lreel ..
Nothing to Live For Al Joy Ricardo "

)

Not to Be Trusted "Helen and Warren" . Fox 2 reels

Oh! For a Nurse Sid Smith Sava Films 2 reels
Oh! Monkey Be Good "Mr. X" (Monkey) . Bray Prod 2 reels Sept. 18
Oh! Winnie Behave Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . Mar. 9.2 reels
Olga's Boatman Neely Edwards Univ Oct. 10 . 1 reel Sept. 25
One Hour Married Mabel Normand Pathe 2 reels

One Sunday Morning Lloyd Hamilton Educat. . . . Dec. 12 . . 2 reels

On the Farm Bray Prod 2 reels . !
."

On the Front Page L.Rich-S.Laurel . . .Pathe Nov. 28. .2 reels Dec. 4
On The Jump Al Alt Rayart 2 reels

Open Spaces "Big Boy" Educat Nov. 7. .2 reels Nov. 13
Orphan, The Al Joy Ricardo
Over There Al Joy Ricardo 2 reels

.

.

Pass the Dumplings Alice Day Pathe Jan. 16. . 2 reels
Perils of Petersboro, The . . . Alice Day Pathe Sept. 26.2 reels Sept. 25
Pests "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel Sept. 11
Pete's Haunted House "Cartoon" Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Pete's Party "Cartoon" Bray Prod 1 reel Nov. 6
Phoney Express, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 17. lreel .. Oct 16
Pink Elephants Al St. John Educat Oct. 3.2 reels
Please Excuse Me Charles King Univ Nov. 10 2 reels Oct. 23
Plow Boy's Revenge, The . . "Aesop Fables" Pathe Jan. 23 1 reel . .

.

Plumb Goofy Dunham-Gallagher . . Educat .... Oct. 10.1 reel Oct. 30
Pound Foolish George Davis Educat .... Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Nov. 6
Prince and the Pyra, The . . . Charles Puffy Universal
Prodigal Bridegroom, The . . Ben Turpin Pathe Sept. 26 . . 2 reels Sept. 25
Psyche and the Pskyscraper "O. Henry" Fox 2 reels

Punches and Perfume Bray Prod 2 reels Oct. 23
Radio Bug, The Dunham -Gallagher . Educat. . . Sept. 12.1 reel Sept. 25
Radio Controlled "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 21 . .1 reel

Raggedy Rose Mabel Normand Pathe Nov. 7.2 reels Nov. 6
Raging Tide, The "Life Cartoon" Educat. . . Oct. 24 . . 1 reel

Rain and Shines Al St. John Bischoff 2 reels
_ [

Read 'Em and Leap Alberta Vaughn F. B. O 2 reels
,

Relay, The George Lewis Universal 2 reels

Road House, The "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 10. .1 reel Oct. 23
Rooms for Rent "TheGumps" Univ. Jan. 10. .2 reels

Sailing Along Al Alt Rayart 2 reels
\

Sawdust Baby Earl McCarthy Artclass. . Jan. 12 2 reels

School Days "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 19.1 reel Dec. 18
Second Hand Excuse, A . . Charles King Univ Dec. 8. .2 reels Nov. 20
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Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date
Seeing the World "Our Gang" Pathe
Shadv Rest "The Gumps" Universal
She Beast, The Sid Smith Sava Films .

Shell Socked Jimmie Adams Educat . . .Oct. 31 .

She's My Cousin Charles King Universal
Should Husbands Marry? . A. Day-E. Quillan . Pathe Oct. 24
Should Husbands Pay? Jimmy Finlayson . . Pathe Sept. 5 .

Should Sleep Walkers
Marry

^

Pathe.... Jan. 23
Sign Them Papers Earl McCarthy Artclass May 18 .

SinkorSwim "Aesop Fables" Pathe Jan. 9.
ng Instructors "Mutt & Jeff" Short Films

Slipr Priscilla Dean Pathe
Smith's Customer Hiatt-McKee Pathe Feb. 6
Smith's Landlord Hiatt-McKee Pathe Sept. 19.
Smith'sPete Hiatt-McKee Pathe Jan. 9
Smith's Picnic Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12
Smith's Surprise Hiatt-McKee Pathe Dec. 12
Smith's Visitor Hiatt-McKee Pathe Oct. 17.
Smith's Uncle Hiatt-McKee Pathe Nov. 14 .

Snookum's Buggy Ride . . . . "Newlyweds" Univ Oct. 31 .

Snookum's Merry Christ-
mas . . "Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 22 .

Snookum's Outing "Newlyweds" Univ Dec. 1

.

Snookum's Playmate "Newlyweds" Univ Jan. 5
Snookum's First Tooth "Newlyweds" Univ Sept. 19
Society Architect, A Fox
Some More Excuses Charles King Universal
Spooky Money Al Joy Ricardo
Sport Calendar
Stage Shy Hank Mann Sava Films
Steeplechaser, The Lige Conley Fox
Strictly Kosher Wise-KcKay Artclass. . Sept. 15
Sure Fire Bobby Vernon Educat .... Dec. 26
Sweet Baby Wallace Lupino Educat... .Dec. 5 .

Sweetheart Daze Neely Edwards Univ Dec. 20.
Switching Sleepers Arthur Lake Univ Dec. 13
Tail of the Monk "Cartoon" Bray Nov. 12
Teacher, Teacher Lloyd Hamilton Educat Oct. 1

7

Tell 'Em Nothing Charley Chase Pathe Oct. 17
Telling Whoppers "OurGang" Pathe Dec. 19
Tennis Wizard, The "Van Bibbers" Fox Nov. 21
Thanks for the Boat Ride Universal
That'sMyBaby CharlesPuffy Universal
There Ain't No Santa Claus.Charley Chase Pathe Dec. 1

2

Through Thick and Thin . . . "Aesop Fables" Pathe Nov. 7

Tiddly Winks Arthur Lake Univ Sept. 26
Tit For Tat "Aesop Fables" Pathe Jan. 30
Too Much Sleep Arthur Lake Univ Nov. 7

Two Dollars. Please Neely Edwards Univ Sept. 19
Two-Time Mamma Pathe . . . Jan. 23
Unsocial Three, The "Three Fat Men" .. . F. B.O
Unsquirtable Pickle, The. . . Charley Bowers F. B. O
Uppercuts Jack Duffy Educat Sept. 5
Vulgar Boatman, The Hank Mann Sava Films
Vulgar Yachtsman, The "Fat Men" F. B. O
Wanderers of Wetland Hank Mann Sava Films
Wanted a Bride Arthur Lake Univ Oct. 17
War Feathers "OurGang" Pathe Nov. 21
Watered Stock "Aesop Fables" Pathe Sept. 26
Westerner, The Reata Hoyt Fox
What Happened to Jane

Series of 1 3 1 Wanda Wiley Universal
What'll You Have? Charles King Univ Jan. 12
What Price Pleasure? Neely Edwards Univ Nov. 29
What's Your Hurry? Charles King Universal
When Do We Eat? (Bronte Classic) Red Seal Sept
Where Friendship Ceases "Aesop Fables" Pathe Dec. 26
Which Is Which? Charles King Univ Oct. 10
Why Argue? "Aesop Fables" Pathe Oct. 3
Why George? SidSaylor Univ Oct. 24
Why Pay Rent? Wise-McKay Artclass . . . Mar. 23
Why Women Pay "Life Cartoon" Educat Dec. 19
Wife Shy Bobby Vernon Educat Sept. 26
Wild and Woozy Jimmie Adams Educat
Wild Bill CharlesPuffy Univ Nov. 14
Wild Roomer. A F. B. O
Winnie's Birthday Ethlyn Gibson Artclass. . .Jan. 5
Winnie's Vacation Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . . May 1

1

Wisecrackers Series) Guard-Cooke F. B. O
Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Helene Chadwick . Pathe Oct. 3
Wise Quacker .The Eddie Gordon Sava Films
Wives and Women CharlesPuffy Univ Sept. 12
Working Winnie Ethlyn Gibson Artclass . . Sept. 1

Yellow Pirate, The "Life Cartoon" Educat Sept. 26
Yokel. The Snub Pollard Artclass. . .Nov. 24
You Tell One Charley Bowers F. B. O

Length
2 reels

.2 reels..

. 2 reels .

.

. 2 reels .

.

.2 reels.

.

2reels..
2 reels .

.

Reviewed

Oct. 30
May 15
Oct. 23

. Sept 11

2 reels

2 reels.

1 reel

1 reel .

.

2 reels

2 reels.

2 reels

2 reels

.

2 reels.

2 reels

.

2reels.
2 reels

2 reels.

.2 reels.

.2 reels.

2 reels.

.2 reels.

Oct. 16

June 19

Dec. 4
Nov. 13
Dec. 18
.June 26

.2 reels.

.2 reels.

.2 reels

. 2 reels

.

.2 reels,

lreel..
.lreel..
.lreel..
. 1 reel .

.

. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

.2 reels.

.2 reels.

Sept. 11

Dec. 4
Dec. 4

Oct. 23
Oct. 16
Dec. 18

lreel..
. 2 reels

.

lreel..
. 1 reel .

.

lreel..
lreel..

. 1 reel .

.

. 2 reels

.2 reels.

Dec. 11
.Nov. 6
Sept. 4

.Oct. 23

.Sept. 11

. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels
.

lreel .

. 2 reels

.

. 1 reel . .

. 2 reels

.

.2 reels.

.2 reels

1 reel .

. 2 reels

.

lreel..
1 reel .

. 2 reels

.

lreel..
. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

. 1 reel .

. 2 reels

.

.2 reels.

. 1 reel .

.

Sept. 11

Oct. 9
.Nov. 27
Sept. 25

May 23
.Nov. 12

Sept. 25
.Oct. 2

Sept. 25

Oct. 30

Rel. Date

Sept. 5

Title Distributor

Big and Little Pathe
Birds in the Treetops C.&C
Blood WiU Tell Am. Cinema
Blue Boy. The Educat
Bride of the Falls Music Legend . Castle Films
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 1 Educat Sept. 5
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 2 Educat Oct. 3
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 3 Educat Oct . 1

7

Bruce Scenic Novelties. No. 4 Educat . Nov. 14
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 5 Educat Dec. 12
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 6 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 7 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 8 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 9 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 10 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 11 Educat 1 reel
Bruce Scenic Novelties, No. 12 Educat 1 reel

Length Reviewed
lreel Sept. 11

Sept. 5 2 reels Sept. U
Dec lreel

lreel Oct. i

1 reel Sept. 11
lreel Oct. 30
lreel Dec. 4
lreel

Sept. 19 lreel Sept. 25

. 1 reel

lreel Nov. 27
lreel Sept. 18

. 2 reels

.

.2 reels.

. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

.

. 1 reel .

.2 reels,

lreel..
. 2 reels

.

. 2 reels

Oct. 16

Nov. 27

Short Subjects

Title Distributor Rel. Date Length
Abraham, the Patriarch (Pilgrimage to

Palestine ) Pathe 1 reel . . .

Alexander's Ragtime Band (Song Parody) . Artclass Oct. 6 1 reel. . .

All Star Freaks (Curiosity) Educational. . . Aug. 1 . 1 reel
Alpine S. O. S. . C.&C 2 reels..
America Today (Variety Fox 1 reel. . .

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series) Red Seal 1 reel.
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal Sept 1 reel. . .

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel.

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal Nov. 11 reel.
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 18 Red Seal Nov. 15 .

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 19 Red Seal Dec. 1 .

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 20 Red Seal Dec. 15
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 21 Red Seal Jan. 1

Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 22 Red Seal Jan. 15
Animated Hair Cartoons, No. 23 Red Seal Feb. 1

.

Annie Laurie Song Parody) Artclass April 13 .

Aphrodite 'Novelty). Service Film 1 reel.

Around the World in Ten Minutes (Variety)Fox 1 reel
At 3.25 . Red Seal Sept 2 reels.
Austrian Alps (Variety) Fox 1 ree i. _

Beasts of the Veldt Chesterfield 2 reels.
Beating the Book (Donoghue Racing
Drama |

Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Beautiful Britain C. & C 1 reel. .

Beauty and the Beach C.&C
Beechnuts C.&C 2 reels

Reviewed

. . Sept. 25

lreel.
lreel.
lreel.
lreel.
1 reel

.

lreel.
lreel.

Bull's Eyes Sportlight) Pathe.
Bv the Light of the Silvery Moon (Song
Car-Tune Red Seal Jan. 1

.

By the Wholesale (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 28 .

Cathedral of St. Paul's C.&C
Cheating Mothers Ufa shorts'
Chronicles of America Series of 18 Pathe 3 reels. .

.

Churchyards of America, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel Sept. 18
Churchyards of America, Issue B Red Seal 1 reel
Churchyards of America, Issue C Red Seal Nov. 15.1 reel
Cliff Dwellers of America Variety Fox Dec. 26 Oct. 9
Colorado Variety) Fox 1 reel
Coming Thro' the Rye (Song Car-Tune) . . Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Comma Butterfly. The Nature Special I Bray 1 reel Dec. 18
Constantinople (Variety) Fox 1 reel
Cozy Beds for Oysters Ufa short)
Crowd Bait (Sportlight) Pathe Feb. 6 lreel
Curiosities—The Movie Side Show (Series) Educational 1 reel
Dangerous Game. A Mustang) Universal 2 reels
Dark Horse. A Donoghue Racing Drama) .Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels
Diver. The vNature Special) Biay Prod Nov. 1.1 reel Nov. 6
Dog's Way, A

I Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield .... Oct. 1.2 reels
Double Trouble

I Mustang-Curly Witzel) . Universal Jan. 1 . . 2 reels
Durable Souls Sportlight) Pathe Oct. 31 . .1 reel Oct. 30
Falcon. The (Ufa Short) Dec. 11
Family Album, The Sketch Book) Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel

Fangs of Vengeance (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield ... Sept. 1.2 reels
Fashions in Photographs Pathe 1 reel Sept. 4
Fight for Life, A (Ufa short)
Fighting Marine. The Serial) Pathe Sept. 12 10 episodes Sept. 11
Fighting Strain. The

I
Mustang) Universal Dec. 4.2 reels Nov. 20

Fighting With Buffalo Bill Serial Universal Aug. 29 10 episodes Oct. 16
Figures of Fancy (Hodge Podge) Educational Oct. 24 . . 1 reel Nov. 13
Film Facts (Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The Series of 13) Red Seal 1 reel
Film Reporter, The, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel
Film Reporter, The. No. 3 Red Seal Nov. 10.1 reel
Film Reporter, The, No. 4 Red Seal Dec. 10. .1 reel

Film Reporter, The, No. 5 Red Seal Jan. 10. lreel
Fire Fighters, The Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Fishes in Love (.Ufa short)
Florida Pastel C.&C
Frontier Post, A (Variety) Fox 1 reel

Fugitive Futurist (Novelty) C.&C 1 reel
Game Hunting in Abyssinia
Game's the Thing, The Sportlight) Pathe 1 reel Nov. 27.

.

Gems of the Screen Series) Red Seal 1 reel
Glimpses of Switzerland C.&C
God's Country C. &C 2 reels
Golden Spurs, The (Donoghue Racing
Drama* Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Golden Stallion, The (Serial) Nat Levine 10 episodes
Great Lakes, The (Variety) Fox 1 reel Nov. 6
Guess Who Series) Artclass 1 reel

Guess Who, No. 1 Artclass Oct. 27 . .1 reel

Guess Who, No. 2 Artclass Dec. 29 . . 1 reel

Guess Who. No. 3 Artclass Mar. 2.1 reel

Guess Who, No. 4 Artclass May 4.1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 15 Red Seal 1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 16 Red Seal 1 reel

Hair Cartoons, No. 17 Red Seal 1 reel

Haunted Homestead, The (Mustang) Universal 2 reels

Hearts and Horses (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Heavenly Bodies (Ufa short)
Heavens Above (Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Hen Punchers of Pipe Rock (Mustang) ... .Universal Dec. 18.2reels Dec. 4
Hero Land Color Novelty) Service Film 1 reel

Heroes of the Sea C.&C 1 reel

Hidden Death Traps (Ufa short) Dec. 1

1

His Pal (Fearless—Dog) Chesterfield 2 reels

Homeless Husbands' Land (Novelty) Short Film 1 reel

Hooks and Holidays (Sportlight) Pathe Nov. 14 . .1 reel Nov. 20
House Without a Key, The (Serial) Pathe Nov. 21 . .10 episodes. . Dec. 27
Housing Problem. The Bray Prod 1 reel Oct. 23
How I Hate to Get Up (Song Parody) Artclass Feb. 9.1 reel

If a Picture Tells a Story C.&C Sept lreel
I Love a Lassie (Song Car-Tune) Red Seal Jan. 15 1 reel

Inland Voyage, An (Variety) Fox 1 reel

It Can Happen to You Scandal of America) Artclass Oct. 20 . 1 reel

Jewels of Venus Ufa short)
Jim Hood's Ghost I Mustang

1

! Universal Aug. 29 . 2 reels Sept. 1

1

Joseph the Ruler (Pilgrimage to Palestine) Pathe Sept. 16 1 reel

Journey of the Israelites, The -Pilgrimage
to Palestine) Pathe Oct. 10 1 reel

Jungle Mystery. . . Sava Films 2 reels

Jungle Round-Up, A (Ufa short) M-G-M Oct. 9
Jungle Secrets Sava Films
Keeping 'Em Guessing iSeries) Red Seal 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue A Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue B Red Seal 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue C Red Seal Nov. 20 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue D Red Seal Dec. 20 . 1 reel

Keeping 'Em Guessing, Issue E Red Seal Jan. 20 lreel
Key-Hole Cruise. A (Hodge Podge) Educational.. . Nov. 28. .1 reel Dec. 18
Knight of the Pigskin, A (Donoghue Racing
Drama) Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ko Ko Song Car-Tune (Series) Red Seal 1 reel

Land of Rivers (Scenic) Service Film 1 reel

Law of the North (Mustang) Universal Oct. 3 2 reels Sept. 18

Let's Do Black Bottom Castle Films 1 reel Dec. 11

Life in the Twilight i Ufa short)
Lightnin' Flashes (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Lightnin' Strikes Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Lightnin' Wins (Drama) Sava Films 2 reels

Literary Digest Series' C.&C 1 reel

Lizzie's Last Lap (Novelty) C.&C .1 reel

Lone Prairie, The (Mustang) Universal Nov. 14 2 reels Oct. 30
Love's Witchcraft (Ufa sh.irt

Lost Arrow, The i Scenic and Narrative) Castle Films. . Oct. 15 lreel Oct. 16
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Love Prairie, The 'Mustang Universal 2 reels

Making of a King Prince of Wales C dc C 2 reels .

Man's Size Pet, A Tuttle Western Universal Oct. 17 2 reels Oct 9
Margie Song Parody Artclass ... .1 reel. . .

Martin of the Mounted 'Fred Gilman Universal Dec. 11. 2 reels Nov. 27

Maryland, My Maryland Variety Fox lreel.... Nov. 6
Marvels of Motion, IssueM Red Seal Sept. ... 1 reel

Marvels of Motion Series Red Seal. ... 1 reel

Merry-Go-Round of Travel, A Hodge
Podge; Educational . Sept. 19 1 reel Oct. 16

Modem Venus, The C.ctC lreel
Mona Lisa, The Educational Oct. 17 2 reels Dec. 4
More Ways Than One 'Sportlight . . . Pathe Oct. 17 lreel Oct. 16
Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me Song
Car-Tune Red Seal Dec. 1 lreel

Mother O'Mine CaC 1 reel. . .

Mount Sinai Pilgrimage to Palestine . . Pathe . Oct. 24 1 reel Oct. 23
Movie Medley, A Hodge Podge Educational . Dec. 26 1 reel. . . .

Movie Struck C.&C Oct 2 reels

My Lady's Stockings Variety . . Pot 1 reel

My Word, London Novelty Castle ." :1ms. . Jan. 17 1 reel. ...
Nic-Nax Curiosity; .... Educational . Dec. 121 ree!

Night Prowler. The Scandal of America Artclass.. 1 reel. . - -

Nuremburg the Toy City Sketch Book Pa-he Oct. 31 lreel...... Oct. 30
Old Black Joe Song Car-Tune Red Seal Nov. 1.. lreel July 10
On Guard Serial; Pathe .10 episodes. . .

On With the Dance . . . Castle Films. Nov. 5. lreel Nov. 13
Out of the Inkwell Series .. . Red Seal. ... lreel....
Overnight From Paris Variety Pot Dec. 12 lreel...
Pack Up Your Troubles Song Car-T^e Red Seal Dec. 15 lreel Sept. 4
Parasol Ant, The Ufa short . .

Parisian Inspirations McCall Fashions Educational 1 reel. . . .

Paris Originations in Color McCall Fash-
ions) Educational 1 reel. ...

Pathe Review, No. 35 Pathe 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 36 Pathe Sept. 5.1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 37 Pathe Sept. 1 2 . . 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 38 Pathe Sept. 19. lreel
Pathe Review, No. 39 Pathe Sept 26. .lreel
Pathe Review, No. 40 Pathe Oct 3.1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 41 Pathe Oct 10. lreel
Pathe Review, No. 42 Pathe Oct 17.1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 43 Pathe Oct 24. lreel Oct. 23
Pathe Review, No. 44 Pathe Oct 31 ..lreel
Pathe Review, No. 45 Pathe Nov. 7.1 reel

Pathe Review. No. 46 Pathe Nov. 14. .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 47 Pathe Nov. 21 . .1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 48 Pathe Nov. 28. .1 reel Dec. 4
Pathe Review, No. 49 Pathe Dec. 5.1 reel Dec. 4
PatheReview, No. 50 . Pathe Dec. 12 lreel Dec. 18
Pathe Review, No. 51 Pathe Dec. 19. lreel Dec. 18
Pathe Review, No. 52 Pathe . Dec. 26 1 reel

Pathe Review. No. 1 Pathe Jan. 2 lreel
Pathe Review, No. 2 Pathe

.

Jan. 9 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 3 Pathe Jan. 16 lreel
Pathe Review, No. 4 . . Pathe . . . Jan. 23 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 5 Pathe. Jan. 30 1 reel

Pathe Review, No. 6 Pathe Feb. 6 1 reel

Payroll Holdup, The Scandal of America) .Artclass April 27 . .1 reel

Peculiar Households Ufa shorty
Pilgrimages to Palestine Series) Pathe 1 reel

Pinnacle Rider, The Mustang; Universal Oct 24..2reels Oct 16
Pioneer Blood 'Mustangj Universal Oct 31. 2 reels Oct 16
Piperock Goes Wild Tuttle Western

I
Universal Sept 19 . 2 reels

Popular Song Parodies Series) Artclass 1 reel

Pup's Tale. A Sketch Book; Pathe lreel Oct 23
Radio Personalities Series) Artclass 1 reel

Radio Personalities, Vol. A Artclass Sept 29 . . 1 reel

Radio Personalities, Vol. B Artclass Dec 1.1 ree! ....

Radio Personalities, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 2.1 reel

Radio Personalities, VoL D Artclass April 6.1 reel

Rainbow Novelty) Castle Films . . .Dec. 10 . . 1 reel

Rambling in Old Japan C. & C
Rare Bits Curiosity Educational. . . Aug. 29 1 reel
Reelviews Series Red Seal 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue I Red Seal Sept 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue J Red Seal 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 18 . . 1 reel

Reelviews, Issue L Red Seal Dec. 18 . . 1 reel

Reelviews, IssueM Red Seal Jan. 18.1 reel

Restless Race, The Sportlight Pathe Oct 3.1 reel Oct 16
Return of the Riddle Rider. The Serial, . . Universal 10 episodes
Riding for a King (Donoghue Racing
Drama i Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Ridge, The Donoghue Racing Drama) . . . Hi-Mark Prod 2 reels

Rocky Mountain Gold Fox 1 reel Oct 9
Rollin' Along (Sportlight Pathe Jan. 9 1 reel

Rose of Monterey Castle Films . . . Nov. 15.1 reel

Royal Nursery, A Ufa short) -

Rushing Waters C. & C
Rustic Romance Ufa short) ...

Saddle Tramp, The Mustang) Universal Sept 26. .2 reels

Scandal of America Series Artclass 1 reel

Scotty of the Scouts Serial) Rayart
Screen Star Sports Series Artclass 1 reel

Screen Star Sports. Vol. A Artclass Oct. 13. .1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. B Artclass Dec. 15 1 reel

Screen Star Sports, Vol. C Artclass Feb. 16.1 reel

Screen Star Sports, VoL D Artclass April 20 . lreel
Screen Snapshots Series) Columbia 1 reel

Searchlights Series Red Seal 1 reel

Searchlights, Issue K Red Seal Nov. 10 . . 1 reel

Searchlights, Issue L Red Seal E>ec. 10.1 reel

Searchlights, IssueM Red Seal Jan. 10 lreel
Seas of the World Red Seal
See America First (Novelty) Castle Films 1 reel Dec. 4
Shadowland C8sC lreel Sept. 18
Shadows of the Tiger Sava Films 2 reels

Sheik of Araby, The Song Parody) Artclass Dec. 8.1 reel

Shoot 'Em Up. Kid Mustang) Universal Sept 5 . .2 reels Aug. 28
Short Shots Series of 26) Castle Films 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 1 Castle Films. . Oct. 1. lreel Oct 16
Short Shots, No. 2 Castle Films. . Oct 15. Tree! Oct 30
Short Shots, No. 3 Castle Films. . Oct. 29.. lreel
Short Shots, No. 4 Castle Films. . Nov. 12 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 5 Castle Films. . Nov. 26 1 reel Dec 11
Short Shots, No. 6 Castle Films . . . Dec. 10 . . 1 reel

Short Shots, No. 7 Castle Films . . . Dec. 24 1 reel

Show Cowpuncher, The 'Mustang) Universal Nov. 7..2reels Oct 23
Silent Flyer, The Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Silver Swimmer, The Ufa short)
Sketch Book Series Pathe lreel
Skenographs Series) C.&C
Sky Skidder, The Serial) Bischoff 10 episodes
Snowed In Serial) Pathe 10 episodes . . June 26
Songs of Yesterday C. & C lreel
So This Is America (Novelty) Castle Films . . . Oct. 22.1 reel Oct. 16

-

So This Is Berlin Novelty Cas- -el

So This 13 Europe Novelty, Ca3tle Films ... Oct 8. .lreel Oct 16
Spanish Holiday, A Pot tfov 1-

Sport Calendar 3ra> . . Dec. 13 . 1 reel

Sporting Knack, The Sportligh- Jan. 23 lreel...
Sport's Dream C.iC
Steele Preferred American Cinema
Stick-up Man Scandal ofAmer: a Artclass 1 reel

St Paul's C. bt C 1 reel

Table Manners . rirav Prod 2 reels

Teaching Table Manners V-x Films Red Seal lreel Sept. 25
Terrors of the Jungle Sava Films - red i

Then and Nows Curios:-; _ Educational Nov. 7. lreel..

Too Much Progress for Pipe Rock "Mus-
tang-Holmes & Corbett Universal Jan- 15 2 reels . .

Top Notches Sporthght Pathe Dec. 12. lreel Dec. 11
Trails of the C-.-. . C. iC . . Sept lreel.
Trail of the Lonesome Pine Song Car-
Tune RedSeal Feb. 1. lreel

Trailc -g-Edmund Cobb Universal Dec 25 . 2 reels Dec 11

Trans- Magazine BrayProd 1" Ires Z>ec 27
Travels in T Fox Nov. 28. .lreel
Treacherous -

Tripping the Rhine Hy Mayer's Sketch
Book Pathe N li 1 red 1

Mustang-Edmund Cobb r
_'r.. versal Jan. 8 . 2 reels. .

Under Color ; . Fox 1 reel

Unexpected Visitor Scandal of America, . Artclass Feb. 23.. 1 red
Valiant Skipper, The C. & C 2 reels

Vanisr. it:;. .... Sierra Pictures 15 episodes. .

.

Velocit Bray Prod 2 reels Oct 23
Wanes- . H Vfa short)
We Must Be Thrilled Novelty,, Castle Films. . Dec 31

Whatr. •- Educational ... Oct ; .. Oct 9
When Bonita Rode Mustang Universal Oct 11 Sept 25
WhenOscar' Mustang Universal -

Where the Silver River Gleam * C. is. C lreel

-md Driver, The Mustar_5 Universal Sept 12.. 2 reels Sept 18
F.B.O

Whispering Smith Rides Serai Vr. versal 10 episodes
WhoIsSa:VJ Scandal of Amer: a Artclass Dec 22. lreel
Winged Death Ufa short
With the Wind Sccnl^ht Pathe. . Dec. 26 . 1 re-

Wonder Bock Sere«. .. ShortFIlm
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of Mexic

short

Feature

Ace High Hoot Gibson Universal
Advice to Lovers Bebe Daniels Paramount
Advice to the Lovelorn Universal
Afraid to Love Florence Vidor Paramount
Against the Wall Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Alias the Deacon JeanHershott Universal
All Aboard . Johnny Hines 5 -

Alonzo, the Armless LonChaney M-G-M
American Tragedy, An Special Cast Paramount
An Angel Passes Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Ankles Preferred Fox
Anna TTaimma L m 3 i sh M-G-M
Annie Laurie Lilian Gish M-G-M
Aristocrat The Famous Attractions
Arizona Bound Gary Cooper Paramount
Arizona Nights Fred Thomson F.B.O
Arizona Whirlwind, The . . Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Ashes C. Grimth-T. Moore F rst !'= anal

Atlantis nal
A. W. O. L G.Carneron-S.Cohen.Fox
Avenger. The Bob Custer F.B.O
Back to Nature Richard DIx Paramount
Bad T.smH« Paramount
Bad Little Good Girl Chadwick
Bandits of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Barbed Wire P. Negri-C. Brook. . .Paramount
Bargain Bride, The Mary ?hilbin Universal
3a—:ers of Fire Monte Blue ~:s

Beau Geste read show .... Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty Special Cast M-G-M
Beauty and the Beast Colman-Banky .... sts

Bed and Board Doris Kenyon r_al

Behind the Lines Sandow Dog Assoc. Exhib
Behind the Screen Special Ca:t M-G-M
Beloved Enemy, The Boyd-Goudal Prod. Dlst. Corp
Beloved Fraud, The American Cinema
Beloved Rogue. The John Barrymore . . United Art:.-:

Ben-Hur read shew Special Cast M-G-M 12000 feet Jan. 16
Bennie Colleen Moore nal
Better 'O'.e. The road show. Syd Chaplin WarnerBros 8649 feet. Oct 23
Beware of Widows LaF -. - . MDcre.-Lumas
Bigger They Are, The George OFiara FB.O
Big Gun. The George Lewis Vr.. versal
Big Parade road show . . Gllbert-Adoree-K.

Dane M-G-M 12550 feet..Nov. 28
Bill Smith, M.D Universal
Birds of Prey . . . Priscilla Dean Columbia Pictures
Bitter Apples M. Blue-M. La

;

-

: .— er Bros
Black Diamond Express,
The Monte Blue Warner Bros

Black Ivory :s

Tears Gorrr
Blazing Courage Buffalo Bill. Jr Assoc. Exhib
Border Patrol. The Harrv Carey Pathe..
Border Thunderbolt The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Born Lucky Raymond Griffith . . Paramount
Branded Bob Custer F.B.O
Broncho Twister, The Buck Jones Fox
Brute, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
Bull Dog Luck Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Burning Bridges HarryCarey Pathe
Butter and Egg Man, The :na!

Gilda Gray Paramount
Cactus Trails Bob Custer F. B.O
California T. McCoy-A. Pring!;
California or Bust George CHara F. B. O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The .M-G-M

Call in the Night, A Truart 5000 feet.. .

Camille P: N Paramount
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Cancelled Debt, The Special Cast Sterling Pict. .

.

Length Reviewed

Captain Salvation M-G-M
Captain's Courage, A R. Holt-D. Dwan ... Rayart
Casey at the Bat W.Beery-S.Holloway.Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The . . . Laura La Plante Universal
Certain Young Man, A Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Chains Bennett-Colman .... United Artists
Champagne (tentative) .... Lya de Putti Paramount
Chanty Ball, The M-G-M
Chasing Rainbows "Aesop Fables" Pathe 1 reel Jan. 16
Cheating Danger Dick Talmadge Universal
Cheyenne Days Hoot Gibson Universal
Chic Chick, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Children of Divorce Bow-Ralston-Cooper . Paramount
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
The Special Cast M-G-M

Circus, The Charles Chaplin United Artists
City of Shadows, The F. B. O
Claw, The Kerry-Windsor Universal
Climbers, The Irene Rich Warner Bros ,

Closed Gates Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Clown, The Columbia Pictures
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris, The Asher-Small
CollegeW idows Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Come On, Charley Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Coney Island Special Cast M-G-M
Confession (tentative) Pola Negri Paramount
Confessions of a Bachelor Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Flapper Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Divorcee Assoc. Exhib
Confessions of a Widow Assoc. Exhib
Cossacks, The John Gilbert M-G-M
Cowboy Feud, The Tom Mix Fox
Cowboy Grit Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Cow Punching for Cupid . . Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cradle Snatchers, The Fox
Crashing Hoofs Bob Custer F. B. O
Crashing Timbers Harlan-Dana Universal
Crazy Fool, The M-G-M
Crisis, The Special Cast M-G-M
Cross-Eyed Captain, The. Cortez-H. Morey-A.

Marchal Paramount
Cruel Truth, The Sterling Pictures .

Crystal Cup, The Dorothy Mackaill . . . First National
Cyclone of the Range Tom Tyler F. B. O
Cyclone Sam Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Dangerous Virtue Jane Novak Lee-Bradford 5032 feet
Dangei s of Working Girls Lumas
Daring Venus, The First National
Dark Horse, The Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Darling of the Gods, The . . . Special Cast United Artists
Day of Souls, The Gilbert-Adoree M-G-M
Dead Command, The Special Cast M-G-M
Dearie L. Fazenda Warner Bros
Demi-Bride, The Norma Shearer M-G-M
Desert Valley Buck Jones Fox
Detour Prod. Dist. Corp
Devil's Master, The G.O'Brien-J.Gaynor Fox
Devil's Partner, The Truart 5000 feet
Diamond Handcuffs Mae Murray M-G-M
Dixie Universal
Do Clothes Make the
Woman? Mrs. Valentino F. B. O

Don Juan (road show) John Barrymore Warner Bros 10018 feet . . Aug. 21
Don Mike Fred Thomson F. B. O
Don't Tell the Wife I. Rich-H. Gordon . . Warner Bros
Double Handed Bandit,
The Bob Custer F. B. O

Down Grade, The Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
Down Our Way Columbia
Down the Stretch Agnew-Nixon Universal
Drivin' Mad American Cinema
Drums of the Desert W. Baxter-L. Wilson Paramount
Duke of Black Butte, The . . Fred Humes Universal
Eager Lips Chadwick
Eden's Fruit Famous Attractions
Enchantress, The (tenta-

tive) Milton Sills First National
Enemy The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Eucharistic Congress of

Chicago, The Special Cast Euch. Cong. M. P.
Dept 8 reels Nov. 27

Eyes of the Totem Special Cast Assoc. Exhib
Eyes of Youth Gloria Swanson United Artists
False Hopes Gorman Pictures
Fangs of Alaska, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Fashions for Women Esther Ralston Paramount
Fast and Furious Reginald Denny Universal
Fast Life in New York Special Cast M-G-M
Fifth Horseman, The Lee-Bradford
Fighting Cub, The Truart 5800 feet
Fighting Don, The Richard Talmadge . . . Universal
Fighting Failure, The C. Landis-P. Mont-

gomery Nat. Levine (S. R.)
Fighting Foundling, The . . . Jack Hoxie Universal
lighting Marine, The Gene Tunney Pathe
1* ighting Ranger, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Final Extra, The Lumas
Finnegan's Ball Assoc. Exhib
Fire Brigade, The M. MacAvoy-C. Ray.M-G-M
Fireman Save My Child. . . Wallace Beery Paramount
Flaming Fury Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Flashing Fangs Ranger (Dog) F. B. O
Flash in the Night, A American Cinema
Flash Kid, The Dick Talmadge ...... Universal
Flesh and the Devil, The . . . J. Gilbert-G. Garbo. .M-G-M
Flying Fool, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Follow the Signs Universal
Forbidden Trails Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Forest Havoc F. Stanley-P. Mont-

gomery Elbee Pict
Forest of Destiny, The Gotham Prod
For Her People Raquel Meller 7073 feet
Four Feathers Richard Barthelmess First National
Four Flusher, The Reginald Denny Universal
Four Horsemen of America,
The Special Cast Assoc. Exhib

Four Stragglers, The Special Cast M-G-M
Fourth Commandment,
The Belle Bennett Universal 7560 feet Oct. 30

Free Souls Norma Shearer M-G-M
Frenzied Flames C. Landis-M. Carr-

V. B. Faire Elbee Pict
Fresh Air Ray-Olmstead M-G-M
Frozen Justice Victor McLagcn Fox
Fullback, The Fox

Feature Star Distributed by Length Reviewed
Funny Face Alberta Vaughn F. B.O
Gaby V. Valli-G. O'Brien. Fox
Gambling Chaplain, The . . . Special Cast M-G-M
Galloping Thunder Tom Tyler F. B. O
Garden of Allah, The Alice Terry M-G-M...
Garden of Allah, The N. Talmadge-R. Col-

man United Artists
Garden of Eden, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gay Old Bird, The L.Fazenda-J.Murray.Warner Bros
General, The Buster Keaton United Artists
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes Paramount
Get Off the Earth Raymond Griffith .... Paramount
Get Set—Go George O'Hara F. B. O
Gilt-Edged Richard Talmadge.. F.B.O
Girl in the Rain David Butler Carlome Pictures
Girl Who Dared, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Girl Who Smiles, The Columbia Pictures
Glorious Gamble, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Glory Diggers, The Special Cast M-G-M
God's Great Wilderness American Cinema
Going! Going! Gone! George O'Hara F.B.O
Gold C.Geraghty
Goose Man, The Special Cast M-G-M
Gorilla Hunt, The Special Cast F.B.O 4800 feet. June 26
Gorilla, The Asher-Small
Grand Army Man, The Fox
Grand Flapper, The Fox
Great Galeoto, The (tenta-

tive) Novarro-Terry M-G-M
Greatest Show on Earth

(road show) Wallace Beery Paramount
Gulliver's Travels Universal
Hairpin Duchess, The Special Cast M-G-M
Hair-Trigger Baxter Bob Custer F.B.O
Harp in Hock, A Schildkraut-Coghlan . Prod. Dist. Corp
Hat of Destiny, The First National
Haunted Lady, The Assoc. Exhib
Haven, The Special Cast M-G-M
Heart Collector, The Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Heart of a Cowboy, The . . . Bob Custer F.B.O
Heart of Maryland, The .... Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Heaven and Eeath Milton Sills First National
Held by the Law M. De La Motte Universal
Hello Bill (tentative) C. Tearle F.B.O
Hell's Kitchen First National '

Help! Fire! Police! Universal
Her Father Said No Brian-Cooke-Guard F.B.O
Hero on Horseback, A Hoot Gibson Universal
High Society Tom Mix Fox
High Stakes Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Hills of Kentucky Rin-Tin-Tin Wamer Bros
His First Flame Harry Langdon Pathe
His Last Affair Norma Shearer M-G-M
Hi! Taxi George O'Hara F.B.O
Holy Terror, A Fox
Homestruck V. Dana-G. Withers . F. B. O
Home, Sweet Home Special Cast Gorman Pictures
Horses and Women Famous Attractions
Horse Shoes Monty Banks Pathe
Hotel Imperial Pola Negri Paramount
Hounds of Spring First National
Human Mill, The Blanche Sweet M-G-M
Human Nature Gorman Pictures
Human Playthings Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Hurricane, The Special Cast Truart
Hurry Up Man, The Dick Talmadge Universal
I Can Dolt Special Cast M-G-M
I'll Tell the World Olmstead-Arthur M-G-M
Impostor. The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
In His Arms Special Cast M-G-M
In the First Degree Sterling Pict
Irish Eyes George O'Hara F.B.O
Irish Hearts Dolores Costello Wamer Bros
Isle of Forbidden Kisses,
The Jack Trevor Universal

Is Zat So? Special Cast Fox
It A. Moreno-C. Bow . . . Paramount
It Could Have Happened . . Colleen Moore First National
Jack o'Diamonds George O'Hara F. B. O
Jail Birds, Inc First National
Jason Special Cast M-G-M
Jazz Singer, The George Jessel Wamer Bros
Jerry Settles Down Tom Tyler F.B.O
Just Off Broadway Corinne Griffith

Kid Brother, The Harold Lloyd Paramount
Kidnapped in New York American Cinema
Kid's Last Fight, The Tom Tyler F.B.O
King of Kings, The Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
King of the Air Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Kiss and Make Up Laura La Plante Universal
Kiss in the Taxi, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Knockout Reiley Richard Dix Paramount
Ladies First Douglas MacLean . . Paramount
Ladies of Ease Chadwick
Lady Be Good First National
Lady of Leisure Special Cast M-G-M
Lady With the Lamp, The Florence Nightingale Prod
Larceny, Ltd Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Last of Mrs. Cheyney Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Last Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Last Trail, The Tom Mix Fox
Laurels Mae Murray M-G-M
Lawless Valley Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib 5000 feet

Les Miserables (in 2 parts) Special Cast Universal
Let's Go Fred Humes Universal
Life of an Actress Chadwick
Life of a Woman TifTany 6500 feet

Lightning Chaser, The George O'Hara F. B. O
Lightnin' Lariats Tom Tyler F. B.O
Lightning Express. The Columbia Pictures
Lightning Rider, The J. Walker-S Breamer Elbee Pict
Limehouse Lou Evelyn Brent F. B . O
Look Who's Here Dick Talmadge Universal
Lord Hokum E. E. Horton Assoc. Exhib
Lost House, The Columbia Pictures
Lost Outlaw, The Gary Cooper Paramount
Louis the Fourteenth W. Beery Paramount
Love in n Cottage Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Love Makes 'Em Wild J. Harron-S. Phipps Fox
Love Me and the World Is

Mine Philblin-Kerry Universal
Love o' Women B. Swcet-W. Baxter .Fox
Love's Greatest Mistake. . . W. Powcll-E. Brent Paramount
Love Thrill, The Laura La Plante Universal
Loyalties Special Cast Fox
Lure of the Yukon, The Assoc. Exhib
Luxury Husbands Adolphe Menjou Paramount
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Lying Truth, The Milton Sills First National
Madame Pompadour Dorothy Gish British National Pic
Madamoiselle From Armen-

tieres Lee-Bradford
Mad Girl of Moscow, The . .Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Magic Garden, The M. Morris-R. Keane . F. B. O
Man and the Woman Special Cast M-G-M
Man in Evening Clothes,
The Adolphe Menjou Paramount

Manon (road show) John Barrymore Warner Bros
Man Who Forgot God Emil Jannings Paramount
Man Who Laughs, The Universal
Man With a Thousand

Faces Special Cast M-G-M
Marriage Alma Rubens Fox
Married Alive Livingston-M. Moore Fox
Mary of Vassar Marion Davies M-G-M
Mask and the Face, The . . . Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Matinee Ladies Special Cast Warner Bros
Memories Ramon Novarro .... M-G-M
Men Women Love Holmquist-N. Welch True Story Pictures . . 5900 feet

Merry Wives of New York Chadwick
Message to Garcia, A Special Cast M-G-M
Metropolis (road show) . . . Special Cast Paramount
Mike Donovan of Ireland First National
Million Bid, A Dolores Costello Warner Bros
Million Dollar Doll Assoc. Exhib
Miss George Washington . . Colleen Moore First National
Missing Link, The (road

show) Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
Miss 318 Special Cast M-G-M
Miss Manhattan Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Money Isn't Everything . . . R. Ince-D. Revier .... Columbia
Morals of Today Gorman Pictures
Mortimer's Millions Johnny Hines First National
Mother Belle Bennett F. B. O
Mountain Eagle NitaNaldi Lee-Bradford 6000 feet
Mountains of Manhattan Lumas
Mr. Wu Lon Chaney M-G-M
Music Master, The Alec B. Francis Fox
Mysterious Island, The .... Special Cast M G-M
Mysterious Rider, The J. Holt-B. Jewel Paramount
Mystery Lady, The Special Cast M-G-M
My Wife's Friend First National
My Wife's Honor Dolores Del Rio Fox
Napoleon Special Cast M-G-M 14 reels
Naughty But Nice Colleen Moore First National
Naughty Marietta Marion Davies M-G-M
Nest. The Pauline Frederick ... Excellent Pictures. . . . 7000 feet
New Boy, The Syd Chaplin Warner Bros
New Morals (tentative) .... Lya de Putti Paramount
New York Cortez-Wilson-E. Tay-

lor Paramount
Next Generation, The Special Cast M-G-M
Next Year's Model Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Night of Love, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Night School, The M-G-M
Night Siren, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Night Watch, The Special Cast Truart 5000 feet
Nine Points of the Law Hoot Gibson Universal
Noah's Ark (road show) .... Special Cast Warner Bros
Nocturne Special Cast M-G-M
No Speed Limit Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Officer Jim R.Hughes-G.Gray.. Lee-Bradford 5141 feet
Oh, Baby! Special Cast Universal 5 reels Aug. 21
Old Heidelberg Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast Paramount 12 reels Dec. 18
Open Book Special Cast M-G-M
Ou, La! La! Alberta Vaughn F. B.O
Outlaw Broncho, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Out of the Ruins First National
Out ofthe West Tom Tyler F. B.O
Paradise for Two (tentative)Dix-Bronson-Beran-

ger Paramount
Pass in Paradise Prod. Dist. Corp
Payoff, The O.Harlan-R.McKim-

D. Drew ElbeePict
Peacocks of Paris B. Lyon-D. Mackaill . First National
Perfect Fool, The (tentative)Ed. Wynn Paramount
Personality Gloria Swanson United Artists
Phantom Flyer, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Phantom Ranger, The Bill Cody Assoc. Exhib
Pleasure Before Business Columbia Pictures
Pleasure Highway Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Plumes Special Cast M-G-M
Polish Blood Universal
Polly of the Circus Norma Shearer M-G-M
Polly Preferred Marion Davies M-G-M
Polly With a Past Norma Shearer M-G-M
Poor Fish, The Sterling Pictures
Poor Girls Columbia Pictures
Popular Sin, The Vidor-Nissen Paramount
Potters, The W.C.Fields-M.Alden. Paramount
Power of the Weak, The . .. . Alice Calhoun Chadwick 6000 feet
Price of Honor,' The Revier-McGregor .... Columbia Pictures
Princess Pro Tern Evelyn Brent F. B.O
Prisoners First National
Public Idol, The Fox
Puppets Mae Murray M-G-M
Purple and Fine Linen Corinne Griffith First National
Purple Mask, The United Artists
Pursued G. Glass-S. Holmes-

G. Astor ElbeePict
Quality Street M-G-M
Quicksands Dix-N. Beery-H.

Chadwick Paramount
Race Wild E. Percy-D. Torrence Elbee Pict
Raging Seas Tiffany
Red Coats and Red Skins. . .Tim McCoy M-G-M
Raw Country, The Bowers-Cornwall .... Assoc. Exhib
Red Pants Geo.Cooper-B.Roach.M-G-M
Red Signals Sterling Pictures
Red, White and Blue M-G-M
Resurrection La Rocque-Del Rio . .United Artists
Return of a Soldier Special Cast M-G-M
Rich But Honest Fox
Rich Man, Poor Man Mildred Davis Paramount
Riddle Ranch, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Ride 'Em Rough Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib
Riders of the Wind First National
Riding Honor Art Acord Universal
Riding Rivals Wally Wales Artclass 5000 feet
Ridin' 'Em Ragged Tom Tyler F. B. O
Rip Roaring Rider, The .... Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Ritzy B. Bronson
River, The (tentative) Kenyon-Stone First National
Roaring Crowd, The F. B. O
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Rogue's Riches Special Cast Astor Dist
Romance Ramon Novarro M-G-M
Romance a la Carte Richard Dix Paramount
Romantic Age, The Columbia Pictures
Ropin' Venus, The Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose-Marie M-G-M
Rose of Monterey, The
Rose of the Bowery American Cinema
Rough House Rosie Clara Bow Paramount
Rough Riders, The (road

show) Special Cast Paramount
Royal Romance G. O'Brien-McDon-

ald Fox
Runaway Enchantress, The

(tentative) Sills-M. Astor First National
Rust Special Cast M-G-M
Salvage E. Williams-McAlis-

ter Standard Pictures
Savage in Silks, A Laura La Plante Universal
Salvation Jane Viola Dana F.B.O
Scarlet Letter The Lillian Gish M-G-M 90C0 feet.. Aug. 21

Secret Studio, The Fox
See If I Care Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
See You Later (tentative) . . Douglas MacLean . Paramount
Sensation Seekers, The . . . . B. Dove-H. Gordon . . Universal
Separate Rooms Special Cast Fox
September Love First National
Seventh Heaven J. Gaynor-C. Farrell . Fox
Seward's Folly Special Cast M-G-M
Shadow Lane M-G-M
Shamrock and the Rose Chadwick
Sheik of Hollywood, The . . . Ben Lyon First National
Shenandoah Famous Attractions
Sherman Was Right Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
She'sMyBaby Sterling Pictures
Shock Absorber, The First National
Shopworn Famous Attractions
Show Boat Universal
Show Business Mae Murray M-G-M
Show World, The B. Dove-F. Bushman.Universal
Sidewalks of New York, The Columbia Pictures
Silent Avenger, The Peter the Great Lumas
Silent Panther, The Francis McDonald ... M-G-M
Silent Rider, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Silk Goudal-Schildkraut . Prod. Dist. Corp
Silk Hat Cowboy, The Tom Mix Fox
Silver Shield, The (tenta-

tive) Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Simple Sis Louise Fazenda Warner Bros
Sinews of Steel Lumas
Sinners of Paradise First National
Sky High A] Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Sky Peril, The Al Wilson Assoc. Exhib
Skyscrapers Special Cast Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky's the Limit, The Richard Talmadge . . . Universal
Slow Down Reginald Denny Universal
Smith of Cornell George Walsh Chadwick
Sorrell and Son Paramount
Somewhere South of Sonora

(tentative) KenMaynard First National
Sorrows of Satan, The Adolphe Menjou Paramount 1 1000 feet . . Oct. 23
Span of Life. The Lon Chaney M-G-M
Special Delivery Eddie Cantor Paramount .

Speed Boy, The Dick Talmadge Universal
Speedy Eddy Devore-Horton Assoc. Exhib
Splitting the Breeze Tom Tyler F. B. O
Sport of Kings, The First National
Squared Ring, The Tiffany
Stage Madness V. Valli-Carmenati
Stark Love Special Cast Paramount
Stolen Pleasures Columbia Pictures
Strange Bedfellows M-G-M
Stronger Than Steel American Cinema
Studies in Wives Famous Attractions
Such a Little Pip Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Sunrise Gaynor-G. O'Brien-

Livingston Fox „.
Sunya Gloria Swanson United Artists

Surf Man, The M-G-M
Sweethearts in Every Port W. C. Fields Paramount
Tardy Tolliver Hale-King Assoc. Exhib
Tarzan and the Golden Lion James Pierce F. B. O
Tell It to the Marines Chaney-Haines M-G-M
Tempest, The Tiffany
Temptations of a Salesgirl . Betty Compson M. P. Guild
Ten Modern Command-
ments Esther Ralston Paramount

Their Second Honeymoon . . Special Cast M-G-M
They're Off Viola Dana F.B.O
Things Wives Tell E. Murphy-G. Glass. True Story Pictures . .6100 feet

Three Twins, The M-G-M
Three Wax Men, The Emil Jannings E. M. Fadman, Inc
Thrill Chaser, The Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Thumbs Down Special Cast Sterling Pictures
Thunder Mountain Ranger (Dog) F.B.O
Tidy Toreador, The Hoot Gibson Universal
Timid Terror, The GeorgeO'Hara F. B. O
Tip Toes D. Gish-W. Rogers. . Paramount
Toilers of the Sea Special Cast M-G-M
Tongo Special Cast M-G-M
Too Many Crooks Mildred Harris Paramount
Top of the World, The Tiffany
Topsy and Eva Duncan Sisters United Artists
Tornado Jones Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Tornado Terry George O'Hara F. B. O
Tracked by the Police Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trail of '98 K.Dane-P.Starke. . M-G-M
Trapped Elinor Fair Sierra Pictures 5000 feet

True Blood Fred Humes - Universal
Twelve Miles Out John Gilbert M-G-M
Two-Gun McCoy Bob Custer F. B. O
Two-Gun Terror, The Buddy Roosevelt .... Assoc. Exhib
Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Universal
Uneasy Payments Alberta Vaughn F.B.O
Up and At 'Em Dick Talmadge Universal
Upstream Dolores Del Rio Fox
Vagabond Prince, The Colman-Banky United Artists
Valencia Mae Murray M-G-M
Valley of Hell, The Francis McDonald . . .M-G-M
Vamp From Venice, The . . . C. Talmadge-Moreno First National
Vanishing Breed, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
Vanity Fair Pola Negri Paramount
Vengeance of Durand, The . Irene Rich Warner Bros
Virgin Flame, The M-G-M
Virgin Wife, The P. Garon-N. Welch . . True Story Pictures .5700 feet

Voice of His Mate, The Sandow (Dog) Assoc. Exhib
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Wag Lady, The M-G-M
Waiter from the Ritz, The. R. Griffith-A. Day. . Paramount
Walloping Wildcat, The Wally Wales Assoc. Exhib
Wandering Girls M. Harris-D. Revier-

R. Agnew Columbia Pictures
Wanted—A Coward Special Cast Sterling Pictures
War Birds M-G-M
War Horse, The Buck Jones Fox
War of the Worlds Paramount
Warning Signal, The G. Hulette-K. Mead.Elbee Pict
Way of an Eagle, The Special Cast M-G-M
Way Things Happen Madge Bellamy Fox
Wedding March, The (road
show ) von Stroheim Paramount

Wedding Ring V. Valli Fox
What Every Girl Should
Know Patsy Ruth Miller . . . Warner Bros

What Happened to Father . Sydney-Gordon Warner Bros
What Price Glory? (road

show) McLaglen-Del Rio-
Lowe Fox 11400 feet. Dec. 4

What Will People Say? M-G-M
Wheel of Life, The Florence Vidor Paramount
When Danger Calls Wm. Fairbanks Lumas
When We Were Twenty-
One Special Cast M-G-M

Whispering Sage, The Buck Jones Fox
White Chief, The Monte Blue Warner Bros
White Eagle, The Buck Jones Fox
White Flannels L.Dresser-J.Richards.Warner Bros
White Heat Special Cast M-G-M

Feature Star Distributed by
Whiteslave, The Dix-Dempster Paramount. . .

.

Whose Baby Alberta Vaughn F. B. O
Wife, The Special Cast M-G-M
Wildcat Kid, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Assoc. Exhib. .

Wind, The Lillian Gish M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester,
The F. B. O

Length Reviewed

Wings (road show) C. Bow-C. Farrell . . Paramount 12 reels.

Winner, The Charles Ray Chadwick
Winning Oar, The George Walsh Excellent Pictures
Winning Spirit, The Raymond Griffith ... Paramount
With Their Eyes Open Adolphe Menjou Paramount
Wolf's Clothing Miller-Blue Warner Bros
Woman's Battalion of Death,
The Gloria Swanson United Artists

Woman Who Did Not Care Gotham
Women and Wives M-G-M
Women Love Diamonds . . . Starke-O. Moore M-G-M
World at Her Feet, The

(tentative) Florence Vidor Paramount
World's Illusion, The M-G-M
World Struggle for Oil, The. Special Cast Pathe 5 reels.

Worst Woman, The Famous Attractions
Wreck, The S. Mason-M. Mac-

Gregor Columbia Pictures
Wyoming Whiz, The Tom Tyler F. B. O
Wrong Mr. Wright, The .... Jean Hersholt Universal
Yoke, The Special Cast Wamer Bros
Your Brother and Mine American Cinema
You Too Special Cast M-G-M

erOpinionsonNewPicti
Jft-"- ^7| l_
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"The Better 'Ole"— Warner
Bros., Woods Theatre, Chicago

Daily American: "Syd Chaplin
reveals himself to be a distinguished

first-rate movie buffoon. 'The

Better 'Ole' is a continually amus-
ing farce, given a surprisingly ex-

cellent screen caricature by the

older Chaplin."

Herald and Examiner: "It's a

chuckling adventure of the late

war, gradually increasing to bellow-

ing laughter. Syd Chaplin does a

first-rate job. His latest perform-

ance established him definitely as a

comedian of talent."

Journal of Commerce and La
Salle Street Journal: "The funni-

est picture of my experience. Syd
Chaplin is perfect as Old Bill. The
affair reaches a climax of mirth."

Daily Tribune: "It is the fun-

niest thing I ever saw in my life.

I laughed so hard I would have

been a spectacle—if everybody else

in the house hadn't been busy be-

ing the same kind of spectacle.

The film is alive with side-splitting

situations. Charlie Chaplin may be

a great comedian, but I will tell

the world Syd Chaplin in 'The

Better 'Ole' is as great as he is at

his b
Daily Xews: "Syd as Old Bill

outdoes himself."

Evening American: "The great-

est laugh show I have ever encoun-

tered. If I ever laughed harder, I

don't remember it. Old Bill is

Syd Chaplin's greatest motion pic-

ture achievement. 1 le has never

even approached this remarkable

portrayal before. 'The Better 'Ole'

is full of the funniest horseplay

and burlesque I ever saw. But it

also has that- primary requisite of

any good movie, an enthralling

marvelous. 'The Better

is Syd Chaplin's triumph."

"Bardelys the Magnificent"

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Stillman
Theatre, Cleveland

Plain Dealer: '"Bardelys the

Magnificent" at the Stillman, is a

inving story and has been

told by King Vidor in his splendid

moving unhesitatingly and

gathers action and speed as it

progresses. The settings are beau-

tiful. John Gilbert makes love

with the sincerity of a Beau Brum-

mel, fights like an expert with the

>\vord and at the close out-Fair-

banks the laughing Doug. There
are a succession of thrills, the most
startling of which are the escape

from the scaffold when he is ready

to be hanged, and a duel, which is

fought between Chattellerault and

Bardelys. Gilbert is dashingly-

heroic.

"

News: " 'Bardelys the Magnifi-

cent,' with his escapades in the

court of King Louis XIII, in the

woods and quaint chateaus of old

France proved ever so much en-

joyment for us. We cannot recall

when a romantic story in this

category entertained us in greater

degree."

Press: "John Gilbert out-Fair-

banks Douglas himself in King
Vidor's movie from the Sabatini

'Bardelys the Magnificent.'
"

Times: " 'Bardelys the Magnifi-

cent' is a story full of entertain-

ment, wholesomely blending humor
with treachery, beautiful scenery

with fast-moving action, nimble

wits with stupidity and swords with

kisses."

"The Winning of Barbara
Worth"—United Artists, Madi-
son Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
News: "Even with ordinary

treatment such a fascinating story

as Harold Bell Wright's 'The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth' was cer-

tain to be an interesting motion
picture, but under the expert guid-

ance of Samuel Goldwyn and
Henry King it has escaped the

'average' classification and rises to

a matter of great importance to

filmg! K

"La Boheme"—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Stillman Theatre,

Cleveland
Plain Dealer: "Vidor, the di-

rector of 'The Big Parade,' has

turned out an artistic piece. Art

is the play's best recommendation.

'Every-move-a-picture' as they once

said. There is some fire and flash

and go to the work of John Gilbert

and Renee Adoree—just as there is

sincerity and delicacy in Miss

Gish's portrayal."

Press " 'La Boheme' is head

and shoulders above the average

motion picturi

News: " 'La Boheme' is an out-

standing picture. The action is

swift. Lillian Gish never was bet-

ter and John Gilbert gives a re-

markable performance. As to the

others, there is no room for im-

provement. And the same can be

said for the photography and di-

rection."

Times: "Lillian Gish has tremen-

dous triumph in 'La Boheme'. Men
wept Sunday at 'La Boheme.' When
the Gish weeps there are sobs

throughout the theatre. She holds

your attention with the magnet of

magic—art."

"The Winning of Barbara
Worth"— United Artists,

Loew's State Theatre,
Boston

Globe: "A stirring picture made
from the famous story of the

West, blending romance and real-

ism. It is truly remarkable. . . .

There are no more satisfactory

film lovers on the screen than Ron-
ald Colman and Vilma Banky."

Advertiser: "Exciting Western
film. A vividly exciting stretch

of film."

Evening American: "The Har-
old Bell Wright yarn becomes a

rarely brilliant exploit. At every
turn the picture justifies the money
expended in its making."

Herald: "One of the most in-

teresting and spectacular films yet

brought to this city. Henry King
has set a high standard that will

be difficult to follow. He has
masterfully entwined romance,
thrill and spectacle into an har-

monious whole that completely ab-

sorbs the spectator. Harold Bell

Wright fans will vote this the best

of his novels done for films. . . .

The photography alone i> worth a

trip to see. The sheer beauty and
tremendous spectacle proportions
assumed by the picture more than
demand unusual recognition."

"The Flaming Forest"—Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, Capitol,

New York
Journal :

" 'The Flaming
it' at the Capitol this week is

a colorful spectacle—epic in its

p and breath-taking in its

thrills. The backgrounds are mag-
nificent. Renee Adoree is as de-
lightful as the rest of the picture

is thrilling. There are a succes-

sion of thrills, the most startling

of which are battles between the
Mounted Police and the Indians,

and a forest fire that is one of the

most vivid ever shown on the

screen. Moreno is dashingly he-

roic. This picture was directed by
Reginald Barker, who can direct

stories of the great outdoors as dra-
matically as Curwood can write
them."

Telegraph : "Swift moving, fast

action melodrama, with a thrill a
minute holds forth at the Capitol

this week. I heartily recommend
the entire program. Renee Adoree
breezes in an easy winner. Tony-

Moreno is an appealing figure. The
pictorial composition of the pho-
toplay is exquisite. You can't af-

ford to miss 'The Flaming
Forest.'

"

Herald-Tribune : "To those who
like Western thrillers we recom-
mend 'The Flaming Forest.'

"

Times: "Crack shots, swift

horses, angry redskins and a fear-

some fire are to be seen in the

pictorial version of James Oliver
i !ui wood's 'The Flaming Forest.'

Miss Adoree acts with her usual

charm and comprehension of the

character. Mr. Moreno handles

his part intelligently."

Mirror: "'The Flaming Forest*

rates as a James Oliver Curwood
cinema highlighted with a richness

that glorifies its melodramatic ro-

mance. Yesterday's audience at the

Capitol slipped into the thrill of

tlu story with a fervor that found
cation in thunderous ap-

plause. A few children indulged

in side-splitting cheering. Every-

body had a grand time."

News : "The picture will proba-

popular. It has plenty of life

and movement and is entertaining."

American: "It might aptly be

called 'The Big Parade' of the

Mounted Police. Cosmopolitan is

particularly fortunate in providing

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with sto-

ries that teem with life, color, and
i and 'The Flaming Forest'

carries out this precedent to an

nth degree."

PRINTED BY
BLAM HAKll PRI SS

M W YORK
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification "Eastman"

and "Kodak" in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



HE man who drives to

work hasn't much time to

read the newspaper ads.

The best way to get

"A Regular Scout" before

the "Fast Ones" is to use
many posters.

Make every glance count.

Qeneral Office: Cleveland, Ohio

Plants: CLEVELAND • NEW YORK CITY • ELMHURST. LONG ISLAND



Chair for new Paramount
Theatre, New York City, •

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp,
Architects

'HETHER it is providing the seating for the

world's largest theatres like Paramount, New
York; Uptown, Chicago, or the great Cleveland

Municipal Auditorium, or supplying the com-

paratively few chairs for small but exquisite

theatres like the Music Box, New York; Good-

man Memorial, Chicago, or Community Play-

house in Pasadena, the American Seating

Company Theatre Designing and Engineering

Service is equally available and valuable. Our
production facilities are keyed to meet require-

ments of either extreme and all needs or

emergencies.

American Seating Company
NEW VORK

1
1
3 W 40tb St.

CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
to E. Jackson Blvd. 77-D C1n.1l St. iin-K Chestnut St.

eatwin? the new
Paramount Theatre
and other works of
C.W&G.L RAPP

Architects

SECTION TWO
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LEIPZIG
TRADE FAIR

World's Largest International
Industries Exhibition

March6th|Q£)7 March12th
\

Buyers, Importers, Business
Men—- are again cordially
invited to the great Leipzig
Spring" Fair.

INTERNATIONAL

LEIPZIG TRADE FAIR
Industrial Output ofAll Europe

The Vice President of the

National Bank of Commerce,

St. Louis, Says—

"After our return to America we will

lose no time in urging the American
Chambers of Commerce and espe-

cially the Chamber of Commerce of

St. Louis, to send their members reg-

ularly to visit the Leipzig Trade Fair

both in the Spring and in the Fall."

V*

The Leipzig Trade Fair is the world's oldest— held regularly for

700 years . . . the world's largest—with 10,000 exhibitors . . . the

world's mosf attractive— with 150,000 buyers . . . the world's most
international—with buyers from 40 leading nations. It grows big-

ger and better every year. Let us assist you in your plans to be

represented at Leipzig this Spring.

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY ! . . . Please note. The Leipzig Trade Fair
is the most important trading center for motion picture appliances, projector
machines, carbons, projection lenses, raw stock, negative and positive, arc
reflectors, screens and other accessories.

For complete details, phone or write:

LEIPZIG TRADE FAIR, Inc.
630 Fifth Avenue New York City

«V*
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CoolYourlheatre/
Let the world's largest Organization of

Refrigeratingfngineersguaranteeyourresults
You can count on increased box-office re-

ceipts during those five months of torrid

summer weather—more profitable business

than during winter.

Your townfolks will flock to your theatre

as a haven of relief—for a really enjoyable

two or three hours. The World's Largest

Organization of Refrigerating Engineers,

specializing in all applications of mechan-

r

MAIL THIS COUPON
YORK MFG. CO.,
York, Pa.

The subject of controlled temperatures for theatres is of interest

to me. Please have one of your Engineers discuss this with me. There

is no obligation on my part.

Name of Theatre

Address

ically produced refrigeration, stands ready

to guarantee to make your theatre cool,

comfortable and inviting during the hot-

test weather.

The York Manufacturing Company com-
mands your confidence—backed by years

of success in controlling temperature un-

der every condition, the world over.

There is a service branch of the York Man-
ufacturing Company in your territory.

Mail the attached coupon and one of our

engineers will gladly and without obliga-

tion on your part, consider your problems.

YORK Manufacturing?
Company O

York, Penna.
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Page Pipe Organs matchlessly express the spirit of
music. A triumph of the art of building organs,
these superb instruments are distinguished for con-
scientious craftsmanship, tasteful excellence ofdesign
and tonal perfection. Added to these are such out-
standing features as instantaneous response and
dependability of action, all of which so thoroughly
pervade the instruments that pride in Page owner-
ship is something to be expected.

The Page Organ Company
521 North Jackson Street Lima, Ohio

I.

Vhiy

llftr<_GANi

'i®&m*t
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Dependable
Supply Service

National in Scope

Complete in Every Detail

Ready in Any Emergency

The National Theatre Supply Company, through its

branch offices located in all principal cities of the

United States, offers to every exhibitor a reliable source

of satisfactory equipment and supply service.

From Initial Plans to Final Perfection—a helpful

service to the architect, the builder, the operator. A
service that does not end with the initial installation of

equipment. It extends on into the actual operation and
maintenance of the theatre.

Through National Service, the exhibitor is assured

of utmost value in equipment especially suited to his

individual requirements; installed and serviced as it

should be, and backed by a most reliable guarantee

—

"Service and Satisfaction or Money Back."

Ready to help you in every emergency. Relief or

repair service always at your call day or night. Al-

ways alert to keep your theatre in operation.

Projection, Seating, Lighting, Decorating, Stage-

craft, Ventilation—whatever your problem may be,

you will find a most satisfactory solution of it at your

nearest National Theatre Supply Company Branch
Office, where the utmost courtesy will be accorded you.

DoYouReceive the "National Pink Sheet
the Catalog house organ of the World's Largest Supply House? A

postal card will put you on the list.

National Theatre Supply Company
Home Office: 624 S. Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Branch Offices in All Principal Cities
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ISO Pounds Prts: JCRANE VALVES J2500 Pounds Pmsun

The new Norshore theater Howard avenue and Clark street, Chicago. Plumbing

and heating materials supplied by Crane. Architects, C. W. and George L. Rapp.

Plumbing contractor, E. B. Kaiser. Heating contractors, Mehring and Hanson.

CONTRIBUTING TO PERFECT
Among the magnificent theaters recently

built in response to increasingly exacting

demands of motion picture patrons is the

Norshore, at Howard avenue and Clark

street, Chicago.

Designed by Architects C. W. andGeorge

L. Rapp, its pinnacles blazing with light

rise above a dignified facade, a dazzling

invitation to an evening of color and ad-

COMFORT IN THE THEATER
venture in the company of heroes and

heroines of the screen.

In the commodious interior, the atmos-

phere of luxury and ease demanded by

theater-goers has been provided by Archi-

tects Rapp and Rapp in every detail.

As in so many others of the finest new
theaters, Crane plumbing and heating

materials contribute to perfect comfort.

CRAN E
Address all inquiries to Crane Co., Chicago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Fifty-five Cities

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, Neiv York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal

Works: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton, Montreal and St. Johns, Que.

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, HAVANA
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT, Ltd., LONDON
CI5 CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS
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POWER'S PROJECTOR
WITH

POWERLITE REFLECTOR IAMP
A SPLENDID EQUIPMENT -

WITH A HOST OF FRIENDS
THRUOUT THE UNITED STATES

_-/cxr^

Powerlite
Reflector Lamp
is giving excellent results in hundreds

of theatres.

Every exhibitor and projectionist

should send for a copy of

OUR NEW PUBLICATION

Powerlite
Reflector Arc

Lamp
giving full information regarding low

intensity REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS.

~^sxz^

POWER'S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Gold Street New York, N. Y.
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«
Back Stage

in the 77i

Ward Leonard

Vitrohm Theatre

Dimmers

The Development
Of Embedded Resistors

"W"OLTA'S discovery, in 1796, that elec-

* tricky could be developed in metallic

bodies was the forerunner and basis of today s

electrical industry.

As production of electricity increased, the

problem of current control became more and
more pressing. For without control, this new
force could be put to few practical uses.

Study of resistance— most common means
of current control—occupied many scientists.

Their hope was to develop a resistance of

little bulk, long life, with freedom from failure

in service, and with a reasonable temperature

coefficient.

The problems of bulk, life, and failure

could be solved, it was realized, by the use of

an embedded resistance. Yet in 1890, Albert

B. Herrick outlined in Eleclrical World diffi-

culties which appeared to make the develop-

ment of compact, embedded resistances im-

possible.

An announcement in 1891 by Ward
Leonard Electric Company stated that a resist-

ance of the embedded resistor type had been
successfully developed by them both in plate

and tube form. That resistance was the

Vitrohm Resistor we know today—a special

resistance wire of practically zero temperature

coefficient wound on a refractory tube with

resistanceelementpermanentlyprotected from
mechanical or chemical harm by a vitreous

enamel coating.

At rated load, these resistors have indefin-

ite life. Many Vitrohm Resistors built 3
decades ago are still in service.

for the Complete Control of Light

WARD LEONARD Vitrohm Theatre Dimmers

are installed in the world's largest theatres. This is to be

expected. No group of men is more appreciative of the value

of light'— properly controlled.—in successful theatre opera-

tion than the designers and owners of these great enterprises.

This recognition of Ward Leonard worth is general. In the

past two years over 400 theatres, from neighborhood movie,

to million-dollar metropolitan theatre, have adopted Ward
Leonard Vitrohm Dimmers for the best control of light.

Ward Leonard Vitrohm Dimmers are "banked" to any

desired capacity. Research and manufacturing experience

gained through more than 35 years makes possible prices

that compare favorably with prices of dimmers which do not

have the many superior features of Vitrohm Dimmers.

Vitrohm Dimmers are designed to meet all control, all

space and all switchboard requirements. Send us your specifi-

cations for estimate.

The first ofa series outlining contributions to the elec-

trical industry by Ward Leonard Electric Company.

6835-10

Continuous Duty Rating

The Vitrohm resistor element is the heart of Ward
Leonard Dimmers. The resistance wire in this unit is embed-

ded and entirely surrounded by a coat of vitreous enamel,

permanently protecting the element from corrosion or

oxidation.

Heat developed is dissipated evenly and rapidly over the

entire surface of a light, unbreakable, metal plate.

Ward Leonard Vitrohm Dimmers are designed for con-

tinuous duty, at full-rated load, without overheating.

Ward Leonard^ectric Gompany
37-41 South Street

tHtectri
Mount Vemon, N. Y.
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Another Peter Clark Installation
the new

Paramount Theatre
Organ Console and Orchestra Lift, Mechanical Stage Traps

and Full Stage Equipment, including Counterweight System
and Fire Curtain

OTHER IMPORTANT INSTALLATIONS

Colony Theatre, New York

Rivoli Theatre, New York

Roxy Theatre, New York

Metropolitan Theatre, Boston

Capitol Theatre, Worcester

Uptown Theatre, Chicago

Oriental Theatre, Chicago

Howard Theatre, Chicago

Tower Theatre, Chicago

Harding Theatre, Chicago

Belmont Theatre, Chicago

Diversey Theatre, Chicago

North Center Theatre, Chicago

Royal Theatre, Joliet

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis

St. Louis Theatre, St. Louis

State Theatre, Detroit

Orchestra Hall, Detroit

Michigan Theatre, Detroit

Shea's Theatre, Buffalo

Saengers Theatre, New Orleans

Eastman Theatre, Rochester

Kilborn Hall, Rochester

PETER CLARK, Inc.,
STAGE EQUIPMENT

534-536-538 West 30th Street New York City
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***• For Exhibitors

this Free Book on

Theatre Lighting

'5.
, £J y 1 RITTEN by one of the foremost lighting

1/1/ engineers in the country, this new book
' r on theatre lighting will suggest to you
many ways for using light to increase the attractive'

ness of your theatre. It is written in clear, concise

In the Lounge Room language and is profusely illustrated and covers

"There must be no glare. The light should be soft every angle of the subject in a most interesting and
decorative. The proper use of colored light makes _,

°
, ,. °

ties of furnishings ordinarily unappreciated, stand Understandable manner,
out and become high spots in the decorative scheme.

For example
" „_ __.„., - „

IT TELLS#How to apply light at the entrance of your theatre to

attract the passing crowd.

How to light the foyer—what size, color and types of

lamps to use and what systems of lighting have been found
w effective.

Important points to keep in mind when planning lounge

room lighting.

How the auditorium should be lighted.

1 tie f\\XditOT tXXni The most up-to-date practices in stage lighting.

-No two theatres are identical Decorations are Specific examples of correct and incorrect lighting in every
widely different. However, certain general principles 1

,- , Z7 ° °

id be followed iii lighting the auditorium, a few part or the theatre.
nes of illumination that can be recommended ^ ,

. r ,. , . c ... .

, K " now to make the most of your present lighting facilities.

/
The first step toward good lighting /A
is to use the right lamps in the righl **S*

/

jt» sockets. The right lamps are those
/

' \/
»£»%ffif that give maximum light frcm cui -^^v

"* rent consumed— /A. /
Edison Mazda Lamps / / MAIL

Lighting Systems 'O*/ COUPON
tlly indirect lighting systems provide soft, well diffused, s;larc- / \J >

less illumination. Equipment concealing the inverted reflectors and / /
lamps should be made d< The following examples illus- / ^~ / Publicity Department,

tratc a few of the wide variety of styles which are possible
" / ^\ / Edison Lamp Works of

/ ^\^^y General Electric Co.,

< ^ / Harrison, N. J.

WTM / *>/
rZf0^^\ / <V, / Gentlemen:

C*S / me your -
T>

y\^^ •
'

on '1
! ting.

^ / v/ .\ ame

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS /J?/ n:::::::::::::::::::::.

A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT / */
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MEZZANINE PROMENADE—EARL THEATRE,\PHILADELPHIA, PA.

We execute orders through dealers

and decorators for theatres, clubs

and hotels of the finer quality.

The Albano Rimpakyinc

SHOWROOMS
119 WEST 40TH STREET

NEW YORK
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Ohe Motiograph DeLuxe Projector
and some ofits

ORIGINAL EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

The Double-Bearing Bail-Bearing Inter-

mittent Movement used only in the

Motiograph De Luxe is a masterpiece in

design and construction. The smooth:

of its operation is reflected on the screen.

Motiograph DeLuxe with

Motiograph Reflecting Arc.

A unit equipment assuring

maximum results and perfect

operation, together.

The Direct Motor Drive on Motiograph

Projectors eliminates the eight-foot driv-

ing belt and lost motion, guaranteeing

one speed during the full length of film.

The Motiograph Reflecting Arc . Designed

for the Motiograph De Luxe Projector.

Its many exclusive features include a fully

enclosed feed screw, hand operated carbon

clamps, full length carbon trim, easily re-

movable condenser mount. Its optical

svstem arranged by America's foremost

optical engineers. Try it. The results from

this unit-built equipment will be beyond

your expectations.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 West Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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BRUNSWICK- KROESCHELL

THEATRE COOLING

"BRUNSWICK-KROESCHELL
COOLED"

Diversey Theatre, Chicago, 111.

Levy & Klein, Architects

Uptown Theatre, Chicago, 111.

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

SOME PROMINENT "BRUNSWICK-KROESCHELL
COOLED THEATRES"

Uptown Theatre, Chicago, III. .

( hicago ! I hicago, 111 , .

State Lake Theatre, Chicago, III

Oriental Theatre, Chicago, III. .

Shea Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. ..

Fox Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Loew's Si air Theatre, St. Louis, Mo
VlcYickcr s Theatre. Chicago, 111. .

State Theatre, Detroit, Mich
( Capital I hi atn I 'etroit, Mich
Roosevelt The. I

i ago, 111 ... .

. C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Arch.

< \V. & Geo. L. Rapp, Arch.

. C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Arch.

.C. W. &Geo. L. Rapp, Arch.

.C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Arch.

.Thomas W. Lamb, Arch
I nomas W. Lamb, Arch.

.Thomas W. Lamb, Arch.
' I loward Crane, Arch.
( I loward Crane, Arch.

. C. Howard Crane, Arch.
1 1 re, Baltimore, Md

.

Pantheon 'Theatre, Chicago, III \Y. W. Ahlschlagcr. Arch.

Karzas Theatre, Chicago, 111 \V. \V. Ahlschlager, Arch.

Diversey Theatre, Chicago, III Levy & Klein, Arch.

Atlantic Theatre, Chicago, III Levy & Klein, Arch.

Woods Theatre, Chicago, 111 Marshall & Fox, Arch.

Tower Theatre, Chicago, 111 Fridstein oi Co., Arch.

State Theatre, Chicago, 111 E. P. Steinberg, Arch

Orpheum Theatre, Los Angeles, Calil Albert Lansburgh, Arch.

Lincoln Square Theatre, Springfield, III. E. P. Rupert, Arch.

Scollay Square Theatre, Boston, Mass. R. E. Hall & Co., Arch.

Century Theatre, Baltimore, \ Id John Ebcrson, Arch.

John Eberson, Arch.

P You KNOW that your theatre will be cool

$ during the hottest weather when you install

G BRUNSWICK-KROESCHELL equipment.

BRUNSWICK-KROESCHELL COMPANY
4221 DIVERSEY AVE.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
203 FULTON ST.

NEW YORK CITY
700 JERSEY AVE.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

Branches, Agencies and Service Stations in All Principal Cities
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An Unprecedented
Demand

Leading exhibitors
recognize a better or-

gan. That is why
Link-C. Sharpe Minor
unit organs have
created an unprece-
dented demand—one
that keeps the Link
factory rushed to ca-

pacity.

Link-C. Sharpe Minor Organs
Installed by Leading Theatres

NO stronger endorsement of the superiority of Link-C.

Sharpe Minor theatre organs can be had than the

numerous installations in the country's leading theatres.

From coast to coast, exhibitors are building patronage by fea-

turing their Link organs.

Link prestige is growing with leaps and bounds. Today the

demand for Link theatre organs surpasses all past records.

Even with enlarged manufacturing facilities the Link plant

must operate day and night to fill orders.

Link-C. Sharpe Minor Unit Organs incorporate all the latest

developments of organ design and many new features that

are exclusive with Link-C. Sharpe Minor instruments. Tonal

quality, responsiveness and flexibility of expression superim-

posed upon a basic rugged construction—'these are the inherent

characteristics that make Link organs - definitely superior for

theatre use.

Send for Free Booklet

Some Noteworthy
Installations

Following is a list of some
of the recent installations of

Link-C. Sharpe Minor Unit

Theatre Organs: Haltnorth

Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio;

New Plaza Theatre, Cleve-

land, Ohio; Jefferson

Theatre, Auburn, New York;

Lafayette Theatre, Charlot-

tesville, Va. ; Jefferson

Theatre, Charlottesville, Va.

;

Rex Theatre, Bessemer,

Mich. ; Bush's Egyptian

Theatre, San Diego, Calif.;

Palace Theatre, San Diego,

Calif.; Bradley Theatre,

Elko, Nev. ; Lincoln Theatre,

New Martinsville, W. Va.

;

New Theatre, Utica, New
York; Glen Park Theatre,

Gary, Ind. ; New Theatre,

Clyde, New York; New
Theatre, Farrell, Pa.; New
Theatre, Lackawanna, New
York; Morenci Y. M. C. A.,

Morenci, Ariz. ; Keeney's

New Theatre, Binghamton,

New York.

We publish a booklet which contains much
interesting and enlightening informa-
tion of value to you and your or-

ganist.

It is our pleasure to send you
a free copy—just mail the

attached coupon.

-\M&EZ-
C. SHARPE MINOR UNIT ORGANS

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
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One of the outstanding features

of the projection-room equip-

ment in the New Paramount

Theatre is the installation of

12 American Film Safes

American Film Safes are

made in several sizes and

types to fit the require-

ments of studios, theatres,

exchanges or any place

where valuable negatives

are kept.

American Film Safe Corp.

WASHINGTON BLVD.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
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The Obligations

Of Achievement

<&HE inequality of life's rewards is nowhere more in

evidence than in a theatre program, which almost invari-

ably elevates the star above the author. The universal

tendency is to appraise Before the Footlights without

regard to Behind the Scenes. The spectacular role in any

great building enterprise is of necessity played by the

builder, but our personal feeling regarding the PARAMOUNT
BUILDING is, that there is enough glory in having built it

without forgetting our obligations to the Owner, the

Architects and the Engineers.

To THE FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION and

Mr. Adolph Zukor, its President, we are indebted for the

great confidence reposed in our organization.

To MESSRS. C. W. & GEO. L. RAPP, the Architects, we
are indebted for the co-operation which has enabled us

to make good.

oAnd to MESSRS. R. E. HALL & COMPANY, INC., Engineers,

we are indebted for their efficient counsel in surmounting

the extraordinary engineering problems thework involved.

Thompson-Starrett
Company

^Building Construction

CHICAGO —• PHILADELPHIA r* NEW YORK ~ CLEVELAND ^ MIAMI
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Above is shown a detail

study of the carving over

the main entrance of the

Paramount Theatre

Carvings *«* Models
for the

Paramount Theatre
(Rapp &- Rapp, Architects)

(7° HE carving and iron work of the new

\^y Paramount are features of great

interest in this finest of all theatres.

All the models and stone carving were

executed by Neumann & Even, Inc. Also

the models for the interior ornamental iron

work used in the Paramount Theatre.

O. ANDERSON A. PESETTI

Neumann &- Even, Inc.

329 East 47th Street

New York N. Y.
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THE NfcW PARAMOUNT

A monument to the Art of the

silent drama. A monument to

the achievement ofAdolbh Zukor.

A masterpiece by the

architect s—C . W. and
G. L. Rabb and R. E. Hall.

A Carrier Conditioned Theatre.

Carrier Conditioned

Theatres

ITH the public at large we celebrate the

opening of the great New Paramount
Theatre— a monument to the man,

Adolph Zukor, who brought to the screen the

first great artist, Sarah Bernhardt, and from that

event has guided colleague and competitor alike

along the road to the triumphant success which

is symbolized in this great theatre.

Manufactured Weather
makes

"Every day a good day"
in the New Paramount

More than 300 tons of perfect-

ly conditioned air each hour are

poured into the Theatre and lobbies

from three great Carrier systems for Air

Conditioning—producing humidified warmth
in Winter—cool, invigorating comfort in Summer.

Hand in hand with the advancement in picture

production the motion picture theatre has

evolved from the stuffy nickelodeon of yesterday

to the airy palace of today. It has been the work
of Carrier Engineers, specialists in air condition-

ing, to contribute to this great development,

Manufactured Weather to make "Every day a

good day" in the theatre. With just pride we
point to the Rivoli and Rialto on Broadway, to

a rapidly growing list of theatres throughout the

country and finally, to the great Paramount
Theatre as Carrier Conditioned Theatres.

The same complete system, including Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration, is now available for the fine

small theatres. Write for the book, "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning."
Describe your theatres. Ask for a visit from one of our Engineers.

farrier Engineering (brporation

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA BOSTON

Offices and Laboratories

Newark, N. J.

CHICAGO CLEVELAND KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES



Carrier ronditioned Theatres
fulfill the Public's Demand

for Comfort
T)EOPLE have learned to feel fur

themselves and to recognize imme-
diately the delightfully comfortable

atmosphere in a Carrier Conditioned

Theatre. Proper air conditioning in

the theatre now rests on a par with

the beauty of the theatre and the

quality of the entertainment as an

attraction to the public. This ex-

plains the remarkable rale at which
the fine theatres of the country are

adopting Carrier conditioning equip-

ment.

The Carrier system, designed especial-

ly for each theatre, is guaranteed to

maintain uniform conditions of Tem-

perature. Humidity and Air Purity

every day in the year.— It is the de-

velopement of more than twenty

years of specialized air conditioning

experience.—A recent developement

provides the same complete system

for the fine, small theatres.

Write for the boob "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning".—Describe your theatres.

Ask for a visit from one of our Engineers.

farrier Fnqineerinq Corporation
Offices and Laboratories

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES
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Interior showing loge
itui' boxes of Balaban &
Katz new "Uptown" The-
atre in Chicago, Illinois.

The Finest Seats in the Finest

Section of the "Uptown" and

the New Paramount
WHEN it came to selecting the finest seats

(the loge) for the new Chicago "Uptown"
Theatre and the new Paramount Theatre, the man-

agements naturally turned to Heywood-Wakefield.

This order was placed with us because architects

and owners knew our 100 years of experience would

produce chairs built to H-W standards of quality

in exact accordance with specifications and with that

element of patron comfort which always distin-

guishes H-W chairs.

Heywood-Wakefield chair designs embrace seating

equipment for every part of any theatre, whether

you cater to permanent or transient patronage.

Before you build, or re-seat your theatre, write our

nearest warehouse. Without cost or obligation our

seating experts will help you plan for maximum
capacity, durability, beauty and comfort.

Loge chair designed by
and built to specifica-

tions of Mr. C. W. Rapp
of Rapp & Rapp, Archi-
tects for the Uptown The-
atre and the new Para-

mount Theatre.

~<si Wwwood-WaAefie&L
*r \S €S REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. */

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES

Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 45. Mass. Winter Hill
Display Floor. 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago. Illinois 2653 Arthington Street
Display Floor, 439 Railway Exchange Bldg.

Kansas City. Missouri, 1310 West Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh Street

New York, New York 516 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O'Fallon Streets
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Let us estimate

your job. Crystal

chandeliers will

make your theatre

the most talked of

in your city.

We are specialists

in theatre lighting.

No theatre too

large or too small

for us to furnish

with crystal
chandeliers.

Crystals On Paramount Theatre, New York City, Furnished by

Us to Henkel & Best, of Chicago

RIALTO IMPORT CORP.
114 WEST 44th STREET NEW YORK CITY
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and Simplex Projectors, of course

25

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
NEW YORK

It is significant that the new Paramount, like so many of the

finest and most beautiful theatres in the country, is

equipped with Simplex Projectors

<~ MASTERPIECES ~

In style and beauty
of architecture and
impressive luxury
of appointments the new Par-

amount symbolizes the highest

ideals in theatre construction

—

and in design and'

execution of detail,

no less than in

basic ruggedness, the Simplex
Projector represents the highest

type of craftsmanship and skill.

SIMPLEX DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 Gold Street, New York
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I
FOLLOW THE CROWDS TO THET
WELL VENTILATED SHOW HOUSES

Jj

A

It's /^'After Effects'
that Count:

Mr. Theater Owner, how do the patrons come out of your show?
Are they drowsy, coughing, feeling hot and ugly and carrying

away a headache to remember your theater as a disagreeable

place to be in?

And the^ New Para-

mount Theatre is also

equipped with Ameri-

can Blower Air Condi-

tioning Apparatus.

Improper or inadequate ventilating and air conditioning equip-

ment can cause you more dissatisfaction and loss of business than
all the poor shows in the world. If your equipment is not func-

tioning properly or if it is not of the right type to keep your house
fresh and cool, your customers know it and they tell you in terms of

decreased patronage. And decreased patronage costs you money.

American Blower Equipment for theaters embodies over forty

successful years' experience in the manufacture of ventilating and
air conditioning equipment. It is built by men who are pioneers

in this field. It is quiet in operation, trouble free, occupies very
little space, and is the most economical to buy and operate.

The attached coupon will bring you without any obligation on
your part, interesting data and detailed facts and figures on every
type of air conditioning and ventilating equipment for theaters.

Mail the coupon today.

^American
Blower

£^*~ THAOe MAPI

VENTILATING, HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, DRYING, MECHANICAL DRAFT

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL TYPES OF AIR HANDLING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1881

AMERICAN BLOWER COMPANY, DETROIT
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
CANADIAN SIROCCO COMPANY, LIMITED, WINDSOR, ONTARIO

(488)

COUPON
American Blower Company, Detroit, Mich.

Please send me all the facts on ventilation and air

conditioning for theaters.

Name

Street and No,.

City and State.
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Paramount Theater, New York C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp. Architects

THE

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
selected

SPENCER CENTRAL CLEANING
SYSTEM

to handle its cleaning problems

AND

SPENCER STEEL ORGOBLO
to supply air for its Great Organ

Spencer apparatus is standard equipment
for many hundreds of prominent theatres

The Spencer Turbine Company
HARTFORD, CONN.
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CRAFTEX IN THE PARAMOUNT THEATRE

ft mM
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Craftex in new Paramount Theatre, New York City. Rapp & Rapp. Architects

This Wonderful Decorative Material

Holds Unlimited Possibilities for Theatres

Craftex is an interior decorating

material applied by painters to any
surface to which'paint can be applied.

With it, almost limitless rough tex-

tures and stonelike effects can be
made in any color or combination of

colors. For new theatres it can be
applied direct to rough brown coat

plaster, thus saving the long wait for

white plaster to dry before decorat-

ing. Many theatres have opened on
time completely decorated because
of Craftex.

CRAFTEX is a decorative medium that can be
applied wherever paint can be used. It is com-
posed of mica, clay and ammonia held together
by casein. It comes in a powder and when
mixed in hot water, can be spread with a brush
and modeled and colored as desired. It dries

into a surface that has texture, character and a
curious resiliency all its own. The panel at the
right shows the steps in Craftex application.

cv9€^

CRAFTEX

The following is a partial list of new theatres

where Craftex has been used

:

Capitol Theatre, Chicago, 111.

Ambassador Theatre, Chicago, 111.

St. Louis Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Oak Park Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Grand Riviera Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Hippodrome, New York City
North Shore Theatre, Chicago, 111.

North Centre Theatre, Chicago, 111.

Fourth St. Theatre, Moberly, Mo.
Ritz Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
New Olympia Theatre, Miami,. Fla.

West End Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Roxy Theatre, New York City

CRAFTEX COMPANY
?7-39-Antwerp Street, Brighton Station.
Boston, Mass

Please send me complete details about Craftex.

Name

Kddress

Citv Slate

COMPANY
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- - - ?rscr Theatre, Ca

Lending ;ly to the creative genius of

the arch ' Terra Cotta transforms

- ideas into beautiful realities — into build-

to house and inspire all mankind.

MidlandTerra Cotta Company

.
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Theatre Progress
N^OT long ago I saw the model of

the Paramount Theatre in the

Chicago office of Messrs. C. W.
and Geo. L. Rapp.

Today "at the crossroads of the world"
this remarkable type of ultra modern
theatre is in full operation on a box-office

scale that sets a new record in theatre

annals.

A gigantic task has been accomplished
here. It is a story in itself of great vision,

courage, and mastery of modern theatre

enterprise; and we extend our congratu-

lations to Adolph Zukor, to Sam Katz, to

C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp and their organi-

zation and last but by no means least to

those two who by this one accomplish-
ment alone have put their names so high
in theatre progress, namely, Harold B.

Franklin and Robert E. Hall.

We are in the midst today, the country
over, of a vast theatre building program.
Here and there, in certain sections, there

is a wagging of heads about overbuilding;

not without reason, for theatres, like any
other enterprise, will not stand reckless

speculation. If, however, there is over-

building in spots, there is underbuilding
in others. Right along plans are being
made, financing is being arranged, by the

conservative interests of the industry, to

give the public new and beautiful theatres

where such theatres are obviously needed.

The motion picture theatre is unlike all

previous theatres. The latter have been
built to house a show. The motion pic-

ture theatre of the Paramount type is a

show place in itself. Modern conditions

of living, in the cities, make highly at-

tractive its mere physical luxuries. Music
is a great drawing card. And pictures

are striving earnestly and are succeeding
in meeting the level of attraction so tre-

mendously set for them by such palatial

theatres.

We look to see the building program go
steadily and increasingly forward in this

country; not so much in the down-town
sections of the cities but especially in

the neighborhoods. Europe, the various

countries of which are from five to fifteen

years behind the American theatre, will

come to the fore in 1927 with the begin-

ning of a big theatre development in its

large cities.

Just a word about the third issue of the

"Theatre Building and Equipment Buyers
Guide of Motion Picture News."

It has become an institution, and an im-
portant one, in the trade.

This edition goes to every important
theatre and theatre project in the world.
And everywhere it is standard authority

on complete service in theatre building
and equipment activities.

Y\ e are proud of its standing and the

service it gives.

XcT^?^— A*»-,



The Paramount
(o

LTRA-MODERN motion picture theatres have
made our present building era in the amusement
field the most outstanding of all time. Moreover,

they take their place among America's finest structures.

Smaller houses are now being designed in modest imi-

tation of our finest theatres. And it is for that reason

that a review of these ultra theatres is timely and of

particular interest to theatre owners, architects and

builders.

The world's most palatial motion picture theatre,

the new Paramount, which has risen in 1 imes

Square, New York, affords, perhaps, the most ad-

vanced thought in ultra-modern theatres. This

theatre is a monument to the entire motion picture

industry, a tribute to the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation, and a testimonial to the supreme
achievement of the architectural firm of C. W.
and George L. Rapp.
The new key theatre of the nation, exe-

cuted by C. W. and George L. Rapp of

Chicago and New York, is the crowning

glory of that firm's thirty years of experi-

ence. In view of its outstanding location

in the greatest theatrical district in the

world, these architects were confronted

with the most perplexing problems of

their careers. The high valuation of the

land, the prominent view which the

building commanded and the ever

growing population of New York
City, were factors that demanded
utmost study and thought,

cisions arrived at incorporated

angles, it is predicted, to meet
tions as they will exist fifty

years hence. No theatrical

enterprise has required more
intensive planning nor such
i \\ 1. 11 ist i\ e research.

I he new Paramount The-
atre and accompanying
office building represents a

money cost upward of $10,-

000,000, not including the

ground on w Inch it stands,

I. icing Broadway and ex-

tending from 43rd to 44th
streets. The land alone is

valued at $6,500,000. The
building is j8 stories in

height, and the upper part

towers skywan I in eight set-

backs the architecture be-

ing governed by the zoning

act, which prevails in the erection of tall buildings in New
York City. These setbacks are illuminated at night by
more than a thousand indirect reflectors, creating a re-

markably beautiful effect

The theatre itself has a seating capacity of 4,000
and occupies the lower ten stories of the gigantic

structure. The entire conception of the new Para-
mount has been formed from the styles of the
Louis XIV and Louis XVI periods of architecture
and decoration.

One enters this spectacular edifice through a
arge main entrance off Times Square passing
under a triumphal arch which is superbly carved
in stone and brilliantly lighted by concealed

effects, giving one the impression of a scenic

fete, such as were known during the time of

the French kings.

You are next received into the Black and
Gold marble hall or rotunda, which rises in

semi-circular fashion to a height of about
seventy feet. The columns are of im-

ported Italian marble and the hall is sur-

mounted by a rich, golden dome.
The Hall of Nations, next entered, is

symbolic of the international scope of

the motion picture and of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. It is de-

cidedly unique in architecture, theatre

or otherwise, for imbedded in the

walls of the room are stones from
historic buildings in 35 countries.

1 he most notew orthy, perhaps, is

stone taken from the oldest the-

atre in the world, the Dio-
nyssus in Greece, which was
built in 496 B. c. A bronze
historical tablet adorns each
stone, forming an exhibit

that will create world-wide
interest and enthusiasm.

Leaving the Hall of Na-
tions one enters the grand
lobby, termed the Para-
mount Marble Hall, meas-
uring fifty feet in width and
two hundred feet in lengtn.

More than half a million

dollars in Italian marble
was expended in this space.

Great columns support a

vaulted ceiling rich in deco-

rations, paintings, sculpture

and electrical effects. The
richest effect yet conceived
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hy man has been produced in this indescribably beautiful

lobby with its draperies, marbles and bronzes.

What is claimed to be the largest pipe organ ever con-

structed, which, it is said, took three years to build, has
been installed. The console is located at the extreme left

side of the orchestra pit and is mounted on an elevator.

The orchestra pit and platform is of remarkable con-

struction. It is of the disappearing type and so arranged
by a clever mechanical device that the entire orchestra

platform can be raised to the level of the stage, which has
a thirty-foot depth, and rolled back onto the stage.

Loges and mezzanine boxes have unique lighting effects

developed from cut glass crystals, all of which have been
imported from the great crystal works of Europe. The
idea is that of a diamond horseshoe displaying a richness

of silver and gold which is distinctively eccentric in pres-

entation.

Ascend Stairs Without Exertion

As is customary in Rapp &l Rapp houses, the staircases

have been arranged in such a way that one may ascend
without exertion, in fact everything has been done to make
climbing a pleasure, as numerous objects of art may best

be seen from these stairs.

The retiring and smoking rooms are executed in flawless

appointment, with many features entirely new to the
theatre world. Each one a novelty, luxuriously furnished.

In no theatre in the land has the profession been so thor-

oughly considered. No expense has been spared to give

the performers all the comforts of life amid happy sur-

roundings. Starting from the basement, one will find a

huge space allotted to the care of performing animals.

Here they have a daily bath, are fed in clean and up-
to-date fashion and are exercised by special keepers.

Arriving at the stage level one is met by the doorman.
He acts as a hotel clerk, accommodating the entertainers

in every possible way. On this floor are the mammoth

ceiling entrances where scenic productions are received.

The entire stage equipment can be accepted and erected

within one hour, thanks to the latest in special machinery
for this purpose.

Taking an elevator to the next floor we enter the Green
Room, elaborately furnished in every detail. This large

room permits the actors to receive their friends, and is also

used for small functions and the receptions that follow the

end of engagements. The dressing rooms are indeed an
actor's paradise.

The Famous Players-Lasky section occupying the space
between the 5th and 12th floors, is furnished in mag-
nificent style. Each floor has running ice water. Com-
munication between floors where inter-office messages are

used are through the pneumatic tube system, while

electric dumb waiters facilitate the handling of mail. A
private automatic elevator connects the executive offices

of all floors. Offices are equipped where visiting managers
to the home office may make their headquarters and trans-

act business while in the city.

There are five projection rooms, eliminating any delay
or waits when a screening is urgent. A dictograph system
connects all offices, and there are three hundred telephone

connections in the Famous-Players offices alone. The
principal executive offices are equipped with a shower and
locker room, while shower lockers are installed on each
floor for the use of all executives of the company.
A completely equipped miniature hospital has been

installed, having a surgery room, dispensary. X-ray room,
laboratory and separate rest rooms for men and women.

Unique Flashing Globe
The executive offices of the higher officials have im-

ported fireplaces, hand-wrought chandeliers, and an at-

mosphere of quiet dignity.

There were 7,000,000 bricks used in this building,

10,950 tons of steel, 200,000 bags of cement and 58,000

PERIOD FURNITURE AND ART OBJECTS ADD CHARM TO THE ELIZABETHAN ROOM IN THE PARAMOUNT THEATRE

C. \V. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects
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Landmark for Times Square

lair e ball will be cormecte

juarter, always turning to a steady white in the

des being a great landmark for Times Square in the

,
the ball itself will be significant of what motion

ss have done for the world. Trade now follows the
stead of the flag, and in the thatched huts of Africa,

1 as in every city in the world, American motion
x are shown. This great ball at Times Square
as an emblem for American motion pictures, which
jai the universe. It is a fitting addition to the new
ount. which stands as the greatest monument of the

World Traversed for Furnishings

fining this hall are spacious foyers with mammoth
s, enriched with marble columns and attractively

ted panels. These abound in rare furniture and inv

fumishings. Experts were commissioned to

se the world over in order to secure the rarest and
priceless art treasures without which the building

seem incomplete.

entire auditorium is surmounted by a huge dome
is penetrated by large openings through which the

v the lower portion of the auditorium,

term it the spectators" gallery. This dome is lighted

ltly with different tones of colored lighting effects,

is flood lights, chandeliers and special electrical

itus to obtain atmospheric effects. The proscenium
s an outstanding feature. There is a wonderful
painting depicting the progress of music, drama and
irit of song and surmounting this proscenium arch

x of colors in perfect harmony. Rapp & Rapp and
re especially generous in regard to space,

ditorium which could have seate_ has been
:ed fc- _ -eats in which the patrons may relax

st in perfect ease.
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GRAND STAIRS AND FOUNTAIN, LOBBY OF THE PARAMOUNT THEATRE, NEW YORK
C. W. 6? CEO. L. RAPP. ARCHITECTS



ORGAN SCREEN AND PROSCENIUM ARCH, PARAMOUNT THEATRE. NEW YORK
C. W. 6? GEO. L. RAPP, ARCHITECTS



iRIUM OF TH] SIT rHEATRE, NEW YORK, SHOWING MEZZANIN >NY



Color drawing by A. C. K

VIEW OF THE ORGAN SCREEN AND SURROUNDING TREATMENT, ORIENTAL THEATRE, CHICAGO
. . 6? GEO. L. RAPP, ARCHITECTS



ing b< A. C. RmJilspp/

GRAND LOBBY OF THE MICHIGAN THEATRE, DETROIT
.
&> CEO. L. RAPP. ARCHIT1



Color drawing by A. C. R

GRAND STAIRS AND LOBBY AS SEEN FROM THE MUSIC ROOM, UPTOWN THEATRE, CHICAGO
C. W. & GEO. L. RAPP, ARCHITECTS
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AUDITORIUM OF THE UPTOWN THEATRE, CHICAGO, SHOWING MEZZANINE, LOGES AND BALCONY
C. \V. 6? GEO. L. RAPP, ARCHITECTS
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Ultra Modern Theatres
(Cont

'HE achievements of C. W. and George L. Rapp were

featured in a past issue of Theatre Building & Equip-

ment Buyers Guide. Pictorial emphasis was placed on the

theatres which gave this firm of architects an international

reputation. There was the Chicago Theatre in the city

of the same name, the first of the truly great picture houses,

and today the same sensation that it was the day it was
opened. The majestic Tivoli in Chicago, carrying with it

the inspiration of the famous palace of Versailles, still

remains a masterpiece of architecture. Then that great

giant of residential Chicago—the Uptown—46,000 square
feet of brilliant Spanish treatment which will survive as

one of the wonders of the second city for scores of years.

The B. F. Keith Theatre in Cleveland, magnetic and
atmospheric, endowed with a charm that will he everlast-

ing. We were thrilled with that splendid tribute to the

master showman of the big tops, the Al Ringling Memorial
Theatre at Baraboo, Wisconsin, which will ever be a per-

fect model for our smaller communities. The Capitol,

Davenport, Iowa; the Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Wisconsin;
the Capitol, St. Paul, Minnesota; the Tivoli. Chattanooga,
Tennessee, to name but a few, are still secure in today's

list of the foremost houses.

New Work More Amazing
To excel such a record seems impossible, and yet. the

accomplishments of the firm during the year drawing to

a close have set a new high standard. Aside from the

Paramount, Rapp & Rapp have invaded new metropolitan
centers with startling innovations and have further

acquitted themselves with distinction.

Any mention of the activities of C. W. and George L.

Rapp would be incomplete without proper credit being
given to their associates, Lieberman & Hein, engineers, also

situated at 190 N. State St., Chicago. This firm of en-

gineers has distinguished itself in the field of theatre build-

ing, and has contributed in great part to the success

attained in Rapp & Rapp houses.

Ranking with the country's finest playhouses is the new
$5,500,000 Ambassador Theatre and office building in St.

Louis, which climaxes the remarkable career of Skouras
Brothers, those three great exhibitor-owners, who entered
the field with a $1,500 investment and provided the busi-

ness with one of its most compelling romances.

The theatre occupies the first six floors of the Ambassa-
dor building, that section alone being figured to cost

approximately $3,750,000.

The lower floors of the exterior of the building are fin-

ished in marble and ornamental terra cotta, graduating
into a buff brick that is surmounted at the seventeenth
floor by an elaborate cornice.

The theatre seats 3,000 persons on the first floor and
balcony. It is a one-price house, the seats in the balcony
being as desirable as those on the first floor.

The ticket lobby is finished in marble with a golden ceil-

ing and opens into the grand lobby running parallel to

Seventh Street and rising to a height of forty feet.

From the floor of Travertine marble rise large piers to

support the curved ceiling. These piers are beautifully

modeled in plaster relief and decorated in buff, a light

green gold and a striking shade of red, a color scheme that
is ornately carried out in the ceiling.

At the far end of the lobby rises the grand staircase

flanked on either side by rails of beaten bronze and fin-

ished in marble. It carries the visitor to the second floor

level of the lobby around which lies the grand promenade.
Luxurious furniture and richly colored draperies and
tapestries provide a restful atmosphere here.

inued)

Two huge chandeliers suspended from the ceiling of the

lobby dominate this portion of the theatre and over-

shadow in beauty the ornamental fixtures outside the

auditorium. They are essentially Spanish Renaissance

in spirit of design, expressing in their rich black and gold

finish the Moorish influence in Spanish art.

This grand promenade opens directly into the mez-

zanine loge. Ramps also provide an easy entrance to the

balcony. The entrance to the main floor is via the grand

foyer, especially decorated, carpeted with a hand tufted

rug imported from Europe. It is furnished with com-
fortable chairs.

The auditorium decorations express the baroque and

dazzling spirit of the Spanish Renaissance. The archi-

tects, however, did not confine themselves to any par-

ticular style of Spanish construction art. but endeavored

to symbolize in the unusual coloring and design the spirit

of a Spanish festival such as were held in the early fifteenth

century. Accordingly the walls have been ornamented
with brilliant and bizarre tones that convey the Spanish

atmosphere. Throughout the auditorium statues have

been placed in niches and figures have been raised in bold

relief to express the gaiety of a carnival procession.

But the most distinctive of the decorative features of

this truly wonderful picture palace is the hanging ceiling,

which makes it appear that the roof has been suspended

in the air. This novelty was achieved by cutting a series

of eleven domes in the roof.

Above the stage is the first of this series—a group of

three domes finished in silverleaf and so lighted as to

resemble a brilliant sunburst. In the center is the second

unit, a massive dome also done in silverleaf but lighted in

deep blue and colored to give the effect of fleecy clouds.

Seven more domes, also done in silverleaf and lighted

with the rays of numerous concealed blue lamps, complete

the effect o? the open sky top above the mezzanine in the

rear of the theatre. The ornamental lighting fixtures of

the auditorium are in Oriental design. There are also

various colorful decorations on the ceiling and walls.

The proscenium opening of the stage is 50 feet wide

and 45 feet high. It is the largest in the city and will per-

mit the staging of any type of production. The stage

equipment is unsurpassed. The curtains are of rich velvet,

silk and velour.

Backstage there has been provided modern dressing

rooms for the stage artists and musicians, all equipped

with modern furniture, draperies and private baths. An
elevator takes the performers to their dressing rooms
where by private telephone they are called for their act.

There is a reception room where artists may meet their

guests. Space is also provided in the basement for animals.

Shea's Buffalo Theatre

Comparing in gorgeousness of decoration, complete-

ness of equipment and conveniences for patrons with the

finest theatres of the capitals of the world, Shea's Buffalo

Theatre has been opened to an expectant public which now

is singing its praises on all sides. The new Buffalo is the

climax of a half century of accomplishment in the theatre

world by Michael Shea, who. when only 23 years old,

launched on his first venture, the Shea Music Hall in the

old Arcade building on Clinton Street. Today. Mr. Shea

is nearing the age of three score and ten, but still "on the

job," continuing to direct the operation of his chain of

Buffalo houses under the new Publix-Shea organization

known as the Shea Operating Company.



UNIQUE PROSCENIUM AND ORGAN SCREEN TREATMENT, NEW AMBASSADOR
THEATRE, ST. LOUIS

C. W. ii Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

IOUS AND DECORATIVE STAIRWAY AT THE END OI GRAND I OYER.
AMBASSADOR THEATRE, ST. LOUIS

('.. W. t' Geo. 1.. Rapp, Archn«is

The Shea Buffalo, built in exactly one year, cost close

to $2,000,000 and has a seating capacity of 4,000. The
entrance, which is on Main Street, is an impressive one.
It rises to a height of 100 feet. A mammoth marquise
is faced with three interchangeable attraction signs.

Directly above the marquise opens a plate glass and
ornamental iron w indow, surmounted by a 40-foot parapet
in Gothic design and constructed of terra cotta, elabo-
rately decorated.

i
Entering a vestibule, 22 by 30 feet, from Main Street,

through five double bronze doors one comes to a ticket

office placed in the center, w hich is of marble, six feet by
five feet and seven feet high. [Five more bronze and leaded
glass doors lead from the vestibule into the lobby which
is 80 feet long and 30 feet wide. Here one comes upon a
spectacular scene of marble walls and pillars, including

immense mirrors of panelled glass which reflect the grace-

ful arches opposite them. These mirrors are hung with
red and gold curtains. On the walls are beautiful cande-
labra, while from the ceiling hang four crystal chandeliers,

costing many thousands of dollars.

Large arches extend up each side of the lobby. A grand
marble staircase leads from the right end of the lobby to

the mezzanine promenade w hich runs around the rear and
along the south and front sides of the lobby. This prom-
enade is artistically furnished, laid with rich rugs, and has
a lounge at the front over the space occupied on the ground
floor by the ticket vestibule. Here is placed a grand piano,

divans and large easy chairs. From this promenade the

patron looks down into the lobby. From the front lounge
one looks through the large front arched window into

Main Street. This window is decorated on the inside with
draperies in gold and crimson silk.

From the lobby, one enters the foyer which extends

along the entire length of the auditorium to Pearl Street,

where there is another entrance. This foyer is 22 feet wide
and 90 feet long. It is separated from the auditorium by
glass doors and, like the rest of the house, is strikingly and
elaborately furnished.

French Renaissance Decorations

The first impression is that of a harmonious mass of

gold, pink and blue. The eye notes the elaborately

decorated proscenium arch which has a height of 50 feet.

The stage has an opening bb feet wide. It is 32 feet deep.

The balcony seats 1,600.

There are eleven rows of loge seats in the front ot the

balcony. There are three mammoth arches at each side

of the balcony, each of which has a large mirror at the top

and a fire exit at the bottom. A large crystal chandelier

hangs from the ceiling in front of each arch mirror.

At the center of the top of the auditorium is an immense
dome, indirectly lighted. This dome is 50 feet north and
south by 70 feet east and west. The total distance from

the top of the dome to the orchestra floor is 89 feet, a

distance equal to the height of the average seven-story

office building.

In front of this dome is a smaller, rectangular-shaped

dome, in which are concealed ten floodlights for the stage.

The whole interior decoration of the theatre 1^ French
Renaissance in character, approaching most nearly to the

Louis XIV styles, but with a modern and American
adaptation. The ceiling is covered with an infinite

variety of interlacing woodwork designs on curving

panels, painted in the dominant golds, pinks and blues,

w ith many variations of these shades.

Ten great hanging lamps in variegated glass provide

light at the sides, together with a number ol lights of

similai :;lass set in plaques on the walls. At the Iront the

proscenium arch is set off by indirect lights all around.

The orchestra is arranged on a special platlorm which

can be lowered to the basement, and raised to the stage

level at the time of the overture. The organ console,

similarh arranged, is on a separate elevating unit.

Opportunities for originality in stage fittings are some-



what limited, but the stage of the Shea Buffalo offers

something quite different. The fire curtain in the 66-foot

wide proscenium, is raised at the opening of the house in

the morning, and only the drop of red silk is visible. This

curtain alone weighs 800 pounds. When this is parted,

the real novelty of this stage is visible in the form of enor-

mous gilded gates weighing 1,600 pounds, which slowly

fold back. The opening of the portal is 42 by 26 feet, and
forms the stage proper. The sounding board is attached

to this and extends 42 feet into the air, making the acous-

tics practically faultless.

Chicago's New Palace
October saw the opening of another great Rapp creation,

the new Palace Theatre, Chicago, the pride of the entire

Orpheum circuit. It is the central unit of the huge Eitel

block, with the new Bismarck hotel on the west and the

Metropolitan office building on the east.

An idea of the furore excited by this magnificent play-

house is best told in a review by Frederick Donaghey,
dramatic critic of the Chicago Tribune. He said, in part:

"I think the new Palace is the most nearly ideal variety-

theatre Ive yet seen, in this country or abroad. It is, as a
place wherein to look on and listen in as a miscellaneous

and elastic bill is run off, a better and a lovelier theatre than
London's best, the spacious Coliseum, which, until I saw
the new Palace the other day, has for years stood in my
esteem as the variety-theatre of the world

"The period scheme is Louis XIV and Louis XVI, freely

treated with regard for the utilities and the uses of a

theatre made to hold more than 2,500 persons. And this

great 'capacity, as the showmen call it, has been achieved
without a sense of vastness in the auditorium: the propor-

tions have been so gauged that the effect from the last

row of the main floor is actually one of what some
showmen like to speak of as 'intimacy.' The foyer, the

lobby, and the promenades are features the like of which
are in possession of no other theatre I've seen in the United
States.''

The Oriental at Chicago
Chicago's most unique and original theatre, the Oriental,

is located in the new $5,000,000 United Masonic Temple,
the most magnificent structure of its kind in the world.

The theatre, a flawless example of the best in Oriental

art, including the entresol floor and balcony, has a capacity
of about 4,000 seats. It is operated by Balaban & Katz,
the pre-eminent showmen of all America.
The exterior of the entrance is unusually interesting

with the East Indian ornament and grotesques around
the large window over the sheltering canopy, giving the

effect of a grand triumphal arch—the entrance to the

Orient.

The interior far surpasses anything heretofore attempted
for a place of amusement of this character. It is an educa-
tional treat in itself as a work of art to study and examine
the array of sculptured detail throughout the theatre.

The entrance or grand lobby is elaborately treated with
marble columns and walls extending 40 feet high and
enriched with ornamental plaster panels, mosaic glass

niches, and overhead balconies in the architecture of the
Far Eastern Orient, and brilliantly illuminated with
special lighting effects. Imported mosaic glass-lined

niches in the upper side wall bays of this lobby are of most
interesting original Indian design, depicting dancers of the
Orient and are examples of the highest class of mosaic art.

The massive ceiling beams and enclosing ceiling panels
and coffers are richly ornamented on all surfaces with a
multitude of varying Oriental detail. The main cornice

frieze is formed with a series of recessed niches in which
are located concealed electric lights.

Marble stairs lead up from either side of this lobby to the

entresol foyer above, meeting on and forming a balcony
at the north end of the lobby. Another balcony occurs
at the front or opposite end of the grand lobby over the
ticket lobby. Above the north balcony is another group
of Oriental balconies on landings leading to the upper

GRAND LOBBY VIEWED FROM THE MUSIC ROOM, SHEA'S NEW
THEATRE, BUFFALO

C. W. 6? Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

BUFFALO

VIEW OF THE PROSCENIUM, SHOWING EFFECTIVE PICTURE SETTING AND
ELEVATED ORCHESTRA PIT, SHEA'S BUFFALO THEATRE, BUFFALO

C. W. &? Geo. L. Rapp, Architects
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balcony foyer, and on this upper foyer is still another
balcony from which high level the public can look down
upon this beautiful and awe-inspiring spectacle with the

feeling that they are in the Far East and overlooking the

nave of an ancient Oriental temple or palace.

The grand foyer at the rear of the auditorium extends
up through the entresol foyer above with balustrade

around the wall opening on the upper foyer from which
interesting views of the foyer below are obtained. The walls

in this grand foyer are embellished with marble wainscot,

marble columns, Oriental ornamented panels, and friezes.

Mosaic mural scenes of original Oriental fetes and gala

festivities allegorically displaying the life, pastimes and
history of the Far East decorate the walls of this foyer.

The architectural treatment of the auditorium is beyond
description with its intricacies of Oriental magnificence,

grotesques, dancers and Indian sculptured animal figures.

The side walls of the auditorium are resplendent with
lights back of colored glass around ornate canopied shrine-

like niches. The proscenium arch, including the organ
screens, is extremely well developed and will be a subject

for much study to absorb the splendor of the details. Of
special interest are four prancing grotesque horses brack-
eted out 25 feet long on each side of the proscenium arch
supporting the ceiling above the organ screen. Figures
or statues of various Oriental entertainers and magicians
adorn numerous niches and panels in the auditorium. The
front of the entresol balcony is cleverly illuminated with
concealed lights. The ceiling of the auditorium is also

of much interest with its Oriental treatment. The con-
cealed lighting effects on the wall and ceiling enhance and
display the ornamentation to best advantage.
The entire conception will recall the famous pageant of

the East Indian Durbar, which is the most notable and
most theatrical presentation of all India. The glorious

procession with all its dazzling color and splendor is por-

trayed in this magnificent work of art and architecture.

A number of the architectural motifs are inspirations from
the famous palaces, temples and ancient edifices of the
Orient, including the Delhi, Bijapur, Agra, Almedabad,
Ajmere and Akbar of East India.

The furnishings and decorations throughout are exe-

cuted to accentuate the various hues and colors of Oriental

splendor and richness, exemplifying the actual conditions,

customs and life of the East.

The orchestra pit is of the movable or disappearing type,

providing the audience a wonderful spectacle, with the
orchestra dressed in Eastern costumes and their unique
Oriental instruments. The general personnel, ushers and
maids within this wonderful place of amusement are

dressed in the costumes and styles of old Far Eastern
magnificence and grandeur

The Michigan at Detroit

Detroit now takes its place among the leaders of the
world in theatredom, thanks to the new Michigan Theatre,
designed by Rapp oi Rapp, which opened its doors in late

August.
The new : motion picture palace represents the zenith of

combined resources and experience of Balaban & Katz of
Chicago and the Kunsky Enterprises of Detroit.

As many authorities have said, Rapp 82 Rapp, architects

for all Balaban 82 Katz theatres, have given their finest

work here. There are no "mistakes" in the theatre, either

in construction, color scheme or decoration. It took
nearly two years to build the Michigan theatre, which is

located on Bagley Avenue off Grand Circus Park, a neigh-
borhood that until recently was the least desirable part
of Detroit, but which now is part of Detroit's better down-
town business section. It represents the fulfillment of the
first unit of a $75,000,000 development program by a
syndicate of leading Detroit financiers, who expect to

anchor Detroit's business district which has "floated"
from Cadillac Square, to half a dozen locations.

The Michigan Theatre is built in connection with a

12-story office building, the whole of which is of a very

LOFTY AND SPACIOUS FOYER AT THE REAR OF ORCHESTRA AND MEZZANINE
FLOOR, NORSHORE THEATRE, CHICAGO

C. W. 6r Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

VIEW FROM BALCONY AT TOP OF MAIN STAIRWAY OVERLOOKING GRAND
LOBBY, NORSHORE THEATRE, CHICAGO

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects



MICHIGAN THEATRE. DETROIT, SHOWING AUDITORIUM SIDE WALL AND
ORGAN SCREEN TREATMENT
C. W. 6? Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

dignified class of architecture of terra cotta, granite and
brick.

One enters this palace of pictures into a marble vestibule

with fountains, statuarj and mirrors. From this vestibule

one is received into the grand lobby which is 60 feet wide
running back to a distance of 100 feet. This grand lobby,

rising to a height of co feet, is surrounded by magnificent
marble columns, enclosing a number of floors or foyers

from which one can step onto myriads of small balconies.

Sui mounting the entire space is a large vaulted ceiling of
intricate design of plaster and paintings. Large and
elaborate crystal chandeliers hang from the ceiling, giving

a truly magnificent effect.

From this great hall one enters the foyer, which unlike

many theatres, is large and spacious and full of interesting

features. From the mezzanine foyer at the end of the
grand lobby one ascends a stairway to the foyer above.
This stairway is flanked on either side by palm trees, and
has been well named the Avenue of Palms. There are

other features on this mezzanine foyer, such as an exedra
of four magnificent black and gold marble columns. On
the opposite end from this exedra is a small foyer with an
elliptical dome under which sets a terra cotta chariot

beautifully modeled, imported from Europe.
Unlike many theatres, the Michigan has a great number

of spacious stairways to avoid unnecessary walking from
place to place in order to find access to different levels.

The architects and designers have given great thought to

the placing of stairways, and have arranged such in order

to make stair climbing comfortable and inviting.

The main auditorium covers a distance of 140 x 200
feet, and is one of the largest built. The entire auditorium
has been developed in the style of the French kings,

notably Louis XIV and Louis XVI styles. However, the

scale has been increased to such an extent as to impress

upon the public the immensity and richness which was the

desire of the owners and operators. The entire auditorium
is surmounted by a dome having two systems of flood

VIEW OF THE PRi l ARCH AND ORGAN SCREEN IN THE MICHIGAN I HI AIRE, DETROIT

1 W. 6? Geo. I Rapt, ArcliitectJ



lighting, something which has not been clone in other

houses. In other words, the effect is one of two domes, one
surmounting the other. The auditorium has a large

balcony under which is a horseshoe mezzanine loge. An
orchestra of sixty pieces is raised and lowered by a hy-

draulic pit. The number of seats housed in this wonder-
ful palace of filmdom is 4,350, the largest in that part of

the country.

This theatre is unusually equipped with beautiful fur-

nishings, especially imported marble. Hand tufted car-

pets and rugs have been made and imported from Europe,

together with numerous art objects. French furniture

in design has been carried throughout and is well in keep-

ing with its architecture. Lighting fixtures are copies of

imported designs overladen with numerous cut glass

crystals. „ . , VT v T 1Chicago s New Norshore
The new Balaban & Katz theatre, the Norshore, is lo-

cated at the extreme north edge of Chicago, a stone's throw
from Evanston, and is the finest neighborhood house in

the city.

The seating arrangement, unlike the other great Balaban
&! Katz houses, is confined to the main and mezzanine
floors. The former accommodates 2,400 patrons, the

latter, 700.

The main auditorium of the Norshore Theatre has been
inspired from the Roman amphitheatre type, a type of

theatre also used by the Greeks in the time of old Pompeii.
The decorations are done in a spirit of Roman treatment
with a touch of Renaissance of Italian character. Around
the walls of the auditorium are large pylons in groups,

recalling the triumphal arches, which one sees in the city

of Rome, the gates through which the victorious armies

of Rome passed. These pylons support an arch ceiling,

the base of which is decorated to resemble wonderful
Roman fabrics in gold and red. The entire scheme re-

sembles a Roman fete or a grand celebration, such as was
common during the time of the Caesars.
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DETAIL OF ONE OF THE LOBBY STAIRCASES IN BALABAN
THEATRE, CHICAGO
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AUDITORIUM. SHOWING PROSCENIUM ARCH AND ORGAN SCREEN, RIALTO
SQUARE THEATRE, JOLIET, ILL.

C. W. fe? Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

ELLIPTICAL GRAND LOBBY VIEWED FROM ENTRANCE LOBBY, Rl

SQUARE THEATRE. Jt)| || I ILL.

i Rapp. Architect

The entire auditorium is surrounded by a dome which
is of silver tones, with an introduction of mother of pearl.

The lighting effect of this dome is of variegated colors,

recalling the rich Italian blue and the brilliant golden
tones of the setting sun.

At the right and left side of the proscenium arch are
boxes, in which is placed a mammoth organ. In front

of this organ is the organ screen designed in such a way
as to recall the old Roman altars of sacrifice. These altars

arc beautifully carved and enriched in gold plaster mosaics
and alabaster. The proscenium arch is beautifully modeled
in Roman-Italian detail, giving one the effect of a gate-
way or vista to wonderful pageants of theatricals, which
have been contemplated.
The auditorium is approached from the main entrance

by a grand lobby. The grand lobby has on each side,

large arch openings, known as a colonnade through which
one sees large mirrors flanked by wonderful drapes,

giving the appearance of a wonderful vista on each side

of the grand lobby. The floors of this lobby are of im-
ported marble from Italy. Proceeding from this grand
hall, one is greeted by a grand staircase. This staircase

has been inspired from the gardens of the wonderful Villa

d'Este, near Rome, and is enclosed by a Roman exedra.

From this exedra are balconies over which are thrown
wonderful banners, depicting the different periods of

Roman-Italian architecture. The ceiling of this exedra is

of Italian blue, the whole giving an effect of the interior

of a wonderful Italian courtyard. At the left of this

exedra one passes into the Raphael loggia. This loggia

has been inspired by the products of Italian artists. Five
mammoth panels are installed in this loggia on the wall.

These panels have been inspired by the works of Raphael,
and are modeled in relief in plaster and decorated in colors,

conforming to the style of that great artist. The ceilings

of this loggia are of Italian colors, rich in relief, giving the

whole an effect of the Italian loggia. This loggia has five

beautiful columns, the bases of which are ornamented in

relief, depicting the different periods of art and architec-

ture in the time of Raphael.
The main foyer is on a tremendous scale, the high ceil-

ings giving the effect of a majestic approach to the audi-

torium; the walls of this mammoth foyer being covered
with draperies imported from palaces of Italy. Statues
of marble and bronze show reproductions of the famous
artists of the Italian Renaissance.

Progressive Joliet, Illinois

Leading all other smaller cities of the country in theatri-

cal architecture, is Joliet, Illinois, where C. W. and George
L. Rapp have created the wonder Rialto Square Theatre
as the parent house of the Great States Theatre Corpora-
tion.

Unusual property conditions have made it possible to

incorporate in the Rialto Square Theatre grand lobbies of

exceptional size and shape, which make this theatre one
of unique arrangement and development
One enters this new palace of varieties through a ticket

lobby, into what is known as the inner lobby. This lobby

is flanked on either side by large monumental mirrors.

over which springs a vaulted ceiling, elaborately enriched

in sculpture and paintings. From this lobby one is

ushered into the grand lobby, which is oval in shape and
is surmounted h\ a gorgeous dome supported by sixteen

monumental marble columns.
The floors of these grand lobbies are of terrazzo, made

of imported marbles all inlaid in unique and original

design

The auditorium, although planned in general outline,

similar to the ( '.hicago and I ivoli theatres, in ( Chicago, has

mam unique and original tenures, which lend distinction

and character to this one house. Special stress was given

to the designing of the proscenium arch in which is por-

trayed the figure oi Vphrodite rising from the sea and
being viewed from either side h\ the \\ ise Men and other

characters of this world-famous legend. This entire

sounding board and proscenium arch has been developed
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in antique gold and colors in soft tones. The dome of the
auditorium, unlike some of the other houses, has been
enriched with an abundance of ornament and detail, which
is enhanced a great deal by flood lighting effects. The
general color scheme of the entire conception is what may
be known as a Florentine color harmony
The entire building, although not ranking as the great-

est theatre in the country, can be classed as one of the
best for its detail, its general conception, its color har-
mony, furnishings and design.

The exterior of the building is dominated by a large

triumphal grand niche. This niche is mammoth in size

and is decorated in polychrome terra cotta, the whole
being flood lighted in different colors, creating a wonder-
ful theatrical effect from the outside. This feature alone
has become a nationally known detail and no doubt will

influence a great many theatre exteriors in the future.

The Rialto Square, located as it is in a section of the
country which draws on small cities, has proved the archi-
tect's argument that people throughout the" country,
whether from the small town or from the large city, are
demanding the utmost in theatre design, an atmosphere
'it good taste and the best in theatrical presentation.
The accommodations provided in this theatre, such as

lounge rooms, smoking rooms and parlors, are equal to
the big time houses and an environment of welcome has
been embodied in the designing and planning of these
special features

Spurred on by its monumental successes of the current
year, the firm of C. W. and George L. Rapp is eagerly-
looking forward to 1927, which from present appearances,
w ill again shatter all previous records. For the first time
the firm will invade the great Northwest, designing veri-
table palaces for the theatregoers of Seattle and Portland.
Pittsburgh, Portland, Maine, Omaha and other metropoli-
tan centers are all waiting to be served by these great
architects, and the motion picture world awaits with
anticipation full details of these projects.

There are two outstanding activities now under way,
however, that should be recounted.

The National Press Building

The National Press Club building brings Rapp & Rapp
to the city of magnificent distances, and also shows the

\ ersatility of these famous designers. Although primarily

theatre architects, the Rapps have by no means confined

their efforts to that field. Witness the Trianon, Chicago,

the largest ballroom in the world; the Hotels \\ indemere,
the finest in residential Chicago; the stately Sigma Chi
fraternity house at the University of Illinois: Akdar
Shrine Temple, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and numerous sky-

scraper office buildings in a dozen cities.

The Press Club will be the largest office building in

the nation's capital, and will serve as the national head-

quarters for the press of America, furnishing accommo-
dations for all of the Washington correspondents, news
services, publishers, etc. The great edifice, directly

opposite the New Willard Hotel, will cost $10,000,000.

Washington's finest theatre, with 3,500 seats, will be
included in this great monument to the Fourth Estate.

It has been leased to the Fox Theatres Corporation for

35 years.

The Brooklyn Theatre

Rapp & Rapp have designed a most striking structure

for erection at DeKalb Avenue and Flatbush Street in

Brooklyn, N. Y. An office building of 30 stories will

surround a 500-foot tower, the whole being designed in

modern adaptation of the later Spanish Renaissance.

The building will enclose a theatre with a seating

capacity of 4,500 and will be designed in the style of Old
Spain, embodying the spirit of the Spanish carnivals and
fetes, which so gloriously characterize the arts and
beauties of that race. Features and novelties new to

theatre architecture will be employed to further inspire

the amusement-loving world.

ONE OF THE SPACIOUS UPSTAIRS LOBBIES. CHU V " THEATRE, SHOWING
TREATMENT OF ARCH CEli

C. W. f/ Geo I Rapp, Architects
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Where Theatres Will Be Built
Heavy (Construction Program Will Qontinue; T^leighborhood and Small

City House Have Big Future

By J. S. Dickerson, Associate Editor of Motion Picture News*

HE optimistic estimates for theatre building in 1926,

predicting a record year, were fully justified.

A larger number of theatres were constructed, most of

them of greater size and magnificence, than in any previous
twelve months.

With this peak year a fact there comes the natural

question of how long the theatre building era can con-
tinue and when or if at all the saturation or over-seating

point will be reached.

Definite facts on this subject obviously cannot be pre-

sented, but it is possible, however, to advance reasonable

arguments and draw logical conclusions, based on condi-

tions as they exist at the present time.

That theatre building in its present proportions is nearly

at an end, as many of considerable authority maintain,
seems to the writer to be without foundation of logic and
fact. Reasons for this viewpoint will be set forth later

in this article.

Those, and there are many competent observers in this

class, who fear overseating or who claim this condition has
already been reached, are also, according to our viewpoint,

not aware of all the facts.

Overseating applies mainly to
business districts

The cry of overseating is being made principally over
"downtown" conditions in a comparatively small num-
ber of large cities. The truth in this particular phase of

theatre construction, when analyzed, is that there are not

too many theatres and seats, but rather there is not
sufficient product of high calibre to interest the public

in sufficient quantities to fill these theatres week in and
week out.

This may appear to be the same thing as overseating

until it is remembered that expensive and supposedly high

calibre pictures cannot be profitably produced until

theatres capable of returning adequate rentals are pro-

vided.

Therefore, the conclusion drawn is that where over-

seating does exist, according to the above definition, it is

not a case of giants of equal size and weight fighting it

out to the detriment of all. Rather it is that certain

theatres suffer and others benefit, depending on how well

each particular house is meeting the public demand, not
only in product, but also in the other departments that

all go to make up modern conduct of the motion picture

house. In other words, it is the individual misfortune of

a theatre to find itself in competition with a better theatre

presenting a better bill. The owners of the lesser theatre

must suffer in proportion to the lack of equality in the

shows themselves.

New theatres prosper to detriment
of old houses

Generally speaking, the new theatres, most of which are

better suited to meet public demand, will prosper to the
detriment of the older houses. In many cases, perhaps
in a majority, the new houses take business away from
others owned by the same company, since those firms

who are building in the "downtown" locations are usually

the same companies who already own theatres on the
same street.

* Figures and facts quoied in this article supplied b> Motion Picture News Statistical Bureau

When such a condition exists, it is a natural question

to ask why experienced showmen, fully aware of the ap-

proximate amount of business any particular "street"

will do, build in competition with themselves.

Reasons for building more down
town houses

There are many logical reasons for such action, but
perhaps the most general cause is the fear that if they
don't build the new houses, someone else will. Further-
more, personal pride, always a big item in the show busi-

ness, anticipation of a future demand, the alleged neces-

sity of a "show window" for the producer, the necessity

of having a first run outlet, and the willingness of big

business as well as the public to invest in theatre stock,

are other reasons for this building. All of these need no
particular explanation here.

No matter what the reason, the fact remains that these

palaces are going to be built in the key cities. The build-

ers are apparently willing to take the chance of overseat-

ing, and since it is largely a battle of the giants, all of

whom are quite able to take care of themselves, any fears

for the future, speaking generally, seems like wasted
sympathy.

The "downtown" theatres of big cities are not the
motion picture business by any means, in spite of the fact

that the Capitol Theatre, New York, does more business

on an average week than all the houses of Wilkes-Barre
and cities of that class. There are a lot more Wilkes-Barres,
and still a lot more of the lesser cities, so that when the
gross is in, the Capitol revenue gets lost in the grand total.

Review prospects for building

neighborhood theatres

We have stated that overseating fears are based on the
key cities and commented at some length on the clown-
town locations of theatres in this connection. The next
step is to review the situation in the neighborhood sec-

tions of these same key centers. A little arithmetic gives
us some interesting figures on the number of small houses
still in existence. Greater New York has 3 1

3 theatres

that seat less than 800, out of a total of 548. Chicago,
where the neighborhood palace has reached its greatest

development, has 200 small houses out of its total of 348.
New Orleans has 31 out of bo theatres. St. Louis with
1 1 2 discloses 59 under the 800 and Cleveland, where the
overseating cry has been heard longest and loudest, still

admits to 72 small theatres. It is unfortunate for owners
of small and more or less antiquated houses, but there

can be no denying that these theatres have outlived their

usefulness in the large town. If greater capital were pro-

curable and sufficient foresight had been possible, this

type of theatre should never have built in cities.

Motion picture theatre building can be generally divided
into three eras. First, the store show to meet an imme-
diate demand and to conform to the requirements of an ex-

tremely limited pocket book. Next, the house that now
is confronted with extinction, a fairly comfortable place

when the public knew of nothing better; and last, our
present building era.



Probably every new big neighborhood house that goes

up means the closing of several smaller houses in the same
section. They may hang on for a while under changing
ownerships, but in the end they pass out. This is the

history of a hundred cities and there seems to be no indi-

cation that the future will show a different trend.

Taking this condition as a fact, regrettable to those who
may have spent fifteen years of their lives without greater

profit than to have invested in out-of-date properties, it

is worth while to study the various big cities for tentative

locations of the new type of neighborhood house.

Twenty more theatres predicted for

Kansas City

A shrewd observer of Kansas City (Mo. and Kans.)

theatre conditions predicts that that city will soon be

served by from 1 8 to 20 big neighborhood houses that will

take the place of some 60 odd smaller houses now in

operation. Most of these theatres remain to be built.

Figuring Kansas City as an average and taking the 68
large cities of the country, it is easy to see where over a

thousand big theatres are to be built in the immediate
future. And this makes no allowance for what is sure to

happen in the first six great cities where there is unlimited

opportunity for theatre business.

The group of cities from 50,000 to 1 oo.ooo, seventy-six

in number, does not present such big possibilities for

neighborhood theatres. The apartment house does not

flourish to any great extent and a given acreage contains

a much smaller population. It is not so far "downtown"
and the neighborhood house, because of its limitations, is

less able to compete on an equal basis. So in this field,

it is fair to assume that the greatest volume of building

will be in added downtown houses to take care of addi-

tional patronage attracted from the present type of neigh-

borhood house. Also of replacement building of the pres-

ent first run theatres that have proven inadequate for

present-day needs, both in size and luxury of construc-

tion. Generally speaking, the people who already own
theatres in these cities will do the building, with a certain

amount of producer and national circuit invasion. In

either case, the alleged overseating prospect becomes the

problem of people who are going into something with their

eyes wide open and a very comprehensive knowledge of

the ultimate result. From the plans drawn and the pro-

jected structures already announced it is easy to guess
that there will be better than 500 new big houses built

in this group within two or three years. They may not

be needed according to an ultra-conservative viewpoint,

but they will go up just the same.

Future building in cities with 25,000

to 50,000 population

In the third city group, 25,00 to 50,000 population

towns, we now have 695 theatres, practically all of which
are downtown houses, although all of them are not first

run by any means. This group of cities is, of course, some-
what more restricted in the matter of theatre building

per thousand of population than the larger cities, not only

in the item of expense involved, but also in seating

capacity, The two-thousand-seat house is about the

limit in size and the expense cannot run into unlimited

millions. On the other hand, in this group is a greater

percentage of theatres built ten or fifteen years ago
costing possibly hli\ or a hundred thousand dollars, that

should have anticipated the growth oi picture attendance
and foreseen more clearly the possibilities of the present

type of new house. The builders of these undoubtedly
planned onthebasisol receipts at ten cents per admission

and were unable to finance except on the records of the

past \ow thi ' face the prospect of pulling down good
sound masonary, scrapping equipment that is st ill sen k e

but not luxurious ,[nd up to date enough, for the

double reason that they invite unequal competition if they
don't, and are actually losing potential revenue by reason

of their lack of seating capacity and more adequate
surroundings.

This time, when these theatres are rebuilt, future con-

ditions will be considered. Plenty of theatres that may
boast "as good as Broadway," have been built in this class

of city in the last two years and, at least, as many
more will go up in the future.

There will be more "rhyme and reason" in this group
than in the larger cities for most of the financing will have
to be local, since Wall Street and the investing public

think in terms of Broadway rather than in Main Street.

But money to build good theatres can be had even from
Main Street bankers today, which is just another proof

that the motion picture has arrived. Even in very small

communities, down to 2,500 population, capital looks

with more and more favor on theatre loans, providing

the project is backed by the right people.

Attractive theatres promote better

business for towns

Many a small town board of directors, in the past few

years, has voted yes on a proposal to finance a new theatre,

with part of his mind on his manifest duty as a banker,

and the other part thinking about how much material

advantage his own particular business across the street

would gain by his action. Attractive, comfortable, well

built theatres bring people to town, he has learned. Park-
ing space is at a premium in any small town nowadays
where a good theatre has been built. And there are 1,400

towns in the United States with populations between
2,500 and 5,000. Seventy-five per cent, of these towns
need new theatres. They will get them in due time. The
building program will progress more slowly and be more
modest, but the total of expenditure will be large in the

aggregate.

Twelve million people go to picture shows every week
in towns having less than twenty-five thousand popula-

tion. And this is the group of theatres that has shown the

least development, when everything is considered. It

has been demonstrated that a modern house, properly

conducted in a town of three to five thousand, does five

times the business that two of the store show variety did

ten years ago.

No prospect for better houses in

small villages

The old type of house existed on a limited audience of

fans from within the village border. The new type of house

draws from all the smaller towns around. Good roads,

the flivver and good pictures have worked wonders.

Just a word about the group of villages under 2.500 popu-
lation, or, to be conservative, the 1,500 division. 1 [ere,

with the usual exceptions to the rule of course, the picture

business will end. The village hall, with its chairs, one
ancient projector and pictures two years old is no longer

in the running with the new modern house of the cit\ or

town a lew miles aw.n \o one can afford to invest a

great deal, cither in theatre, equipment or program when
the weekly attendance (one or two nights only"), is 350
people or less. So when a new "picture palace" is built

in Podunk\ ille, the best that can be expected is something
that functions as town hall, Masonic Temple. Firemen's

headquarters and election booth.

But the chances are that "Grange I lall" over the general

store will have to serve .mother twenty-five years. Money
is not too plentiful in this size town and those who ha\e it

even in amounts of .1 modest lew thousands prefer six

per cent, mortgages ^)]^ well kept farms, to investing in

show simps ( lertainly the manager of the show, in most

cases, will never build. I Ie hasn't the money and never

will have.
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g Giving complete sources of purchase for all types of theatre equipment, accessories and building construction materials
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HE listings printed on the following pages have been compiled for the purpose of providing
theatre owners, architects, builders, studios, laboratories and the motion picture industry

in general with a reliable and complete reference for the purchase of all types of equipment
and supplies. Whether important equipment or accessories that are infrequently used
are desired, Buyers Guide will be found of invaluable aid to the purchaser. For through
the sources of purchase given in this book, all models, grades and priced apparatus and
materials may be investigated with practically no effort on the part of the buyer.

•J Hang this issue of Theatre Building and Equipment Buyers Guide in some convenient
place. It will serve an excellent purpose until our Fall Edition supplants it with additional

valuable information. C|f Through the advertising pages contained in Buyers Guide owners
and builders of theatres are given the opportunity of learning about the latest and most
up-to-date equipment available for modernizing theatres. <J The firms advertising in

Buyers Guide make a specialty of serving theatres, laboratories, studios, etc., and build

equipment and accessories best suited for the particular needs of the motion picture

industry. <J Write us for sources of purchase for any special apparatus that is not listed

in Buyers Guide.
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FLEXIBILITY
New

Publication
A circular has just
been issued de-
scribing the com-
plete line of
Westinghouse
theatre switch-
boards. Theatre
owners and arch-
itects will find it

a useful reference
book. Write our
nearest district
office for a copy
of Circular 1702.

Many of the scenes in modern theatrical productions would
lose their "punch" without a trick lighting effect.

It isn't necessary to set up a lot of auxiliary control apparatus

to handle trick effects in a theatre equipped with a Westinghouse
Multi-Pre-Set Switchboard.

The Multi-Pre-Set Board provides a compact control enabling

its operator to handle the most difficult lighting effects with speed

and precision. The lighting for an entire production can be set

up in advance; to produce any scene lighting requires only the

throw of a single switch. The scene lightings can be thrown on
in any order.

The advantages offered by Westinghouse Theatre Switch-

boards are so numerous that they warrant investigation. For
complete information write our nearest district office.

Westinghouse Electric &. Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sale* Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United State' and Fc -eign Countries

Westinghouse
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^ system of

Completely

Controlled
Ventilation

% can be tuned to evoy
degree of temperature

W&TER- SUMMER
SPRING and FALL

Ifentilatim
When

VS0 gs needed

mail the coupon
^et tlie facts

S-i Date-

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation

190 North State Street

Chicago, Illinois

Give me the facts about Conv
pletely Controlled Ventilation.

Name

ACCESSORY RE-
TAILERS

(See Supply Dealers, Motion
Picture)

ACCOUNTING SYS-
TEMS, Theatre

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.,
72.5 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Finch & McCullouch, 76 S. La

Salle St., Aurora, 111.

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Kardex-Rand Co., Main St., N.
Tonavvanda, N. Y.

World Ticket & Supply Co.,

1600 Bway, N. Y. City.

ACOUSTICS, Theatre
Berry & Co., Inc., F. E., 101

Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Hamlin, Irving, 716 University
Place, Evanston, 111.

Keasby & Mattson, Ambler, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago.
Ill

Union Accoustical Co., 104 S.

17th St., St. Louis, Mo.

ADAPTERS, Carbon

Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Blue Seal Prod. Co., Inc., 456
State St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Carrol
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth
Ave., N.Y.City.

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

1223 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111. (See Adv.)

ADAPTERS, Incandes-

cent Projection

Btst Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Edison Lamp Works of the Gen-
eral Elec. Co., Harrison, N. J.

(See Adv.)
Enterprise Optical Co., 564 W.
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

1223. S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

'

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

ADAPTERS, Lens
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Enterprise Optical Co., 564 W.
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.

Address.

City -Statc.

^aramount's

BROADWAY THEATRES
decorated by

HENRY JACKSON
Maker of

Printed—Sewed Embroidered

Flags—Banners
Pe nnants

in

Muslin Felt Bunting
and Silk of every de-

scription for indoor
and outside use.

141 Fulton St. New York

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sussfeld, Lorch & Schimmel, 153
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Universal Camera Co., 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

ADDING, CALCULAT-
ING MACHINES

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,

217 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Monroe Calculating Machine
Co., 41 E. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Tabulating Machine Co., 50
Broad St., N. Y. City.

ADDRESSING AND
MAILING MACHINES

Elliot Addressing Machine Co.,

117 Leonard St., N. Y. City.

Rapid Addressing Machine Co.,

46 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Wallace Addressing Machine
Co., Inc., 116 W. 14th St., N.
Y. City.

ADMISSION SIGNS
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Federal Electric Co., 72 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Car-
roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Outdoor Advertising
Co., 550 W. 57th St., N. Y.
City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Rawson & Evans Co., 710 Wash-
ington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City.
Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Viking Products Corp., 422 West
42nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

ADVERTISING NOVEL-
TIES

Air Balloon Corp., 603 Third
Ave., N. Y. City.

Cole Toy & Trading Co., 412 S.

Los Angeles St., Los Angeles,
Cal.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

Fibre Toy Mfg. Co., So. Gardi-
ner, Me.

Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

Howe Baumann Balloon Co.,

187 Murray St., Newark, N. J.

International Souvenir & Import
Co., 33 W. 17th St., N. Y. City.

Jackson, Henrv, 141 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd

St., N. Y. City.
Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Mills Novelty Co., 221 S. Green

St., Chicago, 111.

National Novelty Co., 516 S. 3rd
St.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago. 111.

Strauss & Co.. Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Tangley Co.. 100 Main St., Mus-
catine, Iowa.
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For astonishing Box-office returns—

Put Your Patrons on the Screen
"with this camera!

Evemo operates automatically, in one
hand. The other hand is free to adjust

d.aphragm stop dial and focusing scale

while camera is in use. The spy-glass

viewfinder locates your scene. Pressing

a button gets it in the film. Uses stand-

ard film, 100 ft. daylight loading rolls or

120 ft. darkroom load. Mail coupon for

morj details.

THE PIONEER
The Bell Q Howell Company
are pioneers in the motion pic-

ture industry, having by su-
perior design and construc-
tion broughtahout the present
standardization of Producing
equipment.

The illustration on the right
shows one of the late model
Bell & Howell professional
studio cameras used almost
exclusively by thz foremost
producers the world over.

Eyemo standard portable
camera is rapidly gaining
the same reputation for supe-
riority in its field.

THE BELL & HOWELL
AKES MOVES AS T~£ ErE SEES

GENTLEMEN, do you know what makes a neigh-

borhood? It's the interest of people in themselves and
in each other. It's a mighty force—this neighborhood self

interest—and will draw people to your theatre in flocks

if you start it working for you. How?
Among all the people watching your feature pictures,

nary a one but has a secret longing to see himself or her-

self in the movies. Go out in front with a movie camera
and see how many will try to crowd into your direction

of fire! That's the big force working. Promise them actual

motion pictures of themselves, inside, on your screen, and
you finish the job. And make a profit besides.

The Bell & Howell Eyemo Camera shown here is all

you need to start this box-office rush. It is made by the

people who make the cameras which make most of the

feature pictures you show. Figure that out. It means that

pictures you make with Eyemo will be of precisely the

same quality as your regular showings. From the stand-

point of photography your local pictures will rank with
the professional best.

To prove it further, Eyemo is used by International,

Pathe, Fox, Kinograms, Universal and others in scoop-

ing their news reel pictures. It is used for special work
in professional productions by Famous Players-Lasky,

Warner Bros.,Universal, Mack Sennett, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Charlie Chaplin, Christie and others. Yet Eyemo
operates so simply that you can take neighborhood movies
as easily as you'd take snapshots with an ordinary camera.

Write at once for literature telling all about Eyemo and
its uses. Learn how you can use it to fill your theatre

with paid admissions. The coupon here is for your con-

venience. Fill it in, tear it out— and MAIL it. Now.

MAIL
THIS

COUPON

BELL & HOWELL CO.,

1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please mail me complete information on your Eyemo Stand-

ard Automatic Camera for making neighborhood movies.

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1827 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

New York, Hollywood, London

Established 1907

I

I

I T\ame

I »Ms\ddress

I City State

Check here if interested in the Pioneer Standard.
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FOR YOUR THEATRE

No. A233 Kentia Plant, natural prepared, 7

feet high, with 30 removable leaves, $15.00 each.

This plant put on a 3-foot stand is a wonderful
decoration for lobbies. Florists will charge
$50.00 for natural plants and they will not last.

Natural Prepared Everlasting Ferns, Plants,

Palms, Trees, Artificial Flowers, Vines, Shrub-
bery, Garlands, etc., with or without electric

effect, illustrated in colors in our SEASONABLE
CATALOGUE NO. A. MAILED FREE on Ap-
plication.

FRANK NETSCHERT, INC.
61 Barclay Street New York, N. Y.

Light The Way With

the
"AISLELITE 99

TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PATENT OFFICE

INSURES AGAINST ACCIDENT. If your aisles are properly lighted by
"Aislelitcs" you eliminate almost entirely the possibility of any of your
patrons stumbling and injuring themselves.

PLEASES PATRONS. Patrons of your theatre are pleased when they are
able to see where they are stepping, and where there is an empty seat, with-
out groping around in the dark as in a theatre where no "Aislclites" are
being used.

NO FLASHLIGHTS NEEDED. "Aislelites" make it unnecessary for ushers
to carry flashlights to light the way. This tends to make the operation of

your theatre more economical. No batteries or bulbs to buy.

QUICK EXITS GUARANTEED. Whenever it is necessary for a theatre to be
emptied rapidly, there is very little confusion, and very little danger of

confusion, due to the fact that every person can sec the way out.

—Send for Descriptive Circular—

National Theatre Supply Company
Home Office: 624 S. Michigan, Chicago, 111.

Branch Offices in all Principal Cities

ADVERTISING PRO-
JECTORS

Beseler Co., Chas., 131 E. 23rd
St., N. Y. City.

Capitol Machine Co., 100 E. 42nd

'

St., N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.

A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Manhattan Slide & Film Co.,
209 W. 48th St., N. Y. City.

Parish, P. S., 322 W. 89th *St.,

N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara

St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.

48th St., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Superior Slide Co., 209 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City.

ADVERTISING, Theatre

Arkay Display Service, 409 Film
Exchange Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Continental Screen Service
Corp., Ill Westchester Sq., N.
Y. City.

Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III. (Sec Adv.)

General Outdoor Advertising
Co., 550 W. 57th St., N. Y.
City.

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Motion Picture Adv. Co., 1208
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Motion Picture Bulletin, 4472
Broadway, Chicago, 111.

Novel Service, Inc., 729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-
sell St., Detroit, Mich. (See
Adv.)

Atmospheric Conditioning Corp.,
748 Frelinghuysen Ave., New-
ark, N. J.

Bentz Engineering Corp., 661
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N.J.

Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Daven-
port St., Omaha, Neb. (See
Adv.)

Brunswick-Kroeschell Co., New
Brunswick, N. J. (See Adv.)

Carrier Engineering Corp., 748
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J. (See Adv.)

Cooling and Air Conditioning
Corp., 31 Union Square, N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Cooling Tower Co., Inc., 15 John
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Helmer Air Conditioning Corp.,
103 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Shipley Construction & Supply
Co., 42nd St. and Second Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City.

York Manufacturing Co., York,
Pa. (See Adv.)

AIR DOME TENTS
Martin N. Y. Tent & Duck Co.,

304 Canal St., N. Y. City.
Tucker Duck & Rubber Co., 515

Garrison Ave., Fort Smith,
Ark.

AISLE LIGHTS
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Brookins Co., The, Carnegie and
E. 40th Sts., Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago Elec. Sign Co., 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Erikson Electric Co., L., 6 Port-
land St., Boston, Mass.

Frink Inc., I. P., 239 Tenth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co. Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, III.

(See Adv.)
National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, III. (See Adv.)

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, III.

Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

AISLE ROPE
(See Rails, Rope)

ALARM SIGNALS
Cinema Specialty Co., Inc., Gary,

Ind.
E.-J. Electric Installation Co.,

155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,

250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Hulett Mfg. Co., E. W., 1772
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Ostrander Co., W. R., 371 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

AMMETERS
(See Volt Meters)

ANNUNCIATORS,
Electric

Couch Co. Inc., S. H., Norfolk,
Downs, Quincy, Mass.

Hanover Electric Co., Inc., 80
Beaver St., N. Y. City.

Knickerbocker Annunciator Co.,
116 West St., N. Y. City.

Ostrander Co., W. R., 371 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Partrick & Wilkiiis Co., 51 N. 7th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AQUARIUM STANDS
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving Place,
N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Fiske Iron Works. J. W., 78
Park PL, N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Mikado Goldfish & Supply Co.,
476 Third Ave., Brooklyn,
NY.
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Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Wapler Co., N., 42 Warren St.,

N. Y. City.

ARC FEEDS, Automatic
Beseler Co., Chas., 131 E. 23rd

St., N. Y. City.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Car-

roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.

ARC LAMPS
(See Lamps, Arc)

ARC LAMPS, Reflecting

Projector

(See Lamps, Mirror, Arc
Reflector Projection)

ARCS, High Intensity

Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.,

5126 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.
Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

ARCHITECTS, Theatre
Meyer & Holler, Hollywood, Cal.
F. A. Noyes, Jr., & Gordon La

Barr, 1022 Cal. Bldg., Los An-
geles, Cal.

Campbell, J. B., Ontario, Cal.
Starks, Leonard, Ochsner Bldg.,
Sacramento, Cal.

Reid Bros., 105 Montgomery St.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Werner, Carl, Santa Fe Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Grey & Lawrence, 42 Church St.,

New Haven, Conn.
Benedict, E. E., 51 Leavenworth

St., Waterburv, Conn.
Mitchell & Hunter, 1319 F St.,

N. W., Washington, D. C.
James, Fred J., Fla. State Board

of Architects, Tampa, Fla.
Scroggs & Ewing, Lamar Bldg.,
Augusta, Ga.

Eichberg, S. Milton, 64 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

W. T. Hooper & F. W. Janusch,
879 N. State St., Chicago, 111.

W. W. Ahlschlager, Inc., 65 E.
Huron St., Chicago, 111.

Eberson, John, 212 E. Superior
St., Chicago, 111.

C. W. & G. L. Rapp, 190 N. State
St., Chicago, 111.

Rupert, E. P., Chicago, 111.

Brunswick, O. C, 214 Noll Bldg.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Cope, C. E., 268 Fine Arts, Des
Moines, Iowa.

Squires, F. C, 628 Kansas Ave.,
Topeka, Kans.

Moore, John V., McClelland
Bldg., Lexington, Ky.

McClean, Wm. H., 88 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.

Crane, C. H., 400 Burns Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.

Nason, J. P., 622 Corn Exchange
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

McCormick, Eugene, Brook-
haven, Miss.

Boiler & Bros., Carl, 508 Ridge
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Bradshaw, P. J., International
Life Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

McDonald, John & Alan, Stand-
ard Oil Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

Lehman, W. E., 972 Broad St.,

Newark, N. J.

Crummins Construction Co., 25
Crescent St., Long Island City,
N. Y.

DeRosa, Eugene, 110 W. 40th
St., N. Y. City.

Lamb, Thos. W., 644 Eighth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Crane, C. Howard, 345 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.

Jackson, J., 1819 Broadway, N.
Y. City.

Burroughs, H. R., 70 E. 45th St.,

N. Y. City.

Ditmars & Reilly, 111 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Hall, Douglas P., 405 Lexington
Ave., N. Y. City.

Briggs, E. F., 312 Broadway,
Fargo, N. D.

Ferguson Co., W. S., 1900 Eu-
clid Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Claussen & Claussen, Portland,
Ore.

Master Builders, The, Commerce
Bldg., Erie, Pa.

Magaziner, Eberhard & Han-is.
603 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Caster, Howard W., Stephen
Girard Bldg., 21 S. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Bair, Harry S., 706 State Thea-

tre Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hemphill, J. C, Greenwood,
S C

Kuehn', F. C. W., Huron, S. D.
Graf, R. F., Arnstein Bldg.,

Knoxville, Tenn.
Clenahan, Merle C, Ogden,

Utah.
Hill, Bertram C., Dallas, Texas.
Riley, H., Arcade Bldg., Seattle,
Wash.

ART TITLES
(See Titles, Film)

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Bodine-Spanjer Co., 1160 Chat-
ham Ct., Chicago, 111.

Decorative Novelty Co., 739 S.
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

General Flower & Decorating
Co., Inc., 311 W. 50th St., N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Netschert Inc., Frank, 61 Bar-
clay St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Manufacturers

and

Importers j

of

Artificial Flowers

Plants, Vines

and

Grass Mats

for

Theatrical

and

Scenic Effects

Ball Room
Decorations

Rose Bushes

Garlands, Wreaths

Flower Bushes

and Trees

of

All Description

Artistic Lamp,
Candle

and

Electric Light Shades

for

Stage, Hotel and

Domestic Purposes

Garden Sets

For Moving Pictures

A Specialty

High Class Work
Guaranteed

AllWork Fireproofed

If Required

THE GENERAL FLOWER AND DECORATING CO.
JOHN E. FELIPPELLI

311 West 50th Street Phone columns 1415 e New York City
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Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Randall Co., A. L., 729 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Reising & Co., <i.. 227 W. Austin
Ave.. Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St.. Chicago,

111.

Universal Flower & Decorating
Co., 228 W. 49th St., N. Y.

City.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS

Bee-Ko Art & Drafting Co., 407

Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.

Glaser & Son, Julius, 806 Sixth

Ave., N. Y. City.

Kolesch & Co., 138 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

Seltzer, A., 796 Sixth Ave., N.
Y. City.

Stencil Novelty Co., 13 E. 14th

St., N. Y. City.

Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ASSOCIATIONS, Motion

Picture

Actors' Equality Club, 1248 Vine
St., Hollywood, Cal.

American Federation of Musi-
cians, 110 W. 40th St., N. Y.
City.

American Projection Society,

Inc., 304 W. 58th St., N. Y.
City.

American Society of Cinematog-
raphers, Guaranty Bldg., Hol-
lywood, Cal.

Association of Motion Picture
Equipment Dealers of Amer-
ica, Film Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Association of Motion Picture
Producers, 6912 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Film Players' Club, 161 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.

Hollywood Studio Club, 6129
Carlos St., Los Angeles, Cal.

International Alliance of Theat-
rical Stage Employees & Mov-
ing Picture Machine Opeia-
tors, 110 W. 40th St., N. Y.
City.

Motion Picture Commission,
Slate of N. Y., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Motion Picture •Directors' Asso-
ciation, 234 W. 55th St., N.
Y. City.

Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors of America, Inc.,
469 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Mm nm Picture Studio Me-
chanics, 800 Eighth Ave., N.
Y. City.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, 25 W. 43rd St.,

N. Y. City.

Society of Motion Picture Engi-
neers, L. A. Pori< r, Sec.. ;,tti

and Sussex St.. Harrison, X. .1.

Society Theatre Organists, Ri-
alto Theatre, N. Y. City.

Women's Association of Screen
Publicists, Hollywood, Cal.

Writers' Club, The, 6700 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

ATMOSPIIERIC CONDI-
TIONING EQUIPMENT

(See Air Conditioning
Equipment)

AUTOMATIC CHANGE-
OVER

Cinema Specialty Co., Inc., Gary,
Ind.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)

Kssanay Electric Mfg. Co., May-
wood, 111.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hulett Mfg. Co., E. W., 1772
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50lh St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Protectall Co., The, 1324 E.
Front St., Fort Worth, Texas.

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

(See Curtain Machines,
Automatic)

AUTOMATIC SPRINK-
LERS

(See Sprinklers, Automatic)

AUTOMATIC TEMPER-
ATURE CONTROL

(See Temperature Regulation
System)

BALLOONS, Advertising
(See Advertising Novelties)

BANDS, Reel
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Tension Envelope Co., 87 34th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BANNERS,
Announcement

Grinnell Lithographing Co., Inc.,

406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Jackson, Henrv, 141 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Koster Co., C. H., 21 Park PL,

N. Y. City.
Moving Picture Adv. Co., 1208
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

BASKETS, Decorative
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.

Leistner, Oscar, 319 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
7th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Netschert Inc., Frank, 61 Bar-
clay St, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Randall Co., A. L., 729 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Reising & Co., G., 227 \V. Aus-
tin Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Worcester Artificial Decorative
Plant Co., 194 Front St.,

Worcester, Mass.

BELLS, Musical Electric
Deagan Inc., J. C, 1770 Berteau

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., 321 W.
50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

McShane Bell Foundry Co., 48 E.
41st St., N. Y. City.

Mayland's Son, R. H., 54 Wil-
loughby St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Meneely Bell Co., 220 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Schwarze Electric Co., Adrian,
Mich.

BELTING, Leather, for

Projectors
Blue Seal Prod. Co., 456 State

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

BIRD BATHS, Lobby
Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Randall Co., A. L., 729 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, Organ

(See Organ Blowers)

BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTERS

American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-
sell St., Detroit, Mich. (See
Adv.)

Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 818 State
Lake Bldg., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv)

Autovent Fan & Blower Co., 730
W. Monroe St., Chicago. 111.

Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Daven-
port St., Omaha, Neb. (See
Adv.)

PROJECTION ACCESSORIES
Hulett Adjustable Reel Alarm

Simplex Oil Pan
Simplex Framing Light

Lamp House Light

Projector Light

May we send you literature ?

E. W. HULETT MFG. CO.
1772-74 Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

Oarage Fan Co., Porter and
North Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Garden City Fan Co., 322 So.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ilg Electric Ventilating Co.,

2850 N. Crawford Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Richmond Engineering Co., 940
Brook Ave., Richmond, Va.

Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,

1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park,
Boston, Mass.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo. (See Adv.)

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

BOARDS, Program
Braxton Frame Co., Inc., 3 E.

12th St., N. Y. City.
Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412

Orleans St., Chicago, 111.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.

Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

BOLTS, Panic Door
Corbin, P. & F., 323 W. Ran-

dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain, Conn.

Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Steffens-Amberg Co., 260 Morris
Ave., Newark, N. J.

BOOKKEEPING SYS-
TEMS, Theatre

(See Accounting Systems,
Theatre)

BOOKING AGENTS
(See Vaudeville Agencies)

BOOTHS, Projection

Fulton & Co.. E. E., 3208 Car-
roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

Johns-Manville Co., E. 41st St.,

N. Y. City.
Kcasby & Mattson, Ambler, Pa.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating

Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati. Ohio. (See Adv.)
Shallow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd

St., N. Y. City.

BOOTHS, Ticket
Braxton Frame Co., Inc., 3 E.

12th St., N. Y. City.
Froehlich Cabinet Works. Jacob

Whitlock & Leggett Aves.,
N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.

Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadwav, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Lobby Display Frame Corp.,
723 -7th Ave., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

Markcndorff, S., 159 W. 23rd
St., N. Y. City.

Menger. Ring & Weinstein, Inc.,

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
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Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

Inc., 845 S. Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
National Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Stanley Frame Co., 727 Seventh

Ave., N. Y. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City.
Superior Frame Co., Inc., 723

Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

BOX OFFICE
STATEMENTS

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.,
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

BOXES, Ticket

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.,
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Bilt Rite Mfg. Co., 225 N. Green

St., Chicago, 111.

Braxton Frame Co., Inc., 3 E.
12th St., N. Y. City.

Clark Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

(See Adv.)
Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Lobby Display Frame Corp.,

723 - 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Markendorff, S., 159 W. 23rd

St., N. Y. City.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Stanley Frame Co., Inc., 727

Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Superior Frame Co., Inc., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

BRASS FIXTURES
Angert Mfg. Co., 137 W. Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Brass & Bronze Specialty Co.,

Inc., 340 Jackson Ave., N. Y.
City.

Caldwell & Co., Inc., E. F., 36
W. 15th St., N. Y. City.

Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., 524 S.

Racine Ave., Chicago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
New Star Brass & Bronze
Works, 251 Fourth Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Southern Brass Mfg. & Plating
Co., 6614 Harrisburg Blvd.,
Houston, Texas.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

BRASS GRILLES
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,

4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.,

U. T., 80 Lafavette St., N. Y.
City.

Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., J. R.,

63 W. 36th St., N. Y. City.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F. P.,

2340 Clvbourn Ave., Chicago,
111.

Southern Brass Mfg. & Plating
Co., 6614 Harrisburg Blvd.,
Houston, Texas.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435
Austin PI., N. Y. City.

Tvler Co., W. S., Cleveland,
Ohio.

BRASS RAILS
Brasco Mfg. Co., 5025 Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Daunt & Co., Wm. A., 110 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mirigold Brass Co., 591 E. Tre-
mont Ave., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17

N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Western Brass Mfg. Works,
Marshall Blvd. & 21st St.,

Chicago, 111.

BROKERS, Play
Celebrated Authors Society, Ltd.,

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Forrest, Mary, 145 W. 41st St.,

N. Y. City.
Wall, Margaret V., 80 Longacre

Bldg., N. Y. City.

BROKERS, Theatre
(See Theatre Brokers)

BRONZE AND IRON
WORKS

Caldwell & Co., Inc., E. F., 36
W. 15th St., N. Y. City.

Chicago Architectural Bronze
Co., 4740 N. Clark St.,

Chicago, 111.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F. P.,

2340 Clybourn Ave., Chicago,
111.

Southern Brass Mfg. & Plating
Co., 6614 Harrisburg Blvd.,
Houston, Texas.

Williams, Inc., John, 556 W. 27th
St., N. Y. City.

BRUSHES, Bill Poster
General Outdoor Advertising

Co., 550 W. 57th St., N. Y.
City.

Grumbacher, M., 160 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

BRUSHES, Carbon
Carbon & Graphite Products Co.,

98 Park PL, N. Y. City.

Hertner Electric Co., 1900 W.
112th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

Jeandron, W. J. 345 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Phellis & Co., Inc., Chas. W., 130
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Reisinger, Hugo, 11 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

BRUSHES, Screen
American Silversheet Co., 915
Wash St., St. Louis, Mo. (See

Adv.)

BUBBLER FOUNTAIN
Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. City.

BULLETIN BOARDS,
Changeable

Clark Mfg. Co., R. W., 1774 Wil-
son Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Liberty Mfg. Co., 101 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Lobby Display Frame Corp.,
723 -7th Ave., N. Y. City.

(See Arv.)
Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Opalume Sign Svstem, Box 288,

Battle Creek, Mich.

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W.
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Stanley Frame Co., 727 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago.
111.

BURNERS, Acetylene

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Kirschberger & Co., Inc., M.,
1425 37th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

BUZZERS
(See Telephones, Inter-Com-

municating)

CABINETS, Film

American Film-Safe Corp., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md. (See Adv.)

Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas, Texas.

Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.

Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.

Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Car-
roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
Street, N. Y. City.

BUILT BY RAPP & RAPP

Equipped By Newman
ORIENTAL THEATRE, CHICAGO-
NORSHORE THEATRE, CHICAGO-
NEW PALACE THEATRE, CHICAGO-
CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO-
TIVOLI THEATRE, CHICAGO-
UPTOWN THEATRE, CHICAGO—
B. F. KEITH THEATRE, CLEVELAND-
GRAND & 6th THEATRE, MILWAUKEE-
SHEAS THEATRE, BUFFALO—

C^

t£1V>J&KEl

-
Itas trUoiLgL

VELOUR ROPES, MARQUISE, HARDWARE,
METAL DOORS, BOOTHS, TICKET CHOPPERS,
LOBBY FRAMES AND LIGHTING FIXTURES.

Send for our latest catalog

With reference to the many orders for ornamental and architectural

brass, bronze and metal work executed by you on buildings which we have
designed, we wish you to know that your work has been very satisfactory

and we do not hesitate to recommend you to any of our clients for any
work that may come up in the future. —C. W. & GEO. L. RAPP

Newman Fixtures are sold by all good equipment dealers

The Newman Mfg. Co.
412 Elm St., Cincinnati Branch: Chicago
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A Constant Attraction
—the A.M. P. MARQUISE

EVERY day of the 365, A. M. P. Marquise are benefiting

hundreds of theatres throughout the country. The beauty

and utility of this architectural feature make it a powerful

attraction for patronage at negligible cost. As a permanent

attention getter and advertising medium it is without equal.

No theatre is so plain or so ornate but that it will look more

attractive with an appropriate A. M. P. Marquise over its

entrance.

We specialize in designing and building fine

Marquise. Write us for the advantages of an
A.M. P. Marquise for your theatre.

Architectural Metal Products, inc.

formerly The ProBert Sheet Metal Co.

MARQUISE :. •• • - METAL COVERED DOORS

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

CABINETS, Sanitary

Device
(See Vending Machines)

CABINETS, Switchboard
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.

144th St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mutual Elec. & Machine Co.,

7610 Jos. Campau Ave., De-
troit, Mich.

CABINETS, Towel
Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th

St., Allentown, Pa.
Huntington Labs., Inc., 913 E.

Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc..

Rochester, N. Y.
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,

435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.
Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main

St., St. Louis, Mo.

CALL SYSTEMS
Couch Co., Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.

E-J Electric Installation Co., 155
E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ostrander & Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Partrick & Wilkins Co., 51 N.
7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Signal Engineering and Mfg.
Co., 531 Canal St., N. Y. City.

CAMERA SUPPLIES
(See Cameras, Motion Picture)

CAMERAS,
Motion Picture

Akeley Camera, Inc., 244 W.
50th St., N. Y. City.

Bass Camera Co., 109 No. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

I)e Vry Corp., The, 1111 Center
St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Gennert Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Mitchell Camera Corp., 6025
Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-
wood, Calif.

N. Y. Institute of Photographv,
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. City.

Universal Camera Co., 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

Wilart Camera Co., New Ro-
chelle, N. Y.

Willoughby Inc., Chas. G., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

CAMERAS, Ultra Speed.

Motion Picture
Bass Camera Co., 109 No. Dear-

born St., Chicago, III. (See
Adv.)

Increase Attendance—Make Bigger Profits
Take Your Own MoviesThis EasyWay

ONLY $150.00 SOLD ONJ?
EASY TERMS

READ WHAT THESE ENTHUSI-
ASTIC USERS SAY

"The De Vry nearly paid for itself with the

first job."

"Away ahead of any other camera on the mar-
ket."

"Made an instant hit with me."
"We want to compliment your firm on building

such a wonderful little machine. In no case did

we use artificial light and the pictures certainly

speak well for the Dc Vry."
"Entirely satisfactory. Pictures measure up with

professional movies."

Now you can take your own movies of local events. Let your
patrons be the stars. They would rather see themselves on the screen

than the best star in filmdom. With the De Vry Standard Automatic
Movie Camera it's as easy as A B C. Any amateur can take PER-
FECT MOVIES. Just point the camera at the subject—press the

button and you're taking movies.

USES STANDARD FILM
Remember the De Vry is the only automatic movie camera on the

market selling for less than $300.00 that uses Standard Film—the

kind you use in your projector. Easily loaded in daylight—has three-

view finders. No tripod is needed. You can "shoot" from any

position.

BIGGER HOUSES -STEADY PROFITS
You can fill your house every night by showing pictures of your

townspeople. Local news scenes with familiar faces will be a great-

er drawing card than the feature picture.

THE DE VRY CAMERA PAYS FOR ITSELF

The De Vry will soon pay for itself in increased attendance. The

first 500 extra admissions will do the trick. Only $150.00 buys a

De Vry. And it's sold on easy terms everywhere. Write or wire

todav for more details about this startling new standard film movie

camera that pays for itself before you pay for it.

THE DE VRY CORPORATION
1111 Center Street DePt. 12-z Chicago, Illinois
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Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Willoughby Inc, Chas. G., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

CAMERAMEN'S
SCHOOLS

New York Institute of Photog-
raphy, 141 W. 36th St., N. Y.
City.

CAMERAMEN'S TEXT-
BOOKS

Falk Publishing Co., 141 W. 36th
St., N. Y. City.

CANOPIES
Architectural Metal Products,

Inc., Covington, Ky. (See
Adv.)

Bronx Window Shade & Awning
Co., 372 E. 162nd St., N. Y.
City.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Edwards Mfg. Co., 5th and Cul-
ver Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 7th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,

36th Ave. and Burnham St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating

Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City.
Tucker Duck & Rubber Co., 515

Garrison Ave., Fort Smith,
Ark.

CANS, Film

American Can Co., 120 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Bass Camera Co., 109 No. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Gotham Can Co., 57 Eagle St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Los Angeles Can Co., Los An-

geles, Cal.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating

Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

Pausin Engineering Co., 727
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

Russakov Can Co., 940 W. Chi-
cago Ave., Chicago, 111.

CAPS, Color and Shade

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 W.
Ohio St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Rosco Laboratories. 131 Third
Place, So., Brooklvn, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

BASS
New

Automatic
Hand Held

ISO

OFFERS THE
STARTLING

DeVry
Movie
Camera

iso00

Standard -

MOVIE CAMERA
"The missing link," for cameramen. No tripod.TNo cranking. Just press the button, aim
the DeVry at the picture you want and a professional, picture is yours.

WHAT A WONDERFUL
Innovation made by the DeVry; the master
builder of motion picture apparatus. Bass
with a reputation of 1 7 years for fair deal-
ing has made arrangements to furnish a
complete DeVry outfit at an astonishing
offer.

FREE OFFER
Bass will furnish a Milner Cinemeter for
Motion Picture exposure, also Complete
Text Book with each outfit.

Write for the Big Book of Facts and the
truth about motion pictures.

ORDER YOURS ON A MONEY
RACK RASIS

The DeVry weighs 9 lbs. Takes 100 ft. of

daylight loading standard theatrical size

motion picture film. The lens is sharp

cutting F:3.5 Anastigmat. One direct

finder, one indirect and one reflecting and

focusing device is furnished.

Price ready to use. $150.00. Solid leathe?

carrying case $15.00. 100 ft. daylight load-

ing film, $6.00. Catalog Free.

BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
109 North Dearborn Street Chicago, 111.

WE ERECT OUR MARQUISE AND SIGNS ANYWHERE

Estimates

and

Sketches

Furnished

Catalogue

Mailed

Upon

Request

OFFICE

1600 Broadway, New York

Phone: Chickering 0892

IDEAL SIGN CO., INC.
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

MARQUISE AND ELECTRIC SIGNS

FACTORY

147-155 7th St, Brooklyn

Phone: South 210C
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CARBIDE, Calcium
Air Reduction Sales Co., 342

.Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
National Carbide Sales Corp.,

"342 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Union Carbide Sales Co., 30 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

CARBON SAVERS
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Blue Seal Prod. Co., 456 State

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Warren Products, Inc., 265
Canal St., N. Y. City.

CARBON
SHARPENERS

(See Sharpeners, Carbon)

CARBONS, Projector
Arco Electric Co., 112 W. 42nd

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Felder Sales Co., M. G., 1560
Broadway, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

National Carbon Co., Inc., Car-
bon Sales Division, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Phellis Co., Inc., Chas. W., 130
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Reisinger, Hugo, 11 Broadwav.
N. Y. City.

Speer Carbon Co., St. Mary's, Pa.
Warren Products, Inc., 265

Canal St., N. Y. City.

CARD SYSTEMS
Acme Card System Co., 116 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kardex-Rand Co., Inc., N. Tona-
wanda, N. Y.

CARDBOARD, Sign
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

National Card Mat & Board Co.,

4318 Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.

Pace Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., N. Y. City.

Runey Show Print Co., Runey
BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

CARNIVAL GOODS
(See also Advertising Novelties)
Dennison Mfg. Co., Framing-
ham, Mass.

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

CARPET CLEANING
COMPOUNDS

Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.

Bishop, Barry N., 405 Lexington
Ave., N. Y. City.

Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.

Campbell Carpet Cleaning Co.,
Inc., A. B., 612 E. 15th St.,

N. Y. City.
Electric Rotary Machine Co.,
Grand Central Terminal, N.
Y. City.

CARPET COVERING
Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park

St., St. Paul, Minn.
Greater N. Y. Export House,

Inc., 820 Eighth Ave., N. Y.
City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

CARPET CUSHION
Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park

St., St. Paul, Minn.
Clinton Carpet Co., 130 N. Wells

St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Fee & McQuillan, Inc., 215 E.

34th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Greater N. Y. Export House,
Inc., 820 Eighth Ave., N. Y.
City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

CARPET LINING
(See Carpet Cushion)

CARPETS AND RUGS
Aladdin Rug & Carpet Champoo

Co., Scarsdale, N. Y.
American Rug Co., 43 E. 84th

St., N. Y. City.

Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Co.,
385 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.

Fee & McQuillan, Inc., 215 E.
34th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Finck Co., Inc., S.. 177 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Greater N. Y. Export House,
Inc., 820 Eighth Ave., N. Y.

Klearflax Linen Looms, Inc.,

Duluth, Minn.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State & Mad-

ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc., Am-
sterdam, N. Y.

Persian Products Co., 225 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Stern Bros., 41 W. 42nd St., N.
Y. City.

CARTOONS, Advertising
Bush Cartoon Service, M. S., 52
W. Chippewa St., Buffalo,
X. Y.

Lochren Film & Slide Co., W.
A., 706 Film Exchange BIdg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

CASES, Film Shipping
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Neumade Products Corp., 249 W.
47th St., N. Y. City.

Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Willoughby Inc., Chas. G., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

CASHIERS, Automatic
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

Hoefer Change-Maker Co., 3700
E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Lightning Coin Changer Co., 301
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

KNOWN WHEREVER
PICTURESARESHOWN

ALL STYLES, ALL SIZES, ALL WARRANTED
TO MEET EVERY OPERATING CONDITION,

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, ANY PLACE

BETTER CARBONS INSURE BETTER PROJECTION
Insist on "BIO"

STANDARD PROJECTION LAMPS MIRROR REFLECTOR ARCS
HIGH INTENSITY ARCS SPOT LIGHTS and All Other Lamps

M. G. FELDER SALES CO.
1560 BROADWAY DISTRIBUTORS

(FREE SAMPLES UPON REQUEST)
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CASTING OFFICES
Cosmopolitan Casting Service,

1505 N. Western St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Metropolitan Casting Offices,

140 W. 44th St., N. Y. City,
O'Reilly, J. Francis, 151 W. 46th

St., N. Y. City.
Screen Service, 322 S. Broad-
way, Los Angeles, Calif.

Small, Edward, 6912 Hollywood
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Standard Casting Directory,
1650 Broadway, N. Y.

CEILING, Metallic

Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th

Ave. & Burnham St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

CEMENT, Film
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave.. L. I. Citv,
N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Fulton & Co., E. E.. 3208 Car-
roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hewes & Co., 47 Meserole St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
International Projector Corp.,
Acme Division. 1130 W.
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

Rotnacker Film Mfg. Co., 1339
Diversey Pkwy., Chicago, 111.

Technical Color & Chem. Works,
523 Third Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Weldon Film Cement Co., 301
Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis,
Minn.

CHAIR COVERS, Theatre
(See Covers, Theatre Seat)

CHAIRS, Rattan, Reed
and U Mow

Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Demarest Inc., Chas. H., 227
Water St., N. Y. City.

Ficks Reed Co., 424 Findlay St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)

Jayson Co. Inc., The, 217 Mer-
cer St., N. Y. City.

Karpen & Bros., Ill W. 37th
St., N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

National Rattan & Willow Co.,
1 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Universal Willow & Reed Ware
Co., Vernon & Nott Ave., L.
I. City, N. Y.

CHAIRS, Theatre
(See Seats, Theatre)

CHANDELIERS, Crystal

Pearlman, Victor S., 533 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Rialto Import Co., 114 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Shapiro & Aronson, Inc., 20
Warren St., N. Y. City.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,

Watertown, Wis.
Hoefer Change Maker Co., 3700

E. 12th St.. Kansas City, Mo.
Lightning Coin Changer Co., 301
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

CHANGE-OVER
DEVICES

(See Automatic Change-Over)

CHECKS, Door and Spring
Corbin, P. & F., 323 W. Ran-

dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Norton Door Closer Co., 41 War-
ren St., N. Y. City.

Pearl & Sons Co., Henry, 42
Murray St.. N. Y. City.

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain, Conn.

Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Triangle Door Check Co., 39
Lafayette St., N. Y. City.

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., Stam-
ford, Conn.

Your Theatre can profit most by using

OUR CARPET SERVICE
CARPETS, RUGS, LINOLEUM
OZITE CARPET CUSHIONS

Our force of skilled workmen assure you a first-class

installation

fee & Mcquillan, inc.
215 East 34th Street New York City

Phone Ashland 3488-3489

GET OUR LATE BOOKLET

CARBONS
Are Known Wherever Pictures Are Shown

For Standard Projection Lamps
Mirror Reflector Arcs
High Intensity Arcs

Spot Lights and all other Lamps

Arco Ulectric Co., Sole Importers
112 West 42nd St., New York
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CHEMICALS,
Air Purifying

Best Chemical Co., 833 North
17th St. Allentown, Pa.

Huntington Labs., Inc., 913 E.

Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.

Nichols Mfg. Co., R. H., 38 17th
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Technical Color & Chem. Works,
523 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.

CHEMICALS,
Photographic

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.

Dupont & De Nemours Co., Par-
lin, N. J.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Empire Chemical Co., 230 Mor-
gan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gennert Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

CHEWING-GUM
REMOVER

Pyrene Mfg. Co., 560 Belmont
Ave., Newark, N. J.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Rosco Laboratories, 131 Third

Place So., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

L. I. City, N. Y.

CHOPPERS, Ticket

(See Ticket Choppers and
Racks)

CLAMPS, Carbon
Baird Co., C. R., 2 E. 23rd St.,

N. Y. City.
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)

CLEANERS, Film
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bennett, Geo. H., Argentine Sta.,

Kansas City, Kan.
Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.

Dura Film Protector Co., Inc.,

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.

A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Neumade Products Corp., 249 W.
47th St., N. Y. City.

Stewart-Teitel Film Process,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

CLEANERS, Vacuum
(See Vacuum Cleaners)

CLOCKS, Advertising and
Screen

Luxe Clock & Mfg. Co., 1101
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Seth Thomas Clock Co., 19 W.
44th St., N. Y. City.

Sterling Electric Clock Co., 30
Irving Place, N. Y. City.

Western Clock Mfg. Co., 107
Lafayette St., N. Y. City.

CLOTH, Poster
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

COIN BAGS
Federal Bag Co., 3500 S. Mor-
gan St., Chicago, 111.

Tucker Duck & Rubber Co., 515
Garrison Ave., Fort Smith,
Ark.

COIN COUNTING,
Assorting and Wrapping

Machines
Abbott Coin Counter Co., 143rd

St. & Wales Ave., N. Y. City.

COLOR HOODS
Betts, Inc., Jas. H., 1391 Sedg-
wick Ave., N. Y. City.

Betts & Betts Corp., 645 W.
43rd St., N. Y. City.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City.

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 W. Con-
gress St., Chicago, 111.

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

COLOR WHEELS
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., 321 W.
50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Mestrum, Henrv, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Newton, Chas. J., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City.

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.

COLORED LAMPS,
Etched

Crown Coloring & Chemical Co.,

1991 Broadway, N. Y. City.
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Jacob Froehlich Cabinet Works
ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORKERS

WHITLOCK and LEGGETT AVES., N. Y. CITY
TELEPHONE DAYTON 5703-5704

Manufactured and erected the Woodwork
for the Paramount Theatre, ISJetv York City

S O M"E O T H
NEW ACADEMY OF MUSIC
THEATRE
KEITH'S NEW THEATRE -

PROCTOR'S THEATRE
CAPITAL THEATRE -

TILYOU THEATRE
THEATRE GUILD -

EMBASSY THEATRE -

KEITH-ALBEE THEATRE -

COLONY THEATRE
FOX THEATRE
HIPPODROME -

TIVOLI THEATRE -

ER RECENT 7*^WORKS
14th Street, N. Y. City

- - - Great Kills, Staten Island, N. Y.
- - - - Columbus, Ohio

- Schenectady, N. Y.

Portchester, N. Y.
- - - Coney Island, N. Y.

New York City

Broadway & 46th St., N. Y.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
- - - New York City

- - - - Philadelphia, Pa.

New York City
- - - - Washington, D. C.
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Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., 321 W.
50th St., N. Y. City (See Adv.)

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Technical Color & Chem. Works,
523 Thkd Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.

COLORED MOTION
PICTURES

Handshiegl Color Process Corp.,
1040 McCadden Place, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Kelly Color Laboratories, Fort
Lee, N. J.

Prizma, Inc., 3191 Boulevard,
Jersey City, N. J.

Technicolor Motion Picture
Corp., 120 Brookline Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

COLORING,
Incandescent Lamp
(See Lamp Dip Coloring)

COMPENSATORS,
Current

(See Transformers, Alternative
Current)

CONDENSER LENSES
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653

St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Beseler & Co., Chas., 131 E. 23rd
St., N. Y. City.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

Mich. (See Adv.)
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.

Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Jones-Hewett Optical Co., 2 Gor-
don St., Boston, Mass.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., 321 W.
50th St., N. Y. City (See Adv.)

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Lancaster Lens Co., 220 W.
Main St., Lancaster, Ohio.

Major & Co., M., 303 Fourth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Motion Picture Service Co., 417
W. 44th St.. N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

CONDUITS
Barnard & Co., B. S., 31 Union

Sq., N. Y. City.
Consolidated Telegraph & Elect.

Subway, 54 Lafayette St., N.
Y. City.

E-J Electric Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS, Theatre

American Face Brick Assn., 110
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

American Terra Cotta & Ce-
ramic Co., Chicago, 111.

Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 350
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Atlas Portland Cement Co., 30
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Benedict Stone Corp., 35 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City.

Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio.
Carey Co., Philip, Lockland,

Ohio.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Common Brick Mfg. Ass'n of
America, 2121 Guarantee Title

Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's

Ass'n, 360 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Midland Terra Cotta Co., 105 W.
Monroe St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

CONSTRUCTION,

Theatre

Elvin Co., R. C, 852 Plymouth
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Fleishman Construction Co.,

531 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Fuller & Co., G. A., 175 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Gescheidt Co., Inc., J., 142 E.
43rd St., N. Y. Citv.

Hall Co. Inc., R. E., Times An-
nex Bldg, N. Y. City.

Jardin Co., 507 5th Ave., N. Y.
City.

McClintic, Marshall Co., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Pierce Elec. Co., 215 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Thompson-Starrett Co., 250
Park Ave., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

CONTROLS, Automatic

Curtain
(See Temperature Regulation

Systems)

CONTROLS, Automatic

Temperature
(See Automatic Temperature

Control)

CONTROLS, Automatic
Arc

(See Arc Feeds, Automatic)

CONVERTERS, Electric

Hertner Electric Co., 1900 W.
112th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

71

International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Liberty Elec. Co., Stamford,

Conn. (See Adv.)
Samuels Stabilarc Co., Hun-

sicker Bldg., Allentown, Pa.
(See Adv.)

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

COOLING SYSTEMS,

Theatre

(See Air Conditioning Equip-

ment and Heating and Venti-

lating Equipment)

COOLING TOWERS
(For Theatre Cooling Systems)

Burhorn Co., Edwin, 25 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Cooling Tower Co., The, 15 John
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Hart, Jr., & Co., B. Franklin,
15 Park Row, N. Y. City.

HRPTNF.P/

Is essential to good projection.

Eliminates the flicker and
fluctuation. Steady—quiet—
reliable—economical on current.

Manufactured in both Series and Multiple Types.

Used the world over.

'If you show Pictures you need the

Transverter"

1900 W. 112th STREET CLEVELAND. OHIO
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CORNICES
Bleyer & Son, C, 315 W. 143rd

St., N. Y. City.

( diisolidated Sheet Metal Works,
G61 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Denver Terra Cotta Co., W.
First Ave., Denver, Colo.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. & Burnham St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Mucschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 East 5th St., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

COSTUMES, Theatrical

(See also Uniforms)

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., High-
land St., cor. Dorchester Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Brooks Theatrical Costumers,
1439 Broadway, N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Chicago Costume Works, 116 N.

Franklin St.. Chicago, 111.

Chicago Theatrical Costume Co.,

24 W. Washington St., Chica-
go, 111.

Miller-Costumier, 236 S. 11th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Oriental Costume Co., 6223 San-
ta Monica Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal.

Tarn's, 318 W. 46th St., N. Y.
City.

Western Costume Co., 935 S.

Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

COVERS, Theatre

Seat

Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Nu-Tex Fabrics Co., 526 Broad-
way, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Textile Specialties Co., Pioneer
& Broadwav, Cincinnati, Ohio
(See Adv.)

COVERS, Program

Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

CUPS, Sanitary Individual

American Paper Goods Co., Ken-
sington, Conn.

Best Chemical Co.. 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.

Boston Drinking Cup Co., 1000
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Individual Drinking Cup Co.,
Inc., Easton, Pa.

Lily Cup Co., 120 Broadway, N.
Y. City.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Tulip Cup Corp., 220 Fifth Ave.,

N. Y. City.

U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

A

remarkable
box office.

How Vallen

Quiet Curtain Control

Increases Business
Think over the difference betwen un-
usually successful theatres and the "grub-
bing along" kind.

You will see that it

is the refinement of

detail that counts.

Add a scrim cur-

tain to your screen,

put in other cur-

tains and have
them quietly pulled

open and closed by
unseen forces. The
proven effect on
your audiences is

and also upon your

Send for the Vallen Quiet Book

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.
225 Bluff St., Akron, Ohio

REMOTE ELECTRIC
CURTAIN CDNTRDL

EQUIPMENT

E. J. VALLEN

WHY VALLEN EQUIP-
MENT IS BEST

Mr Vallen is

( e r d cd
ti nh the ulti-
mate service
<if ills prod-
UCI To I" '

ter this be
h:is t .HI 1 1 .1

special fac-
tory for Val-
h n Curl Bin
' ontrol ma-
chinery :i D '1

his
i ime ''i' Irelj

In tliis work.
Such cfTnrl

creates lead-
ership.

CURTAIN MACHINES,
Automatic

Automatic Devices Co., Hun-
sicker Bldg., Allentown, Pa.
(See Adv.)

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland
& Dorchester Aves., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Clark Inc., Peter, 534 West 30th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Grinnell Co., Inc., 260 W. Ex-
change St., Providence, R. I.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., Thi d

St., Aurora. 111.

Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue C,

Newark, N. J.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio. (See Adv.)
Vallen Electrical Co., E. J., 225

Bluff St., Akron, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.

CURTAIN TRACKS
(See also Curtain Machines, Au-

tomatic)

Automatic Devices Co., Hun-
sicker Bldg., Allentown, Pa.

(See Adv.)
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland
and Dorchester Aves., Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 West
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Clark, Inc., Peter, 534 West 30th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.
Lee Lash Studios, Mt. Vernon,

N. Y.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17

N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.

(See Adv.)
Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435

Austin Place, N. Y. City.

Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Vallen Electrical Co., E. J., 225
Bluff St., Akron, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc..

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

CURTAINS, Fireproof

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., High-
land & Dorchester Aves., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Central Asbestos & Magnesia
Co., Chicago, 111.

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Clark Inc.. Peter, 531 W. 30th

SI.. N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Johns-Manville Co.. Madison

Ave. & 41st St., N. Y. City.

Kahn Scenic Studios. Theodore,
155 W. 29th St., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Keasby & Mattson, Ambler, Pa.

Kuhn Studios, Inc.. Louis, 105

W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.

Lee Lash Studios, Mt. Vern n,

N. Y.
Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-

ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugatirg
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 226 W.
47th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

X. Y. Studios, 328 W. 39th St.,

N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio. (See Adv.)
Twin City Scenic Co., 2819

Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.

CURTAINS, Sound-proof

Clark, Inc., Peter, 534 West 30th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

CURTAINS, Velour and
Velvet

(See also Curtains, Fireproof)

American Art Curtain Works,
62 E. 12th St., N. Y. City.

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland
& Dorchester Aves., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Kassel Studios, 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia Tapestry Mills, Al-
legheny Ave. & Front St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17

N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago.
111.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
(See Adv.)

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

CUT OUTS, Advertising

(See also Posters, Advertising)

Advertisers Art Sculpture
Works, 47 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
City.

Goes Lithographing Co., 47 War-
ren St., N. Y. City.

Kahn Scenic Studios. Theodore.
155 W. 29th St., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Llovd's Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
7th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

National Card, Mat & Board
Co., 4318 Carroll Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Reliable Poster Mfg. Co., 419 W.
(•.1st St., Chicago, 111.

CUTTING ROOMS, Public

Film

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., L. I.

City, N. Y.
Miles, Joseph R., 130 W. 46th

St., N. Y. City.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS

1439 Broadway \T V
Tel. 5580 Pen. ll. I .
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Order Now

Perfect-fit Theatre Chair Covers
Instantly Transform Your
Theatre Interior Without
Prohibitive Cost.

Prices and Samples Without Obligation

REFRESHING BREEZY

CLEAN AND ATTRACTIVE

Manufactured to Fit Perfectly

the Various Sizes of Chairs In-

stalled M No Slouchy Bagging
& A Quality Product & &

Prepare for

HOT WEATHER BUSINESS

alfie,
Q>.

PIONEER AND BROADWAY

CINCINNATI, OHIO

REPRESENTATION IN ALL STATES

Two of our Ornamental Cooling Towers on the Paramount Theatre

Ornamental Cooling Towers
for the Paramount Theatre

Like all modern theatres the new Paramount has air

conditioning equipment. The successful operation of

such equipment depends partly on a plentiful supply of

cooling water. On the roof of the Paramount Theatre
you will find two of our Ornamental Cooling Towers
used for cooling the circulating water for the con-
densers.

Although we build our towers to resist even the de-

structive force of a Florida hurricane (one of our
towers on a St. Petersburg, Fla., theatre came through
the storm without a bit of damage), we design them to

harmonize with the architectural details, as the photo-
graph shows.
Other theatre installations include : the Rivoli and

Rialto Theatres, New York City; the Howard and
Keith Theatres, Atlanta, Ga. ; Missouri Theatre, St.

Louis, Mo.; Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas; Saenger
Theatre, Mobile, Ala.

Send for your copy

of "Water Cooling
Equipment for

Theatres"

The Cooling Tower Co., Inc. /

15 John St., New York

Gentlemen:

Please send us a copy of your bulletin,

"Water Cooling Equipment for Theatres."

Name

Firm

Address
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IMPORTERS and DISTRIBUTORS
TO THE TRADE

Decorative Objects

SPANISH JARS

SPANISH and ITALIAN FURNITURE
WROUGHT IRON and POTTERY

Modern and Antique

FRENCH FURNITURE and TAPESTRIES

MARBLE and BRONZE STATUARY

PEDESTALS and LAMPS

Imported Hand Carved Ship Models

SPANISH TILE TABLES

Ferdinand Bing & Co's.
Successors, Inc.

Paris 67 Irving Place Madrid
Florence NEW YORK Damascus

ij'» i 1 1 l II .1.1 .1 1 .1 .l.l.l.l.U.1,1 .1 1 l i t II l ll.T l.ll.l l.l.l.l.l.l.T.l.t.l.f.l l.l.l.l. r .' . l .T . l .T.l.MJ.I.'.l.M.M.M.'. l .'.I.'.l.'.L'.L'.ll'.CaZ

DATE STRIPS
Exhibitors Printing Service, 711

S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, O. (See Adv.)

Moving Picture Adv. Co., 1208
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

DAYLIGHT CAMERA
LOADERS

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PI., N: Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Universal Camera Co., 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

DECORATIONS, Artifi-

cial Flower
(See Artificial Flowers)

DECORATIONS, Stage
(See also Decorations, Theatre

Interior)

Angelo Studios, Michel, 212 E.
Superior St., Chicago, III.

(See Adv.)
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Dorches-

ter and Highland Aves., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Dennison Mfg. Co., Framing-
ham, Mass.

Kahn Scenic Studios, Theodore,
155 W. 29th St., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)

December 2 5, 1926

Kuhn Studios Inc., Louis, 105 W.
63rd St., N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

New York Decorating Co., 102
Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 226 W.
47th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
(See Adv.)

Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DECORATIONS, Theatre

Interior

Art Fontaine Exposition Co.,

107% N. Main St., Los An-
geles, Cal.

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PI., N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Bodine-Spanjer Co., 1160 Chat-
ham Court, Chicago, 111.

Bristol & Barber Co., Inc., 3 E.
14th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

Eckart Studios, Inc., Wm., 1440
Broadway, N. Y. City.

General Flower & Decorating
Co., 311 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City (See Adv.)

Gibelli & Co., 1322 Vine St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Interior Decorating Co., Archer

Ave., Chicago, 111.

(Listing continued)

PICTURE SETTINGS
Either Painted or Fabric

JUNIOR D. K. AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN MACHINE

Low Price — Fool-Proof

TIFFIN SCENIC STUDIOS HARDWOOD
NOISELESS CURTAIN TRACKS

COMPLETE LINE OF DRAPERIES FOR
YOUR STAGE AND AUDITORIUM

IPFllN^
^llScenicStudios

TIFFIN.OHIO
ietlb fur IL.it.'ilitQiir
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Decor ato rs
—THEATRES ONLY—

"Doing Things Worth While"

Michel Angelo Studios
INCORPORATED

212 EAST SUPERIOR STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ARTISTIC COLOR SCHEMES
FASCINATING AND PLEASING

UNUSUAL COLORFUL IDEAS— SKILLFUL EXECUTION

Decorations and Furniture

CAPITOL CHICAGO
PALACE GARY
OLYMPIA MIAMI
RIVIERA DETROIT
RITZ TULSA
TAMPA TAMPA

FLORIDA
PALACE .

PALACE .

CENTURY
PARKWAY
VALENCIA.
RIVIERA

ST. PETERSBURG
JACKSONVILLE
CANTON
BALTIMORE
BALTIMORE
BALTIMORE
OMAHA

RIVIERA ANNEX, DETROIT
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halm Scenic Studios, Theodore,
155 W. 29th St., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Kuhn Studios, Inc., Louis, 105 W.

63rd St., N. Y. City.

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135

7th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Netschert Inc., Frank, 61 Bar-
clay St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Novelty Scenic Studios, 226 W.
47th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Philadelphia Tapestry Mills, Al-

legheny Ave. & Front St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin

Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17

N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sarsi Studio, 4475 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Vitrolite Co., 133 W. Washing-
ton St., Chicago, 111.

Volland Scenic Studios. Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DECORATORS, Theatre

(See Decorations, Theatre
Interior)

DEODORANTS, Theatre

(See Disinfectants)

DEVELOPING, Film

(See Laboratories)

DIMMERS, Lighting

(See Theatre Dimmers)

DISINFECTANTS AND
SPRAYS

American Standard Mfg. Co.,

2266 Archer Ave., Chicago,
111.

Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.

California Exterminating Co.,

Inc., 373-A W. 125th St., N.
Y. City.

Frank Disinfecting Co., 91
Bleecker St., N. Y. City.

Hewes & Co., 47 Meserole St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,

913 E. Tipton St., Huntington,
Ind.

Ideal Disinfectant Co., 447 9th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Sanitas Disinfecting Co., 33
Keap St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

DISPLAYS, Scenic Lobby
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.

Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Arkay Display Service, 409 Film
Exchange Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Bodine-Spanjer Corp., 1160 Chat-
ham Court, Chicago, 111.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

Kahn Scenic Studios, Theodore,
155 W. 29th St., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 226 W.
47th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Weaver, Jay, 218 W. 48th St.,

N. Y. City.

DOORS, Fireproof

Architectural Metal Products
Inc., Covington, Ky. (See
Adv.)

Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.
Consolidated Sheet Metal Works,

661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co.,
431 Buffalo St., Jamestown,
N. Y.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,

250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave & Burnham St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Missouri Fire Door & Cornice
Co., 907 S. 2nd St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

New York Kalamein Co., 300
Humboldt St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., 3rd
St., Aurora, 111.

St. Louis Fire Door Co., 1134
S. 6th St., St. Louis, Mo.

United Metal Products Co., Can-
ton, Ohio.

DOORS, Rolling Steel

Brodie Co., Wm. H., 38 Park PI.,

N. Y. City.
Kinnear Mfg. Co., 342 Madison

Ave., N. Y. City.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating

Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Obler Engineering Corp., D. M.,
94 E. 10th St., N. Y. City.

DOORS, Safety

(See Doors, Fireproof)

DRAPERIES
(See also Decorations)

Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland
and Dorchester Aves., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Broadway Decorating Studios,
1966 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Flagg Scenic Studios, Fountain
St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Haller & Haller, Terminal Bldg.,
Columbus, Ohio.

Kuhn Studios Inc., Louis, 105 W.
63rd St., N. Y. City.

Lee Lash Studios, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 226 W.
47th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Art Floral Decorations
TRUE TO NATURE

We specialize on

Theatre Decorations

Write for Catalogue or for

Quotations on Special Work

G. REISING & CO.
227 W. Austin Ave. - - Chicago, 111.

Telephone: Superior 2425
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Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17
N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Titus Blatter & Co., 162 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Twin City Scenic Co., 2819 Nicol-
let Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DRAWING MATERIALS
Beling Co., H. M., 25 W. 45th

St., N. Y. City.

Glaser & Son, Julius, 806 Sixth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Riebe & Co., Erwin M., 105 E.
59th St., N. Y. City.

Soltmann Inc., E. G., 202 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Century Brass Works, Inc.,

Belleville, 111.

Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Murdock Mfg. & Supplv Co.,

426 Plum St., Cincinnati. O.
Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago.
111.

Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wheeling Sanitarv Mfg. Co.,
Main & 5th Sts., Wheeling.
W. Va.

MOTION PICTURE XUWS

DROPS, Stage

(See Decorations, Stage)

DRUMS, Drying

Corcoran Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave.. Jersev City, N. J. (See
Adv.)

DRUMMERS'
INSTRUMENTS

Leedy Mfg. Co., Barth Ave.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

DUPLICATING
MACHINES

Argus Mfg. Co., 61 Park PI., N.
Y. City.

Commercial Appliance Co., 419
Broadwav, N. Y. City.

Dick Co., A. B., 395 Broadwav,
N. Y. City.

Multigraph Mfg. Co., 20 Vesev
St., N. Y. City.

Multistamp Co. of N. Y., 29
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Speedograph Duplicator Co., 476
Broadway, N. Y. City.

DYES, Film

American Aniline Products, 45
E. 17th St., N. Y. City.

Burroughs, Wellcome & Co., 9

E. 41st St., N. Y. City.
DuPont Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.,

35 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

N. Y.
Gennert Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

X. Y. City.

Scenery-
Stage Settings
Draperies
By our splendid growth
we have shown our ability

to do that which is wanted
and at prices within the

means of every theatre

owner. Facilities are at

your disposal ; and you
will find the superlative

and unwavering practices

of this company to treat

all customers fairly, serve

them usefully and give

satisfaction, the keynote
of our success.

Novelty Scenic Studios
226 West 47th Street

New York City

Our new studio building nearing completion is at
340 West 41st St.. New York City

DOUBLE YOUR OUTPUT
INSTALL

CORCORAN DOUBLE DRYING DRUMS
The double drum permits the drying of twice the amount of film in the same
space formerly occupied by the single drum at a reasonable additional cost.

\lso builders of the 16 m.m. Film Rack

We are Specialists in

'CORCORAN"

TANKS, RACKS and
WINDING STANDS

......

.

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
Manufacturers and Patentees

Office and Factory

753 Jersey Avenue Jersey City, N. J.
Telephone: Montgomery 238

\. J. CORCORAN. INC.

753 JERSEY \\ EM E

JERSEY CITY. N. J.

Gentlemen:— Kindly send me Price List No. 9

Name

Address
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Signs with a PUNCH!
The brilliantly lighted MILNE-built

signs have the "Punch" that bring peo-

ple to your theatre. Crowds flock to the-

atres with the best lighted exteriors, and

MILNE signs satisfy to the utmost in this

respect.

MILNE signs compel attention! They
are built by men who know theatre re-

quirements. The same skill and knowl-

edge is incorporated in MILNE Change-

able Letter Marquise and Canopies.

Send us the name of your theatre and

let us submit a colored sketch without

obligation to you.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN CO.

189 Fifth St. Milwaukee, Wis.

The Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, the
brightest spot on
"The White Way."

MILNE
SIGNS

Changeable Letter

Marquise or Canopies

EASELS, Picture
Braxton Frame Co., Inc., 3 E.

12th St., N. Y. City.
Markendorff, S., 159 W. 23rd St.,

N. Y. City.
McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Steiner Sons & Co., Wm, 257
W. 17th St., N. Y. City.

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
TESTING INSTRU-

MENTS
General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.
Hallberg, J. H., 445 Riverside

Drive, N. Y. City.
Square D. Co., 6060 Rivard St.,

Detroit, Mich.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See Adv.)
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,
Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

ELECTRIC FANS
General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.
Ilg Electric Ventilating Co.,

2850 N. Crawford Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Robbins & Meyers Co., Spring-
field, Ohio.

Viking Products Corp., 422 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Wagner Electric Corp., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co., 195 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

ELECTRIC FLOWERS
Leistner, Oscar, 319 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Reising & Co., G., 227 W.
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Worcester Artificial Decorative
Plant Co., 194 Front St.,

Worcester, Mass.

ELECTRIC LAMPS
(See Lamps, Mazda)

ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS, Portable

(See Lighting & Power Plants,
Portable)

ELECTRIC SIGNS
A. & W. Elec. Sign Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio.
Brilliant Sign Co., 3531 Wash-

ington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Consolidated Sheet Metal Works,
661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Orleans St., Chicago, 111.

Erikson Elec. Co., L., 6 Port-
land St., Boston, Mass.

Federal Elec. Co., 72 W. Adams
St., Chicago, 111.

Flexlume Corp., 1100 Military
Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.

Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 7th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. (See Adv.)

We built the

Paramount Theatre Electric Signs

also over 100 others for Publix Theatres, 125

for KeitlvAlbee Theatres. We have the

contract for the new Roxy Theatre

WE MANUFACTURE ELECTRIC SIGNS EXCLUSIVELY

NORDEN COMPANY, INC.
132 West 43rd Street New York City
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Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

McLain Inc., Wm. H., 2988
Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.

Major Equipment Co. Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Milne Electric Co., 189 Fifth

St., Milwaukee, Wis. (See
Adv.)

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Norden Co., Inc., 132 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,

Battle Creek, Mich.
Philadelphia Sign Co., 338 N.

Randolph St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Plowman Co., Frank E., Wrig-

ley Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710 Wash-
ington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Sign Krafters, 139 W. 51st St.,
N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS

Alexander Inc., Harry, 20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.

Creco, Inc., 923 Cole Ave., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Crummins Const. Co., 25 Cres-
cent St., L. I. City, N. Y.

Edwards Electrical Construction
Co., 70 E. 45th St., N. Y. City.

E-J Electric Installation Co., 221
W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Lighting Supplies,
216 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles,
Cal.

Fishbach & Moore, Inc., 222 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Fuller & Co., G. A., 175 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Hartmann Electric Co., 1051
Hall PL, Mansfield, O.

Hoffman & Soons, 522 First
Ave., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Master Builders, The, Commerce
Bldg., Erie, Pa.

Pierce Electric Co., 215 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Thompson Starrett Co., 250
Park Ave., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

ELEVATORS
Otis Elevator Co., 11th Ave. and
26th St., N. Y. City.

Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

EMERGENCY LIGHT-
ING PLANTS

Alexander Inc., Harry, 20 West
34th St., N. Y. City.

Crescent Emergency Safety
Light Corp., Berwick, Pa.

E-J Electric Installation Co., 155
E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Motion Picture Service Co., 417
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Universal Motor Co., 15 Ceape
St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

EMPLOYEES' CLOCKS
American Watchman's Clock

Co., 150 Nassau St., N. Y.
City.

Cincinnati Time Recorder Co.,

100 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

International Time Recording
Co., 310 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nas-
sau St., N. Y. City.

Simplex Time Recorder Co.,

Gardner, Mass.

ENGINEERS, Lighting

Alexander Inc., Harry, 20 West
34th St., N. Y. City.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Edison Lamp Works of The Gen-
eral Electric Co., Harrison, N.
J. (See Adv.)

Erickson Electric Co., L., 6
Portland St., Boston, Mass.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

McCleary-Harmon Co,. 2470
Grand River Ave. W., Detroit,
Mich.

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Pierce Elec. Co., 215 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

ENGINEERS, Theatre
Alexander Inc., Harrv, 20 West

34th St., N. Y. City.

Burroughs, H. Robins, 70 E.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Hoffman & Soons, 522 First

Ave., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

ENGINES, Gas and

Gasoline

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Bessemer Gas Engine Co., 50
Church St., N. Y. City.

Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co., 347
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., 900 S
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Foos Gas Engine Co., 309 Lin-
den Ave., Springfield, Ohio.

Homelite Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.

ENGINES, Gasoline,

Portable

Homelite Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.

ENGINES, Steam
American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-

sell St., Detroit, Mich. (See
Adv.)

Ames Pump & Machinery Corp.,
90 West St., N. Y. City.

Beggs & Co., James, 38 Warren
St., N. Y. City.

VIKING •

ILLUMINATED . SIGNS • AND
. REFLECTORS .

WERE INSTALLED THRUOUT THE

(paramount

"M>*r*-

WOMEN'S
ROOM

In price and appearance and lasting qualities
they represent the best that you can buy.

For full information and descriptive literature on the

Paramount installation, sign here

Name

Address
AND MAIL TO

VIKING • PRODUCTS • CORPORATION
422 WEST 42nd STREET - - - NEW YORK CITY

fcistozy

eater

tticffl

system o$

Completely

Controlled
Ventilation

can be tuned to every

degree of temperature

WINTER-SUMMER
SPRING and FALL

iMUutai

»2 g*needed

mail the coupon
o~etthe facts

S-i Date-

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation

190 North State Street

Chicago, Illinois

Give me the facts about Com-
pletely Controlled Ventilation.

Name

Address-

City -State.
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EXHAUST FANS
American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-

sell St., Detroit, Mich. (See

Adv.)

Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 818 State

Lake Bldg., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Autovent Fan & Blower Co.,

730 W. Monroe St., Chicago.

111.

Buffalo Forge Co., 490 Broad-
way, Buffalo, N. Y.

Clarage Fan Co., Porter and
North Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,

Pa.

Garden City Fan Co., 322 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ilg Electric Ventilating Co., 2850
N. Crawford Ave., Chicago,

111.

Revnolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Seymour, James M., 51 Law-
rence St., Newark, N. J.

Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,

1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.

Louis, Mo.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,

Mo. (See Adv.)
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde

Park, Boston, Mass.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

EXIT LIGHT SIGNS
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

Mich. (See Adv.)
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Erickson Electric Co., L., 6

Portland St., Boston, Mass.
Frink Inc., I. P., 239 Tenth

Ave., N. Y. City.
Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Car-

roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc. 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Major Equipment Co. Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)

Pittsburgh Lamp, Brass & Glass
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710 Wash-
ington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Shank Sign Co., E. A., 243 W.
55th St., N. Y. City.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Viking Products Corp., 422 W.
42nd St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

EXPOSURE METERS,
Camera

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

KIT TKi
OOIEST
THEATRE
IN TOWN

JVhen it's 90° in the Shade,
you need HELP.

You need something to keep your house

cool and comfortable—something to hold

business up to the mark.

( )nly one thing will do it—fresh AIR. And lots

of it cool, refreshing breezes that will bring

them back night after night. That's the only

way von can be sure of good profits the whole

summer through. Typhoons prove it in 2,000

other theatres.

Let's show you how easily it's done.

\\ rite n«>w for our Booklet NS-1.

Typhoon Fan Company
345 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.
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Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gennert Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

FAN MAIL ANSWERED
Screen Publicity Service, 5540
Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal.

FANS, Advertising
(See Advertising Novelties)

FANS, Exhaust
(See Exhaust Fans)

FANS, WALL
(See Electric Fans)

FERNERIES
Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PI., N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

General Flower & Decorating
Co., 311 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)

Lewis & Valentine Co., 47 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Reising & Co., G., 227 W.
Austin Ave., Chicago, III. (See
Adv.)

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Treecraft Co., Grand Central
Palace, N. Y. City.

FILM CABINETS
(See Cabinets, Film)

FILM CLEANERS
(See Cleaners, Film)

FILM CLEANING FLUID
Bennett, Geo. H., Argentine Sta-

tion, Kansas City, Kans.
Hewes Laboratories, N. 13th and
Berry Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FILM DISTRIBUTORS
(See Pages 114-115-116.)

FILM NOTCHERS
Pausin Engineering Co., 727

Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark.
N. J.

FILM PACKERS
Llovd's Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.

Massce & Co., Inc., 115 Broad
St., N. Y, City.

FILM PRESERVATION
Cleveland Film Protector Co.,

811 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Rex Film Renovator Co., 73 E.

Naghten St., Columbus, Ohio.
Stewart-Teitel Film Process,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Werner Mfg. Co., .

r)71'.> Gravoia
St.. St. Louis, Mo.

FILM RACKS
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo

St.. Dallas, Tex.
Dow Co., The, 201 N. Buchanan

St., Louisville, Ky.
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Pacific Tank & Pine Co., Equit-
able Bank Bldg., Los Angeles,
Cal.

FILM, Raw, Negative and
Positive

Agfa Film, 6368 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Ansco Photoproducts Co., Inc.,

Binghamton, N. Y.
DuPont Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.,

35 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 W. 45th
St., N. Y. City.

Powers Film Prod., Inc., Roches-
ter, N. Y.

FILM REELS
(See Reels, Film)

FILM SPLICING
MACHINES

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.

Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gennert Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.
Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.

A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Neumade Products Corp., 249 W.
47th St., N. Y. City.

Pausin Engineering Co., 727
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N.J.

Willoughby Inc., Chas. G., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

FILM STORAGE
Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.

Dura Film Protector Co., Inc.,

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Empire Film Vaults, Inc., 723
7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Lloyds Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.

Premier Fireproof Storage Co.,

6372 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.

FILM WAXING
MACHINES

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Neumade Products Corp., 249 W.
47th St., N. Y. City.

Werner Mfg. Co., 5719 Gravois
Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Willoughby Inc., Chas. G., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

FILTER LENS
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653

St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical
Co., 853 Clinton Ave. S., Roch-
ester, N. Y. (See Adv.)

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. Citv.

Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hud-
son Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

FIRE ALARMS
Automatic Fire Alarm Co., 416
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Croker Electric Co., 22 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

Garrison Fire Detecting System,
Inc., 247 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,

250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Ostrander & Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., N. Y. City.

Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co.,

531 Canal St., N. Y. City.

FIRE DOORS
Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.
Gescheidt & Co., Inc., Jacob,

142 E. 43rd St., N. Y. City.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. & Burnham St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., 3rd
St., Aurora, 111.

Richmond Engineering Co., 940
Brook Ave., Richmond, Va.

United Metal Products Co., Can-
ton, Ohio.

Westergren Inc., M. F., 213 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
American Chemical Co., Leban-

on, Pa.
American-La France Fire En-

gine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
Badger Fire Extinguisher Co.,

123 William St., N. Y. City.

Croker Co., 22 W. 30th St., N.
Y. City.

Foamite-Childs Corp., 1010 Tur-
ner St., Utica, N. Y.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,

250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Grinnell Co., Inc., 260 W. Ex-
change St., Providence, R. I.

Philadelphia Fire Retarding Co.,
1507 Arch St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Pyrene Mfg. Co., 560 Belmont
Ave., Newark, N. J.

Safety Fire Extinguisher Co.,
291 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.

FIRE GUARD, Projection
Fire Guard Mfg. Co., Aurora,

111.

The Protectall Co., 1324 E. Front
St., Ft. Worth, Tex.

FIRE HOSE
American-La France Fire En-

gine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
Croker Co., 22 W. 30th St., N.
Y. City.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Goodyear Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.

Quaker City Rubber Co., Wissi-
noming, Pa.

Safety Fire Extinguisher Co.,
291 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Woodhouse Mfg. Co., 35 Warren
St., N. Y. City.

FIRE PREVENTION
PROJECTOR

(See Fire Guard, Projection)

FIREPROOF CURTAINS
(See Curtains, Fireproof)

FIREPROOFING
MATERIALS

American Insulator Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Anchor Fireproofing Co., 1633
Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit,

Mich.
Beaver Products Co., Inc., Mili-

tary Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bill & Co., H. W. 2590 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

Central Asbestos & Magnesia
Co., Chicago, 111.

Common Brick Mfg. Ass'n of
America, 2121 Guarantee Title

Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Consolidated Sheet Metal Works,
661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis. (Windows and Doors.)

Fuller Bros. & Co., 347 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W.,
Madison Ave. and 41st St., N.
Y. City.

Keasby & Mattson, Ambler, Pa.
(Asbestos.)

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. & Burnham St., Milwau-
kee, Wis. (Metal Lath, Corner
Bead, etc., Steel Domes.)

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Reising & Co., G. 227 W.
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

FIRST AID EQUIPMENT
A. B. C. First Aid Kit Co., 498

Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

American-La France Fire En-
gine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.

Johnson & Johnson, New Bruns-
wick, N. J.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Safety First Aid Co., 28 W. 15th

St., N. Y. City.

Universal Prescription Corp.,
25 Broad St., N. Y. City.

FIXTURES, Brass
(See Brass Fixtures)

FIXTURES, Lighting

American Reflecting & Lighting
Co., 100 S. Jefferson St., Chi-
cago, 111.

Black & Boyd Mfg. Co., 17 E.
47th St., N. Y. City.

Bristol & Barber Co., Inc., 3 E.
14th St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

Caldwell & Co., E. F., Inc., 36
W. 15th St., N. Y. City.

Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.

Curtis Lighting Co., Inc., 1119
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Dale Lighting Fixture Co., 108
W. 13th St., N. Y. City.

Daunt Co., Wm. A., 110 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Erikson Electric Co., L., 6 Port-
land St., Boston, Mass.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

MacBeth - Evans Glass Co.,

Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Mitchell Vance Co., 503 W. 24th
St., N. Y. City.

Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Ostrander & Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Pearlman, Victor S., 533 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Pierce Elec. Co., 215 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Pittsburgh Lamp, Brass & Glass
Co., 32nd & Penn Ave., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Plant & Co., L., 432 E. 23rd St.,

N. Y. City.
Rialto Import Co., 114 W. 44th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Shapiro & Aronson, Inc, 20
Warren St., N. Y. City.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FIXTURES, Plumbing
Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Economy Plumbing Co., 4646

Holly Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Gibson Co., Geo. E., 441 Lexing-

ton Ave., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Lieblich & Co., H., 551 W. 181st

St., N. Y. City.
Maddock's Sons Co., Thomas,

Trenton, N. J.

Meyer-Sniffen Co., 11 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City.

Mock Inc., Chas., 200 W. 101st
St., N. Y. City.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Pennsylvania Plumbing & Heat-
ing Co., 351 W. 38th St., N. Y.
City.

Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.,
Mfrs. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wheeling Sanitary Mfg. Co., W.
4th St., Wheeling, W. Va.

FLAG MAKERS
(See Advertising Novelties)

Annin Co., 99 Fulton St., N. Y.
City.

Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

FLASHERS, Electric Sign
Betts Inc., Jas. H., 1391 Sedg-
wick Ave., N. Y. City.

Betts & Betts Corp., 645 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Brilliant Co., The, 3531 Wash-
ington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Cramblet Engineering Corp., 286
Milwaukee St., Milwaukee,
Wis. (See Adv.)

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 West
Congress St., Chicago, 111.

Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue C,
Newark, N. J.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St.. Chicago, 111.
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FLOOD LIGHTING
Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 West

34th St., N. Y. City.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lightimg, Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Edison Lamp Works of The Gen-
eral Electric Co., Harrison, N.
J. (See Adv.)

E-J Electric Installation Co., 155
E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co. Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

FLOOR COVERINGS
Acme Asbestos Covering &

Flooring Co., 240 N. Elizabeth
St., Chicago, 111.

Commercial Floors, Inc., 89
Warren St., N. Y. City.

Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., 1412
Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

"Raritile"

Enclosure -Blocks

PERSPECTIVE VIEW SHOWING USE OF

"RARITILE" ENCLOSURE BLOCKS

Paramount Theatre Building, New York

The New York Evening Post Building and the

Industrial Building, Newark, were built with

Hollow Tile Blocks made by

RARITAN HOLLOW TILE CORPORATION

47 WEST 34th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Cook Linoleum Co., Trenton,
N. J.

Dreadnought Flooring Co., Inc.,

177 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Fee & McQuillan, Inc., 215 E.

34th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Finck Co. Inc., S., 177 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Miller, John, 5 W. 29th St., N.
Y. City.

O'Neill Floors, Inc., W. J., 168
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Pepper, Inc., G. H., 279 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Philadelphia Tapestry Mills, Al-
legheny Ave. & Front St.,

Philadelphia Pa.
Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-

dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Roxbury Carpet Co., 295 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Russelloid Co., 18th and Rudy
Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.

Scott, West & Aitken, 15 E. 40th
St., N. Y. City.

Sloane, W. & J., Fifth Ave. and
47th St., N. Y. City.

Wild, Joseph, 230 Fifth Ave., N.
Y. City.

FLOOR SCRUBBING &
WAXING MACHINES

Ace Floor Waxing Co., 348
Third Ave., N. Y. City.

Electric Rotary Machine Co.,
Grand Central Terminal, N.
Y. City.

Fay Co., The, 514 W. 57th St.,

N. Y. City.
Herr Mfg. Co., John, 44 N. 4th

St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kent Co., The, 160 Fifth Ave.,

N. Y. City.
Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-

dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Ponsell Floor Machine Co., 220
W. 19th St., N. Y. City.

FLOORING, Mosaic

Howden Tile & Marble Co., 216
E. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Linomosaic Co., 15 E. 40th St.,

N. Y. City.

Mueller Mosaic Co., 154 W. 49th
St., N. Y. City.

Ravenna Mosaics, Inc., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

FLOORING, Tile

Armstrong Cork & Insulation
Co., 24th St. and Allegheny
River, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Associated Tile Mfrs., Beaver
Falls, Pa.

Bonded Floors Co., Inc., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Kennedy Inc., David E., 250 W.
57th St., N. Y. City.

National Floor Tile Co., Mobile,
Ala.

Supreme Cork Flooring Co.,
6418 Third Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

United Cork Flooring Co., 50
Church St., N. Y. City.

Velvetile Floor Co., 231 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.

FLOWER BASKETS
(See Baskets, Decorative)

FLOWERS, Artificial
(See Artificial Flowers)

FOOTLIGHTS
(See Lighting, Stage

Equipment)

FOUNTAINS, Decorative

Fink Co. Inc., John, 104 Lexing-
ton Ave., N. Y. City.

Fisk Iron Works, J. W., 78 Park
PL, N. Y. City.

Kleigl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOUNTAINS, Drinking
(See Drinking Fountains)

FRAMES, Poster & Lobby
Display

Bilt Rite Mfg. Co., 221 N. Green
St., Chicago, 111.

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PL, N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.
Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

(Listing continued)

Installation of Plumbing

Paramount Theatre and Office Building

By

GEORGE E. GIBSON COMPANY
NEW YORK

EFFICIENCY SERVICE ECONOMY
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7E CATER. TO THE
MORE DISCRIMINATING
THEATRE OWNERS x,

Bowerscch Theatre

PANTACEi VHEATRt

CORPORATIOH. i

Designersl builders °f

LOBBY FRAMES
Tichet Booths

Mirrors 4

Wrought Iron Fever-
Furniture

^Decorations i
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Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723
7th Ave., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Markendorff, S., 159 W. 23rd
St., N. Y. City.

Menger, Ring & Wcinstein, Inc..

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Stanley Frame Co., 727 Seventh

Ave., N. Y. City.

Superior Frame Co., Inc., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

FRONTS, Metal Theatre

Brasco Mfg. Co., 502 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Edwards Mfg. Co., 5th & Culver
Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. & Burnham St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
I o., Ill E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Southern Brass Mfg. & Plating
Co., 6614 Harrisburg Blvd.,
Houston, Texas.

Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435
Austin PL, N. Y. City.

FROSTING LAMP
(See Lamp Dip Coloring)

Fl RNACES, Coal Burning

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 1 IS West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Skinner Bros. & Co., Inc., 1474
S. Vandeventer Ave., St. Lou^s,
Mo.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo. (See Adv.)

Thatcher Co., The, 19 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.

Williamson Heater Co., 1819
Broadway, N. Y. City.

FURNACES, Oil Burning

(See Oil Burning Equipment)

FURNITURE, Theatre
(See also Seats, Theatre)

Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Allied Furniture Mfg. Co., Inc.,

1341 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Bristol & Barber Co., Inc., 3 E.
14th St., N. Y. Cilv. (See
Adv.)

Hasbrouck Bergen Co., Inc., 797
Madison Ave., N..Y. City.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Newcomb Mfg Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

FUSES, Electric

Chicago Fuse Mfg. Co., Laflin &
15th Sts., Chicago, 111.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Motion Picture Service Co., 417
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Western Electric Co., 195 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

GAZING BALLS, Lobby
Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PL, N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

GELATINES
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

148 Duane St., N. Y. City.
Elco Gelatone Pub. Corp., 57
Ninth Ave., N. Y. City.

Essex Gelatine Co., 40 N. Mar-
ket St., Boston, Mass.

Gelatine Products Co., Inc., 224
Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kleigl Bros. F/niversal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago,
III. (See Adv.)

Rosco Laboratories, 131 3rd PI.

So., Brooklvn, N. Y. (See
Adv.)

Sussfeld Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Ucopco Gelatine Co., 607 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.

GENERATORS, Motor
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Automatic Devices Co., 15 N.
7th St., Allentown, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hallberg, J. H., 445 Riverside
Drive, N. Y. City.

Hertner Electric Co., 1900 W.
112th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

Holtze-Cabot Electric Co., 101
Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Kimble Electric Co., 634 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

Liberty Electric Co., Stamford,
Conn. (See Adv.)

Marathon Electric Mfg. Co.,
Wausau, Wis.

Northwestern Electric Co., 408
S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, 111.

Peerless Electric Co., Warren,
Ohio.

Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Samuels Stabilarc Co., Hun-
sicker Bldg., Allentown, Pa.
(See Adv.)

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

GLASS SPECIALTIES
Bates, S. T., 482 Austin PL, N.

Y. City.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 1618

Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Solomon & Son, L., 199 Wooster

St., N. Y. City
Welded Glass Co., Springfield,

X. J.

I I

SIMPLICITY,RELIABILITY&ECONOMYINTHEATREEQUIPMENT!

Tin - experiences ofexhibitors, dealers
and projection engineers were freely

drawn upon in designing this Motor-
Generator Set STABILARC. Every
part of the equipment represents the
besl of material and workmanship.
Manufactured in Series and Multiple
types ami in all commercial voltages,
cycles, phases and sizes.

The height of perfection

in Motor-Generator Sets

Perfecl Showmanship and Perform-
ance are created with the \.D.C.
Curtain Control operated from any
point of the house by "simply pressing
a button."

Quiet operation one of it» greatest
features is accomplished b> the rub-
ber curtain rollers and hall hearing
steel pulley wheels in the enclosed
track. Explanation of its other many
features will he mailed upon request.

Srnoo th—Siten t

Economical and Simple

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
15 N. 7th St. Allentown, Pa.

THE AUTOMATIC DEVICES <:<>..
1,*» \. 7th St.. Allentown. l*a.

Gentlemen i

Send me further information on
the Curtain Control.

The Stuhilure

Nome
\«Mi i --
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Independent
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Owners
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Architects
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Exchanges
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Then
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The SYNCROVERTOR Guarantees De-
pendable Projection at Lower Operating Cost

C£)HE trend today in motion picture

equipment is in the direction of greater

efficiency at less cost. The development
of the Liberty Syncrovertor for current
rectification is therefore a matter of chief

interest to every theatre owner—present
or prospective.

The Syncrovertor has, quite convinc-
ingly, proven its ability to save 25% in

costs of current rectification over other

types of installations. In addition to its

normal function of rectification its transformer also acts as

an emergency unit if anything happens to the motor
element. Where the Syncrovertor is used the 'change-
over" is effected without any flicker whatever on the screen.

The Syncrovertor is made in four types as follows: Type
25 and Type 25B for rated capacity of 25 amperes; Type 26
for rated capacity of 50 amperes, and Type 28 for rated

capacity of 100 amperes.

Write today for detailed specifications and prices.

Liberty Electric Corporation
Stamford, Conn.

SYNCROVERTOR
A Better Method of Rectification

Beautify Your Lobbies

and Lounge Rooms
WITH

Restful Lighting
WE have a complete line of artistic

lamps with which to beautify your
theatre; any variety, style or make-up—all

popular colors and designs. If desired, we
will make any special combination.

First-class workmanship is guaranteed.

Send for Catalogues

BRISTOL & BARBER CO., Inc.
3 East 14th Street New York City ^f^fe
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GOGGLES, Operators'

American Thermoware Co., Inc.,

16 Warren St., N. Y. City.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

GRANITE, Building

Dodds & Sons Granite Co., Geo.,

Pershing Square Bldg., N. Y.
City.

Harrison Granite Co., 4 E. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Haskel & Sons, Inc., S., Harri-
son PI., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Presbrey-Leland Quarries Co.,

681 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Swenson Granite Co., John, 101
Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Woodbury Granite Co., 405 Lex-
ington Ave., N. Y. City.

GRILLES, Brass

(See Brass Grilles)

GRILLES, Ticket Window
(See also Brass Grilles)

Ajax Airlyt Welded Products
Co., 315 Hancock St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 East 5th St., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435

Austin PL, N. Y. City.

Tyler Co., W. S., 3621 Superior
Ave. N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.

GUMMED LABELS
Columbia Printing Co., 1632 N.

Halsted St., Chicago, 111.

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co., 338
N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.

Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.
Steiner Sons & Co., Wm, 257
W. 17th St., N. Y. City.

HANGERS, Door and
Curtain

(See Curtain Tracks)

HARDWARE, Theatre
Channon Mfg. Co., James H.,

223 W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chantrell Hardware & Tool Co.,

414 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Clancy Inc., J. R., Syracuse, N.

Y.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New

Britain, Conn.
Solidhed Tack Co., 39 Murray

St., N. Y. City.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.

(See Adv.)
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.

HEATERS, Organ
Cramblet Engineering Corp., 286

Milwaukee Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis. (See Adv.)

HEATERS, Ticket Booth
Cramblet Engineering Corp., 286

Milwaukee Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis. (See Adv.)

(town Coloring & Chemical Co.,

1991 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

HEATING & VENTILAT-
ING EQUIPMENT

American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-
sell St., Detroit, Mich. (See
Adv.)

American Radiator Co., 40 W.
40th St., N. Y. City.

Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 818 State
Lake Bldg., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Autovent Fan & Blower Co., 730
W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Daven-
port St., Omaha, Neb. (See
Adv.)

Buffalo Forge Co., 490 Broad-
way, Buffalo, N. Y.

Carrier Engineering Corp., 748
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J. (See Adv.)

Clarage Fan Co., Porter and
North Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Cooling & Air Conditioning
Corp., The, 31 Union Square,
N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Garden City Fan Co., 332 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Helmer Air Conditioning Corp.,
103 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Ilg Electric Ventilating Co.,

2850 N. Crawford Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Johnson Service Corp., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Mass. Blower Co., Howard St.,

Watertown, Mass.

Revnolds & Co., B. F, 118 W.
Ohio St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Richmond Engineering Co., 940
Brook Ave., Richmond, Va.

Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,

1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.

Louis, Mo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park,

Boston, Mass.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo. (See Adv.)

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

York Manufacturing Co., York,
Pa. (See Adv.)

HEATING SYSTEMS,
Coal

(See Furnaces, Coal Burning
and Heating and Ventilating

Equipment)

HEATING SYSTEMS,
Oil

(See Oil Burning Equipment)

HEATING, Theatre
(See Heating and Ventilating

Equipment)

HERALDS, Novelty
Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, III. (See Adv.)

{Listing continued)

Summer Cooling
of

Theatres

OUR' SPECIALTY WITH REFRIGERATION

Famous Players House Cooled
at Boston

R. E. Ham. & Co., Engrs.

Positively uniform temperature and

humidity produced and maintained

summer and winter by our new system

Larger Air Volumes—Lower Operating Cost

ATLANTA
BOSTON

The Cooling & Air Conditioning Corp.
31 UNION SO- NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH
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E V ENHEETERS
Specified by Rapp & Rapp

for the Paramount and other leading theatres

EVENHEETERS guarantee perfect condition for your organ during the cold,

bleak winter days. No "foggy" off-pitch tones— 100 percent performance
despite weather conditions.

A large portion of the maintenance costs of an organ are directly due to the fact that

the delicate sound chambers are not protected from dampness and sharp changes in

weather. EVENHEETERS produce and main-
tain the even temperature so essential to obtain-

ing day in and day out, the pure, rich tones you
rightfully expect from your organ.

Recommended by

Organ Manufacturers
Leading theatre organ manufacturers sincerely

anxious that their instruments give at all times
the best possible performance, unhesitatingly

recommend EVENHEETERS. Among them
are:

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
W. W. Kimball Co.
Marr & Colton Co.
Robert Morton Organ Co.
Geo. Kilgen & Son, Inc.

Bartola Musical Inst. Co.
Estey Organ Co.
Welte Mignon Corp.

Organ arrangement at the Uptown
Theatre, Chicago's largest motion picture
palace. Organ chambers fully protected by
Evenheeters.

NATIONALLY known architects—na-
tionally known because they are thor-
oughly familiar with every phase of the

theatre—Walter Ahlschlager, Eberson & Eb-
erson, Rapp & Rapp, endorse and specify
EVENHEETERS.

Some Recent
Installations

Paramount Theatre, New York City
Roxy Theatre, New York City
Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
New Michigan, Detroit
Riviera, Detroit
Circle, Cleveland
Loew's State, Cleveland
Rialto, Miami
Tampa, Tampa
Oriental, Chicago
Uptown, Chicago
Harding, Chicago
Tower, Chicago
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Ambassador, St. Louis

Portable EVENHEETER
For Your Ticket Booth
This portable Evenheeter has met with

instant success. It is ideal for heating the
ticket booth, maintaining an even tempera-
ture. Can be installed in ten minutes with-
out aid of electrician.

CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORP.
286-288 Milwaukee St. Milwaukee, Wis.

Hotchkiss "Silent" Flashers—Border Chasers

system of

Completely

Controlled
Ventilation

can be tuned to every

degree of temperature

WRITER-SUMMER
SPRING and FALL

*ft J •

Men

W& S?needed

mail the coupon
^et the facts

S-i Date-

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation

190 North State Street

Chicago, Illinois

Give me the facts about Conv
pletely Controlled Ventilation.

Name ___

Address.

Citv -State.
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Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

Kleeblatt Press, Erwin S., 351

W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Pace Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., N. Y. City.

Singer Program Co., 250 W.
54th St., N. Y. City.

HIGH INTENSITY ARC
LAMPS

(See Arcs, High Intensity)

HOLDERS, Ticket
(See Ticket Choppers and

Holders)

HOODS, Color
(See Color Hoods)

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
(See Lamps, Mazda)

INDUSTRIAL FILMS,
Producers of

Bray Productions, Inc., 130 W.
46th St., N. Y. City.

Globe Cinema Co., P. 0. Box
351, Allentown, Pa.

Kelley Color Laboratory, Inc.,

1010 Palisade Ave., Palisade,

N.J.
1'athescope Co. of America, 35
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City. (Suite

1828 )

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., 1339
Diversey Parkway, Chicago,
111.

INK AND PENCIL
SLIDES

A. B. Slide Studios, Stillwell

Hotel, Los Angeles, Cal.

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Blaisdell Pencil Co., 141 Berke-
ley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Excelsior Illustrating Co., 219
Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.

Grumbacher, M., 160 Fifth Ave.,
X. Y. City.

Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.
A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

.Manhattan Slide & Film Co.,
209 W. 48th St., N. Y. City.

Radio Mat Slide Co., Inc., 167
W. 48th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Side, Edward, 723 7th Ave., N.
Y. City.

Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

Superior Slide Co., 209 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City.

Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSPECTION TABLES
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo

St., Dallas, Tex.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-

niont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long-
Island City, N. Y.

INSURANCE, Fire and
Liability

Hartford Accident & Indemnity
Co., Hartford, Conn.

Hartford Fire Ins. Co., Hartford,
Conn.

Massce & Co., Inc., 115 Broad
St., N. Y. City.

Stebbins & Co. Inc.. Arthur W.
(

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Theatre Inter-Insurance Ex-

change, Drexel Bldg., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

INSURANCE, Rain
Massce Co., Inc., 115 Broad St.,

N. Y. City.
Stebbins & Co. Inc., Arthur W.,

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.

INTERIOR DECORAT-
ING SERVICE

(See Decorations, Theatre
Interior)

IRON WORK, Architec-

tural & Ornamental
Brown Iron Works, 614 E. 134th

St., N. Y. City.
Caldwell & Co. Inc., E. F., 38
W. 15th St., N. Y. City.

Capitol Iron Works, 458 Con-
cord Ave., N. Y. City.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Grand Central Iron Works, 210
E. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Llewellyn Iron Works, Los An-
geles, Cal.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. and Burnham St., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Citv.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Perlman Iron Works, Inc., A.,

1735 W. Farms Road, N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Richmond Engineering Co., 940
Brook Ave., Richmond, Va.

Sanger-Turner Con. Co., 1674
Broadwav, N. Y. Citv.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
American Standard Mfg. Co.,

2266 Archer Ave., Chicago,
111.

Atlanta Cleansing Products Co.,
443 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.

Chicago Products Co., 104 Hop-
kins St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ellis Davidson Co., 348 W. 52nd
St., N. Y. City.

Hewes & Co., 47 Meserole St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,

913 E. Tipton St., Huntington,
Ind.

International Metal Polish Co.,
Quill St. and Belt R. R. Indian-
apolis, Ind.

Janitors' Supply Co., 301 Market
St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Nichols Mfg. Co., R. H., 38 17th
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Louis Janitors' Supply Co.,
116 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Tucker Duck & Rubber Co., 515
Garrison Ave., Ft. Smith, Ark.

U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.
Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main

St., St. Louis, Mo.

KICK PLATES, Guards
& Door Pulls

Angert Mfg. Co., 137 W. Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Brasco Mfg. Co., 5035 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

A Record For 1926

Motion Picture News carried more equip-

ment and accessory (non - film) advertising

accounts during 1926 than any other motion

picture trade journal.

This record continues the ten-year leadership

of Motion Picture News as the best advertis-

ing medium for equipment manufacturers in

the motion picture industry.
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Brass & Bronze Specialty Co.,

Inc., 340 Jackson Ave., N. Y.
City.

Corbin, P. & F., 323 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Newman Mfg. Co., '416 Elm St..

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.

LABELS, Film

Dennison Mfg. Co., Framing-
ham, Mass.

Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

LABELS, Gummed
(See Gummed Labels)

LABORATORIES
CALIFORNIA:

Bennett, Chester, 6363 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollvwood,
Cal.

Clunes, 5356 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.

Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc., Seward & Romaine,
Hollywood, Cal.

Davidge & Co., Roy, 6701
Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Dawes, Fred C, Negative
Film Lab., 6115 De Long-
pre, Cor. Gower, Holly-
wood, Cal.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Handshiegl Color Process

Corp., 1040 McCadden PL,
Hollywood, Cal.

Horsley, Wm., 6060 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Little, 5874 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, Cal.

National Aero. Map Co., 861
Seward, Hollywood, Cal.

Ries Bros., Commercial Pho-
tographers, 6035 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Rothacker-Aller Laboratory,
5515 Melrose Ave., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Technicolor Motion Picture
Corporation, 1006 Cole Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.

CANADA:
Dominion Film Co., Vancou-

ver, B. C.

COLORADO:
Ford's, 1029 16th St., Denver.

D. C, WASHINGTON:
Colonial Film Co., 606 Sixth

St., Washington.

FLORIDA:
Miami Studios, Miami.

GEORGIA:
Scenic Film Co., 146 Marietta

St., Atlanta.

ILLINOIS:
Camel Film Co., 950 Edge-
comb PI., Chicago.

Commercial M. P. Mfg. Co.,
2436 Sheffield Ave., Chicago.

Emerald M. P. Co., 1717 N.
Wells St., Chicago.

Holmes, Burton, 7510 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago.

Premier Title Co., 350 E. 35th
St., Chicago.

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., 1339
Diversey Pkwy., Chicago.

Spoor-Thompson Laboratories,
1333 Argyle St.

INDIANA:
Coburn Photo & Film Co.,

539 W. Meridian St., In-

dianapolis.

IOWA:
Parrot Films, 772 9th St., Des

Moines.

MARYLAND:
Alpha Film Laboratories,

3437 Park Heigh s Ave.,

Baltimore, Md. (See Adv.)
Lewey, Harry, Wizard Thea-

tre Bldg., Baltimore.

MASSACHUSETTS:
Commonwealth Cinema Co.,

29 Middlesex St., Boston.
Motion Picture Advertising

Co., Boston.
Technicolor Motion Picture

Corp., 120 Brookline Ave.,
Boston.

MICHIGAN:
H. N. Nelson, Film Bldg., De-

troit.

MINNESOTA:
Lochren Film & Slide Co.. W.

A., 706 Film Exchange
Bldg., Minneapolis.

Rath, Mills & Bell, 817 Uni-
versity Ave., St. Paul.

MISSOURI:
Kansas City Slide Co., 2449

Charlotte St., Kansas City.
Merchants Feature Film Stu-

dios, 2502 Cass Ave., St.

Louis.

NEW JERSEY:
Empire Laboratories, Inc.. W.
New York.

89

Film Developing Corp., 216
Wtehawken St., W. Hobo-
ken.

Film Service Corp., Fort Lee.

Goldwyn, Fort Lee.

Hirlagraph, M. P. Film Corp.,
Fort Lee.

Kellv Color Laboratorv, Inc.,

10*10 Palisade Ave.', Pali-

sade.

Palisade Laboratories, Pali-

sade.

Paragon, John St., Fort Lee.
Pathe, Bound Brook.
Universal Film Mfg. Co., Fort

Lee.

XEW YORK:
Art Laboratories, 1542 Broad-

way, N. Y. City.

Biograph Co., 807 E. 175th
St., N. Y. City.

Brunels Film Prod. Co., 1269
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Buchheister M. P. Film Labora-
torv, 245 W. 55! h St., N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Clare mont Laboratory, 430
Claremont Pkway., N. Y.
City.

Cromlow Film Lab., 220 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Duart Film Lab.. 761 Jackson
Ave., N. Y. City.

Empire Film Lab., 723 7th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
6th St. & Pierce Ave., Long
Island City.

Fischer Studios & Labora-
tories, David, New Rochelle.

G. M. Laboratories, Inc., Long
Island City.

( Listing continued)
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Grand Lobby Grille
Paramount Theatre, New York

ORNAMENTAL
IRON WORK

OF

QUALITY
SINCE

1 895

A. PERLMAN IRON WORKS, Inc.

1735 West Farms Road

NEW YORK
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Hirlagraph M. P. Corp., 723
7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Malcolm Laboratories, 244 W.
49th St., N. Y. City.

National-Evans Film Co., Inc.,

416 W. 216th St., N. Y. City.

Rex Hedwig Laboratories,
Inc., 1650 B'way, N. Y. City.

Ritz Laboratory, Flushing.
Rosco Laboratories, 131 3rd

PL So., Brooklvn, N. Y. (See

Adv.)
Saland Film Laboratories,

729 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Tremont Film Lab., 1942 Je-

rome Ave., N. Y. City.

Vitagraph Co., 15th St. & Lo-
cust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OHIO:
Animated Adv. Serv. Co., Ohio

Bldg., Toledo.
Industro-Scientific Film Co.,

1514 Prospect Ave., Cleve-
land.

Pyramid Film Co., Pyramid
Bldg., 121 E. 3rd St., Day-
ton.

OREGON:
Kiser Studios, 773 Melrose

St., Portland.
PENNSYLVANIA:
Betzwood Film Co., Port Ken-

nedy.
Colonial M. P. Co., Wissa-

hickon.
Howe Film Lab., Lyman, 175
W. River St., Wilkes-Barre.

Indus. & Domestic Film Co.,

16th & Penn Sts., Pitts-

burgh.
Masterpiece Film Attractions,

1235 Vine St., Philadelphia.

TEXAS:
Austin Film Library, Inc.,

Austin.
Fitzhugh, E. H., 1026 M> Elm

St., Dallas.

WISCONSIN:
U. L. C. Industrial Film Co.,

Milwaukee.

LAMP DIP COLORING
Austin Chemical Co., Inc., 1690

Boston Rd., N. Y. City.

Barrett & Co., M. L., 233 W.
Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Channon Mfg. Corp., J. H., 223
W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Crown Coloring & Chemical Co.,

1991 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Gelatine Products Co., Inc., 224
Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hewes & Co., 47 Meserole St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co. Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Pyramid Color Co., 326 Canal

St., N. Y. City.

Roscoe Laboratories, 131 3rd
PI. So., Brooklyn, N. Y. (See
Adv.)

Technical Color & Chemical
Works, 523 Third Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

LAMP SHADES
Caldwell & Co., Inc., E. F., 38
W. 15th St., N. Y. City.

Gudeman & Co., 30 Irving PI.,

N. Y. City.
Hasbrouck Bergen Co., Inc., 797
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Lund Art Co., 15 W. 45th St.,

N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-

ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Morimura Bros., Inc., 53 W..23rd
St., N. Y. City.

New York Lamp Shade Co., 131
W. 19th St., N. Y. City.

Pittsburgh Lamp, Brass & Glass
Co., 32nd & Penn Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Savoy Mfg. Co., 115 E. 24th St.,

N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

LAMPS, Arc
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,

1438 Beechwood Drive, Holly-
wood, Cal.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chica-
go, 111. (See Adv.)

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Hallberg, J. H., 445 Riverside

Drive, N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Mayer, Max, 218 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.
Motion Picture Service Co., 417
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Rollaway Motor Co., The, 122
Southard Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

Strong Lamp Co., 3248 Monroe
St., Toledo, Ohio.

Wohl & Co. Inc., M. J., Payn-
tar Ave. & Hancock St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

LAMPS, Incandescent
(See Lamps, Mazda)

LAMPS, Incandescent

Projection

(See Lamps, Mazda Projection)

LAMPS, Lacquer
(See Lamp Dip Coloring)

LAMPS, Mazda
Bing & Co.'s Successors Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PI., N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Edison Lamp Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Co., Harrison, N.
J. (See Adv.)

International Projector Corp.,
Acme Division, 1130 W. Aus-
tin Ave., Chicago, 111.

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse Lamp Co., 150
Broadway, N. Y. City.

LAMPS, Mazda Projection

Edison Lamp Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Co., Harrison, N.
J. (See Adv.)

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)

( Listing continued)

Paramount theatre
Has Been Completely Equipped with

"HC High Intensity Lamps

The "HC" High Intensity

Will Improve Your Projection

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.
129 GRAND STREET NEW YORK CITY

Alpha Film Laboratories
3437 Park Heights Ave.

BALTIMORE, MD.

DEVELOPING
PRINTING

TITLES

In business to stay since 1915

Quality work °t "Live and let live" prices

Glocolor Your Lamps
Canaryglo is cosy for lobbies.

Mellowglo is attractive for

chandeliers.

Myrtleglo is cooling for hot

days.

Rosco Laboratories
131 Third Place, So. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Try Rosco Pure Gelatine Sheets

Users of

Rosco

Colors

Capitol
Keith's

Moss
Loew's
Fox

Poli's

Stanley
Fabian
Strand
Famous
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An Important Message to

Exhibitors and Projectionists

How to get the best results from
Incandescent Lamp Projection Equipment

Your theatre or studio may be ideally suited

to incandescent lamp projection—your pro-

jection unit may be the last word in efficiency,

but unless you use lamps that effectively meet

the hardest tests of service you will not get the

steady, economical and thoroughly satisfactory

results that are possible with this new method

of projection.

The great majority of projectionists have learned

that Edison Mazda Lamps assure the

best possible results from any type of in-

candescent lamp projection equipment.

And no wonder! They were developed by

the General Electric Company through years

of research and experimentation and represent

the very limits of engineering ability in this

particular field.

Edison Mazda Lamps are available at supply

dealers in all sections of the country. If your

own supply dealer cannot supply you, write

direct to the Edison Lamp Works of General

Electric Company, Harrison, N. J., and you

will be notified promptly of another con'

venient source of supply.

Insist on

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT
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National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse Lamp Co., 150
Broadway, N. Y. City.

/ WIPS, Mirror Arc Re-

flector Projection

Beseler Co., Chas., 131 E. 23rd

St., N. Y. City.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,

111. (See Adv.)

Goerz American Optical Co., C.

I'., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

International Projector Corp..

Towers Division 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

International Projector Corp.,

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.( See Adv.)

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

S age Lighting Co.. Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See

Adv.)

McAultv Mfg. Co., J. E., 554

\Y. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)

Morelite Co., Inc., 600 W. 57th

St.. N. Y. City.

Rollaway Motor Co.. The, 122

Southard Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

LAMPS, Portable & Floor

Habergritz, Philip, 372 Second
Ave., N. Y. City.

Pittsburgh Lamn, Brass & Glass

Co., 32nd & Penn Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

United Ornamental Iron Works,

Inc., 785 E. 135th St., N. Y.
City.

Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
West Side Wood Turning Co.,

227 Tenth Ave., N. Y. City.

LANTERNS, Slide

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, III. (See
Adv.)

Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Auhin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Keystone View Co., 33 W. 42nd
St, N. Y. City.

Motion Picture Stereopticon
Equipment. 3120 Warren St.,

Syracuse, N. Y.
Newton. C. I., 244 W. 14th St.,

N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co.. 442 Niagara
St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Victor Animatograph Co., 527
W. 4th St., Davenport, Iowa.

LAVATORY EQUIP-
MENT & FIXTURES

Crane Co., The, 836 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Idico Corp., 461 Eighth Ave., N.
Y. City.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.,

Mfrs. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Vitrolite Co., The. 133 W. Wash-
ington St., Chicago, 111.

LEADERS, Film
National Screen Service, Inc.,

126 West 46th St., N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Neumade Products Corp., 249

VY. 47th St., N. Y. City.

LENSES, Condenser
(See Condenser Lenses)

LENSES, Made to Order
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653

St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Coining Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.

Goerz American Ootical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical
Co., 853 Clinton Ave. S., Ro-
chester, N. Y. (See Adv.)

Jones-Hewett Optical Co., 2
Gordon St., Boston, Mass.

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hud-
son Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

LENSES, Motion Picture

Camera
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.. 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Gennert Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Mitchell Camera Corp., 6025
Santa Monica Blvd., Los An-
geles, Cal.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Willoughby Inc., Charles G.. 110
West 32nd St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

LENSES, Projection

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.. 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Goerz American Optical Co.. C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

(iundlach-Manhattan Optical
Co., 853 Clinton Ave. S., Ro-
chester, N. Y. (See Adv.)

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

Kollmorgen Ootical Corp.. 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hud-
son Ave., Rochester N. Y.

LIBRARIES, Film
Dawes, Fred C, 6115 De Long-

pre Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Film Library, Inc., 130 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

( Listing continued)

CINEPHORS are

Screen Tested
and with a reflecting arc at that,—the most difficult and posi-

tive of all tests.

The rigid tesl t>> which ever} Bausch >.\ Lomb CINEPHOR
Projection I.en- is subjected assures the projectionisl of an

unusually high degree of uniformity. It guarantees that ever)

( fNEPHOR lcn- is equal in qualit) to every other CINE
MM IR lens, and that the field i- flatter, the contrast between

Mack and white i- more pronounced ami the intensity is greater

n in any other projection lens obtainable.

["'hone your dealer and arrange for a free trial.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
65 3 St. Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.
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The Super Reflector Arc Lamp"

Perfects Projection;

Approved by the Underwriters

A Superiority That Is Proved!

"Peerless" is the most widely used and
highly developed Reflector Arc Lamp in America.

It is demonstrating its superiority in thousands of

theatres. It has set an entirely new high standard

of projection for the finest theatres.

Most important, "Peerless" lamps now make it

possible for even the modest, small toivn house to have

projection rivaling the de luxe theatre.

There is no alternative. The progressive showman
must insist on "Peerless" projection if he will stay

ahead of all competition.

There is a theatre in your territory using "Peerless"
lamps. Visit this theatre and be convinced.

\3G>t I<5**

Results are guaranteed when
you install "Peerless" Lamps

J
Note These New

"Peerless" Features

Convertible Lamphouse Pilot Lamp.

Positive Crater Position Indicator

( for Trimming)

.

Reflector Carriage Position Indi-

cator.

Centre Position Indicator for Lamp-
bed Adjustment.

Long, Small Diameter Light Cone
(used for both stereopticon and
motion picture projection).

Carbon Combination Scale Plate.

Insulated Reflector Hole Protecting
Washer.

V

\ r
Write for Our New Catalog and Full Information on the "Peerless"

J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.
552-54 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Get a Gundlach

and see the

improvement

in your

picture

THE new RADIANT lenses have a larger effective

aperture than the old projection lenses—pass more of

the brilliance and beauty of the picture image to the

screen.

A better picture, or a saving in current—or both—will

be your reward if you ask your dealer for a 10-day

approval.

RADIANT Lenses are made in all focal

lengths. Let us fit your screen properly.

Prompt delivery.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN
OPTICAL CO.

853 Clinton South, Rochester, N. Y.

Since 1884, Mfrs. of fine Lenses, Cameras and Apparatus

Our Congratulations

to "Paramount"

A LL honor and praise to the men whose genius and keen
foresight made this truly remarkable edifice and enter-

prise possible.

There is a unity of purpose, a common bond between "Para-
mount" and ourselves. We, too, are rendering a PARA-
MOUNT service in matters photographic.

For 28 years, we have been PARAMOUNT in supplying the

equipment of world-famous photographers.

We have rendered a PARAMOUNT service in helping the

photographer achieve the results which have brought him fame.
And, since entering the field of motion picture supplies and
equipment, we take a great deal of pride in rendering personal

service along these lines. We have employed expert and ex-

perienced "movie" salesmen whose mission is to solve problems
and help whenever necessary—and we hope to continue this

service indefinitely.

"Everything photographic for
the professional and amateur."

Cameras, Supplies, Equipment, Professional and Amateur,
Motion Picture Camera Equipment and Supplies.

U/IUOUGHByS110 West 32"Sr,N«w>brK.NLy.^*

General Film Library, 723 Sev-
enth Ave., N. Y. City.

Pathescope Co. of America, 35
West 42nd St., N. Y. City.

(Suite 1828.)
Wafilms, Inc., 130 W. 46th St.,

N. Y. City.

LIGHTING, Acetylene
Commercial Acetylene Supply

Co., Berkeley, Cal.

Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.

National Carbide Sales Corp.,
342 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Prest-O-Lite Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.

LIGHTING ENGINEERS
(See Engineers, Lighting)

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(See Fixtures, Lighting)

LIGHTING, Stage Equip-

ment
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Channon Mfg. Co., James H.,

223 W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

(Strip Only.)
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1237

St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Duplex Stage Lighting Co., 334
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Erikson Electric Co., L., 6 Port-
land St., Boston, Mass.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.

Mutual Elec. & Machine Co.,

7610 Jos. Campau Ave., De-
troit, Mich.

Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th

St., N. Y. City.
Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W.
43rd St., N. Y. City.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
(See Adv.)

Ward-Leonard Electric Co., 37

South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

LIGHTING & POWER
PLANTS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-

waukee, Wis.
American Gas Machine Co., Al-

bert Lea, Minn.
Continental Electric Co., Inc.,

149 Church St., N. Y. City.

Crane Co., The, 836 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady. N. Y.

Homelite Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

LIGHTING & POWER
PLANTS, Portable

Alexander Inc., Harry, 20 West
34th St., N. Y. City.

Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.

Homelight Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

LIGHTS, Aisle

(See Aisle Lights)

LIGHTS, Border
(See Lighting, Stage Equip-

ment)

LIGHTS, Exit

(See Exit Light Signs)

LIGHTS, Orchestra
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Channon Mfg. Co., James H.,

223 West Erie St., Chicago,
111.

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Gallagher Orch. Equip. Co., 3235
Southport Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Page Organ Co., 519 Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio. (See Adv.)

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

LIGHTS, Spot
(See Spotlights)

LIGHTS, Studio
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,
1438 Beechwood Drive, Holly-
wood, Cal.

Cooper Hewitt Electric Co., !»

River St., Hoboken, N. J.

E-J Electric Installation Co.,

155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hall & Connollv. 129 Grand St.,

N. V. City. (See Adv.)
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electr

Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. V. City. (See
Adv.)

Maver, Max, 218 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. Citv.

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304

W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co.. E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)
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Wohl & Co., Inc., M. J., Han-
cock St., Long Island City,

N. Y.
Wolff Mfg. Corp., 225 N. Hoyne

Ave., Chicago, 111.

LINKS, Fusible
Corbin, P. & F., 323 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,

250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating

Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Yates Inc., J. W., 49V2 Eighth
Ave., N. Y. City.

LINOLEUM
(See Floor Coverings)

LIQUID SOAP & SOAP
CONTAINERS

American Standai-d Mfg. Co.,

2266 Archer Ave., Chicago,
111.

Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,

913 E. Tipton St., Huntington,
Ind.

Idico Corporation, 461 Eighth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Nichols Mfg. Co., R. H., 38 17th
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Rochester Germicide Co., Roch-
ester, N. Y.

U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island Cuv. N. Y.
Worrell Mfg. Co.* 114 S. Main

St., St. Louis Mo.

LISTS, Mailing
(See Mailing Lists)

LITHOGRAPHERS
American Lithograph Co., 52 E.

19th St., N. Y. City.
Artcraft Lithograph & Printing

Co., 110 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PL, N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Edwards & Deutsch Lithograph-
ing Co., 2320 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Forbes Lithographing Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.

Goes Lithographing Co., 47
Warren St., N. Y. City.

Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

Milwaukee Lithographing Co.,
2101 Sycamore St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

LOBBY DECORATIONS
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y. City
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd

St., N. Y. City.
Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
Seventh St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

LOBBY DISPLAY
FRAMES

(See Frames, Poster & Lobby
Display)

LOBBY FURNITURE
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PL, Nj
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Dow Co., The, 201 N. Buchanan
St., Louisville, Kv.

Ficks Reed Co., 424 Findlay St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-

ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

LOBBY SEATS, Stone
Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St. Chicago,
111

LOBBY WALLS
(See Wall Coverings)

LUBRICANTS, Oil

Blue Seal Products Co., Inc.,

456 State St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
International Metal Polish Co.,

Quill St. & Belt R. R., In-
dianapolis, Ind.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
New York Lubricating Oil Co.,

116 Broad St., N. Y. City.
Republic Lubricants, 799 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

LUMINOUS SIGNS, In-

terior & Exterior

(See Electric Signs)

MAILING BAGS
Boyle & Co. Inc., John, 112
Duane St., N. Y. City.

Federal Bag Co., 3500 S. Mor-
gan St., Chicago, 111.

MAILING LISTS
Boyd's City Dispatch, 114 E.

23rd St., N. Y. City.
Motion Picture Directory Co.,

244 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Polk & Co. Inc., R. L., 524 B'way,

N. Y. City.
Ross-Gould Co., 483 N. 10th St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

MAKE-UP, Theatrical

Emmelin, Alfred, 49 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City.

Factor, Max, 326 S. Hill St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Shindhelm, G., 144 W. 46th St.,

N. Y. City.
Tarn's, 318 W. 46th St., N. Y.

City.

MARBLE, Artificial

Chicago Art Marble Co., 2883
Hillock Ave., Chicago, 111.

Comolli & Co., John, 351 Clas-
son Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Henry Marble Co., 3208 Shields
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Martinelli, J., 1400 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Vitrolite Co., The, 133 W. Wash-
ington St., Chicago, 111.

(Listing continued)

A COMPLETE LINE of lighting

specialties and lighting effects for the

stage and theatre—from a small spot-

light or color frame to elaborate

scenic effects. Dependable products

that embody in their design and con-

struction the accumulated wisdom
and experience of more than thirty

years of practice as creators and man-
ufacturers of theatrical lighting de-

vices. Right prices, prompt deliveries,

and expert service assured. Make
your selections from Kliegl's Cata-

logue or request quotations on special

requirements. A partial list of Klieg

products follows:

Footlights
Border Lights

Proscenium Lights
Cove Lights

Illuminated^Signs
Act Announcers

Exit Signs
Aisle Lights
Step Lights
Dimmers

Panel Boards
Switchboards
Floor Pockets
Wall Pockets

Automobile Calls
Fire Logs

Coal Grates
Electric Fountains
Crystal Reflectors

Spotlights
Floodlights

Stage Lamps
Color Wheels
Color Frames
Scenic Effects

Connectors
Plugging Boxes
Music Stands
Piano Lights
Organ Lights
Leader Stands
Rheostats
Pipe Clamps
Stage Cable

Gelat ine Mediums
Color Caps

Lamp Coloring
Cable Supports
Terminal Lugs
Slide Carriers

Shutters
Blinders
Lenses

Enclosed Switches

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

ESTABLISHED 1896

THEATRICAL DECORATIVE • SPECTACULAR

L1GHT1
3'2I West 50th Street

NEW YORK. N.Y.
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MARBLE. Natural

Appalachian Marble Co., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PL, N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Chicago Art Marble Co., 2883
Hillock Ave., Chicago, 111.

Comolli & Co., John, 351 Clas-

son Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Concord Slate, Marble & Tile

Corp., 229 Bowery, N. Y. City.

Excelsior Marble & Tile Works,
Inc., 896 E. 141st St., N. Y.
City.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.,

1618 Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

United Marble Co., Rutland, Vt.

Vermont Marble Co., Proctor,
Vt.

MARQUEES, Theatre
(See Canopies)

MATS & RUNNERS
American Standard Mfg. Co.,

2266 Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.

Getman Leather Products Co.,

109 Pearl St., Oshkosh, Wis.
Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Maryland Mat Co., 16 E. 40th
St., N. Y. City.

Mat Co., F. A., 230 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Quaker City Rubber Co., 629
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wild, Joseph, 230 Fifth Ave., N.
Y. City.

MAZDA LAMP PRO-
JECTION

(See Projection, Mazda Lamp)

MAZDA LAMPS
(See Lamps, Mazda)

METAL NUMBERS, Let-

ters

American Art Works, Coshocton,
Ohio.

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,

36th Ave. & Burnham St., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Sargent & Co., New Haven,

Conn.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F. P.,

2340 Clybourn Ave., Chicago,
111.

Stafford Co.. N'., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

METERS, Film

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, III. (See
Adv.)

I»uplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., Long Island

City, X. Y.
Gennert Inc., G., 2 1 E. 13th St.,

\. V. City.

Xcumade Products Corp., 249
West 17th St., N. Y. City.

Willoughbv Inc.. (has. (.., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

MIRRORS
Albano Co., The, 119 W. 10th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723

7th Ave., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Rawson & Evans Co., 710 Wash-

ington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St. Chicago,
111

Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

MOTH SPRAY
(See Disinfectants & Sprays)

MOTION PICTURE
CABLE

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Rockbestos Products Corp., New
Haven, Conn.

MOTOR GENERATORS
(See Generators, Motor)

MOTORS, Electric

General Elec. Co., Schenectadv.
N. Y.

Hertner Elec. Co., 1900 West
1 12th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

Howell Elec. Motor Co., Howell,
Mich.

Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 West
Congress St., Chicago, 111.

Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Samuels Stabilarc Co., Hunsick-
er Bldg., Allentown, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See Adv.)

MOUNTINGS, Poster

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave & Burnham St., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

National Card, Mat & Board
Co., 4318 Carroll Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Reliable Poster Mfg. Co., 449 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

MULTIGRAPH1NG
Alert Multigraphing Service

Corp., 54 Dey St., N. Y. City.
Business Address Co., 23 Bar-

clay St., N. Y. City.
Multigraphing Co., R. & R., 929
Broadway, N. Y. City.

P. D. Q. Letter Shop, 1772 Wil-
son Ave., Chicago, 111.

Wilgo, 26 E. 42nd St., N. Y.
City.

MUSIC CUE SHEETS,
Thematic

Cameo Music Service Corp, 315
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Berlin, Inc., Irving, 1607 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Cameo Music Service Corp., 315
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

Ditson & Co., C. H., 8 E. 34th
St., N. Y. City.

Fox Publishing Co., Samuel Ar-
cade, Cleveland, Ohio.

International Music Publishers,
326 W. 43rd St., N. Y. City.

Remick, Jerome H., 461 Fort St.,

Detroit, Mich.
Rossiter, Will, 30 W. Lake St.,

Chicago, 111.

Schirmer Inc., G., 3 E. 43rd St.,

N. Y. City.
Von Tilzer, Harry, 1587 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

MUSIC ROLLS for

Organs and Pianos

Filmusic Co., 6701 Santa Mon-
ica Blvd., Hollvwood, Cal.
(See Adv.)

MUSIC STANDS. Or-

chestra

Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Ditson Co., Oliver, 178 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.

Gallagher Orch. Equip. Co.,

3235 Southport Ave., Chicago,
111.

Kimball Co., W. W., 308 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

S'age Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Liberty Music Stand Co., 1960
E. 116th Ct., Cleveland. Ohio.

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Selmer, Inc., H. & A., 117 W.
46th St., N. Y. City.

FILMUSIC PICTUROLLS
LIBRARY OF MORE THAN 1000 NUMBERS

nrethernly orpan rolls especially selected, arranged and played for pic-
tures. The exel jsive full organ arrangement in these organ rolls will Irin^
out

100 MORE MELODY AND ACTION
in your automatic or -an than can be played by most high-priced or-
ganists. The NFW P1CTI ROLLS have the hand-played feature expressly
arranged for the follow in» inst rumen' s : Fotoplayer Pil Pipe Organ; Cre-
mona 88 note; Wurlitzer YO, YU, YK, etc. Any other 88 note organ or 88
note player p'ano.

Unlike the thin texture of piano rolls, our popular PICTUROLLS have
tremendous, almost orchestral force and volume.

Special Price, 10 Picturolls, fio.tm <<>n Handing order).

FILMUSIC CO.
6701-15 SANTA MONICA BLVD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF

FOR ORGANS

December 2 5, 19 2 6

MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS

(See also Organs and Pianos)
Aeolian Co., 29 W. 42nd St., N.

Y. City.
Conn, 47th St. & Broadway, N.

Y. City.
Holton & Co., Frank, Elkhorn,

Wis.
King-Slater Co., 126 W. 34th

St., N. Y. City.
Martin Band Instrument Co.,

401 Baldwin St., Elkhart, Ind.
Selmer Inc., H. & A., 117 West

46th St., N. Y. City.
White Co., H. N., 5225 Superior

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph, 121

E. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS, Automatic

(See also Organs, and Pianos,
Automatic)

Deagan, Inc., J. C, 1770 Ber-
teau Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ditson Co., Oliver, 178 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.

Kimball Co., W. W., 308 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Leatherman, F. A. 64 N. Pryor
St., Atlanta, Ga.

Marquette Piano Co., 2421 Wal-
lace St., Chicago, 111.

Page Organ Co., 519 Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio. (See Adv.)

Tangley Co., 100 Main St., Mus-
catine, Iowa.

NEGATIVE, Raw Film
(See Film, Raw Negative and

Positive)

NOTCHERS, Film
(See Film Notchers)

NOVELTIES, Advertis-

ing

(See Advertising Novelties)

NURSERY FURNISH-
INGS & EQUIPMENT

Fife Corporation, R. A., 70 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)

Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

OHMMETERS
(See Volt Meters)

OIL BURNING EQUIP-
MENT

Anthony Co., The, 138 West
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Fuel Oil Burner Engineering
Corp., 56 W. 45th St., N. Y.
City.

Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co., 26
Broadway, N. Y. City.

MacLeod Co., 2227 Bogen St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Oilheat Systems, Inc., 7 E. 14th

St.. N. Y. City.
Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 W.
Ohio St., Chicago, III. (See
Adv.)

Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc..

1474 Vandeventer Ave., St.

Louis. Mo.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating

Corp.. 1915 Pine St., St. Louis.
Mo. (See Adv.)

OIL. Projector

(See Lubricants)

{Listing continued)
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OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653

St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Gundlach Manhattan Optical
Co., 853 Clinton Ave. S., Ro-
chester, N. Y. (See Adv.)

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Master Optical Co., 19 W. 36th
St., N. Y. City.

Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hud-
son Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

ORCHESTRA LIFTS
Clark Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw,

N.Y.

ORCHESTRA PIT FIT-

TINGS, FURNISHINGS
Gallagher Orch. Equip. Co.,

3235 Southport Ave., Chicago,
111.

ORCHESTRAS, Me-
chanical

(See Musical Instruments, Au-
tomatic)

ORGAN BLOWERS
Kinetic Engineering Co., Lans-
downe, Pa.

Page Organ Co., 519 Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio. (See Adv.)

Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn. (See Adv.)

Viner & Son, L., 137 Niagara St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Zephyr Electric Organ Blower

Co., Orrville, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
(See Heaters, Organ)

ORGAN LIFTS
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,

Oshkosh, Wis.
Clark Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th

St., N. Y. Citv. (See Adv.)
Otis Elevator Co., 26th St. &

11th Ave., N. Y. City.
Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N.Y.

ORGAN LIGHTS
(See Lights, Orchestra)

ORGAN MUSIC ROLLS
(See Music Rolls for Organ and

Piano)

ORGAN NOVELTY
SLIDES

Bush Cartoon Service, M. S., 52
W. Chippewa St., Buffalo, N.
Y.

Excelsior Illustrating Co., 219
Sixth Ave., N.-Y. City.

Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

ORGAN SEATS
Gallagher Orchestra Equipment

Co., 3235 Southport Ave., Chi-
vago, 111.

Kimball Co., W. W., 308 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Welte-Mignon Corp., 667 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

ORGANS, Theatre
Austin Organ Co., Hartford,

Conn.
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
Oshkosh, Wis.

Beman Organs, Binghamton, N.
Y.

California Organ Co., Van Nuys,
Calif.

Coburn Organ Co., 220 W.
Washtenaw Ave., Chicago,
111.

Estey Organ Co., Estey St.,

Brattleboro, Vt.
Hall Organ Co., West Haven,

Conn.
Hillgreen Lane & Co., Alliance,

Ohio.
Kilgen & Sons, Inc., Geo., 4016
Union Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Link Co., The, 183 Water St.,

Binghamton, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Lyon & Healy, Inc., 245 So. Wa-

bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Marr & Colton Co., Inc., War-
saw, N. Y.

Moller Co., M. P., Hagerstown,
Md.

Page Organ Co., 519 Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio. (See Adv.)

Pilcher's Sons, Henry, 914 Ma-
son Ave., Louisville, Ky.

Robert Mor'on Organ Co., 168
Golden Gate Ave., San Fran-
cisco, Calif. (See Adv.)

Skinner Organ Co., 677 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. Citv.

Tangley Co., 100 Main St., Mus-
catine, la.

Viner & Son, L., 137 Niagara St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Welte-Mignon Corp., 667 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. City.
Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph 121

E. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

ORNAMENTAL FOUN-
TAINS

(See Fountains, Decorative)

ORNAMENTAL IRON
WORK

(See Iron Works. Architectural
and Ornamental)

OZONE ELECTRIC
MACHINES

Bohn Electric Co.. C. C, 820
Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.

Carrier Engineering Corp.. 750
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J. (See Adv.)

Reed Engineering Company, 50
Church St., N. Y. City.

PACKERS, Film
(See Film Packers)

PAINT, Plastic

Craftex Co., 146 Summer St.,
Boston, Mass. (See Adv.)

PAINT, Screen
(See Screen Paint)

PAINT, Theatre Interior

The Hockaday Co., Chicago, 111.

PAINTINGS, Lobby Dis-

play
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.

Gesheidt & Co., Jacob, 142 E.
43rd St., N. Y. City.

Kassell Studio, 220 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd

St., N. Y. City.
McCallum Decorative Corp., 135

Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PAINTS, Poster & Show-
card

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Grumbacher, M., 160 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 1618
Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PALMS, Artificial

(See Artificial Flowers)

PANEL BOARDS, Light-

ing

Adam Electric Co., Frank,
3649 Windsor PL, St. Louis,
Mo. (See Adv.)

Bull Dog Sales, 1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
S'age Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Mutual Elec. Machine Co., 7610
Jos Campau Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

PAPER DRINKING
CUPS

(Sec Cups, Sanitary Individual)

PAPER TOWELS
(See Vending Machines)

PASTE, Poster
(See Poster Paste)

PEANUT ROASTERS &
POPCORN MACHINES

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., 3204
Van Buren St., Indianapolis,
Ind.

National Sales Co.. 609 Keosau-
qua Way, Des Moines, Iowa.

PEDESTALS
Bing & Co.'s Successors Inc.,

Ferdinand 67 Irving PL, N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Doty & Scrimg'.our Sales Co.,
148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

McCallum Decorative Corp.,
135 Seventh St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Voigt Co.. 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PENNANTS, ADVER-
TISING & SOUVENIR
(See Advertising Novelties)

PERFORATORS, Film
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

PERFUMES, Theatre
(See Janitors' Supplies)

PHOTOGRAVURE
Gubelman Publishing Co., 2
Garden St., Newark, N. J.

Hoffman Photogravure Co., 213
W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.

Western Photogravure Co., 1821
Berteau Ave., Chicago, 111.

PHOTOS AND POR-
TRAITS

Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Old Masters Studio, Inc., 135
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Photo Repro Co., Inc., 68 Hun-
ters Point Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.

Runey Show Print Co., Runey
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PIANO COVERS
Holtzman Co., Martin, 32 Un-

ion Sq., N. Y. City.
Leatherman, F. A., 64 N. Pryor

St., Atlanta, Ga.
Simms Mfg. Co., O., 103 West

14th St., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St. Chicago,
111

PIANOS, Automatic
Baldwin Piano Co., 323 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Capitol Piano & Organ Co., 251
W. 34th St.. N. Y. City.

Kimball Co., W. W., 300 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Link Co., The, 183 Water St.,

Binghamton, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Marquette Piano Co., 2439 Wal-

lace St., Chicago, 111.

Mason & Hamlin Co., 313 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

North Tonawanda Musical
Works, Payne Ave., North
Tonawanda, N. Y.

Welte-Mignon Corp., 667 Fifth
Ave.. N. Y. City.

Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph 121
E. 4th St., Cincinnati, O. (See
Adv.)

PICTURE EASELS
(See Easels, Picture)

PIPE ORGANS
(See Organs, Theatre)

PLASTER ORNAMENTS
Advertisers Art Sculpture
Works, 47 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
City.

American Sculpture Co., 17 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Building Specialties Co., 22 Clin-
ton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

( Listing continued )
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Comolli & Co. Inc., John, 81 5th

St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Holdsworth Brothers, 256 West

57th St., N. Y. City.

National Plastic Relief Mfg.
Co., 907 Evans St., Cincin-

nati, Ohio.
Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PLASTERING, ARCHI-
TECTURAL

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 Jefferson St. S., Chicago,
111.

Architectural Plastering Co.,

624 1st Ave., N. Y. City.

Beaver Products Co., Inc., 1440

Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Comolli & Co. Inc., John, 81 5th

St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Jacobson & Co., 241 E. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.
Neumann & Even, 329 E. 47th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St. Chicago,
111

Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PLAY BROKERS
(See Brokers, Play)

PLAYER PIANOS
(See Pianos, Automatic)

PLAYROOM EQUIP-
MENT '

(See Nursery Furnishings)

PLUMBING FIXTURES
(See Fixtures, Plumbing)

BUYERS' GUIDE SECTION OF

PORTABLE PRO-
JECTORS

(See Projectors, Portable)

POSITIVE RAW FILM
(See Film, Raw Negative and

Positive)

POSTER FRAMES
(See Frames, Poster and Lobby

Display)

POSTER LIGHTS
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POSTER PASTE
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

POSTERS, Advertising
Artcraft Lithograph & Printing

Co., 110 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Edwards & Deutsch Lithograph-
ing Co., 2330 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Grinnell Lithograph Co., Inc.,

406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee

St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

Inter-City Press, 10 Fei-ry St.,

N. Y. City.

Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Runey Show Print Co., Runey
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Steiner & Co., Wm, 257 West
17th St., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

U. S. Printing & Lithographing
Co., 85 N. 3rd St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Universal Press, 729 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Weaver, Jay, 218 W. 48th St.,

N. Y. City.

POWER PLANTS, Elec-

tric

(See Lighting and Power
Plants)

PRESERVATION, Film
(See Film Preservation, and

Renovators)

PRESS BOOKS
(See Printing, Theatre)

PRINTERS, Film Machine
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

PRINTING, Theatre
American Lithograph Co., 52 E.

19th St., N. Y. City.
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-

land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Beacon Press, Inc., 318 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

Circle Press, Inc., 238 W. 53rd
St., N. Y. City.

Exhibitors Printing Service, 711
S. Dearborn Ave., Chicago, 111.

December 25, 1926

Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

Kleeblatt Press, Erwin S., 351
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Simplex Ticket Co., 3120 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Universal Press, 729 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

PROGRAMS & COVERS
(See also Printing, Theatre)

Exhibitors Program Co., 1006
Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Globe Type Foundry, 956-958 W.
Harrison St., Chicago, 111.

Grinnell Lithograph Co., Inc.,

406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee

St., Cincinnati, O. (See Adv.)
Singer Program Co., 250 W.

54th St., N. Y. City.

PROJECTION LENSES
(See Lenses, Projection)

PROJECTION MACHINE
PARTS

Baird Motion Picture Machine
Co., 31 Runvon St., Newark,
N. J.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Kaplan, Sam, 729 7th Ave., N.

Y. City. (See Adv.)
(Listing continued)

KAPLAN SURE-FIT Parts

Have Proven Quality

Sign of Perfection

In KAPLAN SURE-FIT Parts for Simplex Projectors

you get that sound and honest quality which KAPLAN
has built into SURE-FIT Parts—the quality which

assures accuracy, durability, genuine and lasting satis-

faction and perfect projection.

Guaranteed to FIT or Money Refunded

Write for Price List

For Simplex Projectors

SAM KAPLAN
Manufacturer

729 Seventh Avenue New York City
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HENNEGAN
PROGRAM
COVERS

are

Business builders for

hundreds of theatres—

they will be the same

for you.

THE HENNEGAN COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Here, ykrt brother

/
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PROJECTION, Mazda
Lamp

Edison Lamp Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Co., Harrison, N.

I. (See Adv.)
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
National Lamp Works, Nela

Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
V\ estinghouse Lamp Co., 150

Broadway, N. Y. City.

PROJECTION ROOMS,
Public

Duplex .Motion Picture Indus-

tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Lloyds Film Storage Corp., 130

W. 46th St., N. Y. City.

Simplex Projection Rooms, 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

PROJECTORS, Adver-

tising

(See Advertising Projectors)

PROJECTORS, Portable

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Capitol Machine Co., 100 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Dc Vry Corp., The, 111 Center
St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long-

Island City, N. Y.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
III. (See Adv.)

Goerz American Optical Co., C.

P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y.
City.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.

42nd St., N. Y. City.

Holmes Projector Co., 718 Cui
tis St.. Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,

Acme Division, 1130 W. Austin
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Holograph Co., The, 309 N. Il-

linois St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Pathescope Co., Aeolian Bldg.,

35 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

N. Y. City.
Safety Projector & Film Co.,

Duluth, Mi m.
Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara

St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.

48th St., N. Y. City.

Victor Animatograph Co., 527
W. 4th St., Davenport, Iowa.

PROJECTORS, Standard
Baird Motion Picture Machine

Co., 31 Runyon St., Newark,
N. J.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

PROTECTION TREAT-
MENT, Film

(See Film Preservation and

Renovators)

PUBLICATIONS, Motion
Picture Trade

Daily Review, 45 W. 45th St.,

N. Y. City.
Exhibitors Herald, 565 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. City.
Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, N.

Y. City.
.Motion Picture News, 729 Sev-
enth Ave., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Motion Pictures Today, 140 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Moving Picture World, 516 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.

PUBLICATIONS, Projec-

tion

Falk Publishing Co., Inc., Dept.
625, 141 W. 36th St., N. Y.
City.

Richardson's Handbook, F. H.,
516 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Scientific American (The Cinema
Handbook), Woolworth Bldg.,

N. Y. City.

RACKS, Developing
Ajax Airlyt Welded Products

Co., 315 Hancock St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Corcoran Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey City, N. J. (See
Adv.)

RADIATOR COVERS
Art Metal Radiator Cover Co.,

500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.

144th St., N. Y. City.

Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435
Austin PL, N. Y. City.

RADIO OUTFITS,
Theatre

Atwater Kent, 555 E. Fordham
Rd., N. Y. City.

Fischer Spring Co., Charles. 240
Kent Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Forest Radio Corp., 1060 Third
Ave., N. Y. City.

Kodel Radio Corp.. 507 E. Pearl
St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Lenford, Inc., 408 W. 27th St.,

N. Y. City.
Radio Corporation of America,

233 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Scovill Mfg. Co., 280 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Sunbeam Radio Corp., 1834
Broadway, N. Y. City.

RAILINGS, Iron, Steel &
Brass

(See Iron Works, Architectural
and Ornamental and Brass

Rails)

RAILS, Rope

Ajax Rope Co., Inc., 95 Liberty
St., N. Y. City.

American Mfg. Co., Noble and
West Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Ran-

dolph St., Chicago, 111.

ATTENTION
THEATRES AND EXCHANGES

NO EXCUSE FOR DIRTY, CLOUDY,
RAINY OR FLICKERING FILM NOW

It lUR PR( (CESSES IX ' »NE M \i IIIXK
1. REWINDING
2. INSPECTION

CLEAN! \(, FILM 1'^
I [Ql ID PR) M ESS

4. WIPING < >FF OF I'll M \\ I TIM Ml GO
1NG THROUGH LIQUID S< M.ITIOX
Film should In- cleaned upon receipt from <

By wiping of film twice daily, the need of cli

nunc than veek is eliminated. Tile doubll
tnd rewinding tan lie done at the

same tune Foi those having rewinds, we make small
cleaning ma be used in theatres ami big
changes a- well as small i

There is no to have dirty, rainy.
cloud) or flickering film. We have three different
cleaning mi hi i capacit) ranging from thirty to
sixty the reels a da) at I il i cents L reel

We manufacture cleaning machines, rew nds. foi

exchanges laboi atoi
i

buffi i
- and pi i

ins m buffing system. All m ti madi
entirelj •! aluminum which is unpainted. Reasonable
prices Writi t"i catalog

DWORSKY FILM MACHINE CORPORATION
520 West 48th Street New York City Tel. Chlckering 4453

RAIN INSURANCE
(See Insurance, Rain)

RAW STOCK, Film
(See Film, Raw Negative and

Positive)

RECONSTRUCTION
SERVICE

Gescheidt & Co. Inc., Jacob, 142
E. 43rd St., N. Y. City.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. & Burnham St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Neumade Products Corp., 24!) \Y.

47th St., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

RECTIFIERS, Alternat-

ing Current
General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.
Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Kodel Radio Corp., 507 E. Pearl

St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Liberty Elec. Co., Stamford,
Conn. (See Adv.)

Rollaway Motor Co., The, 122
Southard Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

Samuels Stabilarc Co., Hun-
sicker Bldg., Alleniown, Pa.
(See Adv.)

\Vestinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

REDECORATING SERV-
ICE

(See Decorations, Theatre
Interior)

REEL ALARM SIGNALS
(See Automatic Change-over)

REELS, Film Shipping &
Projection

Acme Stamping & Mfg. Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Geometric Stamping Co., 221 E.
131st St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co.,

1250 W. 76th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Lloyds Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.

Mossberg Co., Frank, Lamb St.,

Attleboro, Mass.
Neumade Products Corp. 24!) \Y.

47th St., N. Y. City.
Sharlow Brothers Co., 442 W.

42nd St., N. Y. Citv.
Willoughbv Inc.. Chas. G., 110

\V. 32nd St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

REFLECTORS. Billboard
Reynolds Flee. Co.. 2628 West

('(ingress St., Chicago, 111.

REFLECTORS. Light
American Reflecting & Lighting

Co., 100 S. Jefferson St., Chi-
cago, 111.

Hrenkert Liffht Projection Co..

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit.

Mich. (See Adv.)
Chicago Stage Lighting Co.. 112

N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting Co., Inc., 1123
W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago, 111.

Frink Inc., I. P., 2:!'.) T. nth Ave.,

N. Y. City.

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St.. N. Y. City.

Heinrich Reflector Co.. Inc., 645
W. 43rd St.. N. Y. Citv.

Hub Electric Co., 221!) W. Grand
Ave. Chicago, 111.

( Listing continued

)
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Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)

REFLECTORS, Mirror

Arc Lamp
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653

St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)

Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

International Projector Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 554 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimniel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

REFRIGERATING MA-
CHINERY

Brunswick-Kroeschell Co., Jer-
sey Ave., New Brunswick, N.
J. (See Adv.)

Carrier Engineering Corp., 748
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J. (See Adv.)

Cooling & Air Conditioning
Corp., 31 Union Square, N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Helmer Air Conditioning Corp.,
103 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Refrigerating Construction Co.,

140 E. 25th St., N. Y. City.
Shipley Construction & Supply

Co., 42nd St. and Second Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City.

York Manufacturing Co., York,
Pa. (See Adv.)

REGISTERS, Ticket

(See Ticket Selling Machines)

RENOVATORS, Film
Bennett Film Renovator Co.,

Kansas City, Kans.
Counsell Film Process & Chemi-

cal Co., 236 W. 55th St., N. Y.
City.

Dura Film Protector Co., Inc.,

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Dworsky Film Mach. Corp., 520
W. 48th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Film Renovating Co. of Amer-
ica, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.

Rex Film Renovator Co., 73 E.
Naghten St., Columbus, Ohio.

REPLACERS, Incandes-

cent Lamp
Matthews & Bro., W. N., 3722

Forest Park Blvd., St. Louis,
Mo.

Morse, Frank W.. 516 Atlantic
Ave., Boston, Mass.

REPRODUCTIONS,
Photo

(See Photos and Portraits)

REST-ROOM EQUIP-
MENT & FURNISH-

INGS
Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PI., N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Vitrolite Co., The, 133 W. Wash-
ington St., Chicago, 111.

REWINDERS, Film
Atlas Metal Works. 2601 Alamo

St., Dallas, Tex.

Automatic Film Rewinder, Har-
risburg, Pa.

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Cherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Fulton & Co., E. E., 3208 Car-
roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

AVilloughby Inc., Chas. G., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

RHEOSTATS
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Bull Dog Sales, 1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago. 111.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., The,
1237 St. Paul Ave., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Hcrtner Electric Co., 1900 West

112th St., Cleveland, O. (See
Adv.)

Hoffmann & Soons, 522 First
Ave., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
S'age Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Mestrum, Henrv, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.
Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue C,
Newark, N. J.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.. 37
South St.. Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

RIGGING, Stage
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.

Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223 W
Eiie St., Chicago, 111.

( Listing continual)

Hoffmann & Soons
Perfection
Rheostats

installed in the

World's Premier Theatre

The New Paramount

Rheostat installed in Paramount Theatre

60 ISO Amps.. 3 point R. C. type -3

Hoffmann & Soons Perfection Rheostats have proved

themselves without peer. They are a guarantee of

continuous and efficient service.

They were selected for the Paramount
Theatre against all other makes because of their

quality.

The Perfection Rheostat is installed as standard

equipment by

LOEWS CIRCUIT
KEITHS CIRCUIT
M & S CIRCUIT

The COVERED WAGON Road Shows
The BIG PARADE Road Shows
RIALTO THEATRE, N. Y.

RIVOLI THEATRE
BEN HUR Road Shows

COHAN THEATRE, N. Y.
ASTOR THEATRE, N. Y.
EASTMAN KODAK CO.
SIMPLEX DIV. INTL.
PROJECTOR CORP

U. S. NAVY and others

HOFFMANN & SOONS
Contracting Electrical Engineers

Moving Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

522 First Ave. New York City
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Clark Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Lee Lash Studios, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.

New York Studios, 328 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
(See Adv.)

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,

X. Y. City.

ROOFING MATERIALS
Anchor Corrugating Const. Co.,

145 W. 41st St., N. Y. City.

Barber Asphalt Co., 233 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Beaver Products Co. Inc., 1440
Military Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.

BUYERS' GUIDE SECTION OF

Consolidated Sheet Metal Works,
6G1 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.,

U. T., 80 Lafayette St., N. Y.
City.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,

36th Ave. & Burnham St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
National Sheet Metal Roofing

Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Richardson Co., 250 W. 57th St.,

N. Y. City.

SAFES, Burglarproof
York Safe & Lock Co., 55 Maid-
en Lane, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

SAFES, Film
(See Steel Lockers)

SCENERY, Stage
(See Stage Scenery)

York
Chests

Obtain thedouble

burglar proof rate

of insurance—the

lowest possible

rate.

The only kind used in the PARAMOUNT THEATRE
and exclusively used byPUBLIX THEATRES CORP.

Manufactured by

York Safe and Lock Company
55 Maiden Lane, New York York, Pa.

SCENIC STUDIOS
(See Stage Scenery)

SCHOOLS
Herbert & Huesgen Co. (Cam-
eramen's School), 18 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Moving Picture Operators'
School, 644 Eighth Ave., N.
Y. City.

New York Institute of Photog-
raphy, 141 W. 36th St., N. Y.
City.

Paramount Theatre Mgrs. Train-
ing School, 1520 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

SCREEN PAINT
Da-Lite Screen Co., 922 West
Monroe St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Major & Co., M., 303 Fourth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 1618
Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sonneborn Sons Inc., L., 114 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Technical Color & Chemical
Works, 523 Third Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

Wertsner & Son, C. S., 211 N.
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)

SCREENS, Motion
Picture

American Silversheet Co., 915
Wash. St., St. Louis, Mo. (See
Adv.)

Da-Lite Screen Co., 922 West
Monroe St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Diamond Screen Products Co.,

1222 Ontario St., Cleveland.
Ohio.

December 2 5, 1926

Gardiner Co., L. J., 1021 W.
Goodale Blvd., Columbus, O.

Minus;! Cine Screen Co., 2665
Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo.
(See Adv.)

Mirror Screen Co., Shelbyville,

Ind.

National Screen Co., 2100 Payne
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

Raven Screen Corp., 1476 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Royal M. P. Screen Co., The,
910 Manhattan Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wertsner & Son, C. S., 211 N.
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)

SEAT COVERS
(See Covers, Theatre Seat)

SEAT INDICATORS,
Vacant

Acme Elec. Const. Co., 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Guerin Theatre Seating Sys-

tem, Inc., 609 Iberville St.,

New Orleans, La.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

SEATS, Theatre
American Seating Co., 119 W.

40th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

(Listing continued)

jrythiis
When you buy Screens

Do you buy

Quality or Price?

This test tried out on a small sample is

enough to prove for yourself the superiority

of Da-Lite Screens.

Write for a Sample-

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
922 West Monroe Street Chicago, 111.
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Recognition of Merit

Every National Theatre

Supply Company branch

is a SILVERSHEET dis-

tributor. Write—wire or

phone their nearest office

to have a representative see

you. A few dollars spent

on your screen now will

bring you many in return.

Without merit, no product could have gained the

almost instantaneous, nation-wide, whole-hearted

approval as has been accorded the

Backed by a guarantee of

absolute satisfaction

Built to specification by that world-famous screen

craftsman—J. Otto Knobel—this super-quality pro-

jection surface brings out and enhances your pictures

in a way heretofore unbelievable.

Remember ' ' < to get a genuine

KNOBEL BUILT Screen you must get a

SHVERSHEEl

AMERICAN SflVERSHEET COMPANY
915-917 WASH STREET—ST. LOUIS, MO.

Not only how many seats, but
how many vacant seats is your
rush hour profit line. Ex-
perience shows that every house
has vacant seats that the Acme
can find and fill.

The Paramount, New York,

Is Acme Equipped

/[PMl>
I tvTTt
USHER SIGNALSYSTEM

Send for Bulletin

ACME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Chicago

Seat your people quickly

and add to your RUSH
HOUR PROFITS.
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De Luxe Special

They are individual

They are different

They are distinctive

. . . because they are built

to specification for all types

of projection ; Regular Arc
— Masdalite—High In'

tensity or Reflecting Arc.
.> <.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Bomont at Morgan ' SAINT LOUIS

"There is no substitute

for MlNUSA DE
LVXE Reproduction"

fee7JAIAI.I.IAI.'.l.'.l.'.l.'.l.l.l.l.l.».f.T,1.l.I.',l.',I.T.r.'.l.».1.T.I.M.l.l,'.l.',I.T.!.'.I.'.I.».1.».l.y.l.l.l.l.'.I.I.I.I.I.M.I.I.I.I.I.IJ.I.T.I.T.Til

r~\

t Super-Lite Screens Are f

Equivalent to more light

Pictures that on the average screen are dull,

shadowy and tiresome, snap out clear, lively and

bright on a Super-Lite Screen.

That is because practically all the light that falls

on the silvery surface of a Super-Lite Screen is

reflected.

Super-Lite Screens give the equivalent of higher

intensity light sources at a fraction of their cost.

They are made from fine, sturdy material and

last for years.

For full description, sizes, prices, etc., and name
of nearest supply dealer, write

C. S. Wertsner & Son
Manufacturers

221 North 13th Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Distributors in frincifal cities throughout
the country

MAIL THIS COUPON

C. S. WERTSNER & SON
221 North 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa,

Send me details on Super-Lite Screens.

Name Theatre

r\

Address

Andrews Co., A. H., 107 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Arlington Seating Co., Arlington
Heights, 111.

Feinberg, J. George, 818 State
Lake Bldg., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)

Lexington Desk Co., 157 E. 44th
St., N. Y. City.

Milner-Scott Seating Co.. Dover,
Ohio.

Southern Desk Co., Drawer 630,
Hickory, N. C.

Stafford Mfg. Co., E. H., 367
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Steel Furniture Co., 1475 Bu-
chanan Ave., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

SETTEES, Lobby
(See Lobby Furniture)

SETTINGS, Stage
(See Decorations, Stage)

SHARPENERS, Carbon
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Avi ..

N. Y. City.

SHIPPING CANS
(See Cans, Film)

SHUTTERS, Iris

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Sage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. Citv. (See
Adv.)

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

SHUTTERS, Metal Fire

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati.
Ohio.

Richmond Engineering Co., 940
Brook Ave., Richmond, Va.

Saino Fire Door & Shutter Co.,

53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
111.

Westergren Inc., M. F., 213 E.

144th St., N. Y. City.

SIGN CLOTH
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Grinnell Lithographing Co., Inc.,

406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.

48th St., N. Y. Citv.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City.

SIGN FLASHERS
Brilliant Co., The, 3531 Wash-

ington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Cramblct Engineering Corp..

286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee.
Wis. (See Adv.)

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St.. N. Y. Citv.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs. Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago 111.

Milne Electric Co., 189 Fifth
St.. Milwaukee, Wis. (See
Adv.)

Norden Co., Inc., 132 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Roedelheim Co., A. M., 110 W.
40th St., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue C,
Newark, N. J.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

SIGNAL SYSTEMS, Usher
(See Seat Indicators, Vacant)

SIGNALS, Change-Over
(See Automatic Change-Over)

SIGNS, Admission
(See Admission Signs)

SIGNS, Changeable
Flash-O-Lite Sales Co., 1102
Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Flexlume Corp., 1100 Military
Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. (See
Adv.)

Milne Electric Co., 189 Fifth
St., Milwaukee, Wis. (See
Adv.)

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Nordtn Co. Inc., 132 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,

Battle Creek, Mich.

SIGNS, Electric

(See Electric Signs)

SIGNS, Enameled Steel &
Iron

Brilliant Co., The, 3531 Wash-
ington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Federal Electric Co., 72 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

McLain Inc., Wm. H., 2988 Ar-
cher Ave., Chicago, 111.

Nelke, L. D., 45 E. 17th St., N.
Y. City.

Shank Sign Co., E. A., 243 W.
55th St.. N. Y. City.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City.
Sunlight Reflector Co., 226 Pa-

cific St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Verb Sign Co., 2144 S. Trov St.,

Chicago. 111.

SIGNS, Exit

(See Exit Light Signs)

SIGNS, Parking
(See Electric Signs)

SKYLIGHTS
Aetna Roofing Co., 240 W. 10th

St.. N. Y. City.
American Bar-Lock Co., Inc.,

Hulst, Long Island City. N. Y.
American Three-Way Luxfer
Prism Co., 358 Webster Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Mulberry Roofing Co., 168 E. 3rd
St.. N. Y. Citv.

Superior Skylight Co., 95 Web-
ster Ave.. Long Island Citv,
N. Y.

( / isti nued >
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SLIDE MAKING OUT-
FITS

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Excelsior Illustrating Co., 219
Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.

Manhattan Slide & Film Co.,

Inc., 213 W. 48th St., N. Y.
City.

Radio Mat Slide Co., 167 W.
48th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

SLIDES, Ink and Pencil
(See Ink and Pencil Slides)

SLIDES, Lantern
Cincinnati Motion Picture Co.,

Runey Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.
Commercial Slide & Film Ser-

vice, 209 W. 48th St., N. Y.
City.

Economy Slide Co., 213 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City.

Excelsior Illustrating Co., 219
Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.

Los Angeles Slide Co., 122 W.
3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

North American Slide Co., 122
N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Quality Slide & Flashagraph
Co., 6 E. Lake St., Chicago,
111.

Paramount Publicity Corp., Ill
Westchester Sq., Bronx, N. Y.

Radio Mat Slide Co., 167 W.
48th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Spencer Lens Co., 442 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Unique Slide Co., 168 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City.

Victor Animatograph Co., 527
W. 4th St., Davenport, Iowa.

SLIDES, Mat
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-

born St.. Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Radio Mat Slide Co.. 167 W.
48th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Tablet & Ticket Co.. 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

SLOT MACHINES
(See Vending Machines)

SOAP CONTAINERS,
Liquid

(See Liquid Soap and Soap
Containers)

SOUVENIRS
(See Advertising Novelties)

SPEED INDICATORS,
Projection

Hallbcrg, J. H., 445 Riverside
Drive, N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.
Weston Electric Inst. Corp.,
Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

SPLICERS, Film
(See Film Splicing Machines)
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SPOTLIGHTS
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. (Baby
Spotlights.)

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

DeBus, Al., 1072 N. Wilton PL,
Hollywood, Cal.

Duplex Stage Lighting Co., 334
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Erikson Electric Co., L., 6 Port-
land St., Boston, Mass.

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Mayer, Max, 218 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,

N. Y. City.
National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111. (See Adv.)

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Sun-Ray Lighting Products,
Inc., 119 Lafayette St., N. Y.
City.

Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.

Wohl & Co., M. J., Hancock St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

SPRINKLERS, Automatic

Atlantic Automatic Sprinkler
Corp., 233 Broadway, N. Y.
City.

Automatic Sprinkler Corp. of
America, 123 William St., N.
Y. City.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Grinnell Co., Inc., 1 Liberty St.,
N. Y. City.

Hudson Automatic Sprinkler
Corp., 603 Dean St., Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Nacey Co., P., 927 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.

Vogel Co., H. G., 15 W. 37th St.,
N. Y. City.

STAGE CABLE
(See Motion Picture Cable)

STAGE EFFECTS
Beck & Sons Co., Wm, Highland
and Dorchester Aves., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Clavilux Laboratories, Pigeon
Hill, Huntington, N. Y.

Flagg Studios, Edwin H., 1215
Bates Ave., Los Angeles. Cal.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
S'age Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co. Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
( Listing continued

)

BUY YOUR CHAIRS FROM

AMERICA'S

LEADING THEATRE CHAIR

SPECIALIST
Distributor of

Heywood - Wakefield Chairs

We have equipped the following De Luxe
Theatres in the past year

B. & K. Kunskx - Michigan - Detroit

Balaban & Katz - Oriental - Chicago

Balaban & Katz - Norshore - Chicago

New Palace Orpheum
New Orpheum
New Stanley

Chicago

Los Angeles

Atlantic Citv

Balaban & Katz Uptown (Mezzanine Floor)

Publix Paramount (Mezzanine Floor)

Mike Shea's Buffalo (Mezzanine Floor)

Tom Saxe

A. H. Blank

B. Balaban

G. L. Rapp

Chas. Skouras

Frank Cambria

M. 1.. Finkelstein

Irving Lesser

J. Myer Schine

REFERENCES

Saxe Enterprises

Blank Enterprise*

Balaban & Katz

Bapp & Bapp

Skouras Bros.

Publix Theatres

Finkelstein & Ruben

lesser Enterprises

Git

Milwaukee

Des Moines

Cbieago

Cbieago

St. Louis

New York

Minneapolis

New York

Sebine Theatre Enterprises

le, N. Y.

J. GEORGE FEINBERG
REPRESENTING

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO,

818 STATE LAKE BUILDING

CHICAGO
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Every-

thing

Electrical] MAJOR For The
Theater

WHERE GOOD LIGHTING
IS WANTED

Good lighting, good showmanship, good presentations

—they all go hand in hand. This makes MAJOR
stage lighting equipment a necessity in the modern
theatre. Not only that, but the service each unit ren-

ders, as well. This complete line of stage lighting units

has been tested and proven throughout the years. We
know MAJOR units will save you money because they

have for others.

Border Lights
Footlights

Spot Lights
Aisle Lights
Baby Spots
Louver Lights
Exit Signs
Program Signs

A number of at-

tractive, illustrated

bulletins will be

mailed to you free

upon request. Es-
timates, too, are
free.

Major Equipment Company
4603-19 Fullerton Avenue,Chicago

District Offices

Flood Lights
Directional Signs
Stage Cable
Strip Lights
Mazda Olivettes

Bunch Lights
Stage Pockets
Disappearing Footlights

Atlanta, Ga.
L. A. Crow,
4 Cone St.

Baltimore. Md.
Wolfe-Mann Mfg. Co.

320 S. Hanover St.

Boston, Mass.
David H. Davidson,
333 Washington St.

Buffalo. N. Y.
Ralph E. Jones,
184 Main St.

Cincinnati, Ohio
E. F. Schurig,

44 E. Third St.

Cleveland. Ohio.
D. C. Griffiths,

Rockefeller Bldg.

Dallas. Texas.
R. S. Wakefield,

242S Commerce St.

Denver. Colo.,
jard. Inc.

1940 Blake St.

Detroit, Mich.
II. II. Norton,
2638 Wabash A v.

Indianapolis, Ind.
The Scott-Jaqua Co.

Inc.
230 Pcnn St. S.

Kansas City, Mo.
Robert Baker.

106 E. 14th St.

Los Angeles, Cal.
IV W. Cole Co.
316 E. 12th St.

Los Angeles, Calif.

E. Zinsmeyer,
1155 S. Los Angeles St.

Miami, Fla.

F. C. Arnold
3050 Northwest 2nd.

Ave.
Minneapolis. Minn.

L. H. Cooper,
442 Builders Exch.
New Orleans, La.
W. J. Keller,

509 Conti Street.
New York City, NY.

Fred G. Kraut,
1977th Ave.
Omaha. Neb.
B. 1. Fleming

213 S. 12th St.

Philadelphia. Pa.
\Ym. A. MacAvov. Jr.,

244 N. 10th St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Coffin-Perry Co.,
501 Ferguson BIdg. '

Salt Lake City. Utah.
Raymond Ackerman,

212 S. W. Ten.
Francisco. Calif.

Theatre Equipment Sup
ply Co.

146 Leavenworth St.

Seattle, Wash.
Metropolitan Elec. Sup,

Co.
524 First Ave. S.

Mo.
O. H. Rottmann.

1 Bell Avenue.

Mestrum, Henrv, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 226 W.
47th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Welsh. J. H., 270 W. 44th St., N.
Y. City.

STAGE HARDWARE
(See Hardware, Theatre)

STAGE LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

(See Lighting Equipment,
Stage)

STAGE RIGGING
(See Rigging, Stage)

STAGE SCENERY
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 X.

Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Beaumont Studios, 225 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

Beck & Sons Co., Win., Highland
and Dorchester Aves., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Davis Scenic Studio, Arch St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Flagg Studios, Edwin H., 1215

Bates Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Kahn Scenic Studios, Theodore,

155 W. 29th St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, Iii.

N. Y. Studios, 328 W. 39th St.,

N. Y. City.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 226 W.

47th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
(See Adv.)

Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

United Scenic Studios, 28 West
Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Vail Scenic Construction Co.,

320 W. 24th St., N. Y. City.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

STAIR TREADS
(See Treads, Stair)

STAMPS, Time
Cincinnati Time Recorder Co.,

1 T-'i.S Central Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.
Western Stamping Co., 214 S.

2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

STANDS, Music
(See Music Stands)

STEEL LOCKERS
American Film Safe Corp.. 1800

Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md. (See Adv.)

A-l Locker Co., 15 W. 23rd St.,

N. Y. City.
Durand Steel Locker Co., 225 W.

34th St., N. Y. Citv.
Film Safe Corp., 92 William St.,

X. Y. City.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrueating

Co., 411 E. 5th St.. Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Xeumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., X. Y. City.

STEREOPTICON
LENSES

(See Lenses, Projection)

STEREOPTICONS
(See Lanterns, Slide)

STORAGE, Film
(See Film Storage)

STUDIOS
WEST COAST

California Studio, 1432 Gower
St., Hollywood, Cal.

Century Studio, 6100 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Chaplin Studio, Charles 1416 La
Brea Ave., Hollvwood, Cal.

Christie Studio, * 6101 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Cosmozart Studio, 3700 Beverly
Blvd., Hollvwood, Cal.

Culver City Studio, 6529 Venice
Blvd., Hollvwood, Cal.

De Mille, C. B., Studio, Culver
Citv. Cal.

D. & M., 1333 Coronado St., E.
Long Beach, Cal.

E. & R. Jungle, 1720 N. Soto
St., Hollvwood, Cal.

F. B. 0., 780 Gower St., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Fine Arts, 4516 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollvwood, Cal.

Fox Studio, 1400 N. Western
Ave., Hollvwood, Cal.

Hollywood Studio, 6642 Santa
Monica Bhr

d., Hollywood, Cal.

Horsley, William, 6050 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Independent Pictures Corpora-
tion, 6070 Sunset Blvd., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Independent Studio, 1751 Glen-
dale Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Keaton Studio, 1025 Lillian Way,
Hollywood, Cal.

Lasky Studio, 1521 Vine St.,

Hollvwood, Cal.
Xeilan* Studio, Marshall, 1845

Glendale Blvd., Hollywood,
Cal.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio,
Culver City, Cal.

McXamara Studio, 4011 Lanker-
shim Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Patton, C. W., Studio, 6046 Sun-
set Blvd., Holly-wood, Cal.

Pickford-Fairbanks Studio, 7100
Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Ray Studio, Charles, 4372 Sun-
set Drive, Hollvwood, Cal.

Roach, Hal, Culver City, Cal.
Selig Studio, 3800 Mission Rd.,

Hollvwood, Cal.
Sennett, Mack, 1712 Glendale

Blvd., Hollvwood, Cal.
United Studio, 5341 Melrose

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Universal Studio, Universal City,

Cal.
Waldorf Studio, 5360 Melrose

Ave., Holywood, Cal.

Warner Bros. Studio, Sunset
Blvd. and Bronson St., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Warner Bros. Vitagraph Studio,
Hollywood, Cal.

EASTERN COAST
Cosmopolitan Studio, Second

Ave. and 127th St.. N. Y. City.

DeForest Studio, 318 E. 48th
St., N. Y. City.

Diamant Studio, Fort Lee, N. J,

(Listing continued)
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Famous Players Studio, 6th and
Pierce, Long Island City,
X. Y.

First Nat'l Studio, 807 E. 175th
St., N. Y. City.

Fox Studio, Tenth Ave. and 55th
St., X. Y. City.

Glendale Studios, Glendale, Long
Island, X. Y.

Jackson Studio, Westchester and
Forrest, X. Y. City.

McFadden Studio, 137th and
Lexington Ave., X. Y. City.

New York Studios, 328 W. 39th
St., X. Y. City.

Pathe Studio, Astoria, Long
Island, X. Y.

Tec Art Studio, Westchester and
Forrest, X. Y. City.

Tilford Studio, 344 W. 44th St.,

X. Y. City.
Universal Studio, Fort Lee, X. J.

Warner Bros., Vitagraph Studio,
E. 15th St. and Locust Ave.,
Brooklyn, X. Y.

Whitman, Bennett, 537 River-
dale Ave., Yonkers, X. Y.
XORTHWESTERX COAST

Belasco Studio, 833 Market St.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Cope Film Corp., Xorthwestern
Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore.

Film City, San Francisco, Cal.

Gerson Studio, San Francisco,
Cal.

Lilliputian Studio, San Rafael,
Cal.

Montague Studio, San Francis-
Co, Cal.

Player Studio, Spokane, Wash.
Stocktonian Studio, Stockton,

Cal.
Weaver, H. C, Tilton Beach,
Tacoma, Wash.

SOUTHERX COAST
Brush Studio, W. B. Brush, Man-

ager, Miami, Fla.

Florida & Gramlich Studios, Mi-
ami, Fla.

Hamilton, Ray, San Salvador,
Salvador, S. A.

San Juan Studio, San Juan,
Porto Rico.

West Palm Beach Studio, W.
Palm Beach, Fla.

SUPPLY DEALERS,
Motion Picture

ALABAMA
Birmingham: Queen Feature

Service, The.

CALIFORXIA
Los Angeles:

Electrical Products Corp..
1118 W. 16th St.

Gennert, G., 208 S. Spring
St.

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Russell, C. L., Film Ex-
change Bldg.

Slipper, J., & Co., 838 S.

Olive St.

San Francisco:
Kemp, E. H.
Xational Theatre Supplv

Co. (See Adv.)
Preddey, Walter G., 187
Golden Gate Ave.

COLORADO
Denver:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Theatre Supply Co., 2106
Broadway.

COXXECTICUT
Xew Haven: Connecticut In-

dependent Movie Supplv
Co., 131 Meadow St.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Southern Moving Picture
Corp.

FLORIDA
Jacksonville:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Theatre Supply Co.
Tampa: Tampa Photo & Art
Supply Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta:

Lucas Theatre Supply Co.,

158 Marietta St.

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

ILLIXOIS
Chicago:

Fulco Sales Co., 24 E. 8th
St.

Fulton Co., E. E., 3208 Car-
roll Ave.

Illinois Theatre Equipment
Co., 12 E. 9th St.,

Midwest Ticket & Supply
Co., 845 S. Wabash Ave.

Monarch Theatre Supply
Co., 1223 S. Wabash Ave.

Movie Supply Co., 844 S.

Wabash Ave.
Xational Theatre Supplv

Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave.
(See Adv.)

IXDIAXA
Indianapolis:

Fulton Co.. E. E., Ill S.

Capitol Ave.
Xational Theatre Supplv

Co. (See Adv.)

IOWA
Des Moines:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Western Theatre Supplv
Co., 416 W. 10th St.,

KEXTUCKY
Louisville: American Motion

Picture Co.

LOUISIANA
Xew Orleans:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

MARYLAXD
Baltimore:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

MICHIGAX
Detroit:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

MIXXESOTA
Minneapolis:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Rialto Co.

MISSOURI
Kansas City:

Xational Theatre SuppK
Co. (See Adv.)

Stebbins, C. M., Picture
Supply Co.

St. Louis:
Fulton Co., E. E., 3403

Olive St.

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Yolland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave. (See Adv.)

XEBRASKA
Omaha:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

United States Theatre Sup-
ply Co.

XEW YORK
Albany: Empire Theatre Sup-

ply Co., 42 Orange St.

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Auburn: Auburn Theatrical
Supply Co.

918 Chestnut St.

Buffalo:
Xational Theatre Supplv

Co. (See Adv.)
Xew York City:
Behrend Motion Picture

Supply Co., 729 Seventh
Ave.

Capitol Theatre Equipment
Co., 626 Tenth Ave.

Crown Motion Picture Sup-
ply Co., 729 7th Ave.

Herbert & Huesgen, 18 E.

42nd St.

Kaplan, Sam, 729 Seventh
Ave. (See Adv.)

Mestrum, Henrv, 817 Sixth
Ave.

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co., 1560 Bwav. (See
Adv.)

Willoughbv Inc., Chas. G.,

110 W. 32nd St., X. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

XORTH CAROLIXA
Charlotte: Carolina Theatre
Supply Co., United Film
Bldg.
Xational Theatre Supplv

Co. (See Adv.)

OHIO
Cincinnati:

Beck & Sons Co., Wm.,
Highland cor. Dorchester.

Cincinnati Theatre Equip-
ment Co., Broadway Film
Bldg.

Movie Co-operative Supplv
Co.

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Cleveland:
Xational Theatre Supplv

Co. (See Adv.)

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City:
Anderson Theatre Supply

Co.
Xational Theatre Supph

Co. (See Adv.)
Yale Theatre Supply Co.,

10 S. Hudson St.

OREGOX
Portland:

Xational Theatre Supph
Co. (See Adv.)

Portland Moving Picture
Machine Co., Rivoli Thea-
tre Bldg.

PEXXSYLVANIA
Philadelphia:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Swaab, Lewis M., & Son,
1325 Vine St.

William, Brown & Earle,
Pittsburgh:

Xational Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Pittsburgh Motion Picture
Supplv Co.

S. & S. Film and Supply Co.,

1026 Forbes St.

(Listing continued)

SCENERY
MOVING PICTURE SETTINGS

DRAPES IN ALL NOVELTY MATERIALS
STAGE EQUIPMENT
PROLOGUE SETS

Theo. Kahn Scenic Studio
155 West 29th St. Penn. 2288 New York City

DRAPERY

RADlO-V- ;-'-MAT
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SERVICE ALWAYS
with

INTERNATIONAL

TICKETS
EQUIPMENT of

the most modern
type, backed up by
an organization with
thirty years of experi-
ence in ticket print-

ing assures you the
fastest service.

We are prepared to
make overnight de-
liveries where cir-
cumstances require.

Quality andaccuracy
unvarying at all

times.

Write today for samples and
prices. If quotation is wanted

\
jon reserved seat tickets, send;

seating diagram.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence: H. A. & E. S.

Taylor, 76 Dorrance St.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls: American Thea-

tre Supply Co.

TENNESSEE
Memphis: Monarch Theatre
Supply Co.

National Theatre Supply
Co. (See Adv.)

TEXAS
Dallas:

National Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Houston: Southern Film Ser-
vice.

UTAH
Salt Lake City:

National Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

WASHINGTON
Seattle:

National Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston: Charleston Elec-

tric Supply Co.

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee:

National Theatre Supplv
Co. (See Adv.)

Smith Co., The Ray, 145
7th St.

Wisconsin Theatre Supplv
Co.

CANADA
Montreal, Que.: Canadian
Theatre Supply Co., Albee
Bldg., Mayor St.

Toronto, Ont.: Dentelbeck, C.

A., 23 Fulton Ave.
Vancouver, B. C: United

Electric Co., Ltd., 1118
Granville St.

Winnipeg, Man.: Canadian
Theatre Supplv Co., Capitol
Theatre Bldg.

SWEEPING COM-
POUNDS

(See Janitors' Supplies)

SWITCHBOARDS,
Automatic Time

Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3619
Windsor PL, St. Louis, Mo.
(See Adv.)

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1237
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nas-
sau St., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue C,

Newark, N. J.

Westinghouse Electric & Mir.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Sll ITCHBOARDS.
Theatre

Frank, 3619
Louis, Mo.

Wabash

Adam Electric Co.,

Windsor PL, St
(See Adv.)

Bull Dog Sales, 1223 S
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Edwards Electrical Const. Co.,

70 E. 46th St., N. Y. City.

E.-.I. Electric Installation Co.,

156 E. 44th St.. X. V. City.

December 25, 1926

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co., 4603 Ful-
lerton Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Mutual Electric & Machine Co.,

7610 Jos Campau Ave., De-
troit, Mich.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

SW ITCHES, Automata
Cutler-Hammer Co., 1237 St.

Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartman Electric Mfg. Co.,

1051 Hall PI., Mansfield, O.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Western Electric Co., 195 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., A. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

SWITCHES, Remote Con-

trol

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1237
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Hartman Electric Mfg. Co., 1051
Hall PI., Mansfield, O.

Hoffmann & Soons, 522 First

Ave., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Strauss & Co., 616 W. 43rd St.,

N. Y. City.

Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue C,

Newark, N. J.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., 37
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

TABLES, Film Rewind-
ing. Inspection and

Cutting
American Film-Safe Corp., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md. (See Adv.)

Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.

144th St., N. Y. City.
Duplex Motion Picture Indus-

tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City. N. Y.

Neumade Products Corp., 249 W.
47th St., N. Y. City.

Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

TALLY COUNTERS
Durant Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,

Wis.
International Register Co., 15
Throop St., Chicago, 111.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.,

338 Berry St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sussfeld. Lorsch & Schimmel,

153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

TANKS, Film Developing
Acme Tank Co., 39 Cortlandt

St., N. Y. City.

Corcoran, Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey City, N. J. (See
Adv.)
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Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island, N. Y.

Eagle Tank Co., 2426 N. Craw-
ford Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gennert Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.

TAPE, Gummed Paper

Dennison Mfg. Co., Framing-
ham, Mass.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co., 338
N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.

Six-Sixty Sealing Tape Co., 228
E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

TAPESTRIES
Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th

St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving PI., N.
Y. City. (See Adv.)

Famco Tapestry Mills, Inc., 130

W. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Kahn Scenic Studios, Theo., 155
W. 29th St., N. Y. City (See
Adv.)

Kuhn Studios, Louis, 105 W.
63rd St., N. Y. City.

Philadelphia Tapestry Mills,

Allegheny Ave. & Front St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

TELEPHONES, Inter-

communicating

Couch Co. Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.

Dictograph Products Corp., 220
VV. 42nd St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nas-
sau St., N. Y. City.

Select-O-Phone Co. of N. Y., 200
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Stromberg Carlson Telephone
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Western Electric Co., 195 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

TEMPERATURE REGU-
LATION SYSTEMS

Automatic Devices Co., Hunsick-
er BIdg., Allentown, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Carrier Engineering Corp., 748
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J. (See Adv.)

Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Clark Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City (See Adv.)

Foxboro Co., Inc., 50 Church St.,

N. Y. City.
Johnson Service Co., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Minneapolis Heat Regulator Co.,

Inc., Grand Central Terminal,
N. Y. City.

TERRA COTTA, Archi-

tectural

American Encaustic Tiling Co.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

American Terra Cotta & Cera-
mic Co., 1701 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 350
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
HI.
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Denver Terra Cotta Co., West
1st Ave. & Umatilla St., Den-
ver, Colo.

Federal Terra Cotta Co., 101
Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Midland Terra Cotta Co., 105
West Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
National Terra Cotta Society, 19

W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

New Jersey Terra Cotta Co., 149
Broadway, N. Y. City.

New York Architectural Terra
Cotta Co., 401 Vernon Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Northwestern Terra Cotta Co.,

2525 Clvbourn Ave., Chicago,
111.

South Amboy Terra Cotta Co.,

150 Nassau St., N. Y. City.

Terra Cotta Service Bureau, 128
N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE ACCOUNT-
ING SYSTEMS

(See Accounting Systems,

Theatre)

THEATRE BROKERS
Associated Brokers, 8 S. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111.

Blake, 308 Times BIdg., N. Y.
City.

Cross & Brown, 8 E. 41st St.,

N. Y. Citv.
Krawitz, M. M., 1735 Welton St.,

Denver, Colo.
Lewis, 1002 Mutual Life BIdg.,

Buffalo. N. Y.
Sofferman, A., 1560 Bwav., N.

Y. City.
Theatre Trading Exchange, 67
Church St.. Boston, Mass.

THEATRE DIMMERS
Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.
(See Adv.)

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1237
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See Adv.)
Ward Leonard Elec. Co., 37
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

THEATRE FRONTS
(See Terra Cotta, Architectural,

and Iron Works, Architectural)

THEATRE LISTS
(See Mailing Lists)

THEATRE SEATS
(See Seats, Theatre)

THEMATIC MUSIC CUE
SHEETS

(See Music Cue Sheets,

Thematic)

TICKET BOOTHS
(See Booths, Ticket)

ftotect
your Profits

-vvitH the

SuperGold Seal

Over 8,000 box offices, in-
cluding the New Para-
mount Theatre, have
chosen the Gold Seal sys-
tem in preference to all

other methods of issuing
tickets. Your theatre
should have this up-to-
date system.

Send for further infoi niaticn

Our own modern ticket plant
prints quality tickets for all

machines and for every other
purpose.

I m>
723 Seventh Ave. New York

Printers of quality Tickets,
Send us Your Next Order
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TICKET CHOPPERS
AND RACKS

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Automatic Ticket Reg. Co., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City
(See Adv.)

Caille Bros., ^210 Second Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.

(lark Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th
St., N. Y. Citv (See Adv.)

Elliott Ticket Co., 101 Varick
St., N. Y. City.

Fulton & Co., E. E. 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.

BUYERS' GUIDE SECTION OF

Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

(See Adv.)

Midwest Ticket & Supply Co.,

Inc., 845 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

National Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)

U. S. Ticket Co., Fort Smith,
Ark.

Weldon, Williams & Lick, 701
N. A St., Fort Smith, Ark.

TICKET

BOOTHS
AND
LOBBY

FRAMES
<£ «*

Exceptional Quality

at

Reasonable Prices

&*••• ...13?

/AUR greatest
KZs boosters are

our customers.

As to merchandise,

service and reliabil-

ity we are unsur-

passed.

Sketches and esti-

mate without any
obligation.

LOBBY DISPLAY
FRAME CORP.

E. SIDE, Pres.

723-7th Ave. N. Y. C.

World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

TICKET REGISTERS
(See Ticket Selling Machines)

TICKET SELLING MA-
CHINES

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Automatic Ticket Reg. Co., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City
(See Adv.)

Elliott Ticket Co., 101 Varick
St., N. Y. City.

Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

(See Adv.)

McClintock Co., O. B., 139 Lyn-
dale Ave. N., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Midwest Ticket & Supply Co.,

845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

National Cash Register Co.,

Main & K. Sts., Dayton, Ohio.
National Elec. Ticket Reg. Co.,

1806 Kienlen Ave., St. Louis,

Mo.
National Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, 111.

World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

TICKETS, Admission

Ansell Ticket Co., 730 N. Frank-
lin St., Chicago, 111.

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Automatic Ticket Reg. Co., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City

(See Adv.)

Columbia Printing Co., 1632 N.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.

Elliott Ticket Co., 101 Varick
St., N. Y. City.

Empire Ticket Co., 77 Bedford
St., Boston, Mass.

Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

(See Adv.)

Keystone Ticket Co., Shamokin,
Pa.

WHO IS MAKING YOUR
SPECIAL TRAILERS?

Let Us MaRe Your Special Trailers For You
You'll Get Good Trailers—Because We Know How

We Have an Elaborate Border appropriate for every
Subject and Occasion. We can make you either

Hand-Lettered or Type Titles.

ONE DAY SERVICE
ALL TRAILER ORDERS RECEIVED IN THE

MORNING SHIPPED SAME DA Y

FILMACK CO.

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED

Our organization is large
enough to do big things
and small enough to

render personal service
courteously and with ap-
preciation. Send us a
trial order and let us
convince you.

730 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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Midwest Ticket & Supply Co.,

845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

Simplex Ticket Co., 3120 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Trimount Press, 115 Albany St.,

Boston, Mass.
U. S. Ticket Co., Fort Smith,

Ark.
Weldon, Williams & Lick, 701

N. A St., Fort Smith, Ark.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

TIMEKEEPING EQUIP-
MENT

(See Employees' Clocks)

TITLES, Film
Aston Motion Picture Title Co.,

5723 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Broda, M. F., 1540 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Buchheister M. P. Film Labora-
tory, 245 W. 55th St., N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Consolidated Film Industries,

Inc., 203 W. 146th St., N. Y.
City.

Film Developing Corp., 216 Wee-
hawken St., Union City, N. J.

Hirlagraph Motion Picture
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.

Jacobsmeyer Co., 1123 Lillian

Way, Los Angeles, Calif.

National Screen Service, Inc.,

126 W. 46th St., N. Y. City
(See Adv.)

Neumade Products Corp., 249
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

Pacific Title Card Co., 1123 N.
Bronson Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Q. Q. Motion Picture Titles, 873
6th Ave., N. Y. City.

Quality Title & Film Co., 1442
Beechwood Dr., Hollywood,
Cal.

Radio Mat Slide Co., Inc., 167
W. 48th St., N. Y. City (See
Adv.)

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., 1339
Diversev Parkway, Chicago,
111.

Slobev. John, 1650 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Stern, Ernest, 203 W. 40th St.,

N. Y. City.

TOOL SETS, Operators
American Film-Safe Corp.. 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md. (See Adv.)

Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Fulton & Co., E. E. 3208 Car-
roll Ave., Chicago, 111.

Lavezzi Machine Works, 3518 N.

Paulina St., Chicago, 111.

Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.
X. Y. City.

TOWELS, Paper
(See Vending Machines, Soap,

Towels, Etc.)

TRAILERS. Film

Acme Film Co., 1540 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Adsign Corp., 845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

(Listing continued)
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Ad-Vance Trailer Service Corp.,
Ill Westchester Sq., Bronx,
N. Y.

Cincinnati Motion Picture Co.,

Runey Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Consolidated Film Industries,

Inc., 203 W. 146th St., N. Y.
City.

Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

National Screen Service, Inc.,

126 W. 46th St., N. Y. City
(See Adv.)

Radio Mat Slide Co. Inc., 167 W.
48th St., N. Y. City (See
Adv.)

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., 1339
Diversey Parkway, Chicago,
111.

Semler Sinema Service, 1600
Bway., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

TRANSFORMERS, Alter-

nating Current
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1237
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hallberg, J. H., 445 Riverside
Drive, N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City (See Adv.)
Samuels Stabilarc Co., Hun-

sicker Bldg., Allentown, Pa.
(See Adv.)

Wagner Electric Corp., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,
Waverly Park, N. J.

TREADS, Stair
American Abrasive Metals Co.,

50 Church St., N. Y. City.

American Mason Safety Tread
Co., Lowell Mass.

American Standard Mfg. Co.,

2266 Archer Ave., Chicago,
111.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio (See Adv.)
Scott, West & Aitken, 15 E. 40th

St., N. Y. City.

Smith Wire & Iron Works, F. P.,

2340 Clybourn Ave., Chicago,
111.

TRIPODS
Akeley Camera Inc., 250 W. 49th

St., N. Y. City.

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Willoughby, Inc., Chas. G., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. City (See
Adv.)

TURNSTILES
Damon-Chapman Co., 234 Mill

St., Rochester, N. Y.
Midwest Ticket & Supply Co.,

Inc., 845 S. Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio (See Adv.)
Perey Mfg. Co., Inc., 101 Park

Ave., N. Y. City.

(Listing continued)

QUALITY and SERVICE
IN DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
MOTION PICTURE FILM

ruchheister
kaborotory:
245 W 55th ST. New York Cfy T*l. Columbus 924CM

COMPLETE TITLE SERVICE
CUTTING ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS

IDEALLY LOCATED AND EQUIPPED FOR
THE HANDLING OF SPECIAL RUSH WORK

The 72zi32cfch

AIR DIFFUSERS
IN THE AUDITORIUM OF

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Assures ventilation comfort to the thou-
sands of audiences for years to come

Uniform Air Distribution Is the Reason

Knowles Mushroom Ventilator Co.

202 Franklin Street, New York

|
The Psycholoqy of Trailers |

g£| Johnny Semler says—Trailers today are a necessary evil—but rj3

|s unless they are made right, they are an EVIL to your box' ^
^ office. BS

H T£S,--we take the EVIL out of them. MAKE US
PROVE IT.

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
| 16oo BROADWAY : lac^MIiu :NEW YORK CITY |

H Let Semler Say It for You with Film ii
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UNIFORMS
(See also Costumes, Theatrical)

Brooks Theatrical Costumers,
1439 Broadway, N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)
Browning King & Co., 16 Cooper

Sq., N. Y. City.

Chicago Uniform & Cap Co., 208
E. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Ford Uniform Co., 229 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Meier & Co., A. G., 205 W. Mon-
roe St., Chicago, 111.

National Uniform Co., 12 John
St., N. Y. City.

Pettibone Bros. Mfg. Co., 626
Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Russell Uniform Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Square Uniform Co., 10 W. 23rd
St., N. Y. City.

Western Uniform Co., 202 S.

Clark St., Chicago, 111.

^Xo^Yc-PTgkGfa

TRAILERS SFIKFATC

"S5T3 W

THE

ONLY
TRAILER SERVICE

WITH

ACTUAL
SCENES
FROM THE NEGATIVE

Chicago, ill. New"Vork City LosAiiieles,CaI.
&4^So.Wal><u]»Ave i2&West 46* St.. iqll So.VeiSionr Ave.

VACUUM CLEANERS
Edison Electric Appliance Co.,

5600 W. Taylor St., Chicago.
111.

Federal Elec. Co., 72 W. Adams
St., Chicago, 111.

Hoover Co., North Canton, Ohio.

Invincible Vacuum Cleaner Mfg.
Co., Dover, Ohio.

Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn. (See Adv.)

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.

VALANCES, for Boxes
(See Decorations, Theatre)

VALVES, Radiator

Fairbanks Co., The, 41ti Broome
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

VASES, Stone Lobby
Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

VAUDEVILLE
AGENCIES

Amalgamated Vaudeville
Agency, Inc., 1600 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Lewis & Gordon Producing Co.,

Inc., Times Bldg., N. Y. City.

Markus Fally Vaudeville Agen-
cy, 1579 Broadway, N. Y. City.

VELOUR ROPE
(See Rails, Rope)

VENDING MACHINES,
Automatic

Auto-Eat Corp., 1819 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Columbus Vending Co., Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Mandel Bros. Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

VENDING MACHINES
Soap, Towels, Etc.

Best Chemical Co., 833 North
17th St., Allentown, Pa.
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Dennison Mfg. Co., Framing-
ham, Mass.

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,

913 E. Tipton St., Hunting-
ton, Ind.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

Rochester Germicide Co., Roch-
ester, N. Y.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.

VENTILATING SYS-
TEMS

(See Heating and Ventilating
Equipment)

VENTILATORS
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 818 State
Lake Bldg., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)

Autovent Fan & Blower Co., 730
W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Daven-
port St., Omaha, Nebr. (See
Adv.)

Consolidated Sheet Metal Works,
661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Knowles Mushroom Ventilator
Co., 202 Franklin St., N. Y.
Cit. (See Adv.)

Protective Ventilator & Screen
Co., 512 West 53rd St., N. Y.
City.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,

Mo. (See Adv.)

Washburn & Co., E. G., 207 Ful-
ton St., N. Y. City.

VINES, Artificial

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.

General Flower & Dec. Co., 311
W. 50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Bar-
clay St., N. Y. City (See
Adv.)

i / isting continued )

WE INVITE COMPARISON
from the standpoint of

WORKMANSHIP, MATERIALS, PRICE <\z> RESULTS
Taking these four points into consideration, we challenge an)

manufacturer of so-called cooling and ventilating systems to

surpass or even equal the BLIZZ \K1) on any one of the enume-

rated items.

><>/</ in every one <»/ \ational Theatre Supply Co.'s '!! offices

Blizzard Sales Company
OMVIIV Concentrated Ventilation NEBR.

The Country's Leading
Theatres Equip Their
Ushers, Doormen, etc., With BROOKS UNIFORMS

WRITE FOR 1439 Broadway
EOOKLET NEW YORK
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PATENTED

FAIRBANKS
RENEWABLE
VALVES
Can be repaired

without taking

the valve from

the line.

Catalogue on request.

THE FAIRBANKS
COMPANY
NEW YORK

Manufacturers

Get Results

From

Advertising

in

Buyers

Guid

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Randall Co., A. L., 729 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

VOLT METERS
American Meter Co., 3112 N.

17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City (See Adv.)
Ostrander & Co., W. R., 371

Broadway, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Weston Electric Inst. Corp.,

Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

WALL COVERINGS
Beaver Products Co., Inc., 1440

Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
McCallum Decorative Co., 135

Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Morene Products Co., 245 West
28th St., N. Y. City.

Philadelphia Tapestry Mills, Al-
legheny Ave. and Front St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Titus Blatter & Co., 162 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. City.
Yitrolite Co., 133 W. Washing-

ton St., Chicago, 111.

WASTE RECEPTACLES,
Self Closing

Economy Baler Co., 46 Water
St., N. Y. City.

Solar-Sturges Mfg. Co., Melrose
Pk., Chicago, 111.

WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS
(See Employees' Clocks)

WATER COOLERS
Boston Water Purifier Co., 84

W. Broadway, N. Y. City.

Cooling Tower Co., The, 15 John
St.. N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Sanitarv Supply & Specialty

Co., 135 W. 23rd St., N. Y.

City.

U. S. Sanitary Spec. Corp., 435

S. Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

WAX FIGURES
Oates, L. E., 105 E. 10th St..

Los Angeles, Calif.

Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., J. R.,

63 W. 36th St., N. Y. City.

Spieles, Jos., 133 W. 14th St.,

N. Y. City.

WAXING MACHINES,
Film

(See Film Waxing Machines)

WHEELS, Color

(See Color Wheels)

W ICKETS. Cashiers Box

Office

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works.
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Daunt Co., Wm. A.. 110 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division.

Providence, R. I.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio (See Adv.)
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F. P.,

2340 Clybourn Ave., Chicago,
111.

ting continued)

Supreme Blowers
FOR POSITIVE COOLING

id TO 69

AIR CHANGES
PER HOUR

30.000 TO 40.000

CUBIC FEET OF
FRESH DRY AIR

MOVED RAPIDLY
THRU YOUR
THEATRE EVERY

MINUTE.

POSITIVE COOL-

ING BREEZES.

All-Steel Wheel Blower s165^
F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

Convenient Terms

WE INVITE YOUR COMPARISON
Write for Catalog E

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING CORP.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

^ system o£

Complete^
Controlled
Ventilation

* can 1>* toned to ewsy
degree of temperature

WINTER- SUMMER
SPRING ««* FALL

llentMim
Mien

m& g?needed

mail -the coupon
o-et the facts

S-i Date-

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation

190 North State Street

Chicago, Illinois

Give me the facts about Com'

pletely Controlled Ventilation.

Name '

Address.

Citv -State-
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WIGS
Hepner's, 137 W. 44th St., N. Y.

City.
Ostermayer, Philip, 337 Central

Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Shindhelm, G., 144 W. 46th St.,

X. Y. City.

Zan Hair Store, 8th & Grand
Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

WIRE, Asbestos Covered
Belden Mfg. Co., Cor. 23rd St.

& Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich. (See Adv.)

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Keasbv, Mattson Co., Ambler,
Pa.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., 321 W.
50th St., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)

Rockbestos Products Corp., New
Haven, Conn.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

WIRE MESH WORK
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,

4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., 416 Elm St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio (See Adv.)

I'liiii.ijiniMiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiii i mini! inn iiiiiiiiiaiiiiinniiiiiiuiiii iinn.'iii inin limn iiiniinniiiiininniniiiiniuuiiiiiiiuiuiiiK

NATIONAL EXCHANGES I

mi'iiiii iiiiiiiiiinniiiu
"

miiiin:;!::i iiiiininim niiniinf.

ALBANY
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

33 Orange St.

Film Booking Offices, 703 Broad-
way.

First National Pictures, 1056
Broadway.

Fox Film Corp., 1052 Broadway.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., 1060 Broadway.
N. Y. Exchange for Educational

Films, Inc., 1050 Broadway
Pathe Exchange, 35 Orange St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 1050
Broadway.

Universal Pictures Corp., 676
Broadway.

Warner Bros., 1058 Broadway.

ATLANTA
Educational Films Exchange of

Atlanta, 97 Walton St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
110 Walton St.

Film Booking Offices, 106 Wal-
ton St.

First National Pictures, 39 Wal-
ton St.

Fox Film Corp., 114 Walton St.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., 137 Walton St.

Pathe Exchange, 116 Walton St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 127 Wal-
ton St.

United Artists Corp., 106 Walton
St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 139
Walton St.

Warner Bros., Ill Walton St.

BALTIMORE
Pathe Exchange (Sub Office),

506 E. Baltimore St.

BOSTON
American Feature Film Co., 37
Piedmont St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp., 8
Shawmut St.

Film Booking Offices, 46 Pied-
mont St.

First National Pictures 52
Church St.

Fox Film Corp., 78 Broadway.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., 60 Church St.

N. Y. Exchange for Educational
Films, Inc., 71 Broadway.

Pathe Exchanges, 39 Church
St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 48 Mel-
rose St.

United Artists Corp., 13 10

Stanhope St.

Warner Bros., 131 Arlington St.

BUFFALO
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

254 Franklin St.
Film Booking Offices, 505 Pearl

St.

First National Pictures, 505
Pearl St.

Fox Film Corp., 496 Pearl St.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., 509 Pearl St.
N. Y. Exchange for Educational

Films, Inc., 505 Pearl St.
Pathe Exchange, 505 Pearl St.
Producers Dist. Corp., 505 Pearl

St.

United Artists Corp., 257 Frank-
lin St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 257
Franklin St.

Warner Bros., 257 Franklin St.

BUTTE
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

49 W. Granite St.
Pathe Exchange, 116 W. Granite

St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 51 W.
Broadway.

Universal Pictures Corp., 23 S.
Montana St.

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Universal Pictures Corp., 225
Hale St.

CHARLOTTE
Educational Film Exchange of

Atlanta, 227 N. Graham St.
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

211 S. Mint St.
Film Booking Offices, 300 W.

3rd St.

First National Pictures, 300 W.
3rd St.

Fox Film Corp., 505 W. 4th St.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.
Corp., 219 W. 4th St.

Pathe Exchange, 221 W. 4th St.
Producers Dist. Corp., United
Film Bldg.

United Artists Corp., 505 W. 4th
Street.

Universal Pictures Corp., 307
W. Trade St.

Warner Bros., United Film Bldg.

CHICAGO
Kilucatintial Film Kxihanire of

Illinois, Inc., 829 S. Wabash
Ave.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
L327 S. Wabash Ave'.

Film Booking Offices of America,
908 S. Wabash Ave.

First National Pictures, 831 S.

Wabash Ave.
Fox Film Corp., 910 S. Wabash

Ave.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., 831 S. Wabash Ave.
Pathe Exchange, 1023 S.Wabash

Ave.
Producers Dist. Corp., 831 S.

Wabash Ave.
United Artists Cojp. 804 8,

Wabash Ave.
Universal Pictures Corp., 831 S.

Wabash Ave.
Warner Bros., 839 S. Wabash
Ave.

CINCINNATI
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

Pioneer and Broadway.
Film Booking Offices, Pioneer
and Broadway.

First National Pictures, Pioneer
and Broadway.

Fox Film Corp., 514 Elm St.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., 526 Broadway.
Ohio Exchange for Educational
Film Co., Broadway Film
Bldg.

Pathe Exchange, 124 E. 7th St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 831 S.

Film Bldg.
United Artists Corp., 503 Broad-
way Film Bldg.

Universal Pictures Com., Pio-
neer and Broadway.

Warner Bros., 7th and Main St.

CLEVELAND
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

1563 E. 21st St.

Film Booking Offices, Film Ex-
change Bldg.

First National Pictures, 21st
and Payne Ave.

Fox Film Corp., 2219 Payne Ave.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., E. 21st St. and Payne
Ave.

Ohio Exchange for Educational
Film Co., 507 Film Bldg.

Pathe Exchange, 2100 Payne
Ave.

Producers Dist. Corp., 21st St.

and Payne Ave.
United Artists Corp., 2143 Pros-
pect Ave.

Universal Pictures Corp., 21st
and Payne Ave.

Warner Bros., Payne Ave. and
E. 21st St.

COLUMBUS
Famous Players-Lasky Corp..

251 N. 5th St.

DALLAS
Educational Film Exchange of

Texas, 302 Yz S. Harwood St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
300 S. Jefferson St.

Film Booking Offices, 2011 Jack-
son St.

First National Pictures, 308 S.

Harwood St.

Fox Film Corp., 306 S. Jeffer-

son St.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.

Corp., 300 y2 S. Harwood St.

Pathe Exchange, 1715 Commerce
St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 310 S.

Harwood St.

United Artists Corp., 308 S.

Harwood St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 308 S.

Harwood St.

Warner Bros., 304 S. Jefferson
St.

DENVER
Famous Plavers-Laskv Corp.,

1625 Court Place.

Film Booking Offices, 809 21st
St.

First National Pictures, 2108
Broadway.

Fox Film Corp., 2140 Champo
St.

Inter-Mt. Educational Film Ex-
change, Inc., 2144 Champo St.

Metro - Goldwyn -Mayer Dist.
Corp., 805 21st St.

Pathe Exchanges, 2165 Broad-
way.

Producers Dist. Corp., 2071
Broadway.

United Artists Corp., 2044
Broadway.

Universal Pictures Corp., 801
21st St.

Warner Bros., 2102 Broadway.

DES MOINES
Educational Film Exchange of

Iowa, 1005 High St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
1117 High St.

Film Booking Offices, 915 Grand
Ave.

First National Pictures, 1001
High St.

Fox Film Corp., 1022 High St.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dist.
Corp., 1111 High St.

Pathe Exchange, 1003 Yz High St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 1003 High
St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 10th
and High Sts.

DETROIT
Educational Film Exchange of

Michigan, 638 Film Bldg.
Famous Players-Laskv Corp.,

2949 Cass Ave.
Film Booking Offices, 159 E.

Elizabeth St.

First National Pictures, 159 E.
Elizabeth St.

Fox Film Corp., 66 Sibley St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 153 E. Elizabeth St.

Pathe Exchange, 159 E. Eliza-
beth St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 159 E.
Elizabeth St.

United Artists Corp., 344 Insur-
ance Exch. Bldg.

Universal Pictures Corp., 159 E.

Elizabeth St.

Warner Bros., John R. and Eliz-

abeth Sts.

EL PASO, TEXAS
Universal Pictures Corp., 608 N.
Oregon St.

INDIANAPOLIS
Educational Film Exch., Inc., of

Ind., 120 W. Michigan St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
116 W. Michigan St.

Film Booking Offices, 428 N. Illi-

nois St.

First National Pictures, 120 W.
Michigan St.

Fox Film Corp., 326 N. Illinois

St.

Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer Dist.
Corp.. 438 N. Illinois St.

Pathe Exchange, 120 W. Michi-

gan St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 66 W.
New York St.

United Artists Corp., 408 N.
Illinois Street.

Universal Pictures Corp., 326
N. Illinois St.

Warner Bros., 436 N. Illinois

St.

JACKSONVILLE
Famous Plavers-Lasky Corp.,

110 N. Lee St.

(Listing continued)
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Film Booking Offices, 927 W.
Forsyth St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 1123
S. Adams St.

KANSAS CITY
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

110 W. 18th St.

Film Booking Offices, 1717 Wy-
andotte St.

First National Pictures, 1712
Wyandotte St.

Fox Film Corp., 1901 Wyan-
dotte St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp.,
1706 Wyandotte St.

Midwest Educational Film Ex.,
Inc., 130 W. 18th St.

Pathe Exchanges, 111 W. 17th
St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 109 W.
18th St.

United Artists Corp., 1706 Bal-
timore Ave.

Universal Pictures Corp., 1710
Wyandotte St.

Warner Bros., 1820 Wyandotte
St.

LOS ANGELES
Educational Film Exch. of So.

Cal., 1920 Vermont Ave.
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
1980 S. Vermont Ave.

Film Booking Offices, 1924 S.

Vermont Ave.
First National Pictures, 1918 S.

Vermont Ave.
Fox Film Corp., 2019 S. Ver-
mont Ave.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 1964 S. Vermont Ave.

Pathe Exchanges, 1926 S. Ver-
mont Ave.

Producers Dist. Corp., 1966 S.

Vermont Ave.
United Artists Corp., 922 S.

Olive St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 1906
S. Vermont Ave.

Warner Bros., 1968 S. Vermont
Ave.

LOUISVILLE
Educational Film Ex. of Ky.
and Tenn., 917 W. Jefferson St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
615 S. First St.

First National Pictures, 919 W.
Jefferson St.

MEMPHIS
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

265 S. Front St.

Film Booking Offices, 230 Union
Ave.

First National Pictures, Inc., 500
S. Second St.

Fox Film Corp., 397 S. 2nd St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 494 S.

Second St.

Pathe Exchanges, 302 Mulberry
St.

Universal PPictures Corp., 309
S. Second St.

MILWAUKEE
Educational Film Ex. of Wis.,
210 Eleventh St.

Famous Plavers-Lasky Corp.,
119 7th St.

Film Booking Offices, 147 7th
St.

First National Pictures, 208
11th St.

Fox Film Corp., 721 Wells St.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.

Corp., 102 9th St.
Pathe Exchanges, 102-4 9th St.
Producers Dist. Corp., 195 7th

St.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Universal Pictures Corp., 717
Wells St.

Warner Bros., 149 7th St.

MINNEAPOLIS
Educational Film Ex. of Minn.,

Inc., 413 Loeb Arcade.
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

1110 First Ave. N.
Film Booking Offices, Film Ex.

Bldg., 16 4th St.

First National Pictures, 501
Loeb Arcade Bldg.

Fox Film Corp., 36 Western
Ave.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 74 Western Ave.

Pathe Exchanges, 72 Western
Ave.

Producers Dist. Corp., 42 West-
ern Ave.

United Artists Corp., 503 Loeb
Arcade Bldg.

Universal Pictures Corp., Loeb
Arcade Bldg.

Warner Bros., 70 Western Ave.

NEW HAVEN
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

134 Meadow Street.

Film Booking Offices, 126 Mea-
dow St.

First National Pictures, 134
Meadow St.

Fox Film Corp., 114 Meadow St.

N. Y. Ex. for Ed. Films, 134
Meadow St.

Metro-Goldwyn Mayer, 134 Mea-
dow St.

Pathe Exchanges, 134 Meadow
St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 134 Mea-
dow St.

United Artists Corp., 134 Mea-
dow St.

Universal Film Exchange, 126
Meadow St.

Warner Bros., 134 Meadow St.

NEW ORLEANS
Educational Film Ex. of La.,

Inc., 415 Dryades St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
944 Perdido St.

Film Booking Offices, 419 Drya-
des St.

First National Pictures, 1401
Tulane Ave.

Fox Film Corp., 1127 Girod St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 223 S. Liberty St.

Pathe Exchanges, 221 S. Liberty
St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 409 Dry-
ades St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 1307
Tulane St.

Warner Bros., 1123 Girod St.

NEW YORK CITY

Big "U" Exchange, 1600 Broad-
way.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
331 W. 44th St. (New Jersey
same address.)

Film Booking Offices, 723 Sev-
enth Ave.

First National Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave. (New Jersey,
same address.)

Fox Film Corp., 345 W. 44th St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 729* Seventh Ave.

N. Y. Exch. for Educational
Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.

Pathe Exchanges, 1600 Broad-
way.

Producers Dist. Corp., 729 Sev-
enth Ave.

United Artists Corp., 729 Sev-
enth Ave.

Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
(New Jersey same address.)

OKLAHOMA CITY

Educational Film Ex. of Texas,
114 S. Hudson St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
514 W. Grand Ave.

Film Booking Offices, 127 S.

Hudson Ave.
First National Pictures, 523 S.

Robinson St.

Fox Film Corp., 521 S. Robin-
son St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 513 S. Robinson St.

Pathe Exchanges, 508 W. Grand
Ave.

Producers Dist. Corp., 515 S.

Robinson St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 519
W. Main St.

Warner Bros., 115 S. Hudson St.

OMAHA
Educational Film Exch. of Lowe,

1508 Davenport St.

Famous Players-Lasky Cor" .

1610 Davenport St.

Film Booking Offices, 1508 Dav-
enport St.

First National Pictures, 1511
Chicago St.

Fox Film Corp., 1509 Chicago
St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 1512 Davenport St.

Pathe Exchanges, 1508 Daven-
port St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 1516 Dav-
enport St.

United Artists Corp., 1508 Dav-
enport St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 1513
Davenport St.

Warner Bros., 1502 Davenport
St.

PEORIA, ILL.
Famous Players-Laskv Corp.,

125 S. Monroe St.

PHILADELPHIA
Educational Film Co., of East

Pa., 1309 Vine St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
1219 Vine St.

Film Booking Offices, 1320 Vine
St.

First National Pictures, 1225
Vine St.

Fox Film Corp., 1238 Vine St.

Interstate Film, 1308 Vine St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 1228 Vine St.

Pathe Exchanges, 1232 Vine St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 1235 Vine
St.

United Artists Corp., 1323 Vine
St.

Warner Bros., 1222 Vine St.

PITTSBURGH
Educational Film Exch. Inc., of

Pitts., 1014 Forbes St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
1018 Forbes St.

Film Booking Offices, 1016
Forbes St.

First National Pictures, 1014
Forbes St.

Fox Film Corp., 1014 Forbes St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 1014 Forbes St.

Pathe Exchanges, 1018 Forbes
St.

Producers Dist Corp., 1016
Forbes St.

United Artists Corp., 1014
Forbes St.
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Universal Pictures Corp., 1018
Forbes St.

Warner Bros., 1018 Forbes St.

PORTLAND, MAINE
Famous Plavers-Lasky Corp.,
263 St. Johns St.

United Artists Corp., 614 Fi-
delity Bldg.

PORTLAND, OREGON
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
444 Glisan St.

Film Booking Offices, 126 N.
12th St.

First National Pictures, 441
Glisan St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 451 Glisan St.

Pathe Exchanges, 443 Glisan
St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 124 N.
12th St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 445
Glisan St.

Warner Bros., 130 N. 12th St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Famous Players-Laskv Corp.,
202 S. 1st St.

Film Booking Offices, 58 Ex-
change Place.

First National Pictures, 212 E.
1st St. South.

Fox Film Corp., 216 E. 1st St.

South.
Inter-Mt. Ed. Film Ex., Inc., 214

E. 1st St. South.
Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer Dist.

Corp., 204 E. 1st St. South
Pathe Exchanges, 206 E. 1st St.

South.
Producers Dist. Corp., 60 E. 4th

St. South.
United Artists Corp., 58 E. 4th

St. South.
Universal Pictures Corp., 56 Ex-
change Place.

Warner Bros., 62 Exchange PI.

SAN ANTONIO
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,

501 Soledad St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Educational Film Ex. of No.

Cal., 288 Turk St.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
201 Golden Gate Ave.

Film Booking Offices, 310 Turk
St.

First National Pictures, 140
Leavenworth St.

Fox Film Corp., 308 Turk St.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 215 Golden Gate Ave.

Pathe Exchanges, 321 Turk St.

Producers Dist. Corp., 191 Gol-
den Gate Ave.

United Artists Corp., 229 Gol-
den Gate Ave.

Universal Pictures Corp., 221
Golden Gate Ave.

Warner Bros., 71 Leavenworth
St.

SEATTLE
Educational Film Ex. of Seattle,
2002 Third Ave.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
2017 Third Ave.

Film Booking Offices, 1917 Third
Ave.

First National Pictures, 2023
Third Ave.

Fox Film Corp., 2008 Third Ave.
Metro-Goldwyn-Maver Dist.

Corp.. 2018 Third Ave.
Pathe Exchanges, 2025 Third

Ave.
{Listing continued)
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Producers Dist. Corp., 308 Vir-
ginia St.

United Artists Corp., 1913 Third
Ave.

Universal Pictures Corp., 1935
Third Ave.

Warner Bros., 1915 Third Ave.

SIOUX FALLS, S. D.

Famous Players-Laskv Corp.,
lis S. Main St.

Film Booking- Offices. 12] \V.

12th St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 221 S.

Main Ave.

ST. LOUIS
Famous Plavers-Laskv Corp.,

3721 Washington Blvd.

Educational Film Ex. of Mo.,
Inc., 3334 Olive St.

Film Booking Offices, 3312 Olive
St.

First National Pictures, 3319
Locust St.

Fox Film Corp.. 3314 Olive St.

M <t ro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.
Corp., 3332 Olive St.

Pathe Exchanges, 3318 Olive St.

Producers Dist. Corp.. 3308 Lin-
dell Blvd.

United Artists Corp., 3328 Olive
St.

Universal Pictures Corp., 3320
Olive St.

Warner Bros. 3310 Lindell Blvd.

WASHINGTON
Educational Films Co. of East.

Pa., 926 N. Jersey Ave., N.
W.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
1101 N. Capitol Ave.

Film Booking Offices, 916 G St.,

N. W.
First National Pictures, 916 G

St., N. W.
Fox Film Corp., 932 N. Jersey

Ave., N. W.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist.

Corp., 924 New Jersey Ave.,
N. W.

Producers Dist. Corp., 916 G.
St., N. W.

United Artists Corp., 801 Mather
Bldg.

Universal Pictures Corp., N. J.

Ave. & K St.

Warner Bros., 928 New Jersey
Ave., N. W.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp., 62
North State St., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.

INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS
"I Illlllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUII .in.

Abgol Film Productions, 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

American Cinema Association,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Aywon Film Corp., 729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

Banner Productions, Inc., 1540
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Chadwick Pictures Corp., 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Chesterfield Motion Picture
Corp., 1540 Broadwav, N. Y.
City.

Columbia Pictures Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Cranfield & Clarke, 729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

Elbee Pictures Corp., 1209 Loew
State Bldg., N. Y. City.

Excellent Pictures Corp., 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Exclusive Features, Inc., 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Famous Attractions Corp., 115
West 45th St., N. Y. City.

Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc., 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Lee-Bradford Corp., 701 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

Lumas Film Corp., 1600 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Principal Pictures Corp., Loew
State Bldg., N. Y. City.

Rayart Pictures Corp., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Red Seal Pictures Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Sava Films, Inc., 1540 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Short Film Syndicate, 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Sierra Pictures, Inc., 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Sterling Pictures Corp., 1650
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Wm. Steiner, 220 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.

Tiffany Prod., 1540 Broadwav,
N. Y. City.

True Story Film Co., Inc., 1926
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Weber & North, 1600 Broadwav,
N. Y. City.

Weiss Bros., 1540 Broadwav.
N. Y. City.

Winkler Pictures Corp., 220 W
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Manufacturers
WE'RE constantly receiving letters from theatre

owners, builders, architects, supply dealers and even

picture producing company executives, praising

Buyers Guide and requesting extra copies. They want to

know when the next edition will be printed.

Buyers Guide has hit the keynote of what is demanded in

the motion picture field of theatre building and equipment

publication. Its success has been phenomenal.

From a publishing standpoint. Buyers Guide is of such

high standard that it reflects quality on the products pre-

sented through its advertising pages.

Furthermore, products not advertised in Buyers Guide

do not get full recognition by this industry. And by indus-

try we include architects who specialize in theatre work.

The spring edition of Buyers Guide will be published next

May. Make your plans now to be represented among its

advertising pages. Write Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh

Avenue, New York City, for complete details.
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This Investigation Will Help

You Sell

70HE more intimately you know the motion picture field the more

\*) thoroughly and efficiently you can sell it. If you know how

many theatre circuits there are; the number of theatres in each cir'

cuit; whether these theatres are Class A, B, C or D houses; the

individuals who are responsible for buying equipment—then you can

follow through an aggressive campaign.

And, in addition, if detailed data is available on all independently

owned theatres—then a sales manager is prepared to break sales

records.

Motion Picture News has taken the "guess" out of the motion pic

ture industry through a complete and thorough analysis of theatres.

We know who owns them—buys for them— builds them—and

their relative buying powers.

Motion Picture News has a circulation that covers every buyer of

consequence. Our records —the result of an investment of over

$50,000, spent to study and know our own field— are open to your

inspection.

The only analysis of its kind in the industry.

Write us for facts and figures on the motion picture field.

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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'F-3'

Brenkert F-3 Effect Projector
and

Brenkert C-14 Super

Spot and Flood Lamps
were Installed in the

New Paramount
Theatre (New York)

after tests had proven the merit of this equipment

to produce the very best results for this magnificent

theatre.

Whether you are equipping a De Luxe Theatre

or remodeling a small theatre there is a Brenkert

unit of the correct type and size to suit the re-

quirements and assure economical and unequaled

performance.

Our long experience, engineering and manufac-

turing resources are at your disposal in producing effective lighting of the stage,

orchestra, aisles, foyer or box office.

You can receive these benefits in your theatre. See

your dealer or write direct for complete information

and catalog.

BRENKERT
Light Projection Co.

Engineers and Manufacturers

7348 St. \uhin Ave., at E. Grand Blvd. Detroit, Mich.

A few recent installations

Capitol Theatre Port Chester, New York
Locw's Hillside Theatre Harrisburg, Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.

New York City
New York City
New York City
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Yakima, Wash.

Cambridge, Mass.
Evansville, III.

Loew's Regent Theatre
Apollo Theatre
Congress Theatre
Palestine Theatre
State Theatre
Capitol Theatre
Capitol Theatre
University Theatre
University Theatre

'r1.!!"'C-14

Brenkert projectors and effective lighting, devices are distributed
by theatre supply dealers throughout the United States and Canada



Truly Atmospheric Theatres
are Heated and Ventilated with

REYNOLDS EQUIPMENT

NATIONAL TMEAMS CORPORATION _& p^59WB£ATReIMNUS
Jolw tber^oa- Architect

The Avalon Theatre, Chicago, Illinois,
is one of seventeen new theatres now under construc-
tion thruout the country in which we are installing

Reynolds System of Heating and Ventilating
Our Engineering Department is ready at all times to serve you in your problems on Theatre
Heating and Ventilating. We will gladly forward our Catalogue upon receipt of your letter request.

B. F. REYNOLDS & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1881

118 W. Ohio St. Chicago, Illinois

REYNOLDS MANUFACTURES, ENGINEERS, AND INSTALLS ITS OWN EQUIPMENT
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